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Pa g 4428

Faye
28405 * The accused stated that it was his view that 

the entry into Jehol was done under the Japan-Manchukuo 
Pact of September 15. 1932. It was not true that it had 
been decided as early as December, 1931? that Jehol was 
to be included in the area of operations.

28406 * Since no one would know who the opponent was 
to be in the Chinese Army, no one could tell how far the 
Army would be able to go. Therefore, since the one 
responsible for the unsettled affairs in Manchuria was 
Chiang Hsueh-liang. accounts had to be settled with him.
The problem came up as to how far Chiang's authority 
extended. Since it extended to Jehol, that was what they 
decided on. Thejr real desire was not in the use of armed 
force, but the INUKAI Cabinet wished to settle things 
peacefully and quickly. That was the main outline of the 
JKUKAI Cabinet's policy. (Reference was made to exhibit 
3 16 2. in connection with that answer).

The accused stated it was not true that operations 
against Jehol actually began in July 1932 and continued

28407 through August 1932. * At the time he heard nothing what
soever concerning atrocities at Nanking. He first heard 
of it when testimony was given before the Tribunal. Cab
inet advisers were not shown reports coming from the Consul- 
General at Nanking. He did not know that military were 
sent to Nanking to investigate the matter.

28408 * He had never seen an account in Japanese 
newspapers concerning the massacre of Chinese. He knew 
that UAT3UI was replaced in February, 1938? but didn't 
know the circumstances nor did he inquire into the reasons. 
He knew that on l6 January 1938? the KONOYE Cabinet decided 
to have no further negotiations with Chiang Kai-shek. At 
the time of this announcement, all cabinet advisers gave 
strong opinions concerning the phrase "No further dealings 
with the Chiang Regime". The phrase was ambiguous and the 
wording not of the best. No one could predict what the 
effect of such a statement would be.

28409 * When asked if the decision was not to fight to 
a finish with China, he stated that Cabinet advisers 
hardly heard anything of such a nature. The Cabinet issued 
the statement, and the accused felt it was very kind of it

28410 to show the statement at all before it was published. * The 
opinion of practically all cabinet councillors was that 
although the wording was ambiguous, it meant that all 
negotiations with the Chiang Regime would be cut off.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORDSeptember 1R, 1947
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He did not know what was discussed at the Cabinet 

meeting, but did know that the statement to the effect that 
Japan would not deal with the Chiang Regime was issued 
without alterations.

When asked why in May, 1938, he joined the 
government which had rejected his advice on all vital 
questions of policy, he stated that he felt it was still

28411 * too early for him to go completely into retirement, and 
he should make one more effort for his country. He also 
accepted partly because of KONOYE's urgent pleas. When the 
accused met KONOYE later and asked him about the statement, 
KONOYE said that he did not issue it with the thought that 
negotiations with the Chiang regime would be cut off. If 
that regime re-considered, they were willing to take up 
the negotiations again. He did not remember that the 
statement was repeated in December, 1938, or that steps 
were taken by the Cabinet to establish Wang Ching-wei as
a rival government.

When asked why he remained a member of the 
Cabinet which continued to act in opposition to his 
policies, the accused stated that he still felt there was

28412 * some way his hopes could be realized. He bent all 
efforts to that end, but because of his Cabinet position 
he had no means of knowing about the policies nor of those 
matters. His advice was not sought. He did not even know 
when Wang Ching-wei came to Japan.

The accused stated that during the time he was 
in the first KONOYE and HIRANUMA Cabinets, matters were 
decided by the 5 Minister's Conference, and he was not 
consulted. He was asked if it were not the truth that no 
decision taken by the 5 Minister's Conference could be put 
into effect until it had cabinet approval. He stated that 
would be so if a policy was actually carried out after 
being decided upon, but at that time hardly any important 
policies were decided. He was not sure whether he was 
present on 10 June, 1939, when the FIRANUMA Cabinet decided

28413 to establish the Wang Ching-wei regime. * He did not even 
know that Wang had been brought to Japan at that time.

He did not recall making a speech on the first 
anniversary of the China Incident, in which he stated that 
Japan would not lay down arms until anti-Japanese China was 
completely crushed. He believed such a speech must have 
been taken from the Monbu Ji Hyo, or another document 
referred to before.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD Page 4429
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The Education Ministry review (Monbu Ji Hyo) 
was published by the Ministry, and there was a section 
which handled it. Somebody must have written that state
ment, and perhaps he had glanced through it. There was 
nothing more than that. He remembered that when he was 
shown one of those monthlies, he did remember it. That 
was the extent to which the matter went. * If the whole 
document were looked at, it would be found that the real 
import of the article did not include such an idea.
(Exhibit 2281).

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. McMANUS.
* The accused stated that he had been interrogated 

20 odd times. The three interpreters who had appeared in 
the court were not the only ones which appeared before him 
at Sugamo. There were others.

* The accused was handed a document which was a 
statement from Commander SHIRAKAWA regarding the cessation 
of hostilities in the Shanghai Incident. He was asked if 
he were personally responsible for the statement. He 
stated that previous to SHIRAKAWA's departure, he instructed 
him as he had instructed Commander UEDA that the ideas of 
the government and the military were the same as those 
subsequently embodied in his statement. He believed that 
the statement was issued in accordance with his intentions, 
that the matters should be solved without recourse to arms.

* The accused stated that the policy of non
expansion was not restricted to China Proper, but applied 
everywhere. * He was asked if he knew anything about the 
Japanese plan OTSU. The accused stated that he believed 
the OUSU plan was an operational plan. He did not know 
about it.

* The accused stated that on 11 May, 1932, he made 
a statement concerning the withdrawal of troops from 
Shanghai. » On October 30, 1933, he had suggested an 
Asiatic Peace Conference for all countries concerned to 
participate for the promotion of world peace.

The accused * identified a document handed to him 
as a report written down by a newspaper man who came to 
see him concerning the proposal he had made for the holding 
of an Asia Pacific Conference. He did not know anything, 
however, regarding the latter part of the document.
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* When asked if he did make such a suggestion, 
he stated that his affidavit showed the efforts he made 
toward the realization of the conference after the Tangku 
truce.

* Exhibit 3 16 6, a letter dated 20 January 1934, 
from ARAKI to Premier SAITO concerning basic suggestions 
for the emergency, was received in evidence.

* Exhibit 3163-A, a statement by General UEDA
to the Commander of the 19th Route Army, dated l8 February 
19 32, stated that the Chinese Army was to stop fighting 
at once and complete withdrawal from the present front at 
0700 February 20. Withdrawal must be completed by 1700 
February 20 from a described area. Furthermore, fortresses 
and other military facilities within this area must be 
withdrawn and not re-established. The Japanese Army would 
not shell, bomb, nor pursue after the Chinese Army commences 
to withdraw. However, reconnaissance planes will not be 
restricted. * After withdrawal, the Japanese will hold 
only the area in the Hung Kiu vicinity. After withdrawal, 
the Japanese will send investigators to the zone to ascer
tain execution. The Chinese Army must thoroughly protect 
the lives and property of Japanese nationals in the Shanghai 
area. If crotection is not complete, appropriate steps 
would be taken. Effective measures were also to be taken 
against guerrillas. Separate negotiations concerning the 
protection of foreigners in the Shanghai area would be 
made.

As for prohibiting anti-Japanese movements, 
the promise Mayor WU made to Consul-General MURAI on 28 
January must be carried out strictly. Japanese diplomats 
would principally negotiate separately about this item.
* If these items are not carried out, the Army would be 
compelled to take free actions against the Chinese Army. 
All the responsibility arising as a result would be borne 
by the Commander of the 19th Route Army.

From exhibit 3163-B, the statement of Commander 
SHIRAKAWA, dated 1 March, 1932, to the Ninth Division, 
stated that he had just arrived to take command of the 
Shanghai Army, to protect Japanese there in cooperation 
with the Navy. However, Japan had made every effort to 
settle the matter peacefully, it had been in vain. Now 
that the Ninth Division had taken to arms, * the Chinese 
were going to resist with heavier preparations and a 
larger force. Japan was thus obliged to increase her 
forces.
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They did not, however, want to fight and complicate 
the matter. If the Chinese accepted ti eir demands and 
evacuated, they v/ould not hesitate to cease military action. 
Thev would be faithful neighbors with the Chinese people 
and maintain harmony with all countries. He intended to 
do his -best not to enlarge the incident and to limit it 
and settle it quickly to protect the Japanese people fully 
and restore order to East Asia.

* Exhibit 3i^7, a report by ARAKI to the House 
of Peers on 23 March 1932, stated that the anti-Japanese 
* movement in China, which has been a great hindrance to 
peace in the Orient, had Drecipitately enlivened its 
activities lately. The rights of Japan had been ignored 
by Manchurian authorities and pressure placed on Japanese 
and Koreans. Their insolence has resulted in the slaughter 
of these people. * This situation culminated in the murder 
of Japanese army officers. They had tolerated these out
rages with patience. The state of tilings had grown worse, 
and challenged by the violence of Chinese soldiers near 
Irukder, the Japanese have beer forced to rise against their 
will, in self-defense.

Since then, the army had faced with minor forces 
an enemy which outnumbered them, with continuous operations 
night and day under difficulties. An encouraging resolution 
had just been received, and they had met with enthusiastic 
support, borne of public wrath. Thus unified, the people 
rad gone through many international crises.

At present, the Japanese force in Manchuria 
» numbered less than 30,000, and were stationed in a vast 
area two and a half times as large as the Empire. They 
were directly charged with protecting the lives and property 
of one million Japanese and Koreans, and indirectly with 
the nreservation of peace and welfare of thirty million.
The soldiers had fulfilled their duty and took their stand 
in the lifeline of national defense and safeguarded security.

At the outbreak of the Incident the Japanese force 
consisted of only 10,400. The force around Mukden was only
4,000 strong at the time of the Incident. The Chinese army 
approximated 220,000, with 14,000 stationed near Mukden.
At the outbreak of the conflict, a brigade was sent from 
Korea, and other t.rooDS have been sent to meet the require
ments. * In this manner, minor forces have stripped 
Manchuria of the menace near the Liaohsi and swept away 
disturbances in North Manchuria.
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Bandits had been suppressed and pacified with 
few casualties on the part of the Japanese. However, the 
circumstances deemed of no optimism, and the authorities 
were engaged in measures to cope with the situation. They 
hoped for eternal peace in Manchuria and her development 
even from the standpoint of Japanese national defense. This 
condition necessitates the existence of the present forces 
and more if possible.

Concerning affairs in the Shanghai vicinity, the 
army saw the necessity of taking deliberate measures, 
judging from its character which was different from Manchuria, 
at the end of February the Cabinet council decided to send

28441 * reinforcements. The authorities wished for an immediate 
solution without bloodshed and repeatedly negotiated with 
the Chinese, who showed no sincerity and replied with 
bombardment. It was a matter of regret that Japan was 
compelled to exchange fire.

The Chinese army was reinforced with guards under 
Chiang Kai-shek, in addition to the 19th Route Army. The 
total strength was six divisions, who threatened to take 
the offensive. Therefore, two Japanese divisions and 
adjunct troops were dispatched, and early that month, with 
one blow, they defeated the main body of the enemy. At 
present, Japanese forces were assembled in a limited area 
in a state of susDension of hostilities, with a view to 
restoring peace. In harmony with the fundamental govern
ment policies and in cooperation with the navy, the army

28442 * had succeeded in attaining its object and avoiding a 
full-scale conflict. The object in sending troops to 
Shanghai was to protect Japanese residents and preserve 
peace in the International Settlement. So long as China 
did not menace with a large-scale offensive, the authorities 
had decided to withdraw the forces on their own accord.
The middle of the month, a division and a brigade had been 
instructed for evacuation, and were then under transportation.

In view of present conditions, a careful examina
tion of the Incident showed that it was not one incomparable 
in its gravity with the Siberian expedition or the Manchuria 
Incident, but might be said to rival even the Russo-Japanese 
war in importance. It was natural that the morale of the 
soldiers and the nation had been enhanced. It was their 
earnest desire to safeguard the nation's security and the

28443 * peace and welfare of the people by virtue of their 
loyalty, devotion, and thus set a glorious conclusion.
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Army and navy cooperation ad demonstrated during 
the latest operations, was unrivaled and were of special 
attention. With the virtue of His Majesty and the devotion 
and loyalty of the soldiers, it had been clarified that the 
army deserved the high regard of the world, and it can take 
a resolute stand with the unanimous support of the people. 
The new dawning light of peace was being noticed in the 
Orient. The authorities concerned were determined to tide 
over the crisis by united efforts, to secure national 
defense, exalt prestige abroad, extend national virtues 
at home, and to abide by the Imperial 7ay. They were 
determined to make a contribution toward perfect peace in 

28444 the Empire, and redoubled efforts 4 for the fulfillment
of their heavy responsibility in guarding and maintaining 
the Imnerial Throne.

?8446 * From exhibit 3166, a letter dated 20 January,
1934* from ARAKI to Premier SAITO, it was stated that the 
present situation mishit appear- different when looked at 
from different angles, but he firmly believed that it was 
not an emergency situation, but a critical juncture, at 
which the Empire's fate was at stake. Opinions seemed
to differ as to whether or not a crisis in Japan would 
result, but really important affairs are apt to arise 
without a days notice. His opinion was that a nation 
must be ready at all times to avoid trouble and secure a 

2R447 * basis for further development. He was not inclined to
believe they could take a rose-colored view of things. 
Potential danger was often made actual when people avoided 
tackling difficult problems and sought to comfort them
selves by taking a light view.

He didn't believe it far-fetched or intentional 
pessimism if unforeseen difficulties in the immediate 
future were forecast. This was the moment when national 
unity was required to bring about the Empire's prosperity. 
He had already expressed his views on various occasions, 
including that of the Five-Minister Conference, to cope 
with the situation. He took the liberty of making further 
suggestions, and he solicited the Premier's consideration 
over the future of Japan and asked that it be put into 
practice.
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* it had not entirely slipped his notice that 
some people had misgivings concerning the military attitude 
toward international problems. He would state that this 
attitude had been consistent and rigid in the past, and 
would remain so, vis-a-vis those whose ideology and views 
were not reconciled with the national character. He had 
been exerting what service he could toward promoting 
Japan's position among the powers, and their confidence in 
Japan. He explained to them wherever possible the principle 
of the Empire's foundation in connection with national 
policies and principles of the present. Kis intention in 
doing so had been to seek efforts among the powers so that 
the Empire would not be entirely isolated. He hoped the 
Premier would render his assistance in realizing closer 
relations between the foreign and military authorities, 
with whose cooperation Japan might maintain her superior 
position in the international community, and that her
* rightful claim might be duly complied with.

It was an urgent matter to inspire the people 
with the moral sense of the Empire and to reveal the 
essential qualities of its culture by perfecting national 
power based on nation-wide harmony, and moreover, to 
strengthen recognition of the national structure, 
further peace and security, and expedite the establishment 
of peace in East Asia and the Pacific.

Recause of international crises in 1935 and the 
tendency toward renovation among jurisdictional courts 
and other circles, unfavorable social trends were expected 
to be revealed, which were liable to produce unrest among 
the people, and world communities in particular. Combined
* with the disturbance in educational circles and the labor 
field, conditions would be aggravated, and some, if not 
all military personnel, might be influenced and led into 
restlessness. The present situation seemed to be apparent 
tranquility, but it was not his opinion that it would be 
impossible for the government to tide over the difficult 
situation unless means were devised to dispel prevailing 
unrest. These tendencies refused to be driven away by 
ordinary or mediocre measures. The affairs in Japan should 
be a matter of religious service.

The fundamental aims should enable the people to 
live in peace and contentment, by observing such virtues 
as worship of gods, intimacy between the sovereign and his 
subjects, and perfect harmony between high and low. They 
should act in observance of virtues peculiar to the Empire 
and reject both Communism and Fascism.
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A tendency should be adjusted after it is taken 
into consideration, and then directed to a proper course,
* Natural tendencies do not always take reasonable courses. 
Those who govern must devote themselves to assisting in 
the Emperor's rule, in conformity with nature, and by 
transcending reason to bring about the development of 
national power and let the Deople live peacefully.

Since these tendencies had gathered strength 
and the crisis was impending, they must be prompt in judging 
where the trend would lead. They must sacrifice themselves 
to render allegiance and assistance to the Emperor. Since 
appeal to the Emperor and then to transgress the Imperial 
" la y would constitute an act deserving death, they must 
petition the Emperor to grant amnesty for past crimes. Thus 
they could purify life and drive the offenders to devote 
themselves to a new way of living in expiation of their sin. 
This could effect a complete change of public feeling,
* and they must carry out large-scale reforms in government. 
For this purpose they should have to request Imperial 
decision so the people might be informed on the plan, and 
should have to adjust this tendency. By thus establishing 
the basis of national power, they must discharge their 
great duty of assisting the Throne.

* From exhibit 3166, letter dated 20 January,
19 3 4, from ARAKI to Premier SAITO, it was stated that by 
judging the international situation, they could determine 
policies, especially those toward the Soviet, U. 3., and 
China. Certain policies must be decided on while prepara
tions were being made for a peace conference to establish 
a basis for peace in East Asia and the Pacific.

The policy toward the Soviet should mainly concern 
international relations. Toward China, U. S. and the 
league, it concerned mainly with Manchurian problems.
* Policies toward Britain and the U. S. mainly concerned 
the Iondon Disarmament Conference, and toward Britain,
IT. S. and China concerned international economic relations.
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BY MR. SUGAWARA
28455 * The witness identified Exhibit 3168 and verified
28456 it. The affidavit stated * that the witness was Vice Chief 

of Staff from January 1932 tc 19 June 1933» a War Councillor 
Inspector General from January 1934 to l6 July 1934, a War 
Councillor again and transferred to the reserve in March

28457 19 3 6. When he became Vice Chief of Staff * the Chief of 
Staff was Prince KAN-IN and the War Minister was the ac
cused ARAKI. When he assumed his post, ARAKI explained 
to the witness that the state of affairs was quite alarm
ing, There had been many internal incidents and relations 
with the League were not satisfactory.

The situation in Manchuria had become more aggra
vated, There was every danger it would develop Into a 
regular war, and they must leave no stone unturned to 
immediately safe the situation.

ARAKI told the witness that when he was anpointed 
War Minister, the Chinchou District was in a critical con
dition. Unless they saved It, residents and troops would 
be in danger. Diplomatic negotiations were at a stand
still. The situation was aggravated and the Kwantung 
Army was in difficulty. Therefore, the government was

28458 obliged to decide to liquidate * the district for self- 
defense and to protect residents. The General Staff 
ordered the Kwantung Army to that effect. ARAKI told 
the witness that the Liquidation Campaign had just been 
finished and he thought there would be no need of further 
operations unless the army was challenged. They would 
try to cease hostilities within the smallest possible 
scope and on principle the government was still dealing 
with Chang Hsueh-liang who was still disturbing peace 
and order. Therefore the scope of operations was limit
ed to Chang’s sphere of influence. ARAKI told the wit
ness to bear this in mind and control the army strictly.

When the witness assumed the post as Vice Chief 
of Staff, he met INUKAI, who explained political affairs 
and made remarks similar to those of ARAKI. He did not 
in any way suggest that he intended to petition for an 
Imperial Order to withdraw troops from Manchuria and 
the witness never heard from any one that Premier INUKAI 
had any such intention.
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2B459 * The witness reported to the Chief of Staff,Prince KAN-IN, what he had heard from INUKAI and ARAKI 

and with his approval, conducted matters in accordance 
with those policies. While doing so, it was decided 
by the Ministry to send troops to Shanghai which had 
been requested by the Navy as reinforcements to protect 
the Japanese there. The witness took every precaution 
to observe ARAKI's principle so that the troops sent 
would not exceed the scope of their primary object. 
Divisional Commander UEDA also followed this principle 
and tried to settle the situation without bloodshed.
The witness remembered UEDA made a proclamation re
questing reconsideration by the enemy of their action. 
Contrary to his expectation, the Chinese increased 
preparations to fighti There were signs that an over
all clash was inevitable.

28460 * Under such circumstances, further reinforce
ment was decided on to solve the situation. When the 
second reinforcement landed at Chiilaikou, the 19th 
Route Army began a retreat and as it was driven beyond 
the expected line, attack ceased»ending in three days 
with almost negligible casualties. An agreement was 
later signed to ensure future safety.

28461 * This agreement gave Japan the right to sta
tion troops there, but in view of ARAKI's principle, 
they decided to evacuate all troops from China and 
withdrawal was made within a month after signing the 
agreement. The Jehol and Hulunpeirh campaigns and
the task of the Kwantung Army under the Japan-Manchukuo 
Protocol, and because of constant disturbances around 
Jehol and in Hulunpierh, it became necessary for the 
Japanese and Manchukuo forces to resort to action 
under the Protocol. It took place after recognition 
of Manchukuo and as precautions were taken through
out the campaign not to divert from the principle of 
bringing about law and order the operation was ex
tremely difficult. As to Hulunpeirh, their object 
was achieved through the good offices of the Soviet 
and as to Jehol, efforts were made to limit action 
within the Great Wall. Observance of this policy 
was sternly requested to the troops at the risk of 
operational Inconveniences. There was an occasion

28462 when troops advanced beyond this limit * but they 
were immediately ordered to return and further action
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Page was stopped. Hostilities were finally settled by the 

Tangku Agreement.
The witness believed that ARAKI was one who 

was most seriously worried about the Manchurian Incident, 
Because of his worry, he made a firm determination to 
settle it, which finally led to the Tangku Agreement,
After the agreement was signed, ARAKI strove to settle 
the overall situation by adjusting foreign and domestic 
affairs, ARAKI often told the witness that he was de
voting his efforts to letting the people live up to 
Japan's original teachings, enhancing the Emperor's 
virtue of benevolence and improving aggravated inter
national relations by realizing the advocated inter
national peace conference.

The natives' wishes for Manchukuo's inde
pendence were ardent when the witness was appointed 
Vice-Chief of Staff, The General Staff did not inter
fere on principles as it was a political problem,
ARAKI assumed the most prudent attitude toward it and 
he was in accord with the officers,

28464 * ARAKI also exerted efforts to calm the minds 
of young officers who were indignant at the current 
situation and had caused considerable trouble. He 
did his best to develop their spirit so they might 
devote attention to their duty. He also let sub
ordinates spare no time in teaching and guiding 
younger officers.. In due course, they showed signs
of composure and no army officer was a participant 
in the May 15th Incident.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. COMYNS CARR
Reference was made to the witness' affidavit 

where he had said that the natives' wishes for Man
chukuo's independence were ardent, that the General 
Staff did not interfere with it, and that ARAKI 
assumed the most prudent attitude toward it. When 
asked if he remembered being interrogated in Sugamo,

28465 * the witness stated he did not. He recalled an 
interrogation in which he had said that he had some
thing to do with setting up Manchuria as an inde
pendent state, but the meaning was entirely contrary.
In regard to his statement on interrogation that there 
was an opinion in the Army to take over Manchuria
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Page entirely but he thought they did not clear up the mess, 

and advised the Emperor and Premier SAITO to set up an 
independent state, he explained that when he went to 
Manchuria he found Japanese officials in all quarters* 
Under such a state of affairs, it would appear as if 
Japan had occupied Manchuria* Therefore, the witness 
stated emphatically that under such a situation, Man
churia could not be properly governed and administered* 
Administration must be left entirely in Manchurian hands* 
When asked if he had said on interrogation that he felt 
any occupation of Manchuria by Japan violated the Nine- 

28466 Power Treaty, he stated * that with regard to treaties 
he was a complete layman, but he did feel that would 
be a violation.

When asked on interrogation if he stated that 
while Vice-Chief of Staff he went to receive the Emper
or's permission to different matters, and especially 
recalled that he went to get this permission at the 
time the 14th Division was sent to Shanghai, and that 
the Emperor said he could see no reason for sending 
them,the witness stated that the Emperor did not say 
he saw no reason. The Emperor stated to the effect 
that it would be all right if it were necessary to

28468 send more troops. He made inquiry to that effect. *
He had not said that the Emperor felt that with the 
situation coming back to normal in Shanghai it was 
not necessary to send the division there. He did 
not know that before even the Naval party landed in 
Shanghai the Chinese Mayor had accepted all terms de
manded by the Japanese Consul-General* He said it 
wasn't the case that he said on interrogation that
he told the Emperor that they were already on the 
move and if they were not to be used in Shanghai, they 
were needed in Manchuria and he finally reluctantly 
agreed. The witness stated that there was a war going 
on in Shanghai and it was doubted whether troops were 
needed there and so they took precautions. Half the 
troops were at sea and half on the move and they 
couldn't stop them. It was carried out on the plan 
that if they went to Shanghai and were not needed 
there, they should be transferred to Manchuria where 
they were needed.

28469 * The witness did not know whether he had said 
that troops were sent three times to Shanghai, but it 
was true that they were sent three times. He did not
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ies guaranteeing it did not enter their heads at that 
time* Troops of the various powers were stationed in 
North China and Shanghai and at that time ideas per
taining to sovereignty were superficial and they hardly 
thought about it. When he said it never entered their 
heads, he did not refer to anyone in particular insofar 
as diplomatic affairs were concerned. He was following 
the directions of the government.

28470
When he said that the question of sovereignty 

did not enter their heads,* he did not include ARAKI 
because he cf all persons placed great emphasis and 
importance on international treaties. ARAKI did not 
tell the witness that this was a breach of them.

With regard to the despatch of forces, ARAKI 
agreed because it was a cabinet decision. In regard to 
the statement in his affidavit where he stated that 
ARAKI's opinion toward the League was quite clear, 
that he fully explained his opinion at the cabinet 
meeting and induced the decision that Japan would 
not withdraw from the League, the witness stated that 
he was not present at the meeting but he had frequently 
heard this from ARAKI.

He did not know that the truth was that 
ARAKI expressed the opposite opinion at the Cabinet 
meeting. He placed implicit trust in what ARAKI 
told him but he did not know for himself what took 
place in the meeting.

28472 * From Exhibit 2177, the minutes of the third 
trial of OKAWA, in answer to a question whether MASAKI 
and ARAKI were involved in the March Incident or the 
October Incident, the answer was no.
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28485 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF ARITA, Hachiro

By Mr* McManus
The witness Identified Exhibit 3189 as his 

affidavit and verified it.
28486 * The affidavit stated that when ARAKI was War 

Minister, the witness was Vice-Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and at the time of the first Konoe and Hira- 
numa Cabinets, he was Foreign Minister when ARAKI
was Education Minister. When ARAKI was Cabinet Coun
cillor the witness was Foreign Minister. After that 
time, they met often at private parties. The first 
Konoe Cabinet held Five-Minister Conferences consist
ing of Prime, War, Naval.Foreign and Finance Ministers 
to debate on important affairs.

28487 * The problem of reinforcing the Anti-Comintern 
Pact was discussed at one of these conferences but 
ARAKI did not attend because he was Education Minister. 
ARAKI was chairman of the committee of the General 
Spiritual Mobilization because his official position
as Education Minister was closely connected with that 
field. As far as the witness could remember, he was 
appointed in the same way as ex officio. In regard to 
ARAKI's connection with the Japan-German Cultural 
Agreement, Japan had entered into it with Germany and 
Italy and it was intended to be concluded with as many 
others as possible. Cultural agreements were entered 
into with Hungary, Brazil, Siam, and Japan carried out 
culture exchanges with Poland, Portugal, Argentine and 
Belgium.

28488 As for the U.S., a Japanese fine arts exhi
bition was held in San Francisco. These agreements 
were cultural problems aiming at culture exchange in 
the world. As to the conclusion of such agreements, 
and its enforcement, the Foreign Office always con
ferred with the Education Ministry.

ARAKI insisted on an exchange of culture 
throughout the world, emphasizing that it should not 
be limited to Germany and Italy. The Foreign Offloe 
agreed. The witness heard many times that ARAKI
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control.
At the resignation of the HIRANUMA cabinet due to Tri

partite Alliance issue, ARAKI was considered to head the 
following cabinet. One of the principal reasons he was con
sidered was that he had such an opinion regarding the Tri
partite Alliance.

28489 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. CCMYNS CARR
The witness said that to carry into effect any decisions 

of the Five-Minister Conference they would have to be weighed 
by the entire cabinet.

When asked if it were not true that the negotiations 
with Germany and Italy in 1938 and 1939 were not known to 
the other cabinet ministers, including ARAKI, the witness

28490 stated * that if the other ministers were aware or familiar 
with the discussions held at the Five-Minister Conferences 
they could not have heard it officially but only informally. 
Asked why ARAKI was considered a possible successor because 
he was opposed to negotiations for the Tripartite Alliance
if he did not know about such negotiations, the witness stat
ed that he did not think ARAKI was familiar with all the 
details discussed at the Five-Minister Conference, but with 
regard to the proposed Tripartite Alliance, it was widely 
discussed in public. Not once was there an official or 
unofficial discussion of it at a cabinet meeting.

28491 * A matter such as the compromise in May or June 1939 
on whether the proposed alliance should commit Japan to 
military action to support Germany and Italy against 
countries with whom they might be at war, other than 
Russia, was discussed at the Five-Ministers’ Conference.

28492 * Never had a discussion of the Five-Ministers' Con
ference been reported to the Cabinet and there debated.
When asked that If ARAKI had told them in his interroga
tion (Exhibit 2 2 18) that questions of foreign policy 
were reported from the conferences to the Cabinet and 
there decided upon, if ARAKI were wrong, the witness 
stated that he recalled no decision which was so reported 
to the Cabinet. No such decision was ever made by the 
Cabinet that Japan should enter into a treaty with Ger
many and Italy by which she was bound to give military 
support if they became involved in a war with Russia.
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28496

28497

When asked if that decision was made by the Five-Ministers 
Conference, the witness stated it was difficult for him to 
speak of the problem which was discussed very simply, inasmuch 
as * the question was discussed on many occasions by the 
Five-Ministers Conference. He hesitated to make a defin
ite reply, because he miRht make a mistake. He said he 
hardly expected the details of the Tripartite Alliance 
to be discussed.

He knew the late Baron HARADA well. He never 
reported to Prince SAIONJI himself, but on many occasions 
gave information to HARADA which he might use on reporting 
on diplomatic and political developments to SAIONJI.

* He did not recall the exact phraseology used but 
generally he thought that the point in dispute was whether 
the treaty should include an undertaking to give military 
support to Germany and Italy if they became involved in a 
war with a country other than Russia.

When asked if it were not true that HIRANUMA,
ITAGAKI and OSHIMA were in favor of giving such support 
and it was opposed by YONAI and himself, the witness 
stated that it was a fact that he and YONAI were opposed.

* When asked if there was not a compromise arrange
ment arrived at that in the event of Germany or Italy being 
at war with a country other than Russia, Japan would give 
political and economic support and military aid if noss- 
ible, but that it should be explained that it would not
be possible to give effective military aid, the witness 
stated there were compromise plans on at least two oc
casions and was not limited to one only. Since he had 
made no preparations to discuss details of these dis
cussions, he could not state accurately if this compromise 
was adopted about 4 May 1939. He did not think that the 
compromise was made known to all cabinet members and the 
Chief Secretary.

Since the decision of the Five-Ministers Con
ference was not reported to the Cabinet as a whole, 
there could not have been a possibility of the cabinet 
approving it.

* He could not say whether the draft plan Just 
read to him was sent Just as it was to Germany but it 
was a matter of course that a compromise plan somewhat
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to that effect was communicated to the representative in 
the field. To every extent the discussion of this sub
ject was limited to the Five-Ministers Conference. It 
was in the preparatory state and only after arrangement 
was reached between Japan and Germany or the other party 
that the matter was to be submitted to the cabinet for 
approval. Only thereafter would the treaty be formally 
signed.

The witness was asked whether he discussed 
matters with HARADA because he knew that HARADA was 
the channel through which SAIONJI gave advice to the 
Emperor. He stated he did not know whether SAIONJI

28498 ever expressed * opinions on diplomatic questions di
rectly to the Emperor, but when any cabinet changes 
took place it was SAIONJI's responsibility to recommend 
a successor and it was necessary for SAIONJI to have 
correct information with regard to political and diplo
matic movements.

He did not know whether that was the reason 
all various ministers and others were anxious to let 
HARADA know their views. When asked if that was his 
reason, he stated he had not one iota of thought to 
try to better his own position. When asked if the 
draft on the question of the Alliance which was drawn 
up as result of the compromise was rejected by the 
Germans because they had an alternative draft, he 
stated that he did not know whether they actually 
rejected the Japanese offer. An alternate plan was, 
however, submitted by the Germans.

28499 * When asked if a new agreement was reached 
on 5 June, he stated he did not remember the date 
exactly but the German draft was discussed at the 
Five-Ministers Conference.
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BY MR. McMANUS
28504 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3170

as his affidavit.
28505 * The affidavit stated that the witness was from 

January to August 1939 and from February 1944 to February 
19 4 5 Minister of Finance, from January to July 1940 and 
from February to April 1945 Chief Cabinet Secretary, from 
April to October 1941 Chief of the General Affairs in the 
IRAA, and from June 1945 to January 1946 Minister of the 
Imperial Household*

In July 1941 while he was Chief of the General 
Affairs of IRAA, he was requested by the Kokumin Press to 
have a table talk with a person who would be most suitable*

28506 * He replied that ARAKI was the best one to talk 
with if he would accept, because he knew him to have an 
intention of non-expansion of the China Incident and knew 
he did not agree to the Tripartite Alliance* These in
tentions ARAKI had expressed to the witness many times* 
Their idea was to make the talk a feature, with ARAKI's
.opinion inserted at several points. ARAKI, the witness, 
and press representatives met together and the talk lasted 
two hours. ARAKI gave his reminiscences of the Siberian 
Expedition* The witness was interested in what ARAKI 
said, but the journalists were puzzled because the con
versation could not make an intended article* Later the 
journalists asked the witness to agree to their making 
an article of their own composition out of the talk*

28507 * The witness replied that it might be inevitable 
to alter the talk, but they must be careful not to create 
a story from it lest it cause trouble. The ‘article 
(Exhibit 6 6 7) published in the paper was far different 
from the talk. The witness' words were increased much 
more and ARAKI's was omitted more than half. Besides, 
the dictation was poor and many parts of the article 
were not clear to the witness.

ARAKI, during the talk, had compared the situa
tion at the time of the Siberian Expedition with the cur
rent time (1941) and he deplored the government in hav
ing no definite policy to unify the army and navy and he
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The gist of ARAKI's opinion was that the govern
ment should act under principles of justice and make final 
decision in carrying out schemes planned by the army and 
navy without their interference, but an article could not 
appear in the newspapers stating ill of the army, navy

28508 * and government. Therefore, any opinion conflicting 
with them was struck out or shaded by editors. Conse
quently, the article was incoherent.

•

The witness observed that after ARAKI resigned 
from the HIRANUMA Cabinet in 1939, he refrained from 
facing the public and was noted as a recluse from cur
rent affairs. Army authorities were opposed to him.
At the time when ARAKI and the witness were colleagues 
in the HIRANUMA Cabinet, the Five-Ministers Conference 
discussed current problems and made decisions. ARAKI 
did not participate at all. As to the Nomonhan Inci
dent, even the witness was not informed after its 
occurrence.

When the YONAI Cabinet was formed, the wit
ness appealed to ARAKI to become Home Affairs Minister. 
ARAKI declined on the grounds he could render no service 
as the currents of the time were against him.

28509 * As the situation at the time of the table talk 
was more critical than the time when the YONAI Cabinet 
was formed, ARAKI's gravest anxiety was why the govern
ment did not establish a strong policy to support the 
army and navy and work out a plan for the nation's 
security. His anxiety was manifested on the pretext
of his old story of the Siberian Expedition as far as 
the witness could recollect. The article that appeared 
in the paper was much distorted and confusing and did 
not depict what ARAKI's talk actually was.
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28526 * Exhibit 2378, the affidavit of IWAMATSU, Goru. 

who was recalled and part of whose affidavit had been read 
before, stated that before ARAKI became Education Minister 
there was an attempt to promote an exchange of good will 
between Germany and Japan. Young men were sent to Germany 
and young Germans would be sent to Japan. When ARAKI 
became Education Minister the Japanese youths had returned 
from Germany. He stated to the witness that he regretted 
that they had returned home with Nazi principles. He did 
not like this. If the program was to continue in the 
future, it would be his suggestion that the young men 
visit not only Germany, but England and France as well,

’Then the German-Japanese culture agreement was 
signed, ARAKI wanted the witness to devise some means to

28527 conclude the agreement with other nations. * On one 
occasion ARAKI stated to the witness that if a nation 
became a first class country because of the strength of her 
armed forces, it would not last long. To become a first 
class nation, it had to do so by virtue of culture. He 
encouraged science study, and negotiated with the Financr 
Minister to obtain an extra three million yen annually
for the study of basic science in colleges and univers itles. 
He respected technical education, and listened to the 
opinions of business men. He desired to carry out- 
vocational education.

During the China Incident, ARAKI was opposed to^ 
the suggestion that the art exhibition and the teaching of 
English in schools should be abolished, although there was 
public clamor for th,is. He said that the culture of a 
nation is not the kind to be temporarily stopped.

..Concerning the abolition of English teaching, 
he thought it might have originated from an anti-foreign

28528 principle, and * ARAKI quoted to the witness one of 
Emperor MEIJl's oaths, that Japan should not indulge in 
a superior complex, nor flatter itself that it was 
superior. The Japanese must become admired, loved, and 
respected by all. The study of English should not only 
not be abolished, but should be encouraged, and students 
should learn more languages. He brought to the attention 
of the students that the IJ. S, and Britain were studlou:- 
enougb to study Japanese, and Japan must follow suit.
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While ARAKI was Education Minister, he advocated
Emperor MEIJI's policies, that Japan should not be a nation 
of Fascism, but to apply itself to the study of western 
civilization. The people should nourish unbiased judgement 
and attain the culture which had been in existence 2600 

28529 years. * He encouraged the education of the deal and 
blind, and was an ardent champion of loyalty.

visited him and requested his opinion as to the action 
they could take in the event of a future struggle between 
Japan and other countries. He advised them that their first 
duty was to the country of their birth, but he further 
stated that if they were reluctant to engage in conflict 
with the country of their ancestors, they should do all 
they possibly could to prevent any such unfortunate 
happening and try to Iron out misunderstandings.

document which he undertook to produce the last time he 
had appeared and handed it to a Japanese defense counsel. 
(Defense counsel interposed, and stated they had the 
document, which was not then available, but would be 
submitted at the first opportunity.)

The witness remembered that a group of Niseis

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BROWN
2853O * The witness stated that he had brought the
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF Y0K0MIZ0, MITSUTERU, 
by Mr. Sugawara.

28533 * The witness identified exhibit No. 3171 as his
affidavit and verified it. The affidavit stated that he 
was Chief of General Affairs of the Cabinet Secretariat in 

28537 the INUKAI and SAITO Cabinets, * in which ARAKI was War 
Minister. He was responsible for keeping a record of 
documents discussed at cabinet meetings, and passing them 
to the Secretariat. Cabinet meeting decisions were not 
necessarily recorded on documents, but considerable part 
of it was done verbally. Many documents on which decisions 
had been made were not given to the Secretariat. It was 
not customary to make a record of cabinet meetings.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.
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28545 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TOMITA, KENJI,
by Mr. Sugawara.

The witness identified and verified exhibit 3172
28546 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness 

was Chief Cabinet Secretary in the second and third KONOYE 
Cabinets. In the summer of 1940 he went to ARAKI by order 
of KONOYE and asked him to be a Cabinet Councillor, but he 
declined because he opposed the establishment of the IRAA 
and the conclusion of the Tripartite Alliance. ARAKI 
opposed the IRAA because the prevailing political partisans' 
attitude could not always be approved, but the IRAA was said 
to aim at establishing one party for the whole nation,

28547 * and rejected the co-existence of different political 
parties. Probably it would lead to despotic autocracy,

■ depriving everyone of freedom of opinion. It would be
against the spirit of the constitution and Emperor MEIJI's 
intentions. It would be a system contrary to the structure 
of the state and the Emperor's will. Later, it was clari
fied that IRAA was not a political, but a public association, 
but at that time this was not clear.

ARAKI opposed the Tripartite Alliance because of 
his ideological standpoint that most Japanese leaders not 
only over-estimated Germany's strength, but also confounded 
the idea of the Imperial Way with German totalitarianism; 
therefore, the Alliance was misleading in clarification of 
Japan's real standpoint. ARAKI opposed it from his pro
fessional military standpoint, because it would lead to 
aggravating the feelings of the U. S. and Britain toward 
Japan with a resultant difficulty of settling the China

28548 Incident, * so much so that it might become inevitable 
for Japan to wage war against the U. S. and Britain.

28549 * ARAKI stated that, the IRAA as a domestic prob
lem and the Tripartite Alliance as an international problem 
were both extremely important. Conferences for settling 
these problems ought to be conducted with prudence, but 
since they had already decided his opinion could affect 
them no longer. Therefore, he said the post of Cabinet 
Councillor was meaningless.

The witness told ARAKI that KONOYE's opinion was 
the same. However, there were some who wanted to found 
IRAA on Nazi totalitarianism, but KO'NOYE rejected it 
because it might revive the Shogunate. To settle the 
China Incident, not existing political parties but a 
nation-wide organization was necessary to suppress the

i t IRAA aimed at.
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The witness told ARAKI that KONOYE was far from 

considering the Tripartite Alliance as a means to hostil
ities against the U. S. and Britain. He told ARAKI that 
KONOYE fundamentally agreed with him as he had an ardent 

28550 desire * to settle the China Incident quickly. Therefore 
it was earnestly asked that ARAKI accept the post of 
cabinet councillor.

After all the witnesses efforts, ARAKI said that 
he was not self-confident and could not be persuaded.
After that, public association between KONOYE and ARAKI was 
discontinued, though private intercourse continued.

THERE WAS NO CORSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.
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by Mr. Sugawara.

28553
28557

* The witness identified exhibit 3173 as his 
affidavit and verified it. * The affidavit stated that 
in December 1931, ARAKI was appointed War Minister. The 
witness often called on him to hear him speak on various 
questions. ARAKI was worried over the Manchurian Incident, 
and said there was a danger of it developing to an all out 
clash. If they should leave it to take its own course 
and as the League failed to grasp the truth of the situa
tion because of Chinese propaganda, he himself would do 
bis best to put an end to the fighting and prevent an 
all out clash. ARAKI then said that after that he would 
endeavour to see the League and other powers brought 
together to take the right cognizance of the situation.

He was absolutely against Japan seceding from 
the League. When the witness met him after Japan's 
secession, ARAKI said that at the cabinet meeting, a 
provision had been made for non-withdrawal from the 
League, but as a result of the proceedings at Geneva 
withdrawal became necessary. He complained that politics 
was a difficult thing.

0  28558 * In January, 1934» ARAKI caught pneumonia, and 
resigned his post as War Minister. When the witness went 
to the sanitarium to inquire of his condition, ARAKI said 
that he was sorry that he became ill at a very important 
moment. ,Japan was already out of the League. What he 
wished to do was hold a Far Eastern Conference to restore 
copperation. but he had become ill and found it impossible 
to take active steps. This was the reason he resigned, 
but he had presented his plans before Premier SAITO and 
other ministers. As for the Army, since his successor, 
HAYASHI, pledged to carry it out, he thought it would be 
realized.

28559 * There was no cross-examination of the witness,
but the attention of the Court was called to exhibits 
187-A to 188-E, and exhibit 2222.
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28580 * In exhibit 3174, the minutes of the Privy 

Council meeting of 30 January 1932, ARAKI stated that he 
would answer a Question regarding army actions. In the 
declaration of the Kwantung Army Commander at the beginning 
of the Manchuria Incident, there was a portion stating Japan 
would Çùjfoi. Manchuria into a land of bounty. The statement 
was made to^calm the population, and it would be improper
to conclude it defined army objectives. However, ARAKI 
had sent a warning to the Kwantung Army Commander.

The cause of the Manchuria Incident was primarily 
due to Chiang Hsueh-liang's inability to maintain friendly 
relations with the Japanese forces. Therefore, army action 
must naturally extend to the limits where Chiang formerly 
exercised influence. As to this action, there were rumors 
that the front line forces were not submitting to control, 
but were acting at their own discretion. Since they had 
resorted to measures of self-protection, they were obliged 
to take the Initiative to attain objectives and maintain 
prestige. In the course of such action, there might be

28581 acts giving the Impression of being excessive, * but ARAKI 
begged that they would give sympathetic cooperation to 
tactics relating to operational command. As to relations 
with the diplomatic authorities, they were most amicable 
and smooth.

Foreign Minister YOSHIZAWA explained the contents 
of the budget requested by the Foreign Office. Although 
the total amount requested was over three million yen, 
necessary expenses had been met twice before by expenditures 
from the second reserve fund. Amounts requested included 
police expenses in Manchuria, relief expenses of the 
Japanese nationals in south China, telegraphic communication 
expenses for classification of the Incident to the League 
and governments concerned, and secret funds and miscellaneous 
expenses. These expenses were required in connection with 
the Manchurian Incident.

* YOSHIZAWA's conviction was that the first objective 
of action in Manchuria was the maintenance of peace and 
tranquility. It was difficult to maintain perfect order 

28582 over such a bandit ridden land. * In his opinion, the
peace of that region was a necessity of the Empire. The 
second objective was the protection of their rights and 
interests. They should bear in mind Manchuria's history. 
Japan's past action had been based on this principle, and 
1t would hold true In the future.
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As to the views of the cabinet concerning the 
action of a new government, that matter originated among 
the Chinese themselves In Manchuria* This was of deep 
concern to Japan, and they were careful considering the 
policy regarding it. In the past there was a secret 
Russo-Japanese agreement establishing a boundary line, 
but the agreement became void as a result of the Russian 
revolution. As a consequence, they considered It was not 
binding them, but Russia has great Interests In the Far 
East. As to the dispatch of troops in Harbin, this, as 
ARAKI had stated, was done by the Kwantung Army as ft ,r 

28583 temporary measure * to protect Japanese lives and property 
in North Manchuria which were endangered by bandits. 
Y0SHIZA7/A considered that further steps should be taken, 
and decided according to the future situation.

Japan's acts were based on the maintenance of 
order and protection of rights and Interests. They would 
even send troops to the North Manchuria area whenever 
Japanese lives and property were Imperiled, but they were 
giving careful consideration to Russian relations.

2^584 * Exhibit 3175-A, an excerpt from a pamphlet
entitled "Proceedings of the Education Council" held on 
13 January, 1938, Included a statement by the accused 

28585 * KIDO that at the conference on 11 January, the Cabinet 
decided upon a policy to make the young men's school a 
compulsory education course. Concerning that question, 
the Temporary Education Committee organised In 1917, 
adopted a report recommending the government to make a 
part or all of the supplementary technical schools a 
compulsory course. Again In 1935, the Educational 
Administration Exchange, which deliberated on the general 
plan of the young men's school, adopted a side decision 
for making that school a compulsory course. Since the 
young men's school was an Important Institution, they 
expected that the Council would discuss all problems 
concerning It. The results of such discussions would be 
respected and followed by the government.

&
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF AIZAWA, Makoto, 
by Mr. V/arren.

28602 * The witness identified exhibit 3176 as his
28603 affidavit and verified it. * The affidavit stated that 

from April 1933 to March 1936, the witness was employed as 
a crviijan by the Mukden Army attached to the Special 
Service Organ, and during his tenure had as assistants

r  - 1*7 :, TAJIMA, and TANIHAGI.
2860: 4 The witness stated he could not answer what

the original duties of the Organ were, because the specific 
duties were set forth in instructions issued to the Chief 
of the Special. Service Organs from the Army Commander, and 
were given to the Chief of the Organ by the Kwantung Army 
Commander. Instructions were either confidential or secret, 
and the Information in them were not generally disseminated. 
Consequently the witness, as a civilian employee, had no 
personal knowledge of the orders, but knew generally what 
they contained.

Generally, the duties were similar to those of 
the Kwantung Army press section, and consisted of announcing 
to the press news from the fronts communicated by Japanese 
troops. For example, in the Jehol operation, four clerks

26605 * were kept busy decoding telegrams for press releases. The
specific duties of the witness were to translate radio 
broadcasts from China and assist in deciphering.

At the end of the Jehol operation, when DOIHARA 
grived, their duties modified, because the supply of news 

curtailed at that time. Their duties consisted of collecting 
I formation and issue of press releases, and was mainly 
••uiicerned with political movements and the state of public 
peace in Fengtien, Jehol, and Inner Mongolia. •

The Special Service Organ had a branch in Dairen, 
which gathered information from Chinese sources, useful 
for reference in relations to the progress of Manchukuo.
Ir, compiled information concerning movements of the Japanese 
in Manohukuo and especially in SMR circles. The reason for

286OP t.i enr upervision of and guidance of all persons of * Japan
ese extract in the employ of Manchukuo was to see they did 
not act overbearingly or go to extremes, which they were 
som times inclined to do.
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They compiled and kept a complete list of the 

conduct of Japanese officials who were under the Service 
Organ. DOIMARA always insisted such persons conduct 
themselves properly. T.7hile SMR officials were not employed 
specifically by the Manchurian Government, it was necessary 
to check their actions and keep them within strict limits 
of their official activities and not permit interference 
with cr 1 polit_eal situation in Manchukuo. •

îe wicuess could definitely state that at no 
;i.nv while ne was connected with tne Organ or while DOIHARA 
*:ae connected, did it ever have anything at any time to do 
with opium. The Special Service Organ was not a large 

2860-’ organization, as many believed. * It consisted only of 
the head of the organization, his assistant and four 
clerks. From personal knowledge, he knew everything that 
went on within the Organ, because of its small size.

CROSS-EXiVINATION BY JUDGE NYI.
■Vnev atkeo if what he knew about the functions 

of the Ci^an was limited to the nature of the work assigned 
him during tne period from 1933 to 1936. the witness stated 
that he had described not simply the work assigned him 
personally, but the general work of the organ.

28608 * He had not stated that he knew the contents of
the orders that came from the Army Commander. The general 
duties of the organ were set forth in instructions given to 
the Chief of the Organ from the Army Commander. The Chief 
?.nd nis assistants saw the instructions, but civilian 
:mployees did not. He could state what the general functions 

w e r e , as it gradually became clear to them as they continued 
work in the Organ.
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286II * The witness stated that it was not true that

If the orders and instructions were sedret and confidential 
he would not be in a position to know what the other people 
were doing unless they told him about them. Even though 
subordinates were unfamiliar with the exact contents of 
instructions given to the Chief of the Organ by the Command
ing General, still they were able to know what the functions 
of the organ were because it conducted the work of collecting 
intelligence, information, and giving out press releases.

* In the course of his employment under DOIHARA, 
he had no knowledge that in 1935 DOIHARA was launching a 
political offensive to create a separate state in North 
China under the threat of sending five divisions within 
the Great ''Vail and moving the "anchukuo Emperor to Peiping.
+ He did know that DOIHARA was in Peiping and the Tientsin 
area In November 1935, in connection with that movement.
* He did not recall that newspapers all over the world were 
reporting the activities of DOIHARA in the Tientsin and 
Peiping area with regard to the 5 Provinces Autonomous 
Movement. However, in that period he did know that 
DOIHARA made a tour of Tientsin and Peiping, but he didn't 
think DOIHARA had anything to do in the course of his 
travels with the Separatist Movement involving the 5 North, 
China Provinces.

He thought he had read those newspaper reports, 
and in collecting information the Organ reported to the 
commanding general.

’Vhen shown exhibit 3177, the witness identified 
it as a report of information compiled by the Special 

28615 Service Organ. * The witness recognized a document handed 
him as a report in Japanese underneath and English on top, 
as made by the Organ. He saw that the name of DOIHARA 

286l8; appeared on a page of the paper. * The witness was asked 
why the report stated that the people In South China 
became scared of the names DOIHARA and ITAGAKI. He replied 
that-the report was made by the Mukden Organ, which was 
distributed to the Army Vice Chief of Staff and Vice War 
Minister. They were collected and classified into political, 
economic, and other subjects. The subject just pointed out 
was classified under social questions. r7ith respect to 
points of observation of the public, there was a report in 
there to the effect that the mere mention of the names 
ITAGAKI and DOIHARA was enough to make the people turn 

28619 pale In South China, but he presumed the item was taken from

28612

28613

28614
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newspapers commenting on the two, and the report thus 
received from the press was included in that particular 
report. DOIHARA's name constantly appeared in the news
papers, which frequently reported that DOIHARA was engaged 
in conspiracies and plots, but as a matter of fact during 
the years the witness served under him there was no evidence

28621 of his ever participating in such movements. *(This report 
was received in evidence as exhibit 3177»)

Reference was made to parts of the witness' 
affidavit where he stated that from the time of DOIHARA's 
arrival the duties of the witness were modified, and where 
he stated that the Organ took charge of supervision and 
guidance of Japanese in the Manchukuo Government and that 
he kept a complete list of their conduct.

When asked if he remembered how many Japanese 
officials were there at that time, the witness stated that 
the Organ was not in control of Japanese officials or

28622 officials of Japanese extraction. * While he had said 
that the reason for the supervision and guidance of persons 
of Japanese extract in the employ of the Manchukuo Govern
ment was to see that they did not act overbearing or go to 
extreme, supervision and guidance were quite different from 
control.

’Then asked if he did not now admit that the work 
of the Organ under DOIHARA was not confined to the collec
tion of news and the issuing of press releases, the witness 
stated that those were their functions. He did not recall 
whether or not the Organ's functions also included the 
supervision and guidance of officials of Japanese extraction. 
It was a fact that the Organ collected information concerning 
them to prevent them from interfering in the Manchukuo 
Government by acting overbearingly.

28623 * There were no divisions or sections within the
Organ. There were only the Chief and his assistant. When

28625 asked if he knew that there were Special Service * Organs 
of the Kwantung Army at Shanghaikwan and Antung besides 
the one at Dairen, the witness stated the only branch of

28626 the Mukden Organ was in Dairen. + Other organs were 
entirely separate and not under Mukden's jurisdiction. In 
his recollection, there were no organs in Antung or 
Chinchow. The organ in Shanghaikwan did not receive orders 
from DOIHARA, nor was the organ in Harbin under his 
direction.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SHIBAYAMA, Kaneshiro, 
by Mr. Warren.

* The witness identified and verified exhibit 
3178 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that from 
December 1928 to October 1931» he served under Chiang 
Hsueh-liang as a military adviser. From December 1928 
he was also assistant to DOIHARA, who was for that period 
military adviser to Chang. At that time he became well 
acquainted with DOIHARA. knew his policies, and often 
discussed them with him. On many occasions DOIHARA 
emphasized that the secret of friendly relations between 
Japan and China was for the Japanese to study more deeply 
Chinese affairs and carry on friendly relations in good 
faith, discard the Japanese superiority complex, and 
* refrain from enforcing their will by unilateral force.

Not only did DOIHARA advocate this, but in 
territories under him required strict observance. In 
January, 1938, the witness accompanied the accused UMEZU, 
who was then War Vice Minister on an inspection of battle 
lines in North China. At that time they visited DOIHARA’s 
headquarters to Tsoushieng, and he was greatly surprised to 
learn that tranquility prevailed throughout the city and 
that it was at the height of prosperity. It was hard for 
him to realize that this was the base of military operations 
nearest the front.

28631 * In 1937» prior to this tour and at the time of
the occurrence of the China Incident, DO.IRARA commanded the 
14th Division, and was ordered to North China. The masses 
of the people there were deeply impressed by his policy and 
crowded to areas under his control, because they knew they 
could pursue their callings in peace and contentment without 
undue interference from the Japanese military. Their 
inspection tour confirmed everything they had heard con
cerning the situation in the territories under DOIHARA1s 
command.

On 9 September 1931» immediately prior to the 
outbreak of the Manchurian Incident, the witness was sert 
to Tokyo by order of Chiang Hsueh-liang in connection with 
the murder of Captain NAKAMURA, and returned to Peking on 
September 24. ’Thile the witness was in Tokyo, DOIHARA was 
there to make his report as Chief of the special military 
organ at Mukden on the progress of the NAKAMURA case. The 
witness talked with DOIHARA on September 14.

28627
28629

2863O
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28632 * During the prosecution's case, General Ching Teh- 

chen, with whom the witness was well-acquainted, testified 
that five days before the outbreak of the Manchurian 
Incident, he met a friend by the name of SHIBAYAMA, who 
was also a friend of DOIHARA in Peking. Ching stated that 
SHIBAYAMA said that DOIHARA was about to go to Manchuria
to embark on some big project. Ching had always been 
friendly with the witness, and the witness considered Ching 
a friend. After his testimony, the witness contacted Ching, 
who stated he had used the witness' name before the Tribunal. 
The witness was surprised at Ching's carelessness in using 
his name in such connection, because the witness knew he 
was the only SHIBAYAMA who was a friend of both Ching and 
DOIHARA.

As shown by his previous statements concerning 
his whereabouts on the date referred to by Ching, it would 
have been impossible for the witness to have had a discussion 
with DOIHARA at that time and place. He had never told 
Ching anything about the foregoing affair, nor mentioned 
DOiHARA's name in connection therewith.

28633 * Because he was engaged in the NAKAMURA case 
and knew DOIHARA was spending most of his time on that 
case and knowing his whereabouts just prior to the Mukden 
Incident, the witness was greatly surprised to learn that 
anyone seriously considered DOIHARA had any connection with 
it.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BROOKS,
Counsel for MINAMI.

28634 * The witness stated that he had met MINAMI about 
l8 September, 1931, when he was in Tokyo. As the witness 
was about to return to Mukden, he asked MINAMI If he had 
any directions. MINAMI requested the witness to orally 
communicate with General HAYASHI, the Korean commander,
en route. The message was that under no circumstances 
should the Korean Army be permitted to cross the Yalu 
River into Manchuria. MINAMI did not state the reason.
The witness was at that time a major.

28635 * When asked if he gave the message to HAYASHI, 
the witness stated that he first wired HAYASHI and arranged 
to see Chief of Staff KODAMA. KODAMA and the witness 
travelled together to Seoul, after meeting at the station.
At that time he was not on MINAMI's staff.
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The reason the witness was employed to send such 
a message, in his judgement, was that the matter required 
early and urgent attention. Because he was leaving Tokyo 
for Mukden, he presumed that was why the message was 
entrusted to him.

28636 * The circumstances under which he met MINAMI 
were that at time he was military adviser to Chlang Hsueh- 
liang in Mukden, and was receiving frequent directions 
from War Minister MINAMI. Therefore he went to visit, 
thinking there might be some instructions. He recalled
that the time was the night of 19 June, in the War Minister’s 
official residence.

28637 * It was true to state that SHIBAYAMA arrived in 
Tokyo on September 12, as prosecution exhibit 57 had 
declared. His mission was to communicate to headquarters 
the intentions and wishes of Chiang Hsueh-liang in connect
ion with the murder of Captain NAKAMURA. At this time the 
witness was an officer in .the Army. He thought he delivered 
the message to KODAMA on the 20th, on board a train bound

28638 for Seoul, * He believed that MINAMI gave him the message 
because MINAMI wished to bring about a local settlement of 
the Manchukuo Incident on the smallest possible’scale.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY JUDGE NYI.
The witness stated that it was true that he 

served as military adviser to Chiang from December, 1928, 
until October, 1931, and that he had been connected with 
Chiang before that. When asked in what capacity, he stated 
that in the previous year when he was In Chinchow, Chiang

28639 Hsueh-liang came there with ĥ .s army.
The witness was DOIHARA’s assistant for only 

seven months during the first few years. It was not true 
that when DOIHARA left Chiang, he recommended the witness 
as his successor. Chiang had two Japanese military advisers 
at that time, but no non-military advisers. The other 
military adviser was Colonel SENO.

The reason Chiang picked the witness out to go 
to Tokyo to settle the NAKAMURA case was because Chiang 
felt the necessity of communicating to the Japanese

28640 authorities his desire to bring about a peaceful settlement
28641 of that affair. * He did not know if it were also because 

he was close to Japanese military circles.
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At that time he had no intimate connection with 
such circles, because he was purely an adviser only to 
Chiang, and there was no need for him to respond to Japanese 
army orders. Chiang’s desire was to see that the NAKAMURA 
Incident be carefully investigated by both sides, and if 
after investigation he would be found responsible, he said 
that depending cn Japanese representations, he would listen 
to them and try to bring about a peaceful settlement.

28642 * He was sincere in his effort to bring about a settlement.
The witness did not know by that time that a second inquiry 
into the case had been ordered,

28644 * The witness stated he made a trip to China 
after the outbreak of hostilities in 1937. The witness 
stated he had not met DOIHARA twice in 193^ in North China, 
but met him elsewhere that year.

" DOIHARA and the witness were not sent on an 
inspection trip to North China in August, 193$, but

28645 inspected both North and South China. * It was not true 
the mission was for the creation of a new central govern
ment to be headed by Wu Pei-fu and Tang Shao-yi.

He had never heard DOIHARA say that it would be 
close to his idea of maintaining friendly relations by 
creating a new government. It was not true he went there 
on the request of TERAUCHI.

The witness stated he travelled from Tokyo to 
Korea, after talking to MINAMI, by rail.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION CF KU7/AJIMA, Kazue
Pago BY MR. V/ARREN
28647 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3179  

as his affidavit.
28648 * The affidavit stated that the witness was in the 

diplomatic service In 1931 as Consul General at Tientsin 
and had held such a post prior to and at the time of the 
Manchurian Incident. As Consul General, he collected in
formation concerning the Accused DOIHARA in connection

28649 with his * actions regarding the Manchurian Incident and 
wired this to Foreign Minister SHIDEHARA or to the Chief 
of the Asia Bureau. Some of the wires were introduced as 
Prosecution Exhibits 287 to 293» 295? 2 9 6, 300, 304, etc.

Concerning the method used in securing the in
formation, the witness explained that there was dis
agreement between the Foreign Office and Kwantung Army 
regarding PU-YI's coming out of retirement. The Army 
was acting independently and they received no official 
information from the Kwantung Army as to its activities and they had no means by which they could do so. He 
could not say whether it was possible that the Foreign 
Ministry was receiving such information.

The witness was f too busy conducting investi
gations of the actions of DoxHARA and had to depend upon 
subordinates to collect what information they could.

28650 * They secured information from such sources as 
newspaper articles, conversations with Chinese and Japan
ese, rumors and other information throwing light on the 
-activities of DCIHARA. This information was reported to 
the witness who sifted it and drew conclusions. His con
clusions comprised the contents of the telegrams intro
duced in evidence. This was the only source of informa
tion he had. Because it was large, its authenticity 
could not be checked. He had to do the best he could
as he had no further personal information.

The witness met DOIHARA on two occasions when 
they exchanged social conversations.

286f?i * After receiving reports of the consular police,
he never used them as data for telegrams to the Foreign 
Office. The consular police reports v/ere not immediately
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Concerning tne two opinions of the Xwantu;>g 
Army and the Foreign Office regarding PU-YI's coming 
out of retirement, the witness stated that according 
to the Foreign Minister's views and instructions given 
to the witness, it was not time for PU-YI to appear in 
Manchuria.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY JUDGE NYI
28652 * When asked if before sending the wires to

SHIDEHARA in November 1931, he had been sent instruc
tions to stop the abduction plan of PU-YI and to be 
on guard, the witness stated that he received instruc
tions from SHIDEHARA to see PU-YI and advise him 
against going to Manchuria. In accordance with these 
instructions, he interviewed PU-YI and communicated 
the advice.

The witness understood the instructions from 
the Foreign Office to be that it wasn't yet time for 
PU-YI to appear in Manchuria. That is all he knew about 
the Ministry's attitude.

286^4 * In none of his telegrams had he ever referred
to his talking with DOIHARA.

2.8655 * The consular police brought information to
his office daily but it wasn't to be trusted to the 
extent that it could be used immediately for reporting 
purposes.

28660 * The witness stated that he had no knowledge 
that his telegrams not only contained reports from 
sources of his own but were also corroborated by re
ports of the Consulates in Shanghai, Nanking and Peiping 
regarding DOIHARA's activities. He did not know that 
afterward, because such telegrams were not circulated

28661 to his Consulate, * DOIHARA came to the Consulate 
General and came to the witness' room only once. On 
that occasion only greetings were exchanged and noth
ing more. The witness recalled that talks were held 
with DOIHARA through a member of the staff of the 
Consulate General on two or three occasions.
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28664 * Reference was made to statements of the witness 
that he had no discussion with regard to the moving of 
PU-YI with DOIHARA and was asked if it refreshed his 
memory to read a sentence from a document, beginning 
with "I told him as my personal opinion." On being 
shown the document, the witness stated that the personal 
opinion mentioned was not his opinion but that of one of 
the Consulate staff. There were words to this effect at 
the end of the document. This telegram states at the 
outset that it is according to a report made by a staff 
member and that at the end are the words he so stated. 
That was the way he filed the report.

28665 * The witness stated that he had no reason to 
doubt the accuracy of anything he told Tokyo on that 
occasion, after being read a part of the telegram 
which stated that the staff advised DOIHARA about rela
tions with China, and that it was his personal opinion 
and advised him of his personal opinion.

28666 * From Exhibit 300, the witness was read a por
tion which stated that he had fully talked with DOIHARA 
twice not to commit rash acts but it appeared he was 
continuing plans to overthrow Chang and there was appre
hension that he might start another Incident in the 
Peking-Tientsin area. After hearing this, the witness 
stated he had nothing to answer.

28667 * The Defense referred to Prosecution's Exhibit 
245 where it was stated that in order to perform these 
duties and functions, the Consul General's office availed 
itself of all possible channels of information. One of 
the sources was the consular police and it was the duty 
of thèir office to draw conclusions from information so 
obtained.

28669 * Exhibit 318O-A, an excerpt from a volume
entitled, "Far Eastern Commission of Inquiry", being a 
record of an interview with DOIHARA on 3 May 1932, with 
Lord Lytton, was received in evidence. While the exhibit 
was not read, it was pointed out that the Lytton Com
mission had confidence in the veracity of DOIHARA and 
likewise the people and officials of the places where 
he was stationed also had confidence in him.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF YAZAKI, Kanju 

BY MR. WARREN
28671 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit

3181 as his affidavit.
28677 * The affidavit stated that the witness was a 

Lieutenant General at the surrender and during his career 
he was well acquainted with DOIHARA, having been intim
ately acquainted with him since he was a captain. Prior 
to the China Incident and during March 1937, DOIHARA 
was Commander of the 14th Division stationed in Japan.
At the outbreak of the Incident in July 1937, DOIHARA 
was Commander of the Division and the witness was a 
staff officer. They were ordered to North China in 
August and engaged in operations along the Peking-Hankow 
Railroad.

28t>78 * At the time the China Affair broke out, while 
they were under mobilization orders, DOIHARA gave in
structions which were later repeated on the field, 
emphasizing that the Affair was not a war of aggression 
but aimed at cooperation with China. He enjoined them 
that rigid enforcement of his regulations concerning the 
protection of the Chinese would be made. During opera
tions, DOIHARA gave primary attention to purely stra
tegic matters, but he never lost sight of his duty to 
his subordinates and never hesitated to assist them 
when it came to the protection of the Chinese. He 
tried to avoid injury or oppression to noncombatants.

28679 * During one operation, his men decided to use
a Chinese farmer’s house as a command post. When this 
was called to DOIHARA’s attention, he noticed women and 
children taking refuge there and forbade his subordinates 
to enter. Because of this they camped around the house 
in the open air and attended to their business.

On another occasion DOIHARA scolded men for 
burning firewood belonging to Chinese families. On 
another occasion DOIHARA severely reprimanded soldiers 
who had hired a Chinese to carry his knapsack.

28680 * Even in trifling matters, DOIHARA would not
permit the abuse of civilians and noncombatants. On 
more than one occasion the witness had heard subordinates 
state that the Divisional Commander loved the Chinese
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for the Chinese and noncombatants and the witness knew no 
occasion when the Chinese general public in any jurisdic
tion under DOIHARA were not settled and peaceful toward 
the Japanese, They continued their businesses without 
interruption and in prosperity. It was not uncommon 
for Chinese to assist Japanese soldiers in drawing 
water, preparing meals, etc. Their regard for DOIHARA 
was such that they would inform him of any bandit attack 
they anticipated.

?868l * DOIHARA also endeavored to execute his own
views and put them in practice. It was not only words, 
but a sincere attitude that he was known throughout the 
division for his ideals and teachings. DOIHARA con
stantly instructed and advised staff officers and 
all subordinates and they found his instructions of 
great value in peacefully dealing with the Chinese 
people. DOIHARA often confided in the witness. The 
witness knew DOIHARA had an opinion opposed to the 
China Affair from the beginning, but as an Army officer 
he had to obey orders. But to his intimates he always 
deplored the affair.

28682 * In February 1938 the witness was returned to 
Japan and thereafter continued to correspond with 
DOIHARA. In a letter received by the witness April 
22, 1938» DOIHARA stated that Japan had no basic 
strategic principle and seemed to be operating passive
ly. decoyed by opponents and leading a hand-to-mouth 
existence; without strengthening the scaffold on which 
she stands, she supports both the north and central 
China regimes and unconscious of the urgent need of 
consolidating the foundation, tries to arrange mere 
formalities with these governments. He stated he was 
greatly disappointed and concerned and had no Inten
tion to rejoice in giving a big talk. He begged the > 
witness to explain to the authorities with regard to 
these points and ask for reflection.

28683 * The north regime was Wang Ko-min's temporary 
government, and the central government was Liang Hung- 
chih's restoration government. Knowing DOIHARA, the 
witness knew this letter was but another of his pro
tests against the China Affair, and DOIHARA realized 
that the witness shared his views.
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bettering relations with China. When he was in the army 
college, he studied the Chinese language and history.
After graduation he was a member of the General Staff 
and was sent to China for many years. His name was well 
known, even to Chinese civilians. While in China and 
Manchuria, he served twice as Chief of the Special 
Services Organization in Mukden, which was primarily 
to gather military information.

28684 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY JUDGE NYI
The witness stated that he had been attached 

to some other units besides DOIHARA's in the China War*
It was customary for local Chinese residents at the end 
of operations to move back and resume their occupations.
He did not know what percent of the local population 
were forced to leave their homes and settle in the 
interior. By China Affair he meant the hostilities 
which started at Marco Polo Bridge in 1937*

28685 * The witness had not heard DOIHARA say he de
plored the Mukden Incident at the time of the Manchurian 
Incident in 1931, but heard it frequently later from 
DOIHARA.

28686 * The reason he hadn't stated in his affidavit 
that DOIHARA deplored the Mukden Incident is that he 
had not written of all matters relating to DOIHARA.
He had heard it as a rumor, that after DOIHARA wrote 
the letter to the witness referred to that he was 
summoned to Japan to head an organization called the 
DOIHARA Organization for the 'withdrawal of Chinese 
Generals from current hostilities. He did not hear 
this directly from DOIHARA and he did not know how 
he knew there was a rumor.
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By Mr, Warren
28687 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 31Ö2

as his affidavit,
28689 * The affidavit stated that immediately following 

the Lukouchiao Incident of 7 July 1947, be was Vice-Chief 
of the Political Department of the Osaka Mainichi Press 
and shortly after that arrived at Tientsin, The China 
Incident had not been settled locally and one of its 
objects was for the Army to advance toward Pouting tinder 
command of Lieutenant General KATSUKI, who initiated the 
actions. The witness recalled that the divisions engaged 
were the 6th Division under General TANI, who took the 
central offensive, while General KAWAGISHI took the right, 
and DOIHARA's Division the left offensive, DOIHARA's 
Division moved on the left in the direction of Kuan and

28690 Manching, south toward * Pouting,
As a resident, the witness was with the TANI 

Unit and was not in a position to observe DOIHARA, With
out encountering a major opposition, the TANI Unit entered 
Pouting the 24th of September 1937 and DOIHARA's Unit 
entered the following day. The witness visited DOIHARA 
at Command Headquarters and conversed with him about 
two hours. The witness found DOIHARA cooperative, frank 
and willing to answer questions.

As near as he could recall, DOIHARA told the 
witness that apparently because of Japan's action there 
was little choice but to continue an offensive. After the 
initial step, it would be foolish to hope the attack on

28691 Pouting would end Japan's action against China, * The 
original incident, though regrettable, had aroused the 
Japanese to the point where further action would have to 
be taken. He told the witness that the national govern
ment would continue to resist, and that the only alter
native was for the Japanese to withdraw. It did not 
appear that such action would be taken by those in com
mand, When asked how far he believed Japan would have 
to advance, DOIHARA answered that Japan had no way but 
to continue to attack because Chinese territory was 
boundless and it was Impossible for him to state how 
far they would have to go. There were many difficul
ties, and no hasty judgment could be formed. He did 
state that the Chinese public, as distinguished from
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Page the Central Government, could not be considered Japanese 
enemies* To consider them such would be a great mistake# 
He had placed rigid discipline on his troops regarding the

28692 treatment of Chinese civilians. * He had warned against 
harassing the Chinese public or non-belligerents, and in 
time of battle his subordinates were not to injure the 
Chinese public's feelings* It was his policy to punish 
strictly those who conducted themselves so as to harass 
the people under any situation not absolutely necessary 
and to safeguard their own lives and property# This 
policy would be put into practice within his jurisdiction 
because Japan should never cause the Chinese people to 
become her enemy.

DOIHARA was deeply worried about the Sino- 
Japanese war and displayed his feelings. He was genu
inely concerned over the damage that would result to the 
Chinese public. The witness was particularly impressed 
that DOIHARA displayed no pleasure in the victorious 
attack on Pouting, but he observed DOIHARA's deep worry 
about the future.

After the interview, the witness felt he had 
come closer in touch with the real nature of the war

28693 than before * and the interview had a profound effect 
upon the witness' understanding of Sino-Japanese rela
tions. After that the witness was not attached to 
DOIHARA's unit but he had friends who were and while 
he did not question DOIHARA's sincerity he was inter
ested to see if he did continue the policies he had 
outlined. His friends who were with DOIHARA verified 
that not only did he carry out the policy but was so 
strict in carrying it out that there was often dis
satisfaction among his troops who openly stated that 
DOIHARA loved the Chinese more than he did his own 
soldiers. This dissatisfaction was generally contrib
uted to the strict control DOIHARA exercised with refer
ence to the treatment of noncombatants*

28694 * DOIHARA's strictness became widely known 
among the Chinese public and it is also a fact that 
they would remain in their homes when DOIHARA advanced 
into their territory. As a result of that treatment, 
it was also true that the Chinese supplied provisions 
and labor and otherwise assisted DOIHARA's unit.

There was no cross-examination of the wit
ness.
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28698 * Exhibit 3I83-A, an excerpt from the periodi

cal "Bungei Shunju", dated March 1937> being an article 
written by DOIHARA, was received into evidence.
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28700 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SAKURAI, Tokusaburo
BY MR. WARREN

The witness identified Exhibit 3184 as his 
affidavit and verified it,

28701 * The affidavit stated that the witness served 
as a staff officer of the 5th Division from May 1932 
to July 1934 and DOIHARA was Commander of the 9th 
Brigade under that Division, After the outbreak of the 
China Incident, the witness was a staff officer in the 
1st Army Corps, remaining there until November 1938,
In the meantime, DOIHARA commanded the 14th Division 
under the 1st Army Corps, From 15 April to 12 June 
19 3 8, while the witness was staff officer of the 1st

28702 Army Corps, * the 14th Division carried out operations 
simultaneously with the battle of Hsuchow, In the 
course of these operations, the witness was attached 
as a 14th Division Staff Officer additionally* Serv
ing on DOIHARA's staff and receiving training from 
him during operations, he performed his duties while 
fierce fighting went on.

Early in 1938 the 1st Corps Headquarters was 
in Shihkiachwang (Shihmen) and the 14th Division Head
quarters in Sinsiang, The witness was chiefly engaged 
in supply, and the Supply Unit was temporarily attached 
to the 14th Division in Sinsiang, Officers who had 
been relieved of their duties or who had served their

28703 time in the garrison area of the 14th Division * who 
had returned to the 1st Corps told the witness that 
DOIHARA had such concern over the protection of the 
Chinese masses that he always issued strict orders.
He saw to it that his orders were carried out and all 
members of the division observed them.

Inhabitants of regions occupied by the DOIHARA 
Division, who had taken refuge elsewhere, would return 
in a day or two and peacefully resume their work, 
DOIHARA's love toward his subordinates was such that 
the officers and men of supply units used to say, 
"Chinese civilians first, then the 14th Division, 
then the units attached to the 1st Corps,"
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the Division of the witness had to leave Sinsiang, where 
they were to begin preparations for the crossing. The 

28704 people of Sinsiang had such confidence in DOIHARA * that 
they could not leave without bidding farewell to the 
Business Club President and all others, but a river 
crossing required secrecy and to tell them they were 
moving eastward would have revealed the movements. 
Therefore, the witness told the President that they 
were moving west. Thereupon, the President said he was 
sorry to part from DOIHARA, whom he loved and admired, 
and that the Sinsiang inhabitants would like to give a 
farewell banquet in his honor. The witness had to dis
suade him from this because it would reveal movements.

On May 5, 1938 Division Headquarters started 
by train from a station outside Sinsiang. Once the 
people gave DOIHARA a gift in praise of his high moral 
character.

On 11 May 1938 in the face of the enemy, 
the 14th Division under DOIHARA crossed the Yellow 
River and took the enemy by surprise, dealing them 
a severe blow. The following day a chase started and 
that evening Chinese refugees were seen fleeing across 
a vast plaift and taking cover in the barley fields.
The witness, who was riding a horse.immediately behind 
DOIHARA, saw DOIHARA order his interpreter to tell the 
Chinese that the Japanese had not the slightest inten
tion of attacking anyone of the Chinese forces. The 
people at large should return home and resume work.

28706 Also DOIHARA told refugees and Chinese to return. *
Although they fled at first from their homes, relying 
upon these words they returned afterward to their 
villages and served tea and refreshments to the offi
cers and men.

On 5 June the Division attacked the Walled 
City of Kaifeng. Before launching an attack it was 
customary for them to be »given a large scale map on 
which were marked churches, hospitals, and establish
ments which were the property of the U.S,, Britain, 
France, etc. They had strict orders not to direct 
shell fire or launch attack against them. In Kaifeng 
were buildings belonging to the U.S. and Britain and 
DOIHARA stressed repeatedly to his men and gave orders 
that they were to be cautious in their assault,
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On 5 June Kaifeng was captured. One force mopped 
28707 up enemy ramparts in the city * while others pursued the 

enemy toward Chungmow. On 6 June, DOIHARA with his staff 
inspected the city lest looting and other acjts should be 
committed. All the inhabitants had fled because of the 
bombardment. When DOIHARA saw a Japanese soldier coming 
out of a Chinese house with a chicken, he spoke to him, 
telling him he should not have looted, disobeying in
structions. He ordered him to return it at once. . DOIHARA 
set. good examples and even the rank and file came to ob
serve his instructions. The DOIHARA Unit became the 
equivalent of doing no harm to Chinese civilians. It 
became known to the refugees that the DOIHARA Unit had 
captured Kaifeng and two days later they returned to 
work.

28708 When the TOSHIMA Brigade pursued * the enemy
to the vicinity of Chungmow, the enemy broke open the 
Yellow River embankment, flooding the district. Japanese 
Army Engineers engaged in rescue work and many Chinese 
civilians suffered damages. Rescued Chinese expressed 
their thanks. The commander of the engineers was 
praised by DOIHARA for these rescue operations.

While the Division went out to intercept the 
Lunghal Railway, they often saw distant fires at night.
On such occasions, DOIHARA urged the witness to take 
all precautions lest Chinese houses be burned. He told 
the witness to warn subordinates to put fires out when 
they left camping grounds. DOIHARA enforced strict 
discipline in regard to fire and not a single house 
was burned in the Division's operational and garrison 
area.
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28710 DIRECT EXAMINATION OF HATTORI, Takushiro

BY MR. WARREN
The witness identified and verified Exhibit 

3185 as his affidavit.
28 711 * The affidavit stated that at the time of the 

Nomonhan Incident he was a staff officer of the Kwan- 
tung Army. The witness could state as a positive fact 
that DOIHARA was in no manner concerned with the 
Nomonhan Incident. He was Attache to the General 
Staff in June 1938 and Commander of the 5th Army
19 May 1939, and held that post until he was Supreme 
War Councillor in September 1939* The Nomonhan Inci
dent occurred 12 May 1938, just a few days before 
DOIHARA became Commander of the 5th Army. The 5th 
Army Headquarters was the Tung-an In Eastern Manchuria 
and its duty was the defense of that area.

28712 . * The witness knew that the creation of the 
5th Army had nothing to do with the Nomonhan Incident.
The 5th Army’s units did not participate in any 
manner In that Incident which was going on and con
tinued on for a short time after DOIHARA's appointment.
He knew that DOIHARA was never transferred to an area 
that had any connection with the Nomonhan Incident
but confined his duties to defense in the Tung-an area.

Confusion may have arisen as to the 5th 
Army participation in the Incident because after it 
developed, the Kwantung Army Commander withdrew 
units from each army in Manchuria, adding them to 
the 6th Army's 23rd Division which was fighting at 
Nomonhan. Such units were taken from the 5th Army, 
as well as others, but DOIHARA was not officially 
concerned in any manner with the withdrawal of these 
units and could not have issued orders for such with
drawal .

28713 * Toward the end of the Incident, the 5th 
Army's 3rd Cavalry Brigade was withdrawn to add to 
the Nomonhan military strength, but before this unit 
could be added the Incident was concluded and the 
Brigade never participated. The witness knew that the 
withdrawal of the 3rd Brigade was not upon DOIHARA's
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were issued by higher authorities.
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COLONEL IVANOV

The witness stated that two new armies, the 
5th and 6th, were formed in the Kwantung Army in 1939#
He knew that DOIHARA was appointed the first commander 
of the 5th Army seven days after hostilities at Nomon- 
han had begun.

28714 * He knew that military operations in the 
Nomonhan Area continued for four months in 1939, dur
ing which time DOIHARA was Commander of the 5th Army 
in Manchuria. He recalled that DOIHARA left his post 
in September 1939 and in September 1940. Operational 
command of the Nomonhan area was the responsibility 
of the Kwantung Army Commanding General. If units
of the 5th Army were to be dispatched to the fight
ing, that would mean the transfer of such units to

28 715 the command of other army units. This meant that * 
responsibility aid not rest with the Commander of 
the 5th Army but with the Commanding General of the 
Kwantung Army. The 5th Army did not participate in 
the fighting at Nomonhan.

v
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28717 * The witness stated that as he said in his 

affidavit, machine gun, mortar, and other units cf the 
5th Army sent to the Nomonhan Area, took part in the 
operations. The Commander of the Kwantung Army issued 
orders to DOIHARA rather than to the unit commanders 
concerning the dispatch of troops.

28718 * The 5th Army was in charge of the defense of 
Manchuria's eastern borders* When asked if the Kwantung 
Army informed DOIHARA of these tasks, the witness stated 
that as far as operational plans were concerned, he believed 
a draft was shown by the Kwantung Army Commander. DOIHARA 
knew of these plans so far as they concerned the 5th Army.

The witness stated he knew of the contents of the 
operations plan.' for a war against the USSR in 1939, and of

28719 the tasks under this plan allotted to the 5th Army. * The 
witness was asked if this plan provided for operations 
aimed at Seizing the Soviet maritime province, and whether 
or not the 5th Army was to take part. He stated that among 
the duties of the commanders of the armies under the control

28720 of the Kwantung Army * there had to be a distinction between 
those in time of war and in time of peace. Wartime duties 
were not given until after the actual outbreak of war.

When asked if it was not the task of the 5th 
Army to take part in the operations for the seizure of the 
Soviet maritime province, he stated that was not so. The 
primary duty of the 5th Army was always defense, and that 
would be its first concern and first action. But, in 
considering defense, there is always the possibility of

28721 * offensive defense. The offensive action stemmed from the 
thought of an offensive defense.

The witness was not in charge of war plans against 
the USSR while he was a staff officer, but he did have to 
do with strategic or operational plans.

The attention of the Court was called to exhibits
834, 838, 703, and 705.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF FUHA, Hiroshi, 

by Mr. Warren.
28722 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
28723 3186 as his affidavit. * The witness stated that among 

his various positions during the recent war, he was staff 
officer of the 7th Area Army from July 1944 until April, 
1945. The 7th Area Army was organized 15 April, 1944, 
under the Southern General Army, and its first commander 
was the accused DOIHARA, who held this post from April 
1944 to April, 1945, when it was taken over by ITAGAKI,

Command jurisdiction of the 7th Army was Malaya, 
Sumatra, Java, and British Borneo. Borneo was divided :nto 
British and Dutch areas. At first the army was charged 
with preserving peace in the British area and the navy with 
that in the Dutch area. The 24th Army had no jurisdiction 
whatsoever over the latter area. The Borneo garrison, a 
part of the 7th Army, was the unit responsible.

28724 + Repeated attacks in New Guinea by Allied forces 
increased alarm, and in fact most parts of New Guinea were 
conquered. Need for general reorganization became urgent, 
and in August, 1944, the Borneo Garrison was reorganized 
into the 37th Army and withdrawn from under the command of 
the 7th Army. The 7th Army commander had no further re
sponsibility. and no command over its operations. This 
move resulted in the removal of all things relating to 
British Borneo from 7th Army command as of August 1944.

28725 * At no time was any POW camp within the juris
diction of the 7th Army. They were always under the 
control of the Southern Army. The commander of the Southern 
Army, TERAÜCHI, controlled the administration of the camps 
and placed responsibility upon the camp commanders. In 
areas such as the territorial jurisdiction covered by the 
7th Army, intermediate commanders had no responsibility
in the administration of POWs and were not authorized to 
and could not issue any orders concerning them. Their 
responsibility was functional and not administrative.
Their duty was limited to security to guard POW camps, 
or take measures to safeguard them from the enemy. They 
had no voice in camp administration or treatment of POWs. 
T7hen speaking of Intermediate commanders, he spoke with 
reference to security channels only, and not to command 
c; . __
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28727

?8?2S

28/29

In the Cham of -s«eur 1 t.y command, there is first 
the Commander of the Southern Arin̂  the Commande^ of the 
Area Army, and tne Commander of a subordinate army or 
garrison« An intermediate commander would be the army 
commander, and not the army area commander«.- The chart 
which he Incorporated as a part of his affidavit showing 
command and security channels dep.i?Vs this.

Full responsibility for Administration and treat
ment cf P0‘.?a was under the Southern Army Commander« 
Security ci* PC'7 camps was the responsibility of the army 
or garrison commander, and the army area commander had no 
responsibility or authority whatsoever,. The Southern Army 
Commander, in addition to reserving direct administration 
and treatment of POWs, also reserved ship transportation 
and naval and army aerial units. T'-ese units and services 
even located within the * territorial jurisdiction of an 
area army, were not subject to any .ornmand function axer- 
cised by the commander of tr.e area army«

CROSS -EXAMINATION rfY COLONEL KORNANE-
Tht: witness

c o l ' : w h e n  he was 3f 
W'icK had headquarters 
2? October, 1944. as r 
and navy authorities, 
Islands went from the 
under the 7th District 
a similar agreement tr 
whole of Romeo. * In 
•.ame under the juriedl 
J<n3v; nothing of what h

stated that hi 
aff officer of 
at Singapore, 

esult of an ag 
command of uae 
navy to the 29 
Army, It end 
« army became 
August, 1944 

eticri of the 3 
appened after

the
rank was lieutenant 

7th Area Array,
He remembered that on 
eernent between army 
Andaman and Nicobar 

rh Army, v/nlch was 
not. happen that by 

recoonsible for the 
the defense of Borneo 

on them Army, but he 
.hat.

It was suggested to tne witness that the 37th 
Army was not formed until 12 Octocer. but the witness 
stated that according to his recollection it was formed in 
August 1944, under the Southern Army. It was suggested to 
the witness that the 7th Army was formed on 27 March, but 
he stated he believed it was the l£tn April, 1944, The 
district army was formed before he became a member of its 
staff, and he was reiving on records since ar *o the 
formation of that army. * He had jeen these records within 
the last three tionchs, at 2th Army Headquarters In Singapore,. 
Upon being re-asked if he had seen ar.y of these records 
within the last three months, ho stated he had not-
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If the Central. Liaision Office said the army was 

formed on 27 March, he would not be .in a position to deny 
It. In regard to the normal functions of an area army in 

 ̂ • 30 relation to the armies under it, + the area commander has 
power to give orders in relation to education, personnel, 
operations, supplies, etc. The area army does not have any 
troops apart from headquarters troops. The area commander 
would be directly responsible to the general army commander*

^?32 * He was asked if there were any other cases
where an army commander was directly responsible to the 
commander of the general army and not to the army area 
commander, and he stated POW camps had a special chain of 
command, and he knew of no other case. As far as adminis
trative functions were concerned, tne POV? camp at Rangoon 
was not under the Burma area army. The Burma area army was 
the same as that of the 7th area army and other armies, To 
the witness was read a statement from article 3 of the 
ordinance of POW camps of December 23, 1941, saying that 

0p- POW camps shall be administered by a commander of an army 
* or garrison commander under the general supervision of 
the War Minister. He was asked to reconcile the practice 
of the Southern Army Commander with regard to POY/s with 
that article. The witness stated that provision applied 
to POW camps in the Japanese homeland. As for POW camps 
overseas, he believed it should be interpreted that the 
commander of the Southern Army was the one referred to.

^ ^ 3 5  * Exhibit 3187, the affidavit of SANADA, Joichiro,
stated that the affiant was Chief of tne Military Section 
of the Military Affairs Bureau from ? February, 1941, to 
20 April, 1942, and during his tenure became familiar with 
the functions and operations of the Supreme War Council.
The Council was an advisory body to the Emperor on important 
military affairs, but did not have authority to independently 
advise. It only advised upon the Emperor’s request. When 
there was no draft of a subject for consultation presented 
by the Emperor, there could be no official Supreme War 
Conference. The Supreme War Council referred tc*in. Appendix 
E of the Indictment as having been held on June, 194.1, 
and which was attended by the accused DGIHARA, war. net an 
official conference because there was no draft of a subject 
by the Emperor. Consequently, there /«as no matter for 
consultation, and the members were not called upon to make 
any decision.
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28736 * The witness riaù knowledge of what

occurred at that meeting, becau.se the Director of the 
Military Affairs Bureau, I'UTO, was ill and the witness 
attended in his behalf. At the meeting, War Minister 
TOJO made an opening address and was followed by Chief 
of Staff SUGIYAMA, who spoke on the conditions and 
prospects of the European War which had broken out between 
Germany and the Soviet on 22 June, 1941. During that 
meeting there was only the explanation of the international 
situation caused by the outbreak of the German-Russian 
war. Ther«* was no statement of opinion by the war coun
cillors and no discussion concerning the Greater East Asia 
War, or the outbreak of a possible war between Japan and 
the U. S.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF KAWABE, Torashiro, 
by Mr. Warren.

28738 + The witness identified exhibit 3188 as his
affidavit, and after corredtions verified it. The affidavit

28741 stated that the witness * became acquainted with DOIHARA 
in 1934-, when he was Chief of the Special Service Organ in 
Mukden. At that time the witness was a staff officer of 
the Kwantung Army, holding that post from August 1934 to 
March 1936. During this period his work often brought him 
in contact with DOÎHARA, and he became familiar with the 
methods he used and the administration of his official 
affairs, and became intimately acquainted with him,

28742 * learning his viewpoints with reference to Japan-Chinese 
relations.

When DOIHARA was Inspector General of the Air 
Force, the witness served under him as Chief of the General 
Affairs Section, and DOIHARA was his immediate superior. 
During this time he became familiar with the duties and 
responsibilities of the Inspector General of the Air Force.

28743 * He could state that the Inspector General was under the 
command of the Emperor and subordinate only to the War 
Minister. The Inspector General was in charge primarily 
of technical education. Although the Chief of Army Air 
Command Headquarters was subordinate to the War Minister 
regarding maintenance, supply, etc., neither had authority 
to participate or advise on operational matters. They were 
precluded from participating in the preparation of any 
operational mission with reference to armed forces in the 
field or in war. The Inspector General and the Chief of 
Army Air Force Command Headquarters were two distinct 
posts. As Inspector General, DOIHARA was under the command 
of the Emperor directly.

As Chief of the Army Air Command Headquarters, 
the chain of command went from the Emperor * through the

28744 War Ministry, then to General DOIHARA. In this position 
he did have duties with reference to air corps supply, 
but did not participate in planning operational matters.

When DOIHARA was Inspector General of Military 
Education, the witness did not serve under him, but was 
fully acquainted with his office's operations and respons
ibilities. The Inspector General of Military Education was 
responsible for the administration of technical and army 
service schools generally and educational matter, witi the 
exception of technical matters pertaining to aviation.
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He had no authority, and in practice took no part 
in any planning or operational matter, and had no voice in 
any decision in reference to planning operations in the field«.

The witness was fully acquainted with the Supreme 
War Council, of which DOIHARA was once a member» The 
Council is more of an honorary position than an integral 
part of military command. It was merely a military inquiry

28745 organ * to respond to the Emperor's questions on important 
military problems. It had little or no political authority 
and was an organ reciving reports of general affairs, and 
the military situation from various army leaders.

While DOIHARA was Chief of the Air Command, the 
witness knew of occasions when he was required to deal with 
civilian aircraft industry problems with political signif
icance. ’Then these matters came up, DOIHARA merely clarified 
the army's position and left c:v^rète matters in the hands 
of the industrialists and refused to engage in politics with 
them. The witness hever knew DOIHARA to offer them a hand 
for the sake of political artifice, but he remained aloof 
to the extreme.

28746 * DOIHARA became Inspector General of the Air 
Forces and Chief of the Army Air Command Headquarters
six months before the outbreak of the Pacific War, at which 
time the witness was his assistant as head of the General 
Affairs Section. From discussions with DOIHARA, the witness 
knew that he had scarcely any knowledge up to the war's 
outbreak of the essential problems of political and military 
significance in the country. The witness could say this, 
because just before the war's outbreak when he asked 
DOIHARA a few questions concerning the strained and gloomy 
prospect, DOIHARA had not the slightest idea as to the 
import of the witness' questions. Instead, he asked the 
witness what it was all about. After the discussion,
DOIHARA ordered him to get information from the War 
Ministry and General Staff Headquarters, so he would have 
the necessary knowledge to discharge his duties.

The decoration DOIHARA received from Germany was 
while he was Inspector General of the Army Air Forces, and

28747 * he and the witness was present at the time he received it. 
The witness recalled DOIHARA received the Grand Cross. He 
knew personally DOIHARA could never undertake it, any 
political or any action to strengthen or enlarge the 
triple alliance. They were surprised that he received the 
medal. The;only reason they could attribute to his receiving
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it was the fact that he was the head of the department. 
DOIHARA himself uttered words of surprise on learning of 
the decoration.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.
The attention of the court was called to exhibits 

2246, 1272, and 2247.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TATSUMI, Eiichi, 
by Mr. Warren.

28750 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
28751 3189 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

witness was Chief of Staff to DOIHARA at the time he was 
in command of the Eastern Area Army, and was familiar with 
his policies and system for the control of POWs in the 
Tokyo area. At the end of the war the witness was a 
lieutenant.-'î'uarnl.

The main function of the Eastern Area Army was
28752 the defense of Tokyo and adjacent territory. + As its 

commanding general, DOIHARA had under him several divisions, 
air defense units, hospitals, and others. There were 
literally hundreds of separate units under his command.

There was a special arrangement regarding the 
handling of POW detachments in the main islands in Japan. 
There had been established to deal with POW affairs the 
POW Information Bureau and the POW Control Bureau. The 
chief of both was the same person, and both were directly 
under the War Minister. All complaints from foreign 
nations and others were routed to the Chief of the Informa
tion Bureau. There was also an area office in Tokyo for 
the centralized control of POW detachments within the 
jurisdiction of the Eastern Area Army. The main office 
was in the chain of command under the Eastern Army 
Commander. There were about twenty branches and detach-

28753 ments, with about 4,000 prisoners. * The Control and 
Information Bureaus were not connected with the command of 
the Eastern Army, whose commander had no control over them, 
but in accordance with the War Minister's orders or upon 
his own initiative the Chief of the Bureaus directed the 
chiefs of the POW camps in regard to control of POWs.

He or his subordinates often visited the various 
branches to observe and inspect and give instructions to 
them. The Eastern Army Commander was responsible for the 
control and administration of POWs within his jurisdiction, 
but in actual practice the activities of the Control and 
Information Bureaus operated to relieve him of this 
administrative responsibility. This permitted him to 
devote more time to his other duties.
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287Ç4 * During the time DOIHARA commanded the Eastern
Area Army he received no complaints, either from superiors 
or subordinates, concerning the mistreatment of POWs. The 
witness did not mean that he received no reports, because 
he had received a monthly report on general conditions, but 
these did not refer to POW mistreatment. The witness knew 
that despite his many duties, DOIHARA was Interested In the 
welfare of POWs, and visited the camps under his control.
On a visit to the Naoetsu camp, DOIHARA learned there was 
not adequate skilled medical care and that in an emergency 
the camp had to depend upon the services of doctors from 
cities as far away as Shlbata. Despite there being many 
units and detachments of the army and many civilian 
communities as devoid of medical attention as this POW 
camp. DOIHARA managed to make special arrangements to 
provide the camp with medical care by army physicians at 
the base hospital at Takata, nearby.

28755 * The policy with reference to the handling of 
POWs was forwarded to the Eastern Army Commander, over the 
War Minister's signature for his compliance, and was not 
formulated by him.

There was no Cross-Examination of the witness, 
but the attention of the Court was called to pages 16258 
and 14270 to 80.

28756 * The defense called the attention of the Court 
to testimony at page 14277*
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28764 , * Exhibits 3190 and 3190-A, being two charts,

were received in evidence»
28765 * Exhibit 3191» an excerpt from prosecution 

exhibit 734, a photo-copy of a record entitled “Situation
In the Caucasia and its Strategic Use for Sabotage Activities" 
sent by HASHIMOTO to Deputy Chief of Staff 0KAM0T0 on 15 
November, 1929, stated that certain points should hr. , 0 
in mind as to how advantage can be taken of those covu'-iir-.-; 
strategically»

’hey must recognize that England, after hçr 
„ '.Utlon into the Caucasus after the Russian revolution,

28766 occired to hold on to Bakuh’s oil. * It was necessary to 
take advantage of this fact. In the event of Russo-Japanese 
trouble, she could not very well make movements in the 
Caucasus against Russia without sufficient reason, but it 
was possible for Britain and Japan to act jointly to 
encourage Turkey and Persia’s craving for territory there 
end use them as tools to work upon the Musuliman state in 
the Caucasus,

It was most essential to maintain good relations 
with 71 n  ta in in case of Soviet-Japanese trouble.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OBATA. Minoru, 

by Mr. Harris.
28767 * The witness identified exhibit 3192 as his
28769 affidavit and verified it. * The affidavit stated that 

the witness knew the accused HASHIMOTO very well. In 
August, 1937, when HASHIMOTO became Commander of the 1 3th 
Field Heavy Artillery Regiment, the witness was a battalion 
commander under him. From that time until he returned to 
Japan from China in April, 1939» the witness was always 
with him.

When he arrived about eight miles west of Wuhu 
on 11 December, 1937» HASHIMOTO received an order from 
Commander YANAGAWA and returned to Wuhu immediately. This 
order read that HASHIMOTO should command his regiment 
together with an artillery and an infantry battalion and 
attack near Wuhu, ships carrying Chinese soldiers and 
sailing up the Yangtze. That order came about 2 a. m.

28770 HASHIMOTO’s order to the witness was that he 
should command his unit, together with an artillery bat
talion, and occupy the wharf of Wuhu and attack the fleeing 
Chinese fleet. This order was about 5 a. m. On HASHIMOTO’s 
orders, lieutenant NAKAMURA was to advance to a point about 
a thousand meters downstream and wave a handkerchief when 
he saw the fleeing ships by telescope. When the witness 
saw this handkerchief he was to fire upon the ships.

While it was still before dawn and not yet light, 
NAKAMURA waved the handkerchief. The witness saw by 
telescope five or six ships gathered, anchored about fifty 
meters apart. He instantly began firing at about 4.000 
meters. Even before dawn, it was difficult to see the 
ships clearly because of deep fog. He could only discern 
ships loaded with Chinese soldiers. After twenty or thirty 
shells had been fired, one of the ships put out a black 
smoke screen. Under cover of the screen, one ship sailed

28771 toward them. * Seeing it coming,' they thought it was about 
to surrender and stopped the shelling. As the ship neared 
its hull became clear, and at 3»000 meters it was discovered 
not to be a Chinese Army ship. At first it was not the 
distance but the fog which made it difficult to tell they 
were not Chinese ships.
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After ceasing fire and while waiting for the ship 
to reach the wharf, they found by its flag that it was 
British and had received two direct hits. A rear admiral, 
the ship captain and his executive, and no other came 
ashore and asked them to meet for negotiations. HASHIMOTO, 
the witness and an interpreter took part in the negotiations.

Upon being asked why they had fired, HASHIMOTO 
replied that they had done so because the ships were loaded 
with Chinese soldiers. They then asked why we fired on 
British ships, HASHIMOTO answered that due to the heavy 
fog they could not see that they were British ships.

28772 * One death had occurred from the shelling, and 
the British captain asked them to attend the funeral 
service. They sent one representative. This British ship 
was the "Ladybird”, and the witness later learned that the 
incident was taken up through diplomatic negotiations. As 
to its details, he knew nothing.

HASHIMOTO and his forces had no connection with 
the sinking of the "Panay", and never saw it. The HASHIMOTO 
force was stopped at Wuhu, near Nanking, shortly after 
Nanking's fall. This force was ordered to Hangchow and 
never participated on the attack of Nanking, nor entered 
it. Neither did the HASHIMOTO force attack Hangchow or 
enter its vicinity, nor did that force attack or enter 
Canton.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. TAVENNER.
28773 * The witness stated that the shelling of the 

"Ladybird" occurred about 37 miles north of Nanking at 
about 9 o'clock. Beyond the orders to NAKAMURA to advance 
to a point 2,000 meters down the river from the witness' 
battery, no other orders were given NAKAMURA. After assuming 
his post, NAKAMURA was about two thousand, four or five 
hundred meters from the Ladybird.

28774 * The witness was asked if he had seen a handker
chief dropped by NAKAMURA 2,000 meters away if there was 
any knowledge which would have prevented him from discern
ing a flag on a battleship 2,500 meters away, and the 
witness stated that there was a fog. NAKAMURA gave no 
report when he dropped the handkerchief or made any signal 
to indicate this was a ship of a third power. It was not 
true that he failed to give such warning because it was 
understood all the time that the ship of a foreign power 
would be fired upon if observed.
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He received no orders concerning the ships of 

28775 third powers. * The witness stated that he saw the order
received by HASHIMOTO. After first stating that he received 
the order orally from HASHIMOTO, he retracted what he had 
said about seeing, and said he did not see the order. If 
HASHIMOTO received an order to fire on vessels regardless 
of nationality, he said nothing to the witness about that.
No one consulted the witness in regard to an investigation 
that was made of this matter.

* The order HASHIMOTO received from YANAGAY/A was 
given verbally. Later, the witness saw the order which his 
secretary had written down. * When asked if he meant to 
say that HASHIMOTO received the order verbally, the witness 
stated he did not see the order from YANAGAY/A, and knew 
nothing about what it contained.

The attention of the Court was called to exhibits 
2188 and 954-C.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HARRIS.
28779 * The witness stated that he saw the handkerchief 

through binoculars, after it became light. It was pointed 
out to the witness that his affidavit stated that it was 
still before dawn and not yet light, when he saw NAKAMURA 
wave the handkerchief through the telescope. The witness 
stated that if it were a distance of about 2,000 meters, 
the mist over the land was comparatively lighter.

28780 * The witness did not know whether General 
YANAGAWA was still living. When asked why, since the flag 
of a ship is larger than a handkerchief, the handkerchief 
and not the flag was seen, the witness stated that the 
handkerchief was waved at a distance of 2,000 meters, but 
the ship was at least 4,000 away. Furthermore, the mist 
from the land was lighter than that from the water.

28781 * According to the witness’ recollection, the 
"Ladybird“ .vas a gunboat.

28777
28778
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Direct Examination of OGaIYa , Kiichi by Mr. Harris.

28781 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3193 as his
28783 affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was a priest 

of the Nichi Ren Sect and became a member of the Great Japan fouth 
Party (Dainihon Seinento) in April 1938. Jhile HASHIMOTO, the pres- 
ident was away on military duty, the witness acted as president pro 
tern, Qi HaSHIMOTO’s return in April, 1939 the witness, relinquished 
this post and became a councillor, remaining so until the society's 
dissolution in October, 1940.

The purpose of the Great Japan Youth Party were to abolish 
established parties and accomplish domestic reform. Since public 
feeling at that time was that these parties and the Zaibatsu had 
appropriated to themselves the government so that extreme corruption 
was everywhere and the only ones whom the public could trust were 
the military and judiciary. The Youth Party absolutely did not have 
aggressive war as its object. Its membership never reached 20,000 

26784 * and never included a military man on the active list or an influ
ential government official. Its expenses were met by fees paid in by 
.the members and it never received financial aid from the military or 
any other source.

The wTaiyo Dai Njv the official news organ was not cir
culated outside its membership. The Great Japan louth Party (Deinlhon 
Sekiseikai), a thought organization, was formed on the dissolution of 
the Youth Party out of a portion of the latter's membership. The loyalty 
Society had as its objects the guidance of Japanese Youth thought and 
the encouragement of increasing rice production, aggressive war was no 
part of the society's objectives.

Its membership was about 5000 and never included a military man 
28785 on the active list nor any influential government official. * Its

expenses were met by fees charged its members and there was no outside 
financial aid. The loyalty Party took over the news organ of the 
Youth Party (Dainihon Seinento). after the transfer of management to 
the loyalty Party efforts were made to publish articles concerning 
increasing rice production. There was no circulâticn of the news organ 
outside the membership. The witness stated he had not been connected 
with the IRKA,

ihI
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28766 *In September 1944 the time of the dissolution of the Loyalty
Farty, he joined the Imperial Rule Youth ^ssn whose membership in
cluded no military men on the active list nor any influential govern-“ 
ment official. The witness was on the General affairs Committee 
at first and in. November 1944 became Chief of the Guidance branch.
The IRYa principal activity was to encourage wheat production and 
absolutely not directed toward aggressive war.

28786 * Certain named books of HASHIMOTO and his essays in the
"Taiyo Dai Nippon" were all written after he gave up his military 
career and had become an ordinary civilian. These books were all 
reproductions of essays appearing in the "Taiyo Dai Nippon". There 
was no cross examination of the witness.

The attention of the Tribunal wa3 called to Exhibits 2188 
and 3193«28787
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Direct Examination of SUZUKI, Takhashi by Mr.Harris.

28787 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3194 as his 
affidavit.

28788 The affidavit stated that in Muguet 1934# the witness spon
sored a farewell party at a restaurant for the accused TOJO who was
to be transferred to Kurume Brigade as its commander. The sponsors of 
the party w?re GQNDO, Masanori, section chief of the Military «cademy, 
and aMANO, Isamu, instructor there, and the witness who was then in 
the first section of the Army General Staff, The ones who attended 
were serving either in the General Staff, War Ministry, Dept, of 
Military Training or Military «cadency and were in TOJO's good graces.

No invitation was given to HASHIMOTO who was not in any of 
the above mentioned groups. The witness was not aware of any par- • 
ticular friendly relationship between HaSHIMOTO and TOJO, that

28789 * would call for his being invited, at no other time than this was 
the witness ever a sponsor to a party at the akebonoso Restaurant.

There was no cross examination of the witness 
but the attention of the court was called to evidence at page 2056.
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28790 Direct Examination of HaSHIMOTO, Kingoro by Mr0Hayashi

* The accused identified and verified Exhibit 3195 as his affl
28791 davit. * The affidavit stated that the accused began army services in 

December 1911. In «ugust 1934 he was a colonel and became commander 
of a field artillery regiment and was transferred to the reserve in 
August 1936.

He was called to the colors in August 1937 and sent to North 
and Middle China as an artillery regiment commander until April 1939 
when he again went to the reserve list. Except for these two periods 
of active duty, the accused had never been in government service and 
was at all other times an ordinary civilian. He had never occupied 
any official position of sufficient importance to have entitled him 
to take part in any planning, preparing, or conspiring with relation 
to the Manchurian Incident, China Incident, or the Pacific war.

Nor did he participate in any of these. He had never been 
on friendly terms with any of the defendants, at the time of the Oct
ober Incident, he was severely reprimanded by aRaKI and confined by

28792 order of MINaMI, Certain named publications * and essays which 
appeared in the "Taiyo Dai Nippon" were all written and published 
when he was an ordinary civilian. In them he described only his 
personal opiniore and they represented no plan, While a civilian he 
had made public speeches but they conveyed only personal convictions 
arrived at independently and not through any plan or conspiracy with 
others.

In September, 1927 the accused was appointed military attache 
to the Embassy in Turkey and served there until June 1930. Nov. 15 
1929 he sent to Deputy Chief of Staff OKaMOTO a report entitled "Sit
uation in the Caucasus and Its Strategic Utilization". This report 
was made in the course of his duties. In it the phrase "Subject 
to change, of course, with the then existing world situation" and 
"in case trouble should arise between Russia and Japan" should be 
interpreted to mean that Japan's attitude had to be altered in

28793 accordance with international relations * and if unfortunately war 
should break out with Russia. From this report and examination of 
other evidence it was obvious that he never plotted, prepared or 
conspired to w^gt aggressive war against Russia.
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In October 1930 he inaugurated, with a view to national reform, 
a study and discussion group called "S^KURaKhI" or Cherry Blossom 
Society whose members consisted of officers under the rank of Et .Col, 
The society was not secret and had no regulations and no fees were 
charged. It had no connection with the Kwantung army or its officers. 
Discussions were not held relative to the Manchurian problem nor did 
it have any connection with the Manchurian Incident.

He did not form any research group on Manchu-Mongolia issues 
nor join or back incognito any such groups. He had never even heard 
of the existence of such groups. In March 1931 he participated in the

28794 March Incident plotted by OKAWA * with the aim of reorganizing the 
cabinet headed by Gen. UGAKI. The plan was not realized because of 
UGAKI's disapprovalc The Incident was not linked with the Manchurian 
Incident•

28795 * The accused thought up the October Incident in October 1931 
to bring about a cabinet headed by aRAKI for national reform and 
urged aR/iKI to accept. aRaKI severely reprimanded the accused who 
was arrested on the orders of War Minister MINaMI. after twentyfive 
days confinement he was relegated to the post of regimental officer. 
This Incident had no connection with the Manchurian Incident. It was 
first thought of in the course of a conversation with Capt. CHO,Isamu 
in the first part of October 1931 after CHO returned from Peking.

! The plan never materialized and no civilians joined in it. The accused 
! KOISO was not related in any way to the Incident.

i The accused had never had a chance to talk to TaNAKA, Ryukichi
concerning the Manchuria Incident. In august, 1934, the accused 
commanded a military regiment at Mj.Chima City. Re knew nothing of the 
meeting sponsored by SUZUKI,Takashi at the Akebonoso restaurant. He 

1 had never been there and did not know its whereabouts.

28796 * In April 1931 as Chief of the Russian section of the 2nd 
Dept, of the General Staff at the meeting for Estimation of Situation 
he advanced the opinion that Headquarters should recommend that the 
government take a firm attitude toward settling the Manchurian 
question. Other than this he had nothing to do with the Manchurian 
Incident or the founding of Manchukuo.
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At the time of the Marco Polo Bridge Incident, July 1937 he was 
living in Tokyo as reserve officer on inactive duty and had nothing to 
do with it. While at the front, pursuant to order of Gen. YaNAGAWA 
the accused at Wuhu fired on ships fleeing from hanking which were 
carrying retreating Chinese soldiers. The British Gun Boat "LADY 
BIRD" which was among the Chinese ships, was struck and an Incident 
created. The fact that the shooting was a mistake due to dense fog 
which made him take it for a Chinese ship was brought to light and 
the accused was set free from responsibility. He had nothing to do 
with the PaNaI Incident.

28797 * Neither he nor the officers under his command had ever been 
at Nanking, Wankow or Canton. Be had never ill-treated POWS nor 
committed inhuman acts against others. He had never permitted those 
under him to do such acts. Be had never been in a position where he 
could have performed such acts.After leaving active service he founded 
in October 1936 for national reform the Great Japan Youth Party of 
which no soldier on active duty nor any distinguished persons were 
members. It was supported by one yen entrace fee and one yen annual 
membership fee, paid in by less than 20,000 members. It was never 
subsidized by the army or from any other quarter. It did not aim at 
aggressive war.

After its dissolution in October 1940, the accused established 
the Great Japan Loyalty Society, consisting of some members of the 
former. No soldiers on active duty nor distinguished personages were 
members and it was maintained by about 5000 members entrance fees of 
two yen each and an annual fee of one yea. It was not subsidized from 
the army or from any other quarter. It did not aim at aggressive war 
and was dissolved in September 1944.

28798 * "Taiyo Dai-Nippon" was the official publication of the 
Youth Party and then of the Loyalty Society. Its circulation was 
limited to members. In the fall of 1940 the accused was appointed a 
director of the IRRA from which he resigned in February, 1941.
The association's object was the practice of the Way of the Subject, 
and was not a body formed for aggressive war, nor did it work toward 
such end.

In September 1944, he was appointed Headquarters Director of 
the Imperial Rule Assistance adult assn, which was a part of the IRRA. He resigned from that in February 1945. After joining his only
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work was the barley crop increase campaign. The associa
tion was not formed with aggressive war as its aim nor did 
it work toward such end.

28798 *The accused stated that Gen. YaNaGa»Va was dead.

CRÜSS-EXaMINaTIüN by Mr.ITO,
Counselor for MaTSUI

28799 *The witness stated that he had attended a meeting in 1929
of the Japanese military attaches in Berlin which MATSUI also attend
ed. When asked if either he or MATSUI made any plans or decisions 
against the USSR, the accused stated that no decisions were made at 
that time. The meeting was in April 1929. The military attaches 
received an invitation saying that since MATSUI, former head of the 
Second Dept of the General Staff was coming to Europe it would be 
a good idea to have a meeting at Berlin attended by all European

28800 * attaches. At the meeting MATSUI talked to them on the situation 
at home while they talked to MATSUI about the situation in the 
countries in which they were stationed. That was all that transpired.

It goes without saying that no particular measures were 
taken with regard to plans against the USSR or of defense aginst them.

No documents were made regarding the decisions at that meeting.

28802 Cross Examination by Mr.Tavenner.

* The accused stated that he assumed his position with the 
General Staff in Tokyo after arriving from Turkey in May 1930. He 
held this position until the end of November 1931 and was chief of the 
Russian section. His duties were to collect information regarding 
Russia. He was required to become familiar with Manchurian conditions 
so far as they concerned Russia. He knew nothing about the operations 
of the East Asia Economic Research Institute. He knew the institute 
was the one of which OKa Wh was director.

28803 * He was well acquainted with OKaiVa and met him about ten 
times at various restaurants. He became acquainted with OKAV/A at 
the end of 1930 and the meetings with him continued spasmodically at 
restaurants.
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28804 * He meo OKaWA spasmodically between the end of May 1930 to 
the end of November 1931 when he was transferred to Himeji.

28805 * The accused stated that he was chief of the Russian section 
before he became adquainted with OKnirtA and met him off and on while 
holding that position, be did not know whether OKaWa was engaged in 
propaganda work or net but he did know that he made speeches on sev
eral occasions. Since he had only heard his speech on one occasion 
he did not know how many hundreds of speeches OKaV/A may have made.

28806 * He did not know that OKai/a was at that time engaged in fo
menting the «Japanese fof* the so-called Manchurian Incident. He had 
never talked to OKaM i on political subjects and met him only in 
restaurants, although there was no reason why politics could not be 
discussed in restaurants. He had never talked with OKAWA on specific 
political questions. He had often talked with him on political 
corruption in Japan. He had talked to him about fomenting a disturb
ance in Tokyo.

28807 * He participated with OKa Wa in the March Incident. The accused 
KOISO was concerned in it as OKa Wa was given bombs by the accused and

28808 KOISO took them away.* OKa KVA never told the accused that he advocated 
reformation of the government to settle the Manchurian problem. He did 
not know that that was the doctrine OKaiVA stood for and which he 
preached. The accused could hardly believe that 0KAWA had such power 
and ability that he could stir up the people and rouse didsatisfaction 
to such an extent that the army fell in line with him.

During the accused's term in the General Staff it was far from 
the facts that after the dissatisfaction of the people became so great 
after OKAWa 's propaganda missions, even the General Staff began to send 
out lecturers.

28809 * The suggestions the accused made about settling the Manchurian 
problem were made at the occasion of a conference on the estimate of 
the situation, in April 1931. At that time repeated Incidents were 
breaking out in “anchuria threatening Japanese lives and property.
Their right to live and engage in business and railway rights were 
threatened. The foreign office protested only once and tried to 
settle the Incidents on the spot. The incidents amounted to over 
three hundred. The accused advocated that it was the General Staff's 
duty to strongly urge the government to take firm line toward the 
Central Government of China and carry out negotiations firmly.
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28810 He said that positive action must be taken * to settle these 
questions. His plan with OKAWA to stir up a mass demonstration was 
altogether./parate from the Manchurian question.

OKaWA once told him that he had a plan to make UGAKI premier and 
through him reform the corupted political parties. To this proposition HaSHIMOTO said he was in complete agreement. They should go ahead, 
but if OKaWa wanted to make UGaKI premier he must first find out what UGaKI thinks of the plan. He told OKaWA he had better go to UGAKI 
and ask him, OKAiilA returned and said that after talking with him UGaKI was not reluctant. In order to carry it out a disturbance mu3t 
be created in Tokyo.

•

*He asked HASHIMOTO if he had bombs which would make some kind
28811 of noise. The accused gave OKaWA such bombs * but two or three days 

later UGaKI said he had no such desire and was against the whole 
thing. Thereupon the plan fell flat. When asked il' it was the 
purpose to stir up this demonstration so that martial law would be ^ 
declared and the army put in control of the government, the accused 
stated he had nothing to do with the plans after giving the bombs to OKaWA.

He had not gone to OKa’Wa and advised him that the upper class 
of the army was burning with indignation at the blot and that the Diet 
should be crushed. All OKaWA told him was that UGaKI seemed willing 
to go on with the think and asked him for bombs. When asked if his 
position was that he meekly followed the dictates of OKaWA, the 
accused replied that OKAWa thought up the plan, that he agreed to it 
and gave him the bombs.

28832 *After giving the boms he had nothing further to do with it9 ,
and did not know anything more. He did not think the plan involved 
such a big thing as having td&gvarmy called out. He believed that 
Vice Chief of Staff NIKOMIYARnl^ about the plan. He did not know 
whether Gen. TaTEKaWa was a party to the scheme.

OKaWa asked him for paper bombs and he had difficulty in 
finding them so he consulted TaTEKaWa about the problem and TaTKKaWa 
told him he would give him a letter of introduction to the Infantry 
School Commandant and thereupon the accused obtained the bombs there. 
That was the extent of TATFKaWa's participation.

%
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28813 *TATEKA«<a was chief of the First Dept of the General Staff which 
dealt with operations. Gen. NaGATA was not involved. Jhen asked about 
his saying it was a very small affair and not agreeing that the very 
top notch ranking officers of the Japanese army were involved, the 
accused stated the question depended on the meaning of the term "involved" 
He did not think it could be said that it went as far as that the upper 
crust of the army was involved.

The bombs were taken away from him by an officer and another 
one wrote him a letter of introduction when he had trouble in obtaining 
the bombs. That is as far as the matter went and he did not think he 
could say they were connected with the incident.

28814 * The accused KOISCT took the bombs which he had given to 
OKaWa. The accused KOISO was chief of the Military Affairs Bureau.

The witness was quoted part of OKaM ’s testimony at his trial 
in 1934 in which OKafin stated that KOISO taking charge of everything 
told him that since there was danger of discovery if toe many fusshed 
about it they should pretent to have it suspended on the surface and 
that OKaWa should represent the civilians and KOISO the army. The 
accused stated he did not recall this and did not believe those

28815 were the facts. He had not heard * OKaWa testify that their idea 
was to set up a new political power and form a cabinet centering 
around the army*

The accused stated he was not present at such trial. He 
stated he was the originator of the October Incident which occurred 
shortly after the Manchurian Incident but OKaWa did not assist him.
In the March Incident OKaWa and the accused participated. However, 
the accused began to feel that if cicilians were let in on such 
plots matters were apt to leak out and it would be difficult to carry 
them out. They came to the decision not to let civilians in on their 
plans.

28817 *The witness was handed excerpts from his interrogations.
He was asked what official position he held with the Sakura Kei and he 
stated that the Sakura Kei had no chairman and the leading members 
were called sponsors. Hower the fact of the matter was that he was 
practically running the whole’show.
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In October 1930 Sakura Kal commenced Its researches. It was 
net given that name until April 1931» He controlled the society 
from October 1930 to the end of November 1931. During that time he 
belonged te no other society. The next society he formed was in 

28818 1936 after * he had been relegated to the reserves. This society
was the Great Japan Youth Party. Be belonged to no societies 
between 1931 and 1936. He organized the Youth Party on 0ct. 17 1936 
and was its head until October 1940.

In October 1940 the Youth Party was reorganized as the 
Great Japan Loyalty Society and he was president until September,
1944.

26819 The accused was asked to examine a part of his interroga
tion and to state whether he made the answered attributed there. He 
stated there was a big error in the text. The question in the interro
gation was if he had admitted certain plots, the last being whether 
he denied knowledge of complicity in the Pebruary 26 affair. His 
reply was that was correct meant that he had nothing to do with the 
February 1926 affair.

28820 * The first part of the question reads that the way it stood
he admitted plotting with TaTEK«Wa, KOISO, NINOMIYa, SUGIYaMA and OKaäA to bring about the March and October Incidents. Jhen his 
answer was taken in conjure:'.ion with the question as a whole it would 
seem as if he was accusing them of plotting with him in the October 
Incident but he had no such intention. If the questions before this 
question were read it would be found that a question was asked who 
was connected with the March and October Incidents, and it follows 
that TATEKaWa, KOISO, NINIUIYA, SUGIYaMA and OKaWA had nothing to 
do with the Mcteber Incident. The October Incident involved himself 
alone. w
The witness stated that subject to that exception the answers 
attributed were correct. (The questions and answers referred to begin 
with the fourth line at tap of page 15676 and extend to the seventh 

26821 line from the bottom of the following page).

26822 Ânother excerpt from his interrogation was shown the accusedwhere he was asked under whose orders he acted when he shelled the LADY BIRD. He stated the phraseology might be somewhat different but there was no mistake in the meaning. He said this was on the understanding that reference was made only to the one question and
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page answer regarding under whese erders he acted.

28623 In the erder Itself it was stated that Nanking was in a
state ef seige, that sheuld be cerrected te read üheir treeps 
were new attacking Nanking. (This reference is at page 15y?8 
beginning four lines from bettem and extending te feurth line from 
tep ef the next page).

Anether excerpt from the interregatiens (p.15675) was 
26824 peinted eut te the witness. * He was asked whether he made the

answers attributed te him. "fith reference te the questien whether 
he wanted te get the British out this sphere, te which he 
answered ye, the accused stated he did net knew exactly what the 
presecuter meant by the questien. Since he did net want te bether 
asking him he just get impatient and replied yes. When asked if 
he wanted te get Britain out ef India,. Philippines, China, Burma 
and Asia- he stated he wished te get the British out ef pelitical 
domination ef these areas. Asked if he meant te expel them by 
ferce, he stated there might be eccasiens when ferce might be 
necessary. But he was heping this weuld net arise. He felt 
it weuld be fertunate if they weuld get eut witheut the use of 
force. H« was net thinking at the time ef Japan immediately 
declaring war te get them out by ferce.

22825 * nsked if he did not advocate it later the accused
stated that the point ef his argument in his writings was that 
t*he China Incident was still unsettled and the reason why was 
that Britain was backing China. Unless accounts were settled with 
Britain, the Incident would never be settled.

He preached to the members of his society which 
aggregated 20,000 people advocating an attack on the British and 
driving them out ef Asia completely. His ideas were published 
in books published by himself ef articles originally in the 
Taiye Dai Nippon.
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28829 * The accused stated that it was true that in an 

article entitled "Short-cutting Remarks on the Present 
Situation" which appeared in the 1 June, 1939 issue of 
Taiyo Dai Nippon, he had stated that the enemy that blocked 
their way to the south was England.

The accused stated that on January 11, 1941, he 
had publicly declared that they should rise up resolutely.
The time approached. They should begin a sweeping campaign 
against sympathizers of Britain and U. S. and at the same 
time staru a movement to inspire moral support of the 
advance southward program through the country. It was 
.true that he also stated publicly on 30 January, 1941,

28830 * that Japan embrace the continent of Asia and seize 
control of the Pacific, and that Britain and the Soviet 
would account for nothing« By these moves to the south 
and the seizure of the Pacific, he meant the seizure of 
Singapore, the extention of control to the Persian Gulf, 
establishment of naval bases in Australia, and extension 
of control to New Zealand, the Aleutians, and parts of the 
Soviet. He did not include the seizure of Burma. He 
advocated the inclusion of a part of the territory of the 
Soviet in Greater East Asia Co-Frosperity Sphere. He also 
included the Philippines and Hawaiian Islands.

* Wien handed exhibit 2188, the interrogation of 
the accused, it was pointed out to the accused that part 
where he had said he published the book entitled "Inevit
ability of the Renovation", he agreed that book was 
published by him. * '.Then he was asked whether that book 
was published while he was an officer of the IRAA, he 
replied "Yes". The contents of the essay were from essays 
published by the Ja nan Loyalty Society regarding the answers 
he gave to interrogations in exhibit 2188, which were pointed 
out to him. (Page 15695)»

* He stated that, generally speaking, with the 
exception of the interrogators opinions, he had written 
a^l the other things himself. The answers to the questions 
were true. When asked whether a question was asked and 
whether he answered as appeared in another part of the ex
hibit (page 15 70 3), he stated that the interrogators inter
pretations of the contents of the essay were not correct, 
but what he personally wrote was. Generally the substance 
was correct, but he could not vouch for the accuracy of the 
English.

28832

28833

28835

23836
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2a837 * The prosecutor read his essays and asked him

about them, but whai: re asked were not based on a literal 
translation,, The contents were generally as he wrote them, 
although he was unable to say just where the differences 
lay in the contents of the questions referring to his 
essay and nis essays themselves.

17ben shown prosecution exhibit 6 7 5, a newspaper 
file from the Taiyo Dai Nippon, the accused stated that he 
wrote in t =r tr December .’„939 issue, an article entitled 
•'Forge Ahead Towards the Formation -f East Asia Bloc, Guide 
for Solution of Jarr.nese-American Issue, President HASHIMOTO, 

28836 Kingoroe * Th.i.s excerpt stated that the open door and equal 
opportunity should be permitted only outside the pale of 
achievement of Japan-Kanchukuo-China Bloc Economic Self- 
Suuply and Self-Sufficiency to the minimum. If their 
policy ran counter to the 9 Power Pact, it should be dis
avowed as a shackle obstructing the existence of East Asia.

Tne accuse- stated that he was one of the managers 
of tne IRAA He was one of the numerous organizers who 
narticipaved on the invitation of KONOYE. He was director 

28839 of tne readquarters of the Manhood. Corps, which was a sub
sidiary of the IRAA. He was also for a brief time a 
manager m  the IRAPS. The TRAPS was established in July,

' 1942, and continued until some time in 1944. He v/as 
connected with it luring that time.

It v/as not the case that at the conference of 
military attaches in Berlin that the first item on the 
agenda was devoted to sabotage and espionage against the 

2°8^-0 Soviet, but the topic did come up, * Attaches attended 
from the 8 embassies in Europe.

Reference was made to exhibit 732-A, an excerpt 
from "Items Concerning the U. .,.3.?..," presented at the 
conference of attaches, "/hen asked if he addressed the 
conference proposing that the V/hite Guard Emigrant Press 
be used for intelligence activities against the USSR, the 
accused stated that he may have, but didn't recall. He 
had no recollection of proposing that exiled Trotskyites 
be used for espionage against the USSR.

28841 * 1\ en he had stated that •'we'* decided that 
civilians were not to be employed in the October Incident, 
he referred 00 himself, ISAMU, and about ten others who 
were apprehended. These include*.. 1 -NAGI, TANAKA, '.Vateru, 
AMANO, all of the General Staff, NEMOTO, Chief of the China

I
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lieutenant or captain. ’Ynen asked if TANAKA, 7/ataru, was 
the same TANAKA who préparée] the secret report of the 
operations of the Sakura Kai, m e  accused stated "no”.

28842 * The TANAKA who made that secret report was TANAKA, Kiyoshi.
In regard to section 9 of the affidavit, the 

attention of the Court was called to exhibit I83 and 
testimony at 19 6 3, 3-966. and 1978. As to section 11 and 
12, exhibit 2177-A, 217o-B, and exhibit 18 3. As to section

2°8*3 16, exhlbi- 954-C. * Section 6 and 7, exhibits 177, 264,
6 75-A, 1290-A, 2185, 2187 and 2188.

The accused declared that TANAKA, Kiyoshi, was a 
captain at the time of the organisation of the Sakura Kai.
He did not know when he became major. The accused stated 
tnat he had never said to TANAKA, Kiyoshi, on 4 August 1931, 
that about the middle of September a plot was about to be 
expected to be laid by tre Kv.antung Army, and that an 
opportunity of solving the I'ancnurian-Mongolian problem should

28844 be made and the country should be radically reformed. * As 
to the reform of the country, the brains of the General 
Staff had reached a thorough understanding.

28845 * The witness was asked whether his being decor
ated, as shown by exhibit 10 5, in recognition of service 
during disturbances froon 1931 to 1934."was for his contri
bution to the Manchurian Incident. He stated that he 
received it because he went to Manchuria as a member of 
the garrison there in 1932’

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BRC0K3,
Counsel for K0I30.

Reference was made to exhiuit 2188, to show that 
KOlSO's part in the March Incident was merely to arrange 
to getting the bombs back to put an end to the plot.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY HR. HAYAShl.
28849 * Reference was made to the question of the

orosecution asking the accused to confirm a question and 
answer pertaining to YANAGA7/A1s ciders m  exhibit 2188.
The accused was asked if at any other time he had been 
asked by the prosecution questions regarding the "Ladybird'’.
He stated that he had explained to the prosecutor that 
shelling of the gunboat was a mistake caused by thick mist.
He gave additional explanation of the general situation 
by illustrating with a map.
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The mist on the day of the shelling was peculiar 
to the winter, and made a heavy overcast over the Yangtze. 
It appeared as if steam were arising out of the river.
The mist over the land was not so dense. Dawn was about 

28350 0800, * and ’when the attack began it was slightly dark
because of the mist.

288^1 * ’.Vhen he had testified that TATEKAWA was Chief
of the First Division of the General Staff, he had made a 
mistake. He was Chief of the Second Division, whose 
duties weie the collection of intelligence. None of the 
accused’s books were written while he was manager of the 
IRAA.

Among those who were connected with the October 
Incident was 7JACHI, Takaji, who was apprehended v/ith the 
accused.
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28853- OPENING STATEMENT BY MR. LAZARUS.
28862

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF UGAKI, Issei, 
by Mr. Kanzaki.

28863 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
28866 3196 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that in

19 4 4, when the witness went to China to bring about peace 
betv/een China and Japan, HATA learned of his arrival 
there and sent him a letter encouraging his efforts.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MIYANO, Masatoshi, 
by Mr. Kanzaki.

* The witness identified and verified exhibit 
3197 as his affidavit. The affidavit stated that when 
* the Doolittle fliers were captured, two of their air
craft landed in China, one in the 13th Army Area and one 
in the 11th Army's. When this was reported, the order 
was given to the Chief of Staff, who asked to send them 
there immediately. All the fliers went to Tokyo together 
and came back together to China.

28870 + When they returned to China from Tokyo they 
were sent to Shanghai, at which time the order was that 
those fliers would be tried by the China Expeditionary 
Force, which did not mean China Expeditionary Force 
Headquarters.

One part of the order stated that a new military 
law for the treatment of fliers who raided Japanese areas 
had been created, and ordered them to post the new law.
The second Dart ordered that the fliers be tried by military 
court in accordance with this new law. This order was 
received 28 July 1942.

The accused, HATA, was opposed to trying the 
fliers by military law, but wanted to treat them as POV/s.
He stated this to his Chief of Staff, and the witness

28871 heard it because he was there at the time. * HATA stated 
it was his intention to give the fliers as generous con
sideration as possible. He said that if Tokyo insisted 
they be tried under the new military lav, he would give 
them the lightest possible or most generous decision 
possible at the trial. If there were the slightest 
extenuating circumstances, he would consider them and 
pass as light a sentence as possible.

23872 * Since the China Expeditionary Force Head
quarters had no military court and since Tokyo had sent 
the fliers to Shanghai, it was decided that the trial would 
be held by the 1 3th Army, whose headquarters were there. 
Because HATA opposed trying the fliers by a military court, 
instead of ordering the 1 3th Army to proceed with the trial 
he ordered it to investigate whether or not the fliers 
would be tried by military law or could be treated as POWs.

28867
28869
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2987.3 * Neither HATA nor Headquarters received any
answer from the 13th Army saying the evidence was not 
sufficient to hold a trial. When HATA expressed his in
tention of generous treatment to the fliers to his Chief 
of Staff, General USKIROGU, on the same day USHIROGU wrote 
Vice-Chief of the General Staff TANABE, stating HATA's 
intentions and asking the intentions 0? the Tokyo central 
authorities. As a result of this letter, Col. ARISUE 
came from Tokyo from the Chief of the General Staff and 
expressed the Chief's desires. These were to carry out 
the trial in a very strict manner, and that the punishment 
must be very strict. As a matter of fact, the Chief of 
the General Staff was expecting the death sentence.
Further, it was the Chief's order that the decision be

28874 * forwarded to Tokyo for action. Execution of sentence 
should be stayed until the decision was forwarded from 
Tokyo, after action was taken there. After execution of 
sentence, no announcement was to he made by the Expedit
ionary Army Headquarters, but all announcements would be 
made by Imperial Headquarters.

HATA told ARISUE that because of the seriousness 
and imDortance of the matter, he wanted the Tokyo orders 
in writing. ARISUE reported that because of the serious
ness of the matter, the Chief of Staff had decided to 
forward the orders not in writing, but by his special 
emissary, ARISUE, as this was the most reliable way of 
conveying them.

After HATA forwarded the orders to Tokyo that 
the fliers should be tried, he took no further action.
He did not appoint the members of the tribunal, the pros-

28875 ecutor, * nor defense counsel. He made no appointment 
for any position with regard to the court or its members. 
This was not within his province. The trial was to be held 
by the 13th Army, which had its headquarters in Shanghai 
where the fliers had been delivered. With the arrival of 
ARISUE and the orders that they were to be tried by 
military cou^t, which court di' not exist in Expeditionary 
Force Headquarters in Nanking, control of all matters in 
the trial was out of the latter's hands. As Expeditionary 
Force Headquarters, they were now the chann.1 through which 
all orders relative to the trial would pass and be forwarded 
to the 1 3th. Army in Shanghai.
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HATA did not make known to the 1 3th Army his 
• -ots’ntj.on to treat the fliers generously, because he had 
■■.».ready been told by ARISUE as to the intentions and

-HR76 ’ desires of the General Staff. If this had not happened,
HATA, as the highest military authority in China, could 
i avc expressed his desires, but since he had teen told 
directly what the Tokyo authorities wanted he had to 
control his own desires as to their treatment or the 
demands to be made for sentence. KATA still did not give 
un hope of giving the fliers a light sentence because 
there was still the order to forward to Tokyo the trial 
decision. Also, execution of sentence was to be stayed 
until Lhe Tokyo decision was made known. HATA thought 
Tokyo would consider the matter carefully and mitigate 
the sentence after minute consideration of the entire 
case. He put every expectation on the further decision 
in Tokyo.

2*1877 * Since it had been ordered that final decision
would be made in Tokyo, HATA could not suggest to his 
superiors in Tokyo what they should do or offer his 
recommendations< His intentions to treat the fliers 
generously had been communicated to Tokyo through his 
Chief of Staff. That was why Tokyo had sent ARISUE to 
HATA to notify him of the intentions of the central 
authorities. HATA had good reason to expect, since he 
knew his intentions were know to the General Staff and 
since they had ordered execution of sentence stayed until 
further order should be given by Tokyo, they would mitigate 
tie sentences. HATA was correct in this, because later 
decisions came from Tokyo saving the lives of five of the 
fliers,

’.Then HATA had disclosed his intentions to his 
Chief of Staff, USHIROGU, the latter reported it to the 
Vice Chief of Staff in Tokyo and asked the intentions of

2°878 the General Staff. * As a result of this, ARISUE was sent 
to Nanking to give the Chief of the General Staff's orders 
and desires for the conduct of the trial to HATA.

'Then the fliers were tried by military court 
under the new military law promulgated by Tokyo and ordered 
posted in China, the court could find the fliers guilty or 
could acquit them. At no time was HATA authorized to 
exercise discretion in the setting up of the tribunal, its 
members, or recommendation to them of decision. With the 
arrival of ARISUE, the entire matter was in accordance with 
Tokyo orders as if the trial had been held there.
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The only difference was that Tokyo sent the
28879 fliers back to Shanghai * and ordered the trial held there. 

Everything, including the decision to hold the trial, the 
law under which the trial was to be held, review of 
sentence, time of execution of sentence, and even the 
announcement of the trial and its sentence and execution, 
were all handled by Tokyo. At no time were they permitted, 
or were they in a position to alter those decisions or 
offer recommendations. After the fliers were captured by 
the 11th and 13th Armies. Tokyo assumed entire control.
They were ordered to Tokyo for questioning and examination 
and after that were returned to Shanghai, and the order 
arrived that the trial should be held in China.

28880 * The witness stated that in March, 1941, he 
became a staff member of the China Expeditionary Forces, 
holding this post to March 1943. He was Section Chief of 
the First Department of the Military Staff Office, and 
his section handled the Doolittle airplane incident case, 
because it was an affair concerning the Supreme Command.
He was very conversant with the case.

28882 * The witness knew that on one day HATA told 
SAWADA, Commander of the 13th Army, that he did not know 
whether SA'VADA liked the sentence of the tribunal or not,

28883 but that it was a matter beyond his control. * He could 
do nothing about it.

The witness stated that he had seen exhibit 3131» 
that the words in that exhibit "With regard to this matter 
we request your approval" was not customary phraseology of 
the Japanese Army. He had not seen such phraseology. In 
his recollection, he thought the words "Something should 
hereby be done" was what was originally said.

28884 * The phrase "Your approval is requested" had 
the effect of an order by the Chief of the General Staff 
to the Commander of the China Expeditionary Force.
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28884 * The witness stated that he thought the Doolittle fliers 
were captured on April 19 but headquarters did not know 
about them until the 21st.

28885 * Report was made to HATA's Headquarters by the Com
manders of the 13th and 11th Armies but he did not have 
a copy of that report. The witness did not know whether 
the telegram ordering the fliers to Tokyo was addressed 
by the Vice Chief of the General Staff to the Expedition
ary Forces' Chief of Staff, or from the Chief of the Gener
al Staff to HATA. At any rate, the purport was that it 
was from the Chief to HATA.

28886

The five fliers captured in the 11th Army’s Area 
were sent two days after capture to Nanking where they 
were held for two days by the Kempei-Tai. The three 
fliers captured by the 13th Army were sent to Shanghai 
where they were held by the Kempei-Tai * and shortly 
sent to Tokyo. The witness had no recollection of the 
place the fliers were held in Nanking. The Military 
Prison there was under HATA's command.

28887 * HATA had jurisdiction over the gendarmerie units 
in China. He did not know that the fliers while kept 
in China were given the water cure, kicked and slapped. 
The witness did not know that Lieutenant Neilsen was 
handcuffed and hung on a peg until unconscious.

28888 * When asked if Lieutenant Hallmark was put on a 
stretching machine, the witness stated that such 
matters were outside the knowledge of General Head
quarters then. He believed that HA^A was also unaware 
of them and he believed that HATA had never heard of 
them until now. The fliers were under HATA's command

28889

until they were brought to Tokyo where they were kept 
three months. He thought they were brought to Tokyo 
about the 25th or 26th of April, but he did not know 
if they were kept in solitary confinement. Asked if 
they were not kept in leg irons, not permitted to 
wash or shave or undress, and were beaten, kicked and 
slapped, the witness stated * that Expeditionary Force 
Headquarters received no information about them and 
he could not reply.
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the end of July and were imprisoned in the gendarmerie 
jail in Shanghai,

2889O * When it was suggested to the witness that they were
returned to China on l8 June 1942, he stated he might 
be mistaken in his recollection. The order directing 
that the fliers be tried by the China Expeditionary 
Force was issued by the Chief of the General Staff. The 
witness stated that they had the means to know how the 
fliers were treated in China but he did not think they 
were able to be informed of all the circumstances.

Asked if they made any efforts to ascertain the 
facts, the witness stated that at that time operations 
were on, and only officers in charge of the investiga
tion, etc. of the fliers were connected with the affair. 
General Headquarters did not know all the details.

His section handled the business routine but did 
not engage directly in an investigation of that kind.
With regard to the Doolittle Fliers' investigation,
HATA ordered the 1 3th Army to take charge. The Army 
took charge and studied to find out whether conditions 
were sufficient to bri them before a military court.
The 13th Army did not report the steps they took as a 
result of the investigation.

28892 * The rest of the order they received from Tokyo 
was that it should be applied generally to all fliers 
captured in China, but a verbal explanation was added 
to the effect that the ruling must be applied im
mediately to the Doolittle Fliers. HATA had a letter 
sent to the Chief of Staff expressing disagreement 
with the idea of placing the fliers on trial before a 
military court. After the Chief of Staff received 
the letter, the order was sent out by him that the 
fliers should be placed on trial. There was no room 
for HATA to make any alterations or take other steps 
concerning the trial.

28893 * When shown Exhibit 1992, Army Secret Order dis
patched from the Vice War Minister KIMURA to all 
Chiefs of Staff, dated 28 July 1942, the witness was 
asked if that was the order he referred to as having 
been received from Tokyo, authorizing the trial by the 
Expeditionary Force. The witness stated it was not.
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a regulation as to handling the Doolittle fliers and was 
not concerned with placing them before a military court.
What he had been talking about was an order sent by the 
Vice Chief in the name of the Chief, ordering the trial, 
which was sent by the General Staff to the Expeditionary 
Force,

28894 * The witness stated that the date of Exhibit 
1992 was July 28, When shown Exhibit 1993, notification 
of matters pertaining to the treatment of crew members 
of raiding enemy planes, the witness was asked if this 
was one of the orders to which he referred* He stated 
it was, and that its date was July 28, He did not 
think there were any further orders, but verbal orders 
were sent from the Chief of Staff through ARISUYE. The 
order received by HATA directed the fliers to be tried 
by a military court,

28895 * When asked if HATA ordered the 1 3th Army to set 
up such a military tribunal, the witness said there were 
no such piece-meal orders, HATA's instructions to the 
1 3th Army were in connection with the prospective trial 
of the fliers before a military court. The 13th Army 
was first to investigate to find out whether conditions 
would warrant a military trial, HATA also ordered the 
13th Army that they must not conduct a military trial

28896 of the fliers pending orders from himself, *In the mean
time he communicated to Tokyo that he was opposed to a 
military trial of them. He sent this communication 
toward the end of July,

28897 * Asked if HATA ordered the 1 3th Army to set up a 
military tribunal to try the fliers, the witness replied 
no. Such phraseology was not used. He first directed 
the 1 3th Army to prepare for a military trial and also 
communicated to Tokyo his personal objections. His ob
jections not being accepted, he had no alternative but 
to issue an order for the conduct of the trial, HATA 
ordered the 1 3th Army Commander SAWADA to try the fliers 
under the provisions of an order issued by him on 13 
August 1942,

28898 * When shown a document, the witness identified 
it as a military ordinance of the China Expeditionary 
Forces providing for the punishment of enemy fliers,
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Page dated 13 August 1942. ThJ z was Issued by HATA and the 
Doolittle Fliers were tried and convicted under it.
The order from HATA to SAY/ADA was supposed to have been 
in writing so HATA sent sucl: an order.

(The attention of the Court was called to 
SAYtf ADA's testimony at Page

28899 * The trial was held about 2.0 August bat the wit
ness did not remember exactly. No counsel was provided 
in accordance v/ith the provisions establishing the mili
tary court. It is military regulations that neither 
HATA nor SAvVADA could make modifications nroviding for 
defense counsel. The witness understood that the fliers 
were told the charges levelled against them. Asked if 
it were not true that they were not given opportunity 
to plead guilty or not guilty, the witness stated he 
was unaware how the trials were conducted.

28900 * The witness stated he had read reports of the 
trial but did net recall details.

28901 * He aid not know that the papers presented at 
the trial were read in Japanese and not translated. 
HATA received a report of the trial which showed the 
circumstances surrounding the trial and conviction, 
but no reports were made to HATA as to the manner 
in which the trial was conducted. The reports showed 
the judgment and reasons for it. Among the reasons, 
it was stated that the fliers in Tokyo and Nagoya 
machine-gunned school children and bombed civilian 
homes which could be clearly distinguished from mili
tary objectives.

28902 * The witness thought the reuor^ showed the evi
dence. No investigation was made by HATA after the 
trial. Reports to be sent to Tokyo were channeled 
through KATA's Headquarters. The witness did not 
recall that the reports showed that one of the con
victed fliers was a navigator. HATA's order of 13 
August 1942 orovided that under special circumstances 
execution of military punishment shall be ro,,vii

28903 * Asked if HATA at any time after the trial sug
gested special circumstances in mitigation of punish
ment, the witness stated that inasmuch as HATA had
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authorities and since he was on intimate terms with the 
Chief of Staff, and since HATA placed confidence in the 
views he had already set forth to the authorities, he 
felt there was no need to write another recommendation# 
He found no need for further investigations.

28904 * The witness did not know whether HATA requested 
the 13th Army prosecutor to ask for the death sentence. 
The witness stated that he had testified in the trial 
of SAWAD/ and others held in Shanghai in February 1946 
in which the defendants there were charged with the un
lawful trial and punishment of the Doolittle fliers.
HATA was not a defendant at that trial. SA7/ADA and the 
other defendants there were all convicted. The witness 
was asked if he did not swear in the SAWADA trial that 
he did not remember if Nanking issued orders to the 
13th Army in regard to the treatment of the fliers; 
that HATA ordered the trial to be held at Shanghai and 
requested the 1 3 th Army prosecutor to ask for the death

28905 penalty; * that Hata requested the sentence to be exe
cuted; that HATA requested the prosecutor of the 13th 
Army to ask for the death sentence. The witness 
answered that in the document just read to him, there 
were words to the effect that a demand was made for the 
execution of sentence or something to that effect, but 
no such demand was actually made. He hadn't said that.

With regard to the request made by HATA to the 
prosecutor to demand the death penalty, the statement 
the witness actually made was that such a demand was 
supposed to have been made. He said at that trial 
that since an order had come from the Chief of Staff, 
it was supposed to have been delivered, but at the 
trial in Shanghai, HATA said he had not heard of that

28906 before * and neither had any of the co-defendants. The 
fact was that they had not heard of it before so he 
would have to revise his recollection on this matter 
and say he did not know.

28907 * The witness was asked whether the questions and 
answers read to him were the questions put to him in 
the Court in Shanghai and were the answers given by 
him there under oath. The witness answered that he 
could not reply.
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him there if he meant that HATA requested the 13th Army 
prosecutor to ask for the death penalty and if he re
plied "He requested so." In response the witness stated 
that was not so.

28908 * The witness was asked if the question "Did 
General HATA request the prosecutor of the 13th Army 
to ask for the death sentence" was asked him and 
if he answered, "He requested the death sentence/’
The witness stated it was somewhat different. The 
witness did not remember if he was asked in the SAWADA 
trial what the contents of the order from the War Minis

28909 ter was. * He did make an answer in the Shanghai trial 
that the contents were that those air men who violated 
international law would be handled as criminals; those 
who did not violate it would be handled as POWs; those 
suspected of violating international law would be placed 
before a military tribunal and their crimes asserted.

28910-
13

Pages 28904 to 28906, being purported questions 
and answers of the witness at the Shanghai trial were 
re-read into the record.

28914 * The witness denied having been asked one part 
of the questions and answers he had just heard read. 
This part was the portion to the effect that HATA 
asked the prosecutor to ask for the death sentence.
Since the witness did not know the facts he replied 
that such a request was supposed to have been made. 
He admitted the question but denied the answer. The 
remainder of the part of the question read was cor
rect.
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28916 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 

3198 as his affidavit,
28917 * The affidavit stated that the witness was Navy- 

Minister in the HAYASHI, First KONOYE, HIRANUMA and 
SUZUKI cabinets, and Premier from January l6 to July
21, 1940, When the Marco Polo Incident broke out,
7 July 1 9 4 7, he was Navy Minister in the First KONOYE 
Cabinet : id at that time HATA was Commander of the 
Forces in Formosa, Neither the Formosa forces nor 
HATA had any connection with this Incident, It was 
not until February 1938 that HATA went to China when 
he became Commander of the Forces in Central China.
When the witness was Premier, HATA was War Minister,
With respect to the Tripartite Pact, his Cabinet was 

fco it and the question never came up in 
Cabinet conferences,

28918 * There was a feeling in the Army to make 
use of Germany to settle the China Incident but his 
Cabinet paid no attention to this, HATA cooperated 
with the Cabinet policy and opposed the Pact, Since 
his Cabinet opposed such a pact and was not pro-German, 
a desire to overthrow the Cabinet came. Those oppos
ing the YONAI Cabinet tried to have HATA, who was 
opposed to the Pact, resign from the government and 
overthrow the Cabinet. Eventually, their plan was 
carried out. When HATA resigned the witness believed 
that his resignation was not of his own free will but 
that he was forced by elements he was powerless to 
fight. Today he was more convinced than ever that
his beliefs were correct.

28919 * The witness asked HATA to recommend a 
successor and HATA said this would be decided in the 
Three Chiefs' Conference comnosed of the Chief of 
Staff, the Inspector General and the War Minister,
HATA returned looking worried and said there was no 
one who would succeed him. He looked sad because he 
knew this lack of successor would cause the fall of 
the YONAI Cabinet. After the Cabinet's resignation,
HATA called on the witness and told him that he 
understood his situation but he did not blame the 
witness at all. HATA looked sad.
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member of any jingoistic or ultra-militaristic group in
28920 the army or in politics. At all times he avoided * 

politics.
28921 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SUTTON

The witness stated that HATA opposed a military 
alliance between Japan and Germany. The witness recalled 
that he was interrogated by a Soviet officer on 15 May 
19 4 6. He did not recall being asked then what HATA's 
position was concerning a military alliance with Germany. 
He never replied that HATA thought the conclusion of such 
a treaty would be advantageous to Japan.

28922 * The witness stated that the YONAI Cabinet dur
ing the latter part of its existence did not take steps 
to strengthen ties with Germany and Italy. He knew noth
ing about conferences between the War, Navy and Foreign 
Ministries in July 1940 or strengthening harmony with 
Germany and Italy. He knew nothing about Foreign Office 
instructions to Amoassador SATO prior to 12 July 1940
to confer with German authorities on strengthening 
coalition.

SATO had not exchanged views with Ribbentrop.
He did not know anything about the Foreign Office in 
his Cabinet preparing a plan for coalition with Germany

28923 as a result of the conference. * He had never heard 
that this plan was presented to the joint conference 
of the War, Navy and Foreign Ministries on 12 July
19 4 0. He denied that this plan provided for intimate 
connection between the two nations and mutual assist
ance in diplomatic and economic affairs. In his Cabin
et there was no discussion about a Japan-German alli
ance.

28925 * He did not know if there was a further meet
ing between the War, Navy and Foreign Ministries held 
16 July 1940.

(Reference was made to Exhibits 527 and 528.)
Relations between the witness and HATA Drior 

to the end of his Cabinet were very good. The witness
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did not recall a Four-Minister Meeting about 20 July 
1940, at which he conferred separately with HATA.

28926 * At first HATA was not in favor of the resig
nation of the YONAI Cabinet. The witness had asked 
HATA prior to 20 July 1940 if he was aware of the cir
cumstances around the visit of the Vice Minister and 
the Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau to the Chief 
Cabinet Secretary ISHIWATA, urging mass resignation. 
The witness had not received a report, however, that 
the Vice Minister was there. The War Minister HATA 
did not reply that he knew of the visit but they must 
take such opinions as personal. HATA instead said 
something to the effect that he would like to have it 
considered as purely private opinions. The witness 
denied asking HATA what he thought.

28927 * The witness denied that to such a question 
HATA replied that in the long run he thought it best 
that the Cabinet resign but that this was his personal 
opinion.
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28929 * The witness stated that he thought he had a 

conference with HATA about l6 July, 1940. He did not
28930 recall discussing any big problem vith Urn in June. * At 

that time he received a report that the Vice War Minister 
did not meet Chief Cabinet Secretary ISHIWATA, but he did 
not recall positively if that occurred on 12 July 1940.
On or about 16 July, 1940, RATA announced his desire to 
resign, but it was not accepted until the 18th, according 
to the recollection of the witness.

28931 HATA, between 12 July 1940 and his resignation, 
took no action which indicated his views were different 
from those of the Cabinet and that it should resign. The 
witness received no note on 14 July, 1940, setting out his 
views, nor did the witness recall receiving such a note 
before HATA's resignation.

The witness was asked whether he received a note 
some days prior to HATA's resignation, in which HATA said 
that they were now facing the gréa est transition in world 
history, and the strengthening or c,he domestic organization 
and reformation of foreign policy had become most pressing 
oroblems. However, thr government was doing nothing, but 
was losing an opportunity and was blocking complete

28932 settlement of the incident. * To give the people's minds 
a change and promote the establishment of the new organ
ization from a broad viewpoint, how about deciding to have 
the Cabinet resign? The witness stated he did not think 
there was anything carrying such a meaning, and he did not 
recall that HATA had delivered to him such a note.

At that time it was said that the Chief of the 
Military Affairs Bureau made such a statement to ISHIWATA, 
but he firmly believed that HATA would not say such a 
thing. * HATA expressed no opinions to the YONAI Cabinet 
since its formation, and made no statement of the nature 
at a cabinet meeting. This showed he was not opposed to 
the YONAI Cabinet's policy.

The witness was asked if he recognized a document 
handed him as the 17 September 1940 issue of the Tokyo 
Asahi Shirabun. He recognized it as such. When asked if 
he saw there an article on the "Liquidation of the YONAI- 
ARITA's Diplomatic Policy", the witness said that he had 
not read the whole article, but whatever the press might

28935 write, he still insisted * there was no mistake in what he 
had stated.

28933

28934
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Asked if there was in the article any reference 
to a note from HATA to him, the witness stated he didn't 
believe that the YONAI Cabinet's foreign policy was 

28936 mistaken in any way. * He was again asked if there was a 
reference about a note from HATA to him in the article, 
and he stated that since he had no recollection of receiving 
such a note he could not reply.

* The witness stated that the Asahi Shimbun had 
the largest circulation in Japan at the time of the YONAI 
Cabinet. When again asked if the article referred to a 
note from HATA, * v;he witness stated that such a fact as 
was there written he had never heard from HATA, nor 
received in writing from him. * The witness thereupon 
re?'1 the article, which stated that, next, on the 11th, 
the Chief of the î'ilitary Affairs Bureau called on the 
Chief Cabinet Secretary and amplified the desires of War 
Minister HATA. On the 14th HATA again made a recommendation 
to Premier YONAI in writing. This xd that the present 
conditions showed they were facing e greatest transition 
phase in the world situation, 51 ars strengthening the 
internal structure and reforming foreign policy have become 
most pressing. The government was doing nothing, and were 
losing an opportunity and was even blocking complete 
consummation of the C*ina Incident To give the people's 
minds a change and p.omote establishing a new structure, 
how about deciding that the Cabinet resign?

28941 * Exhibit 319 9-A, an excerpt from the Asahi 
Shimbun of 17 July, 1940, which was the article just read, 
was received in evidence. The witness stated that he still 
insisted that he received no note from HATA in July prior 
to his resignation.

28942 * There was no conversation with a member of the 
Cabinet Secretariat on 3 June, 1947, relative to the receipt 
of this note. He did not say in that conversation with the 
secretariat member that HATA had delivered to him a note
of such purport. He didn't recall saying that he returned 
the note to HATA after looking at it. When asked if he had 
received a note of the purport of the one which he had 
read in the Asahi Shimbun from HATA, if it would have 
indicated HATA was intending to destroy the Cabinet, he

28943 stated * that he denied that and there was nothing of the 
kind. The note published in the Asahi Shimbun had never 
been brought to his attention until today.

28937

28938
28939

28940
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF ARITA, Hachiro, 
by Mr. Lazarus.

28944 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
28945 32OO as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

witness had been Foreign Minister in the HIROTA, 1st 
KONOYE, HIRANUMA, and YONAI Cabinets.

The YONAI Cabinet was opposed to the Tripartite 
0 Pact, and the Pact was never put on the agenda for dis-

?“946 cussion by the Ministers of the YONAI Cabinet. * War
Minister HATA, throughout his tenure, was in full accord 
and cooperated with this policy. The witness knew HATA 
opposed the pact, since it was first discussed in Japan. 
’Thile waiting to be received by the Emperor while he was 
Foreign Minister in the HIRANUMA Cabinet, the witness met 
HATA, who was then Aide-de-Camp. The subject of the 
Tripartite Pact came up, and HATA stated that the Emperor 
and he himself were personally opposed to it. Besides 
HATA's personal opposition to a German Alliance, he also 
opposed it because he saw no benefit to Japan in a pact 
which would work against her interests and antagonize 
Anglo-Saxon countries.

’.Then HATA resigned from the YONAI Cabinet, the 
witness believed there must have been some strong reason 
that forced him. HATA's cooperative attitude in the 
YONAI Cabinet led the v/itness to believe even then that 
his resignation was against his will.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. KEENAN.
^^947 * The witness stated that he was well acquainted

with Japan's foreign policy and her international relations, 
generally speaking, but details would involve a question 
of memory and he would have to have references to speak 
with accuracy. The witness stated that when he joined 
YONAI's Cabinet he knew him well. He had great faith 
and trust in him then, and had the same feeling today.

2^948 * The China Affair, both before and after the
YONAI Cabinet, was the most important thing that had 
happened in modern Japanese history. The utmost desire of 
the China Affair was to bring about its settlement to the 
best interests of Japan and China .
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•7ben asked if that included the continuance of a 
policy of using whatever force, including military, as was 
necessary to enforce Japan's concept, the witness stated

28949 * the question seemed to mean that Japan was forcing upon 
China a political organization as a part of the China 
Affair policy. That was not Japanese policy. It was a 
dual policy of peaceful settlement and also arms measures.

28950 * It was completely wrong that where they were 
able to carry out their policy by peaceful means they 
adopted such means, but where it became necessary to adopt

28951 force they adopted force. * It was not true to say that 
where it was unable to enforce its policy or bring it about 
through peaceful means it was willing t o adopt military 
measures. Although armed measures were exercised at the 
outbreak of the China Affair, government policy even 
previous to the YONAI Cabinet was carrying on movements
to effect a peaceful settlement.

Asked if there was ~ y ange in the foreign 
policy regarding China from i£ " . .,tember, 1931* until the 
YONAI Cabinet's fall, t>2 wit: ass stated that at different 
periods where armed f i ce was exercised, it was used because 
there was no other a ^ernative. '//here armed forces were 
not necessary, such policy was quickly abandoned and suc
cessive cabinets .̂ ed settlements peacefully.

T7hen he said strong force was used only when 
necessary, he had meant when necessary to carry out Japan's 
foreign policy toward China. At such, times it was necess
ary because trere was no other means available.

28952 * vroile circumstances of the four different 
cabinets were different, there was no change in the policy 
of peace. Armed measures were never used for the purpose 
of enforcing diplomatic policies. They considered the war 
in China an incident, and according to the interpretation 
of the time it was not a war. The sovereignty and terri
torial integrity of China were respected, but since force 
was necessary at times, within the limits in which it was 
exercised there might have been seme infringement of 
Chinese sovereignty and integrity.
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28956 * The witness stated that the stage had not been

reached where matters concerning Europe, as well as those 
in China, were required to be discussed at a cabinet 
meeting. At the time of the YONAI Cabinet formation, it 
was understood that it was completely opposed to the 
Tripartite Pact. Reports had been made to the cabinet 
of the situation in Europe, but there was no discussion 
of it. The Ambassador to Berlin when the YONAI Cabinet 

2°957 came into power, he thought, was OSHIMA. * This was an
important nost. The witness retracted his statement that 
it was OSHIMA when the YONAI Cabinet party came in.

At the time of the HIRANUTA Cabinet, talks 
regarding the Tripartite Pact were dropped because of the 
German-Russian non-aggression pact. He thought OSHIMA 
returned again to Germany after the second KONOYE Cabinet 
was formed. OSHIMA returned to Japan once, and he thought 
he returned to Germany at that time. He could not recall 
who was Minister to Berlin when he became Foreign Minister 
in the YONAI Cabinet.

|§958 * He did not know OSHIMA well, but knew KÜRUSU
d^959 very well. * He did not know what OSHIMA's views toward 

the Pact were at the outset of the YONAI Cabinet, but did 
know his views at the time of the previous HIRANUMA Cabinet. 
The witness thought OSHIMA believed a German-Japanese 
rapprochement was favorable to Japan. In the witness' 
recollection, OSHIMA became the Ambassador to Germany 
midway in the first KONOYE cabinet and returned to Japan 
during the ABE Cabinet, which succeeded the HIRANUMA 
Cabinet.

^®96o * When asked if the Foreign Office, when he was
the Minister, gave instructions to Ambassador SATO to 
confer with German authorities on strengthening the 
coalition between the two countries, the witness stated 
that SATO went to Italy to return a good will visit.
Asked if SATO dropped in on Ribbentrop, the witness stated 
that while en route, SATO had instructions to carry a good 
will message to the German Government, to create more friendly 
relations. SATO's rank was Special Ambassador, and he 
thought it the same as KURUSU's when the latter went to 
the U. S. in 1941. SATO was under the authority and sub
ject to the instructions of the witness.
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28961 * The witness received no report from SATO on a 

conversation with Ribbentrop concerning the German-Japanese 
coalition. SATO returned to Japan after the YONAI Cabinet's 
fall. The witness stated that SATO probably did congratulate 
Germany over its victory of France in his conference with 
Ribbentrop. That was part of his mission to Germany and 
Italy. He thought that France had surrendered before
SATO left on the mission.

28962 * The witness did not recall if SATO told Ribben
trop that just as in Europe a new order would be brought 
about by Germany, that Japan was seeking a new order In the 
Far East and South Seas. Asked if SATO did not state that 
in these parallel efforts close cooperation seemed to be 
operating, the witness stated he hardly had any exact 
recollection. At that time it was the government's policy 
to make efforts not to aggravate relations with Germany.

Asked if SATO told Ribbentrop that for three 
years Japan had been holding the attention of the British, 
jrrench, and U. S., making Germany's establishment of a new 
order easier, tne witness stated he had no exact recollection. 
Since it was a good will mission, he was sure SATO made

28963 complimentary remarks. * Asked if this remark was merely 
a complimentary one, the witness stated that he had no 
recollection, but what SATO had said had to fit the 
atmosphere prevailing then in Japan. Even if SATO had used 
such words, they would have no choice but to condone it.
It was a good will mission, and every opportunity was 
utilized to convey good will intentions to Germany. The

28964 YONAI Cabinet's policy * was to continue good relations 
with Germany so that it would not be seriously harmful to 
Japan's major interests.

He did not recall that SATO had told Ribbentrop 
that since the beginning of the Chinese War, Japan had 
tied up the U. S. fleet in the Pacific. When asked if such 
a statement would have been in the confines of a good will 
mission, the witness stated that at that time Germany 
demanded Japan's assistance. It was Japan's intention, 
instead of giving positive assistance, to make statements 
to the Germans so they would believe they were receiving 
some kind of assistance. The witness did not believe that 
at that time Germany could be said to be threatening Japan. 
There was an opinion in Japan that a cooling off of German- 
Japan relations would be unfavorable to settling the China 
Affair and other problems.
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Asked ir the two coun^-ito , , w  _ . . e r*y closely
linked, the witness stated yes, since the anti-comintern 
fact good relations were continuing, arid there was no 
intention to deceive Germany. He did not know whether 
Ribbentrop told SATO that he long favored cooperation with 
Japan, and that the work of he and OSHIMA had borne fruit.
He didn't recall if Ribbentrop stated he would be glad to 
hear further of Japan's plans for cooperating.

28966 * As a result of these conferences, the foreign 
office did not prepare a plan for coalition. When asked if 
this plan was not presented to the War, Navy, and Foreign 
Ministry Representatives on 12 July, 1940, the witness 
stated that he learned of this for the first time in an 
article reporting the proceedings of the Tribunal. At 
that time he had no clear recollection of it and gave it 
some thought. Japan desired to continue relations with 
Germany so that they would not be aggravated. There were 
circles who desired *0 strengthen such relations, and so
he instructed subordinates to conduct a study to render 
closer relations v.._tn Germany so far as it would not 
endanger major Japanese interests.

28967 * He asked his subordinates tc explore and find
out whether such was possible, but up to the time of the 
YONAI Cabinet's resignation he received no report on the 
study. Asked if the plan provided that Germany recognize 
Japan's of influence and political leadership in

28968 FIC, NEÏ and the South Seas, the witness stated that since 
he did not receive a report he did n o t know whether such 
was its context.

Asked if the plans further included that Germany 
would give support to the disposition of the China Incident 
and Japan take steps to check Britain in East Asia and if 
the final draft of the agreement was approved at a four 
Ministrie's meeting on 16 July, 1940, the witness stated 
that this absolutely was not the case The YONAI Cabinet 
was about to resign on 16 July, and while It was functioning 
on 12 July, 1940, it. received no reports.

The attention of the Court was called to exhibits 
5?4, 528 and 5'28
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28969 * The witness stated he had no exact recollection 

that he was present at the fourth meeting of the Budget 
Committee of the 75th Diet, on 7 February, 1940, where he 
was asked a question by Committee Member KUBOI. He did,

28970 * however, remember EUBOI asking him a question.
23973
28974

28975

* Exhibit 32OI, Proceedings of the 75th Diet, was 
received for identification and handed to the witness.
The witness was asked if he was not asked * the question by 
KUBOI and if he did not give the answer recorded in the 
document. In exhibit 3201, Committee Member KUBOI stated 
that in regard to this subject, the Foreign Minister stated 
he had not given it any thought. From the viewpoint of 
deciding how to settle the Incident, he should like to ask 
the Foreign Minister and Premier if the government had any 
intention of renouncing the 9 Power Treaty. Japan partic
ipated in V/orld War One to keep faith with Britain, with 
whom it had an alliance at that time. Because of Japan's 
participation, peace came to the Far East. In that war, 
Japan attacked Germany in Tsingtao, and the Navy advanced 
to the Mediterranean. At the end c.f the war, Britain 
announced that it would renounce the alliance, and the 
Nine Power Treaty was a sort of substitute for it. The 
9 Power Treaty was a scheme of Britain and the U. S. which 
* planned to restrain Japan's continental policy. Japan 
was now in war with China to establish a new order. The 
treaty was a serious obstacle in the future settlement of 
the incident and of future wars. Because of the Treaty, 
it was difficult to ascertain how much Japan had worried 
about diplomacy and how much the Foreign Office and govern
ment had trouble themselves because of third powers. 7/hen 
the Nine Power Treaty Conference was held, Japan did not 
recognize it nor send representatives. Even though she had 
taken such an attitude, KUBOI asked why Japan still allowed 
its existence and did not renounce it.

A treaty could not be renounced unless there was 
a serious change in the situation, but if the present 
situation were compared with that at the time the treaty 
was signed, major changes had taken place, such as Man- 
chukuo's independence and the waging of the war by Japan.

28976 * Ordinarily, wars are waged for trifling reasons. There
was no greater change in the international situation than 
the establishment of Manchukuo by means of war. No 
greater changes have ever been made than the change in the 
Orient and China. HAs the government, in view of these 
changes and in the light of this international principle, 
the determination to announce renunciation of the treaty 
in conformity with international law principles?
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Soon the central government would be established 
and it was needless to say that in the settlement of the 
Sino-Japanese Incident and in all negotiations of the 
central government with third countries, the treaty would 
create difficult International problems. KU30I believed 
that the War and Navy Ministers realized how Japan had 
suffered in executing the Incident. He asked how much had 
the Foreign Minister suffered. In his opinion, the announce- 

28977 ment of the abrogation of the Commercial *■ Treaty by the
U. S. was based on the 9 Power Treaty. It was a disadvantage 
to Ja nan that there was such an unfavorable treaty.

Referring to the treatie's provisions, if they 
would read through KONOYE's statement it would seem Japan's 
attitude toward the China Incident was determined mostly 
from 9 Power Treaty articles. In spite of the difference 
in spirit and the way of thinking in Japan, the Foreign 
Office or those in diplomatic affair; were apt to be swayed 
by the articles of a treaty. If it is said that the spirit 
Is lacking, as long as there is a L.reaty it would be natural 
they should be swayed by it. Comparing the text of the 
KONOYE statement with that of the Treaty, KUBOI felt as 
though the smooth movement of the pen was driven by the 
9 Power Treaty. He asked whether the Foreign Minister had 
the intention of renouncing the 9 Power Treaty.

* He asked if, when the so-called new central 
government was established, whether Foreign Minister ARITA 
was ready to renounce the treaty in cooperation with It.
ARITA replied that there were some articles in the treaty 
which did not suit the present situation in the Far East, 
There was a possibility that renunciation might cause 
reoercussions. They needed to compare these two sides, 
and there was a necessity for considering the problem of 
renunciation. When the central government would be 
established in China, careful deliberation would be required 
as to what measures Japan and the new central government 
should take in regards * to renunciation of the treaty.

The witness stated that he thought those questions 
were asked and that he gave that answer to them.

^ 9 8 o  * Re didn't recall that HATA was present at the
Budget Hearing when those questions were asked and he gave 
that answer, but seeing the record of the proceedings he 
noticed there was an answer given to an interpolation by 
HATA, so he presumed HATA was there.

28978

28979
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28981 * When asked if he had a conversation with HATA

and Premier YÖNAI on 1 July 1940 with reference to SUMA, 
Chief of the Information Bureau, he stated he didn't recall 
the exact date, nor whether YONAI was present. He did have 
a talk with HATA with regard to SUMA.

When asked if he referred to such conversation 
in a conversation he had with HARADA on 2 July 1940, he 
stated he didn't remember the exact date. He met HARADA 
at that time and spoke on such matters, but since he 
provided him with various information he might have told 
him about SUMA.

* The witness knew that HARADA was reporting 
information to Prince SAIONJI, who was in those days 
responding to inquiries from the Throne with regard to 
the premiership of succeeding cabinets. SAIONJI was the 
sole surviving Genro. It was questionable whether his 
position was prime or important, b it his task was limited 
to responding to inquiries from th > Throne with regard to 
recommending premiers at times of cabinet changes. * He 
could not say whether his task involved anything more than 
that. Although this was something that HARADA himself 
had said, SAIONJI was quite old and it was difficult for 
him to express opinions every time a political change 
occurred, especially when they occurred frequently.
* Generally, he thought, HARADA was fully compos mentis 
and capable of receiving and recording conversations 
accurately, but since these questions involved political, 
economic, and other matters, there was room to doubt 
whether HARADA understood all that.

With regard to the diary, it was his understanding 
that they were notations HARADA took down in reporting to 
SAIONJI, supplemented and amplified later. He did not doubt 
HARADA's capability, sincerity, or good faith, but there 
was room for doubt whether he was conveying the truth and 
full facts in every instance.

The witness was asked whether on 2 July, 1940, he 
told HARADA that the day before he had an interview with 
the War Minister and the Premier, at which time the War 
Minister incessantly said, "Peace and Order would not be 

28985 * restored in the ministry until SUMA was relieved as
Chief of the Information Bureau". The witness was purported 
to have said that HATA's attitude was very dubious also.

289*2

28983

28984
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YONAI asked HATA, "Did you read the written 
testimony of SUMA at Kempei Tai Headquarters?", and HATA 
answered "Not yet". Continuing the witness' reported 
statement to HARADA, the Premier said they must both 
study the matter, and the witness was reported to have 
told HARADA that HATA's attitude was suspicious. He 
was thinking of seeing the Premier that day. i

With regard to this statement, the witness 
recalled having a conversation with HATA about the S U M  
case, but his recollection was that the contents of the 
conversation were quite different from what was purported 
to have transpired according to the prosecutor's reading.

28986 * He didn't recall that he had ever said anything 
about being suspicious of HATA's attitude. With regard
to the interview he had with the War Minister in regard to 
the S U M  case, HATA, who was chief aide-de-camp at that 
time, had a fair and just attitude With regard to the 
question, HATA and the witness p wished a joint statement 
in the press. It was clear in his memory that HATA's 
attitude at the interview was very just and fair.

28987 * The witness had read what happened in the news- 
oapers at that time pertaining to matters of cabinet

28988 importance. * Asked if during the YONAI Cabinet it was 
his belief that the 9 Power Treaty was being broken by 
Japan in the movement of its troops or otherwise in China,

28991 . the witness stated that * since such questions were not 
discussed nor decided on by the Cabinet, he did r.ot know 
whether they represented the views of the government, but 
it was agreed between the Foreign and Prime Ministers and 
sometimes when the War and Navy Ministers entered the 
discussions, that they should loyally and faithfully 
observe the Pact whenever they discussed relations with 
the China Affair, but inasmuch as military action was 
already going on they made every effort to bring about 
an expeditious settlement if any violation of treaty 
provisions took place.

HATA never said that the 9 Power Treaty should 
not be permitted to interfere with, military operations of 
Japan in China.

Attention of the Court was called by Mr. Cunning
ham, counsel for OSHIMA, to exhibit 12! to show that OSHIMA 
resigned his post and went into retirement in December, 
1939, at the time of the ABE Cabinet.
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28997 DIRECT' EXAMINATION OF’ MaMORU, Inuma by MR.KANZAKI

*The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3203 as his
28998 affidavit» * The affidavit stated that the witness was chief of the 

Personnel affairs Bureau in the War Ministry from November 1938 to 
October .1939« In September 1939 he recommended MUTO as chief of the 
Military Affairs Bureau to </ar Minister HaTO. It was the duty of 
the Chief of the Personnel affairs Bureau to make such recommenda
tions« He made it after Gen» MACHIJIRI, the outgoing Chief had 
recommended MUTO to succeed him and after the witness had considered 
opinions of the Military Affairs and Personnel affairs Bureau.

HaTA then submitted MUTO's name to the Three Chiefs Council
28999 and MUTO was then designated to the position, * HaTA always 

followed military procedure and he accepted the witness' recommenda
tion without question ana submitted his name to the Three Chiefs 
Council. all that was done was in accordance with regular procedure 
in the "ar Minister,

29000 CRCSS-EXidilNATIGN by Mrc Sutton 0

* The witness stated that he did not know whether HaTa was 
or was not in a position to accept his recommendation of MUTO. When 
asked if he did not know whether there was any obligation to follow 
the recommendation the witness stated he did not know what was meant 
by whether he was under obligation.

29001 * The witness did not know that the war minister was 
necessarily required to follow his recommendation. The same applied 
to the Three Chiefs Conference. Since there were no objections to 
the witness' recommendation, ordinary procedure was followed. Only 
when objections were raised were there steps taken.

Either HaTa or the Three Chiefs C#nference were at liberty to 
select whomever they thought fit. The Chief of the Personnel affairs 
Bureau prepared a plan and submitted it to other related organs in the 
General Staff and the Inspectorate General of Military Education.

29002 * The next step in the procedure was for them to report the recommenda
tion to their chief and ask for opinions. If there were no objections 
the plan was formally completed by the lower level and since the three 
Chiefs were already familiar with theplan before the official plan was 
submitted, the plan would be carried through if there were no special 
objections. The witness stated HaTa was supposed to have authority to 
recommend as chief of the Military Affairs Bureau some person other than 
the person suggested by the witness. HaTa was a member of the three 
Chiefs Council,
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DIRECT EXaMINATICN OF OIKAtfA, Koshiro by MR.KANZAKI

29003 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3204 as hie
29004 affidavit» * The affidavit stated that the witness was Navy Minister 

of the Second and Third KONOYE Cabinets» about September 1941 Gen 
USHIROGU, Chief of the Staff of the China Expeditionary Forces called 
upon the witness as a messenger from HATa, the China Expeditionary 
Forces Commander» The message from HATa stated that recently relations 
with america had been deteriorating. America was opposed to Japanese 
troops in China. To avoid a clash he believed they must withdraw all 
troops from China«

He requested the witness to do his utmost to prevent a conflict 
with america.

There war. no cross-examination of the witness ,by the Prosecution» 
But in response to a question by the Tribunal, the witness stated that 
the messenger probably went to the *4tr Mi jistry first and then came to the 
Navy Ministry. However, he had no positive knowledge. The message was 
oral»

I
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29OO6 *Direct Examination of Sa ./aDa , Shigero by Ur,Lazarus.

29009 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3205 as his
affidavit. The affidavit stated that from October 1939 to

November 1940, the witness was Vice Chief of the General Staff and 
the Chief during that time was Prince Kanin. In 1940 because of 
Germany's victories, her fame spread through Japan and the view 
became predominant in army circles that Japan should use German 
power and influence to solve the China Incident favorably.

The Army and «Var Minister HaTA desired peace with China and 
an end of the China Incident. Ha Ta contended that the best way to 
secure peace was to reduce Japan's strength in China. He sought to 
decrease in drawing up the 1940 army budget the number of troops in 
China from 900,000 to 500,000. The General Staff was completely

29010 opposed and said it was impossible. * The matter was discussed be
tween the war minister and the General Staff and eventually the 
troops were decreased to between 600,000 and 650,000. Toward the 
end of June , 1940, while the witness was in China for Inspection 
he was called back to Tokyo. On his return he found that the 
Cabinet contrary to army desires was against close connections with 
Germany.

It was Prince KaNIN's desire to solve the incident through 
the use of Germany. About the beginning of July 1940 he told the 
witness he intended to hasten peace with China through German 
mediation and he intended to use the war ministry to break the 
deadlock between the arrrçy and the cabinet.

He ordered the witness to consult with war ministry 
officials. The witness called on Vice Minister ANAMI. ANAMI said 
that as long as the Chief of Staff did not modify his views on 
using Germany to accelerate peace with China there was no alterna
tive but to change the present cabinet.

29011 * In view of the cabinet's character it was impossible to 
comply with Prince KaNIN's objective even if some changes were made. 
The Vice-Minister told the witness that that was not the opinion
of HaTA, but the opinion of the Vice-Minister and the men below 
him.

The witness pointed out that the matter was of extreme
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importance as the army and cabinet opinions were opposed to each 
other» They had better meet again after the witness had again 
consulted with the Chief of Staff.

The Chief of Staff KANAN after hearing the witness* report 
stated that since his opinion represented the army majority and 
since according to the vice-minister there was no way but a change 
of Cabinet, they must do their utmost to follow that method» He 
was sorry Jfo. the war minister that such an extreme measure had to 
be taken but it must be borne for the good of the country»

The witness again called on vice-minister aNaMI and told 
him the Chief of Staff's decision» aNAMI had not changed his 
views»

29012 * Some days later on orders of Prince KaNIN, the witness
29013 * wrote a letter» This letter was delivered to >4ir Minister HATa.

He did not know what became of it after t>iat» bor did he hear any 
trace of it later»

29016 The letter was sealed and signed by Prince KANIN and he 
ordered him to deliver it ..0 HaTa which he did» HaTA received the 
letter and the witness w-.s not quite sure but. tnat it might have 
been the following dav or the day after that. HAT« submitted his 
resignation and the YCNa I Cabinet then resigned»

Prince KaNIN besides being Chief of the Oeneral Staff was 
a member of the Imperial Household and a father c? the Army etc. 
and it was natural that HATA although »far Minister, as a lyal sub
ject of the Emperor was compelled to obey0 The YCfh.I Cabinet had 
been a conservative one and was opposed to cooperation with and use 
of Germany in the settlement of the China Incident»

29017 * a majority of the Army branded the ÏÛNa I Cabinet as too 
weak to settle the Incident or the general situation. To overthrow 
the Cabinet and effect peace by using Germany was predominant in 
the Army. HATA supported the YONa I Cabinet policy. Military 
circles 1 opinion was that HaTA was not useful in fastening attempts 
at closer ties with Germany and use of German power to effect peace

29018 with China and that he lacked the desire to do so * and the change 
in war ministers was strongly urged. This opinion of the military 
circles was reflected in the Chief of Staff's decision.
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29023 Direct Examination by MR. COLE, counsel for MUTO

*The witness stated that the reason the General Staff wanted 
Germany as mediator between Japan and China was that there were two 
methods open:to settle matters directly or try to get a third party as 
mediator. At the time military representatives of Japan and China 
were secretly negotiating at Hongkong but they were not proceeding 
very successfully. Therefore they desired to obtain the good offices 
of a third party.

At the time of the aBE Cabinet a plan was drawn to seek 
Britain's offices» This was approved by the General Staff and at 
Imperial Headquarters but it finally came to naught« At the time 
of the YONaI Cabinet a plan was discussed to seek the good offices 
of the United States» But that finally came to nothing«

29024 *In the meantime Germany gained sweeping victories and the 
entire world situation underwent a great change«

29025 * The witness recalled he arrived in Tokyo the end of June 
or the first of July and after some time toured parts of Japan.
At the beginning of July the witness returned to Tokyo from China 
At that time the Emperor had already left Tokyo and was not there 
at the time of the YOh^I Cabinet's fall«

29027 * He did not know whether MUTO accompanied the Manchukuo
Emperor's party but it was but natural that important war ministry 
officials should accompany the emperor on such a visit.

Shortly before HATa ' s resignation the witness talked only 
with aNaMI on this problem and talked to no one else. H« could not 
remember the exact date he handed the letter to HATA. H© believed 
it was either the 16th or 17th of July that HATa resigned but was 
not sure.

There was no cross-examination of the witness.
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gage DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TANAKA, Ryukichi,

by Mr. Lazarus.
29038 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
29041 3206 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that at the 

time of the raid on Tokyo by American fliers in April,
1942, the witness was Chief of the Military Service Section 
of the War Ministry«

«Because school children had been shot and non
military areas bombed during the raid, there were different 
opinions as to the treatment to be given fliers who became 
prisoners. The General Staff in Tokyo decided that all 
decisions as to the trial and treatment of them should be 
exclusively within its province. As soon as the fliers 
were captured in China, the General Staff ordered their 
delivery to Tokyo. Investigations were made in Tokyo, and 
preparations were made to hold the trial there. One opinion

29042 as to the treatment to be given the fliers * was supported 
by the General Staff, and the other by the War Ministry. 
Because of these conflicts, the General Staff gave up its 
intention to hold the trial in Tokyo and ordered it held 
in China. Orders to such effect v/ere forwarded to the 
China Expeditionary Army Headquarters, and the fliers were 
sent to Shanghai.

At that time there were no regulations that 
fliers could be tried by a military court, and so in Tokyo 
a new military law as to the treatment of fliers raiding 
the Japanese homeland and areas under its control was 
promulgated. A copy was sent to the China Expeditionary 
Force, with orders that the law would be in effect there 
also. In this same order was another order to the Exped
itionary Army in China that the fliers would be tried under 
this law there. Since there was no military court in the 
Expeditionary Forces Headquarters at Nanking, the trial was 
to be held by the 1 3th Army at its Shanghai Headquarters.

29043 * ’Then the decision was announced to try the 
fliers by the new law, the witness protested to General 
TANABE, Vice Chief of Staff, and told him that in his 
opinion the fliers should be treated as POWs. TANABE 
stated that he agreed and that he had received a letter 
from HATA's Chief of Staff, USHIROGU, that HATA was of the 
same opinion and desired to treat them as POWs. TANABE 
stated that nothing could be done because the General Staff 
had already decided to try them by military law.
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According to army practice, the letter USHIROGU 

wrote to TANABE was never written by the Commander, but 
always by the Chief of Staff. When the Chief of Staff 
expresses anything in an official letter, it is the 
intentions of the Commander-in-Chief. Such a letter would 
never be addressed to the Chief of Staff, but always to the 
Vice-Chief.

29044 * When the witness learned that USHIROGU had 
written a letter containing HATA's views addressed to the 
Vice-Chief, he knew it was an official letter informing 
the General Staff of the opinion of the Commander of the 
Armies in China, HATA. As a result of ;this letter containing 
HATA's opinion, Colonel ARISUE was sent’-by the General 
Staff to HATA with the orders and desires of the General 
Staff. It was afraid HATA would not carry out the instruc
tions to put the fliers to trial, and ARISUE was sent to 
notify HATA to do as he was ordered, and that no theory
of his would be accepted by Tokyo with reference to the 
case. Another apprehension of the General Staff was that 
even-if the China Expeditionary Force tried the fliers, 
they might have found a decision of not guilty and that 
HATA would then have released them after trial.

29045 * All orders with reference to the trial were 
issued by the General Staff in Tokyo, and the trial held 
by the 1 3th Army in China. Headquarters of the China 
Expeditionary Army was merely a channel through which the 
orders were transmitted to the 1 3th Army. Expeditionary 
Force Headquarters had absolutely no discretion or judge
ment on its part with reference to the trial.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MB. KEENAN.
29046 *The witness stated that he had personal knowledge 

with reference to the shooting of school children by the 
fliers. He did not see them actually shot, but merely ' 
received reports.

It was true that there were two different opinions 
as to the treatment to be given the fliers; one, that they 
be executed, and the other that they should be treated 
humanely as POWs. The witness advocated the mild opinion.
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29047 * ’7ar Ministry and a conference of Bureau Chiefs by the

Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, SATO. At the con
ference, War Minister TOJO definitely opposed this view, 
saying it was wrong. Some rficers were rather
extreme in their views, but since the War Minister said 
the extreme view was wrong, the witness believed it right 
to say the view of the 7/ar Ministry was that they should 
be held as POWs and not executed.

The Military Service Bureau was against execution 
to the end, and did not set its seal on the procedure until 
the General Staff obtained Imperial sanction. The reason 
that bureau had to put its seal on the document ordering 
this procedure was that as it was the agency controlling 
the Kempei Tai it had responsibility In the case, since 
the Kempei Tai had investigated the fliers and sent a 
report.

29048 * The term "extreme view" was a polite expression 
for execution, or the death penalty. The men who wanted
to execute the fliers were General SUGIYAMA, Gen, Chief of

29049 the General Staff, * the Vice-Chlei, Lieut. Gen. TANABE, 
who although he first opposed the step later agreed to it, 
and all the members of the First Department of the General 
Staff. The Chief of the First Department was TANAKA, 
Shinichi, but he had forgotten the names of the section 
chiefs.

The fliers were captured In China the day after 
the Tokyo raid, and a few days later were returned to 
Tokyo. It would have been in accordance with ordinary 

. procedure to have the trials take place at the location 
where the alleged offenses were committed. On this occasion

29050 that procedure was departed from. * If they had been 
tried in Tokyo, the witness would have had nothing to do with 
the actual trial, but would have been connected with the 
investigation that would lead up to the trial. He agreed 
that might have a great deal to do with what occurred at
the trial.

29051 * ’"/hen asked who the subordinates in the War 
Ministry were who favored execution, the witness stated he 
had no exact recollection, but there were some junior 
officers who held extreme opinions. He remembered that 
members of the Military Administration Section of the 
Military Affairs Bureau held extreme views, but he had 
forgotten their names. He agreed that it was a habit at 
that time and some years previous, that when extreme views 
about executing and murdering people were held, they were 
declared to be held only by junior office
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a very strong opinion in favor of a trial of the fliers.
Its head was Prince HIGASHIKUNI. Asked if that view was 
held by HIGASHIKUNI, the witness stated that since he 
heard this strong opinion from KOBAYASHI, Chief of Staff of 
Defense Headquarters, he did not know what HIGASHIKUNI's 
opinions were personally.

29052 * Asked if HIGASHIKUNI had anything to do with 
the promulgation of any regulation having to do with the 
execution of captured fliers, the witness stated that it 
was th»i duty of Defense Headquarters to issue laws concern
ing the Japanese homeland, just as the Commander of the 
Expeditionary Forces in China received a certain standard 
from central authorities and promulgated a law relative
to the trial of the fliers in China based on that standard.

• It was Defense Headquarters which in the Japanese homeland
issued such orders.

29053 * Regarding subordinates in the War Ministry who 
favored execution for the Doolittle filers, the witness 
recalled that it was a Lieut. Col. OTSUKI, serving in the 
Military Administration Section, w.io came to the witness 
and urged that the fliers should be severely punished.
The Head of the Military Affairs Bureau at that time was 
Colonel NISHIURA.

The violent difference of opinion as to treatment 
of the fliers arose immediately on receipt of word that the 
fliers who had bombed Tokyo had been caught in China, the 
day after the raid. The reasons those who wanted the 
fliers executed gave was that since they were very afraid 
of the possibility of American bombing raids on Japan,

29054 * if the fliers were executed it would cause the American 
Air Force to fear their possible fate and desist from 
bombing Japan. It was a campaign of terrorism.

29055 * Asked why the proceedings could not have been 
held in Tokyo and why it was necessary to send them back 
to Shanghai, the witness stated he did not know the exact 
reasons, since even in his opinion it was wrong for a new 
military law to be promulgated after the act occurred and 
the fliers tried on that law, central authorities felt it 
would not be proper to hold the trial in Tokyo. He thought 
it could be said that it was the desire of the central 
military authorities to evade their own. responsibility. He 
supposed they felt that they could get their desires of 
executing the fliers carried out better by sending them
to Chinai
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29056 * about the end of July, and the fliers were sent to China 

on 18 June. The draft plan of the new law had been drawn 
up long before, but because of violent opposition, promul
gation had been delayed.

If HATA had refused to carry out the law, he 
probably would have been relieved of his post and a new 
commander sent out, and the witness believed the new 
commander would have carried out the execution. The 
witness agreed that the worst that would have happened to 
HATA would have been that he would be relieved, even 
assuming that the instructions he received were tantamount 
to a command.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. LAZARUS.
29057 * The first order that went to HATA was for the 

trial of the fliers. A later order was that they be 
severely punished. He thought the order commuting the 
death sentence of five fliers to life imprisonment came 
direct from the Emperor, and went through the General Staff. 
This order stated that the sentence would be carried out 
against the three whose sentence was not commuted. The

29058 second order * came before the trial was even started, 
communicated verbally through Colonel ARISUE. The Chief 
of Staff personally sent ARISUE to HATA and communicated 
this order. The witness heard from Major General MIYANO 
that the order was oral.
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290Ê5- OPENING STATER®NT BY MR. WILLIAMS.
29071 DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SPINKS, Charles N. 

by Mr. Williams.
29072 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
29073 3207 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that in the 

autumn of 1945, the witness was in Tokyo as Chief of the 
Manpower, Food, and Civilian Supplies Division of the U. S. 
Strategic Bombing Survey. He understood and spoke Japanese, 
and was present at several interviews between Japanese and 
the Survey. Their purpose was to find out the effects of 
warfare, particularly aerial bombing on Japanese economy 
and industry.

Many Japanese interviewed were reluctant to talk, 
thinking they might be investigating war criminal respons
ibility. It was necessary to put them at ease and reassure 
them that they wanted information for bombing survey 
purposes only. He could not say whether any Japanese were

29074 made positive promises or assurances * that the interviews 
would not be used against them in ^ny war crimes prosecution, 
although they might have gotten that impression from the 
preliminary remarks.

A preliminary conversation was usually had with 
the interviewee to put him at ease and explain their aim.
They exerted efforts to allay suspicion and overcome 
reluctance to give information.

The witness was present at the interviews with 
the accused H0SHIN0 during November, 1945* H0SHIN0 was 
not placed under oath, and interrogations were in a friendly, 
informal atmosphere. The one interpreter was much over
worked, spoke good Japanese, but often needed help in 
translating technical terms.

The witness had been shown exhibit 454, a trans
cript of the bombing survey interviews with H0SHIN0 in

29075 November, 1945* * The transcript was accurate so far as 
the questions were concerned, but did not contain the 
preliminary remarks nor an exact or full record of HOSHINO's 
answers. ’Then asked a question. H0SHIN0 sometimes spoke
as long as five minutes before his remarks were translated. 
The witness could not always follow him or retain the full 
substance of his longer replies. Neither could the inter
preter. In such cases the latter translated as much as he 
remembered, or gave the gist to the stenographer.
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Sometimes they went over the answers after the 
interview to edit, correct passages or fill in missed 
portions or where exact words or sentences had been for
gotten. He recalled that several times HOSHINO attempted 
corrections. So far as he knew, HOSHINO was not shown the 
final transcripts after editing and corrections. There was 
only one stenographer to record the interviews, and neither 
the interpreter nor stenographer were sworn.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY BRIGADIER QUILLIAM.
29081 * Asked if he was unable to state whether, in 

fact, the preliminary statements were made to HOSHINO, the 
witness said he could not recall the exact words said to 
HOSHINO, but he was positive he was given some kind of 
explanation of the bombing survey's objectives. Asked if 
he realized that he didn't say that in his affidavit, and 
that his affidavit was cast in general language and referred 
to a practice, the witness stated it was the practice 
before the interviews to give a preliminary discussion 
explaining objectives, and he was sure that in HOSHINO's

29082 case such a discussion took place. * The witness believed 
he could be sure of this, because HOSHINO's interview was 
the first one he attended. There were three interviews, 
and the witness recalled that the preliminary remarks were 
made at the first meeting. He didn't recall the others.

He could not remember the exact words of the 
statement. The statement was probably made by one of the 
interrogators, or the chairman of the group. The witness 
stated he had some knowledge of Japanese. He had seen the 
interrogations in exhibit 454 recently.

29083 * He could not point to any answer which was 
inexact, but thought almost every answer except the "yes" 
and "no" replies was incomplete. Since he had forgotten, 
he could not say that any of the answers was incomplete 
in a material respect, nor could he indicate where a 
correction was asked for by HOSHINO and not made. The 
answers, except for one or two, were not read back to the 
accused, as far as he could recall.
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It would be correct to assume that the duty in 
29084 which he was engaged was an important one. * It could be 

assumed that it was important that the record should be 
accurate. He could not point to anything in the document 
which would indicate that it was not, in fact, an accurate 
record.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. WILLIAMS.
The witness stated that the record taken by 

the Survey was accurate for the purpose for which it was 
taken.

r
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by Mr. 7/illiams.
29085 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
29086 3208 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

witness was an American missionary to Japan, and was 
formerly connected with the U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey, 
serving with it as an interpreter after the war. He was 
the only interpreter during interviews with HOSHINO on
19, 22. and 28 November, 1945.

Before the first of such interviews, he was 
instructed, as was the practice, to talk with HOSHINO and 
put him at ease, explaining that the only purpose was to 
get information on the economic effects of the war, and to 
reassure him that the Interview had no connection with 
war crimes prosecution, nor the fixing of individual 
responsibility. Such assurance was considered necessary

29087 to get the Information needed. * The witness did this.
Neither he nor the stenographer were sworn. For 

purposes of the survey, it was sufficient to take down the 
gist of the conversation rather than a verbatim record.
The witness stated that he had been shown exhibit 454, a 
copy of the interviews with HOSHINO. As far as the 
questions went, it appeared tc be a verbatim record, but in 
the answers the words were in many cases the witness' own, 
or were a condensation of what HOSHINO said. HOSHINO often 
spoke continuously for several minutes, and the witness 
gave no running translation. From time to time the witness 
received help on technical terms.

The document did not show statements made to 
HOSHINO before the Informal interview, and as he recalled,

29088 * it was not a complete record of the conversation in other 
respects. HOSHINO understood some English and suggested 
corrections, but the witness could not say whether all 
corrections were actually made. Neither HOSHINO nor the 
witness got a chance to read the transcript afterwards, 
and the witness never saw it until it was shown to him 
recently.

29089 * The witness stated that he did not remember 
the exact words he said to HOSHINO in the preliminary 
statements. The intent was to explain to him that the 
purpose was simply to get an overall picture, and did not 
concern individual responsibility or connection with the 
warfare. He could actually recollect making such a state
ment to HOSHINO.
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29089 * The witness was at three interviews of HOSHINO, 

but thought he made the preliminary statement the first 
time only. The witness assisted at the interrogation of

29090 several other persons besides HOSHINO, * and supposed 
there were six or seven. The chairman in charge authorized 
such a statement, and he thought Mr. Bisson probably 
instructed him, but could not be sure.

He thought the questions appearing in the record 
were verbatim. In a sense, all the answers in the record 
were all the witness’s.

29091 * When asked to distinguish the answers which 
were his and those where a condensation had been given, the 
witness stated that the words were the witness', but the 
answers were HOSHINO's. He could not pin this down, and
it would depend upon their length. The short answers were 
verbatim. He could not remember an instance where a 
correction was asked for by HOSHINO Very often to clear 
up points there was a conversai .on between the one interro
gated and the interpreter and ihey cleared this up, and he 
passed this on in the answer, but there were times when 
HOSHINO, in attempting to follow the English, thought the 
witness had deviated- Usually, a mere explanation satisfied 
him.

29092 * The witness believed the best was done to see 
that the record was accurate and reliable. Asked if there 
was anything in the record which could be called unfair to 
HOSHINO, the witness stated he did not take the answers 
down, but that he interpreted them as fairly as he could.

29093 * To the best of his ability, he attempted to discharge 
his duty to the Survey authorities and to HOSHINO.

'.Then asked if he could point to any respect in 
which the document was inaccurate or incomplete, the witness 
stated that he understood that refers to the preliminary 
remarks which were not recorded prior to the actual inter
view. From the standpoint of interpreting, he had no 
reason to doubt that the record was in all material respects 
accurate.
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• The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3209 as his 
affidavit.

29101 * The a ff id a v it  stated that a fter  HOSHINO entèred the Finance M inistry, he was the w itness' colleague in  the Revenue Bureau of the Ministry and at Osaka for many years, and the witness was Intimate with him.
In June 1932 the Manchurian Government asked the Ministry to send them a person to a s s is t  i t s  Department of Finance. After consu ltations. Finance Minister TAKAHASHI selected  HOSHINO. However, HOSHINO strongly rejected the29102 o ffe r . * The witness called  on HOSHINO and f in a lly  persuaded him to accept the o ffer  and in July HOSHINO wentto Manchukuo. The witness knew that HOSHINO, a fter  taking his post in  Manchukuo Government, wholeheartedly exerted him self to promote the welfare of the people there. He did everything in  h is power to  prevent any Japanese policy  adverse to the in terests  o f the people in  Manchukuo from being carried out. He p ersisten tly  in sisted  that Japan relinquish the special r igh ts and in terests  she had enjoyed29103 * and frequently v is ite d  the Finance Ministry to rea lize  th is  plan.
In 1935 HOSHINO criticized such issues as the rais

ing of tariffs on agricultural products of Manchukuo and 
the prohibition on the importation of Manchukuo products, and urged the Finance Ministry to bring the issues to a 
conclusion. He stressed the necessity of relinquishing 
extraterritorial rights and the executive powers vested 
in the railway zone authorities.

At one time he v is ite d  the Finance Ministry and in s is ted  that in  the event these were relinquished, Japanese in s ta lla tio n s  be transferred to Manchukuo at cheap p rices. Such an a ttitu d e led  to  h is cr itic ism  as laying too much stress  on the In terests of Manchukuo at the expense of Japanese in te r e s ts .
The w itness did not know the circumstances under which HOSHINO took part in  the Second Konoye Cabinet, but
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iM S . after the YONAI Cabinet's resignation. KONOYE asked the 
witness his opinion regarding appointing HOSHINO Director 

29104 of the Cabinet Planning Board* * The witness told KONOYE 
that HOSHINO was fit for the post in view of his practical 
experience*

There was no cross-examination of the witness*
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29105 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MATSUKI, Taraotsu
BY MR. WILLIAMS

The witness Identified and verified Exhibit 3210 
as his affidavit.

29106 * The affidavit stated that the witness had been 
Chief of the Secretariat, Chief of the Legislative and 
the Vice-Chief of the General Affairs Board under HOSHINO 
who was the Chief of that Board. The Chief of the General 
Affairs Board in Manchukuo was the one who rendered assist
ance to the Premier and who exercised general control over 
It. The Chief was not competent to decide State affairs 
and even after the decision of routine matters, reward
and punishment of those below the clerical staff was made 
by the Premier himself.

29107 * At the end of 1936, Board Chief ODATE resigned 
and HOSHINO succeeded him. Reasons for this were that 
since five years had passed siuoe Lanchukuo was founded, 
it was deemed fit to appoint someone to the post from 
those who were in actual service in Manchukuo. Also, 
Manchukuo became in ne id of an able financier and econo
mist who could render assistance to the Premier. In the 
light of these needs, HOSHINO was appointed on the recom
mendation of his predecessor and the Premier.

29108 * HOSHINO attended to his business in obedience 
to Premier Chao’s direction and decision and HOSHINO 
never decided anything on behalf of the Premier. For 
important items HOSHINO called up hi. two assistants 
who were the witness and the Manchurian assistant chief.
No imDortant matters were decided without consultation 
with the latter. •

HOSHINO had due regard for the opinions of the 
Manchurians and was ever mindful of the promotion of 
those with superior ability. Important positions, such 
as private secretary to the Chief, Assistant Chief, etc., 
which had heretofore been occupied by Japanese, were

29109 replaced'by Manchurians. * He held Manchurians in such 
regard that he was accused of overvaluing Manchurians' 
intentions. Before, there had been discrimination be
tween Japanese and Manchurians with regard to the sala
ries for certain officials. This was because the cost
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In 1938 HOSHINO removed this discrimination.
There never was a case in which the Kwantung Army dic
tated to the General Affairs Board, although the wishes 
of the Army were sometimes laid before the board. At 
such times, HOSHINO took necessary measures after con
sulting with government organizations and the Premier*

29110 * Even the wishes of the Kwantung Army were not fol
lowed if they were not considered appropriate. When 
the renovation of administration was effected in June 
1937 and the Department of Public Peace was formed, 
the Kwantung Array proposed to have a man from the mili
tary ranks appointed as Vice-Minister of the new de
partment. After consultation, HOSHINO recommended one 
of the civil officials disregarding the Army's desire 
and eventually he was appointed as Vice-Minister.

HOSHINO paid attention to stabilizing the 
national life and elevating the economic life of the 
Manchurians and he was always concerned about their 
afflictions and assumed a cautious attitude. Because 
of the European and Sino-Japanese Wars, commodities 
became scarce and economic control was made stricter.

29111 * HOSHINO negotiated with the Japanese govern
ment and others s , that Manchukuo might sell food and 
other goods profitably so that she might purchase com
modities that were important. There was a case where 
the government reduced the price of salt and dis
tributed it to the people although other prices were 
going up. There was no cross-examination of the 
witness.
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BY MR, WILLIAMS
29115 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3211 

as his affidavit,
29116 * The affidavit stated that on 12 October 1937» 

Manchukuo decided on a ten-year program of opium prohibi
tion and the witness, as Councillor of the Planning Board, 
assumed responsibility for drafting the program with his 
colleague, Yung Shan-Chi. From the first, Manchukuo had 
earnestly planned to eradicate the evil custom of smoking 
or eating opium and established a monopoly system for the 
production, delivery and consumption of opium to curtail 
its use. In December 1936, HCSHINO became Chief of the 
General Affairs Board, At that time the opium monopoly 
was efficiently enforced, HOSHINO called together young

2 9 117 Manchurian officials * for free discussions of the opium 
problem. After discussing it for several months it was 
concluded that Manchukuo had reached the point where they 
could enforce a prohibition policy. Most of the young 
officials agreed that quick measures should be taken for 
the drastic eradication of opium addicts.

The discussion created a great sensation and 
among Japanese-borne officials there was loud criticism 
of HOSHINC's attitude as currying favor with native- 
borne officials. However, HOSHINO ordered them to map 
out a program to be enforced by the government. The 
number of those poisoned by opium was estimated at 
more than one million at the beginning of Manchukuo's 
establishment.

29118 * After study It was concluded that even If 
strong measures were taken, it would take as long as 
twenty years. Many prominent people outwardly expressed 
approval of prohibition, but secretly expressed opposi
tion. The witness informed HOSHINO that it would take 
twenty years to achieve complete prohibition, but he 
insisted upon the ten-year plan and that they should 
endeavor to achieve the high objective. HOSHINO ad
monished the witness that when Manchurian youths were 
about to march on toward the Ideal, the Japanese should 
rejoice over their enthusiasm and aid them rather than 
worrying whether the goal was possible, HOSHINO told 
those in the accounting section that if the opium monopoly
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Page profit wère appropriated as a source of revenue *
2 9 119 prohibition would become difficult. If it were used for 

the expenses of the prohibition policy, finances would 
not be affected even if prohibition were carried out.
They should carry out the necessary means for prohibi
tion without stinting the expense and they should not 
worry about the consequent decrease in revenue. There 
was no need to use opium revenue for general expenses,

29120 * The draft which the witness and his Manchurian 
colleague wrote was decided on by a cabinet meeting and 
the plan was put into effect after January 1938* The 
central force for the project was HOSHINO and a group
of young Manchurian bureaucrats. The decision on 
prohibition which included that public officials and 
members of special companies who did not refrain from 
opium smoking within a fixed period be dismissed was 
realized. The prudent among them took leave and re
ceived treatment and improvement among the leading 
class was to a remarkable extent effected. The govern
ment gave special consideration t<. prohibition in towns 
and cities with registration, controlled relief, propa
ganda, etc, and results were improved.

29121 * The number of registered opium addicts im
mediately before tho war was reduced to over 200,000.
One could hardly see an addict in Hsinking in 1944 and 
all sanitariums were turned .into lodging houses for 
laborers. HOSHINO devoted himself and contributed to 
the unification of the monetary system and the aboli
tion of the extraterritoriality from 1936 to 1937*

Despite the chaos of Manchukuo's finance 
before and after its establishment, HOSHINO succeeded 
in reforming it by guidance and encouragement. Unifi
cation of the monetary system was regarded as very diffi
cult but HOSHINO's efforts and enthusiasm led to mone-

29122 tary stability in August 1935» * less than three years 
after the foundation of the state.

Remarkable effects resulted upon the stabili
zation and elevation of the living of the Manchurians,
Before Manchurian finances were disordered, lacking in 
fairness, with a most primitive system. The people 
groaned under heavy taxes. To remedy this, a system 
aiming at reduction of taxes and fairness was established
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modernized. This was generally attributed to HOSHINO's 
enthusiasm and efforts, HOSHINO had a positive view on 
the abolition of extraterritoriality although Japan did 
not necessarily agree with Manchukuo about the time and

29123 method of its execution, * Most people in Manchukuo 
believed the time was immature and some government circles 
thought they should take a cautious attitude, HOSHINO,
as Chief of the General Affairs Section of the Finance 
Department, strongly advocated the prompt abrogation 
of extraterritoriality for the so^nd development of 
Manchukuo, and made efforts in persuading and negotiat
ing with the authorities, "The treaty concerning the 
Residence of Japanese Nationals in Manchukuo and the 
Taxes in Manchukuo" was concluded in July 1936, It 
greatly increased taxes upon the Japanese, Although 
there was much opposition from the Japanese, it was due 
to HOSHINO's efforts that extraterritoriality was abol
ished,

29124 * When HOSHINO became Director of the General 
Affairs Office, he tried more than ever to realize a 
complete abrogation of extraterritoriality and a 
transfer of the powers of the South Manchurian Railway 
Zone authorities, although he had many difficulties.
As to the abrogation of judiciary powers, many in Japan 
thought it still premature because the executive and 
criminal facilities were not completed, HOSHINO went 
to Japan and conferred with government officials to 
persuade them to agree to his plan. Because of their 
division of opinion, there were deadlocks but HOSHINO 
passed his own judgment broadly to bring the negotia-

29125 tions to a satisfactory end, * "The Treaty Concerning 
the Abrogation of Extraterritoriality in Manchukuo and 
the Transfer of the Executive Powers Vested in the 
South Manchurian Railway Company Zone Authorities" 
was put into effect 1 December 1936, Some question 
arose as to whether it should be put into effect as
of 1 December and some Manchukuo officials suggested 
1 January of the following year, HOSHINO, however, 
decided that the date of enforcement should be 1 Decem
ber, The abrogation of extraterritoriality abolished 
the long standing discrimination between Japanese and 
Manchurians and contributed to Manchukuo's economic 
development and had a favorable psychological effect.

There was no cross-examination of the witness.
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* In Exhibit 3 2 1 2 -A, an excerpt from HOSHINO's interrogation, the accused stated that the exttfaterri- a l i ty  right was enjoyed by almost a l l  nations at one time*
* Following the influx of Japanese into Man- chukuo, i t  was realized  that the freedom of taxation  enjoyed by them would create inequality and unfairness* I t  was thought necessary that e x te r r ito r ia lity  should be abolished. In the railway zone, both Chinese and Japanese were not taxed and th is  situ ation  had to be remedied. He stated that he conducted negotiations with General UEDA and Vice-Foreign Minister OHASHI.The la tte r  and the accused made a recommendation to  the Japanese Gover*iment for the ab olition  o f extrate r r ito r ia lity  in the railway zone.
* Late in .1936 or early 1937, as a resu lt of the Japan-Manchukuo Treaty, th is  resu lt was obtained.I t  was not necessary to bond issues of Manchukuo to the Kwantung Army from 1932 to 1936, but support was usually requested from i t .  He did not remember any case of the head of the Kwantung Army refusing to  give support in  the period 1932 to 1934. In 1935140,000,000 yen worth of bonds were Issued for the purchase of NMR from USSR, at which time the accused came to Japan several times in  connection with f lo a t ing the bonds. I t  was not necessary for him to get Kwantung Army approval. I t  was rather their  moral support.
* Great e ffo rts  were made to s e l l  shares of newly established companies among the Manchukuo popula t io n . His department from 1932 to 1936 was mainly concerned in  a sa les campaign to have the shares held by as many people as p ossib le . The accused stated  that the Army in  general did not oppose the Zaibatsu but there was such an atmosphere among the Kwantung o fficers  who believed that they monopolized industry in  Japan, and such should not happen in Manchukuo.
* Since HOSHINO did not believe that the Zaibatsu monopolized industry in  Japan, he f e l t  that anyone could go to Manchukuo and make in vestigation . The China In c ident was a surprise to the accused. General HONJO wasin Manchuria when he was there but he had never talked  with him concerning the Manchurian Incident.
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29132

29133

29134

29135

29136

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MURAKAMI, Kyoichi 
BY MR. WILLIAMS

* The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3213 
as his affidavit,

* The affidavit stated that those in the Privy 
Council were the President and Vice-President of the 
Council, the Councillors and the Premier and State Min
isters, Besides the above, the adult Imperial Princes 
of the Blood resident in Tokyo were also to attend, 
although tiiey never had been present until the witness 
was relieved of office, A State Minister other than 
the Premier, or a Minister without portfolio had no seat 
in the Privy Council, Assistants of the Premier, Minis
ters without portfolio, cabinet officials and the Minis
tries could attend the Council to assist. Ministers 
without portfolio often attended as "explainers." The 
"explainers", sometimes more than 10, * were able to 
supplement the explanation of the Minister in charge.

The Investigation Commi . .zee of the Privy Coun
cil was composed of members nominated by the President 
from among the Vice-President and the Councillors. They 
deliberated over bills entrusted to them and reported 
the result. The Committee would make inquiries of the 
Cabinet and the Ministers about the matter and get their 
replies. As a general rule, the Minister concerned had 
to make a reply, but this was sometimes done by sub
ordinates who were all called "explainers." No shorthand 
was used at the Council and the record of proceedings was 
merely a record of minutes written by the secretaries 
and not an exact record of all utterances.

* There were no regulations for taking notes of 
the proceedings and only the gist was recorded. The 
practice for a long time was simply to record the sub
ject, list of members present, summary of proceedings, 
etc. The records were sometimes precise and sometimes 
not, according to the judgment of the secretary or the 
circumstances, and sometimes only a Dart of an utter
ance was taken down. No notes on the proceedings were 
ever shown State Ministers or "explainers" for confirma
tion. * An "explainer" did not have the right to vote at 
a Privy Council Meeting.

There was no cross-examination of the witness.
Prosecution directed the attention of the 

Court to Exhibit 552.
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BY MR. WILLIAMS
29137 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3214

as his affidavit,
29140 * The affidavit stated that from 1932 to 1940 the 

witness made a number of trips to Manchuria on business.
At that time he often saw HOSHINO, who was then first
in the Finance Ministry and later Chief of the General 
Affairs Board in the Manchukuo Government, In the first 
years in Manchukuo it was difficult for Japanese or 
other business men to do business, but it became easier 
after HOSHINO became Chief of the General Affairs Board,

Some young officers and officials in Manchukuo 
did not welcome outside business men, but HOSHINO tried 
to decrease this feeling. There was no discrimination 
between Japanese and other foreign business men and the 
same regulations applied to both, HOSHINO welcomed 
foreign capital which was interested in building up 
Manchuria and was not aiming at speculation.

The witness had a plan to start an automobile
29141 industry there * with a Japanese company and the General 

Motors Corporation from the United States, HOSHINO 
agreed with this idea and to the necessity of U,S. 
capital. Later, AIKAWA set up the Manchurian Indus
trial Development Corporation and one of AIKAWA's 
inducements was his ability to obtain foreign capi
tal, Manchurian authorities were strict in requiring 
that any corporation would have to be incorporated 
under Manchukuo law. The witness knew this because
he was unable to set up a branch of SUMITOMO there 
but had to establish a Manchukuo corporation,

HOSHINO's idea was to develop all industries, 
particularly agriculture, to lay a fcolid foundation 
for the country's economy and the people's welfare.
He was Interested in developing both light and heavy 
industry, especially the automotive, since Manchukuo 
was vast and had Insufficient railways. Trucks were 
particularly necessary for agricultural development,

29142 * HOSHINO was eager for Manchukuo to grow as 
an independent state generally. The China Incident
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disappointed him and he wanted It quickly terminated* 
While he was Chief of the General Affairs Board, he 
told the witness there were too many Japanese officials 
in Manchukuo and that native Manchurians should play a 
greater part in government and economic activities*

HOSHINO tried to reduce the number of Japanese 
officials and said that if Manchukuo needed technical 
help, the Japanese should assist if they became Man
churian citizens and acted as such.
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29144 * On 22 July, 1940, HOSHINO was appointed President 

of the Planning Board and Minister without Portfolio in the 
second KONOYE Cabinet, and the witness was appointed Vice- 
President of the Board in August 1940. The witness was 
brought into the Planning Board to analyze production 
figures, and he and HOSHINO soon found out how impractical 
most of the plans were.

29145 * The China V/ar and U. S. ban on exports added
to economic difficulties, and they had to shift plans. The 
Board could make plans and recommendations only and final 
decision was the Cabinet's, and execution was by various 
ministries.

The Board formerly made plans for the allocation 
•of the foreign exchange obtained by exports, but the foreign 
exchange shrunk rapidly. Since Japan could not get new 
materials, the Board had to devise means of getting by 
with what was available, and it turned to the plan for 
expansion of productive power, which had been set up in 
January 1939. This plan was exhibit 842, which was shown

29146 to the witness, * who identified it as correct.
This was another impractical plan which had to be 

revised constantly because production was decreasing as 
supplies from the U. S. were diminishing. They had to 
find new sources of such raw materials and products, and 
the plan for expansion of productive power was the only 
way- to do it. Japan was weak economically, and the Board 
haa to devise some means of meeting army, navy, and 
civilian demands.

29147 * They were still importing some materials from 
the U. S.,and NEI, but this was insufficient. It was 
planned to receive from them or any other source the normal 
amount of peacetime imports, and all planning was based on 
a continuation of such imports only. The only warfare 
considered in making plans was that in China, and neither 
HOSHINO nor the witness knew how much the army and navy 
needed there, for this was kept entirely secret. If they 
had had in mind any future war in making their plans, they 
would have been on a very different nature from the ones 
followed. The object of the plan of expansion of produc
tive power was to turn out producer's goods for the most 
necessary items cut off from Japan by the export bans of 
foreign countries and to attempt to balance industries.
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light and needed great developing to bring the economy 
into balance. The direct purpose of this plan was not to 
increase the amount of steel and other items, but to 
increase the ability to produce them. The end of the plan 

29148 was set for March, 1942, on paper, but they knew no definite 
accomplishment could be realized by then. No particular 
division of the Board had sole charge of the plan, so it 
was to be handled temporarily by the 5th Division, which 
had formerly made allocations of foreign exchange and other 
funds, which had dwindled.

Although army and navy demands were very great, 
HOSHINO and the witness tried to cut down military alloca
tions in favor of civilian goods and the expansion plan.
The army and navy got first priority, but they always 
succeeded in reducing the allocations demanded by a large 
per cent, and they never actually got the full allocation 
because of material shortages. There was great difficulty 
and arguments from these allocations, and although they 
were supposed to be decided by April of each year, the 
witness remembered that when he joined the Board, the 
allocation was deferred from April to early July. When 
the witness resigned, the authorities had reached no agree
ment on allocations for 1941.

The witness stated that he had been shown exhibit 
865, which contains the plan for the new economic struc- 

29349 ture. + The details were prepared by young Planning Board 
officials. HOSHINO presented the plan in the autumn of 
1940 to the Economic Ministers of the Cabinet. They 
opposed the plan, especially Minister of Commerce KOBAYASHI, 
and HOSHINO agreed it should be changed. The Economic 
Ministers wanted it changed so that it would be more in 
favor of a laissez-faire economy. The original plan 
provided that large economic organizations were to take 
over all industries and weed out small and inefficient 
concerns. KOBAYASHI wanted the government to help the 
small businessmen, and HOSHINO agreed. The witness did not 
have a copy of the original plan, since it was not adopted.

There were added to the original plan words to 
the effect that it was to stabilize the welfare and well
being of the people. This was to check too great emphasis 
on a synthetic and planned economy and on any radical 

29150 + change being more in favor of maintaining the status quo.
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read "enterprise must" instead of "may be separated or 
combined". In paragraph 4 of Section II the original read 
"medium and small enterprises shall be adjusted and unified". 
In Section III it originally read "economic organizations 
shall be operated under the guidance of the one leader 
principle". The final plan on which KOBAYASHI and HOSHINO 
concurred was a reversal of the original plan in many 
points.

After the changes made by HOSHINO and the other 
Economic Ministers, the plan became substantially as it 
read now, and was finally approved by the Cabinet. The 
Board had nothing to do with executing it, but this had to 
be done by the Commerce and*Industry Ministry. The new

2 9 15 1 plan looked to a partial transfer of * industry control 
from the government to the business men.

The Board's aim was a self-sufficient economy 
pointing to a bloc economy relationship with Manchukuo and 
China. Japan was to be the center of the highly developed 
industry because it was more advanced, and Manchukuo and 
China would emphasize the raw material and basic industries.

, Industries in those two countries were included in the 
‘ planning because they had been in past economic plans.
The three countries, from the point of view of natural 
resources and production tedhniques, were interdependent, 
and did not seem prosperous without cooperation.

Regarding the population policy which was contained 
in exhibit 865, at that time the percentage of population 
increase in Japan was declining due to the change in 
social conditions and the China 7/ar. The plan proposed a

29152 state of peace and aimed at i960. Its real effects would 
not have been seen until that time. An immediate effect 
of it would be a decrease in the labor supply, since it 
encouraged marriage and restricted the employment of women 
over twenty. It was a visionary paper plan, and it was 
prepared in the Welfare Ministry and was to be carried out 
by it. It was customary to explain such plans to the 
Board. HOSHINO did not show much interest in the population 
plan, although he gave some explanation of it. He expressed 
no opinion on it to the witness.

HOSHINO resigned in early April, 194-1, and in 
accordance with the ‘"custom the witness five days later 
resigned.
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Page CROSS-EXAMINATION, by BRIGADIER QUILLIAM.
29153 * The witness stated that HOSHINO always held the 

opinion that the China Incident was a disappointment, and 
he wanted it terminated. The witness did not recall a 
speech by HOSHINO, expressing approval of the Incident.

The witness knew of the Japan-Manchukuo-China 
Economic Council, which he was a member of. He thought 
he attended some conferences of the nature referred to,

29154 * but he didn’t recall clearly attending such a one.
He thought he was at one or another conference of that 
kind. He thought it was an important conference, but had 
forgotten whether the proceedings were published In a book.

Exhibit 3 2 15. a book entitled "Reports of Japan- 
Manchukuo-China Economic Round Table Conference" was handed

29155 to the witness. * He didn't recall ever seeing the book 
before. The witness observed that on a page of the book 
there was a report on a speech made by HOSHINO at the 
Hsinking conference on 3 December 19 38, but he didn't 
know when the speech was made.

In the speech, HOSHINO said that looking back
29156 upon East Asia In the past, although it contained one- 

tenth of the world's land area and over one-fourth of its 
population, it seemed to have been vainly wandering in the 
dark. However, the trend of the Orient was to restore her 
proper position in world civilization, The bell for the 
awakening was sounding long ago in the Meiji Restoration. 
The first step realized on the continent was the Manchurian 
Incident, the recent China Incident being a development 
and expansion thereof. In consequence, there was first 
established Manchukuo, and next new governments in North 
China, Central China, and on the Mongolian Border. This 
was a revelation of God and the voice of Heaven.

The construction of a new East Asia was a great 
duty imposed upon them, and they must advance toward its

29157 * fulfillment bravely by staking their eternal lives and 
honor.

Having read that extract, the witness still 
asserted that HOSHINO was opposed to the China Incident.

Exhibit 3215, the full report of that speech, 
was received in evidence.
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29159 * The witness had heard of HOSHINO's disappointment 

in the China Incident directly and frequently from the 
accused himself.

29160 * The witness did not attent the meeting al
legedly held in Hsinking in 1938*

29164 * Exhibit 2797-A, an excerpt from the official 
report of the U. S. State Department, Research and Analysis 
Branch on War Production Controls in Japan, stated that the 
adoption of the new economic structure, sanctioned by the 
Major Industries Association Ordinance of 1 September, 1941* 
indicated the failure of the army plan to introduce a 
drastic program for state regimentation of industry and the 
transformation of private cartels into public organs 
directed by government officials. The plan was inherited 
by the TOJO Cabinet. Under the provisions of the Imperial 
Ordinance, former private cartels had theoretically become 
public organs termed control societies, responsible to the 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The Ministry's powers, 
however, were largely negated by inability to appoint

2 9 16 5 directors of the control societies. * The president of 
the control society was chosen by a nominating meeting of 
industrialists appointed by the competent minister. The 
president, in turn, chooses the other officers and directors 
from experienced people. This committee tended to appoint 
as presidents of the control societies the presidents of 
the leading cartels.

29166 * In exhibit 3212, the prosecution's interrogation 
of HOSHINO, the accused stated that he did not become a 
member of the IRAA in any particular sense, but as a member 
of the Cabinet. He was an adviser, as were all Cabinet 
Ministers. He was not an officer of the IRAA, but he was
a member of the committee. He was called upon to become a 
member to study health matters after his resignation. That 
is all he did with the IRAA.

The accused stated that in the spring of 1940, 
MATSUOKA went to Germany and Italy. HOSHINO had resigned

29167 when MATSUOKA returned, * and he didn't know the concrete 
details of the trip results, but the most important result 
was the Russo-Japanese Treaty of non-aggression, which was 
signed the middle of April. The accused did not attend a 
Cabinet meeting, at which it was considered, for he had 
already resigned in April and traveled during March, when 
he did not attend Cabinet meetings.
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Page Exhibit 3216, the affidavit of USHIBA, Tomohiko,
29I08 * stated that the affiant had previously testified concern

ing the writings of KONOYE, for whom he was private 
secretary. He recognized a document shown him entitled 
"The Change of Cabinet Ministers Related to Economic 
Affairs" as being in the handwriting of ARAYA, KONOYE's 
secretary. It was similar to other documents dictated 
to ARAYA by KONOYE.

Exhibit 3216-A, being the document referred to 
in the affidavit, was received in evidence. The exhibit 

29169 stated * that after the Diet session, reshuffling the 
Cabinet became recognized as a matter of common sense.
It was said that the Ministers related to economic affairs 
were the weak point. Even if such Ministers had held 
conferences, it was said there would have been none capable 
of putting the matter into shape. Since Home Minister 
HIRANUMA and he were not well versed in economic affairs 
and since there was no alternative but to select a suit
able person from outside, KONOYE, after consulting with 
HIRANÜMA, had to decide on the proper person. Although 
IKEDA was thought to be a good choice, there were strong 
objections to him by the reformists.

* IKEDA's opinion was that the Finance Minister 
too, must be replaced, and NAKAJIMA, Yadanji, was suggested. 
OGURA, of Osaka, claimed this was not necessary and that 
NAKAJIMA was not acceptable. For Commerce and Industry 
Minister, OGURA suggested HATA, MURATA, and FUJIWARA. For 
President of the Planning Board, SUZUKI, Teiichi, YAMADA, 
Tatsuo, KAYA, AOK'I and INO, were suggested.

The Tokyo Nichi Nichi reported on the conference 
between OGURA and HIRANUMA and on OGURA's entrance into 
the Cabinet on the March 30 issue. On the following day 
OGURA's retirement as General Director of the Sumitomo 
Honsha was announced. It was urgent to make an announce
ment, and KONOYE told the War and Navy Ministers about 
OGURA's entry to the Cabinet and received their support. 
After discussing OGURA's independent entrance into the 

2 9 17 1 Cabinet with him, OGURA still maintained * that he would 
be distressed if he were not appointed with the others.

29170

OGURA later visited KONOYE and consented to 
enter the Cabinet alone. He said he had changed his mind 
but the persuasion of YAMASHITA seemed to have had con
siderable effect. KONOYE told newspaper reporters that 
this reconsideration was an independent thing, but they 
apparently construed it to mean that the problem of the 
change of Cabinet Ministers relating to economic affairs 
had been temporarily settled.



Page Accordingly, the subsequent change in the Min
ister of Commerce and President of the Planning Board was 
a complete surprise. On 2 April, KONOYE reported to the 
Emperor, and the same day OGURA was invested as Minister 
of State. When KONOYE conferred with OGURA as to the 
choice of SUZUKI, Teiichi, as President of the Planning

29172 Board, * he expressed his approval. On 2 April, KONOYE 
called SUZUKI and proposed his appointment to the pres
idency. SUZUKI replied it would be all right with him, 
but the Navy might object. He asserted a balance of power 
between the army and navy would be a problem, and he said 
he could not decide the matter himself and showed dis- 
aoproval.

This point of view was justified, and on hearing 
it, the thought occurred to KONOYE that he should select 
the Minister of Commerce from the Navy, and appoint Vice 
Navy Minister TOYODA, Teijiro. The story that TOYODA, 
at the Conference of Vice Ministers, once argued down the

29173 Vice Minister of Commerce and Industry * on the problem of 
iron and coal, showed he was qualified for the post. Also, 
according to Baron ITO, HIRAO had TOYODA in mind as his 
successor as President of the Nippon Iron Manufacturing 
Company. In addition to the fact that TOYODA was not 
altogether an amateur in commerce and industrial adminis
tration, his appointment would make the character of the

29174 Commerce Ministry as a Munitions Ministry become clear.
This, together with the Planning Board headed by SUZUKI, 
would mark an advance toward perfection of the national 
defense structure.

It would mean that the balance of power between 
the army and navy would be maintained. As for Commerce 
Minister KOBAYASHI, he would lose face if he were replaced 
by a business man or young bureaucrat, but if his successor 
came from the military the matter of prestige would be 
dissolved. When KONOYE mentioned the matter to SUZUKI, 
he said it was a capital idea and he would mention it to 
the War Minister.

SUZUKI told KONOYE that should the topic of the 
conversation leak out, he would tell newspapermen that they 
discussed various matters pertaining to the East Asia Bureau

29175 of the IRAA. * On 3 April, when KONOYE met Navy Minister 
OIKA’VA, he discussed the matter and 0IKA7/A endorsed it and 
said that since War Minister TOJO was not there, he would 
speak to KONOYE later about it, after conferring with 
TÖJO. KIDO also endorsed the matter.
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The '.7ar and Navy Ministers met KONOYE together 

and gave him their replies of endorsement. TOJO suggested 
SUZUKI be placed on the reserve list and appointed not only 
as President of the Planning Hoard, but also hold the 
additional office of Minister of State Without Portfolio. 
KONOYE agreed. OIKAWA also stated that TOYODA would be 
placed on the reserve list.

29176 * KONOYE talked to OGURA about the appointments 
of SUZUKI and TOYODA, and he heartily endorsed it. KONOYE 
then reported the progress of the discussions to KIDO, 
HIRANUMÀ, OIKAWA, and TOJO. OIKAWA later called KONOYE 
and told him that TOYODA was reluctant and requested time 
to ponder the appointment.

On 4 April, OKA, Chief of the Bureau of Naval 
Affairs, informed KONOYE that it was still difficult to 
realize, so KONOYE requested that OIKA'.VA try once more to 
persuade TOYODA. OIKAWA reported that although everything 
would be all right, he wanted KONOYE to speak in person.

2 9 177 * KONOYE did so, but TOYODA did no“, reply in the affirma
tive, saying he had no confidence in his ability. He asked 
TOYODA to give a reply by l800 that night.

When the War and Navy Ministers called on KONOYE 
later, they asked about TOYODA's reply. TOJO wanted an 
answer by 1500, saying 1800 would be too late. Since the 
army had already obtained SUZUKI's consent, there was a 
fear of leakage and therefore it wanted the navy to expedite 
the matter. They decided to have OIKAWA persuade TOYODA 
once more. KONOYE summoned HIRANUMA, and requested that he 

persuade TOYODA. At 1500 of the same day, OIKAWA and 
TOYODA came co KONOYE's residence with a reply of consent.

29178 * OIKAWA said he would recommend the promotion 
of Vice Minister TOYODA to full Admiral. Since TOYODA 
desired to remain in active service, it was arranged to have 
him put on the reserve list in exchange for his promotion
to full admiral.

KONOYE called and told HOSHINO, President of the 
Planning Hoard, of TOYODA's consent. He had already been 
informed by TOJO. On the part of Commerce Minister K0B0- 
YASHI, various rumors circulated that he might refuse to 
resign, so KONOYE had KAZAMI go to KOBAYASHI. Upon hearing 
that his successor was TOYODA, KOBAYASHI gladly entrusted 
his resignation to KAZAMI, saying the choice suited him, 
although, he would not consent to FUJIWARA.
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Page After receiving Imperial sanction, KONOYE announced
29179 + the appointments, and the investiture ceremony for TOYODA 

and SUZUKI was held. The public was surprised by the 
announcement. 7/ith the appointment of OGURA was Minister 
Without Portfolio, the supposition became stronger that the 
change of the Commerce Minister, President of the Planning 
Board, and others, would be executed in accordance with 
OGURA’s opinion.

KONOYE understood that when the announcement was 
made, the newspaper reporters said they were beaten. On the

29180 * morning of the 4th, Major General AKINAGA, an investigator 
of the Planning Board and the section chief under the new 
President SUZUKI, went to INADA, Chief of the General 
Affairs Section of the Cabinet, and indignantly told him 
that President HOSHINO was willing to resign. He asked
why persons like KOBAYASHI should be allowed to sit in 
office. There was no alternative but to dismiss him.

29181 * Struck with admiration by the brilliant 
achievement of the reorganization, which they characterized 
as a stroke of genius, all the newspapers expressed approval 
and placed great expectations in the future.

NARRATIVE SUTT'ARY OF THE RECORD
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OSHIMA, Hiroo,

by Mr. 7/illiams.
29181 * The witness identified and verified exhibit 

3217 as his affidavit. The affidavit stated that the
29182 witness, * about the middle of September, 1940, when he 

was a Section Chief in the Home Ministry, was asked if 
he would go to the Total War Research Institute, which 
was to be opened soon. The witness gave his consent to 
the request of the authorities in the Home Ministry.

The aim and objects of the Institute was as 
provided for in the Imperial Ordinance concerning it, but 
the witness understood then that its chief object was 
rather to educate the younger people and do away with 
sectionalism in government and civilian offices and 
organizations. The idea for the Institute originated 
with the 1st KONOYE and YONAI Cabinets, but it was not 
realized until the 2nd KONOYE Cabinet.

29183 * The witness went to the. Institute's office 
before it opened on 1 October for preparations. The 
Institute rented a small room in the Parliament Building, 
without furniture, as it had no office of its own. On
1 October, the opening day of the Institute, they met 
HOSHINO, the acting President, who said no more than he 
would leave all matters to them. At that time the Insti
tute staff consisted of 7, including the witness, and 
they were to start work with a clerk, a typist, and a 
telephone operator, in the rented office. Being without 
orders from the Premier, under whose administration the 
Institute was placed, or from HOSHINO, the staff had to 
study by themselves what kind of work should be carried 
on.

At the end of October, 1940, the office was moved 
to a Cabinet house, but they had to share it with other 
offices for some time. After April, 1941, about 35 students

29184 entered the Institute. * The budget of the Institute for 
the first year was 160,000 yen, to be spent in paying 
oersonnel and office expenditures. There was no estimate 
of expenditures for the work of the Institute. As the 
Institute did not operate until January of 1941, when 
General IIMURA became President, they had no business on 
which to report to HOSHINO. During this period HOSHINO did 
not visit the Institute, gave no orders or instructions 
concerning it, and showed no interest. The witness had to 
go to HOSHINO's office twice to ask him as to when the 
president would be selected.
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Page About May or June of 1941, HOSHINO was selected

by the Institute as one of the 15 or l6 councillors. The 
position was nominal and honorary, and included no practical 
work in relation to the Institute. HOSHINO, as such, gave 
neither instructions nor suggestion.

29185 IIMURA was appointed President in January, 1941, 
but took over practical leadership in November, 1940.
After this, the work of the Institute became more concrete. 
Plans were drafted and ’reparations made for education.
The adoption of the system of the total maneuver in education 
was one of the plans framed under IIMURA's guidance at this 
time.

The witness was told that IIMURA was picked as 
President because he was well-qualified as an educator of 
young students. As President, he proved to be a good 
educator, although he once spoke jokingly of his holding 
such a second-rate position.

As for students, they admitted from one to four 
from each department of the government proportionate to the 
number of officials therein, end a .so took six or seven 
from business organizations, and there were some from the

29186 press. * Institute personnel were reduced on account of 
the policy of simplifying administration at the end of 
1942, and for practical purposes it ceased to operate at 
the end of 1943, when the third group of students finished 
their course.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SHIOBARA,
Counsel for KIMURA.

29187 * The witness stated that KIMURA never attended 
any meeting of the Institute. While KIMURA was a coun
cillor, as he had explained, this was in name only, and he 
did not engage in any activities of the organization.
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29188
29189

29190

29191

29192

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MURAKAMI, Hajimu, 
by Mr. Williams.

* The witness identified and verified exhibit 
3218 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that in 
July, 1940, when HOSHINO became President of the Planning 
Board, the witness was appointed his secretary. From then 
until April, 1941, when HOSHINO resigned, the witness 
worked closely with him. Even after resigning, at HOSHINO's 
request, the witness lived at HOSHINO's house and took 
charge of the transaction of his miscellaneous business, 
collecting materials for speeches and arranging manuscripts.

* After retiring as President of the Planning 
Board, HOSHINO spent his days chiefly in reading, exercise, 
and travelling. Those who visited him most frequently at 
that time were ISHIWATA, Sotaro, IRIMANO, and OBATA, who 
were HOSHINO's intimate friends since school days. There 
were a few others who came to play tennis, and these were 
about all who ever visited him during that period. No 
visit was made by any so-called professional politician. 
HOSHINO visited TOJO only once. Immediately after his 
resignation, he called on TOJO for a courtesy call. He 
never visited TOJO since then, over seen TOJO outside 
their homes, nor ever talked to TOJO on the telephone.

HOSHINO said that he resigned from the Planning 
Board because he had been away in Manchuria for a long 
neriod, and there was a necessity for him to look over 
conditions. Therefore he traveled on long trips and short 
trips, and hardly found time to rest at his Tokyo home. 
Except for one trip, they were all made with his daughters 
or other family members.

In October, he returned to Tokyo to attend the 
discussion sponsored by the Oriental Economist Publishing 
Company and then he traveled to Northern Kyushu and Korea.
* Faking use of his few days stay in Tokyo, on 19 October 
he went to the Kabuki Theater, and on entering it read an 
extra reporting that the Imperial Order came for TOJO.
This was the first time HOSHINO knew that fact. His only 
observation was that TOJO would have hardships. He went 
into the Kabuki Play, but about 8 p. m. was called out and 
told to go to TOJO's residence. On this account he was 
obliged to cancel his prearranged trips after the 1 9th.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.
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29193 * Exhibit 3 2 19» the Organization of the Officers 

and Officials attached to the Cabinet, showed that the 
Cabinet Secretariat, and the Pension,.Statistic, and 
Printing Bureaus, should be established in the Cabinet.
The Cabinet Secretariat should take charge of matters 
concerning the promulgation of Imperial edicts, laws and 
ordinances, matters concerning the custody of the originals 
of the constitution, rescripts, etc.; matters concerning 
the examination, drafting, etc., of official documents;

29194 * matters concerning the appointment, promotion, etc., of 
officials, the personal history of higher officials; 
custody of official seals; editing and preservation of 
official documents; fiscal accounts of the Cabinet, and 
matters pertaining to the IRAA.

The Chief Secretary should assist the Premier, 
take charge of confidential documents, manage general 
affairs, superintend officials and their promotion and 
resignation.

2 9 19 5 * The Secretary tc the Premier should take 
charge of secret business, under tne Premier's direction.
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29196
29197

29198

29199

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF INnDin Jhuichi bv Mr. Williams

* The witness identified and verified Exhibit 2950 as his affi
davit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was Chief of the General 
affairs Section of the Cabinet Secretariat from November 1937 tc V»̂ ril 
1945"at the time when HOSHINO was president of the Planning Board and 
Minister without Portfolio in the 2nd KONOYE Cabinet in 1940. Later 
after HOSHINO's appointment as Chief Secretary of the TOJO Cabinet in 
October 1941» the witness served under hin.

One of his duties waa to have charge of documents filed in the 
Cabinet Secretarit. In this post the v/iti.ess used to receive notices 
from the Secretary of the Irivy Council to send the minimum number of 
Explainers necessary to attend a particular Privy Council Meeting. He 
would notify the ministers of this and they in turn would issue orders 
to subordinates as to who would attend as Explainers to assist.

At about 6 oclock P M on the day "’•XO was appointed to form a 
cabinet in October, 1941» the witness wui requested to see him suddenly, 
•ïhen the witness went to TOJO, Co.1. idUt: iTSU who later became TOJO's 
secretary was waiting for the witnc.c. TOJO told the witness that he 
had to select someone as Chief Cab iet Secretary. Since he was not 
familiar with civil service affairs he asked the witness his opinion 
on the proper person for the post. Pressed by a KaMa TSU for his 
answer, the witness stated that the Chief Secretary should be an able 
man, not autocratic and with a good civil service record. TOJO gave 
the witness some names, one of whom was HOSHINO and asked if the 
Secretariat could work smoothly under him. The witness replied that 
he thought HOSHINO the proper person.

* TOJO then asked the witness the procedure to be followed
in forming the cabinet. The next day the witness learned that HOSHIMD 
had been appointed chief secretary. HOSH1NO later told the witness that 
all he had done after resigning from the KONOYE Cabinet in April, 1941 
until this appointment was to travel around ^apan.

One of the duties of the Chief Secretary was to have Imperial 
Rescripts prepared. Late in November, 1941, HOSHINO ordered the witness 
to prepare a Rescript in the event negotiations with the United States 
should be successful and another one proclaiming a state of war with the 
United States and Britain. The former was listed on a memo which 
HOSHINO gave the witness saying "This should also be prepared as it may 
be necessary. This memo was in HOSHINO's handwriting and read that in 
case Japan should suffer great hardship the Emperor „l.t.ild be requested 
to proclaim an Imperial Decree to settle the peoples' minds and retain 
national power.
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29200 * The memo was returned to HOSHIRO after typing and placed in 
the Secretariat files, He heard it was later destroyed in an air raid, 
After receiving the memo the witness began drafting the Rescript and 
showed the draft for Peace to HOSHINO early in December9 after he had 
been told to hurry preparation of it, HOSHINO did not approve of the 
draft and returned it for reconsideration. The witness intended to 
revise it but the press of other business was too great and it re
mained in a pending status until after the outbreak of the war. If 
the draft had been needed for actual use the normal course would have 
been to revise it until it was satisfactory.

The general purport of the draft was that Japan would be in 
a very difficult position but the people should try to maintain 
national strength and friendly relations with other nations. The 
draft was never used and after the outbreak of the war the witness

29201 destroyed * the two copies. This was done as it was recognized 
there was no further need for the drafts and also it was the prac
tice in the cabinet secretariat to bum preparatory drafts.

The witness stated that confidential documents handled by 
the Chief Secretary related to personnel matters and documents 
which had been referred to cabinet meetings, at the time of the 
TOJO Cabinet, there were four private secretaries attached to the 
prime minister.

CROSS-EXnMIHaTIOR BY BRIG. QUILLIaM,

The procedure in appointing tjie Chief Secretary was for the 
Premier Designate to report to the Throne which made the appointment 
but the selection was made by the premier and investiture took place 
following Imperial sanction. Customarily when there is a change of 
premier there was a change of chief eabinet secretary. The witness 

29203 recalled that TOJO mentioned HOSHINO * and SHIOBaRa, Tokisaburo 
for the post.

In Exhibit 3212-A the interrogation of HOSHINO, the witness 
was asked what he did after resigning from the Planning Board until 
April 1941. H© stated that for half a year thereafter he had no 
special job but visited various parts of the country. These were 
private trips except once he made q speech in regard to certain 
Chuchiku sqvings. He had been in Manchuria for a number of years 
and therefore made this trip to see conditions there.
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29204 * *t that time the accused did not know the reason for the 
collapse of the third KONOYE Cabinet as he had been out on trips, 
since between August and October* He later heard it collapsed because 
of internal friction.

There was no special reason why he, the accused, became Chief 
Secretary of the Cabinet except he had been requested by TOJO on the 
17th. at that time he had already purchased a ticket to go to Korea.
The accused would not say that he and TOJO were exactly old friends. 
However, TOJO was in Manchuria at the same time as the accused for 
two years and he came to know him then and also when TOJO was War 
Minister and HOSHINO was on the Cabinet Flanning Board.

KONOYE appointed the accused as president of the Planning 
Board originally. He did nob attend cabinet meetings as a cabinet

29205 * member but did sit in along with two others. H« had no right to 
vote on any question nor did he keep notes of the meetings. No one 
kept notes on the meetings but the President of the Information 
Bureau gave information to the newspapers.

In Exhibit 2225, the interrogation of HOSHINO, the witness 
was asked if he were the closest man in the cabinet to TOJO. He 
replied that as chief secretary he was the closest to TOJO but could 
not say he was the closest advisor.

Continuing with Exhibit 3212-*, the witness stated that he
29206 *had not been asked for advice by TOJO previous to the wqr nor gave 

any. He just carried out instructions as secretary.

*t the Imperial Conference of December 1st 1941 TOJO explained 
the situation which was in substance that if the negotiations did not 
succeed during the beginning of December there would be war. The 
accused was present at the conference but not as a member and he was 
not permitted to express anything at the Privy Council meeting on 
December 8 1941. At this later meeting the accused believed that the 
Chief of the Information Bureau was present but could not say definite
ly. *s the chief and the accused were not members they did not have 
to attend the meetings except when they pertained to their duties. So 
possibly the chief may have attended this meeting.

29207 * It was compulsory for ministers to attend but as they were 
merely in line of duty only and not as members he could not say definitely 
that they did attend.
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29210

29211

29212
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* From Prosecution Exhibit 83, an ordnance creating and regulating 
the Privy Council was read an excerpt stating that though the Privy Coun
cil is the Emperor's highest resort of counsel, it shall not interfere 
with the executive#

Exhibit 3221, Regulations of the Declaration Conference, an 
Imperial ordnance dated Nov 10 1893 was received in evidence.

Exhibit 3232, a telegram from amb. Crew dated *“ay 18, 1939 
stated that at Crew's conference that day with Foreign Minister attITa 
the latter handed him a message requesting him to deliver it to the 
U.S. Secretary of State on his forthcoming visit, to «ilashington so 
that the message might be brought to the attention of the President.
The message stated that at present there was serious antagonism 
among European nations. No one could assure there would not be a 
clash in the near future. If war broke out its consequences would be 
beyond imagination, with indescribable suffering and destruction of 
civilization. It was necessary for them to exert efforts to prevent 
this. He believed that the main duty of the U.S. was to prevent a 
* conflict since they were outside the scope of the ordinary struggle.

On cool scrutiny of the European situation since World War 
No. 1, they concluded that although Cermany and Italy might be advised 
to be more patient, Britain and France also had a great deal to re
consider. Intention of the United States was to prevent such catastrophe 
and save Europe from war. It was similarly Japan's wish that nations 
have their own proper place and thus true world peace might be estab
lished.

For himself aRITa was doing his utmost to realize this and 
believed that closer cooperation between Japan and the United States 
and deeper understanding was possible.

* Exhibit 3223, a telegram from Dooman, U.S. Charge de affaire 
at Interim in Tokyo, dated July 8, 1939, referred to the message from 
the Prime Minister which was handed to Grew by aRITA in the previous 
exhibit. The Department desired to be consulted with regard to the 
question of the time when the reply should be delivered. Before 
arranging to call on ARITa for the purpose of handing the reply to 
him for transmission to the Department they should telegraph their 
opinion whether the opportune time for the reply had arrived. 'When 
the reply was delivered the Department desired that ARITA be informed 
that it was requested that it be strictly confidential and not for 
publication.
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The reply to the premier stated that on Grew's return to 
Washington, he delivered to DOOMnN the message which the premier had 
placed in his hands through Foreign Minister «RITA. H© had read with 
interest HIR/iNUVui's expressions of concern at the existance of antag
onism among European nations and of the consequences to civilization 
should there be war. Prime Minister HUtnNUM* saw it as the duty of

29214 both governments * since they were outside the scope of the JSurop- 
ean conflict, to exert efforts to prevent the casualty envisaged.

DOOMrtN stated that he had also noted statements regarding 
strained relations in the European situation, the interest of the U.S. 
in preserving peace and the wish of Japan that relations might be 
arranged for true world peace. J300M«N stated that Premier HIRANUMa 
would have no doubt that the U.S. desired to see established upon 
the basis of fair play a condition of true peace. The premier will 
be apprised of recent efforts of the U.S. including the president's 
message of Sept 26 19.38 to the heads of several Airopean governments, 
also of messages of *pril 14 1939 by the president and Hull respect-

29215 ively to Hitler and Mussolini * with regard to removing the pervading 
threat of European war.

It would be gratifying to Itull and the President if there could 
be ways for using Japan's influence toward discouraging among European 
governments, especially those pith which Japan might have special rela
tions, the taking of any action endangering peace.

HULL was confident that any such contribution would be a high 
service to those living in fear of war.

With further reference to HIRANUMA's desire to see world 
peace established, Hull observed that this objective was made more 
remote by the continuance of armed conflict and disturbances in the 
Far East. Just as European events had repercussions in the Far East, 
prolongation of abnormal conditions in the Far East contributed to 
unrest in Europe.

29216 The U.S. opinion was perturbed by the trend of events there 
especially with regard to «Japanese relations with China. If it 
should prove impracticable to make effective contribution at once to 
the settlement of European problems, there would still be an urgent 
need for efforts in connection with disturbed conditions elsewhere.
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It was Hull's view that each peaceful settlement constituted 
an important step toward improving the world situation» HIRaNUMA 
could be assured of the desire of très. Roosevelt and of Hull to do all 
within their power to convert into practical results those principles 
to which they had frequently given expression . The U.S. did not 
perceive any practicable additional steps but was sincerely interested 
in the suggestion contained in HIRnNUltiA's message« They would be 
pleased to have such further information as the premier might find 
it agreeable to offer«

29217 *The telegram replying from Pres.Roosevelt to HIRaNUMa was
received in evidence but not read. (Ex. 3224).

Exhibit 3225, a letter to Hull from Charge de affaire DOQMaN 
dated June 7 1939 stated that Dooman in his telegram of Hay 26th 

29219 had observed that there were elements in Japan * who were not to be 
confused with those who had been saying that reaction to Japan's 
China policy was just around the corner, who realized that in the 
event of a European war the maintenance jy Japan of neutrality be
tween the democratic and totalitarian camps would afford little 
security to Japan and that national security could only be assured 
by liquidating the China conflict.

Dooman stated he was not unaware of the need for such 
observation on a firm basis. It was his purpose in this dispute to 
lay before the State Dept, the circumstances on which his view was 
based, «s there was no discussion in the press or elsewhere of 
whether or not Japan should align itself with Germany and Italy, 
his information with regard to thought trends came by word of mouth. 
Whether by incident or design, Dooman stated he was approached on 
Hay 18th by a Japanese who had been unknown to him but whom Grew 
knew and who suggested that Dooman have a chat with the premier.

Dooman informed Grew of the call and of this suggestion.
Grew said he had a favorable impression of FUJII, the person who 

2922I had called and saw no reason * why he should not return a favors 
able reply. Dooman told FUJII that he would be glad to make the 
acquaintance of the premier but had heard rumors of the possibility 
of a change in government and wondered whether the time was 
opportune.

The next day FUJiI brought an invitation from HIRaNUMa to 
dinner on Hay 23rd when ht; intended to explain his purpose in 
sending through Grew his message to the secretary and word to the 
effect no government change was impending. Dooman accepted the
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invitation and FUJI! then emphasized the importance of keeping the 
forthcoming talk a secret* «e said HIRaNUMa 's political position 
was reasonably secure but the alignment of factions over European 
policy was so delicate it required Prem. HIRANUMA to act cautiously*

as they went to the dinner by car FUJII proposed they alight 
some distance from the premier's residence and go the rest of the 
way on foot* At the gate were a number of policement who though 
surprised to see a foreigner made no attempt to stop Dooman*

29222 *HIRaNUMa received him very courteously and said he unfor
tunately had few opportunities to meet foreigners and receivedat first hand their impressions on world conditions. HIRaNUMA 
said thatin his view the European situation was delicate and he 
felt confident that he could obtain from an American a more objec
tive appraisal of that situation than from any European.

Dooman expressed regret that he could give HIRaNUMA no 
more information than was public knowledge. During the ensuring 
conversation HIRaNUMa displayed knowledge not only of a factual 
nature of of political trends there which surprised Dooman. One

29223 point brought out was that Hitler provided an issue around which 
all elements in Great Britain can rally; the imperialists who 
could not tolerate a Germany equal to Britain, industraliasts 
who feared German commercial competition, and Jews, radicals and 
Germanophiles who vied in their hatred of Hitler.

29224 *HIRANUMa said the possibility of a European war was 
contemplated with horror* It would destroy civilisation and no 
nation could escape eventual consequences. He had publicly stated 
that Japan could never be a democracy or a totalitarian state
and that its greatest contribution would be to bring together the 
two groups of nations*

HIRaNUMa said there were elements in Japan which considered 
she could not afford to be isolated and that security demanded 
she enter into special relations with Germany and Italy. "HIRANUMA insist
ed, however,that Japan follow "moral diplomacy". A nation's 
existence could not to measured by decades and statesmen must fix 
their attention on long t e m  objectives rather than on obtaining 
favorable tactical positions* The most important objective was a 
stabilized peace. Japan like the United States was not directly in
volved in European problems.
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Those two were in a position to exercise a moderating 
influence on Europe. This was a duty they owed their peoples. The 
first step was to àheck the tendency toward the division of Europe 
into two political hostile camps. He wondered whether the vieieof 
the U.S. were responsive to those he had expressed in his message 
to the secretary.

* HIRaNUM* said the belief was widely held abroad that Japan 
was considering a military alliance with Germany and Italy. He 
tried to explain the basis of Japan's sympathy for Germany and Italy. 
The basis of this was the fact that all three countries were in the 
same economic stragetic position. He believed that Japan could not 
tie itself by special relations to any government whose stability 
depended on the continued existence and prestige of one individual.

In Germany and Italy were political currents which would 
gravely prejudice Confidence in any political arrangement such as an 
alliance. Hidden elements would make themselves felt in time of 
war and were to be reckoned with as a threat to the success of 
Germany and Italy arms.

*«fter dinner HIR*NUMn said that U.S0 and Japan were the 
only powers which could help prevent the trend toward the division 
of Europe into armed camps. However there could be no confident hope 
that permanent peace could be established until worldwide economic 
and political conditions which brought about unrest in Europe and the 
Far East could be corrected. If an international conference could be 
called to solve these problems Japan would be prepared to agree to 
include the Far Eastern situation among the problems for discussion. 
Before such a conference, France, Britain, Germany and IfcSly would 
have to be sounded out.

If Roosevelt were prepared to approach the European democ
racies, HIRidJUM* would be glad to approach Germany and Italy,
* If favorable replies came he would be glad to have Roosevelt 
call a conference uncer such conditions as might be agreed upon.
He wished to make it clear that he did not want to put forward 
the views of those Japanese who harbored hopes of restoring good 
relations with the democratic nations as being necessarily the views 
of the government. These were the views of a powerful element 
however and they could not be ignored.
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Dooraan alluded to the discrepancy between IIIR/JJUMh's attitude 
and Foreign Minister «RITa who was preoccupied over the ^nglo-Soviet
negotiations. Hiranuma1s desire for American collaboration to bring 
about peace could not be reconciled with the readiness which was 
almost an eagerness on the part of aRIT* to meet a fancied threat 
from Britain. These two points of view reflected conflicting policies 
and which would prevail might be decided in the next few days.

Royal Engineers stated that in June when the Tientsin crisis was at 
its height the affiant was approached by Premier HIRüNUMa at the 
instance of the U.S. Charge de affaire Dooman to convey certain 
suggestions from HIHiiNUMn to the British ambassador with the object 
of a peaceful settlement of the Tientsin problem and other difficulties, 
fhe name of HIRahUMa's agent was FUJII Minoru, a retired foreign 
office official. .

Craigie and HIRmNUM* through this intermediary successfully and on 
June 23 ÀRITA informed Cragie that Japan was ready to have a conference 
in Tokyo.

29233 * Exhibit 3226, affidavit of Maj.Gen. F.S.G. Piggott of the

29234 It was Piggott ®s privilege to conduct negotiations between

\
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DIHECT EXAMINATION OF SAITO, Yoahie

* The witness identified and verified Exhibit 322? as his 
affidavit« The affidavit stated that the witness had been stationed 
as diplomatic and consular attache in Peking and Tientsin, and was at 
one time secretary of the Embassy in Washington, D0C0 under SH1DEHaRA0 
After being à director of the SMR * upon the formation of the KONOYE 
Cabinet in July 1940, by request- of Foreign Minister MATSUOKA he be
came a foreign office advisor until his resignation in duly 1941«

In May 1941 he attended a cabinet meeting with Premier KQNOYE 
and MaTSUOKA, The question of Japanese-UoS0 negotiations then in 
progress was discussed. The witness recalled distinctly a speech made 
by HIRaNUMa who was then Home Minister. The theme of the speech was 
that Japan must not fight for any reason. He said if war started 
between big powers it was almost inevitable that it would become world 
wide. Such hostilities would become protracted and no one could fore 
see the damage and devastation.

Untold damage would accrue to tne industries of all nations 
and the human race be thrown into misery. * He stated that consider
ing the present economic conditions in Japan he believed she would not 
be able to withstand a protracted war. His speech lasted for about 
thirty minutes and was an impassioned plea against war. Since 
HIRaNUMa was usually a silent and reticent man it was unusual for him 
to speak at such great legnth.

There was no cross examination of the witness.
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Direct Examination of MURaTA, Goro 
by Mr.iferren«,

*The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3228 as his affidavit.

* When shown a document the witness was asked whether it was an 
official government document and in what category it fit. The withess 
stated it was an official document of the Home Office and related to the 
incident of the attempted assassination of HIRaNUHA and that the report 
was prepared between august 20 and august 25th. The document was 
circulated to all chiefs of police throughout the country.

(after tender the document was objected to and rejected).
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b" Mr. V/arren.
29255 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
29259 3229 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that he 

had been an admiral in the Japanese Navy, remaining in 
it until 1933. He was appointed Premier in July, 1934.
After the February 26 Incident in 1936, he resigned.
From 1940 to the surrender, he attended many meetings of 
the Jushin, or Elder Statesmen.

He was present at the meetin* on 29 November,
1941. This meeting, instead of being called as usual 
by the Lord Chamberlain at the Emperor’s request, was 
convened on the request of Premier TOJO, and the Imperial 
Palace was the place of assemblage. At the morning session, 
TOJO and Cabinet Ministers spoke on the current situation.
It was explained that negotiations with the U. 3. had 
reached an impasse. ‘Vhile the speakers did not say so,

29260 it was evident that the government * felt war was inevit
able. TOJO did not state that the government had decided 
to go to war, and government members did not attempt to 
persuade them in support of war. The Elder Statesmen 
asked questions of the Ministers, who replied that the 
government's position would be understood if the facts 
were shown and if they could disclose the figures which 
they had; but they stated they could not disclose them, 
as they were state secrets.

None of the Elder Statesmen supported or en
couraged war, especially WAKATSUKI, KONOYE, HIRANUKA, and 
the witness. Without previous deliberation, they urged 
the government to reconsider and proceed cautiously in 
any matter which would bring about hostilities. The 
Elder Statesmen all expressed negative opinions.

After the morning session they were given a 
luncheon by the Ermeror, and afterwards they each sub
mitted their dissuading opinions to the Throne. It may

29261 have been that one of the statesmen * made a statement 
that the matter would have to rest in the hands of the 
government. The witness did not recall #10 said this, 
but he did know it was not RlRANUMA. Since they had not 
been told that the government had decided on war, and 
since they were not informed of the grounds based on 
figures, which they had been told were state secrets, 
they could not go into the matter deeply and had to 
confine themselves to expressing negative and dissuading 
opinions.
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be strangled slowly, the witness warned that the country 
must not be driven to a sudden clash, which would be worse 
than the slow strangulation TOJO feared. This opinion was 
concurred in completely by IIIRANTJKA, The opinions of the 
Statesmen submitted to the Throne repeated the views 
expressed in the morning session to the Premier and 
Cabinet Ministers. The majority, including KIRANULÎA,

29262 * were not satisfied with the government’s explanations,
and they said the government must handle the matter with 
utmost caution.

The Statesmen were before the Throne for a 
comparatively short time, but spent the entire afternoon 
with the government officials. The attitude of neither, 
however, did not change, and they parted with no premonition 
that within ten days the attach on Pearl Harbor would be 
made. The Elder Statesmen who attended this conference 
were ’7AKATSÜKI, KONOYE, HIRANUFA, YONAI, HIROTA, HAYASHI, 
ABE, and the witness. The Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, 
KIDO, was present at the luncheon and the talk following, 
but did not attend either session of the conference.

Although Japan met with early victories, the 
situation later changed and conditions became bad, until 
in 1943, Y/AKATSUKI, KCNOYE, IIIRANUMA, and the witness, who 
had always opposed war, agreed that it must be brought to 
an end. ’71th this end in mind, the four met frequently. 

79763 * They first met ln KONOYES houses, but this became too
dangerous because of air raids and they rented a room in 
the Dai Ichi building. HIRANUHA and the witness acted as 
secretary for the group. They resolved that the first 
step was to introduce into the Cabinet a man who opposed 
war. They selected YONAI, and tried to secure his appoint
ment. They went great lengths to create occasions when 
they could talk with the Premier to accomplish their end, 
but were unsuccessful in getting YONAI into the Cabinet.
A position was offered him without portfolio, but this 
could not accomplish their ends and they sought to have 
him appointed as Navy Minister, but the government would 
not agree.

The later dissatisfaction with the Cabinet in 
various circles was expressed, and they became imbued 
with the idea that the Cabinet could not coDe with the 

29264 situation. * On 17 July, 1944, V/AKATSUKI, KONOYE,
HIRANUFA, and the witness met at HIRANUFA1s home for a 
discussion, and they were later joined by three Elder 
Statesmen.
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Page As a result, they concluded that to find their
way through the difficult situation, it was necessary to 
renew the popular mind. All people must cooperate to build 
a powerful Cabinet which would surge forward unswervingly. 
Partial reorganization would be of no use.

29265 ‘ * This resolution was passed because it was
anparent the Cabinet had lost popular appeal, and they 
believed it necessary to retire it to bring the war to 
an end. The witness handed this resolution to KIDO and 
reported to him what had happened in the meeting. On the 
next day, July IS, the Cabinet resigned en bloc, and an 
Elder Statesmen's meeting was convened to recommend a new 
government head. At this meeting, HIRANUKA pointed out that 
the army had lost the people's support, and further 
military interference with national life was not advisable. 
HIRANUTA supported KONOYE's suggestion, that SUZUKI head
the next Cabinet, and he praised SUZUKI’s personality. 
Eventually, however, EOISO was recommended.

After the meeting, 7/AKATSUKI, KGNOYE, IIIRANUT.'A, 
and the witness conferred, and KCN )YE went to the other 
statesmen to get their agreement and make arrangements for

29266 the Emperor's order * for the new Cabinet, which would be 
given to KOISO and YONAI jointly and appointing YONAI to 
the Navy Tinister. Such an order was unprecedented, but 
YONAI succeeded. Having YONAI in the Navy Ministry was to 
insure a man in the Cabinet who opposed war.

At the. Statesmen’s meeting of 5 April 1945, when 
the KOISO Cabinet resigned, HIRANUMA succeeded in recommend
ing SUZUKI Kantaro, as the next Premier. HIRANUMA had long 

?9267 averted SUZUKI, who had served the Emperor * as Lord CLamb- 
berlain for a long time,

29269 * Or* August 9i 1945, the Supreme Conference for
the direction of war was convened before the Throne to 
discuss and decide whether Japan should accept the Potsdam 
Declaration. HIRANUMA was then President of the Privy 
Council and not a regular member of the conference, but did 
attend at the Emperor's request. At the conference HIRANUMA 
supported acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration. While the 
witness was not present, he knew personally that HIRANUMA 
attended, and learned his position from conversations held 
with him and other persons who were present. At the end 
of the conference, the Emperor approved acceptance of the 
Potsdam Declaration, and surrender was decided upon.
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29270 * The witness stated he was present at the Elder 

Statesmen's meeting 5 April, 1 9 4 when SUZUKI was recom
mended as Premier. KIRANUI’A strongly advocated his appoint
ment, and the witness had a conversation about it in which

29271 HIRANUTA gave his reason for supporting SUZUKI. * The 
reasons were that the next Premier must be a statesman who 
would be able to k^ep in some form the basis of Japanese 
political life so that it would retain its fundamental 
character. If that basis were destroyed, Japan would have 
to fight to the last man, and a man who could preserve the 
nation intact was necessary.

The witness identified exhibit 3230 as a letter
29273 from him to KONOYE dated 13 August 1943. * The letter

stated that the present situation was grave and greatly 
concerned them all. OKADA thought that it was the Elder 
Statesmen's duty to talk witl the Premier and other 
Tinisters,.and uroposed that KONOYE, HIRANUMA, and himself 
invite Premier TOJO, SUZUKI, KAYA, ;0KI, and SKIGEEITSU, 
to lunch on August 30 at the Peers Club. The hosts would 
be the Chairman of the Privy Coum- i, h'ARA, WAKAT3UKI,
HIRANITA, KONOYE, YONAI, HIROTA. ABE, and OKADA. KONOYE 
was asked to reoly if he agreed.

CROSS-EXA’TNATION BY TR. KEENAN.
29274 * The witness stated that the Genro was the 

group of distinguished Japanese who brought about the 
Feiji Restoration and that they held a special position 
of reverence and standing in Japan. It became the duty 
of the Genro, as a matter of tradition, to recommend to 
the Throne the succeeding Premiers at the termination of 
each Cabinet. As the members of the Genro passed away

29275 there was no means of succession. * The last Genro was 
Prince Saionji, who died in November, 1940. Prior to that 
time, it was well known that he gathered information to 
enable him to make recommendations to the Emperor, and 
this function was understood and accepted.

The Senior Statesmen consisted of former Prime 
Finishers and the President of the Privy Council. They 
were first organized at the time of the selection of the 
Premier for the second KOiNOYE Cabinet about 22 July, 1940.
At that time, Prince SAIONJI, being advanced in years, was 
ill, and it was found necessary to provide a plan to 
continue the Genro function in making recommendations to

29276 the Emperor. * The plan evolved was that the function of 
the Genro on the death of 3A0INJI should be performed by 
the Lord Keeper, who should advise with the Senior Statesmen
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Page This was approved by them, and it became a

practice. The v/itness did not know whether KI DO had much 
relationship with working out the plan. The second meeting 
of the Senior Statesmen had to do with the selection of 
KONOYE in his third Cabinet, and the third function con
cerned selecting TOJO as Premier.

29277 * The witness thought it was highly necessary that 
the Senior Statesmen be well and completely informed on 
vital matters affecting Japan's national and international 
nroblems. 'Then asked if unless this was done if the 
meetings of the Senior Statesmen would amount to a mean
ingless gesture and a fraud, the witness stated that to 
some extent that information was imparted to them by the 
lord Feeper. It was necessary for the functioning of the 
statesmen that information be possessed before they advised 
the Emneror. The witness thought the meeting of 29 November 
1941 was held with the Emperor's consent, but v/as not

29278 brought about by the Grand Chamberlain. * They would not 
ba^e beer, there unless the Emperor wanted to know their 
''lews. This was the only time that the Senior Statesmen 
had been called unon to function o° any occasion other than 
the selection of a Premier. This >ave the meeting a special 
significance. It was understood by the witness and the 
other former Premiers and the Privy Council President that
it was one of the most important occasions in modern Japanese 
history.

29279 * They were called upon to confer with the Cabinet 
and deliberate so they could faithfully give advice to the 
Emneror at this fateful moment. It was well known to 
everyone present that there was grave danger of war breaking 
out v/ith the U. S., Britain, and the Netherlands.

At the time of the Russo-Japanese war, the witness 
was on the ship "Admiral Togo", and he participated in the 
Jananese-Russian naval engagement in that war. ’Then asked 
if he learned then that war could break out with Japan 
attacking very suddenly, he replied that he didn't know 
anything about that.

29280 * At the meeting of 29 November 1941, state 
secrets were not disclosed. Although they asked for the

29281 Information, it was refused on that ground. * The witness 
did not know which or how many Senior Ministers or the 
Privy Council President were not trusted by the Cabinet.

29282 * He did not know after they were refused this information 
vy the Cabinet whether it was likewise withheld from the 
Emoeror.
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Page He bad not heard p*v’ information that at the

meeting of 29 November, 19A1, the most important information
79284 * they desired to obtain was whether an attack against the

U. S., Pritain, and the Netherlands had been definitely
29285 determined. * The Senior Statesmen all desired to know 

the true domestic and international situation. They wished 
to know whether the government intended to strike at the
U. S., Pritain, and the Netherlands by way of war, but were, 
not told of it. At that time the witness was not a War

29286 Councillor. * He did not know whether if hé had been one, 
if he would have had that information on 29 November, 1941, 
although he had been a War Councillor at one time.

He believed there were elements attempting to 
control Japan's future by the employment of force, whp

29289 were difficult to ascertain. * They did not know that 
war had been decided upon when they were to advise the 
Emneror. Six weeks before, the Cabinet had been chosen 
with the approval of the same Statesmen that sought

29290 information on 29 November. 1941. * After the conference,
they lunched and advised with the Emperor.

It was not so that the most important thing to 
advise him was whether or not war should be instituted 
against the r. S., Britain, and the Netherlands. This was 
a very important thing, but up to that moment they had not 
heard a word as to whether the government was actually 
intending to open hostilities. He did not know that at 
the time they were seeking information from TOJO'S Cabinet 
a fleet was on its way, prepared and under orders to strike 
at. Pearl Harbor. At that meeting, each Statesman expressed

29291 his views to the Emperor. * Eight statesmen were present, 
and the witness thought that he expressed to the Emperor 
that he had sought information as to affairs with the U. S., 
Britain, and the Netherlands, and that he had been refused 
such information on the ground it was a state secret. He 
did not remember others expressing this.

The Lord Keeper, KIDO, was present’at the luncheon 
and at the meeting following. When asked if he had specif
ically stated that he had sought this information and it 
had been denied, the witness stated that he expressed it 
in much milder terms.

79792 * When asked what he meant in his affidavit by
the words "Negative opinion was expressed" or "Dissuasive 
opinion was expressed," tte witness stated that the meaning 
was that they could receive no worth-while information from 
TOJO, and were worried about this. This was told the 
Emperor, who listened only and did not talk.
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Pare Nothing was said to indicate that the Emperor
knew a fleet ’was on its way under orders to attack Pearl

29293 4 Harbor. Kost likely the Emperor knew nothing about this. 
This was the opinion expressed by the Elder Statesmen after

29294 the meeting * If they had known the fleet was on its 
way to Pearl Harbor, they would have vehemently urged the 
Emperor to make every effort to avoid opening the ware Of 
all those present, the one whose official duty would have 
beer, zo make notes and record the proceeding? would have 
beer, the accused, KIDO.

2929e* 4 From exhibit 1196, the KIDO Diary, was read to
the -itness an excerpt which stated that from about 2 
o'clock, for about an hour, the Emperor listened to the 
Senior Statesmen's opinions. The Emperor remarked that 
the times had become very difficult. ‘VAKAT3UK.T replied

29296 that he was not -worried about * the spiritual strength of 
the people, but in the matter of materials the question of

.whether they could stand a long-range war deserved careful 
study.

HIRANUHA stated that ’.VAKAT3UKI had spoken of the 
spiritual strength and he agreed with him, but when they 
had already been engaged in war four years, if things 
should develop into a protracted war, hardships and pri
vations would become necessary. HIRANUI.'A stated that 
adeouate measures and efforts to brace u: public sentiment 
were necessarv. After having been read this, the witness 
stated he did not recall any precise remark to the contrary 
made by HIRANUTA.

29297 * In regard to the meeting in July, 1944, KIDO 
did not attend the meeting of the senior statesmen. It 
was evident at that time that the TOJO Cabinet was about 
to fall. In regard to the statement in the affidavit that 
the resolution ?;as passed because it was apparent the 
Cabinet bed lost popular appeal, the witness, was asked if 
it were not a fact that things had gone badly and the real 
ourpose was to get a Cabinet to meet that emergency. lie 
renlied that that was so, and at the meeting the senior 
statesmen recommended the appointment of the accused K0I30 
as Premier.

29300 4 "/hen asked if what KIDO had recorded as having 
been said by HIRANUTA refreshed his recollection and if he 
tad denied or agreed with what KIDO said, the witness stated

29301 he could not recall very clearly. * HIRANUKA always said 
it was necessary to find a man who would be able to carry 
the war through to the end, so he may have said what KIDO 
wrote.
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Pajge From exhibit 1282, another excerpt from the KIDO
Diary, HTRANUTA stated that there were two phases of 
opinion in regard to concluding the war. They must have a 
person who would fight it out, and they could not recommend 
any peace advocator. From this import, the choosing of a 
Premier had important bearings. He was unable to say if

29302 * this means that all they have to do is appoint the 
Premier and the rest be left to him. He stated he was 
strong]y opposed to any advocacy for peace and cessation 
of hostilities.

V/hen asked if the purport of his affidavit was 
to the effect that HIRANUTA, on 5 April, 1945, which was 
the date of the excerpt read, was a real advocate of peace 
and the cessation of hostilities, the witness stated that 
in order to bring the war to an early conclusion it was 
necessary to have a man who would go at it with a fighting

29303 spirit to the end. * He did not mean something by way of 
a suicide attempt, but it was a little different. V/hat he 
meant was that to bring the war to an early conclusion, it 
was necessary to go about things with the spirit of carrying 
the war through to the end with firm determination. Unless 
one went at it with that spirit, it would be difficult to 
conclude the war.

He believed HIRANUNA's contention was to bring 
the war to an end as early as possible. HI3ANUI&. did not 
indicate to the witness on 5 April, 1945, that he wanted to 
accellerate the end of the conflict by way of negotiations 
for neace.

29304 * The witness did not recall if, during the 
discussions of the Elder Statesmen about 29 November, 1941, 
there was any that concerned advice that efforts should be 
made to subdue and control lawless elements before attempting 
to rectify things in China, the U. S., and Britain.

#

The witness could state definitely ttat on the 
eve of tho Pearl Harbor Attack the Emperor was not concerned 
in winninp or losing the war. He disliked war, but was 
unable witr all his power to avoid it.

CROSS-EXATINATION BY DR. KIYOSE,
Counsel for TOJO.

293O6 * The witness stated that at the meeting on 29
November 1941, the government refused to give information 
on all noints, saying they were state secrets, and did not 
reply to any questions. The witness did not mean there were 
no replies. TOJO made many, but he did not give information 
as to what steos were to be taken.
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Fa^e 'That the witness wanted to Enow was information
29307 * regarding not only the present situation, but also the 

future. ' He wanted to ask what the government intended to 
do, but they did not know of the present situation either.

29308 * The morning session began around 9.30, and 
continued until about 11.30. He did not recall clearly 
as to whether the meeting continued longer than that, and 
that finally upon the Emperor's permission, the questions 
and answers continued until past noon. The government, 
through Foreign T'inister TOGO, explained the impasse in 
Jaoanese-TR 3. negotiations, and TOJO gave a general 
exDlanation of events, but these were things of which they

293^9 were rlready informed. * They learned nothing of what they 
really wanted to Enow.

"/hen ashed if there were nothing else, the witness 
stated he did not understand distinctly. Perhaps there was 
ar explanation given by the accused SUZUKI. President of 
the Planning ^oard. 'That they wanted to know pertained to 
the resources of Japan and her national strength. lie did 
not recall that SUZUKI gave a detailed explanation, but he 
did recal] he gave some. He believed SUZUKI gave them 
figures talen at random and that the explanations were 
haphazard and not reliable.

?°310 * Asl-ed if he had the knowledge necessary to be
a’~le to describe ST ZUKI's explanations as haphazard, the 
witness stated that in certain connections, he himself had 
made a study and had his own figures. He did not ask 
SUZUKI if his figures were correct.

293II * During the audience v/ith the Emperor- after the
luncheon, he told him that the morning session was devoted 
primarily to government explanations,.and the more the 
witness heard from the government the more concerned he 
became. TOJO had stated that if he gave them the figures 
and statistics he believed they -would understand, tut 
since they were state secrets he was unable to do so.

’Then ashed what figures, the witness stated he 
would rather have TOJO ashed about that, but the figures 
refer to the answers which had been made to his qiestions.
In renlv to the witness' questions, TOJO had stated that 
he believed he would be able to understand if he quoted

293I? figures, but he could not do this * because they were 
state secrets.
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Pa^e The witness believed the Emperor's first words
were that the situation had become impossible. After that 
he just listened. This could either be construed as a
ouestion or a statement.

The witness knew the Emperor's feelings very * 
well. He was not concerned with winning or losing a war 
as much as his hatred for war from the standpoint of human
welfare. The witness agreed with this sentiment. After 
the rreal . each submitted his dissuading opinion to the

’Vhen it was suggested to the witness that in view 
of what he had said previously it would not be thought
that the question of dissuasion or of carrying things ahead 
could arise, the witness stated that that was how he felt, 
but did not know exactly what the other senior statesmen 
frit..

In the morning session the government had made 
explanations concerning the impasse in Japanese-U. 3. 
negotiations. He believed this was the purpose for the 

29314 government's convening the meeting. * The witness had not

29315 to TOCO. ’•TOGO replied to the questions, and the witness 
believed those who asked them were satisfied with the 
answers.

UIRANUMA himself, that HIRANUMA thought the war could be 
brought to an end if SUZUKI accepted the portfolio of 

29317 Premier. * ‘Then asked if HIRANUMA told him the reason
he had not stated publicly the reason he gave the witness 
in private as to why he thought SUZUKI would make a good 
nremier, the witness said he had heard the reasons from 
HIRANUMA. HIRANUMA told him privately that SUZUKI'S 
appointment would bring about early peace. This statement 
could not be offered in public, because if he did so this 
would not have been peace and it would prevent the formation

heard the Emperor say that there was one question to be 
settled. He believed the purpose of the meeting was to 
explain the situation vis-a-vis the Japanese-U. S. negotia
tions.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY 
Counsel for TOGO.

xvu ; v.- l uv  V j . n v x  c  /  i w   ̂ x  v u  v  v A ^ x a x u

the progress of Japanese-U. S. negotiations in considerable 
detail. He believed that two or three questions were put

At the meeting of 29 November. 1941, TOGO explained

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. WARREN.

29316 * The witness stated that he had heard from
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29318 * The witness stated that the meeting of the

Elder Statesmen to which he referred was not held In 
extreme secrecy, but was not exactly public. There were no 
newspaper reporters present, nor were its deliberations 
published in the press or in any manner made public.

7/hen ashed if the refusal to give vital informa
tion on the course intended by the Cabinet at the meeting 
of 29 November, 1941 was not apparent to him that the 

. calling of the statesmen together was a mere gesture and 
fraud, the witness replied that it might have been described 
that way.
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Page

29319
29322

29323

29324

DIRECT EXATINATION OF HIRANUMA, Setsuko, 
bv Iv'r. V/arren.

* The witness identified and verified exhibit 
3231 as her affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 
accused HIRANUTA was her mother's uncle, and since he was 
old and without anyone to care for him, he lived with her 
family.

On the night of August 14-15, 1945, there were 
two air raid alarms, the second about 5*30 a. m. They 
learned that on the second raid the planes were not 
bombers, so they did not go into the shelter. * Suddenly, 
the witness heard a terrific noise and loud shouting 
outside the house. Looking through the window, she saw a 
gang of men coming through the front gate, making for the 
house. She had been warned by the police guards stationed 
in the house that something unpleasant was likely to happen.

The day before, one of the guards told her he 
didn't like the way Japanese army planes had been flying 
low over the house, and that they had better be prepared 
in the event they should drop bombs on them. She knew the 
mob had come after HIRANUMA, because they had the fifteen 
police mards lined up with their hands over their heads.
She heard the leader of the gang, whom she later learned was 
an army captain named SASAKI, shouting. He was shouting,
"Don't you know what sort of a ______  HIRANUTA is? He is
a notorious leader of the pro-Anglo-American group and a 
traitor." SASAKI asked if they didn't realize the country 
was going to collapse and be destroyed. They should be 
ashamed to guard an arch traitor.

* The witness• rushed to HIRANUT'A's room. By 
this time uniformed soldiers had entered and were throwing 
gasoline all over the house and setting fire to the rooms. 
She got about half way to HIRANUFA's room, but because of 
smoke could not advance.

She heard one gangster say they could not find 
HIRANUFA, and another had shouted that he would be burned 
to death in a minute. ’.Then she heard this, she felt that, 
someone had managed to take HIRANUMA from his room in the 
nick of time.
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She was worried about her children and their
29325 nurse, * and when she asked one of the soldiers where they 

were, he replied bruskuely that they had gone out. She 
then went around the house toward a neighboring building 
which was the office and library of a cultural organization 
known as Tukyukai. the president of which was HIRANUÎ.ÏA.
She thought he might be hiding there. She found the nurse 
and her children there. The gang had guarded the front 
and side gate with machine guns in the event HIRANUTA came 
out. but overlooked a third gate leading to the Mukyukai 
library.

In the library was a lone police guard, who made 
a sign to her indicating HIRANUMA was hiding in the 
building. Some of the gang appeared to have been students 
and one of them threatened the nurse and children with a 
drawn sword in an attempt to tell where 1IIRANUKA was.

29326 * The house was completely destroyed by fire, and 
the mob left in a truck. She estimated there were roughly 
•forty men. mostly soldiers and a few students.

The attack occurred the same morning Premier 
SUZUKI's house was assaulted, but his house escaped with 
only small damage.
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£9342- Oöening Statement by Mr. Kamaoka.

74
293fil * Exhibit 3232, an excerpt from the Tokyo Asahi

Shimbun of 15 October 1932 described a newsDaoer inter
view with HIROTA, the then Ambassador to Moscow when he 
arrived in Tokyo from his post. HIROTA stated in the 
interview that Japan’s despatch of troops to Manchuria 
after the outbreak of the Incident there temporarily 
shocked Russia, who concentrated military strength on 
the Soviet Manchurian Boundary. At that time Russia 
had serious financial and other difficulties. There 
seemed to be a rumor in Japan that Russia was at the 
bo t to ’l of the recent Manchuli Incident. This was an 
instance which a great nation should be ashamed of. It 
was the Soviet policy to make previous arrangements for 
the peaceful settlement of disputes. This was reflected 
in her apparent intention to conclude a non-aggression 
pact with Japan and Manchukuo.

When former Foreign Minister YOSHIZAWA called 
at Moscow, Karakhan and Litvinov advanced a proposal for 
concluding a similar pact, and later declared the same 
Intention.

HIROTA stated that he believed Ambassador 
Troyanovs.*/ had undertaken negotiations in Tokyo on 

29383 this problem. * There were aoprehensions in some 
quarters that even if Russia concluded such a pact, 
she would still attempt aggression in ideological war
fare, but there was no need of such apprehensions.
Italy had concluded a non-aggression pact with Russia 
but no trouble had arisen although in Italy Red propa
ganda was strictly prohibited. In Germany the existence 
of Communists was officially admitted, vet *bat did not 
end disputes with Russia. In HIRCTA's opinion, Japan 
might conclude the same pact. It was meaningless for 
Russia to conclude a non-aggression pact with Manchukuo.
Tne other party to the pact ought to be Japan. The 
Soviet had given de facto recognition to Manchukuo and 
not only desired a Manchukuan Consul in Manchukuo but 
also suggested that the Japanese Ambassador hold Man
chukuan consulship concurrently. Russia would formally 
recognize Manchukuo if it benefitted her and negotiations 
for formal recognition would be pushed forward after con- 

29384* sular exchange. * Delimitation of the Soviet-Manchurian 
boundary had not yet become a subject of discussion.
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BY MR. LAZARUS
29394 * The witness had previously identified and veri

fied Exhibit 3202 as his affidavit. The affidavit stated 
that after the resignation of the YCNAI Cabinet, the wit
ness, as Chief of the Personal Affairs Bureau used scrup
ulous care in recommending HATA’s successor as War Min
ister. He considered the views in the War Ministry of 
the General Staff and consulted fully with War Vice- 
Minister ANAMI. The witness decided that TOJO was suit-

29391? able and recommended him to HATA. There were others who * 
were considered but they are already in other important 
positions.

TOJO, on the other hand, was in Tokyo as In
spector General of the Air Force and had formerly been 
Chief of the Military Affairs and of the Maintenance 
Bureaus and had been War Vice-Minister in the HIRANUMA 
Cabinet. The witness considered him a suitable admin
istrator and Army circles felt that no one except TOJO . 
would do. In accordance with the recommendation, HATA 
submitted TOJO's name to the Three Chiefs Conference 
on l8 July 1940 and the latter were unanimous in recom
mending TCJO. The witness’ recommendation and HATA’s 
submission of TOJC’s name to the Three Chiefs was in 
accordance with standing procedure. Neither HATA nor

29396 the witness had personal relations with TGJO * in the 
past nor any intimate relations with him.

*9397 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. COLE
Council for MUTO

The witness stated that as Chief cf the 
Personnel Affairs Bureau, he had, among other duties, 
the responsibility of observing and retorting on how 
Army officers performed their duties. During his tenure, 
he'did not recall v/hether any officer in the War Ministry 
was ever punished for opposition to HATA’s orders or 
policies. He never observed any movement to discredit 
HATA or oppose his policies.

29398 * He did not think the Chief of the Military
Affairs Bureau had any right to voice his opinion.

For about nine months the witness was Chief 
of the Personnel Bureau under TOJO and during that time
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Page MUTO was Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau. Once or
~ twice MUTO approached the witness informally, expressing

his desire to resign. No steps were taken as 1 t was not 
considered proper in light of the existing situation to 
permit a person to resign at his own request.

29399 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY KR. SUTTON
The witness stated that the Three Chiefs Con

ference, which selected TOJO as War Minister, consisted 
of War Minister HATA, Chief of Staff Prince KANJCN, and 
Inspector General YAMADA. The name recommended by the 
witness was submitted by HATA to the three chiefs. HATA 
had authority to recommend some person other than the 
one% suggested by the witness. HATA asked the witness 
to suggest a successor immediately after he tendered

29400 nis resignation * and the witness received no such re
quest from HATA at any time prior to the YONAI Cabinet 
resignation. The witness did not know if YONAI asked 
HATA to recommend someone nor if HATA replied that the 
successor would be decided in the Three Chiefs Confer
ence. HATA did not tell the witness on 16 July 1940 
that he reported to Premier YONAI that there was no 
one who would be his successor. The witness had no 
knowledge that HATA made that statement to YONAI» The 
witness did not know if this failure of HATA's to 
recommend a successor caused the YONAI Cabinet to fall.

Wnen asked if HATA was very desirous that 
TCJO replace him, the witness stated that he expressed

29401 his views recommending TOJO * and HATA merely agreed.
The witness did not know if HATA, before 

KONOYE formed his Cabinet, went to the Emoeror and 
recommended that TOJO be appointed. When asked if 
this was done secretly by HATA, the witness stated 
he did not think anything was done secretly. He did 
not know if the Emperor stated that he thought the 
procedure v/as wrong because KONOYE was still forming 
his Cabinet and had not accepted TOJO. The witness 
did not know If the Emperor stated that he considered 
HATA's action in secretly recommending TOJO as being 
over-hasty and out of order.

(Reference was made to Exnibit 539)
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29402 * Exhibit 3205-A, a certificate of the First 
Demobilisation Bureau,stated that after searching for 
the letter sent in July 1940 from Chief of Staff Prince 
KANIN to War Minister HATA, it could not be found in 
their files,

29403 * Exhibit 3205-B, sworn statement of KANZAKI, 
Masayoshi, stated that to obtain the letter demanding 
resignation sent from Prince KANIN to HATA in July 1940, 
the deponent had requested the First Demobilization 
Bureau to take all measures possible to search for the 
letter but it could not be found. Further, with the 
help of HATA's wife and son, HATA's house had been 
searched but the letter could not be found. (In
spite of the previous two exhibits, the Court sustained 
an objection to proving the contents of the letter by 
secondary evidence.)
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29406 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TANAKA, Ryukichi

BY MR. LAZARUS
The witness identified and verified Exhibit 

3233 as his affidavit.
29408 * The affidavit stated that the witness knew the 

accused HATA very well since December 1924 and their re
lations had been very close. When HATA was War Minister 
in the ABE and YONAI Cabinets, the witness was in the 
Military Service Bureau and he knew HATA well and was very 
conversant with the workings of the War Ministry. The 
witness knew that HATA was strongly opposed to the Tri
partite Pact and this was known in Army circles. The 
Army was in favor of the Tripartite Pact and because

29409 of HATA's opposition * his orders in the War Ministry 
were not obeyed.

At the time of his fall, HATA was War Minister 
in name only because a successor had already been de
cided upon in Army circles. On 14 February 194? the 
witness met General ANAMI, who told him he regretted 
the part he had played in opposing HATA and in bring
ing about his resignation. ANAMI had been Vice 
Minister of War in the YONAI Cabinet. There v/ere other 
reasons why the Army onposed HATA. Hatred and dislike 
of him persisted from the day he first supoorted the 
readjustment plan of the Army when UGAKI was War Min
ister and increased when he became War Minister in 
the ABE Cabinet.

29410 * Other incidents served to heighten hatred 
and dislike for HATA. Another man had been recom
mended by the Three Chiefs in the ABE Cabinet, but 
the Empercr ordered that HATA should have the post.
Also, HATA was strongly opposed to participation by 
Army officers in politics and when he became War 
Minister for the first time, he told the officers 
in the War Ministry Building that the present Army 
was not trusted by the Emperor and it was their first 
duty to endeavor to recover this trust. All military 
personnel should cease any participation in politics 
and return to their regular duties of soldiering. In 
1939 j when HATA learned that a Colonel made a 
speech attacking the U.S. and Britain, he became
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indignant and jr«v.-red the witness to Dave that officer 
brought to Tokyo. * HATA reprimanded him and transferred 
him to an vUlcylng post, In the fall of 1939 when HATA

cU>nt. 1IATÄ told the witness he wanted to bring about 
peace by the reduction and then withdrawal of all troops 
from China* Because of opposition they would have to 
work under cover and unofficially. Arrangements for 
the dates and place for the messengers from HATA and 
from Chiang to meet was a point on which they were to 
work and the basis of tne peace treaty would be tne 
e -<40 i u o f  ail troops from China* HATA said that 
during negotiations he would show his good faith to 
the Chinese by reducing troops in China from 900,000 
to between >00,000 and 600,000 when ha made the next
budget* The witness knew that in the 1940 budget he 
did reduce tne number of troop;» in China * to about
600,000 uesrits great opposition in the War Ministry 
and General Staff, It was insisted that Japanese 
troops should be permanently kept in the Shanghai 
and North China areas, HATA opposed this and stated 
they must evacuate all troops and that if they did 
i.ot'evacuete there would be no hope of concluding a 
peace treaty with Chiang Kai-shek.

Tne negotiations with Chiang were so secret 
that, at first st«ps had to he carried out with signal 
codes* it «as difficult to convince Chlang’s side 
that a sincere attempt was being made. Gradually, 
they were convinced and came to believe that a peace 
treat'/ was possible and started deciding on dates and places for future meetings.

♦ In 600tomber a.941, ?/nen BaTA. was Commander 
ir, China and when U.S.-Japaner relations were steadily 
deteriorating, BaTA sent his Chief of Staff USHIRCGU 
to Tokyo the witness and tell him that HATA
wanted to withaiaw all troops from China to avoid war 
v/ith the U.S. HATA asked the witness to help push 
this plan in the War Ministry. USHIROGU told the wit
ness that- HATA Instructed him to go to the War Minister, 
Navy M i n i er, Chief of Staff and the Premier and give 
them the same tne-usage. After USHIROGU had seen them, 
no told the witness their answers.
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29414 In the spring of 1940 It was proposed to use 

Chinese prisoners in Japanese coal mines, but HATA opposed 
it and the plan did not go into effect. In 1942 this 
question again came up and HATA, who was then Commander
of the forces in China, again opposed it and the plan 
was not carried out. The witness knew that in 1944 
Chinese laborers were brought to Japan, This was through 
the Greater East Asia Ministry, HATA had nothing to do 
with it and he had no control over it because labor

29415 supervision * had been detached from army control and 
had come under the Greater East Asia Ministry,

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SUTTON
The witness stated that USHIROGU told him 

after he had met TOJO that TOJO had said that if the 
U.S. would accept Japanese demands, peace would be 
secured between the two countries.

After 1939 HATA became Commander of all 
Japanese forces in China, In 1939 he advocated the 
withdrawal of troops. From 1 March 1941 to 22 November 
19 4 4, he extended the theater of military operations 
to large portions of China, Troops under his command

29416 in 1941 captured Fuchow * and Ichang, In 1942, 1943 
and 19 4 4, his troops captured Lungling, Tunchung,
Changteh, Chinchow, Loyang, Changsha, Hengyang, Kweilin, 
and Liuchow,

Reference was made to Exhibits 1590 to l608; 
testimony at 13,112; Exhibits 1888 to 18 9 6; 1900 to 
19 0 2; 1904; 1907-1909; 1911» 1914; 191!?; testimony at 
3270, 4614 and 46l8.
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29427 The witness had previously identified and veri

fied Exhibit 3234 as his affidavit.
The affidavit stated that the witness had served 

in the Foreign Office from 1922 to 1946. From 1930 to 
May 1935 he took charge of business concerning the Soviet, 
holding a post in the first section of the Bureau of 
Euroüean and American Affairs. He was directly in charge 
of the business concerning the conclusion of the Soviet- 
Japanese Non-Aggression Pact and the purchase of the 
East China Railway. He had served in the Embassy at 
Moscow between May 1937 and November 1937 and from 
December 1940 to March 1945»

On 2 May 1933 Foreign Minister Litvinov pro
posed to Ambassador OTA, who had succeeded HIROTA, to 
open negotiations for selling the ECR and negotiations

29428 started on 27 June 1933 at Tokyo. * The crucial point 
was the selling price of the railway and negotiations 
dragged on for about a year and often came to a stand
still. The Soviet side demanded at the beginning of 
July 1933 about 625,000,000 yen at what the Soviet 
claimed the official rate of exchange. The USSR 
maintained that the retiring allowance for Soviet 
employees of the railway should be paid by Moscow. 
Manchukuo proposed to pay 50,000,000 yen and later
the Soviet proposed to reduce the selling urice by
50,000,000 rouble. After more bargaining on 23 July 
1934 Foreign Minister HIROTA suggested an intermediary 
plan that the selling price be 120,000,000 yen and the 

29420 pension * for Soviet employees be paid by Manchukuo. 
Manchukuo agreed but the USSR rejected this and de
manded 16 0«000,000 yen. Negotiations deadlocked in 
August 1934. Conversations ?/ere then held between 
HIROTA and Ambassador Yurenev which progressed 
smoothly. Agreement was attained by the'end of the 
year and on 23 March 1935 the agreement concerning 
the ECR between Manchukuo and the Soviet was signed.
The price of the railway was fixed at 140,000,000 
yen and the pension was to be paid by Manchukuo.
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY
COUNCIL FOR TOGO

2943O * The witness stated that at the time when he was
first in the Bureau of the European-American Affairs,
TOGO was Section Chief serving from 1923 to 1925 while 
the witness was in that section.

29433 * There was no cross-examination of the wit
ness but the attention of the Court was called to 
Exhibits 692, 693» 748 and 749«

29436 * Exhibit 3235-A, an excerpt from a pamphlet 
entitled "Collection of the Publications in connection 
with the Negotiations for the Purchase of the Chinese 
Eastern Railway" gave the reply of the Soviet dele
gate at the first formal conference on 26 June 1933*
The delegate expressed gratitude to Jaoan for offer
ing its good offices as an intermediary In connection 
with the settlement of the question of the Chinese 
Eastern Railway. The USSR sought to carry out its 
policy of peace and placed special emphasis on friendly 
relations with Japan. From the beginning of the out
break of the Manchurian Incident, the-Soviet had given 
ample proof that it adhered to a policy of strict

29437 neutrality and non-intervention. * It had shown it 
had due respect for Japanese interests and that it 
observed its treaty obligations and was preoared to 
guarantee friendly relations with neighboring coun
tries and respect mutual interests. The Soviet had 
discussed methods for settling the CER dispute with 
Japan which had pledged not to infringe on USSR 
interests in North Manchuria.

Since the railway had become a source of 
dispute among USSR, Japan and Manchukuo, and since 
certain influences sought to aggravate their rela
tions, the Soviet informed Japan that it was ore- 
pared to negotiate to settle the question by selling 
the railway.

29438 * As Foreign Minister UCHIDA had stated, the 
CER was constructed by Czarist Russia to attain 
aggressive and imperialistic aims, but the Soviet 
does not have such aims, but changed the railway to 
a purely commercial enterprise, and granted to the
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the right of joint management and division of profits. 
However, the Soviet believed that it had a duty to 
protect the material interests of the railway which was 
constructed through Soviet labor and capital. The CER 
had important international significance.

29439 * In connection with the recent Incident in 
Manchuria, the deteriorating economic situation of 
the railway would be improved with the future develop
ment of Manchukuo. The Soviet delegation had entered 
into negotiations for the sale of the CER to secure 
mutual friendly relations. They desired that Manchukuo, 
which by note dated March 12 recognized obligations 
arising out of the Sino-Russian Convention and the 
Mukden Agreement, would manifest equal sincerity.

29440 The delegation hoped the negotiations
would produce expected results through the kind assisp- 
ance of Japan.
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29448 Exhibit 3236, excerpt from Grew's diary, reported Grew's first
interview with Foreign Minister HIROTa . It stated that HIR0TA received 
Grew warmly and in the court of a short talk HIROTa said the corner 
stone of his policy would be the development of better relations with 
the United States» This was the primary reason he had accepted the 
appointment which had come to him as a complete surprise.

29452 ^Exhibit 3236, the address by Foreign Minister HIROTA before 
the diet on Jan 23 1934 stated that Japan was obliged to serve notice 
of withdrawal from the League on March 27th of last year because the 
Manchurian Incident and questions regarding Manchukuo showed no agree
ment on fundamental principles of observing peace.

The Imperial Rescript pointed out clearly the path the nation 
should pursue. The Rescript read that now that Manchukuo had been 
founded the Empire deemed it essential to respect its independence and 
encourage its development, so that an enduring peace may be established. 
The advancement of international peace is what they desired and the 
attitude toward peace was not changed.

29453 %  quitting the league and embarking on a course of its own 
Japan did not mean it would stand aloof nor isolate itself. It desired 
to promote confidence between other powers and Japan and make known 
the justice d* its course. HIROTa was convinced that if they united 
and acted in accordance with the Emperor’s wishes the world would come 
to realize the justice of Japan's position. He was determined to carry 
out the natibnal policy by diplomacy in the interest of world peace.

Fortunately after withdrawal from the League, commerical and 
diplomatic relations with friendly powers in general have become even 
closer than before. Thanks to the efforts of the Regent and government

29454 authorities * and the collaboration extended by Japan, Manchukuo has 
made steady progress. In the various institutions, in the development 
of industry, communication, national finance, education and culture 
success has been achieved.

a decision was about to be made on the establishment of a 
monarchy which has been so eagerly awaited by her people and which would 
go far to solidify the foundations of an independent Manchukuo0 HIROTA 
thought it behovved Japan to exert her efforts in assisting the healthy 
growth of the new state. The government had serious responsibility 
for the maintenance of peace in East asia, but most essential was the 
stabilization of Ghina.
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29455 * The government sincerely hoped for the political and economic 
rehabilitation of China and that she would be able to unite with Japan 
in performing their mission to contribute to the peaceful development of 
East *sia0 Unfortunately the situation in China belied such hopes» It 
had been reported that the Chinese Government realizing the mistake in 
an anti-Japanese attitude had decided to take steps toward rectification 
Sino-Japanese relations» Put so far no concrete evidence had come to 
confirm the report. Should China give tangible signs of sincerity 
Japan would reciprocate and meet her more than halfway.

It was gratifying to note that Worth China under the Peiping 
Political Committee was comparatively quiet. In view of Japan’s rights 
and interests there and its territorial contiguity with Manchukuo and 
from the standpoint of the Tangku Truce agreement, the maintenance of 
peace and order in Worth China was of special concern to Japan. She 
expected China to see to it that nothing would happen that might bring

29456 chaos to that area.

They were also wate hing with misgivings the activity of the 
Communist Parties and Red armies in China. Regarding relations with 
the Soviet it might be rec?"lsd that after the Peking Basis Treaty in 
1925 normal contact was maintained between the two countries and even 
after the Manchurian Incident there was.a mutual understanding of their 
respective positions and no difficult question was encountered.

Recently however, the Soviet attitude had changed. It was 
surprising and regrettable that the Soviet should broadcast unwarranted 
criticism against Japan and circulate exaggerated stories for political 
and diplomatic purposes. Japan had consistently preserved a fair 
attitude toward the Soviet before and after the Manchurian Incident»

29457 * Despite fundamental differences that divided the two countries 
they had endeavored to keep on good terms with the Soviet and solve
all questions by pacific means. Since Manchukuo's establishment, Japan 
had been acting upon the conviction that the proper adjustment of the 
relationship between Japan, Manchukuo and the Soviet was of paramount 
importance for East *sia's peace. Japan was setting up no military 
troops along the Manchkuo-Soviet frontier, Moscow propaganda notwith
standing.

Between Japan and the U.S. there was no question intrinsically 
difficult of solution. Far from picking a quarrel Japan fervently 
desired U.S. friendship. HIRQT« was confident the U.S. would not fail 
to appraise correctly Japan's position in Ease Asia.
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For a time after the Manchurian Incident, U.S, public opinion 
was against Japan and there was a temporary estrangement.

29458 * it was hardly necessary to repeat that Japan was activated 
by no ulterior motive other than a desire to establish peace« If 
the U.S. would perceive the actual condition and realize Japan's role 
as a stabilizing force the emotional t'ision between the two peoples 
would disappear. He hoped the two would continue to join forces in 
cultivating their historical friendship and good understanding,

Japan’s traditional friendship with the British Empire re
mained unshaken. The two powers occupying geographically similar key 
positions 'could serve the cause of peace through sympathetic apprecia
tion of their respective stands and whole-hearted collaboration.
It was in this sense that Japan was seeking to readjust whatever con
flicting interests regarding trade there might be and to strengthen 
friendship.

29459 * The negotia*ions with India over commercial problems had 
been substantially concluded and was a source of gratification, a 
survey of the world revealed economic disorder, political unrest
and conflict of ideas threatening to destroy international equilibrium 
while mutual confidence appeared to have wilted, HIRQTa stated that 
no unreasonable difficulties need be anticipated in settling any 
question if the nations showed sincerity and met in a generous spirit.

What was wanted was the abandonment of jealousy and antagonism 
and the reinforcement of unity and mutual independence. . But inter
national trade barriers were fast multiplying. Of late Japan’s indust- 
ried had taken strides and extended overseas trade. Owing to economic 
nationalism one country after another nad set up obstacles against 
the advance of her export industries.

29460 *Since mutual understanding of one another’s un.que national 
culture was of value in fostering good will, Japan was planning measures 
for facilitating cultural intercourse with tne outside world. HIROTa 
could not deny tnat foreign relations were then and would be in the 
future beset with serious problems. The path of a rising nation always 
had this. So long-as they were united and prepared to face difficulties 
and retained composure and strayed not from the path of rectitude he 
was confident Japan had nothing to fear and the future would be full of 
hope. They should not forget that Japan in East Asia bore the entire 
burden of responsibilities. It is in this important position and 
responsibilities in which her diplomacy and national defenses were rooted.
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2 9 4 6I Her national defense was organized for self-protection,, at
the same time diplomacy had no claims to put forth except wnat was 
legitimate with the national mission» He believed that eventually 
Japan's position would be rightly understood by other powers.

29463 Exhibit 3-23Ö, Mnutes of the Proceedings of the House of
Peers, Februu/’y 7» 1934, reported the answer of Foreign Minister 
HIROTa. HIRÛÏ/1 stated that since the outbreak of the Manchurian 
Incident there had been considerable difficult problems. He be
lieved the relations between ^hina und Japan was destined to tie 
improved through generations. Times were when these were anti- 
Japanese activities and the Japanese cried for punitive measures. 
These were passing phases and ultimately the two were destined to 
be friendly.

HIROTa intended to cope with the Chinese question with 
this fundamental belief and it was hard for him to even imagine that 

• trouble would occur.between China and Japan.

29469 Exhibit 3239, Personal message of Foreign Minister 
HIROTa to Secretary of State Hull, dated Feb. 21 1934, stated that 
it was significant, that ever since Japan and the United States 
opened their doors to each other the two had always maintained a 
relationsnip of friendliness and cordiality. They produced very 
few commodities representing conflicting interests in foreign 
trade. Fach supplied what the other wanted and they were strength
ening this relation of interdependence year after year.

When the situation was studied from all angels no question 
fundamentally incapable of amicable solution existed. Hç did not 
doubt that all issues would be settled when examined with mutual 
understanding, frankly discussed and approached with a spirit of 
cooperation and conciliation.

2 9 4 70 HIROTa could state emphatically that Japan made a basic 
principle to collaborate in harmony with all nations and had nc 
intention to provoke trouble. It wa3 her sincere desire that 
peaceful relations would be normally established with the united 
States. Tc this end he had been exerting his best efforts since 
he became the foreign minister. On the occasion of the arrival 
in the J.Ü. of the new ambassador SiilTO he availed nimself of the 
opportunity to lay before HULL, through S..IT0 his thoughts as to 
the necessity of promoting their traditional friendships. He hoped
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and believed that Japan's desires would be reciprocated.

29474 * Exhibit 3240, excerpt from Crew's Book "10 Years in Japan"
3tated that the Soviet Ambassador Yurenev agreed with Grew that 
important pacific influencee were at work in Japan including the 
Emperor, Prince Saionji, Count Makino, a considerable body of 
liberal opinion and especially HIROTA , but Yurenev added that in 
the last analysis the decision would lie with the military.
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29475 DIRECT EXivMINnTION OF KUWaSHIM*, Kazue.
The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3241 as his affidavit.

from 1908 'and was appointed director of the Bureau of East Asiatic affairs 
from "ugust 1933 to January 1937. He was E«voy Extraordinary and Min
ister Plenipotentiary to the Netherlands and held the same post to Brazil 
from January 1939 to November 1940.

He was transferred from the consulate at Tientsin in august 1933 
to the directorship of the Bureau of asiatic affairs. The foreign min
ister then was UCHIDa. about one month after that UCHIDA resigned and 
HlROTa succeeded him. Relations with China and the western powers were 
gloomy at the time of Foreign Minister UCHIDm because of the Manchurian 
Incident.

* Diplomatic relations with China were half broken off though 
ministers wore still exchanged. It was HIROTa’s firm resolution on 
becoming foreign'minister to alleviate the oppressive tension and 
HlROTa had told the witness that frequently and made newspaper statements 
to this effect. at the Diet HlROTa made it clear that his policy 
aimed at alleviating the tense relations with China. People called 
UCHIDa’s diplomacy "burnt ground diplomacy" and that of HIROTA the 
conciliatory diplomacy.

China when HIROTa became foreign minister was aRIYOSHI who was eager 
for rapprochement. aRIYOBHI had exerted all efforts to alleviate 
tenseness but could not attain the desired object easily. After the 
Manchurian Incident the Chinese avoided association with the Japanese 
and this worked as an important restraint for ARIYOSHI’s activities.

* Because of aRIYOSHI's efforts the attitude of the Nationalist' 
Government toward °apan changed considerably after 1934. It resumed 
the payment of private loans mi a small scale. aRIYOSHI opened conver
sations with VV/ÂG, Ching-wei, H0me and Foreign Minister of the Nation
alist Government. The aRIYOSHI*WANG conversation progressed. WaNG 
at first maintained that the settlement of the Manchukuo question was 
a requisite condition for the improvement of relations. ARIYOSHI 
however explained that Japanese public opinion would not allow the 
government to retract recognition of ^anchukuo since Japan had already 
recognized it and any government which would venture to do that would 
find it difficult to exist. *4tNG seemed to understand Japan's awkward 
position.

294*32 The affidavit stated that the witness was in the diplomatic service

HIROTa carried out his resolution steadily. The ambassador to
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29485 * The Nationalist Government however had to consider its own 
public opinion and the main subject of the aRIYOSHI-Wang conversation 
thereafter lay in harmonizing the contradictory standpoints of both 
governments. The documents concerned were said to have been lost by 
fire during the war, but Telegram 368 of April 20 1934 addressed to 
HIROTa from the Consular General at Nanking escaped the fire and 
reported the contents of the ARIYOSHI^Wang conversation of April 18,
Thus the efforts of HIROTa to improve relations appeared hopeful in 
1934.

On April 17 1934 when negotiations between aRIYOSHI and »feng 
had hardly been open there arose the question of the so-called un
official statement of spokesman AMAU. at that time Monnet an expert

29486 financier of the NeagUe Secretariat was in China. The foreign office 
frequently received information that Monnet was drafting a plan for 
cooperation to China from which Japan was to be excluded, in concert with 
those antognists of Wang,Chin-Wei.

The foreign Office thereupon instructed the Minister to China 
and other officials to keep in touch with Monnet and restrain his 
activities in China, Instructions to the same effect were frequently 
given to the representatives in China from the Bureau of -East Asiatic 
Affairs in which rather exaggerated reports were used to impress 
Mohnet strongly.

The statement of aMaU to the newspapermen was a patchwork of the 
contents of those telegraphic instructions. When this was reported 
by the press as if it had been a government policy, that gave rise to 
public discussion. HIROTa told the witness that he had nothing to do

29487 with the Amau statement before it was * published and to reprimand AMAU.

HIROTa emphasized his policy for rapprochement between Japan 
and China as well as his confidence in the nationalist Government in 
his Diet Address on Jan 22 1935> And in his Committee Statement 
afterwards. At the Committee he declared he had no doubt about 
Chiang Kai-shek's sincerity for the improvement of Sino-Japanese re
lations and aroused public attention.

On the other hand, Wang, Chin-wei, and Chiang-Kai-Shek expressed 
their intention in response to HIROTa 's statement, After that the Nation
alist Government resumed control of anti-Japanese movements in real 
earnest. Trade between the two countries regained its activity.
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Early in Ray HIROTa took the initiative to submit to the cabinet conference the question of raising the Japanese and Chinese29488 Legations in their respective countries to Embassies. * The Cabinet Conference passed this, the Nationalist Government agreed, and the raising of them to status of legations was decided on *ay 17th.The exchange of ambassadors had been advocated by pro-Chinese for a long time but when aRIYOSHI returned at the end of *pril the rumor was already abroad that it would be realized.
The North China situation had generally been calm since the Tangku Truce agreement of Ray 1932. But it began to change at the beginning of 1935) especially after Ray, various nutters occured.There were frequent skirmishes between the Kwantung Anqy and the Chinese near the Jehol border and Hopeh and Chahar provinces which were out of the way places where no foreign office official was stationed. The Kwantung Army and sometimes the North China forces would lodge direct protests with the Chinese government on the ground they were provocative acts.

29489 They would impose strict conditions such as the withdrawal of Chinese forces from these provinces or the extermination of the Kuomintang branches and enforce fulfillment with an ultimatum. The Chinese government regarded these as systematic plots of the Kwantung Arqy or the North China Forces on small occurrences or troubles. The Foreign Office was not so credulous as to believe everything the Chinese government pleaded but still recognized that the military in China were prone to raise a storm in a teacup. They earnestly hoped they would act more prudently and warned them.
The envoys had hardly returned to Tokyo before trouble arose in defiance of the new policy. The Chi-tung Regime was established demanding self-government against the Nationalist Govt, rule,29490 at the end of November * 1940 the unfortified zones established by the Tangku Truce Agreement, in the border between North China and Ranchuria. The foreign office suspected this regime had a close connection with the Kwantung Army.
In November, the foreign office received information the 

Kwantung «rmy was concentrating mechanized troops at Shanhaikwan to intimidate North China. They warned the artqy. In the middle of December the Chi-cha Administrative Committee was formed. The Foreign Office suspected that military authorities in China had a hand in its organization. However this committee corresponded with the Nanking Government and was admitted by the latter to enjoy a degree of independ ence within the limit that it did not overshadow the sovereignty of the Central Government.
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29491 * The foreign office opposed the establishment of the Chi-tung 
Regime« The smuggling in North China caused by that regime's low 
tariff rates was disadvantageous to Japan. A'he witness engaged di
rectly with the Kwantung army about this and inspected the actual cir
cumstances when he was sent to Nanchukuo and China by orders of 
Foreign Minister aRÏTà from the beginning of June to July.

The foreign office took different attitudes toward the Chi- 
cha Administration Committee. It had nothing to do with its formation 
but consuls in those areas dealt with it after they learned that 
the Nanking Government had approved its formation.

29492 * Negotiations for the improvement of the Sino-Japanese rela
tions progressed and ambassadors were exchanged in May 1935» The 
national sentiments of China however seized tliis opportunity to take 
an unfavorable turn for Japan and in N0vef±>er and December the situa
tion got serious. Wang Ching-wei barely escaped assassination in Nov
ember and his cooperator Under-Sec'y for Foreign affairs, Tang Yu-Jen 
was assassinated in December. The witness considered such a change 
in Chinese sentiments due to the activities of the Japanese military 
against North China.

In HIROTa *3 address to the Diet Jan 21 1936, the three prin
ciples became known to the general public for the first time. But the 
principles had been decided on on October,4,1935» and it was shortly 
after that HIROTa showed the three principles to the Chinese Ambassador

29493 Chiang Tsuo-Fin, and Chiang-Kai-shek's opinion was revealed to *rnb, 
aRIYOSHI in response.

After the announcement of the three principles, the February 
26th Incident broke out. «The OKaDa Cabinet collapsed and HIROTa re
ceived an Imperial mandate to form a new ministry.

The Foreign Office was anchoring its hope upon the future 
development of the negotiation when the SUIYUaN Incident broke out 
owing to the activities of some officers of the Kwantung Arny in Inner 
Mongolia. The Chinese Government's attitude toward negotiations 
changed suddenly and went so far as to disapprove the results of the 
past negotiations on the pretext of this Incident. Negotiations came 
to a standstill and no progress was made in spite of Japan's efforts.
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The Diet was to open in mid-January of the following year. 
From the government's political standpoint it was considered unto
ward to leave the negotiations as they were at a deadlock. The 

29494 Foreign Office was thus compelled to close the negotiation except 
for the settlement of the Chengtu and Pakhoi Incidents upon which 
perfect understanding had been reached.

The HIROTa Cabinet resigned in January 1937 at which time 
the witness also resigned as director of the East Asia Affairs 
Bureau and was then transferred to the post of Japanese Minister to 
the Netherlands.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BLaKENEY, Counsel for UMEZU
The witness stated that he thought the accused UMEZU was 

Commander of the North China Garrison in the spring of 1935*

29495 * The witness was asked whether he knew of any border incid
ent in the spring of 1935 which was participated in by the North China 
Garrison. The witness stated that the incidents were small clashes 
around the borders between Jehol, Chahar and Hopeh Provinces between 
the Kwantung ^rmy and the Chinese troops and negotiations pertaining 
to them were conducted principally by that army.

The witness had however been told that at times the military 
attache in Peking and at times the Tientsin Garrison assisted. The 
instances he had mentioned of direct negotiations with the Chinese 
by Japanese forces included the Ho-UMEZU Agreement in the general 
negotiations. He did not particularly include it with regard to 
negotiations pertaining to border clashes.

29496 The Ho-UMEZU Agreement did not come about as a result of a 
border clash. That agreement was in connection with the assassina
tion of a pro-Japanese newspaper man residing in the Japanese 
concession in Tientsin. Asked whether the Ho-UMEZU agreement was an 
instance as having been enforced by an ultimatum the witness stated 
that in his recollection it was the result of a considerable strong 
demand but he did not think it had a time limit.

29497 At that time UMEZU was about to leave for Hsinking or some 
other place and his chief of staff SaKAI told him that in his opinion 
a rather friendly and moderate warning should be given. To this UMEZU was said to have replied if that was the case it would be 
excellent•
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Page CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. OKAMOTO,

Counsel for MINAMI.
29500 * The witness recalled that he visited Manchuria 

or China in 1936. MINAMI was Ambassador to Manchuria in 
1935» under the Foreign Minister, and the witness was 
Director of the Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs at that 
time.

29501 He didn't recall any instance of MINAMI's acting 
contrary to the Foreign Minister's instructions, nor that 
MINAMI ever sent an ultimatum to the Chinese contrary to 
the wishes of the government. The affidavit of the witness 
had stated that there were frequent skirmishes after May 
between the Kwantung Army and Chinese forces near the 
Jehol border and Hopeh and Chahar Provinces, where no 
Foreign Office officials were stationed. The witness was 
asked if he remembered the Northern Chahar or Chang Pei 
incident in June, 1935» He replied that he didn't remember 
the details, but remembered that three or four small

29502 incidents occurred. * At that time there was a Japanese 
Consul at Kalgan, but he didn't remember if his name was 
HASHIMOTO.

Regarding the statement in the affidavit that 
the Kwantung Army and sometimes the North China Force would 
lodge direct protests with the Chinese Government, the 
witness was asked if that statement also applied to the 
Northern Chahar Incident. The witness recalled that these 
border incidents were the first and second North Chahar 
incidents and the first and second Chang Pei incidents.
In these the army negotiated directly.

0

29503 * The witness was quoted a statement of Ching 
Teh-chun in exhibit 199 describing the incidentj which 
stated that after the departure of four Japanese soldiers 
retained by the Chinese, Consul HASHIMOTO at Kalgan protested 
and demanded the punishment and assurance against recurr
ences. The witness did not recall receiving such information

29504 from the Consul at Kalgan, * It was remarked to the witness 
that according to exhibit 199, the matter was referred to 
Japanese garrison Foroe Headquarters in Tientsin, after 
Consul HASHIMOTO negotiated, but the witness stated he 
didn't recall this. He didn't know if the Tientsin Garrison 
Force was independent from the Kwantung Army, but had heard 
that this was so. He had never heard that the Northern 
Chahar Incident was the only oase in 1935 of whloh General 
Ching Teh-chun made complaint in exhibit 199«
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the Kwantung Army or North China Garrison enforced ful
fillment of these conditions with an ultimatum, the witness

29505 * recalled be got this information from the Peking Legation 
and not from U. S. or British newspaper reports. The 
witness knew nothing about Ching Teh-chun accusing Japan
of many things in exhibit 199 but never mentioning an 
ultimatum.

29506 * The witness was reminded of his testimony in 
the DOIHARA phase, that he received information from 
newspaper articles, conversations, rumors, etc. He was 
ashed if his information on this occasion was the same as 
the statements he had made earlier. He stated that when 
he testified relative to DOIHARA's action, the telegram 
was actually sent by himself. At that time, the Consulate 
made reports to him on information obtained from the 
sources mentioned. However, he had no means of knowing
on what basis the telegram sent from the Peking Legation 
was made.

29507 * Reference was made to testimony at 19792.
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. YAMADA,

Counsel for ITAGAKI.
The witness stated that regarding the Suiyuan 

Incident, the Foreign Office, and especially himself as 
Director of the Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs, knew

2950ß nothing about it * when it occurred, since it was in a 
remote place. It was only when they received a protest 
from the Nationalist Government that they first became aware

29510 of it. * The witness immediately sent a query to the
' central military authorities concerning it. An officer 

there told him that this was the activity of one or two 
junior officers in the Kwantung Army.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. COMYNS-CARR.
The witness stated that he was always in very 

close contact with HIROTA while he was Foreign and Prime 
Minister, and believed he always disclosed to him his real

29 511 opinions and intentions. * He could testify to anything 
HIROTA told him while he was Director of the Eas.t Asiatic 
Bureau, but since this was over ten years ago his memory 
might fail him on some points. He had stated in his 
affidavit that it was HIROTA's firm resolution on becoming 
Foreign Minister to alleviate the oppressive tension in 
Sino-Japanese relations, and that HIROTA carried out his 
resolution steadily.
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HIROTA, that he was constantly trying to work out a smooth
29512 * relationship between diplomacy and national defense. In 

consequence, the war budget problem would become urgent. 
HIROTA said he Intended to clarify his position, standing 
between as a third party. They would expand their utmost 
by foreign policy, and when this policy arrived at Its 
limits they would leave the matter to the army and navy 
for disposal.

The witness was asked If this quoted statement 
did not represent HIROTA'a real opinion and Intentions 

. when he first took offloe as Foreign Minister In 1933* The 
witness replied he didn't know when and In what oonneotlon 
HIROTA made such a statement, but did know that In September 1933« when HIROTA beoame Foreign Minister, he told him 
that because of the critical stage of Slno-Japanese relations 
it was his Intention to bring about closer relations with 
China and also third powers. HIROTA considered this his 
sole mission.

29513 * It was suggested to the witness that HIROTA made 
the quoted statement to Baron HARADA In the Foreign Ministry 
on 11 October 1933« but the witness said he never heard of 
such a statement. He recalled that the Prime, War, Foreign, 
Finance, and Navy Ministers ''/■"VP“ 1 ’-the 5 Minister's 
Conferences.

He was convinced that HIROTA never had any Idea 
of securing Japan's expansion by negotiation If he could,

29514 or use threats and ultimatums by the army, to secure 
compliance with his negotiation demands. When the army 
conducted negotiations directly with the Chinese, there 
never was an instance when they consulted either with 
HIROTA or the Foreign Office. HIROTA never allowed the 
army and navy to enforce Its demands by force. HIROTA's 
negotiations were all conducted through regular diplomatic 
channels.

29515 * Regarding the conversation between ARIYOSHI 
and Wang Ching Wei In which the question of Manchukuo was 
raised, in which the witness had said In his affidavit that 
ARIYOSHI told Wang that Japanese public opinion would not 
allow retraction of Manchukuo's recognition, the witness 
stated that this was not only HIROTA's or ARIYOSHI's 
opinion, but the public opinion In Japan at that time.
Japan had recognized Manchukuo the previous year.
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Page ’Vang often asked ARIYOSHI that Japan withdraw

recognition. In reply to such requests ARIYOSHI made the 
statement referred to. The witness was convinced this 
reply had nothing to do with Japan's attitude toward 
Manchukuo, but was directed to showing the impossibility 
of withdrawing recognition, which had already been granted.

29516 * In his affidavit, the witness had stated that 
the main subject of conversation lay in how to harmonize 
the difficult and contradictory standpoints of both 
governments, and he was asked if he thought chances of 
harmonizing the two opinions were improved by action taken 
in Mancbukuo by the government of which HIROTA was a member. 
The witness stated that they had adopted this policy 
because they felt if the difficult questions were set 
aside or conversation avoided for the time being and an 
effort was made to attain mutual understanding in other 
spheres, the solution of these problems themselves would 
become much simpler.

29 517 * It was suggested to the witness that HIROTA 
and his government took action to strengthen Japan's grip 
on Manchukuo and made it impossible for any peaceful 
negotiations to succeed. The witness stated his view was 
completely different. At the time of the ARIYOSHI-Wang 
negotiations, one of them compared them to a little boat 
trying to go upstream; if the rock could be avoided, the 
boat would succeed. The witness did not know if the 
Cabinet of which HIROTA was a member greatly strengthened 
Janan's grip to secure raw materials.

29518 * He didn't recall on 22 December, 1933, the
East Asia Bureau issued a decision of the Cabinet concerning 
preparations for enforcing the monarchy in Manchukuo. 
(exhibit 234). He did hear about a controversy with the 
IT. 3. from August 1934 to April 1935, about the establish
ment of an oil monopoly in Manchuria, but since the negotia
tions were conducted by the Commerce Bureau he did not know 
the details.

29519 * Asked if he knew that on 5 November, 1934,
HIROTA informed the U. S. -hat control of the oil industry 
in Manchuria was not within the concern of Japan as it was 
the act of a state recognized as sovereign and independent, 
(exhibits 939, 941, 965), the witness stated he had heard 
nothing about this matter at that time, because the 
Commerce Bureau was handling it.
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or they were false, the witness stated that the matters 
were not within his confidence, and he could say nothing 
about it. He could speak with confidence as regards the 
structure of the Foreign Office. The Commerce Bureau ' 
handled economic matters, whereas his Bureau handled 
mainly political matters.

29520 * His Bureau may have issued a statement on a
Cabinet decision on 20 March, 1934-, a few months before 
these discussions began, entitled "The Summary of Japanese- 
Manchuria-Economical Administration Policy", the economic 
policy of Japan vis-a-v s Manchukuo was through peaceful 
exploitation of resources to reap the fruits of happiness 
for both I'anchukuo and Japan.

The witness had no recollection in regard to 
details of a Cabinet decision, which was that certain 
enterprises would be operated by special companies which 
held a dominant position in Manchukuo, and as a general 
rule they would be directly or indirectly under the Empire. 

29^21 * The witness did not recall if the list of industries to
be controlled in that manner included the petroleum 
industry.

He didn't recall clearly if there was an agree
ment between Japan and Manchukuo in July, 1935» with 

29522 regard to economic control, * nor did he remember whether 
HIROTA attended the Privy Council meeting on 3 July, 1935, 
to exnlain this to them. Asked if he would be one of the 
officials who would go with HIROTA to the Privy Council, 
the witness stated that he did not remember exactly who 
went on each occasion, but that on economic matters it was 
the director of the Commerce Bureau who accompanied him.

’Vhen an agreement was actually signed, other j 
bureaus other than the competent bureau would be privileged 
to see the relevant document, but since the matter was 
outside his jurisdiction he didn't remember it too distinctly. 
He did know that a joint Manchukuo-Japanese Committee, to 
deal with all economic matters, was set up in Manchukuo 

29*23 with four members from each country. * He did not recall 
whether HIROTA explained to the Privy Council that it was 
quite all right because one of the Manchukuo members would 
always be a Japanese who could be trusted to support the 
Japanese side. (Exhibit 850)
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Page Regarding the AKAU statement, the witness heard
from HIROTA that he had reprimanded ATAU, but did not 
believe he was punished. V/hat was wrong about the statement 
was that the Chief of the Information Bureau, ATAU, pub
lished the statement in the newspapers without first 

29524 receiving HIROTA's understanding. » Also, the statement 
was not in harmony with Japan's foreign policy at that 
time.

The witness was reminded that he had said that 
it consisted of a patchwork of telegraphic instructions 
which had bren sent to Japanese representatives in China.
The witness stated that from the summer of 1932, the League 
sent experts regarding economics.

The Foreign Office received repeated information 
that Tonnet was drafting a plan for international help to 
China, from which Japan was to be excluded. To get Tonnet 
to ston or put off the plan, the Bureau of East Asiatic 
Affairs announced that such a plan would have no good 
results for China and that its execution without Japan 
would be utterly unacceptable. 7/ith such a view, the 
Bureau sent telegraphic instructions to carry on negotia
tions with Tonnet on that basis to Ambassador ARIYOSHI in 
Nanking and to the consul-general in Shanghai. The telegram 
was sent merely as an indication of how to conduct negotia
tions to get Tonnet to stop or put off the plan, and it

29526 * certainly did not represent Japanese foreign policy.
Asked if the reprimand of AMAU was a punishment, 

the witness replied that according to Japanese law a rep
rimand is a punishment, but he did not know whether in 
this case it was in that category or not. It was In the 
records of his Bureau that HIROTA reprimanded ATAU, but he 
recalled that it was not made public.

Asked if ATAU's real fault was that he disclosed 
to the world what the Foreign Office was doing in secret, 
the witness stated that in his view it furnished an indica- *

29527 tion to the representatives in China in negotiating * with 
Tonnet with a view to discouraging his activities and did 
rot represent foreign policy. The instructions only 
concerned Tonnet*s activity and not general policy.

The ATAU statement appeared in the morning papers 
on 17 April, and in a press conférence two or three days 
later HIROTA declared it was not government policy. 
Immediately after the statement, the U. S. and British 
ambassadors appeared at the Foreign Office, and in reply
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Pane to their inquiries either HIROTA or the Vice Minister, on 

HIROTA's instructions, told them more or less the same 
thing.

29528 * Asked again if AMAU's real fault was that he 
had disclosed the instructions being sent to the Japanese 
representatives in China, the witness stated that he 
believed he was reprimanded not only for having been 
careless, but also because he made his statement so as to 
cas 0 suspicion on Japan that that was the real foreign 
policy, whereas it was not. By saying it was not the real 
oolicy, he did not mean it was an instruction to make 
false statements to Monnet.

The witness was in the Foreign Office on 17 
Aoril, 19 34, but did not know whether HARADA visited 
HIROTA then. Asked if HIROTA and SHIGEMITSU told HARADA

29529 that the AMAU statement was nothing serious, * the witness 
stated that since he did not know HARADA came to the 
Foreign Office and was not actually present if it did 
take place, he could say nothing about it.

29530 * In his recollection, the instructions were 
sent only to the diplomatic representative in China.

’.Vith regard to the Ho-UMEZU agreement, he did 
not know about a time limit being set. He knew nothing 
about that agreement, but since he had heard through 
documents that in regard to many other minor negotiations 
they were carried out with ultimatums, he had put in the 
mention about time limits in his affidavit. He himself 
had never conducted or participated in such negotiations,

29531 and he could not say whether there was a distinction between 
a strong demand with a time limit and an ultimatum. His 
interpretation was that in an ultimatum the right was 
reserved to take free action after the time limit expired.
In the case of a demand with a time limit, he believed it 
was merely a demand to reply within a certain period.

Asked if he didn't know that the demands were 
accompanied by a threat of military action at the end of 
the time limit, the witness stated he recalled they were 
demands to reply by a certain date. He had used the word 
"ultimatum" in the sense of time limit. Since at that 
time in the Foreign Office documents referred repeatedly 
to ultimatums, he included that term in his affidavit.

29532 * He agreed that his distinction was that when the threat 
of force was only a bluff he called it a time limit, and 
when it was really intended he would call it an ultimatum.
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29536

The witness remembered that when the agitation 
in favor of an independent North China was created in 
November, 1935, that the Kwantung Army was concentrating 
mechanized troops at Shanghaikwan to intimidate North 
China. However, Japan was not actually conducting agita
tion to foment an independence movement, for this was done 
by junior officers of the Kwantung Army. At that time 
there was a branch office of the Consulate at Tientsin at 
Shanghaikwan, with a vice-consul, and he received this 
information from him and immediately called on the central 
military authorities to express strong * disapproval and 
to state that such news was alarming. The authorities 
told him that they had no intention to threaten China.

* In the report from the Vice-Consul, words were 
used to the effect that that was the ideology of the 
junior officers, and the military authorities told them 
also that the junior officers were trying to set them
selves up against their superiors. He did not know whether 
mechanized troops could be concentrated without the orders 
of MINAVI and ITAGAKI.

The witness did not recall if #IROTA first ob
tained a promise from MINAMI that troops would not actually 
be sent beyond Shanghaikwan on the Great Wall without 
Imperial command. He did remember that liaison officers 
of the military authorities told him repeatedly words to 
this effect.

* He did not recall HIROTA's giving instructions 
to the Foreign Office that the fact troops would not move 
without Imperial command must not be allowed to leak out 
to China. Asked if the reasons given were that if it 
leaked out the Chinese would cause trouble and take the 
Japanese for fools, the witness remembered something to 
that effect from the army authorities. He didn't recall 
if HIROTA's other reason for taking extreme precautions 
that it did not leak out was that the army would be very 
angry if it did.

He had never heard that the North China and 
Kwantung Armies had threatened that if the new independent 
councils for Hopeh-Chahar and East Hopen were not established 
by a named day, military action would be taken.

* He had never heard that on l8 November, 1935, 
DOIHARA announced in China that if autonomy for the North 
was not proclaimed he was prepared to send five divisions 
into Hopeh and six into Shantung.
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Page He did not know that North China authorities, or

on behalf of the North China Army, DOIHARA had fixed an 
ultimatum to expire at noon on 21 November if the for.mal 
proclamation to autonomy was not issued. He didn't know 
that on the same day DOIHARA told newspapermen in Peking 
that he expected a formal announcement of the new regime' 
shortly. Until the actual establishment of the East Hoptfh 
anti-Comintern Autonomous Regime and the Hopeh-Chahar 
Political Council, the Foreign Office and East Asia Bur^atT* . 
knew nothing, either verbally or through documents, of the 
proposed establishment of such regimes.

Asked if he personally made a collection which 
was filed in the Foreign Office of U. S. and other news
paper reports on this matter, the witness stated maybe his 

29537 subordinates did this, * but as director he did not know 
anything about the two regimes until they had been estab
lished .

On being handed a document, the witness recog
nised his own seal, and thought it also looked like 
SHIGEriTSU's seal on it. It was a report from Charge 
d'Affaires FUJI in London to HIROTA.

Exhibit 3242, * a telegram from FUJI to HIROTA 
dated 16 November, 1935- containing the seals of SHIGEMITSU, 
the witness, and AMAU, of the Information Bureau, stated 
* that since the previous telegram, newspapers with one or 
two exceptions had become more quiet. However, considerable 
attention was aroused by reports on the situation of the 
independent movement by Japanese military authorities, and 
that North China had come under Japan's control and that 
landing of Japanese marines in Shanghai did not give a 
shock to the Chinese residents, etc.

The witness stated that he had no recollection of 
his bureau making a file of newspaper reports, but remembered 
that they received many press telegrams from representatives 

29541 in Europe and the U. S. * The witness was handed a document 
and asked if it was not a file of newspaper reports on this 
subject made in his section. He stated it was compiled by 
the Information Bureau, but did bear the seal of his Bureau 
••and the seal of the Chief of the First Section. In his 
recollection, it was not true that newspaper clippings 
came to the East Asia Bureau, and after study were sent to 
the Information Bureau for filing. Newspaper and magazine 

/ reports went direct to the Information Bureau, and from it 
/ were circulated to the various interested bureaus, including 
/ his own.

29539 

29 540
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29^42 addressed to HIROTA from Ambassador ARIYOSHI in China.

Exhibit 3242-A, the message identified by the 
witness dated 22 November 1935, stated that with regard to 
the North China Autonomous Movement, the gist of the 
editorial in the "Journal de Shanghai" was reported to 
HIROTA on 21 November, 1935. Its full text was forwarded 

29543 to him for reference. * The witness stated that he was 
sure his Bureau did not see these newspaper reports. He 
did not recall if he reported to HIROTA on their contents. 
Even if it was not reported directly to the Foreign 
Minister, he was sure they reported it to Vice-î.'inister 
SHiorriTsu.

Asked if he had forgotten that the reports 
contained all the matters which he asked about, the witness 
stated that since they were numerous it was difficult for 

29^44 him to recall their contents. * He did not recall, either 
from the Evening Post of l8 November 1935 or from consular 
reports, that DOIHARA had announced that if autonomy for 
the North was not proclaimed, he was prepared to send five 

09545 divisions into Hopeh and six into Shantung. * He did not 
recall from the 20 November 1935 issue of the same paper 
or from consuls that DOIHARA had announced the ultimatum 
would exoire at noon the next day.

One of the ultimatums to which he had referred 
in his affidavit did include that ultimatum, but he did 
not know of the details of the events occurring then. He 
did not recall, either from the Los Angeles Daily News 
of 20 November 1935» or from consuls, that DOIHARA informed 
newspapermen that he expected a formal announcement of the 
new regime by the Chinese shortly.

* It was not part of the Foreign Ministry's 
^ ' policy to support the army in the move for compelling the 

Chinese to establish an autonomous government in North 
5054? China. * The witness did not recall a message received 

by KIROTA from the Chinese Ambassador on 18 November to 
the effect that, it was desired of the Nanking government 
to promote negotiations for improving Sino-Japanese rela
tions, or whether Charge d'Affaires Ting had an interview 
with SHIGEL'ITSU on the 19th. He did not know if SHIGEMITSU 
told Ting that he wanted to caution China, particularly 
about her activities in North China.
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29548 HIROTA's China policy was an endeavor to effecuate con

ciliation and cooperation and to take steps to prevent 
the Army in China from taking action which would prevent 
conciliation. It was absolutely not so that the Foreign 
Ministry, the witness, HIROTA and SHIGEMITSU were them
selves pushing this policy and using army threats to get 
it adopted.

29549 * He could not believe it would be right for 
SHIGEMITSU to say that it would be true to some extent 
that this was the result of a Japanese plot. Asked if 
it would not be in accord with HIROTA's policy for 
SHIGEMITSU to tell Ting that for North China to meet her 
development properly she must strive for harmonious 
rapprochement of China, Japan, and Manchukuo, the witness 
replied that it was necessary that Sino-Japanese concilia
tion be effective all over China, especially in North 
China, which bordered Manchukuo.

29550 * Asked if Ting denied the truth of that situa
tion, the witness stated he didn't remember this so-called

29551 conversation and could say nothing about it. * The witness 
stated he was in constant touch with Vice-Minister SHIGE
MITSU, as well as HIROTA.

To the witness were quoted statements that it 
was desired that the army make an autonomy statement wUh 
regard to North China. It was desired to send the Kwantung 
Army into Shanghaikwan and Hopeh to put a scare into them. 
It was desired to have everything done the way the army 
wants it before the Emperor returns.

29552 * The witness was asked if these statements 
did not represent the real policy of both HIROTA and

29553 SHIGEMITSU. * He replied that he was convinced SHIGEMITSU 
could never have made such a statement. He had never heard 
HIROTA say on the same day that he would like to have the 
autonomy declaration issued at such a time that it would 
not aggravate the Nanking government.

Reference was made to his affidavit where the 
witness said that meanwhile, during the period when the 
North China autonomy movement was going on, negotiations 
for the improvement of Sino-Japanese relations were making 
steady progress. The witness stated that by "meanwhile" he 
had not meant during the same period while the autonomous 
movement negotiations were going on. but meant the word

29554 in a general way. * He just meant that relations with 
China continued generally.
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29?^5 anxious as ever to improve relations. At that time, the 

Kuomintang government said it was prepared to accept 
HIROTA's principles as the basis of negotiations, but 
that because of various incidents in North China it was 
difficult to continue them. This report came by telegram. 
Since the Chinese government made this representation, it 
was difficult for them to continue the negotiations and 
so it was also difficult for the Japanese.

29556 * He didn't recall that HIROTA was not willing 
to continue the negotiations, nor had he ever heard that 
he was hesitating about giving China any decisive reply. 
Ashed if HIROTA's reply was that they should continue the 
matter only after anti-Japanese movements were under 
control when the Chinese government proposed a Nanking 
Conference, the witness stated HIROTA never told him he 
was not willing to continue negotiations unless anti- 
Japanese movements were given up.

It was in December, 1936, when HIROTA was 
Premier, that the so-called Suiyuan Incident broke out, 
owing to activities of the Kwantung Army in Inner Mongolia.

29557 * He knew that HIROTA exceedingly regretted this incident.
To the witness was quoted a statement, that 

probably a military operation would be impossible in the 
Suiyuan area due to weather conditions; therefore, he 
wanted the problem settled diplomatically. They should 
have the determination to take action in the event the 
Chinese Central Army entered Chahar. The witness was asked 
if this was a correct representation of HIROTA's real 
views about the Suiyuan Incident. The witness stated that 
since he was a mere Bureau Chief he never asked HIROTA 
his opinion, but it was his view that since HIROTA while 
Foreign Minister had striven earnestly for Sino-Japanese 
rapprochement, it was but natural he would try to solve 
the Suiyuan and Chahar Incidents through peaceful diplomacy.

29555 Suiyuan is in Inner Mongolia. * Asked if the
Japanese established their independent regime under Prince 
Teh, he stated he had never heard to what extent Japan was 
concerned with the Mongolia autonomous regime. He had 
heard that the Kwantung Army did have considerable interest 
in it to maintain peace and order in Manchuria, and also 
from other 'dewpoints.
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Page Asked If one of the other viewpoints was that
it was a convenient place from which to attack Outer 
I'ongolia, the witness replied he had not made the statement 
with that in mind. From the viewpoint of maintaining peace 
and order in Mongolia that was true, but as to the other • 
viewpoints, he stated them in a general way and did not 
know anything about what was suggested to him.

29559 * Asked if it was the policy of HIROTA's govern
ment for a subordinate of Prince Teh to make a secret 
overture to the Chinese Army, and if HIROTA thought that 
the combat morale of the enemy would be very high, the 
witness stated that from the information he obtained, he 
gathered trat the government and military authorities 
knew nothing about the Incident right up to the moment it 
occurred.

295^0 * The first news he heard of it was that when
i'ongolian troops had invaded Eastern Chahar from Suiyuan 
and suffered a heavy defeat by the Chinese, but he could 
not give the exact date. So far as he knew, the Kwantung 
Army itself did not participate in the battle, and he never 
heard that the Inner Mongolian troops operated in concunction 
with that army.

29561 * The witness was again quoted a statement that
they would expand their utmost by foreign policy, and when 
this arrived at its limits they would leave the matter to 
the army and navy for disposal, and he was asked if this 
was not HIROTA's real policy. He stated that all in the 
Foreign Office from HIROTA down were convinced they should 
strive to remove the obstacles the army put in the way of 
negotiations with China, and to try to settle outstanding 
issues through diplomacy. They were convinced that these 
negotiations would bear fruit.
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BY MR. OKAMOTO 
Council for MINAMI

29562 * The witness stated that when he said the Foreign
Office did its best to eliminate all obstacles put forward 
by the Army in the way of peaceful negotiations, he did 
not mean to limit his answer to any specific individual 
such as MINAMI,

29564 * RECROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. KATO 

Council for DOHIHARA
29565 * The witness stated that he had never heard that

DOHIHARA had anything to do ’with the East Hopei Regime*
29569 * Exhibit 3243, a telegram from Consul General 

SUMA in Nanking to Foreign Minister HIROTA received by
29570 the Foreign Office on 20 April 1934-, stated * that it 

was addressed to HIROTA from Minister ARIYOSHI, On the 
18th ARIYOSHI told Wang Ching-wei that it was a matter 
of satisfaction that the conversation on radio communi
cation between Japan and China had been started and was 
making progress. If progress on other questions was made 
in this manner, it would contribute toward improving the 
situation* ARIYOSHI explained to Wang HIROTA’s peaceful 
policy and explained the interview HIROTA gave to U.S. 
correspondents.

29571 He told Wang that if he had any desire to lay 
before them, he would transmit it to HIROTA on his re
turn to Japan. Wang stated he had great admiration for 
HIROTA's peace policy and desired to take steps to 
improve relations. Wang stated that this was not in 
the nature of a diplomatic* proposal but by way of con
sultation. To improve relations, he thought it would 
be effective to establish general principles and to 
proceed in accordance with them. Such principles were 
the two countries should live and let live and that co
prosperity should be a hundred year policy. If Japan 
did not treat China as England treated India, but 
entered into a relationship with China similar to that

29572 * between Germany and Austria, co-prosperity would be 
realized. Japan could profit more than England was
in her relations with India. The cause of estrangement
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Page of relations was the Manchurian question and positions 
of the two toward it were fundamentally at variance.
In view of the fact that the present situation shows 
that improvement of it was impossible without touching 
this question, he would like to set up a principle 
that they settle the Manchurian question sincerely 
and peacefully and agree that Japan would not use 
arms nor would China counter-act with force,

ARIYOSHI replied that with regard to Wang's 
statements about co-prosperity, he had exDressed agree-

29573 went when he took his post, * There was no objection 
that the two co-exist and co-prosper. In regard to 
the Manchurian question, he stated that he had repeat
edly said the existence of Manchukuo was a fait accompli 
admitting of no change. If Wang's proposal touched that 
fact, there could be no room for consideration, Wang 
stated that from the Chinese point of view, ill feeling 
would not terminate as long as the Manchurian question 
remained unsettled. Friendship with Japan was diffi
cult as the Chinese were making restoration of Man
churia a prerequisite. It was necessary to show them 
some guiding basis.

ARIYOSHI told Wang that he presumed he was 
aware of the causes of the W .nchurian Incident. He 
reviewed the state of things after the Russo-Japanese 
War, the past independent status of Manchuria, wrongs

29574 * committed by the Chang family, etc., and stated it 
was their earnest hope that China would make a clean 
sweep of past ill feeling and would adopt the policy 
of co-prosperity.

29575 * Wang said he understood the past circum
stances. It was his view that although there was a 
good chance of settling the Manchurian question dur
ing the INUKAI Cabinet, the opportunity was lost.
It was now impossible for the Chinese to understand 
if they were told to shake hands with Japan and 
leave the situation as it was. The Manchurian ques
tion was a reef between the two and must be removed.
It was difficult to remove It all at once and he intend
ed to temporarily retain the reef to let the ship go 
through. ARIYOSHI told Wang that he understood from 
what he explained that since the Manchurian question 
was difficult, it would be reserved as it was but by
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29576

29577

29578

29579

establishment of this principle he intended to secure 
a basis to give guidance to the people and open the 
road for friendship. He told Wang that he would re
port the matter to HIROTA * for his consideration.
Wang said he had entertained this opinion for a long 
time but refrained from proposing it before because 
he thought it would cause opposition and mar success 
if he made it public without knowing the prospect 
of its realization. If the Japanese would agree to 
this principle, he was confident in carrying it out 
on his side. He asked ARIYOSHI to make efforts to 
realize the plan. ARIYOSHI told Wang that it was 
necessary for both countries to remove suspicion 
and to calm public feeling to meet the situation.

He pointed out to Wang that it was a mistake 
that China had hitherto asked help from European and 
American countries and adopted the policy of checking 
one by using another. * He pointed out instances of 
favoring Europeans and Americans by the Chinese.
Wang replied that China had asked for a little help 
from European and American quarters but had not had 
a policy of checking one country by using another.
He understood it displeased Japan to consult only 
with these countries without asking Japan’s help.
At present it was difficult to shake hands positively 
with Japan but he would make efforts to avoid stimu
lating ill feeling on the Japanese side. He referred 
to the Fukien Incident and hoped Japan would refrain 
from becoming Involved In such Chinese disturbances. 
This would be effective in giving guidance to the 
Chinese people.

* Exhibit 3244, a telegram from HIROTA to 
certain Japanese Embassies and various Consulates 
on the subject of the HIROTA-Lindley conversation of 
April 25» concerning the Problem of Informal Statement 
stated * that Ambassador Lindley called on the 25th 
and read his telegraphic instructions. The substance 
of them was that it was presumed that the source of 
the recent statement was authoritative and Britain 
could not ignore it. The Nine-Power Treaty stipu
lated equality of rights and Britain insisted they 
be respected, although it recognized exceptions in 
the case of special agreements.
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* Insofar as the statement was motivated by 
concern over Chinese integrity and peace, it concurred 
with Britain's aim but if it was assumed that Japan 
alone was entitled to decide what measures were preju
dicial, Britain must take exception* Under Articles
I and VII of the Treaty, Japan had the right to invite 
attention to measures of other signatories she con
sidered injurious tc her security. Since this right 
guarantees Japan's security, it was presumed the 
statement did not purport to repudiate the common 
rights of the parties toward China or that Japan 
sought to violate treaty obligations.

* Foreign Secretary Simon stated in Parlia
ment that it appeared the statement was due to appre
hension that certain activities of the powers in 
China were injuring peace in the Orient or Sino- 
Japanese relations or Chinese security. There was
no reason for such apprehensions as far as Britain's 
policies were concerned and she was avoiding injuri
ous measures. The British government wished to 
inquire of Japan concerning the statement in a 
friendly spirit.

Lindiey summarized his instructions as 
being (1) notwithstanding that Japan under the 
Treaty possesses the right to invite attention to 
measures she considered injurious, why should she 
find it necessary to issue such a statement, (2)
If Japan sought to be the sole judge of injurious 
measures, it would be tantamount to claiming some
thing over and above the equal rights of the Nine- 
Power Treaty. The British Government was not by 
any means blaming Japan for violations.

* HIROTA then requested clarification on 
Lindiey's inquiries and stated that he appreciated 
Simon's statement that Britain would take no measures 
injurious to peace in the Orient and to Chinese 
integrity. However, Japan had adhered to the Treaty, 
never violated it, and had repeatedly given assurance 
that she did not intend to violate it. It was 
strange that other nations should entertain doubts 
and he found it difficult to understand why Britain 
had referred to the Nine-Power Treaty and what points 
of it had come into question.
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* Lindley answered that the statement of the 
17th had created the impression that Japan was claiming 
rights over and above those she possessed in common 
with the Powers under the Treaty, and that she especially 
claimed judgeship as to whether the Policies of the 
other Pjwers were injurious to peace in the Orient and 
to Chinese integrity.

To HIROTA's remarks that the conscience of 
the conspirators was the most accurate judge and that 
as to claiming rights under the Treaty over the common 
rights of the others, it could not be thought of so 
long as that Treaty was not denounced, Lindley nodded 
agreement.

HIROTA said that Japan respects the principles 
of the open door and equal opportunity and did not ob
ject to bona fide commercial activities of the Powers 
with China but the situation was such that she did not 
enjoy equal opportunity due to the Chinese boycott, 
and Japan had more reason than the others to insist 
on the principles of the open door and equal oppor
tunity.

* With respect to investments in China, while 
China was neglecting the loan consortium, in view of 
the present situation, their investments would not 
only mean money thrown away but would give rise to 
harmful results for China, While it appeared that 
persons claiming to represent the League or under 
the pretext of doing business were Douring into 
China and engaged in activities from ulterior motives, 
Japan could not view this with indifference. In view 
of their geographical relations, was it not logical 
for Japan to feel greater concern if a fire broke 
out in China?

Lindley said he understood HIROTA's ex
planations and would telegraph his government, HIROTA 
told him that he felt he had in general answered him,
* but would reply further if it were necessary.

Exhibit 3245, a telegram from HIROTA to 
various Embassies and to Peiping and Nanking, dated 
26 April 1 9 3 4, regarding the situation arising out 
of the unofficial Amau statement of March 1934 *
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stated that on the 26th Ambassador Grew called and stated 
he had a telegram from his government to obtain a trans
lation of the Amau Announcement of the 17th, HIROTA 
explained that this unofficial announcement was not only 
not official in any sense but was merely printed in the 
newspapers from replies made by the official in charge 
to various questions asked by reporters and therefore 
there could be no translation. However, the replies 
appearing in the newspapers generally explained the 
standpoint of the Japanese Government and HIROTA handed 
him a translation of their gist.

He had handed the contents of the separate 
telegram also to the British Embassy with explanations 
and added in both cases that there was no objection to 
quoting the contents,

* Exhibit 3246, a telegram from HIROTA to 
various Embassies and the Consulate General at Nanking, 
dated 26 April 1934, concerning the question of the 
Amau Unofficial Announcement, stated * that Japan
had not infringed uoon Chinese independence or interests 
nor intended to do so. She sincerely desired the 
preservation of Chinese territorial integrity and her 
unification and prosperity. These ends should be 
attained by China herself,

Japan had no intention to trespass upon the 
rights of other powers in China, Their bona fide 
financial and commercial activities would redound to 
Chinese benefit which was welcome to Japan, She 
subscribed to the open door and equal opportunity 
in China and was observing all existing treaties 
and agreements. However, Japan could not remain 
indifferent to any one's taking action under any 
pretext prejudicial to law and order in East Asia 
for which she, in vic-w of her geographical position, 
had the most vital concern. She could not afford to 
have Chinese questions exploited for the execution of 
a selfish policy.

* Exhibit 3247, the address of Foreign Minister 
HIROTA before the Diet of 22 January 1935 stated that 
Japan was paying particular attention to the naval 
disarmament question. The fundamental policy of the 
government in the present negotiations was to carry 
out a sweeping reduction * of armaments and total
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Page abolition or drastic limitation of offensive arms. The 
Washington Naval Treaty of 1922 having now become in
compatible with basic policy, the government notified 
the U.S. on December 29 of last year of Japan's inten
tion to terminate the Treaty according to provisions. 
The Y/ashington Treaty in consequence would cease to 
be in force as from the last day of December 1936.
This did not mean they intended to expand armaments 
which was far from their thought, but they looked for
ward to the conclusion of a new pact based on a new 
formula consonant with the spirit of disarmament. The 
prèliminary conversations in London were averted Decem
ber 20 as it was deemed advisable for the delegates to 
consult their home governments on the results. It was

29593 * arranged, however, that close contact be maintained 
during the recess and that negotiations be reonened at 
a proper moment. They sincerely hoped for and were 
devoting efforts for the resumption of the negotiations 
to achieve a new equitable agreement embodying the 
principles of non-aggression and non-menace for a 
sweeping armament reduction. Japan and the U.S. have 
been bound by vital economic relationship and a 
historical bond of friendship. There was no ques
tion between the two, which was intrinsically diffi
cult of an amicable solution. It was unimaginable 
that there be any cause of conflict.

As for Britain, while it was true that to 
safeguard overseas trade, they had yet to discuss vari
ous matters with her, he could not think of any part 
of the globe where adjustment of interests might be

29594 considered unattainable. * Good understanding and co- 
ooeration between Japan and Britain were an Important 
contribution to world peace.

It was consideration of these relationships 
that Japan had carried on negotiations with the U.S. 
and Britain. It was in the spirit of this policy 
that they wished to deal with all countries, esoecially 
neighboring states. They had been guided by the same 
spirit in negotiations with the Soviet. Negotiations 
on the transfer of the NMR had made progress and it 
would not perhaps be long before agreement was reached. 
If the transfer eliminated the source of disputes along 
that railway and strengthened friendship between Japan, 
Manchukuo and the Soviet, the prime objective would 
have been attained.

SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
29 September 1947
HIROTA
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Iâ£S. They were planning to hasten the peaceful de

velopment of Soviet-Jananese relations by redoubling 
their efforts.

?V7‘95 * Hearty cooperation by the Soviet was essential 
and HIROTA hoped that the Soviet would give special con
sideration to the erection of military works in the 
Far East, especially along the Soviet-Manchukuo frontiers 
with a view to promoting mutual trust. The political 
situation in China had lately become somewhat quiet. 
Except for fighting between the Communists and government 
armies, there was no civil war, but it could not be 
denied that many serious possibilities were still 
latent in the Chinese political situation, ï*hile the

2979b

main strength of the Red armies appeared to have been 
driven away from Kiangsi and Fukien, their remaining 
units were said to be establishing contact with allies 
in Kueichow and Szechwan and moving westward. Coupled 
with the reports of the Sovietization of Sinkiang, 
Japan would be obliged to continue to watch with con
cern * Communist activities in China. It was to be 
regretted that in certain localities, anti-Japanese 
agitation had not been completely ended. Japan 
attached importance to friendship with other states 
in East Asia and counted on their oarticipation in 
maintaining peace and order. He hoped that not only 
would the Chinese recover stability but would awake 
to the whole situation of East Asia and undertake 
to meet the general aspirations 0f Japan.

In view of Japan's position as Chinese 
neighbor and as a stabilizing force, it was their 
policy to assist China in this goal. Japan was glad 
to acknowledge the fact that there was a growing 
trend among the Chinese to appreciate her true motives 
and he hoped China would collaborate further in that 
direction.

- V y >’ / * HIROTA was sorry to state that the policy of 
trade restriction was as prevalent as ever among foreign 
countries. Such a situation was extremely regrettable 
not only for the sake of Japan but from the broader 
viewpoint of the world's economic rehabilitation.
They were trying to come to a fair agreement with the 
nowers concerned to have trade restrictions modified 
or removed to promote mutual interests. For Japan, 
with a vast population and meagre natural resources, 
foreign trade was an important peaceful means of live
lihood. The advance of Japanese commodities on world
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Page markets was the fruit of the nation's united labors
for many long years. They were resorting to no unfair 
devices to expand trade while the development of their 
industries benefited countries producing raw materials.

29598 * Foreign trade, though expanded, amounted to 
only 3/2 of the total volume of world trade and Japan 
was only 7th or 8th place among the principal trading 
nations of the world. This meant there was room for 
even more efforts. These facts were'being understood 
more and more by the intelligent public of all coun
tries. While upholding their position on a fair and 
just basis, they would strive to obtain the adjustment 
of mutual interests with other powers.

The negotiations with the Netherlands had 
reached no concrete conclusion owing to the complexity 
and variety of questions. However, the delegations 
had succeeded not only in clarifying the respective 
positions of the two countries with reference to trade 
removing misunderstandings, but also in laying an 
important foundation for the negotiations to follow.

29599 * HIROTA wished to stress the need for extreme 
caution and strong determination in the midst of com
plicated and unsettled international relations. Japan's 
withdrawal from the League would become effective on 
March 1927 and their burden of responsibility would be 
greater, but the road for Japan had long been chosen.
The foreign relations were a reflection of the moral 
and material strength of a country's people. If all 
worked together and did what was in their power, it 
would not be difficult to surmount obstacles. In the 
face of the grave international situation, he wished
to appeal for the united support of the whole nation.

SUMMARY OF THE RECORD Page 4637
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, Page Exhibit 3248, a record of the House of Peers of
v the session on 25 January, 1935, gave an answer 5f Foreign

29603 Minister HIROTA to the question of the Japanese foreign 
policy toward the U. S., Britain, and others. HIROTA 
stated that Japan had been compelled to withdraw from the 
League owing to the Manchurian Incident, but this did not 
mean she separated herself from the whole world. The 
league «as a place of conference, and not to attend it 
would not mean that diplomatic relations with the nations 
in it would be severed at once.

• }

In connection with diplomatic relations with the 
U. S. and Britain, there was the problem of naval disarma
ment. Jaoan would follow a policy of peace in dealing with 
this problem, and he was reluctant to speculate on measures 
in case the effort to reach an agreement failed.

29608 * In exhibit 3249, an answer of HIROTA to a
question in the House of Representatives on 21 February, 
1935, he stated that he thought there were Japanese who 
were suspicious of Chinese moves. For himself, he had not 
the slightest suspicion of Chang Kai-shek's attitude.

29612 » In exhibit 3250, minutes of a House of 
Representatives Committee Session en 1 March, 1935, in 
response to a question, HIROTA stated that as it would be 
difficult under present conditions in China for her to 
promise special privileges to Japan, he had suggested that 
China should treat her in the same manner as others and 
take an impartial attitude and extend the same privileges.

29614 * Exhibit 3 2 5 1, telegraphic messages between
IIIROTA and Litvinov in celebration of the signing of the 
agreement concerning the C.E.R. stating that in the message 
from Iitvinov to HIROTA dated 23 March, 1935, Litvinov 
expressed satisfaction with the signing of this agreement. 
He offered congratulations on the completion of the 
negotiations In which HIROTA took so active and fruitful 
a oart. He v/as sure they would continue further coopera
tion to limit any cause for conflicts and misunderstandings 
and for strengthening friendly relations between the two 
countries.

29615 * The message from HIROTA to Litvinov dated 25
March, 1935, stated that HIROTA reciprocated the feeling 
of satisfaction concerning completion of negotiations 
concerning the railway. He took this opportunity to ex
press aopreclation for Litvinov's efforts in the negotia
tions. The agreement would promote cordial relations 
between the USSR and Manchukuo, and a foundation had been 
laid for the development of friendly relations between 
Japan, USSR, and Manchukuo. The same spirit of cooperation
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Page would Insure amicable settlements of other pending questions.
29616 * Exhibit 3252, a statement from Litvinov's*

"Foreign Policy of the Soviet Union" published in 1937, 
gave a statement of Litvinov to Japanese correspondents 
on the meaning to Soviet-Japanese relations of the

29617 initialling of the agreement on the C.E.R. on 14 March,
1935. It seemed to Litvinov there could not be different 
opinions, that the agreement must be regarded as a solution 
of one of the most complicated Far Eastern problems, and 
was also a great event in the development of Soviet- 
Jananese relations.

The Soviet, over ten years before, showed its 
readiness to dispose of the C.E.R., entitling China by the 
Peking Treaty of 1924 to purchase the railway, and began 
negotiations on cession of the railway to the former de 

2961.8 facto regime of Manchuria, * since the changes of 1931
the Soviet was unable to be convinced that the C.E.R. could 
not but become a source of conflict with Japan, disturbing 
its peaceful policy. The facts showed the correctness of 
this supposition, and from the first few months of the 
appearance of a new regime in Manchuria there began 
conflicts between it and the Soviet section of the Railway 
Administration. The conflicts threatened to bring serious 
consequences, and Litvinov on 2 May 1933, declared to 
Ambassador OTA the Soviet readiness to begin negotiations 
on the sale of the C.E.R. to Manchuruo.

Looking on the sale as a source for strengthening 
Far East peace, the Soviet had shown utmost good will and 

29619 concession in the negotiations, * departing considerably
from its first position. Tribute must also be paid to the 
Japanese-Manchuhuo side, which gradually came to meet their 
concession.

The negotiations continued about two years, and 
they attributed success to the efforts on both sides. In 
overcoming these difficulties, HIROTA had rendered no small 
service, and his residence in the Soviet as Ambassador had 
no doubt helped establish mutual understanding.

79621 * Exhibit 3253, a telegram from HIROTA on 5
August 1935 to the Japanese Ambassador to China, Charge 
d'Affaires at Peiping, and Consuls-General at Tientsin and 
Nanking, stated that in view of the change in the situation, 
he directed the bureau concerned to conduct in strict 
secrecy with army and navy authorities, a fundamental 
re1nve3tigation with regard to China policy. He was 
forwarding a plan made by the Bureau of East Asiatic 
Affairs.
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Pa?re On the part of the army and navy there seemed
29622 no objection to the purport of the plan, and it was expect

ed to be decided upon shortly, and the addressees would be 
informed as soon as a decision was made. Meanwhile they 
were to keep the matter strictly confidential.

It was the essential point of foreign policy to 
secure stabilization in East Asia by cooperation between 
Manchukuo, Japan, and China, and the three should enter 
into friendly relations. This was the foundation of China 
policy. The principles on which they resolved to attain 
this object were that China should control anti-Japanese

29623 speeches and activities. * Japan and China should make 
efforts to establish and promote friendship and cooperation 
by mutual respect and assistance. The two should work for 
develonment. of relations between Manchukuo and China. These 
relations made as their ultimate aim China's formal recog
nition of Manchukuo, and all three nations would conclude
an agreement to regulate relations in accordance with these 
principles.

For the time being, China was to agree not to 
deny the fact of Manchukuo's existence at least in North 
China and the Chahar district and stop anti-Manchukuo 
oolicy, and enter into relations in the economic and 
cultural fields with her.

29^24 * Since the Bolshevik menace from Outer Mongolia
was a common menace to the three nations, cooperation at 
least between Japan and China should be worked out in 
districts bordering Outer Mongolia to remove such menace.

70625 * Exhibit 3254-, a telegram from HIHOTA on 28
Sentember, 1935, addressed to Ambassadors in China and 
Manchukuo and other diplomatic posts in China, stated 
that the future policy toward China had been a matter of 
consideration for some time, with army and navy cooperation. 
As a result a draft policy was being forwarded to the

79626 addressees, * and steps were being undertaken to have it 
understood by the Ministers of the Departments of Foreign 
Affairs. War, and Navy. The addressees would be further 
-informed when decision was made, but were requested to 
keen the matter confidential. They were, however, authorized 
to give a copy of this and separate telegrams to army and 
navv representatives upon request.

The separate telegram stated that it was the 
fundamental basis of their foreign policy to secure East 
Asia stabilization and work common prosperity through 
cooperation by Japan, Manchukuo, and China, with Japan

^ ___________
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Pa ere This was the aim of C,v in.a policy* To accomplish

i.t, it wes first essential to invite China to regulate
096?? relations with Japan and Kanchukuo * to bring about a

situation establishing fundamental relations between the 
three countries. China should control anti-Japanese 
speeches and activities and stop depending on European 
and American countries, and adopt a friendly policy toward 
Japan and carry it out, cooperating on concrete questions.

Although it was essential that China formally 
recognize Yanchukuo ultimately, for the time being she 
should eive tacit consent to Manchukuo1s independence and 
cease her anti-Yanchukuo policy. China should, at least 
ir North China, enter into relations in the economic and 
cultural fields with Manchukuo.

In view of the Bolshevik menace from Outer 
Mongolia, which was a common menace to the three nations, 
China should cooperate in measures in districts bordering 
Outer Mongolia to remove such menace.

?96?8 * If these points are executed and Japan felt
convinced of China's sincerity, the general agreement to 
establish relations between Japan and China should first 
be concluded, and then an agreement for the regulation of 
new relations between the three countries should be 
included.

29630 * Exhibit 3255. a telegram from HIROTA on 4
October 1935, to the Ambassadors in China and Manchukuo 
and diplomatic posts in China, stated that with regard to 
the telegrams (in exhibit 3254), the matter was decided on 
4 October, according to them as a matter understood by 
the Ministers of Foreign Affairs, War, and the Navy. The 
Premier and Finance Minister also acknowledged. The 
addressees were requested to keep close connection with 
the Foreign Office with regard to application of the 
principles. They were not expecting at present active 
application in any post other than the Ambassador to China 
at Nanking, Peiping and Tientsin. Other than this, they 
were requested to keep the matter strictly perjcnal.

P963I * They should also maintain contact with army and navy
representatives.

29633 * Exhibit 3256, telegram from Consul-General
5UMA at Nanking to HIROTA dated 14 November 1935, stated 
that opinions toward Japan within the Nationalist Govern
ment had suddenly grown hostile. Communists and other 
elements were suspected to be at work.
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mere contingents in dealing with them. If there occurred 
some more serious events in North China, there would be 
danger that the pro-Russians, war advocates, pro-Europeans 
and pro-Americans among the Chinese people might be driven 
to desperation.

29634 * According to SUKA's observation in North 
China, there were signs that undesirable events might take 
place against these three fundamental principles decided at 
the recent Cabinet council. There were again fears that 
Rritish assistance to China, in response to the monetary 
system plan, might urge an unfavorable turn of the 
situation. SUWA stated he was c^cretly informed that 
Japanese mechanized troops were being concentrated at 
Shanghaikwan for the past several days. Grave events might 
be caused if wrong measures were taken. Proper steps 
should be made so that authorities in North China might 
act strictly in conformity with the Cabinet council's 
decision.

29635 * Exhibit 3257, two telegrams dated 21 November 
1935, from Consul-General SUT'A in Nanking to HIROTA, re
ported a conversation between Ambassador ARIYOSHI and 
Chiang Kai-shek. Ambassador ARIYOSHI stated that pursuant 
to the conference, he asked Chiang his opinion on the 
three principles recently proposed by HIROTA. He frankly 
replied he completely agreed and had no "counter proposals" 
to make. He was determined to learn Japan's desire

29636 immediately, * to discuss the matter concretely, and carry 
it out promptly. He desired that Japan give due considera
tion to the present North China situation, because if 
something happened there, discussions on this question 
would be imoossible.

ARIYOSHI then asked Chiang if he intended to 
decide whether he wanted to carry out the three principles 
on condition the North China situation would be peacefully 
settled. Chiang replied he didn't mean to make it a 
condition, but the three principles were closely connected 
with North China and it would be impossible to carry out 
the articles regarding formal recognition of Manchukuo and 
cooneration against the Bolshevik menace, if an incident 
broke out in North China.

ARIYOSHI told Chiang that he also was worried 
about this point, which was why he first drew his attention 
to the North China problem. He told Chiang he would consult 
him as to the manner of carrying out the principles.
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* He also referred to the enforcement of the 
Silver Nationalization Law and the problem of Japan-China 
air communication, and he requested him to check the anti- 
Japanese atmosphere resulting from the recent Sailor 
Incident, and the incident in which Japanese stores in 
Shanghai were attacked. He said if the three principles 
were enforced immediately, Japanese suspicion would be 
cleared and it would promote diplomatic relationship.

Chiang replied there would never be anti-Japanese 
movements. He was by no means anti-Japanese, and sincerely 
honed for friendly relations. The Chinese who love China 
wouid never start an anti-Japanese movement.

* In Exhibit 2434, a speech of Foreign Minister 
hIROTA at the House of Representatives on 21 January, 1936, 
he stated that the establishment of a joint committee was 
now talked about. The Manchurian Government insists on 
clarifying the Manchukuo borderline. The point they were 
concerned about was the excessive military preparations by 
the Soviet in East Siberia. This incited the feelings of 
the Manchurians and Japanese, and they were demanding the 
sincere consideration on this point of Soviet authorities.

* They sent Ambassador Debuchi to Australia to 
reciprocate the friendly mission of Foreign Minister 
Latham, and they made DEBUCHI visit New Zealand to promote 
friendsbiD there. As for the South Sea Islands, Japan 
looked forward to amicable relations, expecting the 
development of commercial intercourse with them. They 
sought the development of the Philippine Commonwealth 
which had been lately founded.

last year Japan was unfortunately obliged to 
apply the Protective Trade Law on Canadian merchandise, 
but later compromise was reached with Canada and their 
intentions were understood and they ceased to apply the 
law.
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by Mr. Hanai.
29645. * The witness identified and verified exhibit
29649 325P as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that in 

spite of the reformation of the system of the War and 
Navy Ministries, there was a way left for those on the 
reserve list to be appointed War or Navy Minister.

The witness participated in the attempted forming 
of the UGAKI Cabinet. On that occasion UGAKI was warned 
by a gendarmerie that the army would raise an objection to 
his forming a Cabinet. This proved true as soon as he

29650 set about selecting members. * War Minister TERAUCHI and 
an Inspector General advised him to give up the idea. It 
was hardly possible then to appoint a War Minister, and 
this proved fatal, and there was nothing to do but give up 
all thoughts of forming a cabinet. However, UGAKI did not 
change his mind, but saw the Lord Keeper YUASU and reported 
to him the progress of his negotiations with the army.

UGAKI suggested three counter measures for the 
army veto. 1, form a Cabinet without a War Minister and 
then have the Premier take charge of the War Minister’s 
business; 2, aptoint a general or lieutenant-general from 
the reserve list after placing him on the active list;
3, ask the Emoeror to order a general or lieutenant-general 

29653 on the active list + to cooperate as War Minister.
The Lord Keeper replied that he feared that either 

of these measures would trouble the Emperor, which he 
didn't want to do. The difficulty concerning the appoint
ment of the War Minister from the viewpoint of government 
organization was out of the question, and the key of the 
problem lay in strong army opposition. YUASU feared that 
even if UGAKI succeeded in forming the Cabinet, it would 
be doomed to collapse owing to army opposition. It would 
be impossible for UGAKI to receive an Imperial audience 
and ask for decision in this connection. Thus, he gave up 
all hone and excused himself on 29 January.
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In March, 1936, the HIHOTA Cabinet was formed.
In May, 1936, the House of Representatives passed a resolu
tion on parliamentary reform, and in July the government 
established the Parliamentary System Investigating Committee.

29651 Towards the end of October, * army opinion on the reform 
was published and evoked much comment and criticism. 
Especially, representatives who had a majority in the 
Committee, were indignant at it, saying this was a 
retrogressive step.

The Committee requested the War Minister, at its 
meeting on 2 December, and plied him with many questions, 
but this failed to satisfy the Committee. The tense atmos
phere was brought over into the Diet session resuming on 
21 January, and developed into HAMADA’s interpolation 
demanding hara kiri of War Minister TERAUCHI.

Thereupon the War Minister demanded dissolution 
of the House of Representatives, but the government 
rejected this, asking Imperial sanction for a two day 
recess. The government expected the excitement to be 
quieted, but the War Minister resigned January 22.

29652 * Because of army opposition, HIROTA judged it 
difficult to maintain the Cabinet any longer, and it 
resigned en masse the following day. The date and reasons 
for the resignation of War Minister TERAUCHI were different 
from those of the other Cabinet members.
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* The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3259 as his 
29659 affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was vice-president of the Planning Bureau under Pres. HIROTa from June 10 1937 to Aug.30 

1937. The bureau was abolished the following October 25th shortly after the resignation of the witness. At that time HIROTA also retired from the presidency. The chief business of the Planning ftireau was preparation for the establishment of Mie insurance and sanitation ‘ ministry. HIROTA attended the office once a week or so.
The whole business in general was under the charge of the witness. *s President, HIROTa charged himself with political negotiations with cabinet members who objected to the draft plan of the 

2966O * bureau concerning the constitution and competency of the Insuranceand Sanitation Ministry, among whom was Mr. Na GaI, Ryutaro* Communications Minister.
HIROTa also had charge of signing documents in connection with the business of the Bureau at the Cabinet Conference.

CROSS-EXaMINaTION by Mr.Comyns Carr.

In the witness* recollection when HIROTa was appointed president of the Bureau June 10 1937 he was not also appointed vice-premier. In the witness' recollection he was Foreign Minister only.

« «
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DIRECT EX,JHNaTION OF HOURINOUCHI, Kensuke 

by MR. YaMOKa

29667 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3260 as his
affidavit. The affidavit stated that during the period 1911 Dec. 2

29684 *to Dec 21 1910 the witness was among other positions, vice-foreign
minister under aRITa in the HIliOTa Cabinet from April 10 1936 until 
he was appointed ambassador to the U.S. October 15, 1938»

He was also under Foreign Minister HIROTa in the first KCNOYE 
Cabinet from June 4 1937 to May 26 1938. The foreign office did not 
have the slightest inkling of the Marco Polo Bridge Incident. The 
telegram reporting its outbreak reached Tokyo July 8 1937- The following 
day HIROTA was at Kugenuma when he received a telephone call from the 
foreign office reporting the outbreak. The foreign office policy was 
to make its utmost effort to seek an amicable settlement of the matter

29685 as soon as possible, an extraordinary meeting of the cabinet council 
was held Sept 9 which decided the government attitude was to hold fast 
to the policy to arrest the scope of the disturbance and seek an imme
diate local settlement. The decision was largely due to HIROTA's 
opinion.

In North China Maj Gen HnSHIM0T0,Gun, chief of staff of the North 
China affairs, and others negotiated with the Chinese $9th army reaching 
an agreement at 8 PM on the 11th. The 29th Army accepted Japanese Army 
demands that a representative should express regret, punish the respon
sible and make a vow that recurrence of such event should be prevented, 
as the concentration of Chinese troops near Fengtai where Japanese forces 
were stationed was liable to cause incidents, the Chinese troops stationed 
at the citadel of the Marco Polo Bridge aid Lungwangmiao should be with
drawn and replaced with police forces, anti-Japanese forces should be 
strictly controlled,

29686 * These terms seeaed to be carried out by the Chinese before 
July 22. But in the meantime there were frequent skirmishes between 
Japanese and Chinese troops as the latter after withdrawal reappeared In 
the areas and the situation called for prudence and caution.

29687 * Prior to this it was arranged that an extraordinary session 
of the cabinet council be held July 11th and it was reported the army 
would propose preliminary measures for mobilization. Foreign Minister 
HIROTa arrived from Kugenuma on July 11th and at the- foreign office 
assembled the witness, East »static Director ISHII and European 
Asiatic Director TOGO to deliberate on the reported army's proposal.
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It was decided the proposition should be opposed. Foreign 
Minister HIROTA attended the cabinet meeting at which the War Min. 
SUGIYaMA explained the plan for the preliminary arrangements for 
mobilization. The plan was not to make immediate arrangements but 

29688 just a preparation for the preiimjnary arrangements for mobilization. 
It amounted to a Cabinet decision to envisage eventual preparatory 
measures for mobilization if the situation became more serious.

HIROTa said however that the matter might already have been 
settled locally and that consideration of the army's proposal should 
be postponed until further reports reached the government. The 
discussion was once postponed. Hut the awaited report being late in 
coming, the cabinet council assembled again the same day and was 
compelled to approve the army's proposal. This provided that to 
secure the apology and future guaranty by the Chinese, necessary 
forces in the homeland and contingents from the Kwantung and Chosen 
armies should be mobilized and despatched to reinforce North China 
forces.

A11 possible efforts should be made for peaceful settlement 
in conformity with the policy of local settlement. The despatch of 
troops should be immediately stopped when this object was attained 
and the apology and future guaranty fulfilled by the Chinese.

29689 *HIR0Ta consented with reservations that the despatch of troops 
should be exclusively for protecting «Japanese residences and securing 
the safety of the North China forces which vere comparatively small
in strength, and that the decision for mobilizing home troops was 
nothing more than an attitude of preparedness as contended by War 
Minister SUGIYaMa . Holding fast to the policy of speedy local settle
ment, the foreign office was determined to spare no effort for its 
attainment. By HIROTa 's order, the witness asked the Chinese Charge 
d' affaires to call at the foreign office on July 11th and called the 
attention of the Chinese C0vernment to the critical North China 
situation urging quick local settlement.

The witness told him that instructions to the same effect had 
been given orally that morning to the Japanese Ambassador to China,

29690 *Mr. Ka WaGOYE. KaWaGOYE was on his way to North China, leaving
Shanghai the day the Incident broke out and Councilor HIDaKa executed 
the instructions on his behalf.
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They received reports that the banking COVernment however, was 

despatching reinforcements to North China. The Chinese 29th *rmy, 
probably influenced by Nanking's military actions, came to show a dubious 
attitude regarding execution of the terms of settlement agreed upon on 
July lltn. The Foreign Office ordered Councillor HIDmKa to call upon 
Nanking not to interfere with the execution of the three terms and to 
check the northward movement of the Chinese central armies. Neverthe
less these armies were reported still advancing northward.

In view of China's attitude, the cabinet decided on July 20 
that preparations should be made for mobilizing three home divisions.

29691 * The Foreign Office did not give up the hope of amicable settle
ment and had Councillor HIDaK* pursue the Nanking negotiations in 
earnest. Unfortunately there were clashes in North China since July 
25th or 26th and orders for mobilizing the three home divisions were 
issued July 27th. From the 28th onwards hostilités in North China 
spread and the situation in Shanghai vicinity became disquieting.
Thus all efforts of HIDnKa in Nanking proved fruitless.

In Tokyo, British Charge d' affaires Dodds called on the 
witness July 15th and asked if Britain could be of service. The witness 
told him he thought there were prospects of local settlement. From 
then until July 20th, Dodds came almost every day and kept him informed 
of conversations between ambassador Huggessen and the Chinese foreign 
Minister. The witness told Dodds they had not yet given up hope for a

29692 local settlement * . On the 22nd ambassador Grew made an offer to 
KIKOTa that his government would render services short of mediation.

HIROTh replied that in the light of the North China situation 
on the 19th there was still some hope that the agreement of august 11 
might be carried out. The foreign office had not given up the hope of 
local settlement but was making desperate efforts.

In July a draft of terms was worked out by the authorities of 
the foreign and war c-flees and the navy minister. Its main points 
were the establishment of unfortified zones along the Pai-ho Hiver, 
the withdrawal of Japanese and Chinese troops from the areas specified, 
and no annexation of territories and no indemnities. The Foreign,
-Var and Navy Ministers and the premier approved the draft on august 
5th.
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29693 * In early august HIROTa made up his mind to send FUNaTSU, an 
authority on China to Shanghai to attempt to restore peace. FUNaTSU 
was to have talkes on the lines of the august peace terms with KàO 
Tsung-wu chief of the Asiatic Bureau of the Chinese Foreign Office 
who had direct contact with Chiang Kai-shek.

FUNaTSU arrived in Shanghai on the 7th at which time Amb. 
Kà /IaGOYE returned to his post there. The two decided that KaWaGOYE 
negotiate with KaO Tsung-wu. "t • the interview on the 8th 
Ka WaGOYE revealed the terms of the August plan as his personal pro
positions. KaO said he thought there were prospects of peaceful 
settlement upon the terms and promised he would immediately return to 
Nanking and report to Chiang Kai-shek, ftrt it happened that a Japanese 
Naval officer was killed by Chinese soldiers on August 9 (OYaHa incid- 

26694 end) * and after the 13th Japanese and Chinese fdrces entered into 
hostilities in Shanghai district, suspending communication with 
banking. The KadAGOYE-Kao interview thus ended without results.
Even then HIROTa did not give up hope of an amicable settlemend.

He asked aRITa, the foreign Minister in the HIROTa cabinet to 
go to Shanghai where leading figures of the Nanking Govt, often 
gathered and stay there for a chance of having informal talks with them. 
aRITa accepted and it was arranged he would first visit Manchuria and 
North China until HIROTa wired him of the proper time to start for 
Shanghai. aRITa left on the 28th on his tour of inspection but as the 
situation did not become favorable for his Shanghai visit, he was comp
elled to return to Tokyo the end of September.

29694 * In September after the failure of the KaWAGOYE-Kao conversa
tions, chiefs of bureaus of the foreign office, and war and navy min
istries talked over how to deal with the peace problem. They agreed 
that if the peace endeavor was to be continued, they must ask for the 
good offices of a third power to find a settlement on the terms of the 
August plan. This opinion was approved by the premier, the foreign, 
war and navy ministers.

»t the Same time the chiefs of the bureaus assembled to dis
cuss government policy in connection with the China affair but could 
not attain agreement on two or three points. The witness conferred 
with the war and navy vice-ministers and settled the points and this 
was decided as government policy on October 1st, with the approval of 
the premier and the foreign, war and navy ministers.
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The point demanding special attention was that tha gist of
29696 the policy for the settlement of the China affair * stipulated to 

bring the affair to the quickest possible conclusion, to act in con
formity with international law, to limit the scene of battle chiefly 
within the Hopei, Chahar province® and the Shanghai district and 
strive for the settlement of the North China questior. along the lines 
that the said area should be placed under the administration of the 
Chinese Central Government.

On Sept 21 the League asked Japan to participate in the 23 
Power Consultative Committee. Japan however had seceded from the 
League and had maintained a firm attitude not to participate in League 
political activity. On September 25th Japan replied that it could not 
accept.

October 20th and November 7 1937 Belgium invited Japan to par
ticipate in the Brussels Conference which was to be held in accordance 
with article 7 of the Nine Power Pact. Japan was compelled to reply

29697 to the Belgium request * that it could not accept.

29698 * article 7 of the Nine Power Pact states that the contracting 
powers agreed that whenever a situation arose which in the opinion of 
any of them involved application of the treaty and rendered desirable 
a discussion of applying it there should be full and frank communica
tion between the contracting powers concerned. The foreign office 
interpretation of this was that either in the light of the wording or 
in consideration of the circumstances under which this article was dis
cussed at the first meeting of the sub-committee for the Pacific and 
Far Eastern Problems of the Washington Conference December 2 1922, it 
was evident that "communication" meant communication in any form and 
not necessarily in the form of a conference.

Proceedings of the subcommittee showed that generally communi
cation should be made through ordinary diplomatic channels and commun
ication in the form of conference was not in the least expected. In 
accordance with this interpretation the foreign office understood that 
to reject participation in the Brussels conference was not against the 
provisions of the Nine Power Pact inasmuch as participation was expect
ed to be detrimental to Japan's internal affairs.

29699 * Early in September British amb. Craigie arrived at his post. 
He set about settling the case of ^mb. Huggessen's accident of aug.26 
and solved this after talks with vice-navy minister Y/JiaMOTO and the 
witness.
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Oct. 27th HIROTa in an interview with the Ministers of Britain 
and the U.S., Germany and Italy told them Japan could not accept the 
invitation to the Brussels Conferences but desired either of the four 
powers to use its good offices to bring about direct peace negotiations 
on the terms of the august plan. *s Craigie informed HIROTa of 
Britain's willingness to use its good offices, HIROTa accepted and 
there were several exchanges of views. It was realized later that 
there was strong army opposition against Britain as a go-between and 
the scheme had to be held in abeyance.

29700 * a similar offer was also made by Grew at about the same time 
on condition that both Japan and China asked for it. This offer did 
not materialize. The army maintained that the good offices of Germany 
should be asked but HIROTa hesitated and doubted if the services of 
Germany alone which did not have a strong voice in China, were really 
effectual. In the meantime Craigie suggested the joint services of 
Britain, the 0.3. and Germany. But the army's objection against par
ticipation by Britain and the U.5. was too obvious.

HIROTa then asked Craigie to take the initiative in requesting 
Germany to let the other powers participate, fc/.inasmuch as Germany 
herself had agreed to act with Britain and the U.S. the army also might 
consent. But Craigie reported later that the German ambassador told 
him that as the approach to China still remained in the stage of

29701 sounding * consideration would be given later to the British and U.S. 
proposal when China responded to Japan's efforts.

In December, HIROTa received a personal letter from German 
Amb. Dirksen that he had an important matter to discuss with him.
HIRCTa called on Dirksen and was told that when the German ambassador 
to China, Trautmann, met Chiang Kai-Shek on Dec. 2, Chiang Kai-shek 
revealed he had no objection to starting negotiations on the basis of 
the Japanese terms.

Derksen asked HIRCTa if there was no alteration in the peace 
terms of the *ugust plan yet. HIROTa then had the director of the 
East Asiatic Bureau confer with authorities in the rfar and Navy 
Ministers and it was made clear that neither had objection to the 
terms of the august plan. The question had to be submitted to the

29702 ldaison Conference * of the government and army and navy and it was 
placed on the agenda for the December 20th meeting.
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The fall of Wanking on Dec 13 stiffened Japanese feeling 
toward China. For example Home Minister SUYETSUGU was known for his 
drastic attitude toward China and against the peace negotiation it
self. At the Dec.20th meeting of the Liaison Conference, SUYETSUGU 
laid his strong opinions before it and after a heated discussion 
the conference decided upon the four fundamental terms which were 
less compromising than those of the august plan.

These terms provided that China shall be requested to give up 
its pro-Comintern and anti-Japanese, anti-Manchoukuo policy and 
cooperate with Japan and Manchukuo in their anti-comintern policy. 
Unfortified zones shall be set up and special administrative machin-

2 9 7 0 3  eries established in needed areas. *Close economic relations should be 
created among the three nations. China was requested to make necessary 
reparations.

Japan expected a reply before Jan 5 or 6 of the following year. 
These terms were presented to Dirksen and submitted to China through 
Trautmann on Dec. 26th but no reply came by the appointed date. The 
foreign office urged the reply several times through Germany and as 
late as Jan 13th the Chinese Foreign Minister replied to Trautmann that 
as the peace terms were too wide in scope, China wished to know further 
details in order to make a final decision.

Dirkson conveyed the Chinese reply to HIROTa January 14th.
*s to the contents of the four fundamental terms a detailed explanation 
had already been given through the German government. It was incompre-

2 9 7 0 4  hensible that China * should request further details. In !;he light 
of the progress of past negotiations between the two governments since 
the outbreak of the Incident Japan could not but regard it as an 
artifice to delay settlement and the foreign office was greaxIo
dise ouraged by this reply.

The reply was discussed at the cabinet council January 15th.
The council also regarded it as a delaying artifice and decided to 
close the negotiations. The declaration not to.deal with the National
ist Government hereafter was made on Jan 16th. Regarding the term not 
to deal with the Nationalist government hereafter, it was first decided 
to use the expression "to discontinue the negotiation" but the Foreign 
Office opposed such an expression.

2 9 7 0 5 * It wqs decided that the more or less vague expression be 
adopted. This proved that the foreign office intended to leave scope 
enough to resume negotiations.
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In March Italian authorities at Shanghai frequently transmitted 
to the Japanese Embassy the Nationalist Govt's intention concerning the 
peace te~ms. The witness remembered that HIROTA gave tacit consent to 
the Shanghai Embassy to keep in touch with Italian diplomatic author
ities. HIROTa always considered the safeguarding of third power inter
ests in China even after the outbreak of the Incident. H® mentioned 
this several times in announcements of the government and exerted all 
efforts in its favor.

In April or May 1938 he ordered the witness in response to 
a British offer to discuss with Craigie questions regarding the main
tenance of the Chinese customs system and the modification of tariff.

29706 a result of several meetings an agreement was concluded and made 
public. The agreement restrained the modification of the tariff 
rates within a certain limit so it might not be against the interests 
of third powers. It also aimed at forestalling seizure of Chinese 
customs by the Japanese ‘*rmy,

Craigie had kept close contact with the United States and 
French ^mbossadors before the agreement was arrived at and he told the 
witness that both countries had no objections to the agreement.
HIROTa exerted efforts to keep the effects of military measures upon 
the interests of third powers within the least limit through negotiat
ions with those third powers.

The originals and copies of the telegrams referred to in the 
affidavit had been lost by fire and were not in the files of the 
foreign office.

Exhibit 326I, the deposition of HaYaSHI, Kaoru of the foreign 
office testified that the telegrams referred to in tne witness' affi
davit were lost by fire and could not be found in the files of the 
foreign office was received in evidence but not read.

29708 * The witness was handed Exhibit 3260. He stated that he 
remembered HIROTa 's having a conversation with the British Ambassador 
before 0ct 27 1937. HIRGTa unofficially requested Craigie to offer
his good offices to enable Japan and China to conduct direct negotiations 
between themselves.

29709 * Conversations between the two were held from the end of Sept, 
to the beginning of October. Since the Incident HIROTa had met several
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times with Chinese ambassador, Hau-Shish-ying and had talked with him 
regarding settling the matter.

297II * The witness stated he did not attend on every occasion.
2 9 7 12. * HIRQTa always told the witness about these matters and

Craigie later told him that on such and such a day he had such and 
such a conversation with H1R0T*. These reports were received from 
HIROTu in his capacity us vice-foreign minister. It was the witness' 
duty to keep in close touch with HIROTu on all such matters.
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Page The witness stated that at the conversations
29740.' * between Craigie and HIROTA prior to 27 October, 1937» 

Craigie proposed he would do anything within his power 
to assist in recovering peace. HIROTA replied he desired 
the assistance of Britain, v/hich he felt was held in 
confidence and trust by China.

At first HIROTA expressed the desire that 
inasmuch as he hesitated to present terms as a representa
tive of Japan, he would like to have the terms proposed

29741 as though coming from very reliable quarters» * Craigie 
said that that would not do, and they would like to convey 
the proposal as coming from the Japanese Foreign Minister»

HIROTA then said his name might be quoted, but 
only as his individual views. Craigie consented. This 
nrocedure was customarily used in diplomatic negotiations.
At first there were informal talks, developing into more 
formal conversations.

One of the persona], views HIROTA expressed was to 
have a demilitarized zone in North China, from which Chinese 
and Jaoanese troops would withdraw. He also desired to 
adjust relations on a practical basis between Manchukuo and

29742 North China. * He desired to have China control anti- 
Japanese movements and to have recognized the principle of 
equal economic opportunity in North China. These views 
were conveyed by Craigie to the Chinese government, which 
conveyed their desires two or three times to HIROTA by 
Craigie.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY UTK COMYNS-CARR.
29745 * The witness stated that he was not present at 

the Cabinet Meeting on 9 July. 1937» but he got information 
about it from HIROTA. He had referred in It to their 
seeking a prompt local settlement.

29746 * In regard to the terms agreed between General 
HASHIMOTO, Gun, and the Chinese 29th Army on 11 July, they 
were decided on the spot, and not discussed by the Cabinet 
on 9 July. He was not saying that the Cabinet on 9 July 
left it to the local commander to enforce any terms he 
thought fit. Two major principles were decided by the 
Cabinet on 9 July. The first was that every effort be 
made to seek a peaceful settlement, and the second was 
that settlement be made locally.
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Pâgè * The Cabinet policy decided on at the meeting
29747 was to see that the incident was settled promptly on the 

spot, and the military authorities there were to negotiate 
with this policy in mind. Inasmuch as the Cabinet was
not informed of full details of the situation as of 9 July, 
their decision was only with reference to general policy.
It was not left to the local commander to decide terms. 
Negotiations were to be conducted on the spot, but final 
decisions were to be made by the government.

29748 * V/ith regard to agreements between governments, 
any terms the local commander might secure from the local 
Chinese commander would not be effective unless approved 
by both governments. The terms were effective insofar as 
they concerned the armies of both sides on the spot.

TThen asked if it was also left to the local 
commander's discretion what means he should adopt to compel 
the Chinese army to accept his terms, the witness stated 
that general policy was to effect and promote local settle
ment in accordance with the policy of non-expansion and 
non-aggravation. The local commander was permitted to 
conduct negotiations on terms of settlement in so far as 
they accorded with this general policy.

29749 * ’Then again asked if it were left to the local 
commander's discretion what means he should adopt to 
compel the Chinese to accept his terms, the witness 
answered that he was instructed or ordered to carry on 
negotiations. It was not so that it was obvious to the 
witness and HIROTA that nobody would have accepted the 
terms except under threat of force.

29750 * I t  was true that the Foreign O ffice had representatives in various parts of China. He didn't reca ll any specia l instruction  to them to find out the rea l29752 facts as to the original outbreak of the Incident. * He 
didn't recall any special instruction to that effect, but 
the representatives, as a matter of course, reported 
anything they heard or learned about to the Foreign Office.

Asked if they discovered that the Chinese denied 
the Jaoanese Army's version of the matter, the witness 
stated they confirmed some. The Chinese confirmed some 
DaY,ts of the Japanese version and denied others.

The Foreign Office considered and studied inform
ation from all possible sources, as well as the views of 
the Chinese authorities. HIROTA did not accept all the 
Japanese Army's story.
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DEFENSE - HIROTA 
HORINOUCÏÏI - Cross
Pa^è * The witness did not think the trouble had

arisen because the Japanese chose to hold maneuvers up 
29758 against the position where Chinese forces were entitled 

to be stationed. Asked why the Chinese had to withdraw 
from a place where they were entitled to be in order not 
to cause untoward incidents, the witness stated it was 
his understanding that both sides negotiated to satisfy 
their mutual interests to avoid further trouble. It was 
discussed between the two to satisfy their interests to 
arrange that troops on both sides would be kept apart.

Regarding the results of the Cabinet meeting of 
11 July which he had mentioned in his affidavit, the

29754 witness heard this from HIROTA. * It was not true that 
the actual result of the meeting was that the Cabinet 
made an important determination and decided to take 
necessary stens regarding the dispatching of troops to 
North China. As he had said in his affidavit, in the 
case of any eventuality preparations needed to be consid
ered. He didn't recall HIROTA taking a hasty measure for 
strengthening diplomatic staffs in North China.

The witness did not know that what the prose
cutor had been reading to him was from the Office Report 
for 1937 published by the Secretariat of the Foreign 
Ministry on 1 December, 1937. (Exhibit 260).

29755 * The witness had not heard that the War Minister 
insisted on sending immediate reinforcements to the five 
thousand men in Tientsin, or that the whole Cabinet, 
including HIROTA, consented to h$ s proposal. He did not 
know if the War Minister said to the Emperor that he would 
send a large force to smash the opposition and settle the 
issue in a short time.

He did not recall that immediately after the 
Cabinet meeting of the 12th, a message came in stating 
that the Chinese had agreed to the terms, nor did he 
recall that the message said that the Chinese answer was 
very sincere. He did not recall the Army General Staff 
expressing the view that this was a Chinese ruse to make 
the Japanese ston military preparations.

29756 * Asked if the reinforcements from the Kwantung 
and Chosen armies were sent in spite of Chinese acceptance, 
the witness stated that they accepted but did not carry it 
into execution. Reference was made to the witness' affi
davit where he said "These terms seemed to be carried by 
the Chinese into execution somehow or other before July 
22" .
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Page Asked I f  he now said that was untrue, the witnessreplied  that he didn't know how h is words had been transla ted , but in Japanese he said i t  seemed as though the terms would be carried out. He did not say they were carried out.
29757 * When shown the English copy of h is  a ff id a v it , the witness stated the English might convey such a meaning, but what he r ea lly  wished to say was set forth with c la r ity  in the Japanese te x t . He wanted to point out that even in  the English tex t, the words are "seemed to be" and not"to have been".

He had never thought of the agreement by the Chinese as merely a ruse to stop Japanese m ilitary  prepara-29758 tio n s. * Asked i f  contingents from the Kwantung and Chosen armies were in fact sent to North China immediately a fter  11 July, the witness stated that at that time the Foreign O ffice was not fam iliar with the d e ta ils  of m ilitary  movements. Asked i f  i t  were not e ssen tia l for them to  find out what they were doing i f  they were trying to check m ilitary expansion, the witness stated that every e ffo r t  was made to inform themselves, but as to the time and type of m ilitary actions these matters belonged to the category of s t r ic t  m ilitary secrets , known only to those v i ta l lyor d irec tly  concerned.
29759 * Asked if HIROTA took any steps to find out 

whether reinforcements had been canceled when news cameof the Chinese acceptance of the army's terms, the witness stated that as he had said , the Chinese m ilitary  au th orities  accepted, but at that time they received no reports that they had carried out the terms. He did not know whether HIROTA took any steps to find out what measures had or were29760 being taken. * ^e did not r e c a ll whether HIROTA took any steps to find out whether reinforcements had, in  fa c t , been sent. The witness heard la ter  that they had been sent.
2 9 7 6 1  * They got re rorts that the Nanking government was dispatching reinforcements to North China from the army as well as Foreign O ffice au th orities. The troops were being moved by the Chinese government in Chinese terr ito ry , i t  was true. When asked what right they had to object, the witness said not objedt but n egotia te . I t  was not true that the p osition  they took was that the army could send what reinforcements i t  liked into  Chinese terr ito ry , but the Chinese army must not move rein forcements within i t s  own terr ito ry .
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Paré Asked if that was not what it amounted to, the

witness stated that such negotiations were carried out 
mutually between the two to avoid opportunities for 
clashes. By that he didn't mean that there would be no 
clashes if the Japanese troops went there and Chinese 
trooos did not.

29762 * Reference was made to the witness' affidavit 
where it stated that the Foreign Office ordered Councillor 
HIDAKA on l6 July to ask the Nanking Government not to 
interfere with the execution of the three terms and check 
the northward movements of its armies. When asked what 
right they had to do that, the witness stated It, was 
natural that by such negotiations a peare^ni settlement could be effected.

The witness was reminded that he had said it was 
not left to local commander's discretion to settle what 
terms they pleased, but that the two governments would have 
to confirm them. He was then asked why HIROTA called upon 
Nanking not to interfere with them. He stated there were 
prospects that the matter could be settled locally.
Because they entertained these prospects, they desired 
that Nanking approve the idea of a local settlement and 
assist in the execution of the terms.

Regarding the draft of terms referred to in his 
affidavit which he said was approved on August 5 or 6 by 
HIROTA, SUGIYAMA, the Navy Minister and the Premier, he 
did not know where the draft was now. He had taken steps 
to find it, but because many of the Foreign Office files 
had been burned he could not locate it.

29763 * Asked why he had not included it in his affi
davit as having been burned, the witness stated he thought 
there was no objection to testifying from memory.

29764 HIROTA did his best to have the Shanghai Incident 
settled locally. Asked if he expressed approval of 
increasing Japanese marines in Shanghai and of sending 
additional warships there for the purpose of local settle
ment, the witness stated that HIROTA had no alternative 
but to give his approval to this action. In spite of the 
existence of a demilitarized zone in Shanghai, the Chinese 
Peace Preservation Corps infiltrated, causing a need to 
protect the lives and property of Japanese residents and 
the safety of the very small naval landing party there.

29765 * The witness thought HIROTA did give his consent when the 
question arose at a meeting of the Cabinet.
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Page

Asked If HIROTA said that on 13 August, 1937, the 
causes of the Incident were the assassination of Lieutenant 
OYAMA, the rousing of excitement in Shanghai by the 
increased number of Japanese warships and of marines to 
three thousand, the witness said he had no recollection of 
ever having heard that. Various reports on the OYAMA case 
were assembled and studied.

It was not true that they came to the conclusion 
that the reports from the navy on the spot were obvious 
nonsense. Every effort was made to compare the reports 
sent also by Foreign Office authorities to find out the

29766 true facts. * He did not consider the navy reports 
nonsense.

To the witness was quoted a purported statement 
of HIROTA that if they should announce the issueing of a 

mobilization order, the situation would be troublesome, 
so that at the Cabinet meeting of 12 August it was decided 
mobilization orders would be issued but not announced. The 
witness stated he had no recollection of this statement.

Regarding the negotiations of 24 September, 1937* 
he thought there was something to the effect that the 
Cabinet decided to mobilize four divisions and have another 
four in readiness.

29767 * Regarding the discussions between HIROTA and 
CRAIOIE, the approach was made by Craigie, who said he 
would be happy to assist in the negotiations.

To the witness was quoted a purported statement 
of HIROTA's that his personal idea would be to draw a line 
slightly south of Tientsin and Peiping, and work out a 
demilitarized zone in which neither Japanese nor Chinese 
troops would be stationed. The witness stated that he 
could not acknowledge the expression was correct or 
accurate, word for word.

29768 * He didn't recall whether the word "recognition" 
was used, but the terms "ceasing of anti-Japanese movements" 
and "defense against communism" were used. In the phrase, 
"The maintenance of equal rights in China", he understood 
the words were "equal opportunities".
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Page

Regarding the demilitarized zone, the place to 
be demilitarized was Chinese territory. Asked what right 
they had to demand that Chinese troops be turned out of 
Chinese territory, the witness stated there was no permanent 
meaning 4o that at all. It was simply a temporary measure

29769 "to avert possible clashes. * Japan had the right to station 
troops in North China under the provisions of the Boxer 
Protocol. They did this in accordance with the original 
provisions, but there were some gradual departures from
the Protocol.

Asked if by 26 September 1937» they were not 
covering a large area not mentioned in the Protocol, the 
witness stated that was as a result of hostilities.

'Vith regard to the terms, recognition of Man- 
chukuo, ceasing of anti-Japanese movements, and defense 
against communism, HIROTA had for years been trying to 
persuade China to agree to those terms, but he was not now 
using the opportunity of Japanese Army successes to compel 
them to do so.

29770 * The witness understood that HIROTA considered 
this to be a most opportune moment to bring about funda
mental peace and good will with China. It was not the 
case that HIROTA was using the fact of a state of warfare 
and army success to try to compel them to adopt what they 
had not been willing to adopt in years of negotiations.

It was nothing in the nature of an ultimatum, 
and they were merely terms HIROTA had Craigie convey to 
the Chinese government as his own personal views and to 
invite the Chinese to enter into negotiations on the basis 
of the oroposal. They were not proposed as a way of 
escaping from the warfare which was in progress.
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29771 * Reference was made to the affidavit of the wit
ness ;vhere he referred to a document accepted by the 
Premier, Foreign, War and Navy Ministers on j. October
1937. When shown a document, he stated that it bore
the signatures or seaJc of those four Ministers, was 
dated 1 October 1937 and was the document he referred 
to.

29772 * Exhibit 3262, "An Outline regarding the settle
ment of the China Incident", the document being identi
fied by the witness, stated that the present Incident 
would be speedily concluded through the efforts of 
armed forces combined with diplomatic action and making

29773 China abolish anti-Japanese and pro-Comnunistic * 
policies and establishing bright and lasting friendship 
with China, They would make harmony and co-prosperity 
betv/een Japan and Manchuria and China the main objective. 
To withstand lengthy use of military force, necessary 
measures would be taken.

The objective of military operations was 
China’s speedy relinquishment cf hostile intentions. 
Occupation cf any points and other necessary operations 
would be taken to achieve this. The objective of 
diplomatic measures would be to urge China's reconsid
eration of her hostile attitude and Induce her into a 
position they desired. With China and third powers, 
negotiations and operations would be carried out. On 
concluding the incident, China wcuxd be made to give 
up anti-Jaoanese and pro-Communistic policies and diplo
matic negotiations would be conducted along lines of 
epoch making diplomatic readjustment unbiased by past 
circumstances.

29774 * Ih :^_cymg military, diplomatic and other 
necessary rr.Ca-.. j, utmost care should be exercised not 
to overstep international law. The principal areas 
where land forces would operate were mainly Hopeh-Chahar 
and Shanghai, In areas where necessary,sea and air 
operations would be conducted. To make operations 
smooth and to cone with a possibility of a change for 
the worse in the international situation, nationwide 
mobilization, wartime laws and realization of durable 
national unity would be resorted to.
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Page Solution of the North China problem alined at

realization and co-prosperity among Japan and China 
and Manchuria with its major objective to make North

29775 China a nneerful district under * the Chinese Central 
Government.

In Gent ....... and South China, they looked for
ward to a situation suitable for the.advancement of 
Sino-Japanese commerce. Measures taken in regard to 
rear operation zones in North China would shake off 
the idea of its being occupied enemy territory. In 
that zone no administration would be conducted but 
security would be maintained under military forces.
The administrative organization would be left to 
independent native organization but proper guidance 
would be given to make it a bright institution.

The management of communication and exploita
tion of natural resources necessary for military 
purposes would be carried out under necessary con-

29776 trol. * However, the last two points would not affect
readjustment talks or diplomatic relations taking 
place a" he amicable settlement.

29777 * Matters relating to commerce, economics 
and finance between Japan, China and third powers 
would be regulated with the main objective making 
China give up her hostile attitude.

Diplomatic policies toward third powers 
and various connected operations -/raid, along with 
having third powers entertain goodwill toward them, 
voluntarily be executed so as not to brew conflict 
or invite interference. In carrying out military 
operations and other measures, utmost care should 
be exercised to com, with the main objective.

29778 * Relief -would be administered to Japanese 
residents and concrete plans for these provisions 
would be decided separately. Regarding conditions 
for the settlement of the situation, demilitarized 
zones would be established in North China. A de
militarized area would be so established where public 
peace and order would be entrusted to restrlctedly- 
armed Chinese police.
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Page The minimum of Japanese demands in North China

was that if necessary Japan would reveal her intentions 
to reduce voluntarily as much as possible the number of 
occupation troops, limiting it to the number at the out
break of the Incident.

29779 * Another minimum demand was the Tangku Truce 
with the various arrangements concluded in accordance 
with it. Those arrangements, such as seizure of the 
Gateways of the Great Wall, through railway traffic, 
establishment of custom houses, mail service, and air . 
service would be excepted and the DOHIHARA-Chin-T-Chen 
Agreement and UMEZU-Youing-Chin Agreement would be dis
solved. Central forces in Hopei would be withdrawn.
Control over anti-Jaoanisr and prevention of Bolshevi- 
zatlon in the demilitarized areas would be strictly 
enforced.

The Hopei-Chahar and Eastern Hopei Councils 
would be abolished and administration would be con
ducted by the Nanking Government, but it was desirable 
that administrative leaders of the area be influential 
for bringing about realization of Sino-Japanese friendly 
relations. Japan would make an agreement aiming at eco
nomic collaboration with China. The collaboration de
pended upon joint management on an equal footing.

29780 * A designated demilitarized zone around 
Shanghai would be established where international 
police or restrictedly-armed Chinese nolice would be 
responsible for peace and order, assisted by the 
Settlement LIunicipal Police. It would be unnecessary 
except for the anchorage of warships for each country
to retain land forces in the settlement. Simultaneously 
or subsequent to the truce parleys, negotiations for 
readjusting Sino-Japanese relations would be conducted 
without being influenced by past affairs. Upon the 
conclusion of the intended truce parley, the two 
countries would issue a statement that they had entered 
upon a new deal to bring about close friendship.

29781 * China would grant formal recognition to 
Manchukuo, an Anti-Comintern Pact would be concluded 
and especially strict control would be enforced In the 
North China demilitarized zone.
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Page 4666

Page In addition to the abolition of the Hopei-
Chahar Council and Eastern Hopei Regime, Japan, with 
regard to Inner Mongolia, would try to persuade China 
to concede to Japan's righteous demands in that area, 
recognize the present status of Prince Teh in the SI 
and CHA Banners which would be made a mutual zone,

China would undertake control over anti- 
Japanism and effect the Ordinance of Friendly Rela
tions with Powers, especially in demilitarized areas,

29782 * Free aerial flights would be abolished, 
custom tariffs would be reduced and Eastern Hopei 
special trade would be abolished and restoration to 
the Chinese of freedom to control smuggling in the 
sea off the demilitarized areas would be made.

The plan regarding settlement of the situa
tion was to minimize danger of future conflict by 
establishing demilitarized zones and removing deep- 
rooted causes for clashes by readjusting diplomatic 
relations.

Pending issues were to be served through 
normal conversions, as establishing cheerful diolo-

29783 matic relations. * Along with the expansion of tne 
aspects of war, the people's expectation of the 
fruits of war would grow larger and they would be 
anxious to secure more tangible conditions, such as 
indemnities. Accordingly, thc-y must be consistent 
and broad minded in the settlement of the situation 
but at the same time they must negotiate on readjust
ing diplomatic relations.

Regarding such conditions, indemnities for 
direct damages to Japanese properties and rights 
"•hich China had assumed responsibility for protecting, 
and direct damages due to illegal use or disoosal 
by China of Japanese owned properties and rights would 
be required.

Another such condition was the formation and 
operation of a large scale Sino-Japanese joint syndi-

29784 cate engaged in * marine transportation and aviation. 
Whether air service between Asia and Europe was to be 
operated by the syndicate and ’whether it was to be 
dealt with in a special negotiation required further
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Page study. However, for the present, the Asia-European 

Air Service would be amalgamated into the syndicate 
with German holdings in the company bought up by Japan.
The syndicate would also operate railroads,including 
the Shangtung Railroad and Tsingshih Railways, It 
would operate gold, iron and coal mines in North 
China and agriculture and other suitable enterorises.

29785 * Settlement of pending issues would come 
in the following order:

(1) Conclusion of a Sino-Japanese tariff 
treaty with reduction or removal of import and exoort 
duties,

(2) Removal or modifications of the ban 
and restrictions on import and exoort,

(3) Removal of restrictions on the pro
duction and export of salt.

29786 * Another document was handed the witness, 
and he stated it was on stationery customarily used 
by the Foreign Office.

When it was suggested that it came from 
Foreign Office files, he stated he had no basis 
upon which to confirm its authenticity since it did 
not bear the signatures of the Foreign Minister, 
Vice-Minister or Bureau Directors.

With respect to the document, he had no 
positive recollection and when asked If he recognized 
it as a decision reached by the three ministries, 
including the foreign, he stated he could not reply 
as he had no assurance as to its authenticity or 
correctness.

Regarding the account of the negotiations 
he included in his affidavit, it was imnossible to 
remember all details. He could say there may have 
been such a thing as the decision mentioned in the 
document but he had no positive recollection whether 
the document itself was a result of discussions.

* Based upon the document, the witness was 
asked if HIROTA, together with the War and Navy

29788
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Page 4668

Page Ministers in October 1937» decided that Japan would
reject intervention or arbitration founded on placing 
Japan in the position of a defendant. The witness 
stated it was the fired policy to reject intervention 
or arbitration by third powers. When asked if those 
three ministers on October 22, two days after the 
first invitation to the Brussels Conference, im
mediately decided to reject the invitation, he stated 
he did not know whether it was two days later, but the 
government decided to reject it.

The witness was quoted the statement which 
said that with the advance of the military movement, 
when its purpose should be practically attained, the 
Nanking Government would under pressure of force 
want to sue for peace.

When asked if the three ministers decided 
this, he stated he had no recollection whether it 
was decided that China would be forced to take such 
measures by pressure.

29789 * It was not true that this was the whole 
object from the beginning.

Asked if the three ministers on that day 
desired that when the purpose of the military move
ment was practically attained, the good offices 
of the U.S., Britain and other third parties would 
be advantageous, he stated that he thought it was 
their policy, that this would be welcome if the 
means were oroner.

The good offices of Germany and Italy 
were welcome and HIROTA also welcomes those of the 
U.3. and Britain.

29790 * Asked if the three ministers decided on 
or about 22 October 1937 to refuse to exclude 
hasty intervention or arbitration by third parties, 
the witness said it was Japan's policy to reject 
intervention or arbitration whether it was early
or late. The good offices of third parties were 
always welcome, but the policy of the government 
was to effect fundamental settlement through direct 
negotiations with China. Asked if they decided that 
they might accept the services of third parties

4 •
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Page when Japan had nearly achieved the ouroose of her

military movements, he stated that as far as Foreign
29791 Office authorities were concerned * the purpose of 

military operations was to protect the lives and 
interests of Japan and when that purpose was realised 
Japan was prepared to accept.

Asked if by Gctober 22, the situation had 
got far beyond any question of protecting anything, 
the witness stated Japanese interests were to be 
found throughout China. Asked if that was a suffi
cient excuse for occupying all China, he stated that 
complete occupation of that large territory v/ould be 
impossible but they believed that their ournose could 
be carried out by occupying important points.

Asked if they were not '"illing to accent 
the services of third parties until the military 
purpose had been nearly achieved, the witness stated 
that informal negotiations "fore already in progress 
and if the meeting of the three ministers mentioned 

, actually took place, he would presume that when the
nroner time came they would like to place negotiations 
on an official level.

29792 * The witness was asked if they decided, not 
to publish their intention of accenting third 
parties' services or make known to foreign govern
ments because that would indicate weakness 'within 
Jaoan. lie stated that such a possibility could 
exist as such precautions are common in diplomatic 
practice, he thought that was HIRGTA's Policy at 
that time but he did not recall that they decided 
on that clay that they 'would only notify ‘•he policy 
beforehand to Germany and Italy. He did not recall 
that they decided that they would have another meet
ing to decide -hen the ouroose of military movements 
toward China had nearly been accomplished and when 
they should notify Germany and Italy of the policy.

2c*793 * The witness was asked if after these
questions from the document, which had been handed 
him. wore nut, if he still doubted as +o whether it 
war an authentic Foreign Office document. Ho stated 
that what ho had said in reply to such questions came 
from his recollection and he could not say more. He 
recalled a meeting at the end of October, in which
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29794

29795

29796

29797

HIROTA invited a number of industrialists to tea. The 
witness attended the meeting and at that time there 
was an anti-British movement in Japan. The witness 
was quoted a statement from a document that the anti- 
British movement was very bad. If England was dis
regarded, there would be no country that would act as 
an intermediary with China. * If such things were 
done, the government would be troubled. In the end 
they might have to fight England or collide with her 
sometime, but. such things were absolutely out of the 
question right now. Diplomatically, if such things 
were done, the government would be greatly incon
venienced. The witness was asked if HIROTA said this 
to the industrialists. The witness replied he did 
not recall all HIROTA said on that occasion but 
HIROTA did say that inasmuch as Britain was the most 
proper country to bring about reconciliation with 
China, the anti-British movement would be trouble
some and embarrassing.

The witness did not recall his saying 
that in the end they might have to fight England.
He would be surprised if he himself had told 
HARADA that HIROTA had said that.

* Asked if HIROTA had not in the previous 
fortnight agreed with the War and Navy Ministers 
that it would be much better to have Germany and 
Italy as intermediary, the witness stated he had no 
recollection but HIROTA had no objection to using 
those two countries for the Durpose. However,
HIRCTA constantly stated it was not proner nor 
effective to rely only on Germany and Italy.

Ambassador Craigie told HIROTA chat even 
after the good offices of Germany and Italy were 
requested inasmuch as they would not have the trust 
of China, it would be more advantageous and effec
tive to rely upon the good office? also of the U.S, 
and Britain. HIROTA replied that he heartily 
aDproved of this suggestion.

* HIROTA in no case ever entrusted sole 
responsibility for negotiations to any Ambassador 
Dirksen. * The witness did recall that HIROTA did 
ask Dirksen to undertake negotiations. The witness
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Page thought this was in early November but he did not

recall whether HIROTA received a visit shortly before 
the 5th of November from Craigie as he frequently 
visited HIROTA.

Asked if HIROTA said that in view of anti- 
British agitations, he thought that England would 
not be the best country to conduct the negotiations, 
the witness stated that his recollection was that 
it might have been difficult if Britain alone handled 
the matter. Asked if HIROTA said England was the 
most suitable country and nothing could be settled 
if Germany and Italy came into the picture, the wit
ness said he thought such a conversation was possible 
because HIROTA always thought Britain was the most 

29798' reliable to serve as mediator. *
Asked if HIROTA said that immediately 

after he had asked Dirksen to initiate negotiations, 
he stated there was no objection to Germany and 
Britain participating together but he thought he 
recalled HIROTA telling Craigie that there were no 
objections to their working together. Because of 
the army's opposition to British mediation, the 
witness recalled HIROTA telling Craigie he would 
like to have him talk over the matter with Dirksen 
and to take a cooperative role.

The attention of the Court was called to 
Exhibits 270, 486 and 2235.
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Pa^e * The witness stated he did not have the letter
29^0] referred to in his affidavit, which HIROTA received from 

Dirksen, and did not know what had become-of the letter.
He received the account of the conversation between HIROTA 
and Dirksen from HIROTA, but was not present himself.

* He did not know if some time in November or 
early December the army stole a telegram between Dirksen 
and Trautmann. Asked if the army discovered the terms 
and said that owing to the advance which Japanese armies 
had made the terms would have to be stiffened, the witness 
stated he did hear there was a certain element in the army 
holding such opinions. HIROTA did not agree to stiffen the 
terms. He asked Ambassador Dirksen to use his good offices 
on the conditions agreed upon between the Foreign, T.Var, 
and Navy Rinistries. From the beginning, there was an 
element, especially among younger officers in the General 
Staff, opposed to these terms, and they said the Foreign 
Rinister's attitude should be firmly opposed.

* The witness did not recall if, a few days
before the fall of Nanking on 13 December, the Japanese 
Cabinet decided that when Nanking fell they would issue a 
statement of non-recognition of Chiang's government. Asked 
if it were true that HIROTA, at a Cabinet meeting on l8 
December, brought up the terms he had submitted to Dirksen 
and a detailed proposal of terms for China, the witness 
stated he didn't remember those proposals presented to
that Cabinet conference or not.

He did not recall if the General Staff at that 
date nut forward the view that war in China must be stopped 
at the earliest moment. He did not know if they gave as 
their reason the necessity to prepare for war against

29804 Russia. * He did not know if they insisted that the full 
terms in detail which Japan was prepared to accept, should 
be put before China.

The witness stated he could testify as to whatever 
HIROTA told M m  as far as he could remember, but he didn't 
remember HIROTA's saying anything about the Cabinet meeting

29805 of 18 December. * Regarding the manner in which he got 
information from HIROTA, it was'necessary to divide the 
problem into two parts. First was the question of whether 
IIIROTA thought it necessary to tell the witness of what 
transnired* on every occasion, and he would not go so far as 
to say that HIROTA always .told him all he had on his mind. 
The second Question was whether the witness remembered all 
HIROTA told 'him.

____________  ^
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Page * Asked if it was not necessary for him as Vice
29HO6 Tinister to know whether the terms to be presented to 

China were ehe detailed terms of what Japan was really 
going to insist upon, he stated that he remembered that 
HIROTA told him of the Cabinet decision in relation to 
the terms and HIROTA handed notes of the Cabinet decision 
to him. He didn't remember whether the details of the 
terms were discussed in the Cabinet meeting of the 18th 
or 20th. ’.'/hen asked where the notes were that HIROTA
gave him the witness stated he had meant that HIIOTA 
handed them to Dirksen.

HIROTA did not tell the witness that the Cabinet, 
at the insistance chiefly of KIDO, had refused the General 
Staff's proposal for lenient and detailed terms to China, 
and had insisted that only.the four vague terms should be

29807 nresented. * HIROTA did not tell the witness that he 
agreed with the proposal that only vague terms should be 
given the Chinese. The witness stated he was not present 
at the liaison conference on 20 December, but got his 
information about it from HIROTA. Asked if HIROTA told 
him that on that occasion the General Staff had expressed 
strongly for immediate peace with China, the witness stated 
he had not heard of that. HIROTA had, up to 2 December, 
continued to inform the German Ambassador' that the same 
terms he had offered before were still open.

29808 * The witness did not remember exactly if a 
Cabinet meeting was held on 21 December. (Exhibit 2259)* 
Asked if there was not immediately after the I • ison 
conference of 20 December a Cabinet meeting which settled 
the draft of the answer to Dirksen wcch regard to the 
neeotiations, he stated that he renumbered that new terms 
were nresented to Dirksen and that his further good offices 
were requested. According to his recollection, the terms 
were the four general principles. It was also decided that 
if necessary additional exnlanations could be given by 
HIROTA. and the points on which the explanations were to

298IO be made were also decided. * He repeated that what was
nresented to the German Ambassador were these four terms.

As to the detailed explanation, some of them 
related to unfortified zones, specifying them, and there 
were also details of demilitarized areas around Shanghai.
In relation to reparations, explanations were made that 
they would be asked for damage suffered by Japanese 
nationals, the government, and other public organizations. 
It was further explained that these were reparations and 
not Indemnities.
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Pa^e * Details about economic relations among Japan,
29811 Manchukuo. and China, concerned import and export duties 

and postal communications. He had heard that HIROTA 
received a reoly from Dirksen stating that the four terms, 
together with the additional oral explanations, had been 
transmitted to the Chinese Government through Ambassador 
Trautmann in China. HIROTA told the witness that details 
were transmitted at that time.

29812 * ’.Then asked if there was a Cabinet meeting on 
24- December, 1937. which decided the outline of measures 
for the China Incident, the witness stated he remembered 
that some time about then, this outline was decided on.
The witness was shown a document and asked if it were a 
record of the Foreign Office of such a decision. He 
stated that, it was not on official paper and there was no

29813 signature or seal on it. * The title of the document was 
"T»e Outline of Measures for the China Incident", and he

29814 * recognized it as a copy of the decisions.
29817 * Exhibit 3263, the "Outline of Measures for the

China Incident" and "Decision of the Cabinet Council on 
24 December, 1937. being the document identified by the 
witness, stated that since the outbreak of the China

29819 * Incident, the government hoped Nanking would abandon
its anti-Japanese and pro-communist policy and act in 
concert and contribute to stabilization in East Asia.
If China would reconsider they would strive with her to 
save the situation, but they must be prepared for China's 
advocating further resistance and showing no sign of 
reconsideration.

*7ith the development of heir military activities, 
the occupational area had become extensive and it was 
necessary to carry out its management. They should not 
necessarily expect a conclusion of the negotiations with 
Nanking, but in order to cope with the resistance they 
should take measures according to the following policy 
in North and Central China. The purport of this policy 
should be declared to the world at a suitable occasion.

29819 * In North China they should aim at the estab
lishment of an anti-communistic, pro-Japanese and Manchurian 
regime, and inseparable relation between Japan. China, and 
’'anchuria, economically. They should promote these objects 
and strengthen this regime, ?/hich should be supervised to 
become the leading cower of a new China.
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Pave In case the negotiations with the Nanking
government were concluded, this new regime should be 
adjusted according to pieace conditions. It was of vital 
importance to create a new North China regime capable of 
winning oublie confidence, both In North, Central, and 
South China. The leaders of the regime should have the 
confidence of all China, and the regime should have an 
organization appropriate for the new era. It should 
maintain an outline of policy worthy of being advocated to 
all China.

Regarding supervision of the regime, this should 
be done according to a policy of non-interference in the 

29^20 * particulars of administration, but restricted to internal
supervision by Japanese advisers. The areas to be included 
in the regime should depend on the development of military 
operations, but should mainly be Hopei, Shantung, Shanhsi, 
and a part of Chahar, Provinces, The Chitung self-govern
ment, should be dissolved and absorbed by the new regime. 
Likewise, the self-government of Cbanan and Chinpei. Close 
relations should be maintained with the self-government of 
Mongolia.

For the time being, they should not be concerned 
with the concessions, to avoid disputes with third countries, 
but outside the concessions they should, even before 
establishing the new regime, supervise things to complete 
administrative organs with regard to customs, considerations 
should be made separately.

The object of the economic development in North 
China should be to strengthen the relation of Japanese and 

29^21 î'anchuria economy, and establish foundation for co-
prosoerity among those two nation-, and China. They should 
develop every line of economy by combining Chinese capital 
with their capital and technique and thereby strive for 
peace and stabilization and contribute the development of 
production of necessary materials fur national defense in 
Japan and Manchukuo.

They should pay attention to the harmonization 
of international revenues and disbursements and the adjust
ment of supply and demand. They should do their best to 
put the Chinese in the limelight so they would not get the 
impression that economic pressure was put upon them. They 
should emphasize proper management so as not to betray the 
expectation of the nation.
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* A national policy company for the development 
and control of North China economy should be organized 
to realize uhe industrial mobilization of Japan. This 
company should be responsible for the development and 
management of important industries.

As to managing the company they should be careful 
to exercise control according to circumstances and to 
comnly with the industrial plans of both Japan and Manchuria. 
Except for major transportation, communication, electric 
power, generating, and transmission, mining, and salt 
enterprises, other industries, other industries shoult not 
be put under special control except for special reasons.

In the economic development of North China, they 
should utilize Chinese capital and cooperate with Chihese 

29^23 enterprises. * Cooperative investment of funds by third
countries should be permitted, and their existing economic 
rights should be respected as much as possible. Close 
connection should be keot in trade relations between Japan, 
Fanchukuo, and North China, and suitable adjustment should 
be made with regard to trade between North China and any 
third country.

The government on the spot should gradually 
establish necessary facilities in regard to agricultural 
improvement, etc. Existing enterprises in North China, 
in connection with major industries, should be disposed 
of or adjusted according to this policy. They should 
Immediately operate enterprises able to start at once, on 
condition that disposal or adjustment would be made accord
ing to this principle.

The Provisional Governmen of China, or the 
Public Peace Maintenance Associations, or the district 
governments, should for the present be the party they 

29^24 should deal with in economic negotiations. * Regarding 
• policy for the management of the Shanghai area, they

should consider the establishment of a new government in 
areas occupied by their troops which would have connections 
with the New North China regime, but for the time being, 
the Public Peace Maintenance Associations should be estab
lished and charged with the maintenance of peace.

Policies for the concession and surrounding areas 
should be established separately. As to areas around the 
concession, they should cooperate toward their development, 
and consider the establishment of organizations for the 
security of peace in the concession.

Page29ÏÏ22
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Page T^e areas around the concession under the juris

diction of Greater Shanghai City, excluding the concession 
29-25 and roads on its boundary, * should be called the Special 

City and have a Chinese mayor, but a Japanese councillor 
should be appointed to assist the mayor. Authority for the 
councillor should be established separately.

A snecial police department should be established 
to conduct police administration. The chief and all lower 
ranking police chiefs should be Chinese, but a reasonable 
number of Japanese councillors should be appointed to 
cooperate with him. The employment of foreign councillors 
should be considered, if necessary. The number of Chinese 
nolice and their armaments should be established separately, 
and police authority for Japanese residents in the Special 
City should come under the jurisdiction of the consulate 
police.

Financial administration should be maintained by 
revenues, including the kinds of taxes levied in the old

29826 City of Shanghai, * and would be obtained by taking over 
organizations under the control of the former Kuomintang 
government.

In expectation of the establishment of a new 
regime in Central China, the Snecial City should be an 
open port, and foreign rights should be recognized. To 
establish Japan's economic development in Central China 
with Shanghai as a base, the areas around the concession 
should be called the Special City and c. national policy

29827 * company should be established to ma’^tain control of the 
various public utilities. The scale .nd order of the 
undertakings of r,his company should be determined separ
ately. The cacitai of the company should be provided from 
funds on the spot, so far as allowable for tha" purpose.

Capital to Japanese enterpreneurs in the Special 
City and concession and the acquirement of real estate in 
the concession by Japanese, should be taken into consid
eration separately. Official establishments in the Special 
City formerly owned by Chinese authorities should be taken 
over an-’ utilized. Those required by the Special City 
authorities for administration should be used by them.

29828 * The SDecial City should be utilized as the base 
for communications. transportation, and airways between the 
Shanghai vicinity and Japan, North China, and Manchuria. 
Suitable steamship companies should make use of Chiukiang 
and Chaoshang Chu piers. Facilities for communication 
rights in the future would be controlled.
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Page Lunghwa airfield should be controlled. The right
of administration for Hongjao and Yuantung air bases should 
be acquired.

A large market should be established in the 
Snecial City. For the present, utilizing the Shanghai

29829 fish market should be considered, * and small crafts 
nermitted to enter and leave the port freely.

As for business which could be immediately started, 
this should be started promntly on condition that they be 
nroperly disposed of at the time of the establishment of 
the national policy company. The Public Peace Maintenance 
Committee or the district governments should, for the 
present, be dealt with in negotiations for these economic 
rights.

Regarding the management of North China, as for 
major transportation and communication enterprises, man
agement by a single company in all of Manchuria and China 
should not be permitted. The North China regime's finance 
should be strengthened to promote public and other enter
prises in North China to maintain and improve international 
revenues and disbursements between North China and any 
third country, end appropriate policy should be taken.

29830 * The gold production industry in North China 
should be immediately taken from the viewpoint of inter
national revenues and Japanese disbursements. Thèse cir
cumstances should be considered when making future 
adjustments.

Regarding the management of areas around Shanghai, 
the national policy company should be permitted to execute 
business in connection with land under the control of 
Japanese army and civilian authorities in the Soecial City.

29831 * The witness did not recollect if on 8 January. 
1 9.38, HIROTA informed Dirksen that if the Chinese wished to 
ask questions to understand the four points more freely,
Japan would answer them, and if he asked Dirksen to obtain 
them from Trautmann in China. He did recollect that HIROTA

29832 4 gave nuite detailed explanations in regard to the four
29833 terms. ♦ The witness did not remember whether HIROTA, on

6 January, informed Dirksen that he would welcome questions 
from China, or whether HIROTA told Dirksen he expected 
either an answer or a query from China in the near future.
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Page He didn't remember whether HIROTA saw Dirksen

and told him that Japan expected an answer with the utmost 
speed on 10 January. He did recall that he told Dirksen 
he hoped China would be urged to reply as quickly as 
possible.

29834 * He did not remember HIROTA's saying on 10 
January that the military insisted upon an immediate and 
clear answer. (Exhibit 486-F). He did not recall if the 
General Staff were insisting that the terms should be 
clarified and that the Cabinet insisted that they should 
not be.

He had omitted the Imperial Conference of 11 
January. 1938, from his affidavit, because he had not 
remembered it, although he had not forgotten all about

29835 such a conference. * He did not recall who called for 
the conference, or whether HIROTA said he saw no need for 
it. He did not hear at that time that the army said that 
one reason they wanted the conference was that Generals 
TERAIJCHI and MATSUI in China were urging that the govern
ment should have nothing more to do with Chiang Kai-shek.
He did not hear that the General Staff said they wanted to 
suppress those opinions and make an immediate peace.

29836 * According to his recollection, the outline of 
the measures for the China Incident were recognized at 
that Imperial Conference and a decision was arrived at by 
which Japan would no longer recognize the Chinese government. 
(Reference was made to exhibit 270 and 2235).

The witness was handed a document and was asked 
if it was not the official record of the Imperial Confer
ence. He said he supposed it was.

29837 * Exhibit 3264, records concerning the Imperial 
Conferences, being the document identified by the witness, 
stated that on 11 January, 1938, an Imperial Conference 
was held to decide policy toward China. The previous 
autumn, when the China problem became serious, there were 
arguments insisting on establishing a firm national policy 
through an Imperial Conference. Under the varying situa
tions. it was difficult to decide policy and the government 
did not realize it until then. There had been on one hand 
the German movement for mediation, and on the other the 
Chiang Kai-shek regime would not collapse easily and it 
seemed not to reject such mediation.
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'■ In case peace came suddenly or Ch lang 's regime 
was annihilated, the government recognized the necessity 
of deciding counter measures for that. The government 
petitioned for an Imperial conference and held Liaison 
and Cabinet conferences extending to the 9th and 10th.
The Chief of the Naval General Staff made an offer that 
it was desirable that the Emperor also ask a few questions. 
However, as Prince SAÏ0NJI was prudent about the Emperor's 
speaking, the Lord Keeper told HARADA of this on the 10th 
and asked him to hear SAIONJI's opinion, adding that he, 
the Lord Keeper, believed the Emperor's speech might be 
admissible unless it included a final decision. HARADA 
* requested SAIONJI's opinion, and he stated that he agreed 
with the Lord Keeper, meaning he didn't want to fix 
responsibility upon the Emperor and that he regarded other 
questions admissible.

KONOYE received an audience with the Emperor on 
the 10th on the matter of an Imoerial conference on the 
11th. He met with the Lord Keeper, and told him that in 
proceeding with the Imperial Conference there would be no 
need of the Emperor's speech, since he was going to bring 
a plan which was mostly already decided.

29*340 4 The Lord Keeper also considered the proceedings
of the Conference and received an audience on the 10th, 
after the withdrawal of Premier KONOYE. He told the 
Emperor he thought it appropriate for KONOYE to manage 
conference procedure, and it was decided that the Emperor 
would grant permission to this effect On the 11th the 
conference convened, and the President of the Privy Council, 
HIRANUMA, participated by special '•.der. Because of the 
Privy Council's connection with diplomacy, KONOYE privately 
requested and received sanction to have HIRANUMA take part.

KONOYE statd that with the Emperor's permission, 
he would manage the council, and had Foreign Minister 
HIROTA explain the original draft. The Chief of the General 
Staff stated that he approved the draft from the standpoint 
of a oermanent peace. The Chief of the Naval General Staff 
also approved. HIRANUMA approved, and stated that if some 
agreement were reached with the Chiang regime, consideration 
must he given to offering full protection to those hitherto 
in the pro-Japanese administration in North China and 
elsewhere. He requested the Home Minister to give special 
thought to domestic public order. The Emperor made not a 
single remark.
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Page The various circumstanoes were explained on the
29ÏÏ42 day before to HIRANUNA * by the Chief Secretary and Vice

Minister of Foreign Affairs. HIRANUMA seemed dissatisfied 
that such measures ?/ere taken for the first time that day.
On the day of the council, HIRANUTA said he had a few 
nuestions, which were replied to prior to the council.

The government issued a statement on the l6th 
to draw up a liaison conference and a cabinet meeting were 
held on the 14th and 15th. The matter had not been settled 
because of the General Staff’s insistence upon efforts for 
reconciliation. The government plan was finally accepted, 
but individuals of the General Staff added that they still 
believed the reconciliation doctrine was satisfactory.

* Reference was made to the document where it 
showed that HTRANUf.'A and HIROTA were present at the council 
in the Imnerial presence on 11 January 1938» The exhibit 
stated that the inflexible policy of the Empire was to form 
an axis for peace in cooperation with î.'anchukuo and China.
To settle the China Incident in accordance with this policy, 
* Japan and China would sweep away all past frictions, 
recognize their mutual relationship, recognize each other's 
sovereignty and territorial integrity. Japan, Manchukuo 
and China should abolish all policies liable to ruin their 
mutual friendship. They should be united to realize their 
cultural coalition and anti-communism policy. They should 
coonerate with regard to industries, economics, etc.

Japan, by applyin- closely unified political and 
military tactics, should carry out the following measures. 

2984R * If the Chinese Central Government 1 ould reconsider and
ask for reconciliation, they would regotiate in accordance 
with the conditions of the negotiations for peace between 
Japan and China, as indicated on the attached sheet (A).
If the Empire recognized that China had carried out the 
peace conditions, she should not only rescind the privisions 
of guarantee on the attached sheet (B), but also cooperate 
sincerely with China for her reconsideration.

If the present Chinese Government does not ask 
for reconciliation, Japan would not wholly depend upon 
settling the Incident by taking them as her opponent, but 
would assist the formation of the New Chinese Government 
with which to negotiate and cooperate. As for the present 
Chinese Government, Japan should be determined to annihilate 
it or take measures to absorb it under the new government.

?9°43

29844
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P9ÏÏ46 * To carry out this policy, they should promote

rapid cultivation and arrangements of total national 
strength, especially defense power, and improve relations 
with third powers.

29847 * They should respect the rights and interests of
third powers and try to obtain the predominant position in 
economic developments only through free competition. They 
should guide public opinion to make the people realize the 
fundamental policy for settling the Incident. The same 
should aoply to foreign peoples.

Attached sheet (A) stated that regarding details 
of the conditions for peace, China should grant formal 
recognition to Manchukuo, renounce anti-Japanese and anti- 
Uanchukuo policy, and establish demilitarized zones in 
North China and Inner Mongolia.

North China should establish an organization 
under Chinese sovereignty to realize the co-prosperity of 
Janan and Manchukuo and China, and give the organization 
authorities and make special efforts to bring about 

79848 economic cooperation. * An anti-communistic self-government 
in North Mongolia should be established, and its inter
national position should be similar to that of the present 
Outer Mongolia Government. China should establish an anti- 
communistic policy and cooperate in carrying out this 
policy.

29849 * Non-armed zones should be established in the
occupied areas in Central China, and Japan and China should 
cooperate to maintain public order and develop economic 
activities in the Greater Shanghai district. All three 
countries should conclude an agreement regarding the 
exploitation of natural resources, customs, trade, etc.
China should make due reparations to Japan. Troops should 
be stationed in certain districts of North China, Inner 
Mongolia and Central China for the period deemed necessary. 
Talk on the armistice pact should commence after an agree
ment on these provisions had been reached between Japan and 
China.

’'/hen China had carried out these provisions and 
t’-uly cooperated, Japan would not only rescind the provisions 
of guarantee, but also offer to cooperate for China's 
recovery and national development.
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Attached sheet (B), the provisions of guarantee 
mentioned in attached sheet (A), were non-armed zones in 
North China and Inner Mongolia; 2, special rights and 
interests established for security at the negotiations;
3, non-armed zones in occupied areas in Central China.
4, rights and interests concerning control and expansion 
of communications and accompanying military establishments.

The pacts and agreements to be abolished when 
neace was made, were the UMEZU-Ho-Ying-Chin Pact, the 
Tangku Truce Pact, the DOIHARA-Chin To-chum Pact, and 
the Shanghai Truce Pact.

At the same time, with the abolition of the 
orovisions of guarantee, the renunciation of special 
rights and interests in China, which Japan had held up to 
then should be considered.
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* The witness was asked if when the army General Staff was ne
gotiating with the foreign ministry about this Imperial Conference,
if a representative probably Vice-Chief TAD« said to HIROTA that the 
truce conditions were so aggressive that they might impair future 
diplomatic relations between Japan and China. The witness replied he 
did nob recall hearing such a thing. He did not hear them say it was 
therefore necessary to hold a conference in the presence of the Emperor.

* The witness stated he was mistaken when he said the decision 
nob to deal further with tie Chinese National Govt was arrived at at this 
Imperial Conference. He should have said that such measures were consid
ered in such an event.

The witness was asked if the General Staff while negotiating with 
the Foreign Ministry prior to the Imperial Conference said that because 
the truce terms were so aggressive it viras necessary to establish a basic 
policy for reconstruction, of Sino-Japanese relations by holding the Im
perial Conference. He stated he did not recall and added that when an 
Aray opinion was conveyed to the Foreign Office it was the custom for 
an army representative to convey it. He did not recall that it was 
conveyed at a meeting between the Jar, Navy and Foreign ministries attend
ed by the General Staff on January 10, 1938.

* He heard nothing to the effect that the General Staff said it 
was necessary to prepare a counter policy against the aggressive domestic 
tendencies. The witness was handed a document and he identified his 
signature at the top of it. * Exhibit 3265. The document so identified 
"Concerning the Basic Policy for Settling the Chinese Incident (Subject 
Before a. Council in the Presence of the Emperor) (January 10, 1938, East 
Asia) stated that * the Army proposed that its drafted plan of the 
policy for solution of the China Incident, Appendix No.l, (Dec.1,1937) 
should be decided at a council in the Imperial Presence after discussion 
among the three Ministries. But the Foreign and Navy Ministries left 
the army proposal as it was because it was unnecessary to make a new 
policy as they already had prepared a main policy. Moreover the main 
policy (a) had been established in case of both peace and war and all 
investigations concerning a peaceful solution with Chaing Kai-shek had 
been finished when the answer was given to German ambassador Derksen
in Tokyo.

Certain opinions became more influential among the General 
Sbaff after the answer was given to Derksen. These were that conditions 
of truce were so aggressive that they might impair future diplomatic 
relations * in China and it was not necessary therefore to establish
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the basic policy by holding a meeting in the presence of the Emperor and 
to prepare a counter policy against the too aggressive domestic tendency.

The General Staff attended the conference of the three ministries 
and explained this. The Foreign and Navy Ministers thought the Army's 
broad view was a good thing and agreed it might be well to discuss the 
subject in the presence of the Emperor. Consequently the subject of 
discussion at the meeting in the presence of the Emperor Appendix II) 
was drafted.

29858 * The witness stated that the Chief of the East “sia Burea at that time was ISHII,Itaro but he did not recall if Ma TSUDAIRa was Chief of the first section. The witness stated that it was his recollectipn that immediately after the Imperial Conference on Jan 13th a reply from China came through the German ambassador on Jan 14th.
29859 *  The witness was asked if when the reply came HIROTA said that 

China through the army General Staff Hqrs as well as through the German 
Military attache was aware of the concrete proposals but despite this 
still insisted that the proposals were not understandable. There was 
no hope in that sort of a reply. It had been determined at the Imperial 
Council that there was nothing to do but launch the alternate plan to 
transfer present hostilities into a long term warfare. It was vital
to strengthen their determination to this effect, after being quoted 
this statement the witness said he had no recollection that HIROTA 
ever said it to him.

29860 * When asked if that represented the witness' attitude the 
witness stated he did hear that was the atmosphere in the cabinet but 
did not hear that HIROTA was especially the one who agreed with this.
H« was not present on Jan 14th when HIROTa met DERksen and the Chinese reply was presented.

29862 * He had heard that HIROTA told ^erksen the Chinese reply was 
unsatisfactory and since he had already given a detailed explanation 
there was no need to add to that. He did not hear that the German 
ambassador told HIROTA that that was not true.

When he referred to a Cabinet Council, the witness meant a 
meeting of the Cabinet itself and not a meeting of the cabinet coun-

29863 cilors. * He did not hear on that occasion that the General Staff 
repeated their demand that further particulars of the terms should 
be sent to China.
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threat that if they did not either they or the cabinet would have to 
resign, the witness stated he never heard the General Staff was threat
ened. He did hear that it expressed the opinion that they wished the 
negotiations to continue. They did not ask that they be continued 
on the basis of ameliorating the conditions but that they be continued 
on the basis of the conditions which should remain.

The witness did not remember that the cabinet meeting was 
interrupted while the General Staff retired to consider why they should 
do about this threat, He did not know if the General Staff capitulated 
and agreed that the declaration refusing to have further dealings with 
Chiang-»Kai-shek should be issued.

29864 * He did know that) the cabinet did arrive at such a decision.
But he did not understand that the decision went entirely beyond what 
had been determined at the Imperial Conference. (The attention of the 
court was called to Exhibits 268, 486-B, G and I, 972-a  and G, and 2260«

The witness did not remember if on «W 21 KONOYfi sent HIROTA 
a document containing the general principles of policy after the declar
ation had been issued. The witness was shown a document and asked if 
it was not a copy from the Foreign Office of the document from KoNOYE 
to HlRGTit. He stated that he did not recall and it was difficult to

2986$ confirm whether it was a cabinet decision *. He admitted it was impor
tant to him as Vice-Minister to know the new policy but he could not 
confirm whether this document was a copy of the cabinet decision.

nsked if he could suggest any reason why the Foreign Office 
should file a copy of a message from the Premier to the Foreign Min
ister if it was not authentic, he stated that generally official 
documents were filed by the Document Section after being looked over 
by the Minister, the Vice-Minister or Bureau Chief and such a document 
always bore his signature or seal. This document did not bear a

29866 filing number, or certificate from the chief of the Archives Section.

The witness said that he was not claiming that extra copies 
were never made and filed separately but to ascertain later whether

29867 such copies were made there mubt be definite proof. * From the 
document was read a part which stated that military aims in the China 
Incident shall be perfectly attained and the status of general 
mobilization completed, all measures should be taken in response to 
the prolonged resistance of China. He was asked if that was not a 
part of the policy decided upon at that time and he stated he did not 
recall.
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He did not recalljif in February 1938 HIROTa issued instructions to 
foreign Ministry representatives in China as to methods of propaganda 
to disintegrate the Chinese army.

I
29868 * The witness was handed a document and asked if it was not 

issued by the Chief of the information Section of the Foreign Office 
from HIROTi} to such representatives. He stated he did not recall the 
contents but it might be a telegram sent out by the chief. Asked if 
he observed it was from HIROTa he stated it had always been a custom 
that all outgoing telegrams were sent in the Foreign Minister's name 
even when sent by the information Bureau Chief, it was possible to 
suppose it might have been sent by the chief. It did not bear either 
the signature of the chief nor of the chief of the competent section.

29869 * it was difficult to confirm the authenticity.

29870 * The witness stated he knew Baron HARaDA. «sked if he met 
him on February 14th and asked HARADA if he had heard about the liaison 
conference of Feb 14 1938« he stated that he did not recall. Asked if 
he told HaRaDa that at the conference there had been a dispute between 
the army and navy as to whether the army would advance as far as 
Anking so the navy might use it as a bombing base« he replied that he 
did not quite recall.

29871 * did not recall telling HARaDA that the reason of the 
difficulty was that the army was preparing against the Soviet. He 
did not recall telling HaRaDa that'the Emperor asked the »far Minister 
if it was possible to put into effect a simultaneous plan for long
term hostilities« military preparations against Russia and the expan
sion of the navy.

He did not recall telling HaRaDA that »far Minister SUIGYAMA 
replied to the Emperor that he would discuss the matter with the 
cabinet and take proper action. The witness did not recall this 
matter being subsequently discussed in the cabinet.

29872 The witness was handed a document and asked if he recognized 
it as a foreign office record of the East Asia Bureau of "Matters 
regarding the Imperial General Headquarters Council in the Imperial 
Presence dated Feb. 18« 1938. The witness confirmed that the document 
was written on Foreign Office stationery but he could not confidently 
say it was a document of the Foreign Office.
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The Vice-Minister did not have the duty of reading all incom

ing documents. The witness did notice that the contents of the docu
ment were similar to the same effect as what was suggested the wit
ness told HaRaDA. However, he had no recollection of having a convert 
sation with HARàDa along those lines nor had he ever seen this docu
ment.

29873 * The witness noticed that there was a pencil notation on the
top of the document reading "Original copy at negotiation" but he did 
not know whose writing it was. When asked if the document was not of 
such importance that he must have seen it, he stated the document was 
classified as "material for research". Since the Vice-Minister was 
very much occupied with other matters it may have been he did not see 
this document.

The witness noticed that the document stated that to this 
statement from a naval viewpoint the navy insisted on the necessity 
of extending naval power for preparing against Great Britain and 
America. *sked if such a document which disclosed the Navy's inten
tions came into the foreign Ministry if it would not be essential for 
both him and HIROTa to see it, he stated that he did not say that the 
document was not important but that he had no recollection of ever 
having seen it. The document merely purported to be a copy and he had 
no proof that it actually was an official document although it was on 
Foreign Office paper. It was impossible for him to state that it was 
an official document.

29875 * There was a distinction between official documents and other 
documents filed in the foreign office. He had no recollection whether 
the conference referred to in the document took place.

29876 * a reference was made to the witness' affidavit where he 
referred to the careful consideration which HIROTa took to safeguard 
the interests of third powers in China and exerted all efforts. The 
witness stated that he knew that Grew continually protested to 
HIROTa about breaches of the open door policy and attacks on American . 
lives and property. HIROTa took pains on one hand to explain the 
real facts of the situation and on the other hand called attention
of the army and Navy to the protests and did his best to protect the 
interests of third powers. He sent repeated instructions to the 
diplomatic representatives in China to take all possible steps to 
safeguard the interests of third powers.

29877 The witness also recalled that there were frequent protests
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from the British Ambassador but he could not say that there was the same 
lack of results.

(attention of the Court was called te Exhibits 941, 944» 954-C, 
955, 968^ 969f 973)

The witness remembered the "Lady Bird" Incident and recalled that 
December 30, 1937 HIROTA sent an official note to Britain that the firing 
upon the "Lady Bird" by the Japanese arn\y was entirely due to a misunder
standing, Be recalled that a similar explanation was made with regard 
to the attack upon the "Panay".

It was absolutely not true that he knew the explanation was untrue. The witness was asked if on December 14th a fortnight before29878 the note was sent if he saw Baron HaRaDA * and he replied that he didnot remember whether he saw HARaDa on that day. He was asked if he said to HaRADa that the naval air forces bombed and sank an American merchant ship and that at about that time an English warship was shelled at Nanking and men wounded, that this was a real disaster ̂ nd that the English warship was a small one. However it was 26 miles up stream from Nanking. The regiment of which HASHIMOTO,Kingere was commander, fired on it by the order of HASHIMOTO. The witness stated t hat he diduse words of a similar nature but did net recall ever using the word deliberately.
Even if the firing was carried out under HaSHIMOTO's orders it was possible that he might have mistaken the ship for a merchantman.He never at any time suggested that HàSHIMÜTC deliberately gave an order29879 to * fire on the British warship knowing it was British,

29883 ^Exhibit 3266, The affidavit of HaYASHI, Kaoru, certifying to
the correctness of Exhibit 3267 and that it was in the archive section 
of the Foreign Office was received into evidence but not read.

29886 * Exhibit 3267, a Foreign Office document concerning the problem 
of the conclusion of a Japanese-German Political Convention dated July 
24 1936, stated that the Soviet was menacing Japan. She had concluded 
treaties with France, Czechoslovakia and Outer Mongolia and backed29887 Communist activities in China, It was necessary for Japan to make 
common cause with another nation to check the Soviet. It was considered 
proper and easy to choose Germany lor both she and Japan had similar 
standpoints as regards their international situations, expecially their 
relations with the Soviet. Moreover their relations had recently taken 
a favorable turn.
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29887 *There were two peinte demanding precautien in realizing this 
caalitian, Cl) needless te say the cealitien should obtain the greatest 
effect in checking the Soviet. The coalition should net stimulate the

29888 Soviet unduly * and efforts in realizing it should net lead to a war 
against her. Germany's relations with the Soviet were £emparatively 
simple. Japan's borders were directly contiguous to the Soviet and 
she held many concessions in Soviet territories. There were many 
questions between the two nations and it would be disadvantageous if 
Japan unduly stimulated the Soviet.

(2) The coalition should not undly set the Western lowers 
especially Britain, at unrest. *nglo-Japanese relations were presently 
by no means friendly because of a discrepancy of views concerning 
Chinese problems and economic questions. It was necessary to cultivate

29889 Britain's friendship. * In view of the Soviet menace with her colossal 
armaments in the Far Bast the unsatisfactory progress of Anglo-Japanese 
conversations and the present stage of negotiations in Berlin for a 
Japanese-German coalition, Japan should be cautious lest the latter 
agreement stimulate Britain unduly. They should take steps toward 
readjusting *nglo-Japanese relations by an agreement for a frank solu
tion regarding the settlement of important problems common to both 
countries.

Unofficial conversations were recently made in Berlin in 
absolute secrecy among the Japanese ambassador and a military attache 
to the Japanese Embassy and Amb. Ribbentrop to realize the political 
coalition. Germany has submitted to Japan a tentative anti-comintem 
pact and a secret political agreement annexed to it.

29890 * The Japanese criticism of the tentative anti-comintem pact 
was that if they conclude it exclusively between Japan and Germany it

would stimulate the Soviet Union, when disclosed and it might be used 
as propaganda material. It was essential to limit the scope of the 
agreement within such substantial necessity that the two countries 
exchange information on communist activities and opinions about 
counter measures.

Hegarding the annexed political agreement it was criticized 
because the first article declared neither country would take any 
measure placing the Soviet in an advantageous situation.
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It was simply of negative import and did not restrain either nation* It 
would be proper to change the original conditional that in case either of 
the two nations were subjected to a menace or an attack, which covers 
too wide a scope to read that in case either were subjected to or menaced 
with an unprovoked attack. It was nob desirable that this provision 
plainly name the Soviet. It would be safer to alter it as "a third 
state" with an understanding that this meant the Soviet.

29892 *It was further hoped that the the provision that in the above 
stated case both governments would hold frank consultation with each 
other be inserted in the first article.

Regarding the second article, it was hoped to be struck out. It 
was necessary to give sufficient explanation regarding Japanese and 
Sovietproblems to convince Germany that it was impossible to deal with 
the matter uniformly. It was also necessary to make sure of German 
intentions to handle the Rapallo Trëaty and the Berlin Neutrality Treaty 
so as to accord with the spirit of the present pact, lest there be a 
disproportion of obligation between the two.tVhile proceeding wit h the 
negotiations with Germany,Japan should also negotiate with Britain.

29893 Once a British agreement is reached a firm resolution on Japan's 
part would be demanded to abstain from acts against the spirit of the 
agreement and to assure Britain that her Chinese concessions would be 
respected.

The undesirable effect that these pacts may have on Britain 
if they were disclosed could be prevented if the draft were amended and 
steps taken to readjust British relations in view of the present tense 
situation in relation with Russia and the peculiarity of relations with 
Britain. If this were done Russo-Japanese relations would sustain 
little damage and Japan's international status would be ensured.

29894 The suggested British-Japanese agreement was that * both should 
carry on frank deliberation with the object of cooperating on important 
problems. The agreement should remain in force five years from the date 
of signing.

29898
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by Ur.YüMÂOK*

*The witness identified and verified Exhibit Ü 3273 «* his 
affidavit.

29901 *The affidavit stated that the witness was in the office of 
the consul general at hanking from 1933 to 1934 *nd then had a post 
in the Foreign Office as chief of the Personnel Section for three 
years. He was in the office of the Councillor of the Embassy at 
Nanking from *pril 30 1937 to *ug 16 1937 and later at Shanghai 
from *»ug 29 1937 to March 3 1939, returning to Tokyo after he had 
served as Consul General at Shanghai from Mar 17 to Gee 12 1936.

In April 1940 he was Councillor of the Embassy at Nanking
29902 holding it until November 1942. * He first heard of the Marco Polo 

Bridge Incident by official telegram July 8th despatched from Peiping 
and also received a telephone call from the Chief of the Japanese 
Section the evening of the same day. The Chief of the Japanese 
Section TUNG said he hoped the Japanese army would be prudent so 
that the matter might not become serious. The witness replied that 
Japan had no intention to aggravate the situation and requested self 
restraint by the Chinese.

On the 10th he received from the Chinese Foreign Department 
an official note that Japanese troops causing the Incident should be 
withdrawn to their original station and wait for a judicial settlement. 
The Chinese Foreign Dept, would reserve all judicial demands in 
connection with the matter. The Japanese replied that it was by 
treaty right that their troops were in North China and manoeuvered

29903 *there. It was provocative conduct by the Chinese that compelled them 
to take steps for self-defense and the Chinese were responsible.

Japan could not accept the Chinese claim to reserve all judicial 
demands. Oh the 11th the witness received instructions from his foreign 
office ordering him to convey the intention to settle the matter 
locally and requested Nanking not to obstruct their efforts. The wit
ness conveyed the import of the instructions to the Chinese Vice Foreign 
Minister and then to the Foreign Minister and demanded that Japanese 
troops be withdrawn and that no reinforcements be sent.
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The witness asked the Chinese Foreign Minister if he was right 
in believing that if an agreement stopping hostilities was reached

29904 Nanking had no intention to deny or destroy it. The Foreign Minister 
showed no indication to deny it though the Foreign Dept, sent the 
witness a note to the effect that any local understanding already con
cluded or to be concluded would take effect upon confirmation by the 
Central Government* The witness also asked the Chinese foreign 
Minister if the reported mobilization or northward movement of Chinese 
troops was true and he did not deny it.

the 16th the witness again received a note from the Chinese 
Foreign Department demanding that Japanese reinforcements be instantly 
withdrawn , that the Japanese troops responsible for the Incident be 
withdrawn to their original stations and that China would reserve all 
claims in connection with the Incident*

29905 * On the 17th the witness received instructions ordering him
to demand that Nanking not obstruct the terms of settlement about vhich 
agreement had been reached between the Japanese and Chinese military 
authorities on the spot July 1 1th, and that he should also demand that 
China stop provocative speeches and actions* Thereafter he called 
on the Chinese Foreign Minister conveying these instructions and per
suaded him that the most urgent step to be taken was to prevent further 
aggravation of the situation by execution of the agreement of July 1 1th* 
The witness pointed out that the Japanese forces in North China was 
incomparably inferior to the Chinese force there and reinforcements were 
being eagerly awaited

He emphasized the necessity of carrying out the July 1 1th agreement
29906 to alleviate the situation * and called his attention to the danger of 

further reinforcements to North China by the Nanking Govenment. The 
Chinese Foreign Minister promised to reply on the 19th. The note the 
witness left was translated and sent to Britain and the U.S. ambassadors 
for reference.

On the 19th the Chief of the Japanese Section TUNG handed the 
witness an official note to the effect that Japan was despatching a 
large body of troops to Hopei Province. China could therefore not but 
make proper preparations for self defense. China proposed that both 
countries should simultaneously stop the movements of their respective 
forces and withdraw them to their original stations. Any local 
settlement should be affirmed by the Central Government*
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29907 * The witness asked Tung if this was a reply to the Japanese

note of July 17th but the witness got only a vague answer. On the 
20th he called on the Chinese Foreign Minister and ascertained that 
this was intended to reply to the note of the 17th. It was however 
far from the practical necessity to alleviate the tense situation.
The witness considered that if they wasted time in a roundabout nego
tiation the situation would get more aggravated and he earnestly 
persuaded the Foreign Minister but he only repeated his usual abstract 
argument »

The witness talked to Kao Taung-wu, Chief of the Asiatic 
Bureau who had direct connection with Chiang Kai-shek on the 25th.
Kao hinted that Chiang Kai-shek himself intended a prompt and practical 
settlement. The witness hod a conversation with Chang Chun, governor 
of Szechwan Frovince meeting him three or four times from July 25th to 
July 27th and he negotiated in close connection with Chiang Kai-shek. 
Chun declared t hat China had no objection to the July 11th agreement.
It was agreed that as soon as the July 11th terms were guaranteed,
Japan would make a voluntary statement to withdraw and that actually 
Chinese Central Force would move first southwards, directly followed 
by Japan's withdrawal.

The witness thought the Incident was settled. But the Eangfang 
Incident of July 25th and the Kwangan incident of July 26th had 
already occurred and from the 28th onward, collisions between the two 
forces got more serious. Thus the agreement between the witness and 
Chang Chun proved fruitless.

The witness informed the progress of the negotations to 
representatives of other nations.

29909 After the Marco Folo Incident, Shanghai was comparatively calm.
At the end of July or the beginning of August it began to grow threaten
ing and they could perceive that many forces were being concentrated 
and munitions and troops being transported from Nanking to Shanghai,

On august 8th British Ambassador Huggessen presented to the 
witness his opinion regarding peace around Shanghai. The witness was 
aware that Japan earnestly desired to avert a collision in Shanghai 
and the witness reported Huggessen's opinion to the foreign office.
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The Japanese in Shanghai including the navy had no intention 
of making the matter serious. The witness had been told by the vice
chief of staff of the Ending forces who arrived in Shanghai shortly 
before the outbreak there that he had received a special secret order

29910 from the Naval *General Staff that collision must be averted at all 
hazards.

On the 11th Huggessen on behalf of the British, U.S., Germany,
Italy and France representatives offered to ambassador KAJAGOYE that 
the representatives of Japan and China and these five powers should cooper
ate to maintain peace in the Shanghai vicinity. The witness reported 
this to the Foreign Office and on the 12th received a telegram that Japan 
would accept the joint offer if China would observe the truce agreement 
of 1932, This was conveyed to the representatives of the five powers 
and Chang Kai-shek. Consul General OKAMOTO attended as the Japanese 
delegate.

The same day the witness received a telegram from OKaMOTO 
asking him to request Nanking to withdraw the Chinese peace preservation

29911 '"corps stationed near the foreign settlements in Shanghai and to remove 
military equipment and construction around the settlement. The witness 
Called on foreign vice-minister Jang and made this request. On the 13th 
the witness received a telegram from the foreign office to the same 
effect and he called on Foreign Minister Jang and repeated the request.
‘<ang however argued the validity of the truce agreement and there was
no result,

according to a telegram from acting °onsul Ta KaI at Changsha 
the end of July, a staff officer of the Governor of Hunan Province told 
TaKaI that Nanking had given him a secret order to open fire on the 
Japanese warship off the Changsha coast in case of a collision between 
Japan and China in Shanghai and asked Ta KaI to use his influence to 
withdraw the warship,

29912 The witness left Nanking on august 16th and returned to Tokyo,He talked to HIROTa on the 21st and asked for his advice in connection with his verbal report to the Emperor. HIROTa advised him that China's circumstances should be reported to the Emperor so as to suggest hopeof peaceful settlement. War Minister SUGIYaMA told the witness he feared that Japan's peace proposal might be rejected. The witness replied he felt there was still hope.
The telegrams and documents the witness referred to in his state

ment had been lost by fire and could not be found. There was no cross- 
examination of the witness.
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29914 Exhibit 2373, the affidavit of HAYaSHI, Kaoru of the Foreign
Office showing that these telegrams and documents referred to in the 
affidavit of HIDaKA were lost and could not be found, was admitted 
into evidence but not read«
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OKAMOTO, Suemasa,
by Mr. Yamaoka.

29914 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
29916 3274 as his affidavit. * Exhibit 3275» a telegram from

Foreign Minister HIROTA to Consul General OKAKOTO at 
Shanghai dated 4 August 1937, was admitted in evidence, 
and exhibit 3276, a telegram from HIROTA to Ambassador 
KA'VAGOE in China dated 7 August, 1937, was admitted into 
evidence.

29917 Exhibit 3275, » the affidavit of OKAMOTO, stated 
that the witness was Consul General at Shanghai from 8 
May 1937 to 21 March 19 3 8. The Marco Polo Bridge Incident 
broke out on 7 July, while he was at that post. He did his 
best on HIROTA's instructions to maintain close cooperation 
with the Chinese to secure peace in Shanghai, when he re
ceived on 6 August telegraphic instructions from HIROTA.

<**•
29918 * Exhibit 3275- telegram from HIROTA to the 

witness dated 4 August 1937 stated that FUNAZU was expected 
in Shanghai on the 7th, and it was necessary that he hold
a secret meeting with Kao Tsung-’Yu immediately. Since it 
might attract attention if Funazu proceeded to Nanking 
immediately, the witness was requested to make arrange
ments so he could meet Kao in Shanghai on the 7th, without" 
creating the impression that the consulate or other author
ities were conducting liaison. One plan would be to send 
TSUTSUMI of thr Cotton Mill Owners' Association to Nanking 
to contact Kao and ask him to go to Shanghai.

Since the matter was of the utmost secrecy, the 
witness was requested to exercise caution and see that Kao 
understood that the meeting would be kept in absolute 
secrecy.

October 3. 1947
29922 * Exhibit 3277, a telegram from HIROTA to Ambass

ador KA’VAGOE in China dated 7 August. 1937, regarding the 
draft oroposal of the truce, stated that a designated area 
in Hopei Province and six provinces of Chapei would be a 
demilitarized zone, and the Tangku Truce would be abrogated. 
KA’VAGOE should secure consent to the liquidation of the 
ITopei-Chahar and the East Hopei administration, and to 
direct administration of the area by the Nanking government. 
The principle of economic cooperation between Japan and 
China in Forth China was to be arranged.
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Pafe * The affidavit continued that Ambassador
29923 KAWAGOE, who had left Shanghai for North China on 7 July,

was on his way back and that was the reason the instructions 
were addressed to the witness. Besides, the Embassy was 
in the Consulate-General at Shanghai at that time.

Upon receipt of the instructions, the witness 
asked TSUTSUFI to go to Nanking to see Kao. On 7 August 
KAWAGOE returned to Shanghai, and the matter was reported 

29924 to him. * The same day FUNATSU returned to Shanghai from 
Tokyo and consulted KAWAGOE, and it was decided that 
KA’VAGOE himself meet Kao.

The conversation between Ambassador KAWAGOE and 
Kao, the Director of the Bureau of Asiatic Affairs, was 
held about 10 August at the Ambassador’s residence. Kao 
sought the Ambassador's opinion on speedy settlement of 
the North China situation. KAWAGOE told him that although 
he had not yet received instructions to open negotiations, 
it was Japan's policy to settle the Incident as soon as 
possible. As for the terms, he thought they must be of 
such a nature that both governments could accept them.

KAWAGOE's tentative plan was of the same line as 
the terms mentioned in the Foreign Office instructions,

29925 * which were establishment of demilitarized zones, dis
solution of the Chi-chi Administrative Committee and the 
Chi-tung Regime, and economic cooperation in North China.
The copies of these telegrams are at present in the Foreign 
Office.

Kao stated that though there might be difficulties, 
he thought there was a hope of success if the terms were 
of this nature. He would return to Nanking for consultation 
and see KAWAGOE again. KAWAGOE told the witness the 
contents of this conversation. On 9 August. Lieutenant 
OYAFA was murdered, and a few days later Shanghai was the 
scene of armed conflict between the Japanese and Chinese,

29926 * and the conversation between KA’.VAGOE and Kao was inter
rupted without bearing fruit.

Exhibit 3276, the telegram from HIROTA to KAWAGOe 
dated 7 August, 1937, on the subject of commencement of 
truce negotiations, stated that as a result of active 
consultations among the War, Navy, and Foreign Ministries 
on settling the present situation, it was hoped an agree
ment could be reached along the lines of a separate message

29927 * expected to be adopted in a day or two.
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Page It was desirable that initiative on truce negotia
tions come from the Chinese, Arrangements had been made to 
dispatch FUNAZU* Reinforcements were to be dispatched from 
Japan, and they thought it important that an agreement be 
reached before 20 August, when they finished their concen
tration. FUNAZU was to see Kao in greatest secrecy and 
inspire in him a prosnect of peaceful settlement and 
persuad-■ him to ap roach KA'YAGOE with a truce proposal. It 
would be unwelcome if Kao responded by an indefinite pro
posal as a mere feeler, as it was imperative that a Chinese 
proposai should be founded on determination on their part. 
Kao‘s oroposal to KA’YAGOE must have the full understanding 
of Chiang Kai-shek.

2992s * If Kao made a proposal with the understanding
of Chiang and if Japan had already decided on the policy 
mentioned before (exhibit 3277), KAY7AG0E was to proceed 
with a preliminary conference with Kao along the lines of 
this policy, hut if he had not received by that time a 
telegram to the effect that the government had decided on 
a policy along the lines stated in this message, he was to 
ask for instructions immediately, reporting the details of 
Kao's proposal.

Pending the government's decision, it was 
necessary that this be keot in strictest secrecy, even

29929 from military or naval attaches. * The government was
willing to open parleys for adjusting diplomatic relations. 
Free from considering past circumstances, this was expected 
to be decided on in a few days. Only a very limited number, 
even at the top of the army and navy, were informed of this, 
and they were trying to arrive at a decision first and then 
force it through.

THERE 'VAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE '7ITNE3S.
29931 * Exhibit 3278, the affidavit or? HAYA3HI, Kaoru, 

showing that the original and copi- s of the telegram of 
HIROTA adressed to CKAM0T0 and referred to in exhibit 
2515 were lost and could not be found, was admitted in 
evidence but not read. From exhibit 2515, an earlier 
affidavit of 0KAM0T0, Suemasa, it was stated that the 
Marco Polo Rridge Incident brought serious anxiety to 
Chinese and foreigners at Shanghai. At that time the 
ÏÏAYASHI Cabinet had fallen, and K0N0YE had formed a 
Cabinet, with HIROTA as Foreign Minister. A few days

29932 * after the Incident, the affiant received instructions 
that the government was maintaining the policy of local 
solution and no enlargement. He should take all means to 
prevent any incidents at Shanghai.
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and consuls, the witness explained the spirit of the 
instruction and assured them the Incident would not spread 
to Shanghai»

THERE 'VAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE ’.VITAESS.
29934 Exhibit 3279, an excerpt from the Grew Diary 

dated 6 August 1937- stated that Britain now proposed an 
Anglo-American offer of good offices to both the Japanese 
and Chinese to smooth out difficulties that might occur in 
negotiations for withdrawing troops. Before acting, they 
wanted Dodds* and his opinion as to probable Japanese 
reaction to such an offer.

29935 f * Exhibit 3280, a telegram from HIROTA to 
Ambassador KA'VAGOE dated 8 August, 1937, concerning 
instructions for the truce negotiation with China, stated 
that the object of sending troops to North China was as 
set forth in the Cabinet resolution of 11 July. Although 
they were forced subsequently to drive out the 29th Army,

29936 * a punitive exredition was no part of their intention.
If the Chinese should sue for peace, it should 

be the generous attitude of Japan to show appreciation and 
cooperate with China. On the 7th, the 7/ar, Navy, and 
Foreign Ministries agreed that not only would the Chinese 
peace proposal be entertained along the lines of separate 
telegram 170 (exhibit 328O-A), but also to take a big 
stride toward improving relations.

"/hen the Chinese should make a truce proposal 
and if KA'VAGOE was convinced it was in good faith, he 
could enter into negotiations, bearing in mind his 
instructions, and he would see that the Chinese made the 
first move and report the manner of their approach and

29937 ask for instructions. * Since the Chinese seemed to at 
last come to talk of recognition of Manchukuo, it would 
be better if they could be persuaded to recognize her at 
this time.

Since the separate telegram (exhibit 328O-A) 
expressed their innermost mind, KÀWAG0E was requested to 
keep it to himself and try to lead the negotiations as 
favorably as nosslble. He would understand that the 
broad-minded policy would be beyond Chinese expectation, 
and was worthy of winning world respect.
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* Exhibit 328O-A, telegram 170, from HIROTA to 
KA'VAGOE dated 8 August, 1937, regarding conditions of 
truce negotiations, stated that the following would be 
designated as demilitarized zones in which no Chinese 
troops were to be stationed, and peace would be maintained 
by a Peace Preservation Corps.

•Four different plans were then described, setting 
out the demilitarized areas. * To indicate that they had 
no intention to voluntarily reduce the number of troops 
within the extent of the number at the Incident's outbreak, 
was a limit of their concession. A second concession limit 
was abrogation of the Tangku Truce, the DOIHARA Chin Te-Chun 
Agreement, and the UFEZU-Ho Ying-chin Agreement, with the 
exception of understandings based on the Peiping Arrangement, 
which were described.

* The third limit of concession was consent to 
liquidation of the Hopei-Chahar and East Hopei regimes, and 
committing them to free administration of the Nanking 
Government. Principles of economic cooperation were to be 
agreed upon. The form should be joint enterprises and other 
similar plans standing on the basis of equality.

The U?.’EZU-Ho Ying-chin Agreement, though to be 
abrogated as a concession limit, was still effective pending 
consummation of present negotiations, the Chinese to 
withdraw from Hopei Province.

* Parallel to the truce parleys, it was requested 
that the Chinese promise to enter into a negotiation to 
adjust relations unfettered by past circumstances. As 
soon as the withdrawal of the Chinese troops from the 
demilitarized '»rea and evacuation from HOpei Province 
completed, upon consummation of the truce, voluntary 
withdrawal of Japanese troops would follow. It was proposed 
that on completion of the truce parley, both nations should 
issue a statement that they were entering a new era 
devoted to amity.

* Exhibit 328O-B, telegram from HIROTA to 
KAWAGOE dated 8 August, 1937, (telegram 171 concerning the 
truce negotiation), was an explanation of exhibit 328O-A.
The pumose of proposing the line designating the demil
itarized zone connecting Manchukuo, etc. was to include the 
strategically important hills on the river banks and all 
important points, such as Tientsin and Taku.
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As for the withdrawal of the Central Army, it was 
natural that they should first demand this step, as they 
had always insisted that its presence in Kopei violated the 
UMEZU-Ho Ying-cbin Agreement. No truce parley could 
materialize so long as .this requirement was not carried out.

As for liquidation of the East Hopei regime, the 
army was ^ery reluctant to agree, but finally gave in. As 
for negotiations for tne adjustment of relations, ♦ it would 
be most desirable to carry it on side by side with the truce 
narley if there was prospect of quick agreement. It was 
undesirable that the parley be delayed on account of the 
negotiation for adjusting diplomatic relations.

Exhibit 328O-C, telegram 172 from HIROTA to 
KAWAGOE dated 8 August 1937 concerning the outline of the 
plan for over-all adjustment of Sino-Japanese relations, 
stated that China was to recognize Kanchukuo, or tacitly 
uromise not to make an issue of Manchuhuo henceforth. An 
anti-communist pact should be concluded.

* Besides the liquidation of East Hopei and Hopei- 
Chahar as a truce condition, Japan was ready to discuss 
the subject of Inner Mongolia and Suiyuan. In case they 
admitted Japan's just demands, they would not insist upon 
including Nanking's influence from these areas.

China was to suppress anti-Japanese movements 
and enforce to the letter the good neighbor policy. Regard
ing military affairs, the Shanghai Truce Agreement was to 
be abrogated. They were to desist from arbitrary aviation,
* reduce tariff rates, abolish special trade of East Hopei, 
and recovery by the Chinese of freedom to control smuggling 
on the sea belonging to the demilitarized area. There was 
to be a promotion of the normal increase and development of 
trade.

* Exhibit 328O-D, telegram 175- HIROTA to KAV/AGOE 
dated 8 August, 1937. referred to telegram 170 (exhibit 
328O-A). It stated that since the War Minister keeps the 
truce plans and for adjustment of diplomatic relations 
under closest secrecy owing to strong military opposition, 
only a very limited number of high officers in the V/ar 
Ministry and General Staff were taken into confidence.

Plan one for the demilitarized area (exhibit 
328O-A) was an ideal plan. They might content themselves 
finally with plans 3 or 4. * If the Chinese desired to
fix a term with respect to the establishment of a demil
itarized zone, they were prepared to consider it.
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* Exhibit 328I, an excerpt from the Grew Diary 
dated 20 Seotember, 1937«. stated that evidently these 
representations impressed HIROTA, because he saw the 
Emperor the next morning, and later concrete indications 
were noticed that the government was dis'-urbed about the 
effects of indiscriminate bombings and was taking steps 
to control the aviators. Probably as a result of their 
representations and foreign reactions, the government sent 
an admiral to Shanghai to discuss the situation with 
Commander HASEGAWA, and word was sent out there would be 
no further bombing of Nanking after 25 September.

* Exhibit 3282, a further excerpt from the Grew 
diary dated 20 September, 1937» stated * that Grew's 
conversation with HIROTA was prefaced by appreciation with 
regard to arrangements made to avoid bombing the Hankow- 
Canton Railway during the evacuation of Americans on 
Sentember 22 and 26. HIROTA asked if Grew had received 
his note concerning the bombing of the American missionary 
hospital at ’Vaichow. Grew replied in the affirmative and 
expressed further appreciation of HIROTA's regret and the 
offer to consider indemnification.

Grew then turned to the announced plans to bomb 
Nanking the next day at noon, and made emphatic representa
tions on the serious danger to foreign diplomatic estab
lishments and personnel and other non-combatants which 
would occur if such a course was pursued. He spoke of the 
serious effect In the U. S. if some accident should occur 
and remarked on the steadily mounting feeling «in the U. S. 
and other countries against Jaoan, ¥ which by her action 
was laying up for herself distrust and suspicion. He told 
HIROTA that the good will between th ^r countries which 
they both had been building up was rapidly dissolving.
’Vhile the American people were patient, they were easily 
aroused by some serious incident involving their legitimate 
interests, and that he was constantly dreading the effects 
of a serious accident touching the honor of the Americans.

Grew spoke earnestly of HIROTA's responsibility 
for Japan's foreign relations and for restraining military 
forces in China. Grew said that the military and naval 
forces did not understand and appeared not to care about 
Janan's foreign relations and her world position, and it 
was HIROTA's responsibility * to guide the course of 
action in China, The force of Grew’s statements left 
nothing to HIROTA's imagination.
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HIROTA did not try to counter his observations, 
but listened gravely. HIROTA observed that four hours 
before be had ordered the naval command in China to make 
every effort to avoid injuring foreign diplomatic estab
lishments or non-combatants in Nanking in connection with 
the proposed bombing operations. Grew reported that the 
press had already reported bombing operations there yes
terday, but HIROTA said these were unimportant and far 
away from diplomatic establishments. HIROTA volunteered 
the opinion that the warning by the navy that bombing 
operations would commence at noon on 21 September was too 
short.

* Although Grew spoke to him with unprecedented 
directness, HIROTA gave no indication of resentment.
HIROTA received the observation sadly, but without rebuttal. 
’Vhile recent developments indicated that HIROTA had and
was making efforts to avoid antagonizing the U. S. by 
cautioning the military and naval forces in local issues, 
the fact remained that civil government had very little 
influence with these forces where their general objectives 
were concerned.

* Exhibit 3283, an excerpt from the Grew Diary 
dated 21 and 22 October 1937i stated that a colleague had 
told Grew that he made renewed representations to HIROTA 
to persuade Japan to participate in the 9 Power Conference 
at Brussels. The colleague advanced the argument that the 
Japanese case had gone by default at Geneva, but Brussels 
would offer them a further opportunity, for the powers 
there wished above all for a peaceful settlement of the 
Sino-Japanese hostilities. HIROTA replied that since his 
last talk he had consulted many prominent people, and 
sentiment against participation, especially among political 
leaders, was practically unanimous. However, no final 
decision had been reached.

YOSHIZA'VA told Charge d'Affaires Dooman on 21 
October, that so far as the Foreign Office was concerned, 
the 9 Power Conference invitation would be definitely 
declined, * and that a favorable reply could not be 
expected so long as the invitation did not specify that 
the conference did not arise out of the League resolution 
and the U. S. announcement of 6 October.

* Exhibit 3284, an excerpt from the Grew diary 
dated 6 November 1937* stated that HIROTA's talk with Grew 
was that according to reports from Brussels, it appeared 
that the draft final resolution contemplated united action 
against Japan. HIROTA had seen only the original draft and 
did not know if it was passed without amendment. If it did
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call for united action, * 7R0TA feared a very unfortunate 
effect on Japanese public opinion, as united action would 
imply some sort of sanctions and not help stop hostilities 
but, merely encourage the Chinese. According to certain 
diplomatic representatives, the U. 3. not only took the 
initiative in proposing the conference, but was also 
taking active leadership.

HIROTA said these rumors would soon appear in 
the Japanese press and have a very unfortunate effect. 
Hitherto the Japanese public had felt * that the country 
foremost in developing a solid front against Japan was 
Britain. but if the press now reported that leadership 
at Brussels was by the U. S., the onus would be shifted 
to America. Good relations with the U. 3. were HIROTA's 
fundamental policy, and he greatly feared these results.
Tin to then it was felt by Japan that the U.’ S. was the 
only country whose impartiality in the 3Ino-Japanese 
hostilities had been genuine, and it was hoped that the 
IT. 3. mimht play an important role in bringing about 
peace. This situation had been somewhat altered by 
Roosevelt's Chicago speech, but since he omitted mention 
of the Far East in his address to Congress, the Japanese 
nubile had the impression that the U. 3. attitude was not 
quite so strict as had at first been feared,

* HIROTA then said that the Japanese campaign 
in China was proceeding smoothly and it would probably 
not be necessary for the army to go any further than they 
had already gone. It would be to China's own interest to 
bring about a peaceful settlement If the Chinese Government 
evacuated Nanking it would be a fool' •.u mo»re, Opposition 
was forming to Chiang Kai-shek, and .,1s position was not
too secure. Japanese terms, if pec.ee were made now, would 
be reasonable, and no foot of Chinese territory would be 
retained. If hostilities continued, the attitude might 
change and more drastic terms result. The ü. 3. could 
best help by persuading Chiang Kai-shek to negotiate 
for peace. If a willingness to negotiate were indicated, 
HIROTA would sent a representative to Shanghai to talk 
with a Chinese representative.

* Grew told HIROTA that he hoped he would do 
everything to prevent the Japanese press from publishing 
unconfirmed reports with regard to trie Ü. 3. attitude.
Grew told HIROTA of what Eden had said in the House of 
Commons and of State Department denials that the U. 3
had taken the initiative in calling the Brussels Conference. 
HIROTA said he would do his best to keep the press quiet.
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When Grew pointed out that the Chinese Ambassador 
was still in Tokyo and that diplomatic channels for peace 
still appeared to exist, HIROTA assented but made no comment.

* Exhibit 3285, an excerpt from the Grew diary 
dated 13 December, 1937, stated that Grew was informed that 
HIROTA was coming to see him at the Embassy and realized 
that this was an unprecedented step and that something 
terrible happened, and he thought immediately of the Panay. 
HIROTA was in the Embassy when Grew got there, and at once 
told him of the reports of the sinking of the Panay by 
Japanese planes. He made no effort to pretend it might 
have been Chinese planes, and expressed the government's 
profound apologies and regrets. HIROTA seemed genuinely 
moved, saying he could not tell Grew how badly they felt 
about this.

Grew cabled the State Department of this call of 
HIROTA and also that the Navy and War Ministers had likewise 
* expressed regrets through their attaches.

* Exhibit 3286, an excerpt from the book "Behind 
the Japanese Mask" by Ambassador Craigie, stated that one 
serious incident occurred in December, 1937, when the 
Japanese were pursuing the Chinese up the Yangtze after the 
fall of Nanking. The British gunboat Ladybird was above 
Nanking, and every alteration in her position was promptly 
notified to Japan. In the middle of November the Ladybird 
was slightly damaged by Japanese field artillery. Her 
commander protested to the artillery commander, who showed 
no contrition.

The reaction of Japan was both prompt and 
commendable. * As soon as he heard the news, HIROTA called 
on Craigie and begged him to convey to the British govern
ment Japan's sincere regret and an offer for compensation 
for the damage. HIROTA had obviously been much upset, 
showing more than usual emotion. Having regard to the 
feelings of the Japanese extremists, HIROTA displayed 
considerable moral courage in taking the unusual step of 
a personal call. Britain accepted the apology, and the 
cost of repairing the gunboat was promptly made good by 
Japan.
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION OP ISHII, Itaro,
by Mr, Yamaoka,

29969 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
29970 3287 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that on 7 

July 1937, two months after he became Director of the 
Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs, the Marco Polo Bridge 
Incident broke out* Japanese forces entered Nanking about 
13 December. Following that, Consul-General FUKUI returned 
to his post at Nanking. His first report to the Foreign 
Office was about the atrocities there. This was trans
mitted to the Director of the Bureau of Military Affairs. 
HIROTA, being alarmed about the matter, urged the witness

29971 to take some steps * to suppress such disgraceful deeds.
The witness replied to HIROTA that a copy of the report 
had been sent to the War Office, and that he Intended to 
warn the military against the deeds at the coming liaison 
conference.

At that time it was customary that the Chief of 
the First Section of the Military Affairs Bureau, Naval 
Affairs Bureau, and Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs, sat 
at the conference of their respective superiors. The 
witness brought forward the problem of atrocities, and 
reminded the Chief of the First Section of the Military 
Affairs Bureau of the high ideal of the Holy War, and

29972 demanded he take strict measures. * The military delegate 
shared his feelings and acceded to his demand. Shortly 
after a written report of the Acting Consul-General at 
Nanking reached the Foreign Office. It was a detailed 
account of the atrocities drawn up by an international 
security committee. The witness read the report closely 
and reported the outline to HIROTA, and showed it to the 
Chief of the First Section of the Military Affairs Bureau, 
and repeated the demand. The military delegate told the 
witness that a strict warning had already been given to 
the Nanking occupation force, and from that time atrocity 
cases grew less.

About the end of January, 1938, central army 
leaders sent a special envoy to the occupation force at 
Nanking. Later It was learned this was Major-General - 
HOMMA. After that the atrocities were exterminated.

29973 * The telegrams and reports referred to In the 
affidavit were not found in the Foreign Office files, but 
had been lost. HIROTA, as the witness was told, requested 
War Minister SUGIYAMA to take strict measures with regard 
to the Nanking atrocities. The witness was told this by 
HIROTA, and at the same time made the same request to War 
Office authorities•
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29974 * The witness stated that the telegram from the 
Acting Consul-General in Nanking concerning the atroci
ties was written in Japanese. Asked how the term 
atrocities was rendered in Japanese, he stated no 
special term was used. By atrocities he referred to 
the incendiarism and looting in Nanking.

29975 * The questions of the Panay and Ladybird were 
discussed at the Liaison Conference between the Minis
tries of the Foreign Office, War and Navy. When asked 
If the despatch of HOMMA to Nanking was not for In
vestigating means to adjust relations between foreign 
interests and the action taken by the military and 
to prevent further infringement on foreign interests 
in the future, the witness replied that he did not 
know the details of HOMMA's mission but he had heard 
from the War Department that It was to enforce stricter 
discipline.

29976 * The witness was asked if he were not mistaken 
in stating that he had discussed problems frequently 
with the Chief of the First Section of the Military 
Affairs Bureau and was shown Exhibit 3031» a chart 
of the Japanese Military Organization in December 
1941, which showed there were no first or second 
sections of the Military Affairs Bureau in the War 
Office, the witness stated he may have been mistaken 
to use the words "First Section" but he recalled

29977
that the person who held the office was Col. Shibayama 
Kanashira. * He did not remember the date exactly 
v;hen he got the report of atrocities but believed 
it was immediately after the entry into Nanking.
He believed the Liaison Conference was one or two 
days after they received the report of atrocities.

CROSS-EXAMINATION 3Y MR. COMYNS-CARR
Reference was made to the affidavit where the 

witness said that shortly after the Liaison Conference 
he received a detailed account in English of the atroci
ties drawn up by an International Committee. The
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witness was asked if he did not receive a whole series 
of such reDorts and he replied yes.

* The witness was asked if although he had 
stated that the military delegate had told him the 
atrocioies grew less after the warning, if he did 
not know in fact that from those reports they con
tinued as bad as ever down to the first week of 
February 1938. The witness stated he did remember 
that but such cases were much less than on the 
large scale at the time of the occupation and entry.
He did not recall receiving a reoort dated 2 February 
1938 reporting 76 atrocities in Nanking the last four 
days of January. He did recall receiving a document 
reporting over 70 such cases but did not remember the 
date or period of time covered.

* When he spoke of a military delegate tell
ing him that a strict warning had been given to the 
occupation force, he was referring to Col. Shibayama. 
He did.not hear Shibayama say when the warning was 
given * but he did not think many days eiaüsed after 
this first discussion was taken un in the Foreign 
Office. He thought it was shortly after the report 
from FUKUI, after which the question was taken up by 
the Foreign Office and a Liaison Conference held so 
he thought it was just a fev; days after the first 
Liaison Conference that he gave the warning. He had 
never heard the date when a warning was sent by the 
Central Army authorities to the Naming Army.

* He did not remember whether it was the 
second or third Liaison Conference when Military 
Delegate SHIBAYAMA gave him the information, This 
was soon after he received the first of the reports 
from the International Committee. Tne Liaison 
Conferences were not held regularly but he thought 
they were held once or twice a week. He took the 
view that Acting Consul-General FUKUI’s report 
called for immediate action. * The report was 
transmitted to the Army immediately after its 
receipt. Two or three days later the witness 
sponsored a Liaison Conference calling their atten
tion to the matter. The witness thought the Army 
took the matter up immediately. * Col. SHIBAYAMA 
did not tell the witness to whom the warning was
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took when the reports continued to pour in from the 
International Committee. He replied that the words 
"poured in" were used in the question but he recalled 
that the reports came in one or two bunches.

(The attention of the Court was invited to 
Exhibit 323)

29984 * When these later reports came in, he had the 
impression that the warning issued by the army authori
ties was not thoroughly taking effect but he did not 
suspect that they had never issued it.

To the witness was quoted an extract from 
Exhibit 329» v/herein a German resident stated that 
the fateful days of Nanking clearly showed a lack of 
discipline, atrocities and criminal acts of the entire 

29985 Japanese Army * and it seemed a mockery to see this
bestial machinery appear as a charnu ion of anti-Comr.un- 
ism and the renovation and deliberation of China.

Asked if that was the impression oroduced 
on his mind when he read the reports, he stated he 
did not recall the German who had been referred to 
but the impression he still retained was that the 
atrocities were very severe.

All the documents forwarded by the Consul, 
being the reports of the Internatio-.ji. Committee, 
were reported to HIROTA.

29986 * The witness did not recall the date HOMKA
arrived at Nanking. He did not ascertain who the 
Central Army leaders were who were responsible for 

• sending HOMMA and he had never heard that anyone 
was sent before HOI.u.'A to make an investigation.

29988 * At that time the Foreign Office had an
Information Bureau where studies of the foreign 
press were made but he had no connection with that 
bureau. Asked if the bureau reported to him and 
HIROTA that the world press was full of denuncia
tions of the rape of Nanking, he replied he re
ceived no report to that effect, but received in
formation from time to time from the Information 
Bureau Chief as to what appeared in foreign publi
cations. He reported that there ~,ere many references
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reports were circulated to the Minister, Vice-Minister
29989 and Bureau of Directors * but he did not recall if 

they were circulated to the Cabinet. He did not 
recall if a resume of foreign press reports was 
circulated to the Cabinet but he did think that such 
summaries were prepared to Inform government mem
bers. He did not know, however, what the object-
of the Information Bureau were. He did not recall 

ever seeing a reference to the Nanking atrocities in 
the Japanese press, but he did not know whether such

29990 items were suppressed. * He did not think the Infor
mation Bureau reported as to what appeared in Japan
ese newspapers.

Asked if HIROTa brought this matter before 
the Cabinet, he stated he had not heard it was pre
sented to the CaDinet. HIROTA told the witness that 
he had referred the question to the War Minister.
The reports continued to come from Nanking about 
the continuing atrocities after that. Asked if 
HIROTA took further steps when he reported this 
to him, the witness stated that he didn t think 
HIROTA took up the question with the War Minister 
frequently, but only once or twice.

29991 * He did not know If HIROTa took it up with 
anyone else. Asked if this was not a very suitable 
matter to be brought before the Cabinet Advisory 
Council on China, the witness stated that was not
a body which could take up such a matter.

29992 ♦ HIR01A and the wltries, had several dis
cussions regarding further steps to stop the atroci
ties and toid the witness frequently to lodge 
serious warning with war Ministry authorities.
They never talked about bringing the question up 
before the Cabinet. The witness did not regard the 
Cabinet as a body to discuss such a question for 
it was not in a position to dear with questions 
regarding the military in the fiexd.

In his position it was necessary to know 
something about international raw.
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29993 * He had not heard that any responsible person

was ever punished for the atrocities but he thought 
HIROTA discussed the matter with the War minister but 
not that he submitted it to the Cabinet.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY KR. YAMAOKA
2999î> * The witness was asked if he and the Foreign

Office accepted the Nanking reports at face value. He 
stated that they considered most of them to be facts 
and generally accepted them at face value. There were 
many points of duplication between foreign reports which 
also included reports from, the Chinese, The action of 
the Foreign Office and himself in calling the Liaison 
Conferences and issuing the warnings was based on this 
assumption.

29997 * Asked why they did not take any further steps, 
he stated that the Foreign Office could not do more than 
that from the standpoint of the authority it held.

•

29998 * Exhibit 3287-A, the affidavit of HAYASHI,
Kaoru, showing that the originals and copies of the 
telegrams and reports referred to in the above affi
davit, were lost and could not be found, was received 
Into evidence but not read. From Exhibit 328, tele
grams and desnatches in the files of U.3. Embassy at 
Nanking, was read a despatch of Grew, which stated 
that he had handed a formal note to HiROTA, reviewing 
the reports of depredations and looting of American 
oroperty by Jananese forces 1n China, and presenting 
the substance of the final paragraoh of the State

29999 Department's instruction:. * Since he had received 
from the Deoartm.ent o c .-rcment on his oral reDresenta- 
tions to the Foreign Minister, he assured they were 
not disapproved and he therefore took an equally 
strong attitude in his talk with HIKOTA. He told 
HIROTA that the data which he was nresenting In the 
note disproved the reports from Japanese sources that 
the U.S. was depending upon Chinese information.
They were now giving precise dates on which looting 
had been seen by U.S. citizens. He spoke of the stead
ily mounting evidence of Japanese depredations which 
was coring before *he U.S. public. The inflammable



Page effect of this should not be overlooked and U.S.
patience was not inexhaustible. He told HIROTA he 
was increasingly disturbed at the future outlook of 
U.S.-Japanese relations and asked him for a precise 
statement in reply.

30000 * HIROTA said the strictest possible instruc
tions had gone out from General Headquarters to all 
China Commanders to the effect that the depredations 
must cease, and General HOMMA had been sent to Nanking 
to ensure compliance. HIROTA said he expected im
mediate cessation of such looting and authorized Grew 
to inform the State Deoartment that full indemnifi
cation would be made for losses and damages inflicted.

(Reference was made to Exhibit 972-G, the 
last address by HIROTA in the Diet, 22 January 1938.)

30001 * Exhibit 3288, the answer of Foreign Minister 
HIROTA before the House of Representatives Committee 
on the Budget, on 29 January 1938» stated that as to 
China's future, Japan hoped for a government to carry 
out an anti-Comrunism policy while continuing cordial 
relations with Japan; he wanted to help the regenera
tion of the Chinese.

Japan had not the slightest idea to establish a 
government and separate it from the rest of China. The 
unification of all China was necessary for its integrity.

30002 * Exhibit 3289, a statement by HIROTA before 
the House of Peers Budget Committee on 4 March 1938, 
stated that HIROTA thought it would be well if in the 
future there was an opportunity for the powers to dis
cuss naval disarmament.
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Page
30003

3000 5

30006

30007

* DIRECT EXAMINATION OF ARITA, Hachlro 
BY MR. YAMAOKA

The witness Identified and verified Exhibit 
329O as his affidavit.

* The affidavit stated that the witness was 
Foreign Minister in the HIROTA Cabinet from 2 April 
1936 to 2 February 1937 and later was Foreign Minister 
in the KONOYE and HIRANUMA and YONAI Cabinets, I1IR0TA 
was appointed State Councillor in the YONAI Cabinet, 
The system of State Councillors had been established 
during the first Konoye Cabinet, The succeeding 
HIRANUMA Cabinet retained the system but when the 
YONAI Cabinet was formed, three or four Councillors 
resigned because they disagreed with his policies. 
MATSUOKA was among those who resigned. His appoint
ment was considered to be due to his diplomatic 
experience, * and YONAI asked for the witness' views 
in choosing a man to succeed MATSUOKA. He recommended 
HIROTA, who was considered to have opinions contrary 
to MATSUOKA's and he was appointed State Councillor 
in March 1940, He was recommended because he was 
of sound diplomatic opinions and against the con
clusion of the Tripartite Pact,

The YONAI Cabinet resigned in July 1940 
and the second KONOYE Cabinet was formed. The Tri
partite Pact was concluded shortly after. The wit
ness used to call on HIROTA to exchange views on 
diplomatic problems. After the conclusion of the 
Tripartite Pact, he had a talk with HIROTA in which 
HIROTA reiterated his opinion against the Pact, saying 
he could not understand its necessity. The most 
important thing should have been termination of the 
China Affair and the Pact ?/ould cause grave reaction 
on the part of the U.S, and Britain, * China would 
take advantage of this state of affairs and the settle
ment of the China Affair would become more difficult. 
He pointed out that so far, Japan had been able to 
keep its economy through friendly intercourse with 
Britain and the U.S, but if she fell into strained 
relations with them, future economic development 
could be expected. He pointed out the possibility

«
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expressed his deep anxiety on the disadvantageous 
effect the Pact might have, HIROTA told the witness 
that when the Cabinet called a meeting of the senior 
statesmen to report on the Tripartite Pact immediately 
after its signing, MATSUOKA was the principal speaker 
and explained the Pact for about two hours. HIROTA

30008 told him that he put several questions * but MATSUOKA 
only answered that it was a matter of opinions and no 
convincing replies were obtained.

The witness remembered a meeting with HIROTA 
on l6 April 1941 v/hen he revealed his feelings that 
the course of the Cabinet foreign policy seemed very 
dangerous. The opinion gained in influence that it 
would be more desirable to choose the Premier from 
among active or retired generals who could exercise 
strong control over the Army because they expected 
the military might become more prudent, HIROTA set 
forth a similar opinion in their frequent meetings,

30009 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BROOKS
Council for KOISO

The witness was shown Exhibit 2214, an 
ITAGAKI KOISO radio interview, which purported to 
include statements by ARITA.

30012 * The witness stated he did not recall making 
any statements of that nature. Asked if he recalled 
talking to anyone that could have transmitted these 
to Germany, he stated that he had had occasion to

30013 talk with members of press agencies * but he had no 
recollection of saying anything relative to the sub
ject matter In this document. He could not explain 
v/hy his name appeared in the document,

30014 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. CCMYNS-CARR
Reference was made to the affidavit of the 

witness where he said he recommended HIROTA as a 
State Councillor because he knew he was against the 
Tripartite Pact, He v/as asked if on 10 August 1939* 
a few days before the HIRANUMA Cabinet's resignation, 
resignation was under discussion and also if there was
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discussion as to the next Premier, He said he had no 
knowledge whether there was any indication regarding 
the resignation toward the end of August,

30015 * The witness was asked if on 10 August he met 
HIROTA and told him that in a Five Ministers Conference, 
HIRANUMA stood up and said that the War Minister came 
the other day and explained the Army proposal. Since 
the HIRANUMA government had recognized the necessity
of.a treaty, they had done their utmost, although 
War Minister ITAGAKI says that this Army proposal was 
not a hindrance, HIRANUMA could not think of it as 
such, HIRANUMA asked all the Cabinet members ques
tions, The contention of the Army was that the situa
tion required a military alliance. Its first step 
was to follow the pre-arranged plan. If this could 
not be done, the second step,being the conclusion of 
a military alliance, was to be followed. The witness 
stated he did not have any definite recollection as to 
saying this to HIROTA on that date.

30016 * He did not know that between the 10th and 12th 
of August 1939, HIROTA told KONOYE that hi* opinions
on the question of an alliance were very similar to the 
Army's. He did not know that for that reason KONOYE 
recommended HIROTA as the next Premier.

30019 * Exhibit 3291, the affidavit of YONAI, Mitsumasa 
stated that the affiant was Premier from i6 January 1940 
to 22 July 1940. HIROTA was State Councillor in his 
Cabinet. One day they had a talk in which HIROTA told 
him his opinions on foreign policy. At that time a 
German-Italian Alliance was being advocated by some 
Japanese. HIROTA stated that the safer course was
to keep contact with Britain and the U.S. and the 
Cabinet should make the conciliatory attitude clear 
as soon as possible. HIROTA pointed out that Japan

30020 might be involved in the war * if she concluded an 
alliance with Germany and Italy, and professed that 
he was absolutely against the conclusion of the 
Tripartite Pact.

State Councillors, however, had no compe
tency to participate in a government decision and 
were not responsible for it.
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30020 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MATSUDAIRA, Yasumasa

BY MR. HANAI
The witness identified and verified Exhibit 

3292 as his affidavit.
30025 * The affidavit stated that the witness was 

Chief Secretary under Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal 
KIDO from June 193& to November 194-5» and learned 
many things ex-officio from the Lord Keeper or others 
as to the progress of the senior statesmen's meeting 
and the State Councillors held in the presence of the 
Emperor. He often had opportunity to call on HIROTA 
by the orders of the Lord Keeper or to sit with him 
at various meetings. In most of these cases, he 
told the witness with regard to the Cabinet that 
there was a necessity of adjusting the eccentric
way of the military and there was no other way but 
to have military leaders occupy responsible posi-

30026 tions and assume * the helm of state with a strict 
control over the military, and that civil statesmen 
lacked such capacity. As to the Imperial Head
quarters, its constitution should be enlarged by 
appointing senior statesmen to its staff instead
of constituting it exclusively with military and 
naval officers.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOZUMI 
Council for KIDO

Reference was made to the affidavit where 
the witness stated there was no other way to adjust 
the eccentric ways of the military than to have 
military leaders occupy responsible posts. Asked if 
HIROTA was one of the senior statesmen wnen he 
expressed this opinion, the witness said that he

30027 heard from HIROTA as such. * At that time the wit
ness was Chief Secretary to Lord Keeper KIDO and
he reported HIROTA's opinion to KIDO. He had met 
HIROTA prior to the statesmen's conference on 17 
October 1941 and knew he entertained this opinion.

The witness did not recall whether KIDO 
only listened to HIROTA's opinion or spoke of it.

IL
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30032 * Exhibit 3293» the affidavit of Tadeusz Römer, 

stated that the affiant was Polish Ambassador to Japan 
from 2 November 1937 to 4 October 194-1 • His personal 
relations with HIROTA dated from the time he was in 
such post. It was during HIROTA's term as Foreign 
Minister and 1. gely owing to him that on 1 October

30033 1937 the Polish and Japanese Legations * were raised 
to Embassies, He had opportunity to meet HIROTA more 
frequently tnan other diplomatic representatives and 
of conversing with him on current political matters.
From the notes he took on their conversations, he 
quoted one dated 21 January 1941, which he later 
communicated to Ambassador Grew, The note stated 
that the affiant gathered confidentially from HIROTA

30034 that HIROTA judged MATSUOKA's policy with the utmost * 
severity. According to HIROTA, Japan, by her hasty 
and thoughtless access to the Axis, pointlessly 
deprived herself of all freedom of manoeuvre. She
was being forced down a dangerous slope and may sudden
ly find herseif in a war against the U.S,

A note dated 30 January 1941 regarding a 
conversation 7;Ith HIROTA and LATHAN, the Australian 
Minister, stated that from HIROTA's reaction to the 
affiant's picture of the Japanese political situa
tion he could deduct that HIROTA shared his views and 
was definitely critical of the government's policy.
He agreed that a war with the U,S. would be fatal,

3OO36 * Exhibit 3294, an excerpt from the Grew
Diary, dated 1 February 1941, stated that it was 
known that ARITA had been interpellating Foreign 
Minister MATSUOKA for days on end. It was known 
that HIROTA had said that MATSUOKA was following 
a foreign policy fatal to Japan, and that accord
ing to several Diet members, assurances had quietly 
been given by the Government that a policy aimed 
to avoid a crash with the U,S. would be followed.
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OPENING STATEMENT BY MR. MATTICE.

Exhibit 3296-A, an excerpt from the pamphlet 
entitled "Construction of New Manchuria and Mongolia" 
showed those present at a discussion meeting of Japanese 
and Chinese notables under the auspices of the Asahi 
Newspaper at Mukden on 11 January, 1932. * Ambassador
YOSHIZA’VA had his statement read to the group, as he was 
unable to attend.

In the statement, he said that military activ
ities in Manchuria seemed to be settled generally. The 
important problem was future construction of Manchuria and 
Mongolia, and it required the people to give their best 
effort. Japan was playing a part in international economic 
life and her diplomacy in international relations was 
similar, and she must therefore settle the problems of 
Manchuria and Mongolia.

* TAKEUCHI, Chief of the Asahi Mukden Office, 
stated that Manchuria and Mongolia were emerging into a
new construction era. It was the newspapers' responsibility 
to report the opinion of influential people, and they had 
invited them to hold this discussion in connection with 
Manchuria's and Mongolia's construction. For convenience 
sake, the topics would generally be divided into politics, 
diplomacy, economy, military affairs, national defense, 
thoughts, and culture.

* About remedial measures, they believed not 
only the problems of the new regime or of a new independent 
nation, but also the problem of unifying the Japanese 
organs in Manchuria, was the central issue at present. 
Therefore, TAKEUCHI stated that they would first like to 
hear from the Chinese,

Mr. Yu, (Director of the District Autonomy of 
Mukden Provincial Government) stated that the most important 
thing was respect for public opinion. The best thing was 
to construct a new nation.

Mr. Ting, (Chairman of the Northeastern Com
munication Committee), said he was of the same opinion.
* Lieutenant-colonel ISIIIHARA, Kanji, (Staff Officer of the 
Kwantung Army), stated he thought that it would be best if 
the Chinese notables had such wishes.
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TAKEUCHI then asked what sort of a national 
constitution and administration should the new independent 
nations of Manchuria and Mongolia conform to. Mr. Yu 
replied that a constitutional monarchy was better.

ISHIDA, (Director of the Mukden Newspaper), stated 
he believed it would be well to establish an administration 
as a result of conferences based upon public opinion. It 
was premature then to express opinions about a monarchy or 
republic. He was still anxious as to whether or not the 
independent nation would actually be realized. This 
question came before the question of the form of adminis
tration.

* TAKEUCHI said that the next problem was probably 
whether the new Manchuria-Mongolia independence should have 
the administration division of the four Northeastern 
Provinces, or have six provinces by making the Harbin 
Eastern Province Special District and the territory of 
Mongolia additional provinces.

Mr. Yu said there were many arguments whether to 
make the provinces small or leave them as they were. Last 
year the Nanking Government held discussions on whether 
they should create 24 or 50 odd provinces. While the 
problem could-not be settled immediately, autonomy was 
necessary, and if it were not carried out satisfactorily 
no nation could carry on. He hoped Mukden would be made 
its model. *

* TAKEUCHI asked where the basic policy lay in 
the present autonomous system of Mukden. Mr. Yu stated 
that though the district autonomy system had been estab
lished generally for many years, it had not been thoroughly 
effective due to internal disturbances. It was urgent to 
restore the former system. The new autonomous policy of 
Mukden had the principle of good government and the rule
of right as its slogan. He could not agree to adopting 
the electoral system in view of past evils in China. The 
aim of autonomy was to create a land of ease, by allowing 
* the people to have security and lessening the gap between 
rich and poor.
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by Mr. Yamada.
30075 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
30077 3297 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

accused, ITAGAKI of the Kwantung Army, was not a member 
of the preparation committee, nor had anything to do with 
the establishment of the Kyowakai, (Concordia Association).

There was no Cross-Examination of the witness, 
out the attention of the Court was directed to exhibit 731.
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by Mr. Banno.
3OO73 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
30081 3293 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that about

5 November 1937» the witness left his post as staff officer 
of the Kwantung Army and was appointed a 5th Division staff 
officer under Lieutenant-General ITAGAKI, retaining this 
cost, until about 15 June, 1938, when the witness was 
transferred to the post of Senior Adjutant of the War 
Ministry. Just before this, ITAGAKI left the command of 
the 5th Division and became War Minister. The witness 
remained in his post until about 1 August, 1939.

30082 * The 5th Division, after taking part in the 
Taiyuan battle, was ordered to Paoting in Hopei Province, 
remaining there from November 1937 to January 1938. It 
was afterwards organized into the Second Army, which was 
in the Tsin-Pu Railway area. From mid-January 1938 to the 
end of March, the division was along the Kiao-Tsi Railway, 
and after 30 April participated in the Hsuchow campaign.
The 5th Division was thus moving toward Paoting from 
Shansi Province when Nanking fell on 13 December, 1937, 
and at Paoting ITAGAKI and staff were informed of the 
city's fall for the first time. Needless to say, the off
icers and men of the 5th Division under ITAGAKI had nothing 
to do with the Nanking Affair.

30083 * ITAGAKI was particularly desirous of enforcing 
discipline and gave strict warning against any unjust 
action against the Chinese. His policy was to punish 
severely, according to military law, any guilty man. He 
attached importance to the resDonsibiiity of commanding 
officers, and reprimanded such officers when they neglected 
their duties in enforcing discipline. He was also deeply 
concerned about discipline of other units, and did everything 
to bring out the true quality of the army and maintain its 
nrestige.

Because of his long years in China, ITAGAKI was 
regarded as an authority on China. He was well versed in 
Chinese affairs, and had a deep affection towards the 
Chinese people. On one occasion, surrendered Chinese 
soldiers and captured bandits were not left to the disposal

30084 of his subordinates, * but were brought to ITAGAKI directly 
when Dossible, and he would personally question them with 
courtesy. After the capture of Taiyuan, he prohibited the 
soldiers from lodging in the city, and took precautions 
against illegal action against the properties of the local 
neople.
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messages to the soldiers to cope with situations in the 
field. ITAGAKI always maintained it was important to 
distribute among all officers and men such instructions 
as "Battlefield Code" (exhibit 3069). The fact that this 
code was published later based on his suggestion was proof 
of ITAGAKI’s fine character.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS
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By Mr. Banno.
3OOft5 * Tie witness identified and verified exhibit
30087 3?99 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the

Fitness was formerly president of the Domei News Agency.
Fe first became acquainted with ITAGAKI shortly after World 
War I, at Peking, where ITAGAKI was assistant to the 
Military Attache.

In April, 1938, the witness was preparing for a 
business trip to Peking, when KONOYE had a talk with him 
and told him that the Sino-Japanese Incident had become 
serious in spite of the government's localization policy. 
FONOYE said he thought it was urgent to change present 
policies to cope with the situation. To achieve this,

3008ft * the Cabinet must be reformed, and 7/ar Minister SUGIYAMA's
successor must be one who could carry the localization 
policy out with enthusiasm. He thought ITAGAKI was well 
qualified, and he knew privately that the military also 
favored him. Since KONOYE knew the witness was well 
acquainted with ITAGAKI, he asked him to visit him in 
North China and hear ITAGAKI's opinion about settling the 
China Incident and as to his intention in case he was 
recommended as War Minister.

The witness consented to this request and met 
ITAGAKI in Shantung. ’Then the witness asked ITAGAKI's 
oninion as to settling the Incident, he said very earnestly 
that they must reach a peaceful conclusion, withdrawing 

300ft9 the entire forces from China as soon as possible. * He
stated he was not qualified for the post of War Minister, 
as he was a junior in the army, and since he had long 
served in the line of supreme command he was uninformed as 
to administration matters.

The witness thought, however, that ITAGAKI's 
acceptance or refusal would depend chiefly on the army's 
attitude and KONOYE's enthusiasm. The witness reported 
the talk to KONOYE by telegram, and on reaching Tokyo gave 
a further account and suggested that ITAGAKI had a strong 
desire for the entire withdrawal of the military forces and 
a peaceful settlement of the Incident.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY JUDGE NYI.
30090 * When asked if ITAGAKI had caused any troops to

be withdrawn after he became War Minister, the witness 
stated that troop withdrawal would take effect after peace 
negotiations were successful, but military matters were 
beyond the province of the witness.
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Minister, the war in China intensified and extended to 
middle and south China. Asked if he kept an interest in 
ITAGAKI's speeches and activities after he became War 
rinister. the witness stated he did not give particular 
attention to ITAGAKI after he became War Minister. He 
(»ave his attention to general conditions.

The witness was in Japan the last part of June,
19 3 8. Asked if he knew that ITAGAKI, in an interview with 
Domei News Agency on 26 June, 1938, stated that Japan 

3OO9I * should be prepared to fight for ten more years and he
asked for popular support, the witness stated that he had 
no recollection of that, but it was possible ITAGAKI said 
it.

When handed exhibit 2197, the witness stated it 
was an English news item in the Japan Advertiser. As 
English newspapers not only printed stories by Domei, but 
also translations of items appearing in vernacular news- 
raoers of Tokyo, he could not say whether this was a Domei 

3OO9? issue. * Since military operations were then continuing, 
resDonsible military persons made oublie and official 
statements that the fight must be Intensified, but at the 
same time there were uninterrupted efforts to bring about 
oeace between Jaoan and China.

30094 * Exhibit 3300-A, an excerpt from the KCN0YE 
Memoirs, stated that as soon as KONOYE formed a Cabinet 
the Farco Polo Bridge Incident broke out. Despite the 
policy to localize the affair, hostilities spread to the 
entire North and to Central China. During that time the 
army attitude was unreliable, and the remarks of War 
Finister 3UGIYAFA were inconsistent. Embarrassed by the 
state of things, it was necessary for KONOYE to get a War 
Finister who was able to follow the localization policy 
advocated by Lieutenant General ISHIHARA, Kanji, of 
General Staff Headquarters. KONOYE proposed to the army 
that ITAGAKI. whose ideas were generally similar to 
ISHIHARA's, enter the Cabinet as War Minister. UMEZU, 
however, demanded as a condition that TOJO be appointed 
Vice-Finister. With this condition, KONOYE succeeded in 
changing the Minister of War.

Exhibit 330O-B, an excerpt from the KONOYE
30095 Memoirs, stated * that when Nanking fell toward the end 

of 1937i peace negotiations were started with the Nanking 
Government through the good offices of German Ambassador 
Trautman.
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The negotiations started on the basis of Japanese 
proposals, but the Nanking Government kept delaying replies
* until 10 January, and it finally resulted in their 
announcement that they would no longer deal with Chiang 
Kai-shek on l6 January. In effect, this statement was that 
Japan would no longer negotiate with the Kuomintang Govern
ment, but would wait for a new cooperative Chinese Govern
ment with which negotiations could be made. The announcement 
had no good result, and KONOYE confessed it was an utter 
blunder. He had a number of attempts made to straighten
out estranged relations, without success.

On 3 November 1938, another statement was issued 
that if the Kuomintang Government should drop its anti- 
Japanese policy and try to establish a new order, Japan 
would not refuse to listen. For these ten months there 
were no communications with, the Chungking Government. On 
22 December, KONOYE made another announcement and pointed 
out that Japan sought neither territory nor reparations,
* hut perfect harmony.

Exhibit 33OO-C, an excerpt from the KONOYE 
Temoirs, stated that when the China Incident broke out, 
the Cabinet and Army followed a policy to localize it. but 
in reality it steadily assumed serious proportions. At 
that time the Army Chief of Staff was Prince KAN-IN, Vice- 
Chief was TADA, and Chief of Operations Department was 
I3HIHARA, Kanji, while SUGIYANA and UTEZU were most 
prominent in the Army. *

* The year before, when KONOYE asked ISHIHARA why 
the China Incident had assumed such serious dimensions 
despite the fact that he had advocated localization, he 
replied that he was betrayed by those who ostensibly 
supported him while they secretly planned otherwise.
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION OF YAMA7AKI, Masataka,
by Mr. Banno.

3OO98 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
30101 33OI as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that on 

19 December, 1938. he was transferred from the post of 
Chief of the General Affairs Department and became ’Var 
Vice Minister until mid-October, 1939» Subsequently he 
took over command of the 3rd Division in Central China.

30102 * ITAGAKI was War Minister when the witness became 
Trice Minister. At that time ITAGAKI told the witness his 
fundamental principles of administration. These were that 
Japan and China should not quarrel, but should cooperate.
They must devote themselves to bringing about peace.
Toward foreign countries, they should adjust diplomatic 
relations and promote friendship, and toward the Soviet 
they must gain a sense of security from the standpoint of 
defense and remain calm. Military discipline should be 
enforced and army unity tightened, and they should try to 
increase national strength, taking into consideration that 
peace with China might not be realized immediately.

30103 * In establishing peace with China, ITAGAKI 
approached the problem broadly, his basic idea being 
mutual respect for sovereignty and cooperation in culture 
and economy. The so-called Konoye Three Principles of 22 
December, 1938. were synonomous with ITAGAKI's intention, 
and he made every effort to carry them out.

He cooperated with KONOYE, w’ro was seeking 
cooperation with Shoo-i and Wu. Pei-fu, and shared enthusiasm 
with Wang Ching-wei and the rest of the Kuomintang officials 
in their hope to set up a new Central government consisting 
of both. Wang Ching-wei and Chiang Kaishek.

ITAGAKI was for strengthening the anti-Comintern 
Agreement on the grounds that Japan might be free from 
international isolation through close cooperation with 
Germany, and Germany might be induced to act as intermediary

30104 in peace with China; at the same time the Soviet threat 
might be mitigated.

According to information given the witness by 
ITAGAKI, Japan’s basic condition regarding the pact was 
that the Soviet was the primary object, but Britain and 
France might also become objects if the situation changed.
In the latter case, whether Japan would give armed assistance 
to her allies depended upon the circumstances. To the outside 
world, this new agreement would have to be explained as an 
appendix to the anti-Comintern Pact.
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spite of her knowledge that Japan could not afford to 
participate in an armed conflict, Germany maintained that 
Britain and France were outwardly the object of fighting 
and refused to assent to secret clauses. Kany days elapsed 
without definite conclusion, and in the meantime government 
officials argued to reach a happy medium by changing the 
words of the Pact without affecting Japan's basic condit-

30105 ions. * Difficulty was added to concluding the Pact 
because Germany began to doubt Japan's sincerity.

The Army wished its speedy conclusion to attain 
oeace with China and insure security toward the Soviet.
Some in the Army even maintained that outwardly it might 
be unavoidable to conclude the agreement unconditionally, 
if that would helt> Germany to understand Japan's sincerity.

30106 * At a Five Minister's Conference on August 8, 
1939, ITAGAFI stated that to conclude the agreement, the 
army considered it unavoidable to make certain changes in 
its form. S^nce it was impossible to change established 
policy, he would try to conclude the agreement in line with 
that policy. If Germany did not meet their terms, he would 
take the political responsibility.

This is what the witness was told by ITAGAKI 
after the conference. Regarding the blockade of the 
British concession in Tientsin on 14 June 1939, local 
negotiations were in progress since the matter was con
nected with the North China Army. On 20 June, Ambassador 
Craigie proposed to have the Japonese-British conference 
transferred to- Tokyo, but local military authorities did

30107 not favor this * and an anti-British movement was in the 
making and rightist-led riots were feared. In spite of 
this, ITAGAFI consented to the British proposal, hoping 
it would nrove Japan's true intention to bring the ne
gotiations to a successful conclusion and also be a step 
toward peace with China.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY JUDGE NYI.
0

The witness stated that XTAGAKI acted as he had 
already stated in his affidavit with regard to the methods 
he employed to bring about peace with China. The witness 
d^d not know that there was a special committee on China 
Affairs under the Five Minister's Conference to work oit 
important stratagems in connection with China.
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aoproached in connection with the peace «ovement. Asked 
if this was entrusted to the Committee on China Affairs, 
he stated that he knew DOIHARA was engaged in such work 
then, but he didn't know what kind of a committee existed.
He didn't know if leading personnel were sent by the Army 
to work on Tang Shoo-i and ’Vu Pei-fu, although he was

30109 Vice Minister at that time. * He didn't know who was sent 
with DOTHARA to work on Tang and 7u. He knew only of 
DOIHARA and his activity. He recalled that 7/u was in 
Peking fen DOIHARA went to China, but did not remember 
what Tang was doing. Both were retired. He didn't know 
who sent DOIHARA to work on Tang and 7/u.

30110 * Asked if it was one of the strategies advocated 
to work on retired Chinese statesmen and generals like 
Tang and ’Vu to bring about the self-destruction of the 
then existing government, he stated that may have been 
one of ITAGAKI's methods to attain the ideal he held in 
connection with relations between the two countries, but 
he didn't know whether anything of this nature was cal
culated to bring self-destruction to the Chinese Govern
ment or bring about a peaceful settlement. He had some 
recollection of an agency established in the spring of 
1930 for carrying on work of this sort, but didn't recall 
if it was named the DOIHARA Agency.

He recalled having communication with DOIHARA.
30111 * Asked if he was fully informed of the developments of 

the Agency's work in China, he stated that all he knew was 
that DOIHARA was in communication with 7/u. He did not 
know whether he was informed of DOIIIARA's work on 7/u and

. another.
He did not recall whether DOIHARA contacted

3OII? ’Vang Chlng-wei * or any representatives of Wang. The 
witness was handed a document, but didn't recall if it 
was a telegram sent to him as Vice Minister, but still 
didn't remember if DOIHARA contacted others than Wu.
Telegrams of this nature were addressed to the Vice- 
Minister, but their actual disposition was handled by 
various sections and bureaus.

30113 * The witness gave his opinion on important matters 
to the 7ar Minister, and ITAGAFI himself consulted the 
witness on important matters. With regard to other 
detailed matters, he was too busy to handle them all.
Because of this, he didn't recall or know anything about

30114 such cases. * The witness admitted that the document 
referred t.o matters other than the 7u Pei-Fu project.
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Exhibit 330? a secret telegram dated 22 April, 
1939, from the DOIIIARA Agency to DOIHÄRA and Vice-ïünister 
YAUA7AFI, stated that according to the conference of that 
day * between Chou and Ting, special service activities in 
Shanghai were left to Ting, Understanding had been reached 
that the activities of Fu's faction would be confined to 
intelligence.

There were arrangements regarding residence, etc. 
if 7ang Ching-wei was to come to Shanghai, and they would n 
like to get the annroximate date beforehand. Both Chou and 
Hei are of the opinion that the time was not yet ripe for 
7ang Ching-wei to visit Shanghai.

30117 * The witness did not recall whether ITAGAKI
snoho firmly on KONOYE's three principles when HIRANU’.'A 
succeeded KONOYE as Premier in January, 1939, nor did he 
recall if ITAGAEI nromised to remain in the HIRANUÏ'A 
Cabinet on condition that HTRANUHA accepted his seven 
noints. including the continuance of the KONOYE statement 
of 22 December. He had no recollection as to the first 
three of the seven points, which were described to him.

30119 * At that time the witness had just come in as
Tfice ’Mnister, but he had no exact recollection of the 
conditions under which the 7ar Minister wanted to stay 
at that post. The witness was dispatched by ITAGAKI as 
his proxy to Cabinet headquarters to reply formally to 
ITAOAKI's accentance to remain as 7ar Minister, but he 
didn't recall the other conditions of his remaining in 
that position.

3OII9 * A document was shown the witness on which, he
saw the seven conditions and his own name at the end of 
the article. Asked if he recalled that HIRANUEA accepted 
all ITAGAEI's conditions and reminded that this was the 
mission that he was entrusted with to tell KIRANUÎ.ÎA that 
ITAGAKI had accepted, the witness stated that he was unable 
to see KIRANUTA and left something in writing. He had not 
read the contents and did not know what the document 
contained, but he left with SHIONO the conditions for 
ITAGAKI's accentance. He had read the contents, but did 
not recall whether the contents of that document contained 
the noints mentioned in the document beforehand.

.Pa*e

30115
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Pape Exhibit 3303, an excerpt from the 6 January 1939
30120 issue of a Tokyo newspaper, stated * that ’Var Minister 

ITAGAKI, upon HIRANUMA1S request, called on HIRANUKA and
30121 * was asked to remain as r¥ar I'inister. After revealing 

army requests, ITAGAKI left. The points requested by the 
army and revealed to HIRANUMA by ITAGAKI were, 1, with 
regard to the China Incident, the aiitfs of the Holy 7/ar 
should be achieved: the declaration of 22 December on 
China policy should be entirely adopted; 2, to cope with 
new circumstances, the plan for national defense should 
be established and the preparation and expansion of arma
ment should be the aim; 3<. Relations among Japan, Germany, 
and Italy should be strengthened; 4. the system of total

30122 * mobilization should be enforced, and the Planning Board 
expanded; 5, Efforts should be made to increase produc
tivity; 6, National morale should be stimulated; 7, Trade 
should be promoted.

ITAGAKI sent Vice Minister YAMASAKI as his 
proxy to Cabinet Headquarters to reply formally his 
acceptance to remain as War Minister. The witness stated 
that ITAGAKI took steps to enforce military discipline,

30123 supported and assisted by the witness. * ITAGAKI took 
personal interest in enforcing discipline.

The witness stated that he became Vice 7/ar 
Tinister at the time of the KONOYE declaration of 22 
December, 193^. He thought TOJO took office as Vice 7/ar 
Minister when ITAGAKI became the Minister. The witness

30124 replaced TOJO later. * The witness stated that his views 
coincided with ITAGAKI's principles.

30125 * He thought an order was issued by himself to the 
armed forces for the direction and control of speech and

30126 action. * In connection with this order, he distributed a 
book entitled "The Situation of the Army Unit and Army Man 
Returning from the Disturbance Area". This book contained 
examples of the speeches and statements of returning 
soldiers, which the army sought to control. The book was 
ton secret, and carried the notation that reproduction was 
prohibited, and it was to be handled with extreme care to 
prevent leakage.

Exhibit 3304, entitled "Army Records of the China 
Incident", 1939* stated that one example of a speech where 
care was necessary was a soldier's statement that the thing

3OI28 he liked best during battle was plunder. * Other statements 
were that in the front lines superiors turned a blind eye 
to plundering, and some plundered to their heart's content.
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Discipline was strict in the peacetime array, but
in the battlefield it could not be so. Many conscientious 
workers fell early in the battlefield. At XX they captured 
a family of four, and played with the daughter as they 
would with a harlot. Since the parents insisted the 
daughter be returned, they killed them and continued to 
clay wit> the daughter, and then killed her.

racing, in order not to have problems, pay them or kill
3r129 them after they had finished. * If the army men were

investigated, they would probably all be guilty of murder, 
robbery, or rape.

a year of battle, about the only things he learned were 
rape and burglary. Other statements were that in the 
battlefield, they thought nothing of rape. Some men 
resisted with firearms when discovered by military police 
in the act. Many men got souvenirs of precious stones, 
metals, etc.

3OI30 unnecessary they were killed. * Plundering in the battle 
area was beyond imagination. Pacification was being 
practised in only a small part of the occupation area. 
Chinese prisoners were sometimes lined up and killed to 
test the efficiency of^a machine gun.

Section of the Service Bureau prepared exhibit 3304. *.7hen
asked to tell the purpose of the document, he stated that 
soldiers returning from the front to their homeland took 
special pride in speaking loudly and publicly on matters 
relating to discipline, and often exaggerated a few facts 
and rumors. They took pride in talking of matters of a 
secret nature, and exaggerated gossip.

rumors, and in the document were examples of this exagg-
30134 erated gcssip. * Another part of the document was read, 

which stated that the order was repeated to raise the 
army's military reputation and insure that nothing would 
impair the object of the Holy War.

military discipline and morals were customarily handled as 
top secret.

One company commander instructed that as for

Another soldier's statement was that in the half

The army used many spies, but after they became

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BANNO.

3OI32 * The witness stated that the Military Service

3OI33 * The document was issued to prevent baseless

30 135 * The witness stated that matters pertaining to
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Counsel for DOIHARA.
30136 * Reference was made to exhibit 3302 where it 

stated that it was from Major KARUKI of the DOIIIARA Agency 
to the Vice Minister and to DOIHARA. The witness was asked 
what it meant by stating that it was to DOIHARA. He stated 
that because HARUKI and DOIHARA were at different places, 
the document was sent to the War Ministry to him. He did 
not recall if at that time DOIHARA had been appointed 
Commander of the 5th Army and was in Tokyo, but he believed 
it was sent to the War Ministry with the request it be 
communicated to DOIHARA.

He didn’t recall when DOIHARA became 5th Army
30137 Commander. * Colonel KAGESA was in China at that time,

but he didn't recall whether he was occupying the building
30138 formerly used by the DOIHARA Agency. * He didn't remember

if this telegram was sent after DOIHARA had left Shanghai 
by the KAGESA Agency.
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Pa^e DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OKADA YOSHIL'ASA, by I.'r. Banno
3OI47 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
30149 33O? as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

reason War Minister ITAGAKI made peace efforts with Wu 
Pei-hi was to bring about a Sino-Japanese peace as 
quickly as possible, and he tried to persuade the Chinese 
by establishing peace societies in North and Central 
China. This found response in Yen Hsi-shan in Shanshi 
Province, who in answer to general public feeling, began

30150 to exnress * his desire for peace. He dispatched Major- 
General TANAKA, Ryukichi, Chief of Staff of the First 
Army in Shansi, as liaison.

In 1940, TANAKA reported the situation to General 
Headquarters. ITAGAKI In China supported the neogiation 
and instructed the North China army frequently, sending 
staff members to work for a general peace. The negotiations 
bore fruit after Chief of Staff USHIROKU was appointed, and 
the meeting between Yen Hsi-shan and the First Army commander 
was brought about. This was really due to the motive 
power applied during ITAGAKI's tenure.

The movement for peace negotiations in Hong Kong 
toward Chungking went on from the spring to the summer of
1940. Lieutenant-Colonel SUZUKI, Takuji, military attache 
at Hong Kong, negotiated with Sung Tsu-chich, who was 

30 15 1 thought to * represent Sung Tzuwen of the Chungking faction. 
Not only the Supreme Commander in China and Imperial 
Headquarters recognized this, but the latter seht Section 
Chief USUI to Hong Kong to assist. The first step in the 
negotiations progressed to the discussion of fundamental 
rvroblems, and final decision was to be made between the 
oroper delegates at Changsha.

Chief of Staff ITAGAKI was expected to be the 
Japanese delegate, and plans were made for the negotiation, 
but It was finally suspended by the Chinese proposal.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.
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Exhibit 3306, a certificate of instructions, 
stated that the original of the orders ''Removal of the 
South China Area Army from the Order of Battle of the 
China Expeditionary Force etc." had been destroyed and 
was no longer in existence.

DIREXT EXAMINATION OF SA7/ADA, SHIGERU,
Mr. Banno.

* The witness identified and verified exhibit 
3306-A as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 
witness was Vice-Chief of the General Staff from October 
I939 to November 1940, and during his tenure Headquarters 
^ad to take the Army for South China away from the command 
of the C-in-C of the China Expeditionary Force.

THERE ’VAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THS 7/ITNE33.
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by Mr. Sasagawa.
30159 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
30160 3307 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

witness was Chief of Staff of the Korean Army from 9 July 
1942 to 10 February 1945, and Chief of the 17th Area Army 
and the Korean District Army from 11 February, 1945, to 
the end of the war.

’'/hen he arrived at his post as Chief of Staff of 
the Korean Army, it had been decided that one thousand 
POWs should be kept in Korea. Before the P07/s arrival, 
the camps were either newly built or reconstructed. The 
principal camp buildings were about 500 meters from Army 
Headquarters. The building was of brick, and was rebuilt

30161 for more suitable living. * The surrounding area was 
quiet and healthful.

The Jinsen branch camp was built on a healthful 
location, as also was the Konan branch camp. They avoided 
crowded places for camps, and they never chose a place for 
propaganda purposes or putting affront on F0'7s. Places of 
work for POWs were kept from crowded places in the city.
If the work dace was far from camp, they transported them 
by cars, trying to protect POW's dignity. The policy was 
far from Drooaganda.

30162 * The report entitled "Reaction of General Public 
on the Internment of English POWs" (exhibit 1975) was a 
customary renort to the War Ministry by the Staff Office. 
The reports were not collected by army orders nor by War 
Ministry instructions. They were addressed to the Vice 
Minister from the Chief of Staff, because it was the 
custom. This report was never made public.

Instructions of the Korean Army about treatment 
of POWs were according to regulations and other instruc
tions issued by the government, according to explanations 
by the Chief of the POW Management Bureau and other 
officials when they visited the camps.

30163 * Punishment was executed according to the War 
Prisoners Punishment Law. When they asked the War Minister 
for prisoner labor, they made careful investigation so it 
would not be against the rules and regulations or humanity, 
and they also did not have them work in direct operational 
tasks.
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English PO'Vs who were to come to Korea in cold weather and 
to climatic conditions. Considering that also they must 
be weak and sick from their long voyage, he instructed his 
men about the oreservation of PÖ'7's health and to be 
careful about the position of the camps and equipment.
Both the witness and ITAGAKI examined the buildings and 
equi onent with staff officers. He instructed the camp 
commander and staff of the intendance corps.

30164 * ITAGAKI often consulted the witness on POTI 
treatment, and gave instructions about their food, clothes, 
and medical treatment, telling the witness to give them as 
much Nutritive value as Japanese soldiers, but to get them 
food suitable to their tastes. Their own medical men were 
allowed to be nresent and were consulted when they were 
given medical treatment. The witness stated there were 
occasions in which the Chief of Staff decided matters on 
behalf of the C-in-C, as when the commander was absent or 
met with, accident and there were urgent or relatively 
unimportant matters.

30165 * Asked if in such a case documents were issued 
under the commander's name without his knowledge, the 
witness stated it was the nractice to report such decisions 
to the commander, but depending on the character of the 
Chief.of Staff or on the contents of the decisions, there 
were cases when the chief did not report it.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COL. I'CRNANE.
Exhibit 1975 was handed the witness, and he 

stated that it was the document he referred to in his
30166 evidence * and was a report sent to the Vice Minister on 

13 October. The witness was familiar with the document, 
and its first part dealt with the arrival of POWs in Korea. 
He agreed that the report contained a statement that the 
fact that Koreans clearly recognized that they were 
directly participating in the Greater East Asia war when 
they saw Korean guards was worthy of special mention. The 
idea was very successful in driving ali admiration for 
British and Americans out of their minds.

30167 * The witness was shown exhibit 1973, and he agreed that it was a message from ITAGAKI to TOJO dated 
23 March 1942. An excerpt from the document was quoted, 
which stated that the purpose of interning U. 5. and 
British PO’.Vs in Korea was to make Koreans realize the 
true might of Japan and contribute to psychological propa
ganda for stamping out ideas of worship of Europe and
merica.
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document before writing the report, which was exhibit 1975*
30168 * Another quotation -stated that as it would be effective 

In stamping out Korean admiration for Britain and the
TI. S. and as the Governor-General and the Army were 
strongly desirous of it, the Chief of Staff wished one 
thousand British and one thousand U. S. POWs would be 
interned in Korea. The War Vice Minister was asked to 
give special consideration regarding this matter. The 
witness believed he saw that document at that time also.

30169 * The witness did not recall whether he showed 
exhibit 1975 to the C-in-C, ITAGAKI. The report was a 
compilation of the reactions of the public toward POWs 
taken in Malaya and elsewhere and interned. They did not 
compile the report calling attention to the purport given

30170 in its first part. * The usual practice was to have the 
commander’s approval when they sent a document like this 
or subsequently refer it to him, but he had no exact 
recollection whether that practice was followed in this 
case, but he did not doubt that this was followed.

They took no steps to bring before the Governor- 
General the people's reactions to the arrival of POWs, as 
this was not their duty. When reminded that in a telegram 
he had stated to the War Vice Minister that the Governor- 
General desired POWs taken to Korea, the witness stated 
that his predecessor did not tell him of this telegram,

30171 and he didn't know who in the government-general was 
interested in this information.

30172 * POWS, when they first arrived at Korea, dis
embarked at Fusan, went by train to Keijo and other places, 
and some of the reports were as to what happened in Fusan.

REDIRECT EXAMIEATION BY MR. SASAGÂWA.
The witness was handed a document which he said

30173 was received in Tokyo at the War Ministry, * and there was 
no sign in it that ITAGAKI saw it. The subject of the 
document was a sedondary matter in the circumstances then 
prevailing, and was not important requiring commandant's 
perusal.

30 175 * Exhibit 3308. a report of investigation by the 
Red Cross on POW Camps in Korea from the Vice Foreign 
Minister to the Chief of the POW Information Bureau, stated

30176 * that the POW camp at Seoul, Korea, was visited l8 December
1942. It had a capacity of 500, there were only 433 inmates 
Just before the visit, 100 were sent to Mukden and 11 died.
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The camp was on dry soil in a healthful spot. The 
largest building was a former spinning factory, four 
stories high, where PO’Vs we re billetted. * There was 
sufricient air and light, electric lights, iron stoves, 
conrron wash places, Japanese-style lavatories, and 
sewerage.

The ration was described, which amounted to 
between 3?51 and 3383 calories. The average weight of the 
PO’Vs was 6l hg. * There was a canteen which sold tobacco 
and a few toilet articles, with some of the latter items 
beine distributed free. Clothing was for summer use, but 
the Japanese government had supplied heavier clothing.
There was an underwear shortage, but Japanese troops were 
in the same condition.

There was one Japanese and three POW doctors. 
Serious cases went to the military hospital. The medical 
places were in good condition. There were thirty patients 
of which two were in the hospital.

* There was a playground of 900 square meters, a-— 
small library of English books, an English daily newspaper, 
and Sunday services were held. Their money was deposited
at a savings bank, and work was left to the prisoners' 
choice. Their nay per day was 10 to 37 sen. They could 
send a snecified number of letters, but they had received 
no incoming mail as yet. ” 0 visiting or going out was 
nermitted. The relations with the commander were good, 
and their conduct was fair.

* The Jinsen camo was visited 19 December, 1942«
As in the Seoul camp, with one excention all PO’.Vs were 
from the British convoy. It was situated in a healthful 
spot. The average temoerature was 11, one higher than at 
Seoul. The building, 6354 square meters of which were used 
for the PO’Vs, was built, in 1941 and was an army barracks. 
There were Russian style brick stoves, washing stands,
and one Japanese and two PO'.V doctors were on duty at the camn.

* There was a playground and vegetable garden. 
There were 58 patients, of which 27 were in the hospital. 
The officers wanted to be separated farther from enlisted 
men. The P0’.7 dentists required dental instruments. The 
commandant of both camps was very kind. In other details, 
this camo was similar to the camp at Seoul.
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The Civil Internment Camp at Koshu was visited 
20 December, 194-2. It was situated on a small hill near 
a Korean village. The soil was fertile and the climate 
good. * The building was an American mission house. It 
contained heating apparatus, and in each room were two 
beds. The internees cooked for themselves, and there was 
plenty of food stuff. They were allowed to buy things, 
had plenty or clothing, and there was no restriction on 
correspondence. All were healthy, and there was a hospital 
near by. Books, newspapers, and magazines were provided, 
and they were well treated by government officials, and 
relations with them were good.

* The officials were cordial, and were helping 
the Japanese Red Cross generally.

* Exhibit 3309» a report of talks between a 
Red Cross representative and PÖW representatives in the 
presence of * Japanese camp officials, showed that one 
POW told him they were grateful for the relief supplies 
they got from the Red Cross. * First of all, the POY/s 
told him, they wanted food, and then warm clothing. They 
had ordinary clothing, but needed heavy clothing. They 
had sufficient shoes. They wanted chiefly mental amuse
ment, like scientific books. The Japanese let them read 
various books and the Y.M.C.A. sent books, but these were 
mostly novels.

They had succeeded in managing an officer's farm, 
but needed tools. * Almost all the British POWs had 
received letters. * They were well treated. The camp 
commandant looked after their needs and was very just. He 
did all that he could for them and they respected him.
The POWs stated that they hoped there could be religious 
service at the next Christmas, and the camp commandant 
stated he intended to have a ceremony.

* The commandant said they would supply two of 
the older POWs with additional blankets. Another POW 
stated his health was good, but he was worried because he 
had not heard from home.

* Exhibit 3310, a report of visits to POW camps 
in Korea and rukden by a Red Cross representative, stated
* that at the camp he visited there was sufficient electric 
light, the large rooms were warmed by Russian style stoves 
and the small ones by coal burning stoves. Ventilation and 
sewerage were good, and there was an air raid shelter.
There were two Interpreters, a Japanese style privy com
partment, lavatories, a boiler for bath, wash basins with 
faucets.
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3 O193 * The ration Included 20 grams of meat and 50 of

fish. Eggs were provided for the 111 and weak. .Fruits 
were provided in season. If POWs engaged in outside labor, 
additional food was provided. The average number of 
calories was 3200.

One officer and three soldiers, and an equal 
3 OI94 number of POWs were on duty in the dispensary. * The

medical treatment building could admit twenty persons, and 
was said to be completely equipped, but there were no 
X-ray facilities. Medical attention was given once a day, 
and dental once a week. There was a playground, vegetable 
garden, and stock.

+

♦
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION OF IIAZEYAMA, Tetsuo,

by Mr. Sasagawa.
30195 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
30196 33II as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

witness had been a Staff Officer of the First Section of 
the 7th Area Army from 29 January 1945 to the surrender.
The Commander of the 7th Army was DOIHARA until 21 April, 
I945, when TTAGAFI assumed the post. The affidavit 
described the units which were under ITAGAKI's command.

30197 * The defense area for these armies were, 16th 
Army Java, 25th Army Sumatra, 29th Army Malay Peninsula,
37th Army Romeo. Singapore Island was under direct 
jurisdiction, and after June, 1945, the entire province 
was included. There were some air units and communication 
units in the defense area, but they were under the C-in-C 
of the Southern Army and received instructions from the 
area army only with regard to the ground fighting. The 
same was true with naval units.

P0!V camps were under the C-in-C, Southern Army, 
and the local army commander had only limited control over 
them and was concerned only with supply. The system of 
administration was set forth by the Administration Bureau 
and by the Southern Army.

30198 * POWs were used according to regulations, and 
in using such labor the camp chiefs were consulted. In 
Singapore they were used in construction work. They were 
healthy POV/s, and were never used in work directly concerned 
with fighting. In accordance with ITAGAKI’s suggestion,
the amount of food given them was increased to the level 
of that given Japanese soldiers.

After April, 1945, communication by sea between 
Japan and Singapore was completely cut off. Only a small 
number of plane trips were made. There was no chance to

30199 get munitions from Japan. 4 Regarding communications between 
Singapore and other places, there were 15,000 tons of 
usable ships v/hich travelled between Singapore, Java, and 
Palembang. They could not effectively meet the transporta
tion demand, due to enemy interference. Planes transported 
only a small number. Goods transported between Singapore 
and Java amounted to 10,000 tons per month, one half rice 
and the remainder arms and munitions. It was planned to
use sail boats with motors and warships, but this proved 
to be inadequate.
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Page Goods transported between Singapore and Pelembang,

Sumatra, amounted to 5 or 6,000 tons per month, mainly food 
and materials. Since Sumatra was itself short of food, 
little could be transported.

30200 * Since areas near Borneo were always under the 
control of Allied planes, the use of large ships was im
possible. They tried to use sail boats with motors, but 
after June, these were unusable. Landing boats were tried 
but proved to be incapable of transportation. Most of the 
goods for Borneo were stored at Singapore. Sail boats with 
motors were used to transport rice between Singapore and 
FIC, but this amounted only to 1,000 tons per month due to 
motor troubles and enemy interference.

Between Singapore and Siam, transportation was 
by junks and railways, and 3»000 tons monthly were trans-

30201 ported. * After April, 1944, sea communication with Burma 
was cut off. Railways were damaged and transportation was 
practically unavailable. In May or June, a convoy of three 
or four ships was sent twice to Andaman and Nicobar, but 
the ships were practically wiped out by Allied forces.
Plane communication was attempted only a few times.

The Army in these islands suffered greatly from 
the acute food shortage, but had no means to correct the 
situation. To feed the people and troops in Singapore 
required at least 8,000 tons of rice per month, but 
transportation to Singapore became so difficult that after 
July they could not depend on food from other areas. It 
was planned to save the rice in store, and the people's 
rations and the troops were cut to two-thirds the normal

30202 quantity around March. * In spite of this measure, the 
rice in store was not enough to last six months. Efforts 
were made to become self-sufficient, but due to poor 
productivity the expected aim was not accomplished.

Supplies for POWs inevitably decreased, but 
efforts were made to give substitutes to POWs, who were 
instructed to alleviate the situation by raising vegetables, 
etc. Medical supplies were not sent from Japan. Efforts 
were made to produce such items locally, but refined, critical 
medicines were lacking.

The 37th Army came under the 7th Area Army on 20 
May, when the war situation in Borneo was becoming diffi
cult and sea and air communications with Borneo were, almost

30203 cut off. * As a result, wireless contact was barely 
maintained for 30 minutes twice a day, due to lack of 
fuel and electric source in Singapore.
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whether it would reach its objective. Y/hen it did, its 
return was questionable. The one hour radio communication 
a day was not enough even to send or receive urgent 
operational reports, and they were not able to learn what 
was going on in the rear Allied areas.

A staff officer was sent to Borneo by plane to 
get information, but the plane got lost and the condition 
in Borneo was never made clear up to the time of surrender.

As it was virtually impossible to ship out 
30204 materials, * the war supplies they were able to send to

Borneo constituted only 5 or 6% of the request. They were 
in such a predicament that they never had opportunity until 
the day of surrender to send the relief items for POWs which 
had arrived in Singapore.

Because of communications conditions, they had 
no alternative but to let the 37th Army commander handle 
everything concerning his army. Transfer of POWs in 
Borneo was planned by this army before it came under the 
area army’s command, and the latter army was not in position 
to find out how it was carried out. Since the area army 
commander was not directly responsible for handling these 
POWs, he had nothing to do with this.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COLONEL MORNANE.
3Ö205 * The witness stated that in addition to Malay

Peninsula, Andaman and Nicobar Islands were also under the 
29th Army. When he spoke of the limited authority of the 
army commander, he meant it was limited to the extent 
ordered by the general commander under POW regulations 
made in Tokyo. (The attention of the Court was directed 
to exhibit 1965«)

In addition to supply of provisions, the area 
army also had to supply medicines and provide for hospital- 

3020^ ization. * As regards the type of work that was to be done 
by POWs, this was decided after consultation with the 
Southern Army commander. The area army would not consult 
him every time they wanted POWs for labor. Details were 
decided by the area army, but general policy by the Southern 

30207 Army. * The area army would decide how many men were 
required each day and request the camp chief to supply 

• that number. The camp commander would be asked to make a 
report on the condition of POWs and on its basis details 
were decided.
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to do with POY/s, but that was not his main duty. Ashed if 
he could not. say that sick P07/s were never used for 
construction work, he stated that he was concerned with it 
to the extent that whenever strategy required, laborers 
would be sent to suet and such a place, but he would not 
suDervise the work at all*

30208 * The witness stated that POY/s were used to 
construct anti-aircraft shelters for non-combatants, but 
not for constructing defense positions in July when it 
was feared Singapore would be invaded. 'Vhen asked if 
PO’Vs were used at Bukittimah Rifle Range for constructing 
defensive positions, he stated they were merely used to 
build anti-aircraft shelters..

Prior to March, 1945* when the ration was cut 
down to two-thirds the normal ration, they had been re
ceiving 600 grams cf staple foods, P0Y7s at that time were

30209 receiving SCO crams. » *Vhen he referred to ITAGAKI’s 
increasing the ration, tris was after he assumed his post. 
He had not arrived in Parch. ’.Then ITAGAKI came, POWs were 
receiving two-thirds of 500 grams. It was about March when 
the rations were so reduced, and this continued until the 
end of Pay*

30210 * The witness did not know the date, but ITAGAKI
. Inspected the carnns to find out in detail supply conditions 

and ordered rations increased for those going to work, and 
to the same amount as that of Japanese soldiers. A special 
nat.ient's ration was decided on for the sick. It was not 
true that the sick only got two-thirds of what POTfs who 
worked got, For non-working POY/s and those who rested,

30211 they got two-thirds of 500 grams. * "/orking POY/s got 400 
erams of rice up to the surrender, which is the same 
amount received by Japanese soldiers,

30212 * 'Vhen asken if at Kranji Camp large stocks of 
butter and other captured commodities were sent by the 
Japanese Immediately on the surrender, the-witness stated 
that at the time of r̂.e surrender they were still prepared 
for a long war -»rd had kept those supplies in reserve so 
that even in stringent, circumstances they could give them 
a sufficient; supply. These stored supplies included 
medicines,

In regard to Dutch Borneo, the 3?th Army was 
responsible frtr land warfare there.
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* Exhibit 3312, the affidavit of AYABE. Kitsuju, 
stated * that at the end of October, 1943, the witness 
arrived at Singapore to become Vice Chief of Staff of the 
Southern Area Army, General Headquarters. The then C-in-C 
of the Army was Marshal TERAUCHI.

In April. 1944, 7th Area Army Headquarters was 
formed at Singapore, with DOIHARA as commander, . and Malay, 
Java and Sumatra areas were put under It. At the same time 
the witness was attached to the 7th Army Headquarters. At 
the end of June, 1944, he became Chief of Staff of the 7th 
Army. At that time he had not recovered from a wound and 
could do nc manual work.

•}0217 * In April, 1945, DOIHARA was transferred and
ITAGAEI became commander. The witness' duty was the same 
up to the surrender. About November, 1943, the affiant had 
opportunity to inspect P0V7 treatment and camp accommodations 
at Changyi'in Singapore. The billets were wooden, but clean, 
and the compound looked comfortable. According to the 
officials, the POY/s were on the whole content with the 
treatment, though there was discontent with the food.
^pcause of his injury he had no chance to inspect.

* About Nay, 1945, the affiant recalled that 
ITAGAEI inspected the POV/ and internment camps in Singapore. 
ITAGAEI was a just man and a champion of humanity, and 
endeavored to give the best possible treatment, and there 
was marked improvement. At ITAGAKI's arrival, a Japanese 
steamer with a full cargo of relief goods for POWs came to 
Saigon, Singapore, and Batavia from Japan. Many Japanese 
civilians 'unable to return home were still there. * 7/ith 
due permission they sailed for Japan aboard this vessel, 
the Awa-Maru. In spite of an Allied guarantee that the 
Awa-Maru would be safe, she was attacked and sunk by an 
enemy submarine in the waters of Formosa. When the report 
reached there that th^re were no survivors among the two 
thousand and several hundred, Japanese public opinion 
became excited and expressed the opinion that distribution 
of relief goods brought over by the Awa-Maru to the POWs 
be suspended. ITAGAKI attempted to allay this opinion, 
admonishing that "Bushido" did not permit It. From the 
standpoint of justice and humanity, they should distribute 
the ?oods with pleasure, and he ordered the distribution 
without delay.

30218

30719

Page
3 8 2 15
30216
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30220 * Since before ITAGAKI's arrival, land and sea 

transportation had been considerably reduced by enemy attack, 
and from January 194? the rice supply from Siam had decreased

" to less than one-third the amount needed. There was no 
alternative but to decrease rations.

On one hand, military strength in the Malay and 
Singapore areas had been increased, making the supply of 
provisions all the more difficult, and on the other hand 
provisions had to be reserved to make preparations for 
.new operations. In the Japanese forces, the ration of 
rice ner day was cut from 700 to 600 grams in February,
19 4 5, and to 500 in March. The rice ration for POWs and 
internees was 200 grams less than for Japanese soldiers, 
but this was supplemented by potatoes obtained* by self- 
Dro^uction, and thus they were allowed to get a total

30221 quantity of 700 grams. * The additional supply of meat 
and vegetables was obtained by self-support.

ITAGAKI gave special orders to provide POWs 
engaged in anti-air raid construction work with the same 
staple rations given to Japanese soldiers. He also added .• 
not only corn or tapioca as rice substitutes, but luxuries 
such as coffee, sugar, etc. Under such circumstances,
POWs were delighted to engage in this work. The affiant 
heard that when ITAGAKI visited the internment camp in May, 
19 4 5, he specially inspected the rations provisions and 
desired the men in charge to increase them.

30222 * It was unavoidable to make POWs work, .when 
Japanese soldiers and even Japanese civilians were engaged 
in labor. Since ITAGAKI's arrival, the labor was chiefly 
limited to anti-air raid construction, and those engaged . 
in it were chosen because they were especially healthy.
Most of them lived and worked with the soldiers, and as 
regards food and other rations were given equal treatment.
The treatment thus improved as compared with the previous 
period.

30223 * As regards sanitation, any army medical supplies
or medicines was given them immediately, and no discrimination 
was made. Working POWs were allowed to undergo medical 
treatment like Japanese soldiers. There was no case of 
airing grievances at that time. It was unavoidable that 
in the treatment of POWs rations had to be decreased. ■
These were uniformly reduced among the army forces too, 
but soecial consideration was given to those engaged in 
labor in providing them with increased rations and adding 
luxuries. All this improvement served to show ITAGAKI's. 
leadership based on his respect for humanity.
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OOT'ARA and Pis successor, IT’.GAKI, bad bad exoeri m r e  in civil ad mini stration in China and î.'ancburia. 
Th ev el'-va*’': instructed their men to treat the natives 
’viH benevolence ITAGAKI paid special attention to 
irrir>'’0 ,r * •-T' ^nM  i c  w e l f a r e .

10PA5

to the surrender, supplying 
;c tally impossible, and imports 
;oendcd. Communication became 
[ to find means of supcort. On

->vtf.in food from the natives. * Attempts were made to 
import rice from Java and Siam, and between April and 
Av-mst. PC.000 metric tons were sent from Java to Singapore, 
*.C-00 to South Sumatra, and about 23, OCC to lie lay from Siam,

7rom April
°00d 4t,o ~thr n area?
from -r

f t  ̂ n .ve ve ent.i
dangr VIous « and each
Ginza nore Isi and and

'PV'f -  reser\rr> 
1 ino' tc d .

.rr supply of rice for army forces had to be

30??£

Siy' -rorore 
to tf c TA: 
ar^ival. 
the ^ood 
th ree iron

Since it vas expected that war ravages would hit 
, thru [Vit it necessary to disperse inhabitants 
lav area to minimize this. After ITAGAKI’s 
‘his policy was greatly accelerated. Although
situation was serious. 4 food provisions 
ths were distributed to the evacuees and

for
subsidle

t-ivor. them. »
The armed forces quickly s>.nt a relief party to 

damaged districts vhenever Singapore or the vicinity was 
bombed. The relief warty was in charge of fire fighting, 
rescue worl-, etc. Tilitary authorities did their liest to 
relieve the citizens, distributing special relief food, 
and Japanese residents also volunteered their services.
"be inhabitants were very grateful for the kindness of the 
Japanese.

In respect to the treatment of native laborers, 
the area army raid much attention to it, since during 
OOIHARA's tenure ITAGAHI also gave necessary instructions 

30??7 regarding their treatment. * ".'hen an important construction 
’verb mas to begin, he never failed to ask for stipulations 
regarding the treatment of native workers. He often sent 
officials to inspect and lead the construction work and 
h-eln set un the medical relief party. In the construction 
of alumina works in Bintang Island and oil plants in 
Palemhanz, improvement of sanitation or other welfare for 
the laborers was under the direct control of Area Army 
headquarters, and remarhable progress was achieved.
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30228 Direct Examination of SAITO, Seiei by Mr.Sasagawa.

* The witness identified Exhibit 3313 and after corrections 
verified it. s

30229 * The affidavit stated that the witness was the ^hief of the 
Java POW Camp at Batavia from August 1942 to March 194k ind Chief of 
the Malay Camp Singapore from March 1944 to the surrender and con» 
currently Chief of the Malay Detention Camp for non-military civilians.

30230 * Although the witness had been imprisoned after the surrender 
he had not been questioned as to treatment of prisoners. When he was 
chief of the Malay Camp, the C in C of the 7th Area Army was DOHIHARA 
who was succeeded by ITAGAKI at the end of April ,1945* The area 
commander was in direct command of POrf Camps and Detention Camps, But 
orders on overall management of prisoners were issued by the C in C
of the Southern army TERAUCHI and received through the Area Army.

Close liaison had been kept with the POW Information Bureau 
and the witness attended a conference of camp chiefs in Tokyo in July 
1942 and in December 1943* They never received any order or suggestion 
to maltreat prisoners. The treatment, labor and punishment of POWS 
were executed according to laws and orders of the central authorities 
and no special policy or regulations were put into practice. There was 
no violation of these regulations and orders. No labor directly re
lating to operations was ever Imposed. Working POMS got 600 grams of 
staple food, the same as given to the troops. He did not think working 
hours excessive in comparison with laborers in general.

The Malay food situation became critical under the Allied attacks
and both soldiers and citizens had great difficulties. Rations were 
reduced from 0ÖO to 400 grams and subsidiary foods became scarce.
The Singapore situation was miserable. Under the leadership of the 
military every effort was exerted for self sufficiency in food but the 
decrease of food for POiflS was inevitable. *

30342 However their rations generally equalled the troops. During
the worst days the daily ration became 300 grams and conditions grew 
worse near the end of the war. Medical treatment was not refused.
There was never a case of purposely refusing it. The witness heard 
after the war a young officer attempted atrocities, nê a' *;:»ITAGAKI 
call this officer ana persuade him to refrain from this, '
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30233 *Sick PCWS were never used for labor»

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR.MCHNaNE

The wltneas atated that the Third Branch Committee of the 
Malay Committee at Singapore waa under hia command and the Changi 
Camp waa under hia direct control. Other campa under hia control 
were the First and Second Branch campa near Sumatra. *a far aa 
auperviaion of POWS went, the witneaa was not in the direct chain 
of command.

30234 *The Third Branch Camp had contzol mainly of Indian POWS. 
There were four camps Inside Singapore amd one at Changi. Two 
months after hia arrival in Singapore he transferred the Changi 
Internment Camp elsewhere. The inmates of the Changi Camp were 
transferred. POilS who had hitherto been held in an airfield 
near Changi were transferred to the jail.

30235 ' Beth those campa were under hia control and also the heap-
ital ftt Kranji 01, They did net have a detention camp at Kranji 
02, At ^ranji there waa a hospital for Indian POWS who were 
interned and another one for white men. He remembered a place 
called Blakang Mat! but he forgot the exact number of PON laborers 
there.

30^36 * He knew that a party had been sent there before hia
arrival and that a unit there had charge of them. The supervising 
unit for the POWS waa the one on the spot. Where were occasions 
when he or.* his subordinates went there on inspection tours.

The Outram Bead dail wae not under hia control. H« believed 
that ordinarily tho 7th Area army controlled it. Asked if the Siam Hoad 
Military Police Camp waa under hia control he stated he had nothing 
to do with the gendarmes. He believed that cacip waa for general 
civilian internees*

30237 *He did control general civilian internee campe, including
the Siam Bead Camp. Orders regarding PO’rf labor came from the army 
and in accordance with these orders the witness disposed of tho P0ff5c 
He never received complaints from the men as to their treatment 
while on thitoeworklng projects. On one occasion he went so far es 
to refuse to send men out until he got assurance they would k« better 
treated, asked if that waa not a result ef complaints from the n*cr., 
the witneaa said he understood complaints to mean thoar in regarû te 

■*'233 food. But ho did have complaints as to general conditions,*:'.!;.n ’■* 
ill treatment on-working projects.
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30239 DIRECT EXAMINATION OF UESUGI,Meteyuki by Br.Saeagawa.

The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3314 as his 
affidavit*

30240 "The affidavit stated the witness was a staff officer ef the 
7th area Army in charge of supply and communications from March 1 
I945 te the end of the year. After that he was chief of the liaison 
Section with the British Perces. The 7th area «rmy Commander was ITaGüKI from April 22 1945 to the surrender.

Ho had road Exhibit 1514-*. While chief ef the liaison section 
in Singapore he had heard that the Third *ir Perce in Singapore had 
entrusted the Utoram Prison with the care of the air force P0H3 about 
June 1945 without informing the Seventh Arqy Hdqrs and that junior 
officers of the air force had arbitrarily withdrawn and executed POMS

30241 later. * The allied airmen were captured by the Ninth Air Division 
in Palembang and sent to the Third Air Force. The Third Air Force 
junior staff officers who had executed the airmen committed suicide 
and the senior staff officer killed himself for leading the junior 
officers.

The Third Air Porce was under the Southern Army and on equal 
terms with the Seventh *rea army which had no right of command over 
the Third air Force other than in commanding field operations on the 
land.

While ITAGAKI was commander there was no case except this one where anyone was unlawfully executed in the Utoram Prison.
The witness had read Exhibit I6I4-A. ./hen he was in the 

liaison section in Singapore ho was informed by counsel in the trial 
that inhabitants of Boatblare in the Andaman Islands had been forced 
by naval forces to evacuate to another island in August 1945 and that 
many had died. This took place in the naval area. Naval officers 
and men, including Vice '»dm HARA were accused and executed at Singapore,
as being responsible. The Andaman Island was a naval administrative 
area ana the army did not participate in its administration.

ITAGAKI's only authority over naval forces was to command them 
in land battles. The defense of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands was 
the responsibility of the navy. But as the war situation became
urgent on Feb 5 1945* the commander of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
was made responsible to the 29th Arny commander so far as land defense 
was concerned.
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30243 * From the beginning of 1945 because of the allied offensive
all traffic and communications between the islands and the mainland 
were cut off. To carry out a last attempt to supply the two islands 
and to withdraw a part, of the garrison to strengthen Singapore defenses, 
the 15th Fleet at Singapore sent out a fleet headed by a cruiser but 
the cruiser was sunk and the objective never accomplished. After this 
sea communications were completely cut off.

It was also impossible to use Airplanes and during 1945 no 
staff officer of the 7th Area Army w  of the 29th *rmy was able to get 
to Andaman or Nicobar Islands. They did have wireless communications 
with them but because of the battery shortage could not use tnem as 
much as they would like and only urgent messages were sent.

The witness stated that it was not true that the actual situa- 
tion with regard to the command of the Andaman and Nicobar islands 
was that as a result of an agreement between the naval and army auth
orities the army took over the islands * defense after November 1944.
^e stated that until Feb. 5 1945 the navy was in charge.

He first heard about the unlawful execution of POrfS at Outram 
Road Jail when he was chief of liaison in Singapore about May 1946, 

30245 a year after it had taken place. * He nothing to do with that camp 
during the war and at that time did not know what was happening there.

his affidavit which said that while ITAGaKI was 7th Area Army Commander 
there was no case except the airforce one where any POW r ? others were 
unlawfully executed, in Utoram Prison. He replied that, while he was 
in the liaison section he was m  continuous contact with British 
authorities. On Colonel Gild’s orders he conducted investigations and 
made reports. He never unearthed any instance other than the one 
mentioned in his affidavit.

stated that between ^ay arid July of 1945 the affiant saw 17 allied 
allied airmen and 15 Chinese civiliane taken out for execution. The 
burial party returned without the prisoners and looked dirty as :-f 
they had been digging« The affiant had talked with the airmen who 
had told him they had not been tried.

30244 * Cross Examination by Col. Mornane

30246 * To the witness was quoted a part of Exhibit 1514-A which
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The witness stated that he had read this exhibit and that he 
knew of no other unlawful executions except of the nine allied airmen,

30247 * DIRECT ELIMINATION OF TAKAYA.MA, Hikoichi by
Mr, SASaGAiVA

The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3315 as his affi-
30248 davit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was a staff officer of 

the 37th arcay in North Borneo from September 1944 to the surrender. The 
latter part of May 1945 the 37th army was transferred from the control 
of the South Seas Expeditionary army and put under the 7th Army Command. 
The North Borneo POW Camp was controlled by the South Seas army Hdqrs.
By the regulations and orders of the C-in-C the 37th Army command was 
entrusted with supplying the POrfS and issuing orders to the Chief of 
the camp in regard to defense measures. It was not within his capacity 
to interfere in the management of POUTS.

About January 1945 the 37th Army Commander received instructions
30249 from the C-in-C of the South Seas army to * move main forces to the west 

coast of the island. In accordance with this the main forces were moved 
and at the same time the 37th Army Commander ordered the transfer of
PONS from Sandakan to a basin near Ranau for defensive reasons, taking 
into consideration bombing dangers and the preesing food situation which 
existed at Sandakan. The transfer was carried out at the end of January 
and in early May 1945.

about May 1945 bombings became so intense that sea communication 
between North Borneo and FIC, Malay etc. was cut off and that by air 
became difficult. The 37th *rmy Hdqre moved from Jesselton to Sabon

30250 in early May. * The Keningo Air Field was used for planes acting as 
liaison between headquarters and the outside, but it took one day to 
reach the latter from headquarters and while telephone communication 
was had it was frequently broken.

Only radio could be used for communication with the Seventh 
iirmy but this frequently broke because of shortage of fuel and batter!*?. 
Communication schedule hours were greatly cut down, and was limited to 
important matters. But even this was often interrupted, growing worse 
toward the end of the war.

There was no criSs examination of the witness.
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3025I Direct examination of ITAGaKI, Seishiro by Mr . Mattice

30254 *The accused identified and verified Exhibit 3316 as his affi
davit. The affidavit stated that the accused was appointed staff 
officer 01 the Kwantung Army en 1 May 1929 and held it until 30 July 
I932. The C-in-C of the Kwantung Army at the time of his appointment 
was Lt. Gen. HATA Eitaro. At the time of the Manchurian Incident 
the C-in-C of the Kwantung Army was Et„Gen. HONJO, and the chief of 
staff was Maj.Gen. MIYaKE.

The duties of the accused were to receive orders from the 
Chief of Staff and to maintain contact between staff officers and 
manage the staff office and attend to liaison business. The duties 
and privileges of the C-in-C, Chief of Staff and Staff Officers were 
according to regulations of the Rvantung Army Headquarters. (Exhibit 
1415).

30255 * Regarding the situation in Manchuria before the Manchurian 
Incident, since 1925 a movement for the recovery of alleged lost 
national rights had started in China and anti-Japanese actions increased. 
There were also violations of Japanese rights and interests in Man
churia. In June 192Ô Chang Tsuo-lin was killed by a bomb and Chang 
H8ueh-liang succeeded him. In that year the Chang Hsueh-liang regime 
affilliated with the Nanking Government and let influence of the 
Chinese Nationalist Party penetrate into Manchuria.

The anti-Japanese movement there was organized under the Kuomingtang 
direction and became active and intense. Japanese rights in Manchuria 
were infringed and Japanese nationals were squeezed in a strip along 
the South Manchurian railway. Extreme pressure against Korean immi
grants, violence and opporessions of the Japanese and obstruction to 
communication etc. had intensified. In spite of Foreign Minister 
SHIDEHARA*s sincerely cooperating policy no prospect for relaxation 
of anti-Japanese activities in China was in sight and the situation was 
aggravated.

30256 *Ju8t before the Incident several hundred questions were pending. 
In the military field Chang Hsueh-liang after taking office as vice
commander of the Kuomingtan Army in the fall of 1928 planned to strength
en his army increasing it to 2G0 odd thousand, enlarged the Mukden 
Arsenal, equipped the army with modern crms and strengthened discipline. 
as compared with the Kwantung Army at that time, his army was far super
ior in strength and equipment.
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Since then anti-Japanese sentiments influenced Chinese troops 
and they assumed a contemptuous attitude toward the Japanese troops, 
boasting of their superiority and their greater experience in fighting,

3O257 * The disposition of Chinese troops was changed so as to en
circle Japanese garrison areas along the South Manchurian RR and the 
dispersed Kwantung troops fell into a dangerous military situation, 
rfhile no more than ten odd thousand inferiorly armed Kwantung troops 
were stationed dispersedly on a peace time footing in that area, 
nearly one thousand kilometers along the South Manchurian Railway they 
cams to be under seige by the large and well-equipped Chinese troops 
and assumed a provocative attitude.

Under this situation the danger of collision between the 
armies gradually fermented. Its solution seemed difficult unless 
either would concede or compromise. The situation was a collision be
tween conflicting demands, the recovery of China's alleged lost rights 

30256 * and maintenance of Japanese rights and interests. But the Chinese
had no intention to compromise. The situation was that anti-Japanism 
by force of arms would be inevitable. To avoid it there was no solu
tion except to abandon the special rights and interests they had. But 
he would never would undertake this abandonment nor would public 
opinion permit it. Therefore the Kwantung '*rmy tried to avMd friction 
and sought all means of appeasement and adrr/ ' -?hed its offic'-? v H  
men to be patient and cautious, prohibiting rash acts.

On the other hand they had to work out an emergency counter- 
measure in case of collision by positive Chinese military actions.
The army desired to increase its strength, change the disposition of 
its troops and replete its equipment. But this was not approved by 
the central army authorities. Therefore the army mapped out a plan 
with the then existing strength and equipment and established an oper
ations plan that in case of collision the main forces would be centered 
in the vicinity of Mukden and deliver a heavy blow to the nucleus of 
the Chinese troops in Mukden and thus settle the matter within a short 
period. They decided to make preparations in accordance with this 
plan and to make up for shortcomings in fighting power by utilizing 
the material for military operations which was in Manchuria, A3 a 
part of this plan they set up two heavy guns in the Mukden Independent 
garrison barracks which had become needless when Port Arthur fortifica
tions were decreased. It was natural to make up their shortage of 
fighting power and it was not to stimulate the Chinese that they 
concealed the setting up of these guns.
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C-in-^C HONJO who arrived in August 1931 witnessed repeated 
occurrences of incidents due to the intensification of anti-Japanese 
feeling, especially such serious cases as the killing of Capt. NAKAMURA, 
the ttanpaoshan Incident, and disturbances against troops guarding 
railways and practicing maneuvers. He strictly warned against any 
rash act. He also instructed them to execute their duties positively 
once emergency arose.

The accused was accompanying HONJO on an informal inspection 
trip of his troops and finished the trips with the inspection of 
troops at Liaoyan September 18 1931« On that day HONJO was informed 
by Chief of Staff MIYAKE that MaJ.Gen. TATERA if A, chief of the First 
Department of the General Staff was coming to Mukden. MIYAKE requested 
him to send either ISHIMARA or ITAGAKI to Mukden to meet TATERAVVA,

30261 *Aasuraing that the matter would be in connection with the terms of 
negotiation on the NAKAMURa case, HONJO ordered the accused to Mukden. 
Toward evening TATEKArfA arrived and ITAGAKI greeted and dined with him. 
TATEKaiVA did not mention his business immediately except to say that
the superiors were worrying about the unscrupulous conduct of the young 
officers. ITAGAKI told TATEKaiVA he would hear him at leisure the next 
day because he seemed tired.

Oh the way to his billet after taking leave of TaTEKAWA, ITaGAKI 
went to the Special Service Section of Mukden to get further informa
tion about the NAKAMURA case and chatted a while there with the staffs.

30262 * as ITaGAKI was about to return to his billet there was a
telephone call from the garrison troops to the Special Service Section 
reporting a blasting of the railway line it Liuchiaokou. By several 
following telephone calls ITaGaKI understood that just after 10 PM 
Chinese trsojis blasted the S.M.R, at the western side of Peitaying, . 
north of Mukden and Japanese patrols were fired on by the enemy in 
ambush.

The Hushihtai went to their rescue and battled the Chinese. 
The Hushihtai company was hard pressed by the enemy machine guns . 
Prom the Railway guard's report it was clear the Incident was not a 
mere infringement upon the rights and interests in the shape of 
blasting the railway but a planned challenge of the Chinese Regular 
artqy against the Japanese army and it was judged that the Seventh 
Brigade of Peitaying was in action against them.
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ITaGAKI felt the riek was so close that if they heetitated
30263 *the leased territories attached to the South Manch.RR. and the Jap

anese troops would be encircled and attacked, by the Chinese *roy 
in Mukden.

30264 * At that moment SH1MAMOTO the Second Battalion Commanderof the Independent Infantry Garrison and Col. HIRATA sent word to the C-in-C and others through the Mukden Special Service Section.SHIMAMOTO stated his troops would go to the rescue of the Hushihtai Company which was in desperate battle and the<29th Regimental Commander HIRaTA declared he would cooperate with SHIMAMOTO by taking the Mukden fell.
In the capacity of a staff officer ITAGAKI accepted their determination and took steps to report to the C-in-C, The reason ITAGAKI accepted was that the determination of the two commanders was absolutely necessary in line with the operations plan in case of emergency not only for self-defense of the Mukden troops but also for the benefit of the main forces.

30265 *He thought it necessary to give these commanders assurance since he was fully conversation with the C-in-C*s intentions, «toon ITAGAKI reported to the C-ln-C HON JO as the Army Hdqrs moved to Mukden Sept 19th he approved the steps as they coincided with his intentions.
Oh the night of Sept 18th they informed the Consulate General of Mukden of the outbreak and of the army actions and asked Consul MORISHIMA to come to the Special Service Office where they explained in detail the circumstances and asked his cooperation. ITAGAKI also talked about the matter with Consul Gen HAY- SHI several times by telephone. HaYASHI said that since Japan and China had not yet formally entered upon war and as the Chinese through Consultant Chao Hsin-pe had announced their adoption of non-resistance, he hoped the army would arrange the matter so it could be dealt with through diplomatic agents putting an end to military actions.

30266 *ITAGAKI then explained in detail and asked his reconsideration. 
The Incident was different from proceeding ones because the regular 
Chinese Army had challenged the Japanese Army. Fighting was already 
under way and it was impossible for the present to separate the forces. 
Unless the present military actions would be settled it was practically 
impossible to rely on diplomatic negotiations.Though the Chinese were 
saying they were abiding by the principle of non-resistance, according 
te the report from the frontier they were attacking at Hushihtai causing 
dead and injured.
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ITAGAKI could not imagine that Chao Hsin-po would be able to 
arrange a cease-fire agreement because he was a mere civil official 
with no influence in military affairs. It could not be known whether 
it might not prove to be the enemy's habitual trick to rearrange the 
situation by gaining time. ITAGAKI told HAYASHI they had to be 
careful and that the gra*e situation permitted no hesitation. He

30267 pointed out that the realization of * HAYASHI.3 s contention was prac
tically impossible.

The battle around Mukden ended Sept 19th. As Chinese admin
istrative officials of the city had flet, the police, communications 
and banking services came to a standstill. The citizens closed their 
doors and the city became chaotic. Convicts ran rampant on the 
streets. They could not leave the situation that way in'trie inter
ests of public safety. Because of these circumstances and to cope with 
the desire of the citizens HONJO, to maintain public safety promul
gated immediately an emergency municipal administrâtion and appointed 
DOHIHARA as temporary Mayor.

The army had no intention of instituting a military administra
tion and admitted no other soldiers except DQHIH*Rn to take part in it 
and apart from a few Japanese advisors, the great part of the functionar
ies were Chinese. Its purpose was to maintain public peace as a temporary 
measure with the arrangement that whenever a qualified Chinese was

30268 * available the administration should be immediately transferred to him.

DOHIH*Ka served as mayor only one month and on October 20th 
Chao Hsin-po became mayor and almost all of the advisors were removed. 
HONJO had been too cautious to disclose his political opinions during 
the Manchurian Incident. However, when the independence declaration 
of each Manchurian province as well as of influential persons therein 
created a general tendency for the establishment of a new state, HONjo 
at the end of Cctober 1931 made an important statement. This was that 
in view of the fact that the Sine-Japanese conflict which had existed 
before the Incident lead to the present all out clash they must make 
certain that an incident of this nature would never recur. They must 
devise measures to settle the incident to the satisfaction of both 
countries.

30269 * The first step would be to pay high regard to the expressed 
desire of the Manchurian people. The anti-Japanese movement had

; contributed to the development of bitter enemity. That feeling seemed 
to have been eliminated but they must completely wipe it from their 
minds by enhancing racial harmony.

i
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So lang aa Japan maintained her special rights and interests 
in Manchuria it cannot help causing a sense of inequality and sense of 
oppression among the Manchurians no matter how legal those rights and 
Interests might be. Therefore Japan should voluntarily givethem up by 
renouncing extra-territoriality and return Pert Arthur end Dairen to 
Manchuria,..If by doing so relations between the two countries could 
attain such a standard where the interests of both became identical 
and where racial discrimination no longer exists.

30270 * Since Japanese and Manchurian people constituted Manchuria 
based on equal footing, Japan should abandon their superior complex 
and the sense of special rights. They must realize they were on an 
equal footing with the Manchurians in the new state. Those who served 
the new country as government officials should determine to naturalize 
themselves to that country.

Maladministration of Chang iHsueh-liang caused hatret of Manchurian 
and Japanese government authorities and of the 30 million Manchurian 
people. His failure lay in his adoption of a sole party policy. Man
churia should be careful in the future to respect the peoples' will 
by rejecting the return of Chang Hsueh-liang and his party.

Restoration of imperial regime in Manchuria would be an anachronism 
and was apt to give birth to an evil cause depriving Manchuria forever of 
a possible opportunity to harmonize with China in the future. * Even

30271 if Pu-Yi were to become head of the new state in compliance with the re
quest of the Manchurians there must be clear distinction between his 
assumption as head of the state and the restoration of imperial regime.

Independence was a result of û .ce freeing itself from the 
nation to which it belonged and this did not violate any treaty. Influ
ential Manchurians should be fully responsible to the people. It was 
feared that independence might overshadow cooperation between China and 
Japan but it was possible for the new state to contribute to China-Japan 
collaboration and they hoped this would be the case. Everything depend
ed upon good administration and the people's welfare. The government 
of the past administration by the former military clique should be 
improved. The heavy extertien ef taxes should be abolished or alleviated.

30272 * Anti-Japanese laws should immediately be abolished. The Kwantung Army 
should be indifferent to Manchurian politics and should leave administra
tive matters to the independent and autonomous regime of the M«nchurian 
people and should limit its action te assisting the Manchukians in law 
and erder. National defense should be a joint problem ef Japan and the 
new state and meantime the army should appoint itself to this task.
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It must gain the absolute confidence of the Manchurians. So far 
the Japanese government gave prohibitive instructions only and no def
inite indication as to future policy of the army had been shown by them, 
"hat they should do at this juncture was to make close observation upon 
the future relations between Manchuria and Japan so as to report the 
true aspect of the situation to the central government and should not

30273 * interfere with their political movement representing the unanimous 
desire of the Manchurian people. While they should not be reluctant in 
giving assistance they should never force themselves upon the Manchurians.

30274 * ITaGAKI had been taking every opportunity to talk with leading 
Chinese to ascertain their views so that he could report them to the 
military commander. H® learned that among them was a strong feeling 
against Chang Houeh-liang, a dislike of Kuomintang politics and an 
urgent desire for the independence of Manchuria. L® Chen-yu of the 
Restoration Faction came from Lushun (Port "rthur) to call on ITAGAKI 
September 23rd in Mukden. H® told ITAGAKI that the Restoration *action 
wished to call Empörer H«uan Tung to Manchuria. Me then went to see 
Hsi Chia in Kirin, met Chang Hai-peng at Taonan and returned to Mukden 
September 26th. He told ITaGAKI that at Kirin Chang Hai-peng who was 
preparing for the independent movement was desirous of welcoming ^mperor 
Hsuan Tung to Kirin and of the firm decision ef Gen.Chang Hai-peng for 
independence and support of -Emperor Hsuan Tur.g.

30275 *Yu Chung-han 'Ante '.iewed HON JO N o v e m b e r  3rd and suggested the 
necessity of establishing a new state, a short time after the, incident 
independence was declared in many provinces and districts. They got 
information that independent movements wer* growing among the principal 
political leaders since the general tende* y in the Mukden, Kirin and 
Heilungkiang provinces had been settled by the entry of the Japanese 
Army into Toitsihar in the middle of November, 1931«

ITaGaKI interviewe.,, ei. HONJO's orders, between the latter part 
of November to mid December certain political leaders who supported

30276 independence * and heard their opinions. Without exception they were 
against the return of the Chang «sueh-liang regime to Manchuria as they 
hated the politics of the Kuomintang and did not want the Nanking 
Government in Manchuria. Their common desire was the establishment of 
an independent state on the principle of border security and peace
for the people. They told ITaGAKI that Japan's support was necessary 
for the construction of a new state. For the time being Japan must 
assume the defense and the now state required knowledge for which they 
would depend upon Japan's aid and both Japan and China should stand on 
equal footing.
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There were differences of opinion on the question of its polity 
and sovereignty, ^all known personages of the Restoration Paction 
strongly advocated Pu Yi as the sovereign after making Manchuria in
dependent rather than persistently sticking to a mere theory of restora
tion.

30277 * Representatives of the RuKden faction were strong?y opposed
to the mal administration of Chang Hsueh-liang and though they believed 
in border security and peace for the people, did not agree to the 
monarchical restoration but desired * regime. They would
agree to install Pu Yi as president rather than to decide the ruler by 
election*

Ma Chan-shan was not the uovernor of the Heilunghiang Province 
but was a man of real worth and possessed his own troops. It was said 
he would yield to the opinion of Chang Ching-Hui who had almost the same 
view as the Mukden faction, was against the restoration but in favor of 
a republic system. Mongolian princes were of the same opinion as the 
Kirin faction. Authoritative persons of the Mukden and Kirin factions 
were in a position te dominate the trend of affairs as to polity and 
sovereignty.

3O27Ö * It was clear that all political leaders unanimously agreed
on an independent state. This was mainly due to the peculiar geograph
ical and historical position of the East Pour Provinces and to the 
fact that they had previously often declared themselves independent 
and that by the Japanese declaration of non-occupation of Manchuria 
the unsatisfied political leaders who were indignant with Chang Hsueh- 
liang over his maladministration came to the surface and moved by 
political aspiration desired to solidify t eir position and reject 
Chang's return to Manchuria.

ITAGAKI made a detailed report of these matters to HONJO.
IThGAKI having been called by telegram from the Central authorities 
left Mukden for Tokyo or *anui> ry 4 1932. He reported to military 
headquarters the general tendency of Manchuria was toward an inde
pendent state, after having sounded prominent persons he could 
affirm they all advocated independence and the general public was 
against the return of Chang Hsueh-liang's regime and the advance 
of the Kuomintant Government to Manchuria.

He reported that the Kwantung »rmy was entirely absorbed in 
maintaining public peace and placed no limit on the political desires 
of the natives. If matters went as they were an independent state 
would be formed and Japan should be prepared to meet ^he situation*
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HONJO was of the opinion there remained no way than to adopt the 
theory of an independent etate. »far Minister aRAKI told him that though 
the government policy was not yet decided, his principle was to observe 
the actual situation on the spot but he did not interfere as to the issue 
of Independence.

Airing ITAGAKI's stay in Tokyo he explained the new conditions in 
Manchuria and the army authorities well understood. Returning to Mukden 
ITAGAKI submitted his report to HCNJO and on HONJO's orders ITAGAKI 
interviewed Pu Yi in Port Arthur January 29 1932. An enthusiastic desire 
for an independent state had become extremely strong among the powerful 
aa well as the general public of Manchuria at that time. The tendency 
to form a new state apart from the Restoration movement reached a high 
pitch with the probability of having Pu Yi the «c-ex^eror of Hsuan Tung 
as the sovereign of the new state. HONJO ordered him to meet officially 
with Pu Yi and ascertain his intention regarding this matter. He first 
gave Pu Yi general information and asked his opinion. Pu Yi was already 
aware of the trend for a new state.
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30281 Pu-Yi declared it was of great necessity to 

establish an independent State in Manchuria and have
a good administration in close cooperation with Japan*
He stated he had the intention to accept the sovereignty 
of the new State and insisted upon restoration*

His reasons were that the conditions afforded 
to the Ching family did not abolish the title of Emperor. 
He was still an Emperor and could not accept' any post 
which did not carry that title. The cultural level 
of the Manchurian people being low, Imperial Rule was 
necessary. A general cabinet had to be established 
subordinate to a political organization directly under 
the Emperor who should decide himself all state affairs.

Itagaki wondered whether Pu-Yi's real inten
tion was to decline to accept the sovereignty if the 
State was not formed according to the principle of 
Monarchial Restoration or whether he would accept the

30282 offer anyway. * Itagaki took leave of Pu-Yi and met 
Cheng Chui, the son of Cheng Hsiao-hsu, and asked him 
if Pu-Yi had any idea to refuse to become head of the 
new state. Cheng said that could not be so; but Pu-Yi 
understood the political situation and was ready to 
accept though he did not know the true meaning of Pu-Yi's 
talk to Itagaki. He thought it must have been a simple 
expression of his desire. Cheng was asked if Pu-Yi's 
attitude meant he would agree to become the head and
if he could so report to HONJO. Cheng said yes, and 
Itagaki went to Mukden reporting to HONJO. The object 
of the interview with Pu-Yi was not to persuade him 
to head the new state, but merely to learn his inten
tion. He had no notion to act so as to intimidate 
Pu-Yi or cause Cheng Chui to make Pu-Yi agree.

30283 * On 21 February, Lo Chenyu and son came to see 
Itagaki at Army Headquarters, saying they were sent
by Pu-Yi. They said that he was still contending for 
the Imperial Rule. At that time the Northeast Ad
ministration Committee had already Issued the Declar
ation of Independence on l8 February and decided on 
the 19th that they would establish a republican state 
and that Pu-Yi be requested to accept the administrator- 
ship.

à i
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30284 * They considered this move of Lo Chen-yu

due to Inadequate knowledge on Pu-Yi's part of the 
atmosphere of the Northeast Administration Committee#
They saw the necessity of communicating to Pu-Yi 
.the actual situation of the committee, and on 
HONJO's orders Itagaki went to Port Arthur, meeting 
Pu-Yi on the 22nd and conveying that Information#
Pu-Yi understood the circumstances and expressed 
his approval. In spite of his former views, he 
gladly accepted the decision of the Northeast 
Administration Committee and the decision in regard 
to the title of the state, national flag, etc. In 
the midst of the talk HONJO telephoned and Itagaki 
reported the interview,

3028? * The Incident of l8 September was an.acci
dent and the Kwantung Army did not plan it. As to 
the establishment of Manchukuo andinstallation of 
Pu-Yi, they were carried out by the natural 
enthusiasm of the natives and there was no so-called 
puppet administrator created by the Japanese Govern
ment or Kwantung Army.

The allegation that the accused and a few 
other staff officers schemed and acted arbitrarily 
without following the desires of HONJO was a fabri
cation and no truth in it.

Regarding his second period of service in 
the Kwantung Army, the affidavit stated that Itagaki 
was attached to Army Headquarters as Chief of the 
Military Intelligence from 1 August 1932 to June
1933. In June he made a tour to Europe. He was 
Supreme Advisor of the Military Administration 
Department of Manchukuo from 1 August 1934 to 10 
December 1934, and then became Vice Chief of Staff 

30286 of the Kwantung Army * and Chief Staff Officer.
After the Tangku Truce, continuous 

efforts were made by Chinese and Japanese to allevi
ate tension. Communication was established between 
the two after September 1934. HIROTA spoke on the 
reproachment before the Diet in January, to which 
Chiang Kai-shek and Wang Ching-wei replied, and in 
June an Amity Law was promulgated.
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northward expansion to Intensify strain between the 
two nations, China issued an order In February 1935 
to exterminate that army with Yu Hsun-Chung to head 
the expeditionary army. Nevertheless the Communist 
Army broke through the Nationalist Army and drew 
near the Mongolian Region.

30286 * The USSR accused Japan of being imoerial-
istic and aggressive. It was double tracking the 
Siberian Railway and fortifying bases in the Far 
East. The strength of the USSR was four times that 
of the Kwantung Army and was being still further 
increased. Armed communists and bandits in Manchuria 
were much curbed by Japanese and Manchurian forces 
but not entirely suppressed. Some notables of Japan 
and Manchuria began to advocate the abolition of 
extraterritoriality. If the principle of co-prosperity 
should succeed in forcing out communist plans, Japan, 
Manchuria and China could pursue the way of prosperity 
in peace. If Japan's advocacy should fail, the three 
would be thrown into war and the situation would be 
in favor of the communists. This prospect became 
more probable after the Comintern meeting in July 
1935 passed a resolution to concentrate on efforts 
to overthrow Japan and bring about world revolution.

30288 * The Chinese Communists issued a nroclamation on 
the basis of this resolution and threatened to 
resort to an anti-Japanese united front. Army head
quarters' opinion was that the basic policy was to 
strengthen Japan and Manchukuo by a co-prosperity 
society, financial construction, and securing 
national defense power. By diplomatic means, inter
national friendship should be established.

30289 * While the accused was Chief of Staff, he 
cooperated with many persons in Manchukuo in this 
policy. In June 1936 the first abolishment of extra
territoriality came. Since the outbreak of the 
Manchurian Incident, he had favored this and had 
tried to aid in facilitating Its materialization.
In accordance with the Commander's orders, he 
'assisted in the personal affairs of Japanese 
officials In Manchukuo's service but had nothing 
to do with internal personal administration and the 
personal affairs of Manchukuo officials. The Array
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officials. The basic duty of the Army was to implement 
defense against the USSR. This orinciple was estab
lished at the time of NISHIO, whom he succeeded as

30290 Chief of Staff. * The program of the Army was based 
upon General Staf instructions and was of purely 
defenŝ -.-e nature c.g* in it the USSR, They never made 
any aggressive war plan*

There were many Mongolians in Manchuria and 
the trends in outer and inner Mongolia had sharp 
repercussion on them and became a problem. Accordingly» 
the Army and Manchukuo had a special interest in outer 
and inner Mongolia. Inner Mongolia was assigned to 
the Army for collecting information concerning the 
USSR and Mongolia and the Army sent intelligence 
agents and collected information near the frontier.

30291 * The northward expansion of the Chinese 
communist army, the foundation of Manchukuo and 
other factors gave rise to Inner Mongolia's volun
tary movement for local self-government. Japan and 
Manchukuo hoped for its healthy growth for defense 
against the USSR and the spread of Bolshevism but the 
Army did not seek to induce or suppress the movement 
as far as Itagaki knew.

The Army was interested in the North China 
problem to secure peace in the rear but this interest 
was concentrated on defense of nort'viui and internal 
fortifications of Manchukuo toward December 194-5* The 
Kwantung Army did not send troops to North China.
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30293 * Regarding the period when he was Commander in 

Chief of the 5th Division from 1 March 1937 to 3 June 
1938» be was transferred on the earlier date from 
Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army to Hiroshima as
5th Arm Commander« The division was on a peace-time 
footing and the divisional commander was in charge 
of controlling subordinate units and military admin
istration. He was in no position to state his opinion 
with authority or give advice.

30294 * When the Lukouchiao Incident occurred on 7 
July 1937» Itagaki was on duty in Hiroshima. He 
learned about it from the newspapers and did not 
think It was serious or dream it would develop into 
the China Incident. He expected it would settle on 
the spot. However, negotiations on the the spot, 
based on the Japanese policy of localization, were 
ineffectual and because of the defiant attitude of 
the Chinese, the situation was not reassuring.

On 27 July an emergency mobilization order 
was issued to the 5th Division, and this was completed 
on 2 August with the first and second contingents

30295 leaving harbor by 7 August. * They reached Peiping 
and took part in battles in North China. At the end 
of May 1938, ITAGAKI left command of the 5th Army 
and returned to Tokyo.. In December 1937 the main 
force of the 5th Division was concentrating in the 
direction of Paoting from Shansi. When he was in 
Paoting on 17 December he heard of ehe Japanese 
entry into Nanking but he had no responsibility or 
knowledge of the Nanking Incident. As Division 
Commander he only did his duty In accordance with 
the order of his supe.lor and he paid special atten
tion to military discipline, warning against mis
behavior. Wrong doing was punished according to 
military law and in addition, the wrong doer's 
commander was punished.

30296 * At the end of April or early May 1938, 
when he was in Shantung Province as Division Com
mander, FURUNO, Inosuke visited him as Premier 
KONOYE's representative. KONOYE's desire was that 
despite the cabinet policy of localization, the
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necessary to have a War Minister who would be able to 
change the China policy to one of peace« KONOYE thought 
ITAGAKI the best man and wished to know whether he would 
accept« He knew that KONOYE's intention coincided with 
his own, namely, the withdrawal of the entire Japanese

30297 forces * and peaceful settlement of the conflict. At 
the end of May, ANAMI, Chief of the Personal Affairs 
Bureau, visited him, carrying the official order for 
his appointment as War Minister, which had been recom
mended by the big three of the Army« ITAGAKI decided 
to accept and took office on 3 June,

As War Minister his fundamental attitude was 
that Japan and China should join hands. However,
Japanese efforts toward local settlement were in vain 
and the conflict gradually developed to a large scale 
war. While Japan was thus reluctantly forced into

30298 such a situation * the Soviet increased her strength.
Her armaments in the Far East were overwhelmingly 
superior, threatening the Japanese rear. The Anglo- 
American powers increasingly assumed an attitude of 
aiding Chiang and interrupting military movements.

They were especially concerned about U.S. 
pressure on Japan. If things went on, Japan should 
be doomed to stand alone against encirclement by 
Britain, U.S., the Soviet and China. Therefore, she 
must immediately make peace with China. He believed 
the two must end all past conflict and rebuild mutual 
diplomacy on a broad point of view.

30299 * As for the policy for the fighting forces
it was to discipline and to maintain fight
ing power against the Soviet Menace. As the policy 
of the state, it was ,0 alter peace terms with China 
and accomplish a peaceful settlement. There should 
be an innovation in the management of government, 
recognizing the situation was grave, to reinforce 
defense against the Soviet and supreme fighting 
materials to attempt transfer of military strength 
and adjustment of the front line stabilizing the 
situation in the occupied area and to try to bring 
about peace with Chiang Kaishek. They should keep 
watch of the Soviet's debouchment and maintain peace 
with her. They should try to get Britain and France 
to stop their aid to Chiang« They should ask Germany
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and they should maintain friendship with the U.S, 
as a means to bring about an end to the conflict»

30300 * ITAGAKI took office as War Minister im
mediately after the Hsuchou Battle, At that time 
it was believed that the Hankow Operation would be 
unavoidable. In 1938 the circumstances were
that the peace terms to be offered China should
not be so exacting as the ones proposed when Trautman 
was go-between. Unless the terms were modified,
Chinese acceptance appeared unlikely, but both public 
opinion and the government policy had been far from 
further reducing the terms.

To conclude peace it had to be made possible 
to deal with Chiang Kai-shek. Confronted with the 
KONOYE declaration of 16 January 193?, which Included

30301 the statement that Japan would not deal with the * 
Kuomintang Government, things were not likely to 
develop a tendency favorable to a further re
examination of this declaration.

UGAKI, who succeeded HIROTA as Foreign 
Minister on 26 May,was one of the important keys for 
the reorganization of the KONOYE Cabinet. However, 
no progress had been made on UGAKI’s policy when 
ITAGAKI became War Minister.

China asked the League for help and It 
resolved to do so.

The Japanese Supreme Command had counted 
on the Hsuchow Battle being decisive for ending the 
war, but due to great differences in strength and 
the extent of the flirting area, the strategic 
object could not be achieved. The Chinese concen-

30302 trated great strength before Hankow * and prepared 
for counter-attacks, exposing the Japanese forces 
to extreme danger. The Supreme Command considered 
the only thing to do was to deliver another counter
attack and prepare for the Hankow Operation.

They could discern important defects in 
defense preparations against the Soviet. ITAGAKI 
was aware of the extreme difficulties of the talk 
of leading the situation to peace. They had to aim
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devise measures for a peace settlement.
They were required to replace the fighting.

30303 materials * and not neglect national power for defense 
against the Soviet.

The reinforcement of the various emergency 
policies necessary for national mobilization (Exh. 857) 
and revision of the plan of aemanu ana supply of 
important materials (E^h. Ô57) were made to remedy

' defects of defensive strength and not for preparing
for aggressive war, although the Hankow Operation 
was planned and executed to cover the High Command's 
weak points and making a turning point for termination 
of hostilities and peaceful settlement. Its object 
could not be attained even after the fall of Hankow 
on 27 October 1937. As War Minister in the K0N0YE 
Cabinet, ITAGAKI was confronted with the problem of

30304 keeping Soviet relations tranquil. * Japan was quite 
astonished therefore when the Chang Ku-feng Incident 
broke out in July-August 1938* In dealing with the 
Incident, ITAGAKI hoped for a diplomatic settlement 
and tried to achieve immediate local settlement with 
accord of views between the War Ministry and General 
Staff.

The Army, in spite of disadvantages, stuck 
to the principle of localization and was barely able 
to end the Incident before it became too serious.
It brought greater attention to the menace in the 
north and realized Soviet superiority. Thus, it 
resulted in Japan's preparedness.

After the outbreak of the China Incident,
30305 Japan refrained from establishing military government * 

and left civil administration to the Chinese. Not a 
few such accomplishments were due to the management
by Japanese in the Department of Special Affairs, 
placing a considerable load on the Army. The China 
Affairs Board was proposed by the Army and adopted 
by the Cabinet to relieve the Army of these tasks.
The board was established on l8 December 1938 with 
the Premier as President and the Minister of Navy,
War and Foreign Affairs as Vice Presidents'. About 
mid-March the liaison offices on the spot started
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tration to promote political, economic and cultural 
measures. Army intervention was held to the minimum.
It was sine qua non for the realization of peace to 
amend the peace proposals and convert Japan to a policy 
of dealing with Chiang Kai-shek. ITAGAKI attached

30306 prime significance * to re-examining the national 
policy regarding adjustment of relations with China, 
making Japan's intentions understandable, demonstrat
ing to the world that it embodied the national policy.

In the KONOYE statement of 3 November 1938 
(Exhibit 268) Japan hoped to establish relations of 
mutual aid, ranging over all fields to realize these 
policies. The policy of adjusting new relations 
between Japan and China (Exhibit 269) was decided on 
the 30th. As a detailed explanation, the KONOYE 
statement (Exhibits 268 and 2535) was issued on 22 
December 1938, declaring that what Japan wanted of 
China was not territory nor reimbursement of war 
expenses. Japan was willing to respect China's

30307 sovereignty and withdraw extraterritoriality. He * 
did his utmost as War Minister to promote that 
policy but China's reaction, especially Chiang's, 
was very weak and it was not a suitable time for 
peace negotiations. Before that, it had been deemed 
advisable to join hands with important Chinese 
believed to possess an ardor for peace. In July 
1938, KONOYE instructed BANZAI to make liaison with 
Tang Shao-i and Wu Pei-fu to ask for their coopera
tion. The Army sent DOHIHARA and the navy, TSUDA,
to cooperate, but the plan failed due to Tang Shao-i's 
assassination.

The problem of coalition of Japan, Germany 
and Italy was already under study before the accused

30308 became War Minister. * Ribbentrop's proposal arrived 
in early August 1938 and they sent a formal answer 
after consulting the Five-Ministers Conference and 
waited for Germany's formal proposal. The initial 
proposal arrived in November. ITAGAKI wanted to use it 
to obtain peace with China immediately after the 
Hangkao Operation and proposed this before the Five- 
Ministers Conference on 11 November, but the proposal 
met with difficulty and they were unable to conclude 
negotiations with Germany to accomplish peace with 
China.

< 1
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decided through consultation on 2 November 1938 (Exhibit 
271) was carried out because she could not continue to 
cooperate with the League and maintain national integ
rity* The accused made no statements in the conference 
deciding on this,

30309 The agreement with Germany on cultural co
operation, which was discussed in the Board of Council 
Conference on 22 November 1938 (Exhibit 589» page 309) 
was not an intention to conclude this sort of treaty 
with Germany alone but with other nations as circum
stances dictated, and contributed to general purposes 
of diplomacy, and had no political meaning.

The policy of adjusting new relations with 
China was discussed at the Five-Ministers Conference 
on 25 November 1938 and decided by the Imperial Council 
on the 30th, The Navy proposal to secure Hainan 
Island was approved by the same conference as a tempor
ary measure to make the blockade more effective and 
it was hoped it would hasten solution of the Incident.
Japan should pay careful attention regarding the ob
servance of laws of war, respect and protect third 
power interests and remove temporary obstacles and 
restore former conditions after the war. Japan would 
stand by the principle of equal opportunity. This 
was often declared by Japan in answer to third power

30310 complaints ♦ and she tried faithfully to carry it out. 
However, the third powers pressed for strict observ
ance of treaties which did not conform to the current 
situation, utilizing it as an excuse to assist Chiang 
and the tendency of the powers against Japan and to 
aid Chiang became more pronounced. Thus the KONOYE 
Cabinet, unable to accomplish peace, was forced to 
resign.

When the HIRANUMA Cabinet succeeded the 
KONOYE Cabinet, ITAGAKI remained as War Minister 
upon HIRANUMA's request. His fundamental attitude 
as War Minister remained the saftie. It became almost 
impossible to bring about a speedy peace and there 
was nothing left to do but to take measures to gradu
ally break down the Chinese anti-Japanese attitude.
This meant the demonstration on one hand of the

30311 determination not to shun even a long war,* and on
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policy by measures other than military# Although this 
doctrine had been carried out in the KONOYE Cabinet, 
it was intensified during the HIRANUMA Cabinet# Princi
pal matters dealt with while he was War Minister in the 
HIRANUMA Cabinet included the bill "General Principles 
of the Replenishment of the Productive Faculties"
(Exhibit 842) drafted by the Planning Board and approved 
by the Cabinet January 1939# It had been previously 
studied at the War Ministry on the basis of a Five-Year 
Industrial Plan proposed by the General Staff about 
April 1937# Its real purpose was to establish Japan's 
economy, secure defense against the Soviet, and the 
safety of Manchukuo so that the Five-Year Plan for 
developing Manchurian industries projected by Manchukuo

30312 could be realized# * The plan was changed to a 4-Year 
Plan and its scope diminished# Their plans were such 
that they could not keep pace with the new situation#

As to the participation of Manchukuo and 
Hungary in the anti-Comintern Pact discussed by the 
Privy Council on 22 February (Exhibit ‘491), in view 
of the pact's aim, an increase of participating 
powers was always welcome and Japan merely Intended 
to strengthen the pact#

Negotiation was also under way with Germany 
about the method of strengthening the pact to meet 
the attitude of the Comintern and the Soviet. The 
accused attended this Privy Council ^ssion but made 
no statement.

30313 * Concerning the newspar"-- story of 17 March 
(Exhibit 2200) purporting to report a Diet speech
of ITAGAKI, he never made such a speech.

Concerning the question of closing the 
British Settlement at Tientsin, HIRANUMA informed 
him in June that the British had proposed a question 
be carried to diplomatic negotiations at Tokyo, but 
as the army's idea must be predominant, HIRANUMA 
wished to know its intention before consulting Foreign 
Office authorities# ITAGAKI then summoned army 
representatives for a talk so that differences 
between authorities at the center and at the spot 
could be el̂ .7.: ' ■ *.*5i# On the problem of general 
principles, they succeeded in the issue of the 
Anglo-Japanese Joint Declaration on July 24#
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Page 4774

Page In view of the success of the Anglo-Japanese
30314 talk, ITAGAKI believed * they could find a solution 

of the problems vis-a-vis the British in regard to 
relations with the U.S, He believed they might im
prove them when the loan negotiations with the U.S. 
then pending should succeed.

As he felt a good opportunity for peace 
was approaching, he asked Wang Ching-wei to accelerate 
the peace movement,

30315 * As to the Nomonhan Affair, after delibera
tion with the Supreme Command, and with the consent 
of the Cabinet, he tried to bring about a speedy 
settlement approving the Kwantung Army's policy
to settle the matter locally and defensively.
He thought the negotiations with Germany and Italy 
were the best way to relieve the Japanese from 
death by suffocation, to save continental China, 
elevate Japan's international position, cause the 
Chinese Government to give up tolerance of communism, 
resistance to Japan, give the Powers opportunities 
to turn China to the cause of anti-communism, co
prosperity and co-existence, and strengthen her 
defense against the Russian menace.

At the Five-Ministers Conference of the 
HIRANUMA Cabinet, the Foreign Office's counter
proposal against the German preposition was dis
cussed, After revision it was made the instruction 
and it was decided to send to Europe special envoys 
from the Array, Navy and Foreign Office, The in
structions which the envoys took were that the 
main objective was Russia, but Britain and France 
might sometimes come within the objective. Military 
assistance would be given if the matter concerned 
Russia, but would depend uçon the situation in the 
case of Britain and France, If those two were 
Bolshevized, military assistance and its extent 
would subjectively be decided. Another mission of 
the envoys was to explain it as an extension of the 
anti-communistic agreement. However, the Germans 
requested relaxation of the limitation on military 
assistance against third powers except Russia.
HIRANUMA sent a message to Hitler around 5 May. 
telling him that Japan's position was such that
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to concede that point. Just at that time complica
tions set in. Wang Ching-wei visited Tokyo on 1 June 
and the problem of the blockade of the British Settle-

30317 ment in Tientsin occurred on the 14th, * followed by 
the attack of Nomonhan on 15 June by Russian and 
Mongolian troops. In view that there was no alterna
tive but to require Germany to concede, ITAGAKI sent 
UACHIJIRI, Chief of the War Service Bureau, on 11 
August to request German Attache OTT to make a'con
cession on Germany's part. The conclusion of the 
non-invasion treaty between Germany and the Sovieton 22 August ended the matter of the proposed pact.
On the 23rd, HIRANUMA indicated h is intention  to  resign , witn which ITAGAKI agreed. After presenting the resignations to the Throne, he conferred with the three army heads and recommended TADA, who advocated peace, to become War M inister.

After h is resignation , ITAGAKI was appointed
30318 a member of the General Staff. * During the time he 

was War Minister, the accused sincerely desired the 
restoration of peace with China and evacuation of 
Japanese forces from Chinese territory. He took 
every possible measure to attain this but it was 
regrettable that he was obliged to resign with the 
Incident unsettled.

On 12 September 193» when Headquarters of 
the China Expeditionary Army was organized, he was 
unexpectedly appointed Chief of Staff under NISHIO 
and left for Nanking where he remained until 7 July
1941. Here he tried to bring about a speedy settle
ment. As to military operations, they were small 
ones to strengthen the blockade of the supply route.
They tried to secure the occupied areas, maintain 
public order and stabilize the living of the people.

30319 * The collaboration with Wang Ching-wei's 
government was chiefly in charge of Ambassador ABE 
with the assistance of the Expeditionary Army to 
the extent it did not interfere with military oper
ations. In particular it supported Wang Ching-wei's 
National Salvation Peace Movement and wished the 
Nanking Government to aim ultimately at joining 
with the Chungking Government.
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Chiang Kai-shek \.hrough the offices of Sun Tzu-chieh 
was found by the Hongkong Organ early in 1940, ITAGAKI 
supported it enthusiastically and was ready to meet 
Chiang in Changsha, In anticipation of its success, 
he requested the delay of the establishment of Wang's 
Government but des]-.tla their wishes the negotiation 
failed.

the desire of Doctor Steward, President of the Yenshing 
University, tc calk with him, ITAGAKI thought this de
sirable and sent a staff member to Steward, who agreed

3032O to convey their wishes * to the President of the US
that she would act as mediator to solve the Incident, 
The accused advised the central authorities to that 
effect but later, American-Japanese negotiations 
became aggravated and they could obtain no result.

Canton was released from command of the China Ex
peditionary Army on 5 July 1940, and-placed under 
Imperial Headquarters, At the end of September 
a detachment of the South China Army was ordered to 
proceed to North Indo-China. Neither the accused 
nor the Expeditionary Army requested or advised this 
and had no control or responsibility concerning it.

ITAGAKI commanded the Korean Army from 
30321 July 1941 to April 1945# * As the Ar:.:y had been

organized on a peace-time footing ur to February 
19 4 5, he had no concern in the promotion of the
Pacific War and had no operationa.. duties concern
ing it until the Kor.ean Army was reorganized on a 
war-time footing as the 17th Area Army and detailed 
to protect Korea on 1 January 1945*

from the Chief of Staff of the Korean Army to the 
War Vice Minister, requesting the sending of POWs 
to Korea,and the telegram of 23 March 1942 from the 
Army Commander to the War Minister reporting on the 
plan of accommodating POWs, they were sent at the 
request of the Director of the POW Information 
Bureau, according to the report of TAKAHASHI, Chief 
of Staff of the Korean Army, The accused had been

In 1941 Chang Yen-hsiang told ITAGAKI of

The South China Expeditionary Army in

Regarding the telegram of 20 February 1942
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southern fighting areas to the “uic-t atmosphere in the 
Japan areas. He made it a rule to treat the POWs fairly 
and give them as many facilities and provisions as poss
ible. He never saw tne two despatches, did not know of 
their being sent and did not want them sent.

30322 * He was appointed Commander of the 7th Area 
Army in Singapore. He took command from 22 April 
1945. Its duty was to defend its area, but before 
they could open hostilities, the war ended. Such 
conditions existed that communications with various 
quarters were destroyed by the enemy.

The accused stated that he never became 
a Supreme War Councillor throughout his career.

30323 * He stated that he had no connection with 
the March and October Incidents. He had no connec
tion with the Sakura-Kai, nor did he even know about

30324 its existence. He knew OKAWA * but had no occasion 
to meet him during a period five or six years prior 
to the Incident on l8 September, nor had he ever 
conducted correspondence with him.

He knew General TANAKA, but did not meet 
with him nor have any conversation with him regard
ing the Manchurian Incident.

He knew Port Arthur well, but he did not 
meet nor talk with TANAKA there about June 1931*

30325 * Reference was made to the testimony of 
TANAKA (page 1985) where he said that he conversed 
with ITAGAKI, in which ITAGAKI said that the situa
tion between China and Japan in Manchuria was 
extremely aggravated. However, after Chang's 
death it became even more so. The pending ques
tions in Manchuria were so serious they could not 
be settled diplomatically and there was no alterna
tive but the use of armed force to drive out Chang 
Hsueh-liang and afterward establish in Manchuria

. Chinese-Japanese cooperation to create a model 
state. Y/hen asked if he made any such statement

30326 to TANAKA or anyone else, the accused stated * 
that he was not in Port Arthur, but on a trip 
in Tsingtao, Peiping and Tientsin during June.
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ing himself, was that in spite of anti-Japanese move
ments in Manchuria, they must at all times uphold the 
policy of settling pending issues by all means but 
that armed clashes must be avoided. The NAKAMURA Inci
dent shocked the Army, but even in this case settlement 
was through diplomacy. This should be proof that he 
could not make such a statement a year and three 
months before.

30327 * The witness stated he had no conversation 
with TANAKA at Port Arthur or any other place in 
June I93O or June 1931 or any other time.

30328 * ri?;:cT e x a m i n a t i o n by m r . ka t o
COUNSEL FOR DOHIHARA

The accused stated that at the end of Octo
ber 1931, DOHIHARA, under C-in-C HONJO, went to meet 
PU-YI at Tientsin, at which time ITAGAKI was a senior 
staff officer of the Kwantung Army.

Reference was made to Exhibit 300, which 
alleged that DOHIHARA at that time spent 50,000 yuan 
to bribe the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps and 
plain-clothes men and handed over to plain-clothes 
men arms sent by the Kwantung Army. The accused was 
asked if the Army ever sent money or arms to DOHIHARA 
for such purpose, and he replied that so far as his 
knowledge was they sent absolutely none.

30329 * When he was War Minister in the KONOYE 
Cabinet, a general peace with China wa3 planned 
through Tang Shao-i and V/u Pei-fu. In November 
1938 the peace effort came to a dead stop because 
of the assassination of Tang Shao-i.

30330 * He knew that after that Incident, DOHIHARA 
tried to further the peace movement until March 1939 
and it was his understanding that DOHIHARA did not 
succeed and then returned to Tokyo. In March 1939 
DOIHARA became C-in-C of the 5th Army in Manchuria.

30331 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOZUMI
COUNSEL FOR KIDO

The accused recalled calling on KIDO, the
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1938» in which the general subject of conversation was 
how to settle the China Incident speedily. KIDO ex
plained that the recent reorganization of the KONOYE 
Cabinet was to bring about a prompt settlement.
KIDO's personal opinion was that it must be settled 
speedily and the accused agreed with him.

30332 * ITAGAKI was present at the Cabinet meeting 
on 2 August 1938 when the policy with regard to the 
Changkufeng Incident was discussed. KIDO was present 
at this meeting. On the previous day USSR aircraft 
had attacked Korean territory simultaneously with 
attacks from the ground causing serious doubts as to 
Russia's intentions. At the meeting it was decided
to localize the Incident and effect speedy settlement.
The policy was to transfer the matter to diplomatic 
negotiations and the Army's attitude was to effect 
a local settlement even though Japan might have to 
withdraw from the line the USSR claimed to be the 
frontier. KIDO agreed with the Cabinet decision.

30333 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR, WARREN
COUNSEL FOR HIRANUMA

The accused stated that HIRANUMA asked him 
to remain in his Cabinet as War Minister. On 5 Janu
ary the accused received a message from HIRANUMA 
asking him to go to cabinet formation headquarters.
There HIRANUMA told him that the prt.xipal task 
of his cabinet would be a speedy seulement of the 
China Incident,

30334 * This plan was also tne policy of the previ
ous cabinet and therefore the new cabinet was merely 
continuing this. H1RANUMA said that since the accused 
was being asked to remain as War Minister, the re
tention of his office was important.

The accused understood the intentions of 
HIRANUMA, told him he would have to discuss the matter 
with the three army chiefs. In this connection, he

30335 said there was one point of doubt * and he asked 
HIRANUMA if he had heard from KONOYE anything with 
regard to strengthening the Tripartite Anti-Comintern 
Pact. HIRANUMA replied that he had heard nothing of
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At the three chiefs' conference it was con
cluded that HIRANUMA's Intentions were clear and the 
accused was induced to accept the post as War Minister* 
Following the decision, the accused had HIRANUMA noti
fied of his acceptance*

A  30336 * When asked If it could be assumed from his
w  answer that he did not name any conditions to HIRANUMA.

that must be promised before acceptance, the accused 
stated that what he had narrated constituted everything* 
He did not know anything about the witness YAMAWAKI's 
testimony that as Vice War Minister he handed to the 
headquarters for formation of the Cabinet a paper as 
to which the prosecution asked him If it did not con
tain seven conditions of acceptance.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. SHIMANOUCHI 
COUNSEL FOR OSHIMA

The accused stated that with regard to 
negotiations for the Tripartite Alliance, he never 
sent a message to OSHIMA in Berlin, nor had he 

30337 ever sent a telegram to * OSHIMA asking him to 
refrain from taking any actions or working on 
ARITA.
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30^38 4 The accused stated that the statement made by

HONJO in October 1931 was not in writing. The accused 
30339 memorized every word of it. 4 It was given by way of

explanation from HONJO many times. It appeared HONJO had 
a memo, but he didn't Know of that.

Army before the outbreak of the Hukden Incident, the 
operational plan was drawn up by officers in charge of 
operations, in accordance with orders from superiors in 
the General Headquarters. The accused had no direct con
nection with drawing up the plan.

operational plans to be drafted in accordance with General 
Staff Headquarters instructions. The Kwantung Army re
quested of the central authorities an increase in troop 
strength, the granting of newer and more modern weapons, 
or to change the disposition of the forces to meet actual 
conditions. 4 In spite of the army's desire, central 
authorities did not take the request up, so the Kwantung 
Army had no alternative but to draw up a plan in accordance 
with the troops, equipment, and material that it had 
available.

authorities in Tokyo. The accused did not know of the 
Kokusui-Kai. He stated he could not answer whether 
consular authorities in Hukden ever took steps to check his 
activities in association with members of the Kokusui-Kai 
Society, because he had never heard of the Kokusui Society.

to Consu’-General HAŸA3HI dated 5 September, 1931^ was 
quoted to the witness. This said that they had heard that 
TAGAKI and others of the Kwantung Army were exerting 
themselves in various activities with ample funds, and 
were manipulating Japanese adventurers in China and members 
of the Kokusui-Kai. In view of the tardy progress of the 
negotiations regarding the NAKAKURA Incident, especially, 
they have decided on a concrete move the middle of the 
month. HAYASHI was to take steps for controlling the 
activities of the Roriin. After hearing this, the accused 
said the contents of the telegram were groundless, but in 
connection with the subject matter, he did have some 
knowledge.

Regarding the operational plan of the Kwantung

30340 4 It is a customary practice in all nations for

30342 4 The plan was reported and approved by central

30343 4 The telegram from Foreign Minister GHICijllARA
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He thought It was after the Manchurian Incident 
that the Kwantung Army Chief of Staff, MIYAKE, placed a 
* telegram before him and told him to read it. MIYAKE 
felt that it was ridiculous to explain, but he could not 
quite withhold his indignation and went to HAYASHI and 
cast various sarcastic jokes about it. There were abso
lutely no facts to Drove there were ample funds, or any
thing which would show any connection of himself with the 
Fokusui-Kai. fie stated he had always been a poor man.

* He did not particularly notice the Kokusui 
Society when he read the telegram , but did recall charges 
that many adventurers were being used.

* The accused stated he had read' the contents of 
a telegram handed him, and when asked if it had the same 
contents as the one shown him by MIYAKE, he stated this 
was different. Chief of Staff MIYAKE talked with Consul- 
General HAYASHI about it, and the talk ended more or less 
in a joke, but MIYAKE asked HAYASHI if he might not be 
shown the original and make a copy, consisting of two or 
three pages. He had these pages when he talked to the 
accused, and told the accused it contained such and such 
and asked v im if he might not look at it. He did so, but 
could not recall whether the contents were the same as in 
the document shown him just now.

♦ He had no recollection as to the form of the 
document, or whether the contents mentioned the name 
Kokusui-Kai. He did recall such words as •'adventurer"
or "ronin". It was not true that the carrying out of his 
plan involved actions of the garrison at Fushun. * He 
heard afterwards of the emergency defense meeting on 14 
September at Fushun in anticipation of something to happen. 
He heard this after tie outbreak of the Incident.

He had no exact recollection, but thought Gen.
TATEKA7A arrived in Mukden late in the afternoon. He thought 
that he himself arrived at Mukden from Liaoyang about two 
or three in the afternoon, and between his arrival and 
TATEKA’VA's arrival he was in a Japanese inn. * When he 
met TATEKA’.VA at the Inn, he was attired in a Japanese 
cotton lounging kimono supplied by the inn to relax in.
TTntil this interview, he did not know that he had an 
Important mission with TATEKA’VA. He spent about two hours 
with TATEKA’VA. * It was perhaps true that it was customary 
for a special emissary like TATEKA’.VA to deliver his message 
without delay. Asked if TATEKAWA apparently did not do 
so, the accused stated that he did not learn anything in 
regard to TATEKAWA's mission in addition to what he had 
already stated in his affidavit.
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71 en asked why he made an effort to tell TATEKAVfA 
there was no need for worry, the accused stated he replied 
to a question of TATEKA’7A in accordance with his belief.
That night TATEKA'TA stayed in the same inn. Regarding why 
he called at the Special Service Organ if he told TATLKAdVA 
there was no need to worry, he stated that he did so 
because it was too early to retire.

* Because there was no new information which had 
come in to the Special Service Organ, he had an informal 
chat with staff members. It was when he was on the point 
of leaving for his billet that an urgent message came in 
reporting the outbreak of an incident. This prevented him 
from returning to the billet. He thought the chat at the 
Special Service Organ lasted about an hour and a half.

* It was customary that any communication with 
army headouarters had to be requested through the Special 
Service Organ. The Organ had a telegraph code form which 
everyone did not have. If there was any need to send a 
coded telegram, it was necessary to call up the Organ.

* ’Then ashed if the Organ had any activities besides
collecting information and issueing press releases, the 
accused stated he thought its functions had already been 
fully explained. ’Thenever any negotiations relating to 
military matters had to be conducted, the important ones 
were relayed to the Consulate-General, and the less 
important were dealt with by the Organ with the Staff 
Office of the Chinese in Tukden.

* After SHIMAI'OTO and HIRATA told him they were 
ready to fight, he immediately approved that plan. He 
tried to ascertain the situation as much as possible, and 
* heard every telephone call that came in from the front 
at the Special Service Organ. He made every effort to 
obtain data upon which to make a sound judgement. The 
Incident was unexpected, and the messages from the front 
were fragmentary and at times inconsistent. Though they 
tried hard to ascertain the true nature of the situation, 
it was difficult because the signal corps was constantly 
moving and it took time to establish contact with them.

It was not he who recommended OOIHARA to be 
mayor, but the appointment was by General HONJO. 7ft en 
asked if he recalled that f.TORISHII'A advised against setting 
UD the municipal administration, he stated that it was the 
Chief of Staff who called I.ÎORISHIM, and he was just present 
at the meeting, * and Consul üORISHIM did not present to 
him anything that would require his acceptance.



Page HORISHII'A asked the Chief of Staff whether a
military administration^was going to be established The 
Chief replied that no military administration was contem
plated. Other than this, the accused 1 ad no recollection 
as to what transnired.

Asked if HAYASHI called on HONJO to point out 
that it was a mistake to set up a municipal administration, 
the accused stated that he ha‘d not directly heard anything 
from HONJO, hut what he had heard from the Chief of Staff 
was similar to what v/as said at the conversation between 

30359 the Chief and FORISHirA. * His recollection was that HONJO 
told the Consul-General that no military administration 
was being established.

It was not true that HONJO told him that on the 
whole he agreed with him, but since the order had been 
issued he had no way to alter it. He didn't know who was 
Chief of the General Affairs Section. A person by the 
name of IORIYA was president of the Japanese Residents'

30359 Association, * but he didn't recall whether he had taken 
such an office. He did remember that several Japanese 
worked in the municipal administration, but could not 
recall whether any was a chief of any section or department.

Then asked why he could be so certain that the 
Japanese served only as advisors,.he stated that respons
ible Chinese were not around. If they had been, there 
would have been no need for Japanese helping set up the 
administration.

* Then asked if certain named Japanese did not 
consist of key personnel of the a'.ministration, he stated 
that there were no responsible Chinese to undertake 
municipal administration, and there was no alternative but 
for the Japanese to take it over for the time being. * He 
didn't know exactly who was chief of certain sections.

If he had replied previously that he was familiar with 
the nersonnel who were chiefs of sections, it must be some 
misunderstanding. He did know the name IORIYA very well, 
and the other names mentioned to >im were Japanese,
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He did not know that to raise funds, the munic- 
1nal administration under DOIHARA had planned an opium 
monopoly and the issuance of lottery tickets. He did not 
remember if the Kwantung Army Headquarters, had no objection 
but Instructed the municipal administration to make clear 
stinulations to get Headquarters approval for this before 
the plans were ajt in operation.
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* To the accused was read a tclegrar fv*-v„ Consul
General HAYA3HI in Fukden to Foreign Minister 3HIDEHARA 
dated 13 October, 1931* which stated that according to 
reliable sources, the municipal administration office 
planned a monopolization of opium and the issue of lottery 
tickets to raise their funds, and asked Army Headquarters 
for approval. They were also informed that though Army 
Headquarters had no objections, they instructed the office 
to state the stipulations and get Headquarters approval 
before the plans were rut in operation and to report these 
to the Consulate and the police station. Not only are 
onium monopolization and the issuing of lottery tickets 
unfavorable for international relations, but a material
ization of a part of army plans marked Secret 781 of 2 
October. HAYASHI was asked to call on the top military to 
check the movement and in consideration of the delicate 
situation nreserve absolute secrecy from the army as to

30364 receint * of the telegram and the contents of the official 
letter mentioned.

ed on this subject, and he did not know if the army had 
been. Asked if DOIHARA was guiding the local Peace 
Preservation Committee in T.'ukden, he stated that the mayor 
handled only city affairs. It was true that DOIHARA was 
chief of the Organ up to the outbreak of the Incident, 
as there were no Army Headquarters there. This is why the 

30365 organ was necessary. * As soon as Headquarters moved to
Fukden, there was no need for the Organ and it went out of 
existence. Therefore, DOIHARA was no longer Chief of the 
Organ, but exclusively the mayor. There was automatic 
abolition of the Organ when he becarr- mayor.

abolition of the Special Service Organ did not take effect 
until 1935» the accused stated that that was different. 
'Thile Ewantung Headquarters was in Fukden, the Organ was 
abolished. After the establishment of Hanchukuo, Head
quarters moved to Changchun or Hsinking, and there was a 
short oeriod when there v/as neither a Headquarters nor an 
Organ in Fukden. A necessity for the Organ arose, and it 
was revived in October or November 1932. Therefore, during

prohibited setting un another political regime with the 
Four Peoples’ Preservation Committee as the basis, headed 
by Kan Chao Hsi.

The accused stated that he had never been approach-

T7hen reminded that FINAT'I had testified that the

30366 FINAFI’s tenure * there was a Fukden Organ.
The accused stated he did not know if DOIHARA
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Committee issued a declaration on 5 November, 1931? in which 
Kwantung Headquarters or lered the insertion of words that 
relations should be severed with Chiang Hsueh-liang's former 
regime and the National Government of China. He didn't 
recall that because of the Army's insistence on these 
words, influential persons like Yuan Ching-Kai and Yu 
Chung Han were placed in a dilemma. He thought Yuan was 
associated with the Peace Preservation Committee, while
Yu Chung-Han was with the Self-Government Guiding Board.

It was not true that on 28 October, the Army 
called together garrison commanders and provost marshalls

30368 to support the policy. * He did not know if at that time 
Chief of Staff MIYAKE instructed that the enforcement of 
local autonomy and guidance by Japanese should never be 
revealed outwardly. Before and after the outbreak of the 
T'ukden Incident, Tsang Shi-i was confined at home because 
of illness. It was not true that he was arrested and 
inrorisoned and killed 15 December for refusing to help in 
establishing an independent government.

30369 * Asked if Yuan Chin-Kai was next approached, the 
accused stated that from the outset of the establishment
of the Peace Preservation Committee, its president was Yuan 
Chin-kai. It was not true that about mid-November, 1931» 
Yuan was under strict watch by the Army because he was 
complaining to foreigners.

Chang Hai-peng was firm in his decision to support 
Pu-Yi. He learned that from Lo Chen-Yu. It was not true 
that he received Japanese aid in the form of money and 
rifles.

30370 Asked * 'if he knew that the Consul-General in 
Mukden was told by Shih that Chang Hai-peng would enter 
Tsitsihar and declare Heilungkiang independent on condition 
of receiving Japanese aid, the accused stated he had no 
knowledge as to who told this to Chang.

30371 * There was no case in which the Japanese 
participated in discussions about what form of government 
the new state was going to take. Reference was made to 
exhibit 3296-A, which described a meeting in Mukden on
11 January, 1932, attended by both Japanese and Chinese 
notables, which discussed the form of government to be 
established in Manchuria. The accused stated that this 
was a meeting sponsored by a Japanese newspaper. It was 
purely unofficial and had no responsibility.
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* He understood that it represented that Kwantung 
Army members attended, but this was in a private capacity 
and they had no official responsibility.

V/hen he stated that political leaders agreed on 
an independence movement unanimously, these people had 
actual authority, being chiefs of provinces and army 
commanders. All had responsibility toward the people.
It was necessary for Headquarters to understand the desires 
of these people of responsibility.

* Asked if he meant that they derived their 
authority and responsibility from the army, he stated 
that was not the case. He was speaking of the masters of 
the people living on soil not occupied by the Army.

DOIITARA was sent to Tientsin to see Pu-Yi by 
order of HONJO. * He had understood the general outline 
of exhibit 2190, DOIHARA's interrogations, in which he 
stated that details of this meeting were arranged by 
TTAGAKI. TLth respect to DOIHARA's trips, matters such 
as travelling expenses were looked after by the accused. 
Asked why D0ÎHARA was given this assignment, he stated 
that it was to collect information in the Tientsin- 
Peiping area. At that time the position of mayor previously 
held by DOIHARA was delegated to a responsible Chinese and 
DOIHARA was free. He was especially considered the most 
suitable because his main task related to collecting 
intelligence.

* Asked if before DOIHARA was sent, a certain 
UEZUTI was sent to Tientsin to contact SAKAI to take 
Pu-Yi to Yinkow, the accused stated that he didn't recall 
the name UEZUMI. There were many named SAKAI in the Army, 
but he didn't know whether a person by that name was in 
Tientsin then.

Asked if it was not because the previous plan 
had not materialized that he found it necessary to send 
DOIHARA to enlarge the project, he stated that he knew 
nothing of a previous plan or a project. Inasmuch as 
DOIHARA's triD would require travelling expenses, the 
accused looked after that and minor details. * He didn't 
know what was referred to when other arrangements were 
süoken of. The accused was not the treasurer of the army.

In looking after these details, he gave orders 
to the intendance officer to provide necessary expenses. 
There was nothing more than this.
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He did not know if the assistant on the trip was 
OTANI. DOIKARA was free to take his assistant from Mukden 
or employ him after arrival in Tientsin. * Asked what 
would affect the finances over which he seemed to take 
charge, he stated he had no supervision over finances.
He had stated that he ordered the officer in charge of 
funds to give them sufficient money for two men for one 
month.

Asl-ed if he didn't know what DOIHARA was going 
down to Tientsin for, the accused stated that he knew 
only that DOIHARA was given the assignment by HONJO and 
left on it. * He went first of all to collect intelligence 
on the Tientsin-Peiping area. There were some troops of 
Chiang Hsueh-liaug nprth of the Great V/all, and it was 
necessary to avoid clashes, to ascertain the true situation 
there, inasmuch as these troops might -withdraw within the 
Great ’Tall. There was much information flowing into 
Manchuria to the effect that Pu-Yi desired to return to 
Manchuria. Since DOIHARA was going on this assignment to 
Tientsin. + he was given the additional assignment to 
ascertain whether this reported desire of Pu-Yi was true 
or false.

Asked how he found out the purpose of the trip, 
he stated that the assignment was made by the Commanding 
General, and all staff officers were informed. Ke did not 
give DOIHARA any particular advice, but being friends, he 
should think he told him not to overstrain himself.

Asked if he was not in charge of intelligence in 
the Kwantung Army, the accused stated that Headquarters 
divided the staff office into sections, he was Chief of 
the General Affairs Section. The First handled operations, 
and the Second intelligence. * As Chief, the Intendance 
Officer was a subordinate, and it was only natural that he 
should give the orders regarding travelling expenses.

Reference was made to exhibit 2196, a telegram 
from HAYASHI to 3HIDEHARA, dated 12 November, which asked 
the Army Commander regarding Pu-Yi's coming to Manchuria.
He replied that not only had he heard nothing of it, but 
he had bad ITAGAKI notify the Tientsin Garrison that they 
were not to hurry about the Emperor's coming to Manchuria. 
The witness stated he had some recollection of that.
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Asked if he notified DOIHARA to quit, he stated 
that he was ordered by HONJO through the Chief of Staff

30382 to send this telegram. * "Then he said he told DOIHARA 
not to overstrain himself, he meant that in connection 
with collecting intelligence in the Tientsin-Feiping 
area, there would be possibility of confusion as a result 
of possible troop withdrawal, and there was possible 
danger. It had no relation with the taking of Pu-Yi to 
T'anchuria, because the assignment was to ascertain whether 
he desired to go to Manchuria.

Asked if the Kwantung Army ever occupied any 
area outside of Manchuria, the accused stated that he sup
posed the question related to his affidavit where he stated 
that the Kwantung Army sent no troops to North China. He 
meant that there was nothing of the kind while he held 
office in the Kwantung Army.

30383 * During that time, the Army never occupied any 
area outside Kanchuria.

■MM
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* When handed a document, the accused stated he 
had no recollection of ever having seen it, but it seemed 
to be a report from the C-in-C of the Kwantung Army to the 
War Ministry and //as part of the Secret Great Diary of 
Manchuria. * The accused was read a part of the document, 
which stated that according to the object described in 
separate telegram 762, they decided to concentrate a part 
of the forces outside the Great Wall to cooperate suitably 
with the China Garrison Army, in case of need, and issued 
orders at noon on the 12th to take certain measures. It 
stated that certain troops should be placed under the 
Commander of the First Mixed Brigade, and should be made 
to concentrate the forces near Shanghaikwan by November 15 
so as to be prepared for advancing into North China. The 
advance to the south of Shanghaikwan should depend on 
orders.

* Exhibit 3317-A, an excerpt from the Great 
Secret Diary of Manchuria, which was just read, was 
received in evidence. * Asked if the Army, on 16 November 
1935, ordered the Air Force to be prepared for action by 
20 November, 1935, the accused stated he didn't recollect 
that. The witness was handed a document, and stated it 
was an order issued by the Kwantung Army, and although 
there was no signature, MINAMI was commander at that time,

* Exhibit 3 3 18-A, an excerpt from the Great Secret 
Diarv of Manchuria, being the document identified by the 
accused dated 16 November 1935. stated that in view of the 
subsequent situation in North China, the Army intended to 
gather nart of its Air Force outside Shanghaikwan. * The 
Air Force commander should order scout planes, fighters, 
etc., to advance by 20 November, and make preparations for 
marching toward the Pciping-Tientsin area. The railway 
line sector commanders should dispose railway transportation 
service to facilitate the transfer of the two air squadrons.

Asked now, after reading the two previous 
exhibits, if he recalled anything of that sort, he stated 
hr heard later that there had been troop and air movements, 
but understood they were ordinary peacetime movements.

* Asked if the Kwantung Army had control over 
harbors, rail, and water transportation in Manchukuo, he 
stated this was so within the limits of the appendix 
attached to the Japan-Manchukuo Protocol. He did not . 
think the word "control" was appropriate, but believed many 
were joint Japan-Manchukuo enterprises.
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Pare Among the appendices to tie Protocol, there .vas
the H0MJ0-Pu-Yi Agreement, a clause of which stated that 
since Japan vas to take charge of national defense, various 
facilities such as railways, harbors, and water trans- 
nortation would be administered by the Japanese, and 
Manchukuo agreed to this. Therefore, although the Manchukuoan 
railroads were ovned by a Manchukuoan company, their 
operation was entrusted to the SMR.

3039R * The vitness was handed a document which he
identified as being from the Chief of Staff of the K.vantung 
Army to the Vice Var Minister (Exhibit 3317-D). Asked if 
the railroads, harbors, and water transportation meant only 
railroads owned by the Japanese, he stated that Japan had 
covers of administration over the railways referred to in 
the document, under treaty produisions. In the beginning, 
the Armv had a Special Service Department, and in it was a 
Communications Supervision Bureau. Under MINAMI, this 
bureau was abolished. The counts did not extend to railways 
not administered by the Japanese in pursuance of treaty 
rights.

30403 * The accused stated that control of tariffs
belonged to Jianchukuo, and was an internal matter.

3(MOB * Reference was made to his affidavit, which stated that 
KONOYE thought he was the best man for the pos« of Y/ar 
Minister. considering his career and ideas. He was ashed 
how his ideas came to KONOYE, and he stated he did not 
know who recommended him to KONOYE. ISHIHA?^ had no 
reason to engage in 5juch political activity, and he did 
not know whether it was he or whether it was KIDO. ‘.Then 
he became ’7ar Minister, the Vice Minister was TOJO. He 
did not pick TOJO, but his consent was ashed for later.

*.0409 TOJO became Vice-Minister before he became War Minister.
Hr suppose! this was about a week, before.

3r 410 * In regard to important policies, the accused
rrçrj ”rd information from his predecessors which was applied 
to the colicy for settling the China Incident. Asked if he 
"-s avare of the decision of the Imperial Conference of 
'• JT^uary, 193^, he stated he didn't know what this 
enfrrercc vas about, and didn't know what it tecided.

1 *'1 * He heard, in connection with the statement of 16 January,
tbqt. the true intent of the government was not necessarily 
destruction and non-recognition of the existing C) incse 
government. Asked if the government policy at the time of 
the declaration of 16 January. 1938, was continued when he 
became ”/ar Minister, he stated it had not yet been changed.
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30412 * Reference was trade to the affidavit- where he 
stated that the War î/inister's policy was to. alter the peace 
terms and that the terms should not be so exacting as the 
ones proposed through Trautmann. Asked if he made an effort 
to change or modify the terms, he stated that the result of 
his efforts was the declaration of November 3 and the outline 
adjusting new relations issued November 30. He did make 
efforts to change the terms. When the terras published in 
the outline on 30 November were compared with the terms 
offered V rough the Trsutmann negotiations, they were as 
mild as they could be. * Because the effect given by the 
January 16 statement at the time of its issuance was very 
bad, they now stated that even as regards the Chungking 
regime, if they would be willing to approach Japan, she 
would deal with them gladly.

The main purpose of the Five Ministers' conference 
was to enable the Ministers concerned to meet and discuss 
major problems, and there were no special regulations.

30414 * Asked if he made a statement to the purport
that the aim of the meeting was to discuss the war situation 
to the Dome! News Agency, he stated he had made such a 
statement, and it went without saying that a speedy solution 
of the Incident was fully discussed. He, as War Minister,

^  occupied a very Important position in that conference.
9  The important declarations and policies which were adopted 

by unanimous decision at the conference were 1 conformity 
with his views.

A^ked if he attended the conference in June, July, 
and August, 193$, he stated that on the whole he did so.

30415 h »Then handed a documeht, the accused stated that the 
title said that it contained the decisions of these 
conference^, but the results or decisions of the conference 
were not recorded at the meeting. His recollection of 
what took place was not accurate, and be did not h i ,oh who

.30416 recorded the decisions. * It was not a practice to keep
30417 minutes of the decisions, and he could not reooguf?.e

that these were the decisions reached by the Fiv» Ministers 
Conference.

30418 * Asked If a sheet before him was a certificate, 
he stated that he could not tell, as he could not read

.>0421 English. * The accused stated that he did not remember
if the Five Ministers' Conference on 8 July, 193?» decided 
the measures to be taken by Japan in case China surrendered.
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* He didn't remember if it was decided that in that 
eventuality Japan would either adhere to the decision of 
11 January and treat the Chinese Government as a local 
regime which would participate in the setting up of a ne.v 
pro-Japanese Government. It was not true that it .vas 
decided then that Japan would not try to settle the Incident 
through negotiations. He had no recollection whatsoever
as to this, and at that time no one had any such idea.

He didn't recall if on that occasion they decided 
that the Chinese surrender would only be accepted on 
certain conditions, one of them being the retirement of 
Chiang Kai-shek. He didn't remember if the conference of 
8 July decided on measures to be taken in case China 
refused to surrender.

* It was not true that the policy was laid down 
that in that eventuality, Japan should concentrate her 
power on the destruction of the Chinese Government. He 
did not recall such a thing at all, and it was not so that 
it was decided that Japan would continue positive war 
operations so as to occupy all strategic points in China.

He didn't recall if it was decided that in case 
China continued to refuse to surrender, pro-Japanese 
regimes would be made to combine. Ashed if the conference 
on 8 July decided on strategy toward China, he stated he 
didn't remember whether there was a conference on that date,
* and even if there was he didn't remember what was decided.

y

* He had not forgotten the policies of the 
governmert and his own views and ideas. It was not true 
that it was decided then to bring about Chiang Kai-shek's 
fall and destroy Chinese fighting power. They did not have 
the purpose of confiscating the funds in China, or any 
foreign concessions there.

* He did not remember whether the 15 July 
conference decided on the policy for establishing a new 
central government in China, and it was not decided that a 
new government be set up after the occupation of Hankow 
and Canton vhen the Chiang Government would have been 
reduced to a local regime.

Asked if the 15 July conference decided to 
provide for Japanese supervision of military affairs, foreign 
relations, economics, religion, and education in Clina, he 
stated thev had no such plans, nor did the plan provide 
for appointing Japanese advisers and officials.
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* Asked if. the conference of 8 July decided that 
the main objective would be to stop British aid to Chiang, 
he stated he didn’t recall exactly. The 12 July conference 
did not decide upon the attitude to be taken howard 
possible British and German proposals for mediation, and
he didn't recall if there was any decision at any time to 
decline British proposals.

Asked if the 22 July conference decided on the 
procedure for settling the Chan~kufeng Incident, he stated 
he felt there was no important decision on that date.
* He had stated in his interrogation that the Cabinet 
meeting of 2 August was devoted to that Incident. He did 
not remember if the 26 July Conference decided to set up a 
special commission for Chinese affairs.

* He had said in his affidavit that there was a 
special mission headed by DOIHARA, TSUDA, and BANZAI, but 
he could not recall whether it had a special name. The 
task of the Commission was not to draw up political and 
economic strategies for war against China.

He did not remember if the conference of 9 
September, 1938, laid down the outlines for a Joint 
commission of representatives of the local regimes. It 
vas not decided on this occasion that complete guidance 
would be given to the Joint Commission by Japan, and he 
did not remember if that, in conformity with this decision, 
the Commission was established on 22 September, 1938.

* The accused stated that Premier KONOYE had 
sent DOIIIARA to China in 1938. The accused did not 
recommend him as ’7ar Minister. The solution of the 
Incident was difficult, and it was a problem for the 
entire country and rot the army alone. It was necessary
to select the best man,, and Foreign Minister UGAKI selected 
BANZAI. * DOIKARA, with Admiral TSUDA, was appointed to 
assist BANZAI and cooperate with him.

The purpose of DOIHARA's mission * was to call 
on those who were earnest in their desire for peace and 
ask their cooperation. It was not true that one of his 
strategies was to work on retired statesmen and generals 
and set un a new government. It was not true that the 
government piched DOIHARA because he had had previous 
cxnerience in setting un new regimes.

* As>ed if the Special Commission was a secret 
organ, be stated he didn't recall the name "Special 
Gommission on China".
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The *group of BANZAI, DOIHARA, and TSUDA had nc 
special name, but its purpose was to get together the best 
men who had an earnest desire for peace. Asked if there was 
a name DOIHARA Kikan, or Agency, which maintained commun
ication with the Y/ur Ministry, he stated that he had 
forgotten the name, but since DOIHARA was the youngest of 
the three and the only one in active service, he admin
istered the business of the group, maintaining a house in 
China. * The accused did remember that he used the name
"DOIKARA Agency” when he communicated with the accused.

/

Asked if it was also sometimes called "Take Kikan%  
he stated he did not knov/. He did know the composition of 
the China Affairs 7>oard, and as Y/ar Minister he was one 
of the vice-presidents and knew the important decisions 
of the Board.

* He did not know the anti-Comintern National 
Salivation league. Reference was made to the affidavit, 
where it was stated that the National Salvation Peace 
Movement, in particular, supported Viang Ching-wei's 
rational peace movement. * Asked if this peace movement 
was the same as the National Solvation league, he stated 
he did not know if there was such a league, and he hardly 
thought the salvation movement was financed by Japan.

Tfhen shown a document, t! e witness was asked, if 
it was a decision of the China Affairs .Board. * He seated 
that he had no recollection of it, and could not recall if 
it was decided that the necessary expense * for the '
activities of the antl-Comirtcrn National Sa*.nation League 
should be appropriated from surplus funds of the Maritime 
Customs Revenue.

* He did not recall if it was decided that v/hen 
utilizing the surplus funds, Japanese names should be used 
to maintain secrecy and cover up the fact that this was a 
genuine Chinese movement.

'Then DOIHARA was working on Y/u Pei-fu, they did 
not have some arrangement about the expenses. He did not 
recall a document shown him as a decision of the China 
Affairs Board on 23 June, 1939» He did not recall that the 
expenses for the 7/u Project would be defrayed in accordance 
with the expenses required for the Salvation League. * He 
had nothing to do with any matter concerning the arranging 
of mone”' for launching these projects.

Asked if the DOIKARA Kikan was taken over by 
KAGESA, he stated the words "taken over" were not proper.
The mission of the two was different, and there was quite 
an interval between when DOIHARA returned to Japan and the 
time when KAGESA was settled in China. ,. ,
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Pare' KAGESA '.vas not sent by the accused. He did
remember that KAGESA .vent for political work with NAGAI 
and others, on government orders. He was sent by all 
ministers connected with the Five Ministers’ Conference, 
in accordance with a decision there. In this group there

30441 were naturally navy men, civilians, * and Foreign Office 
personnel. In the beginning, his mission was to contact 
‘Yang Ching-wei and bring him from Hanoi to Shanghai.

In reply to the statement by KONOYE on December 
22, 1937. ‘Yahg Ching-wei had escaped to begin a peace 
movement and was in Hanoi, but since he was in danger 
there and desired to come to Shanghai, an emissary was

30442 sent to bring him. * The accused believed that ‘Yang issued 
the statement a week after KONOYE’s statement of 22 
December, of his own accord.

The accused had heard KAGESA’s testimony that 
KAGESA had informed Japan that the Chinese would expect 
a Japanese announcement on the peace terms, and that the 
KONOYE statement of 22 December, 1938» was prepared in view 
of the proposed escape of Wang to Hanoi.

30443 * Asled if he still insisted that the statement 
was Wang's own idea, the accused stated that he was

30444 convinced that it was. * Asked if the Five Ministers' 
Conference on 26 August 1938, decided on the policy for 
propaganda in connection with the Incident, he stated 
not on that date. Asked if this decision stated that in 
view oT the prospective fall of Hankow it was a pressing 
n^ed to push long-term construction plans, he stated that 
he recalled that on 26 August the conference discussed 
plans for strengthening the anti-Comintern Pact, and he 
recalled no decision on any other matter.

".’hen shown a document and asked if it was the 
decision of 26 August, he stated that he did not recall

30445 it. * As he had stated, he recalled only the discussion 
concerning the anti-Comintern Pact on that day. Even if
le was told that the document was an official one, he still

30446 would say it was not the August 26 decision. * He could 
not think that the paper presented to him purported to 
contain the decisions of the 26 August conference.

30447 * He could not recall a conference between 
himself and the Navy and Foreign Ministers. No records 
were kerb of the Five Ministers' conference, or any other. 
Hr did not recall that on 2^ October, 1938, he, the Navy, 
and Foreign Ministers, decided policies for administration 
of the recently occupied Hankow and Canton districts. They 
did not decide Mat new administrations would be set up 
there under Japanese guidance.
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* He did not recall if it was decided that in 
economics, emphasis should-be laid on acquiring supplies 
for the army. * He didn't recall that in the latter part 
of August 1933, the Five ministers' Conference requested 
the various ministries to Submit plans for establishing a 
new organization to deal vith all Chinese matters. He
did not recall if the Foreign Ministry at that time proposed 
a temporary organization for the duration of the China 
Inciient, agreed to by the 7/ar Hinistry.

It was not true that in early September, 1933, 
the army submitted a plan to establish a permanent China 
Affairs Board, which would continue even after settlement 
of the Incident. * Asked if Foreign Minister UGAKI 
strongly disagreed with the establishment of the China 
Affairs Board according to the army plan, he stated that 
UGAKI wanted to have a board set up within the Foreign 
Office, but the army felt it necessary to have an organ
ization supported by the whole government. Ashed if 
because of this disagreement UGAKI resigned on 29 September 
1939, the accused stated that UGAKI did resign, but did 
not state his reasons. Asked if it was not because the 
Premier and Cabinet agreed with the Army plan, the accused 
stated that it was true that the other four ministers 
agreed with the army, but neither the Premier nor Foreign 
Tinister said why UGAKI had submitted his resignation, and 
KONOYE said at that time he could not understand it.

* He believed it was around November that the 
C-lna Affairs Board was finally set up, and he thought 
UGAFT resigned around 26 or 27 September. He did not 
recall If the army plan was approved two days after 
UGAKI's resignation. Since the Board was set up in 
November, he could be sure that the decision was made 
between the resignation and November, * but he did not 
think it was immediately after.

■- He did remember that at. the beginning of April, 
1939-. the liaison Offices of the Board were established 
in China, but he didn't remember if HIRANUI'A addressed 
the chiefs of the Liaison Offices or if any such speech 
stated that the government adhered to the KONOYE statement 
of 22 December, 1933.

* He didn't recall if, in a meeting of liaison 
officers on the 10th or 11th of April, 1939» a director 
of Genera] AT fairs instructed that the guidance of the
CÎ inrse regime and the future Chinese government in 
political and economic affairs should be according to the 
principle laid down by Japan. The purpose of the Board was
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not guidance, but the idea behind it was to take charge 
of politics and economics so far as they related to Ja an, 
and maintain liaison with China. He knew that the accused 
SUZUKI was in the China Affairs Board, but didn't remember 
his title.

Ke could not remember if le attended the meeting 
of April 10 and 11, 1939. * He didn't recall if there was 
an instruction that in the guidance of China, the import
ant, points of Japan's desires lad to be fulfilled, and he 
didn't recall if the decisions of the liaison offices were 
approved by the Board. * He didn't recall if the directions 
and the speech were approved by the Board before the meeting 
in April, 1931. He did not know if the instructions given 
at the meeting of the chiefs of the Liaison Offices 
included an industrial three year plan for China, or if 
that plan was contemplated to fit in with Japan-Manchukuo 
production expansion plans to fulfill Japan's defense 
and economic demands.

* It was not true that after the establishment 
of the TCoard. the army tightened its control on Chinese, 
and provincial local governments. Asked if he knew ths.t 
it vas reported that the liaison Office of the Board in 
China still had to obtain the understanding of the local 
army before they could do anything, he stated that since 
the army was conducting military operations, it was glad 
to give all conveniences in its power to the administra
tive organs if they did not hinder operations. v He did 
not recall if Foreign Minister ARITA had comolained of the 
interference of the army in such matters before the Five • 
Ministers' Conference.

The accused recalled tlat tie Imperial Conference 
of 30 November, which decided on the policy of adjusting 
relations with China, took place after the capture of 
Hankow and Canton. He stated that he was present at the 
conference. The Foreign Minister explained the policy.

* '7hen handed a document, he stated that it 
similar" to th.r decisiçn of November 30* but he could not 
judge whether it was exactly the same. There was nothin* 
in the document to show it vvas tie original and he could 
not sav it was the same. * and he could not understand 
the certificate. He could hardly believe that such a 
3engthv decision .vas arrived at at an Imperial Conference, 
for he recalled that ARITA's explanation was very brief.
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30461 + The accused repealed that he could not Identify

the document but he remembered that the decisions reached 
that day were iters relating to the adjustment of new re
lations with China.

30462

30463

* The accused was asked if it was decided that the 
object of establishing a nbw o~der m  East Asia should 
have conditions including re-erai cooperation between Japan 
and Manchukuo, China, a suenal position for Japan in North 
China and Inner Mongolia, a sneciai position along the 
lower Yangtze, Hainan I s1 aad and other islands along the 
South China Coart, He ‘lleo that was not accurate.
In h1.s recollection, th* • titement regarding establish
ment of the Co-'Vo:*, per it-y Enherv war set forth in the 
KO NO YE statement of 3 Nov.ur.h*--r. -d if the details 
were also In !.d clown In the Ino»- .si Conference decision, 
he stated he did not rec-cj i such dev ails being carried 
out immediately. 4 Tt was not. true that, the details 
provided for the creation of a now China government on 
the principle of cooperation ar .ng separate regimes.
The first of the ooint-s r-rovi*’ Cor was m e  maintenance 
of good neighbor relations ar. • endsaip, cooperation 
against communistic and ĉo-- jooeration. It was
not true that it was dec id*-. ’ , apan would send 
advisors to the new certr r.ment and the ‘ ocat
regimes. The policy d' upor right bt •'all the
principles for adjust!* new relations which might 
serve es conettiens for neace.

30464 * Asked if it was decided that, China would have 
to compensate Japanese subjects for the economic and 
financial losses during the China Incident, the accused 
stated it was exactly orr.osite. fapar. was not going to 
take any reparations or indemnifications, entertained 
no territorial aggrandisement, and was firm on its 
stand of respecting the sovereignty of China. There 
was no idea of claiming any indemnity. She was de
termined not only to respect the sovereignty and terri
torial integrity in China but even relinquish extra
territoriality rights and effecting the rendition of 
concessions. It was not. decided that economic activi
ties and interests of third powers would be restricted.

I

30465 * Asked If HIRiNUMA rade a speech at which the 
Foreign Minister replied at the conference of 30 November

à
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at an Imperial Conference.
30466 * The accused was handed a document and It was 

suggested to him that it was written on Imperial House
hold Ministry's stationery. He stated that stenographers 
could not enter the conference room and no stenographic 
transcripts could be made. He noticed that his name 
appeared at the bottom of the document as one who attended 
It but he stated he could not possibly identify it.

30467 * Another document was shown him and he was 
asked if it included a speech by HIRANUMA. He stated 
that this was not possible m  accordance with prece
dents. It was written on poor quality Imperial House
hold stationery and he was hard put to give any correct 
judgment as to what kind of document it actually was, 
and he placed no trust in it.

In regard to the purported speech by HIRANUMA 
in the document, he had no recollection of HIRANUMA 
stating that activities of Chinese troops in the occu
pied areas would have to be suppressed or otherwise 
the conference decisions could not be realized. He 
did not recall that HIRANUMA stated that the estab
lishment of a new regime should outwardly be done by 
the Chinese but in reality ^̂  /ould depend on Japan.
He did not recall if HIRAMUKA stated that *n areas 
where Japanese troops were to be stationed, adminis
tration would have to remain under Japanese super
vision. He did not remember if HIRANUMA stated 
that in case third powers would oppose Japan, it 
would be necessary to deal with them resolutely.

30469 * He did not recall a Five-Minister Conference
on 6 June 1939» three days after he became War Minis
ter. He did not recall if it was decided at this 
conference that the constituent elements of a new 
central government should be Wang, Wu, the existing 
regimes, and the Chungking Government, provided it 
changed its mind and reformed.

The accused stated he did not know about 
any decisions reached in early June 1939* In his 
recollection, Wang Chlng-wei arrived in Tokyo in 
early June and if that was the case, he supposed 
the conference would be held Drior to his arrival.
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a second conference.
30471^ * He stated that at the time of the Changkufeng

Incident in July 1938» TOJO was Vice-Minister* Asked 
if the Naval and Army High Command had intelligence 
reports >, that there were no indications that Russia was 
preparing for war against Japan, he stated that there 
was no clear-cut report to such effect. There were 
various reports but he could not recall anything in 
particular.

The accused was asked if the Kwantung Army 
estimated the situation and declared that the Soviet 
forces must be compelled to withdraw from Changkufeng 
by force, and even if Japan resorted to force, Russia 
would not enlarge the Incident. The accused stated 
that this was not within the knowledge of the Kwan
tung Army because the Incident occurred on the Korean

30472 border * which would be under the jurisdiction of the 
Korean Army and he had never heard of it. It was not 
true that the Kwantung Army Headquarters persistently 
urged the use of force to General Staff Headquarters.
The Japanese attitude was clearly decided upon by the 
Cabinet. It was not true that he and the Chief of 
Staff fully agreed with the report and recommendation 
of the Kwantung Army and sought an Imperial audience 
on the 21st to obtain Inr..̂ rial sanction, ne did not 
know if he had been told by the Emoeror through his 
Chief A’de-de-Camp that if the intention of seeing 
him was to obtain sanction for the use of force, then 
he need not come.

30473 * The attitude at that time was decided upon 
definitely by the Cabinet. The policy was non
expansion, but because the Soviet took aggressive 
action, there was extreme danger and they had to

30474 take necessary measures to meet it.* He did have an 
audience alone with the Emperor at which he reported 
the Policy decision on the Changkufeng Incident as 
laid down by the Cabinet. Asked if he was severely 
reprimanded by the Emoeror on that occasion for tell
ing a falsehood, assuring the Emperor that the Foreign 
and Navy Ministers had agreed to the use of force in 
Changkufeng, he stated that the subject matter was 
entirely different. Before he reported to the Throne
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asked the accused if there was not some difference 
between UGAKI's report and his own. Although UGAKI 
and he had arranged their reports so that there could

30475 not be any difference,* because the Emperor asked such 
a question pointing out that there seemed to be a 
difference, he assured him that he would look into 
the matter, and left,

30476 * When the Emperor asked him if there wasn't 
some difference, he stated he did not think so, but 
would look into the matter, but the Emperor did not 
say to him that thereafter he could not move one 
soldier without his command. It was not true that 
the Emperor excitedly told him that the actions of 
the Army in the past had been abominable and that
in the Loukiaotou case and in the Marco Polo Bridge 
Incident, there was absolutely no obedience to central 
orders. It was not true that the Emperor said that 
there were infrequent Instances where arbitrary and 
sneaky methods had been used and he felt it was 
abominable,

30477 * He denied that the reprimand was so strong 
that he went to the Chief Secretary of the Lord Keeper 
of the Privy Seal and stated he could never look into 
the Emperor's face again and would like to resign.

In regard to the Nomonhan affair, at which 
he stated In his affidavit that he endeavored to bring 
about a speedy settlement, the accused stated that 
it was not true that he did not seek the approval 
of the Five-Minister Conference or Cabinet until the 
conflict had neared its conclusion.

30478 * It was not true that he ever told HIRANUMA 
that hostilities should continue. It was not true 
that when he finally took the matter up with the 
Cabinet, YONAI stated it was a distasteful situation 
to start the Incident and then bring the problem 
after the Army had bungled it.

At first he approved wholeheartedly the 
actions of Kwantung Army Commander UEDA in connection 
with the Nomonhan Incident, but afterward he did not,
UEDA was relieved from his cost because after the 
rout of the Japanese forces, it was deemed impossible
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Page to continue military operations, but this was when the 

accused was no longer in office. He stated that he 
was War Minister during the Lake Khasan Incident.

30479 * (The attention of the Tribunal was called 
to Pages 22^99» 23057 and Exhibit 766.)

30480 * The accused was asked in regard to the 
British Concession in Tientsin if it was true that 
five demands were presented to the British in July 
1939» including the handing over of 50 million yuan» 
to the provisional government in Peking# He stated 
that such negotiations were not handled by the Army 
but negotiations were conducted through diplomatic 
channels. He had no recollection of having an 
Imperial audience in connection with this topic#
Asked if there was a condition demanding the handing 
over of 45 million yuan, he stated that in the French 
Concession, there was a Chinese Bank of Communications 
in which there was deposited money, but he did not 
know whether it was 45 million. The Peking government 
decided to inspect this fund but the Concession auth-

30481 orities refused# * The money was federal reserve 
notes and it was natural for the Peking government 
to have the notes transferred to it. This had no 
connection with the Japanese Army and it was a prob
lem of the provisional government# Asked if it wasn't 
the British rather than the French Concession, he 
stated that his recollection was that it was the 
French. Asked why the matter was discussed in Tokyo 
if it concerned the provisional government, he stated 
there were questions such as maintaining law and 
order and economics#

30482 * It was not true that about 7 July 1939 the 
Emperor summoned him and inquired the reason for the 
demand for handing over 45 million yuan and it was 
not true that he was again rebuked by the Emoeror.

(In lieu of cross-examination in connection 
with the problem of POV/s, the attention of the Court 
was invited to Exhibits 1614, 1617 to 1622, 1655-8,
1668-75, 1686, 1691, 1712, 1720-22, 1758 and 59, p. 43, 
1 5 1 2-I8, 1769, 1778 and testimony at 5418-5491, 13471,
13573 and 13756#
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30484 * The accused recalled that Exhibit 3177-A and

Intelligence Report of the Kwantung Army Special Service 
Organ read that in South China, to hear the names 
DOIHARA and ITAGAKI was something like mentioning a 
tiger, and the people turned pale. Asked if at that 
time he was in the service of the Kwantung Army, which 
was on 27 August 1934, he stated that he thought at 
that time he had concluded his travel abroad and was 
attached to headquarters, but did not recall whether 
he was at his post at that time,

30487 * The accused was asked if he recalled in the 
summer of 1939 when UEDA was Foreign Minister, if 
there was submitted to Japan a draft of the Tripartite 
Alliance, drawn up by OSHIMA and RIBBENTROP, He stated 
that the proposal was presented by RIBBENTROP but the 
words "military alliance" were not suggested. The 
purpose was to bolster the Anti-Comintern Pact, Asked 
if the Alliance originally dealt solely with Russia

30488 but was extended 1n November 193^ to apply also * 
against England and France, he stated it was not an 
Alliance and the contents were different than this.
Asked if he wired CSHIMA that UEDA agreed with the 
substance of the pact as extended against England 
and France, he stated that the War Minister did not 
directly send the telegram to an ambassador _nd he 
denied sending any telegram, nor did he recall that 
the War Ministry sent it,

30489 * The accused was asked if the Five-Ministers 
Conference advocated strengthening the Pact by mili
tary alliance and if it also decided to have the 
anti-Comintern program directed solely against the 
Soviet, He stated that the official instructions
to the Ambassador was that although the USSR was to 
be the objective, the pact might also be applied 
to third powers, depending on the situation. There 
could be various degrees of application. Such matters 
were decided by the conference and were not incorpor
ated in the basic draft and this was rorwarded by

30491 UEDA to OSHIMA with instructions. * He thought 
this conference was in 1939, There were three 
meetings between the middle and end of January and 
decisions of this nature were made then. It was not 
true that the Emperor urged the Army to apply the

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD Page 4
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PiKe program to the Soviet alone* It was net true that the 

Army advised the Emperor. It was not in favor of that 
course. He had not heard that OSHIMA and SHIRATORI 
held the view that the military alliance should be 
directed against England and France as well. Asked 
if OSHIMA and SHIRATORI opposed governmental directives 
issued on this subject, he stated that according to 
what he heard from UEDA, one of the ambassadors com
municated his opinions to the central government before 
passing the draft on to Germany that there seemed to be 
doubts and they had to hoid another conference.

304-92 * Asked if OSHIMA and SHIRATORI oversteoned
their authority and advised Germany that Japan would 
participate in war, he stated he had not heard that 
they did not submit to government orders.

The accused was asked if he as War Minister 
had an Imperial audience on 11 April at which the 
Emperor stated that it was an infringement upon 
Imperial authority for the ambassadors to express 
intentions of participating in war, he stated that 
the Foreign Minister was a competent minister on 
this matter and such inquiries would not be addressed 
to him as War Minister and there was no such audience.

30493

30494

30495

30496

* He had no recollection that the Emoeror 
said to him that under such circumstances it was not 
favorable for him to take an attitude of supporting 
the ambassadors. He did not conceal the actions of 
SHIRATORI and OSHIMA at the Five-Ministers Conferences 
and try to give excuses for them. The Army on its 
part had its own position. * Asked if after the 
conference, he asked the chief aide-de-camp who it 
was that told everything to the Emperor, he stated 
that he never had a talk with the Emperor on this 
question. He was asked if he knew that Foreign 
Minister ARITA, in reporting to the throne, told 
the Emperor that SHIRATORI and OSHIMA stated that 
Japan would participate in a war if England and 
France fought with Germany and Italy. He stated 
that he did not know what ARITA reported. * ARITA 
was a competent minister and he may have made some 
kind of report, but he did not know its substance 
and had not heard that he ever made any such report 
as had been suggested. * He did not remember that 
ARITA recommended that the statements of OSHIMA and
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Page SHIRATORI should be rescinded as actions overstepping 

their limits. He u>d not recall if Hitler on April 28,
1939 replied to Roosevelt's request that Hitler and 
Mussolini give a 10-year guarantee of peace.

30497 * Asked if shortly before 2P April 1939, he 
sent Instructions to OSHTMA to announce the positive 
attitude of Japan before Hitler's speech, he stated 
that he could not directly send instructions to the 
ambassador. Asked what means OSHIMA and SHIRATORI 
used to influence the policy of an all-out military 
alliance, he stated there could never be a case of 
the government being influenced by an ambassador and 
he did not knoxv any means used by the two to influence 
it. Asked if OSHIMA and SHTRATORI threatened to 
resign, he stated that ARITA had never told him about 
that. He had never heard if a request from OSHIMA 
and SHIRATORI for their recall was placed before the 
Five-Ministers on 25 Apr12.

30498 * Asked if their recall was corvidered such 
a serious question that it might influence peace and 
order within the nation, he stated there was nothing 
of this kind m  his reco!2 ectior. '-sked if it was 
the government's view that it w..- . 0 c e  better to be _ 
satisfied with the results of t negotiations than 
to risk the recall of the ambas'-'sors, he stated 
there was no questlçn of rec 11. It was not ti*e case 
that the government stateir a t  was made m  this matter 
to the Gen in and Italian ambassadors because of the 
opposition of OSHIMA and SHIRATORI to the will of 
the government.

30499 * He knew that the statement was conveyed to 
the German and Italian ambassadors. Before that 
the Foreign Minister had presented a proposal and 
with regard to it various discussions were held.
This course was not taken for the purpose of ignoring 
the two ambassadors but rather to support them.
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• - * The attention of the Court «as called to 

exhibit 503«
...... The accused «is asked i f  i t  «ai dot true* that

soon after ARITA delivered the HJRANUKA declaration to the 
German and ' Italian 'ambassadors he' received a ' «IP# from U3AMI

.......  in Berlin that Oauss had subaitted a proposed draft and .
30501 inquired whether i t  would neet with Japan*s approval* • He 

replied that he had some recollection, but bad eoapletelp 
forTotten the contents', It was not a fa it  that in •9ft* 
Sequenceof the proposed draft, ARXTA investigated its  
origin and concluded i t  was submitted to the German Foreign 
Office through Japanese Army attaches. The aoouied had no 
recollection that even a few days after the delivery of the 
HXRARUMA Declaration; a «ire was received fron 08HI1U ' 
advising that Rlbbentrop had wade an inquiry to the effect 
that i f  Germany went to war and I f there was no military 
aid fron Japan, I f i t  would be permissible to recognise 
Japan as being in a state of war, to which OSHUSA replied 
in the affirmative.

30508 * He did not recall that 03BIKA answered Ribbon»
trop that in the event of war between a contracting nation 
and another, Japan would be considered in a state of war 
although there might not be military support. The witness 
was asked i f  HXRANDlfA supported his opinion in this natter, 
but he stated that did not refresh his uenory.

3050) * He did not know i f  the Premier reported to the
Throne that Japan would not participate in war, or i f  ARITA 
threatened to resign because of the opinions of BXRAHQKA 

30504 and the accused. * He did not know i f  the Oauss draft of
the alliance was discussed at the Five Ministers* Conference 
of 9 Kay, Asked i f  the Navy Minister contended that before 
making a decision i t  was neoessary to reoelve a reply to 
the HIRANUMA Declaration and that HXRARUEA contended this 
was unnecessary because OdRIUA had already replied "yes", 
the accused stated such a thing did not come up for 
discussion, %

30505 * The Accused was asked i f  i t  was not true that
03RIVA*s reply to Rlbbentrop was considered at the confer» 
cnee of 20 Key, and that ARZTA again advocated the annulment 
of the reply, while HZRAKOKA took the position i t  was 
suffiaien t. He stated That he recalled a conference on 
that date, but didn't recall such a natter being discussed.
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It vas rot true that on 20 i/ay, 1>39- N  sent JACHIJIRI to Ambassador Ott .-/It! a .vritten declaration th.it the army .vas working for signing of the pact secretly an-» sirrvltnneously with the signing of the German-Italian ;..aĉ to l̂̂ e the pact a tripartite character.
* Ashed if this compromise plan .vas approved at 4 ~M"C Hnisters' Conference on 20 I/av and reported to the Km^e^or, he replied that he recalled a conference on that date, but didn't recall if its results ./ere reported to the Emneror. The accused .vas asked' if it was a fact that the Armv contended that AHITA's report to Berlin of the decision of 20 î’ay vas erroneous in that it failed to stipulate automatic entrance into war against England and Trance, '"ut made participation dependent on the si t:u-.. t ion . He stated tb at the discussion on 20 î.'ay .vas circumscribes to-matters contained in the HIHAKUI'A message of ? hay.

1 PfJ  A. *- l<‘Then ashed if he recalled that the Gauss vas amended on I'ay 20, forwarded_to OGHli A and Srll.-uVi’ORl for rresen tatioc 1,c Germany and Italy, and if OGHiTA and 
GIIITATPRI refused to deliver it. tj c accused stated ".hat hr didn't recall any discussions based upon the Gauss draft. It vas not tri * that he and HIRANUîfA contint d efforts in ’"«half of the army plan for automatic c ntr.̂ rc 
into war.

i. O
» 'Vhen asked if it was a fact that/the oo;.fr. of 5 June, the arif.y and navy found a basis for agroemcr.r thus dar j Tying the problem of strengthening the a.;ti-

!om3ntern Pact, hr stated that on that date the course of «r.-gotj cti on ? were concluded an l the last in tructi ons sent out.. Phe accused vas asl cd if in this ,.;;rec mm;. : vas understood tJut in the event of ./er between Gr. cany and Italy and England and Trance. Japan would parr.ici::-,.tc but vith a reservation that she should choose the tick I. > crter. hr stated that the contents were quite different fror the question of tb at day. There were two points on ,t ich the ‘Gerrans did not agree. This was with rc-spe :* t. the attached clause. One of the two points -was to subfik 
t n  the German3 that Japan was unable to give effective assistance in connection with armed assistance to third 
no.vers in East Asia, outside the Soviet.r
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* The second fjejci.cn va-? rie method of making a 
diplomatic explanation. Th~ treaty .vas directed toward 
the activities of the Third International, and there was 
some talk ./' ether to “resent this matter to the Germans.

He didn't r- call conferring ./ith the Emperor 
orior to 7 July 1939, regarding sending TERAUCHI to the 
Nazi Party conference in Germany, or telling the Emperor 
it vas necessary to send TERAUCHI to strengthen the*pact 
and that the Emncror replied ic dd not think it good.
It ,vas not true that at such a conference the Emperor 
charged that at the conference of Supreme V.'ar Councillors 
the accused reported falsely that the Foreign Minister was 
in fa^or of a military alliance &nd that the Emperor told 
the accused that this vas very insolent.

305IO * He didn't recall the conversation vith KONOYE
prior to 23 July, 1939. in which he „sked KCNOYE if it was 
possible to change the Emperor's mind, and KONOYE replied 
that it .vas difficult. 'Then asked if the alliance was 
discussed at a meeting of the i3î  Three on 3 August, he 
stated he had no recollection that such a meeting was held, 
and he didn't recall any action taken.

V.'hen asked if the army opposed the agreement with 
Britain regarding the Tientsin ion on the ground it

30511 would hurt chances for a millt-...r> iiance. * he stated 
that negotiations were held 1 -Ritain to bring about a

30512 meeting of minds. * 'Vhen +d . caused was reminded that he 
made no reference vith re- to the tri-Partite Pact in 
his affidavit in connection with Anglo-Japanese talks, he 
stated that the latter conversations and the Pact question 
were entirely separate matters. The army did not oppose 
the Anglo-Japanese understanding. '71th respect to it, the 
matter was transferred to Tokyo and laid in the hands of 
diplomats, and at these conversations representatives from the spot attended and cooperated.

He did not urge a Five Ministers' Conference prior 
to 3 August 1939. at which ho ./as willing to push an all- 
out military alliance at ire risk of a cabinet crisis.

30513 * ’Vhen asked if at tie conference of ? August 1939, the 
army's contention was presented that a change of the 
situation necessitated an all-out alliance, he replied 
it was not a question of presenting a contention. It was 
not true that the army presented such views, although there 
might have been such a view in existence.
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Page 4811

Page ........ * The Army's position .vas that it must observe the
conference decision of 5 June. At that conference, the 
accused told his conferees that he, as a State Minister, 
would abide by thé decision, and he expressed the desire 
that a Pact be concluded through a German compromise 
within the scope of that decision.

It was not the army's contention that if Germany 
refused to agree to a pre-arranged Plan, an all-out

30514 alliance should be concluded. * The accused was asked if 
he recalled that HIRANUMA asked him what he thought about 
the army contention, and he replied that he was both a 
State and 7/ar Minister, and that he approved the Pre-arranged 
Plan as a State Minister, but as an army representative he 
favored the military alliance. He stated that this was not 
thé case. -Then asked if the plan was discussed at a 
conference of 8 August, he stated that they consulted in 
accordance with the Pre-arranged Plan of June 5«

30515 * He had no recollection that in the discussion 
following the conference of 8 August if YONAI answered the 
army contention that failure to conclude an all-out alliance 
would mean isolation. It was also not true that HIRANUMA 
asked him at this conference if the main point of the army 
proposal meant hindering the plan, to which he replied
that it did.

He was asked if it was true that due to the -vide 
gap between the Foreign Minister proposal and that of the 
army it was considered inadvisable to convene the conference 
on the ?2nd of August, but instead on the 25th. He stated 
that, on 22 August, they received the report of the non- 
Aggression Pact between Germany and the Soviet, so it was 
only natural there was no more need to discuss the Tri
partite Pact.

30516 * The postponement was not due to the wide gap 
between the Foreign Minister's proposal and the views of 
the army.

30517 * ’Then asked if the matter of the recall of 
OSHIMA and SHIRATORI was again considered, it was suggested 
that the problem of recall be solved by sending the 
Premier to confer with Hitler and Mussolini, he stated he 
could not understand how this question could arise. Ills 
opinion was that on the 25th, inasmuch, as the non-Aggression 
Pact was concluded, this was in violation of the Anti- 
Comintern Pact as far as Japan was concerned. They probably

05lB arrived at a decision to protest to Germany. * There was
a suggestion to send the Premier to see Mussolini and Hitler, 
but this existed on a lower level and was not placed on the 
conference agenda and had no connection with the question

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
October 10, 194?
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P^ge
of recalling the two ambassadors. 7/hen asked If the 
Cabinet was ready to resign at this point but army circles ' 
desired that responsibility be diverted from the army, he 
stated the Cabinet was not ready to resign.

When asked if before the question of sending the 
Premier was settled and before the gap was closed between 
the Foreign Ministry and Army proposals, if word was 
received of the non-Aggression Pact, he stated that this

30519 * question arose before the conclusion of the Pact, there 
was no question about the Foreign Ministry's or the Premier 
and the army's plan. The question was only studied at a 
very low level, and did not mature to the place where it 
could be placed before the conference. He agreed that word 
was received of the non-aggression Pact before the question 
of sending the Premier to Europe was settled and before the 
gap was closed between the Foreign Ministry and Army 
proposals.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. MATTICE.
30520 * The HIRANUMA Cabinet was formed on 5 January,
30521 instead of the 4th. * With respect to the Imperial 

audience of 21 July, 1938 in which something was said about 
a difference between the reports of the Foreign Office
and bis own, he informed the Emperor that he would inves
tigate it, and he did so, reporting tne master to KONOYE, 
who relayed it to the Foreign Minister. KONOYE ascertain
ed that bis report to the Throne was not mistaken, and 
KONOYE îeported to the Emperor, and later the original plan 
of the accused was again submitted and received Imperial 
sanction.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. LEVIN,
Counsel for SUZUKI.

30523 * The accused stated that YANAGAWA, Heisuke. was 
Director General of the China Affairs Board, and not the 
accused SUZUKI.

EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL.
30524 •'When asked if, at the outbreak of tfcre Mukden 

Incident, special orders were given to army units at 
Changchun, Antung and Fushun, the accused stated that the 
orders were supposed to have been issued by the Kwantung 
Army commander. The accused was then in Mukden, and heard 
of this matter later.

NARRATIVE SUMVARY 07 THE RECORD
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Page The Changchun Troops were to be concentrated in
the Mukden area, but this plan was changed and they were 
ordered to remain in Changchun. There were no direct orders 
given to the troops in Fushun. The commander of the 2nd 
Battalion*In Mukden urgently wired the Fushun garrison 
commander, asking him to come to Mukden immediately.
With respect to the Antung unit, he had no recollection.

When asked if he approved, the accused stated 
that at the time of the order's issuance he was in Port 
Arthur"and was'not directly connected. Asked if he could 
explain how fighting broké out at night in those three

30525 places, he stated * that based on reports received much 
later, the garrison commander in Changchun was to have- 
come to Mukden, but was ordered to remain in Changchun, 
and advised he might be ordered to.advance to Mukden later. 
Because of the need to protect the SMR and Japanese in
the zone, the brigade commander, on his own initiative, 
opened an attack.

When asked if he could explain why fighting 
broke out at all four points almost at the same time 
that night, he stated that the time of opening hostile 
action was different at different places. Hostilities 
commenced in Changchun on the 19th, around noon. There

30526 was no action at Fushun. * The Chinese troops at 
Huanfongcheng were disarmed, on September 19, after

, the telegraphic order had been sent by Headquarters
at Port Arthur.
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30^27- OPENING STATEMENT BY MR. IEYIN.

r’açe 4814

30*34 DIRECT EXAMINATION 0? 3HI0N0, Suehiko, 
b ' Mr. Levin.

The vitness identified and verified exhibit 33?o 
30936 as his affidavit. * Tie affidavit stated that the witness 

vas Minister '• •'J^e from February 1937 to Au *ust I939 
and concurred*;** •v-nioatiobe. Minister from January to *
A-ril, 1939.

30*37 * On 7 tiuly, If37 a collision bet.veer the
Japanese and Chinese tool: place atlukouchiao, when the 
first KONOYE Cabinet was in office. Two or three days 
later, V/ar Minister SUGIYAMA reported the outbreak, and 
according to him, Chinese troops made an illegal attack. 
SUGIYAMA stated that troops must be sent to protect the 
li^es and property of Japanese in the area. However, 
KONOYE and other Cabinet members desired the incident to 
be settled on the spot and not allowed to expand, h few 
days later, 3UGIYAMA submitted that they send a fairly 
lar^e force, for unless they did so the troops in the 
area and Japanese nationals would be endangered. The 
premier and other Cabinet me-rrbers were of the opinion that 
if the dispate* of troops was necessary it could not be 

3053^ helped, ^ut if they were sent * the Incident should be
settled locally and the troops withdrawn as soon as it was 
settled. The^ requested the troops be limited to the 
barest minimum, for a large force might bring about a 
ma.lor clash. As SUGIYAMA agreed, the Cabinet decided to 
recognize the sending of troops.

During the first KONOYE Cabinet, the Cabinet 
members were not, informed about the atrocities in China, 
and no report was printed in the newspapers. The witness 
did not know whether there were any foreign protests, but 
ip there were they* were never brought to the Cabinet's 
attention. The Panav and Ladybird incidents were reported 
to the Cabinet as inevitable or accidental, and be was 
told that compensations were paid to the U. 3. and Britain 
and th? matter settled satisfactorily.

The Cabinet was never consulted on plans and 
strategies of war. They were not even informed about the 
battles beforehand, and were told nothing of the attack 
on Nanking,

THERE '.7AS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION Ok THn ’.VITNESS,
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P IGE DIRECT EXAMINATION OF I3HIÏ/ATARI, Sotaro 
by Er. Levin.

30^47 * The .vitness i-ientj.fled and verified exhibit
3054R 3321 as iis affidavit. » The affidavit stated tïat the 

vitness vas Vice Minister of Finance .vhile the accused 
KAYA //as Minister of Finance in the first KONOYE Cabinet. 
During this period the .vitness did not hear or read about 
anv Five-Year Plan for Essential Industries, or a Five-Year 
Plan for tie Ammunition Industry said to have been made by 
the 'Var Ministry. The Finance Ministry did not make any 
reference, nor tale into consideration any such plans.

but
842

THERE 7/AS NO CRO 3 3 - EX AM I NAT ION OF THE 7/ITNESS, 
the attention of the Court vvas called to exhibits 841, and 2227.
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Pave DIRECT EXAMINATION OF YUKI, Toyotaro,

By Mr. Levin.
30551 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
30552 3322 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that after
30553 heing emclovrd with the Ban! of Japan, * he //as President 

of the Industrial Bank from 30 November 1936 to 2 February 
1937, and concurrently holding the post of Chairman of the 
Central Depository of the Commercial Industrial Association 
From 2 February, 1937 to 4 June, 1937, he //as Finance 
Minister, and became a member of the House of Peers in
T*ay 3937. From July 1937 t: March 1944 he was President 
of the Bank of Japan, and was Chairman of the Temporary 
Funds Examining Committee. In February, 1937» * e ’,ïas 
appointed Finance Minister in the HAYASHI Cabinet, and 
one of the major policies he //anted to enforce was to 
rectify the previous financial policy.

His predecessor had effected a drastic increase 
in the military budget, in conformity with; military 
demands, and was contemplating a property tax. The witness 
vas opposed to this, and was resolved to check the increase

30554 in the military budget. * He considered it most advisable 
to promote KAYA as Vice Minister to assist in combatting 
the military, for KAYA had toiled hard in the Finance 
?finistry to restrain military budgets.

The military budget approved by the witness' 
predecessor had already been submitted to the House of 
Representatives, and as he assumed office while the Diet 
was in session they had to withdraw it and present it 
ao’ain with all speed after revising it. This was difficult 
as the military considered the original budget a fait 
accompli, and they were all-powerful in political affairs. 
Also, the time allowed for conducting negotiations with the 
military for a cut was extremely limited.

30555 * In spite of these difficulties, KAYA rendered 
every assistance and exerted his best efforts in negotia
tions with the military, and secured their- agreement not to 
snend ¥46,000,000, which was a part of the previous 
increase. Although this cut was a mere fraction, it had a 
favorable effect in financial and economic circles, in that 
it served to give a sense of relief.

In June, 1937, the HAYASHI Cabinet resigned, and 
KONOYE received the Imperial command to form a new Cabinet, 
^earing that the previous expansion policies might reassert 
themselves and convinced of tie necessity of adhering to a 
strict economy, the witness recommended KAYA to KONOYE as 
Finance Minister.
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Pr̂ -£ T'non the death of the President of rte North

China Development Company in August, 1939. Premier hlUANlIKA 
305c'6 consulted the witness as to his successor. * The witness 

recommended KAYA, as he thought him best fitted, in view 
of the necessity of good economic collaboration with China.

Dur in »? a tour cf Manchuria, the witness learned

30957

the Finance Portfolio in the TOJC 
he witness was Presi itnl. of theof KAYA's assumption of 

Cabinet. At that time 
Ranh of Japan. ’.T en he returned to Tokyo he saw KAYA, who 
told hir that his profoundèst concern when he was asked by 
TOJO to join the Cabinet was his policy toward the lr. 3.- 
Janarese problem. TOJO assured KAYA that he would use his 
test endeavors to carry on the Japanese-U.3. parley to a 
Peaceful settlement. Doing assured of this, KAYA said he 
consented to enter the Cabinet. It was true- 11 at since 
the formation of the Cabinet, TOJO and others at that time 
did their best to bring the parley to a peaceful end, but 
there was a danger in relations between the two becoming 
crave. KAYA told the witness that he was distressed at 
this. * The vitness sympathized with KAYA over his 
difficult rosît!on, and encouraged him to redouble his 
efforts toward an amicable settlement. KAYA was a financial 
administrator, pure and simple, and he had.never heard of 
his affiliation with :ny political party, Tightest or 
leftist group or the militarists.

30553 * A survey of the financial situation in 1937
shov/f ’ that Ja'■an was beset with instability of the inter
national trade balance, insecurity of the yen exchange, 
inflation dup to th‘e sharp increase of the national budget 
set up vy Finance Finis ter 13ABA in the fall of 1936. «hen 
fbc witness became Finance Minister in February, 1937. he 
end ■•■avored, with KAYA's assistance, to remedy this. In Jur.r!. KAYA became Minister, but due to the outbreak of the 
China Incident the feeling of uneasiness in economic circles 
aggravated. Difficult problems cropped up one after 
another. The China Incident spread, and everything came to 
assume war-time aspect. Some so-called reformists 
ivrfiti« ntlv demanded drastic reform, call in : for the 
nat.ioral 1.cation of financial organs, thorough-going control 
o f J- b c ~ c c '! 0 mv, o t c.

10559 At this time the Temporary Funds Adjustment 
enacted. KAYA, who framed it, told the 'witnesslî)‘7 'ft

that its real aim, though it could not be publicly revealed, 
.'•»s to av*. 1 1 an economic disturbance. KAYA's policy in 
c(V'oro 1 nr' the law wen r.o allow the widest latitude for 
private- adjustment of funds, and the major portion of 
rou vim- work was relegated to the Bank of Japan.
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Fa^e The decisions of whether to give permission to

investment or loans were made at a meeting of a committee 
formed of »"emVçrs from government offices and the Bank. 
Inasmuch a • the criteria by which such decisions .7ere to 
he made consisted in whether the industry for which the 
fund was required was essential in the emergency and whether 
there was a prospect of materials being obtainable, the 
military and* the* Vinistry of Commerce and Industry and ether
7o,,rrnKcnt departments directly connected with the allocation 
of materials 1 ad the greatest say in making decisions,

30560 while the Finance Ministry had little authority, * Both 
the Finance Finistry and the Dank merely procured the 
"unis needed. The Ministry placed a limit on the amount 
to be newly Invested or loaned, planning >0 keep the total 
'’unis approved within the limit thus defined, and cooper
ated witl the Bank to attain this. By this means, the 
over-su’■••ply of Industrial funds and its becoming a major 
cause of Inflation was prevented.

As it was pressing to remove uneasiness over 
the balance of international trade, the government tried co 
tighten control over foreign exchange. It was difficult to 
find a reasonable criteria to judge the propriety of 
applications for import bills, placing the government in a 
difficult position. To maintain an orderly economy, KAÏA 
tried to adjust capital investments, ease credit, check 
the interest rate, stabilize the security market, and

30561 * keep open the stock exchange and ease the anxiety in 
financial circles.

In 1937 there was a fairly acute financial 
stringency, but in 1938 currency circulation increased, 
necessitating measures against inflation, and in April 
the Government launched a National Savings Campaign. A 
National Savings Encouragement Bureau was inaugurated and 
a Committee vas formed. The drive appealed to the con
sciousness of the people, inducing them to make voluntary 
savings. The fact that this movement depended on voluntary 
action contrasted with many wartime measures. This was 
characteristic of KAYA's policy, and another instance 
could be found i" the Fund Adjustment Law. This moderateness 
characterized KAYA's policy and gave dissatisfaction to 
radical elements, such as ultra-extremists, etc.
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fagg30%2 * In August, 1937* the Gold Reserve re-valuation 
law was enacted, whereby the value of. pure gold was set at 
¥1.C0 per 290 milligrams. Up to this time the value was 
¥1.00 per 750 milligrams, but in actual transactions the 
exchange was nailed at l/2d per yen. Since this was the 
real value of the yen, the valuation specified by the 
Valvation Law could be said to have legally established 
the value that had prevailed.

About 1941 there was a good bond consumption,
■while currency circulation was not so swelled, prices 
were not so high, and there was no sign of vicious 

30563 inflation. * At that time, 3inee Japan had been divorced 
from the gold standard for several years and had a virtual 
controlled currency system working without trouble, the 
rate1of gold reserve against currency issued lost its 
•weight and gold came to count for less. This.caused a great 
difficulty in foreign trade, and it became almost impossible 
to trade with Europe and America after the second half of 
1941.

THERE ’VAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE V.TfNEdS, 
Mit the attention of the Court was called to exhibit 840



«The witness identified and vor if led exhibit 332.3 as hü 
affidavit. v The affidavit stated that the witness became JVo idccl of
the Dai-iehi Bank In 1935* He was connected with the Tokyo Hankers’ 
Association, the Tokyo Clearing House, the Clearin,' House Federation, 
the National Financial Association, an prasî en’ Mt-rct«**, (,nd was 
also a member of Ibo House ot Vvcr ;

ordinary Fund Adjustment Law was put into forco in ßejjiemher, ijj/. Its 
aim boiïi/j; to lirait the accommodation of fund only to ? v impensable 
enterprises for which the supply of materials required was assured, 
and to prevent inflation. Due to the China Incident, there had been 
large-scale bond floatation, and an increased call for funds for pro
duction expansion. The situation would have lead to the wastage in 
fund with eventual inflation, but the Law did prevent inflation. In 
enforcing it, KAYA complied with the requests of private business to 
be allowed free individual activities and the financiers' autonomous

30570 adjustment was recognized. * It was also set up to mandate most admiu- 
istration of the Law to the Bank of Japan, instead of the Finance 
Ministry. The decision on investment or loan application was left to
a committee, selected from different Ministries and the Bank of Japan 
and the Industrial Bank, Approval or nonapproval on investment or 
loan was based on whether the enterprise was indispensable to the 
China Incident, or whether there was any prospect of a material sup» 
ply required for the expansion of facilities or new 63tablialiments.
To obtain Military circles' understanding, or the Ccm-mrce, or Industry 
was a prerequisite to making the decision. The measure weakened the 
Finance Ministry's voice, putting the Financiers in a position sub
sidiary to industry, and reduced the Ministry to a mere money raising 
machinery. The most conspicuous feature of Japanese economy since 
the Incident was that material had become the master and finance 
secondary.

30571 * To finance the Incident, bond floatation was enormous and 
huge Government disbursements poured into the homo market causing cur
rency expansion and a fear of inflation. Though the money market had 
been stringent throughout 1 9 3 7» currency became abundant in 1938, and 
about April, 19 3 8, the Government issued a statement that it would 
start a savings campaign. The Savings Encouragement Bureau and the 
National Savings Encouragement Committee was set up in the Finance 
Ministry. The outstanding feature of the campaign was that it looked 
to the nation's self-awakening to the necessity of savings rather 
than compulsion. Legislative measures taken later were only eux. 
iliary, the fundamental principle was based on spontaneous coopera
tion. This was unique among Japan's wartime measures and wus owed to

30572 KAYA,*who had always opposed compulsory savings. His method was not
%
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Page to fix the amount to be saved by lav or restrict withdrawals of
deposits. If anyone disposed of bonds, he looked to it that the sei* 
1er did not sustain a loss by providing a system of buying up at 
banks and post offices at a fair price. KAYA stressed that it was 
not to force on the people what was not understood by them and his 
policies were moderate and noncoersive. He was branded a liberal 
and his policies in 1937 were clearly manifested, his way being to 
avoid radical reformatory measures. The military and rightists 
dominating Japan wer« thus dissatisfied with him.

KAYA became Vice Finance Minister in February, 1937* end 
Finance Minister the following June. • Both KAYA and Commerce and 
Industry Minister YOSHINO were for the first time Ministers and 
many doubted whether they would be able to dispose of radical demands 
and proceed with a moderate policy. Their resignation at the 
Cabinet reshuffle of May, 1938, was held ascribable to those cireurn- 
stances. There was no cross-examination of the witness but the 
attention of the court was called to exhibit 840.
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3057k DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TSUSHIMA, Juichi,by Ur, Levin

* Tbe witness identified and verified exhibit 3324 as his 305?6 affidavit* Tbe affidavit stated, * that the witness waa a Financial Conmissioner for the Finance Ministry abroad from 1927 to 1934» end, among other posts, waa Vice Finance Minister frcm July, 1934» to March, 
1936, President of the North China Development Company from November, 
1941, to jbbruary ,1945, and Finance Minister in the KOISO Cabinet and Prince HlfUHHIXUNI Cabinet. During the London Conference on Naval disarmament in 1930 he was appointed an aide to WAKAT3UKI, the Japanese Delegate» KAYA was also an aide. The Finanoe Uinstry's aides insisted that the conference should be brought to a suocess, while the Naval aides took the stand that Japan should not mind to break off the oonfsrenoe if her original proposition did not pre- 

30577 vail, • end there were occasional impassioned controversies, KAYA firmly upheld the Finance Minstry's position and exerted himself to the utmost bringing pressure on the die-hard Navy opinions. It was fully recognized that behind the screen the conference owed ita success in large measure to his efforts, when the witness was Vice Finanoe Minister in the OKADA Cabinet, KAYA was Chief of the Accounts Bureau and strove hard to curb tho military budget. At the insistence of KAYA and others, Finance Minister TAKAHASHI, in compiling the 1936 budget, fixed a policy of gradual reduction in loan funds ~>Cr'?d and proclaimed it to the public. «The major objective was to curbdemands for increased military expenditures. The military every year put in demands for increased funds which could not be considered v.. maintain sound finance, 3ince there was a policy of clamping down on them by tightening the limit to bond floatation. The Army and Navy were furiously opposed to this for it blocked the main source of revenue to satisfy their demands. After heated arguments and ?dl- nigbt Cabinet disousalona, this policy was finally carried through.
In the February,26th Incident, TAKAHASHI and other hi$i officials were assassinated. Well informed quarters saw that the uncompromising stand of Finance Ministry officials with KAYA as its champion did much toward the outbreak of the Incident.

30579 * The Incident brought about the downfall of the OKADACabinet, which was succeeded by the HIROTA Cabinet with BABA as Minister. BABA 0hanged the budget policy of his predecessor and the



v:. - Kaya
TöKSIEUA * Direct

witness resigned and XAYA also changed from the Accounts Burse . \. 
Chief of the Finance Bureau, which had nothing to do with budget 
deliberation, BABA's budget took shape in the fall of 1 9 3 6  and im
ports rapidly increased and there was a sign of financial chaos.

The HIROTA Cabinet failed in February, 1937» and was suc
ceeded by the HAYAiSll Cabinet with YUKI as Minister and KAYA, Vice- 

3 0 5 8 0 Minister, They strove to curtail theBABA budget, * The HAYAFHI
Cabinet went out in June, 1937, and the first KONOYE Cabinet camt- In 
with KAYA as Finance Minister, In July the China Inci.de.. t begei 
and demands for increased military expenditures and expansion of 
production became intensified, and the financial circle became 
uneasy, KAYA racked his brains to keep finances in order through 
maintaining exchange rates, controlling the supply of industriel 
funds, etc. The plight was such that whoever might be Financial 
Minister would be required to do the utmost of his power to maintain 
order, leaving no room for preparations in economics and public 
finance for a future war of aggression. There was no cross-exam
ination of the witness.
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30582 DIRECT EXAMINATION OF UCHIOA, Shinya (Nobuya)
by Mr, Levin

* The witness certified and verified exhibit 3325 a3 hi3
3 0 5 8 3 affidavit, * The affidavit stated that among other posts he vac a 

Parliamentary Vice-Minister of Communication from 1 9 3 1  to 1 9 3 ?,
3 0 5 8 4 ♦ Railway Minister from 1934 to 1936, and Minister of Agricuiw* 

and Commerce in 1944« and wa3 a member of the House of Peers,
When he was Parliamentary Vice-Minister of the Navy, from 1927 t 
1 9 2 9 , he often heard from Naval Minister officers that they w-v: 
extremely annoyed with the opposition to the Navy's demand for er- 
increase in the Navy budget by KAYA, When the witness was R*»i V-vay 
Minister, KAYA, who was then Chief of the Accounts Bureau, stren
uously endeavored to check the increase in the military budget, 
leading a disagreement with Wer Ministry, At a Cabinet meeting 
in November, 1934« there wa3 a heated debate and Finance Minist* 
FUJII had to quit his seat and KAYA became the chief negotiator,
He firmly opposed Army demands and, as a result, threatened a 
political crisis. He asked the Vfor Minister to make a concession, 
fearing that the downfall of the iTADA Cabinet would be replaced

3 0 5 8 5 by the rightist group, ♦ The witn-vp persuaded the War Minister,
KAWASHINA, to make a concession by reducing demands and the burd'-n 
on the general account was 151- by applying fifteen million
yen out of the Railway Special Accounts to the Sinking Fund, and 
adding other amounts to this irom other special accounts, By 
3peciel expenditures th;; 1 9 3 5  budget was completed.

At the Cabinet meetings on the following year's bude*", 
KAYA helped Finance Minister TAKAHAi^II and turned down the Wo.- 
Ministry’s demands, and through the good offices of M0CKI2U-O. i 
Prince KAN-IN, the drafting of the budget- was compiled.

30586

With the advent of 1941» deep-thinking people were 
gravely concerning over United Statsn-Iapprose relations, KaT«*a v-'V 
was then President of the North Chins Development Company, L't,,
sailed on the witness, * and they exchanged v'ewc? that Japen 
ibsolutely avoid war with the United Staten, was a finav
ixpert and not a politician. Ko belonged to no jrd itical pa-" * 
r association und the witness ned U- . of nis tiff j?.v  •
»it-. militarists, rightists, or left is ta. 'It. had ucone.
;.ith JftAFA it 1944 \ce- -*  ̂ ' !r' f
«itivities. There was no cross-examirtat ion of th?- v/.’.cncss,
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* The witness identified and verified exhibit 3 3 ? ’6  

affidavit« * The affidavit stated that the witness was an 7.
Major General and had served in the Intendant Bureau of !> • ,.r. y 
from April 1 9 3 3  to April 1937* During this time ho we a 1 :, cr-u’.jr- 
of the completion of the Army's budget and discussions confierai nj 
it v/ith the Finance Ministry, 'He was well acquainted v.ith tv- 
accused, KAYA, who, during this time, was an officiel in • a .v,- 
counts Bureau in charge of military budgets. He was Chief of Mac 
Budget and Settled Accounts Section of the Accounts Bureau from 
April, 1932* to 1 9 3 6 . During that time it was the witness's *>uty 
to present summarized budget estimates to the Finance Ministry 
to obtain approval. Army budgets were then continuously in* 
creasing. In connection with them, the attitude of the Finance 
Ministry, and particularly of KAYA, was very critical of Army 
demands and they were opposed to granting Army budgetary requests,

3 0 5 8 9 * KAYA based his opposition on the ground that if Army 
requests were granted, it would be contrary to sound finance and 
they must not be permitted to exceed the limit of the state 
finance plan. This action of KAYA ' 3 waa criticized by Army of
ficers as anti-militaristic and infringing on the prerogative
of the High Command, • '.Then the Army budget for 1 9 3 6  was under pre
paration, there was an appropriation for completion of national 
defense which had been approved by the Diet as a continued ten- 
year expenditure. After the Manchurian Affair, the Army hur
riedly completed its defense plan and requested thi3 appropri * 
tion be revised as to each year* 3 allotment and to shorten the 
previously scheduled ten-year period,

3 0 5 9 0 * Finance Ministry officers led by KAYA insisted that 
they could not comply with the Array request. Negotiations failed 
and the problem was shifted to a Cabinet conference. Such in
stances were believed to provoke the young officers and were 
important factors in generating the February.26. Incident in which 
TAKAHASHI was assassinated. His policies were supported by KAYA 
and he too became an object of bitter Army opposition, la 
either 1933 or 1934 fiscal year, the witness accompanied Chief
of the Military Section, YAMASHITA, to a conference with KAYA, 
the then Chief of the budget Section on the rer>:.-vutlon of '"A 
which the Finance Minister had rejected from the Array budget.
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The witness remembered that KAYA did not yield to the Army and 
stubbornly refused to restore tbs items. YAU&nXTA became 
aroused and charged that the Finance Ministry lacked under- 

30591 standing * and took an unsympathetic attitude towards the Arcy. 
KAYA replied that such an attitude expressed recent Amy 
ideology and i t  sue a Matter of great regard* After hours of 
debate no agreement was reached. There was no cross- 
examination of' the witness«

)
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TAMEMOTO, Hiroatau

by Mr. Levin

30S92 • The witness identified exhibit 3327 as his affidavit
3 0 5 9 4  and after eorrection verified it. * The affidavit stated that 

the witness believed KAYA was Chief of the budget drafting and 
▲ooounts-Settling Section of the Accounts Bureau from 1932 to 
1934 and was Chief of the Bureau from 1934 to 1936. From 1932 
to 1 9 3 5  the witness served in the Accounts Bureau of the Naval 
office, which was concerned with the Navy budget, and had fre
quent contact with the Finance Ministry and became well ac
quainted with KAYA.

3 0 5 9 5  * During this period, while there was considerable 
demand for the redemption of bonds and reestablishment of 
sound finance and for disarmament, there was also formidable 
support for establishing self-supply and self-sufficiency for 
national security. The period was marked by a steady increase 
of the Naval budget due to a Navy desire to increase its 
strength and because of the rise of prices. During this time 
KAYA advooated maintaining peaceful relations with other nations, 
preventing a rise in armaments, and establishing sound finance. 
The Navy office insisted that KAYA was excessively strict in 
assessing the budget. He reoalled that after negotiations with 
KAYA that he had to yield to his insistence and consent to 
budget reduction by 2055 to 40/5, varying with the circumstances.

3 0 5 9 6 • During this time he recalled KAYA vigorously expressed 
the view that national defense without financial security was 
sheer nonsense and no armament supported by a starving nation 
could be of any service. With the adoption of the expansionist 
financial policy of Finance Minister BABA, from March 1 9 3 6  to 
February 1937» it was understood that KAYA retired from the 
Aocounts Bureau due to sharp differences with BABA, There was 
no cross-examination of the witness.
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30597 • Kxhlbit 302®* Th© affidavit of TCYODà , Teijiro.
3059® iU M  • that tha afflaat aaa a delegate to the Geneva Naval

Conference of 1927 and tha London Naval Conference of 1 9 3 0 , and 
wa Commerce and Industry Minister in the second konûye cabinet. 
KAXA aaa present at both naval conferences and insisted on the 
nacaaalty Of naval limitât loo and asserted himself toward the 
conferences* aueoeaa, than KAYA arrived in Tokyo from Peking 
in early October, 1941« taitt ha «as president of the North China 
Development Qnmpanar, he aallad on the affiant and requested him 
to make wwjr offert to maintain peace with the United States.

30599 • wählt 3029. The affidavit of K0BAYA3HI, Seizo, 
atatad that» among other positions, he had been Navy Vice- 
Minister* 0overnor«0ei»rel of Taiwan in 1 9 3 6 , and a state 
Minister without portfolio from December, 1 9 4 4 , to March, 1 9 4 5 .

30600 • He waa a delegate to tha Geneva Naval Conference of 1 9 2 7  as a 
chief attendant from the Navy, and k a y a  worked out many figures, 
to show that after tha dlaanament treaty was concluded, Navy 
expenditures would ha eat down. The purpose was to encourage the 
delegation to raise aa agrseaent on Naval limitations. He made 
Clear how effective and Important the treaty was for lightening 
tbs treaeuv? turdea. The witness was Chief of the Navy Affairs 
Bureau from December, 1929* to March, 1 9 2 7 . and chief of the 
levai Technical Dcpartaaat from February, 1 9 2 9 , to June, 1 9 3 0 , 
and Tic# Navy MMeter from June» 1 9 3 0 , to No. amber, 1 9 3 1 . Dur
ing thin time he negotiated With Finance Ministry officials.

30601 • KAYA gave eerefhl attention to tha War and Navy budgets and 
nsoartad every effert to cut them or check their increase.

30602 • In fey, 1936» when the affiant was Governor-General 
Of Formosa* he called on KAYA, the then Finance Minister, to talk 
on the Formosa budget» KATA told the affiant that he was going to 
resl0l the next dey» The effiant asked him why and he answered 
that when the Chinn Inoident broke out, the Government decided on 
e policy of nonsKpensicn» In compliance with this, k a y a said no 
tried to mlnimlue military appropriations and had taken only 
emergency measures to cover them. Contrary to their wishes, the 
Incident spread with an increase in military appropriations.

30603 * It would become inevitable to impose a heavy burden on the people 
and this was unbearable to him. As the Incident spread, dissatis
faction with him seemed to grow so ho made up his mind to resign.
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On 18 Oetober 1941 the TOJO Cabinet vas formed with KAYA aa 
Finance Minister. The following day the affiant had a talk with 
KAYA and asked him hov he came to enter the TOJO Cabinet* KATA 
replied that if the TOJO Cabinet was all out for war be would aot 
have accepted a seat. Since that was a matter of utmost QOQOara» 
KAYA said he questioned TOJO about this. He answered that Uhl ted 
States-Japanese negotiations would be continued and he was re* 
solved to arrive at an understanding. KAYA, during this oohuer* 
nation, expressed the desire to bring the negotiations to a 
peaceful conclusion by all means.

«
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* Exhibit 333O, the affidavit of GOTO, Takanosuko » 
stated that be participated and was manager of the Japa 
Federation of Young Men's Association, established 7.1th 
socialistic thinking people the Showa Research Society and 
engaged in research in political, economic and cultural 
problems.

After the China Incident in 19.37, * the affiant 
assisted KONOYE in creating the IRAA. After its estab
lishment the IRAA drifted from its original course to 
hold down the military and obtain cooperation with the 
Chinese nationalist party and the affiant resigned from 
it after six months.

The affiant had known KAYA for a long time 
and had a real knowledge of his character and business 
life. KAYA's career had been that of a public official 
in the field of finance. He had no association with 
the military Rightist or Leftist * and was recognized 
as a distinguished financial expert and not as a politi
cal figure. KAYA never sought high position. The 
affiant also knew KONOYE very well and they exchanged 
views on political affairs. In June 1937 when KONOYE 
was forming his Cabinet, the affiant knew that he recom
mended KODAMA as the first candidate for Finance Min
ister, but KODAMA refused and KONOYE's thoughts turned 
to selecting KAYA, whom the affiant strong!*recom
mended.

7/hile KONOYE recognized KAYA's abilities as 
Finance Administrator, he was aware that KAYA was not 
well considered in military circles because of ner- 
sistent. objections to increases in military budgets. 
Therefore, he was hesitant In naming KAYA, but since 
he failed to locate any other he deemed suitable, 
and because he wanted freshness In his new Cabinet, 
he recommended KAYA. The affiant heard this nerson- 
ally from KONOYE.

In May 1938 when the first KONOYE Cabinet 
reorganized as had been anticipated, KAYA resigned 
due to Army opposition. KAYA asked the affiant 
to request KAYA's resignation and he did so, and 
KAYA resigned, being replaced with IKEDA.



Page
30609 * Toward the advent of 1941, there war grave 

concern over U.S.-Japanese relations. Both KAYÀ and 
the affiant exchanged views on this crucial matter.
The witness was surprised and felt some displeasure 
when KAYA became Finance Minister in the TOJO Cabinet 
as TOJO was regarded as holding the strongest attitude 
toward the U.S. KIDO explained to the affiant that 
TOJO had no mind to start a war with the U.S. but would 
faithfully follow the Emperor's wishes of amicably 
settling the issue and was trying his best in con
ducting the negotiations. The affiant felt he had 
misunderstood KAYA's affiliation with the TOJO Cabinet

30610 and called upon him, KAYA told the affiant * that
he would not have joined the Cabinet if it had already 
decided to make war. He had asked TOJO about this and 
he told him he wanted to continue negotiations and 
settle the issue by diplomacy. So, KAYA said he 
accepted the post. This disspelled the affiant's 
concept of KAYA's mind.

Exhibit 3331, the affidavit of YAMAMOTO,
30611 Kumaichi, stated that as he had before testified * 

he always attended the sessions of the Liaison Con- 
ference at the time of the TOJO Cabinet. KAYA 
attended these sessions but never Dlnyed a leading 
roll in the discussions which centered mostly around 
U.S.-Japanese negotiations. Although the ..embers of 
the conference were unanimous that utmost effort be 
made toward the success of the negotiations, oninions 
crossed on the t>olicy to be taken in case of failure. 
KAYA directed his energy toward avoiding war,repeat
edly advancing a thorough study on peaceful means
to solve the difficulties which might arise from a 

'failure in the negotiations.
At the session of 1 November 1941, v/hen it 

was discussed whether they should be resolved to
30612 take arms against the U.S. * If the U.S. would not 

accept either form of concessions in the so-called 
A & B Formulas, KAYA proposed a study on the nossl- 
bility of solving the oil problem by importing it 
from North Saghalien or nurchasing the territory it
self. It was certain that if the negotiations failed 
they would be cut from oil supoltes fro?1 either the 
b.3. or N.E.I. This would be a fatal blow and threat.*'* to become a major inducement toward war. It was of' lr
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P a greatest concern whether there could be any means to 
solve peacefully the oil problem. KAYA's proposal • 
could not obtain approval as "lacking in practica
bility," which was the ground also for rejecting his 
synthetic oil project,

30613 * The High Command's opinion was that Japan
was threatened with an economic and military menace 
by the allies. If left alone, the nation's existence 
would be threatened. Unless the negotiations were 
concluded through December, defensive power on the 
western Pacific would become inferior to that of the 
allies. If they were attacked by the U.S. or forced 
to a war for existence, the High Command would be in 
no position to be held responsible for defense. The 
High Command's opinion was that it was imperative to 
make up their mind that if there was no prospect of 
success for the negotiations at the end of November, 
they would make their final resolution toward the 
U.S. and begin military operations at once. However, 
they should continue efforts for the success of the 
negotiations and if this was assured, operational 
preparations should be stopped. KAYA, however, con
tended that it was a grave matter that a situation 
might arise when the High Command said they covj * 
not be responsible for national defense.

KAYA contended that, it should not be lightly
3Cui4 done * that they make a final resolution toward the 

U.S. even if all promise of success for the nego
tiations was lost. They must consider the incomparable 
misery af a war. The Japanese had already experienced 
considerable hardships since the outbreak of the China 
war. Moreover, there was no assurance of victory, in 
the opinion of the Naval High Command, if the war lasted 
over two years. There was danger of losing both the 
fruits and root if they lost the war and it must be 
avoided by some means. KAYA contended he. could not 
forthrightly agree to the war Plan .and wanted it, con
sidered more carefully. Foreign Minister TOGO also 
insisted upon the necessity of careful reconsideration. 
The High Command insisted that unless they started on 
preparing for military operations at once, if they 
were driven to the worst, it would be impossible to 
fight, even if forced to do so at the end of November 
when-all prospect of success might vanish for the 
negotiations. Otherwise, they must make up their 
mind on a final resolution or otherwise the High Command 
could not assume responsibility.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD Par,,
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3O6 15 * KAYA and TOGO reserved their approval or

disapproval, saying they wanted at least one more 
day's deliberation. At that, Chief of Staff SUOIYAKA 
manifested his dissatisfaction, saying it was regret
table that they hesitated. Under such circumstances, 
the High Command could not be responsible for naval 
defense. But ĵ -oth KAYA and TOGO would not withdraw 
their reservation.

The affiant did not remember whether KAYA 
was present at the Liaison Conference in December 
1941 prior to the outbreak of the war.

30617 * Exhibit 3332, an excerpt from the KIDO 
Diary, dated 2 November 1941, stated that the Premier 
telephoned KIDO stating that the Liaison Conference 
had adjourned as Foreign Minister TOGO and Finance 
Minister KAYA had requested for more time until 11:00 
a.m. that day to seriously consider the matter as it 
was of great importance. The matter would be decided 
when their replies were received.

30618 * In Exhibit 3333» excerpts from the MUTO 
Interrogatory of 15 April 1946, MUTO was asked to 
give the names of those at the liaison Conference 
who supported the view that Japan must wage war with 
the U.S. and those against the war. MUTO replied 
that he could not point out who were for or against, 
but after the message from the U.S, the majority 
became very pessimistic. He still remembered that 
at that conference, the decision was that Japan 
should take further steps to try to negotiate without 
going to war. Besides others, the two he remembered 
well who made that proposal were TOGO and KAYA, who 
were strong to continue negotiations.

A voluntary statement of MUTO said that
30619 when he had been asked earlier * who was particu

larly interested in carrying on peaceful negotiations, 
he had given the names of TOGO and KAYA. Hi believed 
they felt this way about the time the note from U.S. 
was handed to the Japanese Ambassador in Washington. 
After thinking about it, he thought the dates v-ere 
wrong and these men were particularly interested in 
negotiations around the end of October or early Novem- ' 
ber, and not later as he had previously said.
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Page Exhibit 3334, the affidavit of KA'VAGOE,

Takeo, stated that he was Chief of the Budget Section 
and the Budget Drafting and Account. Settling Section 

30620 of the Accounts Bureau between 1924 and November 1932 ' 
and was later Chief of the Deposit Department, and 
of the Bank Bureau* He was Finance Vice-Minister from 
March 193& to February 1937 and had good knowledge of 
•he post KAYA held in the Ministry and the scope of 
his authority. Just before KAYA's return to Japan 
from the London Disarmament Conference in March 1930, 
he was appointed Chief of the Accounting Section, re
maining there until November 1932. The function of 
the Chief of the Accounting Section related to ftnancia 
laws and regulations.

At that time Accounts Bureau officials were 
in charge in the scrutiny of budgets presented by 

30 621. government offices. * KAYA was concurrently entrusted 
by the affiant with examining the Education Ministry 
budget. The man in charge of examining War and Navy 
Ministry budgets was ARAKAY/A, and KAYA had nothing to 
do with the War Ministry's budgets for the years 1931 
and 19 3 2. KAYA was also particularly in charge of 
budgetary affairs on items readjusted after the Dis
armament Agreement and on reductions of taxes made 
possible thereby. This was because of the knowledge 
he possessed as a member of the delegation to the Con
ference, This was only for the year IQ30, KAYA was 
Chief of the Budget Drafting and Account Settling 
Section in November 1932 and became Chief of the 
Accountants Bureau in May 1934. From then until May I936, w en he v/as transferred to Chief of the Finance 

30622 Bureau * he was continuously in charge of examining 
the budgets of government offices, including the War 
and Naval Ministries. The official in such post does 
his work in accordance with instructions of the 
Finance Minister and under the administrative system 
the subordinate is not held responsible to outsiders 
for his work done in conformity with orders.

About 1934 there v/as no official title 
corresponding to the so-called "Chief Secretary" 
in English in the Finance Ministry.

KAYA was v^rv faithful in his duties and 
endeavored to place finance on a sound basis by 
preventing budget increase and always followed the 
Finance Minister 3 policies and other superiors. He



Pape used his utmost efforts in restraining the innroas.. 
of military exoend Itures.

30623 * KAYA also attended the Geneva Naval Dis
armament Conference of 1927 as a delegate and con
tributed his utmost toward checking the Increase of 
armament exoenses and lightening the finance burden 
through maintaining international peace and conclud
ing disarmament treaties.

Exhibit 3335, the affidavit of KAMEYAMA,
30624 Koichi, stated *that he had held many public offices 

in the Welfare Ministry and elsewhere and was secre
tary of the Opium Committee from 21 September 1932 
to 15 October 1937. The Opium Committee was estab
lished by an Imperial Ordinance of 31 November 1931. 
It was merely a consulting organ and the Committee 
was under the Home Minister and later the 'Welfare 
Minister and was authorized to investigate and con
sider matters relating to onium and narcotics in 
response to the request of the ministries concerned, 
and make recommendations to them. The Home Minister 
and later the 'Welfare Minister were the Chairman of 
the Committee and its members, not exceeding thirty, 
were appointed by the Cabinet on recommendation of 
the Minister from among the high civil service

30625 officials. * It was the custom for the ministries’ 
Vice-Minister to sit on the Committee. Accordingly, 
when KAYA became Finance Vice-Minister on  ̂February 
1937, he was thereupon appointed to the Onium Com
mittee on 1 March 1937. The principal objective of 
including t^e Finance Ministry among the government 
officials was to ensure the cooperation of the Custom 
House in preventing smuggling trade in opium and nar
cotics.

On 4 June 1937, when KAYA became Finance 
Minister, ISHI'WATA became Vice-Minister and was 
appointed to the Opium Committee. Though no govern
ment notice terminated KAYA's membership, it was 
understood that leaving the Vi ce-Mi nistershir. auto
matically ended it. The Opium Committee held Its 
9th and 10th sessions on 39 November 1936 and 15 
June 1937. There was no session during KAYA's

30626 membership in the Committee * and there was no recom
mendation made by the Committee to the Home Minister 
during that period.
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* In Exhibit 3336, excernt s fror: the ïuHr. 
naUc-n of TO JO on 7 February 1946, TO JO answe; •?** ! 
response to a question that under the Japaner i 
stttution the Army and Navy Chiefs-of-Stcf? r • 
responsible solely to the Emperor in mat mi"-, of 
The Ministers of State were responsib} r tr t c- 
for other governmental functions and had no ; • 
interfere with the conduct of military affil■ • 
the Chiefs of Staff the right to interfere i-: <• i’ ' ' 
matters. * It was the responsible ity of the Ci.1* 
of Staff to advise the Emoeror on the orohnlle 1 * 
fits or ill effects of war. There were t wo aoh 
of military command and civil government over-1 *• - 
This area included matters such as foreign policy 
and decisions to go to war, which Problems were t:F 
v.n by the Liaison Conferences. Strategic war •>! '
were purely strategy and not known to Cabinet im'-mh’ 
and he did not know them himself in his role a? • * 
He was also a member of Imperial Headquarters and b 
Councillor and as such received military report? or. 
operations plans which v/ere forwarded by the Chi*f 
Staff, By war plan, he meant an arry plan and w t  
* The fact he received reports did not mean lie co\i* 
interfere or participate in matters involving cornea 
for these were the sole prerogative of the Chiefs c 
Staff.

In the 13 March 1946 Interrogation, TOJO 
stated that at first the government policy in regar 
to the China Incident was localization, but. due to 
the independence of the High Command, the fighting^ 
kept, spreading and the Premier K0NCYÉ had a ter; '
I *, re.

The responsibility of the Premier., P'-r.-i;-; 
7tar and Navy Ministers and President of the PI anr in 
Board, together with the Chiefs of Staff for a •••Hi 
the Emperor through the Liaison and Imperial C'-̂ f v 
wan of tremendous importance. The governme: t. p - ' H  
war. of non-enlargement of the China Incident , l ' *  
because the civil government had no authority v-- 
Supreme Command, the fighting was enlarged and ih 
dvti Government was powerless.

* TOJO was asked how this system wor! ’d !-■ 
vr-'-c.r?. to Southern Tndo-China hi 19A1* bo v eu •}0630
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that et that time U.S. negotiations were underway 
and, on the other hand Headquarters kept moving troo?> 
•»re. supplies from Formosa to Southern Ch!na 'ni î'r 
ern Indo-China. Because the movement; of troon:; 
supnlies was the sole province of the Supreme Cor-nr 
the civil government could say nothing. It was < f ' 
ent with regard to Southern Indo-China for their 
wer'- moved on the basis of a joint defense agr 
»ad it could not be done by the Sunreme Command F 
l’roons could be moved from Central China into Son* • 
China and into North F.I.C. at the convenience o‘ 
the Supreme Command.

* A similar situation existed in the Navy.
In the Interrogation of 19 March 1946, TO.TO said 
that it might be said that the Four and Flve-iJi m 1 
Conference, the Liaison Conferences and those for 
Supreme Direction of the War and of the Imperial h- 
quarters were four stages of attempt to solve this 
problem of over-lapping authority. With regard t< ! 
over-lapoing spheres, there was some success but tt ■ 
Cabinet's political forces could not control the 
command sphere of authority of the Supreme Command.

A good point of the independence of the 
Supreme Command was that it could conduct operation- 
without political interference, but in these days ;i 
the influence of a single action was felt around . 
world, <a certain amount of control by the •.ollti- 
authority is necessary, but under the Japanese sY'
1t was impossible.

30632 * He had been talking about the problems et
the government system and the Supreme Command's in’' 
pendence but he was responsible for the problems a:'' 
ing from the Supreme Command's actions. When it 
suggested to TCJG that the independence of the f>uy 
Command was good from a military but not from a r^  
or civil standpoint, he answered that it is eood^ 
a military point of view only if fighting wore H e  
only thing to be considered, but fighting was to • > 
part of politics. From the political view, the :n^  
dependence of the Supreme Command required consider
ation. The independence of the Supreme Command w-"*s 
a H e  cause for the position in «which Jaoan ' m  - 
self today.

fare

3o6j:
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KAYA» klnorl, DIRECT EXAMINATION, 
by Mr, levin,

* The accused identified exhibit 3337 as his 
affidavit, and after a correction verified it. * The 
affladvlt stated that the accused v/as born in 1889, and 
after graduation from Tokyo Imperial University ini9i7 
* he entered the Finance Ministry, becoming a civil 
servant. Subsequently he was a secretary to the Japanese 
Financial Commissioner In Neff York City in 1918, and .vas 
In the Accounts Bureau in 1920; went to the Geneva Dis
armament Conference in 1927 and to the London Naval Con
ference of 1929» as an attendant to the Plenipotentiary 
7AKATSUYI, In March, 1930, he became secretary to the 
Pinanee Minister and Section Chief of the Accounts Bureau. 
In November, 1932, he was Chief of the Budget and Settlemen 
Section, and In May 1934 Chief of the' Accounts Bureau. lie 
became Chief of the Plnanoe Bureau in May, 1936, and Vice 
Minister of Plnance on 2 February, 1937» He was Minister 
of Pinanee from 4 June 1937 to 26 May 1938, when he 
resigned. In August, 1939, he was appointed President of 
the North China Development Company, and resigned on 18 
October 1941 to become*Plnance Minister, from which post
he resigned on 19 February 1944,

Except for the two years he served as President 
of the Development Company, fr is entire career was as an 
official of the Finance Ministry, .devoted uo administr .tier: 
Tf e goal of M s  endeavor was a healthy national finance.
The affidavit stated that the accused lad no connection 
vith a rightist, leftist, or military clique, nor was he a 
member of any political party, Por a short period after 
August, 1934, KAYA Joined the JRPAA, but did not know 
vhether it could be oalled a political party.

In the Ministry, much of his time was 3p:nt in 
the 3tudy and evaluation of military and civil budgets, 
and he constantly tried to slash military budgets and 
nrevrnt them from Increasing, prevailing conditions made 
this task difficult, but he believed he succeeded in 
suppressing their growth,

* At the Geneva and London Conferences, ho ex
erted himself toward their successful conclusion, iiis 
effort to suppress military budgets and to conclude 
disarmament conferences were due to his superior's 
instructions and to his personal desire to maintain a 
healthy flnanoe, lessen the burdens of the people, and 
Increase homes for reaoe.
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* A3 to counts 1 tp 5 of the Indictment, to whio- 
he ./as charged, even if the conspiracy and planning or an 
aggressive .var did tal e .place, he vas not a party to tham 
and had no connection* As to the Counts from 6 to jo with 
which he-was charged, of those referring to the Manchuria.: 
Incident, his record indicated that prior to the Incident 
and for some time thereafter he was no more than a Section 
Chief and had no connection -with it. From December 192V 
to November 1932. he was not even concerned >vith military 
budgets, and after those dates he was concerned with 
r.ilitarv budgets and exerted efforts to reduce them.
Demands for military budgets increased greatly after Nov
ember 1932, and KAYA vehemently opposed the increased 
demands and fought to keep them down.

He had no connection with any plan for aggression 
against FIC or the Soviet. * From 26 Tay 1938 to lb 
October, 1941, he had no connection with the Cabinet nor 
the Tripartite Pact, He became Finance Minister on 4 June,
1937. and knew nothing about the Lukouchiao Incident before 
its outbreak, nor had the Cabinet any plans in preparation 
for it. After the Incident, the report was that hostilities 
broke out due to an Illegal attack bjr the Chinese. The 
Cabinet decided to regard the Incident as local and settle 
it on the spot. It opposed sending troops from Japan, but 
if that became inevitable it would be limited to a small 
number. The sending or increase in troops was due to r.he 
armv report that continued illegal attacks by Cninese and 
to massing their forces In the area, so when the army 
requested an increase to protect Japanese lives and inter
ests the Cabinet could not help but give its assent, * and 
its motive in doing so was to protect the small Japanese 
force there.

He opposed especially sending troops to Shanghai, 
f~r be believed it would spread the Incident. He ashed for 
reconsideration, to no avail, for the other Cabinet members 
thought it necessary. On every occasion, he tried to 
limit the budgets required for sending troops. The Cabinet 
was staunch in its policy to refrain from infringing on 
third power’s rights.

The civil members of the Cabinet were not' 
informed beforehand, nor consulted about battle plans, and 
they viewed with anxiety the spread of hostilities. The 
civilian members were not consulted about the Nanking attacd. 
and received no report about alleged atrocities, nor read 
anything about them In the press. He did not know such 
things had been committed.
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* He resigned as Finance Minister in Hay. 
kefore hostilities spread tollankow and Canton, His real : 
nation «as requested by KONOYE, and he vas happy -,o he 
relieved.

The arbi’rary confiscation of Chinese enterpris 
etc., in North China were made by the military for operat 
purposes, and the Cabinet had n connection. Although kh 
nrosecution had charged that when he was Vice Minister of 
Finance from February to June, 1937, the Five Year flan f 
Steel and a Third Plan for North China were adopted, he 
knew nothing about them, nor did he know about or -.vas he 
narty to the Army Five Year Plan for Heavy Industries vhe 
he was Finance Minister from June 1937 to May 1938*

3964p * Prior to becoming Finance Minister, financial
circles were uncertain, and he felt a difficult respons
ibility when he assumed the post. The outbreak of the 
China Incident increased unrest, and during his tenurc- 
there was no room for preparing for a future war. The 
Cabinet had its hands full with the China Incident and 
did not think about another war.

He was President of the North China Development 
Company from August 1939 to October, 1941. The Company v 
established in November 1938, in accordance with lavs 
oassed by the Diet, which set out its purpose and object-. 
It aimed for economic cooperation with China, and /as not 
established to infringe upon third powers' economic inter 
ests, but desired their participation in the economic 

onment. The Company did not infringe upon Chines-: 
rights, nor made any preparation toward war, nor received 
Cabinet Instructions to that effect. The Company was not 
•'ermitted to engage in industry, but served as a financia 
organ, and its activity was confined to investments and 
loans. It tad no power to mobilize material wealth, nor 
engage in suet work. In making loans or investments, th-. 
Companv was limited by law, and could make them only so 
utility industries, small manufacturing enterprises, and 
in the wholesale of coal. It was not concerned ;iU t- 
spinning, tobacco, and milling industries, nor in gt-cci*;..; 
trade, agriculture, banking, or insurance.

* Investments and loans were generally : ab 
lino-Ja -ânese joint stock companies, and other com .'an: * 
besides the Development Company also made Investment:;, 
ft f- Company did not exercise a monopoly ovc-.r in vest me nt .
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3^645 * It had no arbitrary rights, and no more power 

than any ordinary company. It aimed to adjust economic 
activities in North China. It had no control over the 
economy. Loans and Investments were subject to contracts 
under which the company obtaining financial aid was re
quired to obtain the Company's approval in certain matters 
to avoid over-investment or unwarranted expansion to bring 
about a sound economy in North China. The Company had no 
rights over any industry exceot those in which it had a 
financial interest. Even these rights were limited by 
contract.

All major acts of the Company were made at the 
instruction and approval of the China Affairs Board, and 
it was prohibited from taking any action on its own. The 
Company's accounts were mostly in the red, and government 
subsidies were required to pay stockholders dividends, of 
not more than six per cent per annum. Kost of the affil
iated companies were either in the red or made little

30646 profit. * Japanese stockholders were not given special 
favors in the payment of dividends.

All funds invested by the Company in North China 
were raised in Japan, and it received no property or 
special rights from the North China Political Council, nor 
was any monopolistic right granted to anyone by the 
Company, for it had no power to do so. The investments and 
loans handled were not large, and were small compared to 
those in Japan and Tanchuria.

The Company received no instructions from the 
government, nor on its own did it attempt to expand the 
production of the affiliated comoanies, with 1941 or 
thereabouts as its goal. V/hile the affiliated companies 
production increased, the Development Company looked forward 
"towards long-range development. It endeavored toward a 
solid expansion of the industries it was concerned with, 
and as an instance, the Tatung Coal î'ines was producing 
ten thousand tons of coal per day when, the accused resigned.

30647 + He thought of plans for the people's welfare, 
but could not carry them, out due to disorder caused by 
fighting, but he was able to carry out one plan which did 
help the people. In early 1940 a famine sv/ept the Peiping- 
Timtsin area, and he was told that importation of twenty 
million yen of wheat flour was necessary to tide over the 
crisis, Mît. the North China Political Council and Government 
of North. China did not have necessary foreign funds to buy 
the flour. The accused negotiated with Japan for twenty 
million yen to buy the flour. The government was then hard
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Pagfi pressed for foreign money, but 5 e managed to obtain the
help of the Yice-!*inister of Finance OilNO. lie next 
negotiated with the Communications Minister for trans
porting the flour, and although ship bottoms were short he 
succeeded in obtaining some and imported considerable 
amounts of flour into North China.

In 1941 there were rumors that Japanese-U. S.
3064R relations were getting worse, * and since he had harbored 

a sincere hope for the maintenance of peace he félt bad.
. He 'Md not know anything about the contents of the negotia-
f tions nor the policies decided on by the government.

On the night of 17 October 1941, TOJO telephoned 
the accused to Join his Cabinet a3 Finance Minister.
Before renlying, he called on TOJO. To his query as to 
■whether TOJO was decided on waging war against the U. 3., 
TOJO replied in the negative, stating he intended to con
tinue the negotiations and exert efforts toward ah amicable 
settlement. The accused then told TOJO that there was a 
rumor that the Supreme Command and Cabinet did not always 
cooperate, that unless they reached a closer relationship 
it would be a stumbling block, and asked TOJO if he 
intended to do something,

* TOJO replied that he fully understood the deep 
concern of KAYA and would work toward a closer relationship* 
KAYA told TOJO that there was a tendency to adopt reform 
policies. They should forget the ideology and adopt 
nolicics in keeping with the needs of the country. To this, 
TOJO agreed. The accused was quite satisfied with the 
interview, but left without replying.

The rumor at the time was that the army was 
especially pronounced in its attitude toward the U. S.f 
and he was relieved to learn that TOJO planned to continue 
the negotiations. He felt he should Join the Cabinet and 
do what-he could, and he consented. Before Joining the 
Cabinet, he had had no relations with TOJO, but had met 

30650 him only once. * Even after Joining, their contacts were 
sol el” official.

He did everything in his power to avoid war after 
Joining the Cabinet- realizing his goal should be the 
successful culmination of the negotiations, but the 
ore^ailin" circumstances were mostly against settlement and 
he realized the necessity of working towards the prevention 
of war e^en if the negotiations were not settled.*
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Tie first cause for a possible aar «as the 
military pressure of Allied powers. and the second vas 
economic pressure. The embargo on vital materials vas a 
blow to Japan, and of all imported materials, oil ./as -hr 
most critical, Y/ithout oil, Japan could not maintain 
national defense, KAYA felt that even if oil imports from, 
the U. 3, and NEI should not be renewed due to the negot
iations failure; if some other oil source could be found 
it could nrevent war. He therefore suggested a plan for 
manufacturing synthetic oil and a plan to buy oil from 
North Farafuto, and if possible buy that territory.

* He realized the difficulty of ris plans, but 
felt th? 'T must do everything possible to avoid war. 
However, his plans were turned down as impractical, lie 
recalled that of the conditions in the negotiations, !e 
was in favor of equal trade opportunit” in all racific 
areas.

At the Liaison Conference of 1 November 194], a 
uroposa] for immediate war was brought up, but did not 
meet with favor, For the settlement of the negotiations, 
the "FoM and "Otsu** plans were discussed. The conference 
was unanimous that Japan should give in as much as possible 
to settle the disputes, but the Supreme Command proposal 
plunged the conference into extreme difficulty. This 
proposal was ti at if by the er.d of November the negotiations 
showed no possibility of settlement, they should be ready 
to decide on war, and wit*- that in rnind commencing prepara
tions now was needed. The Supreme Command stated that 
Japan faced a crisis due to military and economic pressures 
by the Allies, * If the negotiations remained unsettled 
an’ things vent along as they were, Japan's defensive pa .-cr 
in the western Pacific would decline in comparison with 
the Allie.s, They /ould reach a critical point, and if they 
were attached after December or if there was a necessity 
of warning war in self-defense, Japan would be so weal. tf_t 
the Supreme Command could not accept responsibility for 
national defense. It stated that V.hey must nahe up th* ir 
minds to decide on war before the opportune moment was 
lost. ’.71 th that in mind, they should decide on preparing 
for war.

According to this proposal, the failure of 
negotiations meant war. Discussions dragged on. but as 
for tie accused it was his desire that t! r y .;o along as 
it vas, e'ren if negotiations remained unsettled, ut ti 
■was no way to bring this about. Since the Su-remc fou; y. 
was responsible for defense, it was not possible gust 
or^ose this proposal.
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* To gi^e assent to the proposal meant moling ..i .
possibility of war that much greater. He //as in a diffici : 
position and fully realized ./hat suffering war would mean 
and they should avoid it if possible. Through experience 
he Knew of the horrors of war. The China Incident had bcc. 
going on for a long time and the people were feeling its 
effects, A war v/ith the U. S, would greatly add to their 
sufferings,

30654 * The Supreme Command insisted that there was a
chance for victory if war began at an opportune time, but. 
the Navy Branch of the Supreme Command predicted that if 
the war dragged on for over two years its outcome would be 
uncertain. It was possible that the war might drag on for 
a long period, and if Japan should lose after a long war 
she wouid suffer more than if she had not gone to war at 
all. For this reason the accused felt he could not then 
give his assent to the Supreme Command's proposal, and 
insisted on further consideration, but the Supreme Command 
replied that the matter called for immediate decision5 
otherwise, it could not assume responsibility.

and v/as allowed to consider the matter for another day.
TOGO made the same reservation. Returning home, the 
accused spent a restless night. A decision on the pending 
proposal was not a decision to //age war, but it meant it 
would be highly probable if the negotiations were not settled 

30655 bv the end of November, * He came to the conclusion that 
regardless of whether the issue was good or bad, circum
stances did not permit him to stop it. If he opposed it 
he would have to resign, and if he resigned the effect 
would be unfavorable toward settling the negotiations and 
thus would aggravate the possibility of war.

reply. The accused believed that further delay would 
aggravate the issue, so he replied he was not opposed to 
the proposal, hut sincerely 'roped for an amicable settlement.

all, Japan could not accept its terms, and the Foreign 
Minister explained there was little room for U. 3. 
reconsideration. The question was whétber to commence 
hostilities or drift along with disputes unsettled. The 
Supreme Command believed that it could not accept respons- 
ibllitv for national defense if hostilities were not begun 
at once.

The accused argued against an immediate decision

The next morning TOJO telephoned twice for a

The Hull note of November 26 was a big blow to
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30656 * If the V. -j» showed the least compromising

attitude there mi eh t hie a way to continue the negotiations 
even by altering the "Ko" or "Otsu" plans, but the Hull 
note indicated settlement was not possible, and a decision 
to ,vage war in self defense was inevitable.

Japan vas embarking on a perilous war, whether 
r od or bad. and if he resigned the effect to the public 
•would te great, as it would interpret the resignation to 
mca- that financially, Japan was not in a position to 
f1 -ht successfully. 7hen it comes to national defense, 
public feeling is especially important, and if the people 
lose confidence it would breed uncertainty and might cause 
defeat. He vas against the war, but could not think of 
increasing Japan's dangers and felt it his duty to carry out 
his responsibility.

The decision for wfer was decided at the Imperial 
Conference of 1 December. 1941, but the hope for averting 
war, though dim, was not given up. He obtained at the 
Liaison Conference the Supreme Command's agreement that 

•>0657 * var plans would be cancelled even after the outbreak of
skirmishes if 11- <•= negotiations reached a point .where 
settlement vas possible.

He didn't, recall that the reply to the note of 
November 26 vas ever discussed at any liaision or Cabinet 
meeting he attended. lie thought the matter was competently 
handled by responsible officials. ï/hile the prosecution . 
had charged that ' declaration of war was discussed at the 
p.-ivv Council meeting of 8 December, 1941, such a declaration 
;n3 discussed, -at it .vas an Imperial Rescript on the 
iro!oration of var addressed to the people.

Operation plans /ere never discussed at liaison 
or cabinet meetings. He ,vas not consulted about the Pearl 
üarbor. or ary other attack, nor was he ever informed 
0£out such r ihacks beforehand.

T‘. was Ms , .5 ' vprv̂ h •>’ r c* * o do 
iro sMp*1 and his a "irmly b' 1 i-'N”f d ey

sire« re- lesivc to avoid war, and he 
so. at. conditions against him were 
ssent pop war was inevitable, but he 
wtre ''ightin-* a war in self-defense.

3 06^° * * As to the; attacl prior to formal notification
jn -violation of internat!onal treaty, he did not know such 
a r.]an existed and coul’’ not have stop-ed it. furthermore, 
the :o-'rrnn:ent. had no such plans.
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He had no connection wit!- atrocities and acts in 
violation of the rules of land warfare. The Supreme 
Command was an independent organ, and civilian Cabinet 
members were not informed beforehand or consulted on plans 
and nreparations for battles. Civilian Cabinet members 
had no power to stop or command a battle, and had no voice 
in choice of commanders. Ke, at least, was not even 
informed of the atrocities, officially or otherwise, and 
they were not mentioned in the press, nor was he informed 
about foreign protests, and he was of the impression the 
war .was fairly fought.

As to the treatment of POY/s, he was not informed, 
nor consulted at Cabinet meetings or elsewhere, nor knew 
of foreign protests. * He did not even dream of the ill- 
treatment dealt POV/s, nor hear humors that they were ill- 
treated, and the press and radio made no mention of it.

He resigned from the T0J0 Cabinet on 19 February, 
1944, at T O J O ’s request. By 1945 it became clear that 
Japan was facing defeat. The sufferings of the people were 
extremely painful, and he felt his political responsibility 
to them. On 11 August, he learned that the government had 
decided to accent the Potsdam Declaration. Feeling his 
political responsibility, he made up his mind to resign 
all marks of honor the Emperor had conferred on him and 
become a plain citizen. As a private citizen he felt he 
should do everything he could for the people, * and if 
circumstances permitted, to do his part to prevent a bad 
inflation after the war.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY HR. BRANNON,
Counsel for OKA and SHIKADA.

The accused stated that by the Supreme Command 
hr meant the General Headquarters, consisting of the Army 
and N a w  General Staff, and he referred to the Chief of 
Staff and his subordinates, but he did not include the 
Navy ?'inister.

He heard from diet* of the Naval Staff NAG a NO at 
the Liaison Conference of 1 November 1941, that the Navy 
predicted that a war dragging on for over two years would 
have an uncertain outcome. He had no recollection of 
evrr hearing at, any liaison Conference ïe attended, that 
anv member of the Navy advocated an attack without first 
rivinrr a notice of ;ar.
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c r o s s-e x a m i n a t i o n b y me. y/i l e y.
* The accused was asked if between 26 May 1938 

and Oc ober l8, 1941, he held certain named posts. He 
stated that with regard to the membership in these various 
committees he believed he was a member of them, but 
membership did not mean he was an official of the govern
ment. * fie resigned from the first KONOYE Cabinet on 26 
May, 1938, because he was requested by Premier KONOYE to 
resign, and he had desired to resign even before that.
KONOYE told him that he wanted to carry out a Cabinet 
reorganization, and that the accused was not on particularly 
good terms with the military.

The attention of the Court was called to exhibit 
841 and 842.

* The accused was handed a document and asked 
whether he was familiar with it. He stated he had no 
recollection of having seen it, but the title of it was 
"Y/artime Economic Life” , while the book said that he was 
its author. The editor was his private secretary, and
* he thought it was edited by him on the basis of various 
speeches and writings that the accused made. He had no 
clear recollection of having seen the book before, and
in the "Editor's Note" in the book it was stated that 
his private secretary had gathered and edited some of 
the speeches and talks of the accused, and he assumed that 
he had reproduced the gist of various talks made by him.
* The date of the publication was September, 1938.

Exhibit 3338-A, the bool, thus identified by the 
accused, entitled "Problems on Japanese Economic Power", 
was a speech gi^en 26 October 1937» entitled "Armed Y/ar 
and the ’'/nr of Economy". In it, KAYA said that the China 
Incident was actually a war. Since it was a war, military 
force was essential and important, but in order to give it 
full play they should make adequate preparations also in 
all spheres of thought, diplomacy, finance, and economy, 
and one of the pre-conditions of victory is to make 
ade 'uate preparations to get the better of the other 
party.

* ’Then war commences, the question was how great 
a war expenditure tley could afford. The war funds now 
ran to a considerable sum. There r.ight be many who 
doubted 'whether their resources were sufficient to stand 
that expenditure. Everybody thinks that the question of 
hov; much war expenditure a state can afford is proportional 
to its economic power.'
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Page KAYA would tell them ho.v much they could stand.
During the Russo-Japanese war, a sum of two billions were 
required over about*two years. * There were many ways of 
estimating economic power, but if he compared the figures 
to show the general economic situation, they would find 
that bank accounts in 1903 amounted to 777 million yen* 
Granting that war expenditures could be defrayed at this 
rate and that they could stand an expenditure of two billion 
during the two year Russo-Japanese war, they should come 
to the conclusion that they could afford at least twenty 
billions at present. To that extent the economic power of 
the country had developed.

.........  As to what should be the war-time footing in
30670 finance and economy, since it was war, * the first thing 

to be'done was to meet the military demands to finance 
the industries related to their demands and national 
defense, and concentrate on goods, funds, and labor in 
those spheres.

30674 * Exhibit 3338-B, A  chapter of the afore-mentioned 
book, purporting to be a speech of KAYA on 12 April, 1938, 
entitled "Path to Patriotic S e r v i c e ‘Through Savings,M and 
sub-titled "Preparations for a Protracted V/ar". stated that 
in present-day warfare many kinds of arm3 have been used, 
and battles are now fought on and under the ground and in 
the air. Materials needed for war were so numerous that 
one would be surprised to hear that some things were 
required, directly or indirectly, for war. As the scope
of war had enlarged, the amount of needed materials amounted 
to a surprisingly large quantity. So in time of peace 
they must prepare necessary goods so as to be able to supply 
them in time of war.

30675 * Their brethren, the officers and soldiers of 
the army, were then fighting in China to bring about true 
peace and prosperity to the Orient. The most important 
thing is a preparation I’or a protracted war so as not to 
have the army feel the lack of war supplies. The war 
expenditure of 2500 million yen had been approved by the 
Diet, and additional expenditures of 4800 million yen were 
approved also, and amounted to the sum of 7400 million

30676 yen. * However, part of the expenditure had come from 
government bonds, and most would have to depend on the 
issue of bonds.

The budget for 1938 would amount to about 80 
hundred million yen, and the total*of bonds issued would 
be about 56 hundred million yen.

NARRATIVE SUKTiRY OP THE RECORD Page 4348
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Page An excerpt sub-titled, "Savings Tor the Purpose
of Carrying out the Policy", stated that one year hence 
they müst issue more than 15 hundred million yen of 
government bonds. Success or failure of war-time policies 
regarding finance and economy depended solely on whether 
the bonds vould be absorbed satisfactorily.

30677 * Exhibit 3338-C* an excerpt from the same book, 
entitled, "7/omen Behind the Guns", stated that all the 
world marveled at the glorious results their forces had 
achieved in the China Incident. These were ascrlbable to 
the Emperor's virtues and the loyal forces in the Army and 
Navy. The people must not be dazzled by these results and 
take things easy, for the anti-Japanese movement in China, 
in conjunction with Communist power, was stronger than they 
imagined.

In modern warfare they must be victorious not 
merely in battle, but also in the spiritual, diplomatic, 
and economic wars, and the economic war was the most 
important factor bringing war to a successful end. The 
government therefore had started the National Spirit Genera

30 678 Mobilization Movement * and was trying to enhance the 
nation's spirit, and had reorganized its financial and 
economic policies to meet war-time requirements. Much 
attention was being paid to policies to meet the war-time 
situation so that the soldiers might not lack arms, the 
people might not be short of necessaries, and that prices 
might not go up.

The government policies in finance and economics 
depended on the people's efforts. What is called national 
economic power decided final victory, and the determination 
and cooperation of the nation were necessary. The women
behind the guns should cooperate.

30680 * The witness was asked if. in 1938 and 1939,
until he became President of the North China Development 
Company, he continued these talks, speeches, and articles 
throughout Japan. He stated he conducted addresses and 
talks to quite an extent to encourage savings. In the 
spring of 1938 he became chi^f investigator with regard 
to adjusting prices, and undertook plans for creating a 
price structure, and therefore the number of speeches he 
made decreased. After he became President of the Develop
ment Company he had little time to go on lecture trips.
In November, 1938, he became temporarily chairman of"the 
Japan-Manchukuo-China Round Table Conference. He made no 
speeches in connection with this committee.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD Page 4-849
October 13, 1947
DEFENSE - KAYA - Cross
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f ô f e * Asked if he recalled on 29 

he introduced the speaker at Hiroshima 
Conference, he stated that the n-GPtln; 
the talks did n..̂  amount to what might

«

November, 1938, that 
on a Round Table 
vas not large, and 
be called a speech.

30602 * The accused ’.vas handed a document, and he
agreed that Its title was "Reports on the Japan-Manchukuo- 
China Economic Round -table Conferences", He acknowledged 
that in the bool there vas purported to be a speech ri$en 
by him. In the book he read that he himself had said on 
that occasion ohat the sponsors were pleased that so many 
people, especially in influential financial circles, were 
able to attend the meeting.

3O683 . * He could not say for sure if this was his
speech, bur. it //as possible. He had no doubt about what he 
had just read, but at this^time there was an office known 
as the Secretariat of the Round Table Conference, which 
was not under his jurisdiction, and he could not say 
whether the contents were accurate.

He agreed that in exhibit 3215, the document 
which he had been handed, it stated that KAYA was Chairman 

30684 of the Round Table. Conference. * He. supposed it was
something somebody had written up concerning a greeting 
be gave, but he could not say whether the greetings were 
accurately reported. He was Chairman of this particular 
conference. In regard to the Round fable. Conference, the 
Japan-T'anchuhuoan Central Society was its main sponsor.
The Society ashed to borrow M s  name .as Chairman and make 
greetings, etc.,, and toll rim they would not bother him 
with any details, and therefore he accepted.

* He did make a greeting, but had nothing to do 
with the record of the Conference, and could not say whether 
the booh was correctly drawn up. This was the first time 
he had ever seen exhibit 3215-

30685
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30689 * ïn Exhibit 33 39, a s'-eech by KAYA ta^en from 
the book "Reports on .'fanan-!tonchukuo-ChIna Economic 
Round Table Conference’1. dated 2 boverber ]Q38, KAYA 
stated that, spongers were none red that so ranv oeoole,

30690 especially those Inf, ! n financial circles, *
were able to attend he r.ot-i »eg, it was hardly neces
sary to mention that the aim of the army's attack In 
the China Incident lay in destroying the Chiarig Kai- 
shek regime which was thoroughly anti-Japanese and 
pro-communistic and did not understand the position
of China and its mission in East Asia. Later they 
had received joyful reports that Wuchang, Hankow and 
Canton had been occupied. Now that the Chiang regime 
had suffered a crippling blow it war a great advance 
toward achievement of the purpose of the holy war.
He was continually lost -in admiration of the army's 
valour and loyalty and labors of Its soldiers. It 
was hardly necessary t :■ say that the holy war's aim 
was not merely annihilating the Chiarg regime, but 
also the establishment of a new regime friendly to 
both Japan and ilanchukuo sc they might hope to rebuild 
a new China. Furthermore, it consists In establishing 
a basis of peace in the Orient through a far-reaching 
plan between Japan, Manchukuo and China. Unless the 
construction of a new era was completed, it could not 
be said that the mission of the troops ha been com
pleted .

As long as this completion was not in sight, 
he thought they could not compensate for the suffer
ings of those who lost their lives in the war. To 
establish peace in the Crient there must be a strong 
national union between the three nations 'which was 
more than friendly cooperation. One might say this 
was the dawn of a new East Asia and its foundation*

To realize their ideal of being a stabilizing 
• force, they must, contrive to establish and expand arma- 

30692 ments and economic power. * Strong economic power was 
the underlying foundation of Powerful armaments. It 
had been keenly realized how greatly armaments depended 
on economic power, even in normal times. The expansion

a  «
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Page of economic Dower was the basis for stabilizing and im
proving national life and welfare. It was a matter of 
course that great emphasis in future policies should be 
on completion and development of the united economic 
power of the Jaoan-Manchukuo-China bloc and public 
opinion was in favor of this. They should devote 
national energies to longe-range economic construction 
and government and private enterprises would be oro-• moted and diligent people would be able to obtain em- 
30693 ployment and their life would be stabilized. * A sta
bilized life did not mean during the construction period, 
idleness and abundant materials, but it would be a frugal, 
though healthy, life in which one worked hard, got much 
and saved much and contributed to the expansion of ec o 
nomic power. A strong Japan would be established to 
secure peace and the welfare of future generations 
would be promoted.

The most important point and the objective 
of future endeavor was the development of economic 
power in the three countries. Since the founding of 
Manchukuo, she had been formulating great plans for 
finance, economics and the people's welfare, striving 
for their realization.

A  30694 * Japan also had exerted herself to assist
her with funds, materials and manpoY/er. That country 
was making rapid strides in the developmer.4' of 
resources, heavy industries, transportation and co m 
munication, and in the greatness of her progress 
was worthy of wonder. These schemes aimed at the 
united expansion of the national power of Japan and 
Manchukuo based on the inseparable oneness of both*

It would be a natural policy for Manchukuo 
to cooperate closely with the revived new China. In 
spite of the short existence of the temporary North 
China Government and the restored Central China 
Government, they were progressing in constructing a 
new China which would be friendly to Japan and M a n 
chukuo and oppose communism. * It would not be long 
before there v/ould be established a new regime uniting 
all China. The important trend of the new China was 
toward a united economic power by the three nations. 
Peace in the Orient was a great ideal that would con
tribute to world peace and which was important to the 
realization of national spirit. It meant a great deal
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Pa^e that on this occasion economists from the three nations 
would engage in a Round Table discussion on plans and 
policies for unifying economic cooperation. Influen
tial economists from Japan and China and Manchukuo had

30696 been invited for the conference. * KAYA believed that 
to attain this objective, much depended upon their 
assistance. He had requested their attendance to seek 
their understanding and hoped they would give full 
assistance.

30697 * The accused was asked if this speech was 
given on 7 November 193^ and he said he believed 
that was its general gist. He remembered a Round 
Table Conference at Hiroshima in late November 193^» 
at which he was present and made a speech.

Exhibit 3339- A, excerpt from "Reports on 
the Japan-Manchukuo-China Economic Round Table C o n 
ference" given 29 November 193^ at Hiroshima was the

30699 speech acknowledged by the accused. * In it he stated 
that the aim of the present incident was a war for 
construction and not destruction. Hitherto, China's 
condition had been like a cancer, and since surgical 
removal was necessary, Japan had been performing that 
role. After the operation had been completed, new 
flesh and new life would appear.

The temporary government of Noru China, 
the restoration government of Central China, the 
Federal Mongolian Commission, and the Peace Preser
vation Committees in Hankow and Canton had made 
their appearance and were moving toward unification. 
They were on the way toward construction of a new 
East Asia but its basis must be a strong unifica
tion and economists must proceed toward welding 
an economic area.

KAYA said he was one who believed that the 
foundation of the people's welfare, as well as

30700 cultural and national defense, * must be based in 
general upon economy. Therefore, the basis must be 
an economic one which would produce a union of Asia 
for the Asiatics. The fact that economic representa
tives from the three countries had been and were 
holding in various Parts of Japan and China economic 
Round Table Conferences was something history would
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cessful result St
Mr, Ting, who had come from Manchukuo, was 

extremely active in his nation’s founding, was presi
dent; of the Manchurian Electrical Company and was a 
promirent economist, hr. Chin, from the Mongolian 
border, who was secretary of Industry in the Federal 
Mongolian Commission, was an ardent patriot who had

307OI labored * in behalf of Mongolian independence. Mr. 
Chu of Central China, and Mr. Chang of North China, 
were both influential economists and he honed that 
the meeting would be a start toward the overseas 
expansion of Hiroshima Prefecture, especially toward 
the development of East Asia.

The accused was asked if those remarks were 
made at the meeting in Hiroshima late in November 193^9 
and he replied that he didn't recall that particular 
speech but he may have made it. Asked if after the 
Army had acquired certain mines and Industries, he, 
as president of the North China Development Company, 
operated these mines and industries? he stated they 
were not rtn charge of operations, by his statement 
in the affidavit that the Development Company had no 
rights over any industry except those in which it had 
a financial interest;, he did nut intend to claim that

307OP tv..• vw..,s«,-y * «:or.flr-«d operations to those mines and 
industries in whicn if. had only fin m e  1 a ■ .interest.«.

To companies to «'/hieb the Development Com
pany had -ivm financial heir» ct w*-.s a shareholder 
or had made a loan, they had certain rights of anprova» 
over certain matters which arose from the contracts 
they had with such companies, The actual operations 
of the companies to which aid was given were conducted 
by the companies themselves.

3O703 * The accused denied ra>ing in his interroga
tion of 26 March 1946 that he was president of the 
Development Company which operated the mines and in 
dustries and the basis for the industries were ac
quired by the army and that he went there to develop 
them. This was a garbled version. The Interrogator 
had asked him If there were industries in North China 
which the Army had taken over and he an3svered yes.
He never said the company operated industries, but
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development ar.d advance the interests of both Japan 
and China.

* The accused stated that he told TOJO that 
he did not oppose war after the arrival of the Hull 
note. He was present at the Imperial Conference of 
1 December 1941 and did not oppose war with the U.S.
* at that time. Asked if he had advance knowledge 
that hostilities were to ooen against the U.S. in 
December, he stated that since war had been decided 
on, he thought hostilities- would open sometime In 
December. Asked if in his interrogation, he said 
that he did not know the exact date for commencing 
hostilities, but believed it was the night before 
they commenced that he heard about it. He stated 
that the date was actually neither announced in the 
Cabinet nor Liaison Conferences. He heard the day 
before hostilities commenced, or the day before 
that, but not at a conference. He heard this either 
at the place where the Liaison Conference was held 
or at the Premier's official residence, but did not 
remember whether it was from TOJO, the Navy Minister, 
or the Chief Cabinet Secretary, but it was one of 
the three.

30706 * He didn't recall who else heard this.
The accused was asked if he did not state in his 
interrogatory that he believed he heard it from 
another member of the Cabinet officially but it 
might have been at the Premier's residence from 
TOJO, SHIMADA or HOSHINO. The accused stated that 
it was true he heard it from one of those three,
but he had never said as to whether this was official 
or unofficial.

30707 REDIRECT EXAMINATION
By Mr. Levin

The accused was asked the circumstances 
in which he made the speech of 26 October 1937 
(Exhibit 333P-A). He stated it was at a meeting of 
members of the Preparatory Commi ttee and it was a 
formal function. Since it was that kind of meeting, 
he stated what was generally known to be the govern
ment's policy and the general situation at the time.

30704

30705
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attended but he didn't believe it could be sc very 
large. He did not attend the Tokyo Conference of the 
Economic Committee.

The address at Hiroshima on 2 November 193^ 
(Exhibit 3339) was also made before the meeting of the 
Preparatory Committee m  Tokyo.

30708 * Those who attended were comparatively few
and he made a very informal speech on a personal basis.
The speech at Hiroshima on 29 November 193^ (Exhibit 
3339-A) was made in the same spirit.
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The accused Identified Exhibit 3340 as his 
affidavit and verified it*

30716 * The affidavit stated that the accused re
affirmed his plea of not guilty to the 54 counts
in which he was named. On 6 December 1945 he heard 
over the radio that he was to be arrested as an 
alleged war criminal and when he was apprehended ten 
days later, he voluntarily revealed that he had a 
diary for he had nothing to hide or fear and his 
life had been devoted to fighting for the militarists.
He voluntarily had the diary delivered and each entry

30717 * was written on the day of its entry with a few ex
ceptions. He strove to write it objectively and to 
keep an accurate and true account.

Out of 5920 entries from 1 January 1930 
to 9 December 1945» the Prosecution had submitted

30718 excerpts from only 123 days. * He was interrogated 
on thirty-five occasions but the Prosecution had rot 
introduced one word of these against him or any other 
accused.

30719 * He was born in 1889. His grandfather was 
one of the three founders of the new Japanese govern
ment, and his father was Grand Chamberlain. At Peers 
School and at college he became acquainted with KONOYE 
and Baron HARADA, who subsequently was secretary to 
Prince SAIONJI. His association and friendship with 
the two grew and they consulted frequently on political 
matters. In college and in his government work, he 
was primarily interested in political economy and 
social sciences. In 1917 he became a Marquis and a

30720 member of the House of Peers. * Upon graduation from 
the Imperial University he was assigned to the Agri
culture and Commerce Ministry. From 1916 to 1930» he 
was an administrative official with no political con
nections.

30721 * The second half of his career began when he 
was appointed Chief Secretary to the Lord Keeper of 
the Privy Seal in 1930. In this economic Dost, he had 
an opportunity to become acquainted with politics and
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the Department of the Imperial Household.

In the Spring of 1930, when he became Chief 
Secretary, the London Naval Treaty was concluded and 
it became obligatory for Japan to reduce her Navy, 
causing dissatisfaction in a section of the Navy so 
that the question of infringement on the High Command 

30722 by the Lord Keeper was raised. * Excitement ran high 
and it was no exaggeration to say that the big trans
formation which later overtook Japan was started at 
that time. Only two weeks after he became Chief Sec
retary. Premier Hamaguchi was assassinated by a Right
ist. A long series of incidents was in store, includ
ing the March, Manchurian and October Incidents in 
1931» the assassination of Finance Minister INOUYE, 
the May 15th Incident, and the February 26th Incident. 
MAKINO, the then Lord Keeper, was greatly troubled to 
cope with these situations and KIDO, too, did every
thing to counteract the militarists’ machinations 
under the guidance of the Oenro and the Lord Keeper 
in conjunction with KONOYE, HARADA and others.

* The March Incident in 1931 did not material
ize but still caused a big shock, serving as a signal 
for the Army to set its hand to a reformist movement 
as a driving Dower in the Dolitical field. It was a 
manifestation of defiance of the superior by the sub
ordinate and a deplorable tendency in the fighting 
services. He was tlDped off on the plot and got in 
touch with KONOYE, HARADA, INOUYE and others, and 
obtained information on it and reported it to the Lord 
Keeper. He did not know whether it was as a result of 
this report but he understood that the Emperor cau
tioned the Military Ministers to maintain strict 
discipline. One of the major duties of the Chief 
Secretary was to gather Information under the Lord 
Keeper's direction * from government, military, and 
other quarters, which tended to cause misunderstanding 
that both the Chief Secretary and Lord Keeper partici
pated in political and military matters, but in fact 
both were court officials with no power or responsi
bility for military affairs.

In November 1930, Premier HAMAGUCHI was shot 
and he became so ill that his Cabinet resigned on 13 
April 1931* As an example of one of the duties of the

30723

30724

)
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that the Emperor consulted the Lord Keeper on the 
matter and he advised the Emperor to send for the 
Genro.

30725 * The accused was always an ardent admirer 
and follower of SAIONJI, whose logical reasoning 
made a deep impression. The entry for 14 April 1931 
shows why he recommended Baron WAKATSUKI as the suc
ceeding Premier.

30726 * SAIONJI's reasons were that since political
30727 unrest began he had received information. * There 

seemed to be many who advocated a non-party cabinet, 
but he thought an interim cabinet would only confuse 
the situation. As to a Seiyu-Kai Cabinet, that party 
had not won the people's confidence and some of its 
administrative measures were not desirable. The 
resignation of a cabinet because of the Illness of

30728 HAMAGUCHI might encourage * assassination and would 
have unfavorable effects. Therefore, SAIONJI deemed 
it most advisable that the Emperor order the President 
of the Minseito, WAKATSUKI to form a new cabinet.

On 23 June 1941 HARADA told KIDO of a plot 
by military officers in Manchuria which was extremely 
regrettable to him as he was opposed to the army's 
operations in China and Manchuria. He relayed the 
information he received to the Lord Keeper.

30729 * As the Diary shows on 11 July 19311 he 
learned from HARADA that day that there was a report 
that the army would assume a resolute attitude toward 
making the budget, and if necessary would appeal to 
the throne. He was concerned about this as there 
might be a possible resignation en bloc of the cabinet.
On 10 September 1931, TANI told them that if the 
Chinese commenced trouble, Japan would have to defend 
herself as the Japanese position in Manchuria was be
coming dangerous. KIDO agreed with this in general as

30730 he was afraid the Japanese might be massacred. * On 
12 September 1931 he talked with HARADA and both were 
concerned about and opposed to the political penetra
tion of the army after the March Incident and were 
closely watching rumors of further army plotting in 
Manchuria. The first information he had of the March 
Incident was when he read about it in the newspaper
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Page the next day, on September 19, 1931» * His diary
30731 entry for that day showed that they listened to Chief 

Aide-de-Camp NARA's account of conditions. At 9*45 
the War Minister MTNAMI went to the Palace to report
to the Emperor. KIDO interviewed the Grand Chamberlain 
and communicated to the Lord Keeper, asking him to 
return to Tokyo.

30732 * He understood that Premier WAKATSUKI had 
called HARADA and in fear of the strong Army attitude, 
asked him if there was any means to keen the Army 
under control. KIDO expressed his views that it was 
discouraging to find the Premier making complaints and 
resorting to external aid without making any noticeable 
efforts himself. Unless the Cabinet assumed a resolute 
attitude, political power might go to the Army and a 
constitutional crisis was at hand. Pie was most indig
nant at WAKATSUKI's unreliable attitude.

SAIONJI, HARADA and the accused every
opportunity to localize the incident and curb military 
penetration in politics. SAIONJI did not want the 
Emperor to give Imperial sanction lightly to the advance 
of the Korean Army into Manchukuo. The Army was in
furiated over the government’s policy of non-expansion 
because the Fmoeror had aoproved this nolicy because 
of the efforts of his uersonal attendants. Fearing 
for SAICNJI's life, they decided it would be wise if 
he did not come to Tokyo. They were al] opoosed to 
the army and conditions were so critical they were 
apprehensive for the Emoeror's safety, but he was never 
advised of their opinion that it might be wise for him 
to say nothing more about the Manchurian affair. They 
thought it better for the Emneror to let the Cabinet 
pursue its policy on its own resnonsibility.

When HAYASHI of the War Deoartment spoke to 
the press and failed to exnlain how the Incident started;

30734 KIDO asked him to do so point blank, * and when he did 
not clarify the truth he deplored his attitude since 
the Japanese people were susnicious. That the military 
were trying to imoose its will on the government was 
shown when the Chief of the Army General Staff told 
the Premier that the government should not interfere 
with the Supreme Command's prerogative. KONOYE, SHIRA- 
TORI and KIDO had a discussion on 1 October 1931, 
expressing alarm at the possibility of an army c o u d  d' 
etat, and decided some measure should be taken to
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s  After the outbreak of the Manchurian Inci
dent, the army attitude became so tough that the prob- 

(  lem of national reform began to be discussed and there 
was report that even reform of the Imperial Household 
Department was discussed, KONOYE and KIDO went to 
Imperial Household Minister ICHIKI and asked him to be

30 735 more careful lest he fall into an army trap, * The 
Premier told the Lord Keeper that the army seemed to 
disagree with the government on solving the Incident 
through negotiations with Nanking and added that the 
government might come into a head-on conflict with 
the army, KIDO heard this from the Lord Keener at 
that time.

On 6 October 1931 he reDorted to MAKINO 
his deep apprehension of Army intrigues and told him 
some appropriate measures should be taken,

30736 * His diary entry of 6 October 1931 showed 
that he and KONOYE told MAKINO about the stiffening 
of the military clique, which they had told the 
Minister of the Imperial Household ICHIKI and wished 
him to take some appropriate measure.

* As Chief Secretary he always found it diffi
cult to get information from Army circles. Through 
Marquis INCUYE, Saburo, he met the accused SUZUKI

30 737 to obtain Army information * and cultivated his 
acquaintance solely for this purpose. The diary entry 
for 7 October 1931 shows he met SUZUKI, accompanied
by HARADA, and conveyed the information obtained to 
KONOYE which concerned a plot by younger officers to 
seize control in Japan (the October Incident), They 
deemed it imperative that SAIONJI come to Tokyo as 
it was the wish of the Lord Keeper that he do so.
The reports of a proposed coup d'etat of some mili
tarists became increasingly alarming and SAIONJI 
was again requested to come to Tokyo to try to pre
vent it.

30738 * As the diary entry for 12 October 1931 
shows, MAKINO asked HARADA to request SAIONJI to 
return quickly. HARADA was also asked by the Premier 
to convey to SAIONJI his wish that he return to Tokyo 
quickly. The Plot progressed rapidly and on 14 October 
1931» KIDO and some others heard more about it and they
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to meet such situations. In the meantime an Idea de
veloped among the militarists to establish a new 
regime in Manchuria.

30739 * When he heard this from HAYASHI, he thought
it was regrettable.

The diary entry for 17 October 1931 showed 
that the rumors became realities. HARADA called him 
by telephone and told of the arrest of several Genera] 
Staff officers. KIDO then called on Marquis INOUYE 
and heard that leading generals, including MINAMI, 
had a conference the night before which lasted until 
3 o'clock in the morning. A final decision was reached 
then and the accused HASHIMOTO, NEMOTO and ten others 
were arrested. They were planning to besiege and 
occupy the War Department and the General Staff Office 
and carry out the coup d'etat. They were going to 
assemble young officers at noon to give them dlrec- 

■,0 tives. Within their faction was an Imperial Guard
>''-,740 Regiment Commander and they were in a position * to

mobilize one or two companies. KIDO reported this 
to MAKINO.

At this time there was talk of establishing 
a Council of former Premiers to direct the Cabinet.
It was KIDO's opinion that this would interfere with 
constitutional government and he had always opposed 
outside interference with the Cabinet by the Imnerial 
Household Minister, the Lord Keeper, the General 
Staff, Senior Statesmen or anyone else.

His stand on constitutional government was 
shown by the diary entry for 19 October 1931 where he 
recorded an exchange of views with OKABE and SHIMOMURA, 
Hiroshi. SHIMOMURA entertained uneasiness over this 
purported Council and KIDO shared his views. It was 
considered incomoetency on the part of older states
men if they conferred together but merely ended up 
by recommending a continuation of the existing Cabinet. 
Any such conference must produce a clear cut result 
but this seemed to be difficult. The holding of such 
a conference should be preceded by deliberate consider
ation. Moreover, a responsible Cabinet system was 
already well established and why was there any need 
for a Council of former Premiers? SHIMOMURA agreed.
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30742 * When the question of punishing those involved 

in the October Incident arose, it was KIDO's opinion 
that the dignity of the law should be maintained and 
the Army should not relegate to oblivion these irregu
larities by making an investigation and punishment 
ambiguous as was its habit.

As the diary entry for 28 October 1931 
showed,OTSUKA told KIDO that no definite Army policy 
had been decided on in the case. MUTO and several 
division commanders insisted on due punishment*
KIDO's opposition to the Army's advance in North China 
and regret that the government had no fixed national 
policy was shown in the diary entry of 13 November
1931.

30743 At a meeting of the Juichikai Association * 
they agreed that deep concern rather than grief was 
caused by the country having no national measures 
relating to the "Northward Advance Continental Policy" 
of the military. It was regrettable that no concrete 
plan could be found. All KIDO's efforts to localize 
the incident proved fruitless and it expanded and the 
Cabinet's policy of localization was virtually ignored.
The questions of Cabinet reconstruction and a coalition 
cabinet were raised. On 17 November 1931 Finance Minis
ter INOUE stated that a coalition cabinet .fould not be 
strong enough to control the military and if unchecked, 
the country might come to ruin. KIDO agreed and advo-

, cated a strong national government policy to combat
the military.

30744 * The diary entry for 17 November 1931 showed 
that at a meeting at KONOYE's house they considered 
that a coalition cabinet's greatest obstacle was not 
the foreign but the financial policy, especially the 
problem of the gold embargo.

At a meeting with KONOYE, HARADA, ITO,
Bunkichl, Finance Minister INOUYE .and the accused,
INOUYE stated that neither the so-called national 
cabinet nor a coalition cabinet would be strong 
enough to control the military.

30745 * Although the present cabinet lacked strength, 
it was doing the best it could in restricting the
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was not well snoken of by the military. A more nower- 
ful cabinet war» not to be conceived of at present. If 
a cabinet strong enough to control the military could' 
be organized it would be most desirable, however, and 
they should all support it. KIDO agreed and stated 
that the cause which had given rise to the tense situa
tion was that the military had a national nolicy while 
outside military circles there was no firmly established

30746 policy. * Therefore, he believed it necessary to estab
lish a national nolicy with the Cabinet its chief 
author. Seeing the real condition of the Manchurian 
Array, he would like to suggest that under the present 
circumstances in which staff officers, such as ITAGAKI 
and ISHIHARA, were exercising full powers anâ carrying 
out the maneuvers worked out by them, it was advisable 
to send a Foreign Office official, say SHIRATORI, to 
negotiate with them to come to a mutual understanding.

INOUYE agreed with KIDO but HARADA suggested 
a council In the Imnerial Presence to establish a 

• definite principle. KTDO, however, objected, saying 
that the situation was such that the military had a 
national policy but outside there was none, and the

30747 hasty holding cf an Imperial Council * without suffi
cient preparations would only lead to serious results.

He insisted that a prudent investigation be 
made. INOUYE stated that the result of the discussion 
by the League of Nations Council could not easily be 
inferred at present but if the Army advanced to Tsltsi- 
har, Japan would be disabled to hold her seat in the 
League of Nations army account. It would bring about 
a situation where Japan would have to withdraw.

INCUYE said that the opinions offered on 
that occasion had impressed him that if the military, 
disregarding the government's policy, should occupy 
Tsitsihar, the cabinet would eventually have to sur
render itself up.

On 11 December 1931 the WAKATSUKI Cabinet 
resigned en block.

30748 * The diary entry for 12 December 1931 showed 
that the press reported that INUKAI, Tsuyoshi was 
expected to be given a mandate to form a new cabinet.
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30749

KIDO talked with HARADA and round out that SAIONJI 
talked with the herd Keeper, the Minister of the Im
perial Household, and the Grand Chamberlain about the 
measures to bo taken An the present ciriergency. HARADA 
had already told KIDO t.n.at SAIONJI ran determined to 
let IMUKAI form, a new cabinet. However, the Lord 
Keeper's opinion was that a cabinet supperted by the 
whole nation * was to bn desired* It was reported 
that SAIONJI told TNUKAJ that adequate measures must 
be taken to keen the Army under complete control and 
great prudence was needed in financial and domestic 
affairs. The formation of the Cabinet, must be on the 
broadest possible basis. INUKAl agreed and stated he 
could not approve cf cooperation with such as KUHARA 
and ADACHI but was determined to purify political 
circles.

Grand Chamberlain DVZL’KJ visited SAIONJI, 
who told him that, [KHKAT would be the best qualified 
as Premier, and the Grand Chamberlain reported this

30750 to the Emperor.. * IKUKAI then received an Emu €? rial 
audience and received the mandate to form a new cab
inet. KIDO agreed with SAIONJI's advice to be cautious 
of the actions of schemers who were opposed to arma
ment reduction and to use care 1n the selection of
a Vice-Chief of the General Staff.

As the diary entry for 16 December 1931 
shows, concerning the appointment of Prince KAN-IN 
as Chief of the General Staff, SAIONJI said he would 
say nothing about KAN-1.:’s acceptance as there was 
nothing objectionable in the matter itself but he 
did want to direct his attention to the points that

30751 there should be perfect understanding * between the 
Emperor and the Prince; KAN-IN shouid be especially 
cautious in dealing with the Armaments Reduction 
Conference; mid should use great prudence in select
ing a Vice-Chief of the General Staff.

KIDO reported this to MAKING and cbtalned 
his consent.

After having been saddled with the Man
churian Incident early 1n 1932, the government was 
faced w'tn further army Intrigues in establishing 
some form of government in Manchuria. KIDO opposed 
the establishment of a state controlled by the
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new state, KIDO expressed astonishment at the plan.
30752 * Regarding his stand on constitutional govern

ment, he referred to the ftakur•• -■ :» Gate Incident on ft 
January 1932, in which a bomb was thrown at the Imperial 
cortege. This was an isolated incident and KIDO favored 
no reprimand by the Emperor to the officials responsible 
as there was constitutional machinery to handle such 
matters.

30753 * This opinion was likewise held by Lord Keeper 
MAKINO and they both felt it would not be proper for 
the Emperor to make a strong statement which might 
influence the agency concerned in reaching a verdict. 
There was no way but to wait for the decision of the 
Disciplinary Committee.

30754 * The Emperor, SHIGEMTTSU and the accused, 
among others, were always solicitors for the mainten
ance and promotion of friendly relations with China.
As shown by the diary entry of 2.1 January 1932, 
SHIGEMITSU, the Minister to China, delivered a 
lecture in the Kiineror's presence on the China 
situation which KIDO also heard. The Emperor
later asked SHTGEMITSU if it were possible to hope 
for intimate friendship with China. SHIGEMITSD 
answered that as long as the Manchurian problem 
existed, he felt it was difficult to enjoy good 
friendship.

When KIDO met the Lord Keeper on that day, 
he got information about the coup d ’etat planned by 
some Army officers and MAKINO told him he had been 
asked by the British Arbassador about the truth of 
the rumor that, a coup d ’etat was being planned by 
some Army officers, including IRAKI. MAKTNO told

30755 KIDC that SHIGF.TO * and other officers ’who were 
transferred to remote Places after the October 
Incident, were attempting to accomplish the Plan 
with 0KA7/A, Shumel, KITA, Ikkt, SHIKONAKA, MIKAWA 
and others. The Plot would be carried out about 10 
February with the aid of AKAMATSU and his followers 
of the Codai Democrat Party,

The diary entry of 2ft January 1932 (Exhibit 
2251) was his resume of MINAMI’s lecture delivered
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question. The lecture was not FIDO's idea and he was 
opposed to a state controlled by the military.

30756 * When he listened to MINAMI's lecture, lie 
thought he could understand to some extent the whole 
aspect of Army intentions and he wrote it for future 
reference. Contrary to the prosecution's contention, 
he never thought it advisable to unify Japanese 
organs in Manchuria and Mongolia under one Japanese 
organ under a Governor-General.

In February 1932, the Shanghai Incident 
started. If it spread, there was a fear that a 
full-dress war might be unleashed. In view of 
Shanghai's international nature, SAIONJI and the 
Lord Keeper felt deep concern, especially so about 
the reported despatch of troops.

30757 ** In the diary entry of 4 February 1932,
HARADA told KONOYE and KIDO that Finance Minister 
TAKAHASHI was deeply anxious about the Army's 
actions and suggested that if possible the Emperor 
admonish the Army. KIDO reported this to the Lord 
Keeper, who said it was for the Premier to decide 
whether it be submitted to the throne. In the

30758 diary entry for 5 October 1932, * HARADA told KIDO 
that being very anxious about international rela
tions, INUKAI determined first to warn the Vice- 
Chief of the General Staff, MASAKI, War Minister,
ARAKI. and the Navy Minister about the general 
situation, and after talking to the Chief of the 
General Staff, Prince KAN-IN and Chief of the Naval 
General Staff, Prince FUSHIMI, to have an interview 
with the Emperor. TAKAHASHI was strongly ooposed 
to sending troops to Shanghai, believing this would 
give rise to ill feeling on the part of foreign 
powers and there would be a decline in Japan's

30759 credit abroad. * It was becoming impossible to 
raise funds abroad and war funds would not hold out 
three months more.

Regarding FIDO's attitude toward UGAKI, 
to refute the Prosecution's contention that he did 
not hold UGAKI in high esteem, the diary entry for 
8 February 1932 showed that INUKAI, Ken told KIDO 
that Governor General of Chosen, UGAKI, had tendered
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Governor General reached an agreement and the Premier 
desired UGAKI to stay, the Premier »right reoort. to the 
throne the Cabinet intention to have ÙGAKI remain and 
apnly for Imperial approval.

30760 * Later, MAKINO told KIDO that he had told the 
Premier that if he wanted UGAKI to stay, he might when 
he reported UGAKI's resignation to the throne state tha 
the Cabinet wanted to keep him in office. The entry 
also showed that after a lecture by MATSUOKA, the 
Emperor asked MATSUOKA about the possibility of close 
friendship with China# MATSUOKA reDlied that accord
ing to the principle of biology, it was difficult for 
close races to come into friendly relationship with 
each other and therefore friendshio would be difficult..

30761 * The question of the Lord Keener's resnonsi- 
bilities was much discussed. In order to obtain 
reliable information, the accused consulted Dr*
SHIMIZU Cho, an authority on the constitution. His 
conclusion was that from the point of view of the 
constitution, the Lord Keeper was not held responsible 
to give counsel to the Emneror. There was no person 
resoonsible to the Throne exceot the State Ministers 
so far as State affairs were concerned.

Another legal problem was the establishment 
of a new state in Manchuria. MAKINO, HAR/.UA and KIDO 
had always opposed the Army's actions 1n Manchuria so 
they consulted Dr. TACHI Sakutaro, the highest auth
ority on international law.

30762 * TACHI's opinion was that from the standpoint 
of international law, open intervention on the part of 
Japan could not but be regarded as violating Article 1 
of the Nine-Power-Treaty. BATEY, of the Foreign Minis
try, had a stronger opinion that a state founded under 
pressure could not be an independent country. TACHI 
did not go so far, but said that conditions seemed to 
have gone beyond a question of law. The Emperor,
MAKINO and KIDO v/ere solicitous for localization of 
the Shanghai Incident and the Emneror not only dis
liked General MAZAKI's strategy, but feared that Jaoar 
would be attached by the League.
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30763 * The Emperor seemed to have felt as if the

Foreign Minister had given up hope of solving the prob
lem. The lord Keeper told the Emperor that, perhaps 
YOSHIZAWA meant they could but wait and see what the 
Chinese would do and if YOSHIZAWA had given such an 
impression it was because his words were insufficient. 
When Chief of the General Staff I^ASAKI told the Em
peror that if Chiang Kai-shek's army should support 
the l^th Route Army, they might have to reinforce 
their troons, in which case war with China would be 
unavoidable. The Emneror asked MASAKI if there were 
any means to prevent the expansion of trouble. KIDO 
sympathized with the Emperor in his anxiety*
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3 0 , 7 6 4  * The diary entry for 21 February 1 9 .3 2 showed that kAKINO

told KIDO that if more reinforcements were sent to China, there 
would be a growing possibility of a war. In that case, it miyht be 
necessary for the Genro and Senior Statesmen to have a conféré:, o 
or open a Pîrivy Council session to deliberate on the Emperor's ip 
quiry. To confer with the Genro beforehand, MARINO went to him on 
the 20th in conformance to an Imperial order. When Premier IHUK/.I 
had an Imperial audience, the Emperor asked whether more reinfoice
ments would be sent. INUKAI answered decisively that the Cabinet

3 0 7 6 5  would not send more troops, * and the Emperor seemed relieved.
The Imperial Household Minister and the Grand Chamberlain told 
KIDO that Shanghai's operations might require a sudden dispatch of 
troops, in which case there would be no time to confer with the 
Genro and he should be consulted beforehand. Therefore, KIDO ar-

3 0 7 6 6 ranged for sucn a visit. * When SAIONJI asked KGNOYE for advice 
about his retirement he was indignant over the Army's attitude.
KIDO advised KQN0ÏE that SAIONJI should not retire but work fi

3 0 7 6 7  a political reform, * Prince SAIONJI told KIDO that the recent 
political tendency was contrary to what he had expected and in 
case of political change he could not recommend a soldier as 
Premier. If he did 119t make a careful considered resolution he 
would disgrace himself, so he wanted to surrender his peerage.

3 0 7 6 6  * KIDO thought that SAIONJI was going into politics after sur
rendering the peerage and privilege of Genro, it was another met« 
ter, but in that case it would be impossible, perhaps, for him to 
reconstruct the political world. KIDO believed it better for hun 
to remain in hi3 present position and told this to K0N0YE.
KONOYE's interview with War Minister ARAKI revealed "direct 
Imperial Rule" was different from what the words literally meant, 
but similar to what they were thinking of. According to K0N0YE, 
AFAK1 said that as regards the Shanghai Incident, diplomats cou:d 
not catch up with military operations and, to his regret, the 
Army was looked upon with suspicion. ARAKI also said that re

3 0 7 6 9 cently the Army had found that MORI was utilizing it, * MAN»
CHUKUO was established in March 1932 with PU YI as Regent. KILO 
was Chief Secretary for about one year prior to the commeacemeut 
of the Manchurian Incident, and continued as such for four yt;u 
after the new State was created, and nad no connection with oiv, 
plans in support of it. He was in no position to do so, nor u 
issue any orders aiding or abetting it. He and others close l 
tbs throne strove to localize the Incident, and he never col
laborated or conspired to bring it about or encourage its 
continuance.

The prosecution had contended that while he was origins1iy 
an anti-militarist, he was not against the Manchurian aggression

3 0 7 7 0  on principle, * However, he was against the Manchurian affair 
in principle and practice, Cn 9 March 1932 he discovered the
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truth of the March and October incidents of I9 3I from Colonel 
NAGATA, Tetsuzan. The facts confirmed his fears that the A m y  
was planning a coup d' etat to seize political power. In the 
diary entry for 9 March 1932, NAGATA told a group gathered at 
KIDO's house that regarding the March incident, there were auf-

3 0 7 7 1  ficient reasons that the military * should begin to be interested 
with political matters as well as military affairs. The most im
portant were that following the disarmament problem, militarists 
were falling into disfavor with the world} the question of the so- 
called right of the supreme command raised at the London Con
ference; the question of the reduction of salaries; and maladmin
istration of personnel affairs in the Army. The March incident's 
outline was that to bring about a political change An the Diet 
while in session, they were at the same time to presume to peti
tion the Emperor to form a nonparty cabinet of their own choice, 
the leading figures OKAWA's partisans. QKAWA stated thatpresent 
affairs could not be surmounted. NAGATA said he told QKAWA that 
if the plot was attempted he could not expect active Army support, 
but rather wish the Army to adopt a different attitude, QKAWA

3 0 7 7 2  requested him to supply the necessary bombs. * QKAWA and his 
associates pretended that War Minister UGAKI agreed with the pro
posal. In certain Army quarters they participated in the plan be
cause the War Minister had approved it, but in other Army quarters 
there wa3 argument that the Army should not try to carry out 
political reform with outsiders. Thereupon, they reconsidered 
the plan and it was frustrated.

Regarding the October incident, certain members of the 
A m y  General Staff who were indignant at the failures of their 
seniors began to plot to execute the plan with the Army alone.
They planned by penetration to interfere with the regular func
tioning of the Army by suppressing its governing body by force.
At the same time they would occupy Metropolitan Police Head-

30773 quarters, * and by arrangement with court circles submit their 
plot to Imperial hearing to expedite the formation of their own 
cabinet. As the program progressed, some involved began to doubt 
its wisdom and the plot was betrayed by them before it was put in 
practice.. As a result of punishments, most admitted they had been 
in error and reconsidered their positions. Although they should 
have been charged according to the military penal code, their 
motives and mentality were considered, and also the prestige of 
the Army, and their cases were disposed of administratively.Those who seem to hold such opinion might be limited to the ac
cused, HASHIMOTO, SATO, and CHO. In recent Axmy opinion they 
could be classified into those who had connection with OKAWA's 
faction; those indoctrinated with the ideas of KlTA, Ikki, and 
NISHIDA, Zoi; and those indignant on the question of the right

3 0 7 7 4  °f the Supreme Command. * From these different viewpoints are 
some who are trying to cooperate with outside bodies, while some
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ÜSSê ûre ploî t - , ■ .  < : . ir Jitter arv --Re majority*
but tftC’ir afsl tfî'/ , ’ ■•.- ! v * :r.y. p«;»ty ivus U<?ep "O o • ed,
On 2? li-iTTh 1 9 3 2 KiPO .. ,“aticr with KAKADA, who , 1d him
it was ôAI* . ! ’? i'ü-em ■ t. • XONOYE take over the Gove« « 
ment at the prop* • ; .mo u-i * :#r.. od JJJu to assume an important

3 0 7 7 5  position-close tv- the *;uv v„ - r-.o pier cf having KONOYE forma 
cabinet wouid be 'ial . tiY- tvn , -ccr-iing t the Genro, but he chose 
rather to muir.e him president o.t ‘.ue Hotjse of Peers at ta© time and 
appoint hie. Lord Ko* rer one or y wo -/»-are later. Fur their, Genro * s 
idea was to mnk?- KTPQ G road Cb aV-er;. v; n :i the future to make the

3 0 7 7 6  Emporor1 s position secure witr» re-1 advisors, * The day after
the May if> incident..- KIDO :d VAXINC never to meekly ac
quiesce in the Army 3 outrug» >.•; , „ o- t he should form a
succeeding cabinet based or; :»o? f •..•»c;-;. y at ties, after consultation 
with the Presidents of t;u ryufcai und fiinsoito Parties, This 
counsel was given to t o; i a m i ty government in. the face of stout 
opposition voiced by «y»; or ■;/*-.-iore: OBATA.» I t  required considerable

5 0 7 7 7  fortitude on XIDO a port ;o --^fev such advice, * On l6 ifey 1 9 3 2

Marquis INOUE told him of the utii.- i o o f the military circles to
ward the incident and ’hat seettted to have caused no appreciable 
excitement an the Atuy; f.» i.uv view firm resolution was necessary 
and full, consideration ahe; id had to tne 1 0 mat ion of a new
cabinet. He now tho.gr-1 'h .  ̂ ; r you J d not be pleased if
some polit-icaj. party more iy i - r .-u’. ; o •-•onniitutional normalcy
was ordered to f era? a succeed > • y uahinet, The cabinet- held a 
meeting and decided to resigr Y Premier TAKAHASHI tend-

30779 ered the resignations and ■.-«• y scan for SAIONJI. * Major 
General OBATA* a view.. uccor-,;.. . .0 KONOYE, was tiiav the present 
incident «as re.lated s : •> her effau , After the October 
affair the Ax-ay was a*.-.-r t•» establishing . ntroi within itself 
and had, to a greet .;c*grae. succeeded, Aray officers of major
0 1 below had btoa acting wUh naval officers, who had at last be
come out of touch with oircl&r., So the naval officers at
last brought abou-r . v-aual efia.it. The younger military officers 
were originally of the same mini and followed simply toward those 
who participa led in tu/* affair, :h - irtn?. the affair might prove 
fruitless,, sow- asicod for an *n< <.v with ARAKT and others cal-

3 0 7 8 0 led on OBATA, * Tne-v soemed to m  o -uig to take this oppor
tunity to attain the->r o b y . c t . v : I; a party cabinet was formed 
again, the d ’scat :* i actjon o: the military would be such that 
even ARAK.T would find it d ufi .vit to control the military. They 
seemed to d e v « - ; .  <» : ruiNYMA cabinet. But according to 
OBATA, he had dio -uadud w -  fr-mi at n e tïr,g C.> a HIRANUMA cabinet. 
KIDO’s 3unsaary of nua*iur:u? ' 0 cqi. wi»i-. the vir-uition submitted to 
Lord Keeper TviKiNC s toi of i- t v.op.ird.invy the national founda
tion by direct action aho • ;i be avoxded and the people should be 
warned against being indue.-î to side with it. They should not act
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oontrary to the constitution* Effort should he made to form a cabinet based upon dlreot unity by urging the political parties to
30781 rouse themselves, * A man of character such as 3AIT0 should beseleoted to head the cabinet. Future national policy should be set out in an imperial rescript, which would be a new Interpretation of the constitution and the Five Article Oath. While admonishing the military, stress should also be put on rameding political corruption. To carry out these measures, ÔA3T0 should be asked to come to Tokyo to have oonfidental talks with War Minister ARAKI and Navy Minister 03UMI on general policy to obtain a full understanding.After that MAK2N0 should interview the presidents of the Selyukai and Minseito parties and persuade them to action. MAKINO supported these measures.
30782. The sentences introduced as exhibit 2252 * tend to createthe impression that KIDO's thoughts were set forth there, but he had only reoorded information reoeived from SUZUKI, Teiichi, NAGATA, and others as to army intentions and the young officers' part in the May 13 incident. KIDO interviewed KQNOYE and them for information to be offered to MAKINO. In the. diary entry of 17 May 1932, SUZUKI said the inoident had been brought about by the same faotion as the October affair. In March, when officers of the rank of Captain, who were in the October affair, met with the Naval officers
30783 in the present incident, * the latter urged decisive aotion, tut the army officers refused and they parted without agreement, ARAKI seemed to intend to strengthen unity within the army force and, then after extradordinary Diet session, recommend means to bring a bout national unity. But before he realized this, the incident happened. As the younger military supported the cause, they should make efforts lest the actions of the participants oome to nothing. SUZUKI added that if a party cabinet was again formed, the present incident would be repeated, so some remedy must be devised. A whole nation cabinet might be suggested. War Vice Minister K0IS0 favored a HIRANUMA cabinet. SUZUKI thought that the declaration for safe, guarding of political parties gave a direct incitement to the incident for some of the young military were extremely enraged at it.
30784 • NAGATA told HARADA, K0N0YE, and KIDO that he held a most moderate army opinion, but his opinion differed little from SUZUKI's. He said the military were against party government. If a single party cabinet was adopted, perhaps none would take up the portfolio of war and the attempt would prove abortive. It was obvious that NAGATA had an aversion to political parties, for he asked if it was difficult for a party member who joined the cabinet to have his name struck off the party register. According to KQNOYE, MORI, Kaku had an interview with WAKAT3UKI, and two other Minseito party leaders to disouss a succeeding cabinet. It seemed that it was
30785 unlikely that a coalition cabinet would be recognized. * ICRI submitted a condition to President SUZUKI, Kisaburo, of the Seiyukai
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party that a powerful cabinet with a vigorous foreign policy be formed. If it was not accepted, he would not enter the cabinet. OBATA told MORI that military circles were criticizing, although OBATA and ARAKI had always screened MORI, but if MORI joined a new cabinet his political life would end. Therefore. MORI seemed resolved not to join a SUZUKI cabinet based on existing political parties. MORI interviewed ARAKI and on 21 May 1932 KIDO received information about public opinion and the political situation.
30786 • Director of the Bailee Bureau MORIOKA said that reports from prefeotural governors in connection with the recent affair showed it had no considerable effect on financial circles. The cry against military tyranny was heard everywhere. Opinion in favorof a party oabinet was quite dominant, and if a new cabinet was not based on political parties, it would give rise to a constitution safeguarding movement. If a riot broke out in the city, the new cabinet would have to enforce martial law and it would be extremely difficult in submitting plans for a new cabinet to the Throne,It was necessary to obtain beforehand a full understanding of the political parties.
30787 * An Imperial rescript might be suggested as a last shift. According to HARADA, the Emperor told Elder Statesmen that he desired that S3QÇNJX select a person as premier who had no fasoist leanings, and about whose character there had been no unsavoury rumour, and who was moderate and not militaristic. Although SAXONJI used to recommend a succeeding premier to the Throne, as he advanced in age he desired Lord Keeper MAKINO to seek the views, not only of the Genro, but also the Senior Statesmen. Subsequent conferences of the statesmen were held and thereafter the Lord Keeper attached great importance to their views.

In the diary entry of 26 August 1932 MAKINO told KIDO
30788 that SAIONJI wished that in the future * the Emperor consult not only the Genro and the Senior Statesmen, and after deliberation the Lord Keeper should submit an answer to the Emperor. This refuted the prosecution's contention that when he became Lord Keeper, eight years later, KIDO developed a new funotion of advising the Emperor on every new premier. When KIDO visited SAIONJI on 27 August 1932, SAIONJI spoke of this idea and also approved KIDO's opposition to making the office of the Lord Keeper another Privy .Council with the Lord Keeper going deep into30789, politics. * SAIONJI said also that he didn't approve of a conference in the Emperor's presence, it would-be a good idea when a cabinet resided to make a senior statesman conference deliberate and submit an answer to the Emperor. On the question of creating advisors in the Lord Keeper's office, KIDO said he was against it if it resulted in providing another organ similar to
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30790. the Privy Council, to which 3AI0NJI agreed. * The diary extras* of l6 September 1932 disclosed that at the request of MAKXNO, KIDO pi pared a draft of procedure to be used in connection with a Senior Statesmen Conference called at the time of cabinet changes. This provided that the Presidents of the House of Peers and Houseof Representatives should be included among the statesmen to make it more democratic, but the Imperial Household Minister objected and it was
30791 stricken. * When KIDO heard SAIONJI's opinions, as related by HARADA on 18 October 1932, he resolved more firmly than ever against militarism and in favor of cooperating with the United States and Britain.
30792 • In the diary entry for 15 December 1932, SAIONJI said he wished to see the Genro system abolished and asked KIDO to explain the draft of the Senior Statesmen's conference. KIDO explained that we could devise no system-apart from the Genro and that it was impossible to abolish the Genro system while SAIONJI lived. SAIONJI asked KIDO's opinion on the system of letting the Lord Keeper alone recommend a premier, and KIDO answered that the position of Lord Keeper would then be so important it was feared
30793 his position would be unsteady. * KIDO explained that in the Senior Statesmen's conference, the speakers of both houses, Marshalls, and Fleet Admirals were not included as a rule, but might be included by a conditional clause. KIDO told SAIONJI that he was especially needed at the post.

As to Prince KONOYE, SAIONJI said thrt if he became Household Minister, he would find himself in a plight because he had a weakness to decline requests which might be made by the many acquaintances he had in all quarters. SAIONJI thought it would be better for KONOYE to become speaker of the House of Peers. As an example of another duty of the Lord Keeper, that of advising the Emperor on foreign affairs, the.diary entry of 8 March 1933 showed
30794 * that the Foreign Minister reported to the Throne that the government intended to petition for an Imperial rescript simultaneous with an announcement of withdrawals from the League.After the Minister withdrew, the Emperor instructed Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs through the Grand Chamberlain that the rescript should include that it was very regretable that Japan had been forced to withdraw from the League and that even though she withdrew she would continue to cooperate with other powers,
3 0 7 9 5  * KIDO delivered to the Foreign Minister the Imperial intention and asked him to deliver.it to the Premier, and read and reported this to the Lord Keeper. Regarding the Lord Keeper's interview with the Emperor about Japan's withdrawal from the League,
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MAKING said that the Emperor asked regarding arrangements t*. resign 
from the League and whether it would still be necessary to with^aw 
now that the situation bad improved after the settlement of the 
Jehol problem. The Lord Keeper told the Emperor that while his words 
were reasonable and Plenipotentiary was already active in accox'dance 
with the government's previous decision to withdraw, and that the 
government had taken a firm stand, and if that should now change their 
attitude, foreign countries would have the impression they were vacil
lating, while internally the people would become utterly confused.

3 0 7 9 6  Therefore, the Lord Keeper, MARINO, advised the Emperor * that there 
was nothing to do but let the government carry out its decision.
In serving under MARINO, KIDO became steeped in the duties of his 
office, ana on 2 4  March l933o a3 shown by the diary, MARINO told 
him that regarding the Imperial rescript, the Emperor said enough 
results had sire ady been gained as feu: a3 advancing military vir
tues, but they should now show encouragement concerning civilian 
virtues also. The Lord Keeper, MAKINO, then stowed the Emperor the 
draft of the rescript from the cabinet and said that he thought 
the phrase "Military and civilian officers must be true to their 
duties, etco,"in the rescript revealed the Imperial wish. The Em
peror then accepted the draft and warned MAKINO not te change the 
above phrase,

^*^9? ■» Exhibit 2253 shows the opinion of SUZUKI, Teiichi,
about Russia. When General HI3HIKARI became Kwantung Anqy Command
er and concurrently Ambassador to Maachukuo, the Emperor stressed 
two pointsj (1) To respect tne principle of equal opportunity, and 
(2) To maintain friendly relatioaships with neighboring countries.
On 24 August 1933- KIDO was appointed to the position of President 
of the Bureau of Peerage to serve current with his position a3  

•98 Chiea Secretary. * Although the prosecution apparently attaches 
great importance to hia receiving a decora tier, on 28 April 1934 
in connection with the Manchurian Incident, over 3 0O0OOO persons 
received the same decoration, lie only received it because he was 
a member of the House of Peers and not because he was Chief S e c r e 
t a r y , and he had never received a decoration from a foreign 
government.

HARADA and KIDO that cabinet ministers 3houid represent their views 
of general current problems to the Throne more freely rather than 
formally, and he advised Premier OKADA in the some way. When OKADA 
asked SAIONJI's view as to whether the Grand Chamberlain should 
attend on the Emperor vrun cabinet ministers were received in aud-
 ̂am  am  '.’ AT /AWT TT r« j  a ■ « ft U rt 1 4 4*«f «i«/v , 1 #5 .«% ̂ 1# n «a »ta fi/1. M ̂  a

* As tne diary entry of 9 August 1934 shows, SAIONJI told
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reflected aince ne had attained maturity. It was a shame that instead of 
leaning heavily 0 1 Greater Asia Principle, like they did, they did -ot
settle world questions in concert with Great Britain and the United States,

On 3 0 May 1935 K1D0 ivas shocked to read an the newspaper that 
Japanese forces in North China had made an important proposal to the 
Chinese a u t h o r i t T h e r e f o r e  KIDO inquired about this to Vice Minister 
of foreign Affairs StilGELfPfSU, fortunately this incident did not become 
serious due to the efforts of Coaaander UMEZU.* 3AI0NJI knew that KIDO was 
opposed to the militarists and that he agreed with the Emperor's policy 
of peaceful relations with other nations« When there was talk of MAKINO's 
resignation as Lord Keeper, 0AIONJI declared his preference to have KIDO 
accept the position* but KIDO's opinicu was KONCYE would be a better 
choice.

After the discharge of MA2AKI as Inspector-General of Military 
Education* and the assassination of Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau 
NAGATA in August 1935« sectionalism became recrudescent in army circles,
* and there was a tendency for subordinates to defy their superiors. KIDO 
kept a vigilant watch on this and gathered information for the Lord Keeper.

On 3 0 September 1935» KIDO visited the Lord Keeper and MAKINO 
told him that the Emperor warned the War Minister to deal with the younger 
men more finaiy, even at the sacrifice of the War Minister himself.. The 
Emperor a3ked Prince KONOYE to help the War Minister on this matter.
• The Lord Keeper was answerable on?y to the Emperor, and if the Lord 
Keeper's viere dad not coincide with the Emperor's, the Emperor would ask 
for his resignation. This was shown by the diary ent.y of 17 December 
I9 3 5 * where it appeared that the Emperor wished MAKINO to remain as Lord 
Keeper. Bit if this was not possible, SAITG be appointed hi3 successor. 
On 26 December 1935« MAKINO resigned and Viscount SAITO was appointed hi3 
successor, with KIDO continuing as his Chief Secretary.

* Notwithstanding the Ewperoi*'s admonition to the War Minister 
on 3D September 1935 control the younger militarists, the 2 6 February 
1 9 3  6 incident broke out. It was true the incident broke out suddenly 
but an ugly atmosphere hod been discerned long before. Even now he could 
not understand why the military failed to take advance precautions.

* As the diary extract for 26 February 1 9 3 6  shows, KIDO was 
awakened at 5<20 a.m. and told that the l»rd Keeper's residence was being 
attacked and both he and his wife seemed.to be fallen victims. KIDO 
telephoned the Police Cornai3 3 loner but could not ascertain what arrange
ments had been mode by the police force. KIDO notified KONOYE and 
HARADA. When he went to ai? office KIDO was told that the Grand Cham
berlain, Premier OKADA, and Finance Minister * TAXAHA2HI had also been 
attacked, 'Ahen the War Minister was received by the Emperor, the
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Emperor said that whatever their excuses were, he was displeased with id s 
incident and it had brought disgrace on their national character. War 
councillors appeared in the court, but none of the cabinet ministers were 
there, and unless a center administrative organ wa3 established, remedial 
measures would not be worked out, XIDO therefore consulted Vice Grand 
Chamberlain HIRCHATA, and under the directive of the Minister of the Im
perial Household, contacted the Minister of Overseas Affairs KODAMA ask
ing that tne cabinet members proceed to the Palace, Because Lord Keeper 
MAKINO had been killed, they decided also to ask the President of the 

30805 Privy Council to come. But the President was to stay • in the Lord
Keeper's room until the cabinet formation was completed. One opinion 
among the War Councillors was that the rebels should .be disbanded by an 
Imperial Decreet but others insisted on the enforcement of martial law.

About 5*00 poro0 KODAMA gave KIDO a message that they wanted 
the Emperor to appoint a Premier ad interim. But the Imperial House
hold Minister replied to KODAMA that the Premier's residence was sur
rounded by insurgents and they did not know whether he was killed or 
not, therefore, there was not time for such recommendation. It was 
understood that junior officers of the War Department and General Staff 
agreed tc a provisional cabinet and made a proposal to that effect,
Thi3 cabinet, it seems, would have a strong fascist tendency, and this 
same idea was shared by the insurgents. The War Minister demanded en- 

30809, forcement of martial law. * But if the anoy could not take responsi
bility, there might be no other way. Although Horae Minister GOTO was 
against this pzoposal, he yielded at last. President of the Privy 
Council ICHIKI expressed a wish to resign because he was originally 
responsible for the incident. The Emperor did not approve of fonda
tion of a p'ovisional cabinet. The Emperor is said to have confided 
his idea to Chief Aide-de-Camp H0NJ0, using words which implied the 
army wanted* to "suffocate him by using floss silk for strangling,"

At 9s 00 p.m,, GOTO become Premier ad interim and the resig
nations of the cabinet members were tendered. The Emperor said that the 
iu3urgents should be brought under control as soon as possible and they 
should attend assidiously to their duties. At lii30 p,m. the privy 

30810 Council passed a draft proclamation of a 3tate of 3iege. * On Febru
ary 27, 1936, KIDO talked with HONJO at 7*00 a.m. and understood that 
the military were boosting Prince FUBHIMI as Lord Keeper.

On 28 Februar?/ 193b KIDO received information that two of 
the insurgents still adhered to their original intentions, and conse
quently the authorities decided to bring pressure on the insurgents.
The Imperial Household Minister consulted on a successor to tho Lord 
Keeper and th-sy could think of no other than KONOYE for the post.
KCNÖYE wu3 asked to have an interview with Imperial Household Minister 
YUABA. Accor ling to K0N0YS he had received reliable information that
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the incident was motivated by Major-Generals OKAMURA and YAMASHITA uM 
Colonel 1SHIMOTO. A rumor ran that under the support of Colonels 
ISHIMOTO and KUHARA an attempt was made to put Admiral YAMAMOTO* Bisuke,

30811 In an Important position, but the Navy rejected it* •' Connection bad 
been maintained among ISHIHARA, HASHIMOTO, and NEMOTO* etc** with res- 
peot to the incident, and it was confirmed that Assistant Professor 
HASHIZUMB was urged to expedite a reconstruction plan*

As Premier OKADA proceeded to the Palace, GOTO was relieved 
as Premier ad interim. Since OKADA had presented himself at the Palace, 
the reason for the previous resignation of the oabinet had become void, 
and they thought it necessary for a fresh collective resignation. So 
OKADA again tendered the cabinet resignation*

On 29 February 1936 at 6130 a.m., Cornuander KASH11 of the 
forces enforcing martial law issued a proclamation explaining why sup-

30812 pression of the rebel arny was delayed and declared * that he had de
cided to repress them because they defied the Imperial Order. At 
8130 a.m* the enay began to take action* At 9t00 a.m* KIDO conferred 
with the Imperial Household Minister and the Vice-Grand Chamberlain 
agreeing that it was indispensable to nominate the forthcoming oabinet 
as soon as possible, and they further conferred with President ICHIKI
of the Privy Council. They decided that first, the Vice-Grand Chamber- 
lain ' would report to the Throne that they were conferring
on remedial measures and wished the Emperor to consult the President 
of the Privy Council regarding the next premier* Next* when the 
President was sumuoned by the Emperor, he would rep1 v it advisable for

30813 the Emperor to ask for the advice of Prince SAINONJI* * After this 
Vice Grand Chamberlain HIRCHATA would convey it to SAIONJI. Lastly* 
considering the emergency, he would convey the intention by telephone 
instead of sending a messenger.

•At about 9I10 a.m* HIROHATA proceeded to the Throne to convey 
their opinion. Though at first the Emperor seemed not to care for such 
an early launching of the remedial measures, he summoned the President 
and said to him that at last, as they had taken steps to take the rebels 
away, they must deliberate on a succeeding cabinet* The President re
plied that he desired that the Emperor seek the oounsel of SAIONJI.

30814 Since SAIONJI must prepare himself for the Emperor ' s inquiry, * it was 
not always neoessary that the time of inquiry be determined after set
tlement of the rebellion, and the President would inform the Emperor of 
the time at which inquiry could be made, after investigating the cir
cumstances,

30815 ♦ The Emperor's opinion was that the cabinet seemed vary dif
ficult to organize, for one which the military circles would approve 
would be hated by Finanoe oiroles, but they could not afford to oonoern
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themselves only about the interest of the latter. The president ip* 
plied that it made it very difficult td form the cabinet thee, but a "ay 
would be found and SAIONJI was sure to be considering the situation.
The Emperor expressed nearly the same opinion to HIROHATA.

At 2» 00 p.m. Chief Aide-de-Camps HONJO reported to the Throne 
that the greater part of the rebel army was suppressed and HIROHATA, 
after conferring with the President of the Privy Council, and the 
Imperial Household Minister, asked the Emperor how it would be to make 
an Imperial Inquiry to SAIONJI at that moment, and the Emperor approved.

30816 HIRCHATA then called SAIONJI asking him * to proceed to the Palace.
Prince CHICHIBU stressed to HARADA that it would be ab

solutely improper for General MA2AKI to form a succeeding cabinet for 
rumor had it that MAZAKI was behind the February 26th incident, which 
was nothing but a Army coup d* etat.

30816 * On 2 March 193& at 4*10 p.m. SAIONJI was received by the
Emperor. At 9»00 p.m. KIDO called on HARADA and SAIONJI's son. HARADA 
entered after an interview with CHICHIBU. The conclusions of middle 
grade officers were that all the present generals should retire and such 
a persons as ITAGAKI should become War Minister, and one who would co
operate with ITAGAKI should appear. KAMI and ARAKI were not satis
factory, and fair persons who had heretofore no connection with the army

30818 would be more preferable. HIRANUKA was also not satisfactory, * and
he especially wanted to stress 1IAZAKI, for although some circles in the 
House of Baers seemed to back him, a MAZAKI cabinet would be absol
utely unsatisfactory.

Mthcugh the prosecution inferred he was a protagonist of fas
cism, KIDO had always opposed it and an example to show this was his 
diary entry of March 3» 193°» when he recommended Ambassador MATSUDAIRA, 
Tsueneo as Lord Keeper because he was well informed in diplomatic af
fairs and had no inclination toward fascism. The same diary entry 
also showed that he also recommended K0N0YE to SAIONJI as succeeding 
premier as a man of moderation and rectitude, that GHICHIBU sent a

30819 message to SAIONJI * warning him against MAZAKI and others, and that 
when CHIGHIBU went to the Palace, he stressed to the Emperor the neces
sity of dismissing MAZAKI.

SAIONJI asked KIDO whom he considered mo3t suitable as Pre
mier. He told him no one but K0N0YE could be found. When KIDO told 
him that IGHIKI was intending to resign, and it would be difficult to 
find a successor as Privy Council President, and that ICHIKI had said 
that this time there might not be no other choice but HIRANUMA,* SAIONJI 
strongly objected and also said that HIRANUMA was unsatisfactory as
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premier. FIDO was summoned on the same day by CHICH1BU who told 
that there was a rumor that M&TSUDAIRA would be appointed lord Feepex „

30820 but * he was afraid some trouble would result because he was assoc
iated with the London Treaty. CHICHIBU thought he would like to avoid 
frequent sad events involving senior statesmen close to the throne.
FIDO replied that CHICHIBU was right, but the Lord Keeper must,enjoy 
the full confidence of the throne. One who wins the admiration from 
those now criticizing everything would not acquire the Emperor's con* 
fidence. Some might criticize MAT3UDAIRA but they could not but select 
him. HIRGHATA told FIDO of the conversation between the Emperor and 
CHICHIBU and the Emperor told HIRGHATA to speak to FIDO about it.
This conversation was that HIRANUUA was improper as the succeeding 
premier. MAZAFI would be discharged. As for War Minister, it was 
necessary to have a young person with no relation in any direction,

30821 * and get him to recognize and freely exercise his ability.
On 4 March 1936 SAIQNJI recommended FONOYE as the succeeding 

premier, but. beoause of his health he was unable to accept. SAIQNJI 
then recommended HIROTA, who accepted the Mandate on 5 March 193&°
When FIDO resigned as Chief Secretary on 13 June 1936. he felt re
lieved as had spent seven years fighting militarism and needed a rest. 
He had tried to complete every task to the best of his ability.
Marquis MATSUDAIRA was appointed his successor. Considering the

30822 incidents of the seven years he held the post, * he was glad to have 
been free from serious fault.
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* When he called on SAIONJI and told him he had 
retired from the office of Chief Secretary, SAIONJI told 
KIDO to do as his grandfather had done.

* Exhibit 2254 stated that MAT3UI called on KIDO 
and talked of discontinuing the sending of troops to North 
China and became Indignant, but the MATSUI referred to was 
MATSUI, Seikun, and not the accused MATSUI, I,vane. Needless 
to say, KIDO had nothing to do .vith the China Incident, as 
he held no position in the government or military for one 
year and 21 days before it broke out, and his position as 
President of the Board of Peerage at that time was a very 
inactive one. KONOYE used to seek his views, but aside 
from this KIDO had no direct connection with politics. He 
knew of no preparations nor did he participate in the 
Incident and did not know it was going to happen, nor did
he transpire or plan to bring it about.

* KONOYE, who regretted the hostilities, did his 
best to pursue a policy of non-expansion, and KIDO coun
selled him in executing this policy. When the hostilities 
spread to Shanghai in August, hopes grew slim. At first 
the army made light of the affair and vauntingly stated 
China would be fixed up in three months, but the hostilities 
kept expanding.

KONOYE asked KIDO to join the Cabinet as Education 
Minister on October 17, but he declined at first, being 
dissatisfied with the China Hostilities, and thought it 
proper to assist KONOYE from outside the Cabinet. However, 
KONOYE Insisted, and moved by his request, KIDO accepted,
* only as a means of assisting KONOYE. To join the Cabinet, 
he'had to resign as President of the Board of Peerage. The 
Emperor’s approval of the resignation and his evaluation of 
KIDO appeared in the diary of 21 October, 1937*

According to the Imperial Household Minister, The 
Emperor said KIDO was needed in the Household Department, 
but was willing to let him go since the government needed 
him more. Should KIDO go into the Cabinet, he would do 
his best in persuading KONOYE not to take unreasonable 
steps in the amnesty question concerning the February 26 
Incident.

* Exhibit 239, a plan for the heavy Industries 
in Manchuria, was approved three hours before KIDO joined 
the Cabinet, and he did not attend the meeting that day.
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Exhibit 2225 refers to a decision of an extraordinary session  of the Cabinet with respect to i t s  statement and answer in connection with the Nine Power Pact. This was f iv e  days after he joined the Cabinet and the policy had already been decided upon.
Being Interested in  f u l f i l l in g  h is  duties as * Education M inister, he was eager to receive information so he could make proper d ecision s, and h is diary shows that he consulted with the President of Tokyo Imperial University and the Dean of the Law School. During h is  tenure as Education Minister he respected their requests for self-autonomy, and never interfered with their  freedom of thought.
After joining the Cabinet, there was an absence of teamwork, notwithstanding KONOYE's e f fo r ts . At KONOYE's request, he met and talked with Var Minister SUGIYAMA (exhib it 2256) and intended to bring forth better understanding between SUGIYAMA and the Premier, * by finding  out h is real intentions regarding se ttlin g  the China A ffair. Even before Joining the Cabinet, he had heard from KONOYE that he had been discontented with SUGIYAMA's attitu d e. After Joining, he found the relationship  between them divergent beyond h is expectations. The reason why he joined the Cabinet was not explained by exhib it 2257, for i t  was to make every e ffo r t for se tt lin g  the a ffa ir  su ccessfu lly  according to the agreement made with KONOYE, but as soon as KIDO Joined the Cabinet,KONOYE proposed h is resignation.
On November 15, 1937, he was told that while absent, KONOYE had telephoned. * When KIDO telephoned KONOYE after learning th is , KONOYE revealed that Imperial Headquarters would be established soon, and when he had formed the Cabinet he had l i t t l e  expected the situ ation  would develop so seriously . He then said he would resign  by a l l  means, and asked KIDO to obtain the understanding of SAIONJI and the Lord Keeper, and added that even though he were requested by the Emperor to form a new Cabinet he would not accept. KIDO was surprised to hear KONOYE's in tention , but he would not change h is mind.
KIDO * considered that so long as KONOYE was in  such a mood he could not s e t t le  the a ffa ir  and should engage himself more seriously . Therefore, he dissuaded KONOYE from resigning, but th is  was not for the purpose of carrying out the war. KONOYE had extremely close  rela tion s with China, so there was no one e lse  who would s e t t le  the a ffa ir  su ccessfu lly .
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Exhibit 2257 shows the e ffe c t  h is resignation  would have had.
* Exhibit 2258 sets forth a decision  regarding l ia iso n  between Imperial Headquarters and the Government. The day before the General S taff amended Headquarters regulations to include the establishment of headquarters by adding the words "in the case of incidents" to the ex istin g  lim itation  "in wartime". KIDO deplored th is  revision  and had nothing to do with i t ,  comprehending that the m ilitary might abuse i t .  He inquired of the War Minister as to the reasons for th is  rev ision , and warned him about abuse of the regulations.
KONOYE set up an educational council to revamp the educational system. To prevent m ilita r is ts  from becoming members, KIDO sought and obtained the services  of non-m ilitary men as president and members. * The diary entry of 27 November, 1937» shows that KIDO called  on Privy Council President HIRANUKA, and asked him to request Councillor ARAI to be the president of the Council on Education and Councillors HARA and KINAMI, H itoshi, to be i t s  members.
OUCHI te s t i f ie d  that KIDO demanded Professor YANAIBARA be dismissed from Imperial University. He denied making such a demand, but refused to in terfere and l e f t  the problem to the proper university  au th orities. Furthermore, the testimony of IKESHIMA that the school systèm was reorganized and more time devoted to m ilitary  training and subjects under h is  ministry was absolutely  f a l s e .*
As shown in h is diary of 8 December, 1937»KIDO Called on KONOYE, and views were exchanged on the p olicy  on how to terminate the war. In December, 1937» the question rose to open peace negotiations with Chiang Kai- shek through the German Ambassador in China, and KIDO hoped th is might m aterialize. There was no proper l ia is io n  between the Cabinet and the High Command, whose a ttitu d e  was not fu lly  known to the Cabinet, causing KONOYE deep concern. KIDO recalled  that he asked SUGIYAMA at a Cabinet meeting about the p o ss ib ility  of the peace negotiations, but fa iled  to e l i c i t  any d efin ite  reply.
The peace terms offered China through the German * Ambassador had been decided by the Cabinet Ministers concerned in early December, 1937» before they were submitted to the Cabinet, and as Education Minister he was not a member of the preliminary conference nor did he take part in any lia iso n  conference, nor was he aware what proposals were made by Vice Chief of S ta ff TADA to the government.
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Page In a message £ rot: KON'CYE received 16 Du^mber,

1937* he stated he could not grasp the Army’s real intentions 
and requested KIDO to ask Y.Mu 'Ur;ist> r 3UGIYAKA on tha«. 
point at the next Cabinet meeting. Or the following day,
KIDO said to SUGIYAVA at t<-* Cabinet tenting that it would 
be a matter for sincere, congratulation if the China Affair 
could be settled under the to-ms now being discussed, but 
as it was a bi ateral negotiation he thought it might 

30836 * become neeessa--' he- make a further concession according
to China’s count: proposals.

He asked ohfjJYVA if the Army was prepared for 
it. but SUGIYAN'A ».*». ̂  ted, n o , ?f . ;; these //ere the minimum 
terms. If thrv were rejected there would be no alternative 
but to keep up military action. KIDO failed to understand, 
therefore, that the Army had male a firm determination to 
bring about peace. After the question to SUGIYAMA,
Admiral SUYET3UGU, the Home Minister, submitted his views, 
and the plan for epitomizing the peace terms under four 
points was drafted by SUYET3UGU. Even though KONOYE could 
not grasp the Army's real intentions, t.ne Cabinet decided 
on peace proposals, .vhld were submitted to Chiang through 
the German Ambassador.

KONOYE was eager to restore peace without a 
day’s loss, so he agreed to the abstract eoitomization of 
peace terms so as not to obstruct the negotiations but make 
room for a future concession to insure success for the 
negotiations. This was K’DO’. 'i< a also.

30837 * It. was suggt:.t- at the Cabinet meeting of l8 
December 1937 that CHIANC 3 answer be requested before the 
year's enc. His exhibit. ‘259 shows the German Ambassador 
requested further instructions, which were given and that 
they discussed at the Cabinet meeting the principles for 
dealing with the Affair, and KIDO maintained that policies 
for cultural movement r.oward China should be established 
instead of carrying out military activities to no purpose 
and thus the way to Sino-J&panese friendship should be 
opened.

30838 * China's reply was expected at r.he end of 
December, but it did not materialize. He understood it 
was decided to wait for t.r <? reply until 15 January, 1938.
In view of the fact that the Di»t would r e n a me business 
on 21 January 1933, th/- authorities seemed in a hurry in 
decidingva new policy.
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Page Exhibit 2260 deals with the all-day Cabinet
discussion of the proposed peace with China and the 
Premier's statement. With respect to the former, the 
Cabinet decision riot to deal with Chiang was made on the 
basis of a plari-drafted by the Foreign Office. Prior 
to the decision, the Cabinet received a report from 
FIROTA on details of the negotiations. Further, HIROTA 
said then that he had arrived at the conclusion that no 
good faith could be discerned on the Chinese side.

30839 » At that time HIROTA met German Ambassador Dirksen and 
received China's reply, which was of a dilatory nature 
and sought an elucidation on the meaning of Japan's 
proposals. KIDO recalled that the War Minister spoke 
briefly, and the general trend of the talk was in favor of 
peace with the new regime. KIDO expressed no opinion;
hence the Cabinet decision not to deal with the Kuomintang Government any more, but establish peace in cooperation 
with a new China. It was to be regretted that Japan missed 
the first opportunity to make peace with China.

General TADA was not present at any of these 
Cabinet meetings, although he may have been present at 
some Liaison Conferences, but KIDO never attended these.

30840 KIDO could not understand on what basis KA7/ABE was cross- 
examined, and asked if TADA told him that KIDO vigorously 
opposed peace with China. KAWABE clearly denied this, and 
no document of the prosecution substantiated this inference.

There is no evidence that KIDO signed the state
ment of January l6, 1938 (exhibit 268), but the fact was 
that he did sign it as a Cabinet member. The statement 
spoke for itself. As it was ascertained that Chiang had 
no bona fides in restoring peace, Japan thought it a short 
cut for settling the affair to take constructive measures 
In conjunction with Chinese who shared her ideals, rather 
than over-run China with armed forces. Prior to the 
Nanking campaign, there was no unity between the military 
and government, and the High Command kept all military 
operation plans secret from the Cabinet, which therefore

30841 could not launch on timely diplomatic * demarches ahead of 
military operations. The Nanking campaign was started 
with the Cabinet losing the opportunity to take any 
advanced diplomatic move.

The prosecution contended that although he made 
no reference to the horrors of Nanking that they must have 
been known to him, and although KIDO may not have been 
responsible for the outbreak he was to blame for its 
continuance. The first time he ever heard of the Nanking 
atrocities was after the end of the war.

NARRATIVE SUT'ARY OF THE RECORD
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If he had heard about It at the time, he woui- 
certainly have tried to do something, even though it was 
not a matter of Cabinet responsibility.

* In March, 1938, there was public demand to 
judge Professor OUCHI and others who had been arrested 
in February and were awaiting trial on suspicion of 
communistic activities. Notwithstanding this, KIDO 
discussed the matter with three university prdfessors 
and refused to purge OUCHI and the others pending their 
trial. 7/hile Education Minister, he sought and obtained 
the views of educational critics so as to better fulfill 
his duties.

Exhibit 266, an article in the Tokyo Gazette 
entitled ’’The Japanese Spirit", was not written, edited, 
nor published by KIDO. * The first time he saw it was in 
the Tribunal. It was not a policy-making document of the 
Ministry. It was the custom in the ministries for 
individuals in the department to write articles for "Shu 
Ho", a weekly publication of the Board of Information. 
Manuscripts were collected and sent to the Board of 
Information, after approval of the vice-ministers 
contributions to the "Shu Ho", which were exclusively 
in their charge.

The article "Enhancement of the Japanese Spirit" 
published in the "Shu Ho" was not written, edited, published, 
or approved, nor ever seen until recently by KIDO. * His 
efforts to find out who wrote it had been unavailing.
After articles were published in the "Shu Ho", the Informa
tion Bureau would submit them for translation and 
publication in English in the Tokyo Gazette.

Exhibit 266 omitted one line which read that the 
Empire's action in the China Affair did not contemplate 
aggression or conquest.

* As further evidence of his desire to settle 
the Incident, exhibit 2261 showed that General HONJO had 
the same opinion as ITAGAKI, ISHIHARA, and others, that 
the China Affair had to be settled as soon as possible.
The exhibit showed that ISHIHARA told KIDO that it was not 
good that Japan had no dealings with Chiang-Kai-shek. and 
the policy had to be changed. KIDO agreed, and promised 
to make efforts to that effect. They had begun to realize 
that breaking off relations with Chiang was improvident, 
and he had stated in his diary that it was necessary 
beforehand to give full consideration to prepare for 
breaking the impasse caused by the statement.
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* The Premier’s mental attitude was disturbed, 
and it appeared difficult for'Mm to remain in office*
KONOYE told KIDO on 11 Kay,; 1938; that they must launch" 
upon' a'new stage. For'this purpose, it was necessary to 
strengthen the Cabinet, bût:it was difficult to reconstruct 
It; He had two alternatives, either for the Cabinet to 
resign en bloc, or to start afresh with a new line-up. He 
asked KIDO to think this over.

KIDO agreed with KONOYE. It would be difficult 
to settle the affair if things went on as they were, but 
when it Came to a definite plan, it'was no easy task. If 
the Cabinet resigned en bloc, it would be impossible for a 
succeeding one * to settle the affair Unless suitable 
persons were appointed Ministers of War and Foreign Affairs. 
KONOYE was dissatisfied with the War Minister, SUGIYAMA, 
as were army circles, but no agreement of views were reached 
as to his successor. During the Diet session, criticisms 
were made against Foreign Minister HIROTA in connection with 
the statement refusing to deal with Chlang. Intelligent 
classes were skeptical as to the statement. KIDO thought 
the selection of a succeeding Foreign Minister would also 
be a big question. The retreat of the KONOYE Cabinet would 
have far-reaching effects in China, which would jump to the 
conclusion that the KONOYE Cabinet quit because of its 
failure to settle the China Affair. Further, should a 
political change be brought with these questions unsettled, 
the succeeding Cabinet would not be in a position to attain 
any success.

* Meanwhile, it transpired that SUGIYAMA would 
resign, to be replaced by ITAGAKI on 22 May. KIDO oalled 
on KONOYE regarding reconstruction of the Cabinet following 
the War Minister’s change by enlisting the servloes of 
UGAKI, IKEDA, and others. At KONOYE’s request, he spoke 
with HIROTA, and told him the Premier's Intention, asking 
him to think over his resignation. KIDO was relieved to 
hear HIROTA say he had entered the Cabinet partly to help 
KONOYE and partly because of the recommendation of SAIONJI, 
and so, if his resignation was desirable, he would resign 
at any time.

The War Ministry opposed Cabinet reconstruction, 
but KONOYE and KIDO opposed them, as they were determined 
to bring about a settlement of the Affair. To accomplish 
this, they evolved an idea which took form in the Cabinet 
reconstruction of 26 May, 1938« which made UGAKI, KIDO, 
and ARAKI join the cabinet. The appointment of ITAGAKI, 
who understood China and the Chinese and was popular with 
them, was Intended for settling the affair.
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Page The selection of UGAKI as Foreign Minister aimed
308^0 * at facilitating a rapprochement with Chiang. KIDO ceased

being Education Minister on 26 Fay, 1938.
The diary entry of 26 May, 1938, showed that 

Chief Secretary KAZAMI told him that UGAKI wanted to 
postpone reorganization until the change in War Ministers 
was made, to which KIDO replied the Cabinet should be 
formed that day. Later In the day* KIDO met KAZAMI cm the 
way to call on the Premier. UGAKI, it seemed, was uneasy 
about the change of War Ministers, but the reorganization 
plan had lealed out to the public, and furthermore, some 
of the War Ministry opposed the plan chiefly. If they 
hesitated it might become difficult to reorganize the 
Cabinet, and ITAGAKI's appointment might fail. Besides,
If army opposition was strong, it might be all the more 
necessary to separate personnel changes of the army from 
the reorganization, and if reorganization failed because 
of army opposition, there might be an unfavorable impression 
in financial circles.

30851 * Thus KIDO strongly advised the Premier to 
execute reorganization at once, and told IKEDA that if 
reorganization failed, KONOYE would have to keep the 
Cabinet, if only for a month, to provide for future policies 
lest there be no way for KONOYE to apologize to the Emperor. 
KIDO stated it was necessary to complete reorganization 
that day, even by letting the Premier hold concurrently
the office of Foreign Minister and by IKEDA as Finance 
and Commerce Minister if UGAKI did not consent. Calls to 
HARADA and KAYA resulted in persuasion on the part of 
YUKI and YAMASHITA, Kamesaburo, which had an unexpected 
prompt consent from UGAKI, and the reorganization plan was 
completed at 4 o'clock. During this whole time KONOYE and

30852 he were working on various plans. * Thus UGAKI was
apminted Foreign Minister, IKEDA, Finance and Commerce, 
and ARAKI Education Minister. KIDO received an order that 
he was appointed Welfare Minister.

KIDO dined with ITAGAKI on l8 June. 1938» and 
exchanged views with him on KONOYE's frame of mind, the 
necessity for an early termination of the China Affair,

30853 and the War Minister's intentions were revealed. * KIDO 
felt much reassured when he knew ITAGAKI was a person 
worth talking with.

On 23 July, 19 38, he talked with KONOYE and 
stressed the necessity of concluding the Incident before 
the end of the year. At that time they also talked about 
the progress of the Five Ministers Council, but KIDO was 
not a member of it.
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* The situation however, did not move a~ expected,
New questions cropped up. On 20 July, 1938* the Chauykufeng 
Affair occurred, when Soviet troops invaded Kanchukuo, 
closely followed by Soviet planes invading and bombing 
Korea. The situation with'the Soviet grew tense, and 
KONOYE, who sought FIDO's view, was told that the Affair 
should be settled through peaceful channels. FIDO had no 
part in the commencement of this Incident.

of conditions by ITAGAKI and UGAKI concerning the Changi.u- 
feng Incident and the Korea invasion, were heard. * They 
made the resolution that in dealing with it, they were to 
adopt a policy of non-aggrandizement to avoid war with 
the USSR, and to solve the problem by diplomacy, and if 
necessary withdraw from the Changkufeng line. In pursuance 
of these policies, negotiations were conducted, and the 
affair settled amicably.

About this time, Germany submitted proposals for 
the conclusion of a military alliance to strengthen the 
anti-Comintern Pact. When KIDO learned of it from KONOYE 
on 9 August 19 3 8, he thought it a serious question. He 
was not shown any draft of the proposals, and expressed 
no opinion. He believed any policy which would stimulate 
the U. S. and Britain and make them skeptical about Japan 
should be most cautiously studied, * and he told KONGYE 
of this. KONOYE was greatly embarrassed, though he agreed 
with KIDO. As KIDO understood, the Navy was opposed to 0 
military alliance with Germany, and he stressed the 
necessity to make the Navy express its conviction.

KIDO thought it might be necessary to effect a drastic 
change of policy. There would be much room for discussion 
if Japan further approached Germany, leaving the China 
Affair as it was. If circumstances dictated, he thought 
it necessary to switch to a rapprochement with the U. S. 
and Britain, and he feared that certain rightists, extrem
ists. and army officers opposed to settling the Incident 
would create disturbances if peace was established with 
China. He thought it necessary to take measures to 
control these elements, and interviewed KONOYE on 23 
Aucust. 1938.

At the Cabinet meeting on 2 August, 1938, report

The political situation became complicated, and
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M in ister  a t that f ix e ,  he p oin ted  cu t that in  the dom estic
situation the unexplcjnent q stion came to the fore and 
ve.a a natter of deep concern for maintaining peace and 
order*. Alco, with regard to the China affair the state-, 
ment refusing to deal with .Chiang Kai-shek was criticized 
and opinion was gaining in ejection of the General Staff 
that the affair 1)6 terminated even by negotiating with. . 
Chiang, if necessary. A similar opinion raised its hëad;* 
in the Rightist camp and together with distressed hone '-' 
conditions served to start' Vnew party movement to strengthen 
political power. “ ; t c:_ute-. th v . •

At an Interview wiih K0K0YE on 7 September 1936 KQNOYE was depressed at political matters and had urtpleas- - ant feelings toward the maneuvers of the UGAK1 faction and again expressed his intention to resign but eines KIDO Relieved that only X0ÎI0TI could settle the affair he eapha- sized that he should summon his courage and proceed resolutely even lf It had to he with Chlang Kai-shek.
Ih ¥ -: vvIn view of the opposition at the time UOAH •had.heen appointed foreign Minister and XIDO charged there wae ê î̂ l opposition to him in Army circles. K1D0 observed that so. long as Ugttkl remained in that position opposition wbulji _ not he so pronounced as It would he if the plan to over- - x\e,' throw KONOTE and hecome Premier came ahout» X0H0T1 was"' still ouppo:*' 9d by the publie but lf UGAKZ became Premier there would be political criticism of him and antl-UGdKX feeling in the Army would break out agai. The atmosphere
»MiW » * . , * P W
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30860* for forming a new political party suddenly brewed and the Heme Ministry( oont. )conaidered the matter. KONOYE requested Home Minister SUYETSUOU to draft a plan« expressing his desire that KIDO and Justiee Minister SBXONO take
30861 part in formulating it. «Consequently KIDO met SUYBTSUGU and SHIQNO on 27 September 1938» when KIDO found the new political party was patterned after the Nazi party. But it was KIDO's conviction that party leader« ship as practiced in Germany would be impossible in Japan» and a heated debate took plaoe.

After several meetings» the draft platform and declaration of the new party were submitted to KONOYB on 15 Ootober 1938. KQNOYE, too* was worried that the draft and declaration were not freed from the party leadership complexion. Strong opposition to a government sponsored political party came from political circles and the Home Offioe plan was dropped and it was decided instead to study a movement for a national organization to convey the will of the ruling to the ruled» and vice versa. On 15 November 1938 KIDO mat SHIQNO and 3UXBTSDQD to study the
30862 question* * All state ministers concerned cooperated in evolving a definite plan but the Cabinet resigned before any definite plan was worked out.
30863 * While Exhibit 2264 records the Privy Council deoision tooease cooperating with League bodies, KIDO was not a member of the Counoll, but did attend this meeting as a Cabinet Minister. Japan had previously withdrawn from the League and the matter concerning abandonment of cooperation with various League organs was proposed by the Foreign Minister. The conclusion was that Japan could not but abandon such cooperation because relations between Japan and those organs had beoome gradually unfriendly. The government failed to take treasures at home deserving popular confidence, and there was no prospect of an early settlement of the China Affair, though there was information that Wang Ching-wei would flee from Chungking on 18 December 1938. There waa no wonder, therefore, that KONOYB was inclined to resign.
30864 • The situation at the time showed that an ideological and intransigent spirit was stressed on one hand, and on the other Communist activities were brisk and the situation marked with oonfusion;
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KIUO declined the o: for but Kl LAEUMA insisted KIDC w&t» 
avert %hal idoolog : ca). refoiasirt cr>lntcR h*«i screngthoned 
in the Kose Of t'i et under SU' .-ilSoGU so he r^quoeted a f rec 
hand te givor* him I« dealing with Home Office poil ticnl 
que fi il one. When this condition was approved KIIK) 
accepted.

One of these pol i ti col pi üblem» was that since 
SlffïTSUGL) vus a Fascist devotee of international ferne, 
a Farci, r.t atmosphere prevailed among home Miniitry 
bureaucrats. Alec* a troublesome quest ion w&c loft 
for the Ministry hy SUYKTSUGU’-« retirement in the fonu 
of the bill reforming the municipality system drafted 
under M s  guidance» This aimed at fascist!ting pro
vincial administration by extending executive powern 
at thy sacrifice of the legislative organ. Preparations 
had been completed for submitting tho till to the Diet 
but KIDO decided not to introduce it .md requeued tho 
cat ixet to meet or. I? February 193$ and submit ted hie 
decision. The cabinet approved and the- same day ordert 
were communicated to that effect and the bill died»

The HIHAMJMA cabinet denenetraced that there 
war. a continuing of policy between it ana its prede
cessor by appointing KGNGYT Minister without portfolio» 
The most important question feeing the Kï2fAülIM/i call...t 
was that ol the German alliance. The Army moot or:hu- 
siubtlcelladvocated concluding the alliance but tho 
KOUCiYi cabinet failed to arrive at a conclusion a;:d 
transferred the question to the HIrAiiUMA cabinet vMcn 
referred j ». to tho Five-Minister Conference which 
faile-d to roach an lden'Jîjî of view« due t*o JJavy oppe- 
g i » l o n to the ul\1ance

The question did not emerge from a dicours ion 
i tege at tho Fj ve-Kir.i eter t’cnf t rer.ee ao tnat KUiO 
not being a member of the conference had no direct- cor- 
nrct.ion. fits only concern in the Trl »Partite Ail inner 
question while he was Home Mini»ter consisted in main 
tailing notice and order which he on« duty bodnd to 
secure»
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Exhibit 2268 chewed that the* ? real er to U  h..a aoout 
thu proponed alliance ond the difficult situation ev-ncerniiig 
it nnd that he had an interview with K0NGÏE at whic.i they 
talked about the China affair and itc settlement, K3D0 
van not in favor of strengthening the alliance vi*h Germany 
;.ad Italy but negotiations had been started without his 
knowledge or participation. The Five Minister Gonffronc* 
deliberated over the queoti-n but was xir.able to arrive 
nt a decision because the Army wanted to conclude tnc 
Fact and the Navy opposed it. If the Army and Navy came 
into a frontal clash it could be imagined that they would 
stage a coup d’etat and uscaseirate the senior statesmen 
and government leaders, It was but natural thl-.t K£1X> 
should be seized with apprehension and he endeavored to 
overt such a clash between ihr Army and Navy. Mthough 
he wap informed of the uneasy situation It Gee rued to h*.ir, 
that the cabinet should not it.sign. He stressed that it 
wac necessary for the cabinet to surmount every obstacle 
and do its utmost and IilHAMiMA agreed«

On April 14, 1S3 KINO conoulted ITAOAKI on thu 
itu;t ter and thqr agreed to exert their efforts, He also 
con s’il ted AM TA who stated that there was nothing but for 
the Premier to surd letters to Hi tier and Mussolini 
personally to explain the cl mim stances. KJhO streneed 
«his mu.-.t necessarily bu done, Ii they mr.de a mitttn.ji 
it should, recuit in leaving calamity to posterity and the 
Senior Statesmen would be eliminated. If a clash occurred 
between the Army and Navy, riots would spring up and whon 
•’hino becerao aware of tMe breach It would be unfavorable. 
KUX) told HIP.AhUMA that he desired him to exert hie bud 
effort so as not to brng about nn unfavorable effect on 
these problems win thi-r the agreement was concluded or not,

luring conversations .ith OTA and Navy Minister VCNAÎ. KUO thought that if tne cabinet would collapse 
because of the difference in view between the Army and 
Wc-.vy regarding the Alliance it. would give uneurir.jut: 
to the people and tho cabinet had to ovoid resignation 

nice by leaving the problem ao it was, fCNAI agve ;ê 
to deal prudently «1th the problem. His Duty stated 
tin t since there yna the other party with wh ic they xur.t 
negotiate it ••nie not neccsnnry to conclude the nllier.uo.
This nhow9 he wo» not erger for it but the'focus uf hi?
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30876 concern was to maintain peace in the country. He vigilantly 
coat» watched tho development of the Tripartite Alliance question 
30677 from thl8 angle. While the prosecution had Hil led him 

out for particular reoponsihility for aggression against 
the USSR in the summer of 1939 he Jcnew nothing of this 
until after the incident started. As a cabinet member he 
had no responsibility. On July 23, 1939 the c< ' inet 
adopted a statement for submission to the Japanese-Eritleh 
Conference which was expected to lead to settling tho 
China affair. This was opposed by the Army, so KXEO took 

30 78 steps to maintain public ordor. At this time the Army was 
spreading propaganda in its efforts to obtain support for 
the Tripartite Alliance. KXDO was opposed to this and 
Risked his subordinates to control this agitation and keep 
him so advised.
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30881 * As Exhibit 2271 showed, the Japanese hoped 

for settling the Incident by the establishment of the 
Wang regime and hoped for the success of the Japan- 
British Conference* It was rumored that the Army and 
Navy still disagreed on the military alliance problem 
and consequently the Army became Impatient and planned 
to lead the Cabinet to resignation by having the War 
Minister resign, proclaim martial law.and thus establish 
a military government*•

30882 * KIDO resisted this and considered that If the 
Army took such measures, public peace would be in danger 
and told ITAGAKI to that effect*

As Exhibit 775 showed, KIDO was surprised when 
he heard of Germany's treacherous act in concluding the 
Non-Aggression Pact with Russia In view of the German- , 
Japan agreement against communism* There was no factual 
foundation for the prosecution claim that he supported a 
military alliance with Germany*

As a result of the Non-Aggression Pact, the 
HIRANUMA Cabinet resigned on 28 August 1939 and nis 
Cabinet service ended* Exhibit 2272, the entry for 
that day showed he refused to interfere in conflicts 

30883 within the Army, and * regarding the Emperor's order
to the new Premier, showed KIDO was consulted by KONOYE 
regarding the Emperor's selection of a War Minister*
KIDO gave him his view based on his experience while 
Chief Secretary and advised KONOYE to settle the matter 
smoothly. The entry also showed that the Emperor 
instructed the new Premier that diplomatic policy *- 
should follow the line of cooperation with Britain and 
the U*S. and that discretion should be used in the 
selection of Home Minister to maintain order at home*

30884

While the prosecution had contended that 
while he held Cabinet posts, he had a general responsi
bility for all events in that period, he had absolutely 
nothing to do with most of these events* * With respect 
to the various bills passed during that period, they 
were approved by the Cabinet and passed by the Diet*
He did participate in drafting the Motion Picture Law 
of 5 April 1939» and voted in favor of bills presented 
by other ministers based on the explanations given for 
their passage*

At no time did he know or suspect that any of 
them were designed for promoting aggressive war, but the
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gass economic situation at that €ime required their adoption*

30885

•

After the resignation of the HIRANUMA Cabinet, 
KIDO led a retired life detached from polities* * As to the political situation, simultaneously with the formation of the ABE Cabinet, the European war broke out and everyone sensed the possibility of a seoond World War so the ABE Cabinet issued a declaration for 
non-intervention*

30886

•

* The question of the procedure to be adopted in selecting a new Premier when a Cabinet fell, after the incapacity or death of SAXONJX, was being considered and KIDO's opinion was sought by KONOYS and on 10 November 1939 he talked with Marquis MATSUDAIRA and KONOYE. These conversations were reported in 
Exhibit 2273.

30887-889
(KIDO submits translation challenging the Prosecution translation of Exhibit 2273.)

30890

•

* As Exhibit 2273 showed, he suggested it was undesirable to charge the Lord Keeper solely with the duty of selecting a new Premier but believed the senior, statesmen should deal with it* Though this suggestion was supported by KONOYB, it did not materialize* KIDO wished to point out that when he was appointed, Lord Keeper, SAXONJX, was still alive and he followed the principle whioh he had contemplated and reported it to the Throne after SAIONJI's death in October 1940* KIDO studied this problem but could not get a definite plan for leaving the problem to the senior statesmen alone, so had to aot according 
to the former Premier*

30891

The ABE Cabinet fell on 12 January 1940, being succeeded by the YONAI Cabinet* The Lord Keeper YUASA became ill and KIDO was Informed on 8 May 1940 that SAIONJI desired that he acoept the post * but KIDO recommended KONOYE for Lord Keeper and HXRANUMA for Chairman of the Privy Counoil*
After the outbreak of the European War, there was heated discussion on political reconstruction* An atmosphere was oreated for merging all political parties into a new one and the question of

1
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There was a movement for having KONOYE preside over 
the new political party and from early 1940 he seemed 
to consider these questions but paid more attention 
to the movement for national reorganization than for 
leadership of the new Political party. It was KONOYE's 
intention to prevent the Army from making a political 

30892 advance * by concentrating political pov/er. On the 
strength of KIDO's Cabinet experience, he felt the 
necessity of establishing a political party but was 
opposed to one state, one party, after the Nazi fashion.
He hoped political power might be established by com
bining all existing parties, but at that time stood 
aloof from political circles and only got information 
through his friends.

On 14 April 1940 KIDO exchanged views with 
Count ARIMA on the movement for combining all existing 
parties with KONOYE as leader. The new party movement 
gained momentum. It was rumored that the YONAI Cabinet 
would resign and KONOYE become the next Premier. It 

30A93 was * KIDO's Intention to support KONOYE as long as 
KCNOYE was active in politics so KIDO expressed his 
opinion frankly that he had no intention to lead a 
new political party. The IKEZAKI referred to in his 
Exhibit 2274 was at that time a member of the Lower 
House and a Councillor Parliamentary of Education.

The belief that the YONAI Cabinet v/ould soon 
retire and a KONOYE Cabinet be formed became more pro
nounced. KONOYE felt that his former Cabinet not 
having a political party's support, had found it 
difficult to carry out his policy and was desirous 
to obtain the people's backing in some form.

30894 * The result of a meeting between KONOYE,
ARIMA and KIDO appeared in  Exhibit 2275. They in
quired first into a policy to be adopted in case 
KCNCYE was commanded to form a Cabinet. KONOYE 
strongly opnosed "one state, one party" but they 
thought instead of a union of political parties.
KCNOŸE had strongly opposed this when a movement for 
the new party was inaugurated during the first KONOYE 

30P.95 Cabinet. * The new party would emerge only after 
KONOYE received the mandate to form a new Cabinet, 
and they agreed that due consideration would be given 
to organizing a Supreme National Defense Council 
with the object to suppress the Army and restore
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they were still at war with China they believed 
consideration should be given Army and Navy wishes 
regarding finances, national defense and foreign 
affairs. They also considered the request to all 
political parties to dissolve.

On 31 May 1940 HARADA told KIDO he was being
30896 recommended to the position of Lord Keeper * but KIDO 

told him he had no confidence, KIDO was recommended 
as Lord Keeper by such anti-militarists as MATSUDAIRA, 
SAIONJI. YCNAI, YUASA, and KONOYE, and knew of no 
militarists who recommended him. He accepted after 
due consideration and was duly installed. IKEZAKI 
had intended to recommend KIDO as president of the new 
party, but knew that if he became Lord Keeper, the 
intention could not be realized, and came to dissuade 
KIDO from taking that office, but KIDO did not listen 
to him.

3°^97 * While the Prosecution contended that
Exhibit 619 showed his attitude toward the U.S.,
Britain and the Netherlands, the entry for 19 June 
1940 merely reported what Foreign Minister ARITA 
told him. As that exhibit showed, he told KIDO 
about what transpired at the Four-Ministers Confer
ence regarding FIC, but KIDO did not attend for the 
Lord Keeper never attends Cabinet or Minister Confer
ences.

In Exhibit 12 9 4, he was again merely report
ing what ARITA told him regarding a conversation with 
Grew about a proposal for a treaty between the U.S. 
and Japan, and it was nôt his attitude toward the U.S.,

9^ Britain and the Netherlands that was set up. * ARITA's 
and not KIDO's opinion also was recorded in Exhibit 
1295 and KIDO merely listened. The spectacular 
achievements of the Germans in Europe imported strong 
stimulus to the army and rightists and a reformist 
atmosphere grew and criticisms were heaped on the 
YONAI Cabinet for its alleged pro-U.S.-British char
acter as well as for its maintenance of the status quo.

^ ^99 » The diary entry of 5 July 1940 referred to
a report about the July 5 Incident which was to kill 
various moderates and KIDO understood later he was 
also on the list. The men to be killed were all
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were in the Court Circle and had the reputation of 
being against war, KIDO reported the incident to the 
Emperor, telling him the plotters' actions were blame
worthy, but so far as their motives were concerned, the 
administrators must seriously reflect. Such untoward 
incidents would take place unless the leaders made 
deep introspection.

Exhibit 532 showed KONOYE's popularity and 
that HIRANUMA's representative told him that no one 
but KONOYE would be recommendable for the next Premier 

309OO * and that KONOYE was almost the only person fit for
premiership. Exhibit 532 showed it appeared that the 
Army would support KONOYE. KIDO's reaction was that 
judging from the political situation, a political 
change might be inevitable. He discussed with KONOYE 
the concentration and strengthening of political power 
but KONOYE was identifying himself with a new political 
structure, having resigned as president of the Privy 
Council, KIDO thought there would be no one suitable 
except KONOYE but was uneasy when Vice War Minister 
ANAMI assured him that the Army solidly desired KONOYE 
because KIDO feared the Army might push its own policy, 
taking advantage of KONOYE's overwhelming Popularity,
To KONOYE it seemed that political moves were steadily 
taken to counter the Army's advance in politics. Should 
KIDO refuse to recommend KONOYE for fear of Army politi
cal machinations, the result would be to hand over 
political power to the Army. Therefore he thought he 
would hc.ve to recommend KONOYE.

Exhibit 534 showed the steps he took to 
ascertain the information the Emperor requested him 
to obtain about heavy artillery mobilization in the 
South China Campaign and showed he told the Emperor 
he would avoid direct negotiations with the military 
but have the Chief Aide-de-Camp investigate. If this 
was unsatisfactory, KIDO would negotiate. As Lord 
Keeper, he always tried to avoid direct contact with 
the military on operations and only discussed policy 
matters with them.

In Exhibit 532 he set forth the circumstances 
30902 concerning the YONAI Cabinet's resignation. It fell * 

because after War Minister HATA's resignation, the 
Army refused to suggest a successor. The entry showed
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was the same as that used by KIDO's predecessor, YUASA, 
except that the senior statesmen were to be consulted 
as a body, and not individually. This minor change had 
been previously discussed with KONOYE and MATSUDAIRA on 
10 November 1939 and 27 June 1940. He had also dis
cussed it with SAIONJI and the Emperor approved.

On 17 July 1940 a senior statesmen meeting 
took place to select a succeeding Premier, with Privy 
Council President HARA and ex-Premiers, WAKATSUKI,
OKADA, HIROTA, HAYASHI, KONOYE and HIRANUMA present.
HARA, a noted pacifist, asked KIDO about the truth of 
the resignation of the Cabinet and KIDO told him the

30903 gist of what he had learned. At the * conference, 
WAKATSUKI first recommended KONOYE and the others 
agreed. KIDO concurred as KONOYE was depended on to 
settle the China Affair and it was apparent that 
KONOYE was the popular choice of the political parties 
as well as the Army.

KIDO sent his Chief Secretary to SAIONJI 
who did not dare give any opinion because of illness 
and old age. When KIDO reported to the Emperor, he 
asked KIDO if he could give KONOYE some advice, and 
KIDO told the Emperor that KONOYE should be especially 
prudent in the choice of Foreign and Finance Ministers 
due to conditions at home and abroad. This appears in 
Exhibit 532.

Exhibit 539 recorded a statement that it was
30904 wrong in formalities that War Minister HATA * recom

mend to the Emperor that TOJO be appointed his successor 
and KIDO advised the Chief Aide-de-Camp that the act 
should not be a precedent.

Of all the members of the KONOYE Cabinet, 
it was MATSUOKA who was regarded as a problem minis
ter and a dangerous character. MATSUOKA carried out 
a big shakeup of diplomatic representatives on the 
ground the situation could not be pulled through by 
the old court diplomacy. The ambassadors chosen by 
him, which included OSHIMA to Germany, attracted wide
spread attention and deep concern was felt. KIDO drew 
KONOYE's attention to the matter and though KONOYE was 
deeply concerned, he could not stop it.
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30905 * As a result of MATSUOKA's shakeup, the pro- British and pro-U.S. colorings of the diplomatic front 
began to fade.

The diary entry of 9 August 1940 showed that 
the Emperor expressed regret that MATSUOKA failed to 
have any clear prospective of the U.S.'s future policy.
On 10 August 1940, the Emperor told KIDO of his con
versation with Prince FUSHIMI about the Navy's atti
tude and lack of preparations for war.

On 9 September 1940, KIDO was advised by 
the Chief Aide-de-Camp that the proposal for peaceful 
advance into Indo-China was in negotiation, but their 
forces suddenly invaded causing a reversal of nego
tiation. KIDO was clearly Indignant at the actions 
of the military in the field.

30906 * MATSUOKA's suggestion that an ultimatum 
be sent to FIC was pending In September 1940. The 
Emperor told him that the views of MATSUOKA and the 
Army General Staff did not coincide. In case the 
explanation of the government or Supreme Command 
regarding policy was deemed well grounded, the Lord 
Keeper used to advise the Emperor to approve, but 
in such case the Lord Keeper was cautious if he was 
asked and gave his own opinion. Much more so was It 
the case here.

As the Emperor told KIDO he thought there 
was nothing to do but have the government poliey 
carried out, KÏD0 replied that he agreed, but as KIDO 
was aware that things were grave and that the Emperor 
did not so heartily approve, he added that the Emperor 
had bettor direct the government to take a cautious

30907 attitude. Exhibit 627 * showed that KIDO merely 
reported to the Emperor what he heard and only advised 
him to follow constitutional government.

In September 1940. German Ambassador STAHMER 
oame when an important negotiation was started for 
concluding an alliance with Germany. MATSUOKA con
ducted the negotiation so secretly that even Foreign 
Office Divisional Chiefs were not aware of It except 
for advisors. KIDO learned of It from KONOYE for the
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its progress. KONOYE and KIDO were among the disciples
30908 of SAIONJI. Since KIDO was appointed Chief Secretary * 

to the Lord Keeper, he made it a rule to call on SAIONJI 
almost once a month. SAIONJI repeatedly stressed the 
necessity for Japan's cooperation with Britain and the 
U.S. KIDO entirely agreed so the question of the alli
ance with Germany tormented KIDO and he could not bring 
himself to approve it.

30909 * Especially he feared the alliance would lead 
to war between Japan and the U.S. He drew the attention 
of KONOYE and MATSUOKA to this; however, they surprised 
him by arguing the alliance was not intended to prevent 
the U.S, from Joining the war and that if Japan was iso
lated without an alliance with Germany she might be 
attacked by the U.S. any moment. Notwithstanding their 
explanations he felt deep concern as he thought eventu
ally they would have to oppose both Britain and the U.S.

On l6 September he told the Emperor that the 
alliance would divide the world into two parts notwith
standing KONOYE's and MATSUOKA's opinions, and that the 
China Incident was an irritant to the U.S. and should 
be concluded quickly.

30910 * On 21 September 1940 he told the Emperor that 
with regard to solution of the China Incident, eventu
ally they would have to oppose both Britain and the U.S. 
if they concluded a military alliance with Germany and 
Italy. They should therefore make necessary adjust
ments regarding relations with China. KIDO was help
less to prevent the government from approving the alli
ance. Once the government approved it, tradition dic
tated the Emperor approved the decision, though prior 
to that the Emperor might express his views or caution 
the Cabinet to reconsider. In this case it might be 
imagined the Emperor inwardly felt uneasy but sanctioned 
the requested conclusion of the alliance.

30911 * The Emperor expressed that conclusion of the 
alliance would necessitate an anticipation of eventual 
war between Japan and the U.S. and asked KONOYE and 
MATSUOKA about this. Both stated that the alliance 
was intended to avert war and if it was not concluded 
danger of a Pacific War would be the greater and they 
petitioned the Emperor to sanction it.
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KIDO thought they should eliminate one of the ma Jor 
factors irritating the two, which was the China Affair* 
This is why KIDO advised the Emperor to resolve the 
affair and told him this should be accomolished even 
if concessions were required*

On 26 September, KIDO was advised that an 
army unit had landed in FIC to bomb Haifong and as 
Exhibit 643 showed, he was indignant.

30912 * On 24 November, SAIONJI Dassed away* There 
was no prospect of an early settlement of the China 
Affair and peace moves taken toward Chungking led to 
no tangible results* True to his policy of unifying 
diplomacy, MATSUOKA was determined to takè up negot.ia 
tions with Chungking in his own hands and sent TAJIK!, 
MATSUMOTO and others to Hongkong to conduct negotiation-.

At first the negotiation appeared to make f *. 
progress, but later proved to be in the stage of pel itj 
cal warfare after all* The Liaison Conferences between 
the Government and High Command on 28 November 1940 
decided that a basic treaty be concluded between Am
bassador ABE and Wang Ching-wei, naying no attention

30913 to the negotiation with Chungking. * As a result, the 
China Affair entered a definite stage of protraction.

As 1940 ended, their power was becoming 
exhausted and KIDO was extremely pessimistic as to 
settling the Affair and told the Throne they would be 
unable to settle it by compromising with positive 
action proponents, but would only have national 
strength exhausted. This reply was in answer to 
the Emperor's expressed solicitude about the formula 
for dealing with the Affair and the Emperor told him 
that the moves hitherto taken toward Chungking mus» 
be regarded as a failure, while conclusion of the 
treaty with the V/ang Ching-wei Administration would 
make the affair protracted.

30914 * The success of the Russian Five-Year Plan 
and relations with Russia caused the Emneror great 
concern and he asked KIDO for his opinion. As KIDt 
was opposed to war, he advised the Emperor on 3 
December 1940 that the USSR was in the most favorable 
position in the world for the less she moved the
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was possible sh.. would not readily consent to ne
gotiating with Japan. After the war, the only un
injured countries would be the USSR and the U.S. Then 
Japan would be placed between the two and subjected to 
enduring hardship, but they need not be pessimistic 
because even those two powers would inevitably de~

30915 teriorate« * Provided Japan was prepared for ten years 
of hardships and cultivated simplicity and verility, 
he believed it not so difficult to emerge favorably 
in the end,

Germany’s military achievements had far- 
reaching effects in Asia. The question arose as to 
the propriety and otherwise of advancing to the south 
as France had collapsed and British influence had waned* 
When Japan mediated in the border dispute between FIG 
and Thailand, an "Outline of operations on French 
Indo-China and Thailand" was adopted to establish 
leadership in the south and with access to raw 
materials, 'seize the occasion to bring oressure on 
China to hasten settlement of the China Affair. It 
was natural that Japan could not look on the world
wide upheaval with folded arms, there being no objection 
♦o trying to have access to oil, rubber and oil resources 

jOvib by Japan, who was lacking in them; but these moves must * 
be taken through peaceful channels and resort to force 
should be strictly guarded against. KIDO feared that 
tactless display of force might excite doubt in Britain 
and the U.S. and possibly lead to a clash. He drew 
KONOYE's attention to this and the Emperor was solici
tous about it. When the Chiefs of Staff of the Army 
and Navy reported on the military agreement with Thai 
land, the Emperor expressed fear it might stimulate 
Britain and the U.S* and KIDO agreed.

-h'0! 7 •' The Emoeror Instructed the two Chiefs to
give due deliberation with regard to the time of 
enforcement and after coincidence with the opinions' 
of both parties they were to carry out the plan on 
the condition t.nat this was strictly observed.

Jn 1 Felruary 1941 the Chief A - de-ch;-C'. - 
tc.'.d Kibo that, ihe outline of operations in FIC 
and Thailand tr.n intended to establish Japan’s 
leadership in the bout.h and prepare the ground fer 

■ ‘ 18 her southern advance,* taking advantage of FIC and
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border dispute. The Navy intended to use Camranh 
Bay and the air base near Saigon, but its objects 
could not be boJdly expressed so that such phrase
ology as safeguarding trade and communication and 
guarantees for the prevention of recurrent disputes 
between FIC and Thailand was used. In case armed 
force was resorted to, it was arranged that Imperial 
sanction be obtained afresh.

The term "leader position" began to be 
frequently used and worried the Emperor, who stated 
that one's leader position should not be imposed on 
others, but Japan's leader position would only be 
established after she was looked up to as leader,

30919 * On 3 February 194-1, the Emperor reported 
to KIDO on his conference with the Chiefs of the 
Army and Navy General Staffs on the measures to be 
taken toward FIC and Thailand, The Emperor said 
personally he did not approve in principle these 
policies of taking advantages and making demands 
while the opponent was weakened, but in dealing with 
the fast changing world it would not be gratifying 
to err on the side of benevolence, so he approved 
the policies,

KIDO regretted that the Emperor's advice 
was not embodied in the measures taken by t-'.ie govern
ment and in a subsequent conversation with KONOYE 
gathered that the Emperor's advice was given to the 
Chiefs, but he was not certain. KIDO did not approve

30920 MATSUOKA's proposed visit to Europe * and suggested 
to the Ernperor and KONOYE that careful consideration 
be given this.

Exhibit IO58, the diary entry of 3 April 
1 9 4 1, stated that KIDO's advice was sought by KGNOYE 
on the prospective appointment of Admiral TOYODA as 
Minister of Commerce and Industry, and SUZUKI as 
President of the Planning Board. It was for carry
ing out personnel affairs smoothly that the Lord 
Keeper was consulted about the appointment of the 
minister. The Lord Keeper would agree about that 
matter in case there was nothing particular to be 
censured concerning the character and career of the

3C921 person in question. This was to ensure that there * 
would be no reflection on the Emperor as to the 
character of the appointees.
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about the appointment of a Minister did not originate 
when KIDO was in that position, but it had been 
practiced for many years.

30022 * On his way home from Germany and Italy,
MATSUOKA concluded a neutral pact with Stalin, adjust
ing relations with the Soviet. On 18 April 1941 a 
telegram was received from Ambassador NOMURA, asking 
for instructions on a draft plan for understanding 
between the U.S. and Japan, which had evolved as a 
result of negotiations conducted by NOMURA with Hull 
and Roosevelt in secrecy. The telegram delighted 
KONOYE as he had come to realize that the Tripartite 
Pact had failed to restrain the U.S. as it was intended 
to, but relations had become worse. KONOYE got in 
touch with MATSUOKA and pressed him to hurry home.
Not only KONOYE, but the army and navy were enthusi
astic over the projected understanding with America.

30923 * The China Affair was stalemated so the Army thought 
it would be fortunate if it was settled as a sequel
to an understanding with U.S, As to the Co-Prosnerity 
Sphere in East Asia, they were convinced its object 
never did lie in conquering by arms the countries tu 
the south, and it was never in conflict with relations 
with U.S. to strive for mutual prosperity with those 
countries. They concluded that they had to explain 
the Japanese policy to remove misunderstanding with 
U.S. and materialize the understanding with her.

Concerning the meaning of the Co-Prosperi1 y 
Sphere, KIDO believed that the policy was necessary 
for the actual situation was that France and the 
Netherlands,to which various colonies in the Southwest. 
Pacific belonged, had fallen, and Britain was being 
threatened with a landing operation by Germany.

The issue of the southern colonies and its
30924 affect on Japan's existence * became a matter of grave 

concern. Some positives advocated that Japan should 
secure those areas by appealing to force. KONOYE
and others being worried by this trend of opinion 
thought of this policy with a view to unifying public 
opinion and checking such a radical idea. KIDO agreed 
but strongly opposed to advance with arms. There was 
an opinion that FIC might become German or American 
if America participated in the war which would present 
a grave menace and KONOYE was greatly concerned about

1
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30925

On 23 April 194-1, Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA 
told KIDO that the Emperor wanted his opinion as to 
whom he should consult on diplomatic matters if the 
Premier, the Foreign Minister and the Lord Keeper were 
simultaneously ill. * KIDO told MATSUDAIRA that as 
the Lord Keeper had no authority concerning diplo
matic matters but to convey Imperial questions to the 
Premier or Foreign Minister, nor had authority to 
answer a diplomatic problem on his own responsibility 
if the Lord Keeper was ill, the Imperial inquiry should 
be conveyed by the Grand Chamberlain to the Premier 
or Foreign Minister, KIDO submitted his views on the 
Japanese-American negotiations to the Emperor on that 
occasion. He could not recall what he stated, but did 
recall that he submitted that the negotiations would 
be a favorable development because the Premier was 
anxious to push them, though there was some difficulty 
with MATSUOKA.

30926 * When MATSUOKA returned to Tokyo on 23 April
1941, a Liaison Conference between the Government and 
High Command was held to deliberate over the instruc
tions to be sent NOMURA. MATSUOKA was extremely dis
satisfied with the negotiation with America and though 
he attended the conference, he withdrew before it was 
closed without touching on the question. The next two 
weeks MATSUOKA made no progress with the plan under a 
pretext of studying. Meanwhile, the Chief of the Mili
tary Affairs Bureau and Chief of the Naval Affairs 
Bureau and others visited him, urging him to approve 
the understanding with the U.S. as a result of which 
instructions were cabled to NOMURA on 12 May 1941 on 
his approval, but the negotiation did not progress due 
to MATSUOKA's indifference.

Exhibit 1084 merely showed that KIDO read 
OSHIMA's telegram concerning the outbreak of war be
tween Germany and USSR and also MATSUOKA's estimate 
that this was not so imminent.

Exhibit IO8 9, the diary entry of l8 June 1941, 
showed that MATSUOKA told KIDO he had sent instructions 
to the Reich to negotiate with Vichy in connection with 
the FIC problem.
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with KONOYE on 20 June 194-1 (Exhibit 1090) was that 
KONOYE, who was of weak character, worried about 
UATSUOKA's attitude and told KIDO again of his Intention 
to resign, KIDO could not agree to his resignation 
so he told him that he had better talk frankly with 
MATSUOKA and ascertain his real Intention, explain his 
policy to MATSUOKA and persuade him Into it. If MATSUOKA 
still did not agree to it, he should ask him to resign, 
but if KONOYE met MATSUOKA's refusal to do so, then 
KONOYE must take responsibility for the lack of unity 
in the Cabinet.

30928 * The diary entry of 21 June 194-1 (Exhibit 7^1) 
recorded a talk between KONOYE, HIRANUMA and the accused. 
They gave KONOYE encouragement and hoped he would dis
play his power and take a lead in the emergency period.
On 22 June 194-1, hostilities opened between Germany and 
the Soviet. This was a big question for Japan as Germany 
was Japan's area while a pact of neutrality existed with 
the Soviet. To conduct foreign affairs in such a com
plicated situation was delicate and difficult.

30929 * MATSUOKA began to advocate over KONOYE's
head a military expedition to Siberia, but this met with 
disapproval not only from the Cabinet, including KONCYF., 
but Army and Navy leaders. Frequent liaison conferences 
between the Government and High Command resulted in a 
decision to settle the China Affair, to bring pressure 
upon China from the south instead of pursuing MATSUOKA's 
policy.

The diary entry of 22 June 194-1 (Exhibit 1093) 
showed KIDO reported to the Emperor the talk he had the 
day before with KCNOYE and HIRANUMA that MATSUOKA had 
an audience with the Emperor; that there was a difference 
of opinion between the Foreign Minister and the Govern
ment and High Command regarding MATSUOKA's opinion that 
Japan would advance to both the north and south: that 
KIDO phoned KONOYE to be prudent and that MATSUOKA told 
KONOYE his report to the Throne did not refer to immedi-

30930 ate action. * The Emperor was perturbed with MATSUOKA's 
opinion and s*nce returning from Germany, MATSUOKA's 
attitude was not understandable and he took a disdaining 
attitude toward KONOYE. KIDO often heard KONOYE com
plaining that he could not understand MATSUOKA's attitude 
and it was reported to KIDO that MATSUOKA was emphasizing
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and Soviet Russia, Expecting he would be sure on 
receiving the report of the outbreak of the Russo- 
German War,to proceed to the Emperor, KIDO previously 
told the Emperor about MATSUOKA's possible action and 
asked him to be prepared for it.

On 23 June 194-1 (Exhibit 1094) KIDO reported 
to the Emperor the conversation of KONOYE with MATSUOKA. 
The conversation he had with KONOYE on that day in-

30931 eluded an exchange of views on various problems. *
KIDO told KONOYE that Germany by way of waging a war 
against the Soviet had violated the principle that 
it was necessary for both states to adjust relations 
with the Soviet. Germany had agreed to this at the t 
time of the alliance, and her waging a war now changed 
one of the elements by which the pact was formed, and 
KONOYE should consider whether the alliance should be 
continued. KONOYE agreed and said he would examine 
into the matter and KIDO heard later that KONOYE 
expressed to MATSUOKA a strong desire to reconsider
the alliance, but MATSUOKA did not take it seriously 
and only protested to RIBBENTROP.

30932 * The diary entry of 25 June 1941 (Exhibit 
1095) recited what KONOYE told KIDO of his conversa
tion with Wang Ching-wei, Also that the Premiers and 
Chiefs of the Army and Navy General Staffs reported to 
the Emperor the decisions of the Liaison Conference 
with respect to the entry of Japanese troops into FIC.

On 28 June 1941, after an audience with the 
Emperor, War Minister TOJO explained the matters 
listed in Exhibit IO98. KIDO expressed no opinion.
At that time it was a grave concern that the Kwantung 
Army with the outbreak of war between Germany and the 
Soviet might start some action, so TOJO told him that 
the Kwantung Army was taking a calm and prudent atti
tude and would not violate discipline. He said that 
while the China Affair remained unsolved the war had 
broken out between Germany and the Soviet and the 
situation had become strained. He would like to have 
Imperial Headquarters strengthened so staff members 
might assemble at the Palace daily and prepare for any 
situation. He also spoke about information from 
Ambassadors and of the progress of Japan’s political 
declaration toward China.
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30933 * Prior to the Imperial Conference of 2 July

1941, KIDO was advised that the discussions at the 
Liaison Conferences centered primarily around MATSUOKA's 
idea of proceeding north against Russia and which 
KONOYE was opposing. Of secondary importance after 
the outbreak of the Russian-German War was the oubl1c 
discussion of the necessity of Japan's southward ad
vance to obtain materials and necessities for defense 
and to end the China War. After the conference, KIDO 
was informed that MATSUOKA's idea of going north had 
been disapproved and that Japan's policy was to nro- 
ceed south by peaceful means. KIDO never knew until 
he saw KONOYE's memoirs that the plan at the Conven
tion contemplated an advance to FIC and was to be 

. carried on even if it meant war against the U.S. and 
Britain.

• * The diary entry of 5 July 1941 (Exhibit 1112)
sets forth MATSUOKA's attitude toward the invasion of 
FIC. KIDO did not express his views but was inter
ested in getting this information as he wanted all 
the knowledge he could have to reply to the Emperor's 
questions. Relations between KONOYE and MATSUOKA 
were extremely aggravated and KONOYE frequently told 
KIDO he could not graso MATSUOKA's real motives.

On 3 July the so-called oral statement 
from Hull to KONOYE was received, aoparently intended 
to hint that Hull could not trust MATSUOKA. MATSUOKA 
was Indignant and contended that it be refused and 
then the matter for negotiation be commenced to the 

30935 U.S. * but KONOYE held that it be handled lightly 
and not hamper the negotiation and that the reply 
to the oral statement be sent with the matter for 
negotiation on the ground that there was fear that 
the negotiation might be interrupted if MATSUOKA's 
contention was accepted. The Army and Navy suoport- 
ed KONOYE, who sent Diplomatic Advisor SAITO to 
MATSUOKA to make the latter agree to his view.
MATSUOKA did not reply until midnight but sent a 
reply to the oral statement also on his own Judgment.
Hence KONOYE's decision that he could not work to
gether with MATSUOKA. As Exhibit 111? shows, KIDO 
told his Chief Secretary that he thought MATSUOKA 
should resign so as to prevent a resignation en bloc,
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form a new Cabinet upon a resignation en bloc*
30936 * When KIDO told KONOYE that It was advisable 

to have MATSUOKA resign to avoid a Cabinet change,
KONOYE disagreed, saying that If this were done,
MATSUOKA and his party would make propaganda that 
his resignation had been compelled by U.S» pressure»
KIDO's interest in this was based on the fact that 
the Emperor was anxious to conclude peaceful rela
tions with America, and MATSUOKA was a stumbling 
block» To accomplish the Emperor's purpose he made 
this suggestion to KONOYE.

The Second KONOYE Cabinet resigned on
30937 16 July 1941» * KIDO was summoned to the Palace

and received an Imperial Order that the Premier 
had tendered a general resignation» In regard to 
selecting the next Cabinet, the Emperor had ordered 
the Lord Chamberlain to invite the Privy Council 
President and the ex-Premiers to the Palace and 
the Lord Keeper was to ask their opinions as to 
who was the suitable person»

The next day a conference of Senior States
men was held. The most important question was adjust
ing relations with America» In view of the fact that 
negotiations had been in progress, it was thdhght 
there was no other suitable candidate but KoNOYE.

30938 * ABE was first to recommend KONOYE, and the others 
heartily concurred, except WAKATSUKI and HIROTA 
who were not so positive in their support» YONAI 
said no other person would do, and KIDO reported
to the Emperor.
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* In forming a new cabinet, KONOYE replaced MATSUQKA with Admirai. 
TOYODA as Foreign Minister, and KIDO understood MATSU OKA’S appointment was. 
aimed at facilitating the negotiation with America, The cabinet change 
synchronized with a flareup of anti-Japanism in the United States, causing 
concern to the Emperor, This anti-Japaniam was stimulated by the sending 
of Japanese troops to French Indo-China, It was profoundly regrettable that 
Imperial, concern about the operations turned true. In JUly the United 
States froze Japanese assets and the effect of this caused a critical sit
uation. War clouds gathered and a rupture with America seemed inevitable. 
Those not trained in diplomatic matters thought the freezing of assets was 
America's first step towards war, but KIDO felt hopeful of peaceful rela
tions.

On 31 Inly 1941 when Navy Chief of Staff • NAGANO reported to the 
Emperor on the contingency of war with America, it was a matter of solici
tude to the Emperor. KIDO gave the Emperor his views, refusing to share 
NAGANO'S statement, but stressed the necessity for pushing the negotiation. 
NAGANO?s opinion regarding war was the same as FUSH Bill's had been, in that 
they should try to avert wax as much as possible. NAGANO seemed strongly 
opposed to the Tripartite Alliance and he thought as long as it existed 
adjusting relations with America would be impossible.

* If the adjustment of relations with the United States was im
possible and they were cut off from oil supplies, oil in store would run 
out in two years. When war with the United States broke out, the oil 
would only be sufficient for one and one-half years and. under these cir
cumstances, there would bo no alternative but to take the initiative. Ac
cording to the report submitted, the Emperor believed Japan would win,
3ince it was stated there in the written report. When NAGANO was asked 
if it was possible to win a sweeping victory as in the Russo-Japanese War, 
NAGANO replied that it was even doubtful whether they would win, to say 
nothing of a great victory.

KIDO was filled with trepidation about the Imperial anxiety and 
answered the En^eror that NAGANO'S opinion was too simple. The United 
States recognized the existence of the Tripartite Fact and KIDO was doubt
ful if they could deepen United States confidence by annulling the pact, as 
the United 3tates * respected international treaties. They must deliberate 
in a constructive manner, and KIDO would urge KONOYE's consideration on 
the point.

While the prosecution contended that KIDO disagreed with NAGANO 
and stated that if the pact was annulled, the United States would not 
have faith in Japan, he denied saying this, his expression was one of 
contrast. He told the Emperor that he was doubtful whether they could 
deeper United 3tates confidence if they annulled the pact, or whether
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they would be held in contempt if they annulled it. The prosecution ver- 
looked that there were several means to be tried v/ith respect to reiat- *,~ 

3 0 9 4 3 ship with America * which was the advice he gave, and that he advised that 
further constructive deliberation was necessary.

Up to that time KONOYE took the attitude to control the army by 
relying on navy influence. However, the navy markedly stiffened its atti
tude after NAGANO'S report. On 2 August 1941 KONOYE expressed to KIDO mis 
givings about the government's cooperation with the High Command, pointing 
out that opinion was gaining strength in naval circles for a vigorous 
policy. KIDO told KONOYE that it should not be hastily decided to go to 
war with the United States then,Japan's actual power was not fully studied 

3 0 9 4 4 * Fundamental national policies must be exhaustively discussed with the 
military ministers. Should KONOYE fail to reach agreement with them, it 
might be inevitable that he should quit.

KONOYE stated that he was reassured and would think it over care
fully. From discussions with KONOYE, KIDO knew he wanted to pursue a 
peaceful policy through diplomacy, but the army stood pat on a vigorous 
policy on the basis of its continental policy, while a section of the navy 
advocated war with America to forestall her for fear of the steady dram 
on Japan's oil supplies. KONOYE did not evolve a plan for saving the 
situation in the direction counselled by KIDO, but instead made up his 
mind to cross the Pacific and have a personal talk with Roosevelt.

3 0 9 4 5 * The military ministers approved the plan. Common sense told 
them that the outcome of war with America would be horrible. As cvi agree
ment with America was not easily arrived at, KONOYE wa- much worried and, 
when in August the navy attitude became strong, he was very much con-

3 0 9 4 6 cerned. * ’."hen KONOYE asked KIDO's advice on 7 August 1 9 4 1  (Exh. 1130), 
KIDO told him to make deliberate consideration and tried to show him the 
hopelessness of war with America. He told KONOYE it was high time for 
the government to put forth a concrete and constructive view to learn 
whether it was acceptable to the arny, with a view to checking the army 
from rushing to war and get it to keep pace with the government policy.
He pointed out that the situation was hopeless from the standpoint of oil 
alone. KIDO's sole thought was to advance positive arguments to con
vince the military, and intentionally omitted what was related to hum
anity and peace as those are fundamental. He concluded the talk by ad
vocating that they should do everything to restore friendly relations.

Although pressed economically, they should resolve to toil 
through ten years of hard struggles. KIDO also pointed out that they 
needed materials, and their hopes lay in the southern regions. He had no 

3 0 9 4 7 thought of obtaining these * other than by peaceful means. He realized
that if Japan succeeded in warding off war with the United States and the 
European War ended, a desire for peace would be possible after war and
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it mi/^it then be possible to get politics to follow their proper course 
through redoubled efforts to reconstruct politics and check the military. 
These views were expressed to convince the militarists of the vital neces
sity for an understanding with America, a3 they would not swallow the no
war formula unless accompanied by a constructive plan in another direction. 
He thought it might be possible to secure raw materials if Japan fostered 
her x’esources,

KOHOYE was expected to take a step in the direction counselled by 
KIDO, but judging by the result he made no development in that direction 
but instead comaitted himself to the fateful Imperial Conference of 6 
September 1941»

3 0 9 4Ö Ever 3iace August 1935 when * NAGATA was assassinated, the metro
politan Police had protected KIDO and family from the militarists and 
rightists by assigning police protection. After a rightist's attempt to 
assassinate HIRANUMA. in August 1941* the police guards were doubled because 
of KIDC's well known pro-American -nd pro-3ritish and anti-militaristic 
stand. At 4«30 p.m., 5 September 1941 when K0N0YE went to submit the 
agenda of the Imperial Conference to the throne, he came to KIDO's room.
The draft agenda consisted of three points; (1) V/ar preparations be made 
against America -ud Britain, (2) In parallel, negotiations with America be 
pushed very hard, and (j) In case no prospect of amicable conclusion with 
America came in sight in tho first ten days of Cctober, Japan was to make 
up her mind to wage war with America and Britain.

30949 * To that day, K0N0YE made no reference to the question which was
udvanced to K TDQ„ KIDO was astonished at it3 nature and blamed K0N0YE for 
submitting suen a serious plan to the Emperor so suddenly. KIDO told K0N0YE 
that the plan showed the time limit was fixed in the first ten day3 of 
October and it was disastrous to fix a time limit, and asked him to modify 
this point, and if ne could not see his way to abandoning the plan. K0N0YE 
stated, as it had already been decided by the liaison conference between 
the government and the High Conrcand, it wa3 difficult to modify or give up 
the plan, and there was no alternative but to bring the negotiation to an 
amicable conclusion.

When KCNÛYE submitted the agenda to the Emperor, the Emperor asked 
him strategical quest ions, to which he could not * reply and petitioned 
the Emperor to summon the Chiefs of Staff and promised to consult with KIDO. 
KIDO requested then that the Chiefs of Staff proceed to the Palace with 
tho Premier and they were granted an audience at 6j00 p,m0. The only ad
vice KIDO gave the Emperor was that he should follow the Premier's advice 
to summon the Chiefs. KIDO did not attend the audience with the Emperor

3 0 9 3I to which tho Chiefs appeared, * but K0H0YE called on KIDO after the confer
ence and told KIDO that the Emperor asked various questions. He asked Chief
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.of Staff SUGIYAMA as to when the projected southern campaign would be ter
minated« and SUGIYAMA answered he expected the campaign would be terminated 
in a short time. The Emperor reprimanded SUGIYAMA reminding him that he had. 
4$iida similar thing at the outbreak of tbo China Affair, but SUGIYAMA plead
ed that there was a difference, Ch^na being a continent, while the south
ern area was mostly islands. Chief of Staff WAG.<d\JO ;nterposed and said if 
things went on they would steadily lose the game, but vhvre would be a hope 
of recovery if there was a drastic operation, and that was war.

3 0 9 5 2  * KONOYE told KIDO further that the Emperor asked why diplomacy 
was not placed first» KONOYE replied that it was aimed at attaching prim
ary importance to diplomatic negotiation, and asked the Emperor to ap
prove the plan as it was. The Imperial Council was to be held the next 
day. and before being summoned by the Emperor the morning of September 6. 
KIDO suggested to KARA that he ask questions at the conference emphasizing 
continuation of diplomatic negotiation rather than preparation for war.
When summoned by the Emperor, he told KIDO he would like to put questions 
at the conference. KIDO replied it would be a good idea but he thought 
Privy Council President HARA would cover the important peints, in his ques
tions, and it was KIDO's desire t\ the Emperor point out the importance

3 0 9 5 3  the conference's decision, and order the * High Command to extend full 
cooperation in bringing negotiations to an amicable conclusion. KIDO was 
net present at the Imperial conference.

HARA asked if primary importance was attached to diplomatic nego
tiation, to whicn Navy Minister OIKAWA alone replied, and there was no 
reply from the High Command. This was regretted by the Emperor who took 
the High Command to task and ordered it to extend full ». reparation in the

30954 negotiation • and avoid wax by all means. This was told KJDO by the Em
peror (Exb. 1135).

30955- * On 11 September 19 4 1, T0J0 came to see KIUO, after an audience
with the Emperor, tellleg him the result of preparations for war with the 
United States (Exh. 1138). In view of tne decision of 6 September 194I, 
the army was investigating preparations for a case in which there was no 
hope of leading the negotiations to a successful conclusion. KIDO rem
embered that the talk he and T0J0 had on that day impressed him that pre
parations were being made, thereof he didn't recall the details. TOJO 
said that when the Emperor asked about the preparations, the Emperor said 
he understood his words at the 6 September conference had made it clear 
to T0J0 of his dfeuire to avert war.

TOJO explained that the army understood the Emperor's desire and 
was making strenuous efforts to bring the negotiations to a conclusion.
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He stii that sbe acmy was behind at t hat time to make adequate prepea at-i • 
by the 6 September decision. * Exhibit shewed tlist Foreign Kir-is ter 
TOYODA told KIDO about the progress of negotxationa and be discussed thia 
later with the Emperor» SHIGEMITSU also spoke to KiDO on their progress 
on 2 5 September,, and on the 2 6 th» KONOYE called on him telling him be baa 
to quit as he had no confidence, if the army meant to 3 tart war on October
15.

0  3 0 9 5 7 Whereupon XIDO chastiued him that he was responsible for the deci
sion of 6 Septamber * and it would be irresponsible of KONOYE to quit leer
ing the 6 September decision as it was. It would be better for him to pro
pose a review of that decision. If he failed to reach an agreement with 
the army, it could not be helped if he quit. At the end of the talk, KIDC 
cautioned KENOYE to be prudent. KIDO aid not dis.:uns the possibility of 
war at this time.

3 0 9 5 8

•

On 2 9 September the Emperor ordered KIDO to investigate the amount 
of resources from which the United States would be able to draw, for he 
was worried about newspaper proramnda underestimating United Status power. 
* The same day KARA told KIDO that he thought that the Imperial ocuferenct. 
as it stood was so perfunctory that it would pass any bill in its original 
form and the method bad to be Improved. He asked KIDO if there; was any way 
to have Senior Statesmen attend and express their opinion*. KJJX) replied 
that any remedial plan would have possible merits and demerits, but be 
would consider it carefully. KARA said he made this suggestion in connec
tion with the Imperial Council meeting in which the decision as to war 
would have to be made if the diplomatic, parley failed. This suggestion 
was followed in the meeting on 2 9 November, HARA and K1D0 both felt that 
the prudence and acuter of the Senior Statesmen would be a steadyii\g 
influence.

3 0 9 5 9 *  Tbe gist of talk with the President of the Planning Board 
SUZUKI, on 1 October 194-1» was that both were worried about the adjust
ment of relations with America which made little progress, and they agree* 
that war should be evaded (Eich, 22Ô0), The prospect of negotiations be
came slimmer while war moves, let loose by the military, gathered moment'. ”.

'30 96 0

On 7 October, Chief Secretary of the Cabinet TOMITA told KIDO he would 
urge KONOYE to display his powerful leadership and TOMITA explained the 
attitude of army acd navy sections (Exh, 1143). KIDO merely listened 
without expressing any opinion, TOMITA was further worried that the date 
fixed by the Imperial Conference, 6 September, was drawing near. On 
9 October, KIDO interviewed KONO/E counselling him • that the 6 September 
decision appeared roo abrupt, and asked him if it was not bettor to 
change the policy and devote hia all to solving tue Chine question
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instead of deciding on war with America, KIDO set forth a positive solva
tion which KONOYE could use in arguing with the military, and this policy 
was given for the same purpose as that advanced to him on 7 August, The

.1 0 9 6 1 diary entry of 9 October (Exh, 1146) followed the above, * and that KIDO 
said that judging from the situation, it was difficult to predict the out
come of war with the United States and they better reconsider. It would 
be inadvisable to declare war immediately but the China incident was the 
first consideration and they should acquire freedom without paying at
tention to economic pressure. The Japanese should be made to understand 

„the necessity for ten or fifteen years of hard struggle to establish a 
defensive nation. If necessary, they were ready to put belligerency in 
action to promote the completion of the China incident and use their 
whole military force in China,

3 0 9 6 2 KIDO knew the army would never agree unless a positive * diver
sionary attitude was put forth. It was for this reason that he offered 
the last suggestion as an inducement to them to complete the China affair, 
for he knew the army would not listen to any plan which held entire ces
sation of hostilities. His suggestion was a sop to avoid a clash with 
America, Exhibit 1147 related what was told him by three different people 
and no opinion of his appeared. KOYAMA, mentioned there, was a liberal 
indignant at army control of politics, who expressed the opinion that he 
wished for redoubled efforts by KONOYE, XATO was Commander of the Gen
darmerie Army who told him about the political situation,

3 0 9 6 3 * KONOYE had called £ conference of the War, Navy, Foreign 
Ministers, and the President of the Planning Board on x2 October to dis
cuss how to deal with the decision of 6 September, and the third visitor, 
TOMITA, cam« by KONOYE5s order to tell KIDO about the conference. Ac
cording to the informâtion> KIDO received from him, TOJO contended that 
the government should make up its mind to wage war, in accordance with 
the 6 September decision, as he thought there was no hope for the nego
tiations, but added that he did not want war if a convincing explanation 
was forthcoming; that the negotiations would be brought to an amicable 
conclusion. OIKAWA said he thought there was still hope for the nego
tiations. If they were to restore friendly relations through diplomacy, 
it should be done in a thorough-going manner. If the negotiation was

3 0 9 6 4 concluded amicably through diplomacy, * it was desired that Japan should 
come to terms with America, even making considerable concessions.

It would be embarrassing to conduct half-baked negotiations for 
some time and then suddenly start war. In any event the Prime Minister 
was desired to display his leadership.
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Foreign Minister TOYQDA said it would be impossible to make any 
prediction, but be thought there was hope for the negotiation. KONOYE 
stated that there was still hope and he should like to continue. TOJO 
was not satisfied with KONOYE's explanation. The conference rose after 
it was decided to draft a memorandum and entrust TOYODA with its study. 
TOYQDA also told KIDO that from conversations with Admirals OKA and 
OIKAWA, the navy was opposed to war, but could not openly express its 
views and would leave it to the Brime Minister to make the decision.

3 0 9 6 7  * They made an agreement among themselves on the advice of TOJO
30968 that they should not change their polioy * of stationing troops in China, 

or the other policies connected with it, and should not entertain any
thing affecting the result of the China incident. It should be found out 
whether negotiations within the time set forth by the High Command could 
succeed. When this had been ascertained, the matter should be settled 
through diplomacy and all operational prepartions be discontinued, and 
TOYODA should study this to find out whether it was possible or not.

Thus the last important orating of the third KONOYE cabinet 
ended with no decision as to whether Japan should go to war with America, 
The only decision reached did not involve a decision for war but con
cerned the policy to be adopted toward the China incident and the pos
sibility of negotiations with America. Everyone's opinion at the meet
ing hinged on the success or failure of negotiations with America, and 
even Foreign Minister TOYODA oould not answer TOJO's inquiry.

30969 • On 13 October 1941. in consequence of this conference, the 
political atmosphere became so tense that it was feared that war would 
break out any moment under militaristic pressure. The situation was so 
delicate that on that day the Emperor showed his concern in discussing 
with KIDO an Imperial Rescript in case, he was required to grant sanc
tion to the opening of war (Exh. 1149)« The Emperor said that the 
negotiations seemed less hopeful, and that if it ended in war that we 
should have to issue a proclamation. In past rescripts, especially the

30970 one at the time of their withdrawal from the League, * the cause of 
world peace was emphasized and the necessity for harmonious cooperation 
of the civil and military officers in the country, but the people seem 
to have overlooked this point. It was regretable that when the edict 
was issued at the conclusion of the Tripartite Pact, the people missed 
the point that the pact was proposed to bring peace and took it as if it 
were our challenge to the United States and Britain. If a proclamation 
of war were issued, the Emperor would like to have KONOYE and KIDO assist 
and have their sincere thoughts well expressed in the proclamation.

. i
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In case of war with the United States and Britain, they must study ».Hi 
specific conditions, especially the truth underlying the peace talks Ot 
tween Britain and Germany, and Germany and Russia, and they must, through 
diplomacy, stop Germany from concluding an individual peace, and they musv 
have Germany assist in the war with the United States, They must also 
make plans as to what to do at the end of the war, and must adopt good 
will policies, such as exchanging envoys frith the Vatican City.

50971 The some day KONOYE came to KIDO, after a conference * with the
Emperor about Japanese-Uni ted States problems. Later SUZUKI visited KIDO 
to talk about his political views, which might contribute to a new turn 
in the political condition. Their conclusion was that the dernier should 
promote mutual understanding with the War and Navy Ministers. SUZUKI, 
in fear of a possible change of government, or a sudden plunge into war, 
expressed his opinion to KIDO, who communicated his views to SUZUKI that 
KONOYE should have a talk with the War and Navy Ministers to solve the 
dilemma to bring about a peaceful situation.

30972 * The desire for a cabinet lead by a prince of the blood, Prince
HIGASHIKUNI, suddenly raised its sad and was expressed by the followers 
of both KQNOYE and TOJO. Rightist quarters also voiced such a desire.
It was no wonder that a cabinet lead by a prince of the blood should be 
desired by the people, but KIDO thought it would lead to grave conse- 
quences unless the matter was handled cautiously. On 15 October 19q.l, 
when SUZUKI came to convey TOJO'a intentions and referred to a HIGASHI* 
KUNI cabinet, KIDO told him that anyth i; relating to the Imperial 
family must be handled cautiously, and that the petition to HIGASHIKUNI 
to emerge as Prime Minister must be predicated on an -eement between 
army and navy, KIDO asked him if his understanding was correct, and 
stressed the necessity for furthering study of the question. Later 
KONOYE asked KIDO about a HIGASHIKUNI cabinet, and KIDO said he was con
sidering it carefully.

•After further deliberation, KIDO decided to recommend a policy 
against HIGASHIKUNI aa succeeding Prime Minister. Advocates of a 
HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet had all different motives. There waft no doubt that 
KONOYE wished for HIGASHIKUNI as Prm*- Minister to restrain the arny and 
avert war, As for the army, even granted that TOJO agreed with KONOYE, 
it was doubtful the real motives of the young military. The possibility 
of availing themselves of HIGASHIKUNI'a emergence as Prime Minister and 
dragging the country into war was ii> evidence, especially since the 
Prince's entourage included many dangerous elements. While HIGASHIKUNI 
was talented he lacked political experience, making it impossible * for 
him to grasp the complicated situation. The result would be that 
HIGASHIKUNI would be a mere figurehead and aotual power would be assured 
by the Deputy &ime Minister, which would probably be concurrently as
sumed by the War Minister. The possibility of averting war would be 
very small under a HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet.

30973

30974
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If war broke out, direct reaponaibility would be borne by the Imperial 
family. KIDO's outlook was that no optiniam should be warranted for a 
Pacific war, but a very pessimistic view should be taken. Should the 
worst happen, he thought the Imperial family might become the target of 
hatred by the people and tne question of national policy would be in
volved. The only case permitting a cabinet formed by a prince of the 
blood would be one organized as the result of the army being convinced of 
its error and deciding to effect a volte-face. Far the purpose, the army 
might petition a prince of the blood to form a succeeding cabinet as it

30975 would be beyond the power of a subject * to effect such a reorientation 
of policy«

At 4iOQ p«m, the same day, KONOYE told KIDO he would have to 
resign as a breach between him and TOJO had reached the point where 
TOJO did not wish to speak with him. In response to KONOYE's request for 
KIDO's opinion about a HIGASHIKUNI cabinet, KIDO repeated what he had 
told-SUZUKI, When KIDO spoke with MATSUDAIRA, he too strongly objected 
to such a cabinet. In the afternoon of the 15th, KIDO spoke with SUZUKI 
again trying to find out TOJO’s real intention and requested SUZUKI to 
find this out and report, KONOY- joined us then and said he had seen 
the Emperor who would approve a HIGA3IIKUNI cabinet if the army and navy 
would first agree on a peaceful policy, later SUZUKI reported that 
TOJO wanted to establish harmony between the army and navy by the influ
ence of HIGASHIKUNI. KIDO told him he objected as a peaceful, policy 
should first be agreed upon.

30979 * KONOYE telephoned KIDO to say he wanted to secure an informal
consent of HIGASHIKUNI, but KIDO answered it would be 00 early to do so, 
though he had no objection to him es long as his action was in capacity 
as Premier. At midnight KONOYE sent a report that HIGASHIKUNI had asked 
for a few days' consideration, * and a meeting with TOJO and KIDO,

A cabinet cnange at that time presented a crisis. To meet it 
successfully, it was necessary to comprehend fully Japan's situation in 
world affaira, KIDO spent sleepless nights in an endeavor to find a 
solution which would avart a catastrophic war. Foremost was the negotia
tions with America, An atmosphere was being created, partly due to 
militarist propaganda, for making the people keenly feel pressure from 
the so-called ABCD encirclement line. The news from abroad was stimulat
ing tne nerves of the Japanese people and the young military and naval

30981 officers, who had secured * the 6 September decision, proved a powerful 
driving force for an ominous situation,

KIDO realized it would be well-nigh impossible to form a cabinet 
aimed at effecting a volte-face, nor would it be possible for anyone not 
acquainted with the circumstances to form a cabinet, since serious
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difficulty would be experienced in appointing the war minister, just 
as UGÄKI bad found out some years prior. Troops having been sent so 
far as Southern French Indo-China, nobody could tell that if the army 
got out of control an untoward incident might not occur. But if it took 
a long time in forming a new cabinet, KIDO was afraid the country migh: 
be plunged into confusion which might develop into civil war. The 
military might resort to anything, as they were in high spirits with 
their armaments replenished, if the government made a bid for a volte- 
face. In such eventuality the negotiations with America would have 
broken down.

30982 • On the morning of 16 October 19 4 1, SUZUKI called on KIDO 
(Exh. 1151)« who opposed a HIGASHIKUNI cabinet because a prince's cab
inet should be carried out only when unavoidable. A member of the 
Imperial family should never be a3ked to overcome the obstacles that 
then existed. Formation of a HIGA3HIKUNI cabinet would indicate they 
lacked suitable person among the subjects, and great problem would be 
created if war with the United States broke out under such a cabinet. 
There were important reasons why even KONOYE was prevented from car-

30983 rying out * the policies decided at Imperial councils, and if they 
asked a member of the Imperial House to assume a responsibility he could 
not fulfil, the Imperial House would become an object of public hatred.

On the afternoon of l6 October, KIDO was asked by TOJO for an 
interview, receiving him in the official room of the Lord Keeper. TOJO 
repeatedly stressed that the time had come, there was no course left to 
Japan but to carry out the 6 September decisian, KIDO replied that it 
was needless to say that the decision of the Imperial conference was 
extremely important, and therefore must be respected and executed, but 
asked TOJO ?f it was not proper to reconsider in case there was any 
point manifesting want of care therein, because he thought the decision 
wa3 careless. KIDO drew TOJO's attention to the report that the navy 
necessarily had no confidence. TOJO agreed, adding the decision could 
not be executed as it was, though he did not receive 3uch a report 
about the navy.

30984 *T0J0 said that if things could not go on as they were, it 
would be difficult for the KONOYE cabinet to handle the situation, and 
he thought there was no alternative but to petition a prince of the 
blood. KIDO asked if that meant the army had decided to change its past 
policy and that a prince would be petitioned to dispose of the aftermath, 
as such a volte-face could not be affected by a subject.

TOJO replied in the negative, adding that a prince would be 
petitioned to form a cabinet for the purpose of deciding on future 
policy. KIDO strongly objected, stressing that a cabinet headed by a
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prinoe of the blood should not bo fonned exoept when the oountry deolded on an absolute peaceful policy. When TOTO asked KIDO what would beocra» of Japan then, KIDO replied that Japan might becomr a third-or fourth-rate power If what he was doing was persisted In, and pointed out that the least Japan expected was true amity between the army and the navy,
JQ9G5 * The Interview with TOJO lead to no definite result.*, but KIDOthought that if he talked to KONOYE end he everted a little harder, a 

way out of the difficulty might- be found, judgrng by the interview with 
TOJO. KIDO lost no time in telephoning KONOYE,. who, however, had been 
making his cabinet tender their res:, gnat .tors, and KQNOyE tendered hia 
resignation the same evening.

3 0 9 8 6 * As KIDO thought 0 succeeding cabinet headed by a prince of the 
blood would not receive Imperial sanction, before the government had es
tablished an absolutely peaceful policy, KIDO consulted KONOYE after 
KONOYE resigned, telling KONOYE that the b .?ept.pnrjb9 r decision was "cancer* 
and 3hould be scrapped so as to a4art afresh, F*>r the purpose, one fully 
acquainted with the whole circumstances must undertake formation, of a
new cabinet. If one no"-- acquainted with th*:**e circumstances, which were 
kept secret, attempt to form a new cabinet, there was ro doubt he would 
meeti with army opposition. Therefore, iOPO thought there would be no 
other course but to make 03KAY/A or TOJO a new cabinet- and told 
KONOYE to that effect, pointing out the geu'i ■ jvl bad features of either's 
appointment. Since TOJO had disagreed with KONOYE. it might be taken as

3 0 9 8 7 a surrender if TOJO were appointed, ?"• if it were offered * to OIKAWA, 
because the navy did not want w*r the army might reuc. stronger.

If ■"OJO were selected and ordered t.o disregard the Imperial 
conference, 6 September decision, he would be able to control the ariqy 
and if he continued peaceful negotiations, the effect on America would 
be favorable aa she expects war upon the resignation of his cabinet.
KONOYE agreed and 3aid that Japanese forces were as far south as Southern 
French Indo-China. If the army got out of control, no one could tell 
what situation might be precipitated by troops on the spot, and they 
might eventually drag Japan into wer. To avoid this, TOJO, who har the 
army in hand must be made to undertake the formation, of a succeeding 
cabinet, especially since he did not advocate immediate war with Amerioa, 
judging by his most recent remarks. As TOJO said that Japan would not 
be able to wage war if the navy had no confidence, it would not mean 
opening hostilities, even if he organized a new cabinet. A way out of 
the difficulty might be found if the Emperor granted a message to TOJO 
on this point when the Emperor commanded him to form a succeeding 
cabinet.
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3 0 9 8 7 KIDO asked KONOYE to give this matter further thought. * Recall»
ing the interview with TOJO, KIDO noticed he became more thoughtful, as it 
did not seem he would necessarily advocate war if the navy opposed it. A 
change had apparently come over his thinking in the last few days. An
other reason was his character, for since appointed War minister, TOJO 
much respected Imperial wishes. This is one of the reasons why TOJO was 
pressing for the execution of the 6 September decision, which was held in 
the Emperor’s presence. If the Emperor ordered it scrapped and review 
the situation on a fresh basis, KIDO had confidence that TOJO would change 
his policy in pursuance of Imperial wishes, as the backbone of his con
tention would be gone, for it would not be obligatory to execute the de
cision, and it had become clear that it would be difficult to carry out 
the past policy.

KIDO understood that cynical criticisms were rampant among
3 0 9 8 9 foreign residents in the country, and that * it would be no use to ask 

the Prime Minister or the Foreign Minister about Japan's foreign policy, 
which would be known only by the General Staff of the army. In defer
ence to these criticisms, KIDO ought that if the army was made to con
duct state affairs, and if the cabinet formed under the army itself, 
undertook to adjust relations with America, American misgiving might be 
dispelled,

3 0 9 9 0 * On the morning of October 17, KONOYE telephoned KIDO that
it was his opinion that TOJO would be a better choice as Prime Minister 
than Navy Minister OIKAWA provided he was given an Imperial comnand to 
scrap the 6 September decision and use his efforts to effect coopera
tion between the army and navy and strive for peace. KIDO did not dis
cuss TOJO's appointment with either TOJO or OIKAWA before the meeting 
of the Senior Statesmen, and so far as KIDO knew, TOJO never knew he 
was going to recommend him. MAT3UDAIRA was of the same opinion as 
KONOYE and KIDO.

Several days after the 17 October conference (Exh. 1154)» KIDO
3 0 9 9 1 dictated a resume of it * which showed that KIDO stated to the confer

ence that since the present cabinet change was complicated, he in
tended to invite KONOYE to give an explanation. But KONOYE had just 
sent word he was ill and unable to attend, but nevertheless he would 
send a document which KIDO would read.

3 0 9 9 2 This document of KONOYE's«stated that the 6 September decis
ion had provided that in case there was no prospect for contentions 
being accepted through diplomatic negotiation by early October, the 
government would immediately make up its mind to open war with America,
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Britain, tuid the Netherlands. The array held that there was no prospect 
of their conditions being accepted and it  is a natural conclusion, based 

JGy'93 on the 6 September decision,* to make up its  mind for war at the middle 
or late October. Whereas the government contended the current situa
tion of the negotiation could not be regarded os having no prespect of 
being accepted and, further- judging by the notes exchanged with America 
and other information, the United States also desired the negotiations 
broujit to an amicable conclusion. The real intentions of Roosevelt and 
Hull had been obscured by misunderstanding and misgiving, for instance 
army unit3 in North French Indo-China had increased piecemeal 3ince early 
October, though tni3 was done in accordance with treaty provisions.

Therefore the government held that i f  more time was given, it  
could not be thought hopeless to bring negotiations even with the terms 

3 0 9 9 4  then submitted to America. If the azroy modified its  terms* the govern
ment hud believed that there wa3 hope even then for an amicable end of

the negotiation,

309V.Ô * Attention must be pai-. to the fact that the army, which in
pursuance of the demand from the Supreme Command, had been urging the 
government to make up its  mind by early October as decided by the Im
perial Conference, was then pressing the government to do so by the 
middle of October, and at the latest by the end of October, otherwise 
the army warned the government that i t  would be extremely disadvantageous 
m prosecuting war. Tho negotiation with /unerica wa3 s t i l l  on the way,

It could not be imagined that America's real intentions had 
already been clodfied, but d ifficu lty  which had been 30  far experienced 
could he reduced to the following throe points: (1) The question of 
withdrawal of troops from China and stationing of troop3 in China, (2) 
Japan's attitude toward the Tripartite Alliance pact between Japan, 
Germany, and Italy, and (3) The question of commercial noadi3crimin- 

10 99 6  ation in the Pacific area. * Those throe d iffic u lt points centered 
in the question of withdrawing troop3  in China, and their stationing 
there right be said to bo the only d ifficu lty  in the negotiation.

The army's contention as to tnis was Japan' 3  terms of peace 
with. China us submitted to America were extemely generous, demanding 
no territorial annexation or repai’ation. However, communistic and other 
la.'.less agitations wore rumj<ant in the interior of China, thus menac
ing the security of. both Japan and China. It wan therefore necessary 
tor economic development, as well as for peace and prosperity of Japan 
and China, to station Japanese troops in designated d istricts for a 
prolonged time to carry out joint defense. But the troop3 might be
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withdrawn following the settlement of the China Affair with the exception 
of those needed as mentioned. According to the army's contention, stat
ioning of troops in China was necessary,, • Therefore, this was the fir st  
basic principle, because it was the only result of the China Affair. 
Should the affair be settled on the basis of troop withdrawal, without 
permitting troops stationed at designated d istricts, the army could not 
acquiesce, for this was tnc army's heart, without which defeatism would 
spread«

America's reai intentions with regard to troop withdrawals had 
not yet been manifested. It was not thought impossible to have the terms 
accepted by America if  only time were given for negotiation, America's 
contention had been so far regarded as follows* that troop withdrawal 
should be accepted by Japan in principle. It was not necessarily clear 
i f  America would recognize the stationing of troops, but judging by past 
negotiation, there was a point-giving impression that America would not

3 0 9 9 8  pursue an attitude * fla tly  refusing the stationing of troops. America 
wanted to ascertain Japan's sincerity concerning troop withdrawal. The 
government's stand cn tin3 quest on was that negotiations with America 
should be kept u p ,with more time granted for the purpose. Japan should 
demand the right to station troops in view of the necessity, but should 
thl3 question become tbe key to the success of the negotiations, how 
about accepting withdrawal of troops in principle and formally making a 
concession to make an arrangement for haying Japan's stationing of troops 
virtually recognized by America?

3 0 9 9 9  * Regarding the view of the government and ai^y on war, pointing 
out that i t  bad become almost impossible to import military supplies 
since the freezing of assets, the army held that i f  the situation was 
allowed to take i t 3 own course, Japan would become impoverished. She

' would not be able to counter i t ,  even i f  America brought pressure to
bear, nor would n̂e be able to rise in self-defense. The army further 
contended that there wa3 some risk, but i f  the nation united there would 
bo no occasion for anxiety because they had their own weakness just as 
Japan did. The army held that if too generous terms were offered in 
settling the China Affair through the intermediary of America, it  would 
deepen China's contempt and i t  might be necessary to launch a second 
punitive expedition within three years. To this fact the frime Minister 
held it  would be impossible for anyone who keenly feels the growing 
heavy responsibility since the outbreak of the China Affair * to plunge 
into a big war m the midst of the China Affair. A dwindling of war 
supplies since the American freezing of assets might represent the 
steady impoverishment of Japank but with regard to securing o il  re
sources, it  was problematical whether Japan would be able to expect
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her desired volume of o il la a year or two, even i f  she ooaquered the 
Dutoh East ladies, because destruotloa and risks of o il transportation 
must be considered. I f  it  was plaaaed to increase synthetic o il instead 
of going to war, i t  would not be necessarily impossible to produce
500,000 tons of synthetlo o il by the end of 1943« and increase the 
figures to 4 ,000,000  la 1944* Due to the China Affair, national re
sources were drained and popular morale was lax. Therefore K0NÖYE 
believed that at this junoture, Japan should settle the. Affair by 
some means and steadily foster her resources by going through hard
ship and privation with the navy as her hope.
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3IOOI *“Thë Navy's view-was that’Japan was at a cross
roads. 'If it'was "to be settled'through diplomacy, she must 
stick to diplomacy to'the finish. “If was impossible to go 
to Wal* after two or threë'mônthâ-diplomatic negotiations 
on' the-ground there'was no "chance of Süccè'ss for diplomacy. 
Since it was the government that decided Ondiplomacy or 
war," it must be left entirely to the Premier.' There was 
a strong opinion in Navy "circles that war should be avoided 
as fàr às possible, and thé best must be done to adjust 
relations through diplomacy.

31002a * * As regards the'development-of diplomatic
i negotiations with*America in mid-April,“Under-Secretary 

X  Welles submitted’the draft understanding to NOMURA, telling
* hiin’relatiohs would* be able to be ad justed if points 

concerning the'attitude of the two powers toward the
* European war and their'relations to the China Affair were 

clarified. Japan's counter proposals were sent, after
« approval by a Liaison Conference in mid-May.

........ Late “in June, the U. Si'submitted counter proposals
r- and the opening Of the German-Soviet"war"added to the
31003 gravity of the situation.' * Japan sent“troops to South 

FIC in accordance with treaty'provisions; whereupon 
America froze" Japanese'assets'. 'In mid-July, Japan sent 
her"reply to the American'proposals of late'June, but the 
second KONOYE Cabinet'resigned before it was handed to the 
U. S. In early August the third KONOYE Cabinet proposed
a personal interview between Roosevelt and KONOYE for 
heart to heart talks, and'in'late August KONOYE sent his 
personal message to Roosevelt.

An "Outline of Execution of the Empire’s National 
Policies* was decided by the September 6 Conference, but it 
was' clear that the outline aimed at settling the question 
with America and Britain through diplomacy, and that

31004 + recourse to war might be added only when there was no 
chance of success for negotiations. Early in September he 
hastened the Roosevelt-KONOYE interview, and Japan submitted 
to*thé U. S. matters which might form a basis for the 
interview.

On 20 September, Japan collected the proposals 
and counter proposals, submitting them to the U. S., and 
In acknowledgement the U. S. sent an aide-memoire on 
October 2. With regard to the aide-memore, a divergence 
of views developed between the government and army, one 
holding there was no chance of success for the negotiations, 
while the other refused to believe this, contending th 
negotiations be kept up or their terms modified.
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* After the KONOYE message, which was read by 
KIDO to the statesmen, the affidavit continued with a 
resume of the proceedings of the Conference. WAKATSUKI 
said advocates of war with America often based arguments 
on the danger of resources being gradually exhausted.
Nothing could be more dangerous.

HARA said the oil situation was the gravest of 
the situation. He was told the Navy stock would last two 
years, but he would like to know how much oil the Army had. 
OKADA said that no matter how long they might discuss 
the oil question, it would afford no conclusion.

ABE said these were extremist views or those 
desirous of prolonging negotiations or permitted by the 
same sentiment on the question of oil. He wondered how 
deeply the Premier had pursued this subject. * KIDO said 
it seemed KONOYE had duly pursued this study, but had not 
been able to handle the question fully. WAKATSUKI said 
the decision of the Imperial Conference should be respected, 
but its handling was total1/ legalistic. * Even if there 
was little hope of attaining the objective through 
diplomacy, was it wise to wage war at once! He asked if 
it was not proper to pay more political consideration to 
the question.

OKADA stated that the Navy contention that if 
they went by treaties, everything must be regulated by 
treaties might be admissible. KIYOURA asked vhy the 
government must decide its attitude at once, when the 
Ambassador abroad said there was a chance of success.
KIDO said, as for that point, the Imperial Conference 
fixed the date of decision in early October. There had 
developed a divergence of views between the government 
and army, and he thought the government could not help 
being pushed to the wall.

ABE noted that, as KIYOURA pointed out, it was 
incomprehensible why the government had to quit when there 
was a chance of success. KIDO said that point was 
difficult to understand. America, who believed Japan was 
dominated by the Army, would not reveal her real intentions 
so easily. * KONOYE wanted to meet Roosevelt and decide 
policies on broad lines first and thereafter upon details. 
Herein lay the divergence of views. While America's final 
reply had not yet been forthcoming, the date of the 
Imperial Conference was fast approaching.

É
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WAKATSUKI pointed out that the China Incident 
was already four years old, and asked how long they thought 
thé war with America would last. YONAI replied that the 
Navy said Japan would win in a war with America, which 
meant it would win if it fought the American fleet in the 
Pacific. No one could tell when such an engagement would 
take place. Endurance was another question.

HIROTA said that since they were in the midst 
of the China Incident, he thought politics must be con
ducted with the intentions of the Imperial General Head
quarters at center. KIDO said that since they were in a 
time of war, it was needless to say that the intentions 
of the fighting services were important. When a question 
such as risking national existence was concerned, a 
perfect agreement between the army and navy was essential.

ABE said that the present moment called for a 
certain influence rather than a specific man, and HIROTA 
stated that the backing of the army and navy was necessary. 
OKADA said it was necessary to have a man who would be 
able to bring the army and navy into harmony. HIROTA 
asked if it was not necessary to ask Imperial Headquarters 
desires. HARA asked if HIROTA meant to have the Supreme 
Command recommend the next Premier, and HIROTA replied 
that he thought that might be one of the plans worth 
studying. OKADA questioned its advisability. KIDO 
thought that to make the Supreme Command recommend the next 
Premier was a question to be studied cautiously. The 
Supreme Command might be embarrassed, as it might not be 
able to recommend a Cabinet. HIROTA agreed.

* HAYASHI said it was necessary to establish 
teamwork between the army and navy and cooperation 
between the government and Supreme Command. How about 
asking a prince of the blood in naval service to form a 
new cabinet? YONAI doubted the practicability of this.
KIDO said that this had been proposed in certain quarters. 
The proposition might be practicable if the army and navy 
worked together. If the services of an Imperial Prince 
were desired as a step towards cooperation between the 
two services it might be practicable, but the prevailing 
situation had not reached that stage, and it would be a 
serious question to ask an Imperial Prince to tackle this 
question. * People might wonder if subjects lacked talents 
Should the new Cabinet formed by an Imperial Prince decide 
to wage war, he would be called upon to tackle a question 
so difficult that even a statesman of KONOYE's character 
had failed to manage it. Should he fail, the Imperial 
Family might be denounced by the people, and KIDO could 
not agree to the plan.
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WAKATSUKI asked KIDO"for his view on a succeeding 
Cabinet. KIDO thought it might be best for the Emperor to 
command TOJO to form a Cabinet. Paradoxical as it might 
sound. * the poisonous and irradicable difficulty was the 
decision of September 6. On this point, he had an exchange 
of views with TOJO, the result being to ascertain that the 
army was aware it would be impossible to wage war without 
the navy’s determination. The army could not help pro
ceeding in accordance with the September 6 decision 
unless the navy manifested its intention to modify the 
deôision. When real cooperation between the army and 
navy was still not forthcoming, the September 6 decision 
was hurriedly made. He thought it would be most practicable 
to command TOJO to form a succeeding Cabinet on the part of 
the Emperor, and the same time order him to effect coopera
tion between the army and navy and re-examine the Imperial 
Conference decision, as TOJO was fully acquainted with the 
development of the situation and had the difficulty of 
attainment keenly driven home to himself. Even if an 
inactive general or admiral was commanded to form a new 
cabinet, there might be an unexpected result if his
♦ formation of a Cabinet was restricted by a section of 
the public with the Imperial Conference decision.

KIYOURA said that as for a cabinet formed by an 
Imperial Prince, he thought HIGASHIKUNI would not be 
proper. It might be proper for a military representative 
to form a new cabinet. WAKATSUKI thought KIDO's idea was 
reasonable and he should like to recommend UGAKI, but would 
not do so because UGAKI was in the same cabinet with him.
UGAKI might be one of the most powerful candidates, though 
it would be embarrassing should the militarists oppose him 
as before. KIDO also thought U.iAKI one of the most powerful 
candidates, but some time before UGAKI had declined the 
order to form a succeeding cabinet due to military opposition.
* KIDO's sense of responsibility dictated caution. KIDO 
had not yet explored that ground, but according to the 
Chief Secretary, if UGAKI was commanded, KIDO thought 
there might not be such opposition as before. Nevertheless, 
there had not yet been created in the army an atmosphere
in which to extend full support to UGAKI, and he believed 
it would be extremely difficult for UGAKI to restrain the 
militarists.

WAKATSUKI * asked what others thought about 
UGAKI, ABE said UGAKI used to be looked upon as an 
influence by other than military circles, since it was 
desired to restrain the army. UGAKI's name impressed one 
as the very man for curbing military demands. Therefore, 
it might be difficult for UGAKI to control the situation.
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OKADA said he had no intention to say anything 
personal against TOJO, but the Cabinet might be regarded 
as having been overthrown by the Army, and he was skeptical 
as to whether it would be proper for the Emperor to command 
the *7ar Minister representative of the Army to form a 
Cabinet. KIDO said his version was different. TOJO's 
attitude at present * was different from the attitude of 
HATA under the YONAI Cabinet. On the basis of a survey 
of the truth of the case, it could not be said that the 
Army alone was to blame. OKADA said that the army embraced 
a vigorous opinion. The Lord Keeper said the Army fires 
the rifles from the rear, but he was afraid it may develop 
into a gun.

KIDO said there was occasion for worry on that 
point, but the question was how useful Navy strength would 
be. YONAI asked if KONOYE did not quit because the Navy 
was not only ambiguous in its attitude, but unreliable.
KIDO said this could not be said so clearly. An agreement 
between the army and navy and a re-examination of the 
Imperial Conference decision must be the foundation for 
saving the situation. It might be a good idea to make the 
Navy Minister undertake the Job, as he stood for prudence, 
but OKADA thought it would not be absolutely proper for the 
Navy to recommend a new Premier from among its leaders, 
and YONAI agreed.

* OKADA thought UGAKI might be a good candidate 
if military circles became reconciled to him. WAKATSUKI 
said if TOJO was chosen he thought a bad impression might 
be created abroad. HARA said if it was to be arranged as 
KIDO stated, he thought it might be necessary for the 
Emperor to show the course of action clearly in issuing 
the Imperial Command, and KIDO thought he would pay full 
consideration to that point.

HIROTA asked if it was the Lord Keeper's plan to 
make the Premier concurrently assume the portfolios. KJDO 
replied yes. and HIROTA said then it would be all right.
ABE supported KIDO's plan. KIDO asked if OKADA, besides 
'•VAKATSÙKI, recommended UGAKI. * OKADA replied that he had 
not necessarily recommended UGAKI, but thought there were 
some points in the Lord Keeper's plan to cause worry.
HARA said that while the plan could not be said to be 
satisfactory, since there was no other they could not 
help but proceed with it. KIDO said he understood their 
views and would report them to the Throne and obtain 
Imperial sanction.
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Pape The affidavit continued, and KIDO poi.ted out
that he had been charged with being present at ana con
curring in the decisions taken at the October 17 Conference, 
but no decision was taken then. He listened to the Senior 
Statesmen' opinions and ./.pressed his opinion, but It was 
subsequent events which led to war. In'recommending i'OJO, 
neither the Statesmen nor he had any intent to do anything 
or had any opinion that they were doing anything preparing 
for or leading to war. They hoped that the recommendation 
of TOJO would avoid war.

KIDO reported the results of the Conference to 
3 IOI9 the Emperor, recommending TOJO. * Since it was difficult 

to settle the situation by merely setting up a new Cabinet, 
he asked the Throne for special instructions to be given 
upon issuance of the Imperial Command to TOJO, and later 
to OIKAY/A, to make clear the Imperial wish for closer 
army-navv cooperation and disregarding the September 6 
decision. The Emperor gave his consent. KIDO waited for 
TOJO and OIKAY/A, and after their audience with the Emperor 
conveyed to them the Emperor's wish. He told them he 
presumed they had just received the Emperor's words in 
regard to army and navy cooperation. He was commanded to 
convey to them the Imperial desire that careful consideration 
be given to studying both the internal and external 
situations more profoundly, regardless of the September 6 
resolution.

31Q21 * The Imperial instruction to TOJO was that he 
had been commanded to form a new Cabinet and would observe 
the Constitution. TOJO would see to it that cooperation 
between the army and navy would be made closer than ever. 
The Emperor Intended to tell this to OIKAWA by calling him 
in later.

The Imperial instruction to Navy Minister OIKAWA 
stated that the Emperor had called in TOJO, corrmianding him 
to form a new Cabinet, and told TOJO that the country was 
in a serious situation and he must see to it that army and 
navy cooperation was made closer. OIKAWA was to exert 
himself in conformity with this wish.

3IO22 * The prosecution contended that it was significant
that KIDO rejected the appointment of UGAKI, but as shown 
at the Senior Statesmen's Conference, only WAKATSUKI 
favored UGAFI, and only HAYASHI suggested a prince of the 
blood. Y/hat UGAKI might have done was problematical and 
speculative. It was the opinion of KIDO and others that 
he would not have been able to form a Cabinet, or if he 
did there would have been revolution and war would have 
resulted. KIDO did not suggest TOJO until he was asked his 
opinion.
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31023 * The prosecution also contended that KXDO made 

no attempt to induce TOJO to adopt an attitude toward the 
negotiations which would offer the slightest hope for 
their success. He wished to point out that he was opposed 
to the war from the beginning to the end. The official 
duties of the Lord Keeper dictated that he should not 
Interfere in national policies, and therefore he was not 
in a position to give public expression to his opposition.

’’.'hen KONOYE was Premier, he sought KIDO's views, 
as he was a close friend, and KIDO stressed to him the 
necessity for working hard to avoid war with America.
The situation became worse, and KIDO gave serious thought 
to rnabjc the Emperor to do his best, and made it a rule

31024 * to petition the Emperor to make the government study 
the situation from all angles before making a decision. 
Once the government decided on a national policy, he used 
to counsel the Emperor to approve it by trusting the 
government, in accordance with constitutional government.

'Then the TOJO Cabinet was formed, the Emperor 
commanded TOJO, through KIDD, to scrap the September 6 
decision, a line of action which had no parallel, and 
KIDO presumed the Emperor had recourse to it as a last 
resort.

Regarding the prosecution contention that he 
induced the Emperor to give an instruction to the Navy 
which could only mean they should appoint a Navy Minister 
who would do whatever TOJO told him, he wished to state 
that the Emperor told both TOJO and OIKAWA that they would

31025 see to it that cooperation was made closer. * Neither was 
told to do the other's bidding. In view of the Emperor's 
desire for peace, his thought coincided with KIDO's, that 
on the Army's part it was to refrain from acting in 
defiance of Navy intentions. This was the thought behind 
his statement at the Senior Statesmen's Conference, that 
it would be most, practical for TOJO to form a Cabinet on 
the part of the Emperor and at the same time order him to 
effect real cooperation between the army and navy.

31026 * 'Vhlle the prosecution had contended that In 
exhibit 2250, written in November, KIDO abandoned the 
excuse for appointing TOJO which he had given on 2 October 
in exhibit 1155, KIDO bad never offered any excuse for 
TOJO's appointment. He had nothing to do with the appoint 
ment of any member of TOJO'S Cabinet, and was never consulted.
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Pare On 17 October, Frlnce KANIN asked K1DÛ to submit
to the Throne a memorial having TOJO remain in active 

3IO27 service and promoting him to full general, * He merely 
acceded to KANIN's request to do this. (Exhibit- 1155).

As a result of the formation of the TOJO Cabinet, 
TOJO, in obedi nee to the Emperor's instructions, canceled 
the September 6 decision and set about re-examination of 
it. This eased the tension for war, and the Emperor was 
exceedingly glad.

KIDO had only one motive in recommending TOJO, 
i and that was to avert war with America, and he sincerely

felt that war had been averted. (Exhibit 1156).
The Emperor's words, "Nothing ventured, nothing 

gained", expressed that he was pleased that he had succeeded 
in making those with strong opinions give in to his own 
ideas to avert war. KIDO told the Emperor* that one mistaken 
step might have needlessly plunged them into war, and that 
the recommendation he made was the only choice possible.

31028 . * After the Cabinet formation, TOJO devoted his 
all to the negotiations with America. 7/hen TOJO was asked 
why he had concurrently assumed the portfolio of Home 
Affairs. TOJO told KIDO that if the negotiations with 
America were amicably concluded, he was afraid the country 
might be plunged into confusion, in which eventuality he

^  would like to assume responsibility for peace and order.
W KIDO heard from both KAYA and TOGO that when they asked

TOJO if the Cabinet would be a War Cabinet, he assured 
them his cabinet would not be such but would devote all 
its efforts to adjusting relations with America.

31029 * TOJO made efforts to overcome the difficulties 
in negotiations with America by holding Liaison Conferences 
dav after day, and proceeding to the Palace almost every 
other day to report to the Emperor. He came to KIDO's 
office after such audiences, telling KIDO of these reports.

The TOJO Cabinet settled the pending questions 
from various angles. On 29 October, SUZUKI reported the 
progress of the Liaison Conferences, (Exhibit 1162), and 
told KIDO that the Conference was generally taking a course 
toward evading war.

At that time it seemed the fighting services wer< 
pushing war preparations. KIDO knew that if they were to 
come to an understanding with America, all-out efforts

31030 should be put forth with no bluff. * When he interviewed 
TOJO on October 29, he drew his attention to this.
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Page TOJO, who apparently took a different vi->w, told
him that negotiations would be brought to an amicable 
conclusion only when they manifested their firm determina
tion, and that preparations for both peace and war were 
necessary.

" S lt \ its study mostly concluded on October 31, 
the government undertook to reach a conclusion. On that 
day, after TOJO conferred with the Emperor, he reported 
to FIDO on the progress of the Liaison Conference, telling 
him that from the next day the Conference was going to 
enter on the final stage of discussion. Then and also on 
November 2, TOJO told him he wanted to avoid war as much 
as possible, but as a result of studying the situations 
the government would be called on to prepare for both 
peace and war, especially since consideration would have to

31031 be paid to a rupture in the negotiations. * Therefore,
FIDO knew the government was preparing for both peace and 
war since October 31, and it was the fundamental attitude 
in which the government faced the Imperial Conference 
decision of November 5»

As exhibit 1168 showed, the Conference decided 
Japan's policy toward the U. S., Britain, and the Nether
lands according to the principles studied by the Liaison 
Conferences. FIDO was not present at the Imperial 
Conference, and after it TOJO told him of its results 
with little details. He told him a final effort would be 
made for settling the negotiations by sending KURUSU to 
America, and on the other hand the Southern A’-my should 
be organized in the event of a rupture. FIDO listened 
without comment.

31032 * The war party in Japan, which mistook the 
emergence of the TOJO Cabinet for the opening of hostil
ities. was in high spirits for a time, but when it was 
disillusioned the atmosphere overnight became very ugly, 
and FIDO's police guard was increased and he had to follow 
a different route to and from office. The situation showed 
no easing, and the solidarity of the young officers was 
tightened, and an atmosphere was created in the fighting 
services opposing army and navy leaders' policies for 
adjusting relations with America. News from America became

31033 inflammatory, stiffening the military attitude, * and 
propaganda was spread that if Japan further dilly-dallied 
she would be attacked by America. FIDO strove to prevent 
a Pacific war, and on November 19 counseled the Emperor 
to deprecate strongly entering into war with the passing 
of the end of November as if it were a routine matter, but 
instead handle the situation cautiously. (Exhibit llol).
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KIDO advised the Emperor that when the Premier 
asked his final decision, the Premier should be ordered 
to hold the council in the Imperial presence with all 
Senior Statesmen participating. KIDO felt that the fact 
that November was ending did not warrant the inevitability 
of war, and that re-examination should be made of the 
November 5"decision.' * He thought he'could bring the 
negotiations to an amicable conclusion by invoking 
Imperial Intervention. The situation failed to show 
Improvement, while foreign news became more stimulating.

The Emperor asked him to seek the views of the 
Senior Statesmen on November 26, and KIDO replied that 
the Emperor's decision this time would have a final one, 
and it was desirable that every measure be taken so the 
Emperor might not be sorry for it later, and he counseled 
him to issue commands to TOJO freely.

As exhibit 1190 showed, KIDC met Privy Council 
President HARA regarding a Senior Statesmen's Conference,
* and that in the audience with the Emperor, the Emperor 
feared that the worst might come to the worst, recommending 
another Senior Statesmen's Conference. Whereupon. KIDO 
stressed the finality of the decision and prayed that the 
Emperor command the Premier without reserve.

* Exhibit 2249, a telegram from NOMURA to KURUSU 
on 26 November, received in the Foreign Ministry on the 
27th. suggested that if the condition did not change, 
negotiations must be given up, and they were humuliated
by their lack of influence, and the only way to bridge the 
difficulty would be to let Roosevelt cable the Emperor.
The telegram also discussed occupancy of NEI, and ended 
with a wish that the telegram be shown to the Lord Keeper. 
KIDO never saw this telegram, and had no recollection of 
ever talking to TOGO about it. If he did talk to KIDO 
about it, it must have been after receipt of the Hull 
message of the same date. If TOGO spoke to him about it, 
it must have been very slightly, and after TOGO consulted 
TOJO. KIDO had nothing to do with TOGO'S answering 
telegram of November 28 and never saw it until the trial.

* The formula for saving the situation by invoking 
Imperial intervention was found Impossible when Japan 
received the Hull note of November 26. The American 
proposal was so strong and so beyond the pale of contin
gencies anticipated by KIDO, and the government said it was 
tantamount to an ultimatum.
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Pursuant to his suggestion to the Ernp^ror on 
November 19, the Senior Statesmen met on November °9 and 
listened to a full report by TOJO on the development of 
negotiations. The meeting was not attended by the Emperor 
nor FIDO, but the Senior Statesmen, some Cabinet members, 
and KIDO lunched with the Emperor, and FIDO learned .vhat 
had transpired in the morning.

* After luncheon, the Emperor had an hour's 
meeting with the Senior Statesmen, at which TOJO and others 
from the government were present, and KIDO attended solely 
to be at the Emperor's service, but did not participate 
nor say anything. The meeting was different from the 
Senior Statesmen's conference for the selection of a new 
Premier, and they gave their unreserved views. After the 
luncheon, the Senior Statesmen resumed their meeting with 
the government from 3 p.m. until 4. Neither the Emperor 
nor KIDO attended, but KONOYE told KIDO what transpired.

* Exhibit 1 1 9 6, the diary entry for 29 November 
1941, showed that KIDO conferred with the Grand Chamberlain 
at 10 a. m. It had been arranged that the government would 
hold a round table conference to discuss the American 
negotiations. The conference lasted longer than anticipated, 
and it appeared they discussed all questions seriously.
* From about 2 p. m. for about an hour, the Emperor 
listened to the Senior Statesmen's opinions.

’VAKATSUKI said he was not worried about the 
people's spiritual strength, but in the matter of materials 
the question of whether they could stand a long range 
war deserved careful study. OKADA thought they were truly 
confronted with a critical situation, and he was concerned 
with whether they could put full confidence in their 
ability to supply necessary materials. While there was a 
government explanation a short while before, he was not 
still convinced. HIRANUMA stated he agreed with WAKATSUKI 
on the spiritual strength of the people, but if after they 
had been engaged in war four years things developed into a 
protracted war, hardships and privations would become 
necessary and efforts to brace up public sentiment would 
be necessary. *

* KONOYE deeply regretted he had not been able
to do anything toward adjusting Japanese-American relations, 
but expressed his appreciation for the zealous efforts of 
the present Cabinet. To his regret, he was forced to con
clude on the basis of that morning's government explanation 
that further continuation of negotiations would be hopeless.
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to war at once, even though negotiations had been b.. ~ken 
off. Would it not be possible, while carrying on things 
as they were, to find a way later out of the deadlock?
He thought he would like to question the authorities on 
this point, later.

1042

YONAI prayed that they might take care not to 
lose everything by trying to avoid becoming poor gradually, 
HIROTA said that after having talked on conditions of each 
of the world powers since World War I, Japan had adopted 
every means to avoid the intervention of Britain and 
America into the China Affair. * In spite of this, the 
diplomatic situation had become serious. According to tin- 
government’s explanation, they were face to face with a 
diplomatic crisis. Though this had a close relation to 
the strategic moment, he thought the true intentions of 
both sides in negotiations were only revealed after several 
crises, and asked why they should hastily rush into war 
immediately after being confronted with the present crisis. 
Granting that war was inevitable, he believed they should 
be on watch to seize the opportunity for a solution by 
diplomatic negotiations, even though blows had been 
exchanged.

HAYASHI said he thought there was no alternative 
but to rely on conclusions of the Cabinet, after cooperation 
and study with headquarters. ABE said that according to the 
government's explanation, it seemed that the continuation 
of negotiations would be difficult, and he believed they 
could not expect anything further from the Cabinet, as they 

31043 appeared to have studied matters from every angle, * but
it would be necessary to take the Chinese people's attitude 
into account.

WAKATSUKI wanted to say that if it was necessary 
for the preservation and self-defense of the Empire, they 
must rise to arms even though they could foresee defeaty 
since it was dangerous to execute state policy or use 
national strength to achieve such ideas as the establishing 
of a Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere or "The 
Stabilizing Power of East Asia".

After the conference concluded KONOYE came to KJDC 
3IO44 and they conversed on relations with America. * All the 

Senior Statesmen expressed cautious and prudent opinions 
with respect to any decision regarding war. He had been 
charged with being present at and concurring in the decision 
of November 29- but he was present only at the one hour 
meeting with the Emperor, Senior Statesmen, TOJO and others, 
which was called primarily for the Emperor to hear the 
opinions of the Statesmen.
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TOGO spoke briefly, and KIDO could not recall 
what he said other than that war was inevitable. No 
decision was made at this meeting, and it was reported to 
M m  ti ah no decisi on3 v/ere made at the other two meetings 
either, and he was not present at them.

* On November 30, the Emperor summoned KIDO and 
said that Prince TAKAMATSU had told him that the Navy 
appeared to oppose war, and wanted to know the Navy’s
real intention. * KIDO advised that the Emperor’s decision 
was of such gravity that, if one decided it. could not be 
later retracted. Hence tf there was the least uncertainty, 
every possible precaution should be taken, and requested 
that the Navy Minister and Chief of the Naval General 
Staff be called to ascertain Navy intentions, and that the 
matter be conveyed to the Premier also.

After the Emperor’s conference with the two Navy 
representatives. KIDO was called in and told to instruct 
TOJO to proceed as planned. The prosecution contended 
that the Emperor fold KIDO that in view of the fact that 
the Navy T'inister and General Chief of Staff had given 
affirmative answers as to the success of war he had told 
* the Premier to act accordingly, but as was shown above, 
the Emperor’s Instructions were to proceed with the 
Imnerial Conference, not the war.

On December i, the Council in the Imperial 
presence decided on war with America, and TGJCi called on 
KIDO to consult about the Imperial Rescript cn the 
declaration of war, where the words "at last" appear in 
exhibit 1210. These words were not an expression of 
expectation, but of finality.

* On December 6, the Cabinet Secretary consulted 
KIDO on the wording of the Imperial Rescript, and KIDO 
offered his suggestions. Exhibit 1220, the diary entry for 
December 7, showed KIDO conversed with H03HIN0, who 
reported to M m  that the Rescript had been corrected in 
accordance with the suggestions he had ;,iven to Cabinet 
Secretary INADA. They discussed nothing else.

At 12.40 a. m. on the morning of December 8,
TOGO telephoned KIDO and said that Ambassador Grew had 
brought to M m  a telegram from Roosevelt addressed to the 
Emperor, and asked for KIDO’s advice in handling the 
message. KIDO told him he thought TOGO should talk with 
the Premier about it, and did not believe the Emperor 
would mind being disturbed at midnight. At 1 - 30 a. m. 
Imperial Household Minister UATSUDAIRA also called about 
the telegram. KIDO was notified that TOGO had proceeded
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to the Palace, so he went there at 2.40 a. m., but only
spoke for a few minutes. KIDO did not see the telegram,
nor did TOGO tell him of its contents, and KIDO went homo.
* arriving there at 3 .30 a. m. He heard nothing in advance 
about the dispatch of a telegram to America in connection 
with the breaking off of Japan-American negotiations. The 
next morning a little after six o'clock an aide-de-camp 
telephoned him about the naval attack on Hawaii, but did 
not go into details. This was KIDO's first information 
about the Pearl Harbor attack. He did not know in advance
it was to be attacked, nor knew of any plan to do so.
These were all military matters of the greatest secrecy, 
and he understood later that even military men in high 
places did not know of the attack before it occurred, 
which was not unusual due to the fact that KIDO and other 
court officers were not in sympathy with war with America 
and were not taken into the confidence of the naval 
officials.

Furthermore, after the assassination of the 
lord Keeper in the February 26, 1936 Incident, the Emperor 
advised the Lord Keeper on matters pertaining to the High 
Command as little as possible to avoid any implacation 
that the Lord Keeper was interfering in military operations.

31050 * Before leaving his home, KIDO heard over the 
radio about the attack. On his way to the office, where 
he arrived at about 7.15 a. m., (Exhibit 1239), he was 
naturally thinking of the attack, and as a patriot wished 
for its success. Again, in exhibit 1239, he used the 
word "Iyo Iyo", meaning "certainly", and not the word 
"Tsuini" (at last), although the prosecution used the 
words "at last" to indicate he knew of the attack before 
it occurred. The words used in the diary did not connote 
waiting, and he did not so express himself. After December 
7, KONOYE and he continued to confer.

3 10 5 1 * Once the war was commenced, the people were 
intoxicated with the initial victories, and an outcry was 
raised against KONOYE, accusing him of evading the 
responsibility of opening war. This weighed on KONOYE's 
mind, and he confessed hè wanted to give up the peerage 
and retire from active service, but KIDO advised him that 
this was too rash and the time would come when he would 
have to exert himself again.

31052 * On December 18, (Exhibit 1269), TOJO visited 
KIDO, mentioning the need for controlling discussion about 
KONOYE. but this was a mistranslation and it was KIDO who 
mentioned this to TOJO.
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Fame The military achievements for the firs 1, six
months after the war intoxicated the nation, and 

31053 * shared their rejoicings, hut none the less could not
believe Japan would emerge victorious, and inwardly 
thought it. necessary to exert every effort for peace.
He believed Japan would commit a blunder if st e .vent too 
deep in it. elated over her initial successes.

31054

Army and navy leaders, however, did not think 
too seriously about this, and Chief oi Staff SUGIYA1IA, 
in response to an Imnerial inquiry on the draft change for 
the conference of September 5, 1941, optimistically stated 
the Southern Campaign would be finished in three months, 
but, FIDO could not share hi? sanguine optimism. On 
February 5, 1942, he told the Emperor 91 that the enemy had 
an indomitable fightin~ will, though he had suffered 
reverses. The Pearl Harbor attack not only strengthened 
the feeling against Japan, but unified American public 
opinion, and the war would not easily end. The shortest 
way to peace was to fight it out, but they must also pay 
due attention to construction. It would be necessary to 
seize the occasion to return to peace soon to minimize 
war ravages. The army and navy had recently stated that 
they had gone through elaborate preparations and training, 
but it was problematical if the picked, specially trained 
troops would be maintained for long with replacements.
It was inevitable that the time would come when a difference 
in the resources of* the contending powers counted, and full 
consideration must be paid by the army and navy to this.

^2055 * The Emperor seemed surprised at FIDO's strong
warning, but appeared to understand that an alarming 
situation was in store. FIDO's statement to the Emperor 
served to help the Emperor grasp the full significance

11056 of the war. * In an audience with the Emperor on February 
12, the Emperor told FIDO that when TOJO was received the 
day before, TOJO reported that all future home and foreign 
uoiicies would be studied by the Liaison Conference. The 
Emperor told TOJO that he presumed he was paying full 
attention so as not to miss the opportunity to terminate 
the war, for it was not desirable for the sake of humanity 
and peace to have it drag on needlessly. The solution of 
this might depend on the future attitude of America and

1 1 057 Britain, * and it might also be necessary to ascertain the 
future development of the situation between Germany and the 
Soviet. It would not do in handling the natural resources

1105*3 *n the south .to take half measures, * but Singapore fell on
 ̂ September 16, and there was a quick succession of military

successes, and army and navy circles were making pronounce
ments that elaborate care had been taken in war preparations.
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Page These'pronouncements captured the people’s fancy,
~ and they reposed greater confidence in the fighting ser

vices.' KIDO and others were not aware that special • 
training had been gone through by army and navy units, arid 
was all the more surprised at the big successes. Neither 
was the Emperor aware that such elaborate training had been 
undergone as the fighting forces had announced* and the

31059 Emperor was not free from uneasiness. * Later, however, 
army and navy leaders seized every occasion to report to 
the Throne on the special training undergone.

KIDO was skeptical, that even if picked troops 
had gone through elaborate training, they could not 
maintain successes for long. The result was uneasiness, 
that a difference in the resources of the contending 
countries would eventually tell. KIDO thought it would 
be no easy task to terminate the war easily.

As exhibit 1985 showed, Imperial Household 
Minister MATSUDAIRA called on KIDO on March 13, 1942, 
about the speech delivered by British Foreign Minister 
Eden, who referred to violence committed by Japanese 
troops on British POWs in Hong Kong. MATSUDAIRA thought

31060 they would have to pay considerable attention to this * 
problem, and KIDO reported this to the Throne, and the 
Emperor consulted TOJO* TOJO examined into things in 
Hong Kong, receiving a report that the treatment of POWs 
was Just and fair. KIDO was relieved, and reported to 
the Throne, and believed the report.

Quick successes in Java and Boendang intoxicated 
the people with victory, and no one thought of peace

31061 except for a very few. * SHIGEMITSU returned home from 
China, and on April 11 KIDO heard from him about the 
China situation. SHIGEMITSU disclosed that the actual ' 
situation was not developing as satisfactorily as the 
army claimed. He stressed the necessity for a reorient
ation of Japan's policy toward China, emphasizing that 
Chinese Independence and sovereignty be recognized and 
China returned to the Chinese and the two countries work 
on a cooperative basis. KIDO approved SHIGEMITSU's 
moderatlve policy, promising to support it. KIDO thought 
it may be possible to settle the Affair, which might pave 
the way for ending the Pacific War itself.

* On May 21, the Ch’:f Aide-de-camp advised KIDO 
that the fliers who had raided Tokyo on April Id had been 
taken prisoner in China and would be court-martialed in 
Tokyo. As this was a military matter, KIDO expressed no 
opinion, assuming they would be given a fair trial because 
the Emperor had previously reprimanded 3UQIYAMA when he

1 suggested Immediate execution.
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31064 * The Midway Campaign ended in a big failure 

early in June 1942, and Japan’s fleet air force was 
swept out of existence. It was foreseen it would not 
be easy to build replacements and the necessity for 
seizing occasion at the earliest opportunity to save 
the situation was again brought hone to KIDC.

31065 * At this time there were some in the 
intellectual classes who thought seriously about the 
necessity for hastening the return of peace. One of 
them was YOSHIDA Shigeru, who called on KIDO on 11 June 
19 4 2, telling him about a Plan to have KONOYE go to 
Europe and sojourn in Switzerland so as to get in 
touch with leaders of various countries when oppor
tunity arose. KIDO had no objection to YCSIilDA's 
basic idea to terminate the war as soon as possible, 
but told him he would like to think over the nro-

31066 priety of KONOYE's immediate visit to Europe. *
YOSHIDA and KIDO pledged to do their bit for an 
early peace.

Exhibit 1273» the diary entry of 1 September 
1942,revealed the circumstances surrounding the resig
nation of TOGO from the TOJO Cabinet because TOGO 
objected to the establishment of the Greater East 
Asia Ministry. From the rationalistic point of view,
KIDO did not dissent from TOGO'S opinion brt thought 
that the first thing to be avoided was a change of

31067 government for this would reinforce the enemy * and 
being desirous of evading a great political change, 
he used his good offices, Abolition of special 
service agencies in China was one of the purposes 
of the Greater East Asia Ministry.

The court martial of \merican flyers was 
under the Chief of the General Staff. On 3 October 
1942, TOJO told KIDO about the disposition of the 
American flyers, but KIDO was not told of any 
"treatment." TOJO told KIDO that he was advised 
that the death punishment would be inflicted, but 
that he caused the penalty for most of them to be 
reduced. At TOJO’s request, KIDO reported this to 
the Throne, pending a report by Chief of Staff SUGIYAMA.
KIDO knew nothing of the treatment of the flyers while 
they were prisoners.
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31068 * The war situation progressed decidedly against 

Japan and the necessity for terminating hostilities was 
further driven home to KIDO and on 4 February 1943, he 
exchanged views with MATSUDAIRA at the request of KONOYE 
who had repeatedly stressed the necessity for ending the 
war without delay on the ground that the Communist move
ment would become recrudescent if the home structure 
were to be strained, MATSUDAIRA and KIDO shared KONOYE's 
concern and pledged with KONOYE that they would never 
miss the opportunity to terminate the war,

31069 * On 30 March 1943, at an audience with the 
Emperor, the Emperor expressed concern over the war 
situation and told KIDO about the necessity for ter
minating the war without delay, KIDO in reply stated 
his views on the basis of the talks he had had with 
KONOYE and MATSUDAIRA. On 20 April 1943, TOJO called 
on KIDO, telling him he had decided to reconstruct 
his Cabinet, As a result, SHIGEMITSU was appointed 
Foreign Minister, In SHIGEMITSU, KIDO found a partner 
to talk to about his peace moves and from then until 
the surrender he worked closely with SHIGEMITSU for 
ending the war,

31070 * SHIGEMITSU questioned Ambassador Stahmer 
on the status quo of Germany after Germany’s sub
marine warfare began to lose its power. A* this 
meeting KIDO confided in SHIGEMITSU his idea of peace 
moves, one part of which was army control through
a Prince of the blood. On 14 May KIDO told Prince 
TAKAMATSU that in case there was a situation requir
ing peace moves, it would be most difficult to adjust 
the fighting services' demands and in such a con
tingency the Prince would be requested to double his 
efforts. He told TAKAMATSU that no solution would be

31071 * forthcoming unless a Prince of the blood intervened 
for the hardest task would be to reconcile the demands 
of the military with the peace terms. The turn of the 
year warranted no optimism and KIDO wrote a memorandum 
on the outlook of the war and a Deace plan. On 6 
January 1944, he expressed to Chief Secretary MATSU-

31072 DAIRA (Exhibit 1276) * that Japan should act on her 
on judgment in case Germany surrendered uncondition
ally, that if the so-called ABCD encirclement line 
was broken, Japan's war aim would have been fulfilled 
and therefore the Pacific War would be terminated by
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should be handled by a Joint commission of Japan, the 
Soviet, China, Britain and America, The area under 
Japanese occupation should be demilitarized and the 
smaller Pacific nations be neutralized permanently, 
and the economic policy be based on liberalism and 
equal opportunity. KIDO also stated that Japan should 
devote the coming century to fostering her national 
resources at home and during this period she should 
cooperate with the Soviet and China to provide against 
a general attack (Summarizer's Note: Exhibit 1276
says Japan should cooperate with the Soviet and China 
against Britain and the R.S.) In other words, Japan 
should build up a defense to meet the changing circum
stances, KIDO therefore arranged all his views and 
told them to MATSUDAIRA whom he asked to sound various 
circles about it. When he told the plan to SHIGEKITSU,

31073 his opinion was more pessimistic * and he said that 
unconditional surrender would be unavoidable. As a 
result, KIDO was silent or this particular plan to 
government circles.

31074 * The failure in Saipan in June 1944 made KIDO 
think it extremely dangerous to be led by wishful ob
servations. On June 26, KIDO talked to SHIGEMITSU 
about the outlook on the war and Japan's foreign 
policy. SHIGEMITSU and KIDO reached the conclusion 
that the government had no Intention to tak<* action 
while the fighting services viere recklessly pushing 
the war and there would be almost no chance of success 
if peace moves were taken on these quarters. If the 
secret leaked out it would defeat the purpose and the

31075 fignting services would stiffen their attitude, * 
SHIGEUITSU suggested t*at the senior statesmen be 
made to serve the Emperor to strengthen the Court.
KIDO replied it would be problematical whether senior 
statesmen would be able to render such services for 
they migiit further stimulate the public who might 
regard them as Japanese Badoglios. SillGEMITSU ami 
KIDO reached an .agreement that there was no other 
course but to take action on the strength of Imperial 
decision, assuming full responsibility for the Im
perial Court and Government.

31076 * On June 29, KIDO talked with 
XA7SUDAIRA and MATSUDAIRA, Tsuneo. At

Chief Secretary 
that time, KIDO
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Page thought of peace moves the same as which he later took, aimed at negotiating directly with America by obtaining the Emperor's personal message. Senior statesmen became more active, but on the other hand the meeting of eight generals ana admirals was reported. KIDO received visits In July from SHIGEMITSU, KONOYE, State Minister KISHI, and Home Minister ANDO, and he was aware of the strong Indications of an Imminent polltloal change.
31077 * On July 3, Chief Secretary MATSUDAXRA told him that OKADA had called on HIRANUMA about the war's 

outlook* OKADA contended It would be necessary to ohange the Cabinet, while HIRANUMA held that a memo
rial be filed by the senior statesmen with the Throne In this oonneotlon* The situation became so bad that TOJO deolded to reorganise his Cabinet again and he submitted his proposals to KIDO on 17 July* (Exhibit 
1277)

31078 * KIDO made no oooment about the polloles of the Cabinet, the establishment of the High Command, 
ohanglng the Navy Minister and strengthening the Liaison Conference* The same day the senior statesmen met and OKADA oalled on KIDO, reporting the agreement

31079 of views reaohed by them* (Exhibit 1277) * The Informal deolslon of the statesmen was that to find their way through the dlffloult situation, the popular mind must be renewed and all cooperate to build a powerful national Cabinet* Partial reorganisation would not be of any use*
TOJO failed to enlist the servloes of ABE and YONAI as Cabinet members, while State Minister KISHI contended that since the Cabinet failed to re- oonstruot Itself through the servloes of senior states

men, It should resign*
On 18 July. TOJO told KIDO he had made up his mind to oarry out a Cabinet resignation en bloo*This surprised KIDO as It was so sudden, but KIDO refrained from oomment as he thought a Cabinet change31080 would be desirable * but he asked TOJO about his Idea on a succeeding Premier* TOJO. apparently dissatisfied 

over the senior statesmen's attitude, replied that he thought their responsibility for the present ohange 
was heavy* They may havo already formulated theirown plan and therefore he did not express his views*
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31081

After the TOJO Cabinet's resignation, the 
senior statesmen met the afternoon of 18 July to 
select a succeeding Premier. At the meeting it was 
thought necessary to modify the TOJO Cabinet's Policy 
of strong economic policy on one hand and on the other 
exercise sufficient political ability to grasp the 
trend of popular sentiments. It might have been sug
gested to select a Premier from among the civil serv
ices but no suitable candidate was found. Since the 
war was at its bitterest stage, the statesmen agreed 
to choose a new Premier from among the fighting 
services * and the choice was to be limited to one 
in active service. It was agreed that TERAUCHI and 
KOISO be chosen as the first and second candidates. 
Both YONAI and HIRANUMA recommended KOISO.

31O8I- (Exh. 1278. The diary entry of l8 July 1944, which 
103 set forth the Senior Statesmen's Conference,was re

read into the record. This is in evidence at 
Page 11377.)

31103 * KOISO, who was in Korea, was summoned and 
arrived in Tokyo on 20 July 1944. The day before, 
SUZUKI told KIDO about the political responsibility 
created by the recommendation of KOISO but KIDO did 
not retain an exact memory of this talk. (Exh. 1279)

31104 However, he referred * to a considerable fear enter
tained as to whether it was possible for KOISO to 
meet the situation successfully. KOISO's recommenda
tion made on the Senior Statesmen's recommendation, 
aroused fear in political circles as to the possi
bility of his tiding over the difficult situation. 
KONOYE was of the opinion that after YONAI joined 
the Cabinet, he might not only help toward solving 
the problem of unifying the Supreme Command between 
the Army and Navy, but also make it possible to es
tablish the national united front. KONOYE told KIDO 
that HIRANUMA approved his idea. KIDO also approved 
and requested Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA to find out 
the views of the other statesmen and on 20 July 
MATSUDAIRA reported,

ABE was the only one who disagreed to a 
K0IS0-Y0NAI coalition cabinet. When KIDO reported

31105 to the Emperor, he approved of the coalition. * 
Later, the senior statesmen reconvened and KIDO 
explained the development regarding the coalition,
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tion to KOISO and KOISO and YONAI received the mandate 
as Premier and Deputy Premier respectively#

31106 * In addition to the conversation mentioned 
with SHIGEMITSU on June 26 about peace plans, KIDO 
had others in July. SHIGEMITSU's retention of the 
Foreign Affairs' portfolio in the KOISO Cabinet 
made KIDO reassured. SHIGEMITSU gave serious and 
earnest thought to mediation between Germany and the 
Soviet and the sending of envoys. As in 1943» how
ever, Germany refused to pay attention to the ques
tion of peace ,rith the Soviet, nor did the Soviet 
pay attention to it. KIDO remembered hearing from 
SHIGEMITSU that the Foreign Office received allied

31107 protest * concerning treatment of POWs through the 
Swiss Legation. SHÏGEMITSU later assured KIDO that 
the Foreign Office immediately communicated with 
the Army, who reported either that the reports were 
untrue or that efforts were being made to ameliorate 
the situation. KIDO took it for granted that efforts 
were really being made. SHIGEMITSU advised that the 
military were not easy to deal with in regard to this 
and many other matters and it was necessary to use 
great tact and diplomacy. It was at the Tribunal 
that KIDO first heard detailed reports.

31110 * Early in 1944, when the war situation 
developed against Janan, many of the intellectuals 
felt deep concern and KONOYE, HIRANUMA. WAKATSUKI, 
and OKADA usually met once a month, mainly to 
exchange views on how to terminate hostilities.
OKADA would tall Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA about 
the meeting and MATSUDAIRA and KONOYE told KIDO 
about it.

In January 194? the war situation in the 
Philippines became very grave and the Emperor asked 
KIDO if it was not necessary to seek the Senior 
Statesmen's views, and KIDO advised him that he 
should consiilt the Chiefs of the Army and Navy 
General Staffs, then members of the Cabinet, and

31111 then * an Imperial Council of Senior Statesmen, and 
the Cabinet should be convened. He told the Emneror 
that he wished he would observe the transition of the 
war situation for a few days at any rate.
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31112 * On January 13th the Emperor again referred 

to a meeting with the Senior Statesmen after observing 
the situation in the Philippines and FIC. KIDO advised 
him that he would study these matters. He had been 
giving the question of how the Emperor could obtain
the Senior Statesmen's opinion serious thought for a 
meeting with them at this time was fraught with danger 
if the military found out about it.

31113 * Since the Senior Statesmen shared the 
Emperor's solicitude, KIDO could not look on with folded 
arms and had to do something. After consulting Imperial 
Household Minister, MATSUDAIRA, he made arrangements 
that the Senior Statesmen be received in audience 
separately to submit their views to prevent military 
suspicion.

31114 * Thereafter, in February, HIRANUMA, HIROTA,
KONOYE, WAKAT.SUKI, OKADA, TO JO and also MAKINO, had 
audiences with the Emperor to express their views.
KIDO had a further talk with SHIGEMÏTSU about the 
prospects of the war.

Meanwhile, the KOISO Cabinet was taking 
moves on Chungking for settling the China Affair, 
planning to open negotiations directly with Chiang 
Kai-shek. In early September 1944, the plan was 
referred to the Supreme Council for Direction of 
War, which decided on the guiding principle for the 
purpose, but no tangible result was produced. In 
March 1945, Premier KOISO sent Colonel YAMAGAYA to 
China to invite Liao Din to Japan to ooen direct 
negotiations with Chiang. The adverse war situation 
in the Philippines must have been fully known to 
Chungking. It was beyond conception that China 
would make peace separately with Japan without con
sulting America and Britain. Further, Liao Pin was 
said not to be fully reliable. In consequence,
SHIGEMITSU, SUGIYAMA, YONAI and Chief of Staff UMEZU 
were opposed to the projected peace moves toward 
Chungking, but KOISO was very enthusiastic and on 
April 2, reported to the Throne his plan for peace 

31116 negotiations with Chungking through Liao Pin. *
The Emperor referred the matter to the War, Navy 
and Foreign Affairs Ministers, as a result of which
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ripe and the matter was dropped. To cope with a 
sudden deterioration of the war situation, KOISO 
sought his reinstatement in active service and con
current appointment as War Minister for redoubling 
his efforts for prosecuting the war, but the plan 
failed due to Army opposition. This and other 
reasons were responsible for the collapse of the 
KOISO Cabinet.

31118 * On 4 April 194?, KOISO told KIDO he intended 
to resign and explained his reasons (Exhibit 128l).
At that time, feeling the necessity of taking immediate 
steps to end the war, KIDO considered this a golden 
opportunity. He had previously made known to the 
Chief Aide-de-Camn his intentions in the event of 
a Cabinet change and to meet with the two Chiefs of 
Staff and the War and Navy Ministers to find out 
what the Supreme Command was thinking. When KOISO 
mentioned he thought an Imperial Headquarters Cabinet 
should be formed, KIDO seized the opportunity to 
request permission from the Emperor that he would like 
to see the Ministers and Staff Chiefs prior to the 
Senior Statesmen's Conference. (Exhibit 1 2 8 1)
By an Imperial Headquarters Cabinet was meant a

31119 Cabinet in which the Premier assumed the power * of 
the Chiefs of Staff to direct the conduct of the 
war. KOISO resigned on April 4 and KIDO conferred 
with Chief of Staff UMEZU, Navy Minister YuNAI,
War Minister SUGIYAMA, and Navy Chief of Staff
OIKAWA (Exhibit 1282).

UMEZU did not stress the "need of a 
special cabinet" but doubted the practicability of 
a special cabinet. KIDO expressed no opinion. As 
a result of the conversations, KIDO ascertained that 
all of them generally opposed a change of the cab
inet's character, holding that a clear line of de
marcation be drawn between the High Command and the 
conduct of State affairs by the Government as done

31120 in the past. * It was highly problematical whether 
the adverse war situation would be retrieved even
if a new Cabinet was formed under KOISO's conception. 
Judging by the home situation, the country could not 
afford to make such a trial. The necessity for a 
drastic reorientation was driven home to KIDO so he 
thought it dangerous to practice KOISO's idea. KIDO 
asked YONAI's opinion about a new Premier and he
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KIDO attended the Conference of Senior 
Statesmen that day, and they too opposed an Imperial 
Headquarters Cabinet and it was contended that a man 
free from any past commitment or a man capable of 
taking a long range view be selected and that the 
choice be not necessarily limited to an active general 
or admiral.

31121 * TOJO was the only exception, contending that 
HATA be chosen on the ground that the war situation 
had entered a state in which a decisive battle would 
have to be fought in the Japanese mainland and that 
the next Premier must be an active general or admiral.
KIDO stated that if a decisive battle was to be fought 
in the mainland, It would be political power behind 
the gun that counted. Pointing out the Army's 
extreme unpopularity among the people, he said it 
would be better to choose a non-Army man, but TOJO 
would not yield, saying that if this was done, the 
Army might look the other way (meaning a coup d ’etat).
KIDO retorted that the nation would look the other 
way if an Army man was chosen. No conferee touched 
upon peace moves explicitly, fearing that in view of 
TOJO's presence, any tactless remark might stimulate 
the Army to an unscrupulous counter-measure. But
all except TOJO had a tacit understanding o. this

31122 point. * SUZUKI said he would like to decline the 
offer as Premier as he had never taken part in poli
tics.

Exhibit 1282 (admitted but not previously 
read) gave the full proceedings of the Senior States
men's Conference on April 5, 194-5* attended by KO NOYE, 
HIRANUMA, SUZUKI, HIROTA, KIDO, WAKATSUKI, OKADA and 
TOJO. After KIDO explained the political change and 
after passing KOISO's resignation around, TOJO said 
that the resignation stated that both the state 
affairs and supreme command required supervision. He 
asked what the meaning of this statement was, but KIDO 
'said there was no explanation given by KOISO.

31123 * TOJO said that frequent changing of Cabinets 
in war time was deplorable. The next Cabinet should 
be the final one. There was on one hand the opinion
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opinion to accept unconditional surrender. TOJO 
thought it necessary to decide on this first.

OKADA said the new Cabinet should shoulder 
the destiny of the country and solidly combine the 
country's total power. War or peace could be de-

31124 termined only at a later stage. HIRANUKA said there 
was no way out but to fight to the end and that * 
problem was simple. He was bewildered by the sudden 
political change. He wished they could have heard 
the opinions of KOISO and YONAI, but it was too late 
and he suggested that they carefully discuss the 
problems presented. KIDO agreed and said it appeared 
for a time that a total resignation would occur but 
he had thereafter heard it was changed to a re
organizing policy, and both SUGIYAMA and HATA were
to be transferred to C-in-C of General Defense Com
mand and it became necessary to change the 'War 
Minister and ANAMI was o^ered the post.

31125 * KIDO said that to effect reorganization and 
then execute a total resignation ^ater would betray 
the Army and that was why he made up his mind suddenly. 
OKADA asked how about discussing the total power of 
concentration and powerful cabinet. HIRANUMA said 
that formerly the Premier was first decided and that 
the Premier then recommencer, ;,.e Ministers to the 
Throne, but this time if the principal Ministers were 
not decided, the Cabinet would not be powerful.

TOJO said tha* if they decided on the 
Cabinet Ministers, woû -o it not mean that the Emperor 
would bear the responsibleities after the formation. 
HIRANUMA replied it wotud not be right for the 
Emperor to give orders directly and TOJO said they 
should avoid having the good and bad of cabinet for
mation falling back on the Emperor. HIRANUMA said 
that what he meant to say was that how about deciding

31126 it after soliciting opinions a little more. * HIROTA 
stated they must win by any means. All countries 
have at one time been on the verge of defeat and have 
rallied. The next Cabinet should fight through to win 
the war and he thought KIDG's action in interviewing 
Army and Navy authorities was appropriate, but perhaps 
their intentions should be ascertained a little more.
KIDO said he had asked them considerably but there 
were no special opinions expressed.
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31127

HIRANUMA said that KOISO's Cabinet Formaten 
was a failure and he should have consulted them a 
little more. KIDO agreed and said that in the case of 
the Lord Keeper, after making a recommendation, he was 
to keen his mouth shut regarding cabinet formation. * 
When it did not go well, he was criticized on his 
responsibility for recommending, and he believed the 
system ought to be corrected. (The translation of 
KIDO's last remarks Is different in the Exhibit than 
in the Affidavit.) HIRANUMA said he thought it was 
unreasonable that the responsibility should be taken 
by the Lord Keeper alone.

OKADA stated that some said that considerable 
surplus power still existed, but before amassing the 

31128 total power,* unity among the leaders was desired, and
it was necessary to study whether the previous procedure 
was right or wrong.

HIRANUMA noted that after a decision was made 
by them and the Lord Keeper informally reported to the 
Throne, a situation would develop where he could not 
interfere.

KCNOYE said that although HIRANUMA was right, 
the problem was not what form it should be carried out, 
and KIDO said there were many who desired firmer unity 
among the leaders.

HIRANUMA thought it was better to have closer 
contact in the organization of the Cabinet and OKADA 
agreed. SUZUKI thought there was no necessity to limit 
the scope of the Enioeror’s summons and he would like to 
ask the Lord Keeper's opinion. He remembered that 
SAIONJI sought the advice of Count Y'AMAMOTO and Admiral 
TOGO, and asked if after obtaining the Emperor's con
sent, if they should solicit the views of MAKING.

31129 * KIDO said that SUZUKI was right, but the pro
cedure was different now and had been decided upon in 
accordance with the Emperor's desire, that the confer
ence membership would consist of those enjoying full 
confidence of the Emperor and it would be impossible 
to request MAKING'S participation now.

HIROTA said that unification in the upper 
classes was necessary and he thought it would be better
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that if in the case of Cabinet changes, would the 
Supreme War Guidance Council continue, and was the 
Premier's attending Imperial Headquarters permitted 
only to KOISO or would this continue.

KIDO said that there were opinions that 
since the Premier attended Imperial Headquarters, the

31130 Council was unnecessary. * He thought hereafter the 
Premier would be able to attend Headquarters. TOJO 
said the Premier would attend as a participator in 
the Y/ar Council and would witness the manipulation of 
troops.

31131 * SUZUKI said that although he could under
stand the case of MAKINO, he would say that only when 
they included him, the scope would not become obscure.

WAKAÏ3ÜKI did not understand the purport of 
the resignation and KONOV i said that since the case 
was so sudden, he had no idea to explain the character 
of the new cabinet. In regard to TOJO's opinion, it 
could not be decided while the Supreme Command was 
not represented. He asked how about limiting the 
field to military circles and whether it would be 
from the Army or Navy. TOJO ‘'aid ne did not mean 
that Premiers should be decided ac the meeting but 
meant it should be submitted to the Emperor for prep
aration.

WAKATSUKI said the report of the Imperial 
summons was to have them choose a new Premier and 
he believed it was against the Imperial will to 
discuss things which TOJO had mentioned. To discuss 
whether they should fight to the last or seek peace 
was not the question for it went too far.

31132 * SUZUKI said that according to WAKATSUKI's 
opinion, they must fight the war to the end. He, 
toe, thought this problem must be settled first and 
if the leader of the nev/ cabinet did not possess this 
will, he thought he was unsuitable. WAKATSUKI said 
he thought he was requested to state his opinion re
garding this but. TOJO said it was not so, but vas 
meant to be r.erei.y an assumntion.
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the homeland was about to be a battle field, there 
was grave concern for the oublie did not always 
cooperate with government measures* The incoming 
cabinet must place confidence in the people. Lately, 
anti-militarism tendencies had appeared, and he 
thought this must be given careful consideration.
HIRANUMA said that the basic idea was that imminent 
subjects should be responsible to the Throne.

31133 * WAKATSUKI pointed out that twenty years 
had elapsed since he had been Premier and while he 
was willing to take responsibilities, he believed 
he was unsuitable. If HIRANUMA's opinion should be 
adopted (selecting principal cabinet members before
hand) no ̂ ne would accept the Premiership for it would 
thoroughly restrict his activities.

KONOYE said that on the previous occasion, 
the matter of state affairs and supreme command 
was also the focus of consideration and for this 
purpose a military man was thought to be most appro
priate. He asked if it would not be better to use 
the same process. WAKATSUKI noted that he was the 
one who had before suggested it but the purport of

31134 the resignation was different.* KIDO said that 
KOISO's resignation was but an expression of his 
opinion and it did not necessarily mean they should 
stick to it.

HIROTA declared it was better to have 
either the V/ar or Navy Minister as Chief of the 
new Cabinet. HIRANUMA said that they must have a 
person who would fight it out and they could not 
recommend any peace advocator. He could not voice 
any opinion if it meant that all they hid to do 
was to appoint a Premier and leave the rest to him.
He was strongly opposed for peace and cessation of 
hostilities.

In the manifestation of whole national 
strength, influential civilians must be employed.

KIDO said they must have a system whereby 
the people would follow them.
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31135 * HIRANUMA asked if KIDO meant the Premier 

must be an active soldier, HIROTA said that diffi
cult situations might arise if the Premier was not
a soldier on active service, but that was not always 
necessary if he was authorized to present himself at 
Imperial Headquarters,

HIRANUMA said that at least he must be ' 
in the first or second reserve, but SUZUKI said 
the Premier need not always be a soldier, HIRANUMA 
said that unless the Premier was a soldier, he did 
not understand war. The premise was that if it was 
to be fought, it must be fought out,

OKADA said that it seemed that the character 
of the Premier was distinctive, KONOYE said they could 
conclude that he must be a soldier in the first or 
second reserve who would fight it out,

31136 * HIRANUMA hoped no one would say it was 
improper as WAKATSUKI had said.

WAKATSUKI said he feared he might say some
thing thoughtless. The question was not of the man 
who would fight it out to final victory. If they 
proposed peace, it would lead to unconditional sur
render. HIRANUMA thought they needed an A my or 
Navy man but not necessarily one in active service.

WAKATSUKI said the fundamental orinciple 
had been clarified but how about its aDolication, 
and HIRANUMA asked for KONOYE's opinion. KONOYE 
said a person that had no connection hitherto should 
be recommended and HIRANUMA added that he must also 
be one who could be relied upon by the people.

WAKATSUKI noted that on the previous occa
sion it was decided to name a man from the Army.
Today it could be either from the Army or Navy and 
he asked OKADA's opinion. OKADA merely said that 
a competent man could be selected.

31137 * When WAKATSUKI asked if KIDO approved this 
measure, KIDO said yes. He ranted all to state 
their unreserved opinions.
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3 113 8 * SUZUKI asked how it would be if the previ

ous Senior Statesmen made an effort. The resolution 
to die fighting for the Emperor was necessary. Since 
the Premier must be physically strong, he suggested 
KO NOYE. After that, all would try, and how about the 
four trying first. He had heard that HARA had also 
made this suggestion. KONOYE said that it differed 
from the aforementioned fundamental princinle. HIRA- 
NUMA said the candidate should be a military man and 
he agreed with KONOYE that the new Premier should be 
one with no previous connections. With the purport 
of winning the people's confidence, he wished to have 
Admiral SUZUKI accept the Premiership, and asked if 
they should appoint him after consulting them. He 
thought it was proper to have him appointed by sub
mitting the Ministerial Scroll to the Emperor without

3 113 9 consulting him, and KONOYE and WAKATSUKI agreed. *
SUZUKI said that he believed that for 

soldiers to meddle in politics was to ruin the coun
try. As a matter of principle, he was prevented 
from entering politics. Moreover, his hearing was 
bad and he begged to decline. HIRANUMA said that a 
man without involvement was desirable, and that 
while SUZUKI was a soldier, he enjoyed the Emneror's 
deepest trust as a civil official. The nation be
lieved he had no involvements and he was a man of 
loyalty.

TOJO said that SUZUKI's attitude was fine. 
The enemy was getting bold and was likely to attempt 
a landing and home defense would become vital. Here 
the Army must be considered as the principal body, and 
they must have an active soldier, and he believed 
HATA would be suitable,

HIROTA thought a central figure in the 
armed services should take the post. That had been 
his wish always. Anyone who could control both the 
Army and Navy would do.

After KIDO asked OKADA's views, OKADA said 
he could not state it, because he knew nobody. HIROTA 
said that at this grave time, State Ministers should 
be appointed by Inroerial order, meaning designation 
by name. He doubted if it was a procedure suited to
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to make direct appointments without consultation 
with the persons concerned.

31141 * There was no need of having the consent 
of the person. WAKATSUKI asked if he meant they 
shouldn't accept their Private consent, and HIROTA 
replied he didn't mean they must not accept.

KIDO said that since Japanese soil was on 
the verge of becoming a battle field, strengthening 
the government had become more necessary and a Cab
inet with the people's confidence must be established.
He thought TOJO's opinion was plausible and person
ally hoped to have SUZUKI rise to the occasion.

TOJO said that at present when the land 
was about to be a battle field, they must take 
special care or else there was a fear that the Army 
might take an aloof standing. If the Army took an 
aloof standing, the Cabinet would collapse. KIDO 
said it would be grave if the Army took an aloof 
standing and asked if there was any omen or premon-

31142 ition of it. * TOJO said he could not say there 
was none.

KIDO repeated that anti-militaristic 
sentiments were quite strong and there were possi
bilities of having the people take an alooi standing*

OKADA asked what was meant by an "aloof 
standing" to a person who received the Imoeriai Com
mand. He wondered whose responsibility was national 
defense, was it not the Army and Navy. TOJO said 
that because of that apprehension he had said take 
care.

WAKATSIJKI said if there was such appre
hension, it was a serious matter, and believed that 
so far as the people were concerned, there wasn't 
any such thing. The Emperor did not attend the 
meeting outlined in Exhibit 12fl2. Because SUZUKI 
had stated he would like to decline the offer-,
KIDO invited him to the audience chamber, entreat
ing him to accent, if he was commanded by the Emperor. 
KIDO dwelt on the gravity of the war situation,
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Page alluding to the necessity of a volte-face in policy. 
SUZUKI said he fully understood and said if he was 
commanded by the Emperor, nothing else would be his 
mission. KIDO was greatly reassured. SUZUKI accepted # 
the Imperial Mandate after KIDO explained the meeting 
of the Senior Statesmen to His Majesty and had recom
mended SUZUKI.

•

Within a month of the formation of the 
SUZUKI Cabinet, Germany surrendered. Up to this time, 
it was thought it would be open to criticism from the 
point of view of international faith to make peace

31144 proposals on the Emperor's part *  since Japan had 
concluded a non-separate-peace treaty with Germany.
Now that Germany was gone, KIDO believed it would be 
desirable for the Emperor to make his mind up at this 
junction.

31145 * The critical war situation in Okinawa 
and the bombing attacks m  the Japanese Mainland 
caused great concern to the'Emperor, and he asked 
KIDO if there was any way to retrieve the situation, 
and KIDO understood that the Emperor also asked SUZUKI 
the same question. However, the Cabinet took no special 
measure but events took their own course. On April 21, 
when the new Foreign Minister TOGO called on him, KIDO 
had the first of a number of disoussions on the peace 
question, and many called on KIDO to exore^ s their 
views.'  I

31146 * The SUZUKI Cabinet decided to open the 
Diet early in June, In view of the fact that a 
strong war sentiment used to be the keynote of previ
ous Diet speeches, KIDO did not think the Diet held 
at that juncture would have a desirable effect on the 
outside world as it would hamper peace moves. Prior 
to the Diet's opening, however, the military peti
tioned the Emperor for an Imperian Conference in con
nection with the future direction of war. The military 
did not mean to terminate hostilities but instead 
wanted to continue war-like operations to make a bid 
for a decisive battle on the mainland while admitting 
difficulty in prosecuting the war. The Imperial Con
ference was held on June 8 and on that date, KIDO
made up his mind and drafted a tentative peace plan 
to save the situation,

31147 * This draft concluded that it was apparent 
that the fighting at Okinawa would end adversely to Japan in the very near future. Statistics for national

r

v«.
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they would practically completely lose nower to prose
cute war. He was not in a position to judge the 
enemy's future strategy, but judging by the formidable 
air power displayed, it would not be difficult to make 
a holocaust throughout the country.

31148 * If his assumption was not grossly mis
taken, a keen shortage of food and clothes would 
appear after the latter half of the year, causing 
social unrest which might get out of control. He 
thought Japan was called upon to take a resolute move 
for restoring peace. It was most certain that it was 
the enemy's major object to overthrow the so-called 
gumbatsu or militarists.

31149 * He believed that the orthodox way of 
opening negotiations would be to oropose peace on 
the part of the fighting services, and then decide 
on a peace plan and open .he negotiation on the part 
of the government. But it would be almost impossible 
to do so at this juncture. If they waited for an 
opportunity to become ripe, it might become possible 
too late and Japan might share Germany's fate. He 
believed there would be no other course but to peti
tion for Imperial intervention and take Deace moves 
by ending hostilities in accordance with the follow
ing policy.

31150 * Negotiation would be started with the 
intermediary power in nursuance of the Emperor's 
personal message. It might be a good idea to coen 
negotiations direct with America and Britain if 
possible, but more advisable to ask the Soviet to 
mediate.

The keynote of the Emperor's message 
would follow that of the Emperial Rescript on the 
Declaration of War, emphasizing the Emperor's con
stant concern for peace, etc. If guarantee was 
obtained that the Pacific be made true to its name, 
in view of the object of Japan's Declaration of War, 
Japan would renounce her right of occupation and 
claim of leadership for the occupied area if only 
those nations and peoples attained their independ
ence. The armed forces in those areas would be 
withdrawn at Japan's own initiative.

I
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31151 * Japan must be prepared to make a pretty 

heavy armaments reduction. There would be no alterna
tive but to be content with a minimum armament for

31152

national defense. He showed this tentative peace olan 
to Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA on June 9 and previously 
had been secretly in touch with KASE of the Foreign 
Office and MATSUTANI of the War Ministry in connection 
with peace moves. It was necessary, therefore, to 
seek their views. The same day he had an audience 
with the Emperor * reporting on a tentative peace nlan 
and obtained sanction to consult the Premier and 
War, Navy and Foreign Affairs Minister. The Emperor 
was greatly satisfied v/it.h KIDC's plan and commanded 
him to set his hand to the plan immediately.

31153

The Diet was in session, so that the Pre
mier and other Cabinet Ministers were very busy, so 
he refrained from approaching them. The Diet closed 
on 13 June 1945 * and hr talked with Premier SUZUKI 
and Navy Minister YONAI. He stressed to YONAI that 
a survey of the war situation showed no time v/as to 
be lost. YONAI entirely agreed but complained that 
the Premier's real intentions were not yet fully known 
and therefore he could not launch a peace movement 
while he was a Cabinet Minister. Pointing out that 
he had an appointment with Premier SUZUKI later, he 
assured YONAI he would ascertain the Premier's real 
intentions and pledged with YONAI to be in closer 
touch henceforth.

3 115 4 * He saw SUZUKI that afternoon and asked 
him how long he thought Japan's fighting power would 
last. SUZUKI replied that August would see a share 
drop in Japan's fighting potential. Thereupon, KIDO 
told SUZUKI his idea and the details of his reoort 
to the Throne which was approved by the Emneror.
KIDO's appeal struck a symoathetic note in SUZUKI 
who pledged to do his bit. KIDO told him about the 
interview with YONAI and said YONAI was afraid the 
Emperor might be vigorous in his sentiment. SUZUKI 
said he had thought the same of YONAI.

31155 * On June 15* YONAI told KIDO that he had 
advised SUZUKI to strengthen his determination and 
KIDO told YONAI of his own interview with the Premier.
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formulate a definite plan and told him of his own 
plan which was approved by the Emperor.

In principle, TOGO was not opposed to the
31156 plan * but pointed out the vigorous war decision 

recently adopted at the Imperial Conference, he 
wondered how to adjust the peace Plan without fearing 
that the Foreign Office would be in a difficult posi
tion. KIDO was unaware of the Imperial Conference 
decision but this impelled him to an extraordinary 
determination. Assuring TOGO he would do his best
to facilitate the Foreign Minister's work, he requested 
him to formulate a definite peace plan without delay.

On June l8, KIDO asked War Minister ANAMI's
3 115 7 approval of the plan. * ANAMI agreed as to the outcome 

of the Okinawa campaign and the war's outlook, but 
argued it would be better to take peace moves after 
dealing the enemy a tell *.ng blow in case he undertook 
landing operations on the mainland.

KIDO replied that the enemy would not hurry 
to undertake landing operations, but prior to doing 
so, would make a holocaust, demoralizing the Japanese. 
When American deployment was completed preliminary to 
landing operations, their terms would not be easy and 
Japan would have no other course but to fi®ht to the 
bitter end, and in such eventuality there would be 
little hope of safeguarding national polity.

It was with difficulty that KIDO persuaded 
ANAMI to approve. Although he tried to keep his 
efforts for peace secret, the Army suspected what he

31158 was doing and there was talk that they wanted to * 
oust KIDO as Lord Keener, and on June l8, ANAMI 
spoke to him about this.

3 115 9 * That same day SUZUKI called a meeting of 
the Supreme Council for Direction of War to discuss 
terminating hostilities, and SUZUKI told KIDO about 
the meeting on June 20. The V’ar Minister and Army 
and Navy Chiefs of Staff expected much of the imminent

3 1160 battle on the mainland, arguing it would be better * 
to start peace negotiations on top of military achieve
ments. It was understood, however, that all agreed 
that efforts be out forth to seize an opportunity for 
restoring peace. KIDG reported to the Emperor on
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Page what SUZUKI had told him. He suggested the Emperor 
to summon a Supreme Council for Direction of War 
and command them to end the war, esuectally since 
TOGO felt so apprehensive about the recent decision 
of the Imperial Conference,

31161 * On June 21, after talking with KONOYE on 
the necessity for an early peace, he also talked to 
the Emperor, advising him he should state that the 
previous decision of June 8 should not hamper peace 
efforts. On June 22, he arranged to call the Council

31162 * and they were summoned when the Imperial wishes 
for terminating the war were conveyed to them.

The same day the Emneror snoke to KIDO on 
the meeting of the Supreme War Directing Council, 
saying the basic nolicy for directing the war had 
been decided on at a previous council. It was decided 
that they should study concrete means, unhampered by 
tradition.

When the Emoeror asked for the Premier's 
opinion, he replied that measures would be taken 
as the Émperor desired, YONAI said he had the sub
ject in mind at the previous council but that the 
time was now pressing for its quick realization, 
and TOGO endorsed YONAI's statement. The Emperor 
asked Chief of Staff UMEZU his opinion and UMEZU 
answered that though he had no objection to the plan, 
great caution must be used to carry it out. There
upon th Emperor asked if in being too caution, they 
might miss the chance. UMEZU answered that they 
needed promptness.

31164 * On June 25» KIDO obtained HIRANUMA's
approval of a tentative peace plan. Prior to this, 
at GOGO's instance, the government opened secret 
negotiations with the Soviet Ambassador through 
HIROTA, but no progress was made. The Supreme Council 
for Direction of War had been studying peace terms 
but no agreement was reached. KIDO urged SUZUKI and 
TOGO to hurry up.

On July 3» KIDO asked the Grand Chamberlain 
to submit his views to the Emperor that it would be 
proper for the Emperor to urge the Premier to hurry up,
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3X165 * On July 7, SUZUKI reported to KIDO that hehad just been summoned by the Emperor, who asked him how the negotiation with the Soviet was getting along*The Emperor said it would not do to miss the opportunity of sounding the Soviet's real intentions and asked how about asking her for her mediation and sending a special envoy* It could be seen that the Government was too much engrossed in sounding the Soviet's real intentions with result that the peace negotiation made no progress, but with the Imperial reminder to SUZUKI, the nego

tiation apparently got underway*
31166 * The Government referred the question of sending a special envoy to the Soviet Union to the Supreme Council, which decided that KONOYE be sent*

On July 12, after SUZUKI had told KIDO about his audience with the Emperor, regarding sending an envoy to the Soviet, KIDO had another audienoe with the Emperor, submitting his views on the question as to who should be present at the audienoe to be granted 
to KONOYB.

3 116 7 * Later, the Emperor told KIDO about his audienoe with KONOYE. The same day* earlier, SUZUKI called on KIDO, telling him that ho had talks with the Foreign Minister T000 about the speolal envoy to be sent to the Soviet, but he should like to enlist KONOYE's aervioes*. It would be better for the Emperor to oommand or ask31168 KONOYE * dlreotly to aooept the speolal mission than to waste time in persuading KONOYE to aooept* KIDO told SUZUKI that the Emperor was now so enthusiastic 
over the matter that he had made up his mind to send his personal message. KIDO had approved this proposal*

When KIDO reported to the Emperor on the matter in advanoe, the Emperor approved it and decided to summon KONOYE chat afternoon and later KIDO suggested31169 that KONOYE be reoeived without anyone being present * 
but the Emperor remarked that it was formerly established that audienoes be granted to those other than State Ministers in the presence of somebody else* In the oase of KONOYE, therefore, there would be no neoesslty for it, and the Emperor took his suggestion*
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the cable to Ambassador SATO in Moscow regarding dis
patch of a special envoy. It was suggested by SHIDE- 
HARA and others to defer the communication of the name 
of the soecial envoy and the Imperial message. The 
Premier expressed a desire that the Emperor seek 
KONOYE's views on ending the war and asked him to accept 
the possible offer in the event of a special envoy being 
sent, thereby reserving some latitude for his choice.
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Later in the day, KIDO informed KpNOYE of; the 
progress of affairs, and prior to KONOYE's audience .vith 
the Emperor KIDO proceeded to the Throne, reporting on 
the matter of which SUZUKI had spoke that morning. After 
KONOYF's audience with the Emperor, he told KIDO that he 
had said to the Emperor that he had recently heard explana
tions from Army personnel on the possibility of the 
execution of the war. Thé explanations might not be 
wholly groundless, but Navy explanations suggested the 
untrustworthiness of Army figures. The public’s morale 
was not high, and the only remaining hope was that the 
Emperor do something. * Moreover, there were signs 
showing resentment toward the Emperor, and KONOYE believed 
it imperative to end the war as early as possible. Thé 
Emæror then remarked that he had the intention to send 
KONOYE to the Soviet as a special envoy, and KONOYE 
accepted.

After this KIDO saw the Emperor, who told him 
he had disclosed his opinion to KONOYE, and KONOYE had 
replied it was necessary to end the war. 7/hen the Emperor 
asked KONOYE if he would go to the Soviet, KONOYE had 
replied he would do so.

One day before the departure of Stalin and 
Molotov for the Potsdam conference, the government’s 
instructions reached the Japanese Embassy in Moscow.
* NO definite reply was received from the Soviet that 
it vould give its reply after Stalin and Molotov's return 
from Potsdam. Thus, prior to the Soviet reply, the 
Potsdam Declaration was issued, and KIDO foresaw the 
peace problem would be difficult.

On August 6 the atomic bomb was dropped at 
Hiroshima. Japan had been on ti o-toe, expecting a Soviet 
reply, but this was m  llified and the Soviet declared war 
on August 9« That morning KIDO advised the Emperor there 
was no alternative but to accept the Potsdam Declaration 
and end the war. * The Emperor commanded KIDO to talk 
with Premier SUZUKI.

* To SUZUKI, KIDO stressed the necessity for 
making peace by taking advantage of the Potsdam Declaration, 
asking him to explain to the Senior Statesmen the situation 
in advance, for the Emperor wanted to seek their views. 
SUZUKI left, saying they would like to decide Japan's 
attitude by holding a meeting of the Supreme Council for 
Direction of 7ar.
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B1Î75 * Later in the day SUZUKI reported that the
Supreme Council discussed acceptance of the Potsdan, 
Declaration on'four conditions: 1, Preservation of the
Imperial House; 2, V/ithdrawal of Japanese troops on Japan’ 
own initiative; 3, Those responsible for the war to be 
dealt with by the Japanese Government; 4, No guarantee 
occupation to be carried out. (Exhibit 1283).

31376 * Later, TAKAMATSU expressed fear that a con
ditional acceptance might be regarded as a refusal, and 
KIDO reported TAKAMATSU'S apprehension to the Emperor.
The same afternoon SHIGEMITSU urged KIDO to act tactfully, 
contending the peace negotiation was sure to break down 
if Japan submitted the four conditions. That evening 
KIDO had further audiences with the Emperor. At this 
time the Cabinet, being unable to arrive at a decision to 
accept'the Potsdam Declaration on the sole condition of 
preservation of the Im-erial House, decided to submit it 
to the Emperor for decision.

31177 * Premier SUZUKI told the Emperor to hold an 
Imnerial Conference and permit Privy Council President 
HIRANUMA to attend. This Council was held from 1 1 .^ 0 p.m. 
Anmust 9 to 2.20 a. m. August 10, when it was decided to 
accent the Potsdam Declaration on the sole condition of 
re-affirmation of the Emperor's sovereignty and the 
Imperial House, the draft plan prepared by Foreign 
vinister TOGO.

31178 * At the close of the Imperial Conference, KIDO 
Keard from the Emperor the Imperial decision, whicl stated 
that, the Army vigorously advocated the necessity for a 
decisive battle on the homeland, but beach fortifications 
were not completed nor army equipment complete, nor was 
aircraft production going on smoothly. Such being the 
case, how could they win the war*.

The Emperor could not bear the sight -of tiieir 
loyal troops being disarmed, or those responsible for the 
war being punished, but he did think it was time to bear

31179 the unbearable, * and approved the draft plan, in the 
afternoon the Senior Statesmen, HIRANUMA, '.VAKAi’SUK1 , OK AD A 
KONOYE, HIROTA, TOJO, and KOISC. were received in audience 
by the Emperor, and KIDO also attended. * That evening 
KCNOYE told KIDO he was disturbed by the proclamation of 
'7ar Minister ANAMI.
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On August 1C. atomic bombs a-- re dro; ;.ea >11 
Nagasaki. Th is. to.’cthei - , i t \ the jovial, entry into tue 
war, shoeî-e.1, the nation and imparted a powerful stimulus 
to moves ana counter moves bet-.ve-vn the peace and war 
"'artles. ‘ KIOC foresaw the difficulties, and thought 
there .vas no course but to broadcast, an Imperial Rescript 
terminating the :ar, and consulted Imperial Household 
Minister I3KI7AUA, who approved the proposal. * KIDO 
then petitioned the Empcro?- to approve the proposal, and 
the Emperor assured h irr. he would broadcast the message 
in time.

On the afternoon of August 10. KIDO again called 
on ISHT.VATA and discussed preparations for the broadcast.
No renlv was received fron the Allies on August 11. 
Meanwhile, Marquis TOKUGAV/A sent KIDO a letter emphasizing 
the country could not be saved except by a revolution 
carried out with the Imperial standard unfurled. . * In the 
afternoon KIDO called ISHI'.VATA, suggesting that the Emperor 
broadcast the Imperial Rescript terminating the War, and 
he also submitted his views to the Emperor. Later, LIDO 
again called on ISHI'.VATA. telling him the Emperor would 
be ready to broadcast his message at any time. * After
wards. the Chief of the Metropolitan Police and Premier 
SUZUKI talked with MDO.

On August 12, the Allied reply was received, 
and Foreign Ndnister TOGO submitted it to the Throne.
After the audience, TOGO anxiously told KIDO that opposition 
to a reference in the Allied reply as to the free will of 
the people might raise its head on Japanese anxious to 
guard the national polity. KIDO asked TOGO the Foreign 
Office's interpretation of the paragraph, and TOGO said 
they saw nothing objectionable. KIDO thought it -would 
not do to let their moves be swayed by the opinions of 
individuals, and they must abide by the interpretation of 
the responsible authorities. Not only the paragraph, in 
question became a serious issue, but also the military 
stiffened since the Allied reply was received. On the 
afternoon of August 12, HIRANUMA expressed his opposition 
to the paragraph, * ani KIDO replied that it would be 
better to trust the Foreign Office authorities. At 6 .3O 
p.m. TOGO again called on KIDO and KIDO was surprised to 
learn that SUZUKI, too, approved HIRANUMA's opinion and 
felt uneasy about concluding the peace negotiation.
Should the negotiation break down, KIDO thought Japan would 
have to face a situation far worse than if she had gone 
on fighting to the end. He felt called upon to do 
everything to make the- government proceed toward the 
peace "oa].
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At 9.3O p. m. SUZUKI told KIDO of the consulta
tions he tad had and seemed much annoyed by those jealous 
* of safeguarding national polity. On the basis of his 
careful study, TOGO assured that there was nothing 
objectionable in the paragraph in question. SUZUKI 
therefore thought that there would be no alternative but 
to trust their interpretation. Should the Potsdam Dec
laration be refused and the war continued, there would be 
further sacrifices. Even if a disturbance occurred 
through acceptance of the déclaration, they should have 
only to throw away their lives. Without hesitation, 
SUZUKI said, they should carry out the policy to accept 
the Potsdam Declaration.

KIDO was greatly reassured at SUZUKI's reply.
The High Command began to stiffen its attitude, and 
dirficultÿ'was experienced in opening a meeting of the 

3118 7 Supreme Council för Direction of War.' * The same afternoon 
the Emperor summoned the princes of the blood, asking 
them to unite solidly and assist him, and they agreed to 
do so.

31188 * Early on thé mornihg of August 13, War Minister 
ANAMA called on KIDO, contending that paragraph 4 of the 
Allied reply could not be accepted as it was, or Japan 
would be ruined, and safeguarding the national polity 
would be impossible. KIDO replied that according to the 
Foreign Office interpretation, there was nothing 
objectionable in the paragraph, and as for the other 
pa^ts of the Allied reply they were inevitable in view of 
the circumstances. If Japan refused to accept, there 
would be no valid reason for her doing so and the Allies 
would find it impossible to understand why Japan changed 
her attitude. Not only the Allies, but the whole world 
would criticize the Emperor. They must act in pursuance 
of the Imperial decision and accept the Allied reply.

3II89 * T! ey reached no agreement of views, although
they agreed on the necessity of safeguarding the national 
policy. A meeting of the Supreme Council was not held on 
August 13 in spite of SUZUKI's extraordinary efforts.
This delay stimulated the Allies, who speculated that 
Japan might eventually refuse to accept.

On the morning of August 14, KIDO learned that 
aircraft were dropping handbills containing the Allied reply 
throughout the country. He saw that if Japanese troops 
saw the handbills they would feel indignant. Therefore,
KIDO went to the Emperor and submitted his views, urging 

3 1 1 9O him to command the government to go through formalities 
* for ending the war. The Emperor had Identical views.
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Page KIDO asked Fremier SUZUKI the progress of the
peace plan, and was told that the High Command did not 
yet approve of the convocation of the Supreme Council,
The Army contended that it be convoked after 1 p. m., 
but thé' Navy did not even manifest its attitude on the 
question. KIDO stressed to SUZUKI that there was no 
alternative but to petition thé Emperor not only to 
convoke a joint Imperial Conference of the Cabinet 
Tinisters and Members of the Supreme Council, but to 
command the termination of the war and drafting an 
Imperial Rescript ending it, SUZUKI approved KIDO's 
proposals, and KIDO jointly petitioned for an Imperial 

31191 audience with SUZUKI. * At the audience, SUZUKI reported 
on the day's happenings, and petitioned him to convoke an 
Tm^rial Conference, It was convoked for 10.30 a. m., but 
•*ot under way about 11 a. m., when it was finally decided 
to terminate the Pacific War.

Following the joint conference, the government 
pushed preparations for ending the war. which were sub
mitted by the Premier to the Emperor at 8.30 p. m., and 
obtained Imperial sanction. Then, preliminary to the 
broadcast of the Rescript, the Emperor had the message 
recorded on a phonograph disc.

33391 The policy of terminating the war was thus
decided upon, but whether it would be carried out without 
hitch caused apprehension, for the Army's attitude was 
the most important factor. KIDO conferred with the Grand 
Chamberlain and the Chief Aide-de-Camp, and it was decided, 
if necessary, to petition the Emperor to issue a precept 
to the Army and Navy, and KIDO requested the Chief Aide
t.o ascertain the attitude of the fighting services ministers. 
In reply, the Aide said the ministers did not see any 
necessity for such a step.

3II94 * On the evening of August 14, KONOYE reported
that he heard the Imperial Guard Division was rebellious, 
but KIDO doubted this. When KIDO later met SUZUKI,
SUZUKI replied that he did not hear quch a rumor.

3139!? * During the night, KIDO found that the rumor about the
rebellion in the Guard Division was true, and that the 
Division lad cut off the communications of the Imperial 
Household Department, and that the Imperial library was 
surrounded. KIDO sensed it was a very serious situation, 
and took rc'u?e in an underground vault with the Imperial 
Household Minister. Although the Household Department 
was completely isole ted from the outside world, it later 

31196 transpired * that the only direct telephone circuit between 
the office of the Naval Aide and the Navy Office was left 
intact, so that communication was maintained and arrange
ments made.
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As a result, Commander of the Eastern Army 
TANAKA, Seiichi, carre to the Household Department to 
control the rebels, and all returned to their barracks 
in obedience to his commands. That morning, KIDO learned 
that the rebels had searched his office for him a half 
dozen times after he took refuge in the underground vault, 
and Intimidated an official of the Office of Lord Keeper 
to force him to confess KIDO's thereabouts.

The object of the rebel force was to seize the 
phonograph record of the Emperor's Rescript terminating 
the war. * but the record .vas safe, so that at noon an 
Imperial Rescript .vas broadcast to the people.

At 4.3C that same morning KIDO's home at Akasaka 
was raided, and they searched for him. SUZUKI thought he 
had fulfilled his mission vhen the Rescript was broadcast, 
and therefore tendered his resignation. In the afternoon 
the Emperor commanded KIDO to select a succeeding Premier, 
and in reply KIDC said he would do this after consulting 
HIRANUFA, without calling a conference of Senior Statesmen.
FIRANU?"A and KIDO agreed that there would be no subject 
capable of tiding over the critical situation, and especially 
in view of the future attitude of the army and navy agreed 
that Prince HIGASHIKUNI be petitioned as the new Premier, 
with FONOYE assisting him. This was reported to the 
Emperor, who gave his sanction.

* The same gang which, had raided KIDO's burnt 
home at Akasaka vent to the residence of 7/ADA the next 
morning, asking for an interview with KIDO, for KIDO 
had been staying there. Their plan seemed to advise KIDO 
to commit harakiri, and to kill him if he rejected the.ir 
advice.

The morning of August 16, HIGA3KIKUNI was 
commanded to form a new Cabinet. KONOYE accepted 
HIGASHIKUNI ' s reqiiest to become his adviser. * Thie morning 
of August 17, HIGASHIKUNI submitted a list of his Cabinet 
nersonnel to the Emperor, who approved it, and that day 
the HIGASHIKUNI Cabinet took the first step toward peace. 
Thus, the war was brought to a termination, together with 
KIDO's fight against the militarists. It was unprecedented 
in history that a power engaged in a conflict of such a 
scale should make an unconditional surrender without 
remarkable confusion in its wake.
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* 7hen the adverse turn of the war became known 
to the people, opinion gained strength among intellectuals 
that those close to the Throne be strengthened, or the 
office of Lord Keeper, and some called on KIDO urging its 
necessity. KIDO understood their deep concern that the 
Emperor be advised to act wisely, but did not follow their 
advice, believing that in the worst eventuality Japan would 
not be saved except by Imperial intervention. To facil
itate this, he was convinced it would defeat the purpose 
if Senior Statesmen were assigned close to the Throne, 
because Imperial intervention would be misunderstood as 
machinations of those close to the Throne, and there would 
be every probability of internal strife being let loose. 
Therefore, KIDO did not reveal his real intentions except 
to a very few, and kept his silence. This accounted for 
various criticisms heaped upon him, but all his trouble 
* must be regarded as amply rewarded, as there occurred 
no remarkable confusion after the war.

In dealing with the delicate situation which he 
was called upon by his official duty to handle, he was 
able to do his bit for humanity, as well as for Japan.
It was his inward satisfaction that he was instrumental 
in saving millions from war ravages and sparing the 
Americans thousands of casualties which would have been 
caused if Japan had gone on fighting to the bitter end.

He had tried to ans.ver all the evidence which 
had involved him without any intentional avoidance. With 
respect to the acts of aggression and conspiracies alleged 
in the indictment, he was never at any meeting where war 
plans were formulated. * He never aprroved or acquiesced 
in anv such events, made no speeches in favor of militar
ism, signed no laws approving agression, supported no 
war preparations nor was a member of any organization 
favoring it. had nothing to do’with the treatment of 
POV/s or civilian prisoners; never participated in or 
created any political, police, or military organization 
having ^or their purposes the alleged crimes charged in 
the indictment; had no connection with the Kempei Tai; 
never voted for initiating nor continuing the war; had 
no participation in any premeditated plan for aggressive 
war; never promoted war propaganda, never fostered or 
encouraged school military training; had nothing to do with 
the construction of armaments for war; never advised a 
single person nor acted os the agent of anyone tu accomplish 
initiation, commencement or waging of warfare. The advice 
he rave \ ad as its primary object the discouragement of 
war efforts and the solution of problems by peaceful 
me thod s.
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* At no time did he ever converse with any of 
the other accused or anyone else involving the planni.-g, 
scheming, and conspiring, as alleged. He met the accuse.' 
KIFURA, MUTO, DOIHARA, HASHIMOTO,~OSHIMA and OKA for the 
first time in Sugamo. To the best of his recollection, 
hë met HOSHINO in 1941, SHIKADA in October 1941, MINAMI 
irl 1939, TOJOj ARAKI, HATA, ITAGAKI, MATSUI, SATO, and 
UFEZU in 1938, HIROTA and TOGO in 1936, HIRANUM in 
19 3 4, EOISO and SHIGEFITSU in 1932, SHIRATORI and SUZUKI 
in I93I. and KAYA in 1925.

KIDO’s assumption of office as Chief Secretary 
to the lord Keeper in 1930 coincided with the start of a 
period of upheaval of unprecedented magnitude, which was 
featured by an advance of army men on the political field 
and punctuated by a dozen bloody incidents. Believing it 
would lead Japan to a catastrophic end, he exerted himself 
to reroute politics into normal channels. During this 
* period be served close to the Throne, first as Chief 
Secretary and then as lord Keeper, except for two years 
when he was Minister of State. His official duty had 
nothing to do with politics, but cautioned him against 
meddling with them. He was not in a position to give 
free expression to his idea, but did his best to be true 
to it within the limits of his official duty. His idea 
was outlined in his advice to the then Lord Keeper, MAKINO, 
the day after the Fay 15 Incident. He had been consistent 
in that idea for the past fifteen years. He risked his 
life during the February 26 Incident, before, during, and 
after the resignation of the Third KONOYE Cabinet and 
during the termination of the war.

The China Affair broke out when he was President 
of the Bureau of Peerage, and he knew nothing of the 
circumstances leading up to it. * Four months after it, 
KCNOYE ashed him to j°in bis Cabinet, and KIDO accepted, 
at his request that he would h o t ). hard to terminate the 
China Affair as soon as possible. KIDD worked hard for 
this, but the war situation expanded and it became 
impossible to have any clear outlook on the future. The 
force of circumstances gathered momentum, threatening to 
plunge Japan into a Pacific war. KIDO could not bring 
himself to support the new war and was opposed to it from 
beginning to end, and never supported it in any positive 
way and trying hard to seize every opportunity to avert 
it, but the U. S. note of November 26 made him helpless, 
depriving him of all possible means to save the situation. 
Subsequent events resulted in the war dogs being unleashed.
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Page ’7hen hostilities had opened, he decideu there
was only one course, and lé would render his best services 

.B1210 and work for peace, * and try to save the country from 
Impending misfortune by assisting the Emperor, however 
difficult the task might be. It was to be regretted that 
developments falsified all anticipations and Japcm ;.ul tu 
surrender unconditionally. It was his sole consolation 
that at the war's close he was able to give full play to 
his bold activity and succeed in preventing the homeland 
from becoming a battleground and saving the lives of 
hundreds of thousands.

312i1 * KIDO stated, on further examination, that in
his diary entry of 9 March, 1932, concerning the October 
Incident where he had mentioned HASHIMOTO, SATO, and CHO, 
it was not the accused SATO.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FURNESS.
31216 * Regarding the planned conference between KONOYE

and Roosevelt in 1941, KIDO stated he knew that it was 
proposed that a Foreign Of.ice member of ambassador rank 
accompany KONOYE. At that time KONOYE told KIDO that 
probably SHIGEMITSU would accompany him.

Regarding the diary entry of 25 September, 1941, 
which said that SHIGEFITSU talked to KIDO about the progress 
of negotiations in Washington, KIDO was asked what SHIGE- 

'31217 MITSU said on this occasion. * The accused replied that
only a short time had elapsed since SHIGEMIT^U had returned 
From London, and he told KIDO of Britain and America's 
firm determination, and earnestly pleaded that Japan should 
settle outstanding problems with America and diplomatic 
relations be adjusted.

KIDO recalled that Foreign Minister TOYODA tcld 
him that he desired to send SHIGEMITSU to America, and this 

312lft was prior to TOJO's becoming Premier. * Y/hen shown the 
diary entry of 23 July, 1941, KIDO agreed that it said 
that SHIGEMITSU reported to the Emperor, and KIDO was 
deeply impressed by the high spirit of Prime Minister 
Churchill. This was the time when SHIGEMITSU, having 
just returned from England, was making his report to the 
Emperor. SHIGEMITSU said that although England was then 
in a difficult situation, Churchill was leading the people 
on, and that the British spirit was truly remarkable in 

31222 their determination to win. * On that occasion SHIGEMITEU 
did not sav anything to the Emperor regarding the 
advisability of Japan entering the war.
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Reference was made to the affidavit where he testified that in February, 194-2, after initial Japanese 
victories, he expressed an opinion regarding the enemy’s 
fighting will, saying despite these victories efforts 
should be made to make peace as soon as possible. He was 
asked if he based these expressions on any information 
received from SHIGEMITSU. * He replied that one of the 
bases for his opinion was that on hearing SHIGEMITSU 
report to the Emperor, he was reminded of the tenacious 
British character, and also became aware of America's 
fighting will, and in view of their national strength 
felt they should try to make peace as quickly as possible.

’Vhen asked if SHIGEMITSU continued to express 
the opinion that substantially unconditional surrender 
would be unavoidable, KIDO replied that ever since the 
* occasion mentioned in the affidavit, the war situation 
developed unfavorably, and every time he met SHIGEMITSU 
he continued to tell him that in the final analysis they 
would have to go as far as unconditional surrender.

Reference was made to the affidavit regarding an 
agreement of views with SHIGEMITSU under which the Lord 
Keeper would assume full responsibility for the Imperial 
Court, and the Foreign Minister would assume responsibility 
for the Government. Also, where he testified that prior 
to 9 June, 194-5, he had been secretly in touch with KASE 
pf the Foreign Office * and MATSUTANI of the War Ministry, 
in connection with peace feelers. Asked why it was 
necessary to work with these younger men, he replied that 
his purpose was that he wished to know through them the 
'ideas and atmosphere in the various offices to which they 
belonged.

* He did this after consulting with SHIGEMITSU, 
for KASE was his private secretary. MATSUTAHI was the 
private secretary to the l a v  Minister. He worked secretly, 
because in view of the situation, the time was not yet 
ripe for conducting such movements openly.

* It was KIDO's understanding that SHIGEMITSU 
continue to advocate such policies after he became 
Foreign Minister.
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31231 The accused stated that 3HIGEMITSU said a number of times December 1941 that from his experience in Europe, Japan absolutely show
31232 not be involved in the European war. * In regard to the new China policy advocated by SHIGEMIT3U, the fundamental ic.ee underlying his views was that matters relating to China should be settled there, SHIGEMITSU's views were that in carrying out the new policy vis-a-vis China, peace there should be brought about through internal oonmunication or discussions between the Chinese.
31235 ♦ DIRECT EXAMINATION BY Mt. OKAMOTOCOUNSEL FOR MIN AMI

31236

Reference \ v  made to the affidavit of the aoouaed where he stated that on 9 March 1932 he invited Colonel NACATA to his house and heard his explanation of the March and October Incidents (T, 30,770), Asked if NACATA was connected with those incidents, KIDO replied that he thought he was opposed to them. He placed oonfidenoe in NAGATA's explanations, Reference was made to the frequent use of the words "machinations of militarists and plots", and the accused was asked if he obtained information in 1931 that • I.1INAMT participated in them. KIDO replied that MINAMX did not and never, after 1931» received information that MINAMI participated in machinations or plots either as an army officer or as a olvllian.
DIRECT EXAMINATION BY Mi. LAZARUS COUNSEL FOR HATA

The accused stated that when ne referred to ti. fact ’Q his affidavit that he consistently opposed the militarists, he did not inalude HATA in this outegory,
3l! 37 • DIRECT EXAMINATION BY W. R0B8RTMCOUNSEL FOR OKAReference was made to the affidavit where he referred to information received from Chief Secretary MATSUDAIRA (T. 30,935), and that exhibit 1115» the 15 July 1941 diary entry, stated that there still remained vagueness about Jbrelgn Minister MATSUOKA'a attitude towards tne proposed formula for a Japan-American understanding. Up to the day before, the Premier believed that if MATSUDAIRA agreed to the formula prepared by the directors of military and naval affairs, with a few alterations, he would push the polioy as it waa, Asked if tie was referring to the original fone,.h for the negotiations, the accused replied he had no oonnootloa with the matter, did not know the details, but it was his understanding that some revisions wsrs contemplated on the originel formula, the negotiations for whlob commenced in April 1941,
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• The Foreign Office drafted the original formula and the re f
erence in the diary was to alterations in i t .  The Director of Naval Ax* 
fairs Bureau was an assistant at the time the original formula was drawn 
up, but he did not think he took a leading part in drafting i t .  The 
Naval Affairs Bureau Director was under the supervision of the Navy 
Minister.

* DIRECT EXAMINATION BY IvR. 3AKUMA
COUNSEL FOR SHIRATORI

Reference was made to the affidavit of the accused, for it 
stated * that the negotiations for the Tripartite Pact by MATSUCKA were 
conducted so secretly that even Foreign Office divisional chiefs were not 
aware of it, with the exception of his diplomatic advisers (T. 30,907). 
The accused stated he heard this from K0N0YE, and asked if KQNOYE men
tioned 31 IRAIORI's name as being one of the diplomatic advisers, KIDO 
replied he did not particularly mention any names.

* DIRECT EXAMINATION BY Id). BROOKS
COUNSEL FC.. K0IS0

Reference was made to exhibit 179-F* the diary excerpt of 7 
August I93I from which was quoted that immediately upon arriving at 
Tokyo, KIDO called on HARADA, learning the facts concerning the latest 
political conditions and the plot to be carried out by military circles 
during the middle of last March. It was regrettable that it became 
very noticeable recently that the army made certain types of plots. The 
accused stated that these matters were learned from HAtiADA on that date, 
but he did not know where HARADA received the information, nor whether 
it was rumor or hearsay.

Reference was ma;e to the affidavit where HIRANUMA, at a Senior 
Statesmen's meeting, said there were two phases of the opinion at home 
in regard to the conclusion of the war, and at that time they must have 
a person who would fight it out,*and they could not recommend any peace 
advocator who favored cessation of hostilities (T. 31*134)*

The accused stated he did not think HIRANUMA was talking of 
K0I30 then, although KO130 was not particularly considered as a peace 
advocate. • Reference was made to the affidavit where KIDO said that 
certain parties were opposed to the projected peace moves toward Chung
king (T. 31*113)* When asked why they were opposed, he replied that the 
government or members of High Conmand opposed the project because there 
were no prospects of it ever * coming to fruition in the light of the
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existing situation, and because fu ll confidence and trust could noL be 
placed in the one who was to act as mediator. He should have used the 
words Ha part or section of the Government* instead of the word •Govern
ment" in this regard.

Where he said in his affid avit that Premier KOISO was very en
thusiastic and proceeded to the Palace to report on his plan for direct 
peace negotiations with China (T. 31*115)• the accused, KIDO, was not 
present but he learned of it  later from the Emperor. Asked why KOISO was 
making direct peace negotiations rather than going through the Foreign 
Minister, and i f  it  was because he was being opposed, KIDO said he was 
unfamiliar with such internal matters of government.

3 1 2 4 7  * KOISO was not reprimanded by the Emperor for taking a direct 
negotiation to Chungking as far as KIDO knew. Asked i f ,  following the 
meeting, the Emperor was in favor of i t ,  he replied that the question had

3 1 2 4 8  not progressed that far, and did not go further because KOISO withdrew 
the matter and turned in his resignation.

DIRECT EXAMINA"*ION BY MR. U3AMI 
COUNSEL FOR HIRANUMA

3 1 2 5 0  * The diary entry of 31 May 1937 was read to the accused, this 
stating that in the evening the Lord Keeper telephoned KIDO saying he 
wanted to have a talk with him and that- he would proceed to the Palace. 
KIDO proceeded to the Palace and was informed of the Lord Keeper's ln-

3 1 2 5 1  terview with Privy Council HIRANUMA. * HIRANUMA wished KONOYE to form 
his cabinet at any oost and said he would like to urgv upon him the 
necessity of doing so. As for War Minister SUGIYAMA, he thought i t  
would be too much for him. It would be preferable to have Imperial 
Household Mi lister MAT3UDAIRA as premier because of the international 
aspect, HIRANUMA also said that i t  was desirable to appoint MATSUDAIRA 
as Foreign Minister of the KONOYE cabinet and le t him succeed to the 
premiership should KONOYE become unable to discharge his duty due to 
i l l  health. The accused identified the above as an exact description 
of what happened on 3 1  May 1937.

31252 * 0:uu; EXAMINATION BY 1«. CUNNINGHAM
COUNSEL FOR OSH IMA

Reference was made to the affidavit whioh set forth the diary
31253 entry of 17 December 1938 (T. 30,866). The accused stated that * either 

UGAKI or KONOYE was Foreign Minister when OSHIMA was appointed for the
31254 fir s t tin» in October 1938, but he did not know for sure. * At the 

time he made the diary entry, he did not have any exact knowledge that
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KONOYE was Foreign Minister when OSH BIA. was appointed ambassador to 
Germany9 and that it was KONOYE that appointed him. He did not ask 
KQNOYE who appointed OiHIAIA. or make any additional inquiry of him.

He had not seen the telegrams sent to OSH IMA. concerning the 
negotiations up to 17 December 1938, and was unfamiliar with the in-

31255 ternal workings going on concerning the negotiations. * When he made 
the diary entry he had no knowledge that negotiations were in progress 
in Berlin, because no instructions were sant to OSHJMA since the be
ginning of November. Asked if he knew KONOYE in his memoirs stated that 
the telegrams sent by the army and Foreign Minister UGAKI were mis
leading, and OSilMA acted on the strength of them, KIDO said he had
not seen anything like that in the memoirs.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated that 
OSH IMA. and others intended to conclude an agreement (T, 30,866).
Asked if he was aware that the final decision of the international agree
ment rested with the cabinet, subject to the approval of the Emperor, 
after the advice of the Privy Council, and never with the Ambassador, 
the accused 3tated that as far as procedure was concerned that was so. 
Asked if when he made the diary'entry that they intended to make an

31256 agreement, he had these preliminary steps in mind if necessary, * he 
replied that in making the entry he laid emphasis not on the procedure 
but the actual political situation. He was aware that protracted

31257 negotiations were ended * in August 1939 with no agreement having been 
entered into. He knew that OSH IMA. had been appointed only two months 
prior to the time he made the diary entry,

31258 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY DOCTOR KIY03E

Reference was made to the affidavit where KIDO mentioned he 
fought against the militarists, and some persons were not included among 
the militarists mentioned. He was a3ked whether he had any standards 
by which he included or excluded persons, and he replied that he was 
speaking of political conditions as they prevailed and was not at
tempting to make any definition. When he stated in his affidavit that 
he struggled with the militarists, this was when the militarists forgot 
their proper duties and interfered in political affairs (T. 31®207"3)«
If a person not in the armed forces interefered in politics or if 
militarists were concerned with matters proper to their province there

31259 was no struggle. He did not struggle against persons making efforts 
to control the young officers. Asked if he struggled against tne War 
Minister or persons assisting him when they carried out government 
policies, he replied that there was no need to fight against any recom
mendation founded on an established state policy. Reminded that he had
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entered the first KONOYE cabinet to assist KONOYE at KQNOYE's request bringing the China Incident to a conclusion in 1937* with reference to the conclusion of the Incident» he remembered that the government issued a statement on 3 November 1938» after a cabinet decision« The accused was handed a document and from it was quoted to him a statement that the establishment of a new order in East Asia was in complete conformity with the spirit in which the Etapire was founded, and to achieve this task was an exalted responsibility with which the present générait ion vus entrusted. The carrying out of necessary internal reforms was necessary and with a full development of national strength, it should be fulfilled at all costs. Asked if he participated in the issuance of this statement, he said that this was decided by the cabinet and that he was present.
Asked if this was the first instance in which the construction31261 of a new order was first mentioned in an official document, * he replied that the question was not clear. The underlying concept at that time was31262 to bring about unity among Japan, Manchukuo, and China, * He did not consider that the participation of the war and navy ministers in carrying out this policy was meddling in politics. When various departments discharged their assigned duties, the carrying out of these could not be considered participating in politics. The war and navy ministers were permitted to participate in the decision of state policies. If the war and navy ministers made efforts for establishing a new order as state ministers, they would not be outside their jurisdiction.

31263 * In 1940 KIDO approved the emergence of KONOYE as premier in his second cabinet. Regarding the decisions of that cabinet, concerning the outline of Japan's basic national policy and of the policy concerning the change in the international situation, in July 1940 »1? heard that31264 these policies were decided, but had not heard their contents. * Decisions concerning policies made at the liaison conference were not transmitted to the Lord Keeper every time. He did not collect all information concerning cabinet decisions as well as the liaison conference decision when he was Chief Secretary to the Lord Keeper. He did not recall the outline of Japan's basic policy, the decision of the KONOYE cabinet, although at that time he was Lord Keeper. Asked if as Lord Keeper it was his responsibility to the Throne to be aware of this most important31265 policy, * he thought he knew of it t.t the time but had no present recollection.
31266 * It was part of tue duty of responsible state ministers to carry out these policies. Reference was made to the affidavit where he referred to a letter sent to Lord Keeper MAKINO the day after the May 15 incident in which he submitted measures to deal with the incident(T, 30,780). Asked how the Lord Keeper was in a position to carry out
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such political measures, the accused replied that this was a tiu-> whOTi an 
unusual incident broke out and the cabinet collapsed, and this was _'nb- 
mitted as advice with reference to the policies the next cabinet shorn.' 
undertake. This was within the Lord Keeper's authority,

31266 * Asked if it was not true that in decisions concerning the 
cabinet formation that SAIONJI rather than the Lord Keeper was con-

31267 suited,»he replied that the inquiry was addressed to SAIONJI but also was 
addressed by the Throne to the Lord Keeper, whereupon the Lord Keeper 
would request that the inquiry be referred to SAIONJI. The Lord Keeper 
consulted SAIONJI and thus had opportunity to give advice in connection 
with the existing situation, KIDO's collection of information was in 
preparation for this and he gave due attention to political developments 
at all times. Asked why it was necessary to do so, he said because it

31268 was necessary * for the Lord Keeper to be well informed, KIDO as chief 
Secretary had no staff nor did the Lord Keeper,

31269 * Reference was made to the affidavit which reported a request 
made by TOJO that he should be appointed a full general (T, 31,026-7), 
and the aocused was asked whether Prince KANIN was asked merely to tender 
a memorial to the Throne. KIDO stated that T0J0 requested KANIN to sub
mit a memorial.

31271 ' * Reference was made to the affidavit on the subject of the
resignation of the K0ISO cabinet, and a senior statesmen's meeting con
cerning the next premier. In it TO JO was quoted as saying, at the pre
sent when Japan was about to become a battlefield, they must take special 
care or there was a fear that the amy might take an aloof standing.

31272 * There were possibilities of the people taking an ax-of standing and 
OKADA asked what was meant by "taking an aloof standing" to a person who 
had received the Imperial Command, (T 31,141).

Asked if the words "aloof standing" have included the meaning 
"coup d' etat", he replied that there was no such meaning, he did not 
know in what sense OKADA used the words. Reference was made to the aifi- 
davit where he stated that the Kwantung Army might look the other wey,

31273 meaning coup d'etat. Asked if that was the correct interpretation of 
the word "soppo” or "take an aloof standing", he replied that it re
flected his feeling at the time. What he meant there was "looking the 
other way", or as translated "taking an aloof standing", and what he 
meant was that those taking an aloof standing included elements which 
might possibly undertake a coup d'etat. He made that interpretation be
cause of the current circumstances.
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* DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. YAMADA
Counsel for ITAGAKI

Asked if be included among the militarists who consistently 
gled ITAGAKI, the accused replied that it was his impression at the time o*. 
the Manchurian Incident that the term militarists included ITAGAKI and 
others concerned with the incident. Asked if he included 1TAGAKI among the 
militarists at present, he replied that the war was over and he had not 
specially thought of it at all. Asked if he meant to say that he thought 
so at the time of the Manchurian Incident, he stated that when he and 
others of like mind spoke of militarists or military cliques, they were 
not specifying particular individuals but speaking of certain moving in
fluences.

Reference was made to the affidavit where he stated that on 23 
June 1931 HARADA conveyed information to him about a plot on the part of 
military officers in Manchuria, * and that he learned, as his diary 
stated, from HARADA deplorable information concerning a serious scheme 
in Manchuria on the part of some military officers (T. 30728), The ac
cused stated he did not know where HARADA obtained the information and 
it might have been information ba heard from somewhere else. Reference 
was made to the affidavit where it stated that KIDO related the informa
tion to the lord Keeper as shown in his diary of 26 June 1931 (T. 30728).
It was pointed out that in his diary entry he said he called on the Lord 
Keeper reporting to him the information on a conspiracy in China con
trived by the military in with adventurers,

* In reference to this information KIDO said he had no recollec
tion if included in it was any reference to the Kwantung Army or ITAGAKI 
and did not know whether that was done. Reference was made to the affi
davit where he stated that, as shown in his diary for 23 September I93.I» 
that he ask >d HAYASHI to explain the incident and when HAYASHI did not 
clarify the truth about the railway blowups, KIDO deplored hi3 attitude 
(T. 30733-4)» When he said HAYASHI failed to explain how the incident 
occurred, he meant HAYASHI did not give a satisfatory explanation.

* He learned later that Colonel ANDO had gone to Mukden to carry 
out an investigation. The accused was reminded of the testimony of the 
witness, OYAMA, that he carried out the investigation on the 24th.
Asked if that might not be the reason for HAYASHI's insufficient explana
tion, KIDO replied that that night have been the case. Reference was mads 
to the affidavit where it was stated that there was an idea developing 
among the militarists to establish a new regime in Manchuria, and that 
when he heard this from HAYASHI he thought it regrettable (T. 30738-9).
He thought the HAYASHI referred to was Major General HAYASHI, Chief of 
the Bureau of Maintenance.
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31280' * When he referred to the idea developing to establish a new
regime, he thought that the opinion was growing that Chang Hsueh-1 lang's 
administration was a bad one, was included, but this did not come from a 
very clear knowledge of KIDO's. Reference was made to the affidavit where 
it stated that KIDO seeing the condition of the Manchurian Army, he would 
like to suggest that under the circumstances in which staff officers, 
suoh as ITAGAKI and IäHIHARA, were exercising full power and carrying out 
maneuvers worked out by them, it was necessary to semi a Foreign Office 
official like SHIRATORI, and have him negotiate with them, apart from 
their respective official positions connected with the war and try to 
come to a mutual understanding.

31281 * It was important to have reasonable restrictions placed on 
military activities (T, 30*746)• Asked where this infoxmation came from, 
he replied that then he received information from various sources such 
as HARADA, K0N0YE, and news reporters,

31282 * When he saw H0NJ0, he did not hear anything especially in the 
nature of ITAGAKI and ISH3HARA exercising full powers, but HQNJO did say 
that ITAGAKI had loyally helped him in the performance of his duties, 
and there was no special reference to insubordination,

31283 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it stated that hav
ing been saddled with the Manchurian Incident, the government, early in 
1932, was faced with the problem of further army intrigues and establish
ing some form of government in Manchuria, KIDO was opposed to this plan 
and when ITAGAKI delivered a lecture on the new state, KIDO was astonished 
to find such a wide difference between his ideas and theirs. Concerning 
the establishisnt of an independent government in Manchuria, KIDO obtained 
this information from ITAGAKI's lecture. He thought ITAGAKI reported on

31284 the true situation * concerning the new state and General HONJO's views 
and opinions. Asked what he meant by his statement that he was astonished 
to find such a difference between their ideas and his, he stated that he 
was very astonished to hear that a new state was going to be created and 
Japanese were going to be naturalized citizens of the new state.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it stated that on the 
morning of 30 May 1935 he was shocked to read in the newspaper that Jap
anese forces in North China had made an important proposal to the Chinese 
and that fori .iraUly the incident did not later develop and was settled 
by the efforts of UkEZU (T. 30,800).
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The accused stated that at this time UMEZU was Commander of /'o

3 1 2 8 5  forces in North China, * but was not under the command of the Kwantung 
Aray, for the North China Garrison and the Kwantung Army were independ
ent, The accused was read a part of his affidavit that he feared that 
certain groups of rightists, extremists, and army officers opposed to 
settling the incident would create disturbances if peace was established 
with China (T, 30»8 5 6 ), The accused stated that he knew ITAGAKI had no 
connection with these groups opposed to the settlement of the incident. 
Reference was made to the affidavit wherein it was stated that opinion 
was gaining even in a section of the General Staff that the China Affair 
should be terminated even by negotiating with Chiang Kai-shek, if 
necessary (T. 3 0 ,8 5 8 ), Asked if he was aware that ITAGAKI from the

31286 first * was in favor of negotiations with Chiang Kai-shek, KIDO replied 
that he had mentioned in his diary that 3TAGAKI had at first hesitated 
but in the end agreed.

Reference was made to the affidavit wherein it was stated that the 
HIRANUMA cabinet referred the question to the Five-Minister Conference, 
which, after meeting seventy tim'S, failed to reach an identity of views, 
due to the navy's stout opposition to the projected alliance with Germany, 
which the army zealously advocated (T, 30,871)«

Asked if the deadlock was due to the fact that Germany would not 
make any compromise, and if the difference between the army and navy were 
not in existence before instructions were sent to the ambassadors in the

3 1 2 8 7  field, KIDO replied he was not familiar with such details * as he did not 
attend the Brims Minister's Conference and he did not 'mow what kind of 
things occurred or how things developed,

31288 • Inference was made to the affidavit where it was stated that 
a cabinet council was held at 10<30, after which KIDO consulted with 
ITAGAKI on this matter and they agreed to exert their efforts to tide 
over the situation, (T. 30,874)* The accused was reminded that he had 
written he feared a coup d' etat should the army and navy come into di
rect opposition. The accused stated that in the passage just read he was 
referring to this problem. As to efforts to tide over the situation, the 
army became irritated because the problem did not resolve itself, and the 
Superintendent of the Metropolitan Police reported on the matter to KIDO. 
Thereupon KIDO met War Minister ITAGAKI and prevailed upon him to bring 
about cooperation between the army and navy to prevent any undesirable

3 1 2 8 9  influence * on the preservation of law and order within Japan, and ITAGAKI 
also made efforts to prevent the occurrence of such a question.
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To the accused was quoted a part of his affidavit where he 
stated that oa 22 July 1939 the cabiaet adopted a statemeat for
submissioa to the Japanese- 3.risish Conference, which was expected to 
lead to the settlemeat of the China Affair, so far as Britain was con
cerned, and this opposed by the army, which was also spreading pro- 
pagaada in its efforts to obtain public support for the Tripartite Pact.

31290 * Asked if it was not as a result of ITAGAKI's approval and 
support that the Japanese-British Conference came to be held in Tokyo,
KIDO replied yes, but added that TTAGAKI approved the conference, but 
the conference was held as a result of a request by the Pereign Minister, 
When he said this was opposed by the army, he was not saying that 
ITAGAKI was the army or that he was opposing it. At that time there 
were various oppositions from various army sections.

31291 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated in 
the diary entry of 4 August 1939 that it was rumored that the army and 
navy still disagreed on the problem of the German alliance and the army 
became impatient and planned to iead the cabinet to resignation en bloc 
by having the War Minister resign, proclaim martial law, and establish a 
military government ( T. 30*881),

Asked if ITAGAKI was told of this rumor, KIDO replied that he 
had spoken to him about it, but ITAGAKI stressed that the rumors were 
without foundation, but no talk was conducted with regard to control 
measures. ITAGAKI did say something to the effect the* there would be 
no untoward incident and KIDO siev'd aet his mind at rest,

31292 * CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. KEENAN

The accused stated he had knowledge of the English language but it 
was insufficient, but was able to converse in English outside of court pro
ceedings, He had no confidence of his being able to compare an English 
translation with the Japanese original to determine accuracy of expression. 
In the criticisms of the correctness of the translations, he had received

31293 the assistance of both * Japanese and American counsel. From early boy
hood he had a standing friendship with KONOYE, and HARADA.

31294 * Up until 193° the accused stated that he had been in govern
ment service and had no connection with political matters, but he had made 
a study of political science at college and was very interested in the 
government. In late October 1930 he was appointed Chief Secretary to the 
Lord Keeper but was not necessarily due to the position of his family for 
he was recommended by KONOYE and others, in which job as Chief Secretary
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he was required to assemble information and report it to the Lord Keeper, 
MAKINO, who himself did not meet very many people. It could not be saJ* 
that KIDO was necessarily the chief source for information. In October 
1931 KIDO was concurrently secretary to the imperial Household Ministry 
and he was engaged * in that work and was a mere novice at matters politi
cal when he became Chief Secretary.

Asked that if within two years' time he was giving advice as 
to whether the Genro should come to Totyo at a crisis in Japan's history, 
on 22 September 1931. he replied that he had had consultations on that 
matter and had occasion to report the results to the Lord Keeper. He had 
consultations and merely talked the matter over with the Lord Keeper

31297 but what he did after that, the accused did not hear. * Although he had 
occasion to have consultations with reference to the Manchurian incident 
about 22 September 1931« and remembered that he went to HARADA's on the 
night of that date, meeting with KONOYE, SAKAI, OKAHE, and TAKAGI
(EXh. 179 I)* The KONOYE mentioned was Prince KONOYE and KIDO thought 
at that time he was vice-president of the House of Baers, which position 
did not carry very heavy duties in the political world. The SAKAI men-

31298 tioned was Count SAKAI who had no connection with the government and the 
OKABE was Vicount QKABE. By TAKAGI, he referred to Baron TAKAGI, and he 
and QKADA were both members of the House of Beers. KIDO stated he dis
cussed and studied various things with them.

Reference was made to the diary entry that the army was so deter
mined in its positive policy toward Manchuria that orders given by the 
central authorities might not be carried out. The accused said he thought 
he got that information from HARADA. KONOYE at that time had no part in

3^399 government except as a member of the House of Beers. * Asked if he meant 
by the statement that the army was strongly determined that the central 
authorities' orders might not be carried out, that mutiny was in the 
offing, he said not so, that the reference was made to the Kwantung Army 
and the fear was entertained that central authorities' orders may net be 
carried out thoroughly by them. When it was pointed out that he didn't 
use the word "thoroughly” in the diary, he replied that he didn't rem
ember the exact words used bit was now stating his feelings in his own 
words.

The accused was reminded that shortly before when he was asked 
if he inoluded ITAGAKI among the rightists or militarists against whom 
he fought, he had replied that it was his impression at the time of the 
Manchurian incident that the militarists included ITAGAKI and others con
cerned with the incident, and that when asked if he felt the same today 
he had answered that today the war was over and he had not especially
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thought of that at ail (T* jl02j6). The accused stated that when he haa 
testified that he hadn't thought much about these things after the war,

31J 00 * he meant what he said. Asked if he thought his memory of events was
more or less active at the time of the entry, or if he could give a more 
accurate story of those events now, he replied he should think hi3 mem
ory at the time of making the entries v/as accurate,

3 1 3 0 1  * The accused stated he recalled the question asked whether 
ITAGAKI was among the rightists or militarists against whom KIDO fought 
consistently and his answer that it was his impression of the Man
churian Incident that the militarists included the accused ITAGAKI. As 
to the question following that where it was asked if he had the same 
view today as he had at the time of the Manchurian affair about ITAGAKI, 
he stated that if such were the purport of the question there might have 
been some misapprehension on his part. His understanding on the ques
tion wa3 what was ITAGAKI thinking now, to which he replied he didn't 
know what was in his mind now. He thought the question was what kind
of ideas would ITAGAKI entertair now.

31302 * The accused recalled his diary entry of 22 September I93.I 
(Exh. 179-1) that in it the meeting with HAFADA, KONOYE, SAKAI, OKABE, 
and TAKAGI, he had also written that the - ray was reported to have con
strued to be indignant that the E m p e r 3 opinion had been induced 
by his personal attendants, and that an ?iew of such circumstances it 
was decided among those gathered that the Emperor had bettei not say 
anything further about the Manchurian policy, unless ' v/as .necessitated to do so.

31303 * *.sked if it was not ti'ue that within ten months of the period 
he became Chief Secretary he was joining in giving the Empe*?r advice as 
to the policy he was to t ake on one of the most important matters in 
Japanese history, the accused replied not necessarily so. The gather
ing was purely private and the discussions did not involve important 
questions such as submitting advice to the Emperor, and be merely % ■
the Lord Keeper that those who had gathered there entert&incd such idea-i. 
and this information was sent to the Lord Keeper for his information.

Asked if the reason was that the army was 'la:-,-; the govern
ment policy of restricting the invasion of Manchuria to the personal ad
visers of the Emperor, that is curbing the army's aggressiveness, .»or- 
not true that feeling it was dangerous for those around the Emperor he 
felt it would be wise for the Emperor to keep out of the Manchurian 
situation to save their own skina , the accused replied such an atmosphere 
seemed to exist in the army and if .’eft not dealt with it might be a
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disturbing incident in Tokyo, and in handling such a situation tact was 
necessary.

* Asked if he was dealing with a rather rough crowd, he stated 
he was not dealing with them directly, but it appeared from time to time 
they were coming around the fringes of the Lord Keeper and nobility.
Asked if they came near enough that in that conference they decided it 
wasn't aa.'e for the Genro to come to Tokyo, he replied that SAIQNJI's 
life was in danger, their decision was that he should not corns to Totyo 
unless it was vitally important. His life was in danger from the people 
who employed force.

Asked if he had described about that time that the Emperor him
self was in danger, he stated he had not used such phraseology in his 
affidavit. «They didn't think the EmfBror himself was exposed to danger,
* He would see that the Lord Keeper got the advice from these unofficial 
advisors, that the Empror should keep out of the Manchurian situation, 
or say anything further about it. He had no recollection as to any 
such idea on that point.

The Premier was the most important figure in the government aside 
from the Emperor and if there was a small epidemic of assassinations or 
murders on the way and it reached to the Premier, it was as serious a 
situation as the country could face in a constitutional way. Asked if 
the Emperor could have done anything about it, he replied that at that 
time * the best means was to encourage the Premier and bolster his 
morale.

He had written in his affidavit that he was indignant because 
Premier WAKATSUKI talked with HARADA about the danger of the situation 
and KIDO criticized him, saying he was most indignant at WAKATSUKI's 
unreliable attitude. This was in the diary entry of 19 September I93.I 
when WAKATSUKI called on HARADA in fear of the strong arm/ attitude 
and they discussed the impossibility of making the government's prin
ciples perfectly understood among the outpost military forces.

* He had agreed that he had testified shortly before that the 
wisest course to meet this offensive conduct was to uphold the Premier's 
hand and bolster him. Asked if it was not plain that .ÏAKATSUKI was 
not seeking help from those around the Emperor and possibly the Emperor 
himself in making the trip to HARADA, KIDO replied he did not go so far 
as to solicit the Emperor's help but asked those close to the Emperor 
if they had any good advice. Asked if that made him indignant, he re
plied that this was on the day following the outbreak of the incident
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and there were no indications that the government or cabinet held any /re- 
longed session. KIDO resented very much the fact that WAKATSUKI would aù: 
for help imnediately • without having threshed out the matter with the cab
inet. WAKATSUKI» being president of the Minseito political party» it was 
KIDO's fear that constitutional government would fall unless the Premier 
himself took a firm stand when confusion arose and that was why he was in
dignant.

Asked if it was not apparent that if the R?emier didn't watch out, 
not alone would the cabinet fall,but he himself would fall by an assassin's 
bullet if he didn't get some strong ht\p, the accused replied he didn't know 
whether or not he felt that way but KIDO was indignant over the fact that 
the political parties were weak and powerless. It was not true that he was 
not indignant that someone was trying to get the Emperor to help on the 
side of law and order in Japan, and the accused was asked if it was not a 
fact that from the beginning of his political career until Japan's surrender 
he consistently opposed any movement by the Emperor in a practical way to 
bring about law and order and stop lawlessness and violence, he replied 
yes.

•Asked if he consistently opposed the Emperor exerting force di
rectly to stop this lawlessness, he replied he was not opposed to that.
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31315 * The accused, referred to the fact that In response to the que»- 
tlon as to whether there was some threat to the safety of the Emperor, 
he had said that he did not say so. But he wished to correct his answer 
In his affidavit, he had used the word "the safety" of the Emperor.
The word "antai" used in the affidavit had been interpreted into 
"safety" but the Japanese word "goantai" had a broader meaning. Hie 
feeling at that time was that those close to the Emperor might be

31316 removed and their position taken over by those * advocating positive 
ideas, thus creating an uneasy situation for the Snperor. Tor that 
reason he was Incorrect in his reply to the question because it per
tained to the threat to the person of the Emperor.

Asked if at that time he had apprehension about the physical 
safety of the Emperor, he stated he did not think of the Army causing 
direct danger to the person of the Emperor, but his first concern was 
that if the coup d'etat took place and those close to the Emperor 
were removed from office and replaced by those activist elements who 
were advocating positive action, if those men became close to the 
Emperor, it would repress the Emperor and place him in a difficult 
position. By repressing the Emperor and placing him in a difficult 
position, he meant he was extremely anxious lest activist elements

31317 * take control and suppress the Emperor. Asked what would be the 
mechanics of suppressing the Emperor, he stated he meant a person
of very positive ideas would take the position of Lord Keeper, giving 
advice to the Emperor, reflecting positive ideas so that the atmos
phere around the Throne would be controlled by those in high office, 
not only of the Lord Keeper but of the Government itse.f, so that 
the Emperor would be prevented from rejecting the advice ->f those 
around him.

31318 * One illustration of repression of the Emperor would be 
having the wrong man for Lord Keeper, and even the Government itself 
would be constituted of men with positivist ideas. By activist, he 
meant elements who would positively carry out certain measures and 
by positivist, he meant persons entertaining very strong ideas. By 
rightists, he meant men with very strong ideas who were also of

31319 nationalistic leanings. • By strong ideas he meant ideas of those 
who advocated reforms and at that time the atmosphere toward Internal 
reforms was extremely strong. They were not confined merely to advo
cates of aggression but those elements would be included, and force 
and aggression would be included among the policies of all of *hem in 
different degrees.

OKAWA, Shumei was an example of a prominent leader in the 
31320 rightist movement. *

in all
He agreed that the term "coup d'etat"was well understood 

nations and had given it its ordinary meaning which meant
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overthrowing the Emperor.
A coup d'etat In Japan did not mean

31321

31322

31323

* Incidents such as the March Incident or October Incident 
did not aim at that at all, nor did the Feb. 26 Incident. In 1877 
there was an Incident where SAIQO intended to eliminate those close 
to theThrone and various incidents thereafter were not to do any- 
thing about the Emperor but remove disloyal subjects cIobc to the 
Throne. Those who were made objects of such Incidents were the 
Grand Chamberlain, the Lord Keeper and the Imperial Household 
Minister as examples. The Grand Chamberlain had nothing to do with 
politics * but Grand Chamberlain Suzuki at that time was looked upon 
as having had connections with the London M&val Conference and dur
ing Feb. 26 Incident he was attacked and seriously wounded as a result. 
The Imperial Household Minister had nothing to do with politics. The 
Lord Keeper and, during his lifetime, the Genro, could be said to 
have been concerned with politics in that they gave advice officially 
to the Anperor. The term "coup d'etat" as he used it had to do mere
ly with doing away with the Lord Keeper and the Genro, but not with 
the Emperor. • The powers and dt^y of the Anperor are provided for 
in the Constitution of Japan, and KIDO's grandfather was one of three 
who had largely to do with that Constitution. 7t. was one of KILO's 
studies at school, as well as law. His predecessor, YUASA, was a 
profound student of the Constitution but was an official who cams 
from the Home Affairs Ministry.

The Constitution was a compact instrument of 7 chapters 
31324 and it became effective about the time KIDO was born. * It was a 

modern instrument with such changes as had occurred during KIDO's 
life time, but he did not think there was any special change made 
in the Constitution through tradition. This was the first written 
Constitution in Japan. There had been various arguments from the 
outset as to the Constitution's interpretation as to whether it meant 
what it said.

31327 * To the accused was quoted a part of Article 4 of the Con
stitution, which declared that the Emperor was head of the empire, 
combining in himself the rights of sovereignty and exercising them 
according to the provisions of the Constitution, and Article 6, which 
provided that the Emperor in consequence of urgent necessity to 
maintain public safety or avert public calamities issued ordinances 
in the place of law when the Imperial Diet was not sitting.

31328 * (Exhibit 68) The accused was asked if regardless of the 
general powers, there was any question but that the Emperor had 
and was expected to exercise the powers set forth in Article 8. He 
answered that Article 8 referred to a time when theDlet was not 
in session and stipulated that the government might promulgate 
emergency ordinances when necessary but it did not mean that the
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Page ^mperor was authorized to do anything. The Emperor might tell the 
government how about doing this or that, and the government on re
ceiving such a message studied the matter, drafted it, and It became 
law as Imperial sanction was given.

Imperial power was restricted in the sense that the Emperor 
administered governmental affairs with the assistance and advice of 
State Minister. The wishes or will of the state became complete only 
with their advice and assistance.

So far as the Emperor was concerned, he might give advice
31330 and caution the government, but once the government decided * on a 

certain policy, it had been consistent for the Emperors since the 
Melji Era not to veto any measure. This was the custom which devel
oped after the actual operation and effectuation of the Constitution. 
If the Cabinet agreed upon war, the Emperor had no power to prevent

31331 it. Asked if * the signing of the Rescript was a mere gesture and 
Intended to cause the people to believe it was the real will of 
the Emperor and a war which he authorized and believed to be in the

31332 best interests of his people, * h replied that at the time of the 
Pearl Harbor attack, the Government's explanation was that there was 
no alternative but to rise in arms for the defense of the Empire 
which was placed in such circumstances where war was unavoidable.

The matter of Imperial Rescript came together and was 
parallel with the decision for war and was a natural act. These 
were FIDO's observations at that time and his view and judgment.
He was not in favor of the Pacific War; however, inasrni 'h as the 
decision had already been made by the government, whatever may

31338 have been his * personal opinions, he had no authority to oppose.

Asked if it was not true that the Emperor had actual 
power and the duty of becoming informed and acting upon hie own 
judgment in the selection of a Premier, the accused replied that 
this too was a custom of long standing and in the early days 
inquiry of the Throne upon such questions was addressed to the 
Genro and later to the Lord Keeper. When such questions arose, 
the Lord Keeper consulted the Senior Statesmen and then reported 
to the Throne and the Emperor used such information as necessary 
and acted on the basis of it.

31334 * When asked if the Emperor was dependent upon the infor
mation he would get chiefly from the Lord Keeper in making his 
selection of Premier, KIDO replied that the Emperor's instruc
tions to the Lord Keeper was to consult the Senior Statesmen on 
the selection of a suitable Premier and to recommend a suitable 
person for the position.
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31335 * To the accused was quoted a part of Exhibit 2372, the 
diary entry of 28 August 1939« which stated that according to 
KCNOYE, he was visited by General ABE, who told him he had been 
ordered to organize a new Cabinet, and the Emperor instructed 
him that (l) either UMEZU or HATA should be appointed War Minis
ter, (2) Diplomatic policy should follow the line of cooperation 
with Britain and the U.S., (3) discretion must be used in choosing 
the Justice Ministers as the maintenance of public order was of 
supreme importance»

After thinking over the matter, KIDO expressed his opinion 
31336 to KCNOYE and KONOYE agreed * that points 2 and 3 could be disposed 

of at ABE's discretion, but as for the nomination of the War Min
ister by the Emperor, there was a danger that if left to its own 
course, it might bring about a clash with military service, so it 
was advisable that the Emperor summon the War Minister or let the 
Chief Aide de Camp convey to the Army the Imperial Order given to 
ABE as to the selection of the Wr Minister and let the three Army 
Chiefs recommend the War Minister.

31337

31338

KIDO requested Ï0H0YE to convey his opinion to ABE, * 
After being shown the dlaxy entry, the accused was asked if he was 
not advising the Emperor on the manner in which he could bring about 
the selection of the War Minister to be desired. He answered no, 
not so. He was not holding any public office at the time and it 
was after he had tendered his resignation. • However, *'0N0YE had 
consulted him on how to handle the problem. He agreed that the 
statement that he requested KONOYE to convey his opinion to ABE 
appeared in vhe diary. He regarded it advisable that the matter 
be conveyed to ABB. It was nothing more than a word of advice 
to avoid any clash with the Army with regard to the Emperor's 
method of choosing a War Minister. The accused was asked if it 
wasn't true that he described the method by which the Emperor 
could get the War Mihlster of his choice and he was giving advice 
on that subject, asking it to be passed on to ABE. He replied that 
he was asked his opinion by KONOYE and on the basis of his experi
ence gave his views to him.

31339 * The Emperor did recommend the appointment of UMEZU or HATA
and got HATA, who was at that time Chief Aide de Camp and it was 
apparent there was a good deal of personal choice involved. HATA 
was War Minister in two Cabinets and it appeared that he broke up 
the YOHAX Oabinet because that Cabinet collapsed as a result of 
HATA'a tendering hie resignation. At that time KXDO was Lord 
Keeper and his close friend, KOHOYX, became Prime Minister for 
the second time.
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31340 * Asked if that was one instance where the Emperor was 
able to get a specific man for War Minister, he replied it was 
natural that if the Emperor expressed such a desire, and if there 
were no objections to a particular man by the Cabinet, such a man 
would be placed in office.

31341 * Reference was made to the Affidavit where KIDO stated 
on 17 July 1939 that when K1D0 reported to the Emperor, he asked 
KIDO if he (the Emperor) could give K0H0YE some advice and K1DO 
told him that ECHOYE should be especially prudent in the choice 
of foreign and finance ministers. (T. 30903) Asked if he was 
stating that when the Emperor wanted to find out whether he coaid

•give advice to his Premiers, he asked KIDO first whether he could
31342 do so. * He replied that wasn't exactly so. When there was some 

doubt or when the Emperor was unable to make any decision, at 
such a time he did call upon KIDO for consultation but such acts 
were very rare. On that occasion he did not want KIDO's per
mission but wanted suggestions. Vhen the sentence "when he re
ported to His Majesty, he asked me if he could give KOMOYE some 
advice" was repeated to the accused, he stated that at that time 
he wrote the words "if he might give", etc.

31343 * The Emperor did ask him if he could give KOKQYE some 
advice to his Incoming Premier. It was not customary for him *o 
ask the accused if he could give advice to his incoming Premier, 
but such occasions occurred from time to time. Asked *f it did 
not seem strange to him that the Emperor would ask him if he could 
give advice to his own Premier that he was about to name, he replied 
that these private talks with the Emperor were not official and 
consequently he thought it not strange at all to talk with him on 
various subjects. The Emperor was, however, addressing him in his 
capacity as Lord Keeper.

31346 * It was not customary for the Emperor to discusa whom
he wanted as one of his Ministers as well as Prime Minister.
There was hardly any instance of the Anperor saying anything with 
regard to the selection of State Minister or giving instructions 
on whom to appoint. In the case where he virtually selected HATA
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Page ae War Minister, there were two candidates, HATA and UMEZU, hut he ù‘d 
not issue any direction as to whom the post should he given to.

With reference to his agreeing that the Emperor could apeak 
to KOHOYE regarding the selection of the Foreign and Finance Ministers, 
the meaning of this advice was that in the light of prevailing condi-

31347 tions, special care and prudence should he exercised * in his selec
tion, hut there were no directions as to who should he invested.

The Foreign Minister chosen at that time was the late accused 
MATSUOKA. Asked if he did not consider it of like importance to advise 
the Premier to he especially prudent in the choice of War Minister, he 
replied that he did not consider it especially Important. The matter 
was Important hut he didn't especially mention it.

31348 * He did not know that the last Cabinet had fallen because of 
the War Minister's actions. Asked if it wasn't more important that 
the Premier should he careful in his choice of War Minister than of 
all the rest of the Cabinet put together, he stated that he considered 
it important hut not more importt.it than all the other ministers put 
together. There had been a long custom with regard to the selection 
of War Minister. The War Minister was discussed and recommended by 
the three Army Chiefs and with that formula which had been in effect 
for a long time, he did not therefore make any specific mention of 
War Minister at the time. He knew that regardless of the fact that 
the Big Three had to agree upon the War Minister, there had been a 
method of the Emperor successfully getting one of his two choices 
named only a few months before, in August 1939.

31349. * Asked what difference it made who was Foreign or Finance
Minister, the foreign policy was not carried out in accordance with 
the views of the War Minister who could resign and fail to agree upon 
a successor, causing the whole Cabinet to fall, the accused answered 
that such occurrences did happen.

Asked what would happen if the Big Three couldn't agree 
upon the successor to the War Minister, he stated if this happened, 
there would he no War Minister, hut it was only natural to expect 
that following a discussion of the Big Three, a candidate would he 
proposed. Asked if in the event they couldn't agree, if it would 
he the duty of the Emperor to take a hand, he replied that there 
was no instance of the Big Three submitting the question to the 
Emperor.

31351 * The accused stated that he knew that when the Second
Konoye Cabinet was chosen in July 1940, that international matters 
were critical and the appointment of the Premier and War Minister
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was of grave importance. * The YOHAI Cabinet was well known to be 
a Cabinet devoted to peace, but it had no special platform for peace 
but did have peaceful tendencies. Xt was opposed to a military alii* 
ance with Cermany but the YOHAI Cabinet through Foreign Minister 
ABITA was undertaking talks with Cermany. Asked if it was at least 
against the military alliance, he replied that at that time the ques
tion of the military alliance did not loom large. But the YOHAI

^  31353
Cabinet did not take an attitude of approving any alliance with 
Cermany. However, * the attitude of the Cabinet did not come out 
outwardly as opposed, but inwardly FIDO generally knew about it.
Toward the end of the YOHAI Cabinet, relations with Cermany approached 
a state of rapprochement and there were strong contentions that the 
conclusion of alliance would be going too far and there was a wide 
divergence of opinion with the Army who was in favor of a military 
alliance and wanted YOHAI out. The technique employed was for the 
War Minister to refuse to agree to a successor in the YOHAI Cabinet.

31354

•

* KIDO knew that the Emperor had great confidence in YOHAI. 
Asked if he offered any suggestion to the Bmperor as to how to get 
a new War Minister and still keep the YOHAI Cabinet by employing 
the same technique he had suggested to K0H0YB in the preceding 
August, he replied he had not proposed anything to K0H0YB in the 
previous year. Asked if he proposed to K0H07B that he pass on to 
ABB the suggestion of how the Super or could get UMEZU or HATA named 
War Minister, he replied it was after the question arose. He merely 
gave him his suggestion as to how the matter might be smoothly car
ried out. Asked if he made any such suggestion to the Bmperor for 
the preservation of the YOHAI Cabinet, by solving the p±jblem of 
how to get a War Minister to take HATA*s place and still retain 
the YOHAI Cabinet, he replied no, he did not give any special advice.

31355 * K0H0YB became the succeeding Premier at that time. Ai-

31361

ready about a month before there were reports and rumors with regard 
to a political change and not only in political circles but even 
among political parties and other quarters, voices were heard that 
the next Premier should be K0H0YE. Asked if he expressed in sub
stance the opinion that KOHOYE was the ideal man to succeed YOHAI, 
he stated he did not recall using the word "ideal" but the desire 
of the polotical world and the popularity of KOHOYE In political 
circles was extremely great, and therefore he conveyed to the Throne 
the opinion that KOHOYB was the most suitable man to the post. * 
Asked if he also stated that KOHOYE was satisfactory unanimously to 
the army group, he recalled having spoken to that effect at a gather 
lng of Senior Statesmen. Asked if that was the fact, he said he 
believed it was because he heard about the attitude and opinion 
prevailing in Army circles from the Vice Minister of War. At that 
meeting of the Senior Statesmen, K0H0YE's name was proposed by the
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Statesmen meetings usually took four or five hours, this meeting 
ended in SO minutes after unanimous agreement in favor of KONOYE.

* Reference was made to the affidavit where It was stated 
in the diary entry of 13 October 1941 that the situation was so 
delicate that the Emperor showed concern in discussing with EIDO 
a Rescript in case he was required to grant sanction to the opening 
of war and where KIDO then noted that the Prosecution had only 
quoted the last paragraph of the entry in its Exhibit 1149. Asked 
why he pointed out in his affidavit that the whole part of the 
diary entry was not included in the Exhibit, he replied * that he 
believed it was necessary to explain the situation described in 
the last paragraph which was the only part introduced but includ
ing the previous portion which had not been. It was pointed out 
to the accused that the sole subject of Exhibit 1149 referred to 
a visit from the accused SUZUKI to talk about Ms political views 
which must have contributed to the making of a new turn in their 
political condition, and KXDO expressed his opinion to SUZUKI 
and stated that their conclusion was that the Premier should make 
an effort to promote mutual understanding with the War and Wavy 
Ministers. The accused stated that that was his meaning. Asked 
what he referred to by the expression "mutual understanding with 
the War and Navy Ministers", he stated that the situation was that 
the War Minister advocated that following the elapse of the first 
part of October, the September 6 decision should be carried into 
effect. The Navy Minister, however, left the matter entirely * 
to the discretion of the Premier. However, it became understood 
as discussions went on that Navy Department leaders were opposed 
to war between Japan and the U.S. This situation was explained 
by SUZUKI, tha President of the Planning Board, and thereupon,
KIDO told him that it would be extremely dangerous unless the Pre
mier himself secured understanding between the War and Navy Minis
ters.

SUZUKI told him this on the night of 13 October 1941 at 
31365 about 8 pm. * Asked if this was the first time that the informa

tion had been conveyed to him, he stated that on the previous day, 
Chief Cabinet Secretary TOMITA, reported on what happened at the 
Ogikubo Conference. Asked if he received notice of the difference 
between the Army and Navy on the matter of going to war from SUZUKI 
that night, or whether he knew about it before he stated that it 
was included in the report received on the 12th on the Ogikubo Con
ference, he stated he knew that the issue of war or peace and the 
difference between the Army and Navy existed before SUZUKI saw him 
on the 13th of October, and he heard of the Conference which took 
place on the 12th but did not join the Conference. He knew that 
there had been an Imperial Conference on 6 September 1941 and knew 
its result. Asked if it was decided then what Japan's action should

31362

81363

31364
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the items decided upon at the Sept. 6th Conference included that war 
preparations should he concluded by the end of October and Japanese* 
American negotiations should he continued with every effort toward 
bringing about an amicable settlement. The third point of the deci
sion was that if there was no possibility of an end to the deadlock 
and hope of settlement of the issues as a result of the negotiations 
by early October, then a decision for war should be made against the 
U.S. and Britain.

This was the gist of the decisions of that Conference but 
he was stating it only from his recollection. It was determined 
then that Japan would strive to fulfill her demands through diplomacy 
first and that if no amicable settlement had been arrived at by early 
October, then a decision for war would be made.

From Exhibit 1136, his diary entry of 6 Sept. 1941, was
31368 read a part which stated that he visited the Emperor * who said he 

would like to ask some questions at the Conference. KIDO advised 
the Emperor that since Privy Coun̂  ,1 President HARA would ask ques
tions on the Emperor's behalf, the Emperor should only give a'warn
ing in conclusion that the Supreme Command should exert every effort 
to bring about the diplomatic success inasmuch as the present deci
sion was so important it might lead to a war. Asked if the Emperor

31369 was showing anxiety at that time to ask questions on his own, * he 
stated yes. The Privy Council President had already given KIDO word 
that he would like to ask the very questions with which the Emperor 
himself was concerned. Therefore, inasmuch as HARA pro' Vbly would be 
asking the questions which the Emperor desired to ask, he advised the 
Emperor it should be more Important for him to counsel the Supreme 
Command to cooperate with the Government for a peaceful solution.
The Accused was reminded that a moment before he stated that he made 
the suggestion to the Emperor that he not ask questions and that they 
be asked through HARA because HARA was going to ask those questions

31370 anyway. His attention was then called * to his affidavit where he 
had stated that before being summoned by the Emperor he suggested 
to HARA that hs ask questions at the Imperial Conference, pointing 
toward emphasis on continuing diplomacy rather than preparing for 
war. (T 30952).

Asked if he was engaged in mind reading, in anticipating 
the Emperor's wishes even before he saw him, he stated no. At that 
time he had an audience on Sept. 5 when the question arose and the 
Agenda submitted before the Conference first had the item relating 
to war preparations, and the second item was concerned with negotia
tions. It was believed there was something strange about the order 
of the two items and on the 6th the Emperor inquired on thle matter
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Page to K0H01B. Under each circumstances HABA called KIDO by telephone 
on the morning of the 6th, asking him «diet should be done. * There- 

31371 upon, he told HABA that there seemed to be doubt whether or not 
emphasis was being placed on war preparations or on diplomatic 
negotiations, and KIDO proposed he might ask questions on this very 
point. When the Xmperor summoned KIDO, he asked KIDO whether he 
might not ask the very questions which he had already discussed 
a short while before with HABA. KIDO then told the Bmperor that 
as a natter of fact, he had discussed the very questions with HABA, 
and inasmuch as HABA would be asking the questions, there would be 
no need for the Emperor to address then.

A more Important point than this, he told the Smperor, 
was whether the High Command was going to be serious in carrying 
on negotiations; so his advice to the Throne was that he should like 
to*have the Xmpsror at the meeting's conclusion Issue a warning and 
rather than ask questions, to take a mors positive aotlon by Issuing 
the warning.
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* Asked if the questions were answered, he 
replied he had no direct knowledge because he did not 
attend the Imperial Conference. He later heard that the 
question was made by HARA and Navy Minister OIKAWA answered, 
but there was no reply from the High Command and the 
Emperor expressed regret that it bad said nothing and told 
them they must exert all strength and energy in cooperating 
toward the successful conclusion of the negotiations.

* Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
referred to "mutual understanding with the War and Navy 
Ministers" (T.30971)» and the accused was asked how there 
could be mutual understanding unless one of two sides gave 
way. He replied that not being in the government, he would 
not know the actual particulars. He simply talked with 
Planning Board President SUZUKI as a basis for recommending 
all further efforts be made to save the situation.

It was suggested to the witness that the army 
was taking the war side and the navy the peace side, and 
it would have to be either war or peace. He replied that 
it was for that reason that he counselled that further 
discussions be conducted, * but a simple answer to the 
question could not possibly be given.

* Reference was made to the affidavit where the 
accused quoted the remainder of the diary entry for 13 
October 1941, and called attention to the fact that 
exhibit 1149 did not contain all the entry for that day.
To him was quoted a part of this entry, in which the Emperor 
told him t.*->at in case war with the U. S. and Britain was 
decided on, they must study conditions in Europe, especially 
the truth underlying the peace talks between Britain and 
Germany, and Germany and Russia. Through diplomacy, they 
must stop Germany from concluding an individual peace, 
and must have her assist in the war with the U. S,, and they 
must also make plans as to what to do at the end of the 
war. It was suggested to KIDO that this part of the diary 
had no connection with the part quoted in exhibit 1149 of 
bis discussion with SUZUKI, but was inserted deliberately 
to show * that the Emperor was making decisions and con
clusions of his own in an attempt to escape KIDO's own 
responsibility by transferring it to the Emperor. In 
explanation, KIDO stated that following the OGIKUBO confer
ence, there was extreme tenseness and confusion, and the 
situation developed to the point where the Emperor might 
be forced to decide on war even though his sentiments did 
not permit him to do so. There was even fear that the
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Page Emperor would have to decide on war he did not J°sire, 
but if this occurred and a Rescript would have to 

31378 * proclaimed, the Emperor expressed that absolute caro
be exercised to reflect his innermost feelings. As a 
result of his anxiety there was discussion reflecting his 
feelings, and that was why KIDO had entered them in his 
diary, and had placed it in the affidavit to make clear 
the imminent sense of war prevailing in government and 
court circles.

Asked if in order to make clear the Emperor’s 
desire for peace he found it necessary to put in his 
diary that the Emperor said to him they must through 
diplomacy, stop Germany from concluding an individual 
peace and must have her assist in the war with the U. S., 
he replied that was not his meaning at all. He merely 
wished to show to what extent the Emperor worried about 
the situation.

31379 + Asked why he did not say to the Emperor if 
the Emperor did not want war. that should he refuse his 
sanction and refuse to sign a rescript, he replied that 
under the Japanese system a decision by the Cabinet and 
High Command could not be vetoed by the Emperor. When 
asked why it could not be vetoed, he stated that as an 
actual question, nothing arose at that time, but did arise 
on 8 December, at which time the explanation of the 
government was that there was no alternative but to take 
up arms for self defense. To that advice the Emperor was 
in no position to issue a rejection.

3138O * When asked what there was to stop him, the
accused replied that it was not a question of stopping 
or not stopping, but a custom long prevailing in consti
tutional practice which dated back to the Russo-Japanese 
war. At the time of the Russo-Japanese war, Emperor 
MEIJI hesitated in connection with the decision reached 
by the Imperial Conference, but gave his approval as it was 
reached by the Government and High Command. In this instance 
the Emperor went so far as to return to a carte blanche 
the conference decision of September 6.

Asked by the President where he got that auth
ority, the accused replied that the Emperor's wishes were 
conveyed to the Premier, and the Cabinet over which the 
Premier presided subjected the matter to re-examination. 
Such a measure was not to be found at all, even in the 
NEIJI Era, and could be considered a rather advanced step.

3 13 8 1 * As a result of re-examination, the incident of December
8 broke out, and inasmuch as the position of the Government 
and High Command was that it was for self defense, the 
Emperor could not veto the decision.
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Asked what he meant by the carte blanche i..'»ve of 
the Emperor, he stated he meant to start afresh with a  
clean slate, but he did not necessarily mean he used the 
word in his affidavit.

* Asked if his advice was not sought in the last 
hours of the KONOYE Cabinet, he replied that as was 
customary there were frequent audiences and discussions, 
but he did not suggest these were ordinary times. The 
accused stated he joined the First KONOYE Cabinet in 
October, 1937, and * both he and KONOYE were strong 
advocates of peace then and before, including peace toward 
China.

Asked if it was true that when the KONOYE Cabinet 
first went into power there was one brigade of approximately
5,000 Japanese troops in China, he replied that he was not 
a member of the KONOYE Cabinet at the time of its formation, 
but joined it within three or four months afterwards. He 
did not have any detailed information at the time, because 
he was then an official in the Household Department as 
Director of the Board of Pelage. * When he became Minister 
of Education in the KONOYE Cabinet in October, 1937, he 
was a Minister of State, becoming a general minister in 
accordance with the constitution. The constitutional 
provision regarding this point was that the Cabinet was 
constituted by several state ministers appointed to hold 
their respective portfolios, and the various ministries
* were regulated by regulations governing them. He knew 
of the constitutional provision that the respective state 
ministers should give their advice to the Emperor and be 
responsible for it, and were collectively responsible for 
what the Cabinet did.

Cabinet meetings were generally held twice a 
week, and discussions were held, but generally the details
* pertaining to any particular ministry were left to the 
competent minister of that ministry, and his explanations 
generally passed the Cabinet.

Asked if he knew that troops in China during the 
First KONOYE Cabinet Increased from one brigade of 5,000 
to thirty divisions with more than a million, he replied 
that such matters were never discussed at a cabinet meeting. 
Asked if he did not discuss with HARADA that there were 
about 1,600,000 troops in China during the First KONOYE 
Cabinet, he replied that with regard to the figure he 
thought there was an entry in his diary in connection with 
the talk he had with KONOYE, but didn't recall the kind of 
talk he had with HARADA.
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Asked If he didn't stale in his diary c • 2.2 
December, 1938, that ITAGAKI had sent•1,6C0,000 men 
overseas, he replied he had recalled writing that in 
diary. Although he learned of this later, he felt the 
figure Was a bit too high. * Prom what he learned later, 
he thought it was under one million. War Minister ITAGAKI 
spoke of decreasing strength from 700,000 to 600,000, and 
he felt the figure 1,600,000 was quite a bit too high.

♦ A document was handed to the witness, who 
identified it as a part of his diary. ♦ Exhibit 3341, the 
diary entry for 12 December, 193&, having been identified 
by the accused, stated that KONOYE said that neither army 
strategy was very reliable, nor the situation in various 
quarters satisfactory, and the situation was deadlocked. 
KONOYE consulted KIDO about his intention to resign, and 
KIDO replied he could not agree to the Premier's opinion 
Immediately, and that the most responsible person was War 
Minister ITAGAKI, who had sent an army of 1,600,000 overseas, 
and therefore KONOYE's resignation without complete 
understanding and consent by ITAGAKI would bring the 
latter to bay, which would oe undesirable. KIDO further 
told KONOYE that it was reported that Wang Ching-wel 
would escape from Chungking on the lSlh, and for the 
present it was not good to disclose political unrest.'

+ Wishing to consult ITAGAKI himself, KIDO asked 
KONOYE to leave the matter to him, and KONOYE consented.
When asked if he had any doubt now after hearing this read, 
that he was reasonably well informed that 1,'00,000 troops 
were sent to China under the War Ministry of ITAGAKI, he 
replied that at that time he had heard there were about 
that number in China, but later on he felt it was a mistake 
in memory on his part. He did not deny having a talk with 
KONOYE, but was only stating that he late:* discovered he 
might have made a mistake.

Asked what he meant by stating in exhibit 3341 
that he thought KONOYE's resignation would lave been 
undesirable because it -would bring the war minister to 
bay, he explained that KCNOYK was saying he was impatient 
* and desired to resign. As ITAGAKI himself testified, 
at the time ITAGAKI was invited to become .Var Minister,
KONOYE sent a special emissary to China to request him to 
serve as War Minister to settle the China Affair. There
fore, KIDO advised KGNOYE against taking surprise measures 
against ITAGAKI and to wait until KIDO had a full talk 
with him.
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October 21. 1947
31398 * The accused was asked to tell the most notable

incidents where he advised or urged the Emperor to lend 
his personal or official powers toward subduing the

31400 militarists. * He replied that during his tenure as
Chief Secretary to the Lord Keeper he was not permitted 
audiences with the Emperor, and in those days his views 
were presented to the Lord Keeper, and hence he did not 
know whether such views were actually transmitted to the 
Emperor. However, on 4 February, 1932, when Finance 
Minister TAKAHASHI requested the Emperor to use his power 
to restrain the militarists, he, with HARADA, brought the 
matter to the Lord Keeper, submitting his views with regard 
to restraining the political advance of the army. In 1940, 
as Lord Keeper, he submitted advice to the TL^one. requesting 
the most careful consideration be given in connection with

31402 the advance into FIC, ♦ and asked the Emperor to caution the 
military to this effect.

He made a similar admission again in February,
1941, when the FIC issue came up again. In September,
1940, at the time the Tripartite Pact'was cöncluded, he 
requested that necessary and due guidance be given in 
connection with the early settlement of the China Incident.

With reference to the conference of 6 September,
1 9 4 1, he asked the Emperor to counsel the High Command to 
give whole-hearted cooperation toward the continuance of 
diplomatic negotiations with the U. S. Prior to the formation 
of the TOJO Cabinet on 17 October. 1941, he requested the

31403 ♦ Emperor, * without being bound in any manner by the 
September 6 decision, to counsel that profound study and 
re-examination be made, and under the Emperor's orders 
this desire of the Throne was conveyed to TOJO and OIKAWA.

On 18 June, KIDO talked with ITAGAKI on ^ringing 
the China affair to an early close and learned then of 
ITAGAKI's very strong desire to bring the Incident to a 
quick settlement.

* The accused stated he did not think that 
relations between KONOYE and ITAGAKI were strained on 12 
December, 1938, at which time KIDO was Minister of 
Welfare, which had no connection with troop movements in 
China and affairs with ITAGAKI. He was asked to exert 
his efforts to straighten the matter out between ITAGAKI 
and KONOYE as a favor for KONOYE. * This was an illustra
tion to show he assisted KONOYE as a friend.
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On 19 November, 1941, he requested the ü.*r>eror 
to give fullest consideration so as not to enter into war 
against the U. S. at the end of November, arid spoke abou4- 
the prospect of the negotiations. On 26 November, 1941, 
he counselled the Emperor to address inquiries to the 
Senior Statesmen, as the Emperor had requested his opinion; 
on 5 February, 1942, he counselled the Emperor to grasp 
any opportunity to bring about the earliest possible 
termination of the war.

* In either May or June, 1943, he counselled the 
Emperor on the advisability of bringing the war to a 
speedy conclusion, and later conveyed to the Throne various 
ideas in connection with peace efforts, receiving the 
Emoeror's approval.

* Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
described matters taking place in September, 1931, in 
Manchuria as constituting a plot, and the accused was asked 
if he thought the plot extended to movements of troops 
into Manchuria in that month. He replied that that was his 
belief, on the basis of information he received. He was
in no position to give approval to such movement of troops.

* A reference was made to the affidavit where it 
was stated that on 23 June, 1931, in KIDO's capacity as 
Chief Secretary, HARADA gave him information of a plot by 
military officers in Manchuria which was extremely regrett
able, as KIDO opposed the army operations there and in 
China. (T.30728).

Asked * what this information was that HARADA 
gave him, he replied that at that time relations with 
* China were aggravated, and efforts were made to settle 
issues through diplomacy, without avail. The Kwantung 
Army officers in Manchuria were indignant, and information 
indicated they might take positive action which was divorced 
from any plans of the central authorities. This was the 
gist of the conversation with HARADA.

Asked if the plot was on the part of the officers 
or of the army, he replied the information was to the 
effect that such movements seemed to be within the Kwantung 
Army. Asked if he changed his views on the matter later, 
he stated he acted on the basis of information received at 
the time. He learned in January the following year of the 
plans to establish a new state in Manchuria and Mongolia, 
when ITAGAKI made a talV.
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Asked if ITAGAKI was one of the Kwantun»* rtrmy 
leaders referred to in reference to the plot in September, 
1931« be replied that he then did not know ITAGAKI and /'as 
unfamiliar with what he was doing. At the time ITAGAKI 
was a Senior Staff Officer, and so was directly connected 
with troop movements.

The accused was ashed If le did not learn that 
there was not alone a new state contemplated, but also 
for the purpose of unifying three or four Japanese 
organizations in ?ranchuria and Tongolia it was also contem
plated to establish one organization under a government- 
general, and he replied le learned about it when I'INAI'I 
gave a lecture before the Throne.

KIDO stated he Joined the KONOYS Cabinet '.o lend 
all aid to settle the China matter, and the. .V; r Minister 
at the time was 3UGIYAVA, HIROTA was Foreign Minister, and 
^ABA * was Home Minister, until his death when SUETSUGU 
succeeded him around December. Shortly before SUET3UGU 
became Home Minister he was Cabinet Counsellor, and KIDO 
knew him from that time.

According to regulations concerning Cabinet 
counsellors, their main function was as consultant to the 
Premier in connection with bringing about an early end of 
the China Incident, and the post was a special one created 
for that precise purpose. * The Home Minister, among 
other things, had charge of agencies preserving law and 
order. The position wa3 not especially powerful, but had 
a special position during t.he time of government by 
political parties. After this it. didn't have special 
powers, but did have control of the police forces. He had 
stated that SUETSUGU was an internationally known Fascist, 
and abided by that statement.

* He was considerably surprised when KONOYE told 
him that a man of such philosophy had been invited into the 
Cabinet, but made no remonstrance as it was KONOYE's lob 
to select his ministers. He did not register any objection 
to sitting in the Cabinet with a man of such political 
creeds. As far a3 KIDO knew, SUETSUGU said that the 
incident should be terminated as soon as possible, but KIDO 
did not clearly recall as to whether SUETSUGU specifle?d 
•whether it should be terminated by peaceful methods or by 
exterminating all Chinese who resisted army movements.
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+ The accused was reminded that he had test tried 
that his chief airpose in joining the KONOYE Cabinet wac 
to bring about an end to the China Affair speedily, and 
his attention was called to the fact that very shortly 
SUETSUGU epitomized the terms to be given Chiang Kai-shek 
in December, 1937. He was asked if he meant to convey that 
under those circumstances he didn't have frequent conver
sations with SUETSUGU to find out his views on how he 
intended to settle the China matter. KIDO replied that 
SUETSUGU was not taking one side or the other. SUETSUGU's 
epitomizing the peace terms was not for the purpose of 
carrying on hostilities, but was to advance peace 
negotiations.

* Asked whether SUETSUGU wanted stiff or liberal 
terms, he replied he did not know SUETSUGU well and had 
hardly any opportunity to discuss such matters with him. 
KIDO's talks were principally with KONOYE, Overseas 
Minister OTANI, and ARIMA. He learned of SUETSUGU's ideas 
for the first time at a cabinet meeting on 17 December.

It was correct that he didn't get SUETSUGU's 
views through conversations with him, and the reason was
* that he didn't have fair opportunity to learn his views. 
In December, 1937» the matter of opening peace negotiations 
with Chiang through the German Ambassador came up. To the 
witness was quoted a part of his affidavit, which stated 
that in this case there was no proper liaison between the 
Cabinet and High Command, whose attitude was not fully 
known to the Cabinet, causing KONOYE deep concern.
(T. 30834).

Asked whose attitude he was talking about when 
he used the words, he replied that it was the attitude of 
the High Command with respect to the question of settling 
the Affair. * It was not the High Command that was going 
to determine whether the Affair was settled and upon what 
terms, but since it was fighting in China it had a voice.
* Since there were hostilities going on the voice was 
strong.

Asked if it was the truth that Premier KONOYE, 
in December 1937, was in the position where he had to find 
out from the High Command what peace terms he could offer 
Chiang, * KIDO replied that the situation was that 
negotiations could not be conducted without adequate 
liaison between the government and High Command.
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Asked if when he used the term "the h-jh Command" 
whose attitudé was not fully known to the Cabinet, he meant 
he could not fully determine what terms the High Command 
would agree to, he replied that the attitude of the High 
Command was known to the Cabinet only through War Minister 
SUGIYAMA's explanations, which were not clear, and for that 
reason he received the impression that the question was not 
clear. He agreed that he had stated in his affidavit that 
he failed to elicit any definite reply from SUGIYAMA.

* It was not true that he failed to elicit any 
definite reply to the peace terms that could be given 
Chiang. Asked what he was trying to find out from the 
High Command with reference to the negotiations with 
Chiang if it was not the terms of peace they were to agree 
to, he replied that was the army attitude toward the Incident 
To SUGIYAMA he asked whether the army was serious in trying 
to end the China Affair or whether it intended to fight it 
out to the last. SUGIYAMA's reply was somewhat vague,
and at that point talk was suspended.

* Asked if it was for the War Minister to determine 
whether the matter would b. fought out or whether it was
for the Premier, Foreign Minister, and rest of the Cabinet 
Ministers to make the decision, he replied it was the 
Cabinet's duty. It was a fact that he was not able to get 
an answer to the question he asked SUGIYAMA in December,
1937.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that peace terms offered China through the German 
Ambassador had been studied, etc. (T. 3O834). He was asked 
what the peace terms were, but replied he didn't recall the 
details, * nor had an exact recollection of the main points,
At the time there were eleven or twelve items in the peace 
proposal, and he didn't recall each and every one. Generally, 
his recollection was that general peace was sought through 
such terms as the recognition of Manchukuo and of a special 
area in North China, but he didn't recall particulars. At 
that time he did know about them as it came up for discussion 
at the Cabinet. * He was not the competent minister in 
charge, and at this date he had forgotten details.

It was true that he generally made diary entries 
about important matters, and had frequent conversations 
with HARADA. While he had no recollection he thought he 
discussed such matters with him and also with Prince 
CHICHIBU. Asked if HARADA was dependable so far as his 
intent to record the truth of conversations, he replied 
that HARADA was one of his greatest friends, but unfortun
ately * he could not place utmost confidence in the 
accuracy of his recordings.
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among them references to KIDO. He did not know if ti.̂ re 
were proposals with reference to settlement of the Chine 
’Var made by Vice Chief of Staff TADA. He was asked why 
he stated in his affidavit that he was not aware what 
proposals were made by TADA, (T. 30835), and if this was 
not clearly suggestive that proposals were made but he was 
unacquainted with what they were, and he replied that is 
not what he meant, as he did not even know that a proposal 
bad been made by TADA.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that on 16 December, 1937* he received a message

31427 from KONOYE. (T. 30835). * Asked if it was true that 
even on that date KONOYE could not determine from the High 
Command what they had agreed to with reference to a 
settlement, he replied that was not so. KONOYE went so 
far as to hold a conference of those concerned, and 
submitted the decision of the Cabinet the following 
morning. KONOYE entertained the apprehension as to whether 
the army would seriously carry out the terms, and the 
attitude of the War Minist..r himself was ambiguous. 
Thereupon, KONOYE asked KIDO to question War Minister SUG1- 
YAMA, and KIDO put the question to SÜGIYAMA at the Cabinet 
meeting on the 17th.

31428 * They agreed the term would be splendid for 
bringing about peace with China, but pointed out that there 
might be demands by the other side. The question to 
SUGIYAMA was to what extent was the army willing to 
compromise in the event of counter proposals, and SUGIYAMA 
replied, no, that these were minimum terms and if they
did not accept these they should continue resolutely with 
armedaction.

As a result of SUGIYAMA's statement the Cabinet 
was thrown into turmoil and KONOYE was extremely worried, 
believing that if the terms were rejected by China and Chin 
started counter propaganda, in view of Japanese public 
opinion being very strong it might lead to a civil war 
within Japan. KONOYE was especially worried because the

31429 Diet was about to reopen within a month. * Because of the 
relationship of the matter to preserving law and order, 
SUETSUGU's opinion was that at any rate, what was the use 
of putting forth terms that could not be compromised upon, 
and to provide flexibility to them he boiled the terms down 
to four points. Such being the Army's attitude, the 
Cabinet's attitude was that the four points be proposed
and then Japan and China reach closer cooperation through 
future negotiations.
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Page Since the Or nor «gl Staff had already p »posed v-r,r 
strong terms, they decided to present these terms *’o the 
Chinese, and the Cabinet adopted them and further deeded 
to entrust the Foreign Minister with full authority wit*, 
respect to carrying them into execution.

3143O * 7/ith regard to the policy, there were no
divergencies between the Cabinet and High Command, but 
great caution was given to handling the matter through 
diplomatic procedure. Asked if he was in favor of giving 
concrete terms to China through the German Ambassador, he 
stated that he felt that if terms were submitted on the 
condition that the army would be willing to compromise, he 
thought the terms would be splendid, but in view of 
SUGIYAMA's reply to his questions he anticipated the 
negotiations would fail if the terms were presented in 
that form.

31431 * Asked if he intended to convey his belief that 
the General Staff was being consulted about the terms when 
he referred to their attitude as to whether it would be 
willing to make peace on any terms or what terms would be 
satisfactory, he replied tue terms presented to the Cabinet

31432 were discussed and agreed upon by officers concerned. * He 
asked SUGIYAMA if he would be willing to conduct negotiations 
on the basis of the terms, but SUGIYAMA replied that the 
terms were the Army's minimum demands, and if not accepted 
the Army would continue its positive actions. The accused 
was very much alarmed and surprised at his reply.

Asked if the terms required ampl il ..cation or 
were clear and complete enough to serve as a basis for 
understanding for peace, he replied he had no exact 
recollection, but felt the terms '//ere specific and were 
presented in detail. He regretted very much, but didn't

31433 remember the four points. * All he remembered was that the 
former points were included in the four points. He did not

31434 remember what the former terms were, * but at the time he 
understood them.

31435 * To the witness was quoted a purported conversation
with HARADA on 21 December 1937» which stated that the whole 
matter had been disorderly and he said plenty at the 
Cabinet meeting. He wondered if General Staff Headquarters 
had not committed stipulations concretely through the 
German ?'ilitary Attache. He felt it dangerous zo see the 
Navy, and especially the Army, or rather Staff Headquarters, 
o anxious to press the peace solution.. If they submitted 

concrete . tj pulati ons they turned it down, they were 
only letting them in on what they wanted, and it would bo 

‘ all loss with no gain.
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FIDO was worried why they were in such a hu^ry. 

At the Cabinet meeting that day be strongly asserted iu 
was necessary that peace stipulations be more abstract 
and contain something to cover everything, and asked what 
need there was to force themselves into asking Germany.
It was strange that Staff Headquarters was so eager, and 
he was worried that Germany might put one over on them.

31436 * The accused was asked if he made that statement
to HARADA on 12 December, 1937, and he stated he didn't

31447 * recall whether he met HARADA on that day or had such a 
conversation with him, but on consulting his diary he found 
he had dinner with HARADA that day, and it was possible

31448 they may have talked on various matters. * Since the 
conversation took place at a dinner party he hardly 
thought that he could have talked in such a systematic 
and organized way. He could not say for certain that he 
did talk to HARADA in exactly that fashion. In regard to 
the Cabinet-meeting, as he had already stated, after KIDO 
put his question there was considerable confusion. He had 
no faith in Germany at the time, and furthermore Germany 
had sent scores of military advisers to China, and he 
therefore had considerable doubt as to the intentions of the 
General Staff in requesting the conditions be made spec; Ific 
and presented in haste. Therefore, he had felt they were 
being tricked by Germany.

He could not say he had never talked with HARADA 
along those lines. He was suspicious of the reasons why 
diplomatic negotiations were not left in the hands of the 

31449 Foreign Ministry. * Asked if he recalled anything in what 
was read ohat sounded very unlikely to have been said by 
him that would not have reflected his basic ideas, he ' 
replied that on the whole it could be said that his ideas 
were faithfully represented, but he was somewhat surprised 
at the strong language employed.
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31450 * The accused stated that during recess he had con

sulted his diary for 21 December 1937* He did not recall 
a conversation he had with HARADA on 14 January 193* which 
referred to a talk with Prince CHICHIBU.

To the accused was quoted a purported statement he made 
to HARADA on 12 January 193* in which he stated that he had 
talked to CKICHIBU a few days before and CIIICHIBU asked him

31451 on what grounds the government * was refraining from con
cluding present hostilities, and how much longer did they 
think financial strength would last. KIDO explained the 
circumstances and in the course of conversation CHICHI3U -e- 
marked that the present hostilities differed from those of 
the Sino-Japanese and the Russo-Japanese wars in that they 
were not waging war against the Chinese people but against 
Chiang Kai-shek regime, and therefore why not liquidate the 
friction and clasp hands? KIDO replied that even if the 
present situation differed from those wars, it was imoos 
sible after Jananese trojos had killed 700,000 to 800,OOu

31452 soldiers * for the army to look grave and say let's shake 
hands and truly mean it.

Was Japan a victorious nation or a defeated one. Was 
it for a victorious nation to say they would like to make 
peace as soon as possible by submi'ting all kinds of terms, 
if by doing so they showed their true oolors, .and should 
the opponent refuse to respond, they would, in reverse, use 
this as propaganda, saving that Japan ’.vas In straightened 
circumstances and with the terms had expressed hopes for 
peace.

The accused stated he had no reoollectlon of saying 
what had been read to hlmror believed 1t reflected his 
thoughts at the time. He did tell CHICHXBU what hanoened 
at the cabinet meeting but did not recall expressing such 
opinions.

31453 w An additional nart of the purported conversât ion with 
HARADA was read to the accused In which ho stated that, if 
such propaganda should be soroad It would result. in Japan 
being at a disadvantage. There would be a slump In the 
yen exohango and government, seourities, and loss of confi
dence in economics and finance, and the nation would not be
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able to purchase commodities and prices of goods would soai men
acing internal peace# Diplomacy was necessary to conceive a 
plan for Deace, but unless this was delivered in such a way 
that the settlement was solid, and if things were handled in a

31454 manner * General Staff Headquarters desired, he should have no 
end of worry for the government.

31455 * After this was read to the accused, he stated he still 
had no recollection concerning the conversation. With refer
ence to the part concerning the killing of 700 or POO,000 
Chinese, at that time he had no information of the killing of 
such a number# As for the fact that because of this they were 
unable to effect peace, even at the previous cabinet meeting, 
that thought never entered his head# He did recall he talked
to CHICHIBU of what happened at the cabinet meeting and felt 
the general staff had some behind-the-scenes deal with Germany, 
and he feared whether negot'ations carried on through Germany 
would succeed.

He recalled that after talking on various subjects at 
the end CHICHIBU said the fault really lay with SUGIYAMA be
cause he had not done a good liaison job.

31456 * Asked if he recalled if he held views at the time 
that would have been dangerous for Japan economically, if neg
otiations fell through, KIDO replied that his main anxiety was 
that if Japan presented China with definite tc-ms and they were 
rejected, China would utilize this for counter propaganda and 
succeed in creating internal disturbances adversely affecting 
Japan's economy as well as in other fields.

Asked if that was one of the reasons why he wasn't in 
favor of giving China concrete terms, and if the terms became 
known and there was no settlement it would be embarrassing, he 
replied that that was what he was worried about.

Asked if, as a matter of fact, the terms were not con-
11457 Crete, * he replied that the Foreign Minister conducted nego

tiations on the basis of the terms which had been summarised in 
four main points, but the cabinet had already decided the 
specific terms and left the handling of the matter to the For
eign Minister.

Asked if the terms were passed to China through the 
German Ambassador with a timo limit for their acceptance, he
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replied that he didn't know the manner in ‘which the P’oreign 
Minister negotiated with the German Ambassador, but remembered 
that at the cabinet meeting they decided the matter should be 
settled by the end of the year, whether this could be called 
a time limit or not he did not know.

31458 * Reference was made to the affidavit "’here it was 
stated that it was suggested at the cabinet meeting of l8 
December 1947 that Chiang Kai-shek's answer should be request
ed before the end of the year (7. 30,836-7 )- Asked if this 
was correct, the accused replied that it was and that in his 
diary for that date he had used the exoression the deadline 
should be fixed as about the end of '■his year.

Asked if that didn't occur to him to be rather brief 
period of time to get an end to a matter ’"ith so many ramifi
cations, and 'which had been fought out so long, he replied that 
that decision ’.vas reached af* 'r an exolanation by *he Foreign 
Minister and since he was not. an expert on such affairs, he 
didn't give much further thought to it.

31459 * On 14 January, in the middle of a cabinet meeting, 
the German Ambassador asked to see the Foreign Minister and 
when the Foreign Minister returned he brought with him the 
Chinese reply. KIDC did not know the details of the reply 
but just heard the Foreign Minister make his report and did 
not know whether it was an official renly .from the Chinese.
The Foreign Minister's report was at that late date that the

31460 Chinese wero still requesting explanations on the terms and * 
showed no sincerity in 'wanting peace.

Asked if he had not indicated that the terms were net 
concrete and that he thought it would be a mistake to make 
them that way, he replied that wha* he meant by making the 
terms general was to bring about a successful conclusion of 
negotiations. He meant that the negotiations- be conducted by 
opitomizing the peace terms.

31461 * Asked if he did not say in his diary of l8 December 
1937 that they decided they would leave it to the Foreign 
Minister and let the ambassador sound Chiang's views by 
showing comprehensive conditions of their intention, and re
fraining from showing details, he replied that this was true.
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31462 * Reference "/as made to the affidavit whe~e it ’«as 
that KONOYE was anxious to restore peace without a day's loss 
and agreed to the abstract epitomization of peace terms so av 
not to obstruct negotiations but make room for a future con
cession to insure success for the negotiations (T. 30,836).

Asked if it would not be entirely in the line of reason 
for Chiang to ask for further details if those cabinet instruc
tions were carried out by the Foreign Minister, the accused re
plied that since negotiations were left completely In the For
eign Minister's hands, including the Chinese replies, he knew 
nothing of what transpired later.

31463 * The same question was repeated to the accused and he 
replied that he supnosed it was but natural that they should 
make further inquiries. It was intended by KONOYE that there 
would be room left in the terms for some concessions to China, 
and that was told KIDO by him. Asked If it was not true that 
as a result of the inquiry for further terms, Chiang was told 
there would be no further dealing with him, he replied that 
that was so and the Foreign Minister reported to the cabinet 
that Chiang's regime had shown no sincerity but was still 
vague, and there was no point in continuing negotiations. Fol
lowing the Foreign Minister's report the cabinet arrived at 
its decision.

31464 * Asked if he Inquired of the Foreign Minister on what 
grounds he based his conclusion that no bona fides were being 
shown by Chiang, he replied that he did not recall ’"hether he 
questioned him.

31465 * Reference was made to the affidavit where a diary 
extract for 21 December 1937 (Exh. 2259) was quoted, this staled 
that at the cabinet meeting they deliberated on negotiations "'ith 
China, the draft of the answer to the German Ambassador, and
the counter measures for the China Affair, and that KIDO sug
gested the necessity for creating cultural measures in North 
China. The affidavit went on to say that, as Exhibit 2259 also 
showed, they discussed at the cabinet meeting nrinciples for 
dealing with matters concerning the Affair, and KIDO main
tained that policies for cultural movement towards China be es
tablished instead of carrying out military activities to no 
puroose (T. 30,837).
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* The accused having been handed the original oF hi:., 
diary of that date was asked if the words, "instead of carry
ing out military activities to no purpose," were contained In 
any part of the diary for that date, he replied that the words 
were used in the affidavit to explain what he said and he did 
not believe they could be found in his diary.

He believed he did record something about the occur
rence in January when Chiang Kai-shek was given notice there 
would be no further dealings with him. The accused stated he 
remained in the first KONOYE Cabinet until its resignation, 
and did receive some consultation from KONOYE on the matter of 
bringing ITAGAKI from China to Tokyo as War Minister, but that 
was the extent of his participation. He did not know ITAGAKI 
before he came there as War Minister, * but had met him. only 
in 1932 when he heard him lecture. He did not talk to him on 
that occasion, and it could not really be said he knew him until 
he entered the cabinet.

The accused was asked if he remembered saying about 23 
May 1938 to HARADA that the Chief of the Personnel Bureau had 
gone to China to aporoach ITAGAKI, and thought there would be 
a reoly from Tientsin the next day or day after, in which case 
everything would move smoothly. KIDO said that he did not re
call that very well but did remember that KONOYE told him that 
FURUNO had been sent to persuade ITAGAKI. He did not recall 
that the Chief of the Personnel Bureau ever went, and believed 
that HAPiADA must be under misapprehension as to the source of 
this information, as he was sure he did not actually say that.

Asked if he discussed the matter with KONOYE and if 
KONOYE said that if SUGIYAMA resigned as War Minister he would 
like to put up a combination of ITAGAKI and TOJO, the accused 
stated that he could not remember hearing anything to that 
effect, and thought it must be wrong. KONOYE expressed his 
dissatisfaction * that the army had appointed TOJO Vice-Min
ister before ITAGAKT had been appointed War Minister.

* He had forgotten exactly how many days TOJO had been 
appointed Vice-Minister before ITAGAKI was appointed War Min
ister, but believed that it wa3 less than a week.

Asked if he said that if the statement was made that 
KONOYE said that If SUGIYAKA resigned he would like to put un 
a combination of ITAGAKI and TOJO that this was something 
KONOYE never said, the accused replied he didn't say that this 
statement was a mistake, * but what he did say was . hr; t .t
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was alleged that KONOYE told HARADA and what KIDO said K0N2YE 
told him did not agree, and he could not believe KONOYE ex
pressed such opinions to HARADA. He did not know if KONOYE 
made such a statement.

The accused was asked if he recalled the c'abinet meet
ing of 24 December 1937 in which outlines of measures for the 
China Incident were made and policy for management of North 
China, political supervision, economic development, national 
policy, and policy for establishing a national policy company 
in North China was decided on. He stated that on looking at 
his diary he found that such a meeting was held that day.

31471 * When shown exhibit 3263, he stated that he supposed 
such measures were studied at the meeting and, as the exhibit 
showed, the purport of the above policy should be declared to 
the world at a suitable time.

31472 * He agreed that the exhibit showed it provided for the 
creation of an inseparable relationship between Japan, Manchuria, 
and China economically, and they would realize these objects and 
expand and strengthen the regime, which should be suDervised to 
become the leading power of reconstructed China, and areas to
be included in the new North China regime should deren! on the 
development of military operations.

31473 * Asked if he approved of that decision, he stated that 
he believed that as a cabinet member he agreed to it. This 
type of policy and measure was reported to the cabinet by the 
competent ministers and he, as Education Minister, had no such 
interest in these policies, and his connection was limited to 
approval after it had been submitted to the cabinet.

The accused was remined that he had stated his very 
purpose in entering the KONOYE cabinet was to bring peace with 
China, and asked if that did not cause him to be exceedingly 
interested in matters concerning Japanese control over China, 
he replied, yes, if the measure had been adopted for aggres 
sive purposes he should have been opposed to it, but the ex
planation at the time was that the occupied areas had expand
ed and it was not wise to permit an unrestricted influx of

31474 Japanese into * those areas, and that a certain amount of 
guidance was necessary and certain policies had to be laid 
down. In that sense he agreed with the measures.
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When the decision was reached that the extent of North 
China would depend on military movements, It referred to Jap
anese army movements. Asked if he would not consider the ter
ritory that was politically controlled as a result of success
ful military movements was controlled by aggression, he replied 
that he never considered the China Incident an aggressive war 
but did deplore the hostilities.

3 14 75 * He did not think that troops in China were needed to 
defend Japan. He didn't recall the exact number of troops in 
China in 1938 but didn't believe the number reached one million, 
but were in the neighborhood of three-quarter million. He con
ceded that they were not over there for training purposes.

Asked if he did not say in his interrogations that he 
thought the movements in Manchuria were initially defensive 
but could not be so called after that, he replied that he may

31476 have made such a remark, * and as far as the Manchurian Inci
dent was concerned he did so think at the time. He recalled 
that he said that in the beginning the action of the troops in 
the Manchurian Incident was taken in exercise of the right of 
self defense, but thought that things were going too far when 
the establishment of a new state began to be advocated, and he 
didn't agree with the action of Japan in relation to ManchuVao.

31477 * He recalled the advent of ITAGAKI and TOJO as Min
ister and Vice-Minister of War, respectively, In the first 
KONOYE cabinet. Asked if he did not consider the Kwantung Army 
a dangerous breeding ground for pacifist cabinet members, he 
replied tha* the composition of the Kwantung Army at the time 
of the Manchurian Incident and at the time of the China Inci
dent and at the time of which was now spoken of, was quite 
different.

31478 * He did not know Major-General IMAMURA, Hitoshi, or 
Colonel TOMINAGA, Kyoji. When the first KONOYE cabinet form
ed, ITAGAKI remained as War Minister and KIDO became Home 
Minister in the succeeding cabinet. He did not favor the 
military alliance with Germany in 1938 and 1939.

Asked what caused the first KONOYE cabinet to fall,
31479 * he replied that KONOYE had been saying he wanted to resign 

because of his policies ending in deadlock. V/hen he met KIDO 
on 17 December he told him there was a plan afoot to extend 
the Anti-Comintern Pact with Germany to include common de
fense against Britain and France. If this came about, KONOYE
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felt that nothing he could do v.Tould be of any use and theA •>- 
fore he wanted to resign, KIDO was in agreement with what 
KONOYE said and they started activities with a view to having 
the cabinet resign.

Asked if it was not true that KONOYE stayed out of the 
next cabinet but KIDO went on, he replied that KONOYE also en
tered the KIRANUMA cabinet as a minister without portfolio, 
but it was true that the accused did stay throughout the 
HIRANUMA cabinet.

The military alliance be'ween Germany and Italy con
tinued to be discussed at that time. KIDO continued to onpose

31480 it, * but the matter was investigated in the Five Minis tors 
conference. In March for the first time he heard from the 
Foreign Minister the progress of those investigations and 
KIDO felt that practically speaking it was difficult to opoose 
the measure, and therefore agreed that if the proposed agree
ment merely strengthened the Anti-Comintern Pact so as not to 
aggravate Britain and America, he would not oppose it.

\

31481 *Exhibit 2269 was read to the accused which stated 
that he conferred with Premier HIR’iNUMA on the military alli
ance and emphasized that if it ended in failure, it would 
have a dangerous effect upon the domestic situation and would 
be a decisive disadvantage to settling the China Incident, 
and he requested HIRANUMA to exert Increased efforts.

In explanation KIDO stated that he wrote this with a 
view, not to give a wrong imuression, but the extract is too 
short. His real feelings were that the pact be concluded so 
as not to aggravate Britain and America, and he told HIRANUMA 
that further efforts would be made by him along that line.
He would say, failure in getting a military alliance with Ger
many and Italy would have a dangerous effect on the domestic

31482 situation, * and would be a decisive disadvantage in the set
tlement of the China incident. However, he said that he 
wanted to explain what he had written, he felt he could ex
plain it, but did feel that what he said was true.
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31484 * KIDO, as a cabinet officer attended the Diet sessions
31485 ordinarily, * and upon being shown a document, he did not re

call being in the Diet when the statment recorded in the docu
ment was made by HIROTA on l6 February 193^* He was asked if 
he recognized the document as being a statement in English in 
the Japanese Times and Mail, and he reolied that according to 
the newspaper article, it appeared that the interpretation re-

31486 corded there took place * at a Budget Committee meeting. He 
thought he was present because there was a report in the art
icle of a reply made by him. However, at Budget Committee ses
sions, state ministers are sometimes in and sometimes out of 
the meetings and are not always there.

During February, state ministers are extremely busy, 
and that being the case, he V7as unable to say whether he at
tended this particular meeting where a question was raised by 
OKURA and replied to by HIROTA.

31487 * The attention of KIDO was called to the statement 
in the document which said OKURA pointed out that in the for
eign press were published articles calumniating the Japanese 
military in the Shanghai-Nanking region, and observed that 
the sense of superiority of the Japanese had not been impres
sing foreigners favorably. KIDO stated that in regard to 
this, he did not recall it at all, but had learned of it for 
the first time by reading the article.

31488 * He had no recollection of any comment in the Diet 
or otherwise about the Japanese militarists being calumniated 
in the Nanking area.

31489 * Even after seeing the article, he could not recall 
HIROTA making the remarks set forth there, but presumed that 
inasmuch as HIROTA asked himself a question and he replied, 
it was probable that immediately after answering the inter
pellation he left the session.

Attention was called to the remark of HIROTA in the 
document that during the early stage of the incident, the 
government followed the policy of trying to settle the affair 
locally. As negotiations could not be carried on smoothly, 
it was decided to dispatch a punitive expedition.

* Asked if he did not hear HIROTA make that statement, 
he replied that he believed he was not present at that session.
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Asked if he would not hear things of importance t v?n 
though not present, he replied that the ministers of state 
are not familiar with questions and replies at Budget Sessions, 
and other committee meetings in the Diet, because they are 
very busy during the Diet session*

* He did not recall at present whether he was in at
tendance at that particular session. The custom was for min
isters to move from one committee meeting to another as soon 
as replies to interpellations were made. He believed he did 
not listen to this interpellation and reply and had no re
collection of ever hearing the language expressed in the docu
ment. This was not a formal statement of the Foreign Minister 
but was a renly given during a BudgetCommittee session, to a 
Diet interpellation.

Asked by the President if that would be sufficient 
to render the statement of no importance, * he replied that 
it was not a question of the statement's importance, what 
he meant to say was that he had no opportunity to listen at 
that particular session.

* Asked if he had never heard about the statement 
until now, he replied that he had no recollection whatsoever 
and was reading of it for the first time. Asked if the state
ment, "As negotiations could not be carried on smoothly, it 
was decided to dispatch a ounitive expedition to China,"
was true, he replied he had no thought of a punitive force.
The article was a summarized newspaper report and not the 
the official transcript of the Diet proceedings. Therefore, 
he did not know whether HIROTA actually used such a word in 
the Diet, nor was he in a position to pass judgment on 
whether he did so.

Asked if the words were not true regardless of 
whether the statement was made by HIROTA, he replied that he 
knew of no instance * of a punitive exoedition being sent, 
out.

He did not know to what extent the Japanese Time and 
Mail was reliable, and did not know whether its reputation 
was that it was reliable.

* He knew of the existence of a newspaper called the 
Japan Times but did not know its character after i t merged 
with the Mail.
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The accused was asked if the statement would not hav> 
been prooerly challenged if it was not true, and he reolied he * 
did not see where the challenge would come from in such a case.

* The accused stated that he did not read the statement 
made by HIROTA on l6 February 193# before the Diet which was 
that the government never meant to effect the compromise with 
the Chiang Regime. He had no recollection of HIROTA's ever 
making the statement at a meeting to which he was present.

* If that statement had been made, he could not believe 
that it would have been in accordance with the facts. The ac
cused stated that he knew IDA, Bannon, a member of the House
of Peers, and a well known rightist, and recalled on 14 Jan
uary 193# IDA severally attacked the Imperial University in 
the House of Peers. At that time KIDO replied to the inter- 
Dellation but did not agree with ’̂im entirely.

Asked if he recalled that on 15 January 193# HARADA 
told him that his reply right create a difficult situation, 
and that he was worried about the way KIDO was acting, he re
plied that on that date he did not think he made a reoly to 
HARADA. * But in any event had no recollection of HARADA 
ever telling him that. He had no recollection of telling 
HARADA that there were many behind-the-scenes reasons for his 
ans'wer to HARADA and that the Education Minister must make 
some reform in the Imperial University.

He did not recall that about l8 January 193# HARADA 
warned him ne was losing the confidence of the intellectuals 
if he didn't refrain from getting involved by doing every
thing according to the wishes of the rightists. Asked if a 
remark like #that from HARADA would have made a deep imoression 
upon him, hé stated that he and HARADA conversed frequently 
on many subjects, but he had no recollection of HARADA's 
ever saying anything * serious which he should preserve in 
his recollection.

He did not examine HARADA's diary for 14 January 193#». 
His answer would not change regardless whether the date was 
in January or February. He did not recall that shortly after 
26 February 193# he told HARADA much difficulty was being en
countered with the National Mobilization and Electric Power 
Bill.
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He did recall there was such legislation on mobill z<~- 

tion in late February 193$. He did not recall any attempt by 
himself to bring it into effect as he was not the competent

31511 minister, * and nothing arose in his mind as to his having any 
thing to do with its outcome. He recalled the general nature 
of the act (Exh. 84) and, asked if it was a decided move in 
the direction of totalitarian government, he replied that no
thing in the nature of totalitarianism was contemplated in 
connection with the law.

He was not familiar with the terms of its orovisions, 
but did know its outline. Its purpose was to mobilize the 
total powers of the nation and utilize them. For this pur-

31512 pose various subsidiary * laws were enacted but the National 
Mobilization Law the basic law. It was created in view of 
the Incidents in China, providing for production increases 
where necessary and other vital matters in connection with 
the Incidents.

With regard to the bill, he gave his aporoval be
cause it was decided by the cabinet. However, he did register 
his opposition on the point that there was too much reliance 
on Imperial Ordinances. This question became a very strong 
issue in the Diet. Ultimately it was approved on condition 
that a general mobilization deliberation council be created

31513 with members representing the Diet, * permitting them to 
participate in the deliberations in connection with the law.
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31514- * Asked if he recorded his opposition the bill

in any Diet session, he replied he spoke on his opposition 
at the time the bill was decided on at the Cabinet meeting, 
but did not in any Diet session or any other place where iu 
was recorded, and did not think he had recorded it in his 
diary.

3 15 15

31516
* Exhibit 334-2, an excerpt from the Japan Times 

& Nail, being admitted into evidence and shown to the 
witness, * he was asked if it refreshed his recollection 
concerning the remark made by Baron OKURA, pointing out 
that in the foreign press there had been articles calum
niating Japanese military in the Shanghai-Nanking region. 
The accused stated, as he had stated before, he had no 
recollection and knowledge of it until he read the paper. 
It did appear in the article that it was in the form of a 
question addressed to himself, and it showed that he 
answered.

He could not recall whether the expression used 
in the article was the one at the time the reply was made,

3 1 5 17 * but in view of the fact >at such a report appeared in 
the newspaper, he must have made such a reply and that he 
must have heard the question asked by OKURA.

Exhibit 334-2-A, an excerpt from the Japan Times 
<5: Mail for l8 February, 1938, stated that at the House of 
Peers Budget Committee Meeting, Baron OKURA interpolated, 
urging that the Nippon spirit of protecting the weak from 
the strong be promoted, pointing out that in the foreign 
press of late were published articles calumniating the 
Japanese military in the Shanghai-Nanking region. He 
observed oh at, the sense of superiority of the Japanese 
had been Impressing foreigners none too favorably, and 
urged that the educational policy be reformed to enhance 
the Nippon spirit from elementary schools to higher 
institutions.

31518 + Education Minister KIDO replied that there 
might be some Japanese who showed a mistaken sense of 
superiority to the Chinese, and this must be corrected and

3 15 2O a reform of the educational system was necessary. * Asked 
why he did not direct an inquiry to OKURA to asl. him to 
what he referred instead of answering the question, he 
replied he had no recollection whether or not he asked such 
a question. ’Vhen asked if there was anything in the record 
to bear out such a fact, the accused replied that the news 
report was not in question and answer form as would be 
found in a transcript of proceedings, but was a summary of 
the question and reply.
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of words were used. Asked if he would not have been ■inter
ested in any remark slanderous on the conduct of troops 
at Shanghai and Nanking, he replied that he first became 
aware of the subject when he read the news report shortly 
before, and didn't recall the question or answer.

3152I * Asked again, if with his high interest in 
bringing about peace if he had heard a slanderous remark 
made, would that have been of such importance to make an 
inquiry as to what OKURA was talking about, he replied that 
since he had only read the article for the first time he 
had no clear recollection, and there might be a mistake on 
his part. In his recollection, the question raised by 
0KURÀ was not with reference to slanderous Japanese 
remarks against action of the troops, but with respect to 
the sense of superiority of Japanese in China.

It was suggested to the accused that if he had 
not known very well what OKURA was talking about, he would 

31522 have * made a pointed inquiry asking him. The accused 
replied that at the time he did not know what the army 
was doing. He only knew that the Japanese were apt to 
hold a sense of superiority vis-a-vis the Chinese people, 
regarding them with contempt, and it was to that question 
he replied.

He knew that Nanking had been taken within a 
few weeks and occupied. Asked if it were not true that 
the frightful conduct of the troops involving thousands of 
innocent Chinese was well known to him at the time and 
that he and others among the accused had engaged in a 
conspiracy of silence, refusing to admit their knowledge 
because of its frightful nature, he replied that was 
entirely not so, and they had not been at any time informed 
of such an incident.

31523 * The accused was asked if the language in his 
explanation where the word "calumniated" was used and his 
admission that there was a sense of superiority showed 
that this word had reference to no such thing as merely an 
exhibition of superiority, he replied he did not say

31524 anything of the kind. * The accused was asked if he would 
have considered in February, 1938, that a statement that 
the Japanese military had a superior attitude would have 
been a matter of calumny, or on the contrary had he not 
testified and admitted the statement was true that such a 
superiority feeling had been manifested, he replied that

3 152 5 In the reply to OKURA's question * there were some among 
the Japanese in China showing a sense of superiority, 
creating a bad influence.
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This tendency should be rectified, but ht. was 
not'pointing to the army especially, but to the Japanese 
in general. Asked if it was not clearly apparent that if 
the word "calumniated" referred to Japanese conduct it was 
not justifiable in his opinion and that would not be a 
reasonable interpretation of what the remark referred to, 
he replied he did not think so. ’.'/hat he said was that 
OKURA’s question was addressed to him as Education Minister. 
If the question had concerned the army, it naturally would 
have been addressed to the War Minister.

* He did not know if there was anything in the 
record that the question was presented to anyone in 
particular. The accused was asked if on 17 February,
19 38, at a Diet session, he stated that at present military 
training was a regular subject for study at military 
schools. Instructors were sufficient, but efforts would
be made to increase them. A study -would be conducted 
regarding the suggested council of military arts, and 
endeavors made to realize it. He replied that he had no 
recollection as to what he said at that time.

* He didn't recall Mr. OTSUKA stating then that 
by the expression "quantitative promotion" he meant the 
necessity of promoting the military art among the people. 
Asked if that was not a part of the remark of OTSUKA to 
which he replied in the Diet, he stated that he could not 
recall the questions and answers taking place between 
OTSUKA and himself.

He didn’t recall if he stated to HARADA on 20 
April, 19 3 9. that the Emperor was a scientist and liberal 
as well as a pacifist. Asked if he added that if the 
Emperor’s ideas were not changed there would exist quite a 
gap between him and the army and rightist groups, he 
replied that he didn't think he ever made such a statement 
and had no recollection of it. He respected the character 
and personality of the Emperor most highly.

The accused was asked if he further stated on 
that occasion that in the later years of Emperor KOMEI's 
♦ reign the Shogunate changed the officials around the 
Emperor, and perhaps something along that line would 
occur. In order to lead the army but still make it 
appear as if they were being led by them, they must also 
make it appear as if they understood the army a little 
more. He replied that he had no recollection of this, 
and it was not consistent with his personal ideas.
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Fage J' Asked if he denied flatly ever making ^vch a
statement, he replied that as he had no recollection he

II53O vas in no position to affirm that. * He had no recollection 
of saving this to HARADA, but felt that KARADA might have 
been under a misapprehension when he penned the statement.
The accused was told that HARADA also said in his diary 
that KIDO expressed the same opinion, and during the 
conversation said the remarks which had previously been 
quoted to the accused. He was asked if he said now that 
HARADA might have misunderstood him in recording his 
remarks, and he replied he had no recollection of the 
statement and did not know HARADA's intentions when he 
wrote this.

Asked if it would not be difficult for him to be 
mistaken about it, the accused replied he did not recognize 
accuracy in HARADA's writings, and there were many passages 
in the diary where he penned his entries from memory 
after a considerable lapse of time. There were some people

3 1531 * who entertained the views expressed in the passages just 
quoted to him, and perhaps HARADA and he talked on some 
such subject. The accused was told that the next diary 
sentence was that when HARADA was told these things by 
FIDO, it was beyond HARADA's expectations and he was 
tempted to oppose him, but kept quiet for he thought it 
would not do any good to argue with him. KIDO was asked 
if he still said that HARADA had him confused with someone 
else, and he replied that he probably misunderstood him 
when he was speaking of someone else having such ideas.

The accused was asked if he stated to HARADA on 
22 September, 1939, that the present Emperor had too much 
of the scientist in him and no sympathy for the ideas of 
the right -wing and it was troubling because he was too 
orthodox. He replied he had no recollection of this, and

31532 thought there was some mistake about it. * To the very 
last he was one who stood by the Emperor, holding the 
highest respect for him. Because this particular passage
had been so boiled down, there might be some misunderstanding.

3153 5 * The accused stated that UGAKI was Foreign 
Minister in the KONOYE Cabinet up to September, 193°,

31536 * resigning toward the end of that month. Asked if one 
of the chief reasons for his resigning was his objection 
to the formation of the China Affairs Board with the War 
Minister as Vice Chairman taking over from the Foreign 
Office the handling of China Affairs, he replied he did 
not know what kind of resignation UGAKI submitted. He had 
heard from KONOYE that the reason for UGAKI's resignation 
was not clear.
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7/ith regard to the resignation, he was consulted
by KONOYE. At that time the question of establishing the 
China Affairs Board was à controversial issue, and effort*, 
were made by the War, Navy, and Foreign Ministers to put a 
plan together. UGAKI tendered his resignation at the very 
moment the plan was drawn up, and KONOYE told KIDO he could 
not understand why he had resigned. The plan had just 
been drawn up after consideration by the respective minis
tries. KONOYE, unable to understand the reason for UGAKI's 
action, consulted KIDO and asked whether he should not 
resign for his responsibility in recommending TJGAKI as 
Foreign Minister.

UGAKI did not finally resign because the Board was to 
take over affairs connected with unoccupied as well as 
occupied China, KIDO replied he had not heard of such 

^1538 * masters and had no recollection of discussing UGAKI's
attitude with HARADA. Asked if he stated to HARADA about 
22 September, 1938, that UGAKI had selfish motives and the 
matter was not progressing favorably and UGAKI was ambitious 
and difficult, he replied he had no recollection of this.
At that time the UGAKI faction was active. In his diary 
entry for 7 September, he pointed out KONOYE's difficulties 
in this connection.

September, 1938, that UGAKI's action was inexcusable and 
31539 was very selfish. * From what he had heard quoted from 
5 HARADA's writings, it appeared he used extremely strong

language, and the way he represented things concerning him 
were out cr line with the things he actually said, for 
HARADA magnified many times his thoughts and ideas. Such 
an atmosphere did exist at the time, but KONOYE told KIDO 
that he could not understand why UGAKI resigned.

scholarly, he replied, no, he was very active and had very 
good political sense. His scholastic standing at school 
was not good, but his political activity was a very strong 
trait, and it was that capacity that SAIONJI utilized. The 
recording of such matters in his diary was done with an 
extremely poor hand.

Asked if SAIONJI also had a disorganized mind 
and was a bit of a politician, he replied that SAIONJI was 

31541 * entirely different and an eminent and erudite statesman.
? SAIONJI had HARADA as his secretary from about 1929 to his

death.

Asked if, after giving in on all other points

He had no recollection of telling HARADA on 29

3X540 * 7/hen asked if his friendship toward HARADA 
waned, he replied it never changed. Asked if HARADA was
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HARADA broke down in health just about tiî  time 
UGAKI failed to form his Cabinet. After that his political 
activity waned considerably, and during his convalescence 
KIDO took his place for about three or four months. Asked 
if in HARADA's talks to him he displayed the tendency for 
strong remarks or if it was just whèn he took pen in hand 
that those traits exhibited themselves, he replied that 
such proclivities were not noticeable in the first four or 
five years, but during the latter part of his life his 
* health was poor, and while conversing with him there were 
times when he was unable to know whether HARADA was 
actually listening to him or not or was dozing off, and on 
many occasions he had to wake him from his lethargy and 
ask him if he was listening.

Asked if he thought that this was because he was 
tired, or tired listening to the things KIDO was saying, he 
replied he did not think so because he never conducted any 
long conversations with HARADA.

31543 * When UGAKI resigned from KONOYE's Cabinet, he
did not entertain specially unfriendly feelings toward him, 
but did feel displeased that the reasons for his resignation 
were unknown, as well as against the various movements 
conducted by the UGAKI faction. It was not a fact that 
there was bitter feeling between him and UGAKI then and 
thereafter.

Asked if he shared the feelings expressed in the 
questions in which he had said he didn't repl. to HARADA, 
that UGAKI was selfish and difficult, he stated that the 
words in the diary were extremely strong, but he may have 
said that UGAKI was ambitious. That was the feeling he

31544 expressed at the moment, * and since then he had never 
entertained bitter feelings toward him.

Asked if he*knew that UGAKI had a favorite 
expression for one in his circle, "Ginza No Yotamono" 
(Ginza Gangster), he replied that he haa not heard of it, 
When asked if, when he was in the HIRANUMA Cabinet as 
Home Minister there was a determined effort to bring about 
an alliance that ultimately became the Tripartite, he 
replied that the question was taken up and put under study

31545 by the Five Ministers' Conference. * In the early stages 
he received no information as to that, but toward the end 
of March the question of preserving law and order came up 
as the army became impatient. He heard of the situation 
from the Metropolitan Police Superintendent-General, and 
subsequently inquired on this of the Premier. Since that 
time he was consulted by the Premier with regard to 
preserving law and order.
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Ministers, he was not informed and was not a member the 
Conference and did not attend. There was no special tendency 
to keep the studies of the Five Ministers and their efforts 
in the direction of the Tripartite Agreement secret and from 
other Cabinet members, but he heard nothing of the results 
of discussions, although he did know they were going on.

31546 4 He was not curious as to the progress in the matter, 
because everything was left up to the Five Ministers' 
Conference, and he was occupied in matters under his charge.

Asked if he had given up his keen interest to 
bring about an end to the China 7/ar, he replied he had not 
lost this at all and was just as much interested in the 
HIRANUMA Cabinet in seeing the invasion peacefully ended 
as he was before. Asked if he requested HIRANUMA to exert 
increased efforts toward maintaining the military alliance,

31547 4 he replied that the matter had been simply noted in his 
diary and he did not approve of an alliance, but the issue 
loomed large three months after the Cabinet was formed.
As an actual question, he was not in any position to oppose.

31548 * Asked if he did not request HIRANUMA to exert 
Increased efforts to bring about the alliance, he replied 
he did, but was trying to explain this point. There was 
no choice but to conclude such a treaty, but he counselled 
HIRANUMA that the utmost care should be given in connection 
with the treaty so as not to cause unnecessary suspicion
on the part of the U. S. and Britain, and requested him to 
make efforts along the lines suggested. KIDC felt it would 
be ill-advised if it went more than that, and he expressed 
his opposition in the diary entry of 2 May in which he 
recorded his interview with the Navy Minister, stating 
it was not necessary to exert themselves too much for the 
purpose of concluding such a treaty.

31549 * At first there was no relationship between the 
domestic situation and the military alliance, but later, as 
no decision was arrived at by the Five Ministers' Conference, 
voices became strong among the rightists and a section of 
the army that the treaty should be put through a mass 
popular movement. Threatening acts were manifested toward 
the higher statesmen, who opposed concluding the pact, and
as his diary of 14 April pointed out, if there was mis
carriage in handling the question there was every possibility 
of an incident breaking out such as followed the conclusion 
of the London Naval Treaty, which resulted .in the removal 
of the Senior Statesmen.
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Page By removal he meant assassination. * ,,fhen asked
31550 if it occurred to him at that time that before str«.'’ghtening 

out affairs in China and establishing new orders it might 
be a good thing to get their own house in order so the 
government could carry out the desires of the people in a 
constitutional manner, he replied that this was a matter 
on which he gave constant thought.

The reason for the fall of the HIRANUKA Cabinet 
was the sudden conclusion of a non-aggression pact between 
Germany and the USSR. He did not know the accused 03HIMA 

3 15 5 1 at that time. * .He didn't recall if UGAKI was one of the
Senior Statesmen in danger of attack, but that might have
been included. The Senior Statesmen in danger of assass
ination were principally such men as Lord Keeper YUA3A, 
Imperial Household Minister MATSUDAIRA, and former Premier 
0KÀDA. At that time YUASA was not about to die from 
natural causes, but was quite ill. KIDO served under him 
as Chief Secretary for about three months following his 
assumption of the office.

51552

51553

* SAIONJI died late in November, and KIDO became 
Lord Keeper on 1 June, 1940, at which time KONOYE was 
Privy Council President. One of KONOYE's defects was his 
weakness of character. He was not sick or ailing, but was 
not especially robust. * He didn't constantly complain of 
illness. '.Vhen any difficult question arose, KONOYE 
frequently said he wanted to quit , threatening to resign 
about four times during his first Premiership. KIDO 
discovered KONOYE's weak character from the time they were 
children.

Asked if it was his misfortune to be associated 
with three prominent men, SAIONJI, Baron YUASA, and KONOYE, 
each of whom was either old and feeble or weak in character, 
he replied that he didn't think so. SAIONJI was old, but 
incomparable as a far sighted statesman.

-^554 * ’.Then he became Chief Secretary in 1930* Count
MAKINO was quite elderly. There was some lapse of time 
before an assassination attempt was made on him in 1936. 
Asked if he didn't look around to find men either advanced 
in years or weak characters so that he could exert political 
power through them, occupying an ostensibly inferior or 
subordinate position, he stated that such a thing never 
entered his mind and was completely without foundation.

•^555 ♦ A t  the fall of the YONAI Cabinet the China
war was still going on, and he estimated somewhere between 
500- to 600,000 troops were in China the middle of 1940, 
Hitler was apparently successful in the European war, and 
the army and rightists urged a military alliance with her.-
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As' ed if the fact that the military alliu »es 
had not beer, effected was the real cause of the YÛNAY
Cabinet's fall, he replied that that question alone was 
not the reason. He had no recollection whether the 
question of a military alliance was up then, but had 
* heard that in concluding some such alliance, the 
entering of the YONAI Cabinet was not expedient. At that 
time he had not heard that the military alliance was one 
of the questions faced by the YONAI Cabinet, but YONAI 
was strongly opposed to the Alliance when in the HIRANUMA 
Cabinet and KIDO did not believe he approved of it, but 
he did not know whether the YONAI Cabinet actually handled 
the Alliance question as an actual Cabinet issue.

stubborn would apply to YONAI, but could say he was a man 
of strong character and was in no way vacillating. KIDO

3 15 5 7 * had not heard that the army was making strong demands
for a "military" alliance, but the army was impatient about 
bringing about a closer rapprochement with Germany.

Cabinet's fall or prior thereto, strongly advocated a 
military alliance with Germany and Italy,' he replied that 
he did not think they strongly advocated it. These 
quarters desired closer relations with Germany so they 

3 1 5 6I * might talk over common matters more intimately, and in
this case the YONAI Cabinet was insufficient and 
inconvenient.

of a military alliance. By the term "inconvenient" he 
meant that in handling questions of that nature the Cabinet 
was unsuitable by its nature and construction.

He did not know whether the characterization of

31560 * Asked if the ai.uy, at the time of the YONAI

It was true in some sections there were advocates

I
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31563 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it discussed 
matters transpiring during the HIRANUMA Cabinet» referring to the 
military alliance, and where it was stated1 that if the Army and 
Navy came into a frontal clash, it was imagined they would stage 
a coup d'etat, assassinating Senior Statesmen close to theThrone 
and government leaders (T. 20872). The Accused was asked if he was 
suggesting that if there was a clash between the Army and Navy, 
regardless of the position the Senior Statesmen took, they would

31564 be assassinated. * He replied that the Navy was opposed to this 
plan but the Army was in haste to try to vconsummate it. In view 
of past incidents, it was foreseeable that attacks against Senior 
Statesmen in favor of the statue quo should arise. His Diary 
entry of April 14 showed the Army felt the need-of haste and 
that the Rightist elements joined with the Army. Asked if he 
intended to convey that the Navy was mixed up in the coup d' etat 
and the assassination business, he replied that some reports
he received indicated there was a Navy element favoring violent

31565 action but the main element wac the Army. * This Navy element 
worked with the Army instead of having as its sole purpose the 
breaking of the status quo or simply being in favor of the mili
tary alliance.

In the February Incident, the Navy was dependable and 
in favor of law and order and took a strong attituds in subduing 
lawless elements and enforcement of law and order. On the whole, 
it could be said he meant that he realised the Army insisted upon 
a military alliance with Germany and Italy and that he felt if it

31566 did not get its way they might assassinate * someone in the High 
Court circles. Asked if that was why he advocated HIHANUMA to 
get on with the signing of the Tripartite Pact, he replied that 
as a practical measure, he was of the opinion that the problem 
ought to be settled so it would not cause Britain and America to 
feel uneasy. Otherwise, he felt it would be difficult to maintain 
law and order. When he used the term "Senior Statesmen" he did 
not mean to indicate a definite category but such people as Lord 
Keeper YUASA, Household Minister MATSUDAIRA and former Premier 
OKADA, and Count MIKANO, were those who would be the object of 
such an attack.

31567 • Asked why the attack would not be made upon the Cabinet 
members who he claimed were the ones who really governed, he 
replied that Cabinet members also were frequently the object of 
assassination attacks, especially the Premier, but the character
istic of assassination plots was to regard those close to the 
Throne with suspicion and try to gain these positions themselvee.
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April 1939 to the effect that he intended to Bee that contact 
was made with Hitler through 0SH1KA and not have the Premier do 
it directly.

81568 * He did not recall saying that if this method did not 
work the Cabinet would resign and therefore it was necessary to 
consider the aftermath of a Cabinet change. Ultimately they 
reached the point where Method £ would be used if Method A did 
not succeed, and this would be done instead of trying to change 
the ideas of the Emperor or opinions of the Lord Keeper. The 
foregoing statement was not in his memory at all. His own recol
lection was that about this time there were Indications that the 
Cabinet might collapse and he told YUASA this, saying that in 
that case he hoped YUASA would consider steps. Asked if he said 
that it should be explained to the Emperor that the Cabinet resig
nation might result if the Emperor did not give his sanction and

81569 matters advanced along the former lines * if the other party did 
not agree, he replied he did not recall any conversation with 
HARATA along those lines nor diu he say to the Lord Keeper that 
such a threat-like statement to the Emperor was inexcusable. He 
did recall stating that ITAGAKI was popular with the Chinese people.

Asked if he was aware that about 31 August 1934, as shown
31570 by Exhibit 3177-A, • the Special Services Organ of the Kwantung 

Army reported that the very mention of the names DOIHARA and 
ITAGAKI was enough to make the people in South China turn pale, he 
replied he heard this for the first time when that Exhibit was

31571 presented to the Tribunal * and he did not know if it came from 
the official records of the government.

Asked if he recalled about 20 October 1940 that HARATA 
told him that SAIOMJI was suspicious of how he and KONOYE explained 
the Tripartite Pact to the Emperor and secured his consent when the 
Emperor had explicitly stressed he would not permit the pact, he 
replied that he didn't remember this at all and it was contrary 
to the fact.

The Accused was asked if HARADA had told him on that day, 
"Why didn't you tell us about the pactT” that HARADA said he would 
not be saying this if SAIOMJI were afflicted with defects. Under 
present circumstances there was no other issue as serious as this 
and it was negligible that not a word of the matter was reported 
to SAIOHJX. The Accused replied that he never heard such a state
ment and did not recall replying to HARADA that he felt too sorry 
for SA10NJX to report the matter to him nor did he recall HARADA 
replying to him that this was not a matter in which consideration

31572 should be given to private * sentiments, that facts were facts
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gardless of how sorry he might feel for what must be said must 
be said and that wae KIDC's duty. Nor did he recall replying to 
HARADA that hereafter he would try to inform him about all rele
vant matters. Furthermore, he never recalled a conversation of 
such a violent nature with HARADA. At the time he believed the 
government had approached SAIONJI on the matter and since it was 
a big political question, did not feel it necossary for him to 
reply to it. Nor felt it necessary to tell SAIONJI of everything 
concerned in the question, feeling it more appropriate for the 
Premier to tell SAIONJI.

Asked if he hod not consistently discussed political 
matters with HARAHA for the purpose of his reporting the same 
to SAIONJI, he replied that that was so every time he had the 

31573 opportunity • but by that time HARADA was not in good health and 
the occasions on which he was able to talk with him had decreased 
greatly. Asked if this might have been one of the occasions when 
KAIiADA became sleepy while talking to him, he replied he had no 
recollection of this conversation but it was true that at that 
time HARADA's health wae deteriorating. At that time HARADA 
lived at Oiso and didn't come to Tokyo often and there were not 
many opportunities to talk with him.

Asked if the latter part of October 1940', he still 
had confidence in HARADA's integrity, he replied that HARADA 
haa a vexy good sense for politics Mid in that connection he 
was always able to talk with him, but when the talk extended 
over a period of time ho sometimes wondered whether HARADA was 
keeping up his interest in what ho was saying. Of course he did 
trust HAHA’A's integrity in October 1940, and he showed no signs 
of going out of his mind. Aßked if he contended that HARADA would 
write ouch a statement about a conversation with him maliciously, 
he replied he could scarcely feel that KANADA had malicious 
thoughto toward him, but neither could ho believe HARADA wrote 
down everything just au he said it. That was why he was always 
opposed, to the matter discussed and had told KONCYE and MAT9UCKA 
of thiß. The reasons he opposed the alliance were given in his 

51575 affidavit, but the feeling of opposition he had * did not appear 
in the purported conversation and the fact that the conversation 
read ns if he was completely in favor of the alliance made him 
feel that KANADA must have left out a great deal. Ke did di oens*» 
the matter of the Tripartite Pact with the Emperor before it was 
executed.

31576 * AsKed if it was permissible for the Emperor to lnctrnct
the administration us to the outline of foreign policy, he replied 
that of course it wae possible for the Emperor to give his opinions.
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Page The Accused was asiced if he said to HARADA about 5
September 1940 that it was permissible for the Emperor to 
Instruct the administration as to the outline of foreign policy, 
but it was not desirable that criticisms of personalities be 
made, he replied that that was not in his recollection. He 
did not recall ever advising the Emperor on the question of 

31577 personnel. * It was permissible for the Emperor to instructon the outline of foreign policy. Not Kldo, but the government, informed the Emperor of the terms of the Tripartite Pact and reasons in favor of its adoption.
About IS September, KIDO heard of this for the flret time and he believed that on that date KONOIE reported to the Emperor on, the matter. Asked why hie memory was eo acute on euch matters and why he wae unable to remember other matters, euch as the four points of the terms offered Chlang Kai-shek in December 1937, he replied that was because whatever was 

31678 written in his diary he had kept the main points at hand * and in anticipation of being examined he had consulted these points, but the four points of the peac*. terme he did not keep at hand and he was sorry he was unable to recall them. Asked if it wae true that he had great difficulty in recalling things that were unpleasant to bring to mind, he replied this wae not so. He only wished to say that what he had written in hie diary he had kept at hand and could remember very well.
Asked if he reoalled that the Foot containing the secret provision that the treaty would only apply to .he Soviet alone was taken up with the Emperor, he replied he could not say because he did not know the provisions.

31579 * To the Accused was quoted a purported conversation 
with HARADA about 20 April 1939, in which KIDO stated that 
although the main part of the Anti-Comintern Paot had already 
reoelved Imperial sanotlon, the Army wanted to omit the part• of the secret treaty whloh said the treaty was only applicable to the Comintern, i.e., Soviet Bueela. However, the Smperor would not hear of it. Therefore, with the applicability of the treaty, the Army should arrange so they would not be Involved in oase Germany and Italy ever fought England or Fronoe or other nations. KIDO replied that waa not in his recollection. At the time the Seoond KONOYK Cabinet was formed, he was ̂ ord Keeper.

31580 • Asked if he learned as early as May that there probably would be a Cabinet ohange and a new Premier chosen, he replied that rumors of a ohange were very etrong. Asked if he advleed KONOYK as to whether he should resign es Privy Oouncil
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Page President, he replied he had no recollection. His recollection
31581 was that he advised him not to resign * "but in spite of his advice, 

KONOYE said that to establish a new political structure it was 
most inconvenient for him to continue as Privy Council President, 
and therefore he would resign.

This new political structure was the IEAA, but the ulti
mate organization was slightly different from KONOYE's original 
purpose. He urged the appointment of KONOYE as Premier for his 
Second Cabinet, but at the Council of Senior Statesmen all of them 
were equally strong to urge him. At that time many important and 
critical matters were arising. Asked if he did not consider it 
important to put a man of strong character in as Premier at that 
critical time, he replied that in view of the circumstances the 
most desirable choice would have been one with a strong character 
who was in such a position as KONOYE but such a man was difficult 
to find. Although he did say that KONOYE had a weak character, 
that was a matter of comparison. XONOYE did have keen political 
insight which no other possessed and was able to embrace a wide 
sphere of people. That was wh* KONOYE*s appointment was v/idely 
urged and people felt that by his appointment a new world might 
be hoped for.

31583 * It was suggested to the Accused that the real reason 
it would be convenient for him behind the scenes to discuss 
government policies in the way he saw fit and he replied that 
was utterly fantastic. The Lord Keeper does not have power to 
conduct politics behind the scenes. Asked if the petition of 
War Minister was of diminishing or increasing importance, he re
plied he did not notice any particular change. It was his under
standing that the Army recommended TOJO as War Minister through 
the Three Big Chiefs.

•

31584 * In regard to the negotiations in 1941 with America on 
their broad outlines, he heard from the Premier but did not 6ee 
specific details. About 15 October he was first apprised that an 
impasse had occurred requiring the resignation of the Third KONOYE 
Cabinet. When the Second KONOYE Cabinet changed to the Third, 
besides the change of Foreign Minister from MATSUOKA to TOYGDA, 
he believed a few other Ministers were also changed.

31585 * Asked if the reason MATSUOKA left the Cabinet was that 
he advocated a very positive war policy toward the western powers, 
he replied he did not know MATSUOKA's thoughts toward that. The 
immediate cause of the Cabinet collapse was the difference of 
opinion between MATSUOKA and KONOYE over the handling of the 
American negotiations.
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31586 * It was not true that this difference of opinion had to 

do with MATSUOKA favoring a sterner policy and KONOYE suggesting 
a compromise. The immediate cause was the Hull oral statement 
and a collision occurred in regard to the steps to "be taken in 
replying to this statement. KONOYE wanted to get rid of MATSUOKA 
hut he had quite a hard time doing bo. Asked if KONOYE could have 
gotten rid of TO<TO too at the time if he wanted to» KIDO replied 
that at that time no problem existed between KONOYE and TOJO.
Asked if TOJO's views were not firm toward favoring war if Japan 
did not get its way, he replied that his understanding was that in

31587 July the negotiations had not progressed to such a stage. * At 
that time various drafts were being considered and notes exchanged. 
Since no conclusion had been reached the Army's attitude was not
so positive as it became later. In August, KONOYE advanced a pro
posal to meet and talk with Roosevelt. Both the Army and Navy 
agreed and KIDO believed there was no problem involving the Army 
in July.

Asked if it was not v  11 known at the time that TOJO 
had very aggressive views, he replied that the circumstances were 
as he had just stated, and the Army also had no special opposition 
toward trying to solve the China Incident through American help.
He did finally learn that TOJO possessed very positive views about 
the course to be taken in the U.S. negotiations.

31588 • Asked if TOJO’s position was eo strong and he. differed 
so with KONOYE that he was not able to remain on speaking terms 
with KONOYE, KIDO replied that KONOYE did tell him something of 
that sort about the very day on which the Cabinet resigned.

At that time the Navy attitude was rather vague but its 
leaders expressed the hope that war would be avoided an far as 
possible. Asked if it could not be said that the Army insisted 
on war and the Navy did not- want it, he replied that the Navy 
attitude was rather vague, but on the whole this was ti*ue. Asked 
if the situation was not like the one on 9 August 1938, when the 
Army waB strong in favor and the Navy equally opposed to the

31589 German alliance (T. 30855) he replied there were a few points • 
on which the situation differed. There was a segment of younger 
naval officers not opposed to war and the Naval General Staff also

3159C favored war in certain respects. * Because of that situation, the 
Navy attitude was not expressed clearly. Asked if he did not go 
to KCNOYE and tell him that he should obtain the fullest coopera
tion and get the Navy to hold out against the military alliance, 
as he had testified in his affidavit, he replied he did so testify* 
but he just added that the actual situation in the latter case 
somewhat differed. Asked if there couldn't be war between Japan

H
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Page and the U.S. if the Navy Minister voted against it, he replied
that if the Navy clearly indicated its opposition the Army itself 
would not have been able to start war. They might have assassin
ated a few, but could not have had the war without the Navy agree-

31591 ing. * Asked if he might have been one of the intended victims, 
if he encouraged the Navy or Navy Minister to hold out for peace, 
he replied he couldn't say anything about that. Asiced if that 
influenced his conduct in recommending the Premier to replace 
KCNQYE to the Emperor, he replied he was not influenced by such 
consideration and whatever action he took he was not pleading 
duress.

Asked if he knew on 15 October 1941 that TOJO had 
decided to employ all his power and influence to go to war with 
the U.S., Britain and Netherlands unless the terms he insisted 
on were included in an agreement to be reached with the western 
powers, he replied that at that time TOJO advocated the execu
tion of the September 6 decision and the issue of war and peace 
was immediately at hand on that dAte.

31592 • Asked if the Emperor could have appointed Navy Minister 
OIKAWA as Premier, he replied maybe he could have but at the 
Senior Statesmen's meeting to recommend the succeeding Premier, 
OIKAWA encountered strong opposition by Senior Statesmen from 
the Navy, namely, YONAI and OKADA. He did not think there would 
have been a much better chance for preserving peace by chooelng 
OIKAWA. Asked if he could not have ^ound a more bell'gerent 
individual in the Japanese Empire vhan TOJO on 15 Octooer 1941, 
he replied he did not think thac criticism was just.

31598 * Ne hoped TOJO would change his views if the Emperor
indicated he so desired. The real reason why TOJO was eager 
to go to war was to carry out the Imperial decision of 6 Septem
ber aB the date set in that decision in early October had already 
elapsed the Array was anxious to carry out the decision. Both 
TOJO and KIDO talked with KONOYE on the 16th and the impression 
he and KONOYE gained from the talk with TOJO was that the Army 
attitude was that if the Navy definitely opposed war, it could 
not be fought butlhe Army believed the Sept. 6 decision should 
be carried out. By the Army it could be said he meant TOJO.

81594 * Asked if he did not know at that time that the Confer
ence of 6 Sept, was brought about mainly at TOJO'u insistence, 
he replied he had heard nothing about that and did not know it 
even now. The Conference waB decided on very suddenly and he 
reproached KONOYE about this. He knew of the three main points

31595 of the question being discussed on 15 October. * What was decided 
was that the negotiations should be vigorously continued bu» if
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Page by October 15 a successful conclusion was not reached, war would begin. Asked if the Emperor had anything to do with the decision, he replied the Emperor thought it a very bad thing when KOHOYE told him of it. Asked if the decision was in reality the Emperor's decision, or merely a formal acquiescence to something decided by others, he replied that as he had said before, the Emperor was in no position to refuse any policy decided on by the Government and High Command and could do nothing but approve. It was a decision31596 formally made in his name but actually made by others. *

Asked if he was stating that he believed TOJO on Oct.15th would change his mind because he was so intent upon carrying out the wishes of the Emperor, but if the Emperor came to another conclusion he would be equally amenable to instructions, he replied that what he felt in regard to TOJO was that if the Emperor told him to do something, he would faithfully obey. Once TOJO became Premier, when the Emperor stated his desires, these would be taken up by the Cabinet, studied there, and TOJO would31597 report the results to the Throne, not on a * personal basis but ‘ speaking as a representative of the Government.
It was not true that he realised when he helped TOJO reach the Premiership in mid-October 1941 he was placing in his hands the decision as to whether there would be war or peace.When asked if he meant when he said that the Emperor could instruct his Ministers on the outline of foreign policy, questions of peace and war, he replied that this was included. He meant to say that the Emperor would give his opinion to the Cabinet and the Cabinet on its own responsibility would undertake study and investigation.

51598 * One reason why TOJO was selected as Premier was so thathe could be sure to have the Army under firm control. Asked if TOJO could not control the Army as well as War Minister as he could as Premier, he replied that at that time the situation was that the Sept. 6th decision was a kind of cancer. It was not even reported to the world that the Conference was held. If someone were appointed Premier who knew nothing about that Conference and decision, it would be difficult for him to change that decision. Since the field grade and junior grade officers knew of it, if the31599 decision were disregarded there would be a disturbance. * Thusit was impossible to choose the Premier from among a wide range of prospects.
KISO worried much over this problem, consulting KOHOYE about it, and as a result they arrived at the conclusion that the Sept. 6th decision had to be set aside and that the succeeding Premier must be either OIKAWA or TOJO.
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Page Asked, again whether TOJO as War Minister could not have
controlled the Army as well as he could as Premier, he replied 
that TOJO would control the Army as War Minister. At that time 
it was KIDO's belief that a war with the western powers would be 
catastrophic, which meant disaster and the end. Asked if he was 
maintaining that it was his firm belief that there was a better 
chance to keep Japan from entering into a war authorized by the 

316CC Cabinet * by the selection of TOJO rather than OIKAWA as Premier, 
he replied that he had had a very difficult time deciding which 
of the two would be better but his greatest fear was that the 
most important question was control of the Army. If the Army got 
out of control, war would be bound to result, whatever other 
policies might be decided upon. That was because the focus of 
the problem lay upon the decision to rehash the Sept. 6th deci
sion.»

When he attended the Senior Statesmen'e Council he had 
not made up his mind and in that council opinions were voiced 
that TOJO had disagreed with the outgoing Premier, KONOYE, and 
therefore KIDO said that theore-ically OIKAWA would be better 
fitted as the next Premier. To this opinion the two Navy Stnior 

31601 Statesmen voiced strong opposition and under these circumstances * 
they had no alternative but to choose TOJO as Premier. Asked if 
he believed that if the Emperor just before TOJO was named Premier 
had called in TOJO, SUGIYAMA, UMEZU, HATA and TERAUCHI, and told 
them he did not want war under any ci rcumstances and wanted them 
to control the army to see there waB no outbreak, if he believed 
these men would have been able to control all faction, and prevent 
rebellion, he replied that the question was hypothetical and diffi
cult to answer.

31604 * He had already stated there was no other course than the
one he had taken.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that on 8 December 1941, KIDO received a call from Foreign Minister 
TOJO at 12:40 am, saying that Ambassador Grew had brought a personal 
telegram from Roosevelt to the Emperor and asked KIDO's advice about 
handling it, KIDO advised TOGO to discuss the matter with Premier 
TOJO and that an audience with the Emperor could be granted even at 
midnight. At 1:30 am. Imperial Household Minister, MATSUDAIRA, tele
phoned on the same matter. KIDO was then notified that TOGO had 
proceeded to the Palace and KIDO himself proceeded there at 2:40 
a,m., talked with TOGO there, and returned home at 3:30 a.m.

Concerning these events the Accused was asked if he found 
out what was in the telegram and he replied that when he was talking 
with TOGO he was told that the Emperor had already come outj therefore,
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Page TOGO Immediately left to be received in audience and KIDO had no
further opportunity to talk to TOGO and was unable to learn anything 
from him. He did speak to him about what wae in the telegram and 
was about to ask him, trying to get the details. TOGO was about 
to tell him when TOGO was called into audience.

31606 * Asked why he went to the Imperial Palace, he replied 
that since the problem was of a critical nature, he thought he 
should be there in the event there should be any inquiries from 
the Emperor. He believed that TOGO brought the telegram in to the 
Emperor but did not know whether he actually had the telegram in 
his possession or not.

Reference was made to Exhibit 1239, his diary entry 
for December 8, in which he stated that he proceeded to the Palace 
at 2i40 a.m. He believed that 2s40 a.m. was the time he arrived 
at the Palace and he went there by automobile, a drive of about 
ten minutes. Asked if TOGO was there when he arrived, he replied 
he did not remember clearly but believed TOGO came after he arrived.

31607 * He stayed at the Palace about ten or fifteen minutes.
Asked if he would have been there almost 40 minutes, if he got 
there at 2:40 and arrived home at 2:20 and it took ten minutes
to drive home, he replied he didn't know that he stayed that long 
but believed he wrote in his diary that he arrived home a* 3.'3C 
’and he went directly home. He talker to TOGO only a minute or 
two ae the Emperor was practically waiting for TOGO to arrive.

31608 * Asked if he did not want to be present at that very 
important moment, he replied he was not allowed to be praeent 
at such audiences. He supposed this would be called a very 
special occasion but he did net. particularly request the Emperor's 
permission to attend. The matter was such that it should be 
handled by the Foreign Minister and therefore he did not especial
ly request permission to attend.

The Accused was asked if he was sure the telegram was 
of a nature that it should be handled by the Foreign Minister, 
if he didn't know the contents. He stated that there had never 
been a time when he had been received in audience with any State 
Minister reporting to the Emperor on matters under their juris
diction; therefore he did not do so at this particular time, 
although he agreed that there never was an instance like it

S16C9 before in- modern Japanese history. • He knew the matter was
very important and that was why he went to the Palace to await 
any inquiries from the Emperor. It was very unusual for an 
audience to be arranged at midnight. Asked if he did not at least 
strongly suspect that the message had to do with some strong or
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Page desperate measure to preserve peace, he replied of course he was
31610 much concerned in what it was all about and felt * it was very

important. Asked if he did not suspect it was a desperate 
effort to prevent war and if he was not, as an active champion 
of peace, much interested in aiding such commendable effort, he 
replied yes, he was quite concerned about it. Asked why he did 
not wait until TOGO got through talking to the Emperor and talk 
it over with TOGO to see if he could help, he replied that since
he was in his own room he was unaware that TOGO had retired from
the Imperial presence and gone home. Therefore, KIDO waited a 
while, expecting instructions from the Emperor but learned that 
the Emperor had also retired and therefore he went home. Asked 
if he was not figuratively left out in the cold, he replied that 
it was just that he had failed to grasp the opportunity to do so.

It was suggested to the Accused that he was certainly 
in bad luck that morning because he had just missed the few

31611 minutes necessary to be informed * by TOGO about the telegram* 6 
contents, just missing TOGO on his way up, and the Accused replied 
that he supposed that was so. ''•sked if it occurred to him to tele
phone TOGO after he got home to find out what the news was, he 
replied he did not do so.

Asked if his whole story was not absurd and a deliberate 
falsehood, and if he didn't know all about the contents of the tele
gram even before he got to the Palace, he replied he did not know 
of the contents. Asked if he wasn't curious enough to bother 
to telephone TOGO when he got home to find out what *he score 
was, even though it concerned peace or war, he replied that it was 
a fact he did not telephone TOGO. Asked if it was a fact because 
he did not purposely telephone him or it didn't occur to him, he 
replied it did not occur to him to do so.

The Accused was asked if he knew v/hat was going on in 
the Hawaiian Area at the time he was in the Palace between 2î4C

31612 and 3:30 a.m. on 8 December, • and he replied he did not know.
Asked if he knew now that the attack on Pearl Harbor took place 
at approximately 3530 a.m. that morning, he replied he did know 
so at present. It was suggested to the Accused that there was 
a little gathering at the Palace to find out how the attack on 
Pearl Harbor was going, and he replied he knew nothing at all 
about that.
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31613 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. LAZARUS
COUNCIL FOR HATA

The Accused was asked to clarify his testimony where he 
had said that It appeared that the resignation of HATA broke up 
the YONAI Cabinet» and he stated that he meant to say that at that 
time, War Minister HATA did not resign of his own volition«,

EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL

Reference was made to the Affidavit where the Senior 
Statesmen'sConference of 17 Oct. wa6 discussed in regard to the 
recommendation for a successor to the Third Konoye Cabinet, and 
KIDO stated that the attitude taken by War Minister TOJO in the 
present political change was different from that taken by RATA 
under the YGÜAI Cabinet. Asked to what difference he referred, 
the Accused replied that in w\e case of the YONAI Cabinet, HATA 
presented his resignation to the Cabinet and stated the Army could 
not offer a new man and there was no successor for the post, there
fore the YONAI Cabinet fell. The case in the Third KONOYE Cabinet

31614 was that a difference of views • arose, centering around the Im
perial Conference decision and TOJO had not yet tendered hie resig
nation. This was the only difference he meant to mention.

31638 • Exhibit 3344, the Affidavit of KISHI, Michizo, stated 
that the affiant was secretary to KONOYE in KGNOYE's First Cabinet 
from June 1937 to January 1939. At the request of KONOYE on the 
evening of 16 Dec. 1937, the affiant interviewed Education Minis
ter KIDO. KONOYE had told the Affiant to convey a message to KIDO.

31639 * This message was that the peace terms with China,to be concluded 
through the intermediary of German Ambassador Trautman, had been 
decided by the Liaison Conference. KONOYE was anxious to make 
peace with China under those terms but the Army attitude was not 
definitely known.

When the peace terms were to be submitted at the Cabinet 
meeting the next day,»K0N0YE requested KIDO to ask War Minister 
SUGIYAMA about this point, and found out the Army's real intentions 
for KONOYE. The Affiant conveyed this message and recalled that 
KIDO said it was a very troublesome question but he would think it 
over as the China Affair must be settled at that juncture. The 
Affiant reported the interview to KONOYE and the Affiant remembered 
that KONOYE told him that KIDO at the Cabinet meeting of Dec. 17 
spoke as requested by KONOYE.
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31640 * Exhibit 3345, the Affidavit of TAKAOI, Yaeaka, stated tha*31641 he had been a lecturer at Tokyo Imperial University * and had studied in America, devoting himself to American History, politics, and institutions. In the Peers School in 1905, FIDO and his brother, Dr.Wade, were among the Affiant's best friends and when FIDO became Education Minister in 1937 the Affiant frequently discussed University questions with him.

The Affiant knew no acts of FIDO which had any totalitarian31642 or Fascist tendencies. * At that time Tokyo Imperial University was confronted with difficult questions caused by a tense situation. FIDO fully respected University autonomy, and closely cooperated with the University President, Dr. NAOATO. The Affiant found that FIDO had common ideas with the University authorities about University autonomy, and never tried to bring pressure to bear. In dealing with the question of Professor YANAIBABA, FIDO stated he refused to interfere, leaving the problem to University authorities. The Affiant was a University Oounclllor and knew FIDO did not interfere nor exert pressure in connection with YAMAIBABA's resignation.
On 3 August 1945 the Affiant met FIDO and told him it would be better to broach peace talks directly to the U.8. In reply, FIDO explained that the reason Japan proposed peace through the Soviet was due to her respeot to the Soviet's neutral position. He expreseed31643 himself in favor of keeping two routes open to peace talks * without dropping negotiations with the Soviet. He said Japan must seise the best opportunity to terminate the war and the opportunity was ripe, and that he would place confidence in the determination of Premier SUZUKI. On that oooasion, the Affiant obtained an Indelible impression that he was determined to work for peaoe regardless of the consequences to his own personal safety.
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31649 - * Opening Statement by Mr, Howard31653
31654 * Exhibit 3346, the affidavit of Alfred F, Kretschmer 

stated that the affiant wished to explain exhibit 1272 in whioh 
Ambassador Ott stated that KIMURA, while Chief of the General 
Staff of the Kwantung Army, from October 1939 to October 1940, 
especially worked in behalf of Germany and was one of the orin- 
cipal advocates of German-Japanese military cooperation*

31655 * The affiant stated that he did not word this part of 
the telegram but Ott's word was based, without doubt, on the 
affiant’s proposition and its dates, which he now saw were in
correct.
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31656 * As to the wording KIMURA had especially worked in be
half of Germany, the affiant was sure it referred to the fact 
that before the German-Soviet Russian war, tungsten, rubber, 
etc. were sent to Germany via Manchuria and the U.S.S.R. The 
shipments were often delayed by Japanese railroad authorities 
in Manchuria, and in such cases the German Mission had to ask 
for the help of the Kwantung Army Headquarters in Hsingklng.
But the affiant was not sure whether such cases occurred while 
KIMURA was Chief of Staff.

While KIMURA was Vice War Minister, KIMURA neither ask
ed the affiant to his office nor did he go to his office to 
talk on official business, for his official business reached 
no higher than the political department, and he even met Major 
General SATO seldom officially.

In exhibit 1272, Ott had remarked that KIMURA closely 
cooperated with War Minister and Prime Minister TOJO, as well

31657 as * his primary preoccupation in his position as premier had 
enhanced his influence on the leadership of the War Ministry, 
as well as his position in regard to other vice ministers.

The affiant stated that he observed nothing that indi
cated this statement of Ott's was true.

Exhibit 3347, the curriculum vitae of KIMURA was re
ceived into evidence and showed he was appointed Chief of 
Staff of the Kwantung Army on 22 October 1940. Attention waa 
called to exhibit 3031 to show that the Vice War Minister was

31658 on an equal footing with the * Parliamentary Vice Minister 
and the Parliamentary Vice Councillor.
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Exhibit 3348, an excerpt from the General Regulations 
for the Service and Handling of Documents provided that they 
should provide for items concerning affairs under the War 
Minister, and affairs between the War Minister and Army Air 
Force Headquarters.

The affairs of the ministry should be divided among 
the bureaus and the minister's secretariat, the latter hav-

31659 ing * charge of the management of affairs thereof, unless 
otherwise provided.

Documents issued within or without the army might be 
dispatched in the name either of the vice minister or senior 
adjutant. The vice minister shall assist the minister, man
age ministerial affairs and supervise the minister's secre
tariat and the respective bureaus.

Bureau chiefs shall have charge of bureau affairs, 
supervising their subordinates, pursuant to the minister's 
orders, and should establish detailed regulations concern
ing the affairs of the bureaus, and the senior adjutant 
should do likewise in connection with the secretariat.

Incoming documents shall be received by the corn-
31660 raunication * clerk of the secretariat, except those addressed 

to bureau of section chiefs. Telegrams, except those ad
dressed to a bureau or section, shall be received by the 
communication clerks of the secretariat and bt translated, 
except those relating to personnel affairs, or those of 
which translation is prohibited, and will be delivered to 
the competent adjutant, or according to the delivery book 
directly to the addressee, except those relating to per
sonnel affairs. Translations shall be conducted by officers 
especially nominated.

The competent adjutant shall deliver the documents 
according to the above regulations, except those deemed 
important and deserving prompt inspection by the minister, 
the Parliamentary Vice Minister, the Vice-Minister or the 
Councillor, to the Senior Adjutant. Others will be handed 
to clerks for delivery to sections.

31661 * The transaction of affairs of the ministry shall 
be entrusted to the decisions of the vice minister, bureau 
chiefs, or the senior adjutant, but bureau chiefs may trans
fer minor matters to competent section chiefs.
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Matters deemed necessary will be reported to the ruDor- 

lors, as the occasion arises* As to the approval of a docu
ment under consideration, the section in charge shall, in accord 
ance with regulations, and with the degree of its imDortance, 
indicate (Vice-Minister in charge) on a column specified for 
approval, in case aporoval of a vice minister should be required 
and if aporoval of the director is required and the document is 
sent to a parliamentary vice minister or councillor, the same 
action shall indicate this on the same column.

31662 * Documents of each section whose consideration has
been furnished must be handed over to the secretariat for re
view by the adjutant, and have it carried into effect after 
the approval of the minister or vice minister. Those bear
ing an indication of matters with which the senior adjutant is 
entrusted must be carried into effect by the adjutant, and 
among matters with which the bureau chief and senior adjutant 
are entrusted, which are considered simole. can be carried out 
by the principal adjutant in charge without review by the 
senior adjutant.

31665 * Exhibit 3349» the regulations concerning the treat
ment of business of the War Minister provided that matters en
trusted to the vice minister were the enactment, alteration, 
and abolition of minor laws; official tours of army department

31666 officials below sonin rank; * authorization of incorporations, 
subscription, etc.; working budgets for the Yasukuni Shrine 
and military museum; the imoerial prince's presence at com
mencement exercises of artr?y schools; emneror's approval of war 
relief fuids; visits made as the minister's reDresentative, 
connected with personnel affairs, decisions as to how many 
should be chosen out of officer and second lieutenant candi
dates; number to be admitted into military schools; assign
ment of officer candidates to their units: recognition of 
conscription exemption schooj-s; school applications for at-

31667 tachment of officers;*special rewards to officials below 
hannln rank;

University lecture-attending officers, courses of lec
tures, and schedules; selection of officer-students to be as
signed to school of foreign languages and to be sent abroad 
for study: matters of minor imnortance re conference on man
euvers, and the choice of units oarticipating: convocation 
of chiefs of staff's conference and its schedule: minor mat
ters re organization affairs; minor matters re Manchuria ran 
China; instructions to officials abroad and nrofossors.
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31669 * Exhibit 3350» regulations of the Kempei dated é.;

November 1898, provided that the Kempei should be under the ’’ar 
minister's jurisdiction and should control the military nelicies 
and the administrative and judicial policies. In the execution 
of his duties, the Kempei shall take orders from the war and 
navy ministers regarding military police natters, and from the 
justice minister regarding judicial police matters.

31671 * Exhibit 3351, affidavit of SAWAMOTO stated that the
affaint was vice minister of the navy from April 1941 to July 
1 9 4 4 . As K I M U R A 's vice war minister from April 1941 to March 
1943, the affiant had official relations with M m  during that 
time, but other than that had no connection. During the time 
the affiant was vice minister, regulations concerning the duties 
and responsibilities of that office were construed and Dracticed, 
as follows: the vice minister was to assist the minister in
the latter's caoacity as chief administrative official, and 
there was no stipulation by which the vice minister was to help 
the minister in his character as minister of state.

Before the vice minister could be proxy for the minis
ter, the cabinet must grant such permission and the minister

31672 had no such authority. Only the minister * had a right of 
direction and command, authority over nersonnel matters, and 
power to punish. The vice minister could do no more than help 
by expressing his opinion to the minister, with the exception 
of persons who were in service by order of the vice minister.

Bureau and division chiefs were directly responsible 
to the minister. According to regulations, the vice minister 
helped the minister adjust departmental affairs, and super
vised the bureaus and divisions. Adjustment of deoartmental 
affairs had as its main object the coordination of the bureaus 
and divisions. The vice minister also attended to matters en-

31673 trusted to him, and various functions not * belonging to any 
other bureau or division, and other miscellaneous matters.

Supervision of business meant that to be carried out 
by the vice minister in the sense of helping the minister, since 
bureau and division chiefs dealt with matters for which they 
were responsible. Accordingly, the vice minister had no auth
ority to direct, command, or cancel business assigned to bur
eaus and divisions. In cases necessitating such action, he 
could only express his opinion to the minister and await his 
instructions. The vice minister had authority to decide matters
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only assigned to him and no right to command outside of hit> jur
isdiction. As to matters other than those assigned him, even 
though the vice minister's approval was lacking, It was not un
lawful so long as the minister approved. In the navy ministry, 
the vice minister did not take part in the nomination and appoint
ment of personnel.

* In establishing regulations or giving orders in gen
eral, they were issued in the minister's name, and there were 
cases, though it was actually the minister's orders, in which 
the minister's name was not used, but instead notifications by 
order in the name of the vice minister were usually issued.

The vice minister's notification by order was nothing 
more than a communication in writing made in the vice minister's 
name of what had been decided by the minister. The vice min
ister's notification, which was different from the vice min
ister's notification by order of the minister, was issued in 
connection with matters assigned to the vice minister. When 
there was a cabinet change, no member of the navy ministry 
was affected, except the navy minister, and there was no case 
in which the vice minister was changed.

31674

* The affiant, the same as other vice ministers, was 
requested to be a committee man or councillor of various com
mittees , but it was only nominal and he did not attend those 
committee meetings. In the rare occasions in which he did at
tend, they were called nominally and oroceedings had already 
been deliberated beforehand. He did no more than simnly hear 
reports.

The affiant was also councillor of the Total War Re
search Institute, as were other vice ministers. The only part 
he took in the proceedings was to attend once a year, to
gether with his colleagues from other ministries, to hear ihe 
report of the studies.

31676 * Exhibit 3352, excerpts from the military court- 
martial law dated 26 April 1921, and revised in 1941 and 1942,

31677 providing that the court martial had the right * to try the
following for alleged crimes: Those mentioned in certain
named parts in the criminal code; the crew of army transports, 
those belonging to and accompanying the army, other than those 
before mentioned: and POWs.
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The court martial also had the right to try those before mentioned for crimes committed orior to the time their status was acquired, and also had the right' to try them, although they were no longer in one of the above categories, if arrested, imprisoned, detained, or reported ôr search, while still retaining their status. The court martial also had the

31678 right to try those mentioned and * which pass under article 8 of the Army Criminal Code.
Court martials to be established were the general army division, encircled locality, and temporary court martial.The general army and division court martial should be permanent, and the encircled locality court martial should also be established where a military administration was proclaimed. The temporary court martial should be especially established as needed. The war minister shall be the chief of the general court martial, and the army commander chief of the division court martial.

3 1 6 7 9 * A unit or area comr.ander should be chief of the especially established court martial. The temporary court mar- tail had jurisdiction over cases against those under the command or control of the unit commander establishing this court martial, except when the court martial was established in units under his jurisdiction, and those under the command or control of these units should not be included.
Cases against those in areas of operations or defense in units in whose area the temporary court martial was established, or those committing crimes there, should be limited to cases where the units of the accused did not have a court martial in those areas.
Cases against those stationed in areas of operations, control or defense of the unit where temporary court martial was established, should be under its jurisdiction, .

3 1 6 8 0 Trials shall be carried out by a council of five judges, with a senior judge as president. In these especially established court martial cases, the judges would be reduced by two and the same will be true in the case of a permanent court martial, except higher ones, in case of emergency. With the exception of higher court's martial, the bench should consist of one field officer, and three company officers,*or two
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field and three company officers, where the accused is a vate or noncommissioned officer, two field or two company oî fleers, where the accused was a company or warrant officer.

31681 One general and three field officers, * or two generals and two field officers where the accused was a field officer, and 4 generals where the accused was a general. Where the court martial was located in an area cut off from communication, judges might be selected from judges higher or equal to the accused, but otherwise should not be lower in rank.
31682 * Decision to dismiss the accusation is cancelled when the accused is dead, or when the case shall not be tried under articles 24 or 25.

31683 When the decision is given to dismiss the accusation by reason of cancellation, no one shall institute an accusation nor demand a preliminary trial again. 'Where the accused is found not guilty, or there is no evidence, the verdict shall be not guilty, the decision to dismiss the case shall be given when final judgment has been rendered; when punishment is abolished in accordance with law enacted after the crime was committed; when to should be exempt from punishment; when an amnesty is proclaimed; or when the case is barred by limitation.
When the accused is found not guilty, acquitted, Place on probation, or the prosecution is dismissed not within the jurisdiction, or the accused is fined, the accused shall be re leased.
When the court martial declares dismissal or nonjuria- diction, * it may preserve the warrant of detention or issue a31684 new one. * When the proseoutor fails within three days to in etltute an aocusation on the case for which he preserves or Issues a new warrant of detention, or send the case to the competent court martial, he shall at once release the accused, and this also holds good when the prosecution fails to institute an accusation within five days.

of April 10, 1 9 0 # . jovided that army personnel included persons on the sotlve list, exoept those who have not yet entered barraoks or on leave; reservists under orders for calling out;

31685
This law has been in force since 1 April 1942.
Exhibit excerpts from the military criminal code
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reservists taking up duties in various units without bsint called out; reservists wearing army uniforms, or actually fulfilling service duties; and persons voluntarily enlisted and in service.
3 1 6 8 6 * Army personnel shall also include army students; armycivilia-n employees; naval personnel in army duties. Exception to the above shall be decided by order.
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31687 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OYAMA, AyaoBy Mr. Howard

The witness identified and verified exhibit 3354 as
3 1 6 9 3 his affidavit. The affidavit stated that the law uertaining to the punishment of POWs on 9 March 1943 was revised because as to crimes commited by POWs in the past, laws of 25 October 1904 and 28 February 1905 existed at the time of the Russo-Japanese war. Later on, as the criminal code was revised and the penal system formed, it was necessary to revise the names of the punishments and the law pertaining to the punishment of POV/s to conform to those in the criminal code. I

Also since the outbreak of the Pacific war, POWs increased and it became necessary to take steps to surpress
316 9 4 possible * uprisings. In view of the unsealing of penalties for crimes committed against superiors and by military groups it was necessary to raise the penalty.

In the winter of 1942 the bill for altering the PC7 law was taken up as one beiiig under the jurisdiction of ’•he War Minister to be presented at the next Diet session. After consulatlon within the war ministry and with the bureau of legal affairs, the final draft was drawn, apnroved by the min ister, and the cabinet, and presented to the Diet.
316 9 5 * After oublication it became law and was oromulgated as law No. 41 of 1943 (Exh. 1965A). When asked if the legal affairs buiaau was consulted by the war ministry concerning the legality of the revision, the witness reniied that they were consulted concerning this point, and further consultation was made with the legislative bureau and with other concerned authorities. They were informed that the revision was legal.
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CROS*-EXAMINATION OF OYAMA, Ayao By Colonel Mornane

Asked if he gave them that information himself, the witness replied that persons in charge of the offices gave the information* The witness was in charge of the bureau of legal
31696 affairs himself, * but was not consulted directly* He had been a legal officer for many years. He did not give his subordinates any indication that the bill was legal as it was a part of their duty to study its legality and he himself did not consider it.

He was directed to consider it himself directly by the War Minister* Concerning points of this sort, the bureaus and divisions studied the question in concert with the offices in charge of the matter, which sent representatives to the legislative bureau where it was studied and the draft decided unon. After approval of the draft by the War Minister, it was nre- sented to the Diet.
3 1 6 9 7 * Asked if Vice Minister of War, KIMURA, had anything to do with the preparation of this matter, he reoHod that the Vice Minister had no connection in facilitating the matter.
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31699 * Djpr.rx EXAMINATION OF SEMBA, TsutomuBy Mr* Howard

The witness identified and verified exhibit No* 3355 as his affidavit.
3 1 700 * The affidavit stated that the witness was in the engineering administration section of the maintenance bureau of the war ministry from March 1939 to October 1942, and in the service of the general bureau of aerial ordinance of the munitions ministry from March 1944 to the end of the war*

The case of the employment of POWs, relating to exhibit 1970-A, "Inquiry about the utilization of the Manchurian Machine Tool Company for the purpose of urgent aerial maintenance," occurred when the witness was in the maintenance bureau and was directly in his charge.
The note concerning the employment of P07/s in the Manchurian Machine Tool Company was issued in the Vice Minister's name as entrusted according to the "Note Concerning the Disposal of POW's at the Present," (:bch. 1965-A) decided by the War Minister on 2 May 1942.

3 1 7 0 1 * Owing to the extreme manpower shortage, all were obliged to work according to their talent and specialty, without distinction of age and sex, and the minister's policy was to engage POWs to the extent of labor permissible by international law.
Productivity of machine tools at that time was about40,000 pieces per year, while the amount paid was 250,000 pieces. Owing to the scarcity of building materials, it was so difficult to build a new factory, there was no alternative but to use existing facilities, and they learned to use the tools from the Manchurian Machine Tool Company, which had many idle facilities.
While manpower was more scarce in Manchuria than in Japan, Japan could not accept so many of the Manchurians who were not skilled and were irregular in attendance, and it was difficult for Japanese workers to move to Manchuria.
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3 1 7 0 2 * Eventually they planned to employ POWs with mecl -anical skill and experience* The army had no intention of gaging the company in the production of arms and it remained in the position of assisting the company as a requisitioner of machine tools. The company was kept distinct from the munitions industry and was under the jurisdiction of the engineering agency of the Manchurian Economic Department. The POWs participated in the production of lathes.

The wording of "urgent serial maintenance" in the "Note of Utilizing the Manchurian Machine Tool Company for the Purpose of Urgent Aerial Maintenance," (Exh. 1970), drafted by the witness, was used with the intention of engaging the company in production of machine tools to contribute to aircraft production. They did not carry out direct production of arms and ammunition.

3 1 7 0 3 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COLONEL MORNANE
The witness stated that he drafted exhibit 1970-A himself and it was subsequently submitted to the Vice Minister. Reference was made to the affidavit where he said the note was issued under the Vice Minister’s name, as entrusted according to the "Note Concerning the Disposal of Prisoners of War at the Present," (Exh. 1965-A).
Asked what he meant, "as entrusted," etc., he replied that in so far as it was not in violation of international law, it was the policy to use POWs in important industries.

31704 Asked what he knew about international law, * the witness replied that the use of POWs in the direct manufacture of munitions and ammunition or at the front is prohibited by international law.
3 1 7 0 7 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it wasstated that the minister's policy was to engage POWs to the extent permissible by international law and where reference was made to exhibit 1965-A. To the witness was quoted a paragraph from exhibit 196^-A which stated that white POWs should be imprisoned in Chosen, Taiwan. Manchuria, and China to be employed in the expansion of production and on work connected with military affairs.
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Asked if he regarded that statement as what was per
missible under international law, he replied that in his under
standing he did not think it violated international law, and

31708 that was the basis for his statement in the affidavit.
Asked if exhibit 1970-A, which he drafted, was subse

quently approved by K1MURA, he replied that the drafting took 
place following the issuance of a notification by the Vice 
Minister of war reporting the minister's approval. Those en
gaged in such activities applied the principles of the notifi
cation sent by the minister as it related to the work with 
which they were charged, and their duty was to materialize 
the notification sent.

The policy was approved by the war minister and its 
function was the concrete materialization of the matters 
therein contained. Since these matters were entrusted to the 
Vice Minister, the results of the work were were reported by 
the Vice Minister to the War Minister.

1

31709 * Since the work was carried out in accordance with 
the War Minister's policy and intention, and since the matter 
was entrusted to the Vice Minister, the responsibility for 
the work rested with the War Minister and not the Vice Minis
ter. It was true the Vice Minister approved the document.

31710 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOWARD

The witness state.! that he believed the work was in 
conformity with international law because belligerent states 
had the right to engage POWs in labor, with the exception of 
offioers, and those qualified to receive officer treatment.

In response to a question by the president, the wit
ness stated that JGMURA approved both the form and substance 
of the rule on the basis of his belief that it was not in vio
lation of international law.
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31712 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF HIGASA, Ryohei

By Mr, Howard
The witness identified and verified exhibit 3356 as

31713 his affidavit, * The witness stated that from March 1942 to 
March 194-4 he had charge of administration matters concerning 
POWs as staff officer in the Tobu Army,

The Tobu Army document dated 2 October 1942 entitled 
•'Matters Concerning the Employment of P0W" (Exh, 1967) was is
sued when the witness was a staff officer in the Tobu Army, 
and was made on the basis of two documents, one being "Matters 
Concerning the Trestment of POW" (Exh. 1965-A), decided by 
the War Minister, and the other being "POW Employment Regula
tions" (Exh. 3050), which had already been enforced.

Exhibit 1967 had no plan of employing POWs in labor
31714 directly connected with military operations, * At no time 

were POWs employed in such labor.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COLONEL MORNANE

The witness stated that the Tobu army referred to one 
of the four districts in which Japan was divided and was the 

31715 Eastern army district.
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31715 DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MIKI, Yoshihide 

By Mr, Howard
The witness identified and verified exhibit 3357 as 

his affidavit. The affidavit stated that the witness was 
31716 * chief of medical affairs bureau of the war ministry during 

KIMURA's tenure as Vice-Minister. Bureau chiefs were not di
rectly under the Vice Minister, who, however, did supervise 
their business. Bureau chiefs were directly under the War 
Minister and conducted their business by his orders.

ed, business delegated to the vice minister was of minor im
portance, such as examination of medical supolies. The wit
ness observed that the vice minister's primary duties were 
to strive for harmony and smooth operation within the min
istry, and assist the minister.

duties with accuracy and decision and was an example of ef
fective leadership. Bureau chief conferences were presided 

31717 over by TOJO and * at them each chief reported and the min
ister gave his views and directions. Vice Minister KIMURA 
spoke very rarely and confined his statements mostly to min
istry business.

At the bureau chiefs' conferences, the witness heard * 
no reDort on protests against maltreatment of POV/s during vice 
minister lIMURA's tenure. The war minister's orders were 
usually stipulated as departmental orders, modifications, etc. 
and the only time the minister's name was used was when orders 
were issued. On other occasions, the vice minister's notifi
cation by order was issued and the minister's name not used.

by the minister were indicated in writing. Power to command, 
appoint, dismiss, and punish bureau chiefs was held by the 
minister and not the vice minister; except on less important 

31718 matters the chief minister had no power of decision * and no 
power of command outside of the ministry, although it was 
his responsibility to assist the minister, he was not In a 
position to assist the minister in external matters.

In so far as the medical affairs bureau was concern-

TOJO, while premier and war minister, carried out his

This latter method was employed when orders approved
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When asked if the vice minister was actually, after 
the war minister, the senior ranking minister in the war min
istry, he replied, "yes"* When asked if before important mat
ters could be formulated, bureau chiefs had to get authority 
oi.’ consent of either the minister or vice minister, he replied

31719 that the war minister's approval was always necessary, * but 
that of the vice minister was not. It was suggested to the 
witness that in important matters, they had to get the approv
al either of the minister, or if they didn't get his approval, 
the vice minister's approval was sufficient, and he replied 
that it was possible to carry out any important matter with
out the approval of the minister.

The affairs of the war minister were conducted in ac
cordance with general affairs regulations.

31720 * The witness was shown article 30 of exhibit 334^ 
which was read to him. This stated that among matters for
mulated by each section as to those important, the bureau 
chief concerned at the beginning of the formulation, or at any 
other appropriate time, should express his view directly to 
the minister or vice minister to get his private consent.

The witness was asked that if under that article if 
under that article it was not true that the consent of either 
the minister or vice minister was required for ■'.ertain matters, 
he replied that of course it was desirable to obtain the 
approval of both, but it was not a violation of regulation 
to carry ou. any matters without direct approval of the war 
minister without the approval of the vice minister..

It was the witness's belief that when the war minis
ter decided a policy, the policy need not be approved by the 
vice minister.
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By Mr, Howard

31722 T/. ? witness identified and verified exhibit 3358 as
his affidavit. The affidavit stated that the witness became 
commander of the 33rd division in May 1944 and the following 
September, when he was retreating with his troops after a 
battle at Imparle, KIMURA arrived in Burma as commander of 
the Burma Area Army,

On May 2 8 , 1945, the witness met KIMURA at Moulmein. 
Then he urged the necessity of enforcing strict discipline 
and being good to the inhabitants, telling the witness to 
treat them with warmness because the Burmese «'ould help the 
Japanese Army out of difficulties and military operations 
could not be carried out without their cooperation.

31724 * Later the witness was in charge of the defense of the 
district south of the Salween River, Guerrilla unit leaders, 
backed by British-Indian paiachute units, frequently landed 
threatening the rear.

Near Kalagon Village, a parachute corps was b a s e d ,  
and in concert with the insurgent Burmese Army disturbed the 
district. The British-Indian Army held over the natives by 
dropping arms and provisions for the guerrilla corps and also 
necessities for the people so that the power of the guerrilla 
corps increased. In mid June 194-5 the witness ordered the 
215th Infantry Regimental Commander TSUKADA to suppress the 
guerrillas

He had TSUKADA take clothes and provisions to the people 
for their pacification. But the Kalagon Incident broke out 
because of the abnormal action of the Eattalion Commander, 
which attacked the village. The witness had always been care
ful about his subordinates* treatment of the natives, but

31725 never knew about the Kalagon Incident until his * battalion 
commander, company commander, and others were summoned by the 
British Army after the end of the war.

Even when he met his Regimental Commander after the 
war he did not give any report about the event and consequent
ly the witness did not report tc- KIMURA concerning the event 
either when he went to Moulmein on August 15» or when he met 
KIMURA in Bangkok after the end of the war. This was because
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the witness himself was ignorant of the Kalagon Incident, As 
the commanding officer concerned, he was put in prision as a 
war suspect on January 22, 1946. He had neither given any 
order for such act of atrocity nor had received any renort on 
it.

Since the Regiment Commander stated at the War Tribunal 
at Rangoon that he did not report this case to the witness, it 
was made clear that he had no connection and was released.

31726*The case was dropped not only for the witness but also for the 
Regiment Commander and only the battalion comrander and per
sonnel ranking below him were punished.

On 6 February 194-6 the witness reported the Kalagon 
case to the Area Army Commander. When the witness was tem
porarily released on bail from the Moulmein Prison and went * 
to Camp Insen to attend the meeting of the Anglo-Japanese 
War Research Society, he met KIMURA and reported the matter 
to him*

KIMURA was very surprised and repeatedly said he felt 
exceedingly sorry. According to information picked un while 
the witness was in prison, it seemed there were one or two 
more illegal acts besides the Kalagon case, and two officers 
who were under the witness's command were arrested and 
brought to Burma after the demobilisation.

During the war he had never known of such a case, or 
given any order in connection therewith, nor did he undergo 
any investigation, since he was not involved. Therefore he 
did not report such cases to Headquarters of Area Army, nor 
did he receive any order about such matters from army head
quarters.
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Page DIRECT EXAMINATION OF HONDA, Masaki,
by Mr. Howard.

31728 * The witness identified and verified exhibit 3355
31729 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness 

was a former lieutenant-general, and after various posts was 
appointed commander of the 33r<3 Unit under the Burma Area 
Army in April, 1944, holding the post until the surrender.

When KIMURA arrived at his post in mid-September 
1944, the 33rd Unit was engaged in operations near Tung-Ting 
parallel with'an advance on the Unnan Expeditionary Army.
Owing to thé unfavorable progress, they retreated and 
took part in combat at the battle of the Irrawaddy River 
near Meiklila, and afterwards marched south along the 
eastern side of the Sittang River.

31730 * From inid-May, 1945» having assembled in the 
vicinity of Sittang, the unit defended the Tenaserim Region, 
to check the advance of the Anglo-Indian Army.

He had read exhibits 1537-A and 1549 to 1553-A 
concerning alleged atrocities in Burma. No orders were 
ever given by the witness concerning these matters, and he 
knew nothing of them, notwithstanding they appeared to have 
happened in the operational zone under his charge. He 
learned for the first time some of the facts in the 
exhibits when war criminal suspects were on trial In 
Burma after the war. No reports were made by the unit to 
Area Army Headquarters, and no orders were received by the 
unit concerning these matters.

3 17 3 1 * The witness was confident that they maintained 
discipline and could render services in the cause of good 
understanding between the Japanese and Burmese by efforts
in compliance with the spirit and intentions of Area Commander 
KIMURA, though they were in miserable conditions and hard 
pressed and continually retreating after September 1944.
The witness was rather surprised to hear of the atrocities.

KIMURA showed his manner of command through his 
address after arriving as Area Army Commander and in 
several meetings and through private correspondence and 
personal meetings, he understood KIMURA's manner of command.
At all times he emphasized strict discipline, maintenance 
of morale, and proper reward and punishment. He told them 
to treat the Burmese with precaution and sympathy, win 
their hearts and enhance the support of the army.
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31732 * They were told to put "Battlefield Instructif s'

in practice, and :f they might later be forced to abandon 
Burma they should leave an impression on the Burmese that 
the morality and good will of the Japanese Army were high, 
so that sacrifices should not have been in vain. As 
KIMURA always repeated and emphasized this, they strove to 
realize his spirit and intentions.

THERE '.7AS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.
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by Mr. Howard.
31733 * The witness identified and verified exhibit 

336O as his affidavit. The affidavit stated that his
31734 * former affidavit was 3089, and he was a former Major- 

General in Burma under KIMURA, and had been Chief of Staff 
and Acting Chief of Staff. Concerning exhibit 1539» which 
mentioned 27 Burmese as missing in July 1945, after the 
surrender he talked to Gendarmerie Commander KUME southeast 
of Moulmein. Burma Army Headquarters was then at this 
place, and KUME told the witness about the so-called 
Moulmein Incident for the first time.

31735 * KUME said that Burmese in custody at Moulmein 
had been handled by the chief of the detachment of the 
Moulmein M.Pi,'at the chief's own discretion. Later, after 
ranking officers of the Burma Army had been moved to the 
Rangoon POW camp at tne end of October, 1945, the witness 
informed KIMURA of the Moulmein case, and KIMURA told him 
that this was the first tl ,e he had heard of it. Army , 
Headquarters had not issued orders nor received information 
regarding the matter before the end of the war.

He had read the exhibits concerning Burma 
atrocities.' Reports on these matters would come to him, 
and he in turn"would have transmitted them to KIMURA. No 
such reports were received, and consequently none .vent to 
KIMURA.

31736 * Thé .vitness identified exhibit 3361 as his 
affidavit and verified it. The affidavit stated that 
Armv Commander KIMURA regarded discipline as one of the 
most important items for command, and took every opportunity 
for its materialization. As an example, immediately after 
he was appointed he advanced the command post to Maymyo, 
conducting operations himself, and invited the Commander

31737 and Chief of Staff * of the 15th and 33rd Army, to give 
them strict direction concerning military discipline. At 
that time he also inspected discipline of units at Maymyo,

In early February, 1945, he inspected 28th Army 
Headquarters''at Taigii, encouraging discipline, and reviewed 
discipline therë.' Thereafter, he instructed the 33rd Army 
Commander and inspected his division, enhancing morale and 
discipline.

0
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Page Even after Headquarters r' thdrew to Moulu,, ui
~ at the end of April, 1945, KIIJURA went to the front,

visiting headquarters of the 31st, 33rd, 49th. and 18th 
divisions and 33rd Army to maintain discipline, and also 
summoned the commanders of the l^th Army, 31st, 33rd and 
49th Divisions', 101st and 24th Mixed Brigades, and instructed 
that they should put top priority on the maintenance of 
discipline and winning the popularity of the natives. He

31738 * repeated thèse instructions again and again to make thorn 
permeate the whole army, and sent personnel of he-dquarter3 
to r.ne front to inspect on discipline.

This inspection showed that all bad conditions, 
such as disorder after defeat and interruption of trans
portation and communication facilities accumulated to make 
some of each corps slip from the commanders' hands, and 
they made every effort to pick them up. Also, they 
inspected battlefield discipline, and found it was 
maintained strictly.

KIMURA severely punished those breaking discipline, 
and punished several officers for careless treatment of 
secret army documents, for lack of control of subordinates,

31739 * and he punished the head of a prison where Japaner 
soldiers were interned for his bad management.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COL. MORNANE.
31740 * The witness stateu that in his . Tfidavit, where 

he had said that KIMURA punished the chief of guards of the
'■ Area Armv for lack of control of subordinates, he meant the 

chief of guards of the Area Army. These guards had no 
> connection with prison camps, but their duty ;vas to guard

army headquarters. The prison where Japanese soldiers wore 
interned was at Insein, and the place where Allied POV's 
were held was six or seven miles apart.

j

3 1 7 41 * The head of the prison where the Japanese 
soldiers were interned was punished for poor control of 
the affairs of the prison following desertions which took 
place after KIMURA arrived, '"/hen asked if he caused any 
investigation to be made as to the condition of POWs at 
Rangoon as a result, of finding of bad conditions at the 
Japanese prison, he replied that the Japanese soldiers oil
not desert because of bad management.\ *

\
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31742 * It was suggested to the witness that KIMURa 

found bad management in the Japanese prison, as a result 
of which prisoners were allowed to escape, and finding 
that it would be logical for him to insure that there was 
no danger of escape at Rangoon POW Camp, and the witness 
was asked if KIMURA caused any investigation to be made 
there. He replied that because the PO’.V Camp in Rangoon 
was outside his duties he did not know whether KIMURA 
directed his staff officer to loo> after that.

31743 * Exhibit 3362, the affidavit of TaKAGI, Hidezo, 
stated that he was appointed a staff officer to the Burma 
Area Army in January, 1945, remaining so until the

31744 surrender. * He had read the exhibits concerning 
illegal acts in Burma. During his tenure in the Burma 
Army, Headquarters had no knowledge of them, and KIMURA 
did not order them. KIMURA stuck to the maintenance of 
discipline and the holding of popularity as a fundamental 
principle, and endeavoured to the last to have this 
principle realized.
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by Mr. Howard.
3174 5 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
3 174 7 3363 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that he

was appointed a staff officer of the Burma Area Army on 8 
July, 19 4 4, and was a staff officer for operations until 
July 20. The Aviation Division in Burma, the Hikari Organ 
in cl-arge of liaison with the India National Army, the 
S'.uth Field Râl.vay Corps, the Marine Transport Corps and 
the Naval Base Forces, all of which were ir. Burma, were not 
under KIMURA's command.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS
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by Mr. Howard
31749 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
31752 3364 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the

witness was Adjutant-General of the Y/ar Ministry from 
August 1939 to February 1943* Vice War Minister KIMURA
worked with the witness under TOJO, during the greater
part of his tenure.

The witness managed the Minister's Secretariat 
and his principal business was to take charge of the 
official seals of the Minister and Ministry, inspect, 
receive, and send correspondence, including telegrams, 
and inspect finished documents, receive foreign officers 
and conduct general affairs.

KIMURA was a typical soldier, and concentrated 
his energy chiefly on administration regarding ordinance, 
and also established harmony in the Ministry. He helped 
the Minister passively comp red with the acute and

31753 positive man, TOJO. * Even after TOJO became Premier and 
War Minister concurrently, TOJO managed all affairs of the 
War Ministry for himself, so that the powers of the Vice- 
Minister and the matters under his charge were the same 
and not extended; nor was he ordered to act for the 
Minister, TOJO.

KIMURA never attended the Liaison Conference or 
Imperial Conferences, nor was he present at the Information 
Conferences of Imperial Headquarters, nor the Information 
Conference 3 of Department Chiefs, nor the Commissary 
Information Conferences. The Bureau Chief Information 
Conferences were to establish close contact between 
Minister, Vice-Minister, and Department and Bureau Chiefs, ’ 
and was not a means by which to decide matters. The Y/ar 
Minister presided over both, in name and reality.

The contents of the Vice Minister's Note by order 
regarding "Disposal of POWs at Present" (Ex. 1965-A), was 
reported directly to the Minister by Chief of the P07/
Control Bureau, UEMURA, at the Bureau Chief's Information

31754 Conference, * at which time he obtained his approval.
The witness did not recall any protest concerning the 
maltreatment of POWs discussed at the Information Conference 
during his tenure.
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Page War Ministry affairs were managed in accordance
with regulations of the government and special regulations 
of the War Ministry. All other Important matters needed 
the War Minister's decision, either by his direct order or 
in accordance with his intention. A policy or plan Important 
to the Army was formed by the competent Bureau and Department, 
deliberated by the ones concerned, and became a definite 
plan through the Minister's final decision. It was a most 
important principle of obedience, that even if soldiers 
were divided in opinion, they should efface themselves once 
the Minister gave his decision and should make efforts to 
fulfill their superior's intention. No liberty was given 
of resigning because of different opinions.

31755 . * Matters determined through this process were
announced by public documents, including telegrams. There 
were three forms of notification, which changed with the 
form of the contents, but substantially public documents of 
the Ministry were sent on the War Minister's responsibility. 
General matters, such as Ministry orders, instructions, 
public notes, orders, and directions, were issued in the 
name of the Minister. Individual matters, or those of 
secondary Importance, in the name of the Vice Minister; 
less Important matters in the name of the Adjutant-General.
All were notified on the War Minister's responsibility,
and the senders were not responsible for their contents, 
and there was no exception. Among them were the public 
documents, such as Vice-Minister's note by order, Vice- 
Minister's note, Vice-Minister's inquiry and answer issued 
in the Vice-Minister's name, and Adjutant-General's note 
issued in the Adjutant-General's name. These were classified •

31756 * by their relative importance.
Classification determined the names of senders, 

and were classified by the competent Bureau and inspected 
by the Secretariat. Documents Issued in the name of the 
Bureau or Department Chief were not recognized as official 
documents of the War Ministry, and were not allowed to go 
beyond the purview of preliminary and liaison negotiations 
with offices other than the Ministries.

The fact that a man's name was placed on official 
correspondence or order did not necessarily mean he was 
responsible for the subject matter. The "note sent by 
order" was preceded by an introductory remark, "as the 
Minister has decided so I sent this note by order".
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Page All Vice-Minister’s notes that were not by ''rder.
such as answers to inquiries, not only included matters 
under his charge, but often matters decided by the War 
Minister or under the charge of Bureau Chiefs. The War 
Ministry usually sent 4,000 official documents a day, and 
although most dealt with matters under the charge of Bureau 

31757 Chiefs, they were sometimes * sent in the name of the 
Senior Adjutant.

As to communications between the War Ministry 
and Area Armies and Divisions, it was customary to use as 
sender or addressee either the Chief of Staff or Vice- 
Minister, and the name of the Minister and Divisional 
Commander was not mentioned in most cases. As examples, 
of "Notification of Vice-Minister by Order" were "Disposal 
of POWs" (Ex. 1965**a)» and "Matters concerning the treatment 
of crews of enemy aircraft captured in air raiding the 
Imperial territory, Manchukuo, or operational areas"
(Ex. 1992).

An example of an answer of a Vice Minister is 
"Reply from Vice-Minister of War to Vice Minister of 
Foreign Affairs" (Ex. 1958), and as examples of document::; 
issued or received in the name of the Vice Minister and 
Chief of Staff were "Inquiry Concerning the Question of 
Making Available the Manchurian Machine Tool Co. for a 
Rapid Increase in Aircraft Production" (Ex. 1970-A).
"Matters concerning Internment of POWs in Korea" (Ex. 1973)» 
and "Matters of the Presenting of Report Com. rnlng the 
Reaction Among the General Public following internment of 
British POWs (Ex. 1975-A).

Official correspondence to be sent by the War 
Ministry, as well as that addressed to the Ministry, were 
first brought to the Adjutant Department, which forwarded 
the outgoing correspondence, after inspection, and delivered 
the incoming. Upon receiving important matters requiring 
directions from the War Ministry, the competent section 
drafted instructions or orders in conformity with the 
Minister's idea. Regarding the disposal of unimportant 
ones, they were offered for the superior's inspection 
after preparation, and some less important matters entrusted 
to the section were not inspected by superiors. All those 
documents were sent in the names of Vice-Ministers, 
Ministers, or Adjutant-General.
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Page Matters concerning POW treatment c h ie fly  lay  inthe hands of the POW Control Bureau, but other Bureau Chiefs disposed of POW matters under their ju r isd ic tio n , being31759 d ir e c tly  responsible to the M inister. * The Chief of the Control Department was entrusted with a considerable amount of matters concerning unimportant business, but the Vice- Minister was not entrusted with any matters regarding the business under the Chief of the Control Department.

Matters about the in vestigation  of prisoner's  conditions and correspondence on them were in charge of the POW Information Bureau, d irec tly  under the control of the War Minister and outside the War M inistry. Documents exchanged between th is  Bureau and the outside d irec tly  were not through the Adjutant Department. The Vice- Minister was not entrusted with any matters regarding the business under th is  Bureau.
Foreign o ff ic e r s  v is ite d  the Minister to pay formal cou rtesies, but never came on p o li t ic a l  and p ractica l business.

3 1 7 6 0 * The witness was asked who was considered responsible for d ecisions expressed in  documents drafted  by other m in istries or the General S ta ff , and these
3 1 7 6 1  documents were made rental by the War M inistry. * He replied  that in  the event d ecision s were made on the basis of rental only the War Minister carried the resp o n sib ility .

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COL. MORNANE.
The witness had no reco llec tio n  of anyone by the name of KITA being in  the War Ministry in  h is time, but there was a HAMADA, who was in  the Inspectorate

3 1 7 6 2  * General of M ilitary Education for a short while, whose f i r s t  name was Suyeo. He d idn't r e c a ll who was the Diet Vice Minister while KIMURA was Vice M inister of War, and he d idn't think there was a Parliamentary Vice Minister at the time, but had no d e fin ite  reco lle c tio n . His reco llec tio n  was the same with respect to whether there was a Parliamentary Counsellor.
Asked i f  the duties normally performed by the Parliamentary Minister and Counsellor were performed by KIMURA, he replied  that based on h is  reco llec tio n  of the work of the Parliamentary Minister and Counsellor during the tenure of Vice Minister ANAMI, who preceded KIMURA,U763 * he should sta te  that the Parliamentary Vice Minister and
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conducted only when the Diet was in session. It was their 
duty to take part in matters concerning negotiations with 
the Diet, and the Vice Minister had authority to coordinate 
the work of Bureaus and Divisions, but not authority to 
supervise their work. Regulations gave him no authority 
to take- part in political affairs, or enter into negotia
tions with the Diet.

Ashed if he knew that KIMURA actually took part 
in such negotiations on several occasions, the witness 
replied that only when he was appointed a member of the 
Government Committee in the Diet, on appointment by the 

31764 * government. Asked if the War Ministry representative
on the Government Committee would usually be the 
Parliamentary Minister or Counsellor from the War Ministry, 
he replied no, that members of the Government Committee 
were not limited to them alone.

O c t ober 27. 1947

^766 * Reference was made to the affidavit where he
said that he managed the affairs of the Secretariat by 

. order of the Minister as a senior of the Adjutant Depart-
•” 767 ment, * and he agreed that Article 2 of War Ministry 

Regulations provided that ministry affairs should be 
divided among the bureaus and the Secretariat, and that 
unless otherwise provided the Secretariat should take 
charge of the management of the Ministries. Asked if, in 
effect, unless specific provision was made, the Secretariat 
had charge of all affairs of^the Ministry, he replied that 
the actua’ handling of the business was done by the various 
bureaus, and afterward final coordination was done by the 
Secretariat.

^768 » Asked if, in addition, the bureaus only handled
matters specifically allotted them, he replied each Bureau 
carried out its duties as defined in regulations. When 
shown exhibit 3348, the witness agreed that it was excerpts 
of regulations to which he referred.

When handed a document, he acknowledged that it 
consisted of Tables 1 to 10 referred to in Article 27 of the 

>1769 Regulations. * Exl ibit 33&5> the document identified by 
the witness, was received into evidence. Asked if, under 
these tables certain matters were given specifically to 
various bureaus, he replied that that was true, the various 
duties given to the Bureaus under organizational regulations 
were set out.
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Pare
3 1 7 7O * Asked If under Article 2 of exhibit 3348, 'chose

matters not provided there fell under his management as 
Senior Adjutant in charge of the Secretariat, he replied 
that was not so. When asVed to read Article 2 of that 
exhibit, he read that the ministry's affairs shall be 
divided among the bureaus and the Secretariat should take 
charge of the management of affairs thereof, unless other
wise provided. •

0  31771 * Asked where else any provision was made except 
in those regulations, he replied that at the end of Article 
2 were the words "unless it is otherwise provided". 
Actually, there was no other provision. Also, Article 2 
provided that the affairs of the Ministry shall be divided 
among the bureaus and Secretariat. All outgoing matters 
were handled by the Secretariat, but within the Ministry 
affairs were divided among the bureaus and Secretariat, 
but not in accordance with Tables 1 to 10. Those tables, 
other than organizational regulations, provided only for 
matters to be handled by tv 3 Minister as delegated to 
bureaus, and only a portion of the Ministry's business 
was set forth in the tables.

31772
When asked if the affairs set forth in tables 

1 to 10 included also a portion of the Vice-Minister's 
duties, he replied yes. * Under article 11 of the exhibit 
the witness was required to take charge of the affairs of 
the Secretariat in compliance with the order-’ of the 
Minister and Vice-Minister. It also provides that the 
Senior Adjutant should have charge of the Ministry's general 
managemen , pursuant to the orders of the Minister and 
Vice-Minister, and also provides that the competent 
Adjutant shall deliver documents to the Senior Adjutant if 
regarded sufficiently important to require prompt 
inspection by the Minister, Parliamentary Vice-Minister or 
Counsellor.

Asked if under Article 25 there was no doubt as 
to which sections matters should be referred to, he was 
required to nominate the section after receiving the Vice- 
Minister's instructions, he replied yes, but as a matter of 

31773 fact such things did not exist. * He knew where to send 
then without further advice. When asked if under Article 
30 important matters cannot be started by bureau chiefs 
without the consent of the Minister or Vice-Minister, he 
redied this did not mean that matters could not be executed 
without their private consent.
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-Page Asked if it meant that important matters c-"ld
not be executed without their consent, he replied that 
the part should rot really read "to the Minister or to the 
Vice-Minister", but should be "to the Minister and Vice- 
Minister", and in some cases they might get consent only 
of the Minister and it was not necessary to get the consent 
of the Vice-Minister.

Asked if he suggested a mistranslation, he replied 
there was nothing wrong in the regulations themselves, and 

3I774 was correctly stated in the Japanese copy. * (The trans
lation was referred to the Language Arbitrator.)

Under Article 40, when consideration of documents 
had been completed by the section, they must be handed to 
the Secretariat for review, and he then can carry the 
matters into effect, after getting the approval of the 
Minister or Vice-?/inister to whom they were submitted. 
Article 41 provided that in an emergency the Senior 
Adjutant might act on his own, making an immediate report 
to the Minister or Vice-Mi: xster, after the matter’s 
execution.

3^776 * Article 46 provided that the Director of the
nureau of Personnel Affairs must g-st the Minister's or 
Vice-Minister's approval with regard to important secret 
matters. Reference was made tc Article 46 referring to 
matters concerning personnel affairs, and the following 
paragraph regarding matters of movement, appointment, and 
dismissal, and the witness was asked if these matters 
included the appointment and dismissal of personnel. He 
replied that the Secretariat had nothing' to do with per
sonnel affairs, which were under the Personnel Bureau.

31777

Asked if in accordance with this article he must 
get, in some cases, approval of the Minister or Vice-Minister, 
he replied that in the article would be found the words 
"can be dealt with by the Director of the Bureau of 
Personnel Affairs". * Reference was made to the first 
part of the article, which stated that among matters 
concerning personnel affairs, fcr those consumed socket 
the Director of the Personnel Affairs Bureau must get 
approval from the Minister or Vice Minister according to 
the degree of importance, or the Director can deal vith 
them himself. Asked if that did not suggest that in very 
important matters the Director must get either the approval 
of the Minister or Vice-Minister, the witness replied that 
he did state that important matters concerning personnel 
must be referred to them.
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Page Article 47 provided that with regard to pu..1 icption
of. important matters, the approval of the Minister, Vic«.'-

31778 Minister, or Bureau Director must be obtained. * Asked ii 
any document could go out from the Ministry without the 
approval of the Minister or Vice-Minister or himself, he 
replied all official outgoing documents must be so handled, 
and the power to stop any documents was in the hands of the 
Minister or Vice-Minister.

31779 When shown exhibit 1973, 4 the witness stated 
that its subject was "The Internment of POWs in Korea", 
and the War Minister was shown as approving it and that 
the witness' seal appeared on it. Asked if that meant 
that it was approved by the War Minister and approved by 
himself, the witness replied that the fact that the document 
had been approved by the War Minister and then executed and 
was established as an official document, the witness' 
responsibility was for certifying that the document was 
prepared and was ready to go out.

31780
When shown exhil.it 1967, the witness agreed that 

it showed a message from the Chief of Staff of the Eastern 
District Army to the War Minister relating to the employaient 
of POWs. Under the head of "8th working place", munitions 
factories for expanding production are set out as places of 
labor. It was a reply to that request dated 2 October,
1942, stating that the application was approved as requested.

31781

31782

Asked if he noticed that the apprc ing authority 
was the Vice War Minister, and if that meant he approved 
the docurent being dispatched, he replied that lie did not
* say that the Vice Minister sent out the document. The 
order came from the Vfc.r Minister. Asked who gave the 
authority to send it out, he replied it was a matter which 
the Vice Minister sent out as a matter delegated to him by 
the Minister. It would not follow that the Vice-Minister 
approved of it being sent out. Even if he did approve of 
its going out, if the document fell under the category of 
a matter to be approved by the Vice-Minister, as delegated
* to him by the War Minister, it would mean that the Vice- 
Minister's approval had the same effect as the War 
Minister's. Matters delegated by the Minister meant 
matters in which he delegated part of his authority to 
subordinates. Since his powers were extensive and 
detailed, it was physically impossible for him to execute 
all of them by himself, and therefore he delegated a portion 
of his authority to subordinates. It was tantamount to the 
War Minister saying he would take responsibility for the 
act, but they must do the actual execution.
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carried out on the V/ar Minister's responsibility. Ask^d 
if the nature of the action depended on the Vice-Minister's 
decision, he replied the Vice-Minister's approval in such

31783 * cases was approval based on the War Minister's intentions 
as understood by the the Vice Minister and did not 
represent the Vice-Minister's intentions.

’•Then shown a document, the witness agreed it 
purported to be addressed by the Chief of Staff of the 
Ha-shu Corps to Vice-Minister KIMURA. and was dated 14

3178 4 October, 1941. From various seals * on it, it could be 
identified as a document received by the War Ministry.
The witness had no independent recollection of the document.

3178 5 . * Exhibit 3386, the document thus Identified by
the witness, concerned the murder of a French missionary 
by the Japanese Navy in Powen, and stated that upon 
investigation of the case based upon the words of the 
Catholic Bishop in Haikow, who stated that a French 
missionary had been killed by the Navy in Powen, then 
under the punitive operation of the Navy, circumstances 
showed that when two Catholic missionaries arrived in 
Powen in early September, they found a brother missionary 
named Molban had been killed, and reported the matter to 
their Bishop.

On the 25th and 26th of August, the Navy arrived 
In the city of Powen, only passing through on the 25th, but 
on the 26th a detachment arrived with severax lorries and

31786 * found a dead body of a sailor. Under the assumption that 
the work ''ad been done by the residents of Powen, the unit 
burned houses and the church, killing the missionary and
24 of the natives. The murder of the missionary was 
executed in a native's house; and furthermore, they burned 
about 5 to 6,000 dollars worth of property, and the same 
dav the unit withdrew to Nan-Meng-Po, and later moved 
away.

The Catholic Bishop, upon receiving the information, 
merely telegraphed on the branches of the Church in Peking 
and Lisbon, that the missionary Molban Fad succumbed, 
without giving any further details.

* The witness stated this was the first time he 
had ever seen the above exhibit.

31787
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JÎ7H8 * The Vice-Minister had nothing to do with

matters relating to POV/s. A document .vas handed the 
witness, and he acknowledged it as a War Ministry document, 
and referred to a policy not to permit visits by agents of 
protecting powers, and showed that the Vice-Minister 
delegated the matter to Bureau Chief UEMURA.

3 179 1 * Exhibit 3367-A, an excerpt from a file of 
correspondence from the PO'-V Information Bureau re P07/ 
Inspection Visits in 1942 and 1943, was received in 
evidence. Asked if the exhibit showed that the Vice- 
Minister delegated the matter to Bureau Chief UEÎ.HJRÀ, he 
replied that was not so. It was delegated by the War 
Minister. The witness agreed that on top of the document 
was a printed form on which appeared the word "minister" 
and after that the word "delegated", not. part of the

31792 printed form. * This meant that the Minister had 
delegated the matter to the Bureau Chief.

31793 * The word "Vice Minister" was printed on the 
"orm and followed by* the word "delegated". Ashed what was 
the necessity for putting "delegated" after "Vice-Minister" 
if the Minister had already delegated the matter to the

31794 Chief of the PO’.V Control Bureau, * the witness replied 
that was a matter of form, and .in cases /here authority 
was delegated to the Bureau Chief it was customary to 
put the word "I", meaning delegated, both after the seal 
of the Minister and that of the Vice-Ministe.. Because 
the word "delegated" was found after the Minister's seal 
did not mean he delegated authority to the Vice-Minister, 
who in turn delegated it to the Bureau Chief. If "dele
gated" was found after the Minister's seal and also after 
the Vice-Minister's, it meant the matter had been delegated 
to the bureau chief.

3 17 9 5

It was a mistake to suggest that what happened v/as 
that the Minister delegated it to the Vice-Minister, who in 
turn delegated it to the bureau chief. The communication 
originating the file came from the Vice-Foreign Minister 
to the Vice-IVar Minister, and the final communication was 
a draft of the Vice-V/ar Minister's reply to the Vice- 
Foreign Affairs Minister. * The terms were used as a 
matter of form, and it was customary that documents sent 
from one ministry to another were in the name of the Vice- 
Minister, even though the document was addressed from a 
Vice-Minister to a Vice-Minister it is erroneous to assume 
it was addressed only to the Vice-Minister; rather, it 
should be interpreted as a document sent from one ministry 
to another.
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the document bore the stamp of the Y/ar Department. A.:Ved 
if he noted that it related to inspection of POW camps, 
he replied that it was a document of the POW Administration 

31796 * Bureau relating to such visits. On the document appeared
the words "Designation of Decision" followed by the word 
"Vice Minister".

Exhibit 3367-ß» the document identified by the 
witness, being an excerpt from the POW' Administration 
file, re inspection of POW Camps on 1 December, 1942, was 
received in evidence. The witness noticed in the document 
that there were 69 specified powers entrusted to the Vice- 
Minister. In addition, there was a provision that among 
matters not mentioned, those having precedence would be 
dealt with in accordance with convenience. It could be 
assumed therefore, that the Vice-Minister had other powers 
in addition to those 6 9.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOWARD.
31799 When shown * exhibit 33^7-A again, the witness 

stated that the Vice-Minister’s seal did not appear. Y/hile 
KIMURA was Vice-Minister, important personnel matters were 
handled by the War Minister.

Regarding exhibit 33^7-A, the witness did not
31800 show the paper to KIMURA. * The document came to the 

Ministry as a reference, and it was sufficient to refer 
it to the Military Affairs Bureau, the competent section.
At the time the War Ministry was receiving great numbers 
of this ./pe of document, and it was impossible for the 
Vice-Minister to peruse all of them, and it followed that 
the member of the section in charge would look at them.

Since KIMURA's seal did not appear on it, he 
did not see it, KIMURA also did not see exhibit 3366.
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31801 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SHIBAYAMA, Kaneshiro

By Mr. Howard
The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3368 as his

affidavit.
51802 * The affidavit stated that the witness had no direct con

nection, official or otherwise, with KIMURA» He was Vice War Minister 
from Aug. 1944 to July 1945, and during this time and during the time 
KIMURA was Vice Minister, regulations were construed and practiced 
to the effect that the Vice Minister acted as an Assistant to the 
Minister toward other departments and authorities. He had no 
authority to represent the Ministry, no right of command, and was 
in no position to take responsibility for matters outside the Minie-

31803 try. * The Vice Minister was an Assistant to the Minister in 
administrative affairs but not in state affairs. When the Minister 
wished to order the Vice Minister to act in his place, he f'.rst 
formally appointed the Vice Minister as a Minister of State, other
wise the Minister had no autho *.ty to have the Vice Minister act
in his place.

The right of command to appoint or dismiss and to pur.isi 
Bureau and Department Chiefs belonged only to the Minister and the 
Vice Minister had only the right to supa'.vise business management. 
This, however, did not imply strong ûth rity as the right to direct 
and command such management, but mer.-.ly implied the right to offer 
guidance arid instruct.

31804 * Bureau and Department Chiefs had the right to command, 
control an punish and keep examination records concerning their 
staffs. Bureau and Department Chiefs were directly under the 
Minister, administering their duties by his order and directly 
responsible to him. Disposition of departmental business, the duty 
of the Vice Minister, meant that he was to coordinate business 
between bureaus and departments, decide delegated matters, and 
transact miscellaneous and routine affairs not belonging to any 
bureau or department.

Supervision of business meant that the Vice Minister, 
as the Minister's assistant in regard to affaire for which the 
Minister was responsible, waB to direct the business of bureaus 
and departments because the Chiefs direct and supervise the 
Department and Section affaire under their Jurisdiction.

31805 The Chief of the POW Control Bureau • superintended 
affairs concerning the treatment of POWs and other Bureau Chiefs 
also supervised affairs relating to POWs according to their
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Control Bureau was entrusted with matters which were not very 
important, the Vice Minister had nothing entrusted to him relat
ing to affairs within the jurisdiction of the Control Bureau.

The Vice Minister was entrusted with unimportant affairs 
which were under the jurisdiction of the bureaus and had no right 
to decide other matters nor give orders to those outside the Min
istry. The Vice Minister's notifications by order are those issued 
in the Vice Minister's name according to the routine practiced 
where the Minister's orders are to be transmitted in writing. 
Telegrams, references, etc. were issued or received in the Vice 
Minister's name, according to procedure, but this did not neces
sarily mean that the Vice Minister was responsible for such 
statements. Within the War Ministry it was the rule that the 
Vice Minister had nothing to do with personnel appointments *

31806 contrary to the practice in other Ministries. Cabinet changes 
had no connection with the appointment of Vice Ministers *£iich 
was in the jurisdiction of the War Minister. Vice Ministers 
were appointed members or cou cillors of various committees, 
but many actually played no important part as such.

KIMURA was never appointed Minister of State and War 
Ministry officers did not plan or execute military operations.
When asked what were the duties and rerocnsibilities of the 
Vice Minister and Bureau Chiefs in the Military Section of 
Imperial Headquarters, the «fitness replied he had no duties 
different from his ordinary peace-time duties as Vi 'e Minister,

31807 even in the Military Section * and no special duties as attend
ing members.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COL. MORNANE
The witness stated that immediately prior to becoming 

Vice Minister, he was Supreme Military Advisor to the Chinese 
Government in Nanking, appointed in April 1943,and immediately 
prior to that was Commander of the 26th Division from April 1942. 
Prior to this latter position he was Inspector General of Supply.

31808 * Asked if he could say of his personal knowledge any
thing of the way KIMURA conducted himself at the War Ministry, 
as he was in there* while KIMURA wa6 in office, the witness 
replied that Binee he had been a Vice Minister,on the whole he 
knew what his predecessors had done.
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31809 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TANAKA, Tadakateu

By Mr. Howard
The witness identified and verified Exhibit No. 3369 as 

his affidavit.
31810 The affidavit stated that the witness had been appointed 

Adjutant of the War Ministry and concurrently Secretary to the War 
Minister in Feb. 1941, remaining in those offices until April 1943. 
During KIMURA's tenure as Vice Minister, the witness assisted him
as Secretary. Documents to be read or reviewed by the Vice Minister 
were handled by the witness except those directly handed KIMUBA as 
KIMURA used to tell the witness a greater part of what he partici
pated in, and since the witness attended KIMURA in almost all deal
ings, he was familiar with a greater part of KIMURA's activities 
during his tenure.

Before assuming office as Vice Minister, KIMURA was in 
the same office with TOJO for about six months as Director of the

31811 Ordnance Bureau while TOJO waB Vice Minister. * Except for this, 
KIMURA never served in the same office, school, or army with TOJO 
and had no political, ideological or individual connection with 
TOJO. The witness had heard that the reason KIMURA was appointed 
Vice Minister was to have him help the Minister in regard to the 
special and technical administration of arms which was his forte 
and to promote intrar-ministry harmony.

KIMURA vas from Saitsma Prefecture which had not many 
career soldiers. The witness was not sure whether there was any 
clique or sectionalism within the Army but if any KIKURA had no 
connection with it. Until becoming Vice Minister, he was exclu
sively a genuine soldier chiefly engaged in artillery education, 
technical administration of arms and army commander, and did his 
best in the field of ordnance administration. During his tenure, 
KIMURA could not play his role positively on account of the cir
cumstances. TOJO was well versed in military administration and 
a man of special Industry. TOJO's mottos were "Command at the 
head of the column" and "Simplification and dispatch of business" 
and he held power over principal bureau and department chiefs, 
ordering them to conduct business positively and decisively and 
they did so faithfully. Under such circumstances, KIMURA natur
ally used his ability principally in the sphere of ordnance admin
istration and endeavored to facilitate the skilled War Minister 
TOJO and the bureau and department chiefs to display their abili
ties.

The witness recalled a part of KIMURA1s farewell address 
in March 1943 when he was transferred from Vice Minister to the
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Page Head, of the Ordnance Administration Headquarters. In it, KIMURA
31818 said * that while he was Vice Minister he thought it proper for

him as Minister TOJO's assistant to make every effort for business 
simplification and dispatch, as well as the unity of the whole 
ministry to contribute to the realization of TOJO's motto, and 
also facilitate the chiefs in giving full scope to their abilities. 
Now that he had been appointed head of the Ordnance Administration 
Headquarters, he would display his ambition positively.

These words of KIMURA's revealed his frame of mind while 
he was Vice Minister, and the witness heard KXMURA reveal similar 
expressions.

As TOJO was extremely pressed with national business, in 
addition to important state affairs, ceremonial matters and other 
miscellaneous business were almost exclusively transacted by the 
Vice Minister and so the Vice Minister was always very busy too.

31814 * TOJO, even after becoming Premier and concurrent War
Minister, abided by his principle of "Command at the head of the 
column", conducting the Ministry business with extraordinary 
effort without entrusting important matters to others. Therefore, 
the functions and competence of KIMURA were not subjected to any 
change, nor was he ordered to act as proxy. It was rather rare 
that TOJO was absent from Tokyo and if at all, the duration was 
short. There was no instance of KJKURA's conducting the Minister's 
functions in his place.

The bureau chiefs' conference was held twice weekly as 
a rule, bvt was not a true conference, but merely a business 
liaison to make necessary reports to the Minister and Vice Minister 

31615 * and also exchange information.

The bureau directors' conference was presided over by 
the War Minister in name and reality, and he was careful in guid
ing it even in minor matters, although there were cases where the 
Minister could not attend and the Vice Minister presided but these 
were few. The conference was often given up because of the Minis
ter1 s absence. When TOJO was absent, his secretary would record 
the main points arid report to him afterward. The witness never 
remembered having heard, at bureau directors' conferences or other 
occasions during his term in the War Ministry, any protest or 
information regarding ill treatment of POWs. The contents of the 
communication issued in the name of the Vice Minister by order of 
the Minister, concerning disposal of POWs (Exhibit 1965-A) were 
reported by the Chief of the POW Administration Division UEMUllA at
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Page a bureau directors' conference * and decision and approval were
31816 obtained direct from the Minister.

The Kempei was a special army directly under the War 
Ministry, but ordnance and the Vice Minister had no right to con
trol it.

The decision on the purport of "The Vice Minister's 
communication by order of the War Minister concerning the treat
ment of the enemy air crew members who entered Japan with the ob
ject of raiding its territory" of July 28, 1942 (Exhibit 1992) was 
made by War Minister TOJO and with his consent was given to the 
direct command of the Chief of Staff.

The employment of POWs in the construction of the Burma- 
Siam Railway was decided on through negotiations between the Chief 
of Staff and War Minister, and the relative construction order was 
drafted and issued by the General Staff Office.

The Vice Minister ha^ no material connection with the 
drafting of the bill for revision of the Disciplinary Law for POWs

31817 (Exhibit 1965-A) * and it was drafted by the bureaus and sections 
concerned to meet the requirement, and after consultation with the 
Legislative Bureau, it was decided at a Cabinet Council and 
approved by the Diet. KIMURA knew the bill and the reason thereof 
only a few days before its introduction into the Diet, and he 
explained the reason before the Diet.

Like Vice Ministers of other Ministries, KIMURA was a 
member or councillor of various committees, but many were estab
lished cm''omarily and most were only nominal. He did not attend 
most of these meetings, and even if he did, his attendance was only 
formal or conventional.

KIMURA never attended meetings of the POW Camp Commanders 
in the Ministry. When the War Minister delivered instructions to 
the Commander of the Zentsuji Division on 30 May 1942 (Exhibit I960),

31818 KIMURA did not attend this tour of inspection * nor participate in 
drafting the manuscript of instructions.

The witness had never seen nor read "The Report on the 
Violent Conducts in Malaya Peninsula", Exhibit 476, nor heard of it 
from KIMURA and had never heard that KIMURA supported the Military 

. Alliance with Germany. The contaot of KIMURA with German military
officers was limited to ceremonial occasions, and he never met them 
on other business.
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31819 ’ f * CROSS-EXAMINATION

By Col. Moraone

When asked if he remembered being seen on 25 Sept, by Mr. 
Monaghan of IPS, the witness said he did, and that he told him 
something about a document he produced to the witness. Asked if he 
told Monaghan that the document was a copy of a telegram delivered 
to the Military Affairs Bureau about 25 April 1942 and brought to 
KIMURA's attention, the witness said that was a little different 
from what he actually said. He said it was a document which after 
passing through the Military Affairs Bureau, was seen by the Vice

31820 Minister. When shown the document * the witness stated that it was 
a copy of the document which had been shown to him previously.

31821 * Exhibit 3370, the document identified by the witness, 
being a telegram addressed to the Vice War Minister from the Chief 
of Staff of the China Expeditionary Forces, dated 25 April 1942, 
of Secret Classification, stated that as they could not allow
the American Air Force after Inhumanly blind-bombing at the time* 
of the air raids on Japan, to escape to China or hope for safety

31822 * by becoming POWs, they wanted positively to destroy such enemies 
as such actions contained espionage elements. Also, they wished 
to state that they intended to punish such actions severely as 
grave offenses, but since it might have relation to international 
law, they wished to have prompt opinion from the Center as regards 
the matter.
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31825 • DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TAKEBE, Rokuzo

By Colonel Ivanov

The witness stated that from July 1940 to Aug. 1945, he 
was Chief of the General Affairs Department of Manchukuo and was 
presently interned in the Soviet. When handed Exhibit 670, the 
witness stated it was his affidavit, written in his own handwriting, 
signed by him, that he gave the evidence truthfully and without 
duress, and the contents were true.

On Oct. 20 *he had made two corrections and prepared an 
additional affidavit but with those exceptions there were no more 
corrections.

31827 * In his original affidavit of 26 March 1946, he had 
stated that the subsidy given to the Manchurian Heavy Industry 
Development Company between 1937 and 1945 was 500,000,000 yen 
but the more accurate amount wer. about 300,000,000. Ihrthermore, 
in connection with the addresses he heard by the accused ARAKI,

31828 and the accused SUZUKI, * the expression of his thoughts was not 
necessarily accurate and he had made further additions by way of 
supplement to make the points clear.

31833 * When shown a document, * the witness stated that it bore
31834 his signature and the contents were true and correct.

31835 • Exhibit 337?„,the document identified as being the addi
tional affidavit of the witness, stated that in addition to the 
testimony . e had given on the interrogation of 26 March 1546, he 
would make the supplementary statement that on one page of it 
there was inaccuracy due to error in memory. Where he had spoken 
of the amount of subsidies to the Manchurian Development Company, 
he had written the total as about 500,000,000 yen but now recol
lected it was about 300,000,000. Where he had spoken of the ad
dresses of ARAKI and SUZUKI which he had heard, he wished to make 
an additional statement concerning them. While he was Governor 
of Akita Prefecture from 1932 to 1935, he attended the Governors1 
Conferences. At one, which he remembered taking place in 1933, he 
heard an address by War Minister ARAKI, the gist of which was that 
Japan had brought about the Manchurian Incident, established Kan- 
chukuo, and her interests clashed with members of the League. In 
that critical period, ARAKI said it was necessary to strengthen 
defense, internal conditions and secure continental military bases.
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Pag§ Japan waB inevitably to clash with the Soviet in effectuating 
her policies and it was necessary to secure through military 
methods the territories of the Maritime Province» Zabaikalye 
and Siberia.

After ARAKI finished, SUZUKI, Teiichi of the War Affairs 
31887 Section of the Military Affairs Sureau, stated orally * in

ARAKI's presence, using maps, and described various problems con
cerning the international situation. The gist of his remarks 
consisted in laying the ground for the necessity of Japan's war 
against the Soviet and for capturing the above-mentioned terri
tories. Naturally, the witness did not remember the exact word
ing of ARAKI's and SUZUKI's statements.
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31837 Regarding his activities as chief of the general af

fairs department of Manchukuo, fron 1^40 to 1945, the depart
ment was directly under the Manchukuo oremier and all govern
ment ministers were under the control of the department, the 
ministers with the department forming the government.

Responsibility for administration throughout the whole 
country shifted to the witness and the department vice chief 
and all vice ministers in Manchuria were all Japanese and 
under the witness, and met for con.'ero.tcos once a week.

31838 * Drafts of decisions made at the conferences were submitted 
to the cabinet meetings. As chief of the general affairs 
department, the witness was directly under the control of 
UMÈZU, C&C Kwantung Army, and after July 24 under General 
YAMADA.

The C&C Kwantung Army carried out actual guidance 
of the Manchukuo government. According to rule, the chief 
of the department met the C&C each Saturday when the depart
ment chief reported to the Jc’cC and received instructionsv 
All basic and imnortant matters and measures undertaken by 
Manchukuo had to be sanctioned by the Kwantung Army C&C.

Besides the C&C there were usually present at the con
ferences the chief of staff and his deputy, the fourth sec
tion chief, and Lt. General MIYAKE, chief of the central head-

31839 quarters of the K.o-Wa-Kai Society. MIYAKE also reported to 
the C&C on important matters Pertaining to tî ? society and re
ceived instructions from him. Thus the Kwantung Army C&C 
directed not only the activities of the Manchukuo government, 
but also those of the society.

In his previous testimony he had enumerated measure* 
carried out by Manchukuo to create a military base for war 
against the Soviet. To this he added that detailed instruc
tions concerning the measures enumerated were given by UMEZU.

Concerning the Kan-Toku-En plan, in the summer of 
1941 the witness visited '’'OJO in Tokyo and T0J0 told him that 
in connection with the Kan-Toku-En Plan it. was necessary for 
Manchukuo to supply the Kwantung Army with necessities.
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3 1R40 * The witness recived all instructions concerning h'«*«
realization of these measures from UMEZTJ and his chief of 
staff. The 5th section under Colonel IIEDA was organized in 
Kwantung Army headquarters in 1941, and was engaged in study
ing an occuDational sustem for Soviet territories i t was m a n 
ning to occupy, and leading Japanese officials of Manchukuo 
participated in the study.

Concerning the construction of military objects in 
Manchuria, it was necessary to noint out that this had been 
carried out even nrior to the witness's aenointment as chief 
of the department. His predecessor, as general affairs de
partment chief, was HOSHINO, Naoki, who, as to activities 
pertaining to the construction of military objects in Man
churia as a base against the USSR, acted according to in
structions of the Kwantung Army commander and the chief of 
staff.

•Chiefs of Staff TOJO and ITAGAKI tried to carry out 
31841 measures against the Soviet 41 and used Manchukuo resources 

for that purpose. From 1935 to 193° t" * witness stayed ir 
Manchuria as chief of the administrative section and then 
chief of the Kwantung bureau.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. 31AKENEY

31844 * When the nrevious affidavit of the witness was 
showed to s1m (Exh. 670) the witness was asked if he s + at.e-̂ 
in that exriibit that the ourpose of the Kwantung Army in 
Manchuria was for defense and the witness aa"<*ed that that 
was what he said. Asked if that was true, he rorliod ihar 
tre.jps were in Manchuria for defense, but to assume a rosi 
tior of an attack to carry out this pumose. Generally af+ ’ 
1944 the Japanese Position in Manchuria became rurely defen
sive.

31845 * The witness repeated that the nurcose af the Kwa 
tung Army being stationed in Manchuria was for defense, 
only the'Kwantung Army but all military installations con
structed in Manchuria served that puroose in sore way. This 
the understanding of the witness during his tenure as chi* f 
of the general affairs board.
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31Ö4‘.' * The witness stved that tne affidavit- was M  hi- 
own handwriting and the wording was all M s  own and In his ov.* 
language. Asked if where he stated that, the aim of Janan's
development of Manchuria was to orenare for attack 
USSR, if it could be assumed that he misunderstood 
tion, he reolied he didn't think he misunderstood, 
th> purpose for stationing troops in Manchuria was 
out defense and in doing this to assume a position 
for offensive action.

against 
the ques- 
he had said 
to carry
necessary

The question nut to him was whe her Japan's ultimate 
aim was to prepare a base against the USSR and his answer was 
that inasmuch as Manchukuo resources we^e to be used for the 
defensive purposes of the Kwantung Army, he had realled, "Yes."

31*48 His reason for so replying * was that the army's defensive 
strategy laid in defensive action a g a i n s t  the U S S R  and he 
thought it only natural that for defensive purposes the army 
should assume a oosition necessary for objective action.

Asked if In the affidavit v/hen he said it was for at
tack, if he didn't mean that it was not for aggression but for 
an attack for whenever or whatever 1v might become necessary, 
he reolied that was his meaning. He became chief of general 
affairs in July 1940, selected by TJMEZU, M t h  him he had not 
been closely acquainted but he thought UMEZU did know him.

31*49 * Asked how he knew who s e l e c t e d  him "or the cost, 
he replied at the time he assumed the r^st, the t a l k  with re
gard to his assuming that office was bveirht to him bv a rep
resentative of UMEZU named YUZAWA, Michio, an offic'al of the 
home ministry. It was an oral request asking the witness to 
take over the post and he accented.

YUZAWA did not tell the witness how UMEZU came to 
select him. The v/itness had never worked for V ' i c Z t before 
that time.

31851

he was in the service 
The la.'t time he was 

1940 * heJuly

From January 1935 to April 194* 
of the Kwantung government in Hsinking. 
in Manchuria was in 193* 1 and from date until 
was not in Manchukuo but in Japan as vice president of the 
cabinet planning board. He heid that office between January 
1939 to January 1940 and during that time had r>o personal 
knowledge of what was taking Place in Manchuria.
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Page The witness was not a military man nor pertended to
be an expert on military questions. Asked if while he was 
chief of general affairs in Manchukuo he was not ta1ren into 
consultation by the commander-in-chief or staff officers

31852 * officers of the Kwantung Army on operational matters, he
replied that the army kept operational plans and anything per
taining to them strictly secret, but they consulted with 
him with respect to political and economic measures. Oper
ational plans were matters of highest secrecy.

3l85‘V * The witness stated that he had often heard dis
cussions of the possibility of a Soviet-Japanese war from 
commanders-in-chief of the Kwantung Army, or their chiefs

318 55 or vice chiefs of staff. *What General UMEZU frequently
told him in connection with the possibility of a Russo- 
Japanese war related mainly to what the government should 
do in connection therewith. That is, Principles for econ
omic development, distribution of food supplies, effective 
labor mobilization, and adequate maintenance of law and 
order, matters relating to operational plans of the Kwan
tung Army in connection with - . - • 7331. These
items were related to the army's operational Plans so fai

31856 as they related to USSR, * and all demands made bv the 
army to the government related to their operational Plans 
against vis-a-vis Soviet Russia.

Asked if UMEZU ever said to him that any attack on 
the USSR was planned, the witness replied th«.  ̂ was a dif
ficult question and he did not know whether such language

31857 was used. *Asked if . elected that UMEZU in any con
versation .nade it perfectly clear that war with the USRR 
was to be in the event of attack on Japan by the Soviet, 
he replied that UMEZU did not actually use such words.

31860 * UMEZU made it his duty to maintain defense.
31861 * The witness thought that the Kantokuen was the
31862 official plan of the Kwantung Army, * and its contents were 

not disclosed to members of the government. All he knew
of the plan was what he was told. Asked if this was be
cause he never saw the plan, he replied that in connection 
with the plan, the army made demands on the government 
with regard to labor, funds, and other economic questions, 
and the government pl„. d in a position where it must

 ̂ materialize f-hvi.-.. demands. In connection with such items
01863 it became known to the witness * that the Kwantung Army
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troop strength had increased considerably. Asked if the 
people who told him about the plan told him that it was a 
plan for reinforcing the Kwantung Army, he replied that the 
war between Germany and the USRR broke out 22 June 1941, and 
immediately after that the ■plan began. According to this 
plan the strength of the Kwantung Army was to be increased, 
although he did not know to what extent.

When he learned of the principle he was very aston-
31864 ished and had entertained * misgivings that an attack on 

the USSR was imminent, or that an outbreak of war was close 
at hand. Even among Kwantung Army officials there was a 
feeling that war with the USRR was close. However, the 
plan was directed from Tokyo and even if inquiry was made 
of the Kwantung Army they did not know wherein its purpose 
lay.

With UMEZU's permission, the witness flew to Tokyo 
in August 1941, meeting with members of the war ministry, 
and also War Minister TOJO. He learned from TOJO and other 
minister members that no war was near at hand, but he was 
unable to obtain any explanation as to why the plan was being 
carried out. With regard to the plan, TOTO requested that 
every effort be made by the Manchukuo government to assist 
the Kwantung Army in the plan.

31865 * The witness returned and assembling his subordin
ates told them hev was no fear of war in the near future 
and work in connection with such possibility was abandoned. 
Inasmuch as he was unable to obtain any explanation as to 
the purpose of the plan, he made judgments on his own part 
in carrying out his work, but there must have been signifi
cance in the fact that the Kwantung Army was in- -asing its 
forces in the vicinity of the Soviet border.

He meant to say that the Kwantung Army had for its 
purpose the preparation of operations against the Soviet.

31866 * It was his belief that the nlan must be something calcu
lated to increase the power of attack vis-a-vis the Soviet.

In view of the world situation, he judged that some 
attack against the Soviet was coming at an appropriate moment, 
and that the plan was to prepare for such an attack. This 
was based cn his own estimate and judgment. He said that
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Page
he understood from the Kwantung Army C&C staff officers that 
the plan was nothing more than one of reinforcement. Asked

31867 if TOJO told him the same thing, he replied that TOJO * did 
not add any special explanation.

Asked if TOJO did say that reinforcement had been 
decided to be necessary and was being carried out under the 
pl.an, he replied that the army was going to be reinforced 
and asked that the Manchukuo government give its assistance,

31868 * All requested of the witness by the Kwantung Ar:,iy
after the establishment of the Kantokuen were such that would 
indicate reinforcement. Asked if he hadn't previously stated 
that there were Soviet troops on the other side of the bor
der from Manohuria, he replied that he didn't think he said 
that. He did speak to the effect that he had formed cer
tain conclusions because the Kwantung Army was being rein
forced in Manchuria, which .*ad on the other side of its 
border the troops of the USSR.

31869 * Outside the border of the area on which the ICvvir.-
tung Army was stationed, It was his oersonal estimate that 
there was a pretty large army of the USRR. but he did not 
know if It was smaller than the Kwantung Army.

31870 * Asked if the Soviet forces on the 0 her side of 
the border reinforced the summer of 1941 and after, he re
plied î’.e thought he heard from someone in the Kwantung A^my 
that the strength of the Soviet forces decreased after the 
summer of 194-1, but he was not certain. This information 
was n by some some staff officer. The witness was not 
given aocess to the intelligence files of the Kwantung Army 
and had no information about what intelligence the Kwantung 
Army had of the Soviet forces facing the Manchurian border.

31871 * He had no knowledge concerning estimates of the 
power and intentions of those Soviet forces.
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3ÎB74 * Asked i f  the purpose of the National Serv/ceLaw of 1939  was to raise and train a national Manchukuoa' army, he replied that at the time the law was enacted he  ̂ * had not assumed his post and did not become director u n til 
3 I 0 7 5  * 1940, and so was unfamiliar with the circumstances. TheManchurian Army was under the Kwantung Army Commander.The law was enacted for the conscription of Manchukuoans to increase the strength of the national army. He believed  the strength required every year was about 2 5 , 000 , and the fu ll  number in the army around 70- to 80,000. The period _ - of service for conscripts was recalled  to be three years,.31 »76 * and in that time the entire army personnel was changed.

The witness did not know i f  the period of actual service was somewhat shorter than three years. Asked i f  the law provided for reserve service by conscripts a fter  expiration of the three year term, he replied at the time there was none, Asked i f  under the law, the supreme command in peace time of the Manchukuoan Army was in the M&nchukuoan Emperor, he replied that from what he had heard the Emperor did not have the p.wer of supreme command, but that prerogative belonged to the Kwantung Army Commander.Asked where he heard that, he stated that there was a secret treaty between Manchukuo and Japan, whereby the Manchukuoan Emperor delegated the power of supreme command j i “77 to the Kwantung Army Commander. » He didn't know the date of the treaty, but believed i t  was in  the early days of the founding of Manchukuo.
He had never seen the original or a copy of the treaty , b it had heard about i t  for the f ir s t  time just after h is appointment as Chief of the General Affairs Board, when he called  on YANAI of the Foreign o r fice . YANAI told him there were a number of secret tr ea tie s , and among them

>3 878 wa9 the one mentioned. * The witness $*iino»d l.impression that i t  was a separate agreement concluded between Pu-Yi and Kwantung Army Commander HONJO.
33879 * Re did not hear anything about whether the

treaty provided that the Supreme Command of the Manchukuoan 
Army was the Emperor in peace time. Asked if after the 
passage of the law in 1939 numerical strength of the army 
increased, he replied he was not aware of the circumstances 
just before and after the passage of the law. Asked if it 
was not his duty as Chief of Qeneral Affairs to enforce the 
law. he replied that the Manchukuo Government did cooperate 
in the conscription of recruits.
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Pape Asked i f  the Manchukuo Government kept a re.^rdof the strength of the army both before and after the 1&.?- he replied that he believed the army strength was known
31880 from year to year. * The m ilitary budget showed some increase from year to year, but he could not remember the e x te n t .* He knew there was an increase in  1939 and subsequent years, and prices and otter things rose in those years too.

'Asked i f  he d idn't know that the passage of the law did not contemplate Increase in the size  of the Manchukuo- force, but represented only an e ffo rt to consolidate and rationa lize  pre-existing forces in the country,
3 1 8 8 1 ■* he replied that before the law's passage he believed the Manchukuo Army was recruited by voluntary enlistm ent, but by t.he passage of the law young men of a certain  age were compulsorily conscripted. The law therefore had the purpose of strengthening the army, but he did not know whether or how much the army actually  Increased since
31882 1940. * The greatest increase vas in 1943 or 1944, andaround those years a plan for increasing annual strength  to 40- or 50,000 was begun. The plan was to conscript that number each year, and in three years the army would be well over 100,000. He believed the actual strength was between 80- and 90,000 by the beginning of 1945.

He did not know how much the Kwantung Army strength had been decreased by that time, nor did he know the strength of forces in Siberia then. Asked i f  the
3 18 8 3  * purpose of the law was to improve the quali 7  of personnel of the army, he replied he supposed one purpose was to Improve the ca lib er, but th is was because a future Increase in to ta l strength was envisaged. He was not in Manchukuoin 1939 when the law was passed, so what he said was not the resu lt of h is personal knowledge, but from h is own observation.
31884 * Asked how he kntjw what h is predecessor and the Kwantung Army Chiefs of S taff were doing during the years he was not in  Manchuria, he replied that there were many orders addressed to h is predecessors from the Kwantung Army in document form and he was able to learn what he was doing from those. Everything of that nature, he knew, was something learned from documents or hearsay.
U 885 * Asked what was the difference between anoffensive stand and an attitu de of aggressive defense in  connection with what he had said in h is a ffid a v it regarding the Kwantung Army's opposition toward the USSR, he replied  that he was not a m ilitary expert and not fu lly  oonversant with m ilitary terms, but i t  was h is understanding that
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should positive opportunity present itself, to take the 
offensive against the Soviet. The witness became Chief 
of the General Affairs Board the year after the Nomonhan 
Incident, and thought he could say that Japan went through 
a bitter experience there. The year after the Incident 
he went to I'anchukuo to serve under UKEZU, and from 
Uf'EZU's attitude and from various talks he made, the 
Itness gathered that while he was prepared to take the 

offensive, his main position was of defense.
31386 * In 1941, when the Kantokuen, the Kwantung Army

special maneuver, was taken, he was afraid war with the 
Soviet 'was imminent, and in August that year he met TOJO 
in Tokvo and was assured war would not break out immediately. 
He learned of the Kantokuen in July 1941, and went to Tokyo 
in August. TOJO told him that Kanchu.kuo should cooperate 
with the Kwantung Army in carrying out the Kantokuen, but 
did not tell him’the Kantokuen's real purpose. Ev'n after 
his return to î'anchuluo. UJ'EZU did not give any s racial 
explanation, and he was f .ced to arrive at his own 
conclusions.

Since he was not a milit' .’y man, he did n. \̂ w 
about the operational plans of the hantekuen, and all he 
was able to learn was by the demands the Kwantung Army made 
to îianchukuo in connection with the plan. Since Kwantung 

31887 Army * strength was increased, new barracks were required, 
more food must be provided, as well as rail* ys and 
airfields.

31qc8 * The activities of the 5th Section of the
Kwantung Army were verv secret, and he never heard about 
what was done in the section, but there were younger 
officials in the i'anchukuo Government who were helping in 
the 5th Section's investigations, and thus he was able to 
get a general picture of what it was doing. He heard from 
FURUTI, Vice-Director of the General Affairs Board, that 
the section was concerned with the administration of 
occupied areas, problems of banking, etc., in the occupied 
areas. Ttis was all he knew about the 5th Section. He 

31389 did not know * whether the section also studied questions 
of military government for territories other than those 
of the Soviet. He recalled that the 5tb section was 
organized in 1941. and believed it had been dissolved by 
19 4 3, but had not been told why it was dissolved.
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Page Asked if these young officials of the Manch ,/ku«.
Government were leading officials, he replied that by 
"leading Japanese officials" he meant outstanding officials 
vho were a little more than young.

31890 * General MIYAKE was Chief of the Central Head
quarters of the Kyowakai from about the end of 1940. He 
thought he was selected by the Kwantung Army because that 
â -my had previously controlled Japanese officials in the 
Kyowakai. Asked if he didn’t know that MIYAKE was selected 
by the Manctrkuo Premier, who was also President of the 
Kyowakai, he replied that the Kyowakai President was the 
Manchukuo Premier, and so far as form went the Chief of 
Central Headquarters was ap ointed by the society president, 
but in actuality Premier Chang had no voice in the selection

31891 of officers, and it was natural that the Kwantung Army 
Commander had the final say in selection.

Asked if he did not know as a fact that Premier 
Chang Ching-hui selected MIYAKE for the position in 1940, 
he replied that it was Cha..g who actually appointed head
quarters’ chief, but in reality it was closer to the truth 
.to say that he was appointed by the Kwantung Army Commander,

31892 * Since he was not in Manchukuo at the founding of the 
Kyowakai, the witness could not tell the society's purpose, 
but its real, final objective was implant the so-called 
Japanese spirit in the hearts of t^e Kanchukuo people.t

3Ü893 During the entire period of his sei.ice, the
witness was a member of the Central Headquarters Committee 
of the Kyowakai. It was stated that there were over four 
million members of the society, but as a matter of fact he 
thought its actual membership difficult to ascertain. He 
believed from leading a Russian newspaper some time before 
that MIYAKE was in the Soviet, but he had not seen him

31894 during the time he was interned in the USSR. * He got
this information from an internee, who read Russian to him 
from the newspaper.

33896 * About the time of the Manchurian Incident, the
witness thought MIYAKE was Chief of Staff of the Kwantung 
Army and that he retired from active service and returned 
to Japan a good many years ago« He didn't think that 
MIYAKE ever subsequently became a Kwantung Army officer. 
During the time MIYAKE was Chief of Central Headquarters 
of the Kyowakai, he was not attached to the Kwantung Army.

1897 * The witness did not know whether MIYAKE was dead at
present.
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Manchuria to prepare for war against the USSR. He haa been 
to Manchukuo in 1935 and 194-0, the first time was as Chief 
of the Policy Section of the Kwantung Bureau, of which he 
subsequently bedame chief, and at that time he was a 
government official of Japan. The second time he became 
Director of the General Affairs Board as a Manchukuoan 
official.

3I89R * ’.7hen he went to Manchukuo the second time,
Manchukuo had been established to cooperate with Japan for 
a new order, and he felt the big purpose was to help 
Manchukuo become a truly independent nation. Since the 
Manchurian Incident, Manchukuo was considered Japan's 
lifeline, and he felt it an important task to defend 
Manchuria and develop Kanchukuo as a sound state, and with 
that thought he accepted the post.

31B99 * Manchukuo was where the Kwantung Army was,
which was preparing for operations against the Soviet.
Since he felt there was gr^it significance in aiding this 
task as Chief of the Board, when he was approached by 
UMEZTJ to assume the post he accepted. The building up of 
a sound country in Manchuria required that conditions of 
the people there be improved, and the witness was of the 
opinion that conditions improved from year to year.

31900 * The number of those receiving secondary education incre
ased considerably, as well as universities and other insti
tutes of higher learning.

Sanitary conditions improved, the quantity of 
agricultu al products increased, conditions of farmers 
improved, and social services for improvement of conditions 
for the poor, etc., were expanded, and medical facilities 
were greatly improved and expanded. These were one of the

31901 witness' objectives. * The witness did admit that during 
his tenure conditions improved, but had no intention of 
boasting about his own achievements.

Asked if those purposes were to him more or less 
important than the purpose of preparing for aggression 
against the USSR, he replied that preparations for opera
tions vis-a-vi.s the Soviet and improvement of Manchukuo 
conditions were both sides of the same medal and could not 
be separated. Asked if in carrying out these objects he 
was encouraged by the Kwantung Army C-in-Cs, he replied 
that he was encouraged and exhorted by the Kwantung Army 
Commander.
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Soviet forces in Hsinking, was sent to Khabarovsk, and 
recently had been living on the outskirts of Moscow as a 
civilian internee, equivalent to PO’.V officers except he 
received no salary. He had never been tried nor charged 
with any war crime or offense against the USSR, and did 
not know of having been under investigation. He had been 
imprisoned while in Soviet custody from 25 January 1946

31903 to 30 May, 19 4 6, * and during that time his affidavit was 
taken for use in the trial. The affidavit was dated 26 
March, 1946. He became a Soviet prisoner on 27 September 
1945, and did not know why he had not been repatriated.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BLEÏÏETT,
Counsel for TOJO.

Reference was made to the amended affidavit where 
it referred to a visit to TOJO in the summer of 1941.
Asked if he wrote the statement in his own hand, he replied

31904 * that he remembered having written the affidavit in his 
own hand. The conversation took place at the War Ministry, 
but he forgot the date. He believed that no one else was 
present in the room at the time of tie conversation. The

31905 visit was official and not personal. TOJO was not Premier 
at the time, as the visit took place before October 1941.

Asked if he had opportunity to correct the 
affidavit after it was prepared, he replied he did not

31906 feel any necessity for making corrections. * The witness, 
after seeing the amended affidavit, agreed ti.at where he 
used the words "Prime Minister T0J07 in connection with the 
visit of ^.gust, 1941, was a mistake and should be cor
rected to "War Minister TOJO”. The witness had not noticed 
this when he re-read his affidavit. Asked if he wrote the

31907 affidavit or if it was written for him, * he replied that 
in drawing it up he conferred with Col. Ivanov. The first 
and second points were written on the witness' desire, and 
the points subsequent to 3 were his replies to Ivanov's 
questions. A Russian stenographer took down his replies 
in Russian and they were translated into Japanese, and 
that was the final form of the affidavit. Other than the 
phrase corrected, he believed there were no more inaccur
acies. The Japanese affidavit he saw was not in his own 
handwriting, but the typed copy.

31909 * Asked if TOJO spoke to him regarding administra
tive matters concerning his specific position as State 
Minister, he replied that TOJO told him, as Chief of the 
General Affairs Board representing Manchukuo, that Manchuku 
should give all possible aid to furthering Kantokuen plans 
to reinforce the Kwantung Army.
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^  in going to Tokyo was to inquire of TOJÛ whether there was 
to be war with the USSR, and TOJO said not so. The witness 
was asked the basis of his statement in the amended affidavit 
-where he referred to TOJO as Chief of Staff of the Kwantung 
Army and that he endeavoured to carry out military measures

3 1 910 against the Soviet. * He replied that when he was in 
Uanchukuo he was General Director of the Kwantung Bureau 
and that was why he knew about it. It was natural that 
the Kwantung Army Chief of Staff should exert efforts in 
connection with operations against the Soviet, and he
t’ oumht there was no doubt that the Chief of Staff did so.

Asked if, as he had explained before, these 
operations were purely defensive, the witness replied that 
he believed the term "purely defensive" was somewhat 
insufficient, because the terms always implied that the 
Kwantung Army .vas always readv to take the offensive.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY DR. TAKAYANAGI,
Counsel for SUZUKI.

31911 * Reference was made to the amended affidavit 
where he had stated that at the present time he didn't 
remember the exact wording of ARAKI's and SUZUKI's state
ments, as many years had elapsed; and where he stated

31912 the main purport of * ARAKI'S and SUZUKI's statements; 
also, vhere it was stated that the gist of ARAKI's address 
vas that Japan had brought about the Manchurian Incident

31913 and established the state of Mancbukuo, etc. * Asked if 
this was not entirely different from the final interpre
tation of the Japanese Government at the time, he replied 
that it had been said that Manchukuo's establishment was 
based on the unanimous will of the thirty million people 
there; but since it had become clear it was Japan that 
established Uanchukuo the witness adopted this expression, 
because that was actually what Japan did.

Asked if therefore what he l ad written was not 
the uurrort of what ARr.KI said but his o.vi observation, he 
replied that he wrote the purport of what ARAK1 said 
■■ithout bothering to give specific details, but what he 
meant when he said he wrote the gist of ARAKI's address

31914 was just that. + He did express ARAKI's thoughts.
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3 19 15 * Asked if it was not unusual for the Conference 

of the Prefectural Governors to be held at the auditor,ium 
of the Toyoma Military School in Tokyo, he replied he

31916 * thought there were other instances of this, and he had 
attended other conferences held there.

It was a custom that on the day the conference 
was opened for the Premier to make a speech opening it at 
the Cabinet, but on the following day sessions were held at 
the various ministries.

The witness did not know an organization called 
the Servicemen's Assistance Association. Asked to state 
the names of a few governors attending the conference who 
heard ARAKI's and SUZUKI's addresses, he replied there .were 
almost fifty governors, and among them those near him were 
ISHIGURO, AKAGI, and ISHIWARA.

3 1 9 1 7 * He didn't recall whether KOSAKA attended.
Asked if the statement he alleged to have been made by 
ARAKI and SUZUKI at the meeting was actually their address 
at the meeting of the Servicemen's Assistance meeting, he 
replied that was not so. This was at a session of the 
Governor's Conference held in the auditorium, half as a 
secret meeting. There were maps of Manchuria and the 
Soviet in the auditorium.

319 18 * The witness stated he did not know why he was 
imprisoned by the Russians. On 24 January, 1946, the 
Chief of the Internal Affairs Bureau of Khabarovsk State 
told him he was to be imprisoned, and the following day 
he was taken to prison.
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31919 The witness agreed that he had previously testified

that Japanese troops in Manchuria, to realize defensive aims 
had to take an offensive position, but after 194-4 theirs was 
merely a purely defensive stand.

Asked if he thus drew a distinction in his first af
fidavit and in the cross-examination between defense and pure

3195O defense, he replied by "defense" he meant that * included of
fense to a certain extent. The word had a broad meaning and 
the occupation by Japan of Manchuria was also called defense.

Asked if the term included the occunation of terri
tories of other countries by Japan, he replied that when he 
said "defense with an offensive attitude" that is what he 
meant. Asked if the working out of conditions of an occuDa- 
tion regime in Soviet territories was also included in the 
"defensive stand" of the Kwantung Army of 1941 and 1942, he 
replied that it was. UMEZU was Kwantung Army Commanding Gen
eral at the time. He had previously testified that when war 
broke out between the USRR and Germany, Soviet strength in 
the far East somewhat decreased, and Kwantung Army strength 
increased.

31921 * Asked if the situation at the Soviet-German front 
then had any significance with regard to changes in the 
strength of Soviet and Kwantung Army troops, and what was the

31922 situation for the Soviet, he replied that * he thought the war 
situation was very unfavorable for the Soviet in their war 
with Germany. He did not have sufficient knowledge. He did 
not have sufficient knowledge of how that affected the rela
tive strengths of the Soviet and Kwantung armies.

31924 * The numerous military objectives constructed were
on the Soviet-Manchurian border.

31927 * During the period he was imprison'* he was inter
rogated by the head of the Khabarovsk branch of the Ministry

31928 of Internal Affairs of the Soviet Union, and * was not told 
he was charged with anything nor the reason he was put into 
prison. He supposed suspicion had been cast upon his activi
ties in Manchuria and he was imprisoned for investigation, 
which was carried on for quite a long time, but at the end
of four months he was released and told all suspicion had 
been cleared.
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31929 He was interrogated on 26 March 1946 by Colonel

Baginyan at the IMTFE who told him he was being interrogated 
as a witness in this case. This interrogation was held out
side the prison in a building of the ministry of Internal 
affairs.

31930 * The testimony at that time was not Influenced by 
the fact that he was being kept in prison. (The attention 
of the tribunal was called to pages 7330, 7581-86, 7598- 
76OO, 8078-8080, 23,278, and 23,183 where excerpts of the 
witness' original affidavit, exhibit 670, were read.)

31931 * Examination by the tribunal, the witness stated 
that in interrogation by the Russian colonel he was not told 
he was to be one of the accused, but after his arrival in 
Tokyo he was told he might be a witness.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MATSUURA, Kusuo 
By Colonel Ivanov

31932 After giving his name and age, the witness stated that 
he was presently a POW of the Soviet army. When shown exhibit 
833 he Identified it as his signed affidavit, that he made the 
testimony without duress, and that statements therein were 

31933 true and correct, except that where * he stated that Major
AOSHIMA, Ryoichiro, was senior army staff officer, it should 
be corrected to Major NAKANISHI, Masujiro.

Asked if the Kwantung army staff engaged in working 
out an occupation administration's system for Soviet terri
tories, he replied that when he assumed his cost in Kwantung 
army headquarters as chief of the code section in August 1943» 
Major KOBAYASHI explained that under the Kantokuen Plan, 
the fifth section attached to headquarter's staff, was oc
cupied with investigation of the administration of occupied 
areas. When the witness assumed his Dost, the fifth section 
no longer existed, but there was an officer and a few others 
* engaged in disDosing of tt , section's remaining business.31934

The Kwantung army commander at the time was the ac
cused, UMEZU. (The attention of the tribunal was called to 
pages 8087-9 , 8 173-4 , 2 3,2 7 6 -7 where excerpts from the wit
ness' exhibit 833 were read by the prosecution and defense.)

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENFV
31936 * The witness stated that he had no clear recollec

tion of the date of the Anti-Comintern Pact and the Triple 
Alliance.

31937 * Asked how he knew that certain Japanese propaganda 
toward the USRR took Place at that time, he replied that he 
did not think his affidavit referred to specific propaganda.
He knew what was in his affidavit and he wrote it himself 
and signed it on l8 May 1946. He saw a copy immediately af
ter his arrival on l6 October this year. He was not a grad
uate of the army staff college and not eligible to occupy 
staff positions.

31939 * knew of the Kwantung Armjr planning aggression
against the Soviet from 1941 to 1945» because he had been told 
of it from specific persons.
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In this wa* the Kentokuen plan was an important fac ^r 
and Kentokuen meant Kantung army special maneuvers. Asked iî 
hadn't testified that the Kentokuen also applied to the Man
churia and Korean armies, he replied he didn't believe it ap
plied,

31942 * (A discrepancy on this point between his present 
testimony and the affidavit was referred to the language sec
tion, /

The witness was with the Kwantung army from V-igust 
1943 to August 1945, and before that was with the Mongo.If. 3x- 

army force about two and one-half years, which army
31943 * was under the command of the China expeditionary army.

There was no connection in the chain of comrand with the Kwan- 
tung army,and the Korea army was independent and not under 
the Kwantung army command.

During this period 4 om 1940 to 1945» he was a cipher 
clerk, first in the Mongolia and then in the Kwantung army, 
and his duties were only that. The Kantokuen plan did not 
pass through his hands to be deciphered and he had never seen

31944 it as such things were rather secret * and not confided to 
every officer by only to those whose duties had some connec
tion.

31945 * All he knew about the Kantokuen is v^at he had 
been told by some captains and majors long after it went in
to effect, but those who told him of it knew of it. in their 
line of dui/. These informants said that under the juris
diction of the Kwantung army two new area armies had been or
ganized under the Kantokuen. Asked if the organization of 
the two new area armies meant that additional divisions, corps, 
armies were brought into the Kwantung army, or it meant only 
a reorganization of existing forces in the Kwantung a^my, he 
did not know which it meant.

31946 In detail he did not know whether Kwantung army str
ength was increased as a result of the plan. The Mongolia 
stationary army had nothing to do directly with the olan, 
as an army direct connection with the Kwantung army, 
increased its strength from 40,000 in 1941 to about 70, 
in 1943.
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31947

31948

As to preparations by the Mongolia stationary arm/, 
in accordance with the plan to onen hostilities against tht 
Soviet, first there was a conference of corns commanders, 
second the. suspension of release of soldiers who had com
pleted their term of duty, third, the conversion of cavalry 
into mechanized units, and fourth, the investigation of the 
Feisuantaiku desert.

* The army commander was AMAKASU; 26th division com
mander, SHIBAYAMA; cavalry commander, BABA, and second inde
pendent mixed brigade commander, MANÖ. The meeting was at
5 July 1941, and there were conferences held later about 
once a year, but he didn’t remember exactly the dates.

Asked why he remembered the date of the earlier one 
and not the la^er one, he replied it was held immediately 
after the outbreak of the German-Soviet war and it left quite 
an impression on him. He believed there was a meeting held 
the year before this one and ± ‘ did not follow that they 
were planning aggression against the Soviet union every year,

* Asked if he had testified to all the things he 
spoke of in his affidavits as being preparations by the 
Mongolia occupation ar.-'.*y according to the Kantokuen Plan for 
an attack against the USSR, he replied that * he knew the 
strength of the Mongolia stationary forces had been increased 
from July 1941 to December 1941 by the addition of 5*000 
new troops, and also knew that staff officer ..OTANI of the 
Kwantung army came to their army in September 1941 as liaison 
officer, vhich fact he had failed to testify to before.

He didn't believe that the Kantokuen provided the 
time for attack on the USSR and had heard nothing concerning 
this. When he said the Kantokuen was effective during 1942 
and 1943, he meant the plan had been carried over to 1942 
and 1943 and meant the same plan for aggression contained 
in the kantokuen of 1941 continued to be the plan for aggres
sion for 1942 and 1943.

* Asked to tell more about the maneuvers held in ac
cordance with the Kantokuen in Manchuria and Korea in 1941, 
he replied that he assumed his nost in August 1943. From the 
affidavit was quoted to the witness a Part which s tated that 
according to the Kantokuen, large scale maneuvers were prac
ticed in Manchuria by the Kwantung army since August 1941,
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and it was so also with the Korean army in Korea. Again at'-- 
ed to tell about the maneuvers he reolied that he did not 
know in detail about maneuvers up to July 1943. He did know

31952 that in August 1943 * maneuvers in crossing rivers were con
ducted x'.ear Chamussu. Asked if these were not just routine 
maneuvers, he replied that they were annual maneuvers to 
train troops for operations under the Kantokuen after army 
units had been reorganized uirler the plan.

Asked if he knew what he meant when he wrote in his 
affidavit that large scale maneuvers were oracticed in Man
churia by the Kwantung army since August 1941, he reolied 
that he did know about it, but this was the explanation 
given by the chief of the code section KOBAYASHI, and he 
had written it down just as he had explained it.

31953 * The witness had seen maneuvers in Manchuria in 
August 1943 which was the river crossing operation mention
ed. The whole number of tioops was anoroximat.ely three 
divisions, but he did not know the number maneuvering in the 
preceding year.

Asked whether there was any hing unusual in the 
scale of the August 1943 maneuvers, he replied it was so.
He never saw maneuvers in Korea and what he knew about them 
was what he was told to him by a major who would explain the 
details of maneuvers in Manchuria and Korea u * the result 
of the Kantokuen plan from August 1941. He heard from 
Captain H^TTORI that the plan provided for the Mongolia 
occupation army advance into Zabaikal or Transbailkal as 
part of the war plan, but he did not know if that was oro- 
vided in the Kantokuen plan of 1941. He heard this in a 
conversation with Captain HATTORI who was in the cioher

31954 section of the Kwantung army in*Tokyo in early December
I943.

31955 * HATTORI did not say that the plan for the ad
vance into Transbaikal was part of the Kantokuen plan.
HATTORI said that simultaneously with the commencement of 
the relations under the Kantokuen plan, the Mongolian army 
would advance to the Baikal through the Republic of Outer 
Mongolia. The plan was never known to the witness in 
1941 when he was with the Mongolian army.
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He knew lieutenant colonel SEJIMA who testified for 
the prosecution that he participated in drawing up army plan, 
for the Japanese general staff*

31957 * In June 1941 he saw orders relating to the princi
ples for preparations of orders but never saw the plans them

31958 selves or knew of their contents. * Some of his officer 
friends told him of them and Major MANAI, an intelligence 
officer, told him the objective of the Mongolian army in 
case of attack would be Ulanbator and Zabaikal, and the same 
army would assume an offensive position. Its mission was to 
cut the Trans-Siberia Railway. That was all this officer 
told him, and the officer was in the intelligence section of 
the Mongolian occupation army.

31959 * Asked if it was necessary for such intelligence 
officers to know about operations plans, he replied that it 
could be called unusual. He had never been an intelligence
or operations officer and there was some distinction be
tween the two. He thought the principles of preparation 
for operations had something to do with preparation for war 
against the USSR.

Regarding th:’.s, he was visüed by KOTANI, the Kwan- 
31960 tung army staff officer, in September 1941, * who came to 

the Mongolian occupation army for liaison purposes. The 
witness knew this because he deciphered the essage announc
ing his impending arrival. So he did come and meet with 
the Mongolian army commander but the witness was not pre
sent and uld not know what was talked about, and was not 
even told what they discussed.

Asked if he assumed it had to do with plans for ag
gression against the USSR, he replied that he gathered that 
impression from the war situation between Germany and Russia 
and from the general atmosphere.

3196I * Asked if this was one of the facts from which he
concluded that the plans for preparation of operations had 
to do with commencement for war against the Soviet, he re
plied it was one of the facts, not the actual commencement 
of war, but preparation for war.

I
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31962 * That sore of liason mission from the Kwantung army -as

unus.i«l in the Mongolia occupation army, and he recalled it hap
pened only on that one occasion. The next significant fact 
upon which he based his conclusion was that he was ordered to 
have his code books ready and this was evidence to him that ag
gression was planned.

31965 * Captain TSUBOI who told him about the exploration of 
the Feisuantaiku Desert was commander of the researen pan,* 
which was under the command of of an intelligence officer.
Asked how he determined that an expedition for gathering in
formation was either for aggression or for defense, he replied,

31966 * he gained that impression on the situation of the army.
Asked if an intelligence officer commanded the p?rty, 

if it suggested to him that the party had any connection with 
operations plans then in existence, he replied that since the 
commander was a staf0 officer in charge of intelligence, he 
believed he must have had some connection with operations.

Reminded that he had stated shortly before that there 
was a distinction between intelligence and operations, he re
plied that as far as actual duties of the respective sections 
went he supposed there was a difference. He was not suggest
ing that this exploration Party committed any attack on the 
Soviet.
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3Ï9&9 * The witness stated he had never seen tu!

operations plans for the years 1943, 1944, or 1945, bvt
3 19 7O * had heard explanations regarding the outlines of the

latter. According to what he had heard from the Code 
Section Chief, Uajor KOBAYASHI, the aggression to be 
carried out in the Kwantung Army in 194.3 was connected 
witl- the Kantokuen plan.

33971 4 The Kantokuen not only provided for large-
scale maneuvers, but also constituted an operational

31972 plan against the USSR. * His superior officer, Lt. Col. 
ONO, who was in charge of the signal service section as
a staff officer, explained the contents of the 1945 opera
tions plan. He was not an operations officer, but the

31973 * witness thought he was given access to operations plans, 
although he did not say that he saw it nor explained how 
he obtained the information. He told the witness that the 
operations plans for 1945 were for the defense of internal 
î'anchuria, and the duty of the Kwantung Army was the 
defense of Korea.

31974 * it provided that Japanese units along the 
Sovièt-1'ancbukuo border, especially h-iose facing the 
eastern and northern fronts, were gradually to withdraw 
’while resisting. At first, border units, especially those 
on the eastern and northern fronts were to conduct holding 
out operations, and a large-scale repulsive operation west 
of the railway between Changch..:, and Dairen believed to be 
the object of the USSR attack. ONO told the witness this 
at the end of June, 1945, an anteroom of uie staff 
department, of the Kwantung Army.

51975 * He didn't tell where and how he obtained the
information, but the witness believed it only natural he 
would be able to obtain it as he was a first section staff 
officer in charge of communications. Asked if tha commun
ications staff office^ would naturally have communicated 
to him the part of the plans that concerned him, the witnes 
replied that he could not make any statement as to this. 
These operational plans were of the highest secrecy 
classification.

31976 * Asked if it was customary for staff officers
to gossip to inferiors about matters that were military 
secret, he replied they were not permitted to gossip, but 
although it could not be known in all details, still it 
was possible to learn of the operations plan so far as it 
related to a certain officer’s duty.
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31977 * 0N0 told him the outlines of the plans for 

1945 in his capacity as communications section chief to 
the witness -as code section chief in connection with the

31978 handling of code plans. * Asked what there was in his 
duty in connection with ciphers which required 0N0 to 
disclose details of the 1945 plans, the witness replied 
that in connection with codes, its purpose was carried out 
only in the way it was handled. To connect codes with 
operations, it was important to establish the time that 
they are prepared, when Ihey are handed over to units,
and how they are used. The handling of codes cannot be 
done effectively unless the outlines of the operations 
plans were known. If not done properly, difficulties 
would occur. Unless a unit has reserve codes in use when 
surrounded by the enemy, the repetition of codes would 
defeat their purpose, and this would affect the entire

31979 * operational plan. Thus it was necessary for the code 
officer to be acquainted with at least the outline of the 
plan.

He was not told tne contents of the 1943 
operations plan, because then he was not in charge of the 
code section, but was a subordinate officer. Asked why he 
was not told the contents of the 1944 plans, he replied 
that in August 1944 he became code section chief, and he 
asked the staff officer in charge as to what the situation

31980 was, * but the staff officer told him nothing had been 
decided yet as to the operations plan. This 'as in August
19 4 4.

. sked if in 1945 it was already decided in June, 
he replied that the Kwantung Army was in difficult circum
stances, because from February, 1944, many army units were 
transferred to the southern areas. He had absolutely no 
knowledge as to whether there was an operations plan for 
1944.

31981 • * 0N0 regularly attended staff conferences 
relating to operations plans, but the cipher section chief

31982 * never attended and was never in the operations room 
where the plan was kept. All the witness knew about these 
plans was what he was told by various people. He was never 
told anything about the contents of the plans by the Kwantung 
Army Commander, Chief of Staff, or Vice-Chief, Asked if
his predecessor, KOBOYASHI, who told him about the Kantokuer 
plan, knew any more than he did, he replied he did not know 
the extent of KOBAYASHI's knowledge.
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* KOBAYASHI's position, rank, and background 
were the same as the witness' when he was section chief.

31954- * When the witness was in the Kwantung Army, he thought
there was a plan for commencing aggression against the 
Soviet about the beginning of the winter of 194-3, and he

31935 * got this information from It. Col. TOMURA, who told 
him all about Imperial Headquarters directives on that 
matter, but even he did not undertake to tell him when 
the operations would start, nor did he explain why a 
lieutenant-colonel who was a liaison officer with the 
Kwantung Army knew the directives of Imperial Headquarters.

The strength of the Kwantung Army at the beginn.?; g 
of the winter of 194-3 was on the whole about the same as 
that of the year before, and no divisions had been

31936 * withdrawn at the end of 194-3» nor tanks. As to aircraft 
the witness had little knowledge. At the beginning of
thp winter the Kwantung Army had approximately twenty 
divisions, two tank divisions, one tank brigade, and an 
air force, but he didn't r-call total manpower. He got 
these figures officially in line of duty.

33938 + The witness had no knowledge as to the strength
of Soviet Far East Forces in the beginning of the winter 
in 19 4 3.

31991 * The witness stated that he was an ordinary 
PO’V, had never been tried for any war crimes against the 
USSR, nor charged with any. He tfvas taken prisoner on 5 
September 1945, remaining a prisoner ever since, and did 
not know rhÿ he had not been repatriated. He had been 
told he would be returned to Siberia after testifying.

31992 4 He had been interrogated about ten times since he had 
been a prisoner, but had never been imprisoned during his 
captivity.

31993 (The attention of the Tribunal was called to 
testimony beginning at pages 8093, 3133, 23282. 23189, 
and 23302.)

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY COL. IVANOV.
31994 * The witness stated that he was code officer 

with Mongolian Stationary Army Headquarters from March 
1941 to July 1 9 4 3 , and with Kwantung Army Headquarters 
from August 1943 to August 1945.

Page
3T9H3
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matters pertaining to intelligence. He was charged with 
the handling of codes, compilation of code books, direction 
and carrying out of coding and decoding. Decoding of 
messages pertaining to ordinary matters was done by non- 
coms and lower, but important ones were handled by officers, 
including the witness.

31995 * Asked from whom he heard the secret information
about which he spoke in his affidavit and what were the 
positions of these persons, he replied that he heard from 
ISSHIKI, Chief Signal Officer of the Mongolian Army in 
1941; TOMURA, Chief Signal Officer of the Kwantung Army, 
and KOBAYASHI, Chief of the Kwantung Army Code Section.
With regard to the Kantokuen in 1941, he heard from 
HATTORI, a Code Section officer of the Kwantung Army.
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By Col. Ivanov.
31996 * The witness gave his name and age, and stated 

that he was a lieutenant-general of the 3rd Army prior to
31997 the surrender, and was presently a POW. * When shown 

exhibit 722, he identified it as his signed affidavit, 
and acknowledged that its contents were true and correct, 
and he wrote it voluntarily from his own conscience.

From exhibit 722 was read a question and answer 
not previously read into the transcript. In the exhibit, 
the witness was asked the tasks of the Research Institute 
of Total Mobilization in 1943, and he replied that they 
were interested in maximum increase of aircraft production

31998 and factories, * and set themselves to produce 40,000 
aircraft a year. They were also occupied with the problem 
of increasing vessels, and their goal was a total tonnage 
of 1,500,000 tons a year.

They were also interested in exports of products 
from Manchuria, Korea, and from the southern regions of 
Japan, as there was a shortage of 1.500,000 tons of rice 
yearly. The question of dispersion of the population and 
industry in case of air raids was studied, and in the 
sphere of foreign policy thev bad the task of studying 
the problems of consolidation of East Asia countries 
under Japanese hegemony.

After this question and answer from the affidavit 
was read the witness was asked if he was Director of the 
Research Institute of Total War in 1943, and he replied

31999 in the affirmative. * Y/hen shown a document, he identified 
it as his signed affidavit written in his own handwriting, 
and acknowledged that the contents were true and correct.

32008 * Exhibit 3372, the affidavit of the witness,
stated that from 8 March 1943 to 20 December, 1943, he was 
Director of the Research Institute of Total War in Tokyo, 
which was established by ordinance in the autumn of 1940, 
and was a government organ for research into the basic 
problems of total warfare and for training necessary 
personnel in the ministries for conducting it. The 
Institute director was under the direct control of the 
Premier,
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On the day of his appointment he was received by 
Premier TOJO, who gave him his written appointment and told 
him that at present the Institute should make efforts in 
the study of the national ideology of the Japanese Empire, 
and to secure ultimate victory it was necessary for Institute 
students to be imbued with that Ideology. In connection 
with this, YAMADA, Director of Jlngu Kogakukan, HIRAIZUMI,
* a Tokyo Imperial University professor, and TERAMOTO, a 
professor of the Naval College, were invited to the 
Institute.

The Institute received secret materials to carry 
on research in the problems of total war from all ministries, 
and students constantly received secret data from their 
ministries for their researches. The Institute sometimes 
"ot. definite problems on total warfare from TOJO, but 
usually itself selected problems. The witness' predecessor 
as director, Vice-Admiral ENDO, told him in March 194-3 
that the research in administration of occupied areas of 
Greater East Asia was personally entrusted by TOJO. This 
secret research had been completed before the witness 
assumed the post, and he read it through. Besides this, 
he read the draft for the establishment of the Greater

32010 East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, * drawn up by the Institute. 
This provided for the establishment of a central area, 
including Manchuria, Soviet Maritime Province, and North 
China, which would be united by Japan, and a Smaller Co- 
Prosperity Sphere, including in addition to the above 
Eastern Siberia, China and Indo-China; and a Greater Co- 
Prosperity Sphere, which would Include besides the Smaller 
Sphere Australia, India, and Pacific Islands.

Problems of the conduct of the war in the period 
from 1943 to 194-4 were investigated by the Institute under 
the witness' direction. In his interrogation on 28 March 
1946, he had stated the Institute's plans with regard to 
the increase in aircraft output to 40,000 planes a year, 
increase in vessels to 1,500,000 tons a year, and other 
matters.

Draft plans were sent to the Premier and minis
tries concerned to have them carried into practice. The

32011 * War and Navy Ministries were most closely connected with 
the Institute, and that was why it was headed alternately 
by a general or an admiral.

Page
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Page • When the witness was a director there were al'out
forty students consisting of responsible officials of the 
ministries of a rank usually equal to major or lieutenant- 
colonel, and some representatives of banks and companies.
At the opening ceremony in April 194-3, there were present 
the accused SUZUKI, Minister of State without portfolio 
and Planning Board President; Education Minister HASHIDA; 
and Chief Cabinet Secretary HOSHINO, who participated in 
the establishment of the Institute in 194-0. Department 
and section chiefs gave lectures.

When the witness was director, theoretical 
researches and maneuvers were conducted to render practical 
assistance and data to the Cabinet and ministries. When 
carrying out these researches and maneuvers, the actual

32012 + international and internal situation was strictly 
considered, and they were based on the real strength and 
resources of the state.

In the summer of 1943» at a conference of 
Institute advisors, matters concerning students to be 
accepted from the ministries in 1944 were discussed and 
decided on. The accused HOSHINO, as Chief Cabinet 
Secretary, and vice ministers were present. At the 
graduation ceremony in December, 1943, TOJO, HOSHINO, and 
SUZUKI were present, and in his speech TOJO stated that 
the Pacific War had entered into a decisive phase, and 
personnel of all ministries must make intens* efforts.
As regards research this term, it was only a short term 
and they should not be satisfied with what they had 
achieved. Although the students were given a firm 
foundation in national ideology, it should be thoroughly 
grasped by them. TOJO further stressed that they should 
endeavour to accomplish the war, firmly believing that 
Japan would win. v

32013 * Due to the personnel shortage, the number was 
cut by half in 1944, and in that year the Institute was 
ordered to conduct only researches considered most 
important by the Cabinet. The Institute closed after TOJO 
resigned as Premier in 1944,

When shown exhibit 690 and exhibit 638, the 
witness stated that he had seen them when he was director 
of the Institute.
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Page * CROSS EXAMINATION 3Y MR. BLAKENEY
32017 The witness stated that during spring, summer, anu ■vaturm

of 1941 he was on tie front lines west of Hankow, Central Ch, 'a, 
but in September he returned to Japan. The remainder of that y^ar 
he was at first attached to the army school of military science 
and technique as its principal from 26 September 1941.

During 1941 he did not attend cabinet meetings nor was
3201R he attached to the war ministry or the foreign ministry. * He 

did not attend the liaison conferences the summer and autumn of 
1941, Asked how he knew so much then about Japanese-American 
diplomatic questions, he replied he was informed by
NISHIMURA of the total war research institute m  the spring of
1943 when the witness was institute director. NISHIMURA came 
from the foreign office and told the witness on 17 April 1941 
that a reply had come from the United States that if Japan would

32019 * withdraw her troops from China, the United States would rec
ognize Manchukuo's independence, approve of its economic devel
opment, and use its good offices in prevailing upon CMang Kai- 
shek to bring about a settlement with China.

This information was imparted at a meeting of research 
students, which was a sort of lecture. His informant, before 
coming to the institute, was with the treaty bureau of the. for
eign office, and he thought he was officially connected with 
the Japanese-American negotiations.

Asked what the provisions of Article 95 of the criminal
32020 code of the R.S.F.S.R. were * he replied he thv. ght they cor 

responded with what was known in Japan as perjury. Asked what 
he was told by th. Russian interrogator t>out penalties for mak
ing a false statement, he replied there was nothing said in

32021 particular, * but he believed it was common among all nations 
that there was no penalty and he was testifying what he be
lieved to be the truth without any concern with penalties what
soever.

32022 * Nothing in particular had occurred since he became a 
POW to affect his mind or memory and his health had been good.
He heard that in 1942 there was a Plan of attack on the Soviet 
Union from Manchuria when he took over his post as commander

32023 of the third army * but he did not hear it previously.
His predecessor was General NEMOTO. From the fall of

1944 the duty of the third army was purely defensive, but pre
viously it was to take the offensive in the direction of
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Page Voroshilov, and that was all he learned. The Plan up jl/44, 
including that for 1943, was offensive.

32024 * He did not know what the 1943 Plan provided. Asked 
if he meant that his predecessor told him of the 194? plan and 
not the 1943 plan, he replied no. What he meant to say was the 
plan changed from the offensive to the defensive in 1944, and 
up to that year the offensive Plan continued throughout several 
years. He knew that operations plans were drawn annually so 
far as demands were concerned, but he was trying to say that, the 
genera] offensive policy continued through those years. Refer
ence was made to his affidavit where it was stated that he knew 
in 1942 there was a plan for an attack on the Soviet from Man
churia. Asked if that was not a plan rather than a policy, he

32025 replied it was an offensive Plan, but the year 1942 * merely 
cited the general standard when the plan was in efrect, but 
didn't mean that an offensive plan was confined only to 1942.

32027 * He thought the 194? plan for an attack was a routine
operations plan and the routine plan for 1943 similarly contem
plated a plan for attack, v u » h the third army planning an at
tack in the direction of Voroshilov, in accordance with the 1943 
plan.

32028 * Aside from the third army, he heard nothing about 
what other armies were to do under the plan. He did not think 
there was any time set for the attack and had never heard under 
any plan of a time being set, for the p]an "\as •'hat if hostili
ties broke out within the year, the plan v.us 1o,v into operation and 
there could not possibly be a plan as to attack or not to in a 
certain yeer. The understanding and instructions were that 
these plans were the annual Plan to go into effect In the event 
of hostilities for whatever cause.

32029 * The increase in the strength of the Kwantung army took 
place from summer to fall of 1941. Asked how he knew of it, he 
replied that he did not. directly participate in this Plan. But 
while commander of the third army he inspected his area and 
heard explanations to that effect. He thought the Kwantung army

32030 was reinforced in 1941 to 700,000, * but did not know how many 
more were added at the time of reinforcement to bring it up to 
that total. Asked i ?  this increase in strength gave the num
erical superiority to the far east Soviet force, he replied he 
thought the Kwantung army's forces were inferior but did not 
know how much so.
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According to rumours a^oat, the strength of the Sovit

32031 forces in the far east was at 2 east ?00,000. * After the rein
forcement there were around 13 or 15 divisions in the Kwantung 
army. After ho took command of the third army in 1944, Kwan
tung army strength steadily decreased in quality and quantity, 
and consequently there was no chance to take the defensive and 
they wore compelled to assume the defensive. This decrease 
commenced from around February 2944.

32032 * This 194i reinforcement was the so-called Kantokuen, 
hut he did not know if the Kartokuen resembled a war plan.
-he witness stated that he was a military general but had never 
participated in an operational Plan. He was not a father well- 
known author on military subjects, having only ’.vritten a book 
on the principles of warfare entitled "Sense Yoron," quite a 
long time before. Asved if he wrote a book known as "Tosui

32033 Sankosho," he replied this was work * undertaken at tne war 
college while he was there. I* -was not written by him but 
compiled on +he basis of studies made by instructors under his 
supervision, and was not published under his name as author’.

Asked if he had been a specialist on b. ; matters 
throughout his army service, he replied that he had not once 
gone to the second division of the general straff headquarters 
in connection with a study Russian problems, and was not a

32034 specialist but could read and speak Russian. * When he was 
an instructor in military schools, he did not teach subjects 
connected with Russia, but only taught the history of war cpnd 
tactics.

32035 * He had not,,.! .irdit Russian military tactics as such, 
but when he taught Japanese tactics he used Russian tactic» 
as illustration 1n the »'.ijitary siaff college for example.
Asked if he meant to suggest that in the staff college. In
struction was not given in military history and tactics cf 
other nations, as well as Russia's, he replied that he taught 
principally Russian tactics vis-a-vis the Russian army, es
pecially in connection with the history of the Russo-Japanese 
war as well as the military history of Germany and Austria.

Asked If it was not a fact that instruction was given 
in military history and tactics of other nations, as well as
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32036 Russia, he reoliea, yes * that Goman, Austrian, and French 
military history, among others, was taught. He had never 
given lectures on the subject of Russian questions. Asked if 
it was to be understood from his affidavit that his teachings 
were that Japan rust enrage ir. an aggression to conquer ter
ritories in future wars, he T*eulied that that was not his mean
ing, what he meant to say was that fundamentally the Jananese 
are a peaceful people, but they could not long exist in the 
narrow confines of these sr.aj 1 islands, and it was necessary 
that they exoand overseas, particularly on the Asia continent.

When influences obstructed this expansion, 7/ar broke
32037 out because of these reasons. * Furthermore, to carry on war

fare, natural resources e essential and must be utilized,
as shown by the late war. It v/as necessary to bring from 
the continent large cuantities of iron, coal and cereals, 
and as far as Japan was concerned, it was necessary Jhat she 
have a strong foothold on tv ? continent politically, econom
ically, and militarily. Therefore Japan strategically rust 
always point to the offensive and that was what the cold 
facts testified that it was on this basis he taught the his
tory of the war.

Asked if it v/as to be understood from his answer that 
his teaching was not that. Japan must engage in aggression to 
conquer territories, he replied that as he sa^d before, over
seas expansion was necessary and, while undertaking it, war 
might possibly occur, if it did JaDan must take the offensive

32038 and gain c ntrol of said strategical and vital areas. * This is 
what he taught his classes

The Jananese army regarded the Red army as a future 
enemy. There were no other land powers with modern and ef
ficient armies so nlaced that they right of^er the orospect 
of land warfare with Janan. The "Red Book" testified to was 
an infantry manual for combat against the Soviet. He did not 
have an exact recollection as to its title, but thought it.

32039 v/as, "Method of Combat vis-a-vis the Soviet Army." * He had
32040 forgotten the details of the contents of the book, * but the 

instructions on tactics in it were applicable both to the 
offense and defense. He thought it was published in 1933-
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Asked if he hadn't had in his affidavit that it was founds.. on 
Soviet battle service regulations of 1936, he replied that that 
meant that Soviet publications were used as reference when the 
book was revised in 1937 or 193^*

MUTO was inspector general u d  to September 1932. Asked 
if he hadn't said in his affidavit that the book was issued 
when he was inspector general, he replied that he did not say 
it was published, but that during MUTO's time the book had been

32041 prepared, publication was some time after. *The book was pub
lished during the tenure of M U T O 's successor as insoector 
general of military training. He had stated in his affidavit, 
in regard to the total war research institute, that he received 
instructions by TOJO,when he was appointed director he carried 
out these instructions.

32042 * The witness' chief interest was in spiritual train
ing and education, and among the lecturers, was the director 
of the Shinto institute and a well-known Shinto scholar. .He 
did not mean that the institute dealt with Shintoism and Bud
dhism, but to understand the fundamental character of the 
Japanese state, it was necessary that the subject be studied 
from a broad angle and therefore authorities on Shintoism and

32043 Buddhism were * invited to contribute their knowledge. Ail 
the lecturers named in the affidavit came to him and lectured

32044 b y request of the institute, * and the various state ministers 
mentioned came at the express request of the institute, or 
himself as director, and only attended.on ceremonial occasions 
on invitation by the institute.

There were several students from various civilian or
ganizations among the student body, commencing in April 1943. 
Generally they pursued the same course as the others, but 
they handled different subjects in accordance with their res
pective specialties, and this was true of al] students.

32045 * Materials were accessible to them in accordance 
with their personal desires. Among the students from civilian 
organizations were at least two from newspapers, and they 
also had access to the materials, secret or otherwise, of the 
institute. There were three students in that class from the 
army. One, a medical officer, and one an intendance officer.

32046*It could not be said they had no connection with operations.
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Asked if these officers had some special function bringing them 
in contact with opera tiomul matters, he replied that as a 
question of principle, the institute did not study operational 
matters, but a study of various problems in connection with 
operations was made, and medical and intendance officers were 
necessary in these studies.

ARISUE, who came as a lecturer at. the request of the 
institute, was chief of the intelligence section of the gen-

32047 eral staff, * and his lectures were on general information 
on the current war situation. Colonel NISHIURA, chief of 
the military affairs bureau, did not speak about this milit
ary situation but the war as viewed from the standpoint of 
military administration.

The witness stated that he was captured by the Soviet 
forces in August 1945? and asked hr had been a POW since, he 
replied that the Japanese government says he is not a POW but 
he was receiving treatment ^s one. He had not been tried 
for any crime or offense against the USSR or charged with the

32048 commission of such. * He had not been informed he was under 
investigation on suspicion or committing war crimes against 
the USSR, and he knew of no reason why he had not been re
patriated.

'CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BLEWETT 
Counsel for TOJO

32049 Wien shown exhibit 688-A, * he stated he noticed the
32050 word "draft" added to the title of the document, and that it 

stated, "only to be used inside the institute" and that, 
"outside of the institute to be returned as soon as possible". 
Asked whether this document, was ever presented to the govern
ment, he replied it was dated prior to his tenure as direc
tor and he could not say, but customarily such drafts would 
be presented to the cabinet and government departments con
cerned.

He could not say whether the government took action 
on this document inasmuch as he was not there at the time. 
Asked whether from his experience he could strte whether 
the document was prepared for the use of the tudents, he 
replied, No, this was a result of the stur' > made by the
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32051 * students and later on were used as reference for future 

studies and as reference for organs which would carry out the 
matters contained in the study. The institute had no res
ponsibility in formulating national policies but its pur
pose was only study and education. Whether any studies were 
adopted by the government depended on the government's dis
cretion.

Asked how this study came to reach the cabinet as 
the certificate of source and authenticity showed, he re
plied that such documents wore not only kent In institute 
files, but also circulated to cabine* and government de
partments concerned. In the last of such documents, he be-

32052 lieved this document too was sent to the cabinet * and other 
government agencies. The witness stated he was appointed
to the institute of total mobilization and warfare by the 
emperor.

This institute and the research institute of total 
war were identical. Asked if there was a different organ
ization formed after December 194-1, he replied that as far as 
war guidance was concerned, the total war research insti
tute was established to make studies relating to this sub
ject, but as to other aspects of war, he believed other or
ganizations studied these special subjects.

32053 * Asked if the institute practically ceased its 
functions before December 194-1, he replied the institute was

32054- reorganized in 19^3 and abolished in 1944. * Asked if he
noticed t. at there were three periods of study through 1940-41 
when he took over his duties in 1943, he replied yes that 
the first period ended in 1941, the second 1942, and the 
third 19 4 3, which was the last class.

Asked if a practically new organization was set up 
after the war to aid with that war, he replied that that pro
bably was the supreme council for the direction of war that 
was referred to. Asked if the institute in 1943 and 1944

32055 was primarily interested in studies * pertaining to the
Pacific war, he replied it dealt Primarily with the funda
mental character of the state and the resolute prosecu
tion of the war.

He never heard that after the abolition of the 
institution, its documents were sent to the Cabinet 
archives, but he imagined that would be the case.
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After 1 November I Q 43 there were no additons so f'*. •?£ 

students were concerned, but there were sore staff members'. 
When he assumed control in March 1943 he thcuvht there were 
about 15 staff members and after that the number fell to about 

3205b 8. * After 1944 no student was admitted and the institutions'
activities ceased.
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32056 * When shown exhibits 690-A and 688-A, the 
witness was asked to state whether those studies were made 
under TOJO's direction. He replied that what TOJO requested 
was this document, and his request was that a general study 
be made as to the administration of occupied areas.

32057 * He thought defense counsel had not questioned 
him regarding the document worked out in accordance with 
instructions by TOJO. Asked what part was played by 
lectures on spiritual education and what part was played 
by the research work carried out under his guidance, he 
replied that there was the question of proportion between 
spirit and matter, and the question of the national 
concept of the state was taken as a spiritual study, but 
from the point of view of quantity, more work was done.

October 30. 1947
32060 * During his tenure, research on a northern 

problem was not conducted, but he knew that researches 
regarding the administration of areas to be occupied in 
Siberia were carried out before he assumed his post.

32061 * T'ain subjects of research were sent to the Cabinet and 
orincJoal government offices, and their main results were 
also sent there, numoering about fifteen. He believed 
copies were sent to the Cabinet and the offices, and not 
returned.

Asked if the government had any measures in 
connection with drafts and plans drawn up under his super
vision by the Institute in 1943 he replied he had heard 
that plans to increase aircraft production were taken up 
by the government, and that in the spring of 1944 the 
government realized their policies to adapt national 
livelihood to stringent conditions.

Among the banks which sent representatives was 
the Bank of Japan, and among the companies were coal

32062 * companies and chemical industries in Korea. The purpose 
was to utilize the experience gained in the course of 
their operations and to enable them to cooperate with the 
government after they left the Institute. lie had mentioned 
two officers previously as being among the students, and 
the third was NAKAMURA, of the ?rilitary Affairs Section. 
There were two naval lieutenant commanders among the 
students in 1943.
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of any ministry inside the ministry building, he replied
32063 * all material necessary to conduct researches obtained b> 

the Institute from the secret files of various offices 
was available to the students.

’Vhen he had testified previously that the Kwantung 
Army consisted of 700,000 men at the end of 1941, that 
number •’id not include the Manchurian National Army nor

32064 the Army in Korea. * The Korean Army numbered over
50.000, and the Manchurian National Army something under
100.000. There were Japanese ex-servicemen in these areas, 
and if they were mobilized total strength would be 
increased. He believed there must have been over 150,000 
reservists. If these various forces were added to the 
strength of the Kwantung Army, it would come to about one 
million.

32065 * Asked if there were any changes in Soviet 
strength In the Frr East in 1941, he replied that alter 
the outbreak of the Soviet .erman war, crack Soviet units 
were sent to the 'Vestern front, and they heard that to 
replace these some new soldiers were mobilized but that 
their quality was quite below par. Asked if the reserve 
corps was prepared to reinforce Kwar.tung Army strength 
with an additional number of men in the shortest possible 
time, he stated he had never heard of that officially, but 
as a matter of common knowledge he thought they were so 
prepared.

Asked if the proportion of armed forces in 1941 
changed in favor of Japan, he replied he could not say

32066 * whether Japanese numerical strength was absolutely 
superior, but knew it was far more favorable to Japan 
than before the outbreak of the Soviet-Gerrnan war.

Asked if he was the author of "Sense Yoron"
(The Theory of !Var). published in 1925, be replied that it. 
was published by the Military Staff College, and pertained 
to research he made by order of the school director.

RECROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY.
32067 * Asked if the estimates he had given before on 

the strength of Soviet forces in the Far East included 
reserves, he replied he did not know whether reservists 
were included. He learned this figure from research 
materials assembled by the General Staff Department. He bad 
heard that Soviet forces were still superior in aircraft and 
mechanized units, but did not remember the extent of super-
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by Colonel Smirnov.
The witness stated his name, and that he was a 

major, and Hero of the Soviet Union, and was an officer of 
the Border Guard Corps. He had served in the 59th Border 
Guard Unit, guarding a sector in the border of the Lake

32070 Khasan area. * He received his decoration of Hero of 
the Soviet Union for participation in military operations 
in the Lake Khasan area.

’7hen shown exhibit 756, the witness identified 
it as his signed affidavit and stated that its contents 
were true and correct. A part of the exhibit not previously 
read into the transcriot stated that from 1936 to 1938, the

32071 * witness was Section Commander of the 59th Frontier 
Detachment, guarding the Manchurian frontier, including the 
lake Khasan area.

On July 15, 19 3 8, while on patrol on Zaozernaya 
Hill, he observed Japanese troops concentrating in the 
vicinity of the hill. V/ithin ten or twelve days, troops 
and guns were brought up by truck from the frontier in 
front of the hill. He estimated about 6- 700 Japanese 
soldiers were concentrated there, and that two batteries 
were mounted on two hills. To the hills shells were 
carried daily, being passed hand to hand. At that time 
there were only thirty frontier guards on Za^zernaya Hill, 
and no other Soviet troops in the vicinity.

The Japanese, forces had the object of attacking 
Soviet territory. NoE only was the concentration of

32072 * troons and artillery a proof of this, but also direct 
declarations of the Japanese command made through their 
emissaries. Twice during this period local Manchurians 
were sent to the Russian frontier guard detachment v/ith 
letters from the Japanese commander, in which immediate 
withdrawal of Soviet guards from the hill was demanded.
In the letters it was pointed out that the hill was to be 
occuoied by the Japanese, and had a threat of military 
operations in case Soviet troops did not withdraw. No 
reply vas given by the guards.

32073 * On 29 July, 19 3 8, at l6 hours, Japanese troops 
suddenly attacked a neighboring guard of eleven men.
About 100 Japanese with rifles, medium and light machine 
guns, opened fire after the attack, at about 700 meters 
from the witness’ detachment.
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witness with four guards to help. The witness appioached 
the scene of battle and saw all Soviet guards lying winded, 
unable to resist, whereas the Japanese slashed the wounaed 
and tried to drag some away to their territory. With a 
light machine guny the witness opened fire and the Japanese 
ran toward their territory, leaving the dead and wounded.
The witness found five corpses slashed from head to foot, 
and six badly wounded with slashed wounds.

32074 * On the night of 31 July, 1938» about midnight, 
a large Japanese force attacked Zaozernaya Hill. The 
Soviet guards had given no reasons for an armed conflict 
in either of these attacks. The witness, in general, did 
not know of a single case of trespassing the border by 
Soviet guards during his service with the frontier guard.

According to his observations, the hill was 
attacked by about one infantry regiment with a simultaneous 
use of artillery and mortar fire. At the moment of the 
attack there were about 30 frontier guards and a platoon 
of field forces of 30 men. Until dawn they held the hill, 
suffering 15 to 20 killed aad the rest wounded, and the 
witness himself was slightly wounded. They left the hill 
at six the next morning when the witness saw Japanese

32075 * soldiers come to the crest of the hill and wave blades.
The following days they built fortifications on Soviet 
territory.

From 6 August, 1938, Soviet units launched an 
offensive, and by August 12 had driven Japanese off Soviet 
territory and stopped on the former state frontier. Of 
the frontier guards who defended the hill with the witness, 
he remembered Major Chernopjatko and Chief of the Guard 
Outpost Tereshkin.

In the period when the Japanese concentrated 
their forces toward the hill, he observed that they turned 
the inhabitants out of the village of Hamoka at the foot 
of the hill, stationing their troops there. This was 
approximately between July 20-25, 1938.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. FURNESS.
32077 * From 1 to 31 July, he was in command of a

section of the Soviet frontier, and the section had seven 
men. His rank at the time was section commander. He was 
not under Chernopyatko, but was under platoon commander 
Dubovol. He was under the general command of Tereshkin.
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32078 * Posiet Border Guard Detachment. The frontier out^st 

was located near Podgornaya, and headquarters of the 
detachment was at Posiet, about 20 or 25 kilometers from 
Zaozernaya Hill. Tereshkin had no headquarters. The

32079 * outpost near Podgornaya was about one kilometer from 
the town.

The Border Guard Corps was not a part of the 
oolice organization, but an independent corps under the 
Ninxstry of Home Affairs. It was not a civil organization, 
but military, and a part of the N.K.V.D., formerly the

32080 G.P.U. * The Border Guard Outpost usually had rifles 
and light machine guns, but the Outpost Podgornaya under 
Tereshkin also had heavy machine guns, and there was no 
larger armament.

32081 * He saw the forces on the other side of the 
border and knew they were Japanese regulars. Prior to

32082 * July, 1938, he did not see the Japanese border guards 
there. Prior to the fighting in and around Lake Khasan, 
he was in this sector appr ximately 17 or 18 days and had 
served there as a frontier guard prior to this at Posiet

32083 in the reserve groups. * From 1936 through 193^ 
he repeatedly was in the vicinity of Zaozernaya Hill, 
carrying out duties there, and as a border guard he was 
familiar with that sector. There were hills between the 
first border mark on the Turnen River and south of Lake 
Khasan.

32084 * ’Vhen shown exhibit 2175* a map of the vicinity, 
the witness was asked if it was an accurate representation 
of the bolder country around Lake Khasan and Lake* Zaozernaya,

32085 * and he replied that approximately, it was the same.
The witness marked the border between the Soviet and 
Nanchuria on the map.

Exhibit 3375* a photostatic copy of an original 
tracing of the map, exhibit 2175, was received into evidence.

32088 * Exhibit 3373-A, an original tracing of a map, 
(Exhibit 2175), was received in evidence. The witness 
marked on the map Zaozernaya Hill and Bezjimjannaya Hill,

32089 * and the village of Podgornaya.
32092 * The witness stated he noticed where he had

marked the border, and when asked if the border marks were 
quite far apart, he replied he remembered that the border 
mark was not far from the border guard outpost on the bank 
of the Turnen River,
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about 7 or 8 kilometers. There were a few border marh.: 
in rough hilly country, but they showed clearly enough tn 
state border line.

32093 * Asked if there were flat places between the 
hills, he reDlied that the border line passed along the 
crest of Zaozernaya Hill, then west of Benzimjannaya Hill, 
and then to the flat country, and then to the big hills
to the north. There was a whole range of unnamed hills 
along the crest of the border line. Between the two named 
hills and south or southeast to the border mark there were 
rivers, but no flat places. The flat places were only

32094 near Lake Khasan, northeast of Zaozernaya Hill. * There 
was no flat top on Zaozernaya Hill. The crest was 
approximately 200 meters, and there were no peaks. The 
state border line passed along the crest of the hill.

32095 * For a border guard there was no difficulty 
at all on which side of the border he was, for studying 
the country after they arr .ved at the outpost they could 
tell on that basis, and he could tell without difficulty 
where the border line passed.

32096 * During July and August in the vicinity of the 
hill there were no dense fogs. Prior to July 31 there were 
no Red Army field troops in the area of the hill, and
from mid-July there were only 30 border guards armed with 
rifles, three light machine guns and one hec *y machine 
gun.

He did not know if the inhabitants of the region 
west of Lake Khasan and the Hill were chiefly Korean. He

32097 did not speak Korean, nor read nor write it. * He did not 
know whether Lake Khasan meant "border lake" in Manchurian.

There was a railway in Korean or Manchurian 
territory over the Tumen-Tula River. He could not say 
exactly, but he thought it passed from Manchuria into 
Korean territory He did not know whether the territory 
across the Tumen-Tula River from Zaozernaya Hill was Korean 
or Manchurian.

3?098 *"Bezjimjannaya" Hill means "no name" in Russian.
Asked if there were many hills in the region with no name 
called Bezjimjannaya Hill, he replied the hill which had 
more sharp contour than the others was called that name, 
and it was not a general term.
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testified that from July 15 on he observed Japanese 
concentrations in the vicinity of the hill and he estimated 
there were 600 or 700 there, with Japanese batteries on 
some of the hills. Asked if he reported this to his

32099 superior officers, he replied * that his superior officer 
saw what was going on, and he supposed this officer had 
to report that, but he did not know what he reported.
The witness saw this concentration with his own eyes.

Asked if there were Soviet spies in Manchurian 
territory, he replied as a soldier he did not know about 
such things. He supposed the caliber of the Japanese

32100 batteries was 7 5 or 100 millimeters. * Their caliber was 
not 37.5 mm. Asked who told him that, he replied he felt 
it on his own skin on the night of July 31*

Asked what he observed in the ten or twelve days 
after July 15, 1938, 'he replied that at that time he saw 
from the hill, Japanese forces crossing the River Tumen- 
Tuly, and these were not s^ort-range guns. He saw this

32101 on the eastern slopes of tne hill. + The crest had western 
and eastern sides. He was on the eastern side, and saw
it from the observation post with a periscope. At different 
times the distance from the crest varied, but sometimes 
was two meters away.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that during this nerlod lie observed the Japanese 
turn the inhabitants of Hamoka village out. He observed 
this not far from the summit of Zaozernaya Hill. The 
village WTS at the foot of the hill, about 300 meters

32102 * from the summit. He saw what was going on in the field, 
and at night heard very clearly what was going on. The 
next morning he found that the inhabitants had been moved 
out and Japanese trocps moved in.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
appeared that the Posiet Detachment reported that the 
inhabitants staged a demonstration. The witness stated he

32103 had not observed that. * He reported the evacuation of 
the village to his Immediate superior.

’Then asked if the building of these entrenchments 
and evacuation of civilians was all' within the borders of 
Manchuria, he replied that they were concentrating in 
Hamoka village, and to the northwest of the village there 
was a hill on Manchurian territory where the Japanese 
mounted guns and artillery batteries, from which, they later 
fired upon them.
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32105 * Thia long range artillery was west of the Turnen River. Prom 

the weatern bank of the River during the fighting of July 31, long 
range batteries of heavy caliber were fired and one battery on an 
armored train opened fire aeveral times. This was on the night from

32106 July 30 tc the morning of the 31st. * Asked if the building of
trenches and barbed wire and evacuation of civilians between the 
river and hill was* done because fighting was expected, he replied 
that the Japanese apparently constructed these fortifications and 
mounted guns on the hill for the purpose of starting the offensive.
Hia conclusion was that the Japanese would open an offensive and 
later experience ehowed he was right for they did start one on the 
night of July 31.

Asked if there was any Soviet firing on Japanese before
32107 29 July, • he replied that there were no Soviet forces in the area 

of Zaozernaya Hill, only border guard unite.

About July 15 or 16 +'iere was a case when border guards 
killed or shot one of the local population who violated the border 
south of the hill. He penetrated 30 meters into the Soviet terri
tory, began to take pictures and make notes. After this took place, 
Commander Teroshkin sent two border guards to detain him. The wit
ness heard them cry ’’halt" but he started running toward Manchurian

32108 territory. * Because he did not stop, they shot and killed him on 
Soviet territory. His body was taken to the foot of the hill and 
the witness saw the corpse and the camera and notebook with notes 
made by him. In no other case did guards open fire on the local

32109 population. * This took place about 300 meters south of Zaozernaya 
Hill and hj penetrated almost to the bank of Lake Khasan. He did 
not know whether the man’s name was MATSUSHIMA nor whether he was
a gendarme.

The witness was reminded that in Exhibit 753, there was 
a report from the Posiet attachment that early in the morning of 
the 23rd, Section Leader Zhavgorodnin located four Japanese and 
Manchurian soldiers and fired on them with a machine gun. The wit
ness stated he knew nothing about this report. At the time the man 
wee shot to which he had testified, the witness was on the hill.
The witness stated that he knew Capt. Magalov mentioned in Exhibit

32110 753.* Magalov was a border guard, commander of the reserve unit, 
and during the fighting of July 29 to 31, he was in Posiet and 
participated.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that regarding the delivery of letters from the Commander of the 
Japanese Detachment demanding withdrawal of frontier guards from
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Page Zaozernaya, the witness was told that Exhibit 753 stated that Maslov 
was sent foivard as a result of seeing four Japanese-Manchurlan 
soldiers who escaped, but found a letter at the place where they had

32111 been seen, which stated * that on July 16, a letter was sent in the 
district of the long island. It was ordered that thiB letter be 
immediately answered and that they immediately withdraw from Japanese 
territory in the Lake Khaoan area, and if not the situation would 
become grave.

They were always ready to start negotiations and wanted to 
know the opinion of the others. Asked if this was the same letter 
to which he referred in his affidavit, he replied that he personally 
did not see at what place those four from the local population cariy-

32112 ing the letter were detained * but he personally heard from the unit 
commander that some of the local population were held up and that they 
carried the letter in which the Japanese were threatening. The wit
ness was reminded that it appeared from the report that they were
not local population but four Japanese and Manchurian soldiers, but 
he stated that he heard they were from the local population from 
Commander Tereshkin. The cont its of the letter about which he had 
heard was on the same line as the contents of the letter read from 
Exhibit 753, but he couldn't say positively that the gist was the 
same. Asked what was done with those who carried the letters, he 
replied that he didn't see the trespassers himself and couldn't

32113 state positively who they were. Told that the * report would 
indicate they carried a white flag and asked if he knew anything 
abj*!. that, he replied he did not personally observe the occasion.

Asked if the Soviet troopB dug entrenchments prior to 
July 29, he replied they did not make trenches or any constructions 
in the are* of Zaozernaya Hill, nor barbed wire, because there was 
no necessity for the latter. All the time through July 31, there 
were only 30 border guards on the hill.

32114 * Aaked if it was correct that even after messages had been 
sent back outlining a concentration of 600 to 300 Japanese troops, 
building of fortifications, evacuation of civilian population, 
receipt of threatening messages, there remained only SO civilian 
troops without fortifications, barbed wire, and armed only with 
rifles, light machine guns and one heavy gun, the witness stated 
that there were no troopB in the area except border guards and on 
the hill only 30. From the standpoint of this border guard duty,

32115 * that was quite a considerable unit which could detain a large 
number of the enemy.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that on 29 July 1938 at 4 p.m. a clash involving a hundred Japanese 
soldiers occurred, and that the witness came up with reinforcements.
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The witness stated that on 29 July he wae on Zaozernaya Island * 
and more than a hundred Japanese attacked the hill.

152117 
' 22118 
22119

* The clash began in Soviet territory on the Bezimiannaya 
Hill whore only 11 border guards were stationed. • Prior to July 
29, there were no clashes in the area * and on July 29 there was 
only one clash at about 4:00 p.m., and not two.

22120

The witness was told that Exhibit 753 reported a clash 
at 4:00 p.m. on July 29 on a no-name hill on the frontier two 
kilometers north of Zaozernaya Hill, and a further clash on a 
no- name hill 1,000 meters northwest of Zaozernaya Hill. Asked if 
that report was correct, he replied he did not know to what 
report the question referred to, but as an eye witness he could 
say that on 29 July at 4:00 p.m. there was one clash on Bezimiannaya 
which was the same as no-name hill. He thought this was about 700 
to 800 meters from the top of Zaozernaya. • When it started the 
witness was on the eastern slope of the hill and from there could 
see the summit of no-name hill. He saw how the Japanese concen

22121

trated their forces across the jorder-line, using the ravines 
close to the line. That day there was a slight drizzle, but the 
hill was clearly seen. There was no dense fog. He clearly saw 
the movements of the soldiers and how they waved the blades of their 
sabers and cut Soviet guards. * He could not say there was a fog. 
There v'as a slight drizzle and the Japanese did not move under 
cover of fog but used the ravines, allowing them to approach 
closer to no-name hill.

22122

Asked who ordered him to come up with reinforcements, he 
replied that he and four guards were dispatched by Tereshkin to 
pezi-uianna/a Hill to rescue the guards there. About 200 meters 
from the hill he opened fire. From the site of the Zaozernaya 
outpost, another group of guards approached and by Joint flank 
movement they repulsed the Japanese from their territory and 
afterward the witness arrived at the place of the clash and saw 
that all 11 of the Soviet guards were stabbed. 5 were dead * and 
the others heavily wounded. His unit, in connection with tho other 
unit, drove out the Japanese.

22122 * Asked if after the clash, the number of border guards on 
the hill remained the same, except for the killed, he replied that 
the number did not increase.

22124 The next clash occurred on the night of July 31, * involving 
one regiment reinforced by artillery, but he did not know the details 
nor did he know how many men were in the Japanese Infantry Regiment.
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of which 16 or 20 were killed at the start of the attack, held the 
hill for 6 hours, he replied that his group had no casualties on 
the 29th. After the fighting on the 29th the witness returned to

32125 Zaozernaya Hill • and participated in the fighting for the hill on 
the night of July 31. On the night of July 31, during the fighting, 
30 Soviet regular troops approached and by the moment of the clash,

32126 this platoon * participated. Thus, about 1:00 or 2:00 o'clock at 
night, besides the 30 border guards, this regular platoon partici
pated in the fighting.

32127 * The witness was reminded that in his affidavit he said 
that at 6:00 o'clock he saw Japanese soldiers on the crest of the 
hill. Asked if this was the first time he saw them there, he re
plied in the morning he saw them on the crest, waving their sabers, 
tut during the night he was engaged in fighting on the eastern 
slopes of the hill.

The Japanese attacked from the southern slopes, pene
trating to the rear of their t '  \ritory and fighting flared up in 
the immediate rear of the Soviet sector.

32128 In general, the witness had never seen Japanese sold*ere 
on the hi\l crest before 6:00 o'clock in the morning. Soviet 
forces were on the eastern slopes. Au .he border ran along the 
crest of the hill, they were not allowed to trespass in accordance 
with instructions.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that during the whole time of his service in the frontier detach
ment, the: ' was not a single case of a breach of the frontier by 
detachment guards.

The witness was informed that the Soviet prosecutor had 
earlier in the case asked a defense witness if as a military man he 
understood certainly that during the course of fighting come defin
ite line could have been violated by any of the parties (T. 22731).

32129 The witness was asked his own answer to that. * He replied that 
border guards were categorically forbidden to trespass the border 
and during the fighting were forbidden to violate it. They were

32130 forbidden • not only from trespassing but also when compelled to 
use arms against trespassers, should fire so that bullets would 
not fall on the neighboring territory. Since fighting was going 
on on the eastern slopes of the hill, violation of the border
by Soviet guards was out of the question. He thought Tereshkin 
was in action until 5:00 o'clock in the morning since after thav 
hour he could not command since he had been heavily wounded.
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32131 * Asked If he had at any time discussed hie testimony with 

Tereshkin, he said he had not seen Tereshkin for about two years, 
had never read hie testimony, never spoken to him specifically, 
but simply made a general outline of what was well known to both. 
Since both participated, the witness presumed Tereshkin knew as 
much as he did, and neither could get anything from the othex*.
Both affidavits were taken on the same day but not at the same 
hour. The witness came to Tokyo with Tereshkin. Asked if during ’

32132 the trip they discussed their testimony, he replied * no, that 
he didn't think it necessary. There was no need to mention it 
because the witness knew as much about the battles as he did.

32133 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY COL. SMIRNOV

The witness stated that he knew approximately where 
Manchurian territory started and where Korean territory was.
He had shown on the map the border mark where the three border 
lines of Manchuria, Korea and USSR crossed. Therefore, he hadn't 
been able to answer precisely h^w the border line passes farther 
between Manchuria and Korea, i f  he had been shown a map, he could 
show exactly where the territory of the different states was, but 
not from memory. The territory in front cf Zaozernaya Hill was 
Manchurian.

32135 * When shown a map, Exhibit 2175, the witness marked the 
Soviet border outposts in the area which subsequently become the 
Beene of the fighting. He marked two outposts, one on the eastern 
slopes of Zaozernaya Hill, and another on Bezjimjannaya Hill. Ho

32136 did not remember when theso outposts were established. * He knew 
they v/ere .uarded prior to his arrival in the border detachment 
and during his tenure he was at them several times guarding the 
border in that area. He arrived at the Posiet Detachment in 1936. 
Sofaras he knew, the border in that area was guarded prior to his 
arrival.

32137 * The witness marked on the map the place where he was 
prior to the outbreak of the fighting in July, and with an arrow 
the movement of Japanese troops on 29 July and the Beene of the 
fighting. After doing so, he stated that he could clearly 
distinguish the state border line. The scene of the clash of

32138 July 29 marked by him was to the east of the border line *
in Soviet territory. Bezjimjannaya Hill was about 2QC or 25C 
meters from the border line.
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32139 * The witness was reminded that in response to the question 

by the President, he had given a brief answer that he could easily 
determine where the border ran. Asked to give a more detailed 
explanation, he replied that if he hadn't known exactly how the 
line passed, he wouldn't have been able to guard the border. He 
hadn't been in the area for a considerable time and to a certain 
extent had forgotten some characteristics of the terrain but still 
remembered that on certain hills there were extremely character
istic terrain features such as rocks, bush, etc. and by them they 
knew the exact line and the outpost commander showed them where the 
line passed, and the witness trained his subordinate guards in these

32140 features. The guards made a path east of the border * which was 
about 8 meters away from the border and in certain places about 20 
meters away, and othere as close as 3. Along this line they per
formed their guard duties. While passing along this path they 
studied where the line passed and a veteran guard could easily spot 
any changes and violations. The line paesed exactly along the 
watershed, and on Zaosernaya Hill there were large and very peculiar 
rocks and they could easily de'ermine where the line passed.

32141 The eastern slope of the hill was Soviet territory * and 
the west slope, Manchurian. They had optical instruments with which 
to observe neighboring territory and had binoculars and periscopes, 
and by lifting these sufficiently high could observe what was going 
on at the foot of the hill without trespassing the border.
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32144 * The witness had narked on the map Japanese gin. uosi-

tions which he had observed from Zaozernaya Hill, and also
3214^ marked the direction of Japanese penetration * to the hill on
32146 July 3 1 , 193^- This offensive began from the flanks. * On 

that night Japanese, under cover of night, crossed the border 
south of the hill, reached the rear of thé Soviet positions 
and thereon launched an offensive. ' In it they used a part of 
their reinforced regiment concentrated in and around Hamoki 
Village.

The second group crossed the border north of the hill 
and also started an offensive. Other small forces attacked 
the crest of Zaozernaya Hill from the front. From their 
positions, Soviet border guards engaged in battle. At that 
time, on the western slopes of the hill, there were only 30 
guards. The order of their commander was to hold out to the 
last and not to leave the hill until the apnroach of reserve 
units.

32147 After the fighting "tarted on the two * slopes, a 
platoon of 30 men of the field troops approached, thus there 
were at that time on the hill 30 border guards and 30 regu
lar army soldiers. Together they fought until 5:00 a.m.
When almost all v/ere killed or wounded, they withdrew from 
the hill to the back of Lake Khasan and, as they had no way 
to retreat by land as those ways were held by the Japanese, 
the witness together with Tereshkin had to swim across Lake 
Khasan, and all that could swim did so. The Tapanese fired 
at the swimmers with artillery and trench mortars.

32148 * i.ezjimjannaya Hill was not a part of Poogornaya 
Outpost but was included into the sector guarded by the Podchi- 
koriya Frontier Outpost. Bez,-]imjannaya Hill Outpost had no

32149 connection with Zaozernaya Hill. * The Red flag was hoisted 
on Zaozernaya Hill after a regular Red army unit drove the 
Japanese from the hill on August 6 .

RECROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. FURNESS
32150 * Lake Khasan was at some places 50 meters wide and
32151 at some one kilometer, * and about 50 to oO reters the 

witness swam across it.
32152 * Exhibit 3374, a photostatic copy of a man marked 

by the witness being originally Exhibit 2175 was received in 
evidence.
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32153 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF CHERNOPYATKO, Ivan D.

By Colonel Smirnov
The witness stated his name, that his rank was major, 

that he served in the border guard corns of the ministry of 
home affairs in USSR. From 1936 to 1939 he served in the 
Posiet border guard detachment, first as a private, then a 
noncommissioned, then a olatoon commander.

32154- * The title of Hero of the Soviet Union was awarded
to him for participating in the fighting in the Lake Khasan 
area. When shown exhibit 755 he identified it as his affi
davit, and stated that the contents were crue and correct.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. FURNESS
32155 * The witness stated that during July he served in

the Podgornaya outpost and most of the time he was at 
Zaozernaya Hill, arriving there at the beginning of July 1938 
as junior commander of the platoon, a noncommissioned rank.
He had about 30 wen under him. In general he was attached 
to the frontier guard outpost at Podgornaya under the com
mand of Tereshkin. This outpost had a permanent post at 
Zaozernaya Hill.

The Podgornaya Frontier Guard Outpost was about 67 
kilometers from the hill, and this was south of the border 
marked "T" on the map.

32157 * Batarshin was under Dubovoi, a commander of a re
serve group of the detachment, and he occupied the same rank 
as the witness did under Tereshkin. The witness changed his 
answer that he held to Zaozernaya hill for the first time
in July, and explained that when he was graduated from the 
school for noncoms, he was sent for probation to the 
Pcd^urnaya Outpost, and from there went to the observation 
post which separated from Zaozernaya Hill. From the Podgor-

32158 naya outpost, he served until March *and then went into 
the reserve unit. In July he was at Zaozernaya hill the 
second time. Asked if the Post was established in July 193^> 
he replied that the Zaozernaya Hill post was established a 
long time ago.

With reference to the hill, the Korean border was 
on the Tumen-Ula River and across the river was a railroad.
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Zaozernaya Hill were chiefly Korean, ne stated he knew * ~a ing 
about it,

32159 * Some of the population in this region did speak 
Korean, On the Soviet side there were some populated places 
such as the villages of Podgornaya and Gryady. The witness

could not speak, read, or write Korean or Japanese,
32160 * From border marked "T" the border ran north along 

the crest of Dlinnaya Hill and then along the crest of a 
group of hills situated between Lake Khasan and the Turnen- 
Ula River, further along the watershed of the Zaozernaya 
Hill, and thence to the sandy ridge north of that hill. 
Fighting took place on July 29 on Bezjimjannaya Hill, 300 
meters east of the borderline in Soviet territory.

Dlinnaya Hill had its foot near the border marked 
MT", The general direction of the border was northeast,

3 2 16 1*The hill Zaozernaya is a long ridge and the border ran along
32162 the river. * As far back as the beginning of July they ob

served the arrival of Japanese field troops, and through 
the middle of the month, observed an increased concentra
tion on this sector.

Asked if they observed an infantry regiment streng
thened by artillery mortars and two artillery divisions, he 
replied he didn't see the regiment marching in columns, but 
the positions held by the Japanese which were for artillery 
range and trench mortars spoke for themselves as to the 
strength of Japanese troops.

32163 * Judging by the numerical strength and the prepared 
positions, he coiîld say with assurance that in that area was 
about a regiment of Japanese troops, reinforced by by artil
lery and trench mortars. A Japanese regiment had about 3000 
men.

32164 * When he reported the concentration of artillery, 
approximately 3 batteries were there on a hill to the south 
of Hamoka village. Two batteries were to the west of the 
hill, which was to the northwest of Zaozernaya Hill, and one 
on the northern slopes of the hill which was to the north
west.
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32166 * He reported daily this concentration of troops, so, 

ioning of artillery, etc., to his superior officer, and he re
ported it to the central authorities. The caliber of the guns 
observed were about 70 or 80 millimeters or 40 millimeters. 
Asked if all guns in the territory east of the River Turnen were 
not small caliber, 37*5 o r 40 millimeter guns, he replied there 
were also guns of 70 or 80 millimeters in caliber.

32167 * Asked if guns of over 40 millimeter caliber were not
all on the other side of the River Turnen down near the Village 
Podgornaya, he replied he personally observed no artillery 
opposite the frontier puard outpost Podgornaya nor saw any 
artillery in the village in the -v'ghboring territory. Again 
asked if any gun of over 40 caliber were on territory across

32168 the Turnen River from-hill Zaozernaya, * he replied that oppo
site the hill there were guns of 70 and 80 millimeters in 
caliber. Opposite the river on its western bank, they didn't 
exactly observe the positions, but saw the movement of trans
port vehicles.

He had testified in his affidavit to the evacuation 
from the village of Khamoki. He believed that this was s dif
ferent spelling of Hamoka, and was the same village referred 
to by that name and was about seven meters from the summit 
of Zaozernaya hill.

32169 * The eastern outskirts of the village ’•’ere about 900 
meters from the summit of Zaozernaya hill. He personally ob
served the concentration of troops and evacuation from the 
;bservation post on the hill. He was approximate]y a meter 
or a meter and a half to the east of the border line between 
Manchuria and the USRR.

^2170 * He reported the evacuation to his superior who re
ported it to the headquarters of the Posiet detachment. His 
commander also observed this personally. He made the obser
vation the first half of July, but the last stage of the evac
uation was on July 24 and 25.

Reference v/as made to exhibit 753 which indicated 
that the inhabitants staged a demonstration of indignation 
on the 24th of July.
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32171 * Asked if he knew anything about that, the witness 

stated there was no demonstration in the Hamoka village. The 
evacuation was conducted from Manchurian territory to Korean 
territory across the Tumen-Ula River, the border line be
tween the two states running on that river. The evacuation 
and fortifications were all within the territory of Manchukuo.

32172 The fortifications were in Manchuria, * but they observed 
troop movements in Korean territory as well. This evacua
tion and fortification building was because fighting was ex
pected in the territory.

Asked if he knew anything about the kill ing of a 
Japanese gendarme on the southern slope of Mount Zaoazernaya, 
as reported in exhibit 753? he replied that, he knew that the 
gendarme was shot but did not knew if his name was MATSUSHIMA. 
He did not know if two other Japanese gendarmes were cap
tured, but knew two local residents were detained.

32173 * The witness was told that in his affidavit he 
testified that between the lPth and 20th, at different 
times, Russian guards captured two local civilians with let
ters from the Japanese detachment addressed to the chief of 
the 5°th Frontier Detachment demanding withdrawal of Russian 
forces from Zaozernaya hill.

32174 * Parts of the report included in exhibit 753 were 
then read to the witness. This stated that or July 2 3, 
about 5:00 a.m., a patrol of 5 men,under section leader 
Zhavgorodnin, located on Soviet territory 4 Jananese and 
Manchurian soldiers with a light machine gun. A cavalry 
platoon under Captain Magalov was sent forward from the 
outpost and he discovered 120 -150 meters from the frontier 
line where the transgressors were seen, that one telegraph 
pole was pulled and 14 meters of wire were carried away.
There were footprints leading to the adjacent territory. 
this place a white flag and a letter written in Korean were 
found which stated that on July l6 a letter was sent in the 
district of the long island, immediately answer this letter, 
and immediately withdraw from the territory in the Lake 
Khassan area, or the situation would become grave.

Questions arising between them had become tense, 
and they were always ready to start negotiations on the 
frontier line. The ooinion of the other side was desired.
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32175 * After this was read to the witness he was a3ked if 

he knew anything about this incident and he replied that 
detachment commander Grebennik told him that such an occur
rence was somewhat to the north of Zaozernaya hill. Asked 
if this was the same letter regarding which he had testified 
in his affidavit, he said this was the second letter, but
it was approximately so that the glsj.. ,>C the letter just 
read was the same as the letter he remembered having been 
told about by Grebennik.

Asked if Soviet guards dug entrenchments, strung 
barb wire, or built fortifications in the area nrior to 
July 29, he replied that prior to that time the guards con
structed no fortifications there. Originally there were 
fewer border guards there, but after the 1 6th there were

32176 30, and * they were the only military forces on the hill.
Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 

stated that on the 29th a clash occurred with tie adjacent 
Soviet guard consisting of 11 men. The witness stated that 
at this time he was near the summit of Zaozernaya hill.
When he observed this fighting, they came down the eastern 
slope of the Zaozernaya hill somewhat. From exhibit 753 
was read to him the part which stated that according to the 
Posyet detachment report, on July 2 9, 1938, at 16.00 hours, 
Japanese and Manchurians launched a two-group offensive 
against a no-name hill on the frontier line t o kilometers 
north of Zaozernaya hill.

32177 * The first groun was of 5° men with a light machine 
gun, and the second consisted of nearly a company, attacked 
no-name hill 1000 meters northwest of Zaozernaya hill. The 
Soviet patrol withdrew. A group from the garrison on the 
hill marched out to support them. The group advancing from 
the hill was engaged in a skirmish with a Japanese grouo.
The observation was difficult because of dense fog. Asked 
if that was an accurate report of the skirmish, as he ob
served it, he replied no, that it was a somewhat distorted 
picture picture of the events. The no-name hill was not 
northwest of Zaozernaya hill but northeast.

32178 * There was a fog 1n the dell between Zaozernaya hill
32179 * and Bezjimjannaya hill. There was a slight rain, Tereshkin, 

the commander of the outpost, ordered the detachment to go
in suooort of the men engaged in the skirmish. About 12:00
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o'clock the night of jj Ju.iy 1938, on a reconnaissance party, 
the witness heard Japanese speech, but as he did not under
stand Japanese, he did not know what was being said. Asked 
how he knew it was Japanese, he replied they were getting 
letters on behalf of the Japanese commander containing de-

32180 mands that they should withdraw from Zaozernaya hill, * and 
troops under Japanese officers were opposite them.

Asked if the letters were in Korean he replied the 
Japanese were bossing the show, both in Manchuria and Korea, 
and they didn't observe the border line between the two 
countries. One of the letters was in the Korean language.

After the skirmish on the 29th, there were no rein
forcements nor fortifications built on the hill. The witness 
stated that he was wounded and went out of action on the

32181 morning of 31 .ru \ .  * The fighting began on the nigl.ô of
July 3O-3I.

32185 * It started at midnight and extended to the 31st,
’He was wounded and went out of action after six or seven 
hours and took no part in the fighting after that date.

32186 * The witness was told that ehe witness Tereshkin 
testified (*, 7 7 8 1) that only frontier guards took oart in 
the fighting on Zaozernaya hill, and according to the present 
witness's affidavit the guards numbered 30. Ab..ed if even 
after the fighting on the 2°th, no reinforcements were 
brought to defend the hill, thé witness stated that was not

32187 correct, * During the night one platoon of field troops 
came up and also participated in the battle,

32188 * It consisted of 30 rcen. Asked if 1] men were killed 
or wounded in the fighting on the 29th, 1 5  to 20 killed on 
the night of the 30th and 3 1st if that left approximately 20 
on the hill, he replied that was not correct because the 
frontier patrol on Bezjimjannaya hill was not a part of the 
oatrol on Zaozernaya hill. They were two separate patre.j
On Bezjimjannaya hill there was a patrol from the Podchik- 
oriya border outpost and on Zaozernaya hill there was a 
patrol from Podgornaya border outpost. Thus there were 60 
men on Zuczernaya hill.
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Before or during the time he gave testimony in this 
affidavit, he did not talk with either Tereshkin or Batarshin,

32189 * He did not discuss with Batarshin his testimony* They came 
from Russia together and while coming had no discussions on 
the testimony but did discuss the matter in general terms*
The witness asked Batarshin how the examination went, and*he 
told him all that ..appened. There was no use to discuss the 
subject in detail as they saw the same things themselves.

32190 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY COLONEL SMIRNOV
Regarding the demonstration in the village northwest 

of Zaozernaya hill, 4 men arrived at the village with movie 
cameras. Probably according with their orders, 30 men gath
ered from Hamoka village at a square clearly seen from the 
hill. One of the men of the village began to deliver a 
speech, waving his hands and pointing in the direction of the 
hill. A film was made of this, then the gathered men were 
ordered to march past the mo' ie camera.

32191 * One of the men who came to the village told
how they should walk and shout and the men obediently did it. 
Asked if it was known to him when Soviet troops were brought 
into action on the hill, he renlied that one platoon was 
brought into action on the night of 30th of July to 3 1st of 
July. But he didn't think they could be called field troops. 
Regular army units were brought in later but h« didn't know 
when. On the way to the hospital in Vladivostok he met 
columns of army units marching to the place of the clash in

32192 the area oi Zaozernava hill * in the afternoon of 31 July.
He could not tell exactly "»'• e« ^he nost on the hill was es- 
.tablished.

In the beginning of 1937 there was a post already 
there and veteran guards had told him that it had been estab
lished there a long time before. The witness stated that he 
was on the hill 11 July 193*V

32197 * The first clash occurred on 2e» July on Bezjlmjannaya
hill, which is 3OO meters to the past of the border line.
No clashes occurred orior to 29 July neither in the area of 
Bezjimjannaya nor Zaozernaya hill. (Defense counsel called 
the attention of the tribunal to testimony beginning at pages 
22,879; 22,713; 22,740; and 22,^43.)
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF KOISO, Kuniaki, 
by Mr. Brooks.

* The accused identified exhibit 3375 as his 
affidavit, and after corrections verified it. * The 
affidavit stated that he was born in l880, and was appointed 
Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau in August, 1930, 
promoter’ to lieutenant-general August, 1931. was Commander 
of the Korean Army from 2 December 1935 to 15 July, 1933; 
promoted to full, general Novemter, 1937, attached to the 
General Staff on 15 July, 1933, and in the same month placed 
on the reserve list.

After retiring from the army, he had no further 
connections with military affairs, and his political 
activities were limited to the time and duty of offices to 
which he was appointed and which he accepted only as a 
duty to his country and not upon his own request.

After ’Vorld ’Var One, military armaments became 
obsolete. As there were movements for their reduction, 
improvement was not satisfactory for the nation to wage
* war, and armament conditions grew alarming from the 
standpoint of national defense. To readjust equipment, 
the mobilisable strength of divisions was reduced tc 
23 after Aoril, 1931* About the time of the outbreak of 
the "anchurian Incident, it was considered to reduce 
peacetime strength further of 17 divisions, by changing 
the Imperial Guard Division to simply Imperial Bodyguards 
and abolishing the two divisions. This was Fe state of 
the armv strength, which he learned through performing 
duties in the Military Affairs Bureau and the Military 
Equipment Bureau.

After assuming the post of Chief of the Military 
Affairs Bureau, he heard of frequent acts in China and 
Manchuria committed by Chinese arising from anti-Japanese 
sentiment, of the infringement of Japan’s vested interests 
and interference with the Japanese right of residence and 
business, and acts endangering their lives and property.
* As a result, feeling between Japanese and Chinese in 
Manchuria became more strained. In view of the situation, 
the accused presented his view to the v/ar and Vice Ministers 
on how to avoid war, by adhering to a policy of patience. 
Both ministers agreed, and the accused expressed this view
v> the Vice Chief of the General Staff, who entertained 

the same ooinion.
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The accused also heard that because oi *he 
condition of the military forces, Chief of Staff K&N3YA 
sent Uajor-General TATEKAWA to Manet uria in mid-September, 
1931 » to transmit to the Kwantung Army Commander the 
central army authorities' intention of adhering to a 
policy of patience and forbearance, regardless of develop
ments.

* Young officers became indignant over armament 
conditions, and because they thought internal politics 
v/ere disregarding the nation's interests, some planned to 
effect administrative reforms with certain civilians, and 
some did so. Instances of this were the March and October 
Incidents, which were successfully nipped in the bud, and 
the May 15 and February 26 Incidents. Active army and navy 
officers had been prohibited as a policy from engaging in 
politics in such a way.

OKA'VA and his followers resented corrupt party 
politics and wanted to reform the system with a Cabinet 
under the Premiership of the then War Minister UGAKI.
OYk"’h wanted UGAKI to take an active post, but their plan 
was reckless and it met with UGAKI's refusal, and they had 
to abandon it. This was the March Incident, and had nc 
relation to the Manchurian Incident.

In relation to this, the accused was requested 
by OKAWA, whom he met for the first time, to make arrange
ments for him to see UGAKI about the plan. After asking 
the nature of the plan, KOISO voiced disapproval and 
advised OKA'VA to abandon it. The accused recalled that 
Chief of the Appointment Section OKAMURA was present at 
the discussion. 0KA7/A refused to listen to KOISO.'s advice 
and persisted that he see UGAKI.

* The accused told him he could report it to 
UGAKI if OKAWA handed him the plan in writing. On reading 
the document, UGAKI flatly rejected it, and the accused 
informed OKA’VA of this. Prior to this, when KOISO asked 
OKAWA for the plan in writing and he answered he would 
submit it after consulting with others, KOISO inquired who 
the others were. He did not reveal their names, but this 
was when KOISO learned they were young general staff 
officers.

By virtue of his office as Chief of the Military 
Affairs Bureau, he was in position to discourage officers 
from such action, and he advised OKAWA to abandon the plan 
and sever connections with the young officers concerned 
with it, as they were prohibited from political activity.
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Pare Be si â&$:- re p 0 r ti ;ng to higher officials,. ̂ ^130
also informed fch.e Vite Chief of. .the General Staff,; s. jesting 
he warn the youn# officers, not to associate with OKAWA. ' :
At this time: rt&ei Vice -Chief told.-, him that there were 

322IO * indications that :Army firecrackers had been'delivered to
OKA’.YA' s faction^ bye youngf officers. . KOISO; Calledohis: ’ o; 
attention to the necessity for their being returned 
immediately to avert trouble and protect array prestige.
Later he heard?GKAWA‘ was still intending to put his plan r 
into practice.rand }t c - -sc tN- v \. or  ̂ . A .

• c a rd J /)£ t' ■ oat.: 1 a ' r- • s t . « "-c p . r . : .«• .* t\
t • dlhiinkingtthatrthis; would bring trouble, to the n 

young officers connected with 0KA7/A, KOISO. requested c-! . 
Marquis TOKUGAWÂ^ in whoWcPKAWAiwas said*to,haver confidence, 
to persuade Q3KÀWA, $10-abandon] then plan andere turn; their n 
firecrackers^ bAsr arresult;TQKUGAWA'succeededrin having  ̂
OKAWA abandonsthe planv However, KOISO received information 
that despite the request of General Staff officers, the 
firecrackers? remainedr in the]possession of’the. OKAWA < 
faction. ̂ KOISQ;personally and the War'•Minis try., had nothing 
to do with these articles,tbut since the effort of;.General 
Staff officersrtQfrecover-■* em was insufficient, KOISO 
feared troublearaight crop’-up-in î the future if.theimatter 

32212 were left alone, ** so he. requested OKAWA to return*-then
firecrackers.thAlthough»0KAWA said he would do so, he took 
no immediate steps to keep his promise.

r

To hasten the matter, OKAWA again requested 
TOKUGAWA to persuade OKAWA. Through TOKUöAWA's efforts, 
final arrangements were made to return the firecrackers, 
and KOISO so informed the General Staff. Later, he 
received information that General Staff officers received 
from OKAWk'a faction the firecrackers, and thus the March 
Incident ended.

Prosecution witnesses UGAKI, (T. 1603 and 1627). 
TOKUGAWA, (T. 1441-1446), and SHIMIZU, (1402-1404, 1406-0Ô, 
1410-11), made misstatements in their testimony, but these 
were cleared up in cross-examination, and KOISO believed 
his own statements were found to be true.

32213 * With regard to the October Incident, the
accused HASHIMOTO made a statement that would le.ad the 
Court to misunderstand and think KOISO participated. (T. 
15 6 76-7 ). This was a mistake, and he had no connection. 
From what he learned as a part of his official duty, it 
was the plan in October, 1931, of some young General 
Staff officers to .renovate the domestic organization. 
Before the plan took concrete shape, modern elements in 
the group secretly informed Second Section .Chief IWAMURA 
of the attempt.



Page The information was conveyed by him the Chief
of the î'ilitary Affairs Section NAGATjl, and by him to 
KOISO. KOISO at once reported to t i e War and Vice Rix.'ts'-'-r. 
The minister requested Gendarmerie Commander TCMGKA to

32214 * confine and hold incommunicado the young officers who 
were then confronted with their improper activities and 
severely reprimanded and told to disband and’( discontinue i ;
such activity. This ended the Incident. ;* *f ‘ '• « 0

The truths of the R'arch and October Incidents 
were as he stated, and exhibit 179F and 2177-A were a 
mistake, and also he had no connection with the May 15 
Incident, as mentioned in exhibit 2178-A.

In OKAWA's interrogatory concerning the Kay 15, 
Incident, he mentioned the R'arch Incident, making it appear 
as if in deciding upon his actions he took into consideration 
the future of Manchuria. However,.when OKAWA called on 
KOISO in connection with the March Incident, his explanation 
included no mention of-policies toward Manchuria.

Regarding exhibit 2202-A, the War Ministry 
invitation to Manchurian Railway Company officials on 30 
June 1931» this was a courtesy banquet of the War Ministry

32215 4 by way of a return invitation, ani there was no discussion 
of politics pertaining to Manchuria or Mongolia. The out
break of the Manchurian Incident was not due to any plan
or intrigue by any Cabinet member or officials of KOISO's 
acouaintance as far as he knew, and he never saw nor heard 
any plans for aggression, nor conspired with anyone to 
do any of the acts charged in the Indictment.

On the night of 18 September, 1931» when the 
Mukden Incident broke out, KOISO was home asleep. Between 
2 and 3 a.m. on the 19th, the War Ministry telephoned him, 
and he was informed for the first time that about 10 .3 0  
p.m. on the 18th, Chinese soldiers had blown up the 
railway lines near Liutiakou, and that fighting had 
ensued. Summoned by the War Minister, he found that Vice- 
Minister SUGIYAMA was ill and unable to come, and pursuant 
to the War Rfinister's order, the accused requested a

32216 4 secretary to call government offices concerned and 
request the Premiér to convene an emergency Cabinet meeting. 
Both the War Minister and KOISO agreed that the situation 
should be handled so as to localize the Incident and 
restore peace.
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Since a summons came from the Vice-Chicr to the 
Vice-Minister for consultation and as the Vice-Kim;:ter 
was ill, ’7ar Finister MINAFI sent KOISO in his stead. He 
met Vice-Chief NINOFIYA, and they deliberated on the 
following points, which they suggested to the government:
The best measure was a policy of localization to settle 
and stabilize the Incident; although the Chinese might be 
responsible, their position should be defensive; conditions 
for settlement should not be determined by the army alone;
If the Chinese acts were based on an anti-Japanese policy, 
this might cause another Incident, and the Kwantung Army 
* would have to face more provocation; therefore, a 
uroposition should be made to the Chang Hsueh-liang regime 
requesting observation of existing treaties and rights.

KOISO recalled that Second Section Head IMAMURA 
was Dresent at the conference also, \7hen V/ar Minister 
FINAFI notified the accused that the Cabinet had decided 
on a policy of localization, KOISO reported this to Vice- 
Chief NINOFIYA. FINAFI then sent a telegram drafted by 
the ’'ilitary Affairs Bureau, to the Kwantung Army Commander, 
stating that Japan wished io exert its utmost to localize 
the Incident, and they desired the Kwantung Army to keep 
this in mind.

The same day a report was received from C-in-C 
of the Korean Army, that he was preparing to send a mixed 
brigade to FancHuria. FINAFI requested the Chief of Staff 
to wire that this measure should be suspended, and he did 
so. * However, on SeDtember 21 they found ‘‘hat the brigade 
had already crossed the border on its own initiative, 
despite the instructions, and this matter was discussed at 
the Seottmber 22 Cabinet meeting. The Cabinet finally 
gave ex-oost facto anproval. Since Imperial sanction had 
been obtained, army expenses were paid out of second 
reserve funds.

At the end of September it was decided that since 
Kwantung Army main strength was concentrated along the 
railway zone and since the lives and properties to be 
orotected extended over such a vast area, MINAL'l, after 
consultation with the Chief of Staff, indicated to the 
Kwantung Army Commander that although it was necessary to 
station detachments along the line connecting Kirin, 
Changchun and Chengshiatun and along the line of the 
Taliaho, trooos should not advance north or west of these 
lines. At. the same time, units close to Chinchow should 
be withdrawn within the lines.
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32219 * On 26 November, a disturbance broke ou** in 

Tientsin. The North China Army Commander requested ube 
Kwantung Army Commander to send reinforcements for the 
protection of the Japanese community and maintenance of 
neace and order in foreign settlements. On the 27th, the 
Kwantung Army Commander dispatched a unit as far as 
Kouoangtzu to reconnoiter the Chinchow area in preparation 
for trooD transportation. However, M1NAMI requested strict 
observance of the lines in accordance with the Cabinet 
policy, and the Chief of Staff, in compliance with this 
desire, ordered the Kwantung Army Commander to withdraw 
the unit east of the Taliaho River.

32220 * On 10 December, 1931, the WAKATSUKI Cabinet 
resigned and a new Cabinet was organized on the 1 3th under 
INUKAI, with ARAKI as War Minister. Prior to this, 
negotiations had been started to prevent further clashes 
near Chinchow. Settlement had not been reached by December 
1 9 3 1, and on the 23rd a battle took place between Kwantung 
Army units and those of the regular Chinese Army, because 
the latter advanced from Chinchow and attacked the units 
engaged in the suppression of soldier bandits near Tien- 
chuangtai. The Chinese evacuated Chinchow, and the Kwantung 
Army made a bloodless entry into the city on January 3, 
taking charge of maintaining public peace and order.

In January, 1932, Japanese and Korean residents 
in Harbin and some Chinese officials and civilians repeatedly 
asked the Kwantung Army for the dispatch of rescue forces, 
and the army reported they would like to com., by but the 
central authorities had withheld approval with respect to

32221 * the necessity of rescuing Harbin; but the confused situa
tion of the city made central authorities believe such 
action was necessary, and they finally approved the request 
of the Kwantung Army Commander, whereupon he dispatched 
troops and on 5 February drove back the soldier bandits
in Harbin.

After the outbreak of the Shanghai Incident the 
end of January 1932, the troops were sent, but later, on 
5 May, a truce was concluded and army units were trans
ferred.

War Ministry personnel, including the accused, 
endeavoured at all times under the War Minister, to check 
the aggravation of the situation on the basis of a policy 
of non-aggravation. Unfortunately, the Incident developed 
as It did, which was unavoidable, and those concerned did 
their best to meet the situation according to the above 
policy.
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* Concerning the army budget, exhibit 7* "efers 
to the neriod after the official organization was revised, 
Bv virtue of this revision, the Chief of the Military 
Affairs Bureau would assist the Wrr Minister in control 
of the budget, bu1 before the revision the Chief of the 
Intendance Bureau was responsible, and the Military 
Affairs Bureau Chief had neither authority nor control 
or responsibility, and this was the case during the time 
the accused held office.

The independence of Manchukuo was declared in 
March, 1932. The new regime made requests of Japan, which 
was pressed by the necessity of examining its policies to 
meet these requests economically and politically. Though 
the police to support and uphold Manchuria's development 
was roughly established, KOISO recalled that up to the time 
when he left his position in the Wsr Ministry in August
19 3 2. most of the concrete measures had not yet been 
decided.

* In exhibit 227, KOISO, as Vice-Minister, 
received an advice from the Kwantung Army Chief of Staff 
dated 4 June, 1932, with respect to taking over the Dairen 
customs, and he reported this to the War Minister. At 
this time the policy concerning customs had not been decided, 
and as it was a matter which could not be carried out by 
the army alone, no action was taken.

Regarding the funds mentioned in exhibit 2210, 
the 20,000 yen turned over to him on 4 July v.. s handled 
under his supervision by the Senior Adjutant and Secretariat 
Paymaster, and was used to defray expenses for social 
occasions in the Ministry and for incidental expenses of 
the Ministry and to pay temporary employees.

KOISO was transferred to Chief of Staff of the 
Kwantung Army on 8 August, 1932, and returned the 18,500 
yen given to him as Vice-Minister to his successor,
ŸANAGAWA, and he did not know how it was used. (Exhibit 
2211 ).

* The 1,970,000 yen turned over to him under his 
name when he was Kwantung Army Chief of Staff on 27 
December 1933 (exhibit 2213), was handled by the Senior 
Adjutant and the Paymaster of the Intendance Bureau under 
the Vice-Chief of Staff, in accordance with the order of 
the Kwantung Army Commander. KOISO merely was to supervise 
its use.
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Page Expenditures during the two months up to his
deoarture from the Kwantung Army was appropriated uo 
Incidental expenses at the Commander's official residtrce 
and for various array units, gendarmerie and special 
service organizations, but the largest amount was retained 
by headquarters.

While Chief of Staff, the sum allotted to units 
and special organizations was spent for obtaining informa
tion, and especially for paying for collected weapons from 
potential and de facto bandits. The amount for use for 
this included sums due but not paid. This was the use

32225 * made of these funds while he was Vice Minister and Chief 
of Staff, and he could only say that the way the Army paid 
out secret funds was such that no individual use could be 
made of it.

He was appointed Kwantung Army Chief of Staff 
on August 3, and arrived at Mukden on the 26th, accompanying 
the new Kwantung Army Commander, MUTO, Nobuyoshi, who was 
concurrently Ambassador Plenipotentiary. MUTO signed the 
Japan-Manchukuo Protocol on 15 September, 1932, whereby 
Japan recognized Manchukuo, and the duty of joint defense 
was assigned to the Kwantung Army.

In its declaration of independence on 1 March, 
1932, Manchukuo announced that the four northeastern 
provinces under Chang Hsueh-liang were within its territory. 
Therefore it was necessary for the Kwantung Army, in 
coooeration with Manchukuo, to make efforts for restoration 
of law and order in Jehol Province, but it was more urgent • 
to restore peace and order east of the Taliaho River,

32226 * esuecia^ly along the SUR where multitudes of Japanese 
and Manchurians settled. Therefore the Commander continued 
to drive out remnants of the Ting Chao, Li Tu, and Ma Chan- 
shan armies, to restore law and order, with the cooperation 
of the Manchukuoan Army and the local self-government and 
police organizations, and also carried out the "Pao Chiao" 
system, since it subsequently insured law and order.

Bandits or potential bandits surrendering weapons 
received compensation, and measures were taken to give 
emnloyment to those among them without employment or farms 
to return to, and many were employed as laborers by the 
National Road Bureau of Manchukuo. Ting Chao visited the 
Kwantung Army Commander at Changchun, expressing gratitude 
for the treatment accorded him and his army, and swore to do 
his utmost for Manchukuo in the future, and K0IS0 under
stood he was later given important work by Manchukuo'.
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32227 4 At the end of 1932 Su Ping-wen, who was gVven

a military post at Eulumbair after Manchukuo was formed, 
rebelled, and many Japanese in the district were killed 
or imprisoned. The Kwantung Army was faced with the 
necessity of using force for the protection of the 
residents. Fearing that rash action might bring further 
harm, the Kwantung Army asked the Soviet to rescue the 
residents, and through the good offices of Russian 
authorities Japanese residents were accommodated into 
Soviet territory, transported to Vladivostok, and from 
there sent safely to Japan. Later, the Kwantung Army 
Commander sent a unit to the district, and peace and 
order was restored after defeating Su's forces.

Part of Chang Hsueh-liang's troops who left 
Chincbow and Tungliao were received by Governor Tang Yu 
ling of Jehol Province, and joining the powerful bandits 
of the area, established a base there from which to carry 

32223 out insidious activities in South Manchukuo. * So the 
Kwantung Army Commander advised Ksieh Lu Sheng, a Jehol 
Province representative anF secretary of Tang Yu-ling, 
that the army's policy was to restore peace and order as 
peacefully as possible, and it was necessary for the 
governor to provide for the peaceful participation of the 
province with Manchukuo in maintaining peace, and 

£ suggested that he so advise Tang. Tang did not accept
this advice, and started a campaign to disturb Manchukuo's 
peace in collusion with bandits, and therefore Japanese 
and Fanchukuoan troops had to take action.

After peace was restored in Jehol, the Kwantung 
Army Commander ordered all units to defend the line of 
the Great V/all and borders, but not to penetrate into 
North China and Chahar. Every time they were attacked, all 
units drove back the Chinese from their line of defense 
by way of defense. Chinese groups increased their strength 

32229 4 by the end of April, and their attacks became persistent.
Some armv units, driving away the enemy, pursued them into 
No’ th China. However, they withdrew to the Great V/all in 
accordance with the Kwantung Army Commander's order.

The Chinese Army further increased in strength 
and repeated attacks against the line of the Great Wall 
after the Kwantung Army withdrew toward that line. At 
this juncture army units counter-attacked and pursued the 
Chinese as far as the Chi-Ho River in early May. The 
Kwantung Army commander strictly ordered all units to stop 
east of the line of the Chi-Ho River, considering that the 
entry into the Peiping-Tientsin Area might aggravate the 
situation.
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Kwantung Army Commander accepted, an-1 thus the TANuEH 
truce ending the Manchurian Incident was concluded on 71 
Pay, 1933.

32230 * KOISO was relieved as Chief of Staff of the 
Kwantung Army on 5 March, 1934, and his duties in Manchuria 
for twenty months were associated with staff work under the 
Commander's direction. During this time he was not in 
command of troops, and had no power to command any, because 
he was only responsible for administrative matters.

It was stated in exhibit 230, (T. 2902), that he 
sent a communication to the Vice-Minister concerning "The 
Program of Guidance for Manchukuo1', dated 3 November 1932. 
The document was the commander's opinion and prepared by 
his order ir, reply to an inquiry from the War Vice-Minister 
and made according to the draft plan of the General Staff 
Second Division. It was written by order of the Army 
Commander, exoressing his opinion, and not made on KOISO's 
own initiative and not his own opinion.

Assistance to Manchukuo from the Kwantung Army 
while he was Chief of Staff was carried out under orders

32231 * issued in accordance v/ith the Japan-Manchukuo Protocol, 
(exhibit 440, T. 5035), and its annexed documents for 
restoring and maintaining peace and order, protection of 
transportation, communications, etc., in view of the 
promotion of the happiness of the Manchurians, these 
activities were carried out at the initiati”® and request 
and with the cooperation of the government organizations 
of Manchukuo.

After he left his duties in Manchukuo on 5 
April, 19 34, he served in no official or private capacity, 
having no direct connection with the Manchurian or Chinese 
problems. However, he felt that the outbreak and continua
tion of the China Incident was most regrettable, and he 
advanced the view privately that the most appropriate 
measure would be to ask Britain and the U. S. to mediate 
a Sino-Japanese peace, but little attention was paid to 
his view. From April to August, 1939, and from January to

32232 July, 1940, he was Minister of Overseas Affairs, but had 
no connection with any work relating to the Incident. The 
capture of Changsha occurred while he was stiLl Governor- 
General in Korea, and he had no connection with it. The 
battles of Hengyang, Kewilin and Liuchow were actions taken 
as tactical onerations, and were outside his responsibility. 
From December 1931 until 15 July, 1938, he commanded the 
Korean Army.
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With regard to the Lake Khasan Incident, (T.
22742, 22751), TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified in relaie on 
to the concentration of the 19th Division, but this w;s 
his imagination, and differed from the facts. The actu«1 
situation was that in view of the movement of Soviet 
troops in the vicinity of Changkufeng, the 19th Division 
Commander had taken precautions by stationing on the 
bank of the Turnen River a part of the division's strength, 
and to enable the taking of appropriate defensive measures 
in the face of possible future changes requested KOISO's 
* rermission on 14 July 1938 to concentrate the division's 
main strength on the bank of the Turnen River. Before giving 
any order, KOISO wired the Chief of the General Staff and 
7/ar Minister for instructions. Before receiving any 
reply, he received orders the next day, 15 July, trans
ferring him to Tokyo.

The telegram from the Chief of Staff in reply to 
his inquiry arrived on 16 July, and was delivered to his 
successor as commander of the Korean Army, General NAKAMURA. 
He thought NAKAMURA disposed of the matter on the basis 
of these instructions, as the order for concentration was 
not issued by the accused.

At the time of the Khalkin-Gol Incident he was 
Overseas Minister, and his duties had no connection with 
such matters in Manchuria, and he did not participate in 
discussions concerning problems related to the USSR or 
Outer Mongolia.

* According to exhibit 2214 with rtgard to the 
Tripartite Pact, it was alleged that ITAGAKI, on 8 May,
1939, and KOISO on the 9, gave an interview to a Domei News 
Agency Reporter. Part of the statement in the exhibit 
relating to himself was a mistake. Foreign Minister ARITA 
may have made the statement, but the accused did not. It 
was common for the Overseas and Foreign Affairs Minister 
to be confused. He did not recall having given this 
interview, but assuming he did give it, he certair.ly would 
not have given such a statement as alleged in the exhibit, 
for from the nature of his duties as Overseas Minister he 
had no authority or responsibility with regard to diplomatic" 
or military matters, and was not allowed to make any public 
statement in such form.

While he was Overseas Minister in the RIRANUMA 
Cabinet, he only knew vaguely that the problem of the 
Tripartite Pact was discussed at a five Ministers' confer
ence composed of the Premier and War, Navy, Foreign, and 
Finance Ministers.
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32235 * ’Vhile he was Overseas Minister in the HiH^NUMA 

Cabinet, his views on this subject were never requestea 
nor expressed at any Cabinet meetings when he was present, 
or on any occasion that he could recall, except when in 
May, 1939? he received a request from Vice-Minister 
YAMA’.VAKI, asking him to help restore friendly relations 
between the Tar and Navy Ministers, who had opposite 
views concerning the alliance. To this request, KOISO 
replied in a note that although he was an outsider, he 
believed it best for Japan to put off the conclusion of an 
alliance with Germany and Italy. He also expressed his 
anti-alliance view to HIRANUMA, and thereafter never 
entered into discussions thereon.

32236
Exhibit 523? (T. 6174), a telegram to Berlin 

sent by Ambassador Ott concerning the results of a discussion 
had with KOISO, was full of false statements. It was 
* true that on 20 June 1940, in response to a request 
made by T0KUGA7A, Yoshitomo, KOISO talked with Ott for 
about half an hour, with TOKUGAWA as interpreter. He 
did not invite Ott to call >n him, and this meeting had 
no connection with the accused MUTO, whose name was not 
even mentioned, and at the short interview Ott did most of 
the talking and explained his views, that the conclusion 
of an alliance and a non-aggression pact between Japan 
and the USSR would benefit the economic development of 
Jaoan in the southwestern Pacific, and suggested the 
economic value of FIC and NEI.

It was contrary to the fact to say that KOISO 
put to him a question concerning the attitude of Germany 
in case Japan started military actions in these regions, 
or that KOISO would promote the idea of Ott to have Japan 
attack the Philippines and Hawaiian Islands and hold the 
U. S. in check in the Pacific. This would call for an 
Important utterance concerning a matter about which he, as 
Overseas Minister, had no authority or concern, and of 

32237 * which he was not authorized to express his attitude. He 
could not think of speaking even his private opinion to 
a foreign ambassador whom he had met then for the first 
time. Ott's telegram to the effect that KOISO stated 
there was a possibility of a non-aggression pact between 
Japan and the Soviet further proved that Ott made the false 
statement to realize his own view to make Japan follow the 
course he had planned and was not aware and was confused 
as to the functions of the Overseas and Foreign Ministries. 
Ott's observation that KOISO belonged to the KONOYE faction 
was wrong, because he then knew KONOYE only by name. This 
could be seen from exhibit 1278 of the KIDO Diary, in which 
KONOYE stated he did not know the accused.
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* In relation to his answer to the question on southern 
expansion raised by House of Representatives Member FUKUDA on 
17 March 1940 (Exhibit 2215-A), the reply KOISO made at the outset 
that he agreed with FUKUDA did not mean he approved of the method 
proposed by him but only that he agreed it was necessary to pay 
attention to economic movement in the south. The fact that KOISO 
held the opinion that the southern regions were not suitable for 
large scale Japanese immigration because of climate and customs * 
was clear from the reply. There was no military significance to 
the discussion.

According to Exhibit 1309, the arrangement of sending 
Ambassador SAWADA to NEl as the Economic Envoy in July 1940, was 
dropped because of KOISO. However, KOISO did not know that SAWADA 
had been intended to be the envoy nor did he know that the plan 
was later changed. KOISO declined the offer of the Premier and 
Foreign Minister to become Economic Envoy because he was not 
suited for it. KOISO stated hf was Premier from 22 July 1940 
to 7 April 1945.

Matters mentioned in Exhibit 661 were decided by the 
Supreme Council on 1 February 1945. In ’ .ew that some measures 
need to be taken to defend ESI in the five of the situation whereby

32245 the U.S. forces had already landèd in th* Philippines * and their 
planes were raiding NEI and there exiscea the possibility of a 
U.S. landing there coupled with the attitude of FIC rces which 
became non-cooperative with the Japanese, it had been decided at 
the Supreme Council for the Direction of War that measures be 
taken to ht ire the armed forces and a constabulary in FIC re- 
organi7ed under the control of a Japanese Commander but to leave 
the date anl execution of this decision of the Commander and 
diplomatic representatives on the spot who should obtain the 
consent of the Governor General of FIC to the Japanese request 
and to make efforts to arrange to put it into execution peace
fully. These measures were taken by the authorities on the spot 
on 9 March 1945, but KOISO had no connection or responsibility
as its execution was within the competence of the Supreme Command.

32246 * Responsibility for the treatment of POWs and internees 
rested with the Central Command and the Premier could not parti
cipate according to constitutional stipulations. He was allowed 
to attend Imperial Headquarters on 16 March 1945, only ■*hree weeks 
before his resignation. This privilege was confined to listening 
to rcportr on the progress of war operations and was not extended 
to allow his participation directly in the SupremeCommand. Thus,

32243

32244
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Pago he had nc responsibility for the treatment of POWs and during m. * 
three or four meetingfl of Headquartere staff officers, he was 
allowed to attend, he was not informed about mistreatment of POWs 
nor was there such a discussion.

The prosecution had alleged that the atrocities and mis
treatment of PGWs were well known before he was appointed Premier, 

32247 * but there was no public knowledge about such matters. He knew
nothing about them since he was in Korea from May 1942 to July 1944 
and he believed only those directly in charge of POWs knew about 
the existence of such problems. The possession of short-wat'e 
radios was prohibited both to civilians and officials and the 
accused did not possess euch a radio, hear the Eden broadcasts, 
nor was any report ever made to him about such matters. Censor
ship might also count for the lack of public knowledge. Further
more, the notification to be issued by theVice Wav Minister on 
the treatment of POWs, according to Exhibits 2012 to 14,was outside 
the Premier's duties and did not require being reported to him.
The dates cited by the Prosecution of almost all the protests or 
inquiries from foreign countries regarding the treatment of POWs, 

32246 sea victims and enterneee * were at the time when he was not
Premier and even if a few did come during bis tenure, he received 
no reports about them from the Foreign Minister. Therefore, he 
knew nothing about them and did not investigate. He firmly be
lieved that POWs were being treated properly and the cases described 
in Court of cruel and Inhuman acts were beyond his imagination and 
it never occurred to him to suggest any inveotigation while he was 
Premièr.

In Dec. 1941 he was invited to a party by an acquaintance 
YAMAhAKA tnd there he expressed his view opposing the opening of 
hostilities, saying he desired to avert the opening of war and 
stating his reasons.

32249 * On receiving word he was to stand trial, KCISO went 
voluntarily to SUGAMO on 23 Nov. 1945 and at that time carviod 
with him a letter from Mrs. Yaraanaka to his wife which stated that 
she recalled what KOISO had said, and that he was far-sighted.

When KOISO's belongings were examined, he made a plea 
that he wanted to keep the letter since it was a part of his 
personal evidence, but it was taken from him and he was told it 
would be returned when necessary. He had approached the pri son 
authorities, asking for the return of the letter but had been 
unable to get it back as he was told it had been lost.

32250 • KCISO consistently maintained a view opposing war with 
America and Britain; thia could be shown in a statement of Major 
General Piggot, the British Military Attache, which showed that
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Page Figgot visited KOISO in 1939 and KOISC expressed the opinion thaï 
relations with America and Britain must be improved and they muet 
avoid resorting to arms.

Exhibit 277 stated that in the administrative policy 
speech delivered to the Diet on 7 Sept. 1944 as Premier, KOISO 
declared that the independence of NEI would be recognized.

32251 * The facts were that according to military administration,
report b, natives had long wished for independence and had been 
wholeheartedly cooperating with the military and their national 
consciousness had. increased. On consultation, the Supreme Council 
agreed that it was necessary to take steps to recognize their 
independence and KOISO submitted the matter to the Cabinet Con
ference, obtained its approval, and made a stc.ter.en'. of the policy 
to the Diet, and steps were taken to prepare for its effectuation. 
In this speech it was stated that, concentrating ail efforts, KOISO 
wished to gather national strength together ’«dth national unity to 
achieve the war's end in accordance with the expected operation of 
the armed forces which would sorn be realized to destroy America 
and Britain. ‘

The accused submitted that this vaa a speech any Premier 
would make under the circumstances for they were on the defensive

32252 and the allies threatened to destroy Japan. * His real intention 
behind the statement was that they could no longer hope for final 
victory so now that the Army and Navy were anticipating a decisive 
battle in the near future, if they would destroy temporarily the 
advance of the enemy, it might be that by taking advantage of such 
opportunity they might plan to bring about the end of the wax and 
arrange foi negotiated peace. This idea was also maintained by 
members of the Supreme Council for Direction of War and Cabinet 
members.

32253 * The Supreme Council also devised two schemes for peace 
which proved it also had the will to end the war. One of these 
measures was through the good offices of the Chungking administra
tion and the other through the Soviet. It was KOISO's plan that 
if both measures bid fair to be successful, the one through1. 
Chungking would be limited to peace between Japan and China, 
while the peace in the Pacific War would be primarily through the 
mediation of the USSR. For this purpose they hastened a direct 
communication route with Chungking and tried to despatch proper 
representatives to the Soviet in addition to the ambassador there. 
However, the project of the Army and Navy which was to destroy 
the advance of the enemy ended in a failure in the Philippines 
and adjacent areas and all measures for terminating the war 
confronted various obstacles.
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32254 * During this time the war situation became increasingly 

unfavorable and KOISO devised to bring about further adjustment 
and harmonization of state policy and the 9upreme Command and also 
increase production, thereby they would be enabled to have an 
accurate idea as to the substance of their war potential and it 
was his desire to make a prompt decision on future policy. As to 
harmonization of policy and Supreme Command, he obtained Imperial 
sanction to create the Supreme War Directing Council to be a more 
simplified and powerful organ concerned with the Liaison Council 
of the government and Supreme Command.

With regard to increased production, all efforts were 
concentrated to achieve this. However, the Supreme Council did 
not come up to his expectations and was ineffective and the Supreme 
Command was prone to develop in unexpected directions without the

32255 Premier's knowledge. * Reduction of war potential accelerated 
owing to increasing bombing damages. To eliminate defective 
points, KOISO was authorized to attend the Headquarters Conferences 
by order of the Imperial Comma jl, but being bound by the constitu
tional provisions, had no opportunity to take active part in 
matters pertaining to operations and tactics. To improve defects 
in production, efforts were made to remove manufacturing establish
ments to places of safety. Because of ' . ' ri'-ulties, they were hardly 
able to obtain expected results. A War »-'mister being engaged in 
affairs relating both to state policy and the Supreme Command could 
not only be well informed of war potential but also be aware of even 
secret plans with regard to operations and tactics. On the other

32256 hand, he was authorized in the mope of military operation * to 
apply military force, equipment, etc. to fields most necessary to 
strengthen war potential. KOISO asked for Imperial sanction
to return to the active list so he could hold the additional post 
of War Minister. He, as Premier, was resolved to extirpate the 
two big defects and thus to prosecute his policy.

On 3 April 1945 he suggested to War Minister SUCIYAMA the 
plan of the Premier holding the additional post of War Minister, but 
met SUCIYAMA's opposition. Upon consultation with YONAI, cooperator 
in the joint cabinet, KOISO applied for resigning from the Premier
ship, wishing for the realization of a new and more powerful cabinet.

On 5 April 1945 he resigned as Premier and permanently 
withdrew from public life. At no time did he have conversation with 
any of the accused or anyone else involving the planning, scheming,

32257 and conspiring as alleged in the indictment. * He had no official 
or personal relations with DOIHARA, HASHIMOTO, HOSHINO, KAYA, KIMUBA, 
MUTO, OKA, OSHIMA, SHIMADA, TOGO and TOJO. He did not become
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Page acquainted, either officially or personally, with MINAMI un*'ï 
HATA, 1908s ARAKI, 1918; MATSUI, Ï920; UMEZU, 1925; SATO, 1929; 
SUZUKI, 1930; SHIRATCRI, 1931s STD0, 1932; HIRANUMA, 1932;
ITAGAKI, 1932; HIROTA, 1944; SHIGEMITSU, 1944.

On further oral examination, the accused was asked about 
the reliability of Miao Pin. He stated that he had occasion to meet

32258 him twice in 1939 • and learned that Miao Pin was a staunch advocate 
cf Japanese-Chinese friendship and was also a very close friend of 
Ho Yiug-chin, a leader in the Chungking Government.

Although Miao Pin was nominated president of the Nanking 
legislative Yuan under Wang Chingwei« he was demoted to the post 
of Vice Chief of the Examination Board because of intercourse with 
the Chungking Regime. He constantly kept contact with Chungking 
by wireless, and people were sent him from Chungking for liaison. 
Upon Miao's arrival in Tokyo, he showed K0IS0 a telegram from 
Chungking, stating that that regime approved of his trip but that 
he should not go beyond the scope of the peace terms stipulated 
by Chungking.

The points in the peace terms said to have been set forth
32259 by the Chungking Government were • (l) wi*h regard to the Manchurian 

question, a separate agreement should b* iade; (2) Japan would com
pletely withdraw her forces from China; 3) Japan should detain
all leaders of the Wang Chingwei Regime In Nanking, im Jarjan; (4)
The Chungking Regime would establish In v-anklng for the time being 
a government .In absentia and place that governmer* leaders of 
the Chungking Regime; (5) The Chungking Government would return 
to Nanking within 8 months; and (6) Japan should make peace with 
the US and Britain.

32260 * K0IS0 endeavored to establish a direct line of communica
tion with Chungking by using the services of Miao Pin. Asked if 
his projected peace movea were opposed he replied that he Invited 
Miao to Japan with the approval of the Minister of War and Navy and 
Foreign Affairs. However, when these ministers were received in 
audience by the Emperor they expressed disapproval of the Idea in 
early April 1945. Asked if that was before the report was made
to the Throne on his plan for direct peace negotiations, he replied 
he thought it was on March 27 that he first reported to the Throne 
in connection with the Miao Pin matter. At that time the Emperor

32261 did not express * approval or disapproval but asked whether KOI SO 
intended to continue peace efforts through Miao Pin, and K0IS0 
answered that that was his intention.

tie thought it was on April 2 that he was given an audi
ence by the Emperor and on that occasion the Emperor said that the
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Page War, Navy and Foreign Miniatere had expressed diaagreement and diaapproval of the idea. The Inperor then inatruoted KOISO to return Miao Pin immediately to Ohina hut did not rehuke him.

Aaked what other peace plana he tried aa to U.8. and Britain, he replied that he made efforts to tend apodal envoy to Moscow in addition to the amhaaaador there to make prépara- . tlona for peace movea via a via the U.8. and Britain. He had Ambassador SATO in Moscow take thia up with the People's Commie ear for Foreign Affaira hut thla meant refusal on the part of Soviet authorities.
32262 * Aaked why he sought reinstatement into active serviceand if it wae for the purpose of redoubling hie efforts for the prosecution of war aa testified hy FIDO (T. 31248), he replied that FIDO'a testimony was wrong. Hia idea in connection with . thla had already heen set forth in hla affidavit. By holding the office of War Minister concurrently, hia intention waa to bring about increased war production and thereby* from the standpoint of the High Command, get an overal. picture of national strength, and on the basis of this, wished to decide whether it would be preferable Immediately to bring an end to the wrr, or if the Army advocated holding the final and decisive battle on the mainland and then bring about an end to the war.

Asked if he would have had a means of knowing secret plans as Var Mlnistsr that he did not have as Premier, he replied that the War and Wavy Ministers, because they handle: matters of 82263 state and matters of the High Oommand, * to bring about harmony between the two, they were able to know in advance military plans and operations and tactics before any decision was reached on such plans. It was necessary to understand and fully grasp the relationship of war and the termination of war to hase more control if he was working out peace plane. Following this opposition, he resigned 
on 5 April 1945.
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Page heard of any Kwantung Army officer participating or being connect'd 
with the March or October Incidents, the May 15 Incident or the 
February 26 Incident»

32266 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN
Council for KIDO

The witness stated that with regard to his holding the 
post of Var Minister concurrently, he had talks with War Minister 
SUGIYAMA because if that was not possible, there was no need for 
his applying for reinstatement into active service. Therefore, he 
did not apply. Asked if he did not seek it from SUGIYAMA without 
making actual application, he replied that egression of the desire 
to hold the post of War Minister amounted to asking for reinstatement

32267 into active service. * At that time the war situation was deterior
ating and he was eager to increase war production.
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Page * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COLONEL FIXEL
32268 Asked If he was convinced of Miao Pin's authority , * act 

as a liaison for the Chungking Government, he replied that be 
cause he was unable to trust him one hundred per cent, he made 
efforts to ascertain whether he was actually trustworthy. Asked 
if it was not true that one of the matters he wanted Miao Pin
to confirm was his authority from Chungking, and if it was not 
true that the only way he could check this was to get into radio 
communication with Chungking, he replied that this was generally 
so. As he had said before, Miao Pin was for the most part orig
inally related to the Chungking regime. At first it was KOISO's 
idea that Miao Pin did not have qualifications to act as China's 
representative in connection with peace.

32269 * Utilization of Miao Pin was only to the extent of es
tablishing direct communication with Chungking. If such con
tact would be established, it was KOISO's intention to present 
the matter before the Supreme Council to study and discuss peace 
terms. Unless the Chungking government sent a bona fide rep
resentative. it was not Japan's intention to enter 5-ito peace 
talks. Neither he nor the government considered Miao Pin a 
Chungking representative in connection with peace with China.

32270 * Their only intention was to utilize .urn for direct’ communica
tion with Chungking.

KOISO entertained doubts chat Miao Pin had any form of
32271 contact with Chungking, as he claimed,* to do with wireless ap

paratus, and so KCISO arranged to have Miao Pin bring his wire
less apparatus to Tokyo with him as well as hie operator.
They had Miao Pin actually communicate through this apparatus 
with Chungk'ng and at that time inter:epted the message to find 
out whether everthing was bona fide. Asked if it was not a 
fact that Miao Pin came to Tokyo without his radio apparatus 
and that the Japanese refused to fly it from Shanghai, he stated 
that in his affidavit there were various impediments in the 
way.

32272 * It was scheduled that Miao Pin was to bring the ap
paratus to Tokyo as well as the operator and representative 
from Chungking, but because he came alone further steps were 
taken to bring the apparatus and operating personnel later on. 
Asked if he didn't previously testify that Miao Pin brought 
the apparatus and by means of it was able to communicate with 
Chungking, he replied that Miao Pin said that he was able to 
communicate with Chungking by his wireless. Buu unless it was 
actually tested, it was impossible for him to ascertain whether
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he was actually in a position to do so, and since they couiu 
not test it, they were unable to ascertain that. They got in
formation that there was a person with a wireless in Peking 
who was in communication with Chungking, so they made efforts 
to bïing from Peking to Tokyo this personnel and apparatus 
there.

32273 * The accused stated he had no recollection of ever 
being named director of the Kokuhonsha Society, nor did he 
hold any office in that society. At the time he was a regi
mental cor,mander he became a member out of a desire to read a 
publication of the organization. He thought he became a mem
ber in 1924 and continued in its membership until the society

32274 disappeared. * He attended one meeting of the organization 
but not the one to which the accused MINAMI was a speaker in 
July 1931» He had no recollection at the meeting he attended 
whether MINAMI was present. HIRANUMA was present but‘h«s aid 
not know whether ARAKI was.

He had no positive recollection that HIRANUMA was a 
director but knew the accused HIRANUMA was president. Asked 
if the purposes of the Kokuhonsha wev-e mainly to foster na-

32275 tionalism, bolster * the state foundations, and exalt national 
spirit, he replied that nobody ever explained to him its real 
nature, but from what he had read in the publication of the 
organization his understanding was that its purpose was to 
support a true understanding of Japan's true nature and spirit.

32276 * Mked if that interested him as a regi. : nt.il offi
cer to the point he joined, he replied that a ;. that time the 
domestic situation was confusing and Japan's fundamental charac
ter not fully clairified, and he thought it a good thing to 
secure an understanding of their true character and spirit 
through the magazine of the organization and that lead to his 
membership. It was his understanding that it was absolutely 
not the case that the organization hoped to accomplish its
aims in part by political measures. He did not recall becom
ing interested in May 1932 in advocating HIRANUMA as premier, 
but when asked whom he thought would be good as the next 
premier, he might have replied that HIRANUMA might have been

32277 the best man. *He did not recall making such a statement to 
KIDO, nor whom he made the statement to. At the time he made 
the statement he did not recall whether he was Vice War 
Minister.



Page
32278 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it > ->s

stated that KOISO first met KIDO in April 1932. It appear  ̂
that KIDO, in his diary in May 1932, recorded that KOISO 
seemed to be in favor of HIRANUMA for premier. The accused 
was asked to state the circumstances under which h.. V.’D0
and their conversation at that time. He replied that Parlia
mentary Vice-Minister of War DOKI told him that members of 
the House of Peers were meeting at the Kazanhan and invitei’. 
KOISO there with him. There he met KIDO, but in his recoliec-

32279 tion, the first time he ever talked with*him was in 1939 * 
when they were both in the HIR'.NUMA cabinet.

32280 The premiership of Japan was a political office. * 
Asked if the rule prohibiting officers from engaging in polit
ical activities applied to the Vice War Minister at the time 
he held that office, he replied that the war and navy vice 
ministers were considered civil officials according to regu
lations, although an active officer could not resign his post 
at his personal request, the service vice ministers might, at 
times of cabinet changes, b relieved of their duties at 
their own request. In the war and navy departments, when 
appointments were made as officers, the term "hosu" or "a hgn- 
ment" was used, but in the case of vice ministers the v "d 
"ninzu" or "appointment" was used.

32281 "The accused stated he was at no time a member of the 
Sakurakai. Asked if in early January 1931 he was a party to 
discussions for measures reforming Japan to rMch IHAKI, 
SUGIYAMA, NINOMIYA, HASHIMOTO and others were present, he re
plied that an excerpt from the KIDO diary, which he recalled 
was exhibit 179-F, was probably referred to, but there was com
pletely no foundation. He had never attended such a meeting. 
There was no movement within the war ministry to foster the 
political activities of UGAKI in early 1931* At that time he

32282 was not acquainted with the accused HASHIMOTO, but had been 
acquainted with TATEKAY/A since August 1931« He knew him before 
that but was not intimate.

There was no such thing as a group in the War Depart
ment while he was chief in the military affairs bureau in 
1931 that favored military force in connection with UGAKI’s 
appearance on the political field. Reference was made to the 
affidavit where it described a plan OKAWA proposed KOISO take 
up with UGAKI. The accused was asked, if, in a voluntary 
statement,he had not given OKAY/A’s plan to be one to confuse
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the Diet by hurling bombs at it; attick the MetroDolitai- 
Police force, and bring about a situation whereby public 
peace could not be maintained except by military force: ttv. 
to guide the situation to where martial law would be ne..es-

32283 slt&ted; * to make the cabinet responsible for it and resign
en bloc; let UGAKI offer to save the situation; take meas
ures to make it possible that the Imperial Order would be 
given to-* •*.e next cabinet. As for measures to save
the situation, it was enough that they were to oc planned after 
Imperial Order was given*

Asked if he got that statement from OKAWA in Marci.
I93I when he visited the accused in the War Ministry, he re
plied that this probably took place the end of February and 
a visit was made to his own house. At that time OKAWA ex
pressed such ideas. It had already been made clear to the 
tribunal that the bomb used was a sort of paper bomb used 111 
maneuvers, and not real bombs. Asked if when he spoke of fire
cracker in his affidavit if he really meant bombs he replied 
that when OKAWA came to see him in February 1931 » h- used tf.e 
word "bombs."

32284 * Asked if, as a matter of ** , x t the army i*> 393 vas 
not using firecrackers in artillery ractice. he replied,

32285 "Yes, . . . .  these firecrackers w  used." He referred to 
this article as dummy or blank shej , and at that time did not

. know through whose hands they w-. delivered to CK; VA and his 
group. Asked if he later found -c that Majc^-Gene:. al 
TATEKAWA of the General Staf*' office had released the bombs 
and that they were delivered by HASHIMOTO, or under his direc
tion, he r. plied that when went to the vice chiet of staff to 
warn that it was improper to have general staff officers

32286 approach such * a person as OKA'.VA, the vice cniei reported 
that the dummy shells were delivered from TATEKAWA to OKAWA s 
group. Since then he did not know by wnose hand tuey were de
livered and it was 1 • the Tribunal that he heard CI** che fiist 
time that HASHIMOTO was one of those responsible fo' delivery 
of the bombs.

32287 * Asked if, after OKAWA outlined the plot to him, he 
took any action to have him arrested, he replied that he be
lieved that if he succeeded in having OKAWA and his group 
abandon the reckless plan, he did not think there was any need 
to arrest them. Asked if he had the same opinion with refer
ence to'army officers who participated, he replied that be
cause he believed such plottings highly improper, he went to
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the vice chief of staff to warn him it was highly imnrop^-*- 
KOISO had no authority to’issue any indictment or make char, 
Asked if he recomme , to anyone who had authority to file 
charges to do so, he replieà that if there was any necessity 
to file charges, \;here was no need to await his warning and,

32288 inasmuch as he went to the General Staff * with the warning to 
stop such rash action, he believed the general staff did tak» 
appropriate steps. »Vith regard to filing charges, the ac
cused stated he did not do anything.

Asked if he examined the plan that OKA'//A brought tu 
him the first time he brought it, he replied that when he heard 
the plan explained he told OKAY/A point blank that it must 
immediately abandoned. Colonel NAGATA was under KOISO as :hief 
of the military affairs section.

32289 * Asked if, after he had determined that the plan was 
reckless, he ordered NAGATA to examine the plan for r . cn-

32290 sistency, he replied that * he warned OKAY/A to aband; n r.he
plan but he did not accept bJs advice. Thereupon hr reported 
to <Var Minister UGAKI that what OKAY/A wanted to submit to him 
was a matter in which the ?/ar minister not be invoV .)Çj.
UGAKI then ordered KOISO to ask OKY.'/A to sub..-.it the ola-- *r. 
writing and so KCI3G met OKAY/A again.

KOISO tried his best to decipher the document su;'ini7,ted
32291 but could not do so and asked OXAWA to read the consents.

* KOISO took the explanation down with pencil '»nd brought x'r a 
original document and his memorandum to the war minister. Al
though KOISO compared his notes with the document, he could 
find no consistency in the plan, and so he ordered NAGATA 

to find out whether there was consistency.
At that time he had already made up his mind that v.«v. 

plan was not workable. Asked if he had nevertheless- ordere • 
NAGATA to examine the plan for its consistency after he u.- 
cided it was an improper plan, he replied that it was not -o.
The matter had to be reported to the war minister and no ex
planation could be offered on any plan in which there could -ot 
be found consistency. That was why he ordered NAGATA to dis-

32292 cover * whether there was consistency so a logical report 
could be made.

Asked if he thought a plan to blow up the Diet and 
cause a coup d'etat In. the government could be made consis
tent, he renlied because the Plan itself was highly inùoi:oi.%< eat
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he warned OKAWA to abandon the idea. Asked if it was con. '■?: 
that he disapproved of the plan himself and then turned it c 
to his subordinate to try to improve it. he replied any such 
order to NAGATA was not given by him. After submitting the 
document to UCAKI. KOISO saw him one or two days later and 
asked for his reaction. UGAKI condemned the plan* using the 
explanation, " Could such an absurd thing be adopted?'*

32293 * Very apparently UGAKI opposed the plan.
Asked if after he had been given this informa tien by 

the war minister if it was not a fact that he continued tr have 
NAGATA still work to have the plan made consistent* ne replied 
that was without foundation. He had stated in his affidavit 
that army prestige would be injured if the bombs had remained 
outstanding, so he desired to secure their return. Asked if 
OKAWA or one of his henchmen had the bombs at that time, he 
replied that he heard later that one of O.vAffA’s followers 
had them. That person was SHIMIZU, who appeared as witness 
before the tribunal.

Reference was made to the affi.avit where l-* was 
stated KOISO intervened with TOKUGAWA to secure tb* • 
the bombs and the accused was asked when he first . .i.

32294 GAWA's help, * he replied that it was around March <.'} or .... 
that he asked the return of the bombt through othe persons»
At that time, not only the return of the bombs was emanden 
but also it was requested that OVAWA be commanded t... abando » 
the plan entirely and they succeeded in this ao a re. ult oi 
TOKUGAWA's efforts.

KOISO did not know whether the dummy bomb.- were ac. - 
tually returned by OKAWA or transferred from OKAWA to TOKX-'JAWA, 
nor did he know whether TOKUGAWA talked to OKAWA aiv-ut the 
bombs.

32295 * It was only once that he met TOKUGAWA per. onaily
and asked for good ofrlces to bring about a return of the 
bombs. Asked again how many times he requested OKAWA, SHIMIZU, 
TOKUGAWA, or anyone else to return the bombs before they -were 
returned, he replied that he asked OKAWA only once. It was 
not v that he got the bombs back to the war department
until March 1932 for they were returned around December 193- .
It was not so that, the bombs were kept that length c-f time, 
having in view the incident of October 1931«

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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32296 * Asked why, if he was so afraid of army prestige what 

prevented hi?1 from sending a army truck out to the place wn ”e 
the bombs were, and seizing them, he replied that the dummy 
shells were delivered to OKAWA by General Staff officers, and 
any attempt to have them returned was the business of the 
General taff and not the chief of the military affairs bureau. 
Asked why he was intermeddling in the matter for if it was a 
matter for the General Staff to secure the bombs back, he re
plied that this was actually uro duty of the Genera^. Staff as 
it involved its officers, but inasmuch as the General Staff’s 
efforts were far from sufficient, and inasmuch as the tombs 
should not, under any circumstances, be in the possession of 
civilians, and because the matter reflected upon the army'1 •> 
prestige, KOISO in his capacity, as chief of the military af- 
fairs bureau, undertook the job of trying to get the bombs 
back.

32297 * Asked if he meant to tell the tribunal tha*- he had 
to virtually beg « civilian to inter -ene in behalf o the v?ar 
Ministry to secure the retur » of these shells which were War 
Department property, he replied that the shells were not the 
property of the War Ministry, but of artillery school.

32298 * The artillery school was under the jurisdiction of the in
spector general of military educati. .. Asked If t ne artlalery 
school was not also connected wit» lb? military affairs bureau, 
he replied that the school wa.° •> * v institute under the
inspect* ,• general.

The army had three d.-. sc m et branches, the War Minis -
32299 try, the Inspector * General of Military Education, and the 

General St&?f Headquarters. I did not say the shells were 
the property of the general staff. The general taff officers 
made arrangements to have the shells delivered to OKAWA’s 
group but the shells were the property of the organization 
under the inspector general. He did not know if the inspec 
tor general knew that some of his bombs were in the posses
sion of a civilian.

32300 * Asked if he did not know that the matter of dis
posing and ruling Manchuria and Mongolia was undergoing 
studies prior to July 1931 In the War Ministry, he replied 
that he did not know, that such a thing was highly imoossible.

32301 * Asked if he knew an officer named SHIMANUKI and if
he was a subordinate of the accused in July 1931» he replied 
he did not know whether it was to 1932 but he thought

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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32302

32303

there was a captain by that name who was an army officer •*’, 
the military administration section. There was a section v* th
in the bureau called the military section in 1931* Asked if 
he recalled the communication that came to the military affairs 
bureau and was acted upon in the military service section, 
received i.vom military policy commander MINE in which he sub
mitted an estimate of his requirements in connection with the 
occupation of Mancnuria and Mongolia, KOISO reolied that there 
may have, been but ne had no recol]ectlon.

* When shown a document he was asked to refer to a 
portion thereof being a letter of 25 July 1931 from the com
mander of the military policy to the war minister in reference 
to a study of the reorganization of the military policy forces 
in Manchuria, the accused acknowledged that the document bore 
the seal of SHIMANUKi and he admitted the truth of the con
tents of the document.

Exhibit 3376, the document was identified by the ac
cused being a report to War Minister MINAMI from MINE dated 
25 July 1941 with the seal of the Provost Marshal on it and 
marked "Secret" was entitled " Study cj the '.rganination ' MP 
Force in Manchuria." It stated that- jhey had no need t •• en
large on the fact that in the futur* war, the Empire should
secure complete possession of Man;! 
standpoint of maintaining fight- 
iency.

ia and Mongolia from the 
ility and self suffic-

The management and a ..unis prat ion of Manchuria and 
Mongolia was being studied by responsible organs, and with 
this the m  lessity of inquiry on the MP in the occupied ares 
was also evident. The necessity of the MP activities in eri 

3230f forcing military administration had been proved Dy a * num
ber of wars and was clearly increasing due to the tendency 
of recent warfare more of a psychological nature.

As to the 
pending i 
vated, and Japanes 
activity. He bel Î 
sider the changing 
to study the appli 
gist of the writei 
occupation of a ce 
planned, a minimum

preent situation in Manchuria and Mongolia, 
between Japan and China were being aggra- 

e MP in Manchuria were hi
^ved c most necessary and timely to con- 
niiases cf future military operations, and 

cation, strength, etc,, of the MP. The 
s opinion was that if a complete military 

rtain area in Manchuria and Mongolia was 
force of about MP, with the addiciv-’
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of soiîio Chinese and Korean MP assistants, besides a part of h« 
occupation garrison, was required to maintain peace and order.

32305 However the whole number of MP was * far from sufficient to 
meet the requirement. To increase this organization 
full number of the Kwantung MP should be revised and increased, 
and exceptions for extraordinary drafting should be provide 
for* The total number of MP requirements in Manchuria woiixc 
be about 5*000 with approximately 20,000 Chinese (Korean) 
auxiliaries.

The basis of the estimation approves on the whole the 
"Study on the Administration of the Occupied Territories in 
Manchuria and Mongolia," compiled by Kwantung Army Headquarters. 
Namely, about 25*000 MP would be placed in the hypothetic 
administrative area of about 45,000 square "ri" with a popu
lation of about 27,000,000, which rate being one MP for a 
population of about 1100 in an area of 1.8 square "r*,"

32307 * Asked if in Septe»..jer 1931 he felt there was a very 
critical situation in Manchuria, he replied the period cot' l 
not be confined to the single month o. September, but f- . 
period of one or two years previous.lv. Due to p e n d i : .îi.-uâs 
in China and Manchuria, feelings between Japan ana China were 
becoming aggravated. Asked if he asked MINAMI?s consent to 
take the matter up with the general staff to seek a decision 
as to what should be done with reference to the ultimate dis 
patch of TATEKAWA to Mukden, he replied he hau one conversa
tion with MINAMI in connection with TATEKAVVA's dispatch.

Asked if he had a conversation with MINAMI with ref - 
erence to the critical situation in Manchuria in early Septem-

32308 ber, he replied * that the situation between Japan and China 
and Manchuria was becoming more critical and in the light of 
of the strength of the Japanese army, he expressed his opinion 
to the War Minister and Vice Minister that no matter what 
happened, if trouble broke out, it should be settled peace
fully and so must be avoided.

Asked if he got MINAMI's permission to talk the matter 
over with general staff,#he replied he had never received any 
such permission or order. Asked if he went to the general 
staff to discuss the question taken up with MINAMI about which 
KOISO was so fearful, he replied he expressed the same opinion 
to the vice chief of the general staff.
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Asked If he expressed that opinion in a personax 
official capacity, he replied he received no instructions i om 
MINAMI, but before becoming chief of the military affairs

32309 bureau of the war office, * he was chief of the material 
mobilization and procurement bureau and was familiary with the 
situation of the armed forces, as well as the condition of 
the war production industry, and after becoming military 
affairs bureau chief, he obtained a far better understanding 
of the situation between China and Japan. With this back
ground he expressed the opinion in his position as a bureau 
chief.

When he expressed this opinion only the vice chief 
of staff NINOMIYA was present. He did not mention TATEKAWA 
tc ' l l  ..MIYA as a suitable person to be entrusted with the 
mission to stop an outbreak in Manchuria and he. never men
tioned it at any other time with any person connected with 
the general staff.

3 2 310 * He did not recall 'he date when he found cut that 
TATEKAWA was selected to go to Manchuria on orders of the 
general staff, but did recall that a telephone message was 
sent from the vice chief of staff to the military affaire 
bureau to that effect before the out'ireak of the Mukder. inci
dent. Asked if it was not a fact that he received the infor
mation several days before the Mukden incident, he stated he 
had no clear recollection as to dates. He had not nad clear 
recollection as to dates two years before when he g^~e a 
written statement to Major Hummel of IPS in connection with 
this noint.

3?311 * The accused was asked if it was stated in such state'
ment th^t it was expected TATEKAWA would arrive at Kwantung 
army headquarters by September 15 at the latest. He replied 
this must be a mistake in recollection cn the part of the 
prosecutor. He had not said anything of the kind to Major 
Hummel. The date "15th" was written on a memo, but if his 
affidavit was reread it would be understood that after ent e r 
ing Sugamo Prison he had tried to trace his faint recollec
tion to approach as accurate a date as possible. But it was 
inescapable that he might be mistaken as to dates as well as 
facts.

32322 * Asked If it was not expected that TATEKAWA would a p 
pear at Kwantung army headquarters by at least 15 September

32323 * 1 9 3 1 » he replied that there was some error in notes maie
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his memorandum sheet. The notes should have been that to 
his inquiry of the vice chief of staff, whether was any
report from TATEKAWA, the vice chief replied that it was about 
time for TATEKAWA to arrive in Manchuria, and probably he was 
holding discussions with the Kwantung army commander, for as 
yet there was no reply from him. The accused now felt that 
it was a mistake on his part to have written the 15th on his 
memo.

Asked if it was also a mistake when he stated in his 
memorandum that TATEKAWA spent many days discussing the M a n 
churian situation with the Kwantung army headquarter's staff, 
and that was why he was delayed in getting to Muken, KOISO 
replied that he had absolutely not written such a thing in 
his memorandum.

32324 * He did not know what kind of instructions TATEKAWA 
received before he left for Mudken, nor on what day he d e 
parted. Asked if he still said that after TATEKAWA departed 
and he received a message from the general staff that he was 
on his way, he didn't know what he was going there for, he re
plied that was not so. He knew hi? ourpose in going to Man
churia but he did not know what th>. instruction was. Asked if

the purpose of TATEKAWA's going was not to prevent the out
break of an incident, he reolied the nurpose of the mission 
was that whatever might be the situation, patience and for
bearance must be exercised.

3 2 3 2 5 * There was telephone communication at that time b e 
tween Tokyo, Port Arthur, and Mukden. Asked why such a slow 
and uncertain method of communicating a simple request or 
decision of the general staff was adopted, if telegraph com
munication was available, he replied that in the light of the 
situation within the army and in order to have the chief of 
staff and war minister's ideas thoroughly understood, a per
son carrying such detailed information should be dispatched.

32326 * He did not discuss the purpose of TATEKAWA's trip 
with him before he left for Mukden. This TATEKAWA was the 
same person of the general staff who was instrumental in re
leasing bombs to CKAWA the previous March. TATEKAWA's failure 
to proceed expeditiously to Mukden aw> - ~ l r  failure to deliver 
the orders upon his arrival in Mukden was not because the 
accused and TATEKAWA nad a prearranged plan to permit a inci
dent to occur. He had heard that this was in the HARADA
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diary but it was completely without roundation and a faj..'*- hood. Asked if while he was chief of the military affairs bureau, the Kwantung army was guiding the intelligence movement in Manchukuo for establishing a regency after the out- 

3 2 3 2 7 break of the Manchurian incident, * he replied that on 15 November war minister MINAMI sent instructions to the Kwan- tung Army commander that the army should not under any circumstances participate in political questions centering around Pu-Yi. The accused thought the Kwantung army was not doing anything of the kin»; in pursuance of this Instruction.
Asked if the document forwarded by Kwantung army chief of staff MIYAKI to the war vice minister about 5 December 1931 dealing with the policy of the intelligence movement guiù>, .incarne to his attention, he replied he had no recollection.When shown this report he was asked whether it passed through his office while he was' chief of the military affairs bureau

32329 and if he admitted the truth of its contents, he stated that * it was a document upon which he had never cast his eyes. Its contents seemed to be perse al opinions and were never adopted. Neither his own seal nor that of the section chief appeared on it and it only bore the seal of one SUZUKI. It did
3 2 3 3 0 not pass through the military affair? section, * but the military administration section.
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32332 * The aroused was asked If it appeared l*' the

document that two copies of the apoendix were retained by 
the Military Administration (Affairs) Section. He replied 
that he could not find the seal of the Chief of the 
Military Administration Section, and it was impossible to 
ascertain how many copies were kept in its custody. When 
the document apparently came to his bureau, he felt sure 
that both he and the Section Chief were on duty.

Asked if it was not true that a document of this 
nature involving an important policy matter would have 
been brought to his attention by a section sub-chief before 
it went to the Vice Minister, le replied that if it were 
of such imnortance As to be shown to the Vice-Minister, it 
would first be shown to the Military Affairs Bureau Chief.

32334 * On looking over the document, it had come to him tl at if 
the seal of someone acting for the section chief appeared, 
it should also bear the words "by" or 'proxy".

The SUZUKI whose name anpeared on the document 
was one of his subordinates and a member of the Military 
Administration Section. The accused recalled that with 
such drafts when there was a doubt whether it was worth 
sending on to be adopted as final policy, lower section 
members would often send it semi-officially to their section 
chief, and after studying it if he decided it was worth
while adopting, it would be sent through official channels

32335 in its final form. * He could see no indication that this 
document was ever adopted by the War Ministry later.

He would not say that Kwantung Army Chief of 
Staff MIYÆKE would seni to the ’Afar Ministry an untrue 
document, out since he had no remembrance of ever having 
seen the document, he could not admit its truth. After

32336 * looking through the document, he stated that the Kwantung 
A^mv might have conducted studies on this matter, but he 
never knew of it until he saw it here. He didn't recall

32337 * ever making any studv of the document while he was a 
bureau chief. However, on looking at it, he saw on the 
margin in red pencil the words "good" or "true" and other 
criticisms, and therefore it was easy to infer that after 
reaching the Ministry the document was looked into by

3233^ someone and commented on. * He did believe that the
document was accurately drawn up by the Kwantung Army and 
sent on.
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32339 * Exhibit 3377, an excerpt from exhibit jO?8-G, 

being a letter dated 5 December, 1931, from Chief of £>uaff 
MIYAKE to Vice-Minister SUGIYAMA re matters concerning t u '  
delivery of documents pertaining to plans for the temporary 
system now being carried out in the policy toward Manchuria 
and -'ongolia, stated that in the present situation active 
guidance by a powerful, clear-cut, autocratic organ was 
necessary. If a huge but weak organ was established, it 
would aggravate the situation, and not only be unwise but 
might be destroyed. Furthermore, the secret would leak

32340 out, * and it would be unsuitable for establishing rights 
and interests or for establishing a regime through inner 
guidance.

The Chinese regimes were dependent solely on the 
Japanese military, and were already in the midst of various 
constructions. If a new organ was established separately, 
there was fear that orders from two sources would overlap 
and the construction project be destroyed. Particularly, 
the feeling of confidence was weak toward organs with 
tendencies leaning toward - olitical parties and factions, 
or which became corrupt easily in movements to guard 
rights and interests or which wantonly make speculations 
in international relations. These organs would be unsuit
able to the construction project wrich must be progressed 
while displaying power to the Chinese.

The council system of the various organs actually 
would not be able to bring abo.̂ t the solution to Manchuria 
and Mongolia affairs. It would be most logical for the

32341 * army to newly establish a governing section in the 
present 0 *gan. and for the organs in Manchuria to give it 
lateral support. If a new government was established, its 
guidance would be carried out by an advisory body. It was 
believed advantageous for headquarters and others to merge 
with the government general described in a separate book.

Tte accused stated that General TADA was an 
adviser to the Military Government Department of Manchukuo 
while he was Kwantung Army Chief of Staff. TADA was not 
Chief of the Counselling Section of the Army, for the word 
"attached" meant he was on duty with the army and did not 
necessarily mean he had no position in general headquarters.

32342 * His status was of an officer attached to staff headquarters, 
and he was under the Kwantung Army Commander's jurisdiction.

32343 * The accused had no connection with the work TADA was 
doing in Manchuria.
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Page The procedure in submitting his reports 'as that
ve submitted them directly to the army commander, alM'OUgh 
as Chief of Staff KOISO was aware of them. Asked if he 
knew that TADA was principally engaged in guiding the 
military government in T'anchukuo, he replied that as a 
counsellor of the Military Government Section, he responded 
to inquiries of the Military Government Minister of 
Fanchuhuo. The Section did not occupy itself with such 
duties, but its main functions were the organization and 
training of troops.

TADA was not connected with matters involving 
the coordination of personnel, finance, and munitions.

32344 * TADA was the Chief Adviser of the Military Government
' Section, and had quite a few subordinates, and the group 

composed the Advisory Section to the Military Government 
Section. The subordinates were called advisers, and worked 
in the section of Manchukuo. The section was not in reality 
a ?reat network for performing its functions throughout the 
country. He denied that the system of advisers actually 
placed the Manchukuoan Army under the direct control of 
the Japanese.

/32345 * In explanation, he stated that his appointment 
as Chief of Staff came barely half a year after Kanchukvo's 
independence, and its national army was composed of remnants 
of the old military cliques. TADA gained the approval of 
the Minister of Military Government and the consent of the 
Kwantung Army Commander to the limitation of the functions 
of the national army to preservation of peace and order,
and it was also discussed that the total number of the army 
should be around 60,000. That was why at the time the 
national army was not organized and no schools existed.
Not until he left Manchukuo in 1934 did he hear that 
schools had been established. It was impossible for TADA 
and the advisers to engage in any functions other than 
these.

32346 * The functions described by the prosecutor 
really belong to the advisers to the Kwantung Army Commander, 
and whatever TADA might say, he could not and did not engage 
in such functions. No advisers were sent to the national 
army. They were Kwantung Army officers, and with TADA as 
their chief were assigned to the advisory section. The

3?347 * section did not play a very important role in the re
establishment of law and order in Jehol. It was not true

32348 * that the section was used to control the life pulse of
the Manchukuoan Army, and it was not true that the advisers 
and instructors of that army became the practical rulers 
of both the local and central government of Manchukuo.

NARRATIVE SUGARY OF THE RECORD page ^ q 2November 4, 194?
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32349 * '.Then shown a document shearing to be a * 

by TADA to the Kwanfung Army Commander dated 4 August 
entitled "The Guidance of the Military Government of 
Manchukuo", he was ashed if he knew whether the contents 
were correct. He stated the document was presented by 
TADA after he had left his post, and it was the first time

32350 he had seen it. * However, he could state it was a report 
by TADA to Kwantung Army Commander HISHIKARI. Regarding 
the question a short while before concerning personnel and 
finance, he took the question to apply to matters of 
personnel and finance pertaining to Manchukuo as a whole, 
and that is why he answered as he did, but on looking 
through this document he found that since TADA was an 
adviser to the Military Government Department, it was but 
natural that he was concerned with matters of personnel, 
intendance, legal affairs, and medicine, so far as they 
related to his section. Matters concerning practical 
control of Manchukuo were mentioned in TADA’s report as 
future plans, but he felt quite sure that his view of the 
state of affairs was mistaken.

32357 * Exhibit 3378-A, the document identified by 
the accused, stated that TADA, on leaving his post, 
submitted to C-in-C HISHIKARI a report on conditions

32358 * connected with the guidance of the military government 
of Manchukuo. The annexed booklet was to be handed to his 
successor. The first chapter of the document was "The 
Outline of the Guidance of the Military Government from the 
Time of the Founding of the Empire" and Article One was 
"Graso by Force and the Central Control".

At the beginning of the founding of the Manchukuo 
Empire, troops gradually re/erted to the new state forced 
into submission by the Imperial Army, and were organized 
into province garrisons, but still assumed the aspect of 
rival war lords, and the controlling power of the military

32359 * government failed to penetrate into them. To make them 
loyal to the new state and put them under the practical 
control of the army, either in war or peace, it was 
necessary to control them first under the government's 
rule.
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In that period they established the policy of 
gradual organization and drew up "The Essential for 
Organization of the Manchukuo Army". As the first pro
visional measure, it was necessary to strive for grasping 
control of them by force, as well as putting the soldiers' 
minds at rest, so they sent advisers and instructors, few 
in number, to key points to assume the responsibility of 
gripping the Manchukuo Army with the influence of the 
Imperial Army for a backing.
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At the same time, perceiving they must Include in 
their grasp money, people, and munitions to control .he 
life pulse of the Manchukuoan Army and put them under Û* r-ect 
control, they first exercised general control over accoun^ng, 
* personnel affairs, and munitions, and later strove for 
the gradual centralization of these matters.

To grasp control of the Manchukuoan Army, it was 
essential to form systematic networks and cellularize their 
v ins and branches, and meetings of the advisers and 
instructors were held, who were scattered and hard to 
control at first. They strove to make them the pivot of 
control of the Manchukuo Army by impregnating them with a 
cuiding spirit and gradually employing Japanese personnel, 
making them the veins and branches of the networks. They 
tried to establish a horizontal network with connections 
in all directions. After that they demanded an increased 
stationing of advisers in actual service, only to be 
refused, and were obliged to use reserve officers.

32361 * Tney were fortunate to have the number of officers 
in actual service doubled .n April 1933, and to some
extend succeeded in making the networks covering the whole 
of Vancbukuo a desired organic system. They re-named al?_ 
the officers in actual service advisers, changed their 
reserve status to that of call-in officers, naming them 
military instructors, and established a consistent connec
tion even among their subordinates. They firmly estab
lished connection among Japanese-Manchukuoan officers in 
the Manchukuoan forces, government offices, r schools 
which had contact with the network and were under its 
control, thus consolidating the networks.

Jehol Province Operations were the greatest 
worked up and directed by the Advisory Section of the 
Military Government Department, a force of more than 

• 40,000, with eight million yen spent for them. While
32362 * these operations belonged to the past, he would add 

that these operations carried out by the Manchukuoan Army 
were presided over by military government advisers and 
advisers of general headquarters of the former enemy.

Soeclal attention should be accorded to the 
western boundary (Tolun) operations carried out after the 
Jehol operations. As a result of the operations, the 
eastern Chahar garrison, as one of the pro-Manchukuoan 
selr-defense forces, was now stationed in the vicinity of 
Tolun, ruling over its neighborhood, and the government 
office of the governor of the Eastern Chahar Special 
Autonomous Administrative District was established.

Pace

3236O
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Page Tbe fact that Le Shou-hsin, commander oi the
Eastern Chahar Garrison, was concurrently commander of the 

32363 * garrison of Hsingan Hsishen Province and the Military
Government was expected to defray 300,000 yen annually for 
its expenses were also worth', of attention. With the 
founding of the state, Ma Chan-shan was appointed Vice- 
Chief of the Department, and carried on the chief's business 
in his behalf, organizing the department. At the outset, 
the Kwantung Army charged itself with his guidance, and 
Captains KOMATSU and SUMITANI, chiefly concerned themselves 
in this business.

32364

32365

32366

32367

* On April 13, advisers to military administration, 
provincial guards' headquarters, and military instructors 
wei’e appointed and placed under TADA's supervision. The
* prerogative of Supreme Command was to be controlled by 
the Emperor, and a form to justify the name of Sovereign 
State was to be adopted, but the original source to put it 
in action was under the control of the Kwantung Army C-in-C. 
The source of Supreme Command was really in his hards.

Tt was not clear at the outset whether the 
prerogative of Supreme Command of Warchukuo was independent 
of her state affairs, but on the enforcement of Imperial 
(Manchukuo) rule, it was clear it should be independent,
* Considering that the army had made its elements penetrate 
deen into the Manchukuoan Army and had been controlling it 
making them grasp the substance of the Supreme Command, it 
might be proper to deal with supreme command of the 
Manchukuoan Army through the oxlginal system nder the 
Kwantung Army and not through the Board of General Affairs.

Even practically, it would be idle to attempt to 
carry out matters belonging to the supreme command through 
civilians. As to the possibility of revolt by the Manchurian 
Army, if they came to a situation uncontrollable by the 
present advisory system, they should not be able to prevent 
the performance of d~i-Jf*•=■. pertaining to the supreme command 
by civilians.

* There was the opinion that there was a danger 
because the permanency of Manchurian Army Advisers was 
uncertain, but the withdrawal of advisers was unimaginable 
to those considering the permanent rule of Manchukuo.
Armed troons could be the destructive as well as the 
mainstay of supreme command power, and they should not be 
able to loosen their control of a national army composed 
of a different race. It was obviously self-contradictory 
that the advocators were voluntarily thinking of taking 
steps convenient for revolt while recognizing the possibility 
of revolt bv the Manchurian A r m y . ______
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There was the opinion that the dispa* 'h of 
advisers should not be continued when it had no u  -,'.ful 
foundation. However, from the spirit of the protocol and 
the a^ticies of military agreement, their dispatch should 
he interpreted as having a lawful foundation. Customs 
could always be taken for lawful foundations.

By its independence they should give the Uan- 
chukuoan Army a nucleus and enhance the feeling of a 

national army. As long as the Kwantung Army had the 
* substance of a supreme command in its power, there was 
no danger. "/hat they should be most careful about was 
that if thev made a precedent of a non-independent supreme 
command it would become a source of calamity for the 
Imperial Army in the future, though all right for the 
present.

Although there were doubts within the Army as 
to the advisability of independence, negotiations were 
made with the authorities concerned according to the above 
opinion, and it was made independent as a matter of 
formality.

* Existing advisers were not employed by the 
Vanchukuo Army, nor did their appointment need its sanction, 
nor was ex Dost facto approval necessary. They were 
siwuly sent to the î'anchukuo Army by the kwantung Army
in accordance with a military order. The advisers were 
Imperial Army organs, and the systematic networks for 
controlling the Uanchukuoan Army were in reality branch 
organs of the Imperial Army. Though in the '"anchukuoan 
Army advisers were in service on the standpoint that they 
were all advisers of the Japanese Army and burrr-d with 
natriotic spirit, it was certain they would never place 
the T'anchukuoan Army in opposition to the Japanese army.

* Uanchukuoan leaders picked out by the advisers 
took nart in the Military Government Department were 
naturally under the advisers' control, and as they had 
Dpver been in this kind of service they could not do 
anything without the advisers' guidance. The Department, 
held perfect control of tie advisers. In provinces,
Military Intelligence Bureau Chiefs were generally appointed 
advisers, as oast circumstances naturally caused them to 
come *nto power. At the front, the Uanchukuoan leaders 
realized they could obtain‘facilities in connection with
the armv through the advisers, and this caused them to 
make friends with them. The advisers' footing was raised 
as they thought it, vise to rely upon them in liege ‘ations 
with the deoartment.
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The Kanchukuoan leaders began to reve- and rely 
unon the advisers after they knew the advisers' ab^ity in 
matters concerning subjugation, * and they realized tl.ct c. 
word from an adviser to central government authorities wjuld 
concern their position, and this naturally induced them to 
be ruled by the advisers. In short, the advisers were 
nract.ical rulers of both local and central governments.

The pivot of guidance was practical grasp of the 
"anchukuoan Army. For this, it was essential to establish 
control attended with real power with strong guiding net
works, and control soldiers' minds. Measures and facilities 
to be established should be based on this.

TADA thought it necessary to consolidate relations 
between the networks themselves and the Japanese-Manchukuoan 
officials related to them. They should pay most attention 
to the establishment of Kempei-tai and the reform of training 
stations, and exert their utmost in matters affecting the 
human nature of the Manchukuoans, such as personnel affairs, 
allowances, etc. As for equipment, they should be satisfied 
by only fulfilling the minimum necessity and aim at immediate
* maintenance of oublie peace and order. As for the 
equipment and facilities to be used by the Imperial Army 
in wartime, they should be completely equipped from a 
different point of view.

The accused was asked if not the real reason he 
was relieved as Vice-’Var Minister and made Kwantung Army 
Chief of Staff was so he could carry out the conquest of 
Jehol. He renlied his transfer was carried o~t on the 
orders of his superiors, and he knew nothing about the 
reasons. T7hen asked if Kwantung Army operations in Jehol 
were not aecellerated shortly after his arrival as Chief 
of Staff, he stated that after the signing of the Japan- 
’"anchukuo Protocol on 15 September, the Kwantung Army was 
given the responsibility of joint defense and peace and
* orde~. The re-establishment of law and order in Jehol 
was necessary, but a more pressing problem was the re
establishment of peace and order east of the Taliaho River.
To effect this, they tried to re-establish peace and order 
in Jehol by peaceful means.

The accused was executive of the Special Service 
Department as well as Chief of Staff. DOIHARA had nothing 
to do with that organ while he was Chief of Staff. Asked 
If the Special Service Organ had charge of opium in 
T'ancbukuo, he replied the Manchukuoan Government had 
complete control of opium matters.
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♦ The Kwantung Army had nothing to do with the 
opium problem while he was Chief of Staff and Executive of 
the Organ.

* Then shown a document, he stated he didn't 
recall receiving three million yen from Secret Service 
funds in January, 1933* while he was Chief of Staff.
Asked if he recommended to the V/rr Ministry a customs 
tariff policy for Manchukuo, he stated he recalled reciving 
a document from the Kwantung Army Chief of Staff while he 
was Vice-Minis ter of '7ar, but didn't recall sending out 
such a document. He didn't recall, after becoming Chief 
of Staff, making recommendations to effectuate a customs 
policy favorable to Japan, nor did he recall making a 
declaration that no country except Japan could participate 
unconditionally in Japanese-Eanchukuoan conventional 
tariffs.

'.Vhen shown a document purporting to be a letter 
from * himself to Vice-Tar Minister YANAGAWA dated 29 
December, 1932, stating recommendations regarding Eanchukuoan 
customs and tariffs, * he acknowledged that his official seal 
was set on it. Exhibit 3379-A, an excerpt from this 
document, stated that KOISO was notifying the Vice-Minister 
regarding a definite plan, as per separate text concerning 
T'anc^urian economic control, that . ad been obtained as a 
result of army research.

* The separate text seated that the draft of 
outline of general measures regarding custom duties in 
?ranchukuo, dated 12 December, 1932, at Kwantung Army 
Headquarters was to decide on a customs policy to make 
Japan and Manchukuo one economic unit. For the time 
being, the policy shall be adopted to have Eanchukuo 
customs based on the statutory tariff in principle, but 
toward Japan tariff on certain articles shall be decided 
by agreement. Eanchukuo shall be persuaded to keep from 
making any tariff agreement with other powers, and she 
shal] not unconditionally allow other powers to share in 
the tariff between her and Japan.

The statutory tariff of Manchukuo shall be 
decided for the time being through revision, and later 
the general tariff shall be entirely altered. In revising 
the tariff, certain articles shall be specified as free,
* or those on which duty shall be reduced. To make up 
for the subsequent decrease of revenue, duties on articles 
not hindering Japanese-Eanchurian trade shall be increased.
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In the revision of the tariff, legitimate 
consideration shall be taken to prevent third powers, 
especially China and Russia, from making an economic 
advance toward Manchukuo. A system shall be considered 
whereby discrimination may be made between exports and 
imports of countries friendly to Manchukuo and those 
unfriendly. Consideration shall be taken to devise a 
system reducing customs duties at the border of Manchuria 
and Korea. Special treatment shall be given to the duty 
of special articles necessary for common defense.

* Rights already acquired in accordance with 
treaties or agreements shall be independent from the 
statutory and stipulated tariffs. Regarding the abolition 
of the Manchurian Customs and Tariff Law, close connection 
between Japanese and Manchurian authorities shall be 
maintained. The customs system in Kwantung Province shall 
remain in general as at present.

The accused stated he didn't recall on January 
24, I934, while Kwantung Army Chief of Staff, making any 
recommendation to the Vice-Minister as to any changes in 
the proposed Manchukuoan constitution which was then under 
consideration. Asked if he recalled recommending power be 
divided between a premier and'several department heads t o  
that control by the Kwantung Army could be effectually 
carried out, he recalled expressing an opinion that the 
position of the premier should be stronger than that in 
Japan. In Japan the premier was a state minister and 
equal with the others. *

* He felt that in Manchukuo the premier should 
be given t stronger position to control and lead his 
cabinet.
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32382 * After examining what appeared to be a letter dated 24 

January 1934, containing certain recommendations by the Chiefs of 
Staff, Kwantung Army, to the Vice War Minister, the accused was 
asked whether it was a document prepared and cent by him or at 
his direction. He stated that he thought he must have sent a 
telegram of that nature.

32383 Exhibit 3380-A, the document so identified by the accused, 
stated that as to the responsibility for assistance of department 
chiefs, it was helpful in intensifying the principle of making the 
General Affairs Board the axis, to have only the Premier assist. 
However, the selection of the Premier would not always cater to the 
Army Commander's opinion and a stubborn man might sometimes be se
lected. There would be a danger of delay of political affairs owing 
to the attitude of the Premier alone. In such cases, if the Depart
ment Chief was responsible for assistance, the Army Commander could

32364 carry through his opinion * by controlling one man or the other.
Therefore, it was appropriate to divide part of the responsibility 
for assistance among the Department Chiefs.

KOISO begged the Vice Minister to give consideration so 
that these opinions might meet with his approval and to reply by the 
25th. AsKed if he secured approved for his suggestions, he stated 
that on glancing through the telegram he felt that what was stated 
there was Bomewhat different from the thought expressed in hie previ
ous answer. He felt there might have been discussion on this point 
within the Headquarters and there might have been d'-agreement, but

32385 hi s recollection was not too clear. The telegram showed * it was
sent from the Kwantung Army in reply to an inquiry from Central
Headquart< rs. He did not believe the final orders of the Central 
authorities embodied completely the suggestions in the telegram.
Asked if with reference to his suggestion that there be divided 
control between the Premier and the other department heads in the 
Manchukuo Government, if the suggestion was complied with, he 
replied it was not accepted by central authorities in his recollection.

32386 • When handed a document, the accused was asked if it re
freshed his memory so that he could now say he did receive 3 million 
yen on 25 Jan. 1933 from the War Ministry. He stated he had no clear

32389 recollection. * It was not a Kwantung Army document but a War
Ministry document and wbb received by the Kwantung Array from the 
Vice Minister.

32390 * Exhibit 3381-A, the document identified by the accused, 
relating to the granting of Manchurian Incident Expenditure Secret 
Service Funds, and being a draft of Notification to the Chief of the 
Finance Section of the Intendance Bureau, ordered the disbursement
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Page of 3 million yen as Secret Service funds -j.nd ordered delivery '■o 
KOISO. KOISO was notified by the Vice Minister that 3 million 
yen was being gre «d for his Army's needs as Secret Service funds.
The accused was asked if the Harbin Special 8ervice Agency was under 
him when he was Kwantung Army Chief of Staff and concurrently Special 
Service Chief, and he replied it was under the command of the Kwantung

32391 Army Commander. * Asked who the persons were who worked at that time 
with ehe Special Service Agency in Harbin, he replied that they often 
'«hanged but the one he remembered best was KOMATSÜBAHA. During hie 
tenure the organs were mainly concerned with maintaining peace and 
order. The organ was not assigned to work out plans of political 
measures for preparing war against the USSR. Asked if it had duties 
to work out measures to be carried out outeide Manchukuo - for

32392 instance the Soviet prior to the war with the USSR, he replied * 
that the organs had no duties to draft plans but ite main functions 
were the assembling of information.

He did not remember if in January 1934 the 8peolal Service 
Agency in Harbin drew up a document entitled "Outline of Political 
Measures for the Preparation for a War Against the Soviet Union", 
stamped "Military Secret." Ai .ed if it was not true that after 
military action in the North China Provinces had been completed, he 
was relieved from further service in Manchokuo, he replied that by 
military operations in North China was meant operations carried on 
as an extension of the Jehol pacification campaign and those carried 
on before the Tangku Truce. He was transferred one year after that 
agreement.

32393 * He had stated in his affidavit that after being relieved 
as Chief of Staff, he became Commander of the Korean Army. There 
was a sector of land constituting a frontier between Korea and Soviet

32394 Union at mat time. * This line was in the vicinity of the Lake 
Khassan area and the 19th laiantry Division was a unit under his com-

' mand. Also the 20th Division. He thought the total strength of the 
19th and 20th Divisions, which liad no supply units, was around 20,000.

32395 * They had no rear units but there was a heavy artillery unit known 
as a fortress unit. A unit belonging to the 19th Division was sta
tioned near the Soviet border. When KOISO first arrived as Korean 
Army Commander, there were various units along .the Tumen River, total
ling about 2 battalions. After reorganization, unite in Chinhuangtao 
in Manchukuo also came under the command of the Korean Army. These 
units numbered about 2 battalions.

32396 * He believed about the 13th or 14th of July a small force of 
the 19th Division was sent to strengthen the Heiko garrison on the 
opposite bank of Lake Khassan. Until his resignation ae Korean Aray 
Commander, no additional troops were moving into the Lake Khassan 
region. The area along the border line south up to the border line "T"
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Pag§ fell within the Kwantung Army'p arrison area and. even before w *
outbreak of the Incident, scout* had. been entering the area frequenvJ^,

The witness was reminded of the testimony of TAHAKA,
Ryukichi, that orders concerning the concentration of the 19th 
Division field units in the Lake Khassan vicinity were given on 11

32398 July 1938 * and that these unite had arrived at the border by July 12.
The accused stated that this war contrary to the facts. On 6 July

32399 3 Soviet Cavalry men appeared on the crest of Changkufeng * and on 
11 July several more Soviet troops appeared there and reports from 
the front indicated they were engaged in construction work. Ho 
reports from the front reached them on July 12. On July 13 the number 
of Soviet troops on the summit of Changkufeng reached 40 and there were 
reports of continuing construction work. The accused Instructed the 
19th Division Commander,, who was guarding the spot, to take all pre
cautions but that was all the accused did.

On the 14th the 19th Division Commander requested the 
accused that since he v 'si 1b? placed in a difficult position if 
Soviet troops entered Kanchukuo'i territory, he wished to concen
trate his troops along the banns of the Turnen River. At the time 
the China Incident was in progress and Korea was the only rear line 
of communications, and the outbreak of an Incident on the Soviet- 
Manchukuoan or Japanese-Soviet border w o ' d  be a grave threat.

KOISO was in a position where he would have to be very 
anxious as to the effect of a concei..ration along the river banke

32400 * and he sent an inquiry to Central Army authorities in Tokyo. The 
reply arrived in Seoul on July lö. .he day after KOXSc was trans
ferred from his cocm&nd, and instructions were handed to his successor 
and he did not know what further orders or actions were taken. He 
never issued the order to the 19 th Division cancelling its orders 
concerning the concentration of troops in the Lake Khassen vicinity 
and there was no such order to cancel.

Asked if he hao a memorandum of dates and events or if he 
was testifying from memory he replied ho was testifying from memory.
He did not recall KIRANUMA*h policies while he was Overseas Minister 
in that Cabinet.

32401 * Asked if le did not know that HIRAHUMA had determined to 
strengthen the Anti Comintern Pact to secure closer cooperation 
between Japan, Germany and Italy, he replied he did hear vaguely 
that the problem cf relations between the three countries was being 
discussed and studied in the Five-Ministers’ Conference. While he was 
a member of tho Cabinst he did not know of the HIRANUMA Declaration 
of about 4 May 1939 Asked if he meant to say that he did not know 
that HIRANUMA had Rlated that Jooun was firmly resolved to stand at
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Page the side of Germany and. Italy, he replied he supposed the matter 
was studied In the Five Ministers' Conference hut Cabinet members 
were not told of that.

32402 * He did not know at the time that HIRANUMA praised Hitler's 
wisdom and Iron will and sent Hitler a message that he greatly 
admired the noble task of reconstruction on which he was engaged. 
Several days after, however, he did hear this from HARADA. Asked
if he wanted the Tribunal to believe that ho kept such an important 
matter secret from the Cabinet, he replied he was telling the honest 
truth and they really did not hear about it. He knew Baron HARADA 
In 1939, but in a conversation with HARADA about 24 April 1939, he 
did not complain to him about lack of unity In the Army and that 
this was a hindrance to the successful conclusion of the Tri-Partite

32403 Pact. * It was entirely false that he had a conversation with 
HARADA later in Kay 1939 concerning the Tri-Partite Alliance in 
which he expressed the opinion that in order to conclude the China 
War, such an alliance was necessary because it would alleviate the 
feelings of the men at the front.

32405 * Asked what motive he thought HARADA might have to make
an entry in his diary if such views of his were recorded, he repli*, i

32406 * that he had discovered that several times HARADA had twisted what 
he said and told lies. Be believed he must have fallen into this 
practice because of his own subjective view that the accused was an 
advocate of the Tri-Partite Pact. That was why he denied this por
tion of the HARADA Diary. Since HAilADA had spoken 111 of the accused 
in various parts of the Diary, he coaid hardly think he entertained 
friendly feelings toward him. He did not know where HARADA got this 
false idea of what he had said. On one occasion the accused asked 
HARADA wha Prince SAIONJI thought of the Tri-Partite Alliance, and 
HARADA replied that SAIONJI was not a man who easily voiced his own 
opinion. Later, on reading the diary, KOISO found that he was 
represented to have asked him what the Lord Keeper thought of the 
Tri-Parti te Alliance. From this, the accused judged that HARADA 
often wrote contrary to actual conversation.

32408 * Asked if he did not visit the Navy Minister in early May
1939, in connection with a possible overthrow of the Cabinet due to 
Navy opposition to rightists and their German!-1 tali an attitude, he 
replied he may have asked such a question but didn't recall the 
details. He may have visited the Navy Minister in early 1939 
but he had never conversed with the Navy Minister in connection 
with the possible overthrow of the Cabinet due to Navy opposition 
to the rightists in their German-1 tallan attitude.

In early May he received a request from the War Vice 
Minister for his services and as he did not know what was going on
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Page in regard to the propoeed Tri-Partite Pact, he might have viei-*d 
the Navy Minister on this question, hut his recollection was that

32409 it was the Foreign Minister. * Since he had to reply to the Vice 
Minister, he wanted to ask in what way their thoughts regarding 
the Alliance were changing. It was not true that the main reason 
he went to the Navy Minister was to try to convince him to get 
Navy support for the Alliance.

Reference was made to the Affidavit where it was stated 
that while he was Overeeas Minister in 1940, Ambassador Ott told 
him that a German-Japanese Alliance would benefit Japan In the 
Southwest Pacific's economic development. When asked what he 
replied to Ott's suggestion, he stated he didn't say whether he 
was for or against it. Asked what would have been the reason that 
Japan required an ally such as Germany, if Japan wae only seeking 
fair trade in the South Pacific, he replied he had never advocated 
that Japan must have Germany as an ally.

32410 * Asked if it was not true that it was intended by Japan 
that she would get what she needed out of the South Pacific by 
force if necessary, and if that was not the reason for a discussion 
of an alliance with Germany, he replied he didn't believe a single 
important government leader at the time had such thoughts. Asked 
what he told Ott after he gave the accused his strong sales talk
on the advantage of a German alliance, he replied on that occasion 
he expressed neither approval nor disapproval.

The accused was reminded of testimony to the effect that 
after the interview, OTT notified Germany that KOISC asked him what 
Germany's views would be if Japan made military advances in the 
South Pacific. The accused was asked if he thought OTT just 
imagined tnat he said this, and replied that OTT's report was 
written in such language as to indicate that the accused had eaid 
what actually OTT had been telling him,

32412 * At the time he knew that the Foreign Office was announc
ing its view that the status quo of NEI would be preserved. Asked 
if it was not true that economic demands made on NEI, if accepted, 
would have disturbed the status quo and seriously Interfered with 
the sovereignty of NEI, he replied he had no knowledge of what 
demands were made on NEI during the YONAX Cabinet. Asked if he 
as Overseas Minister learned of the decisions of the 12th and 16th 
of July 1940 of the Army, Navy and Foreign Office authorities under 
which Japan was to dominate the southern areas, he replied he knew 
nothing about thiy and doubted if vv?se ’dings actually occurred.

* waro Anti-British «mous .rations in Japan around
July 1939 and ho knew one occur, ad in Tokyo, but didn't know what

3114
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Page demonstrations occurred eleewhere in the country. Asked if he 
attended a dinner party on 12 July 1939 given for MAT8U0KA by 
I SEDA, at which General MATSU! and Arniral NOMURA were present, he 
replied there may have been such a banquet but he didn't recall 
for eure. He didn't remember a dinner party about that time at 
which Anti-British demonstrations was one of the topics discussed.

32415 Asked if he recalled discussing with KIDO in early July * 
1939 the Anti-British propoganda and speeches made in Anti-British 
demonstrations, he replied he recalled he met KIDO on his way to a 
Privy Council Meeting. As KIDO was Home Minister then, he suggested 
to him that measures be taken to stop the demonstration in the city 
and pave the way for peaceful negotiations. KIDO then was not head 
of the Kempei and he didn't remember who was. KIDO did not think 
that it could have occurred that the Kempei was leading these 
demonstrations. It was utterly impossible that the Army was financ
ing them. He had no recollection while he was Overseas Minister In 
the HIRANUMA Cabinet of sending the Kempei to China and Manchuria

32416 disguised as laborers * because the Overseas Minister was in no 
position to do such a thing. He had no recollection of making a 
speech to the Diet Committee on the destiny of Japan while he was 
Overseas Minister on 17 February 1940. Asked if he recalled that 
in the course of the speech to the Diet Budget Committee on that 
date, he said that Japan had a destiny to advance in all directions, 
he stated he did recall now.

32417 * Asked if he did not also express the view that the 
religious beliefs of the Buddhists, Confucianlsts and Christians 
in China would have to conform to Japan's spirit and culture, he 
explained that among the Japanese, there were many who advocated 
advance in various directions and questions based on these views 
were often voiced in the Diet. If the transcript of the Diet 
proceedlngr were looked at, it would be found that he replied that 
Japan could advance in any direction peacefully. Asked If he did 
not urge that the Japanese spirit and culture should be spread 
throughout the world, he replied he had always held the view that

32418 Japan's traditional culture embraced all ideologies and * and was 
able to merge with them all and he was of the belief that he made 
replies based on such views. Asked how he expected to convert 
those unwilling to be converted, he replied that if they advanced 
with an all-embracing capacity, he could hardly think that any 
opposition could arise. Asked if he would not overcome the oppo
sition by force if it existed, he replied that the main purpose 
of force is defense and if force is used to quell opposition, he 
thought it was proof that any person uslng.lt was without culture.

32419 * When shown a document, the accused was asked whether it 
was a speech he gave before the Diet Budget Committee on 17 Feb.
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1S4C, he answered it w&3 a reply made by him.

* Exhibit tfl92» the document eo identified by the accused, 
showed that KGISC stated that in SHINOHARA1 s epeech, which had Just 
been heard, he presented the problem as to whether they should advance 
northward or southward. What KOISO was going to say might be said 
to be somewhat a departure from reality or he might be told not to 
speak so fanatically. However, he did not make this departure. As 
s.he original policy of Japan they had been handed down from generation 
to generation« the mission handed down to the Emperors by the Goddess 
Amatera, of making the universe the Emperor's capitol. * This meant 
world wide expansion with the magnificent spirit and culture of Japan. 
Emperor MEIJl's statement that he had given all subjects freedom from 
care and he would finally cross the seas and spread national glory 
throughout the world, and KOISO believed this sentence placed its 
underlying note on this belief. This meant that in national policy, 
advancement in any one direction was not considered in their advance 
to the north, south, east or west. Japan's destiny was to advance 
in all four directions. The question as to which direction should 
be emphasized was the problem ** this generation. KOISO said he 
might be Bomewhat dogmatic, but the Japanese race was surely divine. 
The YAMATQ race, which had controlled and unified several races, had 
the quality * to advance in any direction and grasp and assimilate 
any culture, and could endure the hot or cold zone. Because they 
possessed Indonesian blood, they had the capacity to progress south
ward. It was the natural tendency to advance toward the north 
because of the main feature of their racial composition. However, 
a nation cannot stand without defense, and history proved if they 
were to obtain quickly economic rights and interests, it would be 
more convenient, to do sc by sea rather than by land.

They must proceed toward economic development in the south 
where resources were thought abundant. * At present they should 
follow the increased tendency toward the continent and the north 
v.rh more than ample economic development and also extend economic 
rights and interests toward the south. The necessary movement of 
the race was indispensable and they should not emphasize any one 
direction.

Asked if there were not economic negotiations pending 
with NEI when he made this speech, he replied he was ir. the Over
seas Ministry but never hoard of any such problem. Asked if he 
meant to say that he didn't know that Japan was mäkln*, strenuous 
efforts then to secure oil, tin, etc. through negotiations with 
ÎÆ1, * he replied that maybe negotiators had been sent from the 
Foreign Ministry to NEI, but he knew very little about them. He 
did not recall if he found out about them shortly after.
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32427 * He did know that he had been tentatively selected as an

envoy to conduct the final negotiations considered to be the ulti
matum to MSI in August 1940( a few months after the speech. Asked 
if he did not say then that he would go, provided he was sent, on 
a battleship, and in case of emergency would have the right to 
fire and destroy them, he replied this was utterly fantastic. The 
question of a battleship firing was something that was the preroga
tive of the Supreme Command. How could he on his own authority 
order a battleship to fire?

82428 9 Asked if the real Intention of Japan in engaging in war
against the U.S. was not her desire to expel Anglo-American influ
ence from China and the Asiatic-Pacific regions, and to reconstruct 
a Greater East Asia, he replied that he was of the opinion that 
Japan should not fight against America and Britain and had no 
recollection of ever voicing such opinions.

(Reference was made to Exhibit 277, T. 3704) The accused 
stated he was a member of the Committee for the Establishment of 
Greater East Asia in April 1942. He had never heard that Japan's 
intention was to close the door of the Asiatic countries to others 
except on her own terms. In connection with the speech he made on 
7 Sept. 1944, promising future independence to MEI, he was not 
familiar with the Osama Army Corps Chief-of-Staff's announcement 
the same month that there had been no great alterations in the 
operation and business structure of the military g rernment.

32429 * Asked if he, as Premier, knew of the decision of the
Supreme War Leadership Council on 1 Feb. 1945 to place all mili
tary and armed police forces of FIC under the joint command of 
the Japanese Army, subject to army orders, on matters of organi
zation, allotment and movement, he replied he knew of the matters 
decided 1 Feb. 1945. The main purpose of the decision was to 
place the armed forces and armed police in FIC under the Japanese 
forces. There was also a plan to place communications and trans
portation under Japanese control but this was an auxiliary decision.

He remembered he received through the Greater East Asia 
Minister a six-hour ultimatum to the Governor General of FIC to 
bring about the surrender of those agencies such as communications 
and military forces. Asked if he had any authority to stop such 
high-handed procedure, he replied he didn't think the order included 
any such wording as "to take high-handed measures.'' He believed i+> 
had words to the effect that the understanding of the Governor 
General of FIC should be obtained. Asked if he thought 6 hours a
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whether he was to capitulate or week hie own protection against 
the Japanese who had been permitted to come in as friends» he 
replied that since that depended on the circumstances in that 
area, the decision of the Supreme War Guidance Council did not 
set a specific time limit of 6 hours. He did not know if in the 
winter of 1944, while he was Premier, the Japanese Army thrust 
into the Interior provinces of Kwangsi and Kweichow within imme
diate reach of China's wartime capital, Chungking.

32491 * Reference was made to the Affidavit which referred to
his opposition to the March 31 Incident, tried to prevent the 
Manchurian Incident, opposed the China Adventure, the Tri-Partite 
Pact, and the war against the U.S., and he tried to settle the 
China War as Premier, and in all these matters was frustrated.

Asked why he accepted one important government position after another, becoming a protagonist of the matters he so strenuously objected to, he replied that the way of the way of the Japanese was that no matter wĥ t their personal opinions were, once a state policy had been decided, it was their duty to bend all efforts for its prosecution.
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* The accused was reminded of previous pi-v.recutJ.cn
questions regarding a conversation with KIDD to the eif®c« 
that he was supposed to have told KIDO that he was in fa\».r 
of a HIRANUUA Cabinet in April or May, 1932. * The accuseo
stated he had no recollection of ever saying this directly 
to KIDO. The accused was reminded that the prosecution in 
that occasion also referred to a diary entry of KJ.DO to
Co1 . SUZUKI telling him that KOISO seems to be in favor of 
a HIRANUMA Cabinet. The accused stated he had no recollection 
of such a conversation with SUZUKI or someone who might have 
told him that, but he could not say absolutely he did not 
say such a thing. In his previous testimony he had stated 
that the diary entry for August 7, 1931, exhibit 179-F, 
was completely without foundation.

* Asked if he meant by this that the contents 
did not properly portray what HARADA told KIDO, or if he 
meant the information HARADA transferred to KIDO was 
inaccurate, he reolied that exhibit 179-F said that KI030, 
NINOMIYA and TATEKAWA held a meeting, and using HASHIMOTO, 
Shigeto, as a tool and inviting the services of OKAY/A, were 
Planning to utilize the Social Masses Party to carry out a 
political change. He did not know the source of this, 
denied the facts. He could not deny the fact, however, of 
this having come from HARADA to KIDO.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. TAKAYANAGI,
Counsel for SUZUKI.

* Asked if when he was Chief of the Military 
Affairs Bureau there was another by the name of SUZUKI 
besides t e defendant in the Military Administration 
Section of the Bureau, he replied that after his previous 
testimony on this point, he discovered that there was 
another SUZUKI.

’Vith regard to the stamp or seal on exhibit 3377, 
the accused was asked if it was not unclear whether the seal 
was the defendant SUZUKI1s or not. He replied that yesterday 
he said the seal was that of the accused, nut this was a 
careless and hasty remark. In the Military Administration 
Section, the accused SUZUKI was in charge of Manchurian 
problems, but questions of military organization were in 
* the hands of SUZUKI, Sosaku, and he thought therefore 
that the seal must have been the latter's.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION BY KR. tURNE3S,
Counsel for SHIGEMITSU.

The accused stated that he became Commander of 
the Korean Army on 2 December, 1935« Regarding his testimony 
that the total strength of the Korean Army at the time he 
took command was about 20,000, he was asked if the strength 
increased prior to the Changkufeng Incident. He replied 
that about one year prior to the outbreak of the Incident, 
strength very greatly decreased. With the outbreak of the 
China Incident the 20th Division was brought under the 
command of the China Garrison Forces, anl the unit in 
Korea became a unit in absentia. He thought the decrease 
was by some 5-6 ,000.

* After the reduction, a reorganization of borddr 
guards was carried out, and he thought there was an increase 
after that decrease of from 5-600. Two battalions were 
eliminated and three new ones were created, so there was a 
net increase of one. This may have been done in 1936 or 
1937.

Regarding his testimony that on July 3 Soviet 
cavalrymen were seen on the crest of Changkufeng hill, that 
they were increased on the 11th, and by the 1 3th 40 were 
observed, he was asked if any Soviet troops were reported 
in the area prior to July, 193$, and he replied that prior 
to that there had never been any stationary Soviet troops 
in that vicinity.

Regarding his testimony that he received reports 
that Soviet troops were engaged in construction work on 
the 11th and 13ti of July, 1933* he was asked what sort of 
construction was reported » and he replied that in his 
recollection it was that they were digging trenches on the 
western slope of Changkufeng hill in Manchurian territory.

Asked if concerning the actions toward FIC, he 
as premier was aware that DeGaulle, the Head of the French 
Provisional Government, which had been recognized by the 
Allies, had announced over Radio France on 29 August, 1944, 
that France had been at war with Japan since 8 December, 
194], he replied that he didn't know anything about the 
broadcast. Asked if he had been advised as Premier that 
* the Provisional Government of France had declared that 
France was at war, he stated that at the Supreme Council 
for the Direction of War, Foreign Minister SHIGEMITSU 
exDlained that while the DeGaulle regime was still in 
Africa it had declared war against Japan, and after its 
return to France the situation had not changed.
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32443 * While he was in the War Ministry as Chief uf 

the Military Affairs Bureau or as Vice-Minister, he had 
never seen*the Ministry's so-called secret diaries, as 
compiled. Asked if there was any sign or seal on the 
documents filed in the secret diaries to show whether he 
or his superiors ever had a look at them, he replied that 
distinctions could be made on any document, and it could 
be noticed whether there were any notations or markings

32444 * indicating whether a particular person had seen it or 
not, such as a seal or signature. This was routine 
procedure for documents examined by any War Ministry 
member.

Asked if there were not documents filed in the 
secret diaries which were not brought to the notice of 
himself or his superiors, he replied that two documents 
he had seen during his cross-examination did not indicate 
that he nor the Vice or War Minister had seen them if 
there was no signature nor seal on them showing they had 
been submitted after exami ation.

Asked if he knew any reason why such documents 
were not shown to him, he replied that there are various 
reasons, but in most cases if any matter is not adopted in

32445 * lower levels and the matter was abandoned there, it was 
finished after an oral report, and was not submitted to 
higher levels.

When shown exhibit 3376, the accused was asked 
if he found in it a sentence that "The basis of determina
tion on tue number of MP force in Manchuria on the peace 
time footing will be as follows".

32448 * Exhibit 3383, an excerpt from 3038-B, a study
6n the Organization of the MP Force in Manchuria, being the 
document referred to, stated that the basis of determining 
the number of the MP force In Manchuria on the peace time 
footing would be as follows: To satisfy the wartime
requirement of men; cause no hindrance to the peacetime 
business of MP; maintain harmony between the peacetime and 
wartime organization. For this purpose, they had prepared
a plan of organization. Headquarters of the MP in Manchuria, 
in the Kwantung were named, and included about 200 men.
The Mukden units' 5 headquarters included about 300 men,

32449 the Chanchun units' 4 headquarters included 400 men, and 
the Independent Battalion at Mukden consisted of about 400 
men.
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Page As to the Independent IIP Battalion, tr^ men would
be first enlisted in other branch services for abou ' six 
months and then 3oin in the r*F service for about a yec’.
A bilateral system of conscription and volunteering wouiu 
be adopted. After a year and a half of enlistment a number 
would be posted as corporals in tre section. The battalion 
would thus become an educational organ of the NIP. Units 
other than the Independent Battalion would be active service 
organs.

According to the plan of organization, they should 
be able to command active I.!Ps of about 400 men and educated 
MPs of about 400 men, the total supplying 1100 annually.

32450 * The number released annually from each unit would be 
recruited from the Independent Battalion, while the latter 
would release those not sent to each unit as recruits, 
thereby acquiring 400 on reserve annually. After about ten 
years about 4700 would be supplied. The 11th year about
5.000 would be secured. Supposing that the men released 
from the Independent Battalion got the same number of 
service years as ordinary conscripts, they could svnply
7.000 at all times for 14 o** 15 years. Considering the 
rate of decrease as 15% an., the addition of NCOs after the 
maturity of the second reserve service, the total would not 
exceed 6,000.

Thus, ten or more years .re required to supply
5.000 XPs, and in order to suppler, nt the force until then 
they must fill the number of 1.J0 ctive service MPs by 
amending the organization and . dopt a system of temporary 
transfer. For such purpose and in case of m_^d, temporary

32451 * regulations should be issued to ..over the deficiency. n 
this they arrived at a plan of organization in peacetime
by discussing the number of men required in wartime. Many 
aspects of the present condition of EPs may not meet future 
demands, and they must, make furthei and prepare a
satisfactory solution for harmony be jen the peacetime and 
wartime organizations

The accused was asked if he had any further 
explanations of these documents, and he stated that as the 
seal on the document indicated, he did not see it at the 
time, but recalled that Chief of the f.’ilitary Affairs 
Section ANDO gave an oral report on the plan’s outline.

32452 * ANDO reported that V? Commander I.'INE had submitted his 
personal views to bring about an expansion of the Kempeitai. 
This was î'INE’s own idea and a highly fantastic one, ANDO 
said. Such being the case, ANDO said he would not submit 
the matter to the Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau.
This draft was not carried into action, and was completely 
shelved and abandoned.
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T5Ï53 * The accused was shown exhibit 3377» ai.1* stated 

that it appeared to be from Ü e  Kwa- -ung Army Chief 
Staff MIYAKE to Vice-Minister SUGIYAMA, and the certificate 
stated it referred to matters of sending documents in regard 
to the draft plan for the transitory organization in regard 
to policy toward Manchuria and Mongolia. The date of its 
receipt was December 9, 1931- The accused stated this was 
Just one day prior to the resignation of the WAKATSUKI 
Cabinet, and War Minister MINAKI resigned on 10 December.

32454 * This document was certaiV.yprepared by the
Kwantung Army, but there was no indication that the War 
Minister. Vice-Minister, or Chief of the Military Affairs 
Bureau saw it. As far as the War Ministry authorities 
were concerned, no directives putting the drafting into 
action v/ere issued, but he did not know whether the Kwantung 
Army took the steps,set forth in the plan.

When shown exhibit 3379-A, the accused was asked
32456 what control, if any, he could point out of civil adminis

tration, as set out in the document. He replied that the 
document pertained to a mi itary administration department 
which was identical with what was in Japan, the Ministries 
of 7/ar and Navy. Therefore, such on agency was not permitted 
to engage in civil administration, nd it was natural that 
nothing pertaining to it should be included.

32458 * When shown exhibit 3379-1. a draft of an 
outline of general measures regarding customs duties in 
Manchukun dated 12 December, 1932, the accus \ was asked

32459 if it represented his opinion or was sent as part of his 
administrative duties. Ke stated it v/as the opinion of a 
financial and economic adviser attached to Kwantung Army 
Headquarters named SUZUKI, Boku, and submitted to the 
Kwantung Army Commander. The plan adopted by the 
latter and sent in KOISO'.s name to c • ”al army authorities.

Asked if there had been any previous study by 
central authorities on the matter and if they requested 
the observations of the Kwantung Army, he replied that with 
regard to the customs question of Kanehukuo, nothing had 
.been decided by the central authorities when the accused 
became Kwantung Army Chief of Staff in August 1932. The 
reason was that relations with Third Powers were very 
delicate. He didn't recall any requests made by the 
authorities in connection with this after he came to the 
Kwantung Army.
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324-60 * Regarding: the words in the document "No in

study", he explained that the Third Power relations 1«. 
connection with customs was delicate, and if the Ewantun?> 
Army Commander accepted opinions submitted by the adviser 
and formulated a plan of this sort, even then there was 
considerable room for study because the plan may not be 
put into immediate practice. He didn't recall whether the 
plan was ever put in practice.

32461 * ?/hen shown exhibit 33Ö1-A, he stated that this 
document was in the form of a reply to an inquiry made by 
central authorities of the Kwantung Army in connection 
with laws and regulations and was supposed to be made by 
the Kwantung Army Commander, and was sent in the name of 
the Chief of Staff, as was customary procedure. It was also 
customary procedure to send a communication direct from the 
commanding general, depending upon its importance.

32462 * Exhibit 33^1 was handed to the accused, and 
he stated it related to funds for the use of the army.
Ashed if they were handled in the same manner as he had 
testified in relation to other funds sent on another 
occasion, he replied that such procedures were taken by 
central authorities when funds of this kind were sent to 
the Kwantung Army. The funds were used for the same

32463 »' purposes and under the same pros' ’ure as described in 
the affidavit.

32464 * The accused was l auded exhibit 3^2* Concerning 
it. there was no considérât!on in drafting it for economic 
development between the nations alone. The meaning was 
primarily peaceful development, and the population problem 
was secondary. Economic development was related to the

3246^ * population question, fo” Japan could not by the produce
of her own land maintain self-suffix ■ :y. The principal 
method for Japan to survive was to import raw materials, 
process them and increase their manufacturing capacity, 
and by exporting them to procure necessities by trade. At 
that time she could import such materials without 
restrictions.

•

Asked if there were any countries at the time 
with which she could not do business, he replied that at 
the time of the HIRANU?*A Cabinet he recalled that 
restrictions were placed on trade by the U. S. Among the 
raw materials of which there was a severe shortage and 
’which were required for defense was oil, which was not for

12466 * military purposes alone. He thought that in the Navy 
there was a considerable need for oil.
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Asked if at that time there .vas much scussion 
among the State Ministers and representatives on v to 
meet the problem, he reolied that the members of Parliament 
made many demands on the government to bend more efforts 
to enable Japan to secure necessary ravV materials, chiefly 
petroleum, from the South Pacific, through trade. Asked
* if a decision was reached at this time on the problem, 
he replied that there were no special steps taken by the 
YONAI Cabinet, but in his recollection consul generals 
were conducting negotiations with competent foreign 
authorities.

Reference was made to the affidavit of the 
accused relating to the Lake Khasan Incident and to the 
testimony of TANAKA, Ryukichi at T.22751« In that testimony, 
TANAKA was asked what army commanding general issued the 
order about the concentration of troops. TANAKA answered
* that he did not see any of these documents directly at 
headquarters, but judging from common military knowledge
he would say that the order for concentration was naturally 
given by Army Commander KOISO, and not NAKAMURA, who 
succeeded him on 15 July 1938. This was not an order for 
attack, but to concentrate. This TANAKA was the TANAKA he 
had referred to in his affidavit.

Asked if he knew whether Ott knew of his opposition 
in the past to the Tripartite Pact, he stated he did not 
know whether Ott actually knew that he was opposed, but 
since Ott had frequent social contact with army officers, 
he was of the opinion that he might be informed by them of 
his opposition. Asked if there was any actiun or statement
* by Ott to lead v'im to think that Ott might be trying to 
influence his future decisions, he replied that at this 
interview with Ott he considered that Ott, being an 
ambassador, would know the real nature of the ministry of 
Overseas Affairs. Perhaps Ott addr d questions to him 
which should have been asked the Foreign Minister, not 
understanding the true connotation of the name of the 
Overseas Affairs Ministry.

* According to Ott's telegram it was represented 
that KOISO invited him, but the fact was the other way 
around. At the time of the interview with Ott, KOISO 
entertained doubts as to the purpose of the meeting, but 
there was a telegram in evidence sent by Ribbentrop to 
Ott, that various moves should be taken in Japan to build 
up a political atmosphere and create the desire among the 
Jaoanese to enter into an alliance with Germany. It occurred 
to KOISO that nerbacs the telegraphic instructions to Ott 
included himself as a target to be utilized.
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* Asked if the action taken in relation to ’̂IC 
was taken after approval from the French authorities 
under an agreement with the Vichy Government, he replied 
that the pact of common defense was entered into with 
FIC, which was represented by De Coux acting under 
directions of the Vichy Government. 7/hen K0I30 became 
premier it appeared that De Coux had entered into DeGaulle’s 
camp, and in connection with the effectuation of the pact 
for common defense, FIC authorities were showing a non- 
cooperative attitude. KOISO knew that this was the 
situation when he became the premier, and in light of the 
changing military situation the decision of the Supreme 
Council of February 1 was taken.

Reing a composite member of the Supreme Council 
for the consideration of war, he considered that he would 
* be one of those responsible for any of its decisions.
Asked if he would ha^e no connection or responsibility for 
security measures taken by the Supreme Command he replied 
he had no responsibility in connection with high coarnand 
matters taken to carlry out .natters on the spot.

Regarding the dummy bombs of the Î7arch Inciden , 
he had never heard how large the package was, but he bed 
heard the amount was such it could be carried in one 
suitcase. * The previous testimony describing the package 
as one which could be easily carried and containing 300 
bombs was true.

There was absolutely no necessity to use an 
armv true1* to move tne bombs, and they had no power to blow 
up the Di-, t building, or cause any destruction of that 
nature.

Regarding exhibit 179-F, he ould not deny the 
fact that KIDO had heard from HARADA the alleged facts in 
the exhibit. + He did not know whether it was true or not, 
but not having any knowledge he could neither affirm nor 
deny it.
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32484 * Exhibit 3385-A, an excerpt from war ministry gen-
32485 eral affairs regulations was received in evidence but not read,* 

and showed the duties of the chief of the military affairs 
bureau and was offered to show that he did not have control
of the budget, but it was under the control of the chief of 
the intendance bureau.

32486 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF HIYOSHI, Takehiko
By Mr. Brooks

32488 * The witness identified and verified exhibit 33^6 as
32489 his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that during the Denod 

August 1933 and August 1935 he was paymaster of the adminis
trative department of Kwantung Army headquarters, in charge of 
the accounts of the army's secret service funds by order of 
the vice chief of staff and senior adjutant under the super
vision of the chief of staff. Therefore, he knew well how 
they spent the funds amountin'* to 1,970,000 yen sent from, the 
vice minister to the chief 01 staff of the Kwantung Army on
27 December 1933•

At that time peace and order In Manchuria had not 
been completely attained so the Kwan-ung Army made efforts to 
establish it in accordance with the Japan Manchukuo protocol.

32490 The fund was spent for * gathering information, propaganda, 
purchasing weapons from Chinese Bandits, and entertaining and 
paying wages in the execution of general business. It was ex
pended by headquarters, the division, the brigade, independent 
garrison, Kimpeitai, and the special service office, who were 
all carrying out their duty of establishing peace and order.

32491 * As to the procedure for appli :ion concerning these 
expenditures, each section of the staff department am]led in 
accordance with his own plan for a definite sum, and applica
tions were assessed by the vice chief and chief, then the ad
ministrative office informed the sections concerned of the 
approved sum. Units receiving their notice, informed of 
their apportioned sums, were able to use them on the respon
sibility of their comranding officer. According to regula
tions, expenditures were reported to higher units monthly, and 
after examining them Kwantung Army headquarters then reported 
to the war minister. Reports were made in duplicate and the 
originals were kent in custody of the units. As to the
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whereabouts of the originals and duplicates sent to the mini - 
try, he did not know where they were. Disbursement of secre 
service funds was strictly regulated, and it was impossible to 
expend it for private purposes or making a profit on it,
* KOISO could not have appropriated any for his own benefit 
and the funds were not used in any manner in reward for ser
vices of army officers.

Exhibit 3 3 8 6-A, a certificate of nonavailability of 
the documents referred to in the affidavit was received in 

32493 evidence, *The witness was handed exhibit 3 3 ^ -A, which r e 
ferred to a further sum of 3,000,000 yen paid at a different 
period. The witness stated that the funds described in e x 
hibit 338--A were of the same nature as the ones referred to 
in his affidavit.

There was no cross-examination of the witness.
c+ 

'
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Page * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF IWAKURO, Hideo

By Mr. Brooks

32494 The witness identified and verified exhibit 3387 as
32503 his affidavit. *The affidavit stated that he was attached to 

a section of the maintenance bureau in March 1928,and in 
August 1932 was transferred to the staff of the Kwantung Army. 
After two years there he returned and served as a member of 
general staff headquarters and was junior secretary in the 
Manchurian affairs bureau.

On 1 August 1929 KOISO assumed his office as chief 
32504 of the maintenance bureau and the witness served * as his 

subordinate then and while KOISO was chief of staff of the 
Kwantung Army. As chief of the maintenance bureau from 
August 1929 to August 1930 KCISG was greatly distressed about 
the army's il] equipment and the munition industry, and re
peated that it was necessary for Japan to avoid war by all 
means. When KOISO was transferred to the bureau of military 
affairs as its chief in Auguru 1930, he was confronted with 
the disDute with China and the strained situation in connec
tion with Manchuria.

32505

When the witness was appointed on the staff of the 
Kwantung Army on 8 August 1932, when he arrived at head
quarters in Mukden on 26 August in company with commander 
MUTO and chief of staff KCISO. bandits were actively carry
ing out underhanded disturbance movements. * Night trains 
would often be held un and there were attacks on the aerodrome 
outside the city late in Sentember. In pursuance to com
mander MUTO's intention, KOISO as chief of staff directed 
his staff to draft oolicies for co'ooeration with Manchukuo.

These provided for the restoration of public peace 
and order- maintenance of transport and communication: and 
develonment of industry. The association of harmony had been 
organized in Manchukuo which, however, laosed into a oolit- 
ical body of a one party one state character. Pursuant to 
MUTO's instructions, KOISO advised the president of general 
affairs in Manchukuo that there was no objection t,o main
taining the association as a cultural body, but it would be 
inadvisable to encourage its growth as a political party.
The witness understood that MUTO had also refused the body's 
request that he become an advisor.
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32506 * When shown exhibit 230 the witness stated he had 

seen the document before in Manchuria in the fall of 1933- 
Asked If he received any request from any official government 
department in Tokyo as to the matter contained in the exhibit, 
he replied he understood the document originated and formu-

32507 lated in Tokyo and was transmitted to the Kwantung Arry * for 
its opinion. He thought the plan was formulated in general 
staff headquarters in Tokyo and from their to the war min
istry. which forwarded it to the Kwantung army. It could not 
definitely be known who formulated the plan in Tokyo.

Asked if there was any significance in the fact that 
the exhibit was dispatched in the name of the chief of staff, 
he replied the name "KOISO, Kuniaki, Chief of Staff" appear
ing on the document was only in accordance with regulations

32508 governing the handling of documents * and did not mean the 
name appearing thereon was responsible for its contents.
This was customary procedure.

/
There was no cross-examination of the witness.
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Page * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF KITANO, Kenzo

By Mr, Brooks

The witness identified exhibit 33^8 and, as correc.^d,
32511 verified it. * The affidavit stated that the witness was c h x ' ^  

of staff of the Korean army from early March 193# to September 
1939« The commander of the army at that time was KOISO until 
15 July 1938 when he was succeeded by NAKAMURA. The Korean 
army commander in 193fi had no operational duties but was only 
charged with defending Korea. He was not invested with any 
wartime duties. As regards the two divisions 1n Korea, the 
command was confined to the defense of Korea and the cnlef of 
staff was directly in charge of wartime operations.

At the time of the Changkufeng incident, the only
32512 division in Korea was the 19th. * Troops under its command

were constantly required to absolutely keep from exciting the 
Soviet army, since the China incident was in progress. They 
were warned to be extremely cautious as any dispute with the 
Soviet would be an obstacle in carrying out the policy of the 
central authorities towards China.

Inspections or observations were done at the spot of 
watch-post line or unit headquarters, '?.r>d were never made lose 
to the frontier line. It was the principle for all ^roovs to 
do their utmost not to excite the Soviet as an attempr, to 
invade Soviet territory was out of the question and impossible.

The witness remembered that he presented the tele-
32513 graphic instructions from the central authorities * to the 

succeeding commander NAKAMURA, who arrived at w.eoul on July 
17 and asked for necessary instructions. Korean army orders
to units of the 19th division relative to the Soviet-Manchurinn 
dispute were given by NAKAMURA, the new commander, and had 
nothing to do with KOISO.

There was no cross-examination of the witness.
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Page * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TOKUGAWA, Yoshitomo
By Mr, Brooks

32514 The witness identified and verified exhibit 33B9 as
32515 his affidavit, * The affidavit stated that the witness was on 

the special staff of the overseas ministry from April 1939 to 
August 1939» and from January 1940 until the following July.

32516 * Regarding the conversation between KOISO and Ambas
sador Ott, one of the witness's acquaintances at the embassies 
and legations was Ott, and he remembered that in the middle of 
June Ott requested an appointment to see* overseas minister 
KOISO, The witness conveyed the request to KOISO but he an
swered that he was not interested in an interview with Ott, 
but if the latter wished to see him he would comply. Their 
conversation was very short. Only about thirty minutes.

32517 * The witness was an interpreter between them, and 
the ambassador explained vhis opinion to KOISO that the con
clusion of the Tripartite t would be advantageous to Japan 
and that Japan would be able to gain economic advantages in 
FIC and NEI as the result of the conclusion of the pact.
KOISO for the most part listened in silence, neither acknowl
edging nor denying and asked only a *'ew questions.

There was no cross-examirattcn of the witness.
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Page * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TANAKA, Takeo
3y Mr. Brooks

32518 The witness identified and verified exhibit 3390 as
his affidavit,

6 November
32528 *The affidavit stated that the witness, after posts as 

secretary of the government-general of Korea and director of 
the police affairs bureau of the government-general, retired 
from this service in September 1936 and then was apoointed

32529 * overseas vice minister in April 1939? resigning in October 
1940, He was appointed the civil governor of Korea in May 
1 9 4 2, resigning in July 1944, then secretary-general to the 
cabinet.

The witness was acquainted with KOISO since August 
1932 and his political connection began in April 1939 when 
KÔIS0 was appointed overseas minister in the HIRANUMA cab
inet. The witness served as vice minister under him.

When KOISO was overseas minister between 1939 and 
1940, economic expansion to the south became a subject of much

32530 discussion, * The question of determining the attitude to
ward the Tripartite alliance as well as that of southward ex
pansion were befalling the HIRANUMA •̂ ..vviviiaent, The govern
ment's attitude toward these questions was so serious that 
every single nation was watching the movements of Japan.
The cabinet at that time m.de it a rule to hold Five Minister's 
conference: attended by the oremier and the war, navy, for
eign affairs, and finance ministers besides cabinet meetings 
to talk over important matv.ers.

The Tripartite alliance was di^uussed in the con
ference but the overseas minister was rot a member of it and 
was never consulted about any matter as a member of the cab
inet, KOISO's private ooinion was that in view of the inter
national situation, foreign policy was not so simnle as to 
be necessarily nro-Italo-German, if not nro-Anglo-Americae,

32531 or essentially * oro-Anglo-American, if not prw Italo-German. 
Foreign policy should not be either right or left, Stens 
should be taken lest they be remorseful for erroneously di
recting the course of the state by rash actions. KOISO ex
pressed that it was advisable to give up concluding the 
alliance to avoid producing unfavorable results being vainly
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made use of by Germany, On one occasion he staged this vie 
opposing the foreign alliance privately to the premier and 
the foreign minister. As regards the southward econonic ex
pansion, his opinion that the aimless advocacy of it was 
liable to make foreign nations mistake their intention for 
expansion with territorial ambitions, and if so it. would be 
greatly different from their true intention. The necessity 
of economic expansion must be explained to convince every
one of the necessity for reasonable expansion and dogged 
advocacy would not do.

As long as expansion was reasonable and economic,
32532 * for the sake of self-support, expansion either north or 

south would do andv.asnot always necessary to emphasis a one
sided view. Regarding population Problems, KOIGO believed 
it would be difficult to encourage a large population to 
immigrate to the southern areas because of unsuitable climate.

On l8 July 1944 KOIf> was ordered to form a new cab
inet. At that time, at his nost as Korean governor genera.'1 
he was informed of nothing about th*a vir situation excent 
from official announcements. Information, however, made them 
feel that the fact was that the situation was more unfavor
able than was announced, and that the naval power had sus
tained heavy losses and at this Juneare the fall o'’ Saipan 
was announced. They were impressed that the war situation 
was really unfavorable and also felt that mosi of the gloomy

32533 news in the * past should have been true.
The public, who up until then half believed and half 

doubted rumors, began to be pessimistic about the nrosnects 
of war. Such a state of things was b -*h in Korea and at 
home. Under these circumstances KOIŜ . accepted the comrand 
to form a new cabinet, '.Vhen he first received the call about 
the imperial summons, KOISO said that if the emperor would 
order him to form a new cabinet, he had to give serious con
sideration to what sort of resolution he ought to rake. There 
fore, after careful consideration, he decided on the princi
ples on which he had formed it.

The outline of these was that r.t Present the war 
situation was very unfavorable. They were r.o’*' defeated ar.o 
in retreat and war prospects were serious. They had an eager 
desire to survive by exhausting every means, but It would be
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32534 most difficult * because of present circumstances. Farsighted 

policy required them not only to hold in check the enemy's 
forces, but also to take a cool view of how to bring the war 
to a conclusion. For though it was of greatest urgency to win 
the hearts of the people, it was feared that whatever attemnt 
the government might make, it could have no influence on au
thority over the people. KOISO felt confident of the neces
sity of bracing up the people to increase a nroductive power 
by smashing the enemy's scheme for invasion and gaining time 
to take steps to negotiate peace through third powers and cro- 
ceed with a prompt peace move towards China.

To accomplish this, KOISO stated that the premier on
32535 assuming the * office must effect a strong adjustment and com

bination of both political and military tactics. Accordingly 
the cabinet head ought to be Placed in a position enabling 
him to perform such function. After an imperial audience, he 
was ordered to form a new cabinet with YONAI, and acted up to 
his original principle. He intended to assign the portfolio 
of navy to YONAI and hoped t secure a war minister to carry 
out the program to establish peace.

He also expressed his résolu'.Lon that he wished to 
decide whether he would comply with he imperial command to 
form a cabinet on condition that the ordinance should be re
vised to qualify the premier for attending imperial head
quarters meetings, or else that : strong and simnle organ of

32536 directing affairs should be established. * Hr received a 
promise that a definite ar^M't* might be given.

Aft.?r a three chiefo conference, the army replied 
that the war should be carried out, that field marshal 
SUGIYAMA would be recommended for the ->^r\y Portfolio, and 
that would meet KOISO's desire as to o. . creation of the war 
direction council. The navy replied that the Dost of navy 
minister should be assigned to YONAI and the-y had no objec
tion to the said council. KOISO, after consulting YO.TJAI, 
decided to approve of them and completed the formation of 
the cabinet.

32537 *Members of the supreme war direction council were the 
chiefs of the army and navy general staffs, the premier, the 
foreign war and navy ministers, and the secretaries or cab
inet secretary general, the directors of the military affairs 
bureau and of the naval affairs bureau. Besides them, both
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general staff vice chiefs might attend on proper occasions and 
cabinet members concerned were to attend. It was decided th. t 
when the war situation was reported, every-cabinet member and 
the directors of the legislation and planning bureaus were to 
attend. Many matters to be discussed in council related to the 
administration and adjustment between the supreme command and 
state affairs. There was no chairman, but the premier was 
charged with expediting proceedings.

As for secrets of operations and tactics, the premier 
3P538 was not able to touch * them but was a total outsider. Since

KOISO happened to be a general, he sometimes questioned and ex
pressed his views about details of operations. But generally 
the attitude was that the premier was not desired to meddle 
with tactical affairs, and this attitude was found among army 
and navy officers, including council members. They challenged 
him when he wished to touch their secrets, and concerning front 
line operations, he only heard of the general war situation 
when it was reported.

The premier had a great expectation at the out-set for 
the council, but the actual circumstances were against his 
expectation. Since it was impossible to materialize the pri
mary principle when he formed his cabinet, KOISO finally ashed 
the throne to issue an order authorizing the premier to attend 
headquarters' conferences.

As for his attending these conferences, his authority 
was confined to being informed of the condition of operations 

32539 and * tac ics and he was not vested with authority to set
forth his views and have a share in the discussions, iie was 
not placed in a position to have his views reflected in the 
direction of the front line,. KOISO . ..cussed the idea thou 
it would be impossible to carry forward bis ideas for ending 
the war unless he would return to actual service and hold 
the additional portfolio of war minister to perfect the adjust 
ment of the surpeme command to the state affairs.

\  He took steos to get this power but could not obtai-
necessary approval from the three army chiefs. KOISO took 
pains in the supreme war direction council for making moves 
toward the Soviet and China relative to concluding the war.
His view on the China affair was originally speaking, Japan 

32p40 ought not rashly 4 meddle in China, for once she was involved 
in China it would be the same as stepping into a swamp. Tl ey
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ought to be most cautious against being nushed against such  ̂
sad plight. The war was so deplorable that they must lose no 
time in recovering peace and true cooperation. He could not 
manifest this view concretely until he assumed the premier
ship when he firmly urged this view. While premier he left 
nothing undone to try to succeed in a peace move toward the 
Chungking government. In the supreme war direction council, 
he repeated deliberation on this matter, but failed.

The witness thought that the Miao Pin issue proved 
how KOISO was intent on realizing peace, apart from the 
questions whether he dealt with the issue adroitly and what its

32541 outcome was. * Miao Pin had once served as vice president of 
the nation association of North China and was later president 
of the legislative yuan of the Nanking government and then 
relegated to vice president of the examination yuan. As he 
had been a military academy instructor, he had considerable 
acquaintance with the army men around Chiang Kia-shek.

He visited Japan in 1939, while vice president of the 
new nation association, and KOISO met him by the witness's 
introduction. Miao explained the reason for the necessity 
of cooperation between Japan and China and ’•-here was much 
sympathy between the two men. Every since they had no parti
cular connection with each other. After KOISO became premier 
he was urged by state minister OGATA to send for Miao Pin to 
hear his opinion about the peace question*

On KOISO's part, it happened that as diplomatic oper
ations toward Chungking came to all but a deadlock, he was 
very v.vxiied and was desirous of breaking the deadlock by

32542 some means. * He thought that, although it was uncertain how 
much influence Miao Pin should have on ungking, it would be 
fortunate if he would be of use in settling the peace question, 
and if a step was taken further and a direct connection es
tablished with Chungking, it would be more favorable. With 
such an idea he took OGATA's advice and tried first to bring 
him to Japan to hear his opinion and then 10 decide their 
attitude and policy whether use should be made of him.

As a result of opposition of both army and domestic 
circles, everthing deadlocked and failed except bringing 
Miao Pin to Japan. In consequence he returned to Nanking in 
vain.
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KOISO also took great pains to bring about peace chough 
the medium of the Soviet and negotiations were entered into .. 't

32543 ended in failure. * As to the diplomatic moves to realize peaô . 
with China, sometimes his opinion on procedure did not agree 
with that of the foreign minister and others. That he dared to 
try to realize what he believed good was because he was confi
dent it would serve the state to materialize his primary in
tention that he had cherished when he formed the cabinet.

When the cabinet was formed, the 85th session was at 
hand and KOISO delivered a speech on policy at the beginning 
of the session. The contents of the speech were nothing but s. 
concrete expression of determination with regard to forming the 
cabinet. He required the hundred million people to brace them
selves in unison and declare Indonesians’ independence to be 
justifiable, because every race was entitled to independence 
and a proper position among nations and he also proclaimed that 
the Korean and Formosan people should quickly be vested with 
suffrage.

As for the treatment of POWs, the supreme command and
32544 war and navy ministers took * charge a*’-J the premier had 

neither authority nor responsibility. The cabinet at no time 
dealt with affairs relating to POW treatment. According to the 
witness's memory, no one ever gave reports about POY matters
at the cabinet council.

There was no cross-exmaination of the \.’tness.
32546 * Exhibit 3391) the affidavit of Piggott, F.S.G., major 

general, military attache to the British Embassy in Tokyo from 
19 21 to 1 9 2 6, and from 1936 to 19 3 9> stated that the affiant 
met KOISO in Tokyo in 1939» Because o" +he possibility that
he might be a dark horse for the premie ship, the affiant sought 
his acquaintance. He found KOISO recentive to the idea of

32547 improving Anglo-Japanese relations, which, he stated, * were 
important for the country and that the idea of solving dis
agreements between Britain and the United States by war was re
pugnant, and it was essential to probe and find a peaceful 
solution.

He said he would continue to study outstanding prob
lems between the countries and was certain freindshio could be 
restored to mutual advantage.
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3255? * Exhibit 3392. a certificate from competent Sovi;..
authorities, KITA, Geiichi, a former Japanese PC .7 died In 
Habarovsk on 7 August 1947* .

32570 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF BUDARIN,
Boris Aleyanr’ ch 
By General Vasiliev

The witness stated his name and that he was first mate 
of the ship Perekop,perished, When handed exhibit 822 he verl- 
fied it as his affidavit.

32571 * EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL
Y/hen asked where identification signs of the Perekop were 

located, he replied they were on both boards of the ship. The 
flags had the state flag of the USSR with hammer and sickle in

32572 the left-hand upper corner. * They were on the holds and the 
boards of the ship and were two meters twenty centimeters long 
and one meter twenty-five eendimeters wide.

32573 * All identification signs on the shin were made at the 
outbreak of the war between Germany and the USSR. The distance 
at which the signs could be distingi'1ched depended on the qual
ity of instruments used. But if none was used, they could be 
distinguished with the naked eye at 200 to 250 meters in con
ditions of good visibility. When he had said that he hung mit 
identification flags, he meant that when a shii. wanted to show 
its nationality in addition to the identification signs on 
boards and holds, they hung out. nationality colors ..cnsistlnr 
of four flags with the letters "USSR" on them. On t.he day c.f 
the attack he saw no other vessels but did Prior.

32574 * The witness could distinguis/i pomber from a fight
er and knew that bombers dropped bombs. The first Plane whicn 
flew over was a bl-plane, and all others which bombed were 
monoplanes. He couldn't tell exactly whether the planes were 
land or sea planes. Identification signs on the nlanos that 
bombed were red circles on the planes and fuselage of about 
three-quarters of a meter in size. The distance at which r.h- 
planes flew was sometimes 100, sometimes 200 meters, some
times even less than 5^»

32575 * Asked how he knew .at the moment of the attack on 
December 17 there were no hostllities between the USSR and
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Japan, he reolied that he remembered that oh that day they *'»• 
ceived a radio broadcast and learned that there was no war w .l ' 
Japan. Asked why two hours were needed for the big grouD of 
planes to sink an unarmed shin, he replied that he believed it 
was two hours or probably less that the plans dronned bombs.
It was his personal opinion that one of the nlanes Photographed 
the ship while it was sinking. He observed *hat this nlane 

32?76 did not bomb the vessel* nor machine-gun it. It was flying at 
a very low height and he supposed they were ohotogranhing the 
vessel at the moment when it was sinking to seo how the sailors 
were being drowned.

At the moment of the attack there were no clouds. the 
visibility was very good. The ship’s cargo was about ?,000 
tons. Asked how they made themselves understood by the Jap
anese when they ?/ere v/andering, he replied that they used 
English. The statement in his affidavit that the Japanese 
were acting according to government instructions was his per
sonal opinion. If there was one plane bombing the vessel, he 
didn't think he would have thought that, but when he saw 
there was a big group of planes, then the possibility of a 

32577 mistake was excluded, * and that is how he cane to the con
clusion that they were acting on government instructions.
Eight men of the crew perished.
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*!2187 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OSUGI, Hiroshi

' By Mr, Mattice
The witness identified and verified exhibit 3393 as

32588 his affidavit, * The affidavit stated that from August 1937 
thr' .ighout 19 3 8, as loader of an observation section of the 
first battalion, the third artillery regiment, the third divi
sion, he took part in the campaigns in Shanghai and Nanking
as artillery second lietenant.

On 9 November 1937, when they were attacking Nanshi, 
he was ordered to scout the settlement boundaries so that 
these zones might be absolutely safe from fire. The results of

32589 the scouting were sent * to every company on the spot, and 
so far as he knew, they caused no damage to the settlement 
area during the attack on Nanshi.

After the Nanshi campaign, his unit assembled and 
started for Nanking about December 2. There was no fighting 
on the way to Nanking and he never saw a totally destroyed 
village between Taitsang and Nanking, but did see a few 
houses partially destroyed or burnt, but never saw nor heard 
of any houses destroyed by Japanese soldiers.

On the way to Nanking he saw a pile of rice burnt and 
abandoned. Upon inquiry it was explained by th villagers 
that it. hr. 3 burnt by retreating Chinese soldiers who
did not wan’ it taken by the Japanese. After this observed 
the destroyed houses more carefully and found that most were 
storehouses and other nrovision depots.

About 11 December 1937 he was ordered to scout for 
the line of advance and suitable places tor army positions.
He left his unit at Chiyun and went alone to the south side of

32590 Nanking. * On the evening of the 13th he entered the walls 
of Nanking through the south gate of the town. There were 
many scattered fires and Japanese dead. Among them he saw 
the body of a Japanese soldier tied to a tree with several 
bull ts in his body. He knew at a glance he had been caD- 
tured and slaughtered by the Chinese soldiers. Around the 
city wails there were many dead bodies of Chinese soldiers but 
no civilians.
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He went within the walls about a kilometre from tu -'' city 
gate and saw Kempei guards posted at banks and government c*. 
with signs of off limits to Japanese soldiers. He noticed v *m v 
few residents damaged and he could see that as a whole Nanking 
preserved its old position and no traces of fire were found there. 
Toward the end of the battle of Shanghai, they repeatedly re
ceived instructions which the witness enforced among his men:

32591 to observe strictly military and moral discipline :*t,reat the 
Chinese people kindly; observe international laws: do not cause 
international complications: and, be prudent in behavior keen 
ing in mind that they were under observation by the powers.

On 13 November he joined his unit at Tangshuichen and 
led them to Tushanchen south of Nanking. At this time, on 
instructions of the higher command, he strictly forbade his 
soldiers to go out on passes. Even when they went out on of
ficial business they were ordered not to enter the southwest 
quarters of Nanking as they were set aside as refugee quart
ers. At that time he heard that this prohibition was due to
the danger of the armed defeated enemy soldiers in civilian 
clothes who had sought refuge there.

As the witness had had dangerous experiences f m :  the 
Chinese plain-clothes soldiers in the battle of Shanghai, hr. 
had his men take special caution never to approach any place 
where defeated Chinese soldiers were likely to be in hiding.
His unit eventually marched west without entering the walls.
While he was in the Nanking vicinity, he never heard stories
of unlawful acts and massacres of Chinese people frequently

32592 said to be committed by * the Japanese soldiers.
At the beginning of 1938 his unit was stationed near 

Chinking. One day he visited a fameu temple near by ar.d in 1* 
was a great collection of books sealeo ny the Kempei with 
notes that taking any of them was strictly forbidden, and 
offenders, including Japanese soldiers, would be duly pun
ished. When a soldier of an adjacent company was arrested 
by the Kempei, the witness accompanied the commander to take 
him over. The detachment commander of the Kempei, however, 
told them that the soldier had committed race and refused to 
hand him over because of the order of C-in-C MATSUI to main
tain military discipline and severely punish any offenders.
There greatest trouble was the Chinese plain-clothes soldiers 
who, when pressed hard hid their appearance and pretended tc 
be civilians, but the moment they were unnoticed they chal
lenged the Japanese. As it v/as impossible to tell them from
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real civilians when they were without arms, they at least i - 32593 sorted occasionally * to the method of gathering all the vil
lage people and keeping surveillance over them. As soon as 
the plain-clothes soldiers surrendered themselves, public orde 
was regained. They set the common people free and turned the 
surrendered soldiers over to the Kempei.

There was no cross-examination of the witness.
32595 * Exhibit 3394, the affidavit of OUCHI, Yoshihide,

stated that since the landing at VVoosung at the end of Septem
ber, 1937) the affiant had taken part in the battles between 
Shanghai and Nanking areas as acting comrander of the 7th 
battery of the 9th mountain artillery regiment, 9th division 
in the expeditionary force to Shanghai as a Pnd lieutenant.

His regiment assembled near the air field west of 
Shanghai after crossing the Soochow River about 3 November. 
This area was rather devastated by cannonade. The regiment ’.va 
still in battle position and it was maintained with strictness 
At that rendezvous, they were instructed by the chief of Ft-ff 
that as the regiment would be sent nresently to a zone whrr.<> 
various foreign rights and interests existed, each cor^incier 

J !̂>96 ought * to have his men strictly at nts command for the main
tenance of discipline.

The affiant then cautioned his men that this instruc
tion must be thoroughly understood and there wa& no one under 
his command who violated discipline at the rendezvous and 

♦ vicinity. There were several women in a village near the rr-.v
zvous, but stepping into this area was strictly forbidden.

One night signal she'Is shot v >ora the village and 
afterward a shower of enemy shells was coured on unit quarters 
They seized the village the next morning but could not find a 
single man, and thereafter it was necessary to t<*vc strict ore 
cautions against women. About 14 November the unit advanced 
to Soochow and they scarcely met enemy resistance until they 
got there. Some villages along the road were mostly reduced 
to ashes and there were no in’ abitants to be seen.

* As their unit advanced at the head they never could 
have done such violence and he knew it was done by Chinese 
troops in their retreat. The affiant strictly prohibited in
cineration of houses and looting both for the Chinese oeonle 
and the Japanese troops coming after, and perhaps owing to 
this order there were satisfactory results.
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They entered Soochow with no resistance and the streets 

v/ere not destroyed except for slight damage by bombing. In Soo
chow the removal of goods by individual soldiers was prohibited 
and the preparation for requisition was conducted by intendant ** 
officers, but as the unit was ordered to advance west about 17 
November, the requisition was not executed and the soldiers 
marched with their rationed food cooked in their messtins.

They encountered a fierce resistance of the enemy in 
the mountaineous zone around 30 kilometres east of Nanking and 
the zone was well prepared and defended by the Chinese so their

32Ç98 resistance was fierce. * The-affiant's unit advanced again at 
the head and all troops were obliged to bivouac as all houses 
had been burned by advance troops. They then received an oral 
order that the aim for the advance was the wall of Nanking and 
as regarding the entry into the city they would have another 
order.

They marched into the air defence school outside Kwang- 
huamen at dawn 9 December after desperate fighting, and found 
that many houses had been destroyed and devastated. Especially 
the houses in the vicinity of the air field were burnt down.
This destruction was surely made by the Chinese troops as 
there were no Japanese troops ahead.

On 9 December they received an order that if the enemy 
would not surrender at noon the following day, they should at
tack Nanking. At the time they cautioned that as Nanking was

32599 the capital of * China, they should take care not to send shells 
so far as to fall within the city, although it was allowed to 
bombard the enemy on the wall. They were to take particular 
care not tc drop shells upon foreign rights and interests and 
the refugee quarters.

At this order the affiant rack..... his brain from the 
technical point of view of firing but fortunately attained the 
purpose mentioned in the order. The attack on Nanking was 
iaunched about 2:00 on 10 December and they captured the 
Kwanghuamen wall. But it was not permitted to enter the city 
and only MPs, as well as small units, entered. On that day 
near the wall was a burnt body of untaiown nationality. On 
seeing this his battalion commander was enraged and gave a 
strict order to find the offender, and the affiant stopped 
the preparation for fighting, assembled his men, gave a warn-

32600 ing, * and investigated the criminal, but there was no of
fender among the men under his command.
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The surgeon who inspected the corpse decided.i/at i !: 

must have been committed at least ten hours prior to the 7'-.^n- 
ese entry into the city, and that a Japanese soldier must hu 
been captured by Chinese troops who burnt him to death. The 
affiant’s unit turned back to Tangsuichen that night. They 
entered Nanking on 15 December and lodged several days at the 
Chinese barracks where each unit mounted guard and all sold
iers were prohibited to go cut except officers on official 
duty. This was so with all division units. There was not a 
single criminal charged with illegal action.

An officer friend of the affiant told him that there 
seemed to be many refugees in the refugee quarters but it was 
guarded by MPs. So even an officer was not permitted to enter 
there. The affiant saw a great deal of Chinese army equio- 
ment thrown away. It was when he went there on official duty,

326OI but found no fire * disaster except ruins of small fires, and 
the streets were almost safe from destruction.

He saw a few Chinese soldiers’1 coroses along the 
Yangtze River, but never fo..nd a corpse which had been mas
sacred. They turned eastward on 20 December.

32603 * Exhibit 3395, the affidavit of VYAKIZAKA, Jirc, stated 
that in September 1937 he comranded the 36th regiment, °t.h 
division as a colonel. His regimenv. was ordered mobilized 
about 20 September and he took part in engagements in the 
Shanghai and Nanking areas under the expeditionary force to 
Shanghai, Upon arrival at Shanghai, MATSUI's ’nstructions 
were often passed to the affiant through his senior. MATSUI
on every possible occasion delivered instructions that disci
pline shouxd be strictly maintained, innocent people pacified 
and protected and foreign interests be safeguarded.“ The af
fiant made efforts to have these inst ’“tions thoroughly 
understood by his officers and men ano warned them so mis
deeds might not occur.

While the Japanese force was advancing toward Nan
king from Shanghai, his units always took the lead, and

32604 noticed that not a few houses along * the route had been 
burnt down, destroyed, cr looted. Chinese natives said that 
this v/as due to the destruction caused by the so-called field 
clearing tactics, customarily taken by Chinese forces wher 
about to retreat to check the advance of the Japanese. They 
said that both Chinese soldiers and people looted the heures, 
as v/as the case in war time. They endeavored to Preserve
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houses and other facilities to pacify and protect the Chinese 
and for the convenience of the following units, and did no», 
undertake to burn up and destroy them as this was common 
sense.

As soon as his units captured Shunwachen, 40 kilometers 
southeast of Nanking, at about 4 p.m. P December, they immed
iately pressed hard on the enemy, hurriedly marched all night, 
and reached Shanctfanctchen, south of Kwancthuamen, at dawn 
on the 9th. It was pitch dark that night, and before they 
could ascertain in which direction Nanking was, two pillars of 
flames rose high in the north. The affiant guessed that armies

32605 in the direction of * Nanking had started the flames. He made 
them a target for advancement and his guess turned out right.

For a few days before they c^-ured Nanking they could 
see flames within the walls day and night. At that time Jap
anese bombing was not so intense and there was no artillery 
bombardment. They concluded that either the Chinese field 
clearing tactics or acciden4 i l  fires were presumably respon
sible. Hitherto the Japanese forces were strictly warned 
against accidental fires. Soon after the capture of Nanking 

/ his units were engaged in extinguishing the first of the 
burning houses. There were no cases of incendiary by the 
Japanese and his units never caused accidental fires.

They captuned Kwancthusmen in the early morning of 
December 13. Furious fighting went on at the '»ate and &. large 
number of killed and wounded were reported from both sides. 
Immediately after the capture, his unit took care of the kil
led and wovnded. They gathered up both the Japanese and 
Chinese corpses at the same Place, half way between Kwanc-

32606 thuamen and Tuncttsimen, and erected n grave post * and 
formal ceremonies were held.

When he inspected within the walls of Nanking on 
1 5  December, he wanted to see the real state of those in the 
refugee section, but the foot armies refused his request say
ing that without special permission, even a commander was 
prohibited from entering. On that occasion and later he 
never heard of any illegal behaviors by the Japanese inside 
the section. A certain house was examined to accomodate 
regimental headquarters. ’.Then an officer enteriigthe house 
to examine an air raid shelter attached to it, he was fired 
on from the inside. He accepted the challenge and shot and 
killed two Chinese soldiers. The affiant at once instructed
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Page his command to take orecautions against the remnant <.f* the
32607 Chinese forces, and not go into any Chtnese houses, ’**ter the 

units entered Nanking, a certain officer found a Chines*, 
lady's shoe while he was on the discharge of official business 
and brought the shoe back to his quarters. A gendarme dis
covered this and submitted a document to the court martial
on suspicion of plunderage. The officer asserted his inno
cence to the affiant and the affiant believed him and re
ported to his superior to that effect.

The supervision of Japanese gendarmes in Nanking was 
extremely strict and no consideration was shown even to minor 
offenses. MATSUI, immediately after a memorial service for 
the dead on l8 December, admonished the senior officers that 
military discipline should be more strictly maintained and 
the prestige of the army raised, and efforts made to realize 
friendly relations with China without delay.

32608 * After the various battles to capture Nanking, the 
affiant was struck with MATSUI's righteous and benevolent man
ner and always endeavored to exalt this spirit. The affiant 
was in Nanking until the morning of 24 December. No criminal 
was found in his command and the natives entertained no fear 
toward Japanese soldiers. He never heard any shot inside or 
outside of the walls after Nanking's fall.

After the hostilities in Nanking were over, his units 
took over the responsibility of defending Kiating, and one 
night a guard of the battalion headquarters poured oil into

32609 a lamp, it caught fire and th*' v  • "tcrs burned down. * Be
cause of this accidental fire, the affiant was reprimanded in 
accordance with army disciplinary law. The battalion com
mander was nut on good behavior and the guard commander was 
imprisoned.

By MATSUI's orders, military c oipline was maintained 
in such a manner and even a small unlawful act was never over
looked. Besides this, the witness did not remember any unlaw
ful act in his units.
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326ÏO * Exhibit 3396, the affidavit of NISHIJIMa, 

Takeshi, stated that in mid-September, 1937i the affiai.L 
joined the Shanghai Expeditionary Army as Battalion 
Commander in the 19th Regiment, and participated in the 
siege of Nanking as a major. Toward the end of September 
they landed near '■Yoosung, Shanghai, and participated, in the 
battle. In mid-November thejr were ordered to pursue the 
enemy toward Soochow, with strict instructions not to 
destroy or burn houses unless absolutely unavoidable for 
operations. The affiant instructed his subordinates of 
this.

Aside from the railway station and vicinity 
being destroyed, Soochow was left intact. A native told 
the affiant that the city was saved from destruction be
cause the inhabitants pleaded to the Chinese army with 
money to retreat without fighting in the city or 
destroying and plundering it.

2 .5  miles east of Y/ushin and inside its city 
limits, Chinese resistance caused a battle which damaged 

32611 houses nearby. * Upon the affiant’s inspection after the 
battle, he found that some contents of the provision ware
house had been carried off. He posted guards and prohibited 
further removal of the contents by unauthorized individuals. 
After reporting the situation to the Intendance Department 
they turned the place over to them, in accordance with 
nrevious orders.

A fierce battle was fought between uhe Eopan 
mountain range and Nanking. Almost all houses there had 
been burn* i down before Japanese occupation, and marks of 
plunder were evident, and nothing left to be utilized by 
the Jananese forces. They camped in tents and made the 
advance with no other provisions than :iold rations.

32612 * In the drive against Nanking, movements were
strictly controlled and no arbitrary action was allowed 
even to capitalize on opportune operational chances. More 
detailed instructions were given by December 8 regarding 
the attack on Nanking. According to the schedule, the 
affiant's unit was to begin the attack on Yuhuatai about 
10 December, turn to Kwanhwamen on the afternoon of the 
12th. and proceed to attack from about the 1 3th. On 
receiving the news of Nanking's fall, they only engaged in 
a clean-up campaign near the gate and then turned back to 
Tangsuchen. They entered Nanking on the 15th, deployed, 
and were billetted in houses in the southeast part.
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Almost all houses in the city were left undestroyed. 

There were some small fires around the billetting area, bur. 
none were started by his unit. As higher authorities haa 
warned against fire before and after the entry, his command 
was especially careful. On entry, he prohibited his men 
to go out into the city except on official errands, and 
instructed them to p-otect and respect foreign properties 

32613 and not inflict harm on the Chinese. * He placed a fire 
caretaker at every billet, with stern warnings concerning 
fire prevention.

After his unit's entry into Nanking, they were 
billetted so as to be able to pursue the enemy at any 
time in accordance with instructions. Their actions were 
as follows: December 13. entered Nanking through the
Kwanghuamen gate, mopped up remnants of the enemy east of 
the creek running from south to north west of the Tunktt- 
sinmen gate, and pushed on to Tangshuichen that night; 
December 14, mopped up around Tangshuichen and returned to 
Nanking about 7 p. ms December lo, the ceremony of reading 
the Imperial Rescript was h~>ld, and all officers and men 
cleaned up their personal effects with boiling water; On 
the 17th the triumphant entry of MATSUI, the Commanding 
General, took place, and they worked on moving camping 
quarters. On the loth memorial services for the dead 
were held, and on the 19th regimental memorial services 

32614 were held. * On the 20th a guard escort for MATSUI for 
inspection of battlefield and hospitals; on the 21st and 
22nd they cleaned up the battlefield of Yuhuptai and 
searched for missing persons, and on the 23rd prepared 
for departure. On the 24th they moved to Kunshan.

In addition to the above daily routines, battle 
reports, and communication to the bereaved, etc., took up 
so much time they could not even res . When at Nanking, 
going in and out of billets was closely guarded, and the 
affiant got instructions to train sentinels in questioning 
peoDle so they might not cause trouble to law-abiding 
natives. He obeyed this to the letter. No superior ordered 
nlundering or violence, much less Commanding General 
MATSUI.

On December 19 they were directed by MATSUI, 
and on the 22nd by regimental commanders, to be kind toward 

32615 the Chinese so they would trust in the army. * About 
December 19 the affiant inspected along the road from 
Chungshanru to Hsiakwan, and found no damage to the houses 
there. Before the entry into Nanking there were rumors of 
the awful destruction of Nanking by Japanese bombings, but 
after witnessing it the affiant confirmed it was untrue.
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He found no corpses of Chinese soldiers at 
TTsiakwan either. On December 24 his unit turned bach 
east, reached Kunshan about January 5» and was ordered to 
stay there for garrison duty. During this time American 
pastors and medical men came to inspect churches and 
hospitals there, and were pleased and expressed gratitude 
to find those institutions had suffered only small damage 
and were in good order, and they entrusted them to the 
affiant's custody. For about a month after that the 
affiant also did garrison duty at Soochow, where the 
houses were in the same condition as before, and the 
streets well arranged with flourishing trade.

* No illegal conduct of the Japanese forces was 
witnessed, and they were on harmonious terms with the 
natives, and not one irregularity occurred.

Exhibit 3397, instructions distributed to the 
Central China Expeditionary Force on 18 December, 1937» 
by Commander NATSUI, stated that he was deeply moved by 
the Emperor's words on the occasion of the forces carrying 
out at one charge the city of Nanking, by dint of the 
fierce pursuit following the battle of Hutung, and thus 
had accomplished this historical undertaking. Thanks to 
* the fighting and exertions of the soldiers, so humble 
a one as FATSUI could discharge his duty, and he expressed 
deen gratitude.

It should be borne in mind that their goal was a 
long way off, and the army's responsibility v;os all the 
more heavy and they should not relax their efforts. They 
should realize the true significance of command, enforce 
stricter < iscipline, and concentrate on education and 
training and strive for the perfection of fighting strength, 
thereby making preparations for the next operation complete. 
They should also be on stricter guara against possible 
attack, keep military secrets, and maintain peace and order, 
and afford no opportunity for recalcitrants to arise. *

* Viewed from the future prosperity of the Orient 
and in accordance with Japanese traditions, they should be 
merciful to the Chinese masses and cooperate in pacifying 
them through guidance and enlightenment. The Army's 
principle remained the same irrespective of whether 
fighting was going on or not, and everyone should be 
careful with regard to conduct and exert utmost efforts to 
maintain and augment the splendid battle results, enhancing 
the Army’s nrestige. These were his instructions.
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Pa?e DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NAKASAWA, Kitsuo,
By Mr. lattice.

32619 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
3398 as his affidavit. The affidavit stated that the

32621 * witness, from November 1937 to the end of January,
19 3R} participated in the siege of Nanking as Chief of 
StafV of the 16th Division, under the Shanghai Expedition
ary Force.

•Vhile his division was carrying out a pursuit 
from Chuyung, orders were received to attack Nanking about 
December 3, and they started their advance. About December

32622 * *? they were ordered to stop about three or four kilometers . 
from Nanking. They were ordered also, as Nanking was the 
capital and there were many foreign interests, cultural and 
historical institutions there, not to destroy them, and
at the time of the entry into the city they were to send a 
select unit to placate and treat the citizens kindly and 
maintain order. The witness had this point made known 
thoroughly to his units.

7/hat troubled them most during the attack on 
Nanking was the battle in the vicinity of Tsuchinshan, 
where the 33rd Regiment faced the enemy, and the one 
fought in the vicinity of Chungsban-ling, the division's 
main front. The division paid a price to capture Nanking 
without damaging Tsuchinshan and the Hsiaoling of the Ming 
Dynasty, as specified in the orders. Chines'* units in the 
vicinity of Chungshan-ling were the greatest obstacle, and 
by firing at the rear and flank of the regiment harassed 
it to no .nd. Still the army had to withstand the disad
vantage of refraining from using artillery fire, not to 
mention the use of heavy infantry wr^^ons. This hindered

32623 * the advance, and they were forced suffer great loss 
needlessly, but because of their sacrifice the Chushan- 
ling and Hsiaoling were kept intact, and the regiment was 
given a letter of appreciation from the army commander 
after the campaign.

The 16th Division, which reached the walls of 
Nanking at Chungshan-men at dawn December 13, 1937, sent 
about two battalions into the city, and hod tb:m sweep 
the area embracing Raipingshan, Shanyuan-men, Hsiakwan and 
Chungshan Road. This continued the next day, and on the 
15th the Division Headquarters and a small unit entered 
the city, but no inhabitants had evacuated the area in 
charge of the division.
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Page On the 23rd troop dispositions were changea, and
a part of the division was given a new disposition of 
guarding the inside and outside of the city, and remained 
in Nanking until about January 20, 1938»

32624 * The refugee area, after the change in disposition 
of the 23rd, included the 16th Division garrison district.
The area was marked clearly at the time of entry and was 
guarded strictly, and even officers were not permitted to
go in or out of the area without special permission.
After the Central Ch ina Area Army and the Commander of the 
Shanghai Expeditionary Army entered the city, instructions 
were often issued to maintain strict discipline, and he 
passed these orders to every unit.

At the time of the occupation of Nanking all 
responsible administrative personnel had fled. Consequently 
the troops could find no person with whom to negotiate with 
regard to peace and order. They had no alternative but to 
take maintenance of order into their own hands, and this 
was extremely inconvenient. After entry, they found on the 
highway from Chungshan-men of the city limits of Nanking to 
Hsiakwan a great deal of discarded uniforms, sabers,

32625 * ammunition, rifles, and caps. When they made a sweep 
inside the city, there were no Chinese to be seen with the 
exception of the refugee area. Bçing unable to trust that 
all in the refugee area were possible citizens, they had to 
investigate them and a Sino-Japanese joint commission was 
organized on December 25 to do this. The me. od of 
investigation was to interrogate or inspect the Chinese in 
the presence of both Japanese and Chinese, and judge whether 
he was a straggler by consultation with Japanese soldiers 
and the Chinese committees; for the general people, 
certificates of residence were issue'. Those determined to 
be stragglers were turned over to headquarters. It was 
indeed not true that they were slaughtered.

As almost all villages outside Nanking were set 
on fire by Chinese troops in their scorched earth operation 
as they retreated, Japanese troops had no houses to billet 
and almost all units were forced to camp out. Common as

32626 * such scorched earth operations were, the burning of homes 
in the battle area was especially numerous. Even inside 
Nanking there were traces of fire when they first entered, 
said to be started by Chinese troops as they retreated. 
Because of the necessity for maintaining billetting 
facilities in cold weather, headquarters ordered units to 
be alert against fire. In spite of precautions, there were 
times when they caught Chinese girls with certificates of 
residence starting fires.
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of a few instances of plunder by Japanese soldiers.
However, as the residents fled their belongings were 
carried with them and most of their houses were pract.icali » 
empty. He never heard of any organized or mass plundering. 
It was absolutely without fact that headquarters ordered 
or connived or permitted such illegal acts. He was informed 
by Chinese victims that most plundering and destruction in 
the battlefields were the common acts of retreating Chinese

32627 * troops and those desperate people who took chances to 
force themselves in the area.

32628 * The protection of foreign interests and 
cultural institutions was ordered by MATSUI and made known 
to all units. Chinese, however, were skillful in hiding
.behind foreign interests, and abused the use of foreign 
flags by stragglers hiding under their protection. He got 
such reports many times from the Chinese. It was true that 

• Japanese troops could not at once identify foreign flags 
as synonymous of foreign interests, and sometimes could 
not help raiding places th. . impressed them as dangerous.
It was regrettable that these raids gave rise to complica
tions.

There was no organized r-’oe by Japanese soldiers. 
There were a few scattered offense.' but they were all 
punished in accordance with the la* The places where- 
buried bodies were said to have bc„n found according to 
prosecution evidence were where Chinese troo, ~ had built

32629 * positions and defended themselves, as in the area between 
Chungshan Hen and Ha-Gun, or where there were facilities 
for receiving dead and wounded, as in the case of Taiping- 
Men Fukueishan and the vicinity. Soldiers of both sides 
were killed in these areas, but the/ "ever was mass 
butchery there.

'.Yhen the lbth Division came so guard Nanking •irr’ 
vicinity its efforts were concentrated on maintaining 
peace and order. Order was soon restored, and the people 
gradually returned to their homes with confidence in the 
Japanese troops. MATSUI's order to treat the inhabitants 
kindly was so thorough-going that as early as the end of 
the year the Assembly of the Maintenance of Public Order 
was organized, and thousands of Chinese gathered at t.he 
nlace of ceremony and cheered. It was not true that 
illegal and violent acts of the Japanese troops were

32630 * frightening the inhabitants at that time, for the number 
of residents was increasing and even peddlers were seen 
more and more.
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32631 * The witness stated that he was Chief of Stall 

of the 16th Division, which was under the Shanghai Expedit' 
ionary Forces at the end of Ct ‘■■ober. At the capture of 
Nanking it was under I'ATSUI's command, belonging to the 
Shanghai Expeditionary forces under him. At the time of 
the fall of Nanking the Shanghai Expeditionary Forces was 
under Prince ASAKA, but this force was in turn under

32632 FATSUI's command. * The 6th Division was part of the 
Shanghai Expeditionary Force, and not the 10th Army.
Force headquarters was somewhere east of Nanking. At 
the fall of the city, headquarters were at Tansuichen, 
and afterwards in the city. Divisional headquarters was 
set up about 15 December, and Force headquarters was not 
located within Nanking immediately after the fall. Head
quarters entered the city at the time of the formal entry 
on December 17.

* He didn't recall whether headquarters was 
actually established in Nailing immediately after the 
fall of the city, or exactly what the date was. The 
10th Army took part in the attack on Nanking, and he 
didn't think it was a part of the Shanghai Expeditionary 
Force. He didn't know where 10th A-my Headquarters was 
after the fall of the city, for he had no connection with 
that army. He believed that the 6th and 114th Divisions 
formed the 10th Army, but was not sure. He didn't know 
* if the 8th Division was part _/f the 10th A"my. The 
16th, 9th, and part of the 1 3th Divisions were in the 
Exoeditionary Force at the capture of Nanking, but as 
for the o hers he did not know where they were located.
He believed that 'the 3rd and 11th Divisions were part of 
the force at that time.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that at the time of the triumphant entry the selec! 
unit was sent in. Asked if this was on December 17, hc- 
replied that those sent into Nanking immediately after 
the entry occurred on the 1 3th and 14th of December.
Asked again if when a select unit was sent in at the time 

- ,  of the triumphal entry if this was on 17 December, he 
02635 * replied that'units arrived at the walls of Nanking on

the morning of the 1 3th, and on that and the following day 
two battalions were sent into the city for mopping up.

32633

32634
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the units sent in were not limited to the select units.
32636 * Asked if at the time of the formal entry the select 

unit was sent in, he replied that he didn't recall whether 
units were specially selected when they made the triumphal 
entry. He did recall that different troops were picked to 
represent various units on this triumphal occasion. In

32637 * his affidavit he had mentioned that the select unit was 
sent to placate and treat the citizens kindly and maintain 
order, and he was asked if there had been reports of 
outrage which caused the dispatch of the special unit. He 
replied that he believed the meaning of this paragraph was 
that those units were given orders to do so. The first 
units that went in were given orders to do so.

32638 * He believed the prosecutor was confusing the 
first units that entered the city with units that entered 
later to mop up the remnants. At the dawn of December 13 
about two battalions were sent in to sweep certain areas.
He believed this was confused with the part of the affidavit 
which had ,1ust been cited ~ egarding KATSUI's order to send 
a select unit into the city.

32639 * Reference was made to the affidavit in which
it was stated that on 23 December part of the 16th Division 
substituted for another unit which had entered the city 
previously. The witness stated that this other unit 
belonged to the 9th Division. Asked what other divisions 
were within the city after the fall besides ’̂ e 9ti and 
16th, he replied he did not know the names of any other 
units except the one in front of his own division and those 
on both sides. The 9th Division was on the left, and there 

* were divisions belonging to the 10th Army on the other 
side, but he had forgotten which was to the ri^ht and which 
to the left.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that he received reports from the MPs of a few 
instances of plunder by Japanese soldiers. He stated that 

32640 this plundering * was inside the city wall. He had
forgotten the number of instances, and goods of little value 
such as food and things of that nature were taken.

The v/itness was referred to his affidavit in 
which he stated that sometimes soldiers could not help 
raiding places that impressed them as dangerous and that 
those raids gave rise to all kinds of complications. ’.Vhen 
asked what kind of complications, he stated that the soldiers 
would see a foreign flag flying but would believe they were
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would go to those places and find that the flags actually 
represented foreign interests, and the foreigners there 
would be irritated.

32641 * Where he had stated in his affidavit that there 
were a few scattered offenses concerning discipline, these 
were attempts to enter refugee areas, attempts to cohabit 
with Chinese women, and things of that nature. Asked if
he meant the offense of illegal entry and rape, or the 
attempt to commit such offenses, he replied there were some 
attempts and he believed that there were some actual cases 
of rape, but believed they were few in number.

Where he had referred in the affidavit to evidence 
presented by the prosecution in speaking about places where 
bodies were buried, he was referring to a document published 
by a charitable organization in Nanking. The bodies buried 
were those of soldiers who fell in the fighting, not 
merely within the walls of Nanking, for the greater number

32642 * were found in the fortif* ?d areas immediately outside the 
walls.

Asked if in the number of dead picked up there 
were women and children killed outside the wall, as shown 
by the prosecution evidence, he replied that since he was 
not testifying that he saw these bodies, he didn't know.
When he was speaking of the bodies he was referring to the 
prosecution evidence, and not bodies he saw himself. Asked 
if he was trying to explain it away by something of which 
he had no personal knowledge, he replied that what he 
wanted to say was that the bodies referred to in the 
prosecution evidence were found in the battle area and 
that they were the bodies of soldiers,

32643 * He saw the bodies himself, but didn't recall 
the number. He didn't mean that he saw the bodies referred 
to in the prosecution evidence, but only that he did see 
bodies on the battlefield.

Reference was made to the affidavit where mention 
was made of an inaugural ceremony on 1 January, 1938, of 
the Assembly of the Maintenance of Public Order, and that 
the gathering was in the public square in front of Kulou, 
and thousands of Chinese cheered. The witness stated that 
this was the day the Russian Embassy was burned. He saw 
the burning, but didn't know who started the fire.
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The witness stated that he was a colonel when he 
was Chief of Staff of the 16th Division. He was promoted 
to a lieutenant-general in October 1941. Asked if he was 
decorated for his part in Nanking's capture, he replied 
that he didn't know whether the decoration was for the 
fighting in the Nanking area itself or not. *

The commander of the l6tt Division at the time 
of the entry into Nanking was Lieutenant-General NAKAJIMA, 
who had passed away. He didn't remember the Chinese members 
of the commission organized after the entry. Chinese 
stragglers turned over to the Expeditionary Force Head
quarters were treated as PO'Vs. Asked if they were tried 
for any offense, he replied that was a matter for head
quarters, and he didn't know what happened later.
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32646 By Mr. lattice.

The witness identified and verified exhibit
32648 3399 as his affidavit. 4 The affidavit stated that when 

the Shanghai Expeditionary Force was organized the witness 
was appointed Chief of Staff under C-in-C MATSUI and 
participated in the battles of Shanghai and Nanking. After 
the force was organized, MATSUI instructed that the battle 
in the Shanghai vicinity was aimed at subjugating the 
Chinese Army, and they should therefore protect and patron! 
Chinese officials and people as far as possible. They 
should always bear in mind net to involve foreign residents 
and armies, and maintain close liaison with foreign 
authorities to avoid misunderstanding.

Officers and men took unusual trouble to carry 
out this instruction. During the Shanghai battle, Chinese 
soldiers and civilians were given medical treatment, and 
medicines were distributed among them. When the Japanese 
Army took the southern district of Shanghai (Nanshm), fron 
line units took technical pains not to drop shells there.

32649 * This instruction was repeated on a ‘. l  occasions, and it« 
execution was strictly supervised «ven after the battle of 
Nanking.

After the Shanghai bet*. . KATSUI interviewed 
foreign representatives and ap... -or ^ed for the damage on 
their nationals, clarifying ïr- rui s position and requestir 
their cooperation to brin? tue war to a quic* conclusion. 
The witness never receive., rrorr Î'ATSUI any order to make 
light of poreign interests, and never saw or heard any in 
his command perpetrated such deeds.

On 2 December, 1937, the . ? was ordered to
capture Nanking. MATSUi. as C-in-C of Central China Army 
Groups, gave detailed instructions concerning its capture* 
The witness, as Chief of Staff, transmitted to MATSUI's 
units the order, and admonished them to be to] ant and 
benevolent towards Chinese soldiers and people.

32650 * On 1C December, the order to attack the Castle 
of Nanking was issued. Despite the fact that at Nanking’s 
fall nearly all the principal houses outside the city were 
destroyed or burned, there was no house to quarter the Army 
and more troops than expected entered the city. By LIa TSUI? 
order, the witness ordered all troops except the 16th 
Division to retire to far-off eastern districts, and 
intended to restore order by ordering them to maintain 
strict discipline and public morals.
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He made three inspections on each day of Decemher 
16, 20, and 31, but found no corpse in the streets. In the 
neighborhood of Siakwan he saw scores of soldiers' bodies, 
but as for the alleged tens of thousands of slaughtered 
bodies, * he never saw them. He admitted there were small 
fires, but saw no case of intentional incendiarism, nor 
received a report about it. Y/ithin the castle walls of 
the city were a few burned houses, but nearly all remained 
as they had been. He always instructed that the array pay 
careful attention to fire.

After the entry into Nanking, a few cases of 
plunder and outrage were reported to MATSUI, and he 
regretted these acts. He instructed officers to do their 
best to prevent misdeeds and insisted on severe punishment 
and consequently such offenders were punished. Afterwards 
discipline was strictly maintained, and the witness heard 
that the 16th Division lodged a protest against the Legal 
Departments procedure.

He was told some croops removed furniture, but 
they said they did it to facilitate quartering. They said 
they compensated for the loss, but in most cases manager., 
fled, so they put up a note to guarantee compensation A 
few soldiers removed furniture privately, and some removed

32652 * furniture belonging to foreigners, but this was settled 
by returning the articles or by compensation, and the 
offenders were punished. Headquarters never gave un order 
for the commission of unlawful acts.

As for the management of the refugee district, 
the witness ordered the loth Division to protect the place . 
and admission to and from it was limited to tt ose with 
certificates, and VPs guarded the pi 'o. He believed the 
place could not have been encroached on by men, collective 1 
systematically, or continuously. lie never saw nor heard 
the incidents shown by the prosecution, and consequently 
never made a report of these to I/ATSUI, who naturally 
never heard of them. He never knew how many protests had 
been made by the Nanking Security District Committee, so 
he never reported it to VATSUI.

CROSS-EXAUINATION 3Y 3RI GAD I ER NOLAN.

32653 * The witness stated that he was a major-general 
when he was Chief of Staff under VAT3UI in 1937. The 
attack on Nanking was undertaken by the 10th Army and the 
Shanghai Expeditionary Force. General YAXAG/iYIDt commanded 
the former, and Prince ASAKA the latter.

32651
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Expeditionary Force took part in the attack, and part 
the 3rd Division took part, and a part of the 1 3th was to 
have taken part but did not arrive in time to participate 

~ , in the fighting around the walls. Almost all the 16th 
J-654 and 9th Divisions, a part of the 3rd and a part of the

13th was supposed to reinforce, but as they were late were 
not in time to join in the fighting up to the city’s fall.

Asked if the 6th. 3th, and 114th Divisions of 
the 10th Army participated, he replied he didn't know the 
details concerning the 10th Army, but believed the 
participating units were the 114th, the 6th, and a part 
of the 8th Division.

3 <*655 * Asked where Siakwan was, he replied that it
was outside the city walls to the west on the banks of th*~ 
Yangtze. Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that he made inspections on the 16th, 20th, and 3 1st 
of December. Asked if he was in the Nanking area throughout 
that period or if he return ad on the later dates of the 
20th and 3 1st, he replied that headquarters was practically 
outside Nanking, and"on the 16th and 20th he went s?ecia?ly 
to Nanking from headquarters for this inspection. By 
headquarters, he meant Prince ASAKA's headquarters, iic vas 
Chief of Staff to JJATSUI up to the beginning of December, 
and after that was Chief of StnLf of ASAKA's army.

3^656 h He didn't see complaints made by foreigners
beginning about 13 December, .1937, and ending in February
19 3 3. He didn't know whether foreign residents had 
participa ed, but had heard of incidents such as the 
stealing of a piano or an automobile after they occurred, 
and took appropriate measures.

He didn't remember which unit was involved in t. e 
theft of the piano. He heard of cases of rape, but not 
murder, but didn't remember the date; but it was after 
headquarters moved into Nanking, which was after the 25th 
or 2oth of December.

32657 * He believed it was possible that L’ATSUI knew
about these beFore he did. The witness was referred to 
his affidavit v/here it said that after the entry into 
Nanking a few cases of Dlunder and outrage were reported 
to HATSUI.
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Page
He was asked how long after the entry, and he 

replied by these words he didn't mean after entry of 
headquarters, but after the troops took Nanking and two or 
three days later. He believed it must have been the 
military police who told MATSIJI, and it was not himself, 
and he didn't know if the Japanese Consul-General told him, 
and didn't think it possible that his divisional commanders 
told him, because the chain of command was different.

3265Ö * If a divisional commander wanted to report
anything, either he or his chief of staff would report it 
to I"AT3UI or Prince ASAKA, from whom It would go to AIZATStil.

1 The witness was present at the triumphal entry
Into the city on 17 December. All army commanders, chiefs 
of staff, divisional commanders and their chiefs of staff 
were present except the commander and chief of staff of 
the 1 3 th Division.
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32673 * CROSS EXAMINATION OF IINUMA 

BY JBIG. NOLAN

The outrages reported to MATSUI after the entry into 
Nanking were rough actions and at times included rape. Asked what 
he meant by "rough actions" when it did not include rape, he replied 
that the words meant such actions as removing furniture for firewood, 
beating or kicking inhabitants and other actions of such nature, but 
did not include murder.

32674
Army headquarters was 30 kilometers from Nanking prior to 

the city's fall and moved into Nanking about 25 Dec., * remaining 
there until after 10 Feb. the following year.

32676

Exhibit 3400, the affidavit of OGAMA.Sekijiro, stated 
he was ordered to become Legal Affairs Section Chief of the 10th 
Army, commanded by Lt.Gen'l. YANAGAMA, about the end of Oct. 1937.

* He landed on the northern coast of Hangchow Bay, took 
peart in the battle of Nanking, nd was attached to the Central 
China Area Army on 4 Jan. 1938 under the direct control of MATSUI. 
The 10th Army, after landing on the shores of Hangchow Bay, came 
under the Central China Area Army. MATSUI gave instructions to 
apply the law strictly to protect law abiding citizens and defend 
foreign Interests and obey strict discipline and public morals.

32676

Before the affiant came to Nanking, he dealt with about 
20 cases of offenses on discipline and morals and in the course of 
this found it difficult to decide whether the cases were fornica
tion or violation, the reaaon Deing that it was not rare for Chinese 
women to tike a suggestive attitude toward Japanese soldiers and 
when they were found as * having committed adultery with Japanese 
soldiers by their husbands or others, they suddenly changed their 
attitude, asserting they had been raped, mother adultery or rape, 
the affiant punished in accordance with the law. Those who took 
intimidation steps, he punished severely.

*

32677

He entered Nanking on 14 Dec., that afternoon inspected 
the garrison area of the 10th Army in South Nanking. He saw only 
6 or 7 corpses of Chinese soldiers. The 10th Army evacuated Nanking 
on 19 Dec. and switched to the Hangchow operations. While in 
Nanking, he heard no rumors of illegal conduct nor were there any 
indictments for them, The Army remained on an operational basis 
with strict discipline. He never received orders to commit, nor 
did he ever approve, illegal conduct. The Japanese MF observed 
strictly MATSUI's orders. Illegal conduct was strictly controlled.
* One MP officer protested the affiant's being too lenient in a 
case.

32677
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On 4 Jan. 1938, when the affiant met KÀTSUI at Shanghai 
Headquarters, he stressed that judgment of crimes should be fair 
and strict and the affiant faithfully followed his advice«
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DIRECT EXAMINATIOK OP SA KAKIBARA, Kazue 
BY MR. MATTICE

32678 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3341 aß hie
affidavit.

313679 * The affidavit stated that the witness became a staff
officer of the Shanghai Expeditionary Force in Aug. 1937 and was 
ordered to take charge of logistics. Landing at Wooaung on 23 
Aug., he first had charge of the ammunition supply, but when the 
Army entered hanking, he was concerned with transport,and returned 
to Japan on 23 Jan. 1938. He was well acquainted with the opera
tion plan of MATSUI as he always received orders directly and was 
consulted by MATSUI at Headquarters. As the expeditionary force

32680 was organized suddenly, with no preparations or plan, * it was 
decided that without waiting for completion of organization, the 
units which had completed mobilization should be sent one after 
another to the front in time for rescuing the naval landing party 
at Shanghai. This detachment consisted of 5000 men of the 3rd 
Division, 4 infantry battalioiu and 2 artillery batteries, 5000 
men of the 11th Division and 8 guns, but owing to the shortage of 
preparative ammunition, they could o/ily carry 400 rounds per gun, 
totaling 3200 rounds.

Strength was small and they fought against heavy odde 
and MATSUI(s landing was delayed about two weeks. Owing to the 
spread of epidemics, they changed to; whole Paoshanchen into a 
quarantine hospital. Though the epidemics were preci ded io Oct., 
fighting power sometimes showed a marked decrease and the buttle 
was fought under great difficulty far lack of ammunition and pre-

32681 visions. * The witness thought these difficulties were due to the 
want of preparation and by the consequences of gradually using 
forces according to the principle of non-e' nsion. The Expedition
ary Force toShanghai hau sometimes requisitioned munitions in the 
occupied area according to the formalities established in Yield 
Service Regulations. Requisition was always executed by the 
carrying money chest, a plan being mapped out by the battalion 
account officer, and a smaller unit or individual was strictly 
prohibited to do it without permission. It was a matter of course 
to pay compeiisation when the requisition was executed, ‘̂hey were 
embarrassed in doing this in occupied areas between Shanghai end 
Nanking where neither inhabitants nor administrative authorities 
remained with whom to negotiate. In these cases they held to us© the 
commodities to be requisitioned without the possessore' personal cou
sent, and they used to put up a poster showing the kind and amount 
of goods requisitioned so possessor« might be informed and come to

32682 Headquarters to receive their compensation. * The witness actually
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Page saw such process being taken for the Wihoi rice warehouses. Wht. ever 
owners or authorities remained in the occupied area, they negotiate., 
with them and got the requisitioned commodities after paying compen
sation. Many times the witness acted in this way and remembered that 
at Painaokiang, the village head remained to take administrative 
responsibility. He negotiated with him and got provisions. As they 
paid reasonable compensation and took measures to protect the remain
ing inhabitants, the village had thanked them and gave them a cordial 
reception. At Chanshu there were similar cases.

32683 * Furthermore, the witness directed in many places, by means 
of autographed notice-boards, that the inhabitants be protected and 
looting prohibited. He took these measures in accordance with MATSUI's 
instructions. Since no one remained to take administrative responsi
bility in Nanking, personal negotiation was impossible. It was con
jectured that the troops executed requisition according to the measures 
mentioned. As for requisition from the refugee quarter, he had never 
heard about it.

Both Chinese and Japanese troops practiced incendiarism in 
the front as a tactical operation. That of the Chinese troops prior 
to the retreat caused considerable damage which hindered the advance 
or the relief and pacification after occupation.

There were fires before they occupied Nanking but no con
flagration elfter. So far as he knew, only a small part of the city 
was burned. It was clear that the neighborhood of the Confucius

32684 Temple and other central places remained as before the battle. He * 
saw that the buildings of the Foreign Affairs Department and the 
Military and Navy Department were used as a hospital for the wounded 
and sick C* inese. Medical equipment was insufficient and the recep
tion of patients seemed difficult. There could not have been any 
massacre there, and they gave them rice and medical supplies, but
do what they might, they never recovered, tied, a« most of them
were in serious condition.

They scarcely captured POWe before the entry and he was 
told that the troops captured approximately 4000 in the Nanking vicin
ity, one-half of whom were sent to Shanghai and the rest detained. 
Though he saw several employed for common labor, he never maltreateû

32686 them and dismissed them when their duties were over. • Decampment
and theft were frequently committed by POVs and the witness supposed 
the latter crime was duly punished according to law, but the former 
crime he understood was not punished.

In official orders, "nominated to" means that the personnel 
nominated was installed in the fixed position within the full strength 
of officials bit"appointed ... irregularly" meant that personnel
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ajid he woe an official without portfolio* In the curriculum vitae 
of MATSUI "appointed to attach the General Staff Office ..." meant 
he wae installed in the General Staff Office as an official but 
he had no fixed post. He was then travelling through Europe.

32886 * The witness stated on further oral direct examination
that about the time of Nanking's capture, about 10 Deo. 1947,
MATSUI's Headquarters was in 8oochow, about 140 miles east of 
Nanking. On 13 Dec. he was there, and on the 15th he advanced to 
the Tang-Shuichen area. On 17 Dec. he entered Nanking and on the 
21st MATSUI went to Shanghai by destroyer. The witness was not with 
MATSUI when he was at this Soochow headquarters Immediately before 
going to Nanking. MATSUI was not in Nanking when the city fell, but

32687 was in Soochow. The reason MATSUI * was not at Nanking «dien the city 
fell was because it was proper at the time to establish the head
quarters at Soochow to command appropriately both the Shanghai Expe
ditionary Force and the 10th Army. Furthermere, on 13 Dec., when the 
city fell, MATSUI was sick and unable to be at the front.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY BRIG. NOLAN
The witness stated that MATSUI was in Soochow on 13 Dec. and 

on 15 Dec. at Tangshulchen, about 25 miles from Nanking.
32689 • Exhibit 3402, photograph of a bulletin posted on the wall

of the Chinchan Temple by a staff officer of the Shanghai Expedi
tionary Force as ordered by Commander MATSUI, warned against setting 
fire or looting the temple and ordered protection to the priest.
It was dat<»d Dec. 1937.
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32689 * h i1ECT EXAMINATION OF SHIMONAKA, Yaeabure 

BY MR. TTO

The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3403 as hie
affidavit.

32690 * The affidavit stated that the witness established the 
Greater Association with MATSUI in 1933 and was Chief Secretary 
of the Association's Director until its dissolution in 1941. MATSUI 
delivered an address at the conference of the establishment of the

32691 association which included the following account) * When MATSUI 
went to Geneva as delegate for the Disarmament Conference in 1931» 
the Chinese delegate, Wellington Koo, frequently attacked Japan and 
Japanese delegatee replied. Notwithstanding that Japan and China 
had been brothers from olden times, they quarreled before the eyes 
of the white race. This was so painful that MATSUI could not keep 
his eyes open. For this reason, he wished to exert himself to bring 
about a better feeling between ^hina and Japan after returning home.

32692

The witness organized separately a body of investigation 
called the Oriental Society for Researches and Investigations, but 
when he listened to MATSUI's opinion, he igreed with him and that 
was why the witness resolved to establish the Greater Asia Aeeocia- 
tion in cooperation with him. MATSUI attempted to establish it with
out resigning his poet, but this war, not welcomed by the military and 
some went so far as to propose that a check the establishment. *
But MATSUI did not discontinue the work of the association, saying 
that he had been much interested in things concerning China and 
Japan, had made special studies, and had a firm belief for their 
reconciliation. The two War Ministers, ARAKI and HAYASHI, came to 
approve the undertaking on coalition that *he movement would act 
purely within the limit of an instruction i mont for thought, 
namely, no political movement would be started. Thus, its estab- 
lishment was recognized and the association fulfilled the condi
tion and never took political action but remained a body where 
genuine thought concerning Sino-Japanese questions were investigated 
and studied among the members.

32693 * The contents of the association's work were the opening 
of the meeting for investigation and research and issuing magazines. 
The contents of the meeting was tha\, when noted persons returned 
home from various places in the world, a meeting would be held and 
the state of affairs of foreign countries would be heard. No special 
research organ was established to conduct systematic and positive 
investigation. When suitable persons did not come to lecture, the 
meetings were not held for three or four months. A private school
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of funds. Expenditures depended upon private funds and there was 
never any government or public assistance. The expenditure for 
establishment came chiefly from 1C,000 yen which was the remaining 
money saved by MATSUI from his travelling expenses to Geneva and 
it was started with contributions of interested members and persons.

The Greater Asia Association had the object of carrying 
out Dr. Sun Yat-sen's Greater Asia Principle and was to instruct 
the people that China and Japan were brothers; Asia would be saved 
if they cooperated; Asia was the mother of world civilization; 
its moral civilization would be able to save the world; however, 
there were very few independent states in Asia, simply because 
the two countries,struggled against each other. The magazine was 
issued monthly and about 2000 copies were distributed among members 
only and the people in general could not be instructed by them.

22695 The association's ordinary expenditures were from 20,000 to 25,000 * 
yen per annum, consisting of clerks' salaries and printing expenses. 
These were managed by subscriptions of members, sales of the maga
zines, and contributions of me' .»ere or interested persons.

While and after MATSUI was Commander of the Formosan Arnç% 
the association could not be so active because of a shortage of 
funds and of the dislike of the military. Even after KATSUI became 
a cabinet member, no positive action could be undertaken. The system 
for the cabinet councillors aimed at the solution of the China Inci
dent, but according to MATSUI‘b Impression, it was only a conference 
of listening to the reports and was quite nonsensicc'1 as he was not 
asked to suggest a plan nor were his plans adopted even when suggee 
tions were given to him. The witness remembered that MATSUI accord
ingly resigned his post before long.

MATSUI visited North China in l?'*r’ and discussed the 
Greater Asia Principle with interested there. With this
conference as a turning point, the Chinese Greater Asia Association 
was established in Tientsin in Dec. 1926, by influential men in the 
political, business and literary circles in North China. Generals

22696 Sung Che-yuan, Hau Fu-chu, and others supported, it.* The Chinese 
Association was not a branch of the Japanese but independent and ite 
object was to realize the Asia for the Asiatics by cooperation between 
China and Japan.

In his speech at the farewell meeting in his honor when he 
became Commander of the Expeditionary Forces in Shanghai, MATSUI said 
he was going to the front to pacify a brother, rather than fight an 
enemy. He knew China and had had many Chinese friends since his young 
days. At this time the military authorities had the non-aggravation 
policy also, and the General Staff gave MATSUI only two divisions.
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in order to conclude as quickly as possible, hut this was not 
realized, foreign magazines looked as if they had discovered 

82697 Japan's weak-kneed policy, saying that MATSUI * proceeded to 
Shanghai with certain divisions of old soldiers.

In 1941 the government completely annexed a great number 
of research and investigation bodies for culture in general, such 
as oriental religion, morals, etc. and bodies for guiding public 
opinion concerning oriental questions. They made up one body 
named the Japanese Asia Development League and attempted to control 
the Asia Development Movement. The Creator Asia Association was 
amalgamated into the League. The Association was made to dis
continue its publication, records were transferred to the League, 
and MATSUI was recommended for the staff of the League. Many 
members of the League and many undertakings were brought together 
by the League, but as they were a medley of good and bad, their 
perfect control was impossible. They did nothing but repeat the 
changes Of system. They were unable to be engaged in any signifi
cant actions.

32698 * Not long after, MATSUI resigned his post, retired to
Atami, where he was keeper of a temple, offering up prayers for 
the repose of all Chinese and Japanese killed in China. Sometimes, 
on request, he gave lectures there on the Greater Asia Principle, 
speaking chiefly to the effect that the key to the solution of the 
Incident lay in reflection by the Japanese. MATSUI loved China and 
the Chinese, and said that to serve Asia, China and >Tapan should 
rise up hand in hand with each other.

‘‘here was no cross-examination of the witness
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32704 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NAKATANI, Takeyo

BY MU. ITO

The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3404 ae hie
affidavit.

32705 * The affidavit stated that he was a trustee of the Great 
Asiatic Society from March 1933 to June 1941 and was nominal 
editor and publisher of "Pan-Asianism", the organ magazine of the 
society. The annual bulletin of the Society published on April 25, 
1940 was edited and published in the witness’ name with materials 
collected by the society’s business section. An article entitled 
"Prospectus for Foundation of the Great Asiatic Society” appearing 
in the bulletin was originally drafted by the Foundation Committee 
and published on 1 March 1933. The article entitled "Rules of the 
Great Asiatic Society" appearing in this bulletin was decided by the 
Foundation Committee in February 1933.

32706 * The article "General ,riew of the Enterprises of the Greater 
Asiatic Society in China" appearing in this bulletin was the record 
made when MATSUI and the witness, during their North China trip, 
heard of Sung Cheh yuan and Chin Te-chen* - intention of founding
the Greater Asiatic Society in China, ana conferred with them on 
liai8oning with the one in Japan.

"The Proclamation of the Great Asiatic Society in China", 
part of this article, was originally written and pub1 * shed by the 
Chiasse, was delivered to the Society in Japan and printed in the 
organ and annual bulletin of Pan-Asianism.

32707 * Asked what the attitude of MATSUI in the Society was 
toward the Three Peoples Principle, the wi fc'iess replied that during 
the course of the China Incident, there wa "'ong opposition to 
the principle in the government and among the people. Evonin the 
Society, there were two opposing thoughts. The witness and a few 
ether Society members, however, believed that the principle as advo
cated by Sun Yat-sen created a sort of thought system, and that

32708 unless the Society approved of the Three Peoples Principle, * they 
would be inconsistent with advocating the Greater Asia Principle.
If they were to approve it and make the Greater Asia Principle the 
basis of the Society, it followed they must also approve the Three 
Peoples Principle. This contention was supported by MATSUI.

32709 * With the establishment of the Nanking Regime under Wang 
Ching-wei about Feb. 1940, the Three Peoples Principle again arose 
as a question. At that tine there «as in the government in connec-

32710 tion • with the settlement of the China Incident advisory body
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page called the East Asia Mission, of which MATSUI and the witness wtre 
members representing the civilian population or non-governmental 
groups. In connection with an inquiry addressed by the government 
to the Commission, pertaining to the ideological basis for settling 
the Incident, the Commission recommended the acknowledgment of the 
Three Peoples Principle. Within the government there was some oppo
sition and Director-General of the China Affairs Board YANAGAWA 
was strongly opposed. The accused SUZUKI, Director of the Political 
Affairs Bureau of the China Affairs Board, strongly prevailed upon 
his superior, YANAGAWA, to accept the recommendation of the Com
mission and the recommendation of the Commission was adopted.

32711 • CROSS-EXAMINATION BY BRIGADIER NOLAN

The witness stated that he was a trustee of the Greater 
I Asiatic Society from 1953 to 1941, and MATSUI was one of the founders.

He recalled that MATSUI during 1938 to 1936 was one of a number of 
advisory councillors of the organization, and after that MATSUI 
became president. MATSUI resigned from the Society when 1« merged 
into the East Aßia League, which was an auxiliary organization

32712 of the IRAA about August 1941. •

The witness was only nominally, and not actually, editor 
of the Society's publication "Pan Asian!*m." Actual publication was 
by staff members, but he was responsible from 1933 to 1986. After

32713 this, he did not participate in the publication. * From time to 
time the witness contributed treatises or essays, but also wrote 
signed editorials which did not necessarily reflect the views of 
the association. There were cases in which only his personal 
views were expressed and other cases, the viewe of many members. 
Frequently the viewe published were contrary to those entertained 
by a majority of the members and were printed as personal views.
In some cases articles were contributed by non-members.

32714 * When shown a document, the witness identified it as the
32715 Oct. 1940 issue of the magazine. * He acknowledged that the 

first editorial in the issue was written by him, himself. Exhibit 
S405-A, the editorial from the magazine taken from the Oct. issue 
of Pan--Asianiam stated that Imperial troops had advanced into FIG 
and Japanese residents in Shanghai where international tensions 
were complex were naturally more deeply impressed by this good 
news than those *u the homeland. Both Chinese and Occidentals

32716 in the concession must have been shocked as they never before were * 
since the landing of military Japanese troops in Hang Chow Bay, 
when they saw the balloon stating that the troops had advanced
Into FIC. The advance not only opened a new phase in the 8ino- 
Japanese Incident, but also marked a turning point in the situation
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ftLge of the whole of East Asia. It might he t±uo that this was planned
and executed to dispose of ths China Incident hut there was no knif
ing how great the significance and consequences of the advance into 
FIC might he. Four years had passed since the China Incident started 
hut this was the first time that the Army had ever taken action out
side China and had been able to hoist the glorious colors in a European 
colony. They could not hut. he extremely satisfied that the Sino- 
Japanese conflict ub a war to emancipate Asia had now at last taken 
up the real issue.

32717 There was no need to comment on how the French governed 
in FIC and in what circumstances the poor Annamese were. They 
could not hut he impressed by the greatness of Divine Might when 
they imagined the joy of the FIC natives, that they had been favored 
with the Emperor's virtues. The feeling of the FIC people imme
diately reflected that of the Burmese people. FIC and Burma were 
within hailing distance. Some day in October, the term of prohibit
ing aid to Chiang Kai-shek through Burma would expire. Rather than 
use the more prosaic term it was more elegant and truthful to say 
that within 50 or 60 days the Burma people would have the opportunity 
of basking in the august virtu of the Emperor. They felt pity when 
they considered the motive which drove England and America into try
ing all possible means to obstruct the adv.*nce into FIC. When they 
realized that the advance was executed it 3pite of the intrigue, 
hindrance and intimidation of Britain and America, the historical 
significance and political merits of the advance became doubly great.

32718 Britain displayed an attitude to threaten the southward advance by * 
lending the Singapore Naval Base to America and forming a united 
military front including America England and Austra. ia. The fact 
that the Army triumphantly cmvied out the stationing of troops in 
FIC in spite of this had a tremendous psychological effect on the 
Chinese.

The impression that although Ja could assert authority 
over China, she could not compete with Bri.d,;.a and expeciaily America, 
had immeasurably fostered among the Chinese contempt for the Japanese, 
thus creating an obstacle in establishing the New Order. The Chinese 
interpreted the numerous disgraceful local events brought about in 
order not to arouse American nervousness as proof of Japan’s inability 
to stand up against America. It could not be denied that the advance 
in the face of the objections and threats from America had contributed 
to straightening cut the thinking of the Chinese and to some extent

32719 of the Japanese. To Chungking, this shock must have been greater • 
than the loss suffered from the intercepting of transportation of 
materials. There were Indirect influences caused by Imperial troops 
in FIC upon the movements Into FIC, Burma arid other countries. The 
advance meant a few steps more toward the war to liberate Asia.
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* Exhibit 3406-A, two excerpts from tht book, 
"Annual Report by the Greater East Asiatic Association", 
published in April 1940, stated that the Manchurian Incident 
had caused an epoch-making change and turn in world political 
circles. The independence of Manchukuo was a great wonder 
in political history, and yet its appearance was nothing 
but a prelude to world historic changes to be occasioned 
successively.

East Asian autonomy must be established next to 
the Independence of Manchuria. The liberty and glory of 
Asia must be restored in quick succession. Formerly,
* Manchuria served as the last defensive fortress in 
Asia against European conquest. Now Manchuria bad been 
strengthened into one nation, and the construction work 
of Pan-Asiatic union and reorganization must be started.
Asia was clearly one consolidated body with the same 
destiny from cultural, political, etc. standpoints. The 
peace, welfare, and development of the Asiatic races could 
be possible only upon realizing Asiatic unity. The 
opposition and struggle among the Asiatic nations afforded 
opportunities for'outside ’nterference and accelerated 
oppression. To root out opportunities for struggles among 
one another and exclude outside interference and separation, 
it was necessary to organize Asiatic races into a solid 
unity. Separation was not only a misfortune of East Asia 
herself, but of world peace, for they were apt to stimulate
* European or American ambition or greed. The establishment
of order * through the independent endeavour of Asiatics was
a prerequisite to the-stabilization of world affairs.

♦

The grave responsibility for reconstruction and 
establish lent of order was a task which must be borne by 
Japan. A quarter of a century before they staked national 
destiny and brought to naught invasion of Asia by the 
Russian Empire and saved all Asia fium being overthrown 
and destroyed, thereby affording all colored races an 
opportunity to raise their heads. Now human history was 
just at a turning point after the settlement of the 
Manchurian Incident. • It was time that Japan should make 
one more step toward the reconstruction and consolidation 
of Asia, enlarging the historical significance of the 
Russo-Japanese war and pouring all her cultural, political, 
economical and organizing power. This was the only way of 
soreading the Empire's fundamental policy all over the Four 
Seas, * and improve the present international relations 
where Europe alone was the important character, with 
Japanese power leading the independence and consolidation 
of the Asiatic races and to establish a new world order 
based on human equality and equal possession of world 
resources.
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Page The forming of the Great East Asia union was a
historical duty. Considered from the standpoint oi 
development of international politics, the formation cf 
the Great East Asia union was natural, and it was an 
inevitable consequence for human society that nations 
much alike with one another wished to form a political 
and economical union.

It was unnatural and impossible to step over a 
racial state to world state, and it was inevitable that 
the League of Nations, which was organized at an opportune 
time without any maturity of historical factors, should 
be changed fundamentally by pan-continentalism and pan
racialism. In spite of efforts, the League was not only 
powerless to settle international complications, but the

32725 * efforts themselves to alleviate struggles gave a spur 
to them. The reason lay in the fact that there was some
thing fundamentally wrong with the League that, neglecting 
the development of international politics, took its ground 
on idealistic cosmopolitanism. Present international 
politics and economy, and those in the future, were likely 
to be managed by intricate oppositions and antagonism 
among pan-continental and p^n-racial state groups, such as 
a EuroDean Union, Asiatic Union, American Union, etc.
The construction of the new world peace should be based on 
the condition of coexistence of such various groups.

32726 * Thus, the formation of the Great East Asia 
union was not only indispensable, but the best way to secure 
world peace. The reason why they thereby organized the 
association was that they believed it the bes*. and absolute 
way to contribute to the progress of human culture and 
secure world peace. They would dash on undauntedly to 
materialize the union by serious efforts to investigate 
culture, politics, etc., and perfect friendly relations 
with other Asiatic states, and introc ' e and spread 
Japanese culture to other nations.

The visit to North China n November 1935 by 
Councillor MATSUI and Secretary NAKATANI gave rise to the 
movement among Chinese in both official and civilian

32727 * circles toward establishing an association there. A 
nreparatory commission was decided to be formed by influen
tial members of the political, business and literary 
circles, and a meeting was held in Tientsin on December
1 the same year. Officers were elected and supporters 
were named, and a future line of policy, liaison with the 
Tokyo Greater Asiatic Association etc. were discussed on 
that occasion.

NARRATIVE SWrARY 0? THE RECORDNovember 7, 1947DEFENSE - NAT3TJ1
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The declaration of the Chinese Association 
stated that In former times China defended herself by 
closing her doors to foreigners. Recently, with traffxc 
and communication being opened, numberless countries had 
been founded, and their intercourse and communication was 
getting more intense. China could not remain closed to 
* the outer world any longer, considering her present 
power, and could not hope for isolated independence.
China had hitherto been enabled to stay within her own 
boundaries, but hereafter she ranks among world powers. 
Circumstances had changed and there must follow altered 
national policy to cope with the changed situation. That 
is why China had recently heroically stood firm and 
rendered service as a member of the international 
organization. Nevertheless, during the past sixty years 
western cowers had gradually shifted their influence 
eastward, bringing storm and stress to Asiatic nations.

These nations were at a loss as to what to do, 
as they had been trying to help one another, but quarrelled 
only to bitterly repent. * Why did they not unbosom 
themselves to one another a'-d unite in common interest?
The day had come when each should be awakened to the 
situation. Asia was Asia for the Asiatics, and all 
should pledge to be united for the establishment of a 
firm and concrete foundations, to stand up and exchange 
opinions in pursuit of common interests. That is why the 
Asiatics should at once set to work to study and investig
ate. Of all Asiatic nations, China was large and Japan 
was strong, and they bore heavy responsibilities. Progress 
on the part of China was lagging. Japan had already 
established the Greater Asiatic Association. Could China 
rest tranq ’ll? With the sympathy and support of those 
interested, they had now established the Chinese Greater 
Association in Tientsin.

* Exhibit 3407, excerpts from "Establishment of 
Manchuria for Manchurians", written by MATSUI, Iwane and 
published in the June 1932 issue of "The Great Asia 
Principle", stated that in MATSUI's opinion they could 
never hope for true collaboration between Japan and 
Manchukuo, unless they dealt with the latter with broad- 
+ mindedness to accelerate the voluntary and independent 
development of Manchukuo. Unless true collaboration was 
soon realized, administration based on the Greater Asia 
Principle would come to naught. Collaboration did not 
mean for arbitrary interference by the Japanese, but meant 
for the two to cooperate for attaining the common aim with 
a mutual higher regard for its voluntary independence.
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The more they valued its independence, the more 
strongly united would the two be. The completion oi 
administration, development of industry, etc., must be 
furthered and accelerated by Japanese people's effort 
for becoming true members of the new Manchukuo state it
self. The means of promoting independent activities by 
narrowing or gradually removing administrative activities 
under Japanese direct control and the privileged positions 
of Japanese who have not become Manchurians, was to be 
* considered with the exception of military matters provided 
in the Japan-Uanchukuo protocol.

Deep considerations must be given by Japan in 
regard to strengthening and supporting the idea "Manchurians 
themselves". Needless to say, this did not mean Manchurians 
by the former Chinese. They did not point out by the word, 
Manchurians, only the Manchurian and Mongolian tribes who 
originally resided, but meant Manchurian subjects who 
included Japanese, Koreans, and Russians living in that 
country. The continental development of Japan could be 
put into effect only after Japanese residents there should 
devote themselves to Manchv;ruo as true subjects.

* Exhibit 3408, a lecture delived by MATSUI which 
appeared in "Great Asia Doctrine", the organ of the Great 
Asia Association and entitled "Our Greater Asia Principle", 
stated that the manuscript represented the gists of lectures 
MATSUI had made at meetings held at the end of May 1936.

* In a lecture, he stated that on rooking back, 
the present situation in Asia never was more urgent than 
adjusting problems with China, to see the establishment of 
the Asiatic union successfully realized. However, the
state of affairs between China and Japan was very unfortunate, 
with repeated struggles and antagonism. The most urgent 
task for the Asiatic movement was to investigate these 
causes and carry out drastic improvement.

Because the Greater Asia Principle had often been 
misunderstood, he considered it necessary to clarify some 
points regarding their intentions. Westerners had often 
criticized their movements, saying they were based upon 
the so-called Oriental Monroe Doctrine, but on the contrary 
it was an entirely opposite advocacy. It was West and East 
brotherhood principle, or world co-existence principle.
» Such words as "Japan-Manchukuo Economic Bloc" and "Sino- 
Japar.-Manchukuo Bloc" had frequently been used. The 
principle had too often been misunderstood as if it were 
one of these bloc principles. This was never the object 
of the Greater Asia Principle.
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bloc principles. In all the big powers, people were 
competing on the basis of these principles. To meet the 
present situation, they were obliged to take temporarily 
the means of bloc economy, but this is not what they aimed 
at, for the economic policy that they hoped for was the 
world co-operative economy, or free economy.

The Greater Asia Principle did not necessarily 
mean the entire expulsion of Europeans and Americans from 
all places in Asia, and they did not wish for the destruc
tion of their present political and economic state of 
affairs. All who understood the culture peculiar to Asia 

3?736 * and who would sincerely cooperate for the benefit of
Asiatics were true friends. They required Europeans and 
Americans to gain this understanding, and strongly wished 
to urge the original Asiatics to bestir themselves and 
reconsider their resolution to the utmost of their power.

There were some countries which vere founded by 
power, and some by wealth, but this was not true with 
Japan, which had been in existence solely with justice 
since the beginning of its foundation. They were aware 
of the true value of power and wealth for attaining their 
just objects, and knew that the country founded by power 
fell of itself, and prosperitycbtained by wealth would 
come to decay in due course. As for Japan, the Land of 
the Rising Sun ruled by the sun goddess, sne constantly 

32737 * keeps her principle unchanged, improves and prospers,
and stands outside the prosperity and decline of the 
world. This was due to the brilliancy produced by 
justice.
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by Mr. Mattice.
32738 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
37740 3409 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the

witness was a student of Chinese language and history, 
and had many acquaintances among important Chinese. He 
had been well-acquainted with MATSUI since childhood.
Prior to MATSUI's departure from Tokyo in August 1937» as 
Commander of the Shanghai Expeditionary Force, he called 
on the witness and told him he wanted to take him to 
Shanghai to assist him as a non-regular official attached 
to headquarters, and the witness consented.

Concerning the witness' duty, MATSUI told him 
that he had been a faithful follower of the late General 
KA’VAKAMI and of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, and had endeavored for 
the past few decades for the friendship and coalition of 
Japan and China for the emancipation and renovation of

32741 Asia. * Despite the earnest efforts of himself and friends 
the unhappy incident had taken place, and MATSUI was filled 
emotion at being appointed the Expeditionary Force Commander.

The reason for installing an old man like himself 
out of the reserve list into this important post seemed 
that instead of aiming at achieving glorious military feats, 
he, with his knowledge and love for Chinai hoped to settle 
the Incident on a non-aggravation principle at the least 
possible sacrifice on either side. It was necessary to 
demand a responsible attitude from the Chinese authorities 
who had violated Japanese rights and interest'1 and endang
ered Japanese lives and property in Shanghai by insolent 
acts. However, it was a concurrent resuit of long accum
ulated causes that had led up to the dispute, and both 
nations should be resoonsible. MATSUI was anxious to have 
his earnest desire thoroughly unders^od by both nations 
and open a way for reconciliation wi. the least possible 
fighting.

He told the witness that when he landed at
32742 * Shanghai it would be his first duty to get in touch with 

as many influential Chinese as possible, and tell them 
that MATSUI never wanted to fight China, that he would
see to the safety of their lives and property during the 
fighting, and would endeavor for a prompt solution of the 
incident, with the hope they would render him cooperation 
and assistance.
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Page MATSUI said that if necessary they could defeat
a large enemy with a smaller and more poorly equipped force 
by skillful tactics, but that would be only a military 
victory and the result would be disastrous, because forced 
fighting required great human sacrifice and hostile 
feelings It was more desirable to win an immediate 
victory by sufficient numbers of well-equipped troops and 
avoid prolongation of fighting. This was the most 
effective way of making their non-aggravation principle 
really work for immediate peace.

He had requested the government for at least 
five divisions, but the War Minister decided three would 
be sufficient. He regretted the War Minister's lack of 
knowledge of rresent Chinese conditions, and could not 

32743 * help feeling uneasy.
The witness landed in Shanghai at the end of 

August, when the Incident was at an initial stage. He 
looked for Chinese acquaintances in the Concessions, to 
communicate to them MATSUI’s intention. He found oppor
tunities to talk with Tang Shao-i, a friend and veteran 
Chinese statesman, and with Li Tse-i. They discussed and 
worked in concert for the elimination of the distressful 
relations.

Accompanying the witness, MAT3UI went to his 
"'f Headquarters on 6 December. On his arrival at 

Soochow, FATSUI had a note advising the Chin°se Army to
32744 * surrender immediately, and had bills bearing this note 

scattered over Nanking from the air on December 9. His 
purpose w>s to capture the city without bloodshed and with 
the least possible destruction, and he took precautions 
against rash attacks by army units. He issued orders 
about December 9 for all his units «... stop the general 
attack and stand in positions around the city until further 
orders. At the same time he instructed that they see to 
the safe preservation of 3un Yat-sen's tomb and various 
cultural establishments, as well as foreign rights and 
interests, and to maintain strict discipline.

The witness was called late at night on December 
8 and made to translate a note of the following purport.

32745 * The Chinese answer to the Japanese written advice for 
surrender would be waited for outside the Chungshan Gate 
at noon December 10. If the Chinese Army sent responsible 
persons to the appointed place, the Japanese were prepared 
to negotiate concerning taking over Nanking. If no answer 
was received, the troops would be compelled to attack.
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Page This note was dropped from the air on December 9.
The witness started from Soochow by car that same mornii.7 
with the Chief of Staf TSUKADA and two staff officers, 
reached the suburbs of Nanking, and passed the night at 
certain unit quarters. At 11 a. ra. the next day all four 
went outside Chungshan Gate and waited for the arrival of 
Chinese representatives until 1 p. m., but they did not 
appear. The four Japanese left, and immediately after that 
the order for the attack was given.

32746 * When the witness entered Naking with Colonel 
ITJRAKAM] soon after its fall on December 13, the city 
seemed rather peaceful, and what attracted their attention 
most was the enormous quantity of military uniforms and 
arms left by Chinese soldiers and scattered on the streets. 
He found people taking refuge, and he had some fifty of 
them taken to a hotel which was to be the Commander’s 
residence, and had them help the soldiers sv;eep and clean 
its interior. Refugees and other peaceful citizens were 
made to work for the army, received payment, and were 
given the remnants of the f ̂ ldiers' meals, so they worked , 
willingly.

After December 17 MATSUI lodged at the Metropolitan 
Hotel, and the witness was given a room near him. The

32747 * morning after a celebration banquet attended by MATSUI, 
the witness called on him and he looked extremely sad. The 
witness asked him what was worrying him, and he replied 
that he had visited Nanking many times before for the 
purpose of realizing peaceful relations with China, but he 
now realized that they had unknowingly wrought a most 
grievous effect on the city. When he considered the 
feelings of his many Chinese friends who had fled Nanking, 
and on the future of the two countri; ■ he could not but 
feel depressed, and could not rejoice at the victory.

The witness sympathized with him, knowing that 
many leading officers had been interested In the study of 
affairs concerning Europe and America and were apt to 
despise the study of China, but MATSUI had almost singly 
devoted himself to Chinese questions since his youth. The

32748 * witness knew there was no other army man who had so many 
friends in China as MATSUI.

On New Year's Day, 193$, in Nanking, MATSUI 
composed a poem concerning his sadness at the time, and 
stated that through his travels in China he had ever prayed 
and worked for peace and the development of Asia, but on 
reflecting on what he actually had done he was aware of his 
limitations. His ardent hopes could not be overtaken by
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Page age, and he would forever strive to accomplish the pj^pose*
32749 * On December 19, for the purpose of inspecting battle

fields, MATSUI visited Chingling Hill and Astronomical 
Observatory and took a wide view of the city, expressing 
joy at the perfect condition of Sun Yat-sen's tomb, and 
said he was sorry for the interruption of Chiang's 
endeavor for the unification of China. If Chiang had
been patient for a few years longer and avoided hostilities, 
Japan would have understood the disadvantage of trying to 
solve the ’ssue by the use of arms, so there would not 
have occurred this tragedy.

On his way back, MATSUI surprised his staff 
officers by visiting the conditions of the refugees. He

32750 asked them about the dangers they had undergone, and he * 
comforted them by saying that despite his strict orders 
for the soldiers to be careful not to harm them, they 
might sometimes find themselves in trouble because of the 
soldiers' inability to understand their language, but that 
the days of peace and prosperity would surely come soon.

32751 * MATSUI greatly feared the relaxation of 
discipline following severe fighting, and warned his Chief 
of Staff to see to the maintenance of discipline and 
morale by strict orders and severe punishment. The 
witness saw officers and soldiers being sent home from 
Shanghai later as criminals under severe punishment.

In mid-February, MATSUI was ordered hime, and 
told the witness that it was his great regret to be called 
home in the middle of his tasks, which consisted in 
stopping t ’med hostilities at the fall of Nanking and 
concentrating efforts in reconciliation without extending

32752 * fighting past Nanking.
On December 21, MATSUI left Nanking and returned 

on the 23rd to Army Headquarters in Shanghai, at which time 
he told the witness that the war should not be allowed to 
spread. In consequence of the anti-Japanese education in 
China since the Manchurian Incident, anti-Japanese feeling 
had been aggravated among military circles and among 
students, endangering Japanese rights and interests and 
lives. Japan had accordingly been obliged to appeal to 
arms and had by force of circumstance come to this disaster 
and been forced to capture Nanking, but the issue could^

32753 * never be solved by the sword permanently.
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steps, the two would certainly fall into greater mis!«-1'tunes. 
He was determined to endeavor for the establishment of 
permanent peace. His mission as Commander had been 
primarily the working out of peace, and not in the military 
operations that he had been engaged in so far. If military 
operations were the only aim, there would be no reason for 
picking an aged reservist.

Since the two countries had gotten into a bel
ligerent state, negotiations for peace by military author
ities would be more difficult, and it was most desirable 
that they negotiate through economic or cultural repres-

32754 entatives to work out peace. * The witness agreed, and 
they decided that the fittest Chinese to play this role was 
Sung Tsu-wen. The witness, on MATSUI's order, called on
Li Tso-i in Shanghai and conveyed MATSUI's intention and 
asked his approval. In late January, Li met MATSUI and 
agreed that he would convey MATSUI's message to Sung. 
Disguised as a Chinese, the witness and Li left Shanghai 
on January 4 and arrived in Hong Kong about the 10th, and 
the witness stayed in K o w I l ^n to await the results of Li's 
interview with Sung.

On January 15, Li reported that through repeated 
interviews with Sung, it was ascertained that Sung was 
almost of the same opinion as they. He regarded the

32755 * unhappy incident as a misfortune not only of Japan and 
China, but of mankind. If MATSUI held to that view as 
representing the Japanese side, Sung was react., to act 
along those lines. The witness requested Li to go farther 
into the negotiations, but on the following February 16 
the KONOYL Declaration that Japan ignored the existence
of Chiang Kai-shek's Government was published by the 
Japanese Consulate General. The day "ter that the v/itness 
was notified that MATSUI was ordered -„/ansferred and this 
finished everything, and their endeavors were brought to 
naught.

MATSUI left Shanghai on February 23, and a few 
days before told Li and the witness that it was to his 
great regret that he had lost his chance to stay on and 
accomplish peace negotiations, but after returning home

32756 * and being discharged of his post he would continue 
efforts for permanent peace. He said he had no ambition 
for honor or wealth or political activity, and his only 
desire was to become Ambassador to China and devote 
himself to the realization of peace. However, it was 
doubtful whether the government, especially the military, 
would wish his activity in that field.
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As Commander, he felt responsible that te*.s of 
thousands of soldiers had fallen on both sides, but as 
soon as he got home he wanted to erect a statue to the 
goddess of mercy and offer prayers for their souls. In 
* compliance with MATSUI's request for the witness to get 
a handful of earth where the blood of both Chinese and 
Japanese had fallen at Tachangchen, the witness went there 
and obtained it and sent it to MATSUI, who used it in a 
statue of the goddess of mercy. He had a temple built for 
t.ne statue, and dedicated it to Chinese and’ Japanese dead.

MATSUI was a man witt a strong sense of justice. 
When the witness was in Fuchow, a People’s Revolutionary 
Government was organized in Fukien province in opposition 
to Chiang, At that time MATSUI was Formosan Army Commander. 
V/hen MATSUI was informed of an attempt among Japanese to 
support the Revolutionary Government, he declared no 
Japanese should ever support a government which might hinder 
unification of China. MATSUI's determination was commun-

32758 * icated to Chiang Kai-shek.
Staff officer T3UCHIHASHI of the Formosan Army 

was sent to the Revolutionary Government in Fukien with 
MATSUI's advice that since civil war was most disastrous, 
Revolutionary troops should retreat from fighting the 
Nationalist Army. In compliance, the Revolutionary Army 
peacefully retreated to Canton and the Nationalist Army 
took over Fukien province without bloodshed.

Regarding instances of MATSUI's humaneness, in 
January 1938, when he was in Shanghai soon after the close 
of battle MATSUI presented ten thousand yen to a French 
missionary who had fought for the establishment of refugee

32759 * quarters and was supervising relief work. On another 
occasion he strictly warned a Japane.. school teacher 
against having his students using phrases showing hatred 
toward the Chinese.

32760 * The witness corrected his affidavit with 
reference to the place where he spoke of MATSUI exhibiting 
a Chinese poem. Instead of the poem being shown to the 
witness in Nanking, it was shown to him in Shanghai.

32761 4 ’Then asked how he came to see the poem, he replied that 
on New Year's day, 1938, he made a courtesy call on MATSUI. 
It was customary for him to compose a poem every New Year's 
day, and so he showed him his poem.

Page

32757
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327^2 * "Then asked where FATSUI had his headquarters

before the righting at Nanking, the witness replied that 
FATSUI and he went to Soochow on 8 December and left 
Tangsbuichen the same day. It was the 1 3th when the 
witness left there and returned to Nanking.

Asked about MATSUI's being able to attend his 
duties between the 8th and 1 3th, the witness replied that 
on the 8th FATSUI and he arrived at Soochow, and on the same 
day the witness proceeded alone to Tangshuichen. It 
appeared at this time that FATSUI was suffering from a 
slight cold. He did not know the details of MATSUI's 
disposition after left Tangshuichen and went to Nanking 
on the 1 3th.

32763 * Exhibit 3410, a photostatic copy of an inaugur
ation of Kannondo erected by MATSUI, was received in 
evidence to show that he enshrined both Japanese and 
Chinese killed in the incident, by holding memorial 
services for them without discrimination.

32765 * Exhibit 3411» a statement issued by MATSUI in 
Shanghai on 8 October, 1937, stated that, having received 
command, he, with heavy responsibilities, landed some time 
before south of the Yangtze River. Since then army 
influence had been increased, and bayonets were on the 
point of being unsheathed. The army mission was to 
fulfill its duties of protecting Japanese rignts and 
interests and safeguarding Japanese residents and to 
chastise *;he Nanking Government and the outrageous Chinese 
and to have them throw away their anti-föreign and anti- 
Japanese policies influenced by communism. He deeply 
sympathized with the innocent people n the operation 
areas, although the army did not regard the people in 
general as its enemy, yet those who resisted or injured 
the army, irrespective of soldiers or civilians, would be 
punished without reserve. He could not help sympathizing

32766 with the * foreign officials and people exposed to war 
disasters. As for the rights and interests of the powers, 
they had been respected and protected and not in the 
slightest damaged. He believed firmly that all the forces 
would most certainly clear away all war clouds and estab
lish the happy dawn of peace.
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the people of the Chinese Republic, declared that it .vas 
a matter of deep regret to the two nations that immediately 
after the outbreak of the North China Incident, feelings 
began to burst out. It seemed that a hundred year crisis 
was to be brought about in East Asia after the battle lines 
were finally expanded. At this juncture, for the good of 
the Chinese, he hoped that the Chinese officials and people

32767 * would meditate and reflect, recalling the principle of 
morality for East Asia.

It meant the destruction of international mor
ality and the disturbance of peace in the Orient that acts 
to undervalue Japan's real power or to endanger their 
existence because of over-readiness for communistic in
fluence, and for the sake of executing peace restoration 
movements to utilize anti-Japanese and resistance prin
ciples, to unify national opinion and strengthen political 
power by emphasizing the necessity of advocating these 
principles. Even in case their principle of "Down with 
Japan" should by chance be realized, he wondered whether 
they would still consider .nat the five Chinese races would 
be able to lead a happy life by doing this. It was 
regrettable to MATSUÎ that the Chinese were placed in such 
a deplorable situation in- which they could not speak out

32768 openly. * It must be recalled that Sun Chung-shan had 
always hoped for and tried to establish peace in the 
Orient, as well as for the restoration of China.

32769 * What Japan really hoped for was coalition between 
Japan and China, and he believed firmly that this was the 
principle which would bring about peace, but if the feelings 
of the Chinese Government and people toward Japan remained
as they were, it would be necessary, to his regret, to 
uproot anti-Japanese and resistance '"''vements and to 
eliminate the fundamental cause of the prevalent unhappy 
events. The sole object of the army rested on this point, 
and the army should not be easily mobilized, but It was 
their belief that if it rose in arms it was their real 
intention to annihilate the enemy completely to obtain the 
object.

The aim of the attack was solely toward the 
Nanking Government and its army, but they had no intention 
to aim at the people in general. The time had come for 
Chinese officials and people who had hitherto been busily 
engaged in the firm establishment of the Nanking Military 
Clan Regime to throw away their former illusions.
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The Japanese Army would never hesitate to c^rry

32770 out the * work of constructing a Greater Asia with any 
country which would join with sincerity, but if there were 
some who would resist them he never refrained from chastising 
them.

He deeply sympathized with the innocent people 
who suffered from war disaster, and hoped they would keep 
away from all battlefields and not be misled by rumors. 
Farmers in operation areas were not taking advantage of 
ripened grains, and had left their safe houses at harvest 
time, which was regretted.

Some troops had requisitioned grains left on the 
farms, but there was no one to deal with directly. Under 
such unavoidable circumstances, everything had been left

32771 unsolved until now. * For compensation, the army would be 
responsible for payment, and they were simply waiting for 
an opportunity.

The army entertained no enmity toward harmless 
people, and it had been MATSUI's constant desire to- 
guarantee their safety and livelihood.

It was his advice to all the people in the rear 
of battlefield areas where the army was garrisoned that 
they would speedily return to their farms and continue 
their work, relying upon the Japanese Army.
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* Exhibit 3 4 13-A, certified to the death of NA^'-WRA, 
Kotaro, on 29 August 1947.

Exhibit 3413, the affidavit of NAKAMURA, Kotaro, 
stated that in 1931 the affiant worked under war minister 
MINAMI as chief of the personnel bureau. The WAKATSUKI cab
inet at that time was taking up a retrenchment policy and try
ing to carry out readjustment to reduce the budget. In the 
latter part of July, finance minister INOUE presented a bill 
for * revising the pension law and demanded reduction and 
amendment to military pensions. The problem was carefully 
deliberated in the war ministry. Reduction of salaries was 
under the jurisdiction of the military affairs bureau and 
the accounts bureau, and not under the affiant’s, but he 
heard it was reduced similar to civilian officials.

Expenses for renovation of army systems and materials, 
etc., could not be supplied by government finance and there 
was no alternative but to curtail expenses, and usi.ig sums 
for only urgent items, Th' WAKATSUKI cabinet was organized 
after the close of the Diet session and, although army reor
ganization had been planned within the budget of the ex- 
cabinet, the plan was suspended because of cabinet change.
Army equipment was the same as that in the early stages of 
the first World War and,compared to other powers, was out of 
date and inferior.

* The council of division commanders convened yearly 
in Tokyo, and took place on 4 August 1931 for the first time 
after MINAMI became war minister. In his address there MINAMI 
stated th^t as the situation in Manchuria and Mongolia was 
regrettably getting worse, those in military service should 
make increased efforts in military education and training.
Some newspapers criticized this statuent saying it inspired 
militarism or meant political intervention. However, it was 
only natural for the war minister to demand division commanders 
to understand the foreign situation and wish them to try their 
best in education and training of the army.

The affiant could not help but think that the reason 
the address brought about great public reaction was that a 
plot was laid by some political party who. taking advantage 
of political instability, planned to overthrow the government 
* by tripping up a cabinet member.
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The news of the Mukden incident on 18 September I9V1 

and of the fighting between the Japanese and the Chinese wa~ 
brought to the affiant at 8 the following morning, A vital 
element in combat was assignment of personnel. The fact that 
the affiant, as chief of the personnel bureau, did not know 
anything about personnel beforehand, and that there was no pre
paration, made it obvious that there was no previous plan. 
Moreover, as it was at a time when the army was taking a re
trenchment policy, and organization and equipment were im
perfect, it was not likely Japan did take the initiative in 
bringing about trouble.

Subsequently a gap took place between the cabinet 
policy of local settlement of the incident and army movements, 
and the war minister found himself in a difficult situation,

32807 This was because strategic * operations were under the con
trol of the chief of staff and outside the war minister’s 
authority,

32808 * Exhibit 3413« a certificate issued by the first 
demobilization bureau regarding the reduction in officers’ 
salaries by ordinance dated 27 May 1933 was admitted into evi
dence but not read. (The attention of the tribunal was cal
led to testimony at pages 19,776 and 19,777, and 32,206.)

32809 Exhibit 3415» the affidavit of SOGO, Shinii, stated
that he was a director in the SMR from July >iuly
19 3 4. About May 1931 UCHIDA, Yasuya, succeeded SENGOKU as 
president of the company. It was necessary when a change was 
made that the incoming president invite separately every 
minister ar^ his staff, and this would be returned by the 
minister. The Asahi newspaper report on 1 July 1931 that 
war minister MINAMI invited UCHIDA and all SMR directors was 
nothing more than this customary retui invitation (Exh.
2202-A)•

32810 * Exhibit 3 4 16, an excerpt from the secret diary of 
the Japanese War Ministry, a report regarding an address of 
instruction by a commander of the Tokyo MP on 19 August 1931

32811 to MINAMI stated that the attached address * was given by 
the commander of the MPs to guide young officers in respect 
to their activities of the present situation. The instruc
tion stated that as the officers were aware, meetings of 
young officers with the objection of study and discussion of 
the Manchurian-Mongolian question, and other such problems,
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tended to overstep the scope of study and turn into con:*rete 
activities, which were about to be expressed Politically l;* 
outsiders and might place the army in an awkward Position.
It was a breach of military discipline to make any pronosi- 
tion by forming horizontal combinations, and it wouid be a 
serious matter should this tendency infect NCOs and men, 
undermining the foundation of the military constitution. It 
seemed that the reason why this tendency absorbed the atten-

32812 tion of young officers, * lies in the mistaken supposition 
that their activities were lead by higher army authorities.

Not only was that not a fact, but the war minister 
was resolved to prohibit all of these activities, and they 
must cooperate with their superiors in the guidance of young 
officers and endeavor to stave off ill effects uDon disci
pline and prevent outsiders from policitcal explotation.

32815 * Exhibits 34-17 and 34-18 certifying to the nonavail
ability of certain documents,

32816 * Exhibit 34-19, cert-fled to the sending of certain 
documents from the central intelligence group in Washington

32817 * and that the documents comprised all that agency could fur
nish,

32820 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TAKEDA, Hisashi
By Mr, Brooks

The witness identified and verified exhibit 34-20 as 
his affidavit.

32822 * EAhibit 34-20-A, a certificate on appointment of the 
witness, stated that he was appointed a member of the general 
staff and concurrently a member for cc. • *-ilation of the Man
churian incident on 1 August 1933» and was appointed an in
structor of the army infantry school, and a member of its re
search department, and was thereby relieved on 1 March 1938 
from his membership on the committee for compilation of the 
history.

The affidavit of the witness, exhibit 34-20, stated 
that from December 1930 to April 1932 he was a Kwantung army

32823 staff officer * and was well acquainted with telegraphic
correspondence cf 0 :-:if iil.Y.al nature between the army and 
central authorities. After the Manchurian incident's out
break, a document "The Manchurian Incident: The Relations
of the Despatch and Withdrawal of the Army and Navy Forces 
(Summary and Particulars of Operations of the Kwantung Army)?l
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prepared by Kwantung army headquarters on the basis of entailed 
reports which were drafted by the witness. The document Wc*s 
distributed in March 1932 and he could identify snIPS documei,1 
as a reproduction of a part of the said document and could 
Identify a defense document as an excerpt from the IPS docu
ment. He confirmed that the contents of four telegrams in 
the defense document were the same as the original text of the 
telegrams received by headquarters on September 18 and 19, 1931 
from the Mukden special service organ and central army auth
orities .

32824 * Exhibit 34-21-A, the defense document referred to
in the affidavit, being an excerpt from "The Manchurian Inci
dent," etc., concerning the relations of the dispatch and

32825 withdrawal of the army and navy forces, stated * that on
18 September at H i 46 p.m. the chief of staff of Kwantung army 
received a telegram from the Mukden Special Service Organ.
This stated that a little after 10:00, l8 October, reports were 
received that Chinese troops destroyed SMR lines west of the 
north barracks north of Mukden, attacking the guards and 
clashing With garrison troops.

The second infantry battalion was now on its way to• the place of the clash. At 0:28 hours on the 19th, the chief 
32826 of staff* received another telegram from the Organ which
stated that Chinese troops at the north army barracks blew 
up the Manchurian railway and their forces were three or four 
companies of infantry. They had subsequently fled.

Since 11.00 o'clock the Hushipai comoany had been 
fighting a- ainst five or six hundred enemy troops and, al
though the Japanese had occupied a corner of the north bar
racks, the enemy was increasing their machine and infantry 
guns. At 6:00 p.m., 19 September 19p ; a telegram was re
ceived from war minister MINAMI which stated that referring 
to the recent clash, the government decided to make every 
effort to avoid extension of the situation, even though 
Chinese troops must be blamed for producing its cause. The 
cabinet requested, therefore, that they act in accordance 
with this principle.

32827 * At that time another telegram was received from the
chief of staff whi.h stated that he believed that the reso- 

. luttons and measures taken by the Kwantung army commander, 
since the night of 18 September were appropriate and had en
hanced army prestige. In view of the Chinese attitude since
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the outbreak of the incident, the cabinet had decided not to 
go beyond what was necessary in dealing with it and the arm., 
should conform with this principle, (The attention of the 
court was called to testimony beginning at pages 1 8 , 890, 
18,897-18,901, 19,325-19, 327, 19,414, 19,779, and 32,217.)

The affidavit continued and it stated that the wit
ness from August 1933 to March 1937 was attached to the 

32828 general staff, * During this period he was ordered to com
pile a history of the Manchurian incident and for such pur
pose he collected necessary materials and made copies of 
original telegrams. All copies of manuscripts thus pre
pared were under his name. The last manuscript was completed 
in March 1937 and submitted to the general staff. He heard 
it was printed but had not received a copy and believed that 
all prints and manuscripts of the history were burned at the 
time of the surrender.

In the course of his work, the descriptive parts 
of the manuscripts were revised frequently on account of 
various personal opinions, while the text of the telegrams 
remained constant. Hence he used to cut out from the old 
draft the parts containing quotations and stuck them on a 
new draft (the quotations referred to were the telegrams 
read)• Even after he was transferred from his post in the 
general staff he had in his possession a number of such 

3283O copies of telegrams, * but all were destroyed or lost ex
cept sixteen he found recently.

He identified certain documents as copies of these 
sixteen telegrams prepared by him while he was chief compiler 
of the history. To the best of his knowledge and belief, 
these documents were the only existii authentic copies as 
regards secret telegraphic correspondence in the early stage 
of the Manchurian incident,

32830 After the reading of his affidavit, the witness was
shown the copies of the telegrams referred to in his affi
davit and he identified them.

32833 *Exhibit 3422-A, a telegram dated 19 September 19 31
from the commander of the Korean army, stated that as the 
chief of staff compelled him to suspend dispatch of rein
forcements, troops other than air force, were temporarily 
stopped on the outside of Shingishu awaiting further develop
ments, (The attention of the court was called to testimony
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at pages 19,4-13, and 32,217-218,)
32834 * Exhibit 34-23, a letter from the chief of the gen- 

eral staff to war minister MINAMI dated 22 September 1931 re 
delivery of order for dispatch of forces to Manchuria stat
ing that notice was thereby given. Referring to the dis
patch of forces to Manchuria, the attached order had been de
livered to the authorities concerned. The order stated that 
certain named units from the Korean army should be dispatched 
to Manchuria, placed under the Kwantung army commander.

32835 * They should enter the command of the latter on 
their crossing of the Yalu River. (Attention of the court v/as 
called to the testimony at page 19,782.)

Exhibit 3422-B, a telegram dated 20 September 1931 from 
the vice chief of general staff to the chief of staff of the 
Kwantung army stated that after taking the general situation 
into consideration, the general staff agreed to the policy de
cided at the cabinet meeting of the 19th as to how to dispose

32836 of the incident. The Kwantung army chief of staff was to 
understand that he was not restricted in taking necessary ac
tions for accomplishing his proper duties or for self defense. 
Although his measures were believed fully appropriate, it was 
hoped that he would pay particular attention to army prestige 
by precluding Chinese troops and citizens from violating 
military orders and making Japanese officers and men observe 
strict discipline.

As some diplomatic and SMR officials in Manchuria were 
suspected cf sending groundless reports about army actions, 
the Kwantung army chief of staff was to endeavor to investigate 
their source and eliminate them. The army should make a de
claration of its grave resolution in case unpatriotic schemes 
were conducted. (The attention of the court was called to 
testimony at pages 18,934-935*)

32837 * Exhibit 3422-C, a telegram dated 22 September 1931 
from war minister MINAMI to Kwantung army commander HONJO 
stated that in view of the situation, it was not proper for 
the army to carry out direct military administration itself.
No time should be lost in letting Chinese autonomous agencies 
take charge. The army's task should be confined to negotia
tion and liaison with such agencies.
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32839 * Exhibit 3422-D, a telegram dated 22 September 1931 

from the chief of general staff to the Kwantung army commander 
stated that he approved the actions of the Kwantung army up v  
then. As to further actions, however, he must maintain the 
present formation and keep a quiet watch with strict fairness, 
unless the situation took a sudden turn.

Exhibit 3422-E, a telegram dated 23 September 1931 from 
the Kwantung army chief of staff to the war vice minister and 
vice chief of the general staff stated that the present inci
dent had no connection with the Fushun case reported by consul 
general HAYASHI to the foreign minister (reference was made to 
testimony beginning at page 18,932-935» 22,140-22,142, and 
through 22,231-22,235)*

32840 * Exhibit 3422-F, a telegram dated 23 September 1931 
from the chief of the general staff to the Kwantung army com
mander stated that no dispatch of troops should be made to 
Harbin even in the event of sudden change in the situation.

Exhibit 3422-G, a telegram from the war vice minister 
to the Kwantung army chief of staff dated 23 SeDtember 193"* 
stated that the cabinet had decided that no protection on the 
spot should be given to the Japanese residents in Harbin, and 
they should be evacuated if the situation made it inevitable.

32841 * Exhibit 3422-H, a telegram dated 24 September 1931 
from war minister MINAMI to Kwantung army commander HONJO 
stated that even if the condition in Chientao became serious, 
force should not be used, but the aggravation of the situation 
ought to be avoided by relying on police power (reference was 
made to testimony beginning at page 1 8 ,8 13, 19,416, and 19»787).

32842 ^Exhibit 3425, an excerpt from uhe Manchurian secret 
great diary, being an instruction given to major general 
HASHIMOTO by war minister MINAMI on 25 September 1931 and bear
ing the seal of department chief KOISO, stated that HASHIMOTO 
was to depart from Manchuria to take charge of liaison between 
central authorities and Kwantung army headquarters. Detailed 
instructions would be given by the war vice minister.

32843 * The instruction given by vice minister SUGIYAMA bear
ing the seal of the department chief KOISO and dated 24 Septem
ber 19 31 stated that taking the empire's policy into considera
tion, these are the actions of the Kwantung army, general 
HASHIMOTO should endeavor not to let the army act solely on Its 
judgment of the situation, but make it apply for instructions
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from central authorities. He should make the army conform 'ith 
their intention with regard to propoganda (reference was made uo 
testimony at page 3091)*

32844 * Exhibit 3422-1, a telegram dated 25 September 1931 
from war minister MINAMI to Kwantung army commander HONJO stated 
that, by virtue of the recently proclaimed government declara
tion, the course of policy had become clear. At the cabinet

A  meeting the 25th, all agreed to make every effort for executing
^  the declaration. Now that the country was facing an emergency,

it was necessary that both diplomatic and military authorities 
on the spot should renounce minor differences and do their duty 
by mutual cooperation. The foreign minister had instructed 
diplomatic organs to the same effect.

Such a necessity was felt even more at this time when 
an end should be put to military action and diplomatic negotia-

32845 tions be commenced. * When handed a document, the witness 
identified it as the governrjntal declaration referred to in 
the telegram but it was rejected as evidence.

32851 * Exhibit 3342-J, a telegram dated 25 September 1931
from war minister MINAMI to Kwantung army commander HONJO 
stated that it was strictly prohibited to have any connection 

a  with the movement for supporting a new regime in Manchuria.
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A eked if he had any recollection ae to whether War Mx.'4e»er 
MI NAM I sent a telegraphic instruction on 20 Sept. 1931,besides the 
ones sent Sept. 25, prohibiting participation in the establishment 
of a new regime, re replied that the telegram cent the 25th of Sept, 
was the only one.

32859 * Exhibit 3422-K t a telegram dated 29 Sept. 1931, from the 
Vice Minister of War to the Kvantung Army Chief of Staff, stated 
that rumor circulated among the Cabinet that the Kwantung Army 
Commander was connected with the movement for the restoration of 
Pu-Yi, the Army should be warned to have nothing to do therewith.

(Reference was made to testimony at P. 18974, 19783 and
19785.)

32860 * Exhibit 3428, a telegram dated 1 Oct. 1931 from the Vice
Minister to the Kwantung Army Chief of Staff, stated that although 
it was reported that the Army might intend to enforce municipal 
administration in Chwifchung, he was ordered to avoid taking such a 
step by the Army in compliance with policy.

32861

32 862

* Exhibit 3429, a telegram from the Vice Minister to the 
Chief of Staff, dated 11 Nov. 1931 (Excerpt from Exhibit 3038-G) 
stated that after hearing that DOIHARA was presumably carrying on 
activities in Tientsin, they wanted to know what kind of duties he 
had been assigned and the arrangements between the Kwantung Army 
Chief of Staff and China Garrison Headquarters with regard to the 
scope of his work. By way of precaution, they were trusting the 
Garrison to conduct necessary business in North Chin«, from a 
standpoint of moral cooperation based on mutual respect of duties 
among arm*es, They were to be fully informed as to the duties • 
of any person thereafter sent to North China on Important business.

(Reference vas made to Exhibit ' and 299)

Exhibit 3422-L, a telegram from the Chief of the General 
Staff to the Kwantung Army Commander, dated 16 Nov. 1931, stated 
that in case the offensive of Ma Chan-shan's army compelled the 
outbreak of fighting, the Kwantung Army should try to destroy the 

32863 enemy, even * though they would have to advance temporarily north 
of Tsitsihar.

In view of the general situation, however, the army should 
not make u%e of the CEB and actions east and vest along the railway 
should be limited to the number necessary for self-defense. Although 
it might be unavoidable to enter Tsitsihar temporarily, the army 
was not permitted to occupy it to control North Manchuria, but the 
main force should be concentrated as soon as possible east of Cheng- 
chia&un.
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Bage Exhibit 3422-M, telegram dated 24 Nov. 1931 from the Chief or
the General Staff to the Kwantung Army Commander, ordered him to tak. 
steps Immediately to withdraw division headquarters and the main force 
to the area previously ordered, leaving In and around Tsltsihar only

32864 a unit of one infantry regiment in line with established policy* *
The unit left behind must also be withdrawn within about two weeks.

Exhibit 3422-N, a telegram dated 27 Nov. 1931 from the Chief of 
Staff to the Kwantung Army Commander, ordered that unless a new duty 
was assigned, his army should not take operational action at their 
own discretion west of the Liao River, the south of Chenghiatun 
vicinity and south of Chengchlatun-Tungliao Railway for reinforcement 
of the China Garrison.

(Reference waB made to testimony beginning at 19351 to 417,
19788, 32219 and Exhibit 57.)

22865 * Exhibit 3422-0, a telegram dated 27 Jan. 1932 from Kwantung
Army Commander to War Minister ARAKX and the Chief of Staff, stated 
that following the northern ex: edition of the Kirin Army, the former 
Zing Chao Army looted Fuchiatian and fighting broke out around Harbin 
and an air officer was shot. Harbin was becoming disorderly. Taking 
these circumetancoe into consideration, the Kwantung Army wished to 
protect their residents by sending a unit of not more than 2 battalions 
âs hostilities were likely to extend to Harbin. It was asked that 
approval be given in advance.

Exhibit 3422-P, dated 28 Jan. 1932, from the Vi s Chief of the 
General Staff to the Kwantung Army Commander, replied to the above 
telegram and stated that in view of the rampancy of armed bandits in 
North Manc-uria, and to reinforce the forces there, the Chief of Staff 
approved the dispatch of troope to Harbin.

32866 * (Reference was made to testimony beginning at 18994, 19422 and
32320.)

There was no cross-examination of the witness.
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S28S? * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF KAT AXURA, Tadashi

BY MR. BROOKS

The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3430 as his
affidavit.

22868 * The affidavit stated that the witness' was attached to
•Kwantung Army Headquarters from Aug. 1930 to Aug. 1932, connected 
especially with the handling of secret telegrams. The copies of 
telegrams attached were tho same as the telegrams handled by him 
at that time. Incoming telegrams addressed to Commander HON JO 
or C/S KIYAKO were first handed to the witness by the Code Section 
and then submitted to the superior after the witness read aloud

32869 to him * the gist. Outgoing telegrams from the Commander or C/8 
to Central authorities were first drafted by him and after the 
superior approved the draft, it was incoded and then dispatched. 
When shewn Exhibits 3422-A to P, the witness identified them as 
the ones mentioned in his affidavit.

There was no cross-examination of the witness
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33870 • Diasc:: EXAMINATION OF KODAKA, Tcmeo
BY KB. BBOOKS

The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3431 as his
affidavit.

32874 * The affidavit stated that from Dec. 193C to Aug. 1933
he was Korean Army C/S. On the night of 18 Sept. 1931, as soon as 
the Korean Army received an urgent request for reinforcemant from 
the Kwantung Army, HAï àSHI, the Keroan Army Commander, organized 

328‘75 a combined brigade under KÎ.MUBA and ordered him to proceed * to 
the Korea Manchurian border, thereafter reporting the step taken 
to the Chief of the General Staff and the mwantung Army.

On 13 Sept, about noon, a telegraphic order was received 
from the Chief of General Staff that the unit should not cross the 
border without Imperial sanction. In conformity, HAYASHI had the 
KIMURA Brigade stop within the border south cf Shingisku. This 
measure was cabled to the Kwantang Army Commander, A; that time 
wireless service of the Korean Army was out of order, Except this 
communication, no news was received from the General Staff through 
the State Cable Service and the Korean Army found Itself isolated 
from central authorities,

32876 When shown Exhibit 3423-A, the witness was asked if the *
contents of the copy of the telegram In the Exhibit was the same 
as the contents of the telegram of the Korean Army referred to in 
his affidavit as being sen* by the Korean Army reporting that the 
aru*y unit lad stopped short of the border. He stated that the 
telegrams were identical. The affidavit continued and stated that 
on 21 Sept., about lüïOO a„0!.s another telegram was received from 
the Kwantung Army urging the Korean A m y  to 'nd reinforcements as 
not a single soldier remained in Mukden following the dispatch of 

o23?7 the second division to Kirin, * HAYASHI Judged that the Kwantung 
A m y  being so email might have been pressed into a desperate situa
tion and that the lives and properties of Japanese residents might 
be at stake. He was convinced that reinforcements from Korea were 
absolutely necessary, making up his m<nd to carry out crossing the 
border on his cwn responsibility.

He ordered the Combined Brigade to proceed to Mukden on 
the afternoon o? 21 Sept., although the act without hio superior's 
approval was based upon his Judgment of circumstances and was rati
fied by Imperial sanction on 22 Sept., it was also true he exceeded 
his authority. Hence, both HAYASHI and the witness submitted formal 
inquiries as to whether they should resign. A decision was later
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Page made toward HAYASR1 and a written notice delivered to him which
HAYASHI showed the witness. He found it to be an Imperial Repri
mand» The witness, however, received no punishment»

32878 * As the result of the Mukden Incident, there were disturb
ances in the Chientao District adjacent to North Korea. About 24 
Sept. 1931 a telegram was received from War Minister MINÀMI that
no dispatch of troops should be made there but that peace and order 
be maintained by the consular police. Toward the end of October, 
central authorities took notice of the difficult situation and the 
Chief of the General Staff issued an order dispatching a unit to 
Kyokushigai in Chientao. After several months it was withdrawn 
when peace and order were restored.

32879 * When shown Exhibit 3422-H, the witness identified the 
contents of this telegram as the same as the contents of the tele
gram of the War Minister referred to in his affidavit.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. WOODWORTH

Exhibit 3422-A was handed the witness and he was asked
32880 what became of the air force referred to in that telegram. * He 

replied that it did not go into Manchuria directly. When the air 
force arrived at ShingiBhu there was inclement weather and a break
down and the air force withdrew to Shingishu and other bases in the 
rear. They advanced to Manchuria two or three days later by Im
perial sanction; this was after the 22nd of Sept.

32881 • Exhibit 3432 certified that the witness SHIDEHARÀ, Kijuro 
was ill. (SHIDEHARA's affidavit was offered in evidence but it was 
decided th t it not be read until cross-examination was taken by 
Commission.

32885 * Exhibit 3433, the affidavit of Patrick J. Hurley, stated
that the affiant was U.S. Secretary of War in 1931 and was in the 
Far East at the time of the Manchurian Incident. He had read the 
statement of the accused MIHAMI, T. 19884 to 87.

32886- (MINAMI'b statement appearing in thèrecord, Pages 19884
888 to 87, was re-read into the transcript.)

32889 * In regard to this statement, the affiant recalled meeting
MIDAMI in mid-October 1931 and addressing him on these points, and 
received in reply substantially those answers. MIHAMI advised him 
that the policy of the WAKATSUKX Cabinet was to remain within the 
principles of the Mine Power Pact, limiting the effect of the Mukden 
Incident, and maintaining friendly relations with the League of 
Rations.
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32890 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF KAWABS, Torashiro
BY MRo BROOKS

The witness Identified, and verified Exhibit 2588 ae his
affidavit.

32892 * The affidavit stated that the witness was the senior 
member of the Second Section (in charge of operations) of the 
General Staff from Apr. 1929 to Jan. 1932. Referring to the series 
of telegram copies contained in Exhibits 3422-A to P, he affirmed 
that B, D, F, L, M and N were correct copies drafted by his section 
and sent to the Kwantung Army Commander or his C/S under the name 
of the Chief of General Staff or Vice Chief. The telegram in NEtt 
was received by the General Staff from the Kwantung Army and he

32893 remembered reading it at the time. * Although C, G, H, X, J and K 
dealt with matters not under the jurisdiction of the General Staff, 
he was acquainted with the fact that they were sent from the War 
Ministry to the Kwantung Army because of the business contact 
between the Ministry and General Staff.

When shown Exhibit 3422-A to P, he identified them as 
true copies of the ones mentioned in his affidavit.

32894 * The affidavit continued and stated that the witness was 
a staff officer of the Kwantung Army from Aug. 1934 to March 1936 
and Chief of the Second Section in charge of Intelligence from 
Aug. 1935 within that period. Lt. Col. TANAKA, Byukichi was his 
subordinate as a staff officer attached to the Second Section.

in Dec. 1934 MINAM1 arrived as Commander of the Kwantung 
Army and Ambassador plenipotentiary to Manchukuo, and gave frequent 
instructions, the majority of which were à 'ted by the witness.
The two ideas which consistently ran through these instructions were 
respect for and assistance to independent Manchukuo, and self- 
reflection and elimination of the vain feeling of Japanese superiority. 
The witness remembered that whenever these two were contained in the 
draft of an instruction, he could obtain MXNAMX's signature without

32895 hitch. * Not only was that the sentiment of MXKAMI but all working 
under him that Manchukuo would secure her international status
as an independent country. At that time the Kwantung Army held 
maintenance of peace and order within Manchukuo as the primary duty 
under the protocol. Troops were put in extremely dispersed posi
tions and were inadequate for defense against danger from outside 
Manchukuo and even more inadequate for an offensive against the 
USSR or China.
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Page In May 1935, War Minister HAYASHI came to Manchuria to
inspect army conditions. About that time the UME2U- Ho Yin-Chin 
Agreement was concluded la North China. The newspaper reports on 
these events were full of falsehood. Regarding Exhibit 2206-A, 
the article to the effect that War Minister HAYASHI reiterated in

32896 Mukden that the North China problem • was to be handled by the 
Kwantung Army, was entirely fabrication. In view of the state 
systems of command and duties of the Kwantung and North China 
Armies, HAYASHI would never have made such a statement. The 
article that MINAMI issued secret instructions to the Kwantung 
Army to hold themselves ready to pour into China iras also false.
Such instructions could not be given without a Supreme Command 
Directive which would surely have been brought to the witness' 
notice. The article that the Kwantung Army moved 5000 troope 
from Mukden to Shanhalkwan was also false. That army was in such 
condition that it was inconceivable to concentrate so many troops 
at one spot.

The article that the army requested Prince Toh of Inner 
Mongolia to move his capital tc a place 180 miles north of Palling-

32897 miao * was also false.

Besides these items and with regard to matters not directly 
connected with the Kwantung Army, he found many canards which were 
totally beyond his experience and knowledge of the Japanese army. 
While he was a Kwantung Army staff officer, that army never issued 
anything like an ultimatum to China or brought similar pressure to 
bear.

Referring to TANAKA's testimony that during MINAMI's 
tenure as kwantung Army Commander, two brigades were sent to the 
demilitarized zone south of the Croat Wall (T. 20118 to 119), 
there was no such fact. As to his testlmo that two battalions 
of cavalry were sent to Chahar (T. 20118) he had no recollection

32898 of such a case. * The only incidents he remembered was a small 
unit moving into the demilitarized zone in the beginning of the 
svunmer of 1935. About one or two companies of the 7th Division 
operating against a strong bandit force near the Jehol frontier 
crossed Into the zone in pursuit but Immediately withdrew.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. W00LW0RTH

The witness stated that in 1935 the main strength of the 
Kwantung Army was composed of one mixed and one mechanised brigade

32699 with a total strength of about 30,000 • under Lt. Coneral KAWACISHI, 
The witness did not recall if in May 1935 KAWA0ISHI moved a part 
of the brigade cohsisting of one infantry regiment and one artillery
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Page company beyond the Great Wall, and he did not believe such a thin,* 
happened and teas in a position to know what was going on,

32900 * He did not recall if in early June 1935 the mixed brigade 
was mobilized at the Great Wall. He knew of a place called Kupelkou 
but did not recall if the brigade was mobilised there. A Bked when 
they were mobilized if not in June, he replied that he did not recall 
that the brigade was erer mobilized by the order of the Kwantung Army 
or if it was ever concentrated there.

32901 * He knew General KAWAGISHI and considered him honest. Asked 
if KAWAGISHI stated that his brigade was concentrated at Kupeikon in 
June 1935 on Kwantung Army orders, if he would believe him, he repli «d 
that if convincing proof of euch ordere were given, he would believe 
it but he presently did not recall such orders ever having been issued.

Reference waB made to the statement in the affidavit regard
ing the newspaper article that HAYASH1 stated that the North China 
Army was to be handled by the Kwantung Army as an entire fabrication. 
The witness was asked if North rhin& Army were substituted for

32903 Kwantung Army, if it would still be a fabrication * and he stated 
that even if "North China" were substituted it would not be right,.
He had never heard of instructions given by Japanese Army Commanders 
without a directive from central supreme command. He knew that the 
Korean Army was moved into Manchuria without orders from the Supreme 
Command. He vas not mistaken when he stated that articles to tne 
effect that MINAMX issued instructions to the Kw&ntung Army were 
false because they could not be given without a directive from the 
Supreme Command.

32904 * > jked if it were not true that there had been cases oi
troops being moved without euch authority, he stated that the 
measure taken by the Korean Army Commander at the time of the outbreak 
of the Manchurian Incident was extremely ex..uordinary and could be 
called an exception. The witness believed M1NAMI was familiar with 
the general figures and general disposition of the Kwantung Army 
troops. If MINAMI stated that there were 60,000 troops in the Army 
between 1934 and 1936, the witness would believe his statement.
Aeked if he read MINAMI's statement that there were 60,000 troops 
there while he was on his staff, if he would admit he was mistaken 
when he said 30,000, he replied that when the question was asked

52905 in regard to Kwantung Army numerical strength, • he spoke of the 
number of dltisionr and other unite and the approximate numerical 
strength such as, a cumber of divisions would represent, speaking 
from memory; but besides the unite mentioned, there were technical 
unitB, communication units, etc. and other special units, and if 
these were counted, it was quite true that the total numbor would 
come to more than 30,000.
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329Ö8 * The witness was quoted a part of exhibit 2207*

the interrogation of MINAMI (T. 15735), in which MINAI.'I 
stated that he tool: command of the Kwantung Army in 1934, 
remaining in command one year and three months, and having

32909 about sixty thousand troops under him. * The witness was 
asked if there were sixty thousand troops in Manchuria, as 
riNAMI had stated, and if it was not so that the Kwantung 
Army was not in such condition at the time as it was 
inconceivable to concentrate so many troops at one spot.
The witness explained that when, in his affidavit, he spoke 
of the difficulty of making any troop concentration, he was 
not making any comparison of numerical strength. Even 
though the number of troops under the Kwantung Army 
commander at that time was sixty thousand, it was under

32910 * the circumstances extremely difficult even to concentrate 
combat troops to the extent of 5»000.

In pursuance of KINAKI's strong desire, troops 
were dispersed in North and Central Manchuria, and in the 
light of the circumstances a numerical strength of 000, 
about half a division, was lifficult to concentrate quickly 
in one spot. It was not impossible if a commander made a 
decisive decision and took unreasonable measures to bring 
about such a concentration. The Kwantung Army commander 
could not have done it unless he abandoned the policy he 
had set forth.

The witness stated he thought the accused UEEZU 
was in command of the North China garrison during 1935» 
but toward the end of the year he thought there was a 
change to General TADA. Asked if he knew what représenta-

32911 * tions UÎ 3ZU made to the Chinese authorities prior to th\ 
UTEZU-Ho Agreement, he replied he did not know. He had 
stated that MINAMI gave instructions to his officers and 
men, particularly in respect to assistance to independent 
Kanchukuo.

32912 * He had testified that MINAMI was against going 
beyond the Great ’'Tall and gaining further territory in 
China. Asled if he was familiar with MINAMI's career 
after he left command of the Kwantung Army and became 
Governor-General of Korea, he replied only in bare outline, 
but. could not sneak with confidence. After MINAMI left the 
Kwantung Army and the witness was transferred from the 
Kwantung Army, MINAKI and he lost contact, and his knowledg 
of !*INAPI's activities since were only through newspaper 
reports, etc.

(The attention of the Tribunal was called to exhibit 8437).
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF ONC Rokuichlro, 
by Mr. Brooks.

32919 * The witness identified exhibit 3435 as his
32920 affidavit and verified it. * The affidavit-.stated that on 

5 August 19 3 6, he was appointed Director-General for 
Political Affairs of the Government-General of Korea, 
holding the post until 29 May 1942, and during his tenure 
the Governor-General V/as MINAMI.

The governor-general was merely a civilian, and 
not entitled to deal with military affairs, w! ich were 
within the competence of the Commander of the Korea Army, 
who was directly under the-Emperor's control and not under 
the .jurisdiction of the governor-general. POY/ matters 
were under the army's jurisdiction, and the government- 
general never concerned itself with them.

In exhibit 1973, there were words to the effect 
that the government-general and the army were both strongly 
desirous of interning POV/s i . Korea, but there was no such 
case on the part of the government-general. All the witness 
remembered was that the Korean Army requested them to find 
some accommodation for PO’Ys if they were brought to Korea. 
The government-general had no concern with the purpose of 

3292I this. * Soon after, in May 1942, MÏNAMI and the witness
resigned and returned b0 Tokyo, arid he did not know whether 
POWs were interned in Korea or the condition of their 
treatment.

THERE -’IAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE 'VITNESS.
Exhibit 3436. the affidavit of MITARAI, Tatsuo, 

32922 stated * that the affiant had long bo* "connected with 
various newspapers, especially as a critic of Japanese 
political circles. He had known MINAMI intimately for 
twenty years, and was called into constant consultation 
with him in early March 1945, when he was asked to become 
President of the Japan Political Society. After his 
appointment, the witness became his secretary.

The creation of the society was promoted by a 
committee of influential citizens, who pressed upon 
MINAMI and the witness the urgent need of its creation. 
They said that although the IRAA made its appearance 
advocating a new political structure, its character had 
been so frequently changed that it became a mere adminis
trative organ of the government.
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32923 * The IRAA mainly consisted of members of .oth 

houses, and was crippled as a political party because it 
ignored the method of being in touch with the public.
This situation, coupled with unfavorable aspects of the 
war. brought severe discontent and grave misgivings among 
people and political circles. Immediate attention had to 
be Riven to creating a political party which would act for 
and be managed by the people. This was the outline of 
policy which governed the society after MINAKI accepted 
the presidency.

The distinct features of the Japan Political 
Society as different from IRAA or IRAPA were that the 
society never had connection with the government, as it 
did not cater to the wishes of bureaucrats and militarists 
and encountered interference from such quarters. In 
accordance with this policy, the society put its main 
strength to direct contact with the people. Within three

32924 * months after its creation chapters were established in 
35 prefectures, with more than 3500 members. The society 
received no financial aid r ’om the government, all expenses 
being defrayed by members and contributions. Contrary to 
the initial plan for the head office to subsidize chapters, 
not only every one of them dispensed with the proposition, 
but many offered donations to the head office.

Under these circumstances, it might seem curious 
that a retired general should be installed as president. 
However, committee members who approached MIV-MAI with the 
offer of the presidency thought the purpose of the society 
could be carried out only by one whose popularity and 
ability w.uld enable him to take a clear stand vis-a-vis 
the government and military authorities. KINAL'I, because 
of his record, was thought the very '"'»n. On the other hand, 
the witness knew I-INAKI's pet theory, onat no military man 
should participate in politics, and knew that he declined

32925 * the recommendation to the presidency of IRAPA the 
previous year.

In the case of the Japan Political Society, the 
committee took every means to persuade KINAKI, notwith
standing his repeated refusals, and they finally succeeded 
in obtaining his agreement on the strength of the good 
offices of Privy Council President SUZUKI, Kantaro. Thus, 
he was nominated president on 30 "arch, 1945. Four months 
later, on August 9, UINAri met SUZUKI, who was then Premier, 
and advised him to accept the terms of the Potsdam Declara
tion, and henceforth MINAMI and the Society strove to unite 
public opinion, and upon the surrender he resigned and the 
Society dissolved.
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32926 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
32927 3437 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

witness was Chief of the Investigation Section of the 
Board of Decorations. When he was shown the record of 
offices held by MINAMI 'Exhibit 117), he noted that MINAKI 
was appointed Councillor (Zitaikan) (Cabinet). By comparing 
with the Japanese original, the corresponding Japanese
word in parenthesis should be "Gijokan", meaning that kind 
of councillor of the Board of Decorations.

The duty of a Gijokan is to confer and agree on 
the propriety of investiture or divestiture of orders of 
merit, decorations, etc., in accordance with regulations. 
The council was conducted under the supervision of the 
President of the Board of Decorations, by circulating a 
writing among the councillors whenever a case arose for 

32928 investing or divesting decorations. * It was therefore
outside the scope of their duty to participate in political 
or military affairs, and they had nothing whatever to do 
with them. This kind of councillor was appointed by the 
Emperor, and was entirely different from a "Cabinet 
Councillor".

When he had been shown IPS Document 0001, he 
found it said that on 9 February, 1933» MINAMI became a 
Cabinet Councillor and remained so until 10 December 1934.
It seemed that such statements were mistaken, because the 
records of his Board registers that MINAKI served as a 
Gijokan from 9 February 1934 to the beginning of 1936.
This document also describes MINAMI as having been decorated 
on 29 April, 1940, for services in China Affairs, but 
according to the records of his Board no decoration was 
awarded him on that date, except a pair of silver sake 
cups.

THERE WAS NO CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS
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OPENING STATEMENT EY MR. COLE
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accused YETC in Shanghai in 193-', "here he had been sent 
from Tokyo at the request of the British Ambassador to 
China, and with the concurrence of Japan he settled certain 
questions prejudicing good relations between British and 
Japanese authorities in Shanghai. Ï/UTO was then on the 
staff of the accused KATA, the C-.in-C, and was instrumental 
under HATA1s orders in effecting noticeable improvement in 
relations.

Army delegation from North China which came to Tokyo for 
the conference to discuss and settle the Tientsin crisis. 
Although military authorities had been overruled by 
Premier HIRANUMA in their desire to hold the conference in 
Tientsin, they accepted the situation and did their best to 
make the conference a success. LÎUTC frequently explained 
to the affiant that the army's business was the security 
of"their troops, and that economic questions at the confer-

32943 ^ence concerned their security. He was anxious to return 
to his military duties and desired to see a speedy and 

, successful outcome. The affiant reported his attitude to 
the British Ambassador, and an account of the affiant's 
farewell interview with KLTrO in which he expressed good 
wishes for the conference's success appeared in the 
Tondon Times.

In the summer of 1939, KUTO headed the Japanese
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NISHIURA, Susumu, 
by Mr. Cole.

* The witness identified and verified exhibit
3439 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 
witness, after his graduation from the Military College 
in I93O, was in the Military Administration Section of 
the Military Affairs bureau, except for about three years 
from October 19311 immediately after the outbreak of the 
T’anchurian Incident to December 1944, and was officer in 
charge of estimate and organization affairs, Senior Section 
Adjutant and chief of the section. While in service he 
was engaged in the study of revisions of the War Ministry 
Organization. During his tenure, no director of the MAB 
ever deviated from the authorized limits of that position.

Military Administration Section and the Military Affairs 
Section, and in addition there was the Press Section. 
Originally there were six bureaus in the Y/ar Ministry, 
Personnel Affairs, Militär-1' Affairs, Ordinance, Intendance, 
Medical Affairs, and Judicial Affairs, but in 1926 the 
Equipment Bureau was, established. In 1936 the Military 
Service Bureau was established and made separate. Only 
the business formerly handled by the Administration 
Section remained under the MAB, and was divided Into the 
Military Administration Section and the Military Affairs 
Section. Other matters were transferred to the Military 
Service Bureau, such as Morale and Discipline, MP duties, 
etc. These matters were entirely apart from the MAB from 
that time on.

united with the Information Section under the Supreme 
Command. As the Bureau of Intelligence of the Cabinet was 
strengthened, it took over most of the remaining matters 
* that had formerly been~announced by the Ministry; and 
information matters announced through the latter became 
very few.

became smaller. Prior, it had been customary to ask the 
ODinion of the Director of the MAB on personnel matters, 
but after TOJO became War Minister the practice was dis
continued. Under the general rule of the ordinance 
relating to the organization of ministries, the director 
of the TAB had the same authority as all other bureau 
directors.

32948 The main provisions of the M B  » were the

In 1937 also the Intelligence Division was

Through these changes the activities of the MAB
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principal matters on their own opinion, but their duuy was 
to administer under the minister's direction, and all hcd 
equal responsibility. It was completely wrong to say that 
the director of the FAB had c vj special authority.

32950 * The verb "rental-suru" or "to give rental" 
meant only approving a decision by a competent bureau by 
affixing one's seal on tie understanding that one had no 
objection so far as matters within his bureau or section's 
jurisdiction was concerned. It did not mean that one who 
gave "rental" to a certain plan undertook joint respons-

* ibility for its contents beyond his authority as defined 
in the official organization.

The 7/ar Minister and Vice-Minister asked each 
director's opinion on pertinent matters, and no more 
importance was attached to the opinion of the director of 
the TAB than to others. It was not rare when the opinion 
of that director -'»as disregarded and the opinions of 
others adopted. It was an army rule that once a superior 
decided a matter, subordinates must be absolutely obedient. 
The soldier's demanding release from office if he disagreed 
with his superior's orders could never be approved in the 
system and organization of the army.

32951 * The War Minister, Chief of the General Staff, 
and Inspector-General took over portions of the central 
business unon themselves. Each bureau took over a share 
of matters under the control of the War Minister. Those 
matters under any one bureau were strictly limited and 
could no* extend beyond the Minister's authority, although 
"organization" was mentioned as a function of the Military 
Administration Section, which did not mean that army 
organization could be- decided by th section alone. In 
reality, the right to draft organization plans originally 
belonged to the General Staff, and as a practical matter 
the General Staff made plans regarding organization, 
merely asking for the Minister's counsel.

Most matters mentioned as the War Ministry's 
responsibility arose from demands of the Chief of Staff. 
During the China Incident and during the Pacific War these

32952 * demands were varied and more numerous, including requests 
on current problems from the standpoint of home affairs
or foreign relations. These requests were first received 
by the FAB and transmitted to the proper bureau for 
consideration, and afterwards reply was made by the War 
Minister's order. Some matters did not go through the 
FAB at all*
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War T'inistry and the General Staff, and often it was 
necessary to repeat consultations and negotiations.
There were many demands from the General Staff which 
concerned ministries other than the War Ministry, and in 
such matters the ministry negotiated with the ministries 
concerned. For instance, it negotiated with the Finance 
Ministry through the Intendance Bureau; for materials, 
with thr Planning Board or Munitions Ministry through the 
Equipment Bureau; and as for foreign affairs, with the 
Foreign Ministry through the MAB.

As a minister of state, the War Minister was 
compelled to be aware of political and diplomatic activity

32953 * and as an official concerned with army matters he had 
also to be completely a soldier, but since the Chief of 
Staff had the highest responsibility concerning the army, 
it was his highest duty to give consideration to winning 
victory in war. Thus there was often sharp conflict 
between the Chief of Staff and the War Minister. It was 
the duty of the Chief of th- MAB to negotiate with the 
General Staff in such disputes and represent the General 
Staff in dealing with other agencies in some matters.

Many War Ministry officers also held concurrent 
offices in connection with Imperial Headquarters. It was 
decided also that the War Minister, with some of his 
subordinates, should participate in Imperial Headquarter's 
Conferences, as occasion demanded. However, reality 
there was no change in their true relationship. Directors 
of the MA3 and the Personnel Affairs Bureau who did not 
hold concu ’rent posts with Imperial Headquarters were 
simply ordered to be "attendants" of the War Minister at 
the conferences. Most officials confined themselves to

32954 * the work of their own offices in tl „ Ministry, and 
attended Headquarters Conferences only in urgent circum
stances. Though the Director of the MAB, as well as the 
Vice-Minister and Director of the Personnel Affairs Bureau 
were attendants of the War Minister, he did not participate 
in such conferences in any degree, but merely made prelim
inary arrangements for the Minister and attended to detail 
work after such conferences as the War Minister attended. 
With regard to operations, attendants such as the Director 
of the MAB were given only such information by Headquarters 
Staff officers as applied to their particular offices.
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32955 * Under the Military Administration Section .;ere 

matters concerning main lines of national defense. It had 
no power to decide main policies, but rather to harmonize 
and coordinate matters handled by various bureaus and 
sections. When consultation between the,latter resulted 
in disagreement, the section had no power to settle the 
dispute, but merely to arbitrate and counsel. Matters of 
national defense tactics were the exclusive concern of the 
Chiefs of the General Staffs, and this was also true in 
other routine affairs. If plans involved appropriations 
and material, consultation was had with the War and Navy 
Ministers. In the case of an agreed plan, each bureau 
went about its own particular business.

One matter under the charge of the Military 
Affairs Section was “matters concerning the national defense 
policy in general". This might be understood to mean that 
that bureau had authority to make final decision on matters 
of defense policy, but the contrary was true. Each bureau

32956 * transacted its business In accordance with the policies 
of the Chief of Staff and War Minister. This business 
often involved matters originally under offices other than 
the War Minister. If such matters were taken up independ
ently with bureaus concerned, confusion would result and 
it was thus necessary to have some one office coordinate.
This was the business of the Military Affairs Section.

The Military Administration Sectii”1 had duties 
in connection with budget matters. It was the duty of 
the P-ymaster's Section of the Intendance Bureau to collect 
data on i.he requirements of bureaus and sections to formulate 
an over-all budget and apportion allowed sums. The duty 
of the Administration Section was t-- do its best to adjust 
the organization and application of uudget business of 
other bureaus and sections to the requirements of national 
defense as set by the General Staff.

32957 * Failure to handle the appropriation properly 
within the War Ministry often resulted in failure to meet 
General Staff demands. The section, however, could never 
intentionally interrupt a General Staff plan, for the 
latter was thoroughly familiar with the amount and distribu
tion of appropriations. In such case, decisive power was
in the Minister, and never in the Chief of the MAB.
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The Chief of the MAB automatically held ocher 
posts ex-officio, one such being Chief Secretary of the 
Supreme War Council. His duties were only secretarial in 
nature. He had no voice in discussions, nor the right to 
vote. He did nothing more than keeping minutes.

Another concurrent duty was to act as secretary 
of Joint Headquarters Government Liaison Conferences. It 
was agreed that the Chiefs of the MAB in the War and 
Navy Ministries * and the Cabinet Secretary should act as 
secretaries. Their only duty was to distribute the necess
ary papers and deal with documents acted upon. They had no 
right to participate in discussions. The same situation 
existed in the case of conferences before the Throne.

The Chief of the MAB also held posts as a member 
of Cabinet Committees or in committees of other ministries, 
but this was true of all bureau chiefs and done to bring 
about close coordination. Resolutions of such committees 
were not binding on the ministry involved, and as a 
practical matter those name'* to the committees were 
rarely present, and usually represented by proxy.

There was no direct connection between the Privy 
Council and the MAB. When the V/ar Minister was required 
to attend, the chief of the MAB or one of his subordinates 
attended, solely for explaining, if called upon, specific 
and technical details.

* With regard to attending Diet sessions, usually 
represntatives from all ministries concerned were there.
Not only the Parliamentary Vice-Minister and Councillor, 
but also the Vice-Minister, Chier of the MAB, Chief of the 
Accounting and Supply Bureau, and sometimes other bureau 
chiefs were appointed "commissioners^ o.nd charged with 
♦explaining or answering questions about matters before the 
Diet. Such duties were not policy-making.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY Mr. Freeman,
Counsel for SATO.

The witness acknowledged that he had stated in 
his affidavit he was in the Administrative Section of the 
MAB continuously with the exception of three years from 

3296O October 1931 to December 1934. * The witness was reminded
that the witness TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified, CT.14287), 
that protests received from Allied powers by the Foreign 
Office relative to the treatment of POV/s were routed 
directly to the MAB. The witness stated that such matters 
were not handled in his section.

Page

32958

32959
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Page The witness was told that TANAKA also testifiedthat the MAB prepared all replies to such protests. The witness stated that neither he nor his section ever prepared a reply to such protests. The witness was told that TANAKA also testified (T.29051) that there were junior officers In the Military Administration Section of the IfAB who held extreme views relative to the execution of 

the Doolittle fliers. The witness stated there were no members of his section who wished the execution of any or all of the fliers.
32961 * The witness was reminded that when asked by the prosecution to name subordinates within the ministry who favored execution, TANAKA named Colonel OTSUKI of the Administration Section, who, he said, came to him several times urging severe punishment. Asked if there was any such colonel by the name of OTSUKI In his section during 1942, he replied there was no officer by that name In the section during that year. An officer by the name of OTSUKI, Akira, at one time served In the Administration Section, but just prior to the outbreak of the Pacific War he was transferred outside Japan, and the witness did not thinkhe served In any post in Japan during the course of the war. He thought OTSUKI was transferred to Saigon.

The witness was reminded that in his affidavit he had stated that many officers In the ministry concurrently 
held offices In connection with Imperial Headquarters, and that directors of the MAB and the Personnel Affairs

32962 Bureau * attended Imperial Conferences only as attendants of the minister and did not participate In them, but only made preliminary arrangements for the minister. The witness stated that by this he meant to state that the attendants had no voice In decisions reached at Headquarters, and actually the two directors atter ■* d only In an advisory capacity to the minister.
Policies and regulations relative to the treatment of POWs were drafted by the POW Administration Bureau.

32963 * (The attention of the Tribunal was called to Transcript page 16966).
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. LOPEZ.

The witness stated that throughout his long connection with the HAB he never attended a meeting of the Supreme War Council. He did attend a meeting of the Chief Secretary of the Privy Council to explain matters on tte agenda.
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329^4 * He was not able to attend any meeting of

Imperial Headquarters. These meetings were held at times 
within the Palace, and at times at Headquarters. The 
Privy Council met within the Palace, as did the Supreme 
V/ar Council. He had been in the room where the latter 
were ^eld wl en the conference was not in session. He

32965 * had never attended liaison conferences, but 1 new they 
were held in a certain room in the Palace.

32966 * Exhibit 3440, an article in the "Japan Times 
and Rail." re speech made by MUTO at a session of the 
committee of accounts of the House of Representatives on 
19 Parch, I94O, showed that in the speech KUTO stated he 
supported the opinion of committeeman HAPAJI. It was the 
attitude for the Japanese to take in surmounting the 
emergency. lie was of the opinion that they must have the 
spirit of leadership commonly needed for attaining its

3^967 purpose. * It was, as already stated by 7/ar Minister
TERÄrcri in the Diet, essential to oust individualism and 
liberalism which would attach too much importance to 
personal interests. Looking over the present international 
situation, all nations were attaching importance to a 
national standard. They were carrying on economic trans
actions with one another with nations as the unit. This 
had progressed to a "bloc" economy. Each attached import
ance to the nation as a unit in competition rather than 
personal gains in an economic race.

T.'UTO stated he was firmly convinced that it was 
impossible to unite and give full swing to Japan's strengt; 
to see hei through the emergency so long as greater Import
ance was attached to personal interests. Regarding total
itarianism, TERAUCHI once stated tha! ''hey must depend 
thoroughly on totalitarianism, attaching importance to

3296° * patriotism. FTTTO wondered if the principle of Japanese
national policy would not be satisfactory for this.

It was his firm conviction that if all would 
unite, based on the nation more than the individual, total 
strength would be unified and give full swing. Should 
political parties be neglectful of national affairs and 
cling to their own interests, this would not be allowable, 
If government officials should swing to self-complacency, 
they should reflect and reform. As for the armed forces, 
should there be any points that should be criticized,
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He firmly believed that the Japanese should fully 
realize a sense of nationalism and act in concert with one 
another. * If political parties, government officials, 
military authorities, and all others would reflect and 
amend themselves, closely cooperating with each other and 
realizing national policy, he was hopeful of the future and 
believed the emergency would be seen through. If there 
should still be political parties clinging to their own 
interests, they ought to reflect. If they refused, he 
believed legal measures should be taken to have them 
dissolved.

It had been mentioned that for close cooperation 
the military were too powerful, but it could not be said 
that the military was too strong for fighting an enemy. It 
was probably kept in mind that the army was too high-handed 
in uniting and cooperating, but in this connection KUTO

32970 * believed that there was much discussion that the military 
interfered in politics, but perfect understanding must be 
reached by both the military and politicians to bring the 
war to a successful conclusion. In the case of one who was 
a general and politician at the same time, things would be 
In agreement; but under the present national structure 
Doliticians take charge of politics, generals lead military 
forces, and were quite separate. If politicians should 
understand the military in every respect, the latter would 
be able to devote itself to its own affairs.

This, however, was impossible, so for the military 
to say they would like to have certain things done to see 
a successful prosecution of the war was only natural. I5UT0 
was convii oed that if they would read but one page of the 
science of war, the committee would be in complete agreement 
with him and not ask further questions, particularly so in 
modern war, where they were forced t. concentrate all-out 
national energy.

The army held a keen interest on even a trifling 
matter, for if there should occur a rice shortage it would

32971 threaten stabilization and have far-reading effects in 
the leadership of the war. The same would be true in the 
case of the sabotage of a single laborer. Consequently, the 
army hoped the committee would fully understand that they 
had to ask for certain things to be done, and took a keen 
interest in every particular of both politics and economics.

Page
32969
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* MUTO did not believe this was interference in 
politics. To work cooperatively, he believed one should 
speak out his opinion. If the will or indication of the 
military were to be mistaken as too strong, political 
parties or government officials should frankly give their 
opinions without hesitation.

He wondered if the case was not that the military 
was too strong but that political parties were too weak.
He did exoress his views, but the point was that they should 
fully realize the mission of Imperial Japan, take full 
cognizance of the emergency and exchange frank opinions to 
arrive at an agreement.

He quite agreed to the suggestion of committeeman 
HAFAJI in which he had stressed that the military should 
* always act in close concert with political parties.

As to HAMAJI's advice to the army about relations 
between the militarists and merchants, the other day, the 
l a r  Minister simultaneously with the budget decision of 
the Cabinet, informed all iorces that every single penny 
or item should be used with care. Everything was being 
handled with this attitude, and MUTO was hopeful of there 
not being any mistakes.
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32c<79 * Exhibit 3441, the affidavit of James Edward Wa^sh,

stated that the affiant was a Catholic Bishop affiliated wj-Mi 
the Catholic Foreign Mission Society and at the time of the 
occurrences related in the affidavit he v/as Superior General 
of the society.

In late November, 1940, Father Drought and the af
fiant were in Japan and were asked by foreign minister 
MATSUOKA If they would take a message to Washington to the 
effect that Japan wished to negotiate a peace agreement.

329PO MATSUOKA was not very definite about the terms, * but they 
were told by other government officials that Japan prooosed 
as basic terms to guarantee to nullify participation in the 
Axis Pact, if not public repudiation, at least in some de
finite manner that would be effective and said guarantee to 
recall all military forces from China and restore China’s 
geographical and political integrity.

Other conditions v/ere to be explored and agreed unon 
and these economic in nature These were discussed also by 
MATSUOKA to somé extent, but at greater length by other gov
ernment representatives among whom was IJAWA, the unofficial 
representative of the then Premier KGNOYE.

32981 * Father Drought and the affiant agreed to take the 
message Drovided that some assurance would be forthcoming 
from army and navy representatives regarding Japanese unan
imity in reaching an agreement and carrying it. out. The 
affiant’s diary recorded that Drought and he were introduced 
to the accused MUTO by IKAV'A on 27 December 1940, MUTO was

32982 then chief af the bureau of military affairs. * MTITO at the 
interview did not appear to sneak English and accordingly 
IKAWA translated for him. The affiant made no record of the 
conversation at the time but recalled stinctly that the 
substance of what MUTO said was that he and his army asso
ciates were in accord with the efforts to reach a peace agree 
ment, and that he wou* d do all in his power to further and 
assist such efforts,

From the interview Drought and the affiant received 
the impression that MUTO was pledging himself to concurrence 
In the proposed undertaking. The affiant did not recall 
that the actual terms of the proposed agreement being dis
cussed with MUTO, although they may have been. The inter
view lasted for less than one-half hour. The conversation

32983 was leisurely, but he possessed * no distinct recollection
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as to whether the terms were discussed. The affiant sc.-'med to 
recall that Drought had seen some navy representative a ft. 
days previously and had a similar assurance on the navy's be 
half. It had been represented, chiefly by IKAWA and others, 
that the peace proposals had not only the concurrence of KONOYE 
but were largely of his initiation. They were told that they 
would be taken to see KONOYE before leaving.

32984 * The evening before their ship was to sale on 28
December 1940, they were taken to the premier's office, but 
he was out at the time and they didn't see him. Drought and 
the affiant, on arriving in New York, got in touch with sec
retary of state Hull to arrange for their explaining the pro
posals to Roosevelt and on 23 January 1941 they explained the 
matter to the president, Hull, and postmaster general Walker. 
After the meeting Roosevelt and Hull thanked them and said 
they would take the matter under advisement.

The affiant believed that shortly after the United 
States entered into conversations with Japanese represent.a-

3298‘,> tives relative to the mattei. * In June, 1941, the witness
went again to Japan for a visitation of Maryknoll missioners 
in Japan and Korea. He arrived on June 19, completed visit
ations in Japan and Korea and washed to proceed to Manchuria, 
but was informed in Korea he would not be allowed to proceed 
and no reason was given by the local police.

He returned to Japan where he was sought out by IKAWA, 
who had been sent to Washington to take part 1.. the peace con
versations. IKAY/A informed the affiant that the o*?ace pro
posals had encountered difficulties but there was still some 
hope. He asked the affiant if he would lend his assistance 
particularly in trying to get messages to and from the State 
Department in Washington and the Amer 'n Embassy in Tokyo.
The affiant replied he would do so if the embassy approved.

32987 * This was in late August 1941. On consulting charge
d' affairs Eugene Dooman at the American Embassy he 7/as ad
vised his cooperation might prove useful and understood Dooman 
had consulted Grew and had obtained his approval. IKA'.YA and 
the affiant spent two months in facilitating the exchange of 
information and messages between Japan and the United States. 
The many messages for the State Department forwarded through 
the affiant were sent by him by cablegram under his own name 
and in plain English, but concealed under missionary phrase
ology to B’ather Drought in New York for transmission to Stat..> 
Department officials. All messages for the embassy were taken
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there personally by the af'fi.tnî. and given to Dcoman oi-cTly.
321*37 * IKAWA awake » -ui tie affiant early one morning at his hotv. 1 

aril said it. would he safer If they would change their place 
of residence, explaining that some extremist elements might 
make trouble* The affiant understood him to refer to milit
aristic and pro-Nazi elements in the government and army*
The affiant distinctly recalled IKAWA*s statement that MUTO 
was protecting their activities and would continue to do so 
to the best of his ability. However, XKAWA said it was not 
possible 00 safeguard them against every eventuality, and 
so the;/ removed from • • b* a..crlil ta to Kamakura, where he con
tinued for another month to transmit messages.

he never saw MUTO during this period nor again at 
any time. On 14 October 194-1 the affiant was asked by IKAWA 
if he would fake another message from premier KONOYE to

32988 Roosevelt. '* The affiant referred the matter to Dooman, who 
later advised him that after consulting Grew the embassy 
approved. KONOYE recited the message to the affiant in 
Japanese and It was translated by cabinet secretary ITO. The 
message was a short statement reaffirming the desire of the 
Jananese to conclude the peace agreement. Its real intent, 
as he was given to understand by IKAYm and ITO, was to intim
ate that the r.ressure of events on the Japanese government 
was such that it would not. be able to negotiate much longer 
but would have to re non an agreement very soon or not at 
all.

ire autant 
randum to Hull. I K a 
Jaoanese plane that 
day, telling him it 
the affiant a nafe-c: 

32089 * The affiant was al 
if it should become 
sages. There vas no 
MUTO enabled the aff 
to Hongkong, prépara 
message«

tried tc make this clear j.t his memo- 
/WA then gave the affiant a ticket on a 
iva.i to leave for Canton, China, the next 
had been secured by MUTO. He also gave 
enduet letter from MUTO signed by him. 
so giv**n a code .- .0 for MUTO to be us an
necessary to refer to him in later mes- 
doubt that the safe-conduct letter of 
iant to proceed .successfully from Tokyo 
lory 1.0 reaching Washington with his

He left Tokyo on Ip October 1941 and when the ularie 
arrived in Fikm \* \ , ifficials appeared bent on making him 
turn back, until bo .codueed MUTO's letter. The same thing 
haooened later ir Canton. 'While In Canton he learned that 
KONOYE had resigned. He cabled IKAWA in Tokyo, asking if 
there had been any change in policy or attitude that would 

7,2990 affect the validity of the message. * IKAWA replied that
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MUTO gave assurance there had been no change. The affiant oro- 
ceeded to Washington and delivered KONOYE’s message to Hull 
about 15 November 194-1.

32992 * Exhibit 3441A, the letter of safe conduct for Bishop
Walsh dated 14 October 1941 to all military and civil author
ities concerned, stated that Mr, Walsh, who bore the letter,was 
making the trip to Canton with a special message and any court
esy shown him would be greatly appreciated. It was signed by 
MUTO.

32992 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF IWAKÜRO, Hideo
By Mr, Cole

The witness identified and verified exhibit 3442 as
32993 his affidavit, *The affidavit stated that the witness, among 

other posts, served as chief of the military administration 
section in February 1939? was appointed colonel in March the 
same year; and went to Am, as the officer attached to the 
military affairs bureau to assist Ambassador NOMURA, After 
returning to Jauan in August he served first as regimental

32994 commander and then chief of the IWAKURO Organ. * His tenure 
in the military administration section was from August 193$ 
to March 1941, So he had a knowledge of diplomacy since 
external affairs affecting national defense were studied 
there.

The army’s opinion on foreign policy came from the 
national defense plan, of which the general staff was in 
charge. The general staff had the duty of collecting and 
examining military and diplomatic information and supervised 
military attaches. Army's opinion on diplomatic policy 
used to be initiated by the general staff. The military af
fairs bureau was to report matters tra ferred from the gen
eral staff to the war minister and negotiation with the for
eign minister, according to the war minister's intention. 
When any matter was proposed by the foreign minister to the 
MAB it, after transferring the matter to the general staff 
for its opinion, obtained the minister's decision and re
plied to the foreign office.

Only a few officers therefore served at the military 
affairs section of the MAB in considering diplomatic affairs 
affecting international defense.
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32995 * on 22 January 1947 TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified tl'at
the MAB sustained a consistent policy aiming at the conclusiv, •» 
of the tripartite pact and of the construction of the Greater 
East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere from the time of the ABE cab
inet* Regarding the army's attitude toward the pact, it was 
remarkably different from TANAKA's description and it was 
groundless to say that the military authorities had established 
a policy as to the construction of the Greater East Asia Co- 
Prosperity Sphere.

About the middle of October, 1939, MUTO became direc
tor of the MAB., The witness never heard from MUTO of the pro
posed tripartite alliance. MUTO did give his views frequently 
about the settlement of the China incident. As he had been 
on the China front for two years, he was well aware of the dif
ficulty of settling it. He believed jt. urgent to settle it 
and they should not only deal direct with Chiang Kai-shek 
* instead of taking the attitude of having nothing to do with 
him, but also make concessions in the terms of negotiations 
to bring about peace. He further insisted in avoiding a dis
pute with any third power.

When Germany won a victory over the British in May, 
1940, the affiant discussed it with MUTO, who sait! cnat gen
erally many people overestimated Germany's strength. The 
German army, however, would never be able to invade Britain 
across the Straits of Dover. The English were sure to rally 
through America's assistance. It was to be anticipated that 
the war would be protracted.

* Tne witness went to America in March. 1941, as an 
assistant to Ambassador NOMURA. Because NOMURA asked vice war 
minister ANAMI and chief of the gener- ’ staff SUGIYAMA to 
send an assistant, and not. on MUTO's recommendation was the 
witness sent. His main duty ?/as to assist NOMURA at large. 
Prior to going to America he made arrangements with IKAWA, 
Tadao, with a view to restoring diplomatic relations promptly 
with America. They proceeded with private negotiations with 
Bishop Walsh, Father Drought, and others in America.^ The 
witness, accordingly, oreD.ared a program of formalizing the 
negotiations.

KONOYE also expressed himself in favor of the negotia
tions. IKAWA and the witness, after going to America, reported 
this Plan to NOMURA, who readily agreed. From then on negotia
tions were entered into in line with this plan.
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32998 * On 19 Aoril 1941 the tentative olan "Draft of tn^ 

Understanding between Jaoan and America" was ■unofficially 
taken up by NOMURA and Hull and was reported to the foreign 
minister. At that time the witness wired war minister
TOJO urging to give his supnort. MUTO was delighted and sent 
the witness a telegram of thanks.

In August 1941 the witness was ordered to Japan and 
after returning home was informed by director of the MAB MUTO 
that some of the foreign minister staff were criticizing the 
presence of outsiders in connection with foreign office 
affairs. Accordingly, war minister TOJO ordered the witness 
home to get rid of a possible obstacle to further negotia
tions, The witness reported to top war minister officials 
and found his efforts were appreciated, and MUTO especially 
asked him in various ways about the prospects,

32999 * The witness answered that according to his impres
sion when he talked with Hul1 and Walker there was a full pos
sibility of bringing the negotiations to a success, MUTO was 
very delighted.

After the witness left the war ministry, his acquaint
ances in the MAB and general staff informed him that MUTO had 
made an effort to the last to conclude the negotiations,

* CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. LOPEZ
The witness stated he was attached by the MAB on 

NOMURA's s aff in Washington t o represent the army's view-
33000 Point. * The navy side was fully represented by the navy at

tache, Captain YOKGYAMA, The witness went to the United States 
in active military status in uniform d his orders were to 
assist NOMURA generally. Ke did not know whether the United 
States State Department knev; him as "Special Military Adviser" 
to NOMURA, but knew that such United States representatives
as Ballantine, Hamilton, and Hull Dlaced great importance in 
him,

33001 * The witness was not a spokesman of the government but 
one of several responsible for the initiation of negotiations. 
The witness was the actual author of the draft plan for an 
understanding. When negotiations were brought ud to the Hull- 
NOMURA levai, the witness accompanied NOMURA in the negotiations 
on several occasions, and was given the opportunity to express 
his opinion freely. He did not know whether at one time NOMURA
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requested undersecretary Wells whether the witness couiC see 
Roosevelt personally. However postmaster general Walker n. d

33002 * said that the witness and IKAWA should meet Roosevelt. He 
did not know if NOMURA made this request when the witness was 
about to leave for Japan in July, 1941. The witness stated 
that he was conscious that he was engaged in a very import
ant work but did not recall expressing the desire to 
Ballantine that he wanted to see the president.

The views the witness expréssed on the issues oend- 
ing negotiations were in accord with the general army policy,

33003 but his own personal views were also included. * Asked if 
he was being cued up from Tokyo what to do in Washington,
he replied not necessarily on minor matters. He did not re
ceive army directions with respect to any particular matters. 
He knew that the official government viewpoints were wired 
by the foreign ministry and in those reports were included 
the army's views. He did not recall receiving direct instruc
tions from the army and never received any instructions from 
military affairs bureau chie* MUTO.

The witness knew that if reports were sent to the for
eign office they would be referred to the army, but he sent 
no direct report to MUTO.

33004 * The witness recalled a con'erence with Hull, WAKA- 
SUGI, IKAWA, MATSUDAIRA, Hamilton, and Ballentine, but did 
not know whether it was on the 4th of June, 1941. This was 
probably held at the Wardman Park Hotel at 3 P«m. The wit
ness was asked if it was not a fact that at that conference
he explain d that it was entirely incorrect to assume that the 
purpose of the understanding was to enable Japan to drift 
away from the tripartite pact and that if the United States 
became involved in the European war, ... I the circumstances 
called for Japan to act under its interpretation of its obli
gations, Japan would feel obliged to discharge them, much 
as she would regret taking up arms against the United States. 
The witness replied that he thought he explained probably in 
such a manner.

33005 * Asked if he was pulled out from Washington after 
the entry of Japanese troops into FIC in July, 1941. he re
plied he did not know the reason, but because negotiations be
came difficult he wired that he would like to report the de
tails. In reply he was called back, but did not know the
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the reason. Asked If It was not true that weeks previous of 
the entry into FIC, United States representatives made reprt 
entations to him and NOMURA that the United States had re
ceived reports of Japanese intention to penetrate FIC, he re
plied he thought there were representations but he no

33006 clear * recollection of them. Asked if he and NOMURA were 
told by Hull and Wells that the move into FIC was a demonstra
tion on Japan’s part of lack of sincereity in really enter
ing into peace negotiations, he answered that that may have 
been so but he had no recollection.

He understood that because of the entry into FIC the 
United States president issued the freezing order. Negotia
tions met with more difficulty because of that entry.

33007 * When shown a document, the witness identified the
33008 seal on it * as being top secret. After reading from the
33009 document, the witness was asked * if the IWAKURO mentioned
33010 in it was not himself, and he replied it was. * The chief of 

the military affairs bureau hat sent the cable was the ac
cused MUTO.

33011 * Exhibit 3443, t'*10 telegram so sent by MUTO to the 
witness, IWAKURO, and dated 2 June 1941, stated that accord
ing to information reportedly given by Roosevelt, his aim in 
adopting a new conciliatory policy towards Japan was the trans
fer of the Pacific fleet to the Atlantic Ocean. According to 
this exolanation, the United States seemed pos essed of a 
specially strong wishful thinking that Japan would refuse to 
perform her duty of attacking the United States under the 
tripartite alliance even in case of the United States enter
ing into the war.

In his "fireside chats", Roosevelt concluded that the 
European war had already developed into a world war and 
openly stated that patrolling by the United States had been 
greatly strengthened and every possible effort should be made 
to insure that goods to England left here safely. He expressed 
praise regarding Chiang Kai-shek for his continued resistance

33012 * against Japan and stated that he was convinced of further
ance of Chiang*s resisting power. All the above was against 
Japan's wishes and this attitude should be carefully watched.

Furthermore, IWAKURO was presumably aware of foreign 
minister MATSUOKA inquiring of NOMURA regarding the report 
of Halifax to Eden that Roosevelt insinuated that in regard 
to the negotiations, different views prevailed within the
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IWAKURO was to furnish MUTO promptly for his own personal re
ference his frank opinion on the negotiations, as well a~ his 
forecast for the future,

33OI3 . * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. COLE
Asked if it were strictly correct to say that he was a 

resüresentative of the MAB, he replied the MAB had no auth
ority to send anyone abroad, and was in no position to send 
any official representative outside of Japan, In the strict 

A  sense the witness was not a representative.

/
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Page * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF YAMAMOTO, Kumaichi
By Mr. Cole

33014 The witness identified and verified exhibit 3444 as
33016 his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was 

chief of the far eastern bureau of foreign office since 
September, 1940, and concurrently was chief of the American 
affairs bureau after October, 1941. He kept in close touch 
with chiefs of the army and navy military affairs bureaus,
MUTO and OKA, who had been deeply concerned with negotiations 
between Japan and America. He also had many chances through 
the liason conferences between the government and imperial 
headquarters to meet the two who were both secretaries of 
the conference, to which the witness usually presented him
self as a sort of foreign office liason secretary.

33017 * The secretary for the liason conference took charge 
of conference clerical work, i„e., the preparation, explana
tion, and adjustment of the draft and collection of materials, 
etc. By preparation of the draft, he meant the preparation 
for submitting it which had been studied and prepared by 
others on matters deemed necessary to be submitted. The 
draft was written by proper authorities in the government or 
headquarters. The draft on military matters was done by the 
army or ministry on the supreme command, and that on diplo
matic matters by the foreign office and those concerned with 
the resources and productions by the planning board.

The adjustment of the draft meant to adjust it after 
various amendments following exchange of opinions in the con-

33018 ference in the decision of the conference was not made by a 
simole majority. Discussion continued until all views were 
conraletely . greed, and after that the members signed the 
draft decided upon. The secretary did not attend as a con
ference member but as a clerical official, so neither the 
accused HOSHINO, MUTO, nor OKA had any ..ght to express 
their opinions, to vote, or sign the document.

TOJO declared at the conference, ooened after the 
formation of his cabinet, that the new cabinet would consider 
Japan-American negotiations on a clean slate, freed from the 
decision on September 6. Ifter that careful studies were 
continued and in the meantime MUTO always wished for the 
negotiations' satisfactory agreement and he had considerable 
anxiety in adjusting and softening the strong opinion of 
some groups which were too Drone to be involved in the war.
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In November , 1941, on tie preparation of the A an*? B 
drafts submitted to America from Japan, a strong oolnion wa* 
expressed from a certain group of the Supreme Command* The 
witness heard from MUTO, however, that he succeeded with

33019 * difficulty in bringing about a modification of these op
inions. In routine functions, MUTO, as well as OKA, had to 
get the Supreme Command*s approval in addition to the con
sent of their senior officers.

The Japanese draft of November 5 was deemed most fair 
under the political, economic, and military situation in 
Japan, and in Janan’s view it conceded the utmost, so they 
expected and heartily wished that Deace would be brought by 
understanding and compromise oh t 4 - pa

In the middle of November when it was reported by 
NOMURA that Roosevelt oroDosed his good offices between Jaoan & 
China, they recognized a ray of hope and the witness, to
gether with M'JTO, and OKA, was busily enga^ad in the making 
of preparations in the event >f the agreement's being con-

33020 eluded. At the time there was a clear understanding * that if
the negotiations should be concluded, tue emergency taken 
would be canceled and the situation scored to normal. The 
witness remembered that in the midd*.of November both MUTO 
and OKA told him that although insinuation had already been 
issued to the dispatched troops, 'imo''1 taneously with the 
conclusion of the negotiations, 0 ._ unergency measures should 
be immediately stooped. They making thei~ best efforts
in avoiding any fault in thi: lesneet, as this was a very 
difficult work.

* CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR, LOPEZ
The witness slated 1 bat, he was same YAMAMOTO, 

chief of the American barest of the foreign office, who had 
constant telephone cop.;erections with KURUSU at Washington 
and himself in Tokyo in October, November, and December of

33021 1941. * When code was used in a telephone conversation, it
was after the latter part of November.

33022 * Instructions to KURUSU and NOMURA by secret cable 
were not sent by tne witness but by the foreign minister TOGO. 
The witness was a iked if on 2^ November 1941 he sent a secret 
cable to NOMURA, and KURUSU which said that the United Spates 
had gone ahead and presented this nuni.liating nroposal.
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use it as a basis for negotiations. With a report of the views 
of the Japanese on the proposal, which would be sent NOSTRA and 
KURUSU in two or three days, the negotiations would be de facto 
ruptured. This was inevitable. However, he did not wish the.'’ 
to give the impression that negotiations were broken, but 
should merely say that they were awaiting instructions and 
that, although the opinions of their government were not clear, 
to their own way of thinking, Japan had always made just claims 
and borne great sacrifices for the sake of peace in the Pacific,

The witness stated he recalled that a telegram to the 
above effect was sent out at the end of

33023 * Reference was made to the affidavit of the witness 
where it was stated that in middle November 1941, he was 
heartened by Roosevelt's proposal to mediate between China 
and Japan and MUTO, OKA and himself prepared plans about what 
Japan would do if the agreements were concluded successfully.
The witness was asked if OKA submitted or prepared any plans 
to him in that eventuality. He replied he had no positive 
recollection whether any concrete plan was submitted by chief 
of naval affairs bureau OKA c that time. However, he re
ceived information that various considerations were given to 
the rescinding of emergency measures in the event such an 
outcome was realized at that time.

With regard to military matters, MUTO was speaking of 
the same things as OKA, It was his recollection that he was 
constantly talking about the necessity for the preparation 
of the withdrawing of troops from China in the vent of an

33024 agreement with the United States. * The witness was asked if 
it could be said that after the receipt of the news of 
Roosevelt's proposal of mediation if there was perfect har
mony of views between himself, OKA, and MUTO, He reolied 
that he could not say there was perfec^ agreement with regard 
to concrete measures. By the offer of mediation there were 
prospects of a successful outcome of the negotiations and *\ere 
was perfect agreement among the three with regard to the 
necessity of making preparations with such prospects in view.

Asked if during that time MUTO expressed his views 
about the stationing and withdrawal of troops in China, he 
replied it was felt that immediately upon the successful con
summation of the negotiations, the question of withdrawal of 
troops from China would arise and there was perfect agreement 
in connection with the necessity of making concrete prepara
tion for this.
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33025 * MUTO expressed his views to the witness orally. Ask

ed if MUTO exDressed his views about the question of oil in 
writing or verballyv he replied there were various discussions 
from MUTO in connection with the problem of petroleum after the 
submission of proposition B to the United States. In addition 
to what MUTO told him orally his recollection was that about 
mid November he submitted in writing what he said were the 
views of the general staff regarding the question. Asked if 
that proposal called for demanding six million tons of oil 
from the United States, he replied it was considered necessary

33026 to£t six million tons of oil per annum and in his recollection 
was to secure this amount upon consummation of proposal B.

33027 * Asked if foreign minister TOGO considered this pro
posal as exhorbitant and above the usual imports from the 
United States, he replied that MUTO's plan was presented not 
as reflecting the views of the army but as representing views 
of a section of the general staff at that time. The witness 
said that such an exhorbitant amount was out of the question 
but he accepted the document *or reference.

Asked if the proposal stated that if the United States 
did not give that amount that Japan would commence military 
operations against her, he replied that he didn't recall the 
exact words used but as far as he remembered rather strong 
terms seeking to persuade the United States as much as pos
sible to accept the requests wert used. When the witness 
showed this Plan to TOGO he expressed anger and said it was 
preposterous to receive such a plan and the wluness was re
primanded for receiving it.

33028 * Asked if it v/as not true that the MUTO proposal cal
led for military operations against the United States even in 
the eventuality the United States shot agree to it, but if 
the United States would not deliver six «nillion tons of oil
in equal amounts monthly seven days after the conclusion of 
the agreement, Japan should undertake operations against her, 
he replied that the plan was not submitted as a proposal of 
MUTO and he gave it to the witness as a reference saying there 
was a section in the general staff which held such views.

Asked again whether there was such a demand on the 
United States as was said in the previous question, he replied 
that as far as the United States was concerned, the demand in
cluded in the Plan was not submitted as it was. Later after

33029 consideration, Instructions * were sent to request four
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of aggregating the average import volume in the past, 'he in
structions being that this request should be submitted aiVr 
acceptance of pror?sal B. Asked if it was not also true 
that iiïïTTO demanded from the United States that she ask NEI 
for four million tons of oil and if NEI did not comply with 
its delivery, troops would be sent there, he replied that 
he thought there was something to the effect that the next 
step would be necessary in the event this demand was not 
accented.

Asked if orooosals A and B contained demands for oil 
from the United States and the Netherlands, he replied 
whether with resnect to proposal A or B, if one of the two 
were accented by the United States, Japan sought to have the 
United States export to her the required amount of raw mater
ials, including petroleum, to the extent which would restore

33030 the situation to where it * existed prior to the freezing 
order. The concrete amount of raw material, including oil, 
was not stipulated in either proposal A or B. It was Japan's 
intention to determine the amount of oil to be imported 
through negotiation follow!’ j acceptance by the United States 
of proposal A or B.

Asked what would happen if the United States did not 
give the full amount demanded, he replied that at the time 
they did not entertain any ideas of returning again again to 
the situation prevailing prior to the consummation of nego
tiation when they considered the question of nonacceptance 
of the concrete particulars of the Japanese d<. “and.

33031 * Asked again what under the MUTO plan would happen 
if the United States did not accept the demand for four mil
lion tons of oil, he replied it was his recollection that
if the point sought in the proposal h H e d  over to the wit
ness by MUTO was not accepted, then tuey were to return to 
the situation prevailing prior to the consummation of the 
negotiations. The witness was asked what in plain language 
that meant. He replied that this did not mean in his under
standing an attack on the United States by military operations. 
He did not recall the phraseology used but it was his under
standing that there would be no war breaking out merely be
cause six million tons of oil were refused.
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Page * Tho witness stated that he recalled that In the plan
33036 submitted to him by MUTO, fairly strong language was used in regard 

to what would happen if after the successful conclusion of the nego
tiations the provisions of the final agreement were not carried out 
by the U.S. In the plan, language was used to the effect that if 
activities aiding the Chlang regime were not brought to a definite 
stop, hostilities would be commenced. On the whole this was the 
purport of the plan.

33036 * When shown a document, the witness acknowledged that a 
pencilled note on it giving the date 18 November 1941 and from MUTO, 
Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, and with the signature YAMAMOTO 
written in his own handwriting. MUTO referred to was the accused
in the dock and he scribbled it when he received the document from 
him on 18 Nov. 1941. The seal on the cover was a state secret seal, 
the highest and most secret seal of the government.

33037 * Exhibit 3445, the document identified by the witness 
being a plan regarding future steps in negotiations between Japan 
and the U.S., stated that neces«- ry steps in case the treaty was 
concluded on the "A" Draft was *o have the U.S. admit that she shall 
not take measures obstructing Japan* s effort regarding the solution 
of the China Incident. At the end of the t'.irat item of the article, 
referring to measures for establishing pe> ?e between Japan and China 
of the draft of 25 Sept., this meant the ’J.S. was to avoid and abstain 
from any kind of action helping Chiar.g as specified at the end of the 
instructions given NOMURA on Sept. .1?.

33038 * The U.S. was to admit the following as its understanding of 
Article IV (Trade between Japan and USA) of the draft of Sept. 25:
Both govern eats within 3 days of agreeding to the understanding 
shall reciprocally abolish property freezing measures, and the U.S. 
shall supply Japan with 6,000,000 tons of s>'-'nral oil yearly, includ
ing a million and a half tons of aviation g- ..ne, equal amounts 
being supplied each month.

Regarding Article V (Economic Problems in the Pacific) of 
the draft of Sept. 25, the first item shall be revised that both 
governments reciprocally pledge that their economic activities in 
the Pacific Area shall be carried on peacefully and that if the 
principle of non-discrimination in international trade was applied 
to the whole world, it shall also be applied to the Pacific Areas, 
including China. (Note: If U.S. avoids the condition regarding the
principle of non-dî ̂ crimination being applied to the whole world, 
then the original draft of Sept. 25 shall be revised.)
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83089 * They were to have the O.S. admit the following ae ite

understanding of the second and third items) The U.S. shall take 
steps to make NEI accept within 8 days of the agreement Japanese 
demands presented through Ambassador YOSHIZAMA to the NEI on trade« 
traffic and communication between Japan and SEI and freedom of 
enterprise, entry, residence and business of Japanese subjects in 
MSI, but Japan shall for the time being be supplied yearly with 
4 million tons of mineral oil, equal amounts being supplied each 
month.

They were to have the U.S. admit the following before 
the conclusion of the A Draft: The U.S. shall take measures to
have Britain within 8 days of the conclusion of the agreement on tha 
A draft restore Anglo«Japanese trade relations and avoid and refrain 
from helping Chiang, Buch as closing the Burma Boad, etc.

33040 * If avoidance and abstinence from actions helping Chiang,
lifting of the property freezing measures by U.S. and Britain, and 
measures restoring trade with J^pan by DEI were not actually carried 
out after one week had passed since the conclusion of the agreement 
on the A Draft, Japan shall open hostilities against the U.S., 
Britain and Netherlands, and if NEI did not follow the lead of the 
U.S. and Britain when they took appropriate steps, Japan shall send 
necessary units to BEI for security. For this reason, Japan shall 
unilaterally make the necessary manifestation of her intentions to 
the U.S. when the A Draft was signed.

Regarding the necessary steps in case a treaty was con
cluded on the B Draft, they were to have the U.S. consent to the 
following as her understanding of the second item) The U.S. shall 
take measures to have BEI accept within 3 days of the agreement 

38041 Japanese demands presented through * Ambass ? YOSHIZAWA to BEI
on trade, traffic and communication between Japan and BEI and free
dom of enterprise, entry, residence and business of Japanese there, 
but Japan shall for the time being be supplied yearly with 4 million 
tons of mineral oil in equal amounts monthly. They were to have the 
U.S. admit the following as its understanding of the third item)
Both governments within 3 days of the agreement to this understand
ing shall reciprocally abolish property freezing measures and the 
U.S. shall supply Japan with 6 million tons of mineral oil a year 
including a million and a half tons of aviation gasoline in equal 
amounts monthly. They were to have the U.8. admit the following 
as to understanding of the fourth item) The meaning of the fourth 
item was that the U.S. shall avoid and abstain from actions helping 
Chiang and both governments promise to declare this point to the 
world when they sign the B draft.
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28042 • They were co have the U.S. admit the following before the
conclusion of the E Draft: The U.S. shall take measures to make
Britain within 3 dayB of the conclusion of the agreement on the B 
Draft restore Anglo-Japanese trade and avoid and refrain.from action 
helping Chiang. In case the avoidance and abstinence from actions 
helping Chiang, abolition of property freezing measures by U.S. and 
Britain, and measures to recover trade with Japan on the part of 
RSI were not actually carried out after one week had passed since 
the conclusion of an agreement on the B Draft, Japan shall open 
hostilities against the U.S., Britain and Netherlands, and in case 
NEl would not follow the U.S. and Britain's lead when they took 
appropriate steps, Japan shall send necessary units to NEI for 
security. For this reason, Japan shall unilaterally make the neces
sary manifestation of her intentions to the U.S. when the B Draft 
was signed.

38043 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. COLE

Referring to the plan regarding the 6 million tons of oil, 
the witness was asked whether this proposa^ .received from MUTO was 
MUTO's plan or proposal. The witness ant^red that when MUTO gave 
him the plan, he added the words that the plan was presented to him 
by the General Staff in very strong terms. MUTO said he himself 
had not yet recognized it as a plan repretenting the Army as a whole 
but because the General Staff insisted so strongly that the plan be 
presented, he was handing it to the witness for his reference.

When the witness received the plan, he glanced through it 
and then is mediately told MUTO that no one could accept such a foolish 
plan and refused to accept it, but since MUTO again asked him to accept

33044 it merely as reference material, he did so. He recalled that MUTO * 
later told him in private a story concernmw ..UTO's extraordinary 
efforts in trying to see the successful consummation of plans "A" 
and NB". Foreign Minister TOGO staked hie position on the success 
of plans "A" and "B" and worked untiringly for their success. Since 
the contents of the plan included withdrawal from southern FIC, the 
General Staff vigorously opposed it. Thereupon, MUTO employed all 
his powers of persuasion and finally got the General Staff to accept 
TOGO's plan. The General Staff, after accepting TOGO'S plan with 
great reluctance, immediately presented its own plan through MUTO.
MUTO told the witness he was/v^vy dismayed at the General Staff's 
attitude. The plan submitted by the General Staff was Exhibit 3445.

33045 * Asked if the proposal for a demand of € million tons of 
oil was ever carried out, he replied that the circumstances of
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Page acceptance were as he had before stated and the plan was not even 
discussed at the Liaison Conference. They completely disregarded 
the proposal regarding the Import of 6 million tons of oil and 
after negotiations with the authorities concerned! decided that 
4 million tons would be a fair figure and instructed NOMURA to that 
effect. The demand for 6 million tons was never sent to America. 
When he said that after a discussion between the officials a new 
plan was made, he recalled that these were officials of War and 
Navy Ministers and the Planning Board. His recollection was that 
this figure of 4 million tons was the average of normal imports

33046 of * oil from America over a span of several years.

Regarding Exhibit 3445» where it stated that upon the 
failure of meeting certain conditions» hostilities would be com
menced, he was asked if he knew whether MUTO personally was the 
author of that plan. He replied that he understood by the question 
that he was asked whether the plan specified that if certain condi
tions were not met» hostilities would be commenced. His understand
ing was that if after the conclusion of negotiations, the provisions 
of the agreement were not carri d out, then hostilities would be 
commenced. As for MUTO, he made it perfectly clear that he felt 
himself that the plan was outrageous, that it was not even worth 
taking up, that it was not the result of his own ideas, and that 
he had not drafted it.

33047 * Asked what official had the job of acting as liaison 
between the Foreign Office and Imperial Headquarters or General 
Staff, he replied that the official charged with liai on between 
the Foreign Minister and Army, or in matters pertaining to the 
Liaison Conference, was the witness himself as far as the Foreign 
Ministry wt i concerned. As for the Army, the Chief of the Military 
Affairs Bureau was the liaison man for all other offices outside 
the Army. As one of the secretaries in th' Maison Conferences 
between Imperial Headquarters and the Gove.^.ient, MUTO often had to 
act as liaison in matters pertaining to the General Staff. Regard
ing the proposals in Exhibit 3445, referring to matters to be taken 
up upon the acceptance of either the A or B plan, the Government 
never adopted these proposals.

33048 * EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL

When asked if there was any writing or memorandum which 
would show that MUTO personally disapproved of this plan, he replied 
he did not receive any special writing from MUTO on the matter but 
only heard of it from him orally. Asked again if there was any 
writing or memorandum anywhere which would show that MUTO personally 
disapproved of the plan, he replied no, there was no such writing. 
Asked if there was anything in the document showing the plan came
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from the General Staff beside» his memory, he replied he was teb*,l- 
fying only from memory.

33060 • Exhibit 3446, an excerpt from the Report of the Congressional
Committee on the Investigation of the Pearl Harbor Attack, being a 
portion of the KONOYE Memoirs, dated 14 Oct. 1941, stated that War 
Minister TOJO'& remarks were so sadden that the other Cabinet members 
were somewhat taken aback and no one would open his mouth to answer.
The Cabinet Meeting, after settling other subjects, made no reference 
to the problem of continuing negotiations and adjourned.

On the afternoon of the same day, the Chief of the MAS,
MUTO, came to the Cabinet of the Chief Secretary and said that some
how or other it seemed that the reason the Premier could not make 
up his mind was because the Navy could not make up its mind. If 
the Wavy really does not wish war, the Army also must think about 
it. The Navy did not say anything openly to the Army, but only that 
it would leave it entirely up to the Premier. Just to say it would 
be up to the Premier would not be enough to control the inner circles 
of the Army, but if the Navy w^ld come openly and say that at this 
time it did not wish war, then the Army could easily control its 
command. MUTO wondered if it could not be managed so that the Navy 
would come and say something along this line. Thereupon, the Chief 
Secretary spoke to the Chief of the NavaJ. Affairs Bureau OKA concern
ing the matter, but all the latter would »ay was that as far as the 
Navy was concerned, no matter what anyone might think, for it to 
say it did not wish war was something it could not do formally.
What the Navy could say was that, it ^ae entirely up to the Premier.
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33053 * DIRECT EXAMINATION 07 MI£ » Hoehihide
BY MR, COLE

The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3447 as his
affidavit.

33055 * The affidavit stated that in 1941 the witness was Chief
of the Medical Bureau of the War Ministry. To the best of his 
recollection, at a meeting of bureau chiefs about 27 Nov. 1941, 
Chief of the MAB, MUTO, had not read a document ^Principal Reasons 
Alleged for the Commencement of Hostilities Against USA and 
Britain".(Exhibit 1175) As far as he remembered, it was not true 
that when the US reply, dated 25 Nov. 1941, arrived, MUTO at the 
meeting of bureau chiefs on the 29th, said that if Japan accepted 
the proposal, not only the firm establishment of the East Asia 
Co-Proeperity Sphere would come to naught, but Japan would go out 
of existence. To prevent this and firmly establish the Co- 
Prosperity Sphere, they would ! .ive to fight by all means.

33066 * To the best of the witness’ rece*ioction it was not true
as alleged in Exhibit 1175 that at noon ■> Dec. 1941, at a party 
of bureau chiefs, MUTO said that, in shoi'b, the dispatches of 
Ambassador KURUSU and S.S. "TATSUTA MARI'’ and so forth were no 
more them measures for camouflaging tha v<uy leading to the com
mencement of hostilities. The witness seated it was not true that 
MUTO made his appearance at the War Ministry Dining . om every day 
to take lunch. On the contrary, he did not appear there on most of 
those days. The witness did not recollect that at noon on 9 Dec., 
the day af.er the outbreak of war, all bureau chiefs gathered at 
the dining room, for on that day they were all too busy.

There was no cross examination ot a a  witness.

33060 * Exhibit 3448, Regulations for Enforcement of the Army
Officers' Service Ordinance dated 3 Nov. 1937, and Exhibit 3449, 
Regulations Concerning Personal Matters of Army Officers, dated 
3 March 1941, were received into evidence but not read.
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33061 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OHIRA, Hideo

EY MR. CODE

The witness identified and verified Exhibit'3450 as 
his affidavit.

33062 • The affidavit stated that from 14 Apr. 1943 to 1 Apr.
1944, the witness was C/S of the second Imperial Guard Division 
in Sumatra under the accused MUTO and from then until immediately 
before the end of the war was a staff officer of the 25th Army.
While MUTO was in that position, the Garrison Area under the 
Guard Division (after 1 June 1943 called the Second Imperial 
Guard Division) was gradually reduced from the outbreak of war
to April 1943. It included the West Coast Province of Sumatra,
Bio Province, Tapanori Province, Eastern Coast Province and 
Acjie Province.

33063 • Prom May 1943 it included only the last three provinces 
and after Jan. 1944 only the lc.»t two. The Commander of the Guard 
Division had nothing to do with military administration in the 
Garrison Area, but was authorized only to give necessary lnstruc- 
tions as to defense and only when the garrison might be attacked.
With regard to the treatment of POWs in Sumatra, the witness heard 
that early in the war, a temporary POW Camp was established by the 
Division, In the meantime, however, administration of POWs was 
taken over by personnel dispatched, directly by the 25th Army Com
mander at Singapore. About July 1942, the Camp was juilt accord
ing to an order from Tokyo. MU TO arrived at Medan to take command

^ about 11 Kay 1942. At that time the administration of the camp 
was not in the hands of the Commander of the Division. From that

33064 time on, the camp was administered as a branch of the * Malay
POW Camp at Singapore under Headquarters u *ie Army of the South.
The Division Commander had nothing to do wi administration.

With regard to the administration of the civilian 
internees' camps, the Province Governor and official of the 
Military Government was in charge of them. The military government 
was also responsible for the guarding of these internees' camps. 
However, when a request was made for help owing to a personnel short
age, the Division Commander made it a rule to comply. From 1 April 
1944, the 25th Army Headquarters directly administered these internee 
camps. At the same time the Division was under obligation to assist 
Headquarters in construction of the camps as to supplies, but the 
Division had not been responsible at all for administration.
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33066 * Originally the Division's principal duties were to guard
the Imperial Palace and escort the Emperor, and it was composed of 
excellent men. Statistics regarding crime indicated that the 25th 
Army was one whose discipline was the most strict and of all units 
in the 25th Army, the Division gave the best showing. The witness 
had no recollection of any complaint brought to him by the military 
government or from natives regarding misconduct of the Division.

There was no cross-examination of the witness.

33069 * Exhibit 3451, the affidavit of KUMBGAWA, Yoshiharu, stated 
that on 22 Dec. 1944 he arrived at his post in the Philippines as a 
staff officer to 14th Area Army Commander YAMASHITA. He was appointed

33070 Senior Staff Officer, in charge of the Tactical Affairs Section. *
From then until the surrender, be was in the Headquarters of this 
Army and was nearly all the time in the same place as YAMASHITA and 
C/S MUTO with whom he wa6 closely connected.

When the witness arrived at Manila, YAMASHITA's Head
quarters was at Fort McKinley. At that tin's a part of the U.S.
Army had already landed at San Jose, abov' 250 kilometers south 
of Manila. Lines of operations on Luzcr island were decided and 
every unit was successively moving to e,-. ,h allotted position. 
YAMASHITA, in consideration of future operations, moved his Head
quarters to equal 30 kilometers northeast of Manila on Dec. 26th.
As a result, YAMASHITA and KUTO never stayed in Man!1 a. At that

33071 time the Army in Luzon was email, poorly equipped, short of * 
maneuvering power, and lacking in air force. The U.S. Army was 
absolutely predominant In the air and superior in fighting power 
and equipment and had great maneuvering power. The U.S. forces 
could land at any point at their own choice and the Japanese Army 
Commander was at great pains to infer thaï ..riding points.

In view of the difference in strength and equipment 
between their army and the enemy, the Commander intended to evade 
decisive battles on the plains and carry out persistent struggle 
in the mountains. When the Japanese had been concentrated in 
the Manila vicinity, if the U.S. Army should have their main force 
put ashore in the Bay of Lingaen, the Japanese forces would be 
forced to fight in the plains., for which their equipment was unfit, 
and put in danger of being destroyed. The Commander's program was 
that Manila should be abandoned and the main force located in 
northern Luzon, that the Japanese forces in the vicinity of Manila 
should occupy the mountainous region on the east of Manila, that 
only forces necessary to carry and escort war supplies and keep 
guard would be left JLn Manila and the city should be evacuated
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Pace prior to the U.S. entry. Zn moving Headquarter® from 7t. McKiu’ey 
to Zpo on 26 Dec. 1944, YAMASHITA meant to inform hit men by hi a 
personal action of his idea of abandoning Manila and hasten the 
exodus of forces and munitions from there. Manila was the most 
important Far East Base for the U.S. In Manila were a great number 
of Inflammable wooden houses, the city was technically of little 
value and besides the million citizens were suffering extremely.
It appeared impossible to defend the region, including the city. 
Besides, it was always in YAMASHITA's mind that it was wrong to 
reduce the sole civilized city in the Philippines to ashes. *
MUTO also insisted on abandonment.

Neither Imperial Headquarters nor the Southern General 
Army ordered Manila to be defended to the last. Luzon operations 
were wholly left to YAMASHITA's strategy.

33074 * YAMASHITA named the Japanese forces which were to occupy
the mountainous region east of Manila the Ghimbu Group under the 
command of YOKOYAMA, and dispatched one unit to Batangas Peninsula, 
ordering it to check the enemy's rush to Manila. Then YAMASHITA re
moved Headquarters to Baguio i.i 4 Jan. 1945. YAMASHITA was rigid 
in commanding the Army but communication facilities in the Philip
pine campaign were Incomparably inferior to those of the U.S.
Express delivery prior to the opening of operations was found diffi
cult owing to lowered ability of operators, intricacy of ciphers 
and the fact that there existed only one wireless available in the 
principal direction. After operations opened, the difficulty in
creased extremely and only Important commands or reports could be 
barely communicated.

The naval forces were Independent until the termination 
of the war but naval units in Manila and other districts were sub
jected to the Army Commanders in the districts concerned with the 
opening of hostilities so far as land fighM ~>g was concerned.

33076 * The naval unit in Manila was placed under General YOKOYAMA
on 5 Jan. 1945. The fact was that YOKOYAMA was not acquainted with 
the condition of the naval forces in detail during the campaign.
Air forces were not under his command until 1 Jan. 1945.0

No report was made to Army Headquarters of any Japanese 
killing Filipinos or ill-treating FOVs and YAMASHITA and MUTO were 
utterly ignorant of such fact. YAMASHITA was rigid as to military 
discipline and if he had been informed he would hare severely pun
ished anyone concerned. He never ordered murder or ill-treatment.



Page YAMASHITA and MUTO were always at the same place except
when the latter went to inspect the front. At Ft. McKinley the 

33076 office of the C/S *«s * next to the Commander. At Baguio the two 
were In the same room, and later in the same air raid shelter. 
After moving to Banhan the end of April, they used one desk in 
common. Such being the case, MUTO was well aware of YAMASHITA1a 
plans, hut when he found anything uncertain in the Intention of 
the Commander, he made it a rule either to ask YAMASHITA about it 
or reserve decision and give instructions later. The C/S was not 
invested with authority to decide principal matters and MUTO was 
faithful to this rule. There were some routine matters within the 
C/S's confidence and in these YAMASHITA often gave his views.

NAHBATIVÄ SUMMABT OF THE BECOBD Page 532013 November 1947
MUTO
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33077 * Exhibit 3452, an excerpt from the book *'The
7/inning of the Var in the Pacific and Europe", General 
Marshall's report, stated that in the six days of naval 
action, Japan's position in the Philippines became critical« 
Post of its servieable elements in the navy had been 
committed, to battle, with disastrous results. The strike 
miscarried, and MacArthur's land wedge was firmly implanted 
in the vulnerable flank of the enemy. TERAUCHI no longer - 
had an effective fleet to cover his forces or communica
tions. 260,000 Japanese troops were scattered over the 

33cWo Philippines, but most might as well have been on the other 
™  * side of the world so far as the enemy's ability to shift

them to meet American thrusts was concerned. KacArthur 
succeeded in establishing himself in the Visayas where he 
could stage, exploit, and spread, and nothing could prevent 
him from overrunning the Philippines.

Exhibit 3453. another excerpt from the book, 
stated that no opportunity was overlooked to conceal this 
bold plan from the Japanese. V/h.ile the assault force 
proceeded up the west coast- of Luzon, planes and guer
rillas concentrated on destroying roads, etc., to prevent 
YAMASHITA from shifting forces. Guerrillas in southern 
Luzon diverted Japanese attention to the south. Mine 
sweepers swept the bays on the south coast. Landing ships 
and merchantmen approached the beaches until they drew 
fire, and then withdrew. Transport planes dropped dummies. 
The Tokyo radio reported that U. S. troops were trying to 

330^ land on Luzon, but had been driven off. Japanese forces,
'9 * harassed by guerillas and by air, drove in all directions

in confusion, and generally dissipated what chance they 
might h.av - had to repel the landing force.

On 7 January, the U. S. 6th Army hit the beaches 
in Lingayen Gulf, and by nightfall éo,000 troops were 
ashore and in control of a 15 mile beachhead. The landing 
caught every major hostile combat unit in motion except 
the 23rd Division to the southeast of the beachhead and 
its supporting brigade. YAMASHITA’s inability to cope 
with MacArthur’s swift moves, his reaction to the decep
tive measures, guerrillas and aircraft, placed the Japanese 
in an impossible situation. The enemy was forced into a 
piece-meal commitment of his troops. The Japanese 10th 
and lO^th Divisions in the Manila area, which were to 
secure Highway No. 5 on the eastern edge of the central * 
Luzon plain, failed to arrive in time. The brunt of 
defending this withdrawal road to the north fell to the 
division which should have defended the road to Clark 
Field.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OP MUTO, Akira, 
by Mr. Cole.

* The accused identified and verified exhibit 
3454 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 
accused, from 1922. was in the office of the Inspector- 
General, engaged in revising drill manuals, etc., in 
accordance with changes in tactics. His service there 
continued until 1929, when he became ill. In December, 
19 29, he entered the Staff Collage as a post-graduate 
student to study higher strategy and tactics for one year.
* He learned of the incident in which Chang Tso-lin was 
killed by a bomb at Mukden only through newspapers.

* In November, 1930, he was attached to the 
General Staff and served in the 2nd Section, which cor
responded to G-2 in the U. 3. Army. In August, 1931, he 
was transferred to the 1st Section to do work in commun
ications matters. The Chief of Staff ordered him to 
revise regulations concerning line of communications 
matters. The so-called Manchurian Incident broke out in 
September the same year, ari there was tension in the 
General Staff. However, strength ordered to move was only 
one brigade from Korea to reinforce the Kwantung Army, so 
those in the line of communications branch were not 
esnecially busy and the accused continued his compilation 
until March 1932. On completion, he served in the 2nd 
Section again.

* He learned that a society called "Sakurakai" 
existed at the time, but he was not a member nor had 
anything to do with it. In March, 1934, he was transferred 
to the is Infantry Regiment. Prior, in August 1933, he 
was promoted to lieutenant colonel. As it was provided a 
regimental commander should be a colonel, he acted there
as an assistant. * Néxt, he was ti Terred to the 
Military Administration Section of the MAB in March 1935, 
and was there until June 1936, during which he concurrently 
taught in the Army College. During this period he rememb
ered the February 26 Incident in which young officers 
murdered several senior statesmen and occupied government 
buildings. At that time he worked day and night as a 
member of the 7/ar Ministry Staff, for suppressing riot and 
dealing with its aftermath. He learned his name was listed 
in the second assassination list, because he had hitherto 
opposed the young officers' movement.
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In June 1936, he was appointed a Kwantung Army 
staff officer In charge of Information as Chief of the 
2nd Section, the operations department. His service there 
continued up to f'arch 1937» TANAKA, Ryukichi, who had 
appeared as a witness, was then his subordinate.

* In Farch, 1937, he was transferred to the 
General Staff in charge of operation, organization, etc. 
as Chief of the 2nd Section under the 1st Division. He 
had not arrived until mid-Farch, and the operation plan 
for 1937 had already been drawn up, so he made a study of * 
the following year's plan.

In regard to the operations plan concerning 
China at the time, his answer in his interrogation was 
incorrectly understood in that he was supposed to have 
answered as if there was at the time a unified plan for 
an over-all war against China. The operational plan was 
for a partial dispatch of forces to China for protection 
of Japanese residents in north or central China. 7/hen an 
incident broke out in north China in July 1937, this plan 
could not be put into practice. The General Staff had 
planned only for reinforcement to protect Japanese residents
* in and around Peking and Tientsin. However, the situation 
was completely different, and another study had to be made 
and he took these tasks on his director's orders.

In the latter cart of October, 1937, he was 
ordered by the Chief of Staff to Shanghai to observe the 
military situation there. While there, about November 4, 
the 10th Army under YANAGAV/A, landed at Hangchow Bay, 
according to the General Staff's plan, and Central China 
Area Army Headquarters was established, and the accused 
rATSTTI, C-in-C of the Shanghai Expeditionary Army, came to 
hold simultaneously the post of C-in- of the Central 
China Army and to command concurrently the Expeditionary 
and 10th Armies. The accused was appointed FATSUI's 
Assistant Chief of Staff, and did not return to Tokyo.

FATSU's operations duties were to protect the 
lives and property of Japanese residents by driving back 
the Chinese around Shanghai. His duties were accomplished 
about 23 or 24 November. By that time, FATSUI had not yet
* been given the function of occupying Nanking, and orders 
for this did not come until 1 December from Imperial 
Headquarters. FATSUI then ordered the Expeditionary and 
10th Army to proceed to attack Nanking. MATSUI's head
quarters were in the suburbs of Shanghai, and went to Soochow about 5 December.
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Pa?e About 7 December, the new C-in-C took over, and
FATSUI was relieved as C-in-C of the Expeditionary Army, 
and acted solely as C-in-C of the Central Army. Receiving 
about 8 December the report that vanguards had advanced 
and were approaching Nanking, MATSUI ordered that the first 
line shall remain three or four kilometers outside Nanking; 
to advise Nanking guards to surrender, leaflets would be 
scattered by airplane. If the Chinese surrendered, the 
Expeditionary and 10th Armies shall select two or three

33088 * battalions to enter Nanking and preserve public peace, 
with the main forces remaining outside the city. Foreign 
rights and interests shall be protected.

If the Chinese should not surrender by noon of 
10 December, Nanking shall be attacked; provided, that in 
such case the units entering the city shall act in accord
ance with the preceding items, maintain strict military 
discipline and morale, and secure public peace. These 
orders were delivered to headquarters of both armies by 
Chief of Staff TSUKADA personally.

As the Chinese did not surrender, the attack 
started from noon of the 10th, and forces advanced over 
the castle wall on the 13th. MATSUI was ill when he went 
forward to Shanghai from Foochow, so the accused arranged 
to remain at Foochow to take care of him. However, he had 
to participate, as Army Supreme Commander, with the Navy

33089 * Supreme Commander in the formal entry to be held on 17 
December. After the formal entry on that date, MATSUI 
heard for the first time from Chief of Staff TSUKADA that 
most units entered the city against the Commander's order, 
and that following the entry plunder and rape occurred.

Concerning this in his interrogation it was stated 
to KUTO that MATSUI had been blamed by his staff for these 
cases, but this was a misinterpretation. LOTO meant that 
MATSUI got very angry.

TOTO ordered both commanders to withdraw promptly, 
excent for forces necessary for guarding Nanking to maintain 
discipline and morale. The accused Understood both comm
anders executed the order. However, withdrawal was delayed 
a little because Chinese forces were burning buildings, and

33090 * there was little water to drink.
The office of the accused was Assistant Chief of 

Staff of the Central China Area Army. He was to assist 
the chief and act as intermediary, coordinating the work of 
their organs, replacement of personnel, supply, etc. The 
assistant chief was only a partial assistant for the chief, 
and had no power to make decisions, and his duties were 
not to maintain military discipline and morale.
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-t32£ 7hile in Nanking, HUTO, on the Chief of Staff'sorders, investigated the camping capacity outside Nanking and engaged in wi t.hdraw'ng of soldiers from the city.As for I'ATGHI, after he stayed at Wanking for four or fi"r days.-it was HJTO ' s wrong recollection that he 
answered in his interroge ti on that î.:Ai’3üI stayed there for a week--Collowed by his staff officers. KAT5UI * V̂ 91 * returned to Shanghai Headquarters about. December 21,and VUTG .vent with, him, because Î.ViïSUl had another duty of reducing Hangchow.

Commander 
wit.! the ,'i 
There fore

After the formal entry at wanking. 10th Army 
YAMAOAV/A forwarded his army to Hangchow, along 
01 st Division, which had remained near Shanghai 
I'ATSUI returned to Shanghai to command these

forces. Chinese at Hangchow rrtreated, and it was 
captured without bloodshed about December 24.

/v

In early February, 1938, I tripe dial Headquarters 
reduced the strength of forces in Central China to about 
siv divisions and abolished the Central China, 10th, and 
Exped.1 tio.uarv Army, and lefo only the F;>rpeditionary Army 
1 n Cr nt ”ol China. Then î'ATSHI, Prince A IAH A. YANAGAWA, 
and most staff officers returned homo, and r.he accused 
IÎATA became the new C-iri-C. with tf'UTO remaining as Assist
ant Cliff of dtaff for him.

!*.nrl y in July, 193$« i'll TO was transferred to 
Vice Chief of Staff of the Worth Chinn Aiea Army, and 
mo’'ed to Peiping, remainin'; there until Oct.ob r 1939- 

73092 Count 4h of the Indictment charged KliTO on account of the 
attack on Canton on October 21, 1938» tut the attack was 
carried out by a unit having no relation to the North 
Chirm Area Army, and hf- had no connect!on with it. The 
same was t^ue of the a -» tack on Han!-a* -bout 27 October,
1938. (Count 47). The "Khalkin-Gol" uiver case in the 
summer of 1939, (Count 26), he lad no connection with, 
as he vas t! en still attached to the N--»• th China Army in 
Peiping, and it was carried out by a unit which had no 
connection with that army.

In October, 1939, he became Chief of the HAD 
and was appointed Chief Secretary of the Supreme War 
Council nr.i secretaries or councillors of about ten kinds, 
but these wer-, concurrent posts automatically following the position of Chief of the HAS and had no special 
implications.
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He was Chief of the KAB from October l;39 to 
April 194?, * but no changes were seen in the dutiej during
that time, but in July, 1940, after the second KONOYE 
Cabinet was formed, the authority of the Cabinet Information 
Board was strengthened, and such things as censorship of 
matters connected with the army hitherto carried out by the 
Intelligence Division of the V/ar Ministry were transferred 
to the new board.

nothing of political or diplomatic problems, but as he had 
served in China for about two years he had some opinions 
concerning Chinese affairs. It was his tentative opinion 
that among the five hundred million people in China was 
rising racial consciousness and the China Incident was 
assuming the form of racial war, with its nucleus as 
Chiang Kai-shek. Chinese questions would not be solved 
with old views regarding China. The longer the incident 
continued the harder the settlement would be, and they 
should work out a solution to deal with the Chiang Regime, 
breaking the impasse and harmonize relations between Japan, 
U. 3. and Britain.

33096 * National Policy Institute. From what his predecessor
told him. he regarded it as a middle-of-the-road organiza
tion of intellectuals, beneficial because it permitted 
knowledge of the opinions of civilian circles. Although 
Chief Secretary of the Society YAT3UGI testified that KUTO 
addressed the institute a few times, this was erroneous, 
foe never did he show up there for an address. He was 
ashed time and again to address the group after he 
returned "rom China, but refused. He did attend a. luncheon 
in February or March 1940, when he was invited by leaders 
of the grouu, but after it, upon request, he stated his 
nersonal opinions concerning China f about, ten minutes. 
This was the only time he ever visited the institute.

Baron OKURA visited him in the autumn of 1941, and after 
explaining the financial difficulties of the Institute, 
requested subsidies from the War and Navy Ministries. In 
accordance with procedure, MUTO told the Vice-Minister 

33097 * about it, he approved, and subsidies amounting to ¥20,000
"tore, granted. MUTO did not know for what purpose the 
money was used, nor anything about research documents on 
the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere prepared by 
the institute, and had never seen them. They must have 
been prepared after he left Tokyo in April 1942.

* Even when he became Chief of the KAB he knew

The accused had no special connections with the

Though he did not remember the date clearly,
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Pave The purpose of the Liaison Conference was to
nromote understanding between the government and supreme 
command, and HJTO attended in the capacity of a secretary. 
His duties were to orepare and arrange for conference 
topics for discussions chosen by his superiors, and if 
necessary prepare explanatory notes or bring persons to 
exnlain. In the conference, when opinions were unanimous 
they were to sign the decisions, but the secretary had no 
capacity to do so. He attended the Imperial Conferences 
also in the canacity of secretary, and had even less 

.33098 business here than in connection with the “Liaison Con- 
' ference, and the secretary's duties were merely to

distribute documents prepared by organs in charge.

3 3099

331OO

He attended the Inquiry Commission Conference 
of the Privy Council as an explainer. Primarily, policy 
was to be explained by the minister, but if it went into 
details the explainer explained on the minister's behalf.
As a matter of fact, ftUTO never made an explanation there, 
lie attended the above conferences automatically, without 
any snecial intent. If reasons were sought, the only one 
would be that he was Chief of the Î.ÎAB.

* Exhibit 2243 was an excerpt from articles 
reporting I/TJTO's address in the Committee of Accounts of 
the Diet on 20 Karch 1940, but this was quite different 
from what he said. The Committee of Accounts consisted 
of ten members, and the Chief of the Accountant's Bureau 
customarily tool: charge of its explanation, but one of 
the members called for the minister's attendance. V/hen 
informed he had just attended another committee, it was 
said it would be enough if the Chief of the L’AB would 
attend in îs stead, and for this reason he attended.

As HA.'AJI had delivered an eloquent address,
ÎTTT0 re oiled. The prosecution had charged that his answer 
showed disaoproval of political parties, denial of 
liberalism and insistence on totalitarianism. As could 
be seen from the shorthand records of proceedings,
(Exhibit 3440), political parties, officials, and 
* professional officers should go shoulder to shoulder to 
tide ovei" the national cr'sis. Instead of opposing them, 
he earnestly hoped for political parties' sound develop
ment.

HAFAJI had said they should adopt totalitarian! sr«, 
but n.'TO replied that while totalitarianism prevailed over 
Surone, the Japanese should be based on the Idea of national 
polity proofr to the country. He stated that the principle 
of Japanese national constitution or national polity as 
orinciple held good in Japan.



In regard to the denial of libeA .lism, UUÏO had 
renlied that inasmuch as erroneous liberalis. based on 
selfish indi'-idur.lism should be done away witï "»hen the 
nation v/as confronted with a crisis, they should strive 
not for their own interests as much as Tor the cour. ..-y ‘ r 
advantage. T! ou.gi HAUAJI had bluntly criticized of fie ■>1-' 
of the rnili tary and rolltical parties, I'UTO had replied 
* that the army wir!»cd them to speak out whatever fault 
the army might have. HAKAJI expressed gratitude, stating 
he was delighted to find these plain opinions on the army’s 
oart.

Under the "/ar Minister’s instruction, MUTO engaged 
himself on routine work in the Japanese-U. 5. negotiations. 
He deciP’-'d it necessary to lead the negotiations to a 
successful conclusion, for he never thought the Japanese, 
who had been called uwon to tighten their Pelts ever since 
the Manchurian Incident, were anything but fed up with the 
China Incident. Japan was impatient for a speedy winding 
uo of the Incident, but to their regret found the assist
ance given by the U. 3. and Britain to the Chungking regime 
orevented them from doing so. If matters were- left to take 
their own course, she had no other way but to be faced 
with a grave crisis. If the negotiations should be 
successfully concluded, relations with Britain and the U. 5.

33102 * would not only be adjusted, but still better the China 
Incident .vould come to a settlement.

The possibility of successful conclusion of 
negotiations changed for better or worse, but they cherished 
a gleam of hope until the end of November 194-1. The army's 
ODinion regarding the negotiations was framed by mutual 
agreement between the War Minister and Chief of Staff, and 
the decision was not solely the former's, because of the 
peculiarity of army structure. When the army disclosed 
its views on foreign policies, it did so from the angle of 
national defense and military tactics. The General Staff 
studied and made plans on the baiis of information collected 
by them, but the War Minister, having no such intelligence 
organs, made arguments chiefly from the angles of home 
politics, budget, and materials. Only when the views of 
both were in agreement was the opinion regarded as the 
army's foreign policy.

Concerning problems during the course of the 
negotiations, the General Staff and War Minister often

33103 * disagreed. Liaison between the War Ministry and Foreign 
Office was through the Chief of the KAB and the Chief of 
the American Section of the Foreign Office. On that 
occasion, i** the War Ministry's opinion was at divergence 
witj that of the Foreign Office and Naval Ministry, they
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Page studied the opinion of the army again from the b<_^inning.
Not a few times MUTO made concessions at conference^ with 
the Naval Ministry and Foreign Office. Especially, about 
Aupust; 1941, when Japan made concessions to America, MUTo 
thought he made them. 7/ar Minister TOJO never reprimanded 
him for these compromises, but did on other matters, and 
the General Staff protested to MUTO. Not rarely he was 
summoned to the General Staff and required to explain. 
During the reverses and vicissitudes of the U. S.-Japan 
negotiations, public opinion became strong, and some, 
including himself, were in danger of assassination, and 
he was given a special military guard.

33104 * On 12 October 1941, at KONOYE's residence
in Ogikubo, a discussion was held concerning the prospect 
of the Japan-American Conference by the Premier, 7/ar,
Navy, and Foreign Minister, etc. When the problem was 
again discussed at the Cabinet Conference on 14 October, 
TÖJ0 contended he would make no concessions concerning 
the problem of military occupation of China in the con
ference, and the decision of September 6 could not be 
altered. This caused a collision between TOJO, KONOYE, 
and Foreign Minister TOYODA, and the resignation of the 
Cabinet was said to be probable. MUTO also learned that 
Navy Minister OIKA’VA expressed his desire to leave all 
matters in the Premier’s hands.

HUTO queried the General Staff as to OIKAWA's 
proposal of leaving matters in the Premier's hands and 
if this might be interpreted as the Naval Ministry's 
evasion of opening hostilities, having altered the 
September é decision. Whether the army should also have to 
alter its attitude, considering the part to be played by

33305 * the navy in the war against America, the General Staff's
answer was that it would not change its attitude, as the 
Naval Staff was not inclined to charge the September 6 
decision.

At this, MUTO guessed the issue was the divergence 
of opinion between the Government and the Supreme Command, 
and thus tie question would remain unsettled even if the 
KONOYE Cabinet resigned. KONOYE should assume the 
responsibility of solving the problem rather than resignin 
and to this end it was necessary for OIKA’VA to disclose hi 
real intention. Thus, TOJO would be able to obtain the 
General Staff's understanding. MUTO called on Chief 
Secretary TOMITA on the 14th and desired his tactful 
handling of the matter, but the attempt to get the Navy 
to express their wish against war proved unsuccessful.
This was reported to TOJO immediately.

*3 cfl
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* According to the testimony of TANAKA, Shinichi, 
the operations plan mapped out by the General Staff couüd 
not be determined without the War Minister's consent. Thi* 
was really not so, but the operations plan was the most 
important duty of the General Staff, and the War Minister 
could not interfere. If the War Minister could not 
guarantee the execution of their request to provide 
personnel, materials, and money for the plan, the General 
Staff made new plans so the War Minister could give his 
assurance. The operations plan was naturally apt to be 
idealistic, and it was usual that the personnel and 
materials required should be so big that the War Minister 
could not meet them.

TANAKA, Shinichi, testified that the War and Vice- 
Minister and Bureau Directors signed the Chief of Staff's 
order to the front line units to be prepared for war. The 
Chief of Staff had the authority to give the order, but 
* from the viewpoint of diplomacy and supply, it was 
necessary to inform the War Ministry. To speed up procedure, 
it was tie rule to send a d.*aft of telegram to the ̂ Ministry 
to obtain signatures, but whether the signature and seal 
of the Chief of the MAB was on it was of no decisive meaning.

The Conference of Bureau Directors was a meeting 
at which each reported to the Minister and Vice Minister 
the state of business. To get the Minister's sanction, it 
was the general rule that a Bureau Director should first 
obtain the Vice-Minister's approval and then present the 
matters to the Minister, but there were some cases where 
the Minister orally passed decision at the conference and 
documents were submitted afterwards for formal sanction.

* After August, 1941, MUTO sometimes reported 
the progress of Japanese-American nebutiations at the 
conference, but only reported what was determined in the 
Liaison or Imperial Conference, and never stated his own 
opinion. TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified that at the Directors' 
Conference about 29 November 1941, MUTO expressed his 
opinion about the interruption of the negotiations after 
the receipt of the Hull note of 26 November, but MUTO denied 
it absolutely.

TANAKA had testified that, the control of the 
press was a function of the Information Section of the 
MAR, but this was incorrect. This section belonged to 
Irmerial Headquarters, and the MAB merely took charge of 
editing the Army weekly and supervising pamphlets.
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The Information Section was created after Imperial 
Headquarters was established in December 1937, and was made 
to belong to the latter and not under the Chief of the MAP 
In the ’Var Ministry, however, a reduced Intelligence 
Division was still left. The fact that the Information
* Section of Imperial Headquarters and the Intelligence 
Division of the ?/ar Ministry were located in the War 
Ministry Building perhaps misled TANAKA. Soon after the 
Second KONOYE Cabinet was organized, censorship relating 
to the army came to be administered in the Cabinet Bureau 
of Intelligence. Announcement of the war situation and 
enemy propaganda were functions of the Information Section 
of Imperial Headquarters,

The Chief of the latter section was not controlled 
by the Chief of the MAB, but was under the Chief of the 
KAB as to editing their army weekly, compiling pamphlets, 
and explaining current topics for military education.

* Former Chief of the Military Service Bureau, 
TANAKA, Ryukichi, had testified that when MUTO sat with him 
at a luncheon he talked with him about international 
problems, but at such a meeting the accused was never 
inclined to take up a serious question; much less did he 
say that Japan, under the Tripartite Alliance, must estab
lish a new order in East Asia in concert with the attempt 
of Germany and Italy to build up a new order in Europe,
While TANAKA admitted he did not hear this from MUTO, he 
had testified that in the KAB there was a consistent view 
favoring the Tripartite Alliance since the ABE Cabinet.
KUTO entirely denied this. It was in the middle of October 
1939, at xhe time of the ABE Cabinet, when he became Chief 
of the KAB, and he learned then that at the time of the 
preceding HIRANUKA Cabinet, the army hoped for the conclusion
* of the Tripartite Alliance, and mauo an effort to material
ize it but failed, owing to the German-Soviet non-Aggression 
Pact. KUTO was one of those who felt at the time that 
Janan hàd been deceived by Germany, and Hitler and Mussolini 
could not be trusted. *

* His opinion regarding Germany and Italy was 
that their national strength was not so strong as propa
gated, and believed that once Hitler and Mussolini failed 
they would spoil the glory of Japan's national polity, and 
it was dangerous to conclude an alliance with them. 7/ar 
broke out between Britain and Germany in September, 1939.
In the latter part of May 194-0, Germany won the victory
at Dunkirk, and it was generally believed among the 
Jaoanese that Germany would have final victory.
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Some people again advocated the Tripartite* Alliance, 
* but W T O  predicted the war would prove protracted and 
doubted Germany would win finally, for the German air force 
was not as sufficient as propagated, she could not cross tin' 
Strait, and her naval force was inferior to Britain’s. The 
overwhelming superiority of Britain's navy, the calm attitude 
of the British, and Churchill's statement that the U. 3. 
would help Britain, were factors in favor of the latter.
W T O  concluded that in the long run HITLER would fail to 
conquer Britain.

* TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified that the resignation 
of the YONAI Cabinet was due to the accused HATA, the War 
Minister, offering a proposal regarding the conclusion of 
the Tripartite Pact, which TANAKA said was supported by the 
îfAR, but it did not come to a unanimous agreement, and
HATA resigned. This was wrong. There was no request during 
HATA's tenure that the government conclude the Alliance.
The YONAI Cabinet's policy was not to intervene in the 
European war, and HATA supported it. Regarding HATA's 
resignation at that time, the General Staff was eager to 
settle the China Affair and proposed to have Germany 
intervene, and urged the ’Var Minister to solidify the 
national structure. To these demands of the General Staff 
the YONAI Cabinet did not return any earnest response.
K0N0YE resigned as President of the Privy Council, and 
started a new party movement to improve internal affairs.

* The YONAI Cabinet became more unpopular with 
the public. For about ten days between the letter part 
of June, 1940, and the beginning of July, KUTO was away 
from the 'Var Ministry, serving on a reception committee 
for the Manchukuo Emperor. When he returned to the War 
Ministry he saw official correspondence to the War Minister 
from the Chief of the General Staff, ‘hat a proper step 
should be taken to tide over the emergency. It was an 
expression of a very strong intention.

HATA was very anxious to solve this matter, but 
it did not go as expected and he was placed in a delicate 
oosition between the General Staff and the Government, and 
was obliged to resign. This was not at all due to disagree
ment regarding the Tripartite Alliance, as far as MUTO 
knew.

Interviews with foreign military attaches was a 
duty of the MAB, and MUTO frequently received calls from 
them. Exhibit 523. he supposed, was what he talked about 
when he received a call from the German attache. The date 
showed it was in the latter part of June, 1940, the time
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Page when there was an opinion that Japan should ask Germany to 
intervene in settling the China Affair, so he assumei the 
tall must have referred to that matter. The words "Japan 
has interests in FIC problems" appearing in the exhibit 
probably concerned the fact that both Japan and France 
had a mutual understanding regarding a ban on transportation 
of materials to the Chungking Regime and that the Inspection 
Corps under NISHIHARA started for FIC. This was not L'UTO’s 
oersonal opinion, but a description of what was then going 
on.

When TOJO entered the KONOYE Cabinet as Premier, 
the army felt that the main object of diplomacy should be 
settling the China Affair. As for other problems, elastic 
constructive diplomacy should be carried on to attain that 
object, as was shown in the political program of the KONOYE 

33117 Cabinet. * The diplomatic policy was not so limited as to 
require concluding the Tripartite Alliance. The fact that 
the alliance was rapidly concluded in September, shortly 
after the KONOYE Cabinet had been formed, was due to 
Foreign Minister KATSUOKA' s taking such an active part. 
KATSUOKA carried out a drastic reform in his ministry 
without giving ear to any other's opinion, and it was due 
to his sole activity that the alliance was rapidly con- 

• eluded.
KUTO had no knowledge of the Pact's significance 

until he heard the Chief of the Treaty Bureau explain the 
Pact's text. In this court he first learned that he had 
been suggested for an order by Ambassador Ott because he 
endeavored for good relations with Germany. The telegram 
from Ott regarding the decoration was in mid-Kay, 1942, 
after he ; ad left the position as Chief of the KAB. 
According to international usage, this kind of affair was 

33118 * practiced by a mutual exchange of proposals. Germany,
he believed, was informed of his nam, by the War Ministry, 
because he at the time was Chief of the KAB. He had never 
seen the decoration.

From October 1939 to April 1942 he was Chief of 
the NAB. From July 1940 to April 1942 he was under War 
Minister TOJO. In response to a prosecution inquiry, he 
was interpreted as if he had answered that TOJO came to 
his office to seek his opinion, but this was a misinter
pretation, for a minister never came to a director's 
office. KUTO could express his opinion to TOJO as War 
Minister, but not in his capacity as Premier. As far as 
the function of Premier was concerned, TOJO adopted no 
opinion of the War Ministry staff.



The prosecution seemed to contend that In case 
of disagreeing with, the War Minister, MIJTO could resign his 
* position, but this was prohibited, and only in case of 
illness were the Japanese military permitted to do so. 
TANAKA, Ryukichi, testified that he knew .someone who had 
resigned as Chief of the MAB for such a reason, but MUTO 
did not know whom he referred to. There was an instance 
in which someone did not follow the War Minister's order 
and the authorities transferred him. This was the worst 
instance, and as a matter of discipline it was not to be 
excused. As for transfer, while MUTO was Chief of the 
NAB, soon after TOJO became War Minister, KUTO frequently 
asked the Chief of the Personnel Bureau to transfer him. 
After the TOJO Cabinet was formed, he expressed his desire 
for transfer at a meeting attended by the War Minister, 
Vice-Minister, and Chief of the Personnel Bureau, but every 
time it was not adopted.

33120 * TANAKA, Ryukichi, had spoken of MUTO as a
statesman, but this was sarcasm. TANAKA had once rebuked 
him, saying he was too business-like. His personal history 
showed he had never made a study of politics or diplomacy 
and had no experience in those affairs until he became 
Chief of the MAB. After receiving this position, as a 
matter of duty he studied these problems. His views 'were 
sometimes adopted by the Minister and sometimes not.

TANAKA testified that TOJO had scarcely any 
sense of politics and diplomacy and no experience, so he 
adopted MUTO's opinions. This was contrary Jo the fact. 
TANAKA had once been Chief of the Military Intelligence 
Organ in China, and over-estimated his experience in 
politics c.nd diplomacy, and MUTO was disgusted to hear 
him sneaking from such a viewpoint of TOJO, for he was 
quite wrong in his criticism of him. Needless to say,
TOJO, being a military man, had no political experience, 
but he was a hard worker and studied anything concerning 
politics and formed his opinion about it. He was not a 
person who would blindly obey an opinion of MUTO's. This 
could be seen from the fact that for more than two years 
after KUTO was transferred, TOJO steered through difficult 
positions as Premier. It was ‘at the busiest time after the 
outbreak of the war that MUTO was transferred.
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33121 * TANAKA also testified that he was opnosed to Li.* 

Dolitical intervention of military men, especially of the to." A.
He added this was prohibited by consitution. TANAKA was wront, 
that it was inscribed in the constitution, for there was no 
such provision. The legal basis vas ' that military men in 
active service had no franchise; military criminal law restrict
ed freedom of nolitical speech and association; the imperial 
rescript of 1232 admonishes that military men should perform 
their duties without intervening in politics.

33122 * However the war minister could and must take oart 
in nolitics because he could attend the cabinet conference as 
a state minister, however the war minister must carry out the 
decisions of the cabinet and it was necessary to have poli
tical machinery. The MAB was this machinery and its function 
was to carry out political affairs but not in politics itself.
If the bureau were not allowed to carry them out, the war 
minister as a politician would be functionless. The organiza
tion of the war ministry (exhibit 74) indicates clear.-, y that 
liaison with the Diet was a dnty of the military affairs sec
tion of the MAB.

On this point, chief of the military service bureau 
TANAKA never protested to MUTO and MUTO was quite surprised

33123 to hear him make this self-righteous statement * for MUTO re
membered him making speeches and taking actions regarding 
nolitics which did not belong to his duties, and MUTO had to 
advise him to abstain, but this advice was given in vain and 
soon after a rumour prevailed that MUTO and TANaKA had had
a quarrel. It was true that in 1941 MUTO objected to TANAKA 
attending a Diet session as a government commissioner, for in 
the war ministry explanations and replies in the Diet were 
oreoared beforehand and approved by the war minister so theie 
might not be any inconsistency or misu :rstanding.

This was the same in every ministry but TANAKA made 
a bold utterance of his own accord and the MAB was annoyed 
by facing a protest from other ministries and the general 
staff.

33124 On 8 December 1941 when the war broke out, TOJO * d e 
livered an address to the war ministery staff. Just before the 
address TANAKA told MUTO that with this war TOJO had become
a hero. MUTO replied that if Japan should be defeated her 
national polity would be changed and consequently, far from
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fâge
being called hero, TOJO might be blamed for high treason 
MUTO remembered he regreted he told TANAKA that national ~ 
ity might be changed if Japan was defeated. MUTO rememberea 
that TOMINAGA, chief of the personnel bureau, told him what 
a man TANAKA, to sty that TOJO would become a hero, and TCMIMGA 
said he accused TANAKA of his imprudence. TANAKA had testi
fied that MUTO had stated this and MUTO could not understand 
his motive. TANAKA testified that about 9 December 1941 * 
when MUTO talked with bureau chiefs at a luncheon about the 
progress of negotiations with America, MUTO said that KURUSU's

33125 visit to America * and the sending of the Tatsuta Maru had 
been a sort of camouflage. MUTO said that he absolutely hah 
not said that.

As for the visit of KURUSU to America, MUTO had heard 
it suggested as a sincere step taken by TOGO, at NOMURA‘s re
quest and had been decided after consultation with TOJO. MUTO 
had no connection with tending *', the Tatsuta Maru. After 
the war broke out there were mysterious stories and he be
lieved matters regarding KURUSU and the Tatsuta Maru might 
have been among them.

Exhibit 2240 indicated that MUTO answered he had vnaae 
a draft of the imperial rescript regarding the declaration of 
war together with the accused HOSHINO, chief secretary, and 
the accused OKA, chief of the naval affairs bureau, but this 
was a mistake. MUTO and OKA only offered reference materia!

33126 for the rescript * to HOSHINO. A rescript was prepared in Ute 
cabinet, which made a draft of it.

In *he government, the general control of POWs was unde, 
the war minister's charge, and collateral matters, such as t l . o  
mail service, etc., were under the charge of the ministers con
cerned. This did not mean that POWs c \a under the war minis
ter as soon as they were delivered to ehe army. First, the 
army or navy commander .he took the POWs at the front examined 
them, made a list of them, and reported to headquarters vdUch 
would report to the war minister, who would indicate the loca
tion and caoacity of the proper camp. Headquarters would ar
range for their transoort to this camp and when this was com
pleted, they would be under the war minister's charge for the 
first time.

In previous wars the war minister had the POW Inte'i-
33127 ligence bureau and the PCW * camps as organs for controlling 

them. In the last war, however, the POW administration denr^ 
ment was organized. Because, while in previous wars the bus
iness concerning POWs was comparatively simple, in the Pacific
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Page war it became complicated. * The organisation of the POW Intel-
33128 ligence bureau and the POW camp ordinance wt^e promulgated to

ward the end of December, 1941, but the POW coi^rol denartment 
was established by the war minister's o^der towaiv; the end of 
March, 1942, These regulations were drawn up by the MAB, to 
which the accused was attached. However, the order esu hiJ.sh :.ng 
the control denartment was issued during the absence of Mu”') 
and he was informel of it later. When he left the MAB as di 
rector in April, 1942, no olan for taking POWs had yet been 
laid because there was no authentic report from headquarters.

The questions whether it was right to transport POW:-. 
taken in the tropics to the north in a cold season; whether 
the e *.vsuitable buildings, etc., were being investigated 
and were not decided. At Shanghai and Zenzu.U camps were 
urgently set up, as POWs taken by the navy were transported

33129 by boats. As for POW labor, no study had * been made at the 
time. He had no recollection of any protest regarding the 
treatment of POWs from any foreign countries during his ten
ure as director.

Exhibit 2246 stated there were explanations of the 
international situation at the informal meeting of the war 
councillors \n July, 1941. But KUTO was absent from t h e meet
ing because of illness. He had never read the report of in
vestigation made by the t>ro\ -.st marshal concerning ehe air 
men who made the raid on Japan on l8 Anrll 1942 (exhibit 2245). 
At that time he was no longer chief of the MAB, also not in 
Tokyo, and it was impossible for him to read the reDort.

Regarding exhibit 2247, MUTO was in Sumatra when the 
ceremony of awarding decorations was held in the German Em
bassy on 1 October 1942, and he never received decorations 
from the German Ambassador.

Exhibit 476 included a secret diary of imperial head
quarters concerning the Singapore incident from February to

33130 March, 1942, but he had n e v e r seen it. * An attendant of
the war minister was not given a seat ■ imnerial headquarters, 
nor was the secret diary to be seen by an intendant. Regard
ing the treatment of war reoresentatives in China, the pro
secution produced his interrogation as evidence and the con
tents were true.

In October, 1939, when he took charge as director of 
the MAB, it was two years and three months after the outbreak 
of hostilities with China. During this time, captives were 
not treated as POWs. Even the POW intelligence bureau was not 
in existence. The Chinese operated on the same basis as the
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Page Japanese did in regard to captives. Even after ‘hat time Jaoan 
never declared war and the treatment 01 captives wt*- carried on 
as before. Accordingly they were never within the ju*^sd^tion 
of the war minister and the director of the MAB had nothing to 
do with them, and MUTO was never ordered to make a study 01 this 
matter.
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33131 * He was ordered by the war minister to go to the south
ern area of operations to observe affairs there for three weeks 
from about 20 March 1942. He returned on 12 April and when he 
arrived at the war ministry, director of personnel TOMINAGA 
told him that he was transferred to the command of the imperial 
guard division at Sumatra. He was actually appointed to this 
post on 20 April and until the date of his departure did no 
work as director of the MAB, He arrived at Medan on. 11 May
and in thirty years as a soldier this is the first time he ever 
had a responsible post and this period ended when he was re
lieved in 19 4 4.

His duty in Sumatra was to take charge of the the de
fense of northern Sumatra in accordance with the 25th army 
commander's orders. MUTO took command of the guard aivision

33132 of which one infantry divis* >n, among three, had been * de
tached. in Malaya as under the command of the 25th army com
mander*. A- regards the military administration in the dis
trict, the organ under the direct cor.orol of the commander 
at every province of Sumatra was in charge of it. Between 
military administration and defense a clear line was drawn.
As for the control of the POWs and internees, it had been 
handed over to the commander when he arrived and was under 
the charge of an officer dispatched by the coriander. Ordin
ary enemy aliens were interned by the military administration 
and it was no part of MUTO's duty to superintend affairs con
cerning P0\ s and internees.

The growing activity of Briti"^ forces on the Indian 
Ocean reduced the area of his defense ...ter April, 1943, into 
Patanori, East Coast, and Achie Provinces in the northern end 
of Sumatra and afterwards into Achie and East Coast Provinces 
from the beginning of 1944.

While he was in office in Sumatra, there were no 
hostilities and no POWs taken. He never employed them for

33133 labor. Within his area, however, * there were many forces 
beyond his command and certain corps among them were employ
ing POWs. It was not MUTO's duty to defend the camps of either 
POWs or internees. As for trouble with natives, although he 
received reports on the punishment of soldiers, all these 
related to cases inside the army and he learned only one case 
having anything to do with natives. After arriving at his
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post, MUTO ordered everyone to put a mark on the left breast 
so the natives could recognize anyone of the guard division. 
Even with such identification he heard of no complaint from 
the military administration or the natives about his division.

33134- * Having been appointed chief of staff of the 14th
area army, MUTO left Medan for the Philippines on 12 October 
1944, and arrived at Port McKinley the' night of 20 October 
1944. As regards conditions in the Philippines at that time, 
the U.S. army landed at Leyte on 18 October before YAMASHITA, 
who had arrived in early October, became well acquainted with 
the state of the islands. The 16th division defending the is
land was routed at a stroke, and reported nothing about the 
situation and the whole Philippine Islands were plunged into 
chaos. The alleged atrocities during this time in the Phil
ippines occurred in this chaotic situation.

YAMASHITA's dutv was to defend the Philippines in ac
cordance with C-in-C TEP.AUCHI's command. For that purpose, ex
pecting the United States to invade the Southern Philippines,

33135 he was to make preparations 5or decisive battles * and coop
erate with air and naval forces in carrying out operations. 
TERAUCHI was then at Manila and later removed to Saigon on 
17 November 1944,

This duty of YAMASHITA was suddenly altered. due to 
the order from Southern General Army Headquarters given about 
12 or 13 which said the 14th area army shall destroy the 
enemy invading Leyte Island with the maximum si*ength of the 
army forces, in cooperation with the naval and air forces.
Up to that time the operation plan was that if the United 
States invaaed the southern Philippines only the 35th army 
should participate in the battles to be fought by the army 
and air forces. As nothing had been prsoared for transport
ing army forces from Luzon Island, they nastily set to arrange 
ments. After the air and naval forces were frustrated in the 
battles about October 24 or 25, command of the air and sea

33136 in the Southern Philippines fell to the enemy. * No more 
than 50,000 men were sent about seven times up to early 
December, most of their ships were sunk. Thus, early in 
December YAMASHITA could only acknowledge that for al] his ef
forts he had completely failed in the battle of Leyte.

33137 * As for the Luzon campaign, alterations were also 
made as to YAMASHITA's duty, the later operations having cal
led for Luzon forces, emptied the latter island of its de
fence and completely spoiled the defence plan. Reinforce
ments were sent from Japan, but one-half or one-third was
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Page lost to enemy action, and barely the remnants a-^ived. They 
had no maneuvering power and TERAUCHI ordered YAMOHITA to 
evade decisive battles and assume the defensive, Tht.'eupon 
YAMASHITA decided on evading decisive cattle in the pla-'. î 
restrict the enemy to Luzon as iong as possible, taking ao 
vantage of mountainous regions and delaying the attack again? 
Japan proper.

He took steps to establish three main positions in 
the mountainous regions east of Manila, in the mountains west 
of Clark Field, and in the mountainous region in the vicinity 
of Baguio and Paletepas. As to Manila City, they were to dis-

33138 able the harbour * facilities and carry munitions out of the 
city and then declare the city open. They were to defend 
against the landing of the United States army by disposing
a unit in the vicinity of Apari in northern Luzon, and to de
tach one unit to the Batangas Peninsula to delay the U.S, 
army's rush toward the Manila district. It was just after 
the U.S, force landed at San Jose in Mindoro Island on 15 
December that this plan was shown.

The U.S. ( t \ \  army landed at Lingayen Bay on 0 Jan
uary 19^5» followed by the Pth army, which landed on the 
southern part of Luzon. At ~ne time the Japanese army had 
not completed their disposition. The United States landing 
contrasted with the Japanese expectation and the cooperation 
of the air, naval, and army forces w^re complete and their 
army on Luzon displayed great power of maneuver and power.

33139 * The Japanese forces found their command system in
stantly destroyed and were made +o fight independently, but 
YAMASHITA was defeated after all. The communication func
tions of the army in the Philippine campaign were extremely 
poor. Communications with the southern Philippines' commander, 
SUZUKI, Sosaku, became of the worst after the United States 
landed on Leyte. After the U.S. occupied Ormoc in early 
December, communication was interrupt* except for occasional 
short dispatches.

Traffic between YAMASHITA's headquarters at Baguio 
and YOKCY.AMA's headquarters east of Manila was suspended about 
13 January after the United States landing at Lingayen. Wire
less was barely available until about May or June and no

33140 telegram, other than really * important ones for operations 
was dispatched. As for communication between YAMASHITA's 
headquarters and headquarters west of Clark Field, wireless 
and land traffic -vas interrupted and knowledge of the state 
of the district became uncertain. Communication with forces 
in the vicinity of Paletepas was also inadequate due to the 
breakdown of instruments.
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Page Communication breakdowns were due *0 the fact that eqnj-,..
ment was originally inferior to that of the Jilted States arid 
many instruments had been soaked in the sea. 1 . addition, 
most persistent bombarding by the U.S. destroyed oie instruments 
and under these circumstances Y'.niSlIITA's commanding ’»'gnniza-

33141 tions were destroyed. * YAMASHITA never ordered Manila «-o .e
defended to the last. As his chief of staff, MUTO was wej. a . 
quainted with YAMASHITA1s intention for he was always with 
except when MUTO went to the front, and even then
he saw YAMASHITA*s orders later.

MUTO once studied on YAMASHITA*s order on how to make 
Manila open. Realizing, however, that the matter was beyond 
the scope of YAMASHITA*s authority and could not be put into 
practice, he was at last resolved to place Manilla outside th*- 
battlefield. However, hostilities and violent accidents broke 
out practically within the city and on 3 January 1945, YAMASHITA 
ordered YOKOYAMA 8th division commander to take command of th? 
forces in the vicinity of Manila and, in order to command op
erations in the district of Lingayen Bay, removed to Baguio.

On January 5 the commander of the naval forces moved 
there also, after investing YOKOYAMA with command over naval

33142 forces in the * Manila vicinity concerning land figh.’.ng 
About February 10, YAMASHITA informed of hostilities being 
continued within Manila, urged YOKOYAMA to withdraw immediatejy 
into the mountains east. However, rear admiral IV/ABUCHI, «\iTi- 
reme commander of the forces in Manila., did not observe to >.*3.

There were many guerrilla forces in the Ph’ lipomes, 
and it was reported, after the termination of the war, tha' 
they amounted to some 500,000. There were so many that every 
native seemed to be a guerrilla after the U.S. landing. Abou*. 
November, 1944, YAMASHITA ordered his men to a-tack armed 
guerrillas in view of the increased activity. However, r .

33143 by no mean. * ordered any guerrilla or any collaborator tr be 
sentenced to death without trial. The staff,inoJud.-r.g YAMA
SHITA, were utterly Ignorant at the time that, about Febru
ary or March of 1945, residents were dered In the Batan&a^ 
district.

YAMASHITA received no report on this or other a t r o d . - 
les in the Philippines. There was only one case of violence lr. 
April, 19 4 5, and f Tokyo’s order, YAMASHITA ordered YOKOYAMA 
to investigate it but this was not successful owing to the 
total destruction of Japanese forces in Manila the end of 
February.
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33144 * POWs and internees in the Philippines were ’’nder VALIA - 

SHITA's centrcl when MUTO arrived at nis post there.
ally speaking, however, the chief of the POW camp at Manij.. was 
dealing with them .aider the command of the assistant commisse-y 
general and nc significant alternation was made after MUTO ar
rived at his post. The food ration,after being inquired into 

by the chief of the paymaster’s department, assistant commis
sary general, etc., was successively decreased to that
for Japanese troops and the ration was reduced from 400 to 
300 grams toward the middle of November.

The reason was that the Philippines, had imported rice 
from FIC and Siam even in ordinary times, importation became

33145 difficult since United States submarines suspended the * traf
fic on the China Sea. 10,000 tons came in early November, 
but one-third was used for the Leyte operations. The reserved 
rice was released In early December and arrivals after then 
were only 1.800 tons. To cope with the food situation, they 
purchased rice in the Central Philippines in cooperation with 
with the Philippine government. One reason YAMASHITA dis
posed of the main force to ^-»rthern Luzon was that the Kaga- 
jan Valley had overproduced rice. However, only a part of 
this plan was put into practice after the United States land
ed, and consequently they could not use the rice accumulated*

The procedure for transporting POWs to Japan was that 
on the receipt of an order by the commander, who controlled 
the POWs, from the war minister that they should be sent to 
such and such place, ships wou.1-4 do appointed by the chief 
of the general staff, and the shipping coramanujr notified.
Then the commander would make preparations for transportation.

33146 * They wer out of the commander's control after they got 
aboard the ships. MUTO was informed foi the first time that 
the Oryoku Maru transported them in December, 1944, when she 
was air-raided and took refuge in Or 'o about. December 15*

The said order for transporting the POW. was issued 
prior to his arrival, and ne heard they were mace to gather 
at Manila. As the shirs were apoointed about December 12 
or 13 » the assistant commissary general and the chief of the 
POW camp let them take ships in accordance with order already 
received, so It did not come to MUTO's knowledge. On being 
informed of the Oryoku Maru's accident, YAMASHITA ordered 
the chief of the POW camp to rescue them. MUTO cooperated 
with the latter by YAMASHITA’s order as to arrangement for 
transportation, food, etc. The U.S. army had landed near 
Manila and YAM/lSHITA was very busy but nevertheless did his 
best.
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33147 * In laying the plan for Luzon operations, com,'der tion 

was given to the question of how to deal with POWs. YAMhCttlTA 
decided on liberating the POWs and internees through the st<*‘̂  
representing Japan's rights and interests, in case the United 
States landed on Luzon and reported to TERAUCHI to that effect. 
But TERAUCHI advised it was too early yet to do so. However, 
the previous regulation of the commander was that POWs might be 
released if the war situation necessitated it. It was consid
ered practically impossible to remove prisoners and internees 
into the mountains. Therefore YAMASHITA decided to put it in
to practice and about mid December ordered the chief of POW 
camp to that effect, and he immediately made nreparations for 
releasing internees of Baguio and Pert McKinlay camps.

33148 * The accused learned for the first time after the war 
was over that the camp's chief, having mistaken that the state 
representing the rights and interests meant the state repres
enting the U.S.A., namely, Switzerland, whose agency was ab
sent from Manilla, dealt not through the reoresenting state, 
but had taken steps for releasing them without causing 
hostilities.

33149 * For the sake of obtaining Information of ehe enei,iy 
they decided they desired to take POWs during hostilities but 
this proved too difficult in defensive fighting. In accord
ance with headquarters command, MUTO surrendered together with 
YAMASHITA on 3 September 1945* v aMAGHITA at no time released 
command of the army nor was he ever ibsent during the Phil
ippine operations from duty. VJru was always *th him and 
heard any report with him and v/as fully acquainted with YAMA-

33 150 SHITA's intentions. *YAMASHITA never issued orders against
international law nor against 1 nor p.-rmi i-jd nor con
nived at the misconduct of his subordinates when he knew of 
them. YAMASHITA, under difficult c o n ’' •'■’ons, took all uossible 
precautions to prevent atrocities.

MUTO attended the trial of YAMASHITA as a witness and 
was often examined as a war criminal suspect. Toward the end 
of March, 1946, he was told that he was clear of the crime and 
told to the same effect by a member of the war crimes* investi
gation committee.

3 3 15 1 * On further oral examination the accused was shown 
exhibit 3445 and he stated he had seen it before but did not 
draw it up himself. It was drawn up by the general staff and 
sent to the military affairs section of the MAB from whom he 
received it. In turn he sent it to YAMAMOTO In the fore.jn
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33152 office* *The document was prepared on decisions * reached at 

the imperial conference of 5 November 1941 when the so-ca?led 
A and B plans were decided upon. The document was preparea 
on this decision and had in view, following the conclusion of 
negotiations, that it was still necessary to go into detailed 
discussions. With this in mind, it was drawn up by the gen
eral staff.

Asked if he knew why the language in the document was 
strong, he replied that at that time the general staff was op
posed to the adoption of the A or B plans. They were espec
ially opposed to the B plan, «vif-, uv, ehe drafting of
the B Plan, MUTO expressed his views to the chief of staff 
and succeeded in having him agree to the views of ToC;0. In 
view of this, the general staff were not only opposed to the 
A and B Plans but also strongly opposed to MUTO himself, and

33153 a very strong argument developed * on It. In view of this 
atmosphere, the general staff agreed to the plans and sub
mitted an additional plan saying it would be carried out.

33154 * After sending the ocument to YAMAMOTO, he remem
bered later YAMAMOTO called him and said it was an Lis usible 
document and asked the reason for it i,. an admonishing manner. 
MUTO told him that as long as it was the general staff plan, 
he wanted to show it to him, but wo... d do everything to have 
it revised and MUTO should not place too much importance in 
it. The document was left as it was * but was abandoned and 
officers representing the army foreign office, navy, and 
planning board studied the quest,on and the results were sub
mitted to the liason conference. Accordingly the document

33 155 was not seen by the war minister. *The original plan received 
from headquarters was destroyed and abandoned.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY IT BRANNON 
Counsel, for SHIMAi...

The accused stated it was correct that he attended 
the liason conferences held the latter Part of 1941, and lis
tened to matters discussed there attentively but had forgot-

33156 ten many things. Asked if he had at any time at any liason 
conference ever heard any navy member advocating an attack 
on the United States without notice beforehand, he replied 
he did not remember that at all. This was an important mat
ter and if it occurred he thought he would remember it. Ask
ed if testimony was given that chief of the naval general 
staff ITO, at a liason conference on 2 December 1941, if
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3 3 15 7 he did not remember hearing ITO advocate * an attack gainst 

the United States without warning, he replied he did not recall*
DIRECT EXAMIN\TION BY MR. FUJII 

Counsel for HOSHINO
The accused stated that during the TOJO cabinet, chief 

secretary HOSHINO attended all the liason conferences which
33158 he attended as a secretary. * While MUTO was negotiating with 

YAMAMOTO at those liason conferences on the question of the 
Japanese-American negotiations, EOSHINO did not join in the 
discussions. HOSHINO did not have the authority either to 
participate in the discussions or sign any such documents for 
he had no such power as a conference secretary.

33159 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FREEMAN
Counsel for SATO

The accused stated he was director of the MAB when 
TOJO became premier. Reminded that TANAKA testified that cer
tain members of the MUTO sta^l were active on behalf of TOJO 
becoming premier, the accused was asked if anyone within the 
MAB ever discussed with him the possibility of TOJO becoming 
premier and he replied absolutely not nor was it suggested by 
anyone in the war ministry. His beconing premier came as a 
complete surprise to them and at fir. c hhey did not believe 
it. (Attention of the tribunal was called to T. 15,872.)

33160 * The accused stated he was director o' the MAB at 
the time the POW information bureau was set up at the end
of December, 1941. Regarding the purpose for its establish
ment, there was a provision that immediately following the 
outbreak of hostilities, according to international treaties, 
such an organ should be set up and its duties were clearly 
stipulated.

33161 * The accused was told that exhibits 1467 through 
14731 and 1490 through 1496 were copies of communications be
tween the Japanese foreign office and the allied powers rela
tive to the treatment of POWs from December 1941 through 
March 1942. Asked If recalled the MAB receiving any of these 
communications direct from the foreign office, the witness 
stated he didn't remember. When shown exhibit 1175, he was 
asked to note that the title of it was "Principal Reasons 
Alleged For The Commencement of Hostilities Against U.S.A. 
and Britain" and there was an affidavit of TANAKA accompany
ing it in which he said MUTO read the document at the liason 
conference of bureau chiefs.
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33 157 he did not remember hearing ITO advocate * an attack gainst 

the United States without warning, he replied he did not recall.
DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FUJII 

Counsel for HOSHINO
The accused stated that during the TOJO cabinet, chief 

secretary HOSHINO attended all the llason conferences which
33158 he attended as a secretary. * While MUTO was negotiating with 

YAMAMOTO at those liason conferences on the question of the 
Japanese-American negotiations, EOSHINO did not join in the 
discussions. HOSHINO did not have the authority either to 
participate in the discussions or sign any such documents for 
he had no such power as a conference secretary.

33159 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FREEMAN
Counsel for SATO

The accused stated he was director of the MAB when 
TOJO became premier. Reminded that TANAKA testified that cer
tain members of the MUTO sta^T were active on behalf of TOJO 
becoming premier, the accused was asked if anyone within the 
MAB ever discussed with him the possibility of TOJO becoming 
premier and he replied absolutely not nor was it suggested by 
anyone in the war ministry. His beco.ning premier came as a 
complete surprise to them and at fir. t they did not believe 
it. (Attention of the tribunal was called to T, 15,872.)

33160 * The accused stated he was director o' the MAB at 
the time the POW information bureau was set up at the end
of December, 1941. Regarding the purpose for its establish
ment, there was a provision that immediately following the 
outbreak of hostilities, according to international treaties, 
such an organ should be set up and its duties were clearly 
stipulated.

33161 * The accused was told that exhibits 1467 through 
14-73, and 1490 through 1496 were copies of communications be
tween the Japanese foreign office and the allied powers rela
tive to the treatment of POWs from December 1941 through 
March 1942. Asked if recalled the MAB receiving any of these 
communications direct from the foreign office, the witness 
stated he didn't remember. When shown exhibit 1175, he was 
asked to note that the title of it was "Principal Reasons 
Alleged For The Commencement of Hostilities Against U.S.A. 
and Britain" and there was an affidavit of TANAKA accompany- • 
ing it in which he said MUTO read the document at the liason 
conference of bureau chiefs.
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Page
33162 * MUTO stated he did not read the document. The atten

tion of the accused was called to another paragranh of chat af
fidavit in which TANAKA said that he believed the accused SATO 
prepared the document or that it was prepared under his direc
tion. Asked if SATO ever discussed this document with him on 
any matter relating to its drawing up, he replied no, there 
was no such occasion.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. HOZUMI 
Counsel for KIDO

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stat
ed MUTO called on chief cabinet secretary TOMITA on 14 October 
1941 telling him his views in regard to the navy attitude to
ward the waging of war. Asked to give in detail the contents 
of the conversation, the accused replied that he could not tell 
exactly word for word what he said but the general purpose was

33163 * that although the navy agreed to the decisions reached at 
the 6 September conference, at present it seemed that although 
the navy attitude on the surface was not necessarily opposed 
to the decision of the 6 September conference, they were not 
in agreement with it.

As the navy did not want war, the army would have to 
change its attitude. But the navy took the view, without mak
ing it clear, that their attitude was they would leave matters 
in the hands of the premier. In such a case it would be im
possible for the war minister to surpress those advocating a 
strong policy within the ministry, and so MUTO asked the chief 
secretary to use his good offices or do what he could to get 
the navy to clarify its attitude for then the war minister 
would be ab?e to restrain the extremist elements in the war 
ministry and the general staff.

33164 * He made this proposal to TOMT^'A confident that if 
the navy did take a different attitude against war. he would 
be able to restrain the army. In a war in the Pacific, the 
navy would have to play the dominate roll, no matter how strong 
an attitude the army took, the army would be powerless unless 
the navy agreed. Asked if he knew the reasons why TOJO. at the 
cabinet meeting 14 October 1941 strongly advocated the 6 
September decision be carried out, he replied that before this

33165 decision, TOJO made strenuous * efforts to restrain the gen
eral staff's strong policy before he was able to succeed in 
getting the 6 September decision. Therefore TOJO's character 
did not permit alternation in those decisions without other 
good reason.
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TOJO wished faithfully to carry out decisions 1^ached 

not only at imperial conferences but those reached at cabinet 
meetings. It was his nature to do his best to carry them ou 
He could not carry out the decisions of the imperial conference

33166 by trying to fool the public. * On 17 October 1941 when TOJO 
received a telephone message to come to the palace MUTO was 
not with him but was at the war ministry, while he believed 
TOJO was at his official residence.

3 3 1 6 7 * Asked if TOJO seemed to know beforehand he was 
being called to the palace to form a new cabinet, the accused 
replied that TOJO did not even dream this. He left for the 
palace feeling that because of the resignation of the third 
KONOYE cabinet, he was to be berated by the emperor and went'; 
prepared for this.
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33172

33173

33174

33175

* The accused, stated that even after the formation of tht 
TOJO Cabinet, he attended Liaison Conferences. Asked if TOJO after 
becoming Premier, carried out the Emperor's desire and delivered to 
him on 17 Oct. 1941, the Imperial desire,being to return the deci
sion made by the Imperial Conference on Sept. 6 to a clean state
to avert war, or manifested any intention to carry this out at the 
Liaison Conference, the accused replied he remembered TOJO making 
a statement at the first Liaison Conference called by * him after 
becoming Premier. TOJO said that the Liaison Conference standing 
on a new position and not being bound by the Sept. 6 decision would 
study ways and means to bring about a settlement of the issues 
between Japan dnd the U.S.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. RJRNESS 
Council for SHIGEMITSU

The accused stated that the Lt. Gen. TATSUMI, mentioned 
in his affidavit, was a military attache to the Embassy in London, 
serving under Ambassador SHIG^MITSU. Asked if he had a talk with 
SHIGEMITSU after his return *n Aug. 1941, • the accused replied he 
remembered talking with SHIGEMITSU at th«> end of August or early 
September. He did not recall the talk 1 i detail but its gist was 
that SHIGEMITSU, speaking of condition* in Britain following the 
British defeat at Dunkirk, said the B'.tish were extremely stubborn 
and there was no likelihood of Britain s losing the war or the col
lapse of the British Empire. SHI&EMIT3U said lt was extremely 
likely that the U.S. would seriously assist Britain and no one 
must fail to take into consideration the great national strength 
of America.

* DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY
Council for TOGO

Asked what report he first heard at the Liaison Con
ference about the time of the delivery of the last Japanese note 
to the U.S., the accused replied he thought it was at the Con
ference of 4 Dec. that he heard that the time of delivery of the 
last note to the U.S. was to be 12830. He thought this report 
was made by Vice Chief of the Naval General Staff ITO. • It was 
not reported how that time had been decided upon. Asked if the 
question of the time of delivery of the last note was again raised 
in the Liaison Conference, he replied that perhaps a day or two 
later he heard a report from ITO and TOGO that the time of 
delivery had been changed to Is00 pm at the Liaison Conference.
He thought the original report of this fact was made by ITO.
The hours referred to were on 7 Dec. Washington time.
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33176

33177

33178
33179

33180

33181

The accused was asked if after the decision haa 'been 
made in the Liaison Conference that the final note should he 
delivered before the commencement of hostilities, if there was 
any request or any statement of its position made by the Naval 
General Staff in regard to the time of serving the final note,
MUTO replied that he thought I TO was talking to Foreign Minister 
TOGO * but didn't know the particulars. He didn' t remember the 
details of what I TO said but what remained in his mind was the 
Navy*s desire to harmonize the time of delivery and naval action. 
Asked what he meant by the word "harmonize", he replied that in 
opening hostilities, there must be close coordination between 
diplomacy and operations, and he used the term in the sense of 
coordination.

The accused remembered that ZTO said something to the 
effect that the Naval Oeneral Staff desired that the note should 
be delivered as late as possible.

* The accused stated that he had a meeting with TOOO on 
New Years Day 1942 to pay him New Years Greetings. After the 
exchange of greetings, the talk turned upon subjects connected 
with the war and MUTO told h-m that on that New Years Day the 
people appeared extremely light hearted and there prevailed an 
atmosphere of victory which was a dangexous condition. MUTO 
added that the future of the war was serious and difficult and 
that something should be done to bring about its early termina
tion and requested TOGO to make plans 111 which would bring about 
the earliest possible termination. * TOGO completely agreed 
and assured MUTO he would do everything in his power to do so, 
and this was all of the conversation on the subjec. of ending 
the war. Asked by the Tribunal if he took any part as a member 
from Japan in the Italy-Germany-Japan Joint Commission of Experts, 
he replied he received an appointment as a member but never 
participated in the meetings.

* CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. LOPEZ

The accused reiterated that his intervention in Liaison 
Conferences was merely clerical and that his intervention in 
Imperial Conferences was nothing more than as distributor of 
copies of documents to those attending. When he was distributor 
of copies between Oct. 1939 to Oct. 1941, he was a Major General 
and he was still distributing copies after the latter date when 
he had the rank of Lt. General, which was the second highest rank 
that the Army could bestow to any military man in Japan.

• The accused stated that his colleague in the Navy was 
at first Rear-Admiral, and later Vice-Admiral at the time when he 
was distributing copies on behalf of the Navy at those Imperial
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Page Conferences. Vice-Admiral was the second highest rank. in ti. Nav 
Asked if on Nov. 13, 1940 he attended an Imperial Conference! .i. 
replied he had no recollection of attending an Imperial Conferenc.

33182 in 1940, although he recalled attending them * in 194i„

After being shown a document and asked to note a line ta
33183 it reading * that Chief of the MAB, MUTO appealed as one of those 

invited by Imperial order to attend the Conference, ths accused 
acknowledged that his name was written there but notwithstanding., 
he did not recall attending an Imperial Conference in 1940. Ankt-d

33184 • if he would affirm definitely that he never attended the Con 
ference on Nov. 13, 1940, notwithstanding that he had been show-, 
the document, he replied that his recollection was that he begun 
attending the conferences in 1941. The document referring to corn: 
conference in Nov. 1940 did not even mention what was discussed 
at the conference. He had no recollection of attending it and ih< 
document alone was not sufficient to help him recall his memory 
granted that he did attend the meeting. As far as his recollectio. 
was concerned, he could not place any trust or reliability in the 
document.

33187 * Asked if it would refresh his memory if it were recall 
to him that with respect to this meeting it was the Cabinet whi-'b 
asked that he be allowed to attend, h i * oplied it did act re* *

33188 hie recollection. * Asked if it would refresh his mêmery ix v  
were reminded that after great discussion between Lord Keeper Fit«' 
the Grand-Chamberlain and Vice Grar.d-Cnfnberlain, it wae finally 
decided that he should be invited on ihe principle that v e  Imperil 
Conference should consist of those bearing respons. ’ ility *or giv 
advice to the Smperor, he replied he had never heard of that.i

Asked if it refreshed his memory to recall to him that • 
the beginning, those in the Palace were reluctant to irr-ite him 
because they feared the Conference might ' too balky, he- replis a 
it did not refresh hia memory at all. I* -ppeared that thee* w.■; 
discussions going on within the Palace which had never come to his 
knowledge.

33189 * Asked if on 6 Sept. 1941 he met with the accused OXA & 
the Premier's official residence, he replied he did not r»--. all ou 
he thought he might have seen him. Asked if he didn't ireqiea,]..y 
meet with OKA there, he replied If there was any business, thera 
were many occasions when they met there more or less coincidents:. 
but there was no case of meeting OKA at the Premier's official 
residence deliberately. When it w&b suggested to the accused 
that on 6 Sept. 1941 he met with OKA there to discuss the basic 
terms of peace to be offered to China, he replied he had no ruvci 
lection. If either OKA or himself had any business with each • x.t.x
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Page they would meet either at the War or Navy Ministries, but not 
at the Premier's official residence.

When shown a document» the accused was asked if it 
helped his recollection of any meeting with OKA and he replied 
he thought it was a misapprehension due to a mistranslation.

33191 By "Minister's official residence" * was meant the Foreign 
Minister's official residence, at which place a meeting was held 
among Foreign Ministry Bureau Chiefs, at which OKA and he were

33192 present. * He now recalled that he had a meeting at the Foreign 
Minister's residence with OKA. This was one of a number of con
ferences held there attended by OKA and himself with Foreign 
Ministry Bureau Chiefs and possibly the Foreign Vice Minister.
He thought the document had authenticity.

Exhibit 3456, the top secret document identified by the
33193 witness * concerning basic conditions for settling of Sino- 

Japanese peace, as discussed in a conference with the Directors 
of the Military and Naval Affairs Bureau, MUTO and OKA, held on 
6 Sept. 1941, stated that the Chungking Government shall Join in 
the Nanking Government. Admitting that the fundamental treaty 
concluded between Japan and the Nanking Government, the agreement- 
attached and the Japan-Manchukuo-China iolnt declaration wore based 
on these principles! (l) Joining of t.'.-• Chlang regime with :he 
Nanking Government; (2) Good neighbor!.'csss and intimate friendship; 
(3) Respect of sovereignty and territory! and (4) Joint defense 
(cooperation in maintenance of public peace, protection of rights 
and interests, and defense againe» common menace, '"or this purpose 
Japanese troops shall be stationed in Amoi and Hainan Island, as 
well as in certain districts of Mongolia-Sinkiang area, and North 
China.

Troops sent to China on accoun of the incident shall 
evacuate according to the Slno-Japanese * ^ ..ament upon settlement 
of the Incident.

33194 Note! Economic activities of third countries, as far as 
they were based on fairness and Justice, shall not be restricted.

(7) No annexation. (8) No reparations. (9) Recogni
tion of Manchukuo.

The accused was asked if it was not a fact that the same 
conditions and terms were incorporated in a document handed to 
Ambassador Grew on 2 Sept. 1941 (Exhibit 1245 F). He replied he 
did not recall whether this was so, but they were notified to the 
U.S. during the course of the Japanese-Araerican negotiations.
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* Asked if it was not true that the basic terms discus.-ea 
by himself and OKA, appearing in Exhibit 3456, contained maximum 
terms beyond which Japan never did go even in the last crucial 
momentB of the negotiations in Washington, he replied that the plan 
in which OKA and MUTO participated with others was a plan represent 
ing the views of the War and Navy Ministries. After the plan was 
placed before the Liaison Conference and there adopted by unanimous 
vote, it became national policy. The Sept. 6 plan contained the 
basic terms, but later, during the TOJO Cabinet, were relaxed.

Asked if it was not true that the stationing of troops 
in China even after the peace settlement between China and Japan 
was insisted upon by Japan to the last * moment of the Japanese- 
U.S. negotiations, he replied that even after the consummation of 
the negotiations between Japan and China it was recognized that the 
stationing of troops t'ould be necessary for a certain period for 
defense against communist activities. Asked if he insisted on 
stationing troops in Hainan Island after the peace settlement in 
order to contain communism, he replied he had no clear recollec
tion but he believed it was ’•»cognized that in the case of Hainan 
Island the stationing of troops was not necessary, although he 
was not clear on that point.

The accused agreed that there was no threat to Japan of 
communism from Borneo, Sumatra or the Philippines, calling for 
the garrisoning of troops on Hainan Island.

* Asked if he was a member of the secret r-iumittee having 
liaison with the Five Ministers Conference having to do with China 
affairs, hs replied he was at one time a councillor or secretary 
of the C lina Affaire Board but knew nothing about any secret com 
mittee liaisoning with the Five Ministers Conference.

* When shown a document he was . ..-d if it reminded him 
of his office as member of the Liaison Committee, and he repeated 
that he was not a member. Asked if the Chief of the Military 
Affairs Bureau was not the secretary of that secret coamiittee of 
which he was a member, he replied it appeared that the Chief of 
the Military Affairs Section of the MAB was a member, but the 
committee existed in 1938 and was not in existence when he became 
Chief of the MAB and he knew nothing about it. He could neither 
deny nor affirm the authenticity of the document shown. He did 
not know * if under the duties of a member of the secret committee 
the Military Affairs Bureau was providing funds for undercover 
agents in China.

After the outbreak of the Russo-German war, he knew 
Japanese forces in Manchuria were increased. AoKcd if he had
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something to do with increasing these forces, he replied that !n 
response to a demand of the General Staff, he remembered the War 
Minister acting in connection with the Increase in troop strength 
and in the transportation of necessary materials.

* When shown a document he was asked if he recognized it as 
coming from his bureau, and he replied that it was a file of tele
grams sent and received by the Foreign Office. He noted that the 
document had a top secret seal, was dated 11 July 1941, and that the 
words "Military Affairs Bureau" were written on it. Asked if the 
document was authentic, he replied he could not say on the basis
of it alone. He had no recollection of the document but it appeared 
to be * a study made by some young officer in the MAB. The words 
"Military Affairs Bureau" had been written on it but it did not bear 
his seal nor that of anyone else and he was at a loss to say whether 
it passed through his bureau. * He could not say whether it was 
actually a document of the MAB. (Both thie document and the preced
ing one were rejected.)

* When shown another document, he identified it and it was 
received in evidence.

Exhibit 3459, the document so Identified, read by and 
bearing the seals of Vice Minister KIMURA, Chief of Bureau MUT0V 
and Military Affairs Section Chief SATO, dated 20 Feb. 1942, from 
the Acting Secretary General of the China Affairs Board to Vice 
War Minister KIMUBA, concerning the Bound Table Conference to be 
held by Liaison Section Chiefs of the China AffairsBoard, stated that 
in reference to the above conferences, they should be obliged if a 
competent officer of the War Ministry (desirably the Director or 
Chief Officer of the Liaison Committee) attend.

* They should also appreciate it if Vice Minister KXMUKA 
would arrange with the Chief of the Militarv Affairs Bureau, a 
member of the Liaison Committee, to attend «.ne meeting on Mar. 5, 
to hear Liaison Section Chiefs report on the current situation,and 
the President and Vice President would speak. Furthermore, an 
officer was requested who could explain the outline of the progress
of army operations in the Greater East Asia War to the Liaison Section 
Chiefs.

Asked if, in the face of this document, he still insisted 
he was not a member of the "secret Liaison Committee" of the China 
Affairs Board, he replied that the prosecutor had said "secret 
Liaison Committee." He was a member of the "LiaisonCommittee," and 
that was where his misapprehension arose. Asked if it was not the 
duty of that committee to act as the executive body to handle all 
affairs of China in accordance with the Five Ministers Conference, 
he answered that it was not.
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33206 * Reference was made to the affidavit of the accused in v*.

he stated that he never called foreign military attaches himself to 
come to his office. Asked if he called junior officers of the mill* 
tary attaches to his office, he replied that they never called them 
on their own part.

Asked if in Oct. 1941, he sent for a staff member of the 
U.S. Military Attache, then Major F.D. Merrill, he repeated his 
previous answer and added that when they wanted to eee somebody 
in the office they would telephone and if they were conveniently 
disposed to see them they came. He wouVdnot change his testimony 
if Merrill would say he was invited to call. To the accused was 
quoted a purported statement to Merrill on 8 Oct. 1941, in which he

3320? said there was no longer any real hope of settling the problems be- * 
tween the two countries by talks between diplomats* The matter was for 
the armies to settle and it was possible to do this without fighting. 
Therefore, MUTO thought that Merrill should endeavor to report to his 
superiors that Japan had a good army. He did not care how Merrill 
criticised but he should be careful to say only the actual facts.
If understanding was not reache., they would be fighting Japan in 
six weeks in Manila. Asked if he told Merrill that, the accused 
replied it was absolutely contrary. Re had never met the U.S. 
military attache on 8 Oct. He remembered meeting one on 7 Nov. at

33208 the Soviet Embassy * and recalled meeting a young captain from the 
attache's office, but absolutely denied the alleged statement.

Asked when in 1941 he abandoned real hope that diplomatic 
negotiations could settle the problems between Ameri *». and Japan, he 
replied that as he had said in his interrogation, it iras after the 
receipt of the Hull memorandum of Nov. 26.

In October they were most serious and ardent in their 
endeavors to bring about a consummation of *he negotiations. The 
accused agreed that in the prosecutor's interrogation of him a year 
before he was asked about his knowledge of war preparations at the 
time. He agreed that he told the prosecutor then that he knew of

33209 war preparations around Oct. 1941 • and they were speeded up after 
the receipt of the Hull note of Nov. 27, 1941. At the same time he 
told the prosecutor that in accordance with the Sept. 6 decision, 
the policy was laid down to do everything through diplomatic means 
to bring about an understanding but to guard against possibilities 
of failure in the negotiations. War preparations were also to be 
carried out. Asked if he did not also say at the time that he knew 
of war plans about landings in the Philippines, Singapore and 
Malaya, he answered that he did not reply that way. He replied then 
that the General Staff might have been carrying on the study of such 
plans. He said when he was asked why he knew that, he had replied 
that that was the duty of the General 8taff and it would be only
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natural that they would carry on Btudies A»r various operation'! 
plans • and probably did make a study of such operations. It wab 
not true that his own office was engaged in the frantic task of 
speeding up construction of airports in Formosa in June 1941.
Asked if it was not a fact that on the first day of the war, bombers 
from Formosa raided Clark Field, Cavite Kavy Yard, and other Philip
pine installations, he replied that Clark Field was attacked by 
bombers from Formosa.

* When shown a document, he agreed that it said that it 
originated from the Military Affairs Section and that his own name 
was on it as Bureau Chief in charge * and that it was an authentic 
document.

* Exhibit 3460-A, the document so identified by the accused, 
originating from the Military Affairs Section, dated 10 June 1941, 
re preparations for aerial operations in Formosa, bearing a notation 
that the War Minister left the matter to others, ind bearing among 
others the names of Vice War Minister KIMU2A and Bureau Chief in 
Charge MUTO, and * from Vice War Minister KIMURA to C/S of the 
Formosan Army, stated that the ice Minister deeply appreciated
the efforts hitherto made by the Formosa.}. Army and asked for his 
continued efforts toward completion of '■he remaining work in view 
of the current situation, in accordance w.-ih order.

* A secret telegram sent 10 Jun ; .from the CinC of the For
mosan Army to the Minister, replied that ihe first stage of con
struction at Chaochov and Hengchun airfields had been completed.
This telegram had been transmitted to — rmy and Air ■. ulquarters.
A secret telegram sent 30 June from the C/S of the Formosan Army 
to Vice Minister of War KIMURA replied that he was determined to 
meet the V ce Minister's expectations by making further efforts 
toward the completion of the remaining work, and asked for his fur
ther guidance.

* The accused agreed that in his affidavit he had called 
Hitler and Mussolini upstarts. Asked if hie affidavit meant that he 
had such deep-seated contempt for Hitler and Mussolini that he 
didn't hesitate to make known his feelings to his Japanese friends 
like Col. IWAKURA, and ^ver tc "trmans like Col. Groner, he replied 
that the prosecution was not reading the affidavit correctly. He
had stated that at first in Japan there was opinion that such parvenus 
as Hitler wore not dependable. Following that he expressed his own 
views vis-a-vis Germany and Hitler. It was only the latter part 
that he told Col. Groner. * He told Col. Groner that Hitler was 
a first class private and Mussolini a sergeant at the time of World 
War I, and that such persons whatever they might do could be herots.
He also told him that Japanese statesmen could not possibly do 
anything in the manner of Hitler or Mussolini because Japanese
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page statesmen were duty bound, as loyal subjects, to exercise the u -Ob 
care to see that the historic fundamental character of the state w. 
unblemished. Be did not tell Groner that he was opposed to the Iri 
partite Alliance, but told him these other things and Groner smiled 
approvingly.

33220 Asked if, whenever he talked with advocates of the * Tri
partite Alliance, he invariably told them of his low estimate- of 
Hitler and Mussolin* and convinced them it was dangerous for Japan to 
conclude an alliance with them, he replied that he had spoken to this 
effect frequently. Asked to whom he voiced such opinions, he replied 
that he had expressed such sentiments to his subordinates but never t 
a big statesman. Asked if he didn't feel it his duty, as one who 
always attended the Liaison and Imperial Conferences and P r iv y  Counci 
Meetings, to Inform them that in his judgment it was ruinous for Jana 
to enter into such an alliance, to people like MATSUOKA, he replied 
there was no occasion for MATSUOKA and himself to discuss euch matter 
nor had he the authority or qualification to say anything to him.

33221 * Asked if he expressed his view against the Alliance to War- 
Minister TOJO, he replied that rOJO knew of his beliefs on that 
matter and he thought TOJO agreed because n» 'new of no occasion in 
which TOJO on his own initiative advocated such an alliance. Asked 
if it could be said that during the two .-jcjuths before the cone: ub .cfi 
of the Tri-partite Pact, only MATSUOKA war, for the alliance in the 
government, he replied it would be more ccirect to say that MATSUOKA 
advocated it and others agreed with nim, including War Minister TOJO 
MUTO himself submitted.

33222 * TOJO's position was that the matter of primary importance 
was the settlement of the China Affair, that diplomacy must be flexib 
and constructive and not stationary and difficult of application. MU' 
did not know how TOJO responded to MATSUOKA in his advocacy of the i'r 
partite Alliance. Around military circles 'Tokyo, MUTO was Known 
be against the conclusion of the Pact.

33223 * The accused was asxed if it wbb tc bt believed that the 
personnel of the German Embassy, the German Military Attache,, and the 
German Intelligence in Japan committed a colossal diplomatic blunder 
by recommending for one of the highest military honors a man who 
mistrusted and opposed the conclusion of the Tripartite Pact. 
answered that this statement was far fetched. Once the Alliance hn 
been concluded at MATSUOKA's insistence, collateral buiimes* could
be handled in the War Ministry by the Military AfiairB Bureau. In 
this case, the personal opinion of MUTO was of no consequence and 
he would work within the bounds of his assigned duties. He was ',vr' 
nominated as a member of the Joint Commission of Experts. Alter 
passing through such a course, he would naturally become one who 
would be recommended by the War 'inistry to be a candidate to receive
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a decoration. Hence, the German Foreign ''ffice made no bluau »*.

* It was correct that he as a good soldier merely followed 
the decision after it was made notwithstanding the fact that he 
personally was against the Pact and frequently voiced his opposition.
He had active interests in the beginning to see that it was not con
cluded, but when it came he had to bow to that decision. The accused 
was asked if it wa6 not true that the following questions and answers 
were part of hie interrogation at Sugamo:

At that time when asked if when he returned to Tokyo, he 
became in favor of such a Pact and he answered at Sugamo that there 
was no question of favoring it or not favoring it at the time. He 
did not believe that the question of a 3 Powers Pact came up when 
HATA was War Minister. When asked at Sugamo if he asked HATA to 
demand of YONAI that Japan enter into such a Pact, he replied he had 
no recollection of saying this.

* When asked at Sugamo if he believed in it at that time, he 
replied he had no interest in a Pact of that kind at the tim*-.

MUTO agreed that the above answers were a true reflection 
of what happened in the interrogation at Sugamo. The accused was 
quoted further questions and answers of h"3 interrogation. When 
asked if he didn't feel that Germany war *:oing to win the war and 
therefore he was a very ardent advocate . the Pact, he replied at 
Sugamo that he did not advocate it. When asked at Sugamo if he 
disagreed with the signatories formulating such a Pact, he replied 
that aB an individual he favored it but ir. his official cnpa-.ity 
he had no say in political matters. The accused was asked if this 
did not reflect what he sind the prosecutor had talked about in the 
interrogat’on at Sugamo, he replied that the part of the interroga
tion which said he approved of it was erroneous for he was not in 
favor of it.

* Further questions and answers frc he interrogatory were 
quoted to the accused. When asked at Sugauo if in his official capa 
city, he didn't frequently advise TOJO that such a Pact would be 
advisable and helpful in Japan's efforts in settling the China Inci
dent, MUTO answered that it was his job to gather various points of 
view and present them to TOJO. In the paper presented there may have 
been some statement advocating the binding of the Three Powers Pact 
but he had no clear recollection. When asked at Sugamo if there
was such a recommendation, he replied that he Knew that such feelings 
were very strong within the military. When asked at Sugamo about his 
own feelings in his official capacity, he replied he did not personally 
advocate it. When asked in his interrogatory if he dia so in his 
capacity as Chief of the MAB, he replied that in his official capacity 
it was his job to keep in contact with the head of the Naval Affairs
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Page Bureau and finally present the majority o" opinions to the foe ' Minister.

After these questions and answers were quoted to the accus'd, 
he stated that if throughout the interrogation the words "I was not 
in favor of it” were substituted for the words "I favored it” the 
interrogation would he correct.

Asked if the army did not support KONOYE's new political 
movement because it called for dissolution of existing political 
parties, strengthening of the German-Japanese-Italian Axis, conserva
tion of the China gains, and establishment of a new order in East 
Asia parallel to the new order in Europe, he replied that it was a 
fact that the army approved of KONOYE's movement to bring about a

33228 renovation of the domestic situation. • Asked if it was tru8 that 
the army wanted KONOYE to replace YONAI as Premier, he replied that 
it was thought desirable that if there should be a cabinet change, 
it would be desirable to have KONOYE head the succeeding cabinet.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that the conclusion of the Tri-partite Pact was not pressed upon the 
government, and that HATA supported the YONAI Cabinet policy of non
involvement in the European Wai. The accused was asked if it was 
not true that about July 1940 it was already publicly known in Japan 
that in military circles sentiment was gaining to alter the policy of 
noninvolvement, but instead promote KONG Vi,* s movement for a new 
political structure and strengthen the Axis? he replied that was 
contrary to fact and the matter could net nave been publicly known. 
Asked if it was not known widely at the time, even in the press, 
that HATA was going to visit YONAI and advise him to strengthen the 
Axis and support the new political structure movement, he replied 
that so far as he knew this was entirely contrary to HATA's ideas 
and intent one. The accused stated he was familiar with the Tokyo

33229 • Nichi Nichi published in Japan before the war. When shown a 
copy of the Nichi Nichi of 10 July 1940, he stated that there seemed 
to be a big playup in the newspaper about -obable advice to be 
given by HATA to the Premier, out this wa6 contrary to fact and he 
did not believe that such advice was ever given. He agreed that the

33230 Nichi Nichi had a large circulation. • The entire news item was a 
sort of prediction and he denied the entire contents. The accused 
was told that.sometime in mid-July 1940, he and Vice Minister ANAMI 
demanded of Chief Secretary ISHIWATA the mass resignation of the 
cabinet to realize KONOYE's new political order and when he refused, 
MUTO and ANAMI stated to him that there was nothing to be done but 
call for the resignation of HATA. Asked if it did not come to his 
notice that YONAI the next day mentioned the incident to HATA who 
replied that the opinion expressed by KUTO and ANAMI was only personal 
opinion. The accused replied this was contrary to fact. Asked if 
on 16 July 1940 War Minister HATA, after conferring with MUTO, ANAMI, 
the Big Three and War Councillors, finally handed in his resignation 
to YONAI to enforce the will of the Army, he replied it was not so.
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33241 CROSS-EXAMINATION by Mr. English

Substituting for Mr. Lopez.
The accused stated he had not visited Chief 

Cabinet Secretary ISH PA'AT A with Vice-".rar Minister ANAMI 
about 11 July 1940, hut visited ISHIÏ/ÀTA alone. Asked if

33242 * he and ANAMI stated at that time that in order to realize 
KONOYE's new political order, they would like to have the 
Cabinet resign, the accused stated that was wrong. ANAMI 
did not go. The accused did not say at the time there was 
nothing to be done but to force the resignation of the
’7ar Minister.

Asked if it was not a fact that three days later, 
on 14 July 1940, V/Ar Minister HATA handed a written memo
randum to Premier YONAI, he replied he had heard this but

33243 did not know whether it was a fact. * Asked if the memo
randum stated that strengthening of the domestic organiza
tion and reformation of foreign policy had been the most 
pressing problems facing the Cabinet, the witness replied 
that he knew nothing of it contents.

33244 * Asked if HATA further stated in the memorandum 
that the government was doing nothing and losing an oppor
tunity that would never come again, he repeated that he 
didn't know anything about its contents. Asked if HATA at 
the time suggested the resignation of the Cabinet, he 
replied that he had heard HATA presented the Premier with 
a letter, but did not know its contents.

Asked by the Tribunal for what purpose he went 
to see ISj.I'«VATA on 11 July, 1940, he replied that he was 
given the duty of being one to welcome the Manchukuo 
Emperor, and had gone to the Osaka-Kr'to area the beginning 
of July. ’Vhen he returned to Tokyo ui the 9th or 10th, he 
found that HATA had received a very strong document from

33245 * the General Staff embodying its strong opinions. Because 
of this note, HATA's position became difficult. Y/hen 7.Var 
Minister HATA assumed his portfolio, he received a very 
strong demand from the Emperor that he cooperate with 
Premier YONAI. Therefore HATA, who had fully cooperated 
with the Cabinet, was suddenly faced by these General 
Staff demands, which might lead to a demand for general 
resignation of the Cabinet.

'7hen MUTO called on HATA on the 10th or 11th o.f 
July, he heard that HATA had conversed with YONAI, telling 
YONAI that KONOYE was establishing a new party and was about 
to form a new political structure. Public opinion supported 

_______ rowoYK.____________________________________________
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Pape HATA advised Premier YONAI to call on I'ONOYE tc
find out his thoughts. YONAI replied that he was a navy- 
man, had nothin*» to do with politics, and if KONOYE Wi.’ 
really going to set about to create a new party, he wou±..

33246 * be happy to relinquish his post, for he had no politic^
desires.

HATA was anxious to hear the results of YONAI’s 
conversations with KONOYE, but no word came from the 
Premier. That was why MUTO called on ISHTYATA first, to 
find out the results of the conversation, and second, to 
find out HATA's difficult position.

33247

The accused agreed that HATA resigned on 16 
July I94O. Asked if it was a fact that when asked by 
Premier YONAI to recommend a successor, HATA reported to 
the Premier on 16 July 1940, that the Three Chief's 
Conference had no one to recommend as his successor, t.*e 
accused reolied that this was at variance with the facts. 
Asked if the failure of the military to recommend a 
successor did not force the resignation of the YONAI 
* Cabinet, he replied that he heard on the 16th, when 
YONAI conferred with HATA, che two failed to agree, and 
thereunon YONAI told HATA he must ask him to resign.
YONAI was reported also to have told HATA that he did net 
suppose they v/ould be able to find a successor. HATA 
replied that he could not say anything here by himself, 
but would have to go back to the 7/ar Ministry and see the 
results of the Three Chief's Conference.

The three Chiefs ret, and although ...UTO did not 
know the contents of their conference, they finally con
cluded thrt there was no one who wished to accept the pest 
to succeed HATA. HATA then reported that decision to the 
Premier. Asked if it was true that immediately after the 
YONAI Cabinet's fall, the three chie recommended TOJO as 
the next n/ar Minister, he replied he Anew nothing about the? 
contents of the Three Chief's Conference, but believed that

33248 * NODA's testimony was true on this point.
33249 4 Reference was made to the affidavit where it 

was stated that the cause of the YONAI Cabinet's fall v-33 
that the General Staff was so anxious to have t-be China 
Affair settled quickly that it demanded that Germany 
mediate between Japan and China and that the cabinet 
solidify internal affairs, and because the YCKA.I Cabinet, 
did not show earnest response to these demands the Army 
urged HATA to resign. To the accused was quoted purport-:.' 
questions and answers of his interrogation at Sugamo, ir- 
which in resnonse to a question as to why the YONAI Cabinet 
fell, he had replied that in the summer of 1940 the Foreign
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Page Office came out with a statement dividing the woxM into 
three spheres, the Far East dominated by Japan, the 
Americas, and Europe. The Army opposed this announcement, 
and the Foreign Office stated that the Army had opposed 1  
so when MUTO returned from Ise where he had been with the 
Manchukuo Emperor, 'Tar Minister HATA was very disturbed

33250 * about how the Army felt about it and the way young 
officers were reacting. Ultimately, HATA resigned, and 
that brought about the downfall of the YONAI Cabinet.
After this was read to the accused, he stated that in his 
affidavit he had stated the general reasons, and in the 
interrogation had told the direct r easons why the General 
Staff got angry.

The accused was asked if it was not a fact that 
immediately after KONOYE was directed by the Emperor to 
form a new Cabinet on July 20, 1940, he issued the following 
statement for the press: KONOYE said he could not disclose
the nature of his discussions with TOJO, Vice-Admiral 
YOSHIDA, and MATSUOKA, but could state that a complete 
agreement was reached concerning fundamental foreign 
policy. The contents of th* discussion would be formally 
revealed after the first cabinet session. Discussions 
touched on issues concerning disposal of the China Incident, 
strengthening the Axis, and relations with Britain, U. B.

33251 * and the Soviet, as well as harmoi ization and cooperation 
between the high command and the civil administration.

After this was quoted to the accused, he stated 
there may have been such an announcement, bu* he didn't 
recall it. The accused stated he didn't recall KONOYE, on 
23 July 1940, in a radio broadcast, declare that the new 
foreign p licy would enable Japan to take the initiative 
in building up a new order. Asked if the KONOYE Cabinet, 
after its inauguration and after agreement with the Array, 
laid down on 26 July 1940 the outlir.. if basic national 
policy aimed at construction of the new order of Greater 
East Asia, for the attainment of which constructive and 
elastic measures would be adopted, the accused recalled 
that the basic national policy was not decided by the army 
alone, but at a cabinet meeting. ( The attention of the 
Tribunal was called to exhibit 541.)

33252 * The accused stated that it was not true that 
the draft of this basic national policy, (exhibit 541), was 
prepared by the Military Affairs Section of the MAB and 
given by him to 7ar Minister TOJO for him to take up with 
Premier KONOYE, and that the draft was approved by the 
Cabinet.
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To the accused was quoted a part of hi_ interro
gation at Sueamo in which he was asved if in 1940 tu 
formulated a new order for the Empire, which was presu'te’ 
by TOJO to the Cabinet and approved. To the above quest, * 
he had replied that at the time of the KONOYE Cabinet, when 
KONOYE called in TOJO to be his ’Var Minister, the plan 'TO jo 
took with him was one made in the Military Affairs Section. 
This was accepted policy, and always followed when a new 
War Minister took over.

* When asked in his interrogation if that plan 
was formulated while he was Chief of the MAß, the accused 
had replied, yes. After this was read to the accused, he 
explained that the draft which was spoken of there was 
entirely different from the basic national policy, which 
was exhibit 54-1. TOJO's draft concerned the establishment 
of a foreign policy with the solution of the China Incident 
as its basic point, and the strengthening of Japan’s 
internal structure for national defense. Whenever a new 
War Minister was appointed, he should know and be able to 
present the army view, and it was on that point thav TOJO 
took his proposals. MUTO h**d never said during his 
interrogation that this was a policy which every War Min
ister had taken to every new Cabinet. * The basic national 
policy was formed on drafts submitted by each new Cabinet 
Minister, and not formulated by TOJO alone.

* Asked if the basic aim of the draft prepared 
by the MAS was aimed at a new order in foreign affairs and 
national, he replied it was directed to that also, and was 
included in the basic national policy. The accused stated 
he didn't recall that the Cabinet decision (exhibit 54-1) 
deciding he outline of basic policy was discussed at the 
Liaison Conference of 27 July 194-0, at which he attended, 
and after which it was officially announced that complete 
agreement was reached between headqu ers and the govern
ment on the policies approved at the cabinet meeting.

The accused agreed that the Yomiuri Shimbun was 
a Japanese language newspaper of large circulation.
* Asked if he was appointed as one of the- six members of 
the permanent secretariat of the new Structure Preparatory 
Committee, he replied that he forgot how many there were,
* but he was appointed one of the members. One of the 
objectives of the committee was to carry out the basic 
aims of the outline of basic national policy, but had 
another purpose. KONOYE had from before held the idea of 
strengthening Japan's internal structure, and this was the 
committee's principal purpose.
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* The accused agreed that prior to the Cablet 
decision of 11 July 1940, he had a conversation with 
Chief Secretary ISHIWATA at the Premier's official resider; 
and exchanged views with him favorable to the creation of 
the new political structure in the direction toward which 
KONOYE's intentions were. It was not true that the Tri
partite Pact, consummated on 27 September 1940, to insure 
a new order in Europe by Germany and Italy and a new order 
in East Asia by Japan, were two events pursuant to the 
Cabinet decision outlining the basic national policy.
There was nothing referring to a new order in Europe in 
the policy. He did recall that MAT3U0KA was proud of the 
manner in which the preamble of the Pact was drawn, as it
* expressed his views with regard to the new order, and 
was proui that for the first time a purely Japanese ideal, 
which was to enable every nation and people to have their 
proper place, was incorporated into an international treaty.

Asked if he was present at the first meeting of' 
the Permanent Secretariat on 26 August 1940, to put final 
touches on KONOYE's proclaimed announcement of the estab
lishment of the new political structure, he replied that 
KONOYE was not present at the meeting of the Secretariat 
but was present at the first meeting of a committee of 40 
he had nominated for the purpose. Asked if this committee 
of 40 was the Permanent Secretariat, he replied that the 
Secretariat was composed of secretaries of a lower level, 
but the committee of 40 was composed of representatives of 
private civilian circles and the government of the minis
terial level.

* The accused stated he was not a member of the 
committee of 40, but was of the Permanent Secretariat.
Before becoming Premier, KONOYE was ■'anizer and leader of 
the Showa Research Association, which prepared a sort of 
outline for a new national structure. The Secretariat 
undertook the study of the plan prepared by this association. 
The function of the Secretariat was to study draft plans, 
but not to nominate or assemble members of the committee of 
40. They were to study basic plans relating to reorganization 
of the national structure. *

* Asked if it made or drafted plans for the 
organization of the new political structure, he replied 
that secretaries could not do that, and therefore questions 
submitted by KONOYE to the standing committee and opinions 
expressed there were used to draw up their plans. Asked if 
he attended a meeting of the Permanent Secretariat on 26 
August 1940, he replied that he didn't know whether a 
meeting was held on that date. If KONOYE attended, it was
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Page not a meeting of the Secretariat, but of the coiu.M ttee of 
40. He didn't recall a meeting about 26 August 1 9 0  
attended by TOMITA, OBATA, ABE, GOTO, INADA, MORIYAKa , 
OKUMURA, KAKI and TAKAGI.

Asked if this meeting was called to put final 
touches on KONOYE's official proclamation announcing the 
establishment of a new political structure committee, he

33262 * replied he recalled discussing a draft of the KONOYE 
declaration which was prepared somewhere. Asked if it 
was true that in the original draft of the proclamation, 
KONOYE wrote strongly that the new order meant neither 
Nazism nor Fascism, but when it was sent to MUTO he 
deleted the statement and returned the draft to the Cab
inet, he replied that the draft which KONOYE first sent 
to the War Ministry through the War Minister was very 
long and loose.

At that time he did not know the draft had been 
prepared by KONOYE, and MUTO expressed the opinion to have 
the opinion cut to about half its length. It may he that 
the KONOYE statement with regard to the fact that the new 
order did not mean Nazism ^r Fascism was in the omitted 
portion. However, later MUTO abandored his views after

33263 * learning that the draft was KONGYF s.
He didn't remember deleting from the draft the 

words "that the new order meant neither Nazism nor Fascism" 
The accused stated that there was no Captain of the Naval 
Affairs Bureau by the name of TAKAGI among the Secretaries 
of the Preparatory Committee. There may have been a 
cantain TAKAGI as an assistant in the Naval Affairs Bureau 
but he didn't know.

33264 * Asked if he recalled meeting with TskAGI on 
26 August I94O, to discuss KONOYE's ^t proclamation, h'  
replied he recalled having discussed v e  draft, but not 
whether it was with a person representing the navy. He 
didn't recall telling TAKAGI late in August 1940 that the 
army was disappointed with KONOYE, his proclamation, and 
the new political structure. The accused stated there was 
nothing like disappointment in the army.

Asked if he told Captain TAKAGI that the army 
was exerting all efforts to induce the dissolution of 
political parties to form a pro-army party but the plan 
was frustrated when KONOYE's proclamation was published, 
he replied that was a misapprehension, and the facts were 
quite different.
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It was not true that he toL. TAKAGI lat. \ r .  
August 1940 that the army had been fanning to use a..'JOyh 
as a robot. <■ Asked 'f It was not true that on 15 Augv.v 
1940 the Menseito party disbanded and that marked the end 
of the party syscem, he replied that it was true that the 
Menselto disbanded, but he didn't remember the date. The 
Army was very much disposed to and approved and supported 
KONÖYE's plans for a new party to carry on effective 
politics. Political parties were disbanded, but KONOYE 
abandoned the idea of a new party.

After the signing of the Tripartite Fact, M e  
new political structure became officially the IRAA. 
Attention of the Tribunal was called to testimony on 1,1 
1 ,639, and 6706-14.

Asked if he had stated In early February 194-1* 
as a councillor of the IRAA that the army and navy would 
* fully cooperate with the association In the future just, 
as they had cooperated in the past he replied, ye? At 
such meetings it was customary for the army and nav., to  
rotate in speaking before 4 .e IRAA, On this occasion it 
was his turn, and he represented bi>i:h 4 he army and navy<

'-.J
It was not true that hi*- ich in the Com; 

of Accounts of the Diet on 20 Mar- .‘940, (exh;.b 
was interpreted in responslble as a ring:, g
advocacy for the dissolution c.f .... tical partie fic.v.̂V' 
the press treated his statemen s ' . the manner -ested, 
and people not knowing the ran: situation se. ed tc have 
been surprised, but those * 0 referred to the stenog^aph- 
* transcript of the Diet proceedings would unde, s’*and the 
contents 1 f his statements.

Asked if three days afte ' speech Foreign 
Minister ARITA appeared be‘"ore the Sc committee, and -f 
ARITA was asked by INADA if ne agreed vith tne op;r ton rf 
MUTO who said political parties must disso.lv-1 and 
ARITA did not evade the question, he rc-n.lied he didn't 
think MHR INADA was at the committee whet: he spoke for '- 
nor was ARITA, so neither knew what he spoke atout. He 
did not know whether ARITA evaded the question

In this speech where he nad cited General 
TERAUCHI's views on totalitarianism, this was ne same 
TERAUCHI who was sent in 1939 to Berlin tc attend the Na? 
Party conference as the officiai representative. TLRAbGu' 
* however, did not simply talk about totalitarianism 
itself.
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Asked if the interpolations governing the Diet 
soeech were directed not to himself but to Wai Minister 
FATA, he replied it appeared that INADA desired call 
HATA to the committee for interpole tion. It was tri.*3 that 
he and not HATA replied to the interpolations.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. COLE.
♦ The accused stated that Imperial Conferences 

were held in a large room in the Palace. The Emperor’s 
dais was a little above the floor level, and before the 
dais was a long table at which attendants sat facing each 
other. In a corner was another small table at which 
secretaries sat. It was customary at conferences for the 
Premier to oreside. Those speaking stood up in front of 
his chair and spoke. During the conference no one entered 
* or left, and they were held in a very solemn manner.

Liaison conferences were held in a smaller room 
around which were armchairs. In the center along the 
farther end sat the Premier, with a circle formed around 
him. The three secretaries sat near the entrance.

Liaison conferences were held between government 
and high command representatives to bring about a meeting 
of minds, and therefore there was no presiding officer a 4 
every member spoke freely. Secretaries were constantly 
leaving and entering. Among the secretaries he included 
himself.

* Regarding exhibit 3456, which referred to a 
meeting at the Foreign Minister's official residence on
6 September 1941, he replied that it was one of his duties 
to hold conferences with the Director of the American 
Bureau ol the Foreign Office at the orders of the 7/ar 
T'inister. 'Then the Foreign Office made a study of certain 
matters, they would call MUTO by te1eühone to obtain the
army's views, and in response to th«._invitations he
attended them. Exhibit 3456 was drawn up by the Foreign 
Office. He was one of the parties consulted in the course 
of the discussions at the conference, and the document wan 
drawn up as a result.

* HATA was in attendance at a more important 
committee meeting. 'Then MUTO spoke of this to the Commise 
of Accounts and asked whether it would be satisfactory if 
he attended in place of HATA, the Committee said it would 
be.
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* During his tenure as Chief of the IÄAB, be was 
never aware at any time of insistence on the part of 
army that there be a single party. The army approved ox 
KONOYE's new party movement, but did not consider a single 
party system, but believed the latter would be tantamount 
to no political parties whatsoever, and that anything in 
the nature of a single party would collapse. The army 
never insisted upon a complete disbanding of all parties.

The movement for the dissolution of political 
narties was in pursuance of a desire within the parties 
themselves for a new party.

* When asked by the Tribunal if the YAMASHITA 
mentioned in his affidavit was the same one who was 
prosecuted and sentenced to death in the Philippines, he 
replied that he was.

* Exhibit 3461 certified to the non-availability 
of certain documents in the testimony. * Exhibit 3462,
an excerpt from the regulations governing the duties of 
officers of the Wartime Superior Headquarters, was not 
read. Exhibit 3463, an excerpt from the Parliament Member 
Election law, was not read* Exhibit 3464, an excerpt from 
* the Army Criminal Law, was received but not read.
Exhibit 3465, an excerpt from the Imperial Precepts to the 
Soldiers and Sailors, was received but not read. Exhibit 
3466, which certified to the non-availability of certain 
documents referred to in the opening statement, was received.

* Reference was made to exhibit 2578, a further 
certificate of non-availability of documents.
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33286-97 * Opening statement by Mr. Roberts.

Exhibit 3467, the affidavit of TOMITA, Kenji, said the -
33298 he was chief cabinet secretary * from 22 July 1940 to 15 Octobe 

1941, during which time he had frequent interviews with navy 
minister OIKAWA and^ director of the naval affairs bureau OKA, 
who frequently expressed that they were anxious to continue the 
U.S.-Japanese negotiations and desired to bring about a succes
sful conclusion of them. On l6 July 1941, the third KONOYE 
cabinet replaced the second, which resigned because it was felt 
MATSUOKA's presence hindered the progress of the negotiations. 
The primary reason for the new cabinet was to expedite the 
negotiations.

While discussing the proposal, the affiant had frequent 
interviews with OKA since August, 1941, in which he expressed 
that he was anxious to continue the negotiations and emphasized 
that KONOYE should be delegated with full discretionary powers 
to negotiate with Roosevelt in order to settle the matter

33299 quickly. OKA further said * he would assist in making prepara
tions for a ship to transport the delegation and honed to be
come a member of such a suite. On 17 August 1941 NOMURA first 
suggested to Roosevelt the meeting with KONOYE.

On 11 October 1941 the affiant visited OKA and told him 
that a meeting was to be held on the last day at KONOYE's 
in Ogikubo and the affiant hoped nig stand would be taken
by the navy to support KONOYE. General navy feeling was in
clined to oppose continuation of the negotiations but OKA stat
ed that KONOYE should be encouraged to continue them. The af
fiant callei on navy minister OIKA’.VA the same day and OIKAWA 
stated he wished to avoid war and desired to continue the nego
tiations. He stated, however, that the navy, in view of its 
position as a fighting unit, couldn’t ^icially state it was 
opposed to war. It was the navy's duty to observe orders.

33300 * If it became necessary to fight, the decision to wage war or 
not was a diplomatic one within the provisions of the premier 
for determination,

The affiant then expressed the wish that it would be
33301 well at the Ogikubo conference to support KONOYE. * The next 

morning on October 12 the affiant was telephoned by OKA who 
said that OIKAWA intended to state at the conference that the 
decision for war or peace would be left to the premier's orders 
and the navy could not decide whether war should be waged, for 
this was to be determined by the premier, although It was de 
sired that the latter should pursue his course in order that
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war might be avoided. OKA observed ..hat the KO NOYE carnet 
should not resign but continue its efforts for a compromu*.
If it'did resign, there was danger of war and OKA urged the 
affiant towards everything possible to prevent KONOYE from 
resigning and stated that for all practical purposes he 
hoped the negotiations would be successfully concluded. When 
the third KONOYE cabinet resigned, OKA was gloomy over the 
prospects of the negotiations, but still kept KONOYE informed 
of the subsequent developments through the affiant. OKA said 

333OI this was because * KONOYE was one of the imnortant senior 
statesmen and it was his intention to activate KONCYE to 
continue his efforts for peace.

OKA said he did not think Jaoan should under any cir
cumstances engage in a full-scale conflict with a powerful 
country like the United States. However, he frequently ex
pressed that being a subordinate he was compelled to follow 
orders, wether or not they accorded with his personal views. 
During the many times the affiant was in contact with OKA. 
he observed he was a man who worked under orders and did not 
disregard his superiors* wis’.es.

33303 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF HOSHINA, Zenshiro
By Mr. Somiya

The witness identified and verified exhibit 2737 as his
33304 affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was chief 

•:f the military preparations bureau of the navy ministry from 
15 November 1940 to May 1945* On 15 May 1945 became chief 
of the naval affairs bureau, holding this position to 17 Novem
ber 1945 and was familiar with the duties of that post. The 
naval affairs bureau, according to regulations, was like other 
bureaus in the ministry, subject to the orders of the minister, 
and functioned directly under the vice minister.

33305 * Therefore, chief of NAB OKA was responsible like 
other bureau chiefs only to the navy minister. The chief of 
the NAB drafted plans as provided for in the established organi
zation, submitted them to the navy minister, and went through 
routine procedure to execute matters approved by him. Therefore 
OKA carried out his duties as an aide to the minister. As chief 
of the NAB, OKA could not resign because his opinion differed 
from the minister or vise minister. When appointed. OKA's con 
sent was not required. Although the minister and vice minis :er 
were naval officers,since their status was civilian, they were 
free to submit resignations and also they were appointed u p o * 
their own consent.
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In the interrogation of NAGANO (exhibit 1197), It ap
peared that the chief of the NAB drafted operational plans this 
error was corrected in the court). This sort of operational

33306 plan was drafted by the naval general staff. *OperationaI 
plans for Pearl Harbor and other operations were the responsi
bility of the general staff or C-in-C of the fleet, and OKA, 
as director of the NAB, was not connected therewith.

33307 * When necessary to negotiate with outsiders in hand
ling matters within its jurisdiction, it was customary for the 
ministry to do so through the naval affairs bureau. For that 
reason the chief of the NAB and members of the bureau, as a 
matter of convenience in maintaining liason between the
navy and the various ministries were frequently appointed 
councillors or members of the committees. Among jurisdiction
al matters were some involving other ministries, requiring 
their cooperation. For this reason, when necessary committees 
were organized with members from various ministries concerned, 
as members of these, the navy ministry dispatched men from 
appropriate bureaus and whenever matters came under the NAB's 
jurisdiction, men of that bureau were appointed. Mostly it was 
customary to appoint as members bureau or section chiefs to 
act principally as liason men.

33308 Because there were so many committees,with * the ex
ception of important committees attended by bureau and section 
chiefs, in most cases the principal oersons within the bureau 
attended, so it was not often that CKA himself was Present.
As chief of the NAB, OKA was automatically appointed an of
ficial of the national general mobilization committee. But 
bills introduced in the meeting were prepared by the nlanning 
board of other ministries. Due to his other duties, it was 
rare OKA attended these meetings.

As chief of the NAB, OKA was automatically a council
lor of the planning board. It was customary to submit important 
matters prepared by that board to the meeting of councillors, 
but compared with councillors from other ministries, OKA did 
not possess special authority and seldom attended meetings.
As chief of the NAB, OKA was automatically a councillor of the 
Manchuria affairs bureau, but since the navy had little to do 
with Manchuria, his appointment was merely nominal. The person

33309 in charge of the matters concerned or a * section chief of the 
bureau attended, but OKA rarely did so. OKA was also automat
ically councillor of the south seas board in the overseas af
fairs ministry, but its meetings were rarely held.
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OKA was also automatically a member of the o._.Mnet in
formation section. At its meetings, views on oroblems -ibr.it- 
ted by the information section were exchanged. There was . a 
connection with the strengthening of the anti-comintern pact 
or the tripartite relations. Either a section chief or a 
member of the bureau attended the meetings and OKA's presence 
was rare. OKA was also automatically appointed a member of 
the admirals committee, which max- principally to discuss navy 
promotions, but not one meeting was held during OKA's tenure.

During the time the witness was chief of the military 
preparations bureau, he was both oficially and socially in

33310 contact with him and kne?/ well that OKA worked hard to * avoid 
war with the U.S, As a bureau chief the witness constantly 
exch*u&ôd views with OKA and knew he strongly desired to 
avoid war with the United States, and he did not keep his de
sires to himself. When the negotiations ended unsuccessfully, 
he was very disappointed.

33311 * Examination by the Tribunal
When asked what were ehe duties of the navy minister 

with regard to POWs torporarilv in ^astody, he renlied
that with regard to this the navy mini ;ter acted according to 
fixed regulations and the witness knev? of no pertinent orders 
issued by him in connection with this matter. Asked If the 
minister had regulations covering th,J treatment of POWs, he 
replied that in view of the fact cha he was not chief of the 
NAB during war time, he believed the».e were more qualified

33312 * witnesses to answer.
Ask°d what were duties of the chief of the NAB with 

regard to Puitfs, he renlied that it was to assist -.he navy min
ister to see that any decisions of his were carried out.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY CAP, ,.iN ROBINSON
The witness stated he was chief of the naval affairs 

bureau for six months in 1945 but was not officially a member 
of the staff of the NAB while the accused OKA was bureau chief. 
He agreed that his statements in regard to OKA's conduct and 
duties as bureau chief were not based on nersonal observation

33313 as a member of the bureau staff * but stated that he was qu^te 
familiar with how admiral OKA, as director of the NAB 
conducted the business of his denartment, because while he was 
chief the witness was chief of the mili+ary preparations bureau 
of the same ministry and had occasion to meet him several 
times a day. He had the opportunity to observe the manner in
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which OKA performed his duties v/ith r^soect to POWs, u/t as far 
as the actual treatument of POWs was concerned, this was ",n,c:rely 
in the hands of naval units in the field, but his understand’ng 
was only limited to knowledge that adequate measures were car
ried out in accordance with navy ministry's general orders.

Asked if he had any knowledge of the positive action 
taken by OKA in the NAB in connection with POWs, he replied he 

33314- was not familiar with details. * The witness was reminded that 
in his affidavit he stated that OKA was responsible only to the 
navy minister in performing his duties, and he was asked if by 
this statement he meant to suggest that OKA was not responsible 
under the constitutional laws of Japan, Including international 
treaty law, for failure to perform his duties, he replied that 
granted that there was such a situation, then the director of 
the MAB would be responsible for not sufficiently assisting the 
navy minister in performing his duties.

Asked if he meant to state that OKA could escape res
ponsibility under Japanese law, including treaties, by putting 
all responsibility on the accused SHINADA as navy minister, he

33316 replied * that from a legal point of view, responsibility re
sided only in the navy minister, however, OKA had responsib
ilities to the minister. Reference was made to the affidavit 
where it was stated that OKA could not resign because of dif
ference of opinion with the navy minister. Asked if OKA 
could not have caused the end of his career as chief of the 
NAB simply by opposing the opinions of the navy minister 
SHINADA. or premier TOJO, he replied OKA could not do that.
All military officers' actions were governed by orders and

33317 they could not resign at their own request * and unless shifts 
were made bj> their superiors, they could not relinquish any 
post of their own accord.

Asked if OKA's performance was t such that he was 
retained without having been given a change of assignment, he 
replied that he did not know. Asked if he knew of an y oc
casion when OKA was subjected to court-martial or given a

33318 change of assignment because of failure to * cooperate with 
the navy minister SHIMADA, he replied there were no such cases.
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33319 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SHIBA, Katsuo

By Mr. Somiya
The witness identified and verified exhibit 3469 as 

his affidavit. The affidavit stated that from November 1940
33320 until January 1944, * the witness served in section 2 of the 

naval affairs bureau, during which time OKA was director.
From about September, 1941, relations with the U.S. became dis
turbed and the biggest problem v.... the withdrawing trooos from 
China. There was some objection to this, and they knew that 
the U.S. insisted upon it. He heard from OKA there was no harm 
in acquiescing to the withdrawal. OKA constantly advised his 
subordinates that they should avoid war by all means. In mid 
September there was a strong feeling that the negotiations 
would fail, particularly in the government. OKA used to come 
with encouragement saying they should not be discouraged but 
make every effort to conclude the negotiations successfully.

About 15 October 19̂ *. the third KONOYE cabinet re
signed and on the 18th the TOJO cabinet was formed. The TOJO 
cabinet decided to scrape all previous aider standings and start

33321 * afresh, and considered this new approach all during October. 
In November, a pronosed draft of new negotiations was under
taken by the cabinet and comnleted. There were two nronosals,
A and B, and reply to them came on November 26 from the U.S. 
There was great divergence in the U.S. reply. The witness 
went to OKA who said it was regrettable that n jotiacions were 
hopeless and it might be difficult to avoid war. After shed
ding tears, he told the witness as war was unavoidable they 
must fight fairly and aboveboard.

About the 3rd or 4th of Decern a mimeographed copy 
of the final note to the U.S. was turn*. ̂  over to the witness 
by OKA for studying. This draft, he was informed, was preuared 
by the foreign office. The witness felt that the form of it 
was inadequate as an ultimatum and suggested that a clause 
be inserted that Japan reserve the right of free action, which 
would make it clear as an ultimatum. OKA said if that was so, 
he hoped the witness would make the necessary revision.

33322 * The witness then wrote in pencil at the end of the 
draft that Japan reserved the right of free action and OKA ex
pressed himself of being of the same opinion concerning the 
words of the note and approved the suggested change. The rea
son the witness suggested the revision was because of OKA’s
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expression in urging them previously fight fairly if it be
came necessary. Subsequently the witness had a further conver
sation with OKA who had discussed the suggested change with 
the foreign office representative, who informed him the addi
tional language was not necessary. OKA stated further
that the note was considered an ultimatum in diplomatic lang
uage and that the additional phrase would be superfluous. He 
further stated it was a matter in which he was compelled to 
accede to the wishes of those in better position to nass upon 
such questions.

The witness knew from his personal knowledge that OKA 
worked faithfully and with considerable effort toward maintain
ing peaceful relations with the United States. In the Greater 
East Asia Conference held in November 1943, OKA, the accused

33323 SATO, and others,* including himself, were present as the at
tendants of TOJO, the Japanese representative. But the Greater 
East Asia Ministry and the foreign office took the leading 
part in preparing and running the conference and the attend
ants took no active part.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY 
Counsel for TOGO

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that OKA told him he had discussed .vith foreign minister rep
resentative the question of the notification to be served on 
the U.S. The witness stated that OKA did not specify clearly 
who the representative was, mer«j.y saying he w s a  foreign of-

33324 fice representative, * nor did this witness know from any other 
source who this representative was.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY CAPTAIN ROBINSON
Asked what his duties in secti«.** 2 of the cabinet were, 

he replied liaison with other government departments with refer
ence to matters pertaining to national defense. Asked if he 
did not also, under article 9 of the Imperial Ordinance of the 
Organization of the Navy Ministry (exhibit 75), deal with mat
ters concerning international conventions and personnel dis
patched abroad, he replied he did deal with such matters and 
they included matters concerning POWs under the Hague Treaty. 
Regarding the witness' experience and training in international

33325 law, he attended lectures on the subject * when a student In 
the naval staff college, given by Professor ENOMOTO who had 
appeared as a witness.

%
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In his affidavit he had stated that he felt that the 
Japanese final note to the United Strtes was not adequate as 
an ultimatum and had suggested that words be added whereby 
Japan reserved the right of free action because he believed 
that the addition of those words would make the note clear 
as an ultimatum* He had in mind the former ultimatum pre
sented to the Russian government at the time of the Russian- 
Japanese war and his recollections of ENOMOTO*s lectures,

33326 * but did not have in mind when proposed what the ultimatum 
should contain er The one presented in 1914- to Germany*

He thought the expression "we reserve the right of 
free action" added to the words that it was"imoossible to 
reach and agreement through further negotiations" would make 
the note conform to the requirements of the Third Hague

33328 Convention. * Asked whether he and OKA did not really be
lieve that if the words "freedom of action" had been added
the note would still have fallen short of the requirements of 
the Third Hague Convention for such a note, he renlied that 
he thought that if the language he suggested was incorporated 
into the note, that would be sufficient.

Asked if OKA told him that TOGO opposed the amendment, 
he replied he did not hear that TOGO made any such statement 
but heard that the foreign office was of the opinion that such

33329 an amendment was unnecessary* * ae did not hear that the navy 
representatives would not permit the note to be made so clearly 
an ultimatum because this would cause a failure of the surprise 
attack. Asked if OKA stated to him that he was compelled to 
accede to the wishes of others in rejecting the amendment, if 
OKA named those who compelled him to drop the amendment, he 
replied he had not hoard of any names. Asked if he or OKA pro
tested in I egard to the measure, he replied that with regard
to OKA he did not know, as far as he was concerned he did not 
do anything.

33330 * The witness made 10 protests to OKA or anyone else 
with regard to dropping the proposed amendment. Asked if his 
failure to take into consideration the ultimatum to Germany of 
August 1914- was due to his lack of knowledge about that ultim-

33331 atum, * or to the fact he knew about it but thought that it 
would not apply, he replied it just did not occur to him. When 
asked by the tribunal what his duties were in regard to POWs, 
he replied he had no specific duties.
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33333 * CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. BRANNON

Counsel for SHIMADA
Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 

OKA was compelled to accede to the wishes of those in better 
position to pass upon such questions, and the witness was re
minded that when the prosecution asked him to name those who

33334 compelled him to drop the amendment, he answered * he had not 
heard of any names. Asked to give the section or organization 
of the government to which he referred, he reolied that he 
meant foreign office authorities, for this was the office con
cerned which had charge of such matters. There were no persons 
in the navy at any time ever opposed his prooosed correction
to the last notification.

Asked if when it came to a question of oassing on a 
diplomatic notice or a matter relating to international. law 
if his section considered themselves more exoert than the for
eign office, and therefore in a position to insist uuon their 
opinion, he replied that thr/ didn't think so but felt the 
foreign office was more advanced in such matters.
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Page » DIRECT LAMINATION OF OIKAWA, Toshiro

By Mr. Robert-?
33336 The witness identified and verified exhibit 3470 as his
33337 affidavit. * The Ânidavil . j that the witness was navy
33338 minister in the third KONCYE cabinet serving in that capacity 

until it resigned on l6 October 1941. During his tenure, the 
accused OKA was director of NAB. The witness attended liason 
conferences, which were meetings of high ranking men in the 
supreme command, being the chiefs of general staffs, deputy 
chiefs, and cabinet ministers representing the government to 
bring about an understanding between political functions and 
the supreme command. The discussions were informal and no 
votes were taken, matters unanimously agreed upon were carried

33339 out by government organs or the sunreme command * in the regu
lar channels.

The liason conference not being an official organ was 
not charged with responsibility but simply was held for the 
convenience of the parties concerned who met and discussed 
matters informally. For that reason responsibility of chiefs 
of staff and of state ministe-s could not be diminished or al
tered on account of the liaison conferences.

OKA attended in the caoacity of secretary, but was also 
official clerk, and not a member of the conference. He did not 
affix his signature to matters taken un. As secretary, OKA 
could only make explanations when he was asked to do so and he 
took no part in discussions and had nothing to do with making 
decisions. His primary duty was to suooly information to the 
members. OKA usually attended the imperial conferences with 
the navy minister if not ordered elsewhere. His presence at 
them gave h ’m no right of expression or voting.

33340 * As director of the NAB, OKA attended meetings of the 
Investigation committee of the privy tell as explainer, only 
when the investigation involved matters pertaining to the navy, 
and also he was never permitted to express himself or vote
at such meetings, and could not take part in the decisions.
It was his duty to bring data required by the navy minister 
when he spoke. There were also other explainers from other 
ministers, but their presence did not affect the decisions.
The preparation of the agenda was prepared by the privy coun
cil nnc: uKA did not attend privy council meetings. OKA as 
director of the NAB did not attend NAB meetings. During the 
wit-r.öss • tenure as navy minister, OKA was under his commands, 
never acted upon his own opinion. This was not due to govern
ment organization, for OKA was observed to be not the tyne of 
person who acted in disregard of his superiors.
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33341 * The positions of director of the NAP at inneriax 

headquarters, together with the vice minister, director of t* •* 
mobilization bureau, and two or three chiefs of sections, was 
that of an aide to the minister. So far as the witness was 
concerned, he was not aware that neither himself nor OKA ever 
attended any headquarters' confernces during the witness' tenure.

In early August, 1941, when they were told by KONOYE 
regarding a direct conference with Roosevelt, they attached 
great expectations to it and requisitioned the shin Nitta iiaru 
for it and comoleted all preparations. Because of his intense 
interest in the negotiations, the witness had unofficially

33342 selected OKA as a naval attendant in KONOYE's suite. * Even 
after October came, negotiations did not make the orogress 
expected, and according to the Seotember 6 decision, they had 
to decide their attitude toward the continuation of the nego
tiations.

The navy did all it could to avoid war, and its senti
ment was communicated to KONC.E, In the midst of these circum
stances, the reasons for entrusting the decision as to whether 
they should continue negotiations to the premier was becaus 
the witness considered the following, ‘•hat in his opinion if 
the navy publicly announced it lacked confidence in fighting 
the United States, it would create disruption, because the 
pitting of the army against the navy would develop into a 
grave internal problem. As the premier was of the same opinion, 
this problem had an important bearing on overal’ strength and 
it should be diplomatically concluded solely on the basis of 
the navy's standpoint,

33343 * When OKA stated to TOMITA, chief secretary of the
•arlnet, in answer to an Inquiry from 'nTT0 , that the navy 
could not fight, he was conveying the x .mention expressed by 
the witness. The witness had prevtosly informed TCJO that 
the greatest work confronting JAPAN was the termination of the 
China Affair, and could not make public the fact that the army 
and navy had opposing views thereon, and that they ought to 
first let KONOYE decide and then abide by that decision. It 
was incontravertible 'hat at that time OKA was the witness' 
subordinate and in no position to make any decision of his own 
authority as whether the navy could wage war. The witness had 
many conversations with OKA concerning the negotiations in 
which he expressed himself strongly in favor of continuing 
them.
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At the time of the witness' resignation as navy milds
ter, OKA remained as director of the NAB because his term 01 
shore service and the term of office of both the vice min
ister and director of NAB had another year to run* OKA tend
ered his resignation, but because his term had not expired,

33344 * the request was denied and the witness told OKA that he and 
the vice minister should remain in the ministry and continue 
to do everything in their power to bring about a conmromise 
in the negotiations.

It was customary in the navy when a new minister was 
appointed, not to shift those below the vice minister and there
fore, regardless of whom the premier might have been then, 
personnel below that rank were not affected.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN 
Counsel for Kido

The witness stated he remembered that the emoeror, on 
or about 17 October 1941, afoer the resignation of the KONOYE 
cabinet, told him, in substance, that cooperation between the

33345 army and navy should be made closer then ever. * When he 
withdrew from the audience before the emperor, the accused 
KIDO told him, in part, that he had oresumed that he had jiv t 
received imperial words in regard to cooperation between the 
army and navy. The witness interpreted the emperor's words
to mean that both the army and navy should reject all obstacles 
which had presented themselves and which might cend to make 
impossible the further continuance of the negotiations, and 
from a new and imperial standooint confer together to strive 
to solve the situation peacefully.

This because the emperor had a o desired a peaceful 
solution. Asked what was the conversation between he and TOJO 
when they were alone in the room waiting for KIDO to come in 
after he withdrew from the imperial audience, the witness re-

33346 olied, he had forgotten the details * of the conversation.
The general outline was that he talked with TOJO to ascertain 
the firmness of his resolution to throw away all obstacles 
obstructing the Dath, and wipe the slate clean starting afrer • 
in line with the emnezror's words. The witness received the 
imDression that TOJO had a strong resolution to carry that out.
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Neither KIDO nor anyone on KIDO's behalf ever 
. to him that SHIMADA be appointed navy minister, nor was 
SHIMADA appointed at the request of TOJOnor on his behalf.
The witness himself felt that SHIMADA would be most appropriate 
to help solve the situation and take charge of the ministry, 
and did his utmost to persuade SHIMADA to accept. Other navy 
ministers felt the same way.

3334-7 * No one outside the navy ministry or naval circles
brought pressure xvith resnect to the armointment of SHIMADA.

\
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Page 5381

Pa^e CROSS-EXAMINATION BY CAPTAIN ROBINSON.
33351 * The witness agreed that his tenure as Navy

Minister expired before TOJO took office, and OKA remaineo 
as Chief of the Naval Affairs Bureau until the TOJO Cabinet 
fell in 1944. Reference was made to the affidavit where 
it was stated that the reason OKA remained as Director of 
the NAB in the TOJO Cabinet was that his term of shore 
service, ordinarily fixed at two years, had another year 
to run. .

As! ed if it was not true that OKA spent more than 
ten of the fourteen years preceding 1945 ashore in Navy 
Headquarters, the witness replied that OKA's previous long 
term ashore was in consideration of his health. He didn't 
mean that every person in the navy spent, alternately two 
years at sea and on land, ‘"hen he stated ÖKA had more than 
one year to remain as Chief of the NAB, he meant that in the 
ordinary course of events his term as chief should run for 
one vear or more at least.

33353 * Asked if he based his statement that OKA did 
not attend Cabinet meetings on nersonal knowledge, he 
replied he made the statement because he himself attended 
the meetings, and besides. OKA's position as Director cf

. the NAB did not entitle him to sit at these meetings. .The 
witness did not attend all meetings held during the time 
OKA was Director, but the government structure was such 
that the director could not attend Cabinet Meetings, and 
he had never heard of anv such instance where a director 
did attend. Therefore, he was able to say OKA never 
attended any. from his own knowledge and from regulations.

33354 * The Navy Minister always attended Liaison
33354-£ Conferences. * Reference was made the affidavit where

it was stated that the navy d.id all could to avoid war 
with the U. S. and this sentiment was communicated to 
KONOYE. as KONOYE was exactly of the same opinion. Asked 
if it was not true that KONOYE, about 16 October 1941, the 
day his Cabinet went out of office, said that it was 
cowardly of the Navy not to avow its opposition to war 
with America, the witness replied he had never heard of 
KONOYE making such a statement.

Asked if he was aware that the accused KIDO had
33355 testified * that the navy could have prevented war, he 

replied that this was the opinion of KIDO and KONOÏE, he 
supposed, but he could say nctning about it as he did not 
know their opinions.
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Page REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. ROBERTS.
33355 * The witness stated that he also served as

Navy Minister in the 2nd KONOYE Cabinet from about Sept
ember or October 1940, and OKA served under him for about 
a year.

i
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raç'e DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NAMTJRA, Naokuni,

by Mr. Roberts*
33356 * The witness identified and verified exhibit

3471 as his affidavit. The affidavit stated that on 17
333^8 * July 19 4 4, the witness replaced the accused 3HIMADA as

Navy Minister, at 'which time OKA was Director of the NAB. 
The day before he had an interview with TOJO, he asked his 
opinion, and the witness expressed the desire that one of 
the former premiers, such as YONAI, should be requested to 
enter the cabinet to strengthen it. On the 17th TOJO 
requested the witness to urge YONAI to enter the cabinet 
and the witness understood this request was based on the 
interview. The witness sent OKA on his behalf to YONAI 
with the premier’s message. OKA returned in an hour and 
stated that YONAI did not wish to enter the cabinet, but 
would be willing to assume active service and serve on

33359 the * Supreme 7/ar Council. The idea of asking YONAI to 
enter the Cabinet was solely the idea of the witness, and 
OKA acted on his orders.

’.Vith respect to such a matter, the Director of 
the NAB was subject to the Navy Minister's orders, and 
could not act independently.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY CAPTAIN ROBINSON.
The witness stated that he was the Japanese naval 

representative at Berlin while the accused OSHIMA was 
Ambassador, and he was also the Commissioner at Berlin on 
the German-Italian-Japanese Military Commission under the 
Tripartite Pact from 1940 until 1943.

33360 * The witness‘stated that it could not be said 
he was an expert in regard to submar s, but had served 
as staff officer of a submarine squadr-m, and for one year 
was principal of a submarine school, it was his under
standing that OKA likewise had served in connection with 
submarine schools. Asked if another common interest shared 
with OKA was politics, he replied that the only time he 
had ever been together with OKA politically was when he 
became Navy Minister.

33361 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
was stated that about 17 July 1944 he sent OKA to YONAI 
to advise him that TOJO desired him to join the TOJO 
Cabinet, and about an hour later OKA returned and reported 
the results.
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Page When asked if when he had a polticâl minion of

the highest level he called on OKA, he replied that v.̂ en he 
received the message from TO JO he was occupied, and the.. 
fore sent OKA in his stead. OKA did not object to the 
assignment.

Asked if both he and OKA favored a strong political 
party, such as IRAA, he replied that for the five years 
previous to his appointment as Navy Minister, he was not in

33362 TOKYO, * and when he was called to Tokyo urgently had no 
knowledge of the situation there.

Asked if he did not keep in touch with the Nazr. 
Party and its leaders while he was in Germany, he replied 
he was not in contact with them, but whenever a telegram 
came from Tokyo it was his duty to deliver it to them.

Asked if when Admiral Doenitz granted permission 
for him to return to Japan by submarine if he also provided 
that the new Nazi Party’s group leader of the foreign 
division should accompany him, he replied his understanding 
was that they were merely fallow passangers. The name of 
this group leader was Spahn. Asked if upon Spahn's 
arrival he advised the witness and OKA and others in rega.d 
to methods to make the IRAA as strong as the Nazi Party, 
he replied he never talked with either OKA or Spahn on such 
matters.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. ROBERTS.
33363 * The witness stated he had met OKA from time to 

time since the days when he served on a submarine, but had 
never felt that OKA did things on his own other than matters 
on which he received orders.
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33364 DIRECT EXAMINATION OF T..XATA, Toshitane,

by Mr. Roberts.
The witness identified and verified exhibit 3472 

as his affidavit. The affidavit stated that from 1 July
33365 * 193? to 15 November 1937, he v/as on the staff of Section 

One of the Naval Affairs Bureau, in charge of organization 
and personnel. From 15 November 1940 to 14 July 1942, he 
was Chief of the Section and had charge of matters relating 
to armaments and administration. During this period the 
Director of the NAB was the accused OKA, and the witness 
was one of his subordinates.

33366 * OKA exerted his best to avoid war with the 
U. S. and expressed himself as being constantly worried 
because the negotiations could not be concluded. The 
witness recalled that early in August 1941, OKA appeared 
very haopy, telling the witness that the government wanted 
him to commandeer a steamer. The matter could not be made 
public yet, but KONOYE was determined to meet the U. S. 
President for direct negotiations. The witness told OKA 
that the matter might leak out, if the Cabinet were to hire 
a steamer, so it would be better to make it appear the 
Navy had commandeered it for use in Che China Incident and 
for the Cabinet to make the necessary disposition of 
expenses.

The next day OKA ordered the witness to prepare 
the steamer, and the Nitta Maru was commandet ed. The

33367 * Nitta Maru was routed to Yokosuka Naval Base, where 
wireless telegraphy sets were installed and she stood by 
to sail at a moment's notice, with telegraphy personnel 
ready to board immediately.

’7hen the head of the Bureau of Education raised 
the question that the singling out of these telegraphy 
instructors would disrupt naval training. OKA said it was 
necessary, since the conclusion of the negotiations was 
vital. During the period the witness served under OKA. He 
had never seen OKA appear so happy as when he ordered him 
to make preparations for the Nitta Maru and when he had 
announced KONOYE had decided to see Roosevelt.

33368 * The Nitta Maru remained moored in Hokohama 
Harbor until after the outbreak of war, and the removal
of the additional wireless apparatus and the assumption of 
her duties did not commence until after the war broke out.
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Page 5386

Page 'With respect to the point in the negotiations
involving withdrawing troops from China, OKA stated he 
favored withdrawal so the incident would be settled 
promptly and Japan not plunged into war with the U. 3., 
and exerted his best efforts to avoid it. If the negotiations 
took a favorable turn OKA's face brightened, but if they 
became unfavorable he looked unhappy and hardly spoke.

In January 194-1, -when a lecture sponsored by the 
Central Prices Cooperative Council was held, sponsors

33369 requested OKA to * express the Navy's views. OKA, after 
obtaining permission, dispatched tine witness as his 
representative. It was OKA's idea that the development, 
of the state should be along peaceful economic lines.
Therefore he instructed the witness to deliver a lecture 
according to these lines.

On additional oral examination, the witness was 
asked about his testimony previously concerning the authority 
of the Navy Minister over POWs, (T. 27354-370), and was 
asked if there was any spec-'fic provision in the o'-’dinanct 
relating to the organization of the Navy Ministry which

33370 fixed * responsibility over POWs. Hc- replied there was r 
regulation clarifying that point.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY 0 ■ •,rnAIN ROBINSON
33371 4 The witness was re . ud>-\i that he had previously 

testified that Section 1 of t;r NAB, after 8 December 1941, 
was the section handling makers pertaining to POWs. He 
stated that he had testified that although the Ministry 
regulation-5 contained no allusion to POWs, nor was there 
reference to POWs in the business regulations, since such 
matters belonged to general naval administration, POW 
affairs came under the first section

Asked if he had not also testified previously 
that Section 1 handled liaison work in connection with POWs 
and that Section 2 handled matters relating to international 
points affecting POWs, he replied he had said that Section 
2 was a sort of clearing house for matters concerning 
international regulations regarding POWs.

33372 * In his present affidavit he had staged that 
the Nitta Maru's duties as the Navy's commandeered steamer 
actually commenced after the war with the U. S.
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* From exhibit 2866, an excerpt from the I'ONOYE 
Memoirs regarding the progress of Japanese-Araerican 
negotiations during the time of the 2nd and 3rd KONOYE 
Cabinets, it was stated that the proposal for understanding 
was to announce in the form of a joint declaration an 
agreement between the two governments on several fundamental 
items necessary to break the deadlock. Detailed agreements 
were to be arranged by a joint conference to follow the 
joint declaration.

In view of the importance of the matter, KONOYE 
summoned a conference of high government and military 
leaders that very night. The government was represented 
by the Home, Y.'a.r, and Navy Ministers, and the Vice-Minister 
of Foreign Affairs. The Chiefs of the Army and Navy General 
Staffs represented the Supreme Command. Also represented 
were the directors of the Military Affairs Bureaus of the 
V̂ar and Navy Ministries and the Cabinet Secretary.

* There was no denying that despite his outward 
demeanor, the Foreign Minister was giving constant thought 
to the handling of the pending problems. It was learned 
later that MATSUOKA had closely examined the text of the 
American proposal and its revision. Deliberations on the 
proposal for understanding thus began again, and joint 
conferences were held on July 10 and 12 to consider the 
TJ. S, proposal of June 21. It should be noted that the 
army and navy ministers remained in office, and that the 
important post of Foreign Minister was occupied by a navy 
representative, for the navy was most concerned with the 
American question. The cabinet was given the additional 
privilege of holding joint conferences with the Supreme 
Command in the Palace, and launched immediately upon the 

attainment of its objectives.
The previous cabinet, in its last days, had drawn 

up a counter-proposal to the U. S. proposal of June 21, and 
had dispatched it on July 25. In spite of this, the 
embassy at *7ashington had not yet presented it to the U. S. 
first, because of the change and second, because of fear 
its contents might not be acceptable. This was made clear 
by a cable from NOMURA on the 22nd, and on the 23rd he 
requested he be informed of the new cabinet's policy.

From exhibit 2913i an excerpt from the Pearl 
Harbor Attack, being additional memoirs of KONOYE, it was 
stated that at the beginning there were opening remarks 
by the Navy Minister, who said that they had come to a 
crossroads where they must determine either peace or war. 
He should like to leave the decision entirely up to the



Page all the way for peace. Even if they made a few concessions, 
they should proceed all the way to ’ring the negotiations 
to fruition. If after they had gone on for two or three 
months and it was said they would not do and that there 
must be war, the navy would be put to inconvenience. If 
there was to be war, it must be determined here and now, 
for this was the final moment of decision. If it was 
decided not to have war, Navy Minister OIKAWA stated he 
would like to have them proceed on the policy which would 
bring the negotiations to fruition no matter what happened. 
Thus KONOYE replied that if they were to say that war or 
peace must be determined here, he himself would decide to 
continue the negotiations.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD PaSe 5388
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OKA, Takazumi, 
by Mr. Roberts.

* The accused identified and verified exhibit 
3473 as his affidavit. The affidavit stated that the 
accused was born in 1890, was admitted to the Naval 
Academy in 1908, and until 1923 studied as a student in 
various naval schools, in addition to being a member 
stationed in France for military research, and instructor 
in naval schools and the Naval College. He was decorated 
for merit in April 1934 for the Manchurian Incident, and 
in May 1942 for the China Incident. These awards were the 
same as those made to thousands of naval men. In addition, 
the awards made to him were below those made to the most 
meritorious.

The fact he was decorated was no indication of 
his participation in the conspiracy. * The fact that 
thousands of naval men received the same awards should be 
sufficient to destroy this contention. At the time the 
Manchurian Incident broke out he was a member of Section 2 
of Division 1 of the Naval General Staff, which was 
concerned only with armaments and not military operations. 
Therefore, he did not participate in the Manchurian Affair.

In October the same year he was assigned for duty 
in the General Staff and concu'"’ ^ i n  the Navy Ministry, 
and was transferred to the Investigation Section, which was 
temporarily organized. From October 1932 to April 1934 he 
was in Paris and Geneva as a member of the delegation on 
the league of Nations Permanent Military Commission and as 
a member c** the Disarmament Commission. Upon his return to 
* Japan he served in the Temporary Investigation Section of 
the Navy Ministry. After a term at sea on December 1, 1937* 
he was assigned in the General Staff d concurrently in 
the Ministry.

«

During this period he was not connected with any 
current problems. Therefore, with respect to the Manchurian 
Incident and conclusion of the Anti-Comintern Pact and the 
outbreak of .the China Incident, he did not participate and 
knew nothing directly in connection with the navy attitude 
concerning them. From 15 January 1938 to 14 October, 1939 
he was Chief of Section 1 of the Naval Affairs Bureau. When 
he assumed this position, it was six months after the out
break of the China Incident and after the fall of Nanking.
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During this time his appointment as sécrétai 

to the Marchurian Affairs Board was routine and merely 
nominal and coexistent with his tenure in that office from 
January 1938 to November 1939* He recalled attending no 
meetings of the board.

33383 * Secretaries to the Manchurian Affairs Board
and Councillors to it were appointed from the navy, and 
the accused, in view of his navy duties, was appointed to 
these positions. Primarily, the navy had littie to do with 
the Manchurian Affair, and the accused did not do any 
actual work.

The National General Mobilization Law was enacted 
in early April 1939, and was brought about in view of the 
situation which called for the production of war materials 
in conformity with the expansion of the China Incident. ..
The operation of the law was in the Planning Board's hands, 
and only in case some matter of interest to the navy was a 
reference made to Section 2, and at that time the accused, 
as Chief of the Section, Wc.s not connected in any way.

He never heard that the law was set forth in any 
way for preparing for a war of aggression. j
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The Cabinet Information Board with which he was connected 
while he was Chief of Section 1 wae different and on a very small 
ecale compared with the Information Board at the time of the surrender 
and was utilized only for the exchange of information among Section 
Chiefs from each Ministry who gathered once a week. No discussions 
touched upon the strengthening of the Anti-Comintern Pact or Inter
national questions, nor was the gathering in a position to discuss 
these matters. He did not believe the chief of the Board was per
mitted to participate in a discussion of these problems. He became 
Chief of the Third Division in the Naval General Staff on 15 October 
1939, was promoted to Hear Admiral on 1 Dec. 1939, and held the post 
until 15 Oct. 1940. The Third Division had charge of gathering and 
investigating intelligence, was not connected with operations or the 
disposition of current problems.

The accused did not participate in the Japanese-NEI Negotia
tions or the Japan-FIC Protocol, the advance into North 7IC or the 
Tripartite Pact. * He became Director of the Naval Affairs Bureau 
on 15 Oct. 1940 and served there- until 18 July 1944. That he served 
as Director of the General Affairs Bureau concurrently as charged in 
the personal history section of the indictment was a mistake, as 
there was no such bureau in the Ministry.

On 1 Dec. 1942 he became a Vico Admiral. 18 July lf'44 he 
was appointed Navy Vice Minister, serving as such until 5 Aug. 1944.
On 9 Sept. 1944 he was appointed Commander of the Shanghai Naval 
Station, and retired on 23 June 1945. As set forth In regulations, 
the NAB, like other bureaus in the Ministry, received orders from the 
Minister who performed its routine functions under the Vice Minister's 
supervisior The director, like other directors, assumed responsi
bility in his official duties only to the Minister.

• With reference to matters pertai, to the Navy Minister's 
decision, the Director and Bureau Chief merely performed routine 
procedure as they were consistently regarded as nothing more than 
organs in the nature of aides to the Minister. They could be con
sidered as part and parcel of the Minister, and therefore the 
Director of the NAB was never in position to assume any independent 
responsibility vis-a-vis outside contacts. He became Director after 
the Tripartite had been signed. The China Incident had been consider
ably expanded, relations with U.S. and Britain had become strained. 
Japan was economically embarrassed and it was a time when something 
should have been done, coping with the situation through diplomatic 
channels.

He was informed that Foreign Minister MATSUQKA had planned 
to turn U.S. relations to the better on the basis of the Three Power 
Alliance, but w'tJb a lapse of time, MATSUOKA's diplomacy took an
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Page opposite turn and relations with the U.S. wsre in an inverse * *>ro-
33387 portion to the Japanese-German rapprochement. Because the U.S. 

negotiations whJ *h started in the Spring of 1941 did not progress 
satisfactorily, MATSUOKA was forced to resign. The 3rd KONOYE 
Cabinet was formed and KONOYE poured his full strength in the ne
gotiations and to that end TOYODA war. chosen Foreign Minister.
At that time Navy Minister OIKAWA held high hopes that the negotia
tions would be concluded and exerted everything in his power to that 
end. As Director of the NAB, the accused had charge of routine 
handling of the matter and exerted his best efforts toward the 
successful conclusion thereof.

The outbreak of the European War, U.S.-British aid to 
China, the Tripartite Pact, and MATSUOKA's policy, vis-a-vis U.S. 
involved many delicate problems with regard to the negotiations.
Public opinion, and that within the government and Supreme Command,

33388 was high * and fear existed that if a misstep wa6 made a great dis
turbance would be created.

As for the Navy Ministry it was most vital that a compromise 
in the negotiations should be r ached. So it constantly cooperated 
with KONOYE, who entertained an ardent hope to find a way to resume 
relations with U.S. Upon appointment of NOMURA as Ambassador and 
TOYODA as Foreign Minister as being most expropriate to readjust 
relations, OIKAWA did everything to suppv.t them. The accused knew 
that OIKAWA urged KONGYE to use his p o l l u a i  judgment in arriving 
at a decision in the negotiations and the Navy gave its whole hearted 
support.

With respect to domestic procedure, first of all the Foreign 
Office drafted the plan of negotiations. Upon the basis of this plan 
it was delijerated upon by various quarters, Including the Supreme 
Command and a unanimous decision was reached which would be telegraphed

33389 to the Ambassador, * but because of the si "tlon in the country, it 
was difficult to formulate a drastic plan. >. was not within the 
province of the department of the accused.

The construction of Exhibit 1115 (T. 16970) was denied by 
KXDO (T. 31238) and was borne out by Exhibit 1207-A, an extract from 
TOGO's interrogation. The latter was with reference to a note writ ter; 
by the Foreign Office concerning negotiations in which the statement 
appeared that the note was written by the Foreign Office but the 
responsibility rested with the participating members of the Liaison 
Conferences.

In Exhibit 1207-A also appeared the statement that as TOGO 
had said previously, members of a Liaison Conference responsible tor 
the study and discussions were TOGO, SHIMADA, SUGXYAMA, NAGANO,
TSUKADA, ITO, KAYA, SUZUKI, and the three secretaries, H0SBIN0, MUTC, 
and OKA.
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* As to Cabinet members, they were responsible for Cabin«.' 
decisions, even on matters outside their respective offices. This 
was also confirmed in the testimony of YAMAMOTO (T. 25901). The 
idea that a Bureau Director could possibly be responsible for draft
ing a complete government formula was preposterous. It was this 
erroneous conception which had led the prosecution to build a 
fallacious understanding of his real duties.

About Aug.1941, KGNOYE announced his intention of personally 
conferring with Roosevelt to find a way for compromise. Because the 
negotiations made no headway, OKA presumed that KONOYE felt ne oppor
tun! ty should be lost as it was realized this was the most appropriate 
way to bring about a successful conclusion of the negotiations.

* The Navy had confidence in KONOYE and believed that if he 
were clothed with full power and given wide discretion, a drastic 
proposal could be formulated and pave the way for concluding the 
negotiations. OKA was ordered by the Navy Minister secretly to hays 
a merchant ship Btand by and made preparations for it to sa: l at ary 
time. However, the contemplât x interview did not materialize bee.* - 
it seemed the U.S. first desired to fix the basic principles, aits? 
which to put the finishing touch at the conference which was contr y 
to KCNOYE's intention. The Navy then tor.: the view that with r» irsnea 
to the negotiations, the withdrawal of t./rops from China and exsewhers 
would not be prejudicial. OKA understood that Admiral YAM.AM0Î0 also 
suggested thin to KONOYE as did CIKVWA. It seemed there was strong 
opposition within a quarter of the Supreme Command to such a move. * 
Utmost caution was required not to bring about disu. *ty between the 
army and navy, and it was dealt with as a political issue among the 
Ministers. OKA believed this was a reason why the Navy Minister 
maintained that it should be entrusted to the Premier. The position
of the Navy in opposing war had at all times been well defined. A« » 
late as the Third KONOYE Cabinet, it re»-.* adamant that war should 
be avoided if possible.

A quotation from the memoirs of KONOYE (T„10254) showed 
that KONOYE stated that OIKAtfA had said "Let the decision as to wh?th..- 
there was hope for a successful conclusion of the negotiations oe .. sf* 
in the hands of the Premier and Foreign Minister and as for the Navy 
she would comply with that decision. If there was hope for a success 
ful conclusion of the negotiations, they wanted them to be continue 
OIKAKA added that Lf they were to rely on negotiations, they should » 
be carried out thoroughly. They wanted success at all costs and a 
decision of the Prime Minister, and they wished to comply with this 
decision.

KONOYE made an additional remark (T.10263) and said that ;;A 
the meantime it became known that since the Navy had not the will oo
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Page fight but couldn't say so herself, she was appealing to the Premier 
through OKA by way of Chief Secretary TOfoiiiA for the Premier i* 
express it. As an outcome, MUTO of the MAB, called on TOMITA requ » 
ing the Navy be e .od to make a definite statement. When TOMITA 
relayed this to OKA, he stated the Navy could say no more and that

33394 she would comply * with the Premier's decision. Although the above 
statements were not exactly correct, they proved that at the time 
when the negotiations were carried on between the Premier and Navy 
Minister it was clear that his participation in the negotiations 
were official acts as Liaison Officer and he was merely delivering 
the messages of higher officials. The Navy Minister stated that 
KONOYE's resignation would bring about hopelessness in the conclus' 'o 
of the negotiations and desired he should assume a tenacious attitiulv,

KONOYE also entertained a strong determination and in earlv 
October OKA heard from TOMITA that KONOYS was determined to attempt 
to continue the negotiations and under no circumstances would he 
resign. OKA was encouraged, but in mid-October the resignation of 
the Cabinet suddenly took place. OKA was informed by the Navy Minister 
that after the cabinet meeting on Oct.14, it was proposed tc hold a 
conference of the Premier and the Foreign, War and Navy Ministers. 
During the cabinet meeting the e was heated argument between the Wa< 
and Foreign Ministers and as a result it w&m felt no useful purpose 
could be served by holding the proposed F. -iraiste ms'
Meeting, and it was called off.

The Navy Minister also advised OKA that it was intended is 
the contemplated conference of the Foreign Ministers he would reiterate 
the Navy's stand that it would leave the matter of war or p »ace in !•>.» 
Premier's hands.

33397 * That nl^bt TOMITA called on OKA, informing him of the Cabin.»’« 
decision to resign en bloc. TOMITA told him he was asked by the Di- 
rector of the MAB, MUTO, to inquire that if the Navy would state tha? 
it would be unable to fight, the Army cov. * quieted. TOMITA said 
he replied to MUTO that it would be difflccu- for the Navy to state 
this and OKA agreed.

Then OKA asked TCMITA about his opinion to hold the Four 
Ministers Conference to confer on the matter but TOMITA replied it 
was too late.

The Navy became apprehensive over the prospect of the ne 
gotlations and was concerned over the next cabinet. After the resig 
nation of the cabinet, Navy Minister OXKAWA heard from KONOYS that

33398 Prince HIGASHIKUNI should head the next cabinet * and they were 
wondering what the Prince's idea would be in connection with the 
negotiations. When the report reached them that TOMITA was com 
manded to form the new cabinet, they were surprised and the Navy



Pace Minister and the rest of them were taken Vbajk. OKA felt tht^ for
the War Minister to become Premier would make the prospect of ntot-Aa- 
tlons all the more difficult and found it hard to understand what 
was in the minds of the senior statesmen. Thereafter, he discussed 
this with T0M1TA, who said that according to KQNOYE the step taken 
would he the best policy in coping with U.S.-Japanese relations.
OKA felt the position inconsistent and was hard put to understand 
it.
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Since TOJO was ordered to form a Cabinet, it became necee- 
sary for the Navy to exert its efforts all the more toward the 
negotiations. OKA thought it best for OIKAWA who was conversant 
with past developments to remain in the new Cabinet but he refused 
and SHIMADA was appointed. When SHIMADA became the new Minister, 
there was no change in enthusiasm with regard to the negotiations. 
As a condition for accepting the portfolio, SHIMADA urged TOJO 
that the negotiations be expedited and upon assumption of his post, 
he instructed the Vice Minister and Bureau Director that utmost 
effort should be made to avoid war with the U.S. and the way should 
be paved to consummate the negotiations by overcoming all difficult 
ties. It was clear the Navy d’l not want war. It was their desire 
to bring the negotiations to a successful conclusion. No logical 
conclusion could be drawn from the evidence which would support 
charges that OKA aided, abetted or otherwise engaged in any plan 
of conspiracy to wage aggressive war. On the contrary, he and his 
superiors diligently endeavored to avciJ war. He never met, and 
consequently never spoke to the deff.:;da.-'.re K1D0, ARAKI, DG1HARA, 
HATA, KOI SO, MATSUI, MINAMI, OSHIMA, UM .ZU, OKAWA, SHIRATOP.I and 
HIROTA.

Japan's final reply to the U.S. note was drafted by the 
Foreign Oi ̂ ice and delivered to OKA by YAMAMOTO of the Foreign Office. 
As was customary, he ordered his subordinates to study it. OKA 
sensed it was inadequate as a final note felt it would be appro
priate to insert the wording that Japan r«, ...zed freedom of action. 
Accordingly, this wording was inserted in the draft and related to 
YAMAMOTO. When the draft was distributed by the Foreign Office at 
the Liaison Conference in early December, OKA discovered the suggested 
revision was not made. After the conference, he asked YAMAMOTO whether 
that could be regarded as the final note and he replied, in the affirma
tive.

33401 * At that time OIKAWA was of the opinion that the problem
of diplomatic procedure should be carried out on the foreign Office' 
responsibility and because he personally lacked knowledge of such 
procedure, he relied on Foreign Office authorities.

The Navy Ministry was not involved in the problem concern
ing the despatch of the final note prior to the outbreak of the war.
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Page To hi a knowledge neither tne discussions .'ere nad with the Ma v
Minister or Vice Minister nor was the Ministry asked by the Gent-•’1 
Staff pertaining to the problem, and he assumed the Foreign Office 
would adopt the appropriate procedure. Such being the situation, 
he did not give it much thought. He was vague as to the exact 
nature of Japan's repiy and believed it to be an ultimatum and in 
all probability the Minister and Vice Minister thought likewise.
After the war this matter became an issue and when OKA asked TOGO 
at Sugamo with respect to the question, was told that the reply to 
the U.S. was not the so- called ultimatum but a last notification.

33402 * TOGO explained that according to the circumstances at the time 
it had the same significance as a declaration of war. When OKA 
heard this explanation, he understood what YAMAMOTO meant when he 
said the draft was all right. With respect to the time in which 
the final note should be delivered to the U.S., OKA recalled that 
at the Liaison Conforence TOJO stated it would be entrusted to 
consultation between the Foreign Office and Supreme Command. Later 
he heard it would be delivered to the U.S. in Washington one hour 
before the opening of hostilities. He did not remember the date nor 
from whom or where he heard this except he had a strong impression 
that it was to be delivered at .his time. He was not aware that the 
time wag changed to 30 minutes and learned for the first time after 
the war that Deputy Chief of the Maval Gen-val Staff ITO and the 
Deputy Chief of the Army General Staff cc. ied on TOGO and after con
sultation with him the time was altered o 30 minutes prior to the 
opening of hostilities.

33403 * At that time OKA had not heard from any source that the 
Maval General Staff entertained ary :.dea it would a  -mence hostili
ties without notice. As he thought the Foreign Office would take 
the proper procedure, he did not anticipate that any such question 
would arit and entertained no concern over its progress. Long 
afterward, when he learned that apparently through the fault of 
the Embassy*1".Washington the note was not Slivered at the expected 
hour, he was much surprised.

Personnel affairs were in the hands of the Mavy Minister.
The basis of shore service of officers was usually two years for 
the same service and place. When the TOJO Cabinet was formed, both 
the Vice Minister and Director of the NAB had served for about one 
year and it was not time for making a shift. It was customary not 
to shift the Vice Minister, much less the Director of she NAB, even 
if the Navy Minister wa6 changed. Therefore, the change in personnel 
did not affect personnel below that of the Vice Minister and there

33404 was no precedent for such changes. Even though a cabinet other than * 
the TOJO Cabinet had appeared or one other than SHIMADA had become 
Navy Minister, such appointment would not have altered the personnel.
As a matter of fact, OKA offered his resignation to OIKAWA but he 
refused to accept it. During his service in the Navy, OKA had not
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Page once,been assigned, for duty in connection *rith operations. Ht» ^ad 
been assigned duty in connection with routine planning of an arma 
ment program several times and had been, connected with It for many 
years. In Japan the defense plan was drafted by the Army and Navy 
Supreme Command and after Imperial approval, was submitted to the 
Premier. Its contents was not a war program but the principal 

33406 objective * was planning an armament program. As for the Navy, its 
principal objective was planning a minimum force to cope with the 
strongest naval power which might attach from the Western Pacific.
As far as he knew, this objective was the policy of the Naval Supreme 
Command which had been conceived prior to the Washington Conference 
without any alteration until Immediately preceding the war. It would 
be more accurate to regard it in a defensive rather than an aggressive 
sense.

The General Staff studied armaments which were necessary, 
taking into consideration domestic conditions. It went into the 
details and plans for classifications, typei» of warships, etc., then 
drafted the proposal and made a request upon*the Navy Ministry about 
every four or five years. The Ministry then inveetigated and 
considered expenditures, mater als, etc. and consulted and negotiatv< 
with the General Staff and prepared a joint plan which was discuss'’ 
with parties in the government. When unanimously agreed upon, it 
would be put into operation. The final pj.an was usually one-htj... 
or less than that requested by the Genervi Staff; therefore, the 
actual strength of Japan's Navy was generally far below that re
quested by Naval General Staff.
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33407 * The result of Japan's cons *u?tion after thu Washing

ton conference was insignificant compared to the America*, navy's 
and there was no w»y of coping with the Vinson p* .s.
Operational authoricies counteracted the American Plan by utlx 
izing the limited number of big battleships or devising midget 
submarines* There was considerable deficiency in the produc
tion of aircraft, domestic materials, and industrial capacity* 
The China incident gave further rangs to naval preparation and 
it was evident that they could not possibly think ol operating 
against the United States and British navies. The general staff 
operational plans were not formulated as operations against the 

33407 U.Sc * and Britain. The accused had never seen or heard o± any 
plan or idea to wage uurh a war and was convinced that they 
were not formulated.

It was natural for the navy to be constantly anprehen 
sive of relations with the U.S. and Britain becoming aggravated, 
and the navy desired its adjustment and exerted itself towards 
that end. While the navy was worried about American naval ex
pansion, the China incident extended with no prospects of ter • 
mination, American-British r d to China became vigorous and 
economic pressure on Japan became 3'oter.se, finally making her 
feel the threat militarily. It was be. îeved that if these nat
ters were allowed to follow their cou se the incident ev .d 
never be settled and they would fac. a critical situation cy
being attacked by a third power at ■ y time.

The navy believed there was uo other way than the sue
cessful conclusion of the U.S, Jt...anese negotiations and mane

33409 efforts to that end. The naval general staff .... . .z ___ ‘
how, if it became necessary, to wage war against the U.S. ani 
Britain, ai i it was natural .for it to make plans against. .. 1 
an eventuality. The accused was unable to state exactly wner. 
the study started and what development took Place because he 
did not participate in them, but it s to him that nothing
was done in the general staff during 19-+0.

In October 1941 he heard for the first time the gen
eral staff's views from 170, deputy chief, who said that In the 
event of war against the U.S. and Britain, the general staff 
had confidence in the early stage of operations and --as
a possibility of continuing the war for about a year and one 
half thereafter, but it could not make a definite statement 
after that as it depended unon what the war capacity of the 
nation would be. If war could not be avoided, the sooner the 

33409 better, and if ., should be * the next year they would be
challenged bv the United States and Britain and would have to 
submit without exchanging blows.
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When OKA heard this, he felt zne need of accelerating 

the negotiations. It was not the navy ideology or Plan 
operations to wage war against the U.3. and Britain, but it 
arose out of the China incident when the nation was faced witu 
a critical situation. Then for the first time the matter was 
studied as a last resort and was not a plan of long prepara
tion. The prosectuion had contended that during the closing 
days of the TOJO cabinet, in July, 1944, the accused SATO and 
OKA had been maneuvering against YONAi and others to save the 
cabinet. This must have been predicated on the language of 
YONAI in the KIDO diary, which referred to the request TCJ1

33420 made to the navy minister to sound YONAI * as to whether he 
would accept a portfolio in the cabinet.

Since OKA was vice navy minister at the time he sound
ed YONAI, after being ordered to do so by navy minister NOIvFJRA, 
and SATO did not accompany him. YONAI stated he could not join 
as a cabinet member but would be glad to assist as a military 
councillor. He also desired SUETSÜGU as councillor to assist 
the chief of staff. OKA had never called on anyone other than 
YONAI and had not, without v  iers from the navy minister, con
ducted himself otherwise. While he was director of the NAI , 
with three or four exceptions, he attended the imperial a r 
liason conferences as secretary and + æ investigation - : y■ '..it- 
tee of the privy council as explain , In none of cr.e*.»« .not
ings was he authorized to Partiei '  - in the discussions o.

33412 * exercise the right to vote.
The liason conference a not based or g over »ment • 

letions and did not make de ions. It was merely In the nature 
of a round table discussion for the ir .o  of opinions.
When a cone rrenee was x’eached, the supreme command and the 
government would, through cheir specific organs, carry out 
their respective tasks. Xs offlciu“ '"erk, OKA was not a mem
ber of the conference and c:.ud not a. his signature to 
any matters taken up but could only ma^e explanations when ask
ed to do so, and his primary duty was to supply information.

The secretary's position was different from that of 
the members and he was net at all responsible for matters taken 
up. As exhibit 1*03 shows, OKA was never present without the

33413 navy minister, * and never attended without him, although it 
showed he did fail to attend some meetings attended by the navy 
minister. According to exhibit 1209. According to exhibit 
1209, an extract from TOJC’s Interrogations concerning a M..u 
liar imperial conference h* *. !• on December 1 or 2nd, TÖJ0 named 
those who attended those conferences saying they were the res
ponsible people. Continuing TOJO said there were also probably
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three in the capacity of secretaries who usually camt These 
were chief cabinet secretary H03HIN0, chief of the mill~',r> af 
fairs section of the war ministry MUTO, and chief of the 
military affairs section of the navy minister OKA. TOJO5 
remark was significant because . uly responsible persons who 
attended could be recalled by him and TOJC was not even cer-

33414 tain that OKA was present. * The prosecution placed undue 
significance on his attendance at meeting of the investigation 
committee of the privy council, but he attended them only in 
the company of the navy minister as explainer. The explainer 
did not express himself or participate in the decisions, but 
merely accompanied the ministers, (Exhibits 649, 1241, 126 6, 
1275, and 68?.)

While the prosecution had stated that he had attend
ed cabinet meetings, he never attended any nor was he priv-

33415 ileged to do so. * It was the practice for the general staff 
to draw up u: d drefL plans for operations after which the 
outline was shown to the minister. According to regulations, 
the navy minister handled all administrative matters and the 
vice minister, the vice mini'ter, the director of 11* .i ;.aV- 
inet, the director of mobilization bureau, and others were 
members of his suite. Yet they did net participate in the 
discussions pertaining to the operations' plan or matters 
within the provisions of the genera staff, or imperial head
quarter's matters discussed at their meetings.

Personnel v/ere called in to enable them to contact 
headquarters when it made reque: à of the ministry m  connec
tion with the disposition of administration masters. OKA had 
not once attended a headquarter's conference nor served in 
headquarte, s. No one in the ministry was connected with the 
plan of operations o.̂  either headquarters or the general staff

33416 * Headquarters was divided into anarmv and navy section and 
orders were always similarly divided were not simply cal
led imperial headquarter's orders. The order Pertaining to 
the Burma-Thailand railroad was the army section's order and 
it was not connected with naval operations, so that the nava^ 
general staff must not have been aware of its contents.

As for the navy ministry, beginning with the minister, 
no one participated in the matter, consequently any suggestion 
that the NAB was involved was unfounded (see exhibit 475).
With reference t:> the tripartite alliance and the anti-comin- 
tern Pact, the nrosection had alleged that as a member of the 
military affairs committee, he was connected with strengthen
ing them. However, the meeting of the military affairs com
mittee was not of vital importance. It was composed of about 
1 5 members headed by the foreign minister, and included vice
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Pâ&e
334-17 foreign minister, foreign office bureau directors, * dix''Ct; rs 

of the army and navy military affairs bureaus, chiefs of t*. 
second section of the army general staff, and the third sec- 
tion of the naval staff. It wat a perfunctory gathering where 
in attaches from the German embassy and Japanese staff offi
cers would attend and explain events in the war. There were 
only two gatherings. This committee had nothing to do with 
the triple alliance or strengthening the anti-Comintern pact.

Government ministries were interrelated cad v...rc
matters which frequently required collaboration with other 
ministries. Every ministry created committees on such matters 
The navy ministry appointed committee members depending upon 
the nature of the matters involved. However, as a rule, the

334-18 director * or a chief of the section was chosen to serve. 
Actually most of these committees were merely liason and it 
was sufficient if the navy knew what had taken olace and where 
it was held in most cases. The man in charge of the matters 
or the section chief would attend and OKA, as bureau director, 
seldom attended and he did n^t recall even being mentioned as 
a member of such committees uecause they were too numerous.

When appointed, in many cases he accented on condi
tion he should not be required to attend. A similar situa
tion prevailed with regard to council meetings where matters 
pertaining to important state policy were never deliberated.
He was never present at these meetings. There was no special 
department in the navy ministry for handling POWs who, when 
captured, were turned over to the army. POWs uiptured by the 
navy were handled by army agencies, such as the POW informa
tion bureau

334-19 * If it became impossible to deliver POWs to the army
immediately, they were provisionally *rned by the naval 
unit on the field, or if in Japan by tne naval staff. Fur
ther procedure was carried out under the commanding officer 
and OKA assumed the handling of the ?OWs was conducted accord
ing to laws and regulations. The prosecution said that he was 
responsible for the mistreatment of POWs by quoting testimony 
of SUZUKI that the note of protest respecting their treatment 
was dispatched to the navy ministry. However, this witness 
had admitted that the documents were sent to the chief of 
the POW information bureau and the chief of the MAB and/or 
vice minister of war. The only document in evidence, wherein 
a copy was sent to the NAB, was dated 1 1 April 1945» one year 
subsequent to his vacating the post (exhibit 2174)*
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uni4"»
A matter within the jurlsdlc Ion of the NAB l̂  the 

33420 pert. * of the names and rank of prisoners held by any
and they would thus be able to furnish Information to the 
eign ministry. However, during his tenure as director of

33421

NAB, he neither heard ncr recalled any note of protest. Wien 
reference to alleged atrocities of naval units, he couid not 
but heln feeling sincere regret. In view of the history and 
eduction of the navy, they were incredible. Naval units were 
attached entirely to the channel of the supreme command.
As for operational movements, the ministry had no knowledge 
and therefore had no knowledge concerning the orders of com
manding officers cr reports concerning trooo movements.

Thus OKA had no knowledge regarding these incidents 
while he was director of the NAE and learned of them for the 
first time in the trial. Especially the fact that, the com
manding officer ordered these atrocities »*■•> beyond his com
prehension. While director of the NAB he had never seen any 
telegram or correspondence pertaining to the alleged German 
request with respect * to submarine warfare or consultation 
thereon, nor had he heard ar,thing relating 
reference to the killing of 96 POWs on Wake 
he had no knowledge of it and learned of it 
time during the trial.

thereto. With 
Island in 194}> 
for the first

This incident concerned 
and the navy ministry ’.vas net c

the '-ombat unit on the scov. 
\nected with it. It

33422 absurd to held the director of mt hAB resnonsible.
would be 
* The

same could be said with reference to POWs on ?*'-kin wherein 
the prosecution quoted the testimony of rear admiral ABE to 
Place the ^esponsiblity on the central command. This too was 
learned foi the first time at the trial. The statement th^t 
oral instructions came from the central command was incon
ceivable, Particularly in the light c * the testimony given 
by TOMIOKA in exhibit 3057*

The prosecution attempted to fix the responsibility 
for the sinking of merchant ships on the director of the NAB, 
but this was absurd. Needless to state, the navy ministry, 
much less the NAB did not participate in matters pertaining 
to combat strategy. There was no evidence of a policy of the 
central command wantonly to kill survivors of sunken shins 
or mistreat prisoners. Exhibit 3054—C and similar orders 
shewed the contrary. The prosecution had an unintentional 

33423 misconcenticn of the importance of the * office held by him 
as director of the NAB, for a v was a clerical bureau sub
ordinate and responsible to the navy minister, and he was 
never in a position to determine matters of state policy.
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His presence at many policy-making conference;: was al
ways as a secretary. He was aware of stories circulating after 
the war concerning his alleged power and influence among a '"o- 
called "group" but there was no basis for these. He had alwa.,- 
been opposed to groups and factions and the mere suggestion of 
his participating in such a group was erroneous and revolting 
to him. He was devoted to performing his duties in accordance 
with regulations and was careful to guide his actions and those 
of his subordinates under the best traditions of the navy.

He was never in a position, politically or otherwise, 
and consequently did not conspire to initiate or wage any wars

33424 of aggression or commit any of the * crimes charged against 
him. He had spent his life in his country’s service as a naval 
officer and never swerved from the path of duty.

On further examination the accused was asked to what 
extent the NAB participated in handling POWs and he replied that 
in all the regulations of the military there was none providing 
for the treatment of POWs. Matters relating to them were 
handled as matters belonging to general naval administration. 
Drafts relating to these affairs were drawn up by the assistants

33425 to the navy minister and in the * navy ministry they were the 
NAB, the legal bureau, the intendance bureau, and sometimes
the medical bureau and the munitions bureau. In. many cases these 
rules had already been established when he c^me to office he 
had nothing to do with these matters while in office.

The second matter handled was liason with various of
fices with regard to handling P07/s and this was mainly by the 
NAB. The third point was demands coming to central authorities 
from units t̂ the front in regard to handling of PO’.Vs. The 
question of funds relating to their internment, supplying clothes 
and medicine were generally handled by units at the front.
When they found their own resources ii 'fficient, they would 
make demands on the ministry which would be handled either

33426 by the intendance, medical, or the munitions bureaus. * In re
gard to actual supervision or control of POWs in battle areas, 
the fleet commander was in supreme authority. In the homeland 
the supreme authority was either the commander of the naval 
station or the commander of a minor naval station where POWs 
were similarly interned.

The minister's position vis-a-vis commanders was that 
since he led all navy men and civilians attached to the navy, 
he had supervisory powers.
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33427 * CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY
COUNSEL FOR UMEZU

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was staleo 
that the navy had little to do with the Manchurian affair and 
consequently did not do any actual work concerning it. The ac
cused recalled the naval mission being established in Manchuria 
soon after the incident, and believed the organization later 
abscliahed and transferred its duties to the naval attache in 
Manchukuo. Asked whether he knew the office was established 
with or without consultation with the army, he replied he did 
not know the circumstances surrounding its establishment nor 
what kind of work the mission was engaged in.

33428 * Asked whether it was responsible to or under the 
jurisdiction of the C-in-.C of. the Kwantung army, he replied he 
didn't know, but judging from the structure of the mission, he 
believed that while it had relation with the Kwantung army, it 
was not under its command. He believed that the mission or 
naval attache's office, as it later became, had the guidance
of the Manchukuan navy. Aski-d if it was true that the Japanese 
navy had priority in imports from Manchukuo of iron ore and 
other materials, he replied he knew nothing about that.

33429 * Asked if he knew that the Japanese navy had a prior
ity for Imports of diesel fuel for submarines, he replied
he didn't know whether they had priority but knew that the 
navy did get oil from the Fushun area,

33430 * Asked if he knraw whether the Japanese nay had of 
ficers dispatched to and stationed in the Manchukuo munitions 
plants, he replied he didn't-know about that nor did he know 
that those officers were stationed there and they assumed 
authority to guide the product’on of munitions.

. CROSS, EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY 
COUNSEL FOR TOGO

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stat
ed that he learned that the final note to the U.S, would be de
livered in Washington one hour before the ooening of hostilit
ies, and that it had been so decided after consultation between 
the foreign ministry and the supreme command, the accused was 
asked if this meant that he learned that the note was to be ds••

33431 livered at * a time which, as the naval high command knew, was 
one Pour before the commencement of hostilities, or 7/as it hi: 
understanding that the foreign ministry knew that the time so 
set was one hour before the commencement of hostilities. He
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replied that in the negotiations of the naval general staff with 
the army general staff and the foreign ministry, he believed that 
the negotiations were conducted on the basis of the actual time. 
Asked if, while the high command knew the actual time, he had 
any reason, to believe that the foreign minister or any foreign 
ministry official knew what would the actual time of attack be, he 
renlied he didn't know.

33432 * He didn't believe that the time for which the attacks 
were scheduled were ever mention in a liason conference. He 
knew it himself and believed he probably heard it from the naval

33433 general staff. * The accused was reminded of his testimony 
that after the original decision for delivery of the final note 
to the U.S.. the time was changed and after consultation among 
the vice chiefs of the naval and army general staffs with the 
foreign minister, the time for delivery of the note was altered 
to thirty minutes orior to the opening of hostilities.

Asked if he was at that meeting, he replied he was not 
and he learned only after the end of the war. Asked if he had 
any reason to believe that the foreign minister knew or was at 
that meeting told at what time the attack would take Diace, he

33434 replied he didn't know about that. He didn't recall the points 
of attack ever being mentioned in the liason conference. Re
garding his Dart in drafting or revising the final note to the 
U.S., he had some difficulty in recalling the details, but it 
came to him that the draft was originally drawn in the foreign 
office and then passed on to the navy minister, then he gave
it to his subordinates and ordered them to study it well. This 
was a practice he had always done in regard to similar drafts.

33435 * His subordinates told him it would be better to in
sert words to the effect that they would reserve freedom of ac
tion. OKA agreed and immediately contacted the director of 
the American bureau of the foreign office YAMAMOTO informing 
him about it. When the note was distributed at the liaison

33436 conference, he saw no wording as he had suggested and * when 
the conference was concluded, he asked YAMAMOTO if it would 
be an ultimatum, and YAMAMOTO renlied yes, that it was Der- 
fectly all right. This was his only connection with the pre- 
Daration of the revision of the final note.

He did not recall other proposed revisions which were 
or were not accented and added to the note. This revision of 
his was a matter he had entirely forgotten until after the end

33437 of the war and * after the trial had been in nrogress for sev
eral months. Asked if in fact he didn't remember it until 
Captain SHIBA told him it had haopened, he replied he knew of 
it before that.
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Eââê
Before being interned in Sugemo he was interrogated by

the orosecution, who asked him if he and MUTO did not go to the 
foreign office and ask TOGO to have the wording changed, 0/» 
being asked this sudden question, he was unable to recall the 
circumstances and told the prosecution to that effect. When 
he entered Sugamo he met TOGO who told him that he himself did 

33438 not recall that * he and MUTO ever came to see him on that 
point. It seemed that the prosecution's question was based 
on the interrogation of TOGO and therefore he asked TOGO why 
he was asked that question.

draft were quite different and YAMAMOTO told TOGO that the re
vision had been made at the request of the ministries concerned. 
Therefore TOGO thought the revision was made at the request of 
the war and navy ministries and that was why TOGO had replied 
as he did. This is how OKA was able to find out that the fact 
that he was unable to remember ever going to TOGO to ask for 
a revision was correct and actually he had not gone to TOGO 
to do so.

not gone to see TOGO and he did not think any revision had 
been made. On thinking the matter over he felt that he had 
seen the draft somewhere. After the trial commenced he con- 

33439 tacted his defense counsel who told him that Captain * SHIBA 
had said certain things, then for the first time OKA remem
bered what SHIBA had told him. OKA may have asked TOGO on 
this point in Sugamo because he wanted to know whether he had 
actually visited TOGO or not.

was something he himself recalled. Since YAMAMOTO was also a 
secretary and MUTO was another, MUTO must have heard it on 
the same occasion, OKA asked MUTO abou^ this and MUTO said he 
didn't remember it. Then he made sure once more about SHIBA's 
recollection of the affair, and finding out that it was sure, 
he wrote it in his affidavit. He didn’t recall when he took 
up with YAMAMOTO the question of revising the draft, but be
lieved it must have been in the beginning of December, proba
bly after the imperial conference of 1 December.

that after this wording was inserted in the draft it was re
lated to YAMAMOTO. He now said he didn't know If this was 
done by telephone or messenger. He said this was as he had 
stated. He forgot to say before that he had also asked 

YAMAMOTO on this point some time ago since the trial commenced.

TOGO told him that YAMAMOTO'S first draft and second

In his Interrogation he said that he believed he had

Also what he told YAMAMOTO at the liason conference

The accused was reminded that his affidavits stated
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334-41 YAMAMOTO said that *neither OKA's proosed revision of the

draft nor his talk with him as the liason conference was in his 
memory. After preparation of the draft had been either reacted 
or sent to YAMAMOTO, he had never talked with him nor anyone 
else in the foreign ministry about the matter.

334-42
33443

Asked if when he attended the subsequent liason confer
ence and found distributed a draft of a final note without the 
clause inserted, if he then called attention to that question, 
he replied that he didn't call anyone's attention to it except 
as he had mentioned before, after the conference finished. He 
had not mentioned the matter before the liason conference nor 
during the conference to the navy minister. Asked if in his 
interrogation he had stated he had taken no part whatever in 
making un the final draft or revisions thereto and had merely 
* read it and didn't even know when he had first read it,*he 
answered that he didn't recall the exact language he used in 
the interrogation but did reply that he knew nothing at all 
at that time on the general point of the Dreparation of the 
note.

33444 * At the liason conference in early December, he did 
not think the question of the matter of ooening hostilities 
was discussed. In so far as he knew, he was present at all 
liason conferences in early December. He did not recall a dis
cussion at one of those conferences between TOGO and vice 
chief of the general staff ITO concerning giving a notifica-

^  tion to the United States before the commencement of hostilit-
W  ies. He did not recall giving an opposite answer to this

question in his interrogation.
33445 * Tre accused was asked if, in his interrogation he 

was not asked if he recalled a discussion between TOGO and 
NAGANO and ITO regarding notification of the U.S. nrior to 
any attack, to which he answered thath,.; recalled it. The ac
cused stated that he remembered this question but also remem
bered that his reply was exactly opposite to that which had 
just been read to him. The reply he gave to the prosecutor
at that time was that he did not recall any such conversa
tion.

33446 * To the accused was read a purported question and an
swer in his interrogation in which, when asked the gist of the 
conversation between TOGO, NAGANO, and ITO regarding notifica
tion prior to any attack he replied he didn’t know what it was. 
The accused stated that this question and answer were correct 
as read. Asked why he said he didn't know the contents of any

33447 such conversation if he didn’t recall it, he replied * that he
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told the prosecutor at the time in regard to the liason conference 
that the form in which they were conducted were such that no spec
ial subjects were decided beforehand. A more or less free ex
change of views was held and people participating in that confer
ence just talked with their neighbors on various subjects; so that 
not all the secretaries knew all that was going on in the liason 
conference. If anyone participating affirmed that he had said 
a certain thing to someone at the conference someone else at the 
conference could not deny that. He, himself, could not recall 
anything of that nature. His position was that if it haopened 
he didn't know of it, and if that answer was recorded in his in
terrogation it was incorrect.

33448 DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN
Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 

that OKA was surprised when he learned T0J0 was commanded to 
form a new cabinet and that he was hard Dut to understand how 
that would aid American-Japanese peace negotiations. The ac
cused stated at that time he had no talks with T0J0 to ascer
tain what his intent was at the time. He did not know what 
took Diace at the senior statesmen's conference and did not re
call at that time that admirals YCNAI and OKADA had opoosed a 
navy man as a new premier.

33449 * Asked if in forming his opinion at that time he took
into consideration that TOJC was able to control the army when 
peace negotiations became successful, he replied that he had 

"  never thought of that. Asked if he was of the ooinion at the 
time that a navy man could have controlled the army if the 
negotiations were successful, he replied he had never thought 
of that either. Asked if he had changed his opinion after 
hearing these facts from what it was at the time they occurred, 
he stated that there was no difference, it was just as he 
stated it in his affidavit.

33450 Today, after hearing of all the various * facts pre
sented before the tribunal, he could only deeoen the feeling 
he held at the time and at that time he formed his oninion 
without knowing those facts.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BRANNON 
Counsel for SHIMADA

The accused stated that he denied that SHIMADA became 
navy minister because he was, and was known to be, a supporter 
of the T0J0 policy. Asked if there was any element in the navy
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that opDosed any change of the final draft as suggested 07 
him, he replied that the nroposed change was a mere suggestion 
by the NAB, who just happened to think of that and suggested 
it to the foreign minister. It was not a strong assertion on 

33451 their part. The navy minister's policy was that the * for
eign office should bear full responsibility in these problems. 
The naval affairs bureau merely thought of the proposed change 
and brought it to the attention of the director of the Amer
ican bureau of foreign office.

He didn’t think he even told the navy minister about 
it. He did believe that his subordinate, before bringing 
this proposed change to him, did contact someone in the navy 
general staff. In view of the attitude of the navy ministry 
and the navy general staff at the time, it would have been 
anyone who would have opposed it. He himself passed it on 
to the foreign office without even bothering to tell the navy 
minister about it because he felt certain that SHIMADA would 
be certain to agree
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33,452
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COMMANDER CJLE.

•When asked if between 193 i and 1945 he was mainly in Nav; 
Headquarters at Toky or in naval duty he replied that he had spent 
some time at sea and was stationed for a time abroad but for the 
greater part he was in Tokyo. More than ten of the fourteen years 
from 1931 to 1945 he was attached to Navy Headquarters and he was 
promoted to Rear Admiral on 1 December 1939 and was promoted to 
Vice-Admiral, the second highest, rank in the navy, on 1 December 1942,

He received a decoration for services in the China Incident. 
In his affidavit he had listed this and three other decorations 
received and in addition he had received a fifth from *he Nasis 
Government on 9 February 1940. Asked why he omitted this Basis 
decoration from his affidavit he replied he omitted several 
Japanese decorations also and merely listed those received for 
services during war. Asked if this decoration was not awarded him 
for services in connection with services in the conclusion of the 
anti-Comintern Pact he replied that he had not yet been giver it but 
since he had nothing to do with the conclusion of the Pact he surmised 
it was for something else.
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33457 *Asked if his many years in the navy’s chief political bureau 
and hie promotions, decorations and activities did not indicate that 
he vas very successful in giving TQJO and his nsvy supporters, such
as SHIMÀDA, unquestioning obedience he replied this was completely 
contrary to the facts« The Navy Affairs 3ureau had nothing to dc

33458 with politics * and only the Navy Minister had authority to 
participate in political affairs. In accordance %ith navy 
traditions he had never heard of a Navy Minister positively engaging 
in political action. The decoration referred to was granted for 
meritorious service in connection with the ChinA Affail's. The number 
of naval officers granted decorations of Class 2 and 3 of the Order
of the Golden Kite numbered several hundreds. YONAI was given Class 1 
and OKA Claes 4, but the decoration wae received for services

32459 rendered up to April 1940. *He received hie decoration later in 194? 
and it had nothing to do with anything he did after April 1940 ne." 
did it have anything to do with Premier TOJO or Navy Ministe* SHIKABA.

With regard to his promotion, due to the lapse of a certain 
period of service he was promoted to Vice-Admiral with twenty others 
and there were no special circumstances in connection with this 
promotion. He had performed the duties of Chief of the NAB in 
accordance with regulations governing the functions of the Navy 
Minister and his department and pursuant to the orders, and at th* 
supervision of the Vice-Ministes; performed his duties faithfully,

33461 *He had never received any order from anyone other than the 
Minister of the Navy nor was he in a position to receive orders from 
others. He had never received any orders from Premier TOJO nor did 
he recognize that the navy ae a whole supported TOJO or hie cabinet.
He never contacted nor had intercourse with political persons outside 
the scope of his official functions.

The accused was reminded that in his affidavit he beul 
stated that there was tio basis for the rumor that he had power and 
influence among a so-called group. Asked what group he referred to

33462 *he replied that he was not pointing to any specific group but was 
just referring to: various individuals. Furthermore, he did not 
know what activities these groups engaged in. While he was Chief of 
Section 1 and subsequently Chief of the NAB there may have been a 
group of young army and navy officers who favored the use of force 
in dealing with China, but he knew no specific instances. He had no 
recollection of meetings with other members of the young officers 
group in which secret plans connected with the China Affair were 
carried out.

The accused was asked if it was not true that in June 1938 
while he was Chief of Section 1 he and General KAGESA of the 
Military Affairs Bureau and a certain KISH1 dined weekly and talked 
on matters concerning the China Affair. The accused recalled that
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Page KISHI was KONOYE'.b private secretary and KA6ESA was either a member
33463 of the Military Affairs Bureau *or Chief of the Military Affairs 

Section of this bureau. In accordance with KONOYE's orders KISHI 
met weekly with the Chiefs of the Naval and Military Affairs Bureaus 
to exchange information. OKA attended these meetings with the 
Vice-Minister's permission. He did not recall what was actually 
discussed but presumed they heard explanations with regard to China 
from KAGSSA who was a China expert. At that time OKA was Chief of

33464 Section 1. *He thought KAGESA was the Chief of the similar section 
of the Military Affairs Bureau. He did not know if KXSHI called
this gathering a meeting of the three ministers. Asked if in June 1H38 
at the time of these meetings KISHZ stated that KAGESA would bring 
over a certain Kai Tsung-wu, who until recently had been Chief of the 
Asia Bureau of the Chiang Government, and confined him in the army club 
he replied he might, have out he did not remember. He did not remember 
KZSH1 stating as to the scheme devised by the young officers that it 
should be kept a secret and should not be mentioned to the War Minister.

In his affidavit he had stated that as Chief of the NAB he 
had no authority to determine or approve matters of state policy.

33465 *He did not recall a conference with KAGESA of the Military Affairs 
Bureau on 30 August 1938 concerning plans for the capture of Canton.
He did not think this possible because such a matter would be out
side the province of the Chief of Section 1 of the NAB. Asked if as
a result of that conference he and KAGESA drew up a plan for the capture

33466 of Canton, *he replied this could not be possible because such matters 
were outside the scope of his duties. Asked if he and KAGESA decided 
that the capture of Canton was only the application of overall 
policies and could be carried out without prior consideration by the 
Five Ministers' Conference, he replied that no such decision was
ever made. Asked if he and KAGESA decided that to leave Canton 
operations te the Five Ministers' Conference might give rise to the 
charge that the Supreme Command's prerogative had been violated, he 
answered that such decision could not be made by them.

When diiown a document, appearing to be a record of the 
conversation between himself and KAGESA on 30 August 1938, concern
ing the capture of Canton he stated he had seen the document. Asked

33467 if the facts in the document vere substantially * correct, he replied 
he had no recollection with regard to that but only presumed after 
glancing through it that it appeared to have some information im
parted by KAGESA. Asked if it refreshed his recollection if it was 
recalled to him that the plan was to have land forces land east of 
Bias Bay to avoid friction with Britain, he replied he had no 
knowledge of that. He recognized the initials of officials of
the East Asia Bureau and Foreign Ministry in the margin of the 
document. Asked if he had any reason to believe the document 
Incorrect he stated that while his name appeared in it he had no 
recollection of it. As to the contents it did not say it was a

33468 decision reached as a result * of a conference among them and a 
glance would show that it was nothing more than Information heard.
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33469

33470

33471

33472

13473

It appeared to him that KAGESA merely imparted Informatik 
with regard to War Ministry decisions and that was a record of his 
report, OKA was totally unfamiliar with operational conditions 
at the time and so could not say whether the contents were true 
or false. He had absolutely no recollection of a conversation 
between himself and KAGESA on 30 August 1938. *He ceuld neither 
deny nor could he confirm the document, he had no recollection 
of its contents nor familiarity with them.

♦Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that the NAB performed routine duties under the super
vision of the Vice-Minister and the Director of the HAB was 
never in a position to assume Independent responsibility 
vis-a-vis outside tacts. Asked if he meant that for all 
official acts as Chief, the accused SHIMADA alone was responsible, 
he replied that with regard te government regulations the Bureau 
Chief constituted merely the staff of the minister and it would 
amount to that legally. Asked if the bureau was the political 
and liaison branch of the Ministry, he replied there were no 
political functieno in the NAB O'd it did not control public 
relations of the whole navy. Asked what other branch handled 
public relations, *he answored that all burse's were the same.
Asked if after he became Chief of the NAB e; 15 October 1940 
he acted in close liaison with Chief of the Military Affairs 
Bureau MUTO in connection with Imperial Co -.iterances» he replied 
that contacts wore made on matters which wore within the scope 
of their duties. He was probably invited by the Emperor to 
attend the Fourth Imperial Conference tn 13 November 1940 but 
did not remember if the purpose of the conference was 
decide on proposals relative to settling the China Indident.
Asked if it ’as not true that the Invitation to attend was mado 
on request of the cabinet he explained that the procedure by 
which any subject ceuld appear in the €aç.«rJ*l Presence *was 
difficult, and no one of hie own free will 'wed. Even when 
secretaries would bo in attendance their name«: aad to bo 
channeled through the Imperial Household Ministry. Asked if 
it was not true that it was decided at that time that since 
Imperial Conferences should consist of those bearing responsi
bility for advising the Emperor the Chiefs of the NAB and the 
MAB were invited to join in addition to the usual members, he 
replied he did not think so but thought that secretaries were 
always in attendance in the past. When shown exhibit previously 
marked for identification, Exh. 3455, the accused was asked if it 
did not stato there that ho as Chief of the NAB attended the 
Imperial Cenference of 13 November 1940, *he agreed ’’that it stated 
this thers and when asked if in view of the fact that it was ths 
first csnfsrencs he had attended, if he remembered being thers.
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he replied that he thought he attended the meeting. He could 
not state that the facte in the document were substantially 
correct, he thought he attended the meeting because he

33474 *attended most of the Imperial Conferences. Asked if he
33475 *had any reason to believe the document was uot authentic 

he stated that this was a matter referring to the Imperial 
Household Department and beyond the scope of his knowledge.
(The document was offered in evidence but rejected ae net 
being sufficiently identified)

The accused stated that he was appointed on 19 
January 1939 a government commissioner on matters related 
te the Navy Ministry in the Diet as Chief of the first 
Section of the NAB. In this position he did not act as Halsen 
between the Navy and the Diet but his duties wore to provide 
materials and information to explainers whenever questieno 
arese relating to matters in charge of the Navy Ministry.
He wae re-appeinted to this positien yearly from 1940 to I94Ä«

33476 It was a duty attached te the Chief ef * the NAB. S& -ae*
.jfev&'i'Ssiy recollection ef having anything to de with the
organization of the IRAA in 194. and did net recall in March 
1941 drafting with MUTO a jeint plan fer its reorganization,,
It was net true that at that time he strong.y opposed the 
weakening of the IKAA and favered a single party system.
When shewn a document purporting te be a newspaper article- 
dated 26 March 1941 stating that he and MO'fO were drafting 
a jeint plan fer the reerganizatien of the IRAA he was asked 
if the article was substantially cersr̂ cv and he replied that hs 
had ns recollection.

33477 *Vttn regard te the IRAA he was unfamiliar with it at 
the time oi its establishment because he was net then Chief of 
the NAB. After he became Chief he became a councillor of that 
body because the Navy was asked that he oe ■> one because the 
government as a whele was to participate buc us far as the Navy 
was csncsrntd it had little interest in the ?EAA and thaw waa
ne evidence of the Navy engaging in any activities with reference 
te the XRAA. Mattere ef the kind referred te in the document 
were cempletely eutside of hie recellectien. Asked if it re
freshed his recellectien if it was recalled te him that h* and

33478 MUTO ae • Chiefs ef the Naval and Military Affairs Bureaus had 
an interview with Cabinet Secretary TOMITA about March at 
which a detailed account of the government*e plan ef reorganization 
of the IRAA was given» ho replied there was absolutely no such case. 
Asked if he denied that he had taken any part in this Joint Navy- 
Army plan fer- reorganisation of the IRAA» he replied that what
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appeared in ths newspaper was completely eutside his reeslleetien. 
Asked if it were net true that he and MUTO presented the joint 
plan te the Cabinet Executive Secretary TOMITA en 27 March 1941, 
he replied he had hardly any interest in the IRAA and ne 
recollectien concerning it. When shewn a document * the accused 
agreed t,hat something to the effect of an Array-Navy plan of re
organization of the IRAA wne written in the Asnhi Shimbua of 28 
March 1941. *Asked if the fact* stated in the article »»ere sub
stantially correct, he replied that he could net conceive of 
ever participating in matters relating te the IRAA te tnat 
extent because of his lack of interest and there wan nothing in 
hin recellectien pertaining te the matter. He hed ne recallection 
ef himself and MUTO interviewing TOMITA in the Prime Minister*s 
residence sn 27 March 1941 and presenting tha jeint plan.
Asked if at ths interview he and MUTO strengly urged TOMITA be 
made the central figure in the IRAA te engage actively in cam
paigning, he replied he did nst think there was anything of ths 
kind. Asked if after the first article appeared * in the Asahi 
he notified ths publishers they were publishing erroneous state
ments regarding his political activities, he answered he vas 
seeing ths article for the first time. Accsrding te navy 
traditions officers were net to engage in politics. Asked if 
after both these newspaper articles had been published he ever 
pretested against their Implicating him in political activities, 
he replied he had never seen the article before and did not think 
he did anything of the kind. Asked if he denied the facts in the 
article, he replied that he had no recellectien whatsoever and did 
net knew under what circumstances such an article appeared.
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* The accused stated that tue NAB raid n«.** act as 
liaison between the General Staff ana the Cabinet, tu" vvp* 
it the channel through which the navy made known its pel ■* y 
to the Cabinet ar.d vice versa.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that OKA never attended cabinet meetings, nor was he 
privileged to do so. Asked if he meant that as Chief of 
the NAB he was disqualified to attend, or if he meant he 
w\s never invited to attend, he answered that he had no 
qualifications nor was he ever invited to attend. He 
didn't remember himself and MUTO attending an extraordinary 
session of the cabinet on 29 August 194-1.

3 34-83 * When shown an excerpt from the Tokyo Nichi
Nichi for 30 August 194-1, he stated it did not appear 
there that he attended the cabinet meeting of 29 August 
194-1. He then changed his answer and said that he was 
slightly mistaken, for he did see that it did say there 
was an extraordinary session of the cabinet following a 
regular meeting. He thought this was erroneous reporting, 
because this was a peculit expression.

33484 * He had no recollectio*. . Foreign Minister
TOYODA reporting at the meeting i ,eoail on the late:, 
negotiations with, the U. S. in ti rnesence of himself ar.-d

33485 NUTO. * Asked if he denied he a ided such a cabinet
meeting, he stated ho didn't it was a cabinet meeting
and furthermore he didn't thii • . was ever in attendance
at a meeting in which TOYODA *.̂ de a report t cabinet 
colleagues.

The accused stated he was not opposed to the 
withd rawal of troops from China, and it was not true that

33486 * he strongly insisted upon their . Jning therel Asked 
if he had a meeting with 11TJT0 on 6 i. member 1941 at the 
Foreign Minister's offiMai residenc. at which they 
discussed basic conditions of settlemert of the no- 
Japanese peace, he replied he had no •‘'tear recollection, but 
there were frequent gatherings there to discuss the Foreign 
Office's plan, and therefore he believed this was one of 
them. Asked if one of the terms agreed upon by himself and 
IfUTO there was that Japanese troops should remain in

33487 Amoy and Hainan Islands, as well as certain districts in 
Mongolia and North China, he replied he didn't know the 
text of the decision, but that might have been the case.

Page334ÏÏ2
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Pape 77hen shown a document and arked if it o.*d not
state there the basic conditions fc ’ settling the pt-̂ ce 
as discussed in a conference between himself and MUÏO ^
6 September 1941, he replied that was not so. It was 
stated in the document that for the purpose of joint 
defense, troops shall be stationed in Amoy and Hainan 
.Islands, as well as certain districts of Mongolia-Sinkiang 
area and North China.

Asked if it was not true that the same conditions 
and terms were included in exhibit 1249-F, the document 
containing the proposals of Japan delivered to Grew on 
22 September 1941, he replied he had no clear recollection.

33488 * Asked if he admitted that the conference mentioned in 
the document between himself and MUTO took place on 6 
September 1941, he replied he remembered neither the date 
nor the contents.

It said there that MUTO and he conferred, but 
such a thing was impossible so far as this matter was 
concerned. He thought it was a Foreign Office plai 
discussed at a meeting spo-sored by that office, with 
either the Vice Minister or the Director of the American 
Bureau presiding. If it was that co Terence, he thought 
he was in attendance. He didn't think that this was tv

33489 final plan, although he didn't re' .1 the contends. * ie 
didn't recall the contents nor +v ’ate of the conference 
mentioned in the document, and nit ->ugh the document 
represented himself and MUTO . n* 'ing conferred --nd 
agreeing on terms, it appear ... obat the doer ant w s a 
Foreign Office plan in connection with a conference 
sponsored by it, and it appeared that representatives of 
the army nd navy were called into consultation on the pian

Asked if it was not true -1 the basic discussrc.vs 
regarding the stationing of troops ... ..ina arrived at ar

33490 * the conference was the chief obsta ne to the successful 
conclusion of negotiations, he repLied,, no, not only this-

On 6 February 1941, he probably was appointed to 
assist the Imperial Commissioner in arbi»'.rating one 
discute regarding the border of Indo-China and Siam. Asj.cd 
if four months later., on 29 June, 1941, he participated in 
the liaison conference at which it was decided to station 
troops in Indo? China and Siam to acquire naval and air 
bases there, by diplomacy if possible or other.vise by 
armed force, he replied he didn't know whether that was 
entirely correct, but he did attend a liaison conference 
which discussed similar matters.
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Pape He had heard the evidence introduced u, ich showed
the total number of liaison conferences he attendeu ?rom 
13 January to 30 June 1941 was 24, out he didn't thirn. th -

33491 * was correct. (Exhibit II03). Asked how many such 
conferences he attended after that period, he replied he 
thought he attended practically all liaison conferences, 
but there were times when he was ill and was absent. 
Sometimes when he was absent because of illness there were 
press reports to the effect he had attended liaison con
ferences so If the total was arrived at from newspaper 
reports it would be mistaken«,

33492 * In his affidavit he had stated that he had 
attended Imperial and liaison conferences with the exception

33494 of three or four times due to illness. * Generally, 
liaison conference decisions had such weight during that 
period that they were always approved by the cabinet and 
Imperial conference. However, the liaison conference was 
between the high command and government, and he didn't 
think that purely political matters were discussed.

Asked if in the conference, he and MUTO made 
various explanations and e^en participated, he replied

33495 they never participated. * When he seated in his affidavit 
that the navy did not desire war, rv shared in that 
attitude.

Asked if it was not true that on 14 October .1941 
when the KONOYE Cabinet was des-11 o• ;:ed, the army offered 
to give way if the navy would mo out definitely «.gainst 
war, he replied that he had written in his ai.idavit that 
he heard this from Chief CuDinet Secretary TOMITA. Asked 
if it was not also true that when this offer was reported 
to him by TOMITA he refused to do it, leaving io up to tne 
premier, he explained that- on the 14th TOMITA told him 
that the cabinet had reached a deer.- to resign en bloc, 
and that the Director of the MAB, MU': . , nad said certain

33496 * things to which TOMITA replied to KU’J'O that that would 
be a difficult thing. Thereupon OKA said to TOMITA that 
it was difficult, and chat the navy had constantly pursued 
the policy of leaving the matter to the premier.

At that time the cabinet had already arrived at 
a decision to submit its resignation. Hence the matter 
was brought to him merely by way of information. At the 
time he told T0M1TA that the resignation was extremely 
regrettable in connection with the successful c Urination 
of the negotiations, and that if there was any room left ne 
ask TOMITA how about calling the Four Minister's Conference 
together to impart the full facts to the entire- cabinet.
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However, TOKITA said it w^s too late, beu-use the 
cabinet had already decided to resign. * He didn't rt al 
if for several days before the final draft note to V/ashii./ton 
was approved, be ^nd MUTO were in frequent contact with the 
Foreign Office in connection with drafting many revisions.

Asled if itwas not true that Admiral ITO, himself, 
and MUTO frequently contacted the Foreign Office to present 
the navy's view that no warning be given which would 
e; larger the surprise attack, * he replied he had never 
eont*'-ted the Foreign Ministry to any such effect.

* Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that in regard to giving the Ü. S. notice of the 
commencement of hostilities, he thought the Foreign Office 
would take the proper procedure and therefore he enter
tained. no concern about this. Asked if he meant he enter
tained no concern for himself because he thought TOGO was 
alone responsible, he replied that his meaning was that 
diplomatic procedure was a matter under the Foreign 
Ministry's charge; in connection with such matters^ the 
Navy Ministry had no responsibility. * So far as the 
authorities in his department or minEEry were concerned, 
they would warn or give advice or p1' jpose revisions so 
far as such guidance occurred to tn ;-n, but inasmuch as wie 
Foreign Office was handling such matters on its own 
responsibility, they agreed to wna ever final conclusion 
they reached.

Such matters were . oc. only outside *he Navy 
Ministry's duties, but it nud no experience in such 
matters. Asked if it was not true that about 4 a. m. on 
the morning of 8 December 1941 he telephoned TOCO, reporting 
on the success of the sin prise attack at Pearl Harbor, he 
replied he didn't recall, but such a  ' n g was possible.
He was informed of the success of the attack from his 
subordinates, and thought they got their information from 
radio reports. * He dion’t remember imparting sugn 
information to Foreign Minister TOGO, and the fact that his 
subordinates might have informed > im was merely a sup
position. He might have been informed about 4 a. m. that 
morning about the attack.

He did not deny telephoning TOGO about this, but 
he didn't recall it. He had stated in his affidavit that 
he attended meetings of the Investigation Committee of the 
Privy Council only as an explainer, and did not participai! 
in the decisions.
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Asked 3f it was not true that after every committee 
meeting he attended a meeting of the Privy Council itself, 
he replied he was not always in attendance, and he never 
* participated in any decisions of such Privy Council 
meetings. H« probably attended as an explainer the meetings 
of the Investigation Committee on 8 December 1941, at 
7 .3O a* m., at which the bill for declaring war was 
unanimously adopted.

He didn't recall on 8 December 1941, after this 
meeting ended, a Privy Council meeting which heard the 
report of the Investigation Committee and discussed the 
measure proposing a declaration of war. He didn't recall 
attending this meeting of the Privy Council, but probably 
did so as an explainer.

* Asked if at this meeting, he or other committee 
members were asked to retire prior to the decision, he 
replied that at any meeting of the Investigation Committee 
when a decision was taken the explainers were not there.
Asked if at this meeting he was not present and Joined in 
the unanimous decision in favor of a declaration of war, 
he replied there was no case of his participating in the 
decision, but he had no recollection as to whether he 
attended.

When shown a document, the accused was asked if 
3t did not state that he and OTTO attended a Privy Council 
meeting on 8 December 1941, and he replied in it he was 
included among those present. * Asked if the facts in the 
document were correct, he replied that he could not say 
whether it was correct, but it appeared to be a document 
of the Privy Council. (The document was offered, but 
rejected on the grounds of insufficient identification.)

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that no special department in the Navy Ministry 
existed for handling POWs, and the accused was asked if it 
was not true that the NAB handled matters relating to 
POWs subsequent to 7 December 1941. He replied that it 
handled liaison work within the country relating to POWs.
* In connection with them, if there were matters requiring 
contact with the army, they handled that. If there were 
matters requiring liaison with the Foreign or Home Office, 
thev handled this also, and in accordance with needs, they 
handled liaison with naval units having POWs in their hands. 
The navy kept POWs in temporary camps prior to turning them 
over to the army in some cases. Asked how long they 
retained these POWs before turning them over, he replied 
he didn't know the details.
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Page Reminded that he had testified that the Navy
' Minister had supervisory powers over local commanders of 

naval stations in the supervision and control of POWs, he 
stated it seemed the meaning was a little different. The 
highest authority in connection with the supervision of 
POWs were commanders of naval stations, fleets, and naval

33506 * guard areas. The Minister supervised naval commanders 
and others in like positions in his capacity as one super
vising personnel.

• Asked if it was not ture that he, as Chief of
) the NAB, issued orders concerning POY/s held in these

temporary camps, he replied he had no recollection of the 
NAB issueing such orders.

•̂ i-h reference to the 98 American civilians 
captured on 7/̂ ke in December 1941 and later executed in 
19 4 3, he as Chief of the NAB, had no supervisory control

33507 over such civilians. * Asked if as chief he could have 
ordered their transfer from the temporary camp on Wake to 
a POW camp in Japan, he replied he didn't quite remember 
the circumstances, but remembered after being informed 
there were PO'Vs on Wake saying it would not be wise to 
hold them in a distant island, but it would be better to 
transfer them to the homeland. His recollection was that 
they were sent to the homeland after consultation with 
other navy ministry bureaus and departments. In such

 ̂ matters the NAB had no authority to issue orders.
He didn't recall about 30 November 1943 ordering 

38 POWs to be transferred from the Ofuna temporary camp 
to the Army POW camp at Tokyo. Such matters were purely 
routine and handled by his subordinates, either in his 
name or in the name of the NAB, and there were many such

33508 * matters not within his knowledge. Liaison work within 
Japan which the bureau handled when necessary, was one of 
the items requiring internal liaison work. Whenever demands 
came from the field for the transfer of POWs to the army, 
the NAB performed the liaison work.

When shown a document, the accused was asked to 
state whether it was not a secret order issued by the Chief 
of the NAB while OKA held office to the Chief of the MAB 
concerning the transfer of 38 POWs from Ofuna POW camp.
He stated this was not an order, but an item requiring 
liaison work. Such matters were handled in his name or

 ̂ in the name of the bureau, and he did not then see any
33509 * documents of this kind nor had he any recollection of 

this. This was not an order but an inquiry in connection 
with liaison work.
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Page It may be that the document was issued by the
NAB while he was chief, but he did not have sufficient 
data to confirm it. There appeared to be a copy of the 
seal of the POW Information Bureau but not the seal itself 
on the document, and under the words Chief of the Naval 
Affairs Bureau was a square indicating the chief's seal, 
but was not the seal itself.

Asked if he had any reason to believe that the 
facts in the document were not substantially correct, he 
replied he did not know because he did not personally 
handle the matter and because he had no recollection of 

33510 It. * He had no recollection as Chief of the NAB of ever 
ordering the transfer of POWs from the South Seas to camps 
in Japan.

33511

Asked if it was not true that about 19 October 
1942, as Chief of the NAB, he ordered the evacuation of 
one thousand POWs from Macassar to Sasebo Naval Station, 
he renlied that such matters were handled in accordance 
with requests made by the authorities in the field. He 
was not informed of such a matter, nor did he recall 
anything pertaining to it. He did not recall on the same 
date directing that Sasebo Naval Station turn these one 
thousand POWs over to the army and that they should be 
used for work at a Nagasaki dockyard. He did not think 
there were any such directions, but didn't remember. He 
* had no recollection of directing on the same date that 
the War Ministry Control Department furnish 100 POWs for 
work in four factories under Navy charge at Osaka and 
Hiroshima.

33512 * When shown a document, he was asked to state 
whether it appeared to be an order from the Chief of the 
NAB while he held that post addressed to the Chief of the 
War Control Department, dated 19 October 1942, concerning 
1,000 POWs to be evacuated from Macassar to Japan. He 
stated this, too, was not an order, but an inquiry in 
connection with a matter requiring liaison. There was no 
seal on the document, but it only said there was a seal. 
Inasmuch as he did not see the documents at the time, he 
could not confirm it.

33513 * He had never heard that POWs at Ofuna Camp were
given inadequate food and medical care and were severely 
beaten with clubs, with the result that many died or were 
nermanently injured. Asked if it was>not also true that 
members of Allied submarine crews and airmen were singled 
out for particularly brutal treatment at Ofuna, he replied 
he had never heard of the kind of POWs held there nor how 
many, and such matters as were mentioned were never brought 
to  h i .  a t .t .p n U n n -  —
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lie didn't think that he ever inspected Ofuna 
camp or caused it to be inspected. Reference was made 
to the affidavit where it stated that a report covering 
the name and rank of all POWs held by navy units came 
within the NAB's jurisdiction. Asked if he meant by this 
that such reports were forwarded to the NAB from the naval 
units, he replied that he was referring to inquiries 
transmitted to the Navy Ministry by the Foreign Office
* which were referred to in order to reply to such inquiries. 
It was stipulated that names, the number and the personal 
effects of POWs were to be directly notified to the POW 
Information Bureau by naval units in the field. Details 
were forwarded to the Ministry only upon specific request. 
When necessary, inquiries were made by the Ministry to 
provide information for the Foreign Office, and when 
necessary, inquiries were handled by the NAB.

Asked if in the course of handling these inquiries 
the NAB made a report to the Foreign Minister, he stated 
that the list of names was known to the POW Information 
Bureau. If inquiries were addressed there, the information 
could be supplied by that department. He thought that 
whenever the Foreign Office required certain information 
it could obtain it from that bureau. When necessary, 
there were times when the NAB could handle inquiries and 
communicate to the Foreign Office, but whether it actually
* did it he did not know.

The accused was reminded of evidence that from 
7 December 1941 to 21 August 1945, the Foreign Ministry 
received forty notes from the U. S. asking for information 
about U. S. civilians captured by the navy on 7/ake Island. 
Asked if he ever received from the Foreign Ministry a 
request for information as to such POWs, he stated that he 
learned of these matters for the first time in the trial.
He tried his hardest to recall anything about this. Such 
matters were purely routine. He did not know whether his 
subordinates even handled them. He did not mean that TOGO 
had failed in his duty to forward such notes. *

* The accused was reminded of evidence by the 
witness YAMAMOTO, who served as Chief of Section 1 of the 
NAB from 1942 until 1945. that the Bureau did receive some 
protests concerning atrocities on survivors of Allied 
merchant ships sunk by submarines in the Indian Ocean.
Asked if he ever saw or heard of such protests, he replied 
that during his tenure he had never seen one. (Reference 
was made to the above testimony at T. p. 27382.)
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* The accused was reminded of evidence that the
Foreign Minister, by letters dated 12 February and 11 July 
1944, forwarded notes of protest concerning treatment of 
POV/s to the Navy Minister. Asked what action his bureau 
took with respect to these, he stated that not having seen 
them he didn't know, but the general handling of such 
documents was that in order to investigate into any 
incident, inquiries would be addressed to the unit in which 
the incident occurred to assemble all information pertaining 
to it. Only after full investigation were replies 
prepared. So far as these matters were concerned up to 
this point, they were handled through ordinary channels 
and required a considerable length of time.

33519 * the period he held o ff ic e , and discovered that most hadvery l i t t l e  relationship  with the navy. Generally, he thought that the POW Information Bureau had a l l  the information necessary upon which to draw up r e p lie s . I t  was h is reco llectio n  that copies sent to the Minister or Vice-Minister were sent for reference only. (Reference was made to exhibit 473 and 2173).
showed that copies were received by both the Navy Minister and his subordinate, the Chief of Section 1, i f  he s t i l l  denied that he ever saw or heard such p rotests, he replied  that unless he saw a sp ec ific  document he wouldn't know, but generally he did not think he had ever seen a protest. If copies were sent by the Foreign O ffice to the Navy Miniat,ry, so many of the matters did not re la te  to the navy at a l l  that i t  was customary not to see the protests.

33521 * The function of the Ministry with regard to te rr ito r ie s  occupied by the navy pertained to m ilitary  government there. The resp o n sib ility  for control over POWs resided in the naval unit exercising control, and the highest authority for control was the f le e t  commander of33522 the unit controlling the POWs. * This was with regard to  POWs temporarily interned by the navy prior to transfer  to the army.
that he held on Wake for approximately two years, he stated 
that all POWs held by the navy were considered to be held 
temporarily. The Navy Minister had no direct authority 
over the control of POWs.

He had examined the protests in evidence during

Asked' if in view of the fact that the evidence

Asked i f  hr called  those temporarily interned
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Page 54-25

Page A part of exhib it 628 en titled  "Japanese ForeignPolicy" was quoted to the accused, which stated that i f  any important natural resources should be destroyed, a l l  persons connected with the raw material, and government o f f ic ia ls  concerned, sh all be severely punished as being 33523 responsible. * Asked i f  there were any d iscussions in the Ministry as to the means to insure that NEI o i l  f ie ld s  should not be destroyed, he stated he had no reco llec tio n  that such a discussion was held.
Asked i f  while he was in the Ministry i t  discussed  . with Foreign O ffice o f f ic ia ls  the plan called  "TentativeI Plan for Policy Toward Southern Regions”, the exhib it just53524 referred to dated 4 October 1940. he stated that, * not having been appointed to the post of Chief of the NAB on that date, he did not know how that document was handled or what i t  was a l l  about. He was appointed on October 15, 1940, but d idn't r e c a ll th is  study draft and had no reco l-  33525 lec tio n  of i t s  contents. * He would not know whether they were discussed a lso  with the General S ta ff.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. ROBERTS.
33526 * The accused was reminded of h is cross-examination by counsel for' TOGO, in  which there was reference to an alleged d iscussion between TOGO and Admirals NAGANO andITO, in  which the accused had answered that the answer should have been that he d idn't recall* To the accused was I  quoted a part of h is interrogation in which he was asked
“  i f  he recalled  conversations with NAGANO and ITO in whichhe a lso  supported them in their stand that the war be started with maximum effec tiv en ess , and no notice should be given to the U. S. before attack. To th is  question the accused had answered that he didn't remember i t .

When asked i f  he recalled  the above question and33527 answer, he stated he did. * Additional questions and answers from h is interrogation were quoted him. Asked i f  hq had remembered a discussion between TOGO, NAGANO, and ITO, he stated he had heard after  the war that there was a d iscussion  between TOGO and ITO,
Asked what he heard, he had answered that before the attack he had not heard i t ,  and the f i r s t  time was from U. S. sources. He heard i t  from U. S. sources after  the war, from the demobilization board.
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Page.* 54-26

Page Asked if these questions and answers were given, 
be renlied that it seemed different. He thought there was 
some mistake with regard to such matters as American 
sources or that he heard it after the war broke out. It 
appeared that t;he last answers are the correct ones.

The question asked in his interrogation, if it 
did not come from American sources, to which he had 
answered that it did not come from such sources, was a 
correct answer.

33(?2C* ' V/ith respect to the meeting he had with KAGESA
in 193^. it was in accordance with a suggestion of the 

■  nremier and at the orders of the Vice-Minister and the then 
Chief of the NAB. The purpose of the meeting was the 
exchange of information, and he had the duty of reporting 
the information to the Vice-I.'inister and Chief of the NAD.

In 194-1 Navy Minister OIKA’.VA advocated withdrawal 
of troops from China, and he had heard that 0IKAV7A advised 
accordingly to KCN0YÉ. OKA supported this view.

YAMAMOTO, Yoshio, remained in his post after the 
accused vacated the cost of Chief of the NAti and Vice- 
Minister.

Î35P9 * Ho had never issued any order relative to the
treatment of POV/s, and it was not his duty to inspect, or 
visit. PC? camps.

^  The question of the interval of the time between
the delivery of the note and the attack on Pearl harbor was 
nevrr discussed at the liaison conference.
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33539 * Exhibit 3479, the deposition of SHIDEHARA, Kijuro, taken
by Commission, was received in evidence.
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33547 • In the proceedings before the Commission, the witness Identi
fied and verified Exhibit 3479-A ac his affidavit.

33550 * The affidavit stated that at the time of the Mukden Incident
on 18 Sept. 1931 he was Foreign Minister and MINAMI was War Minister in 
the WAKATSUKI Cabinet. On the morning of Sept. 19, an extraordinary 
Cabinet meeting was called and the witness reported the receipt of a 
telegram from the Consul General in Mukd.-ii to the Foreign Office, stat
ing that a little after lOiOO o'clock on the 18th,Chinese troop.) had 
blown up the SMB lines in the vicinity of Liu-T'iau-Kou, and clashed 
with the Japanese Railway Garrison. MINAMI reported he had received 
a similar telegram from the Kwantung Army. As these reports were 
brief, the situation was too obscure for the government to make any

33651 judgment at that time. * Cabinet meetings were held daily thereafter 
and the situation on the spot became gradually distinct. MINAMI 
declared that the General Staff and War Office should make every effort 
to prevent expansion of the Incident although the Kwantung Army's action 
originated from its proper aim of guarding the railway. All Cabinet 
members being in accord decided upon a policy of non-expansion which 
was proclaimed on Sept. 24.

The WAKATSUKI Cabinet resigned en bloc on Dec.10, 1931. Up 
to that time the witness, in cooperation with MINAMI, always did „is 
best to prevent aggravation of the Incident. It was simply a mis
chievous rumor to circulate such an unfounded story as the one purported

33552 that the witness * was at loggerheads with KINAMI on account of their 
maintenance of opposite ideas at Cabinet meetings and that friction 
extended even to their personal emotions. Actually, from that time 
to the present he had been on intimate terms with MINAMI.

(Reference was made to testimony beginning at P. 20065 and 
P. 1334 and 1376.

33589 * CROSS-EXAMINATION EY MH. COMYNS CAliH

The witness stated that up to the time of the WAKATSUKI 
Cabinet's resignation he did his best in cooperation with MINAMI to 
prevent aggravation of the Incident. Before the Incident actually 
occurred, he hod reason to suppose that something of the kind was 
about to happen. He had no official information but four or five 
civilian residents in Manchuria came to the Foreign Office and said

33590 something extraordinary * was going on. Young officers had come to 
see them and ordered help as they wanted certain things which should 
be stored in certain places. They didn't know why the young officers 
wanted those things and became suspicious that some warlike preparations
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Pâ -e might be going on, and asked the witness if he had any information

about it, but he told them he had none. Since they were in Manchuria, 
and the witness believed there mußt be something in their reports, 
he immediately »Bleed MINAMI to come over for a talk. MINAMI came 
and the witness said he was suspicious about what he had been told, 
and told MILiAMI that the first thing for him would be to maintain 
strictest discipline among the young officers there for they should 

, mind their own business and not go about seeking war materials to
35592 be stored at different places. * He told MINAMI it was a very serious

thing if the report was true and he had every reason to believe it was. 
MINAMI quite agreed, telling the witness he would do his best to main
tain discipline. He had done his best already but the witness reminded 
him to try again if anything untoward might happen. MINAMI didn' t say 
what he would do but the witness presumed he would come into contact 
with officers in Manchuria.

33593 * After the Incident broke out, they received a number of 
telegrams from the Consul General EAYASHI in Mukden and other consuls. 
M0ISH1MA was under HAYASHI in Mukden, KUWASHIMA was Consul General
in Tientsin. The witness didn't know whether ARAKAWA was Consul

33594 General in Yinkow and inNiuchang, and didn't know definitely whether * 
YAKAZAKI was an official of the Foreign Office in Liaoyang. TSIIKAMGTC 
was Governor General of Kwantung and YANO was Counsellor in Peiping.
It was difficult for him to remember receiving reports from all these 
persons about what was happening in connection with the Incident.
He sent copies of reports from his subordinates, to KINAMI and to

33595 Premier WAKATSUKI * and the Navy Minister, but didn't think he sent 
any to anyone else. When the witness was asked whether he sent any 
to the Chief of Staff, he stated he thought he did. In the case of 
the more important reports, he brought them up and discussed them in 
the Cabinet after the Incident.

When shown Exhibit 2193, the witness was asked if it was 
one he received, of which he supplied a copy to MINAMI. He stated it

35596 was difficult to remember * but he did supply MINAMI with copies of 
practically all the telegrams he received and didn't think he made

53597 any exception. * He remembered that he sent a copy of the telegrams 
to the Army and Navy which bore on the Manchurian Incident and by 
the Army he meant both the War Minister and General Staff.

3559b * When shown Exhibit 294, the witness stated he noticed
there was a telegram from ARAKAWA, the Consul General at Yinkow, 
and was dated 13 Nov. 1931. He didn't remember exactly whether ARAKAWA 
was posted at that time in Niuchang (Yinkow).
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83599 * When shown a document, the witness agreed it was a telegram

from Consul Oeneral HAYASHI in Mukden, addressed to the witness, 
dated 21 Sept. 1931, to which he attached a Foreign Ministry certifi
cate showing it came from their files as one sent to the witness on 
that date. He identified it as one he had received and there was a 
copy passed to MXNAMI.

33600 * Exhibit 3479-B, the document Identified by the witness,
33602 stated * that in view of the situation in and around Mukden, the 

Army Commander on 20 Sept. 1931 would place the area under the tem
porary administration of Japanese and Chinese, acting under the Army 
to promote the welfare of both Japanese and Chinese inhabitants.

The Mukden administration area would be limited within the 
walled city and its foreign settlement and the SMB zone would remain 
as before. City administration would be conducted at the Municipal 
Building which would be set up in the walled city, and city adminis
tration would include all matters concerning Mukden except as other-

33603 wise provided. Officers of the administration were named * and 
included the accused DOIHARA as Mayor and all were Japanese.

Besides the ones named, other Japanese or Chinese subjects 
would be employed to take part in accordance with a separate regula
tion.

33604 * Exhibit 3479-A, a telegram from Consul General HAYASHI 
to SHIDEHALA, dated 28 Sept. 1931, was Identified by the witness 
and he stated he passed a copy to MINAMI.

33605 * The telegram stated that according to what DOXHARA told 
MORIOKA, it was scheduled that the Local Preservation Committee 
organized to maintain peace and order in Mukden should be led and 
gradually made into the central organ of administration, and a 
distinguished Chinese should later be appointed by the committee
as Mayor. Furthermore, he said it was decided that the self-defense

33606 corpB now under the * Kempei Tal should be transferred to the com
mittee and unified under the name of the Peace Maintenance Corps and 
it was also decided to have them organize a considerable number of 
policemen. To date, 1000 rifles were delivered for this purpose, 
it was said.

A telegram was transmitted to China, Peiping, Nanking, 
Tientsin and to each consul in Manchuria.
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-^*e- Exhibit 3479-D, a telegram from Consul General HAYASHI
to SHIDEHARA, dated 3 Oct. 1931, vas Identified by the witness

33607 and received in evidence. * It stated that there was a rumor 
on the .3rd among certain Japanese residents in Mukden that the 
organization of the Liaoning Autonomous Government with Yuan 
Chin-Kai as its leader had been decided upon. A message to this* 
effect was said to have been wired to Japan. This was pure fabri
cation and HAYASHI had heard that Yuan had told influential Japanese 
that such a nonsensical report was extremely embarrassing. As for 
the origin of this incorrect telegram, HAYASHI guessed that Japanese 
newspaper men were informed that on the 2nd, DOIHARA summoned 
Ting Chien of the Local Peace Preservation Committee and persuaded 
him to open financial and business offices. Ting replied he would 
answer after deliberation with the leaders. They added their imagin
ation and tied it with the establishment of a new regime, spread 
propaganda about it as if it were an actual fact. In regard to 
thiB request by DOIHARA, Yuan Chin-Kai, Ting Chien-Hslu and others 
could not foresee the future policy of the Emperor. It seemed that 
they, hearing of the recent formation in Chinchow of the Liaoning 
Provincial Government through the instigation of Chang Hsueh Liang, 
were of the opinion it was Impossible at present for the Local 
Peace Preservation, now a mere organ, to keep public order in

33609 Mukden and start such important * administrative organs as financial 
and business offices. This restricted telegram was transmitted
to China, Peiping, Nanking, Tientsin, and to every consul in 
Manchuria.

33610 * The witness identified a document as a telegram from 
Consul General HAYASHI to himself, dated 6 Oct. 1931, and it was

33611 received in evidence as Exhibit 3479-A. • It stated that the
Four Fcoplee Preservation Committee, whose president was Kan Chao- 
Hsl, vas an organization whose establishment as a religious and 
charitable organization had been authorized by the Municipal Office. 
Lately, with this committee as the basis, YOSHII, Kiyoharu and

33612 others were planning * the establishment of the new political 
regime and they were trying to negotiate with the army. It was 
said that the military authorities recognized this would not only 
have a bad influence upon the Local Peace Preservation Committee 
supported by the Army, but would be contrary to their fundamental 
policies, and on the 5th, DOIHARA and gendarmerie detachment com
mander MITANI admonished Lt.Gen. ISHIMITSU, who came with YOSHII, 
that it was very unfortunate that he was being taken advantage of 
by such an adventurer as YCSHII and advised YOSHII to resign volun
tarily.

33613 * The witness identified a document as a telegram from Consul 
General HAYASHI to SHIDEHARA, dated 16 Oct. 1931, and it was received'
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Page in evidence as Exhibit 3479-P. * It stated that although the
33614 Municipal Government Office at Mukden had been composed of Japan

ese Section Chiefs under Mayor DOIHARA, in accordance with the 
stabilization of public peace, preparations were being made under 
a policy of having the Local Preservation Committee appoint a 
Chinese mayor with Chinese Section Chiefs as soon as possible.
After these appointments had been decided, it was the Army plan 
to have every Japanese resign his post and utilize Japanese experts 
as advisors in every field. HAYASHI requested this be withheld 
from the press for the time being.

A telegram was transmitted to the Minister in Peiping, 
Hanking, Tsingtao, Tsinan, Tientsin, Hankow, Canton and each consul 
in Manchuria.

Exhibit 3479-G, next identified by the witness as being 
a telegram from HAYA3HI to SHIDEHARA, dated 19 Oct. 1931, stated

33616 * that Chao Hsin-po, though recommended as Mayor of Mukden by the 
Local Preservation Committee, flatly refused to accept, but upon 
the earnest advice of DOIHARA, he accepted on the 18th. It had 
been arranged that within the next two or three days, as soon as 
preparations for taking over the municipal administration were 
completed, Chao would formally assume the post of Mayor, and 
Mayor DOIHARA and all the Japanese Section Chiefs would resign 
from their posts. This wire was sent to China, Peiping, Nanking, 
Tientsin, Harbin, and Kirin.

33617 * Exhibit 3479-H, next identified by the witness being a 
telegram from HAYASHI to SHID2HARA, dated 27 Oct. 1931, stated *

33618 that Hsieh-Chieh-Shlh visited him on the 27th and confided in him 
that by making a cat's paw of Lo Chen-Yu, some of the staff of the 
Kvantung Army attempted at first to draw out Emperor Hsuan Tung 
(Pu-Yi) to Manchuria, but this plan did not make much headway owing 
to the Emperor having backed out as result of Kashii, Commander of 
the Tientsin Garrison Troops having advised the Emperor to be prudent 
Therefore, by despatching a certain UEZUMI (?) a political free lance 
to Tientsin to consult Pattalion Commander SAKAI, possessing radical 
views, they planned to kidnap the Emperor to Tangku where he was to 
be put in a cargo boat and then landed at Yingkow. Their plan could 
not be realized due to the strict watch kept by the Japanese police. 
It had been arranged to newly entrust D0IHABA with this mission
an<l CO I KARA left Mukden secretly for Tientsin via Dairen with a 
political free lancer named OTANI, Takeshi on the evening of the 
26th. On arriving at Tientsin, they were expected to resort to 
some suitable measure for executing the plan.

The other day Staff Officer MIUBA of the Garrison Troops 
came on a visit to Mukden for liaison purposes in this matter. The
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Pa^ b in evidence as Exnibit 3479-F. * It stated that although the
33514 Municipal Government Office at Mukden had been composed of Japan

ese Section Chiefs under Mayor DOIHARA, in accordance Kith the 
stabilization of public peace, preparations were being made under 
a policy of having the local Preservation Committee appoint a 
Chinese mayor with Chinese Section Chiefs as soon as possible.
After these appointments had been decided, it was the Army plan 
to have every Japanese resign his post and utilize Japanese experts 
as advisors in every field. HAYASHI requested this be withheld 
from the press for the time being.

A telegram was transmitted to the Minister in Peiping, 
Ranking, Tslngtao, Tsinan, Tientsin, Hankow, Canton and each consul 
in Manchuria.

Exhibit 3479-G, next identified by the witness as being 
a telegram from HAYASHI to SHIDEHARA, dated 19 Oct. 1931, stated

33616 * that Chao Hsin-po, though recommended as Mayor of Mukden by the 
Local Preservation Committee, flatly refused to accept, but upon 
the earnest advice of DOIHARA, he accepted on the 18th. It had 
been arranged that within the next two or three days, as soon as 
preparations for taking over the municipal administration were 
completed, Chao would formally assume the post of Mayor, and 
Mayor DOIHARA and all the Japanese Section Chiefs would resign 
from their posts. This wire was sent to China, Peiping, Nanking, 
Tientsin, Harbin, and Kirin.

33617 * Exhibit 3479-H, next identified by the witness being a 
telegram from HAYASHI to SHIDEHARA, dated 27 Oct. 1931, stated *

33618 that Hsleh-Chieh-Shih visited him on the 27th and confided in him 
that by making a cat's paw of Lo Chen-Yu, some of the staff of the 
Kwantung Army attempted at first to draw out Emperor Hsuan Tung 
(Pu-Yl) to Manchuria, but this plan did not make much headway owing 
to the Emperor having backed out as result of Kashii, Commander of 
the Tientsin Garrison Troops having advised the Emperor to be prudent. 
Therefore, by despatching a certain UEZUMI (?) a political free lancer 
to Tientsin to consult Battalion Commander SAKAI, possessing radical 
views, they planned to kidnap the Emperor to Tangku where he was to 
be put in a cargo boat and then landed at Yingkow. Their plan could 
not be realized due to the strict watch kept by the Japanese police.
It had been arranged to newly entrust DOIHARA with this mission
and DOIHARA left Mukden secretly for Tientsin via Dairen with a 
political free lancer named OTAKI, Takeshi on the evening of the 
26th. On arriving at Tientsin, they were expected to resort to 
some suitable measure for executing the plan.

The other day Staff Officer MIURA of the Garrison Troops 
came on a visit to Mukden for liaison purposes in this matter. The
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Page wire had been relayed to the Foreign Minister, Ambassador to China 
and Peiping.

33621 * Exhibit 3479-J, next identified by the witness as a tele-
grain from Consul General HAYASHI at Mukden to SHIDEKARA, dated 7

33623 November 1931, stated * that as a result of pressure brought upon 
Yuan Chin-Kai by Army Headquarters on the night of the 6th, morn
ing of the 7th, the Local Peace Preservation Committee held an 
executives' meeting and decided to add to the decree on acting for 
the regime the words that it would sever relatione with the old 
regime of Chang Hsueh-liang and the Rational Government as required 
by the Army, and this was to be published on the 8th. This wire 
was relayed to China, Peiping and Tientsin.

33624 * Exhibit 3479-1, next identified by the witness as a tele
gram "freie Consul General HAYASHI to SHIDEHARA, dated 28 Oct. 1931,

33629 stated * that in a prefecture, a prefectural Autonomy Guidance 
Committee should be established under the supervision of the Local 
Autonomy Guidance Office, which should guide and supervise the 
prefectural Autonomy Executive Committee, and the Guidance Committee 
should be actually occupied by Japanese. Furthermore, a policy was 
decided to provide separately an autonomy inspection office for 
inspection of prefectural autonomy and establish an Autonomy 
Guidance Members' Training Center. The Guidance Office was said to 
be comprised of youth league members in the employ of the SMR.

On the 28th the military called together the garrison 
commanders and the provost marshals of various areas to support 
this policy. At the meeting C/S MIYAKI gave Instructions that this 
enforcement of the local autonomy and the policy mentioned should be

33630 * absolutely a matter of internal relations and should never be 
revealed outwardly, for there were many which were steadily succeed
ing in their administration in enforcing the present autonomy system. 
Clear instructions were issued that special attention be given to 
the points mentioned and every effort made toward realizing local 
autonomy in accordance with conditions in each area anr* subject
to what had been recognized as suitable in each case. This wire 
was transmitted to China, Peiping and all the consuls in Manchuria.

(Rote: The above telegrams were sent the accused M2EAMI
by SHIDEHARA.)

33631- * AsKed if it was apparent to him from the reports he was
32 getting from these consuls that the Kwantung Army was not complying 

with the directions which he and MINAMI had agreed should be given 
them, he replied that was true and they were not observing the Cab
inet decisions.
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Askod if he took further steps to try to get MINAMI to 
compel them to do so* he replied he had often told MINAMI of what 
was happening in Manchuria hut his impression was that he had 
practically no power to control these men. The witness was sure he 
had every desire to put into practice what was discussed and de
termined at the Cabinet Council, but hie order was not obeyed by hie 
subordinates in Manchuria. Asked if he had asked M1KAMI why he did 
not recall those subordinates, he states this suggestion * was made 
at the Cabinet Council but MINAMI looked embarrassed and the witness 
did not think he sent out orders of that kind to Manchuria. Asked if 
MINAMI said that sending instructions as to what they were to do would 
be of no avail, he replied he was not quite sure what MINAMI thought 
cf it but the fact waB plain that his repeated instructions proved 
of no avail. As<ced if the Cabinet could have, if tney wished, stopped 
financial supplies to the Kwantung Anqy, he replied that was not 
discussed ana he was not quite sure if that was an obvious way of 
putting a s top to it.

It was decided in the budget that Whatever was contained 
there when approved by the Diet had to be carried into practice by 
the Government, and the budget had been approved before the Incident 
broke out. Asked if there was any provision in the budget for the 
additional expenses caused by the Manchurian Incident, the witness 
replied he didn't remember whether they had applied for a supplementary 
budget but thought there was no discussion of one at the Cabinet.
Asked where the money came from for the Manchurian Incident, he 
stated that at that time the Diet was not in session and without 
its approval they couldn't spend any money. But so far as it was 
contained in the budget and approved they had to supply necessary 
expenses. Asked if they had to supply the War Ministry with the 
amounts voted in the budget before the Incident broke out, he replied 
that after it broke out the Cabinet collapsed in early December. The 

33635 War Ministry could find ample means * within its limits of the budget 
to meet expenditures. His impression was that the War Ministry did 
not ask for further funds beyond what they already had In their budget.

The witness remembezed troops being moved from Korea without 
an Imperial Order on about 21 Sept, and there was a heated discussion 
in the Cabinet about that. Asked if before thiB happened, MINAMI 
proposed that reinforcements be sent from Korea and if the Cebinet 
refused to agree, he replied he didn't believe MiNAMi had first 
proposed reinforcements be sent. The report of their being sent 
came us rather a surprise to all. The witness was not quite certain 
nor did he remember one occasion expressed a desire in the Cabinet 
that he would have permission to send troops from Korea into Manchuria 
and that the Cabinet refused permission. Asked if MINAMI asked the 
Cabinet to provide the necessary funds and if the Cabinet agreed to 
do so when the troops v« re sent without permission, he stated he .

ÜMP-

33633
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Page didn't "believe this question was taken up by the Cabinet Council.
33637 * When it was suggested to the witness that the Cabinet agreed in 

some way to provide the additional expenses caused by the troops 
being sent from Korea, he stated he didn't know how that could be 
done for the Cabinet had no power to modify the budget approved by 
the Di>t. If additional expenditures were needed, what they could 
do waa to apply to the Diet to call for an extraordinary session, 
and it was again suggested to the witness that the Cabinet agreed 
to find that money in whatever was the proper procedure, he stated

33638 that * after the reinforcements were sent from Korea, the War Minister 
thought the expenditures could be defrayed within the limits of the 
budget and be remembered they didn't"apply for additional expenditure.

He didn't remember MINAMI's applying for Cabinet approval 
to appropriate part of the original budget to pay for the expendlture. 
This was not necessary for so far as it was already approved by the 
Diet, there was no need to go to the Cabinet so far as these expendi
tures could be covered within the budget limits. Asked if it was 
within MINAMI's power to apply or refuse to apply part of the money 
already voted in the budget for expenses in Menchuria, he replied 
that he remembered that when the WAKATSUKI Cabinet was in power, 
expenditures needed were not such a large amount. MINAMI did not 
ask permission, nor did he bring up that question before the Cabinet 
Council, ^t was true that if MINAMI was really sincere in wanting 
to stop it, he had complete power to do so either by refusing to 
find the money out of his budget or by recalling the officers who 
were net carrying out his Instructions and he did neither. While 
this was legally right, there might be quite a revelation among 
the Army men and he ’-'ould be placed in a very impossible position. 
Perhaps MINAMI thought about it and didn't press the question at 
the Cabinet Council.

83640 * There might be wholesale indiscipline and the men in
Manchuria would be without money. The witness thought the men in 
Manchuria had to look at the question from the practical side.
Asked if he was saying that it was considered better that a war 
be carried on in Manchuria contrary to orders and that the troops 
in Manchuria be without money on which to live, he replied that 
they had already given assurance that there would be no aggravation 
of war arid all the Cabinet did was put that declaration into effect 
with possibly less friction. Consul General HAYASHI in Mukden fz a 
the very beginning had been making extremely adverse reports with 
regard to the conduct of the military in Manchuria, and the witness 
passed these reports on to MINAMI and the General Staff.

38641 * The witness was quoted a part of Exhibit 3422-D, a telegram
dated 20 Sept. 1931, from the Vice Chief of the General Staff to the 
Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army, which stated that as some
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Page officiale in Japanese diplomatic and SMR circles in Manchuria were

suspected of Bending groundless reports about army actions. Kwantung 
Army C/S was to investigate their sources and seriously provide all 
means to eliminate such unpatriotic acts. The Vice Chief believed 
the Army should make a declaration of its grave resolution in case 
unpatriotic schemes were still continued. Asked if he knew this was 
what the General Staff was telegraphing to Mukden about the Consul 
General there, he replied that he hadn't been sent a copy of the 
telegram and had no knowledge.

MORISHIMA was the head of the Asiatic Bureau in the witness'
33642 ministry, and * this was a different man from the M0R1SHXMA who was 

assistant consul in Mukden. The witness didn't think he sent the 
former MOBXSHXMA to Mukden for any purpose in Sept. 1931 but it was 
not impossible that MORISHIMA was sent from Tokyo to see EATASHX 
and find out what was happening there. Asked if MOHISHIMA said that 
he had told HAYA8HI that the Cabinet did not want the incident to

33643 enlarge and that he should bear that in mind, * and if EAYASHX 
had- replied that this was practically Impossible, in the last week 
of September or the first week of October, the witness said he 
didn't remember. He didn't remember MORISHIMA's reporting that
the situation in Manchuria was such that the Incident had a tendency 
to expand further nor did he remember if MOBISHIMA said that even 
HAYASEX's life was in danger. Probably HAYASHI's life was in danger, 
but everyone's life was in danger, Including the witness'.
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33644 ‘Asked if MOR1SHIMA repox «. ;hat militarists in Manchuria considered HAYASHI an obstacle and there vaa an indication of an attempted assassination, the witness stated he didn't know if there was any attempt to assassinate HAYASHI. MORI SHIMA reported to him that the condition there was such that the C-in-C of the Kwantung Army was in a state of restriction to quarters. Asked if he heard this from MORXSHIMA he stated he didn't know but he heard it from somewhere and it was an open secret at that time. Nobody could approach the Commander of the Kwantung Army himself and if anyone applied for an Interview subordinate officers would say he33645 shouldn't approach him directly. Witness didn't remember *M0RISHIMA reporting that three Kwantung Army staff officers, ISHIHARA, HANATANI and ITAGAKI were the center of activity in Manchuria and since the Chief of Staff, MIYAKE, was not able to control his staff the three were left to do things as they pleased. Witness didn't remember MORXSHXMA reporting that when these three drank together they always boasted that the plot was planned long before. If he hadso reported it would have agreed with Information he had from33646 businessmen from Manchuria, *nor had the witness heard that the three were saying that an artillery battery was made ready in Mukden as early as 25 July.

Asked if M0B18HIMA had reported in August that the Army was attempting to use the killing of Captain NAKAMURA as a tool for solving the Manchuria-Mongolian matter by enlarging ite importance, he replied it was difficult to recall these things as they happened years before.
33647 *In reference to the telegrams from KUWASHIMA and others about the escape of Pu-Yi from Tientsin at. the end of October and his ultimate arrival in Manchuria, the witness was asked if MXBAMI' took the view that it would be a good thing to have an independentManchuria established under Pu-Yi at 'she proper time but it was premature in October and November 1931. The witness stated that he couldn* t tell what MINAMI had in mind with that question as he hadn't discussed it with him. A6k»d if he had the same vi*w himself, the witness replied it was not only premature but that33648 course of action wqs altogether *wrong.
33650 ‘When shown Exh. 286, the witness acknowledged it was a telegram sent by him to KUWASHIMA in Tientsin on 1 November 1931.33651 *When it was suggested that in the telegram the witness was instructing KUWASHIMA that this was not the right time to make Pu-Yi Emperor but that it would be a very good thing to do later on,
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33652 he stated that the telegram did not signify that. To the witness was quoted a part of the Exhibit which stated * that to form an independent state in Manchuria at this time would immediately raise the question of its being contrary to the Nine Power Pact. Even if they made it in the form of a voluntary escape of the Emperor, the other Powers were not likely to believe this and it was extremely difficult to keep such incidents secret. The witness agreed that this part that was quoted to him was correct.
33652-33654 (After being quoted the remainder of this Exhibit the witness challenged it as to translation and it was referred to the language arbitration board.)
33655 •The witness thought he remembered a cabinet meeting on 1 October 1931 in which he asked for a clarification of the policy of the Japanese in Manchuria before the opening of the League of Nations Council to be held in Geneva on 14 October. Quite possibly he suggested thQt the maintenance of more than necessary troops in Manchuria , and particularly in Kirin (Dairen) and Tungkai (Tientein) would be harmful to the views that foreign Powers would take at that meeting.
33657 *MINAMI did not propose that Japan should there and then withdraw from the League nor did he say that if they withdrew troops new the situation would be difficult and they would not be able to maintain control in Mukden and Kirin, and it was better he believed to withdraw from the Leagueg Se far c.s the. „ witness remembered there was ne discussion of the question of withdrawing from the League at all; they were actively collaborating with and supplying Information to the League and their delegatee were participating. There was no occasion for MINAMI to say they should withdraw. When it was suggested te the witness that on two occasions MINAMI advocated that instead of trying te de what the33658 League wanted they should withdraw, *he replied he was sure MINAMI had net raised that question.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BROOKS.
83659 •The witness stated that on very important questions he and MINAMI did not have opposite ideas at cabinet meetings, nor was there friction between them. Reference was made to the cross examination where the witness had said that something might be a legal peint but that practically MINAMI had no choice in the matter.
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33661 *Asked if he and the cabine t approved of the action that MINAMI took \mder the circumstance«, he replied the decision was that they should do their best to localize the incident, MINAMI1 s intention was certainly to localize it and prevent further aggravation. *He believed33662 that MINAMI had it in his power legally to have prevented further expansion of the incident. Asked what he meant by legal power, he replied that under the law he could send any order to his subordinates but he probably looked at the question from the peint of view of whether that would bring deterieratlen of the whole situation. (The attention of the Tribunal was called to testimony at p 1338, p 1392,p 19,916 to 19,917. p 20,054 and p 20,058) The witness stated that MINAMI aeuldn't send an operational order for they should be sent33663 through the Chief of Staff * who wa>> net. a subordinate of the War Ministry. Asked whether the Chief of Staff was higher or equal rank, the witness said it wao difficult to say but he thought they wore of equal rank. (Attention of the Tribunal was called te testimony at 

pp 1396 6o 1398)
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33675 * Exhibit 3480, the affidavit of ISHII, Akiho, stated 

that the affiant was a Staff member of the Military Affairs 
Section when MUTO was Chief of the MAB and took charge mainly 
of diplomatic problems affecting the ministry. He knew MUTO's 
view on international prol-s.ns and was aware of his difficult 
position. MUTO felt that early settlement of the China Inci
dent was the first requisite and a l a d v o c a t e d
peaceful cooperation with other countries. At least three 
times the witness heard him oppose aggressive policies.

In the autumn of 1939% immediately after his arrival 
at his post as Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau, he ordered 
the affiant to study a draft of a plan of opening the Yangtze

33676 Kiang and Chu-kiang Rivers to comply with U.S. wishes. *As the 
affiant concurrently was secretary of the China Affairs Board, 
he was in conference several times with those concerned. The 
Chu-kiang River was opened, but various difficulties were en
countered with regard to the Yangtze, which remained closed
to the last. During this time, the affiant was urged at least 
twice by MUTO to make further efforts. MUTO never insisted 
personally on participating in the Trip*.;; Alliance. MATSUOKA 
had the whole field to himself in the conclusion of it and the 
affiant read its text for the first time after its conclusion.

None except those especially concerned had participated 
in the negotiation. About mid April, 1941, when a report was 
made from Ambassador NOMURA on the draft of an understanding 
with America, MUTO was much pleased and said, "Hereby has 
Japan been served !" In May, 194], a telegram was received from 
a military attache to the Japanese Embassy at Berlin to the

33677 effect that he was against the * negotiations with the U.S. 
as long as they were dependent upon the secession from the 
Tri-Partite Alliance.

MUTO ordered the affiant to send a telegram of reproof, 
and the affiant made out a draft stating anyone abroad muse a t  
according to the government's policy. The negotiations with 
the U.S. were based upon policies of the government and Sup
reme Command. When this draft was finally brought to TOJO 
through the Director of the MAB and the Vice Minister, TOJO 
revised it personally into a more severe one. In the spring 
of 1941, America considered the western Atlantic safe and was 
helping England and appeared to show keen interest in the 
negotiations. In early May, reliable information was received 
that America would in the end enter the European War, upon 
which the War Minister asked the MAB what should be done if 
this occurred. They answered that in such case they should
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not let the war spread to the Pacific in conformity with the 

33678 principles of the * Tri-Partite Pact, regardless of Article 
III of it. MUTO said he agreed and reported it to War Min
ister TOJO and Vice Minister KIMURA, and the affiant was told 
by MUTO that both TOJO and KIMURA were of the same opinion.

At the beginning of June, 1941, when the expectation 
for war between Germany and the soviet came to their knowledge, 
MUTO submitted a question as to how they estimated the pro
gress of that war, if it really broke out. The affaint then 
gave as his judgment that although Germany wovJL In
superiority during the earlier period of the war, it would 
ultimately end the same as the China Incident. MUTO told the 
affiant he was of the same opinion and in case of war, Japan 
should fall back upon the Japan-Soviet Neutrality Pact.

About mid June, 194-1, MUTO was bewildered with the in
tention of Foreign Minister MATSUOKA,who advocated an agres
sive policy against the Soviet at one time and proposed an 
advance toward the south at another. MUTO was ill and did 

33673 not attend the liason conference * at the end of June and the 
Council in the Imperial presence on July 2. Directly after 
the Council in the Imperial presence of 6 September 1941,
MUTO returned to the War Ministry reporting the proceedings 
of the Council to the Chief of the Military Affairs Section, 
the Chief of the Military Administration Section, and other 
senior members.

He said that the phrase, "For the sake of self-exist
ence and self-defense" meant in Article I, "in order to live." 
Before their assets were frozen, they were te U». -u.*. . a
self-sufficient state in spite of economic pressure. The 
phrase, "try every diplomatic means" appearing in Article ..I 
meant that every possible means of diplomacy should be tried 
and Article II should precede Article I from the point of reel 
necessity. MUTO said they must try to succeed in diplomatic 
negotiations at any cost.

3368O * Japan conceded step by step from the first to latter
part of September and at last an emploring proposal was made 
to realize the KONOE-Roosevelt conference as soon as possible. 
As for their duties under the Three Power Alliance. It was 
suggested they could not commit themselves in writing but 
expected to arrive at an understanding by conferring. MUTO, 
together with Chief of the NAB OKA cooperated with the For
eign Ministry most enthusiastically in making these supplicat
ing overtures.
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As for withdrawing troops from China, it was settled 

at a Council in the presence of the Emperor on September 6 to 
withdraw them in accordance with a new agreement with China* 
There was discussion as to whether this meant to make a new 
agreement or follow the provisions of the Sino-Japanese basic 
treaties concluded on 30 November 1940. MUTO read this to 
mean an agreement to be newly concluded after further negotia
tions and tried to wire to that effect to America in coopera
tion with the Foreign Ministry-

33681 The General Staff made a * strong protest against this 
interpretation, but MUTO refused it vehemently saying he de
tested the war. The affiant clearly recalled MUTO made stren
uous efforts to avert war with the United States. Informed he 
was scheduled to be a member of KONOYE's suite for the talks 
with Roosevelt, he made preparations for it. At the end of 
September they received the news from Washington that the 
negotiations were not likely to succeed. MUTO said this was 
critical and war should be averted at all costs because it 
endangered the State.

About 20 October 1941, immediately after the formation 
of the TOJO Cabinet, TOJO asked for MUTO's opinion and he re
plied that the people are tired of the China Incident and if 
TOJO, as Premier, succeeded in the American negotiations and 
settled the China Incident, the nation would be heartily grate 
ful. TOJO ought to do everything to accept diplomatic negotia 
tions. TOJO heartily assented to MUTO's views.

33682 * The A and B plans for the negotiations with the 
US were discussed in the liason conference on the night of
1 November 1941. The B plan was introduced in that conference 
fresh from the portfolio of Foreign Minister TOGO without 
being exhibited beforehand to the Supreme Command of the army 
and navy. There was a heated discussion between Chief of 
Staff SUGIYAMA and TOGO. MUTO, who acted as a mere secretary 
to the conference and had no vote, met SUGIYAMA during the 
recess and told him unofficially that it might be unreasonable 

for the Chief of Staff to raise a flat objection to any plan 
drafted by the Foreign Minister and to prevent him from tak
ing diplomatic means. When the conference resumed, SUGIYAMA 
agreed to plan B and thus it was decided on.

This was what MUTO told the affiant the next day.
His staff, as well as General Staff authorities, were anxious

33683 as to whether plan B could insure national defense. * But 
MUTO said he had told the Chief of Staff what he believed to 
be the best. If the plan should bring bad results, he knew



Page
what he ought to do. The affiant knew that most readers of 
the national policy expected the US to take a compromising attl 
tude toward plan B and when MUTO asked his staff how America 
would deal with It. the affiant said Amerlea will surely agree. 
Leading Japanese circles, Including the army, detested war In 
general, although some Irresponsible men maintained a positive 
attitude and the affiant and MUTO were criticized as being 
weak-kneed, MUTO told his staff that TOJO was desirous of 
success in the negotiations.

The affiant often took documents to TOJO when he was 
intent on studying the negotiations. The affiant left for 
Saigon on the morning of 2? November 1941, Toward evening of 
the previous day, MUTO told the affiant that the question of 
war or peace was not yet decided and asked him to struggle 

33684 hard if war came, * Those whom the affiant visited in the 
navy and foreign affairs ministries on that day were still 
expecting success in the negotiations and were impatient for 
a favorable reply.
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33687- * Exhibits 3481-8 certified to the nonavailability of
93 said documents,

33696 * Exhibit 3489, the affidavit of MAKATA, Hidehiko, 
stated that said documents were destroyed in air raids on Berlin 
or were consigned to fire toward the end of the war,

33697 * Exhibit 3490, the affidavit of NISHI, Hisashi, testi
fied to the destruction by fire of certain named documents.

33699 * Exhibit 3 4 9 1, certified to the nonavailability of
certain documents of the Japanese Naval Attache in Berlin,
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33700 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF WAKAMATSU, Tadatchi

By Mr. Shimanouchi
The witness Identified and verified exhibit 3492 as 

33702 his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was from 
the winter of 1934 until March, 1936, Chief of the Fourth Sec
tion of the Second Division of the General Staff and from 
December, 1940, until the end of March, 1941. Second Division 
Director in charge of matters pertaining to intelligence and 
information. Thereafter, untii December, 1942, he was direc
tor of the General Division in charge of personnel administra
tion and education, and until October, 1943» was Director of 
the Third Division in charge of transportation and communica
tion.

By order of the Chief of Staff, the witness left Japan, 
November, 1935, for Germany and stayed in Berlin for about 2 
weeks from the end of November to the middle of December. It 
was customary for military attaches in Europe to meet at cer
tain intervals for study and his mission was to attend as a 
General Staff member one of such meetings. His second mission

33703 was to see Military Attache OSHIMA in order to * ascertain 
the actual situation in Germany. With regard to this second 
mission, a telegram from OSHIMA in Berlin had arrived at the 
General Staff prior to his departure from Tokyo. Although he 
did not recall clearly, its content was vague, saying that 
Ribbentrop wanted to know the view of the Japanese army as to 
concluding an agreement an agreement between Japan and Germany, 
providing Japan or Germany did not help the USSR if war broke 
out between Japan or Germany and USSR.

Prior to his departure from Tokyo, the witness received 
an oral order from the Chief of Staff to find out on his visit 
the views of the German army and government as to Ribbentrop's 
agreement, the possibility of concluding an anti-Comintern 
agreement between Japan and Germany, and who Ribbentrop was, 
his position and his relations with the German government.

According to an explanation by Deputy Chief of the 
General Staff SUGIYAMA, the reason why the army wanted to con
clude such an agreement with Germany was that Japan, being

33704 isolated internationally after the * Manchurian Incident was 
feeling menaced by the Soviet, which was growing rapidly by 
the Five-Year plan. It was also necessary to frustrate the 
communistic offensive. The approach to Germany was considered 
the first step for making Japan's position more secure by
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building up an anti-Communistic front with China and Germany, 
and if possible with England and America. The witness left 
Japan at the beginning of November, 1935 and, upon arriving 
in Berlin at the end of the month, immediately met OSHIMA 
to convey what he was told by the Chief and Deputy Chief of 
the General Staff. OSHIMA understood and agreed to it. The 
witness never heard from OSHIMA nor anyone else the idea the 
agreement was to be concluded with Germany in order to use it 
for an attack for waging war against China and other countries.

The witness met with OSHIMA, Ribbentrop, and General 
Blomberg, German Minister of Defense, to ascertain the German

33705 views as * to the Japanese-G0rman agreement proposed by Rib
bentrop. Ribbentrop suggested that a separate anti-Communis
tic agreement be concluded between Germany and Japan, and the 
witness replied on the basis of the Deputy Chief of Staff that 
the Japanese army also had such an idea. He left Berlin mid 
December and arrived in Tokyo January, 1936, and reported to 
the Chief of Staff.

At that time the Japanese Ambassador in Berlin was 
Viscount MUSHAKOJI. who was in Japan from about the summer 
of 1935 until aboui April 1936, and was therefore absent from 
Berlin at that time.

33706 * CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. TAVENNER
The witness thought he saw 2 or 3 telegrams from OSHIMA 

before he left Japan on his assignment, and recalled that they 
showed that the character of the contemplated pact was a No-Aid 
Pact in the event of war between the USSR and. Germany. Asked 
if the negotiations up to that time indicated the manner in 
which cooperation was to be given in the event of hostilities, 
he said he did not know what was pointed at when negotiations 
were spoken of. In the OSHIMA-Ribbentrop talks, in his recol
lection, such matters were not brought up.

Asked if at the time of his departure, the General 
Staff advocated a military alliance with Germany, he replied 
that at that time OSHIMA merely reported that there was some 
kind of proposal submitted by Ribbentrop and the matter had

33707 not reached any concrete * stage whatsoever. Inasmuch as 
the German proposal was vague, there was no definite advocacy 
among General Staff officers. Asked again if there not mem
bers of the General Staff at that time who advocated a military 
alliance with Germany, he said no there ware not.
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The witness stated he was not instructed by the General 
Staff before he left Japan to advise OSHIMA to continue his in
vestigations for a military alliance. He did not, acting on 
General Staff instructions, deliver a secret code to OSHIMA for 
his use in making direct and secret reports to the General Staff 
regarding negotiations. He did bring a general code book for 
military attaches in European countries but did not bring OSHIMA 
a special code.

33708 * He did not think it was tr.--;' that on his arrival in 
Germany he learned that the German army did not want a German 
alliance with Japan made public at that time, and in consequence 
the pact was changed at German suggestion to an anti-Comintern 
pact. He did think the decision to convert it into an anti- 
Comintern pact was made from the German side before he arrived 
there. The Japanese General Staff entertained the desire to 
enter into some kind of agreement to protect Japan from com
munism, not only with Germany but with any other countries so 
disposed.

33709 * While enroute to Germany the idea of an anti-Comin
tern pact had arisen in Germany, and of this those in Japan 
had not been informed through ObHIMA up to the time of his de
parture. Asked if when he arrived in Germany he heard that 
the reason for the anti-Comintern pact being suggested from 
the German side was that the German army was not prepared at

33710 that time and not willing that a * military alliance be made 
public, he replied that he knew nothing of that. He did not 
recall if OSHIMA told him he did not want the world to know 
that Japan was aligning herself against another country in
a military alliance, nor had he heard anything about it.

Asked if the anti-Comintern pact, as finally concluded 
had attached to it a secret provision which incorporated the 
original non-aid provision that OSHIMA had telegraphed about, 
he replied that what happened at the end he did not know be
cause he did not participate in it, but at the time he heard 
nothing of the matter. Asked if he expressed the view that 
by the antl-comlntern pact, Germany would be kept from draw-

33711 ing too close to the USSR, * he replied that he must have 
said so because he had such an idea in mind.

Asked if he also expressed the view that Japan would 
be able by such a pact to procure intelligence and new type 
weapons from Germany, he replied that he did not recall but 
he did have such an idea in mind and he though that by such 
a pact Germany would be prevented from taking sides with China.
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but presumed that probably OSHIMA entertained views not much 
different from his own. At the time he returned from his Berlin 
mission, TOGO was Chief of the European and American Bureau in 
the Foreign Office.

33712 * Asked if he made a detailed report to TOGO of his 
experiences in Germany and matters relating to the proposed 
pact, the witness stated he did not make any detailed report 
but did recall reporting to him some time later on his impres
sions of Germany. Asked if he recommended to TOGO the need 
for speed in concluding the pact in order to preserve secrecy, 
he replied he had no recollection but may have said so. The 
witness talked to TOGO after his report had been submitted to 
the General Staff, and the General staff transferred it to 
the War Ministry, and the War Ministry transferred the matter 
to the Foreign Arfairs Ministry.

33713 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. SHIMANOUCHI
Reference was made to the cross examination where the 

words "military alliance" were used. Asked if this referred to 
any other alliance providing for non-aid on the part of either 
Germany or Japan in case either country should engage in con
flict with USSR, he replied there was no occasion for any talk 
of a military alliance.
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by Mr. Cunningham.
33716 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
33717 3493 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the 

witness was in Berlin by order of the army from January 
1938 until early November that year, when he returned to

33718 Japan. * He was supposed to be the successor to OSHIMA. 
In July, 19 38, Attache OSHIMA told him that Ribbentrop 
nroposed a defensive alliance between Japan, Germany, and 
Italy, and asked him to ascertain the army's views and 
return to Japan.

33719

The witness arrived in Japan the 1st of August, 
explaining the German proposal to army and navy authorities 
and Foreign Minister UGAKI. The German proposal was that 
polit*cal support be given in case Japan, Germany, or Italy 
were threatened by a third power, while military assistance 
would be given if their were attacked. The matter made 
rapid progress, and at the end of August the Japanese 
policy was decided upon at a Five Ministers' Conference.
Chief of the MAF MACHIJIRI told the witness that both the 
government and army wished to settle the China Incident as 
early as possible, but feared a Soviet attack and therefore 
* a prompt decision was made. MACHIJIRI also said that 
the decision of the Five Ministers' Conference approved the 
German proposal in general and acknowledged the duty of 
mutual military assistance in case the contracting powers 
were attacked without provocation, but that the qualification 
that the Soviet would be the primary and other countries 
the secondary objects.

The army communicated the decision to OSHIMA, 
instructing him to take steps so that Germany would make a 
formal proposal to Japan promptly. The witness returned 
to Berlin, arriving there about 20 September, and explained 
to OSHIMA the progress of the matter and the purpose of the 
Tokyo decision. OSHIMA told the witness he communicated 
the decision to the Germans.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. TAVENNER.
33720 * Asked if the decision of the Five Ministers'

was communicated to OSHIMA by telegram from the 'Var Ministry 
and that he was to take steps so that Germany would make 
formal proposals, the witness stated he had no clear 
recollection, but ordinarily it was the custom for the 
General Staff to communicate by telegram to the attaches.
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it was sent some time between the decision of the confer-
33721 ence and his departure for Germany. He thought * he 

departed for Germany about 5 September, and the Five 
I'inisters' decision was about the end of August. He 
didn't recall exactly the telegram's contents, but its 
purport was that revision was made to the extent that it 
would be satisfactory to Germany and accepted by her.

He had no exact recollection of the number of 
telegrams sent before his departure for Germany relating 
to these instructions, but they were sent only about once,

33722 * but there may have been telegrams sent without his being 
informed of them. He only knew of one telegram sent prior 
to his deoarture, and if there were others he was only 
oartially informed. He thought to some extent OSHIV.A 
communicated the decision to Ribbentrop before he arrived 
in Germany, but did not know whether OSHIYA made a full 
reoort. OSHIÎ'A may have been waiting for his return to 
Berlin, and pending it reserved part of the report.

33723 * The witness knew OSHII/A gave notification to 
Ribbentrop either prior to his return to Germany or after, 
but whether OSHIMA made the report with or without reser
vations he did not know. He thought that at least 03HIMA 
reported to some extent reserving certain details and 
definite statements until the witness' return to Berlin.
He thought those details were conditions placed by Japan 
on the extent of the treaty, but was saying this from his 
own knowledge of the results.

33724 » The witness stated, when asked what these 
reservations were, that he had not said OSHI.’A made 
reservations, but had only said it was possible to make 
them. This was because after his return from Berlin,
OSHIT'A asked the witness if it was not a little bit 
different and ambiguous, and from this the witness surmised 
03HI?'A may have made reservations in making the report to 
Ribbentrop prior to his return from Berlin. Asked what 
OSHIÎ'A did about those ambiguous matters, the witness stated 
that he thought he handled the matter after finding out
f at the contents of the witness' explanations wa3 consistent 
with the army telegram.

The witness arrived in Germany around 20 September,
33725 » and he thought OSHirA took the matter up again with 

Ribbentrop immediately after that. The ambiguity mentioned 
by OSHIf'A, the witness thought, was something referring to 
war participation in the event of an attack by a country 
other than the Soviet,
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Page OSHIMA did not show the witness the telegram at
the time, but the witness knew its contents and they did 
discuss the matter. Asked if any effort was made by OSHIMA 
to get in touch again with the Japanese government, the 
witness stated that OSHIMA understood what the situation 
was and on that basis communicated with the Germans.

When the previous question was repeated, the
33726 witness stated * he had no recollection, but thought that 

at least prior to the sending of the notification to the 
Germans, OSHIMA did not contact Japan. When asked who, 
according to the instructions from Tokyo, was personally 
in charge of securing a formal proposal from Germany, the 
witness stated that his understanding was that the official 
proposal was to be made by the German Government to the 
Ambassador, but he didn't know whether OSHIMA or the 
Ambassador was in charge of securing it.

33727 * Asked if when he returned to Berlin he went to 
see the Ambassador or to see OSHIMA in regard to the 
matter, he replied he made his report to OSHIMA, but paid 
a courtesy visit to the Ambassador, which the occasion 
demanded.
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by Mr. Shimanouchi.
33730 * The witness identified and verified exhibit
33731 3494 as his affidavit. The * affidavit stated that the 

witness entered the Foreign Office in 1920, and after 
various diplomatic posts was appointedCouncillor of the 
Embassy in Berlin in 1938, arriving there on 11 November 
1938 and remaining there until May 1940. During this 
Deriod he assisted Ambassador OSHIMA continuously until 
the end of August 1939 in the negotiations for strengthen
ing the anti-Comintern Pact.

Since all records were lost, he could not state 
accurately the contents of telegrams, etc., exchanged with 
the Foreign Office in Tokyo, but remembered their broad

33732 outline. * ’Then the witness arrived in Tokyo, OSHIMA had 
become Ambassador in the latter part of October. Official 
negotiations for strengthening the pact had been commenced, 
and a tentative German plan had been cabled by OSHIMA to 
the Foreign Minister. OSHIMA told the witness that while 
he was still Military Attache, a request was received from 
Ribbentron to ascertain the Japanese Army's views as to 
the idea of a mutual* assistance treaty. OSHIMA sent 
General KASAHARA home to convey this request. The army 
brought the matter before the Five Ministers' Conference
at the end of August, and on the basis of the decision 
there cabled 0SHÎMA that approval was given to the German 
idea in principle. Shortly thereafter KASAHARA returned to 
Berlin, reporting to the same effect.

Upon army instruction, OSHIMA informed Ribbentrop 
of this. After OSHIMA became Ambassador, Ribbentrop 
presented officially a German draft proposal asking for 
Jaoan's official view. OSHIMA then sent a telegram to the 
Foreign Minister and waited for instructions.

33733 * The Five Ministers' decision at the end of 
August was also cabled from the Foreign Minister to the 
Embassy in Germany, and the witness remembered reading 
the telegram. The telegram in reply to OSHIMA's telegram 
transmitting the German proposal was received from Foreign 
î'inister ARITA shortl-’ after the witness arrived in Berlin. 
In effect it said that the proposal was a capital idea, 
killing three birds with one stone. It would be conducive 
to the speedy settlement of the China Incident, would 
strengthen Japan's defensive position vis-a-vis the Soviet, 
and improve the general diplomatic position.
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The cable stated that concrete plans were being 
studied which would be cabled to Berlin as soon as decided. 
Those on the soot got the impression that the attitude of 
the authorities was very positive. However, shortly 
thereafter. ARITA sent a further telegram, stating there 
seemed to be a misunderstanding with respect to the treaty's 
objective, which was as to the question whether countries 
* other than the Soviet should be included In the object. 
From what the witness learned from OSHIMA, the Five 
Minister's decision conveyed to him by the army telegram 
while he was military attache, approved the German proposal 
in principle of a general mutual assistance treaty without 
limiting the object, with the explanation that the Soviet 
was primary and other countries secondary. Therefore,
OSHIT'A requested ARITA by telegram to clarify what he 
meant by stating there was a misunderstanding. However, 
no clear answer was received.

The witness remembered that ARITA's telegram 
transmitting the Five Ministers' decision at the end of 
August did not contain any passâge limiting the object, 
and the witness got the impression that the government was 
going to conclude a treaty of a general nature.

No progress in the negotiations with the Germans 
was made until the arrival of Special Envoy ITO. In mid-

33735 * December 1938» on Ribbentrop's request, OSHIMA went to 
Rome and saw Mussolini. Ribbentrop requested that, as 
Italy, although in principle, consented to participating 
in the proposed treaty, nevertheless made reservation as 
to the time of its conclusion, and the Italian intention 
was to be ascertained also by the Japanese. OSHIMA went to 
Rome with ARITA's approval, and OSHIMA told the witness 
after his return to Berlin that he met Mussolini only 
once, and Mussolini answered that he approved the treaty's 
purpose, but could not say anything definite yet as to the 
time of its conclusion.

At the beginning of January 1939 the HIRANUMA 
Cabinet was formed. Shortly after the telegram was received 
from ARITA announcing that ITO and others would be sent 
to Berlin to transmit instructions regarding their policy 
decided upon. OSHIMA requested he be informed by telegram 
at least of the outline of the government's decision,

33736 * but the reoly was that in view of the necessity of 
secrecy the arrival of the ITO mission should be awaited. 
Resides Minister ITO, the mission consisted of Col. TATSUMI 
and Admiral ABE, and they arrived in Berlin at the end of 
February 1939.

Page

33734
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ambassadors in Germany and Italy. Ambassador 3HIRAT0RI 
came to Berlin, and together with OSHII'A heard their 
explanations. The witness also attended the conference.
The content of the instructions was that as to the treaty 
itself, it was a draft of a mutual assistance treaty of 
general nature, without limiting the objective. In the 
preamble, the treaty's purpose was stated to be general 
defense against the communistic menace in Asia and Europe. 
By a secret mutual understanding on a separate paper,
Japan wanted to reserve that she would render no military 
assistance if countries other than the Soviet became 
involved, and if inquiries were made by third powers as to 
the nature of the treaty, explanations should be given that

33737 * it was an extension of the anti-Comintern Pact, thus in 
fact limiting the object of the treaty to the Soviet.

In the detailed explanation attached to the 
draft was a passage to the effect that the government felt 
compelled to come down to this extent from its original 
standpoint, as Germany and Italy had been led to misunder
stand Japan's intention.

33738 * OSHII'A had already informed the Germans of the 
Japanese approving the draft treaty of mutual assistance 
with the Soviet as primary and others as secondary objects. 
Therefore he thought it necessary to clear the question of 
his responsibility in view of Tokyo's intimation that 
Germanv and Italy had been misled, and cabled requests
for explanation to Foreign Minister ARITA the first of 
tfarch. As to the instruction's content, OSHIMA and 
SHIRATORI wired Tokyo, requesting the government to 
reconsider the matter.

The gist of this telegram was that the Japanese 
proposal for a secret understanding limiting the objective 
oractically to the Soviet while stipulating in the text 
itself in a general sense, would cast a slur on Japan's 
good faith, as it would contradict what had already been 
communicated to the Germans, and moreover would never be 
entertained by Germany and Italy. Japan should conclude 
the t.reatv first without the proposed secret understanding, 
referring the definition of the duty of military assistance 
to be borne by Japan to later discussions.
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33739 * ARITA replied at the end of March that no one

in particular was responsible for the misunderstanding. 
OSHÏMA accepted this as settling the question, and never 
tendered resignation at any period. "

To the opinion of the two ambassadors there was 
a reply at the end of March, which was to change the 
content of the secret understanding insofar as that although 
Japan acknowledged the duty of military assistance in 
regard to countries other than the Soviet, she would not 
be able to carry it out effectively for the time being, and 
Japan would explain in case of inquiries of third powers 
that her actual menace was the destructive activities of 
the Comintern, and as far as Ja ;an was concerned she had 
nothing other than this view in concluding the treaty.

OSHIMA transmitted the new instruction to the 
Germans at the beginning of April and reopened negotiations. 
Germany consented to this proposal insofar as the text of 
the draft treaty itself was concerned, but was reluctant to

33740 accept the secret understanding, and requested its 
withdrawal or its reduction to a mere oral understanding, 
stating these matters should be referred to agreements 
arranged after the treaty's conclusion. Germany further 
insisted t^at if countries other than the Soviet became 
the objects, Japan should be ready to accept at least the 
duty of participation in the war, although Germany and 
Italy did not expect much military assistance by Japan.

The Japanese instructions showed that while 
insisting on committing the secret understanding to black 
and white, certain readiness to concede in substance to the 
form of German views, and especially, they never denied the 
duty of war participation. Nevertheless, they wanted to 
interpret the latter in a much broader sense than usual, 
and tried to include it to cases which normally could not 
be considered as war participation. Therefore, it was 
difficult for those on the spot to understand the instruc
tions, and OSHIMA experienced much difficulty in explaining 
them to the Germans. To overcome this, the witness and 
Secretary TAKEUCHI, in consultation with Chief of the 
German Treaty Department Gauss, made in May a tentative

33741 » draft as to the contents of the secret understanding, 
adopting generally the Japanese government's idea. There 
were several negotiations on this basis without arriving 
at an agreement.
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the secret understanding in writing, negotiations were 
deadlocked since the end of June, and while no instructions 
were received from Japan the German-Russian non-Aggression 
Pact was signed on 23 August, whereupon Japan broke off the 
negotiations.

During the negotiations, 03HIMA, to fulfill his 
duty as envoy, sometimes presented his opinion to the 
Foreign Minister in accordance with the Ordinance, and as 
a result original instructions from Tokyo were changed.
The witness didn't remember OSHIMA ever refusing to carry 
out the instructions or exceeding their limits. There 
never was a case of OSHIMA tendering his resignation or 
threatening to resign.

Most of the instructions of ARITA during the
33742 * negotiations were based on the decisions of the Five 

Ministers' Conference. Tokyo's instructions were very 
ambiguous. It was difficult for those on the spot to 
understand them and transmit them to the Germans. OSHIMA, 
pressed by the necessity of conducting the negotiations, 
sometimes requested fairly strongly that ARITA clarify the 
government's attitude, and endeavored to transmit to Tokyo

33743 the true idea of Germany. * These things might have caused 
OSHIMA to be rumored as recalcitrant, but the witness could 
find no Impropriety in his conduct. OSHIMA never commun
icated at the time directly with the 7/ar Ministry or the 
General Staff.

The conclusion of the non-Aggression Pact was a 
complete surprise for Japan. There was no previous 
notification, and they were very much surprised and angered. 
OSHIMA protested orally when Ribbentrop gave the first 
information, about 20 August, by telephone, and OSHIMA 
repeated the protest when he saw Ribbentrop in Berlin on 
22 August on Ribbentrop's way to Moscow.

At the end of August an instruction was received 
from the Foreign Minister ordering a protest to Germany.
As Ribbentrop was not in Berlin, 03HII.IA brought the note 
of protest to Vice-Foreign Minister Weizsaecker. Upon the 
latter's urgent request to postpone the handing of the 
note in view of Germany's grave diplomatic position, OSHIMA

33744 * postponed execution of the instruction until mid-September 
when the prospect of the German-Polish war became clear,
and handed the note to Tteizsaecker.
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asked if in August 1939» when the non-Aggression Pact was 
signed, if 03HIMA tendered his resignation, and he replied 
that at that time OSHIMA requested the Foreign Office for 
a recall about 23 August. OSHirA told the witness that 
one of his reasons for asking for a recall was his sense 
of responsibility over not being able to anticipate the

33745 * non-aggression pact. Also, it had become clear it would 
be impossible for him as ambassador to further negotiate 
the Tri-Partite Agreement because of the new situation, 
and in consequence felt it inappropriate to continue his 
efforts. Another reason was that OSHIMA regarded the 
German step as insincere to Japan, for while conducting 
talks with Japan, without notifying her it had concluded 
such an agreement with the USSR.

33746 * Asked if OSHIÏ'A notified the witness of talks 
with influential Germans in view of his position as 
Embassy Councillor the witness stated it was customary 
for him to inform him. The witness had never heard that 
OSHIT'A met Himmler in January 1939, nor at any time.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. CAUDLE,
Counsel for SHIRATORI.

33747 * ’Then shown exhibit 2619, the witness agreed 
that it was a draft of a tripartite pact dated May 1 5 , 19 3 9, 
consisting of the pact proper, the signing protocol, the 
secret accessory protocol, and papers 2, 3, and 4. It 
stated that Japan did not yet concur to the last three 
papers. The witness stated that he knew the draft.

Asked what were the differences between that 
draft and the draft brought by the ITO Mission, he stated 
that the pact proper, the protocol, and the accessory 
protocol constitute the main part, and were the same as 
the draft brought by ITO. Papers 3 and 4 were different 
from the draft brought by him. The draft brought by ITO 
was the dra^t of items for a secret understanding which 
Janan had proposed without reservations, and what corres
ponded to tvat were papers 3 and 4. *

3374° * Germany did not approve the proposed Japanese
plan, and the witness and Gauss had discussions, and as a 
result Gauss proposed a plan which constituted papers 3 
and 4. Paper 2 related to the German-Italian Alliance, and 
was not included in the draft brought by ITO. This was 
proposed by Germany as an addition.
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the Gauss draft, but was opposed to recognizing the draft
officially, and against stipulating such reservations in 
writing, and proposed an oral understanding.

33750 * Japan did not go so far as to give its consent
to papers 3 and 4, the Gauss draft. This was the only
point uoon which no agreement could be obtained until the 
last. Asked if the accused SHIRATORI. or any other person, 
ever advocated a stronger alliance than the draft, exhibit 
2619, the witness stated SHIRATORI had never advocated an 
alliance stronger than this draft. Also, there was no one 
else who advocated it.

33751 * Asked if the Tri-Partite Fact of 1939 would 
be directed also against the U. 3., he stated that the 
question of the U. S. was not discussed at the time. In 
accordance with the preamble of the draft, the U. S. was 
considered outside the consideration.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. TA VENNER.
7hen asked if he saw the cable OSHIMA received 

advising that the Five Ministers' Conference in August 
I93S had approved in principle the German proposal, the 
witness stated that at the end of August 05HIMA was 

3375? attache and not yet Ambassador. * The witness himself 
did not see the telegram, but heard of it from 03HIKA 
generally. Since the witness was not yet councillor, he 
could not say when it was received, nor from whom it was sent.

Asked if everything in his affidavit regarding 
the notification of OSHIMA about the decision of the 
Five Ministers' Conference was what he learned from OSHIMA 
and not what he knew himself, he stated he was familiar 
with matters after he had arrived at his post, because he 
personally handled such matters after November 1938*

33753 * Asked if the telegram from the Foreign Ministry
was different from the one originally notifying OSHIMA of 
the action of the Five Ministers' Conference, he replied 
that the telegram he saw was the one addressed by the 
Foreign Office to the then ambassador following the Five 
Ministers' Conference. He saw it after he arrived at his 
post in Berlin, and thought it was dated either the end of 
August or the first part of September. It was addressed 
to Ambassador TOGO, but he didn't think there was anything 
in it directing TOGO especially to take any specific 
measures.
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Agreement informally proposed by Ribbentrop to 05HIMA.
33754 * ’71th regard to the idea proposed by Ribbentrop, it was

regarded as generally satisfactory if some revisions were 
made. The telegram said that in connection with this 
matter, arrangements should be made for negotiations through 
diplomatic channels, and the army was notifying Attache 
OSHIUA to that effect and that this information was given 
to Ambassador TOGO for his reference. The witness' recol
lection was that there were no specifications clearly made 
as to reservations in the telegram.

Asked if he discussed this telegram with OSHIMA, 
he stated it arrived in Berlin before his arrival there, so 
he had no special discussion with him in connection with 

3.3755 it. * The witness had no positive recollection of OSHIKA's 
telling him he discussed the matter with TOGO, and the 
witness himself had no occasion to talk with TOGO about it. 
Asked why these transactions were conducted with the Military 
Attache instead of the Ambassador, he replied that he 
arrived at his post after TOGO had left, and did not serve

33756 under him but under OSHIMA. * Asked how long after he 
arrived on 11 November 1938 was it that the telegram was 
received from ARITA acknowledging receipt of the German 
proposal sent by OSHIMA, he stated that in response to the 
official German proposal transmitted by OSHIMA to ARITA,
ARITA did not send a telegram saying Japan accepted it. 
Shortly after the witness' arrival in Berlin a telegram 
arrived from ARITA that the German proposal was splendid, 
that Japan would study it carefully, and in the near future 
would submit its views more concretely.

Asked how long after the first telegram the 
second telegram was receiwd, he stated he thought it

33757 was about the end of November or early December. * Asked 
if from the end of November or early December there was 
any question in his mind with regard to the fact that Japan 
did not intend to be automatically bound in participating 
in war against a country other than the Soviet, he replied 
nothing definite was known because they thought that as for 
Japan, only a general treaty was being considered, and no 
instructions had been received yet.

Asked if it was not true that early in December 
03HI?rA went to Italy to attempt to sell Mussolini the 
German view of the Pact, he stated he could not testify 
as to that, but in mid-December OSHIMA did go there and 
talk to Mussolini in response to a hope entertained by 
Ribbehtrop.
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33760 ♦ DIRECT EXAMINATION OF KAWABE. Torashlro
By Mr, Shimanouchl

The witness identified and verified exhibit 34-95 as his
33761 affidavit, * The affidavit stated that the witness was Deputy 

Chief of the General Staff at the end of the war. From April 
1929 until January 1932 he was the senior officer in the Opera
tional Section of the First Division of the General Staff, The 
accused OSHIMA was from August 1931 chief of the Fortress Sec
tion of the First Division, The Fortress Section was in charge 
of international defense and not connected with offensive opera
tions, OSHIMA was also concurrently a staff officer of the 
navy General Staff, as was the custom at that time,

33762 On l8 September 1931 the Mukden Incident * broke out.
As OSHIMA was in the post mentioned above, he had nothing to do 
with it nor its continuance and the witness did not know either 
that OSHIMA played any part in the Incident from his individual 
standpoint, apart from his official duty. (The attention of the 
court was called to T, pgs. 28029-32 with regard to the number 
of persons receiving dedications in connection with the Man
churian Incident.)

33763 * The witness identified exhibit 3*96 as his second af-
33764 fidavit and verified it, *The affidavit stated that the witness 

was in Berlin from December 1938 until February 1940 as military 
attache to the embassy and OSHIMA was Ambassador from October 
1938 to October 1939» The witness' appointment as attache was 
in October 1938 and prior to his departure from Japan he was 
briefed by persons in the General Staff concerning his new 
duties. At that time he heard explanations as to intelligence 
and counterintelligence activities in Berlin against the Soviet 
from Lt, Colonel USUI, who had been in Berlin from May 1937 
until January 1938 and was in charge of these matters exclusively 
over Military Attache OSHIMA,

33765 * USUI told the witness that from his experience, no 
appreciable results could be expected from these activities.
After the arrival of the witness in Berlin in December 1938, 
he heard further explanations from Colonel MANAKI who had suc
ceeded USUI. From USUI and MANAKI the witness learned that it 
was very difficult to .̂ ind able Russians in Europe for this 
purpose, Germans were/n8cessarily in sympathy with the White 
Russians or their organizations. It was Darticularly difficult 
to prepare any White Soviet activities from Europe as a base.
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300,000 yen annually. As regards intelligence activities, 
only planning in consideration of war time was laid down by 
the Chief of Staff. It was strictly forbidden to put them

33766 * into effect in peace time.
The witness, like his predecessor OSHIMA, left 

MANAKI entirely in charge of these matters. The witness re
ceived reports from him but never indicated them to OSHIMA 
because OSHIMA had no relation with this matter, did not 
touch upon them and never asked questions about them. The 
witness met several times with the White Russians concerned 
and found out that they were either nothing but anti-Soviet 
Ideologists, like Bamand, or professionals who demanded 
money by presenting impractical anti-Soviet plans.

33767 * The witness knew that USUI had bought a house in 
the suburbs of Berlin, had turned it over to MANAKI, and that 
a few White Russians were quartered there engaged in a small 
scale printing of anti-Soviet pamphlets, but he did not know 
what became of those pamphlets. He had never heard that 
OSHIMA nor any other Japanese officer sent anti-Soviet pam
phlets into Soviet territory by balloons from Poland, or that 
they bought a motorboat to bring such papers Into the Crimea 
across the Black Sea, or that they sent Russians into the 
Soviet to assassinate Stalin.

When the witness arrived In Berlin as attache In 
December 193^, OSHIMA was engaged in negotiations regarding 
the Japanese-German-Italian treaty. From this time until the 
negotiations were terminated about August 1939, the witness, 
with the Naval Attache, had frequent conferences within the 
Embassy discussing the matter with OSHIMA as leader. Dur
ing these negotiations OSHIMA alv/ays gave the matter careful 
consideration and often called the Embassy staff and attaches

33768 * together for consultation and study.
As to the reasons why the government and central army 

authorities wished to conclude the treaty, OSHIMA often told 
them that at the time the China Incident was expanding with
out prospect of early termination, and all Japanese efforts 
for settlement had been of no avail. Both the government and 
army circles felt threatened by the Soviet’s powerful arma
ment. By concluding this treaty with Germany and Italy, they 
wanted to improve Japan’s diplomatic position with the ultim
ate purpose of bringing the China Incident to the earliest 
end and also be prepared for attack from the Soviet.
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or desired to utilize the treaty to initiate or wage aggressive 
war against other countries, nor heard from anyone that OSHIMA 
planned or desired anything of this nature. In February 1939 
ITO, Nobufumi, accompanied by an officer from both the army and

33769 navy, arrived in Berlin with instructions * regarding the 
treaty. The witness, together with the higher Embassy staff and 
the Naval Attache, was present when ITO gave the explanations
to OSHIMA.

The purport was to limit to the Soviet theobject of 
Japanese military assistance to be given to Germany and Italy 
on the basis of the treaty. This was at variance to what 
OSHIMA had already communicated to Germany upon instructions 
of the government, which was that although Japan considered 
the Soviet as the primary object of the treaty, Britain and 
France would be secondary objects. Facing this situation,
OSHIMA cabled his opinion to Tokyo that in view of the progress 
up to that time, Germany might become distrustful if he trans
mitted the changed Japanese views and moreover she would never 
accept the proposal.

According to exhibit 2230, OSHIMA told Ribbentrop on 
27 May 1939 that the War Minister requested OSHIMA by wire 
to hold off until later against ARITA so as not to disturb 
discussions among various quarters in Tokyo, and the army was 
firmly resolved to fight the matter out quickly even at the 
risk of a cabinet overthrow,

33770 * According to the witness' recollection about mid 
May 1939, he sent a telegram from Berlin to Tokyo stating that 
Japan must clarify her position as to whether she was going to 
conclude the treaty and that to continue an ambiguous attitude 
would only invite foreign contempt. War Minister ITAGAKI re
plied that the matter of the treaty was under earnest discus
sion in the cabinet and as the atmosphere was turning favor
able to its conclusion, they had better remain silent for the 
time being. ITAGAKI added he had no thought of overthrowing 
the cabinet. The witness told OSHIMA of the telegram.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. TAVENNER

The witness stated that this was the sixth time he had 
appeared as a witness for the defense. Reference was made to 
the affidavit where it mentioned subversive activities directed

33771 against the USSR. * Asked how well acquainted he was with 
Himmler, he replied that he had heard his name but had never 
saw or met him. He had never heard that OSHIMA and Himmler
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witness was quoted a part of his interrogation Is. wnich he was 
asked how friendly was OSHIMA with Himmler, and If he knew of 
any occasion^ when they met. He had answered then that they 
were friendly and he believed they met quite often, although 
perhaps not in an official capacity, but he believed they saw 
a great deal of one another. Asked if he did not make such 
a statement in answer to the question, he stated he did not

33772 know, but if it was so recorded he must have replied * to 
that effect*

In reference to the affidavit’s statements relative 
to QSHIKA's activities in negotiating with Germany
regarding the proposed military alliance, the witness was 
asked if he knew before his departure for Germany that OSHIMA 
was engaged in negotiations for military alliance, the witness 
replied he did not know of OSHIMA working for a military

33773 alliance. * Asked what OSHIMA was working for, he replied 
that OSHIMA left Germany about four months before the witness 
left there. For ten months ending August 1939 from the time 
the witness went to Berlin and the time OSHIMA left. OSHIMA 
devoted his efforts mainly to strengthening the anti-Comintern 
Pact. •

Asked if he knew before he left Japan that OSHIMA was 
working for an alliance, he replied that on 1 September 1938 
the witness was called to appear at the General Staff and 
notified he was to be appointed Military Attache in Berlin.
He did not leave for his post until the latter part of Octo
ber. When the previous question was repeated to the witness, 
he answered he knew before leaving Japan that OSHIMA was en-

33774 gaged in negotiating for an alliance in Germany». * The Chief 
of the Intelligence of the General Staff advised him that 
OSHIMA had been named Ambassador in order to bring about 
this alliance.

The witness had frequent discussions with OSHIMA re
garding the progress of the negotiations after he arrived In 
Germany. Asked if it was not the idea of OSHIMA and himself 
to have a strong pact aimed with Russia and England as the 
objectives, he replied the word strong was not proper but 
they were of the same mind in concluding an alliance directed 

• at Russia and England. Asked if their Idea was, that if 
Germany became involved in a war with England, Japan would 
'Participate in it, he replied that he and OSHIMA had the idea

33775 they must bear the * obligation to engage in war under those 
circumstances. Germany had the same view, and the witness 
was of the opinion that Hitler, Ribbentrop and OSHIMA saw 
eye to eye.
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Asked if it was the view of the JaDanese government that 
Japan would go to war in case of a German-Russian conflict but 
could not promise to enter into hostilities in case of a con
flict between Germany and Britain, he replied that was the way 
he viewed it in Berlin, He became acquainted with the view
point of the Japanese government from explanations to that 
effect given at meetings within the Embassy in Berlin by the 
ambassador, and he also obtained that information from tele
grams which came from the General Staff Office in Tokyo, He 
thus knew the government's attitude and that it was in opposi
tion to the views of Ribbentrop's views.

The witness recalled only two occasions in which 
OSHIMA and SHIRATORI met personally re these negotiations.
These were once when ITO arrived in Berlin and some time later 
he did recall a conference in Italy between the two and thought

33777 it was in early spring of 1939* * At this meeting, besides 
the witness. Naval Attache ENDO, a member of the Embassy staff, 
and the military and naval attaches stationed in Rome were 
present. No one was present representing Germany or Italy.

During the meeting SHIRATORI and OSHIMA talked to 
each other directly and his recollection was that no conclu
sion was reached during the discussion, but it was merely an

33778 exchange of views, * Asked if SHIRATORI and OSHIMA shared 
the same views with regard to the proposed pact, he replied 
that the two generally agreed and the witness was also in 
agreement with them. From the side lines it appeared as if 
there was a difference between the two with regard to diplo
matic procedure. He was not referring to differences in 
fundamental ideas regarding the pact.

His recollection was that this conference was after 
the arrival of the ITO commission. Asked if OSHIMA passed on 
or urged his views regarding a pact upon his government, the

33779 witness replied he had no definite recollection. * Asked what 
his position was at the time the witness stated that he per
sonally desired the realization of the pact and frequently 
urged army circles to bring it about as soon as possible.
When the witness was again asked his position at the time, he 
replied that he was the official military representative in 
Berlin, and his duties included to convey the views and 
opinions of the army to the ambassador, to transmit the views 
and opinions of the ambassador to the army in Japan, and also 
to report to the army the progress of negotiations.

Asked if he was not in the middle of the game instead 
of on the side lines, he replied he had no idea of being right 
in the midst of the whole thing because that was not his res
ponsibility.

Page

33776
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Page Asked if he did not know from the nature of his posi
tion and the duties he performed that OSHIMA urged his views

33780 on the Japanese government, * he replied yes. When asked
what other means did he use to bring about the adoption of this 
pact, he replied he did not remember the date but OSHIMA made 
a tour of important countries in Europe, visiting Japanese 
ambassadors to hear their views and took measures of this 
nature to establish his own views.

33781 * The impression gained was that he thought OSHIMA 
took the trip to make clear his belief by meeting these ambas
sadors that it was proper to enter into an alliance with Ger
many in the light of the prevailing international situation, 
i.e., an alliance which would obligate Japan to participate
in a European war if England became involved in war with Ger
many. In London OSHIMA interviewed SHIGEMITSU and in Belgium

33782 KURUSU. * But he could not recall the names of others nor 
could he recall if OSHIMA took the trip on his own initiative 
or was directed by his government.

According to the witness' recollection, OSHIMA, follow
ing his trip and the talks with the heads of Japanese missions, 
told the witness that most of them did not clearly express their 
approval and Ambassador KURUSU was among them. Asked if OSHIMA 
nevertheless continued to press his views for approval of the 
pact, the witness stated he did not interpret OSHIMA's posi
tion as being that he had pressed these ambassadors for ap
proval.

24 November
33786 * The witness did not recall what countries OSHIMA 

visited in addition to England and Belgium. OSHIMA did not 
tell him what the ambassadors in England and Belgium would do 
with regard to advising the Foreign office as to the course to 
be followed with respect to the proposed alliance. The wit
ness recalled that both the ambassadors were visited on the

33787 same trip * and he thought the date of the trip was in the 
spring of 1939 but could not recall whether it was prior to 
February 25, 1939* He thought it was after the arrival of the 
ITO mission and he did not think the mission was in Berlin at 
the time.

He thought OSHIMA was accompanied by an embassy secre-
3 3 7 8 8 tary and he didn't think OSHIMA traveled incognito. ♦ Asked

if he recalled at a later date that OSHIMA called a conference 
of ambassadors and ministers in Berlin, he replied he had no 
recollection of this. The witness stated that to the best of
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Page his ability he performed his official duty to transmit the am
bassador's views to the army in Japan, Asked if it was his 
practice to confer with OSHIMA before sending his messages to 
Japan, he stated that he had never shown OSHIMA the messages. 
Customarily they were transmitted after study. Discussions 
were held in the embassy among himself, the naval attache,

33789 and staff members, and after fully understanding the * aims 
and intentions of the ambassadors, these messages were sent 
out,

33790 * The messages were never sent to War Minister ITAGAKI 
but ITAGAKI on one occasion communicated with the witness. 
This was the occasion he had mentioned in his affidavit and

33791 there was no other. * Asked if OSHIMA was pro-Nazi, the wit
ness said he could not express OSHIMA's attitude or views by 
the word "pro-Nazi" and he did not say he was. OSHIMA im
pressed the witness as having good will toward Germany but 
never did he express pro-Nazi sentiments. The witness was 
reminded of his interrogation in which, when asked if he 
would say that OSHIMA's attitude was pro-Nazi, he had replied 
"Yes."

33792 * Also in his interrogation, when asked if OSHIMA
expressed this pro-Nazi attitude, he had replied "Yes" that 
OSHIMA told them many things about the good points of Nazi 
ideology. OSHIMA was a man who had spent many years in Ger
many, knew the Germans well, and was very fond of them, and 
extremely pro-German in his ideas. He was very fond of Hitler, 
and his views and Ribbentrop's seemed to coincide. But the 
witness did not believe he got along with Goering.

Asked if those answers were not made in his interro
gation, the witness stated that there was some confusion in 
the statements said to have been made by him between Nazi and 
Germany. When he was asked the questions he took the word 

33794 "Nazi" to mean Germany. * He did recall that such questions 
and answers took place but not whether the phraseology was 
actually that which had been just quoted him. Asked if when 
he made the statement in the interrogation that OSHIMA's and 
Ribbentrop's views seemed to coincide if he meant Nazi views, 
as he well knew that Ribbentrop's views were Nazi, he replied 
he was speaking of Ribbentrop's character as the character of 
the German Foreign Minister.

33796 * From exhibit 3497» for identification only, the in
terrogation of the witness, KAWABE, were read certain questions 
and answers. In it the witness had stated that he would say 
OSHIMA was pro-Nazi in attitude and expressed to the witness
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Page the many good things about Nazi ideology. OSHIMA had spent
33797 * many years in Germany, knew Germany and Germans well, was very 

fond of them and was extremely pro-German in his ideas, he was 
very fond of Hitler, and his views and Ribbentroo's seemed to 
coincide, but didn't believe he got along very well with Goering. 
OSHIMA was very friendly with Himmler, and he believed they met 
quite often, although perhaps not officially. Under ordinary 
circumstances he believed they saw a great deal of one another.

33798 * CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. FURNESS
Counsel for SHIGEMITSU

Asked if after OSHIMA's trip to England and Belgium he 
heard from him or anyone that SHIGEMITSU had expressed apnroval

33799 of the proposed pact * the witness had not.
33800 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. SHIMANOUCHI

The witness stated that his affidavit, exhibit 3496, 
was true and correct. The witness was asked to exnlain the 
contradiction in his cross examination In which he had said that 
he never heard that OSHIMA ever met Himmler and his statement 
in his interrogation in which he replied that they had met

33801 quite often. * He stated that the answer he gave in his inter
rogation was based on his observations and presumptions. It
was his impression that OSHIMA, being a long resident in Germany, 
had many friends there. At that time Himmler was an important 
and influential leader and naturally he supposed OSHIMA was 
on friendly terms with him and had opportunities to meet him 
quite often.

He understood the question put by the prosecution in 
his cross examination was whether he knew that OSHIMA and Himmler 
actually were friends, or that they had meetings. It was to 
this question he had replied and hence he belleved there was 
no inconsistency in those two answers. He neither saw nor 
heard of OSHIMA meeting Himmler toward the end of January, 1939»

The witness was reminded of testimony in his cross exam
ination in which he had stated that after reaching Berlin, he 
often consulted OSHIMA with regard to negotiations for the con
clusion of a treaty and that his views agreed with OSHIMA's.
Asked if when he talked with OSHIMA on this question, he talk
ed with him alone or if others were present, he replied that 
he believed OSHIMA took into consideration the views of others 
in regard to the question. Whenever he participated in such 
a discussion, the meetings were held in the embassy, or in the 
ambassador's official residence. Participating at all times 
were the consular and other staff members, the naval attache, 
and himself.
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33803 * The witness was reminded that in his cross examina
tion he had stated that OSHIMA was of the belief that in case 
of war between Germany and Britain, Japan should shoulder the 
obligation of fighting Britain, asked if OSHIMA advocated that, 
in case of an Anglo-German war, Japan should actually, im
mediately organize a war, mobilize her army, and fight Britain, 
he replied that OSHIMA advocated the necessity of Japan’s 
participating as an obligation in principle, but as to parti
cipation in war, in his sense, it was vague and broad.

He did not mean that armed forces immediately should
33804 be used to assist Germany. *Asked why OSHIMA said that Japan 

should shoulder the obligation of fighting Britain if an 
Anglo-German war should break out, he said that OSHIMA ex
plained that it was the general contention that when Japan 
and Germany should conclude such an assistance pact, then 
Japan should shoulder the same obligations as Germany. This 
meant that in the event of an Anglo-Japanese war, Germany agreed 
to participate, in principle. The situation should not be 
unilateral, and if Germany, in the event of an Anglo-Japanese 
war should shoulder obligations to participate in principle, 
then in the event of such a war Japan would, in principle, 
recognize such obligations. This would be a very super
ficial and unilateral view.

33807 * The witness was reminded that in his cross examina
tion he had said he knew that OSHIMA submitted his views in 
regard to the proposed pact to the government, but that he 
did not know if OSHIMA urged his views on the government. The 
witness was reminded that he had also testified that OSHIMA 
had urged the government to accept his views. Asked which 
reply was correct, he stated that as to the latter statement, 
he thought his expression was that OSHIMA urged the government 
to accept his views and opinions. After OSHIMA submitted his

33808 views, the * return instructions of the government stating 
whether it was acceptable then did not come for a long time.

33809 * When asked what he meant by "urge" he stated it was 
to urge the government to send a reply. During these negotia
tions he did not know of any occasion when OSHIMA disregarded 
or disobeyed the instructions of the government.
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33811 * DIRECT EXAMINATION CF MATSUI, Iwane

By Mr. Mattice

The accused, identified Exhibit 3498 as his affidavit and 
after corrections verified it.

33812 „ * The affidavit stated that regarding the object of the govern
ment for sending troops to southern Chlangsu Province in 1937, owing

33813 to discord between Japan and China in North China in July 1937, * an 
anti-Japanese movement among the Chinese Army and civilians in Shanghai 
district grew intense. The Chinese Army, disregarding the Truce 
Agreement of 1932, persistently concentrated troops around the Japanese 
settlement in Shanghai, threatened troops and residents there, finally 
leading to the assassination of Lt. OYAMA on Aug. 9. The Government, 
realizing the necessity of quickly reinforcing its naval forces and
to protect Japanese lives and interests, decided on 15 August to send 
to Shanghai an Expeditionary Force of the 3rd and 11th Divisions. The 
accused was appointed C-in-C and troops were sent successively on and 
after 20 August. The object of the force was to reinforce the naval 
force and protect lives and property.

33814 * During his four years in the Army up to 1935, in which year
he was placed on the reserve list, he was successively member of General 
Staff Headquarters, Chief of the Second Section, Commander of the 11th 
Division, C-in-C of the Taiwan Army, etc. During his career he was 
stationed in North and South China about 12 years, doing his best to 
bring about cooperation between Japan and China. All through life he 
had worked hard so the two countries could be on friendly terms and 
that Asia could be built up. The greater part-of his Army work was 
in line with these ideals.

In 1937 the Shanghai Incident broke out and the Expeditionary 
Force was despatched. The War Minister told the accused that the 
reason he, who had been on the reserve list, was appointed Commander 
was because of hi6 past experience. His appointment was due to the 
fact that r.t that time th? government policy toward China was to 
settle the Incident locally as seen as possible.

33815 * MATSUI was always firm in his belief that strife between 
Japan and China was a quarrel between brothers and it was unavoidable 
for Japan to rescue by force the Japanese residents in China and pro
tect her interests. It was no different than an elder brother thrash
ing his young and recalcitrant brother, and the action was to make 
China come to her senses out of love. When he assumed command, he 
promised to settle the trouble on this on this belief and hoped to 
make the despatch of the force not a cause of enmity but something
to bring about friendly relations and cooperation. He required his 
officers to make their men thoroughly understand the true meaning of
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Page the expedition.

The gist of his instructions to his troops was that the
33816 fighting in the Shanghai vicinity * was only aimed at the aubjugar- 

tion cf the Chinese troops and the Chinese officials and people 
should he pacified and protected. They would always "bear in mind 
not to bring trouble on foreign residents and keep in close contact 
with them to avoid misunderstanding.

33017 * The Expeditionary Force arrived in successive units in
the waan Islands at the mouth of the Yangtze Hiver on and after Aug. 
22. A report waB received that troops and residents in Shanghai 
were in danger. At dawn of the 24th MATSUI hurriedly disembarked 
the arriving troops at Woosung and along the bank farther up the 
river to establish eouiruunications with the Naval Force by driving 
out Chinese troops.

According to reports, the number of Chinese troops in 
Shanghai and along the banks of the Yangtze, west of Shangltai, was 
about 100,000 and they made violent attack on the landing troops. 
After 15 or 16 days of bitter fighting the force, China succeeded 
in securing a position along the bank, but counter-attacks intensi
fied and their force reached more than 30 or 40 divisions after 
reinforcements. The Expeditionary Force was reinforced in pro-

33818 portion and on Nov. 5 the 10th Army under YANA3AKA landed on the * 
coast of Chekiang Province.

The Expeditionary Force, after fighting desparately 
for more than two months, was barely able to drive the Chinese Army 
from the Shunghai vicinity and to occupy the city toward the end of 
October and beginning of November. During the fighting, MATSUI 
noticed that anti-Japanese sentiment of Chinese officials and people 
around Shanghai was very strong and the guard unit of Chiang wa's 
most daring in counter-attacks. Chinese units were finally driven 
back in confusion but before their retreat they adopted "clearance 
tactics", destroying or burning transportation facilities and build
ings. Some changed their uniforms to plain clothes and turned 
guerillas, Bniping and threatening the rear. The local people co
operated with their troops by cutting telegraph wires, etc., jeopard
izing the Japanese to no end. KATSUI was aware of many instances 
where troops and nationals of England, America, France, etc. in

33819 sympathy with the Chinese troops * intentionally gave assistance 
to them, obstructing military movements. MATSUI felt keenly that

* the Ohinesu attitude and long, bitter fighting had estranged the 
Chinese Army and people in Central China from the Japanese Army, 
causing hostile feeling hetwoen the two nations. He Instructed 
his command to give protection and be decent to the Chinese and 
have a regard for foreign rights and interests. As an example of
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Pafce this instruction the "battle in N irehi, the southern district of 

Shanght.i, ended without any damage to the district.

Immediately after the 10th Army' a landing at Hangchow 
Bay, on 5 Nov. 1937, this Army and the Expeditionary Force were 
organized into the Central China Area Army and MATSUI was appointed 
Commander for a while, serving concurrently as Commander of the 
Expeditionary Force. The Central Army Headquarters was over the 
Expeditionary Force Headquarters and the 10th Army Headquarters,

33820 and its mission was to unify * the command of the two units. Since 
it had only a small staff, its duty was limited to giving operational 
inetructions and had no authority to dispose of intendance and medi
cal matters in general.*

Before he was relieved of command of the Expeditionary 
Force, his relation with officers and men in the field with regard 
to command was indirect. After driving the Chineir Army out of the 
Shanghai area, the Central Army occupied the line "between Chiahsing 
in Cnekiang Province, Soochow and Changchow in Kiangsu Province 
and sought to maintain peace and order in the Shangnai area. The 
Chinese Army, with Nanking as its "base, kept up large scale battles 
in North China, concentrating a great number of troops to prepare for 
attack in Kiangsu and Chekiang Provinces. The situation grew so bad 
that unless the Chinese base around Nanking was captured, it was 
impossible to maintain peace and order and protect interests In 
Central China. Consequently, Japan decided to capture Nanking to

33821 restore peace in southern Chingsu Province * and Headquarters ordered 
the Central Army to seize Nanking in cooperation with the Navy. The 
Army commenced a quick offensive operation in spite of difficulties.
In accordance with the policy to localize the area of uattie and 
oeceuse of KATSUI'o idea to bring about cooperation in capturing 
Nanking, he took overy precaution not to make the campaign a cause
of struggle for the entire Chinese population.

Notwithstanding his scrupulous care in the busy and 
unsettled condition at the time, it may nave been some excited young

33822 officers and men * committed outrages, and it was to his regret that 
he heard rumors of such misconduct. At the time of Nanking's capture, 
he was sick at Soochow, 140 miles away, and was unaware of such out
rages committed contrary to his orders and he received no reports 
thereof. After entering Nanking on 17 Dec. he heard about it foi* the 
first time from a Kampei unit commander and he at once ordered in
vestigation and punishment of the guilty. However, it was well known 
that in war time Chinese troops and some outlaws almost always com
mitted violence and looting. Not a few of those crimes were com
mitted by Chinese troops and people when Nanking fell, and to hold 
the Japanese responsible for all the crimes waB to distort the facts.
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33824

33825

33826

A ceremony for entering Ranking was held on 17 Dec. and a 
memorial oervice for the dead war held the next day. On the 19th 
MATSU1 inspected the city hut fires had been put out and the streets 
were calm with refugees returning to their homes. They oaw only 20 
dead Chinese troops in the streets and order within the city * was 
being restored. The water works, electric facilities and important 
government and municipal buildings had been destroyed by Chinese troops 
before the entry and there were comparatively few fires.

* During his stfy in Shanghai after the fall of Ranking until 
Feb. 1938, he only heard a rumor toward the end of Dec. 1937 that there 
were some illegal acts in Ranking but it was no official report. The 
U.S. Army broadcast in Tokyo after the war'o end concerning the al
leged large seule massacre and outrage was the first time he heard
anything about it. After the broadcast he tried to investigate Army 
activities after the capture of Ranking but the responsible persons 
were alx'eady dead, detained or punished, and the documents were 
destroyed by fire and it was impossible to investigate the true situa
tion in detail. It was possible that a great number of Chinese 
were killed or wounded during the Ranking Campaign by gunfire, but 
he did not believe there was truth in the charge that there were 
cases of planned massacre. Rothing could be farther from the truth 
than the slander that the Army ordered or tolerated these deeds.

* Heedless to say, KATSUI did everything in his power as 
Commander of the Central Army to take measures to prevent the 
occurrence of such unfortunate incidents and to punish the guilty 
and compensate for damages. To his regret, the result was not per
fect due to the hectic condition of wartime.

After entering Ranking on 17 Dec., he left on the 21st for 
Shanghai. In Shanghai he war busy negotiating with local Chinese 
with regard to the maintenance of general peaee and order and taking 
relief measures for the people and getting in contact with commanders 
* of foreign military and civilian officials to look after incidents 
occurring after the campaign. This was because the Central Army, 
after KATSUI’s return to Shanghai, was ordered to concentrate its 
efforts in securing the entire area south of the Yangtze and east 
of Ranking, especially in the Shanghai neighborhood.

When he heard the rumor of outrages in Ranking after return
ing to Shanghai, he again issued a warning to the officers and ir.en 
staying in Ranking by sending subordinate staff officers at the end 
of 1937 and ordering a thorough investigation of the rumors and quick 
punishment for the guilty. Up to the time he left the post, he re
ceived no authentic reports concerning these matters. Besides the 
maintenance of peace and order in the occupied areas, he felt the 
necessity of negotiations for a general peace movement with the



Page Chiaag Government. He urged Chinese key officials in the Shanghai 
neighborhood to make efforts in this connection and sent envoys to 

38827 Foochow and Canton and had them communicate with Chen yi and Sung * 
Tzu-wen; but simultaneously with the reorganisation of the Central 
Area Army in the latter part of February, he was dismissed from his 
post and returned home.

When he was dismissed as Chief of the 2nd Section of the 
General Staff Headquarters in Dec. 1928, he started a tour of in
spection of Asia and Europe. When passing through Berlin in April 
1929, military attaches in Europe got together to renew friendship 
with him. This was not an official conference and had no particular 
purpose.
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It was presided over by the attache in Berlin and was not 
called or sponsored by MATSUI. At that time MATSUI had no official 
power to sponsor such a conference. It was an informal discussion 
at which the attaches expressed their opinions on the European 
situation. No minutes were taken and no report was made to his 
superior after his return. A supreme war councillor Was mainly 
given a temporary mission regarding education and training within 
the army and was not to meddle with anything, especially with foreign 
affairs. A cabinet advisor was appointed mainly as a consultative 
agency and had no substantial authority. While in these positions, 
his opinion was never taken up concerning China and Asiatic prob
lems, etc. and he never offered his opinion. e

For many years it had been MATSUI's regret to see Asia 
Invaded by Europeans and Americans and he prayed for the recon
struction of Asia by the Asiatics. In view of the alienation between 
Japan and China after the Manchurian Incident, it was his desire 
that the two peoples look at the whole situation instead of mis
understanding each other. To give impetus to the movement of the 
"Greater Asianism" among interested persons in Japan and China, 
he established the Greater Asia Association together with men of 
the same views in 1933. This was not a political organization 

33830 but one to study social culture. Its object was to reconstruct *
Asia by spreading the principle of bringing about co-existence 
and co-prosperity for the Asiatic people and by contributing to 
humanity as a whole. The number of Japanese members reached more 
than 2000, but due to lack of funds it was unable to do anything 
special.

In 1935 and 1936 he travelled in China and tried to 
accomplish the movement. For years in China, Greater Asianism 
had been widely advocated by Sun Wen, former President of China. 
Hoping that the Chinese movement and Japanese movement would be 
in line, he talked with Interested men in Peiping and Tientsin in
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Page the fall of 1935 and In the spring of 1936 there was established the ChiAese Greater Asia Association. It was true that In this regard 33831 he persuaded Chin Te-chun, the mayor of Pelpin, * but Chin's affidavit did not agree with his words at the time. Their claim was not necessarily to drive out Suropeans and Americans from Asia, but he advocated that the latter should join in the idea of co-prosperity and co-existence.
33832 * The Dal Nippon Asia Development League was established at the time of the first K0N0Y2 Cabinet, combining the numerous organisations engaged in developing Asia. The I BAA was organized also and the League came under Its supervision. Due to frequent Cabinet changes, the Asia Development League was constantly compelled to reorganise and change its sphere of aotlvltlee. All it could do and did was to get In contact with cultural organisations in China and Manchukuo to ask their cooperation, and besides that, nothing concrete was accomplished.

83833
The reason MAT9U1 was Vice President 07 Advleor of the League was due to his past relationship with the Greater Asia Association. As the result of the frequent changes in the organisation * of the Development League, it reorganised and changed its name as Dai Blppon Asia Development Association at the time of the Xolso Cabinet in 1944. It was placed under the supervision and guidance of the government but was of a cultural-nature. With the progress of the Paolfio War, the acute situation prevented its starting any concrete movements and it was only able to publish its organ and give guidance for Asiatics residing in Japan. Because of his past connection with this association, MATSUI took charge of its management, but the war came to an end and he was obliged to 

dissolve It.
About 12 Deo. 1937 he received a report that an artillery unit of the 10th Army bombarded a British gunboat near WUhu. Be ordered his 0/8 to investigate, and according to his report about 33834 11 Dec., Chinese troops were retreating * on the Yangtze Hiver byships, many of which were displaying foreign flags. The 10th Army Commander YAHAOAWA ordered that these ships be fired upon whioh had retreating Chinese soldiers on board. When Colonel HAYASHI located several ships sailing with Chinese soldiers on the morning of the 12th in the fog-covered Yangtse Hiver, he opened fire and the Ladybird was among those ships. MAT8UX Immediately ordered the Commander of the 10th Army to apologise to the British Bavai C-in-0. MAT8UI, returning to Shanghai from Banking, oalled on Admiral Little and apologized. Little fully understood and promised he would transmit the apology to Britain.
The bombing of the USB Panay was done by a Navy plane by mistake. The plane was not under MATSUI ' e command and he had
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Page nothing to do with it. Since it wae an unfortunate incident,MATSUI went to Admiral Yarnell, the U.S. Davy Commander, expressing his regret.
33835 * MATSUI protected peaceful people and respected foreign rights and interests. After the Shanghai and Banking battles, he visited Admiral Little and Admiral Yarnell to promote better under standing, and hs also met the French Ambassador and Bavy C-in-0 and exchanged opinions about the French Concession and Banahl.

The number of Japanese officers and men killed or dying from disease during the fighting at Shanghai, Banking, etc.33836 vas more than 21,000 * and the total casualties were more than80,000. He decided there were many cases of massacre. He thought there were many victims of Chinese soldiers and people and among them were not a few who suffered from cholera, etc. prevailing at Shanghai and in the Chinese Army. To his way of thinking, when the Chinese and Japanese ought to have cooperated as brethrenit was a calamity that they struggled against each other and a tremendous cost. It was his hope that the Incident would give33837 an opportunity for the two to live in harmony. * After returning home he built a temple and a statue of the Goddess of Mercy, dedicating them to the victims of both countries.
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33838 •Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated that

33839

Japan decided on 15 August to send an expeditionary force to Shanghai, 
which consisted of the Third and Eleventh Divisions. The wit^pss stated 
that before he left Tokyo to take command he asked that the number of 
divisions be increased to five. Since there were reports coming in that 
the number of Chinese troops in Shanghai and vicinity was about 100,000 
it was believed a strength of five divisions would be appropriate to 
meet the situation. *To meet the demands of the situation, troops 
were increased to the point that the expeditionary force alone con
sisted of five divisions and the Yanagawa Army had three 
divisions, a total of eight. The expeditionary force reached five 
divisions during the first of October. The Tenth Army under 
YANAGAWA landed in China about 5 November 1937.

33840 •Reference was made to the affidavit where he referred to

33841

the reason for his appointment as C-in-C of the expeditionary force.
The accused stated that during his military career he had spent about 
twelve years in China. In 1907 he went to Peking as assistant 
Military Attache at Shanghai and after three years there he returned to 
Japan. • In 1914 he went to China again, staying there for about

33842

four and one-half years. During this time he cooperated with Sun Yat-sen 
and other members of the Kuomintang in trying to overthrow Emperor 
Yuan Shih-kai. While he was in Shanghai he was military agent there.
A military Attache acted in conjunction with the legation or embassy 
but a military agent was under the direct control of the General Staff 
•and worked independently. One of his duties was to examine the 
terrain in the vicinity of Shanghai and Nanking. Asked if that wasn't 
the reason he was appointed C-in-C in 1937, he replied he didn't think 
his knowledge of topography was of great importance but believed his 
appointment was due to his friendship for leaders of the Kuomintang with 
whom he had become acquainted in Shanghai and Nanking. Asked if his 
knowledge of the area had not come in useful later on, he replied there 
might have been occasions on which it was of service.

33843

Reference was made to the affidavit where it stated the 
intention was to settle the incident locally as soon as possible and 
to prevent the armed ^conflict from spreading. When it was suggested 
to the accused that before he left Tokyo in 1937 he made known his 
desire to press on to Nanking, he stated he did have such thought 
at the time he left Tokyo.

33844 •Asked if the Chinese resisted at every turn, he replied that 
"resist" wasn't the word, but from the very beginning it was the Chinese 
who took the offeneive. When the Japanese took the offensive the 
Chineee did resist. In connection with his statement in the affidavit 
that the expeditionary force was a means of bringing about friendly 
relations he was asked if at this time, late 1937, he was not in favor 
of continuing negotiations with Chiang Kai-shek. He answered that on 
one hand the Japanese forces attacked the Chinese who threatened them



and on the other hand they conducted behind-the-scenes negotiations 
with Chiang and his regime for conclusion of peace.

33845 *He never advised his government to have nothing to do 
with Chiang Kai-shek at that time. Asked if he expressed strong 
opinions to that effect, he replied that since his thoughts were 
to open peaceful negotiations with Chiang he did not voice such 
opinions. His thoughts were to crush as quickly as possible the 
opposing forces in the ShanghaiTNanking area and immediately to 
open peace negotiations after they were crushed.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that he was aware of instances where troops and nationals of 
England, America, France, etc. in sympathy with Chinese troops 
Intentionally gave assistance to them and obstructed Japanese 
military movements. Asked what countries constituted "et cetera" 
he stated that almost all European and American countries in or

33846 near Shanghai at the time * were in sympathy with the Chinese.
Germany directly aided the Chinese and there were many German 
advisers to the Chinese forces. None of these countries made 
war on Japan but they were not only out of sympathy with the 
Japanese side but were actually giving moral and even actual 
material help. Asked what they gave, he stated that if he gave 
all the facts they would be many in number, but as an example,
Britain furnished food, supplies, equipment and arms. When the 
Japanese were attacking the Chinese battery at Wooeung a French 
warship intentionally went through the Japanese lines, hindering

33647 the attack. The ship was lying outside Shanghai Harbor * but 
«dien the Japanese began attacking the battery it went up the 
Yangtze.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it referred
33848 to the Central China Army * end stated that Headquarters had 

only seven staff officers and its duty was limited to oper
ational instructlone to the two Hindquarters and had no 
authority in intendance and medical mattere of the army in 
general. The accused stated, by this he meant it had no 
authority over such matters as rations, quarters, pay and 
medical services. Where he said that his relation with the

33849 officers and men in the field * with regard to command and 
supervision was entirely indirect, he meant he exercised command 
through the commanders of the Shanghai Expeditionary Force and
the 10th Army. It was true that the 10th Army and the expeditionary 
force were under his command.

In his affidavit he had stated that some excited young 
officers and men might have committed outrages in Nanking. He 
did not see this with his own eyes but knew of it from reports.
These outrages were murder, rape, looting and forceful seizure of 
materials and he received these reports from the gendarmery.
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33850 “Reminded that hs had stated in his affidavit that at ths 
time of the Nanking capture he was at Soochow, 140 miles away, and 
was unaware of the outrages committed, he was asked how he heard 
that the city had fallen He stated he heard it from reports of the 
expeditionary force commander, Prince ASAKA, and from the 10th Army 
Commander, YANAGAWA, and both kept him in close touch with the 
progress of the operations. Reminded that he stated in his affi
davit that he heard about the outrages after entering Nanking on 17 
December from the Commander of the Kempei Unit, he was asked if he 
received reports from other persons after entering Nanking. He 
stated that when he went to the Japanese Consulate he heard stories 
of similar nature from the consul. “Asked why he didn1t put that

33851 in his affidavit, he stated that was because he did not hear it as an
official report but merely heard stories from the consul in the course 
of the conversation. He did not hear from the consul that complaints 
had been lodged by foreign residents wi th the Consulate. He heard from 
the consul that among the officers and men who had entered Nanking 
were some who had committed outrages. Asked if the consul mentioned 
any particular units, divisions or armies he replied the conversation 
did not go into such details. He believed it took place about the 
18th or 19th of December. Asked if he also received reports of out
rages from army and divisional commanders while he was in

33852 Nanking * he replied he did not receive such reports. He acknowledged 
being in Court when the witness NAKAYAMA, an intelligence officer of the 
Central China Area Army gave evidence. Asked if he heard NAKAYAMA
say that he received additional reports from commanders and divisional 
commanders of MATSUI's Command as well as from diplomatic organs he 
replied he didn' t think NAKAYAMA said that since MATSUI was army 
commander he received reports from the two army commanders but not 
from divisional commanders as they were not his subordinate commanders. 
He did receive reports from the two army commanders immediately after 
his entry into Nanking. These reports were in regard to the general 
war situation and he did not receive reports on outrages from them.

33853 *His Chief of Staff on 18 or 19 December was dead and he 
could not recall his name. Asked if he succeeded Lt. General 
11NUMA, he replied that IINUMA was Chief of Staff of the area army 
and Chief of Staff of the expeditionary force was appointed by the 
General Staff. When told that it was understood from the witness 
IINUMA that he relinquished his post about the time of Nanking's 
capture, the accused stated that at the time of the capture IINUMA 
was Chief of Staff of the expeditionary force and later in 
February of the following year when the army was reorganised 
2INUMA was relieved.

Asked if his Chief of Staff immediately after the fall of 
Nanking told him of outrages committed by troops under MATSUI's

33854 command, he replied he did so report, saying it was a*report he had 
received from the Kempei.
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His name was TSUKADA.

33,855

The accused was reminded of testimony by the witness 
HIDAKA (T 21,453) that reports of atrocities from foreign 
residents in Nanking were sent to the Foreign Office in Tokyo 
and to the army in Nanking. The accused stated that such reports, 
if sent to the army in Nanking, should have gone to the Headquarters 
of Prince ASAKA, commander of the expeditionary force. The witness 
was reminded of testimony of NAKAYAMA (T 21,927) that he thought the 
reports went to the Special Service Department of the Shanghai 
Expeditionary Force and the accusedtae asked where that department 
was subsequent to December 17, 1937, the accused replied the Head
quarters were in Shanghai but believed a part of it had gone to 
Nanking. Headquarters of the expeditionary * force were inside the 
walls of Nanking, and he believed 10th Army Headquarters were in 
Nanking for two days but moved to Hangchow around the 20th.

33856

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that hearing about these atrocities MATSUI ordered every unit to 
investigate thoroughly and punish the guilty men. Asked if they 
reported back the result of investigations, he replied that 
each specific unit vould not report to him directly but if he 
received reports it would be from the two army commanders. Up to 
his departure from Shanghai in February the following year he 
received no reports on these investigations. * He had asked 
that they be reported to him but the reply was that they were in 
the midst of Investigations and as soon as they were completed they 
would reply. He had also received no reply until he left China in 
February 1937. Asked if the General Staff in Tokyo communicated 
with him regarding the behavior of troops in Nanking, he stated 
he was not aware of any communications from the General Staff to 
him on that point. He knew nothing at all of any communications

33857

from anyone in Tokyo addressed to anyone that came to his knowledge 
in China. He did remember that toward the end of January 1938 
when Major General HOMMA was sent to his headquarters from the 
General Staff he said Tokyo authorities were very worried about 
reports * of outrages committed by Japanese soldiers in China.
In December and early January he did not receive any complaints 
from any government or military authority in Tokyo regarding the 
conduct of troops in Nanking. He heard nothing about a communi
cation sent to Prince ASAKA, commander of the expeditionary force

33858 from Japan, * nor did he hear about any complaint sent to A8AKA 
from any place whatsoever.

The accused stated that on 18 December he called to
gether all units stationed in Nanking for a memorial service and 
he believed that all officers above the rank of regimental 
commander were there. They were assembled because on the previous
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' day he hid i'«celved through his Chiez cf Staff the report of the 
gendarmery commander In regard to outrages committed by Japanese 
soldiers and he gathered the officers together to give them direct 
instructions. He did not know how long the atrocities went on in 
Nanking but thought most were committed immediately after the entry.

38859 *The accused stated he had heard but did not believe the
evidence of the witness Magee (T 3922) and the witness Bates (T 2644) 
in which they said atrocities went on for about six weeks after the 
fall of the city.

33860

33861

33863

Beference was made to the affidavit where it was stated 
that not a few of the crimes in Nanking were committed by Chinese 
troopB and people when the city fell. Asked how he knew that» he 
replied he knew it from receiving reports made by Staff Officer 
NAKAYAMA and Counselor HIDAKA, whom he had sent to investigate.
He believed he received the report in mid January. In their report 
they mentioned crimes committed by Japanese soldiers but as they 
reported orally he didn't remember the contents too well.
•Since they went to Nanking to investigate after the incident 
had broken out and since they caught no one actually in the act 
MATSUI was not able to get an exact report. Asked if he sent them 
back to make a further and better report, he stated that at the 
time it was after the incidents had occurred and almost impossible 
for the Chief of Staff and Foreign Office authorities to make 
exact investigations. The only method left was to order unit 
commanders to investigate in regard to their own units but such 
reports took quite some time and he did not have them when he left 
China for Japan.

The accused was reminded of the testimony of the witness 
OKADA (T 32,747) who said he had a conversation with MATSUI in the 
Metropole Hotel in Nanking on 18 December and MATSUI told him he was 
sorry because unknowingly he had wrought a most * grievous effsct upon 
the city. The accused acknowledged making this statement to OKAOA. 
MATSUI stated he had no desire to occupy Nanking by war but wished the 
occupation to be peaceful and had no desire to turn Nanking into a 
field of carnage and that is what he meant when he referred to a most 
grievous effect upon the city.

In his inspection on 19 December he did not enter the refugee 
zone. Asked if he had no conversations with those refugees as set 
out in the affidavit of the witness OKADA, he replied that it was not 
in the refugee zone but elsewhere that he met two refugees and talked 
with them.

•The accused was reminded that the witness NAKAYAMA 
(T 21,893) testified that MATSUI informed Chief of Staff TSUKADA 
to issue an order to all staff officers that as Nanking was China's 
capital its capture wsb an International event and careful study 
must be made so as to dazzle China even more greatly with Japan's 
military glory. The accused acknowledged issuing that ordsr.
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l££i The witness HIDAKI was an embassy councillor in Nanking 
before the incident. After the incident the embassy was located 
in Shanghai.

33864 *H1DAK1 was the official who received the complaints of 
the foreign residente of Nanking and was the same official who 
MATSUI asked to make an investigation in January 1938. HIDAKl's 
report was verbal and the accused did not heah him mention that he

33865

had been receiving constant reports of complaints of the foreign 
residents of Nanking. MATSUI had HIDAKI investigate into matters of 
damages and losses Inflicted upon the embassies and legations of 
foreign powers in Nanking and Indemnify them. This Included the 
Chinese. »Asked if it was not true that HIDAKI was to investigate 
upon the basis of the information contained in reports of com
plaints he had, the accused replied he did not know.what method 
was used but he assumed he based his investigation on reports 
of foreigners in the refugee zone. MATSUI at that time did not 
hear of such reports. Asked why he then assumed that he predicated 
his investigation upon such reports, he replied he was assuming now 
and after being informed that many such reports had been submitted 
to the consul.

33866

Referencs was made to the affidavit where it was statsd 
that when he inspected the city only about twenty dead Chinese 
soldiers were seen lying on the streets. Asked how many bodies of 
dead civilians, including women and children, he saw, he replied 
he did not see any. *Witness was reminded that in his interro
gation (Exh. 257) he was asked if he saw any bodies of dead 
civilians, women or children, when he went to Nanking on the 17th 
and he answered that they had all been removed but he saw a few 
dead soldiers near the west gate. Asked if it could be understood 
from that answer that the bodies of dead civilians had been re
moved by the time he got there, he replied he did not know of any 
Chinese women and children being killed within Nanking. Asked why 
he said in his interrogation that they had all been removed by the 
time he entered the city, he replied he did not know whether he 
said that or not but if there had been it was his idsa then that 
they would naturally have been removed from the scene.

33867

Reference was made to the affidavit during his stay in 
Shanghai after the fall of Nanking until February 1938 where he 
stated the only thing he heard was a rumor at the end of December 
1937 that there were some cases of illegal acts in Nanking but he 
received no official * report about such fact. Asked where the 
rumors came from, he replied that at the time there were many 
rumors among Chinese and foreigners and he learned this from 
persons hearing these rumors. Such rumors might have appeared in 
Chinese newspapers but he did not think at that time such matters
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got into print. There might have been some in the foreign press but 
from his careful scrutiny of Chinese and foreign newspapers at the 
time he did not notice any. Reminded that the accused MINAMI had 
testified (T 20,015) that the rape of Nanking had been reported in 
the press of the world he was asked if he read any of those reports 
and he answered that he had not read such reports but they might have 
been reported after he had already left Shanghai because he did not 
notice any while he was there.

33868

33869

33870

33871

•He had a conversation with Mr. Hallett Abend in Shanghai 
twice in January 1937. He met him to hear what he had heard and to 
impart information to Abend. Asked if he wanted to quell the rumors 
abroad at that time, he replied "quell" was hardly the word to be used. 
His desire was to see the truth reported. To the witness was quoted 
a part of his interrogation (Exh. 257) in which when asked when he 
first saw Hallett Abend after the Nanking capture he replied he met him 
for the first time about a month after. Asked if Abend asked for an 
interview he replied "no", he requested Abend to see him as he had 
* heard rumors and wished to quell these by putting the facts before 
Abend. The accused conceded that this was what took place. Asked 
what rumors he was referring to when he mentioned this conversation 
with Abend, he replied that regarding the many outrages alleged to 
have been committed in Nanking his desire was to tell Abend the truth 
of the situation as he believed it and although there were many foreign 
correspondents in Shanghai at the time he felt Mr. Abend the most 
trustworthy. He could not say who was talking about these outrages 
but thought the source of the rumors was mostly Chinese and foreigners 
who had heard them from Chinese. He could not recall but thought 
it was one of his subordinates who passed the information on to him,
•and it probably was hie Chief of Staff. He was going to tell Abend 
the facts so there would be no misapprehension about the true state 
of affairs. Asked if he had received any report from his investi
gators at that time, he stated "no", but he had been receiving 
fragmentary reports from the gendarmerie, not directly himself but 
his staff officers were receiving them daily since the fall of Nanking. 
Asked if those reports were communicated to him as C-in-C, he replied 
that as the gendarmerie were not his direct subordinates but the 
subordinates of the army commanders the reports were made to them and 
not to himself. * Asked what the army commanders did with the reports 
received from the Kempetai, he replied that when the facts were made 
known the offender was tried and punished. When he had mentioned 
fragmentary reports from the Kempeitai he meant staff officers on 
his staff as C-in-C. Asked if the reports were brought to his knowledge, 
he replied that ordinarily discipline and morals was the responsibility 
of the division commander and the army commander supervised the 
divisional commander and maintained the courts martial under his juris
diction. MATSU1 was the commander above them and his area had no ' 
military police under its direct control and therefore reports were 
not made to his headquarters or to himself directly.
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Elte It was more proper to say that the facts were brought to his attention for reference purposes.
33672 •Asked if staff officers of his headquarters were constantly

33673

receiving reports from the Kempeitai, he replied it was more correct to say that inasmuch as he told his staff officers to put these matters under investigation they went to the Kempeitai to get information rather than to receive reports from them. Asked if after Investigation they returned to headquarters with reports, he replied that at that time there was a battle going on. It was not easy to get the desired facts and it was only natural that reports were fragmentary and abstract. Asked what reports he had as to what was going on in Nanking from his staff officers who got it from the Kempeitai, he replied that inasmuch as these incidents had already occurred and reports were heard indirectly through various informants and with troops constantly * on the move it was of the utmost difficulty to ascertain the facts. Asked how he was then able to give Abend in January 1938 the true facts of the situation, he replied he talked to Abend on the basis of reports communicated to him from the Kempel. Discipline and morals were the responsibility of the divisional commander. He was O-in-C of the Central Army. Asked if he was suggesting that power of command did not carry with it the power to enforce discipline on his
33674 troops, he replied that as C-in-0 he had power to command operations of the two armies under his command * but did not have direct

33676

authority to handle discipline and morals. Asked if had the power to see that discipline and morals were maintained in units under his command, he replied it would be more correot to say obligation or duty rather than authority. This was the reason he summoned his officers in Nanking after the entry and talked to them about disciplinary measures. Asked if he was not attempting to say that power of discipline was not inherent in his command, he replied 1 that he was not evading all responsibilities in connection with the 1 capture of Nanking as area commander but was not directly re- 1 sponsible for the discipline and morals of the armies under his 1 command. Asked if this was because there was an army commander 1 in the units under his command and he carried out * disciplinary 1 measures through his army commanders, he replied that he himself I did net have authority te take disciplinary measures or hold courts 1 martial but such authority resided in army or division commanders. 1 He had no legal right to order a court martial to be held in the army I or division. Asked how he explained his efforts to show that he I ordered severe punishment to the guilty for outrages in Nanking 1 and did everything in his power as C-in-C to give severe punishment to 1 the guilty, he replied he had no authority except to express his desires 1 as C-in-C to the army and divisional commanders. It would be a diffi- I cult thing in the light of the law for a general officer commanding 1 to express his desires to subordinates in the form of orders. 1
33876 •Asked when he wanted those under him to do something what 1 he did, he replied that authority vested in him was overall oper- 1 atlonal command of the two armies and that was all. It would be I



Page difficult to determine hie legal responsibility with regard to the 
question of discipline and morals. Asked if his military superiors 
in Tokyo were diesatisfied with the conduct of the army in China 
who they would hold responsible, he replied it was difficult to 
try to determine this legal question and he did net know how the 
general staff offices in Tokyo felt at that time but while he was 
in Shanghai or after his return to Tokyo he was newer reprimanded 
by the Chief of Staff.

Asked why General HOMMA went to Shanghai early in February
33877 of 1938, he replied * it was only natural that the central authorities 

would be greatly worried about the reporte of outrages and MATSUI £ee 
shared that misgiving and because of his great worry he instructed 
officers to rectify such actions and he told them that discipline had 
to be maintained. General HOMMA came to his headquarters but did not 
speak about the particulars of the reports received in Tokyo, but did 
speak generally about the conduct of MATSUI's troops in Nanking.

33678 'HOMMA came to China because the higher command was concerned about 
the conduct of the troops and MATSUI presumed he learned of these 
matters from reports sent by the Foreign Office to the army. The 
accused was quite sure that he himself did not send a report to Tokyo 
Headquarters. He may have talked about the matter to the General 
Staff after his return but never sent an official report, nor an

33679 'unofficial report. Asked if although he did know of some incidents 
having occurred he didn't report these to Tokyo, he replied if there 
was any necessity for sending reports with regard to discipline
and morals that authority did not roside in the aroa commander C-in-C 
but was in the divisional commander. Asked about the responsibility 
of the army commanders he stated that legally this would be difficult 
to say and his interpretation was that the responsibility resided in 
the divisional commander to send reports to central authorities through 
their immediate superior, the army commander. Asked if the divisional 
commander would send a report through the army commander through the

33880 C-in-C to Tokyo, he replied * he could not speak of this definitely from 
the legal standpoint. Asked if they wore not channeled through the 
C-in-C of the central AJnnqrv h* replied he could not say whether it was 
legally correct or not but as a matter of fact such reports wore not 
sent by him.
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33882 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that after entering Nanking on 17 December, he heard 
about it for the first time from the Kempei commander and at 
once ordered every unit to investigate thoroughly and Dunish 
the guilty men. Asked how he explained this statement if he 
had no power to give orders relative to the maintenance of

discipline, he stated that he meant to say that he gathered to
gether his army commanders and unit commanders, expressing 
his desires in regard to the maintenance of discipline and 
ordered them to take appropriate measures,

33883 * Asked about his testimony before that he had no 
Dower to give orders, he replied that at the time, being area 
army commander, he was given authority to unify the joint 
strategy of the two armies, therefore he could not say that 
the maintenance of discipline had no connection with strategy, 
and in so far as the two were interconnected, he thought he 
would have power to interfere in matters of discipline, but 
in the strict legal sense he did not conceive himself as hav
ing the power to give specific orders in detail with regard
to discipline and this was his belief to the present day.

33884 Reference was made to the affidavit where he referred to 
a meeting in Berlin in 1929 at which time he had just left
his post as chief of the second section of the general staff. 
Asked if the basic work of that section was collection of 
information with respect to countries other than China, he re
plied his duties were general observation. When he made his 
triD in 1929» he passed through FIC, Siam, Burma, and India,

33885 then Italy, France,* and passed through Berlin in April.
His expenses were defrayed by the general staff as he was at
tached to it. Asked if he was on duty on this tour, he re
plied that an officer of the general staff is that, but he 
had no special duties there.

It was true that the duty of a general staff officer 
was to be told what he was to do and to do it, but his trip 
was authorized by the general staff because he had just com
pleted a long tour of duty in it, and it was partly for the 
purpose of recuperation and also to enable him to get a bet-

33886 ter idea of world situation. *When he visited Eurrp.countries, 
he saw the military attaches there. Asked if it was not un
necessary then for him to get together with them in Berlin
to renew friendships, he replied it was thought desirable that 
the European attaches should have the opportunity of getting 
together, and therefore the attache in Germany, OMURA, sent 
invitations to the countries and they all accepted.



Page
They knew MATSUI was coming to Berlin because he had 

told them he would arrive and there were attaches there from 
Britain, Germany, France, Poland, Russia, Austria, Turkey, and 
Italy. The accused, HASHIMOTO, was there from Turkey, and

33887 * SUZUKI, the attache from Poland was there but this was not 
the accused SUZUKI. No such thing as sabotage and espionage 
against Russia were discussed, but each representative told 
of the situation in the country in which he was stationed.
After talking all day on various topics, they spent the even
ing at a restaurant.

The accused was told that in exhibit 733-A. an excerpt 
from his interrogation, he was shown a copy of exhibit 732-A, 
"Items Concering the U.S.S.R. Presented at the Conference of 
Japanese Military Attaches in Europe." After being shown this 
document, among the items of which were mentioned sabotage and 
espionage, the accused stated he had come to the conclusion 
that the notes were made by one who was present at the confer-

33888 ence and apparently reflected correctly * the contents of some 
of the questions which were considered at the conference.

The accused was asked if he wish to make any change 
in the above statement in his interrogation because he had re
ferred in his affidavit to exhibit 733» and he replied that 
during the time of his interrogations by the Soviet authorities 
they presented him with a document quite different from the 
one the prosecutor described. When shown exhibit 732-A, the

33889 accused said it was a copy of a different document * and they 
never especially discussed such problems as were written in 
it. The very title was sheer nonsense.

The accused was reminded that the accused HASHIMOTO 
had testified before the court that at this meeting the topic 
of sabotage and espionage against Russia came up (T. 28,839), 
and MATSUI was asked if HASHIMOTO was wrong. He replied that 
since HAGHIMOTO was attache in Turkey, he spoke of intelli
gence work vis-a-vis Russia, but did not recall the contents 
of his talk. He recalled tnat HASHIMOTO spoke of utilizing 
White Russians in Turkey but did not recall concerning send
ing White Russians into Russia surreptitiously.

33890 * Asked if it was not true that this meeting was to 
discuss what might be done by way of espionage and sabotage 
against Russia, he replied that officers stationed in count
ries neighboring Russia probably talked about Russia, but each 
attache spoke of the subjects he was most concerned with.
The accused stated he believed he resigned as a supreme war
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Page councillor in March 1935 and did so because he was appointed 
commander of the Taiwan Garrison force. It had nothing to do 
with disagreement in policy. Reminded that he was then ap
pointed a cabinet advisor, and that he had stated that h’s

33891 opinion was never taken * up concerning China and Asiatic 
nroblems, and that he never offered his opinion, he was read 
what the accused KIDO had said about the position of a cab
inet councillor in court (T. 31*413)* When Kido had been ask
ed what was the duty of a cabinet councillor, he replied he 
thought that according to government regulations, his main 
function was to serve as consultant to the Premier in con
nection with bringing about an early termination of the China 
Incident.

When KIDO had been asked if a cabinet councillor was 
a special position created for that precise purpose, he had 
replied "yes". Asked how he reconciled KIDO’s statement with 
his own statement that he had never offered his opinion on 
any matter concerning China or Asia, he rep'lied that the orig
inal reason for setting cabinet councillors might be as KIDO 
said, but actually they were only advisor in name and although 
they gathered once or twice a week at the Premier’s official 
residence, they did a lot of talking which never came to any
thing more.

33892 * It was not an official meeting and it would be bet
ter to call it a political gesture of the government. The pur
pose of the Greater Asia Association was to create a greater 
east Asia for all the Asiatic peoples, including China. Indo- 
China. Siam, Dutch Indies, Philippines, Malaya. Mongolia and 
Siberia. He thought most of the peoples inhabiting the Siber
ian regions were Asiatic, including the Mongolians, the Bur- 
jats, the Yakuta, and when asked if the Tsukches were included, 
he said he did not know that name.

Asked if in order to enter into this Greater East 
Asia, it would be necessary for these countries to break away, 
as for example, Siberia and Mongolia from Russia, he replied 
that his principle of Greater Asia did not call for the separa
tion of these peoples from the country from which they were 
affiliated, and they did not necessarily think necessary, for 
instance for the Yukuts Republic to leave the Soviet Union or 
if India remained in the British Commonwealth. What they aimed 
at was that all the Asiatics should work together for Asia’s 
prosperity. Asked if Manchuria would be an example of what 
he v/as advocating, he replied that it could be considered that 

33894 way. * Asked if in the case of war with the USSR, Manchuria 
would be a very valuable base of operation, he replied that 
history had proved that in case of war between Soviet and 
Japan, Manchuria would be a base.
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Page It was suggested to the accused that the policy of his
association was that these Asiatic countries and peoples were 
to be brought into the structure of Greater East Asia and as 
their entry could not be brought about by peaceful negotiations, 
the question would have to be settled by war. He said that 
the basic principle underlying the movement was the same as 
the one for a federation of Europe, which arose in Europe, and 
of the Pan-American movement,

33895 * In 1935 and 1936 he was traveling in China and preach
ing the gospel of this association. After the out break of the 
Greater East Asia War, in 1941, he made tours of FIC and the 
southern regions and was in the Philippines, Asked if in 
these countries, his effort was to convince those oeople of
the propriety of their entering the structure of the Greater 
Asia Association, he replied that by that time they had estab
lished a Great Asia League and he went around exhorting the 
peoples of Greater Asia to cooperate with it, but at the same 
time he had many friends in the south asiatic countries, and

33896 * Professor Duran expressed sympathy for asianism. He had 
met with he and former presdient Laurel in Tokyo and talked 
with them on this point.

He did not recall the time the league was established. 
The Japanese government assembled representatives of the Great 
Asia countries for a conference in Tokyo, Reminded that he had 
said in his affidavit it was at the first KONOYE cabinet, and 
asked if that was correct or if it was the second KONOYE cab-

33897 inet, he stated * he believed there was confusion regarding
the three societies with which he had been concerned: the
Asia Association, the Asia Development League, and the Great 
Jaoan Asia Development League. These three had common prin
ciples and all advocated asianism, but their form and struc
ture differed from time to time according to the changing 
international circumstances and the internal political situa
tion.

Asked when the Dai Nippon Development League was es
tablished, he stated he thought it was during the first KONOYE 
cabinet. Mention was made of the affidavit where he said the 
Dai Nippon Development Association published an organ, and he 
was asked if this was the Dai Asia Shimbun. He stated it was 
not a newspaper but a magazine and the association published 
the Dai Asia Shugi, or The Principle of Great Asia. After

33898 the Development League was established, the name * of the maga
zine became Dai Asia, or Great Asia. When shown a document
he identified it as the magazine "Dai Asia Shugi" for Jan
uary, 1941. Exhibit 3499-A, an excerpt therefrom being an

339OO article written by the accused, MATSUÏ, entitled a * "Prooosal 
for unification and rapid progress of various organizations
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Page for development of Asia"by MATSUI, Iwane, stated that the year 
26OO of the Imperial Japanese Era brought faith in Imperial 
history and awakened the whole nation with a determination to 
face the present world situation. The conclusion of the tri
partite pact between Japan, Germany, and Italy and the recog
nition by the Nanking Kuomintang Government had forced them 
irresistibly to go on the road to construct a new order in 
Asia against long dominance by Britain, America, and France.

Reconstruction of the various internal organs was ur
gently necessary to meet, this serious situation, together with 
the establishment of a so-called new structure in politics, 
economics and in various other spheres. They welcomed 2601th 
year with great pleasure and pride in living in this sacred 
age of Showa to promote the building of Greater Asia. However, 
they could not consider the determination of the people 
both in and out of power quite insufficient.

33901 * The tripartite pact had been concluded in alliance
with the declaration made at the formation of the KONOYE cab
inet and the rescript was issued to urge the people to make up 
their minds. But they felt that since the government had been 
carrying out foreign policy without firm faith to resolutely 
execute the national policy, and since many politicians and 
learned people had not come up to expectation in their enthus- 
iasim, the internal situation was reflected on foreign coun
tries and it was regrettable that not only many Asiatic coun
tries headed by China, but also European powers were beginning 

. to make light of their determination and foothold.
Out of his dissatisfaction in the present situation, 

33902 * MATSUI urged political thought, cultural, and other bodies 
for the development of Asia to rise up. The wise as well as 
energetic young men belonging to these bodies he believed were 
certainly willing to carry out these measures. Their convic
tion and enthusiasm would be a sole guiding power for carry
ing out the national policy which had been hindered. MATSUI 
now proposed the unification of these Asia revival bodies. 
Though they had different objectives and different natures, 
their chief aims were the unification and rehabilitation of 
the Asiatic races.

Up to the present, they had not been the same in their 
measures, but were acting independently far from answering the 
requirement of the present New Structure of Society. Such dif
ferent organizations of these bodies had disturbed the peoDles’ 

33903 faith and ideals in * the Asiatic Revival Policy. Such being
the case, recently they had organized the League of the Asiatic 
Development Bodies, exerting efforts for more than a year to 
unite and adjust all of them into one and to control and guide
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Page it by a uniform thought and faith, together with starting a new 
collective activity by concentrating the separate and duplicated 
efforts of them. They hoped to correct and guicte the concents of 
Asiatic Revival and unify and lead the peoples’ ideals. What 
the organization aimed at must harmonize with government policy 
and sometimes it would advise and encourage them to assist the 
Asiatic Revival policy. Its ambition was to become the nuc
leus of the nation's cultural idea of revival and start an in
ternational movement east and west with a view to join the 
IRA movement started by the Asiatic Revival organizations,

33904 * In spite of the many revival bodies in the country, 
new ones were being organized and some measures to control 
them was urgent. Although these old bodies had their own hi s 
tory and special circumstances, their unification would not be 
difficult and it would not be hard to continue the work of the 
old ones under consistent control. In controlling, they must 
depend upon the effectiveness of each person and organization 
and all members of the various bodies were earnestly desired 
to agree with them, and the authorities of the China Affairs 
Board were to contemplate this matter,

MATSUI here suggested the unification of all the Asia 
Revival bodies and desired apostles for the cause to rise and 
coooerate and guide the people. The Dresent situation had b e 
come clear and did not allow them to hesitate. If overcautious

33 9 0 5 they would entangle the situation * misleading the country.
It was necessary to listen to the nation's voice for those who 
wanted to guide national policy with sincerity and good faith, 
but they could not approve shirking responsibility, especially 
when the decision of national politics depended unon deter
mination to put national policy toward Greater Asia into effect.

MATSUI felt most deeply their responsibility as apos
tles of the revival and this was why he appealed to their c o m 
rades to rise at once.

Regarding the above article, the accused was asked in 
what way the government was too scrupulous in carrying out its 
foreign policy. He replied that at the time hostilities b e 
tween Japan and China were in progress and some of the govern
ment policies toward Asia, as a whole, were imbued with a 
strong Asianistic spirit. But in view of Japan's internal sit-

33906 uation, there were many who tried to think in * negative terms. 
Hemmed in by these two extremes, the government's policies 
were very vascillating and MATSUI felt strongly that they were 
too weak and dilly-dallying. Reminded that the tripartite pact 
had been signed and there had been a move.into F I C , he was 
asked what he wanted the government to do. He stated his m o v e 
ment was mainly cultural and ideological and he had no idea of
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Page advocating a policy of force or of In ten tla lly  settin g  themselves up against European and American nations* But in view of the international situ ation  and Japan's national strength, he fe&t they should not S it i<?iy by* "His ideas were quite d if ferent" from Gandhi's movement which was negative. The fundamental s p ir it  which animated MATSUI was the sp ir it  of Bushido
33 90 7  and of Buddhism doctrines. * Even i f  he was sa cr ificed , he would give up his l i f e  for the welfare and reconstruction of the A siatic people and even i f  Japan was to be sa cr ificed , she should give h erse lf up for A sia's sake.
33908 * Reference was made to his reference to the Ladybird Incident in  h is a ff id a v it , and that he had stated he was responsible for a l l  operational matters* He agreed that the bombardment of the Ladybird came within th is  c la s s if ic a t io n  andhe took fu l l  resp on sib ility  for i t  without hesitation* Reminded that he had ordered the 10th Army Commander to apologize to the B ritish  c -in -c  and that he took no resp o n sib ility  for the bombing of the Panay. he was asked why he went to Admiral Yar- n e ll about that incident as was i t  not proper to go to the U*S* Navy commander, he stated that the main purpose of h is re-33909 quest for an interview * with Admiral Yarnell was discussed  on American rights and Interests in the Shanghai.Nanking area.

Even though the navy was responsible for bombing the ship Panay. i t  belonged to the United States navy and as MATSUI was directing joint navy-army operations, he f e l t  that although i t  was not h is d irect resp o n sib ility , i t  was in accordance with Bushido to express a word of regret to Admiral Yarnell. Navy units were not under hia operational command but en tire ly  in dependent and under the navy. The commander of the Japanese f le e t ,  HASEGAWA, issued the operation orders, which were carried  out by those naval units and he was not under MATSUIrs command but independent.
Asked how he could d irect operations without the navy being under h is operational control, he stated that in order to33910 do th is  they acted in cooperation with each other. * Reference was made to the a ffid a v it where i t  spoke of a contribution of 10,000 yen to a Reverend Jackinough in Shanghai, and he was asked where the money oame from* He stated that slnoe he did net possess suoh even that amount, he used the money of headquarters' o f f ic ia l  funds.
Asked what h is attitude toward the negotiations with America was in 1941, he stated that when he was fighting  in the Shanghai-Nanking area against the Chinese, the attitu de of the American o f f ic ia ls  was more or le ss  neutral and he could find nothing c r lt lc iz a b le  in their  a ttitu d e ( When he met Admiral Yarnell he told him that whatever incidents may break
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Page out the fighting men of Japan and America should cooperate to 
maintain peace in the Pacific and Admiral Yarnell fully agreed.

33931 This was his sentiment * in 193^ and when again asked about
his attitude in 1941, he would have to go back to explain this 
point. In January 193^ the U.S. President made a speech men
tioning Japan's attitude toward Asia and her actions and in 
language with which he found it difficult to agree and he ex
pressed his dissatisfaction to a New York newspaper corres
pondent.

Asked again if he was in favor of carrying on negotia
tions with the United States in 1941, he replied that it was 
his earnest desire that pending issues between Japan and the 
United States be settled through peaceful negotiations, but 
what he thought of the situation at the time was almost as 
though a Japanese-American war had broke out. When shown an

33912 article in the Dai Asia Shugi, * he acknowledged that he wrote 
it.

Exhibit 35OO-A, an excerpt from the Dai Asia Shugi,
July 1941 issue, being an article entitled " The Settlement 
of the China Incident and the Problem of the United States”

33913 * written by the accused, MATSUI, stated that a lukewarm 
argument for compromise with the United States was being put 
out. It was difficult to comprehend,when he heard that today 
when the hostile feeling of the U.S. was so acute, compromise 
with her was being taken seriously. When compromise was advo
cated from one quarter, its influence extended to Chungking, 
Nanking, Thailand, French Indo-China, and the NEI, and cast
a gloomy shadow on national policy. The reason why the NEI 
suddenly took a firm attitude and the Japanese-Netherlands 
Parley was on the brink of a break-down, was solely because 
the NEI received the impression that Japan would submit to 
the U.S.

The strengthening of Chungking's war attitude, the 
wavering of FIC, the uneasiness of Nanking, were all the ef
fect brought.about by the lukewarm argument for a Japanese- 
American compromise. To complete the Holy War, strengthen 
the peoples' spiritual unity, and make the Asiatic races 
place their-confidence in Japan, it was first necessary to 
sweep away the servile argument for compromise with the

33914 United States. * The basis of the argument for a compromise 
seemed to lie mostly in the idea that by compromising, it 
would be possible to stop aid to Chungking, make them coop
erate in development of the Nanking Regime, obtain U.S, 
loans, and direct U.S.cooperation, and secure material re
sources in the southern regions. This was a fantastic 
mistake. America considered England her first line of defense
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Page and also Chungking and Batavia her first line of defense. There 
was no reason for America to consider a compromise. America 
wanted to divert the Hawaiian fleet to the Atlantic and then 
enter the war, but if she did, the tripartite treaty would make 
itself felt. The U.S. had neither the preparation nor the power 
to wage a two-front operation. She wanted to hold Japan down 
for a while by utilizing the Japanese groups advocating the 
status quo, the pro-Anglo-American groups, and the groups advo* 
eating dependency on the U.S. and Britain. She wanted to de- 

3391? celve Japan and prolong matters * without taking a definite 
step, and in the meantime was making war preparations.

This was their direct intention and if Japan was fool
ed by such a trick, it would be disastrous and they would fall 
from a position of certain victory to one of certain defeat.
They must not absolutely compromise with the U.S. for if they 
did, the significance of the China Incident would be lost and 
the significance of the war for constructing the New Order 
would come to nought. Also it would violate the spirit of 
the tripartite alliance and would be a retrogression of 
Japan's world policy. The spirit rather than the wording of 
the alliance was the important thing, for its spirit enabled 
each nation to have its rightful place in the world. Germany 
in Europe and Japan in Asia were both fighting for a new 
order and MAT3UI asked how they could violate this lofty aim 
and international faith for momentary profit.

Japan had work to be done regardless of America's at- 
33916 titude. * This work was cutting the route of aid to Chlang, 

elimination of enemy nations with aid to cooperating nations, 
and strengthening of the tripartite axis. First was the econ
omic development of China and the exchange of culture, and 
joint national defense: second was economic development In 
accordance with the economic agreement with FIC, and joint 
joint defense; and third was strengthening of friendly rela

tions with Thailand, and cooperation to fulfill Thailand's 
wish to recover her lost territories.

If one was persistent in the idea of wanting to set
tle the China Incident early, he became weak minded. A good 
soldier forgets his enemy. As long as it was declared that 
Chiang would be ignored, they may as well forget his exist
ence The best would be to take the attitude of ignoring 

3391? the Chungking Regime and Chiang, * for their immediate enemies 
were clearly Britain and the U.5. and the group of democratic 
nations. This was common knowledge already. If a compromise 
was reached with Britain and the U.S. and they tried to settle 
Incident through Anglo-Saxon cooperation, how could they ever 
face the spirits of departed heroes. In the name of the
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Page 100,000 dead heroes, he absolutely opposed compromise with the 
U.S. If the U.S. declared war on Germany, Japan must also rise 
unhesitatingly In accordance with the obligation of the tri
partite alliance.

EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL
Reference was made to a statement that on 24 November 

NAKAYAMA and HIDAKA reported atrocities committed by Chinese 
troops in Nanking. Asked how many cases were reported to him,

33918 * he stated he did not hear any specific facts, but they only 
conveyed general rumours in regard to those cases.

33919 * Asked if he knew of any cases in which a Japanese 
soldier was tried by court martial and sentenced for atrocities 
committed in Nanking beyond a mere reprimand by his superior, 
he stated that the witness TSUKAM0T0 and OGAWA had testified 
that the number of officers and men tried before a court martial 
and convicted reached over 100.

Asked if he had any other knowledge about the number, 
he replied that he did hear at the time that two or three cases 
were being tried in Shanghai. After returning to Japan he 
tried to investigate the matter but as the documents had been 
burned, he was unable to carry It further and he was unable to

33920 ascertain the actual figures. * The offences for which these 
men were tried were rape, robbery, looting, outrages, and 
murder.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN 
Counsel for Kido

Reference was made to exhibit 3500-A in which he had 
spoken about pro-Anglo-American groups in Japan. Asked if he 
included in that group court officials around the throne, he 
replied he didn't think court circles were necessarily pro- 
British or pro-American, but there may have been such people 
among them. Asked whom he included in the pro-Anglo-American

33921 groups, he stated that he did not like to say specifically 
that such and such a person was pro-American or pro-British, 
but he thought it inevitable that those with close ties with 
the two countries should be imbued with such ideologies. Asked 
if he was acquainted with the views of the Lord Keeper, KIDO, 
at the time, he stated that he had never talked directly with 
KIDO on such problems and didn't know much about them.
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Asked if he ever heard what KIDO's views were at that 
time, he said there were ail sorts of rumours so he couldn't 
say for sure, but from his own observation, he felt KIDO was 
somewhat more pro-British and pro-American 'than such people 
as himself, but at the same time, he was a patriotic 
Japanese.
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* Exhibit 3501, the affidavit of TAKAHASHI, 
Michitoshi, stated that he was in Berlin as Secretary of 
Protocol for the Ambassador from September, immediately 
before 03HI’'A took his post as ambassador, until January
19 3 9. During this time all conversations with high German 
officials were arranged beforehand by the witness. As far 
as he could remember, there was never any case about 
January 1939. that Himmler requested an interview with 
OSHIMA, nor was any request made by OSHIMA to see Himmler.

* Exhibit 3502, the affidavit of SUGIURA, Hiroshi 
stated that he was Secretary of Protocol of the Embassy in 
Berlin during January and August 1939 as successor to the 
orevious witness, TAKAHASHI. During this period, every 
contact of OSHIMA wit! outside persons, including high 
German officials, was arranged through the affiant. As 
far as he remembered, Himmler never asked through the 
affiant for an interview with OSHIMA, and no request was 
made by OSHIMA to see Himmler.

Exhibit 3503, the interrogation of Ambassador 
Ott, the direct examination only being read by the defense,
* stated that Ott identified exhibit 508 as a telegram 
dated 27 October 1939 addressed from V/oermann to himself 
as the German Ambassador in Tokyo. According to this 
telegram, the Reich Foreign Minister requested to support 
in all respects Ambassador OSHIMA, who after his return 
would work further for Japanese-German friendship.

Asked if during OSHIMA's stay in Japan after his 
return from December 1939 until January 1941, Ott or the
* German Embassy rendered any support to OSHIMA in the 
sense of the telegram, Ott replied none whatever. During 
this period OSHIMA never asked him or the Embassy for any 
sunport in the sense of the telegram. Told that according 
to the telegram Ribbentrop requested Ott to transmit in 
code and without changes telegrams delivered there by OSHIM 
to Ribbentrop personally and take care of the forwarding
of letters addressed to Ribbentrop unopened so far as they 
were sealed, by sure and speedy route, Ott was. asked if 
03HFrA. during the above period, handed to himself or the 
Embassy any telegrams or letters addressed to Ribbentrop, 
he replied none at all.

4 Then shown exhibit 511, Ott agreed it was a 
telegram dated 23 February 1940 addressed from Stahmer and 
Ott to the State Secretary. To Ott was quoted the telegram 
which stated that after his arrival he found such Japanese 
already known to him as OSHIMA, 3HIRAT0RI, TERAUCHI, ISHII, 
etc., in an unchanged friendly attitude and ready for every 
sunport.
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Page Asked why in the telegram which was signed jointly
by Stahmer and Ott the singular personal pronoun was used, 
Ott stated that it was drafted exclusively by Stahmer and 
had the name Ott attached only according to official 
regulations to secure transmission of the cipher telegram 
by Japanese nostal authorities.

Asked if OSHIHA, after this visit of Stahmer to 
Janan, actively worked for closer relations with Germany 
under Stahmer's influence, he stated that there was no 
active work by 03HIHA as a result of Stahmer's influence.

133930 * 'Vhen shown exhibit 516, Ott acknowledged it as
a telegram dated June 12. 1940, addressed from himself to 
the German Government. To Ott was quoted part of exhibit 
5 16, which stated that each German and Italian move which 
revealed concern over the American attitude in the near 
future would only be a cue to the government and press 
which was close to it to make new courtship of America.
The government would further try, as in the case of the 
Asama Harr, to impute to them the intention of using Japan 
as a tool, an argument which would not be ineffective 
with the known suspicion of the Japanese. The Embassy was 
still endeavoring to stir up Japanese ill-feeling against 
America by influencing the press and leading political 
personalities in a way deemed proper. Ott himself had 
exoressed the though t to leading political personalities 
as KONOYE, SUET3UGÜ and KUHARA, that American interests 
and activity in the Pacific made in the long run a conflict 
between Janan and America inevitable.

In confidential cooperation with the Embassy, 
Ambassadors OSHII'A and 3HIRAT0RI and circles close to them,

33931 * were operating in the same direction. With reference to 
this telegram, Ott was told that counsel for the accused 
SHIRATORI had previously handed him exhibit 516, dated 12 
June 1940. from Ott to the German Government, wherein he 
spoke of Japanese-American relations. Ott was asked at 
that time by SHIRATORI's counsel to explain in detail what 
he meant bv references in the telegram to historical 
background, Japanese psychology, and existing conditions 
at the time the communication was sent. Ott had explained 
to SHIRATORI's counsel that the background of the report 
was that tl e collapse of France was obviously imminent, and 
the British situation precarious. The only effective relief 
which might keen up English resistance and work against 
early settlement of the war could come from the U. 3., and 
was asked r,rom them very urgently. Therefore Germany

33932 endeavored to hamper such relief * and considered as a 
useful way continued tension in the Pacific which might 
prevent the TT. 3. from removing their attention and 
fighting forces from the
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Page It was complicated to advance such a policy
because the Japanese attitude v;as much divided. In this 
situation, Ott got instructions to back an Italian protest 
against a Japanese measure in favor of the U. 3. and 
contrary to Italian interests. ’7hen Ott presented his 
objections, he had to avoid Ribbentrop's permanent distrust 
that Ott was inclined to block his aims. Therefore, Ott 
stressed in paragraphs 3 and 4 in the report that he was 
working in his own way and pointed to the cooperation of 
SHIRATORI and other Japanese known to Ribbentrop to impress 
him and succeed in the objections.

■Then asked by SHIRATORI's counsel in the previous 
interrogation if he meant in the 4th paragraph of the 
document that the Embassy, OSHIkCA and SHIRATORI worked in 
a common program based upon mutual understanding and common

33933 agreement, * he replied, no, he didn't mean that, because 
there was no such agreement. SHIRATORI, as far as he knew, 
warned by private talks and sometimes by the press, against 
courting the U. 3. after they enforced hard economic measures 
upon Japan. This was not a common plan taken by SHIRATORI, 
03HIHA, and Ott, and Ott had only private talks with them 
separately, and OSHINA kept himself much apart from political 
activities while in Japan.

Ott was never in the company of OSHirA and 
SHIRATORI at the same time to carry out this political

33934 cooperation. * *7hen he stated that there was close 
cooperation, he used the expression to give weight to the 
message, and to carry through his objections he used the 
names of KONOYE, and 3UET3UGU for the same reason.

After these questions and answers from Ott's 
previous interrogation by SHIRATORI's counsel were read to 
him, he was asked if he could make for OSHItfA the same 
statements he made then for SHIRATORI with reference to

33935 exhibit 516, and he stated he could do so. * Asked if 
OSHINA did anything to stir up ill-feeling against America, 
he replied he did nothing but share the suspicions of the 
Japanese press concerning the sincerity of the Anglo-Saxon 
powers.

Asked what he meant concretely by "OSHIÏ/A, SHIRATORI 
and circles closely connected with them", he meant groups 
of politically interested individuals with whom they were 
associated.

* ’Then shown exhibit 560, he recognized it as his 
telegram dated 13 December 1940 to the German Government.

33936
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Page Ott was quoted the telegram, which stated that
he knew that, the Foreign Minister had repeatedly offered 
the Ambassadorial post in Germany to OSHIKA, who declined 
it to be able to continue his politically active work for 
the Tri-Partite Pact in Japan. 7/hen asked if OSHIMA, from 
December 1939 until 27 September 194-0, y/hile he was in 
Japan, worked actively for promoting the conclusion of the 
Tripartite Pact. Ott stated 0SHIÎ.IA didn't have any part 
in the preliminary negotiations or the conclusion of the 
Pact, and he was sure OSHIHA was not consulted.

During or prior to the negotiations for the Pact 
in September 194-0, neither he nor Stahmer asked OSHItfA

33937 for advice or opinion. * Asked if 03HIMA, from the con
clusion of the Tripartite Pact until his departure for 
Germany, worked politically for the Pact, Ott replied that 
the oniy thing he could recall was an interview with the 
press on the subject.

33938 *• From exhibit 3503-A, the cross-interrogatory 
of Ott, was read by the prosecution certain telegrams 
vhich were introduced in his cross-interrogatory and made
a part of his interrogatories. The telegram of 31 December 
19 3 9, from Ott to Berlin, stated that the Japanese Government 
is functioning under the heaviest foreign and domestic 
political pressures. The three big problems of her foreign 
policy were, the settlement of the China question, under
standing with America, and adjustment with Russia, and all 
were yet to be solved. Announcement of the opening of the 
Yangtze up to Nanking did not bring about the change in 
the American attitude which had been sought. The U. S. 
Ambassador brought forward further demands with the 
ostensible objectives of the independence and free trade 
of China. He was said to have demanded especially, gradual 
withdrawal of all troops except eight garrisons to be left in 
N. China, guarantee for the open door and treaty rights, 
accompanied by the dissolution of the monopolistic Japanese 
development company.

The U. S. attitude gave rise to disillusionment 
after the initial high expectations. To avert U. S. pressure, 
some circles advocated that the China Incident should be 
solved by making concessions to Chlang Kai-shek, and if . 
possible negotiate with him by abandoning the KONOYE 
declaration, and utilize ’Vang Ching-wei as a mere mediator.
The Army, particularly the China Army, was until recently 
still determined to establish a new central government

3394-0 * under ’Vang Ching-wei, although he demanded a great amount
of independence and had serious personnel difficulties.
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Ne^o*iations with Russia were restricted on 
details without touching the fundamental question of 
adjustment. in particular the Russian attitude toward 
China. Tinor counter claims of Russia were causing 
difficulties.

As foreign political pressure and continued 
internal differences continued to exist, neither a coalition 
cabinet * nor the affiliation with any of the European 
rower groups was to be expected for the time being.
According to the views of Ambassadors OSHIl'A and SHIRATORI, 
who were vorking hard to overthrow the present cabinet, 
two or three more transit cabinets would be needed to 
h^inm about a more drastic change of course.

* The telegram dated 23 January 1940 from Ott 
stated he was endeavoring as the highest objective of his 
further action to achieve the release of the arrested 
persons. He had already presented these views unofficially 
to the Foreign Finister, but step by step tactics alone 
were the only ones of prospective success. This also 
corresponded to the urgent advice of Ambassadors OSHINA 
and SHÏRATORI.

* The telegram dated 26 January 1940, from Ott 
to Ribbentrop, stated that he heard confidentially that 
the Jananese Foreign Office instructed Ambassador KURU3U 
to ask the German Foreign Office to put off the planned 
visit of the Duke of Coburg on the ground that time was 
not sufficient to prepare for such a visit, and all 
influential political persons were being occupied in the 
Diet. As no special missions from any foreign countries 
had been considered for the occasion of the national 
foundation anniversary, the Foreign Office requested the 
visit of the Duke as a friendshiD mission. Ott expressed 
to a confident his personal anxiety that the Japanese 
conduct, could cause strong annoyance in Berlin. He saw 
the deeper reason for this stronger attitude in the petty 
attitude of the government that exclusive representation 
of Germany by a special mission might damage Japan's 
neutral status in the eyes of third powers. Also, the 
court circle was strongly agitated by the anti-British 
wave caused by the Asama Naru incident, and feared intens
ification of pro-German feeling by the visit of the Duke 
at this time. The fact that the government considered
* shortly before the Asama case to prepare a pompous 
reception for the Duke justified this assumption also.
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Page Ambassador 03HIMA also pointed to the anti-British
movement as the main reason for the sudden retreat of the 
government from the promise apparently given Berlin. OSHIMA 
saw, however, in this postponement possible advantage for 
the German-JaDanese policy, as the anti-British movement 
would be enabled to develop to the full extent if not 
burdened with the suspicion of its being under German 
influence. According*to information just received, the 
movement was spreading to broad party circles and could 
result in bitter fights in the Diet in February and March, 
orobablv bringing about collapse of the government. 03HIMA 

. urged the journey be postponed to April or May, but reserved
f  decision as to the final time-table.
33959 * Exhibit 3504, the affidavit of TANAKA, Shinichi,

stated that the affiant was from October 1940 until 7 
December 1942, Director of the First Division of the 
General Staff, In charge of operational matters. The 
afriant had testified previously that in the peace time 
oneratiônal plan of 1941, no concrete plans for attacking 
Hong Kong, Singapore, etc., were included. Besides this 
peace time plan, the Army made between January and May 
1941 no concrete plans for occupying Singapore, Hong Kong, 
or the Philippines, and no study worth mentioning was 
even made.

3396O

The General Staff received neither from Germany 
nor OSHIMA any suggestions or influences in drafting and 
deciding operational plans, or any plan including attacks 
on British Malay, Singapore, Hong Kong, the Philippines, 
NEI and the Southern Regions, nor was there any case that 
* the General Staff concerning these plans ever asked 
through OSHIMA, directly ,or indirectly, any opinions or 
assistance from Germany. OSHIMA never recommended to the 
General Staff preparations, or the carrying out of these 
operational plans.

3396I « Exhibit 3505, the affidavit of KOMATSU,
Mitsuhiko, stated that he was appointed in the winter of 
1940 Assistant Military Attache and concurrently the 
Assisting Member of the Tripartite Mixed Commission in 
Berlin. He arrived in Berlin with Ambassador OSHIL'A in 
February 1941, and was appointed Military Attache and 
concurrently member of the above commission at the beginning 
of 1943* succeeding General BANZAI, remaining in that post 
until the war's end. Japanese members of the Mixed 
Commission were Ambassador OSHIMA, BANZAI and Vice Admiral 
NOMURA for the military, and Minister MATSUSHIMA for the 
Economic Commission.
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These commissions were never convened until after 
the outbreak of the Pacific 7/ar, and even after its 
outbreak met only two or three times, and were never 
convened after the beginning of 1943. * BANZAI told the
affiant that during the meetings there were only propa
gandists reports by the Germans.

Shortly after the Pacific War's outbreak, the 
military agreement between the three countries was con
cluded in January 1942. It was purely a military agreement, 
and according to BANZAI, OSHIMA was not at all connected 
with it.

OSHIMA consulted the military and naval attaches 
and other high embassy officials whenever he received 
instructions from Tokyo or talked with German leaders. He 
often said that because very little information was 
received from Japan, it was regrettable he did not know the 
government policy. OSHIMA thought that it was most important 
to find out what plan Germany had for the future of the 
European war, and especially whether and when she was going 
to carry out landing operations against England and what 
preparations she was making.

03HIMA told the affiant that Germany desired 
Japan to attack Singapore in the spring of 1941, but learned 
that OSHIMA was only expressing his personal opinion on the 
basis of military common sense and did not broach the 
question on his own initiative. The Singapore question was 
brought out only before the outbreak of the German-Russian 
war, and therefore Germany changed her mind, asking Japan 
to attack the Soviet, according to OSHIMA.

The affiant was allowed to see important telegrams 
OSHIMA sent to Tokyo, but never read a telegram by which 
OSHIMA recommended such attacks as his own opinion. Those 
in Berlin, including OSHIMA, received almost no communications 
concerning the Japanese-American negotiations, and could not 
understand the situation in Japan well. * OSHIMA's opinion, 
ever when he received instructions to negotiate for the Non- 
Seoarate Peace Treaty immediately after the war's outbreak, 
was that war would not be opened between Japan and the U. 3. 
The affiant was much surprised on hearing of the Pearl 
Harbor attack, as were OSHIMA and all others at the Embassy.

* Exhibit 3506, the affidavit of TATSUMI, Eiichi, 
stated that he was Military Attache to Britain from 1936 to 
1938 and from 1939 to 1942. He was repatriated in September 
1942. Charge d'Affaires MAKIMURA headed the Embassy group 
at that time, having succeeded Ambassador SHIGEMITSU, who 
returned in May or June, 1941.
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Fa^e
33966 During his tour of London he was responsible

directly to the Chief of the General Staff and was only 
related to the ambassador in matters of confidence.
TTnder the Japanese military system, the military attache 
was aDnointed, supervised, and removed by the military, 
and was not under the ambassador's authority. A major 
factor in the appointment of a military attache was his 
language ability. In his case his language instruction 
was concentrated on English, and his only foreign assign
ments were in Iondon.
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l— by Mr. 3h i man ouch i.
* The witness identified and verified exhibit 

3507 as his afridavit. The affidavit stated that the 
witness was appointed in September 1940 * Naval Attache 
to the Embassy in Germany, and remained in Berlin until 
October 1943.

About February or March 1943» Vice Admiral 
NOTHTRA and the witness learned from Ambassador 03HIUA of 
an offer of Hitler to transfer two submarines to Japan for 
study by the Japanese Navy. 03HIUA told them that no 
conditions were attached. Thereafter, telegraphic instruc
tion was received by NOI/URA from central naval authorities 
that the navy was pleased to accept the offer. Upon 
request, OSHIT'A saw Foreign Minister Ribbentrop convey 
this acceptance, and they understood no special conditions 
were attached. The practical procedure of transfer was 
completed between the two nations, and during these negotia
tions also no strings were attached to the matter.

33969 * The witness never heard from OSHIUA, nor from 
the Germans, or anyone else, about attacking or annihilating 
crews of torpedoed merchant ships, nor did he hear from 
OSHIMA or anyone that Germany adopted such polcies.

On additional oral direct examination, the witness 
was asked if. about the end of November 1941 or the beginning 
of December, OSHIT'A was in Berlin or some other place. He 
replied that toward the end of November 03HIMA left Berlin 
for ’rienna to attend a music festival.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY UR. TAVENNER.
33970 * The witness stated that at the time of the 

transaction relating to delivery of the two German submarines, 
he, as naval attache, was a member of the joint military 
commission in Berlin established under the Tripartite Pact.
He and Admiral NOf.̂ URA, also a member of the commission, 
consulted with the German Navy in regard to the details 
for the transfer of the two submarines. Problems relating 
to the transfer and other military matters were not settled 
by the military commission.

Asked if he and NOMURA who were on the commission, 
conferred regarding the matter, he replied that they did 
consult, but NOnJRA consulted in his capacity as the highest 
naval representative in Berlin and the witness in his 
capacity as naval attache.

33967
33968
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* He and NONÎURA did not consult on military 
matters as a commission. Asked if he meant to say that 
the military commission, established to discuss military 
matters, did not meet and discuss them, he replied that 
that might have been the purpose of the commission, but 
actually no such discussions were held, and he had no 
recollection of ever having discussed military matters.

* He did not know the reason why the military 
commission did not discuss them. It was not true that 
the commission failed to function because an Informal 
commission composed of Ribbentrop and 03HIMA took over 
the committee's functions and military matters were 
settled on a higher level.

To the witness was quoted a purported statement 
he made in his Interrogation, that another reason that the 
joint military committee did not function effectively was 
that an unofficial commission of Ribbentrop and OSHIMA 
was established, and they conferred in respect to military 
measures and with these conferences proceeding on the 
level of the German Foreign Office it was difficult for 
the subordinate commission to carry out its functions. *

* Asked if he did not make that statement, he 
replied that he thought he said something to that effect. 
Asked if in JTarch 1934- Ribbentrop requested OSHIMA to 
communicate to his government the German desire that 
submarine warfare In the Indian Ocean be intensified, he 
replied he had not heard that he had demanded that of the 
government, but did hear that he had expressed such 
desires to the government.
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BY MR. CUNNINGHAM

33974
The accused identified and verified Exhibit 3508, as his

affidavit.

33975 • The affidavit stated that the accused was born in 1886, was 
graduated from the Military Academy;in 1921 was appointed Assistant 
Military Attache in Berlin, and after his return home in 1925 held 
various military posts in which he was most concerned with educational 
matters. From Aug. 1931 until the spring of 1934, he was Chief of the 
Third Section of the General Staff in charge of internal defense matters. 
He was then appointed Military Attache in Berlin and after being ap
pointed Ambassador to Germany, resigned hie commission as a Lieutenant

33976 General. While in the Army * he never belonged to any clique nor did 
he know if there was such a thing in existence.

In Oct. 1921 he went for the first time to Germany as Assist 
ant Military Attache, remaining there until Feb. 1923, when he was 
appointed Attache in Vienna. Because Germany was in the midst of de
pression and confusion after her defeat, he got an unfavorable im
pression politically, economically and militarily of the country. When 
he returned to Berlin in May 1934 as Military Attache one and one-half 
years after Hitler came to power, he found everything changed and 
considerably improved, and felt there were things in the new Germany 
worthy of serious consideration. As Attache it was his duty to gather 
information and report to the General Staff in Tokyo concerning mili
tary matters. In this duty he naturally came into contact with leading 
members of the German Army and air force, with the exception of Ribben- 
trop, with whom he became acquainted through the preliminary contact 
for the anti-Comintern Pact. His contact was generally with military 
leaders. During his two tours as Ambassador, he found that the bulk 
of his time and energy had to be devoted to matters such as cultur„, 
trade, protection of Japanese nationals, etc., and diplomatic contact 
with the German Government was only a small fraction of the business 
of the Embassy. His direct approach to the Reich was through Ribben- 
trop. Bibbentrop was often absent from Berlin and CSHIKA met him no 
more than five or six times a year. He met Hitler usually upon his 
request and this was possibly two or three times a year. Other than 
Hitler and Ribbentrop, he met other Nazi leaders only on ceremonial 
and social occasions and had no official connections with them.

33978 * The German Foreign Office disliked foreign diplomats
maxing direct contacts with leaders other than foreign ministers or 
with branches of the government other than the foreign ministry. 
Ribbentrop having made his wishes in the matter quite clear to 
OSHIMA, he was careful not to go over his head.
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The Anti-Comintern Pact was in existence during hie first 
ambassadorship, and the Tri-Partite Pact was already in effect prior 
to his second sojourn in Berlin. As Ambassador, he felt duty bound 
to concentrate his efforts on the maintenance and improvement of 
Japanese-Cerman relations in the spirit of these agreements and 
always acted in line with the home government's policy. For this 
purpose he tried to maintain as close a relationship as possible 
with Hitler, Bibbentrop, and other Cerman leaders to make himself 
an effective channel for smooth exchange of views. He never approved 
Nazi ideology or policy as a whole, and particularly had no sympathy 
with the Nazi race theory or their • anti-Jewish and anti-Christian 
policy. He disapproved of their administration in occupied terri
tories during the war but diplomatic discretion prevented him from 
expressing his views openly although he thought it was sufficiently 
understood by the Japanese and Germans with whom he dealt.

The Japanese-German cultural agreement was concluded in
1938. 0SH1KA thought the exchange of culture between the two nations 
would benefit both, although he did not agree with any features of 
the Nazi party's cultural policy. He supported the enterprises 
of the Cultural Society and a considerable part of his time was 
occupied with these enterprises.

33980 * Regarding the parts of his interrogations which had been 
quoted by the prosecution, since he had practically no knowledge of 
English, it was inevitable that some misunderstandings or mis
interpretations occurred and he found this out later. The prose
cution tendered many German documents concerning conversations with 
Hitler, Bibbentrop and others. The conversations were in German, 
without an interpreter, and at those with Hitler, Bibbentrop was 
ulways present. Stahmer or his successor was sometimes present at 
the interviews with Bibbentrop at which there was no recorder present. 
The records of the conversations must have been made afterward from 
memory and could not always be accurate.

33981 * Regarding the documents concerning his conversations with
Bibbentrop, they were generally compiled in a vein favorable for him. 
Sometimes it was even stated that OSHIMA agreed with Bibbentrop on 
certain matters while actually they were only talked about and he had 
expredsed no opinion. He thought this was because Bibbentrop had 
many enemies in the German Government and military circles and in 
distributing the documents to them he had to resort to internal 
political maneuvering to show the success of his pro-Japanese policy. 
The accused knew well that it was only Hitler and Ribbentrop who 
decided German foreign policy and it was no use to talk to their 
subordinates. He always talked over important matters either directly 
with them or through the liaison man, Stahmer, or his successor, 
when Bibbentrop was absent. Very seldom did he meet other foreign
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Page office officials and rarely talked over routine matters with them.
In the records prepared by Weizeaecker, Erdmannedorf, etc. of his con-

33982 versations • with them, there were many matters of which he had no 
recollection. They evidently drafted the documents to make it appear 
as if they had important talks with him and then presented them to 
Ribbentrop.

He first made the acquaintance of OTT in Apr. 1934 prior 
to going to Germany as Military Attache, when CTT arrived in Tokyo 
as the Attache of the German Embassy. He had personal contact with 
OTT during his stay in Tokyo between Dec. 1939 and Jan. 1941 when OTT 
left Japan for his second tour of duty as Ambassador. They sometimes 
had informal chats but OTT never considered them seriously as he was 
completely retired from public life at the time, did not know the 
government's view, and had no inside information to give. He was much 
surprised that his name was often cited in Ambassador OTT's telegrams.

33983 • From Aug. 1931 until Mar. 1934 OSHIMA was Chief of the Third Section. 
Since he was in charge of purely internal defense matters, he had
no connection with the Manchurian Incident or with the Manchukuo 
problem, and this situation continued after he became the Attache 
in Berlin in Mar. 1934. After being appointed Attache, he arrived 
in Berlin in May 1934. He heard he was chosen because he spoke 
German well and had some knowledge of Germany as result of hie previ
ous stay there.

At that time the C/S was Prince KAM-IN and the Deputy Chief 
was General UEDA. Prior to his departure, OSHIMA received oral in
structions from UEDA concerning his duty in Germany. He was ordered

33984 to watch and investigate * the stability of the Nazi regime, the 
future of the German army, relations between her and Russia, and
was further instructed to collect information and report on the Soviet.

According to the Japanese system, the Military Attache 
belonged directly under the C/S and was not subordinate to the Am
bassador.

Exhibit 3509, a certificate showing military attaches 
and assistant attaches to Embassies and Legations were under the 
command of the C/S in compliance with military orders, was received 
in evidence. The affidavit continued and it was stated that regarding

33985 OSHIMA's contacts with Ribbentrop * prior to the negotiations for the 
Anti-Comintern Pact concluded in 1936, the prosecution had offered 
parts of his interrogation (Exhibits 477 and 478). Regarding this, 
the contacts he had with RIBBENTBOP and Hack as narrated there, were 
for the sole purpose of collecting information, one of the attache's 
main duties. They were nothing in the nature of negotiations.
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Page When he met Eibbentrop In 1935, he had the title of
Ambassador unattached. Hack was a salesbroker of arms for foreign 
countries.

In Exhibit 478 it was made to appear that In answer to the 
question: Were the Japanese military and naval attaches authorized
by virtue of their position to enter into negotiations with the mili
tary of another nation, looking toward a pact or treaty or an inter
national agreement between the two nations, he had stated, yes, if 
it was a strictly military matter, they might discuss those matters 
without going through the Ambassador.

33986 * To clarify his answer in the above interrogation, the 
Japanese military or naval attache was authorized to negotiate for 
and conclude purely military agreements. In this case no participa
tion of the Ambassador was tolerated. As to other matters, the 
attache could only send information to the General Staff but was not 
authorized to negotiate.

In Exhibit 478 it was also made to appear that he had 
stated it was quite true that the army had enough power very probably 
to sell the pact to the Japanese Government and that he would say 
no treaty could possibly have been made if the army had not wished 
it. Regarding this, OSHIMA had no recollection of stating such 
things. He had only said as to the reason RIB2ENTR0P approached 
him was that he might have thought that the Japanese Army was mostly 
interested in such a matter and this statement must have been mis
understood.

After he reported IlIBBENTROP's desire to the General Stef? „ 
Lt. Col. WAKAMATSU was despatched to find out the views of the Ger; in

33987 Government and Army. • He arrived in Berlin at the end of Novembei 
1935 and OSHIMA took him to RIBEENTROP and Minister of Defense GererO. 
Blomberg. In the interview RIBEENTROP proposed an Anti-Comintern c< 
on the ground that the 7th Congress of the Communist International i 
Moscow of that year brought out a resolution to the effect that Jap*» 
and Germany were its primary enemies and therefore the two countries 
had common interests to defend themselves. OSHIMA expressed no opir\on 
to this proposal. WAKAMATSU left Berlin with this information and 
arrived in Tokyo at the end of Jan. 1936. At that time Ambassador 
KUSHAK0J1 was on leave in Tokyo. He returned to Berlin at the end
of Apr. 1936 after the main points of the matter had been decided in 
Tokyo. Thereafter, negotiations were conducted by MUSHAKGJI with 
RIBBENTROP in accordance with government instructions and the Anti- 
Comintern Pact and Secret Agreement with Germany were concluded.
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Page Concerning the Japanese Government's purpose in concluding the Pact
33988 and Secret Agreement, OSHIMA's understanding was * that inasmuch as 

Japan was internationally isolated after the Manchurian Incident, 
it was desirable to remove that uneasy feeling by finding an ally 
or allies. Also, since the destructive activities of the Comintern 
were rampant in U.S. and Asia, it was felt advisable that as many 
nations as possible should join hands and take counter-measures, 
especially in view of the resolution of the 7th Comintern Congress 
of 1935. In addition, Japan was keenly feeling pressure from the 
Soviets. Russia had developed her industries under the 5-Year Plan 
and increased her armament to a great extent and considerably re
inforced her army in the Far East. Therefore, Japan wanted to come 
to a political agreement with Germany which was similarly situated 
vis-a-vis the Soviet to make her position more secure. With this 
purpose of the Pact, OSHIMA was in complete agreement.

33989 * The prosecution had alleged that the Anti-Comintern Pact 
and Secret Agreement were forerunners of the Tripartite Pact and 
were agressive agreements directed against democratic countries and 
particularly used in the agression against China. He never heard 
that the Japanese Government and Army ever had such thoughts nor 
did he himself. He believed the Anti-Comintern Pact was ideological 
to check the spread of communism and at the Secret Agreement was of 
a very peaceful nature, only stipulating that Japan or Germany would 
not carry out any measures which would relieve the position of the 
Soviet if one of the two were attacked unprovokedly. The text 
clearly showed this, and OSHIMA also did not dream of the outbreak 
of the China Incident at the time the Agreements were concluded.

33990 * The outbreak of the China Incident in July 1937 was a 
complete surprise to him. He had been in Berlin as attache since 
the spring of 1934 and was completely out of touch with the China 
problem. He learned by telegraph from the General Staff after the 
outbreak of the non-aggravation and non-extension policy and believed 
it would be settled locally soon. It gradually became clear that it 
would not be settled quickly and he was much concerned at Japan's 
position being endangered because of Soviet armament in the Far East.

At the end of Dec. 1937, he received an instruction from 
the General Staff to request the German Army that peace be offered 
to Chiang Kai-shek through General Falkenhausen, the military advisor 
to Germany. OSHIMA approached the German Army at once and General 
Keitel agreed and initiated action to that end. This peace attempt 
did not materialize and had to be abandoned when the efforts of 
mediation by Ambassador Trautmann were terminated.

33991 * Exhibit 489, Himmler's memorandum, said that Himmler 
visited OSHIMA on 31 Jan. 1939 and talked with him concerning
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Page counter-intelligence activities against the Soviet, but Himmler 
never visited him then and he could not remember even seeing him 
then. During his 10 years in Germany he had no special relations 
with Himmler. He received visits from him only twice: in the winter
of 1936 when an official of the Japanese Home Office came to Germany 
to study measures for controlling communism and OSHIMA invited 
Himmler to a dinner party to solicit his assistance on behalf of 
the Japanese official;the other occasion was in Mar. 1941 when OSHIMA 
went to Germany as Ambassador for the second time and Himmler paid 

• him a courtesy call. About June 133? while OSHIMA was attache, his
33992 office in accordance with the C/S's instructions • began to study

the use of White Russians in Berlin to collect information about the 
Soviet and for propaganda and counter-intelligence purposes in case 
of war between Japan and Russia. The task was entrusted to Lt. Col. 
USUI and later to Col. MANAKI of OSHIMA1s staff. This was a fairly 
special service and their office and expenditure account were separ
ated from OSHIMA's, and in the General Staff Office in Tokyo, the 
section in charge of this service was different from the one handling 
general matters concerning attaches. OSHIMA1s function was to super
vise rather than direct, although since he received reports, final 
inspection for the service rested with him. Instructions of the 
C/S concerning counter-intelligence were that this matter was only 
to be studied in consideration of war and not to be executed in peace 
time.

There was an understanding between the German and Japanese 
Armies to collaborate in this. On the German side it was exclusively

33993 handled by the counter-intelligence section * and was kept strictly 
secret, even within the Defense Ministry.

Himmler was not concerned with counter-intelligence and 
he and the Chief of the Counter-Intelligence Section were on bad 
terms. Therefore, neither OSHIMA nor other Japanese officers 
ever taltced with Himmler o* his subordinates about this matter( and 
OSHIMA never concerned himself with counter-intelligence after becom
ing Ambassador. He received reports from USUI that he had bought 
real estate in a Berlin suburb and kept White Russians there who were 
engaged in small scale printing of anti-Soviet pamphlets. OSHIMA knew 
nothing more than that and never visited the place. He never knew 
nor heard of the sending of anti-Russian pamphlets into Soviet terri
tory by balloons from Poland. To carry this out it would have been 
necessary to secure Poland1s collaboration, but he never heard that

33994 such talks were conducted with her. He never heard of the buying of 
motor-boats to send pamphlets into Crimea from Roumania across the 
Black Sea. To do this Roumanian collaboration would have been neces
sary and he didn't think relations with her were so cordial as to per
mit Buch talks. As to the story of sending 10 Russians with bombs 
into the Soviet to assassinate Stalin, the contention was fantastic 
and ridiculous.
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33996 *As to the Japanese army officer stationed in Afghanistan,

OSHIMA had no connection with his affair. In this memorandum it 
was stated he was expelled because he was suspected of wanting to 
overthrow the Afghan Government but according to what OSHIMA heard 
he was requested by the Afghan Army to return to Japan as a result 
of his anti-Russian remarks. The greater part of the memorandum 
contained matters he did not know about and in view of the fact 
that the memorandum nevertheless stated OSHIMA talked about them 
he denied the authenticity of the document and even thought that 
Himmler or his subordinate s concocted the document utilizing his 
name for some internal purpose.

In 1938 and 1939 lengthy negotiations took place between 
Japan, Germany and Italy for strengthening the anti-Comintern Pact 
in which OSHIMA participated as ambassador. The negotiations ended 
in complete failure and no result was obtained.

33998 *ln July 1938 while he was Military Attache Ribbentrop 
showed him what is purported to be a brief draft of a treaty of 
mutual consultation and assistance between Japan, Germany and 
Italy and asked him to find out how such an idea might strike 
the Japanese Army. OSHIMA dispatched Major General KASAHARA
at the end of July 1938 to Japan for a first hand report. After 
KASAHARA reported to the General Staff and War Ministry things 
developed with unexpected rapidity. The army brought it to the 
attention of the Foreign Minister UGAKI, who presented it to the 
Five Ministers' Conference at the end of August.

At the conference it was agreed that subject to verbal 
alterations general approval could be given the German proposal 
provided the Soviet was considered a s primary and other countries 
the secondary objectives, it being understood that the basic idea

33999 was amplification of the anti-Comintern Pact. * It was agreed 
the matter should be transferred to formal diplomatic channels but 
there would be no harm in communicatif to the Germans in the meantime 
through the army channel the above mentioned decision. This was
what OSHIMA learned from telegrams sent him from army authorities and 
from KASAHARA's report after he returned to Berlin at the end of 
September. OSHIMA was surprised at the unexpected turn the matter 
had taken but conveyed this promptly to Ribbentrop.

He was appointed ambassador in October 1938 and did not 
know what happened in Tokyo prior to his appointment. In 
September he unexpectedly received a telegram from the General 
Staff asking whether he had any objection to the appointment and 
he firmly declined because he would have to resign from active 
military service and besides had no diplomatic experience.
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34000 * After repeated urgings from the General Staff he finally

gave in because as a soldier he could not refuse to comply with the 
army's wish. The Foreign Minister at the time was Premier XONOYE 
who held the post concurrently and shortly thereafter ASITA was 
appointed Foreign Minister. Upon his appointment OSHIMA was placed 
on the reserve list and practically all his army connections were 
cut off. He considered ithis primary task to bring the proposed 
treaty between Japan, Germany and Italy to fruition.

34001

At the beginning of November after becoming ambassador 
Ribbentrop formally presented a German draft of the treaty asking 
OSHIMA to transmit it to his government and he sent it by telegram 
to ABITA. ABITA replied that it was a capital idea and would 
facilitate the settlement of the China Incident, be effective in 
strengthening defense against the Soviet and improving * general 
diplomatic position. ABITA's telegram further stated that the 
government was contemplating a concrete counter proposal which 
would be cabled aB soon decided upon. From this telegram and from 
the Five Ministers' Conference at the end of August OSHIMA gained 
the impression that his government was in agreement in principle 
to the German proposal. Shortly thereafter however a telegram was 
received which stated there seemed to be a misunderstanding as to 
the objective of the proposed treaty. OSHIMA cabled back for an 
explanation but received no clear answer. The Japanese announced 

counter proposal did not arrive despite his repeated requests 
and he could not proceed with the negotiations until the arrival 
of the ITO mission at the end of February 1939.

”  After HIRANUMA replaced the first Xonoye Cabinet at the
beginning of 1939 ARITA sent a telegram announcing the dispatch

34002 of a mission headed by ITO, a former * minister to Poland, as a 
special envoy to convey and explain the government's instructions.
The mission arrived in Berlin at the end of February and as the 
instruction was addressed te both the ambassadors in Germany and 
Italy SHIRATORI came to Berlin and they met the ITO mission 
together. The Japanese counter proposal corresponded in its main 
part to the draft treaty of mutual consultation and assistance 
between Japan, Germany and Italy, the signing protocol and the 
secret accessory protocol. (Exil. 2619) As far as the treaty to be 
published was concerned no limitation or condition was placed on the 
duty of mutual assistance. However, two secret understandings were
to be annexed and it was to these they were instructed to try to obtain 
the concurrence of the German and Italian Governments. These secret 
understandings were that Japan would not render military assistance 
if Germany and Italy were attacked by countries other than the

34003 Soviet unless these * countries turned Communistic and the explanation 
would be given to third parties that the treaty was a strengthening
of the anti-Comintern Fact. According to this Instruction, secret 
understanding No. 1 was going to limit the duty of military
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assistance to Japan to cases where the Soviet was involved. OSHIMA 
thought this would contradict what he had already committed to the 
Germans in accordance with the telegrams received from Tokyo when 
he was Attache. To present this proposal would not only cause 
Germany to doubt Japan's sincerity but OSHIMA was also sure that 
they would not accept it. He therefore cabled his view to Tokyo 
that if Japan wished the successful conclusion of the treaty it 
would be necessary to reconsider Secret Understanding No. 1. 
According to Japanese law an official can present his view to his 
superior concerning the business under his charge. Exhibit 3510 
an excerpt from the Foreign Ministry Year Book being an Imperial 
Ordinance issued 30 July 1692 in support of OSHIMA's contention 
was received in evidence. * The affidavit continued and stated 
that when OSHIMA presented his observations he was only following 
this principle. In the detailed explanation attached to the 
instructions was the remark that Japan was compelled to make 
concessions to the extent of the draft treaty because Germany and 
Italy had been misled concerning Japan's position in the course of 
the negotiations. OSHIMA thought this a grave matter for if he had 
misled Germany he had to take responsibility and therefore he cabled 
ARITA asking to clarify this point. ARITA replied at the end of 
March that no one in particular was responsible.

OSHIMA did not tender his resignation at that time nor 
indicate any wish to resign nor tender his resignation during the 
whole course of the negotiations. '

34005

34006

*Exhibit 501, an excerpt from Ciano's diary and Exhibit 
502, a telegram of Ribbentrep stated that OSHIMA refused to carry 
out the IT0 mission's instructions and threatened the government 
by resignation, but this clearly Gas not the case. As to 502, it was 
quit*-?- untrue the original draft of the proposed treaty had been 
drafted by direct negotiations between Ribbentrep, Ciano and himself. 
He never talked with Ciano concerning it and the draft was drawn up 
by the Germans without his participation. In answer to OSHIMA'a 
observations as to the instructions brought by IT0, a new in
struction revising the original text of the secret understandings 
was received at the end of March which he immediately conveyed to 
Ribbentrop. That new instruction provided that Secret Understanding 
No. 1 was revised and made to read that although Germany accepted the 
duty of military assistance if Germany and Italy were attacked by 
countries other than the Soviet she would not be able to carry it 
out effectively * for the time being. As to Secret Understanding 
No. 2 Japan wanted the reservation that if inquiries were made by 
third parties Japan would explain that as far as she was concerned 
she had nothing in view but the destructive activities of the 
Csmintern in concluding the treaty. Ribbentrop stated it was his 
interpretation that by the proposal Japan accepted in principle 
participation in war if Germany and Italy were attacked by countries
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other than the Soviet and asked OSH J'*» if this interpretation was 
correct. He replied that since Japan accepted the duty of military 
assistance he thought she accepted in principle the duty of war 
participation although the scope and mode of it would differ from 
time to time. Ribbentrop said he could not consent to Japan's 
making a different and independent explanation to third countries 
concerning the treaty's purpose. OSHIMA tried hard to explain Japan's 
situation. After consultation with Hitler, Ribbentrop stated that al- 
though he would accept the proposal so far as the treaty, the signing 

B4007 protocol and the secret accessory protocol were concerned, * he*
desired that Japan withdraw the proposal for secret understandings.
He suggested that as German;/ did not intend to ask Japan to go beyond 
her capacity details of the obligations should be referred to con
ferences envisaged in the secret accessory protocol. In short he asked 
rdbvnsideration on the part of Japan and OSHIMA cabled Tokyo in that sense.

34008

34009

34010

♦Tokyo's instructions thereafter never denied the duty of war 
participation. Only they gave a very broad interpretation to the term 
by including measures which could not be interpreted normally as war 
participation and instructed OSHIMA to secure Germany's consent to that 
interpretation. The instructions were ambiguous and difficult to under
stand and OSHIMA was sometimes hard put as to how to make them clear.
He found out later that the ambiguity was due to the fact that the 
instructions were drafted as a result of oral compromise while the 
difference of opinions remained unreconciled. In spite of these 
difficulties he tried to explain the Japanese point of view to Ribbentrop 
who finally recognized the need for Japan to make the two reservations 
and proposed that proper formulation for them should be studied from a 
legal point of view. At his request OSHIMA sent, at the beginning of May, 
Councillor USAMI to Chief of the Treaty Bureau Gaus * for consultation 
concerning the reservations and a tentative plan drawn up by Gaus was 
cabled to Tokyo. (Exh. 2691?) About the time OSHIMA cabled the Gaus 
plan Premier HIRANUMA sent a personal message to Hitler and Mussolini 
through the German and Italian Ambassadors in Tokyo, in which he stated 
that Japan was resolved to stand at the side of Germany and Italy and 
render military assistance within her capacity even if the two were 
attacked by countries other than the Soviet but under the circumstances 
she was compelled to make certain reservations. He requested Germany to 
make concessions as to the secret understandings and.trust Japan's sincerity. 
The purport of the message was strongly in support of the negotiations 
which OSHIMA was pursuing. The message was wired him by ARITA simultaneously 
with its delivery to Ambassador Ott in Tokyo and he had it delivered at once 
to the Foreign Office. * When the message arrived, Ribbentrop was staying 
with Hitler in South Germany and telephoned OSHIMA, saying that Hitler 
upon reading the message had said that although he was not asking much 
from Japan he could not agree because of some remainiag ambiguities.
Exhibit 2230, telegram from Ribbentrop to Ott stated that at the end of 
May OSHIMA again refused to carry out instructions. OSHIMA told Ribbentrop
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at that time that he cabled Tokyo hie observâtlone to an inatructien 
concerning the Gaue plan. Rlbbentrop must have misunderstood that and 
wired Ott In that sense.

It was untrue that OSHIMA received, as stated In Exhibit 2230, 
a telegram from War Minister ITAGAKI in which ITAGAKI requested him to 
held off until later against ARITA in order not to disturb the 
discuss lone in Tokyo and that the army was firmly resolved to fight the 
matter out even at the risk of a cabinet overthrow. Concerning this 
OSHIMA recalled that Military Attache KAWABE in Berlin wired central army 
authorities criticizing the government's equivocal attitide. ITAGAKI 
replied to him that as the atmosphere of the Five Ministers' Conference 
was inclining to favor the conclusion of the treaty he better keep quiet. 
ITAGAKI stated he had no Intention to overthrow the present cabinet. 
OSHIMA heard this story from KAWABE and thought he told id to Ribbentrop. 
He never received telegrams from ITAGAKI concerning these negotiations 
for this was not permitted and he was not concerned with the exchange of 
telegrams between KAWABE and ITAGAKI.

At the beginning of June Tokyo sent a new instruction requesting 
the German Government to revise the. Gaus plan. OSHIMA explained in detail 
to Ribbentrop who showed understanding as to the Japanese view that Japan 
could render no effective military assistance for some time and might, 
according to circumstances, remain neutral if Germany was attacked by

34012 countries other than the Soviet. * However, Ribbentrop again rejected 
the exchanging of notes concerning the secret understandings, on the 
ground that if the notes leaked out the treaty would be deprived mt 
political effect. He said Germany was very anxious about the leakage 
of secrets in Tokyo. In mid June OSHIMA reported that but received no 
instruction. The negotiations ended due to the GermanJlussian Non- 
aggression Pact on 23 August 1939.

During the whole negotiations OSHIMA1e constant idea was 
that the proposed treaty was purely defensive and its object was not 
war but was meant to be used as a means in diplomatic negotiations. 
According to his understanding the reason why Japan wished the con
clusion of the treaty was to strengthen her diplomatic position to

34013 *facilitate the settlement of the China Incident and to improve her 
defensive position vis-a-vis the Soviet. This intention was also 
clearly expressed in the treaty draft drawn up as a result of OSHIMA* s 
negotiations.(Exhibit 2619) in the preamble of this it was stated that 
Japan, Germany and Italy, in the conviction that the activities of 
the Comintern threatened peace in Europe and Asia determined in the 
spirit of the Agreement to strengthen defense against the communistic 
disintegration and preserve their common interests, had agreed upon 
certain provisions. As was nroper for an ambassador, OSHIMA did his 
best during the entire period of the negotiations to bridge over the

34014 opposing views of the two governments.* for this purpose he conveyed 
the German views accurately to his own government, while interpret-
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Pag* ing the Japanese point of view truly to the Germans. Sometimes he 
represented to his government after sounding German views that if 
it desired the successful conclusion of the negotiations it was 
preferable to make some concessions.While the instructions from 
Japan were equivocal he requested clarification and postponed 
executing the instructions until the wires were answered.
However, he had no recollection of having contradicted or having 
refused to carry out instructions or going beyond their scope.
He received no censures from the Foreign Minister in this respect 
during and after the negotiations.

About 20 August 1939 Ribbentrop called on OSHIMA by 
telephone informing him of the decision of concluding the Non
aggression Treaty with the Soviet, explaining this had been made

34015 inevitable by the exigencies of the European situation. * OSHIMA 
told Bibbentrop this was in contravention of the Anti-Comintern 
Pact and an act of extreme bad faith. When Ribbentrop passed 
through Berlin on his way to Moscow for signing the treaty OSHIMA 
repeated his oral protest.

Thereafter ABITA instructed him to lodge a formal protest 
and he drafted a note of protest and saw Secretary Weizsaecker to 
hand it to him as he could not see Ribbentrop at that time. 
Weizsaecker begged OSHIMA to postpone presenting the note because 
Germany was in a difficult position in connection with the 
negotiations with Poland. OSHIMA thereupon consented to the request 
and postponed presentation of the note until mid September when the 
war situation in Poland was somewhat clarified.

Having received the notification from Ribbentrop about 20
34016 August that the conclusion * of the Non-aggression Fact was imminent 

he immediately cabled Tokyo offering his resignation. One month 
later he received orders to return to Tokyo and arrived in Japan in 
December 1939, and his request for resignation was granted and he was 
relieved on 27 December. The reason he offered his resignation was 
because he felt he had not fulfilled his duty in not anticipating the 
Non-aggression Pact, also he was annoyed at Germany's volte face.
He resigned on his own initiative and had no thought of going to 
Germany ever again. He learned for the first time in the. Trial that 
Ribbentrsp worked on the Japanese Government to keep him at his post. 
He was functioning as ambassador after offering his resignation until 
his departure from Berlin in October 1939. During this period ho

34017 had no important conversation with the Germans except over routine * 
matters.

Exhibit 507 said that before OSHIMA1s departure he expressed 
full approval to Ribbentrop's theory concerning future Japanese-German 
collaboration and German good offices for improving Japaneso-Russian 
relations as he thought it desirable at that time to bring about 
friendly relations with the Soviet. He expressed this idea as his 
private opinion to Ribbentrop.
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As te Exhibit 506, a telegram frem Weermann te Ott, OSHIMA 
explained, that befere his departure frem Germany he theught Ribbentrep 
asked him te give any advice fer Germany which he theught fit, but 
OSHIMA never ...» heard frem anybedy abeut t)ie secret cemraunicatiens, 
etc., as described in that telegram. He nevef cemmitted anything te 
anybedy cencerning his cenduct after his return te Japan and he never 
cemmunicated with Ribbentrep threugh the German Embassy in Tekye after 
his return heme er threugh any ether means.

34016 *Frem his resignatien in December 1939 until reappeintmeat as 
ambassader in December 1940, he never eccupied any efficial pesitien 
and had ne cennectien with any pelitical, ideelegical er cultural 
greups. He was never censulted by anyene in the gevernment ner did he 
ever see any official documents. As he had been away frem Japan fer 
mere than five years he wanted te retire completely and devote himself 
te studying Japan's internai-situation. He received invitations te 
join pelitical parties or make public speeches but he consistently 
refused. He did make a few private speeches. He never made any 
remarks te stir up anti-British or anti-American feeling on these 
occasions. He had nothing to do with the conception, negotiation 
end conclusion of the Tripartite Pact in September 1940. He did not 
even know what kind of negotiations were taking place and was never 
consulted by Foreign Minister MATSUOKA, Ambassador Ott or Stahmer.

34019 •Exhibit 1299A, an article published under his name in the 
Yomiuri Shimbun of 27 October 1940 was an interview he gave to 
newspaper correspondents and he gave it in accordance with statements 
issued by the government.

In December 1940, he was again appointed ambassador to 
Germany. When MATSUOKA offered him his post he refused more than 
once once but because of his strong urging he ultimately accepted 
it.

Exhibit 560, Ott said OSHIMA refused because he wanted to 
stay in Japan and work politically for the Tripartite Pact but this 
was completely untrue. He refused because it was hardly a year 
since he had resigned and he did not want to go again to a distant 
foreign country. His reappointment took place after conclusion of 

34020 the Tripartite Pact in September 1940. • The Rescript on the day of
its conclusion (Exhibit 554) and the government statement (Exhibit 2734) 
indicated the pact would form a cardinal point in Japan's foreign 
policy and he was convinced that his actions as ambassador must be 
guided by the pact. As to its purpose, he understood from MATSUOKA 
it was to keep the United States out of the war and facilitate 
settlement of the China Incident. He naturally thought Japan should 
be prepared for all eventualities but never advocated the use of 
armed force for any but defensive purposes.
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Xa January 1941 prior to hie departure he was invited by 
Premier KONOYE to a party, together with Admiral NOMURA, the new 
ambassador to the United States. Among those present were Minister, 
without portfolio, HIRANUMA, War Minister TOJO, Navy Minister OIKAWA,
Chief of Staff SUOIYAMA and Deputy Chief of Staff KONDO, etc. At the 
party KONOYE explained the government's attitude toward the Tripartite Pact, 

34021 emphasizing * what Japan's prime desire was. The Foreign and Navy 
Ministers stated that even if the United States-Germaa war should 
break out Japan would not enter the war unless it was determined 
clearly that Germany was attacked and asked OSHIMA to collect and report 
as many accurate data an possible. Besides desires were expressed that 
Germany's intentions in the European war be ascertained, especially as 
to landing operations against England.

In January 1941 he met Ott and the Russian Ambassador Smetamia 
at the German Embassy at Ott's invitation. On this occasion OSHIMA 
emphasized his desire for improving Japaaese-Russian relations in 
accordance with the idea of the Tripartite Pact to which Smetaaia agreed.
As a result of Smetania's communication to his government OSHIMA and 
his party got Russian visas quickly and this provided other special 
favors.

34022 *0SHIMA arrived in Berlin on 19 February 1941 and went to 
Berchtesgaden on 28 February to present his credentials to Hitler.

Exhibit 571 described his conversations with Ribbentrop on 
23 February. It was true that Ribbentrop in the interview tried to 
lead conversations in the direction of inducing Japan to attack 
Singapore. However, OSHIMA had no recollection of telling Ribben
trop that preparations for attack on Singapore, Hongkong, etc, would 
be completed by May and he had never received any information on such 
subjects, nor did he ask MATSUOXA to visit Berlin with a concrete plan 
to attack Singapore. He knew that such a matter was purely an 
operational matter in charge of the High Command and no outside 
intervention was tolerated. When Ribbentrop touched the question of 
an attack on Singapore OSHIMA expressed his personal opinion and let 
the talk go along the line Ribbentrop suggested because he as ambassador 
considered it Important to ascertain German intentions, especially

34023 toward Britain and thought * these talks would be a good clue for this 
purpose. He thought also it was to some extent necessary not to 
give the impression of Japan's assuming an evasive attitude.

Exhibit 580 said that MATSUOKA asked Ribbentrop for help 
in the attack on Singapore. Ribbentrop told MATSUOKA the question 
had already been discussed with OSHIMA, however, OSHIMA never 
talked with Ribbentrop about such matters which were outside his 
competence.
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Exhibit 573, a directive issued by Hitler's Headquarters 
oa 5 March 1941 concerning collaborate» with Japaa said that the 
aim of cooperatioa with her based oa the Tripartite Pact must be 
to bring Japaa, as soon sb possible, to active operatioa ia the 
Far East. OSHIMA »ever heard aaything about this directive from 
Hitler, Ribbentfrop or aay other Germans and learned about it for 
the first time during his interrogations.

34024 *MATSU0KA arrived ia Berlin at the end of March 1941 and 
after several conversations with Hitler and Ribbeatrop left Berlin 
for Moscow in early April. Prior to OSHIMA's departure from Tokyo 
the Foreign Minister's visit to Germany had already been talked 
about but as the matter was not yet decided he did not talk with 
MATSUOKA about it ia detail. After his arrival ia Berlin he was 
never instructed to arrange an agenda of conversations for MATSUOKA 
and only arranged MATSUOKA's itinerary according to instructions.
He attended only the first conversations of MATSUOKA with Hitler 
and Ribbeatrop. At that conversation Hitler emphasised the desire 
for closer Japanese-German relations and MATSUOKA responded without 
suggesting anything concrete. There was talk about the attack on 
Singapore but MATSUOKA made no commitments.

34025 Thereafter * MATSUOKA . had several talks with German 
leaders but never consulted OSHIMA prior to them nor tell him 
anything about their particulars. OSHIMA did not ask MATSUOKA 
about that because he knew the primary object of MATSUOKA's trip 
was a conclusion of a Neutrality Treaty with the Soviet and no 
importance was attached to his journey to Germany and Italy,
OSHIMA never met MATSUOKA prior to their meeting in November 1940 
when he urged him to accept the post of ambassador. During the 
month before his departure to Germany and when MATSUOKA visited 
Berlin he saw him only several times. OSHIMA1s impression was that 
MATSUOKA was a man of strong self confidence and did not like to 
consult anyone. OSHIMA received before his departure from Tokyo no 
written instructions but only brief oral instructions concerning the 
Tripartite Pact and he had no conference with him on Japan's foreign 
policy in general.
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34026 11 Exhibits 5Q7 and 1097 were telegrams exchanged on 

2ft June 1941 between Ribbentrop and Ott. OSHIMA never told 
Ribbent.rop he would recommend to his government mi lit ary ac
tion against the Soviet, nor did he ever make such recommenda
tions, and the contents of those telegrams were not true.
After the outbreak of the German-Russian war and after the 
German army's onslaught began to slacken, Ribbentrôn two or 
three times urged Japan's joining in that war. OSHIMA conveyed 
this request to Tokyo in execution of his ambassadorial 
duties and did nothing more.

After the Pacific war's outbreak, also such German 
requests were repeated, but after OSHIMA refused, unon in
struction of the Jananese government this request in the sum
mer of I943, they were never repeated.

In exhibit Rill, one NGHARA testified he was in charge 
of secret military information concerning the Soviet in the

34027 embassy in Berlin. * This man was a Jaoanese-German half-breed 
temnorarlly employed, could not speak English well, and was 
not a regular member of the embassy.

Exhibit 3511 In supoort of this statement certified re 
NOHARA, Komachi, v/ho was not formally a member of the embassy, 
although in its service, was received in evidence. OSHIMA 
heard that NOHARA was following overseas radio broadcasts, but 
did not know him personally nor did he talk with him, and ab
solutely did not allow him to touch secret matters. As to the 
Jaoanes’e- American negotiations, at the end of May 1941, some 
time after their commencement, C3HIMA received a brief tele
gram from MATSUOKA informing him t.hat the negotiations had 
commenced.
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Thereafter no information was received from the govern- 
3402ft ment and no reply was received to OSHIMA's inquiries. * The 

decisions of the liason and imnerl.al conferences after the 
summer of 1941 and their contents were never communicated to 
him and he learned of them for the first time in the trial.
He was left comnletely in the dark as to the orogress of the 
negotiations, government's policy and Intentions, etc, Ribben
trop often asked G3KLMA abolît the real situation of the negotia
tions but, because he was comnletely ignorant, could give him 
no information. OSHIMA was not in a position to express con
currence or opposition in the matter of the negotiations. His 
oninicn was that the China orobier! was the nrimary cause of 
Jananesü-American difficulties and It would be difficult to 
aase the tension, unless that, oroblem was solved.* As to the
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Page tripartite pact, he thought it would not be difficult for the 
U.S. to understand it as it was purely defensive. He believed 
that if the pact had been made on Japan's Pacific policy, ad
justment of American negotiations could be made only so far as

34029 it did not contradict the pact. * During the negotiations, 
rumours were rampant and Germany grew suspicious lest the pact 
be rendered meaningless. OSHIMA feared that if the negotia
tions should fail, Japan would fall into worse diplomatic 
isolation than ever as the U.S. would look upon Japan and 
Germany and Italy would not trust her any more.

It was his same conviction and hone that peace would 
be maintained with the U.S. and this opinion was expressed in 
telegrams to MATSUOKA dated 2C May 1941 (exhibits 1075 and 
16 7 6). Ribbentrop told him his strong suspicion as to the 
contents of the negotiations, and OSHIMA sent those telegrams 
as he thought it his duty to report the German view, although 
he had received no communications concerning the negotiations. 
This was the only time he presented his observation to his 
home government concerning them.

34030 * Germany also did not wish for a collision between 
Jaoan and the U.a, and approved the negotiations so far as 
they did induce the U.S. to observe neutrality without affect
ing the tripartite pact. He thought, in fact, that Germany 
tried to appease America in spite of the dangerous situation 
in the Atlantic.

Exhibit 603-A was allegedly an intercepted telegram 
pent on 29 November from Berlin to Tokyo. He did not recall 
the interview with Ribbentrop referred to in it, nor its con
tents. If the Interception, decoding, and translation by 
the U.S. authorities wan correct, his loss of memory must be 
due to the fact that the conversation made no strong impres
sion on him. He did not remember Ribbentrop'a telling him 
Germany would join t.ha war immediately if Japan became en
gaged in u war within the U.S, If Riobentrop made such a 
statement, OSUIMA thought 1 t was beoause he wanted either 
to ascertain l.he Japanese attitude towards the U.S. or to 
influence Japan by strong expression», «a he was always 
afraid lest Japan would turn away from Germany as a result

34031 ♦  of the Japaneae-Amorican negotiations.
Germany's determination not to join the Japanese- 

U.S, war at once was clear from the fact that Ribbentrop post
poned the answer on the pretext of consulting Hitler when 
03HIMA approached him on this subject a few days later on 
instruction of his government. About 29 November 1941 OSHIMA 
suddenly received a telegram from foreign minister TOGO say
ing that Hull's reply of 26 November was strong and
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Page uncompromising, but as OSHIMA was unaware of the nrogress of
the negotiations, he did not dream of the imminence .:ai and

34033 went to Vienna to attend a Mozart Festival. * In Vienna he 
received a telephone call from KAWAHARA, councillor, asking 
him to return to Berlin at once and upon his return, the morn
ing of 2 December, he first learned that a telegram from
TOGO had arrived instructing him to initiate negotiations 
for the Non-Separate Peace Treaty. He immediately communicat
ed this matter to Ribbentrop.

Although the danger of war was mentioned in the tele
gram. he did not believe the danger of war was inevitable 
nor imminent, thinking that Japan's intention was only to make 
preparations for an eventuality. OSHIMA thought there was 
still possibility of continuing negotiations and the instruc
tions arrived so suddenly he could not grasp the situation.

34034 * When Ribbentrop asked him whether war was going to break 
out with the U.S., he replied it was clear.

To this proposal, Ribbentrop said it was a grave 
question whether Germany should immediately declare war if 
war broke out between Japan and America and he must consult 
Hitler. This situation was described in exhibit 6 0 5, OSHIMA's 
telegram to TOGO, sent, the 2d and arriving in Tokyo on 3 
December 1941. The date of OSHIMA's visit to Ribbentrop in 
the telegram, 1 December, was obviously wrong and must be 
the 2nd. The fact that the telegram was sent in the after
noon of 2 December clearly indicated that he saw Ribbentroo 
on that day.

At that time Hitler was at the front near Moscow
34035 conducting operations himself, * and it was extremely diffi

cult to contact him. Thus despite OSHIMA's urging, the Ger
man reply was postponed until 7 December. The afternoon of 
that day, OSHIMA received an instruction to hasten the nego
tiations. After consultation with the embassy staff, he 
drafted a telegram explaining the German attitude, ordered 
the dispatch thereof, and returned to his residence about
8 p.m. After 10 or 20 minutes he received a telephone call 
from one of the embassy staff, informing him that the Lon
don radio had broadcast the attack on Pearl Harbor. He was 
very surprised and could hardly believe it, but as a pre
cautionary measure, ordered the embassy to withhold dis- 
natch of the telegram to Tokyo.

Some time later Ribbentrop asked him by telephone 
whether the broadcast was true and he replied he could not 
answer lacking official information. Upon Ribbentrop's
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request, OSHIMA saw him at the foreign office and he also was 
much surprised and seemed not to believe the outbreak of war.
As the same reoort continued * to be broadcast, by midnight 
OSHIMA b t o  think it might be true. On the morning of the 
8th, he received an officiai telegram informing him of the out
break of war and conveyed the news to Ribbentrop and they be
gan drafting the Non-Separate Peace Treaty which was signed 
11 December,

The proposal of the treaty was not made to Germany 
until he received these instructions from the foreign office, 
and prior to that there was no talk concerning it. As to 
exhibits 601 and 602, he heard for the first time in the trial 
that such contacts were made in Tokyo between General 0KAM0T0 
and General Kretschmer, the German Military Attache, in 
November 1941, Ribbentrop never told him about that.

In answer to a question during his interrogation, he 
had made detailed statements as to the circumstances in Berlin 
at the time of the outbreak of the war (exhibit 3 5 12),* an 
excerpt from OSHIMA's interrogation was received in evidence 
in support of this statement,

* Shortly after the outbreak of the war, he received 
a German decoration and thought it a gesture, since the two 
countries were now allies. It was customary in Germany that 
any foreign diplomat received a decoration after 2 years' 
stay in Berlin,

On l8 January 1942 the military agreement between Japan 
Germany, and Italy was concluded in Berlin, It concerned mat
ters belonging exclusively to the high command and no inter
vention by OSHIMA as a ’civilian was tolerated. He had no con
nection with it. He, as ambassador, was ex-officio in accord
ance with the memorandum concerning the commission's organiza
tion (exhibit 559), a Japanese member of the Mixed Special 
Commission in Berlin based on Article 4 of the Trinartite oact.

* The commission was never convened nrior to the out
break of the war and even after the war it convened not more 
than three times. The agenda was confined to an exchange of 
ceremonial greetings and to general explanations of the war 
situation by the German members, and no material discussion con 
cerning combined operations took olace.

With respect to communication between Janan and Ger
many, the route through Siberia was closed as a result of the 
German-Russian war. After the outbreak of the Japanese- 
American war the communication became more difficult. Only a
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Page few Japanese succeeded to get a Soviet visa and the difficult 
voyage by German blockade runs or submarines became next to 
impossible. Communication by air was found impractical and the 
oniy means left was radio, which was very inadequate. After the 
outbreak of the Japanese war, he never received from his govern
ment any communication concerning political and military plans,

34044 * As far as he knew, the military and naval attaches received
no information either, and it was almost imDossible to collabor
ate with the Germans, No special desire of the government in 
this respect was communicated to him.

After the outbreak of the Pacific war, military matters 
were often brought up during his conversations with Hitler and 
Ribbentrop, As operational matters were outside his duty, and 
as he received little information from Tokyo, all he could do 
was offer his personal views on the war situation from general 
knowledge of military matters and on the strength of other meager 
information.

The Japanese-German Economic Agreement was concluded 
in January 1943 and was signed in accordance with government 
instructions. As he did not have sufficient knowledge concern
ing economic matters, he entrusted it to a minister attached to 
the embassy who was a specialist. He did not know the details 
of the negotiations nor how it worked out after its conclusion.
So far as he knew, the agreement remained nothing but a piece

34045 of paper, because communication with Japan * was difficult and 
transport of goods practically impossible.

Either at the end of February or at the beginning of 
March 1943, Ribbentrop told him that Hitler wished to offer two 
German submarines as a present to Japan. He told him that 
Hitler would like to make the present as the efficiency of 
German submarines was very much improved. OSHIMA conveyed this 
to NOMURA, vice admiral, then resident in Berlin, and the naval 
attache Y0K0I, and also cabled it to the Foreign Office. Naval 
authorities in Tokyo telegraphed NOMURA that Janan would be 
glad to accept the gift. NOMURA asked OSHIMA to convey the 
acceptance to Hitler, but as Hitler was not then in Berlin, 
he met Ribbentrop for that purpose. Thereafter, all talks 
concerning the transfer’.1ere conducted by NOMURA and YOKIO 
without his participation.

In his interrogation (exhibit 2106) were several errors 
owing to failure of memory and the misunderstanding of the in
terpreter. The prosecutor said he would receive OSHIMA’s state
ment drawn up on the basis of his corrected memory, and OSHIMA

34046 presented him a memorandum on * 19 February 1946. Exhibit 
3 5 13, OSHIMA's statement of this date was received in evidence.
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Page In January 1942 he heard from Hitler that * he was going
34047 to issue an order to annihilate crews of tornedoed merchant 

shins. As the matter concerned the German navy only, OSHIMA 
did not object. He did not convey this story to his government 
as this was purely a naval question not concerning the foreign 
office nor ambassador. When the offer of the two submarines 
was made in March, 1943, neither Hitler nor Ribbentroü talked 
about annihilating crews of tornedoed merchant shins.

34048 * In April 1945, when danger became imminent to Berlin, 
the German government requested the diplomatic corps to move
to south Germany and they left on April 14. In mid May the 
U.S. forces entered the area and they were Dlaced under American 
custody and were then sent to the U.S. After their internment 
in Germany until their return home, OSHIMA was always treated 
by the U.S. as a diplomat under custody.

The prosecution had alleged that he participated in a 
conspiracy ’with the other accused and divers other persons, 
or with German and Italian leaders, to secure the dom-’’nation 
of a part of China and the whole world by unlawful acts, and 
Planned, prepared, initiated, and waged with these people wars 
in violation of treaties or wars of aggression. This allega-

34049 tion * was totally groundless. First, he was as ambassador 
or attache or an agent on the spot, and not in position to 
determine government policy. He did not even receive informa
tion concerning Pverall government policy. Secondly, he 
never acted with the knowledge that Janan was waging any un
lawful or aggressive war. He was firmly convinced it was the 
highest duty of an ambassador or military attache or Japanese 
citizen to contribute to the preservation and development of 
Japan in accordance with government policy.

The prosecution alleged he participated in a conspir
acy of initiating hostilities without oroner notice against 
the U.S. and other countries, and committed murder by order
ing. causing, and permitting Japan's forces to make such at
tacks on 7 or 8 December, 1941. However, he never desired 
the initiation of the Pacific war and was surprised on hearing

34050 of * these attacks after they took place. He never consulted 
with anyone concerning them prior to their taking Place, nor 
suggested nor ordered them. He was merely an ambassador with 
no power to order forces to attack nor to Prevent such attacks.

The prosecution alleged he participated in the conspir
acies to murder POWs and others, and of committing acts con
trary to the laws of war and humanity, and ordered, caused,

. or permitted the commission of these criminal acts. However, 
he never consulted anyone concerning this matter, nor suggested, 
ordered, nor authorized anyone to commit them. He was only an
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ambassador and had no power to do so. He did not know these 
acts were permitted nor was he in a position to Drevent. them. 
He was indicted on account of the allegation that he partici
pated in a conspiracy with the co-assused, however, from 1934 
until 19 4 5 he was only * in Japan one year and had no chance 
to exchange political views with most of the accused. He 
had no acquaintance or communication with HIROTA, HOSHINO, 
KAYA, KIDO, OKAWA, and SATO, He was slightly acquainted with 
ARAKI, DOHIHARA, HASHIMOTO, HATA, ITAGAKI, KIMURA, KOISO, 
MATSU I, MINAMI, MUTO, and SUZUKI. With TO JO and UMEZU he 
served together in the general staff about 1 ° 3 1 and 1932, 
but their assignments were different and he had no intimate 
relation with them.

He met HIRANUMA only once nrior to his departure for 
Germany in 1941. He had only a very slight acquaintance with 
OKA, SHIMADA was in the naval general staff in about 1933 
when OSHIMA served there concurrently with his assignment 
in the army general staff, but he knew him only slightly.
He became acquainted with 3HIGEMITSU in 193^ or 1939 in 
Europe. He was with TOGO in Berlin in 193$. He became ac
quainted with 3HIRATCRI in 1939 when they were engaged in 
the same negotiations.

During his two tours of ambassadorial duty, the Jap
anese foreign minister changed nine times and with any, ex
cept TOGO, he had no closer * relations than brief acquaint
ances. He never discussed with any of the accused nor any
one else on matters contained in the indictment, nor never 
suggested such matters to anyone.

* Exhibit 350 9, which was introduced during the read
ing of his affidavit,certified that military regulations con
cerning the organization of general staff headquarters were 
destroyed by fire.

* Exhibit 3510 (introduced T. 34,003) stated that 
government officials shall obey public laws and orders and 
discharge their duties, observe the orders from the chief of
ficials to whom they were assigned, but could express their 
own opinion relating to such orders.

Exhibit 3 5 11 (introduced T. 34,027) certified that 
NOHARA, Koraakichi, was in the embassy service but not a 
* formal member of the foreign office.

* Exhibit 3513 (introduced T. 34,346), being OSHIMA's 
revised statement after his interrogation, stating that the
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34058

previous interrogations had consisted of two points: (1) In
19 4 3  Ribbentrop asked him i f  the Japanese navy intended strengthening the submarine warfare in the P acific  and proposed to present two submarines to the Japanese as su itab le models.(2) He informed OSHIMA that orders had alredy been i.ssued to k i l l  the crew of any U.S. vesse ls  sunk by German submarines.

Regarding these points: (1) The f i r s t  point was afa c t . OSHIMA immediately n otified  naval commissioner NOMURA and navy attache Y0K0I and they cabled Japanese naval authori t i e s .  OSHIMA sent a telegram * to the foreign m inister asking him to transmit i t  to the other naval a u th orities , who then cabled instructions to the two admirals to negotiate the transfer. Though OSHIMA informed Ribbentrop of th is  telegram at the admirals' request, he had nothing to do with the matter  since the negotiations were exclu sively  between the admirals and the Germany navy. While under the German system Ribbentrop had authority to ta lk  over such m ilitary matters and take part in  them, i t  was en tire ly  d ifferen t to the Japanese system and neither the foreign  minister nor ambassador could do th is ,  as the navy had exclusive ju r isd ic tio n . They only transmitted information to the navy and that i s  why they had reoeived no telegram from navy or foreign m inisters.
As to (2), he must have misunderstood and somehow 

34059 mixed the first and second points. * But after tracing his memory, he recalled that this was told by Hitler in January 1942 in newspaper articles, but was sure the matter was not mentioned at the interview with Ribbentrop in 1943« He did not cable this to his government, because the German government had only told him about such steps without any official request to Japan. Such a measure was against Japan's traditional spirit and not worth serious consideration.
34060 * The problem was under the sole jurisdiction of the navy and not in his authority. He may have mentioned it to NOMURA and Y0K0I, but his memory was not dear. When asked on his interrogation if he had received a oable from the Japanese navy dated 20 Maroh 1943) he oould positively assert he never reoelved it. He was never notified about the sinking of an Amerloan ship on the Indian Ooean on 2 July 1944, and with regard to the massaore of the crew, he had no talks 

with the German government. Such a problem was under the sole jurisdiction of the navy and foreign ministers had nothing to do with it. In so far as he knew, Japan navy authorities never talked about it with German navy authorities.
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*On further oral examination, reference was made to
34062 exhibit 3503, a telegram from Ott to the German Foreign Minis

ter dated 31 December 1939 in which Ott stated that OSHIMA was 
working for the cabinet's col]anse. Asked if he had any idea 
what v/as meant by this statement, he replied he knew nothing. 
Shortly before the date of the telegram, on 10 December OSHIMA 
returned to Japan after five years abroad and had no knowledge 
of the domestic conditions. Thus there would be reason what
soever for him to participate in such movements for the col
lapse of the government. He might have met .Ott but certainly 
never spoke of such a matter with him.

34063 * Not only then but later he had never participated 
in any movements to bring about the downfall of the govern
ment.

Ott to the German foreign office dated 23 January 1940, which 
referred to OSHIMA's opinion as to the handling of the Asama- 
maru incident. Asked if he recalled in this connection, he 
stated his recollection was that he had not talked with Ott 
on this incident ever. At that time he had already resigned 
as ambassador, the foreign office was not supplying him with 
any information, and he learned of the incident only from 
newspapers. He did not express his views to others and pre
sumed probably Ott used his name because the Asama-maru affair 
did not progress as he had hoped and he feared a reprimand 
from Ribbentrop.

34064 trop dated 26 January 1940 attached * to exhibit 3503, in
which Ott stated he asked for OSHIMA's opinion concerning the 
visit of the Duke of Coburg to Japan. Regarding this, the 
accused stated he recalled Ott called on him and told him 
that the Japanese foreign office had requested the Duke’s 
visit but postponed it until after the Diet's recess. At 
that time OSHIMA was not receiving any information from the 
foreign office and learned of the matter for the first time 
from Ott. Not being an important matter, he probably told 
Ott he might do just as the foreign office advised.

had no knowledge whatsoever of a anti-British movement in 
Japan and there could have been no occasion nor information 
for his speaking to Ott about it.

Reference was made to exhibit 3503, a telegram from

Reference was made to the telegram from Ott to Ribben

Being only one month after his return to Japan, he
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OSHIMA presumed, that to make his telegram more accept-
34065 able * Ott probably included the anti-British movement at his 

own arbitary discretion,
34066 * DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FURNESS

. Counsel for SHIGEMITSU
The accused was reminded that KAWABE had testified re

garding a trip OSHIMA made to London and the accused acknowl
edged he made such a trip in the course of which he discussed 
with Ambassador SHIGEMITSU the proposed pact, OSHIMA gained 
the impression that SHIGEMITSU disapproved the proposed pact. 
The trip was not made for investigation in connection with the 
pact but largly a pleasure tour and so they did not go into 
details.
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Cross-Examination by Mr. Tavenner.
The accused stated that while he was Section 

Chief in the General Staff from August 1 1931 to April 
1939i there were occasions on which he conferred with
* War Ministry officials when such matters were in his 
charge. During this period, ARAKI, as War Minister,
MINAMI as War. Minister, K0I30 as Director of the Bureau
of Military Affairs, and SUZUKI as a member of that bureau 
were in the War Ministry.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
stated that he served with TOJO and UUEZU on the General 
Staff, and he was asked if MATSUI and MUTO were not also 
members of the General Staff while he was in it, and he 
reolied that MAT3UI was not there at the time, but MUTO 
was there briefly, although he had no direct dealings 
with him. He had not come in contact with HATA, Inspector 
of Artillery from August 1931 to 1933*

* With respect to German officials, Weizsaecker 
was Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs while OSHIMA was 
Ambassador in Berlin, Knoll was an officer of a low level 
in the Japanese section with whom OSHIMA had no contacts; 
Wiehl was Director of the Commerce Bureau of the Foreign 
Office, Woermann was Director of the Political Affairs 
Bureau, Erdmansdorf was Chief of the Japan Section;
Makensen preceded Weizsaecker as Vice-Minister, Scholl was
* a major or lieutenant colonel once stationed in Japan 
and later attached to the German Legation in Siam. He 
didn't recall who Neumann was, but Thomas was probably a 
German general who was Director of Technical Headquarters 
of the Ministry of Defense. Rintelen was first a subordin
ate to Woermann, and later became a member of the Secretariat 
of Ribbentrop, and was later Ambassador-at-large. Schleier 
held the diplomatic rank of “minister, and was Charge d' 
affaires at Paris.

The accused was asked if in addition to the 
instructions he had stated he received from the General 
Rtafr concerning his duties in Germany, if he was not 
instructed with regard the proposed pact with Germany, 
that he should try to discover what Germany would do in 
case of war with Germany and Russia before he left Japan 
for his nost. Ur stated there were no detailed instructions 
of that kind, but in performing his duties he naturally 
looked into such matters after arriving in Berlin. He was 
not told, however, to try to discover what Germany would do 
in case of such a war.
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Fage The accused was reminded that exhibit 477 was an
excerpt from his interrogations showing conferences between

34073 himself and one Hack * regarding a Japanese-German alliance. 
The accused stated that the Hack mentioned was not a 
representative of the Henkel Airplane Company, but was 
merely in the airplane brokerage business.

To the accused was quoted a part of his interro
gations 1n which he stated that in regard to this pact, 
before he left Japan for Germany he had been told by the 
General Staff to keep an eye out on how German-Soviet 
relations were and to try to discover what might happen 
so far as Germany was concerned in case of war with the 
USSR. Asked if he made this statement, the accused stated

34074 * he thought the explanations somewhat insufficient. He 
had stated in his affidavit that he was told to be partic
ularly observing in connection with German-Soviet relations.

Asked again if he made the statement read to him 
from his interrogation, he replied he didn't recall whether 
he used those exact words. As he had stated in his 
affidavit, he was told by the General Staff before leaving 
Tokyo to watch German-Soviet relations, particularly to 
those between the two armies. Therefore, it would be 
natural that an investigation would be made as to what 
Germany would do in the event of a German-Soviet war.

34075 * So in answer to the prosecutor's question, he stated he 
naturally investigated into Gernan-3oviet relations and 
how a war between them would develop. He did not deny the 
interrogation, but he would like to add that that the 
instructions given him prior to his departure for Germany 
did not so specify.

Hack had spent, many years in Japan < and was at
34076 one time adviser to th*3 SMR. * Asked if prior to December

1935. the only treaty contemplated in OSHIMA's discussions 
with Hack and Ribbentrop was one providing that in the 
event of war with the USSR, the other party should agree 
not to ca’-ry out any measure which would relieve the 
USSR's position, th^ accused stated in explanation that in 
the event Russia attacked either Germany or Japan without 
provocation, the other party was not to take any measures 
lightening Russia's burden. The accused was again asked 
if that was not the only treaty discussed between himself, 
Hack, and Ribbentrop prior to December 1935* He stated he 
had no discussions with Bibbentrop and Hack at that time. 
Hack had nothing to do with this, and there were no repeated 
negotiations 7/ith Ribbentrop on it. At the time the matter 
had advanced only to the stage where Ribbentrop asked him
to find out what the Japanese army thought of this idea.
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34077 * These were the only matters not discussed prior 
to December 1935. V/̂ th regard to the treaty contemplated 
and discussed before that date, in the event of war with 
the USSR there would be consultation between Japan and 
Germany on measures they should take for their common 
interest.

Asked if it was not also true that the German 
Army did not want a military alliance with Japan made 
oublie at that time and in consequence the pact, at 
Germany's suggestion, was changed to an anti-Comintern 
Pact, he replied that not only Germany but also Japan had 
no intention of making it public because the pact was 
directed entirely against communism.

The accused was reminded that he had stated that 
prior to December 1935. the only pact considered and 
discussed was the one mentioned, and that \ e  was now being 
asked whether or not the whole plan was changed at the 
instance of the German Army, which didn't want a military 
oact ma^e public and therefore suggested it be converted

34078 * into an anti-Comintern Pact. He replied that was not 
so, and exnlained tFat the matter first discussed was a 
secret pact which was not a military alliance. As was 
suggested, the purpose of the pact was not to the extent 
of lightening Russia's burdens. The purport of the pact 
was that it carried only light obligations on the parties.

34079 * It was not true that Germany suggested that the 
arrangement discussed should be converted into an anti- 
Comintern Pact. To tie accused was quoted a part of his 
interrogations, in which when asked if while conducting 
these negotiations they were contemplating there would be 
two treaties instead of one he had replied that prior to 
December 1935 and the arrival of WAKAKATSU in Berlin, the 
only treaty contemplated was the one wherein the two nations 
would agree not to enlighten the USSR in case of war. The 
Germans, however, said this would be a very weak treaty, and 
thus suggested the anti-Comintern Pact, and this was the

34080 * first time that matter came up. Asked if he made that 
statement, he replied he did not and it was contrary to the facts.

The aecusfd was asked if WAKAMATSU expressed his 
views with regard to the results to be obtained by Japan 
in concluding an anti-Comintern Pact with Germany, when 
’VAKAT.'ATSU testified that by the conclusion of such a pact 
Japan could forestall Germany from drawing closer to Russia, 
obtain necessary intelligence and new type weapons from 
Germany, and keep Germany from taking sides with China.
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Page The accused answered that he had heard WAKAMATSU's testimony, 

but had no occasion to speak on such matters with him. There 
were various fruits to be obtained by the conclusion of a 
oact, but the purpose of the anti-Comintern Pact was as he 
had stated in his affidavit. Asked again whether WAKAEATSU's 
views were his own views, he replied yes, such fruits would 
accompany the pact.

3408] * Asked if at the time of the conclusion of the
pact, 25 November 1936* Germany !- ad not yet emerged as the 
powerful nation she later became, he replied that Germany 
was then in the midst of revival and did later become strong. 
He knew and recognized at the time the potential military 
might of the new Germany dominated by Hitler and the Nazi 
party.

It was not true that he sponsored and aided the 
conclusion of the anti-Comintern Pact believing that by 
linking Japan to Germany in the midst of huge military 
preparations, Japan would be aided and strengthened in its 
position in Hanchuria and in its policy being executed in 
North China.

34082 * About a year later Italy joined the pact, but 
he had no connection with that. Asked if he likewise knew 
that at H e  time of the admission of Italy to the anti- 
Comintern Pact and during the negotiations for it, the 
League of Nations had, on 7 October 1935* declared Italy 
an aggressor against Ethiopia and that Italy, following 
Japan's example in Nanchuria, occupied Ethopia on 2 Kay 
1936, he reolied that he didn't recall, but supposed the 
dates were correct. As he had said before, he had no part 
in the negotiations vis-a-vis Italy joining the pact, but 
there was nothing to prevent her from common defense against 
communism.

Asked if by admitting Italy into the pact he 
believed and recognized that by so doing Japan would 
further strengthen her hand in China and secure her rear

34083 » against Russia so as to have a free hand in China, he 
reoiied t \ at as a public official he had no part in these 
negotiations. At the time the pact was concluded, there
was no intention of applying it or utilizing it in connection 
with China. The preamble of the pact obviously showed its 
ourpose was to form common defense against the communists, 
who were interfering in internal-affairs of other countries. 
It was not the purpose of the treaty to interfere in the 
communist parties of eac' country.
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Asked what was the real motive back of the pact, 
he stated there was nothing underneath or in back of it. 
"Thile the negotiations for the pact -were pending. General 
Ott * returned to Germany, but not in connection with the 
anti-Comintern Pact, but did so to attend -war maneuvers in 
* Germany. Asked if during t\ e negotiations the then 
Ambassador to Sweden 3HIRAT0RI made frequent trips to 
Rerlin for conversations with him discussing the pact, he 
stated that SHIRATORI was never at any time connected with 
the negotiations or conclusion of the anti-Comintern Pact. 
SHIRATORI did make visits, but on other matters, and when 
he visited Perlin they did not discuss matters relating to 
the oact. He had not stated in his interrogation that he 
had discussed the pact several times with SHIRATORI in 
Perlin, but had stated there that SHIRATORI, during that 
period, oa^e t-> Perlin and that the matter of the pact had 
been mentioned to him, but no discussion as to its contents 
was held between the two.

Asked if he was drawing a distinction between 
mentioning the pact to him and discussing it, he replied 
that when SHIRATORI came to Berlin, it was mentioned to him 
that such a nact was under negotiation, but no mention was 
made of its contents or what was to be done in the future 
or any discussions held in connection therewith. This was 
the first time he had ever met SHIRATORI.

The accused was told that in exhibit 497, an 
excerot from his interrogation, he had stated that in 
January 1933, Ribbentrop asked him if there was not some 
way in which Germany and Japan could be brought closer 
together. Asked if he learned about this time that 
Germany, which had hitherto opposed Japanese aggression in 
China, reoriented its view and began to support Japanese 
policy there, he replied that he didn't think the policy 
changed after January 193$. * Asked if he didn't know
that about this time Hitler assumed his full role as 
dictator, assumed command of the army, ousted Neurath and 
aoooint.ed Ribbentroo Foreign Hinister, he replied there 
were such ncrsonnel changes in February 193^ and he knew 
about them.

Asked if they were not very significant changes, 
he stater] that of course, as a result various policy change 
took nlace. It would be more correct to say that men came 
underneath Hitler who were caoable of executing his policy. 
He didn't think, it was correct to say there was any 
fundamental change of policy.
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Page With regard to China Policy, there were various
arguments pro and con within Germany after the outbreak of 
the China Affair, especially was there opposition in German 
economic circles, but their influence waned. This personnel 
change took place and as a result some policy changes were 
made, but there was no radical change.

Mention was made that the accused had stated that 
the influence of economic circles had waned, and he was 
asked if as a matter of fact it disappeared entirely when 
Hitler assumed command of the army in February 1938, as far 
as China was concerned. He replied it was weakened, but 
did n t disappear.

Asked if he had not advocated and supported in 
every possible way the conclusion of a military alliance 
with Germany, a nation that he knew in 1938 was bent on 
aggressive action, he replied it would be difficult to

34039 * reply unless he had an understanding as to the character
of the military alliance referred to. If the prosecutor 
was referring to a pact entered into between two countries 
in which the exercise of armed force was stipulated, he 
could reply yes or no; but if the prosecutor referred to a 
military alliance in which the contracting powers stipulated 
offensive or aggressive action of any kind, then he would 
have to answer in accordance with that definition.

340 90 * Asked if he did not in fact advocate an 
alliance between Japan and Germany which would obligate 
Japan to engage in war in the event of war between Germany 
and Russia, he replied that Japan was obligated to render 
Germany armed assistance if she was attacked by Russia 
without provocation. In his negotiations with Germany he 
contended that the exercise of armed resistance depended 
entirely on the situation at the time, and that Japan was 
not obliged to perform such obligations automatically.

3 4 0 9 1 * He did not advocate an alliance which obligated 
Japan to participate in the European war between Germany 
and England whether Russia was in the war or not, at any 
stage of the negotiations. Asked if he opposed Ribbentrop's

34092 request that Japan unite * in an alliance obligating Japan 
to engage in a European war in the event England was at 
war with Germany, he replied that Ribbentrop made no such 
request. Asked if he did not oppose Ribbentrop's views 
and what Ribbentrop was requesting, he replied no question 
arose in connection with the British involvement.

* The accused TOGO was Ambassador to Germany during 
the negotiations for the alliance up to October 1938. Asked 
if shortly after he was advised the decision of the Five-
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inform TOGO of all matters relating to the proposed alliance, 
and if he was directed to continue the negotiations in his 
capacity as military attache, he replied that he had 
directions with regard to certain parts. He was informed 
by the army the result of the Five-Ministers' Conference 
and directed to transfer negotiations to official channels 
as soon as possible, and report the progress up to that 
time to TOGO. While requesting the German side to transfer 
the matter to official channels, he reported to TOGO the 
progress of the talks only one time. * No other reports 
were made, because he was not carrying on negotiations, and 
he was not directed to continue them as military attache.

To the accused was quoted a part of his interro
gations in ’which he was asked if matters had reached the 
stage that he was to keep TOGO informed of what was going 
on, but still keep negotiations going on in his capacity as 
military attache, to which he had replied, yes. Asked if 
he did so answer, he replied that that was not so, because 
no instructions came, and in their absence there would be 
no occasions for him to do anything of the kind. The 
contents of that interrogation were contrary to the facts, 
and he did not make tl at reply.

He conferred with TOGO and reported the informa
tion regarding the proposed alliance as soon as he was 
notified of the Five Ministers' decision, as he was in
structed to, the first part of September. He did not 
discuss these matters with TOGO prior to nor after that 
time. * He didn't report to TOGO all the information 
regarding the proposed alliance, but only the highlights. 
TOGO was already in receipt of a telegram from the Foreign 
Ministry giving the general purport of the matter.

Asked if he discussed the general purport with 
TOGO, he replied that there was no discussion because 
there was no desire on TOGO'S part, and he merely reported 
to him. Asked if TOGO expressed himself in accord with the 
plan of the proposed pact, he replied he had no discussions 
on this matter with him, but his impression was that TOGO 
disapnroved of it, * but he could not say what points he 
disannroved and which he did not.

*

Asked if in his intérrogation he had stated that 
TOGO wished to have the proposed pact only so far as Russia 
was concerned, he answered not in exactly those words, but 
onlv to some extent to that effect. That did not accurately 
represent his answer. Asked in what way his answer differed 
from what had been quoted him, he stated that he had said 
his impression of TOGO was that he could say with certainty 
he disapproved of expanding the matter to include Britain
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As to his being in favor as far as Russia was 
concerned, 03HI"A had no discussion with him, nor did he 
ask * for his opinions to the extent, that he could say so 
unequivocally. * Asked if it was a matter of disagreement 
on TOGO'S part to extend agreement to England and France 
if there must have been then discussed between them a plan 
by which Japan would be obligated to participate in the 
event of a Oerman-English -war. he replied there was no 
discussion. Germany's first proposal included all countries. 
From the nrovisions of the treaty proper, it -would appear 
that the pact was directed at all countries, but in order 
to put restrictions on this a secret understanding was 
orooosed.

OSHII'A did not advise the General Staff and V/ar 
T'inister ITAGAKI of TOGO'S views that he was not in favor 
of extending the pact against England and France. * It was 
shortly after his conference with TOGO th at he received a 
communication from the General Staff suggesting he become 
ambassador. Asked if 7ar Minister ITAGAKI consulted the 
Foreign ?rinister about his appointment, he replied he had 
no knowledge as to what kind of discussions took place and 
did not know if his appointment was urged by the 7ar 
Ministry and General Staff.

* He took with him to Germany his credentials 
when he was appointed ambassador the second time, but not 
the first time because he was in Germany then, and it was 
sent and addressed to Hitler. Asked if the credentials 
were merely a standard form used for ambassadors, he replied 
he could not renlv with assurance because he had never 
* compared his with others, but he supposed they were in 
the same form as all credentials issued by his government.

After the conference with TOGO he did not carry 
on negotiations -with Ribbentrop regarding the proposed 
alliance -while he was still attache, nor did he discuss 
the matter with Ribbentrop because there was no data on 
which to pose such discussions. The first time he consulted 
Ribbentrop about the receipt of information regarding the 
action of the Five Ministers' Conference was one or two 
days after, in the latter part of August 1938. Asked when 
was the next time he saw him and talked to him about the 
oact, * he renlied there was talk about it but no discussion 
about the time KASAHARA returned to 3erlin around 20 
September, while he -vas still military attache. Asked if 
he conveyed to Ribbentrop certain information regarding 
the pact without, consulting the ambassador, he replied that 
the instructions he received from Japan were to convey the 
information to Ribbentrop.
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Asked if he was not tl en directed to continue 
the negotiations as attache, hr replied he- had no such 
direction. * A rather detailed resort on the conference 
decision v/as sent him. The main points of the instructions 
was that he should talk to Ribbentrop and see to it that 
the matter was transferred to official diplomatic channels 
as quickly as possible. Also, there were a number of 
revisions made to the German proposal.

He didn't recall exactly the date of the instruc
tions from Japan to which he was now referring, but thought 
it was at the end of August or tl e 1st of September. The 
» instructions received were to hand the Japanese revisions 
to Ribbentro^ informally and request him to draw up a 
proposal incorporating the revisions proposed by Japan. 
Although progress on the matter was rather rapid in Japan, 
the Germans were not prepared as the proposal lad been 
informal, and they had not discussed the matter or taken 
it un with Italy, and therefore desired a short wait. Asked 
if he had not stated that when Ribbentrop submitted the 
oroposnl to him in July, 193^, Ribbentroo suggested a mutual 
aid treaty aimed not only at the USSR but at all countries, 
he reolied that while the text of the treaty so stated, 
actually it was not so * and there were restrictions 
applied to it.

Ribbentrop did not make a proposal to him in 
July 193̂ -. suggesting a mutual aid treaty aimed at all 
countries, and he had not told a prosecutor in his interro
gations that he did. He only told him of the limitations 
olaced on the oroposed treaty. To the witness was quoted 
a nurported answer he made to a question in his interroga
tion in wf ich he said that to the best of his knowledge,
Ribbentroo * had said on this occasion that what he was
saying was not based on talks with Hitler or any other 
official, and he felt Germany ’would not approve a treaty 
agreeing to consult only and was somewhat one-sided and not 
strong enough, but suggested a mutual aid treaty aimed not 
only at the USSR, but at all countries. In other words, 
what Ribbentrop meant was that a German-Japanese pact would, 
if strong enough, hope to preserve world peace.

Asked if he made this statement, he said he was 
supposed to have said that and did. * He didn't recall the
date of the Five I'inisters* Conference which considered the
proposal brought by KASAHARA, but thought it was late in 
August.
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34112 * To the accused were quoted certain questions and answers 
from his interrogation in which when asked if it was not a fact that 
the military urged his appointment as ambassador, he replied yes, he 
thought so. When asked what military officials urged or suggested it, 
he had replied he believed it was General Staff Headquarters and the 
War Ministry. He did not know of any other organizations. Those advo
cating it were the army in particular.

In the fall of 1938 without his knowledge, the army appar
ently put forward his name for the ambassadorship and he received a 
telegram from General Staff Headquarters requesting him to take the 
position. He refused, saying he was a soldier and not a diplomat,

34113 but after repeated urgings he finally was more or less * forced to 
take the job. At that time TADA was C/S and Headquarters had such 
men as Major General KASAHARA and General HOMMA. There were no others 
urging his appointment and he was not a member of any army group. The 
War Minister who urged his appointment he believed was ITAGAKI. When 
asked if those questions had been asked and if he made the above 
answers, the accused replied yes.

Reference was made to his testimony on cross-examination 
(P. 34104) that around or between the 29th of August and 2nd of Sep
tember, he received a detailed report on the Five Ministers Conference 
decision, in which revisions were made to the German proposal, the 
accused stated he did not recall whether the report was made in one

34114 or two telegrams * but thought there was more than one. When shown 
a document purporting to be a copy of the telegram, he stated that 
it seemed to jibe with the circumstances but he had no definite 
recollection whether the entire document was correct. He did not 
know what else was incorporated in the telegram nor know what ex
planations were added to it and could not confirm the document. He 
was certain he received a telegram the end of August or 1st of Sept.

34115 * The telegram shown him was dated 1938 and contents to the effect 
were in the telegram but whether the one he received contained the 
exact information as here or whether there were explanations added, 
he could not say.

34116 * Exhibit 3514, the telegram Identified ~by the accused, 
stated that both the army and navy agreed with the purport of the 
treaty plan brought by KASAHARA. The opinion to adopt it was made 
upon the following conditions:

"a. Add the following essentials as the preamble.

Nb. Change 'diplomatically' of Article 2 to 'economic.'
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Page "c. Change in Article 3 from 'there is an obligation to
perform' to 'will enter into a conference immediately.'

"d. The phrases, 'menace and attack' of Articles 2 and 3 
will be designated as 'unless provoked. '

"e. It is our opinion that we would like to prescribe 
clearly the methods of execution and limit the sphere of the condi
tions of military aid to be given in accordance with the secret 
treaty to be attached to the main treaty.

"2. Since we desire to conclude this treaty as promptly 
aB possible, we wish Germany would take steps to submit this plan 
formally soon."

When shown another document and asked if he did not receive 
this telegram the same day he received Exhibit 3514« he replied that

34118 the contents were generally the same * but he could not say for sure 
whether it was exactly so.

Exhibit 3515, the telegram Identified by the accused being 
an explanation concerning the previous telegram (Exhibit 3514), he

34119 stated * that "The Preamble Draft" was that this treaty was an ex
tension of the Anti-Comintern Pact and a plan making clear the Intent 
that the Soviet was the chief target. Care was taken so as not to 
give the impression from its wording that England and U.S. were its 
greatest enemies. The Text Plan, Obligation of Military Aid in Article 
3, was not instantaneous or unconditional. To nullify the danger of 
being involved in a purely European problem against their will« the 
principle was a conference before entering with military aid.

To allow the purport of this treaty to take on a defensive 
character "menace and attack" would be limited to "provocation."
The text of the plan was at present under consideration.

The accused stated that in compliance with instructions, 
he communicated the revisions at once to Ribbentrop.

Regarding his trip to England and Belgium, it was shortly
34120 after becoming ambassador * somewhere around ̂ eb. 1939 before the 

arrival of the ITO Mission. He entered England with an official 
visa in his capacity as Ambassador. When asked if he had any 
official mission to the British Government requiring him to be 
officially received, he said that ordinarily such a thing did not 
take place according to diplomatic precedent and he was not so 
received. When asked if his presence in those countries was made 
known publicly, he stated he went in openly with a visa issued by

34121 English authorities * and his presence in England and Belgium was open.
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Page No conference of Japanese ambassadors and ministers In Europe vas held 
in Berlin in 1989. In addition to SHIRATORI, other ambassadors visit
ing Berlin in 1939 were KUR1YAMA, Minister to Sweden and AMAU, Minister 
to Switzerland.

84122 * He thought the latter came in 1939 after the 1T0 Commission's
visit. There was also occasion for Ambassador TOGO to come from Moscow 
and SHIRAT0R1 from Italy. He did not recall the occasion for TOGO'S 
coming but this was not so long after the ITO Commission was there and

34123 the Commission arrived late in February. * He could not remember the 
exact date the ITO Commission arrived. Ambassador SAKO from Poland 
also came to Berlin after the ITO Commission came. All these ambassa
dors came at different times. It was a custom of officials of the 
Foreign Office to take opportunities to visit other posts for liaison 
and exchange of information.

34124 * TOGO came at his own initiative and he thought that SHIRA- 
TORI was present at the time. Asked if it was not true that he held 
a meeting at which at least TOGO and SHIRATORI were present and that 
he and SHIRATORI expressed the view that Germany and Italy were ris
ing powers in Europe and to align with them would allow Japan to 
improve her position in East Asia, he replied it was possible that 
the three met because SHIRATORI attended the conferences when the 
ITO Commission came to Berlin and TOGO came about that time. He did 
not remember what they talked about nor what SHIRATORI said but since 
he himself entertained such ideas, he believed as a matter of course 
that he expressed them.

34125 * There were no other ambassadors from Europe present at this 
meeting. Asked if he did not learn that he and the army had been 
severely criticized in early Feb. 1939 by Foreign Minieter ARITA for 
carrying on diplomatic negotiations without his consent, he replied 
he was never cautioned. According to the Japanese system, there 
could have been no possibility of ARITA criticizing the army. Besides, 
he remembered no occasion of conducting negotiations without the 
Foreign Ministry's consent.

Asked if he did not learn that the Foreign Minister charged 
in Feb. 1939 that OSHIMA sent a telegram to General Staff Headquarters 
concerning strengthening the Anti-Comintern Pact, the contents of

34126 which had not been made known to him, * the accused replied he had 
never heard of it and there was no such fact. When he was military 
attache, he sent no wires to the Foreign Office but only to the army. 
After becoming ambassador, he sent none to the army but only to the 
Foreign Office. He thought that NAKAJIMA was Deputy Chief of the 
General Staff in Feb. 1939. Asked if the Deputy Chief in early 1939 
warned him that supreme authority of diplomacy was vested in the
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Page Emperor, he replied that the Deputy Chief had no authority to warn 
him nor was there ever such a fact, and he did not communicate with 
him either directly or indirectly about his conduct as ambassador.

34127 * Asked if SHIBATOBI accompanied the XTO Commission from 
Xtaly to Berlin where he had various conferences with OSHIMA regard
ing the proposed Pact, he replied that he arrived later them the 
Commission but a conference was held. Asked if there were not many 
conferences between himself and SHIBATORI while the Commission was 
in Berlin, he stated that after the Commission's arrival, SHIBATOBI 
and he listened to their explanations for two or three days.

34128 * There was no occasion of himself and SHIBATOBI having 
frequent conferences while the ITO Commission was there. Asked if 
when the Commission delivered a draft to him of the Compromise 
Proposal if after studying it he made the statement to ITO that
he was unable to convey such a proposal to the German Government 
for he deemed it far short of what he expected it to be, he replied 
no, he did not say so to him. Asked if ITO insisted on his deliver
ing a proposal and upon receiving the German Government's opinion 
instead of his own, he replied that ITO said nothing of the kind.

(Deference was made to Exhibit 497.)

The accused was reminded that if as he had stated the 
Commission arrived in Feb. and he did not receive a counter-proposal 
from Japan until the latter part of March, that there was an interval

34129 * of more than a month. He was asked if in this interval he officially 
delivered to BIBBENTROP the draft proposal presented by the ITO Com
mission. He stated it was only natural that he should not have d»Vl" *ed 
officially the proposal inasmuch as he was in the midst of addressing 
opinions to the home government. He did not officially deliver to 
RIBBENTRGP the draft proposal. In this Interval he did not receive 
telegrams from ARITA instructing him to do as recommended by the 
government.

Deference was made to the affidavit where it was stated that 
a new instruction was received the end of March, revising the instruc
tions brought by the ITO Commission, and where he described the 
alleged revision. When asked if the revision described in the affi
davit was a revision attempted in June 1939 after the Five Ministers

34130 Conference of June 5, he replied it was absolutely not so. * The 
reply he received in March stated that matters should remain the same 
as far as Russia was concerned and was the same as in the original 
ITO Commission report. Asked if the reply stated that in regard to 
other countries, Japan would go farther than simply stating that the 
pact would be aimed at nations embracing communism in that Japan 
would give aid against those countries which would consist of military
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Page advice,* he replied that was not so. Asked if by military advice 
34131 was meant trading of intelligence, temporary leasing of bases,

export of fuel oil and other commodities, and in general all aid 
outside of actual participation, he replied no.

(Reference was made to Exhibit 497)

34132 * Asked if he conferred at Rome with SHIRAT0R1 and an 
Italian representative about 2 Apr. 1939 regarding the pact, he 
replied he did not remember the exact date but about that time he 
did go to Rome for a discussion. Asked if it was another meeting 
on the following day with RIBBENTROP who had been unable to reach 
the conference the day before, he replied that the Rome discussions 
were participated in only by SHIRATORI and himself, and that Italians 
and Germans did not participate. A day or two after he returned he 
met RIBEENTROP. SHIRATORI and himself had with them at their con
ference in Rome the ITO Commission Directive of Jan. 23 and the 
final directive of Mar. 25 which was the Japanese compromise pro
posal.

34133

34134

34135

• Asked if he did not recall that at the first conference 
either himself or SHIRATORI informed Count Ciano of the nature of 
the directives which he and SHIRATORI had received from Japan, he 
replied that he had never met or talked with Ciano. It was not a 
conference. He merely called on SHIRATCRI and no Italians were 
present. SHIRATORI also did not confer with Ciano or any Italian 
representative. He heard that Ciano transmitted the directive and 
he did not inquire as to what Ciano replied when he received them. 
Asked if the matter was not important enough for him to inquire as 
to the result of his * conference as far as Italy was concerned, 
he replied that the directives were transmitted after he returned 
to Berlin. Asked if he made any inquiry as to the result of the con
ferences between SKIRATORI and Ciano, he replied that he received 
notice that the directives had been transmitted from SHIRATCRI.
There was no need of any further notification unless there were 
changes. AsKed again if he inquired as to what occurred between 
SHIRATORI and Ciano or whether he afterward learned what occurred, 
he replied he did not learn. Asked if at the conference the next 
day with RIBBENTHOP, if RIBBENTROP made the statement to him that 
the proposed pact was weak and * this was very disturbing, he replied 
that RIBBENTROP expressed his opinions but not that.

Asked if RIBBEN1R0P asked him if Japan was to participate 
in the war and he replied she probably would participate, the accused 
answered that that was not the reply he made, although it was the 
question RIBBENTROP asked him.
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84126 * Regarding his reply, the instructions he received from
Japan was that although armed resistance would he given, it would not 
he effective. The instruction was that he was to convey that.
That was vis-a-vis Third Powers outside Bussia. Thereupon, RIBBENTROP 
asked him if Japan was going to participate in principle, and OSHIMA 
replied that inasmuch as Japan was speaking of armed assistance, it 
was recognized that she would participate in principle. However, 
inasmuch as the particulars would he incorporated in the secret proto
col as to what Japan would do in specific cases when war actually arose, 
the fact that Japan recognized the point in principle might he under
stood. It was OSHIMA's understanding that Japan recognized partici
pation in principle.

Asked if he learned that early in Apr. 1989 he was severely 
criticized hy the Emperor for usurping the Emperor's prerogative in 
expressing an intention of participating in war, he replied he had

34137 never heeard of it * and there was no possibility of such a thing 
arising. Asked if he did not also learn that the Foreign Minister 
recommended to the Emperor and to the Five Ministers Conference that 
the statements made hy him and SHIRATOBI should he rescinded as 
actions overstepping their limits, he replied he had never heard of 
it and no message was received as to rescinding anything.

He met with SHIBATOBI on Hitler's birthday, Apr. 20, 1989, 
in Berlin, SHIRATOBI having been invited. Asked if following this 
meeting he and SHIBATOBI requested the government to recall them from 
Germany and Italy and the matter was considered at the Five Ministers 
Conference of 25 Apr. 1989, he replied there was no Bpecial occasion 
and there was no time when both of them tendered their resignations. 
Shortly after the Five Ministers Conference of 25 Apr. 1989, a 
further compromise proposal in the form of the HIRANUMA Declaration

34138 of * May 4 was delivered to the German and Italian plenipotentiaries 
in Tokyo, hut it really could not he called a compromise proposal.

The accused was asked if within several days after the de
livery of the HIRANUMA Declaration, if RIBBENTROP called him on 
the telephone from Munich on his way to meet Count Cinao and asked 
OSHIMA if when a contracting nation went to war against another, 
and even if there was no military aid from Japan, would it he per
missible to recognize Japan as being in the state of war, to which 
OSHIMA had replied in the affirmative, the accused stated that he 
did not recall whether such a question was asked him hy RIBBENTRQP 
hut granted he did reply that, since Japan had already recognized 
in principle her obligation to participate, there would he no possi
bility for him to go outside that scope in replying. Asked if 
RIBBEHTROP arranged for a Joint conference with him and SHIBATOBI
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Page in Berlin for 16 June 1939, he replied that about that time SHIRATORI 
came to Berlin and that both were invited to luncheon by RIBBENTROP

34140 but he did not recall the exact date. * He did not recall if at the 
conference, SHIRATORI said that the government's obstinacy in the 
question of exchanging notes as regards Japan's limited military capa
city, forced him to conclude that the government was still making 
mental reservations with regard to a military alliance. OSHIMA said 
he held a conference with SHIRATORI the latter part of July or first 
of August at Lake Como. Asked if before holding the meeting, he
and SHIRATORI Issued a joint communique publicizing that such a con
ference was to be held, he replied that no joint communique was 
issued but he faintly recalled that newspapermen called on him. 
SHIRATORI, and not he, met the press.

34141 * Asked if the government neither suggested nor authorized 
the holding of such a conference or issuance of any public statement 
regarding it, he replied that there was no authorization or suggestion. 
He knew nothing about War Minister ITAGAKI's threatening to resign
in early Aug. 1939 because of his inability to euccesefully advance 
a very strong military alliance with Germany and Italy which ITAGAKI, 
OSHIMA and SHIRATORI had been working for.

To the accused was quoted part of Exhibit 2198, a telegram 
of 11 Aug. 1939, from Ambassador OTT to RIBBEHTROF, which stated that 
Chief of the Central Section of War Ministry, MACHIJIRI, who on the 
afternoon of 10 Aug. 1942, had requested he be received jointly by 
OTT and the Italian Ambassador, transmitted the following communica
tion of the War Minister ITAGAKI» The army had resumed a bitter 
battle for alliance at the Five Ministers Conference of 8 Aug. but 
made no progress beyond the Japanese proposal of 5 June. The army 
had urgently striven for conclusion so as to reach an early and 
successful end to the China conflict, conform to popular wishes and 
alleviate present tension and prevent a serious reaction in the direc
tion of an economically tempting settlement with England. These reasons 
were so compelling that ITAGAKI was resolved as a last resort to risk 
resignation which would almost certainly entail the resignations of 
OSHIMA and SHIRATORI. This action might gradually improve the basis 
for alliance, but would at first produce violent setback. Nevertheless, 
resignation was the only possible decision and was due to be reached 
15 Aug.

After the above was read to him the accused was asked if 
it did not refresh his recollection regarding ITAGAKI's threat to 
resign, and he stated he had never heard of this.

34143 * From the same telegram, an additional part was quoted to
the accused which stated that since the Cabinet confirmed the 
proposal of 5 June, ITAGAKI deemed an early conclusion attainable with
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Pap-« the following mutual concessions5 Berlin and Home would declare to 
the Japanese Ambassador that the proposal of 5 June was acceptable 
with the provisos that they provide that no mental reservation was 
behind the wording; and that the verbal form of a Japanese supplement
ary statement be found. War Minister ITAGAKI than expected to express 
confirmation of this interpretation regarding the proviso concerning 
the mental reservation. Concerning the verbal form of the settlement, 
the verbal statement to be set forth in the protocol would be prominent
ly mentioned. MACHIJIRI almost entreatingly requested concession before 
15 Aug. ITAGAKI would communicate his demarche to 0 and SHIBATORI 
bypassing the Foreign Ministry.

34144 * After the above was read to OSHIMA, he stated he had never 
heard of it.

34145 * To the accused was read a part of a second telegram,
Exhibit 2198, of 18 Aug. 1939, from OTT to RIBBENTROP, which stated 
that the domestic political following in the alliance question con
tinued undimished. Press reports of supposed compromise possibilities 
between the Foreign and War Ministers were inexact. In the last Five 
Ministers Conference, ABITA was assigned the task of again clearly 
fixing the text for the Japanese proposal of 5 June without any 
essential change. This draft was to be distributed among the parti
cipating Ministers and if accepted at the next Five Ministers Con
ference, was to be transmitted to the Ambassadors in Berlin and 
Home for written delivery to governments.

ITAGAKI rejected the Foreign Minister's proposal and con
tinued to insist on going beyond the proposals of 5 June. Since he 
was unable to break through the unanimous front of the other Ministers, 
he deemed a resignation unavoidable, according to the information 
from the War Ministry. ITAGAKI was strengthened by the pressure of 
junior officers, who were demanding unconditional alliance.

The accused was aeked if reading the above did not refresh 
his recollection of ITAGAKI's views, and he stated he had not even 
heard of this.

34146 * In July 1939, OSHIMA's »aval Attache in Berlin was Capt.
ENDO. The accused was asked if sometime in July, ENDO explained the 
Navy's position in regard to strengthening of the Anti-Comintern Pact 
to the Chief Secretary of the German Navy Ministry, wherein he stated 
that if war should break out between Germany and Italy and England 
and France, it would be fine if Japan maintained a friendly neutrality 
and that upon learning this from ENDO, OSHIMA became angry and inquired 
of STAHMER if RIBBENTROP knew it. He stated that this was not so.
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34147

Wiehl was Director of the Commerce Trade Bureau. He had no 
recollection of having a conference with him in Berlin on 21 Dec. 1938 
in which Wiehl said that RIBBENTROP insisted that preferred treatment 
he given Germany as compared with third powers in China, and that 
this should he stipulated in writing in the Pro-Memoria regarding 
German-Japanese cooperation in China. Asked if Wiehl stressed in 
the conference that Germany was entitled to preferential treatment * 
not only politically hut also economically and morally because of her 
aid given China, such as recall of military advisor, stoppage of war 
materials and losses resulting therefrom, he replied he had no recol
lection whether Wiehl said anything like that. Economic matters were 
in the hands of economic experts and even if they were brought to the 
Embassy's attention, it would be only by those experts. He did not 
recall declaring that he had always urged preferential treatment and 
that the Japanese Army was in favor of it.

Asked if he recalled that in that conference, he told Wiehl 
that he had sent a wire report to Tokyo on 9 Dec. that preferential 
treatment should be granted in writing, he replied he had no recol
lection and by that he meant that any negotiations with Wiehl were 

34148 conducted in principle • by the economic experts in the Embassy.
However, it might be possible that the official in charge of economic 
affairs might have talked with Wiehl about such matters but he had 
no recollection of himself talking with Wlehl as he had almost no 
knowledge of economics. He may have sent such a wire to Tokyo on 
9 Dec. but as such matters were entirely in the hands of the Economic 
Department, he had no recollection.

Asked if he further informed Wiehl that he had sent letters 
to the same effect to leading personalities of the Japanese Army 
through a Japanese general who had recently visited Berlin, he replied 
he might have. Asked if, while a representative of the government, 
it was not true that he was Chief of all Japanese diplomatic representar- 

34149 tiv68 and Intelligence • services in Europe, he replied no, that all 
ambassadors and ministers were Independent of each other.

34150 * In hi s affidavit, he had characterized the conclusion of the 
German-Russian Nonaggression Pact as sin act of extreme bad faith on the 
part of Germany and had not later changed his views on that subject. 
Asked if he had not stated in his interrogation that one of the reasons

34151 he resigned as Ambassador was that he mistrusted the German leaders, * 
he replied that what he had stated was that they had hurt his feelings. 
He did not change his views in that regard either. Asiced if he con
sidered that the conclusion of the Pact created an extremely critical 
situation between the two governments, he replied he did not think so 
but it did cool their sentiments. He said the Japanese only filed a 
protest against Germany, and he lodged a protest twice with receipt of

34152 notification. * He identified the document which was Jan. 1940 issue
of the "Bungei Shunju" and in it was an article entitled "The Idea of 
German Diplomacy" written by himself.____________________________________
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* Exhibit 35 16-A, the document thus identified by the 
accused stated that German diplomacy was Hitler's diplomacy* 
Hitler mentioned honor, equality, and freedom as the three 
principles of diplomacy and, in other words, endeavored bravely 
to improve such things as impaired Germany's honor, hindered her 
equality, and took her freedom away* The Versailles Treaty 
was against these principles. Germany tried hard to break 
off from this regime and the declaration of rearmaments, the 
denunciation of the Locarno Treaty, the occupation of the 
Rhineland, etc*, had all come from these principles. Any 
obstacle to Germany's honor, e^jcliuy, and freedom must be 
swept away*

Practical affairs did not always conform with orin- 
ciples and each country had her own diplomatic principles.
Weak countries are too powerless to carry out their ideals, 
while strong ones entrench themselves behind thdr principles. 
Germany, however, * might be said to be one of those count
ries steadily carrying out its ideals and principles. Look
ers on might think they were being carried out too hastily 
and somewhat overbearingly but at least Hitler himself was 
convinced he was carrying out sound diplomatic policies at 
opportune moments.

As an example, it was clearly shown in Hitler's dip
lomatic document exchanged with Britain in the well-known 
"blank document" in the Polish trouble. Britain desired 
the withdrawal of the German forces when they advanced into 
Poland suggesting that Germany and Poland negotiate on a 
fresh slate and proposed that Britain also join in these 
negotiations. Hitler, however, flatly refused this request.
The German forces might give ear to such requests of Britain 
and France after they had secured victory, but while the 
objective of their advances was not achieved, for the sake 
of German honor it was impossible to withdraw her troops 
even for the convenience of diplomatic * negotiations.
This showed how important they thought of honor.

In the complicated International relations of today, 
mere speech could not secure a country's safety. It could 
be understood that she had tried to maintain a strong army 
in a short time to carry out her diplomacy of three prin
ciples. She had often achieved bloodless victory because 
she attended to affairs, being prepared for war. The diffi
cult work of the present reconstruction of Germany had been 
accomplished entirely because of the sagacity of the states
men to perceive the development of things.
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gage Decisions in the right moment, powerful army, Derfeet
command with the whole nation under it. It deserved admiration 
that Germany had made herself what she was. Could it be con
sidered that, the bloodless diplomacy which den]t with Austria 
and dealt with Czecho-Slovakia twice, failed in Its diplomacy 
by giving rise to the second world war by finally making a foe

34156 of England and F'rance by annihilating * Poland on the pretext 
of the Danzig problem?

Diplomacy presupposes the other party. About its nature 
it was adaotable to any changes to suit the occasion, and it was 
not necessarily right to think that German diolomacy failed or 

I made a miscalculation in coming to the present war. Germany was 
always prepared for war and carried out all policies on that 
basis. She was determined to resort to arms at any moment ac
cording to the other parties’ attitude to her when she carried 
out her own positive policies. In this way the victory of blood 
less diplomacy came about and her firm resolution was the same 
as before.

There was nothing more necessary at present than such 
close connection of diplomacy and military force. The conclu
sion of the Nonaggression Treaty between Germany and Russia 
gave an impression that both countries -'ere two crafty. CSHIMA 
thought that they could not rightly oppose this as the last 
measure Germany resorted to in her critical situation when by 
this means she would either be forced to make operations on 
two fronts, or by only one front, or be able to avoid war. Was 
not the Soviet at present desiring merely to advance to the 
Baltic Sea and reach a rapprochement with Japan in the Far 
East on the other? Diplomacy admitted of no conjectures, but 
he thought it possible at this juncture to make the Soviet 
wash her hands of China.

Hit]er carried on diplomacy himself with Ribbentrop 
as a good assistant. WM.le Hitler had had no experience as a 
diplomat, he had become a first-class personage and diplomat 
in the world. He studied histories and philosophical works 
while busy in state affairs, meditated hard and was devising 
all policies from the principles which had crystallized in his

34157 head. Ribbentrop was one * with Hitler and had a good under
standing of Hitler's diplomatic belief, and it was not too 
much to say that German diplomacy lay in the hands of those 
two. Sich being the case, quick daring diplomacy could be 
carried out which astonished the world. Ribbentron had an 
acute intellect and a quick perception which Germans seldom 
had. He had a very strong will and was exactly the right 
diplomatic assistant who had no match in the positive diplomacy 
which was the unshot of the Nazis ideology.
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Page Ribbentrop's trait was to spare no pains and he was
truly a modern international statesman who handled matters 
quickly* Being active, he did not stick to trifles but tried 
to grasp main points in negotiations or disputes, and OSHIMA 
recognized his quick perception and he was quite a different

3 4 15 8  type of statesman * from the so-called petty officials*

OSHIMA had much intercourse with Goering and other 
military men while a resident officer, and had been acquainted 
with Ribbentrop and other diplomats since becoming ambassador* 
These men impressed him that the Nazi leaders were settled in 
resolution and were young. Since the Munich disturbance in 
19 2 3 the Nazis had been under the oppression of communism and 
social democracy, had exposed themselves to constant danger, 
and had busied themselves to make the defeated Germany what 
she was today* This had trained them and made them statesmen, 
sincerely anxious about their c o u n t r y ’s future.

As Germans usually did, Hitler strongly trusted and 
respected Japan. He had political interests, but he depended 
much upon the Japanese nationality and character. Hitler paid

3 4 1 6 0 attention to German history and traditions. Perhaps * because 
he knew a m a n  could not perform his duty as a citizen unless 
he respected his country's history. It was quite natural 
that he respected Japanese history of 2600 years.

Hitler taught constant bravery and his soeech of 1 
September in the Reichstag he said, "Let Goering be commander 
when I am killed at the front; let Hess succeed Goering when 
he dies; and choose the bravest Nazi when Hess dies." He then 
went immediately to the front. The Japanese were likewise 
very brave and did not fear death. It was quite natural that 
even the parties concerned should beunaüe to foretell what 
would become of the European »Var. The prevalent view was 
that a modern war was a protracted national war and Germany 
was well aware of this.

Since she had entered into war it might be thought 
she was prepared for a protracted war and also had confi
dence in her operations to win it in a short time. However, 
victory was an uncertain affair. It was dangerous to Judge

3 4 1 6 1 the present war by * the standards of past wars. Each country 
was trying to localize the war and theynust constantly watch 
how the world was moving, study war and ponder its results. 
Whether they were participants or not, all powers were af
fected by the war in question. The Japanese government at 
this Juncture must establish national policies and exert 
itself to carry them out.
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34162

34163

34164

Japan's policy toward the U.S. and the Soviet must be 
grasped in a wide sense as links of their world policy. A far
sighted policy had to be formulated for future Japan so as to 
win the consent of the people. The European War occurred 
after a lapse of 2 5 years, and everyone must take this onoor- 
tunity to lead Japan to greater prosperity in the world.

The accused was asked if in January, 1940, the month 
after his return from a year sojourn in Germany if he knew 
of the founding of the Gestapo under Goering in 1933 and he 
replied that he didn't know when it was founded but knew of 
its existence. When-asked if he knew Hitler's Mein Kampf,
* teaching the right of pure Germans to dominate ali races, 
and that force was necessary to solve international problems, 
had been used in the schools and colleges throughout Germany 
and distributed to all government officials, he replied he 
knew the book was widely read, but not that it was distributed 
in this way.

He knew it but did not know the cause of the murder 
without warning of those opposed to Hitlerism doctrines in 
the "Blood Bath" of June, 1934. Asked if this blood bath 
had its counterpart in Japan in the various assassinations 
between 1 9 3 1 and 19 3 6 of those who opposed the policy of the 
Japanese army, he replied that since he was not in Japan 
after 1934 he had no knowledge on which to base opinions with 
regard to these incidents.

* Asked if he also witnessed the establishment of 
the notorious concentration camps in Germany and if he was 
familiar with the line of terror following, he replied that 
he knew of the camps but had never seen them and had heard 
rumours of maltreatment but had never investigated the facts. 
The accused was asked if with all this knowledge and more on 
his part, he prepared this article relating to the so-called 
Hitler diplomacy of honor, equality, and freedom for the 
uurpose of aligning more closely the Japanese government
and people with Hitlerite Germany, he replied no, there was 
no particularly deep meaning for writing the article. He 
wrote it because the Japanese at that time were interested 
in conditions in Germany and about German leaders. 
wrote it to introduce the German's better side. In all 
things there were good and bad aspects and in this case he 
introduced the good aspects. *

* Reference was made to the article in which OSHIMA 
had asserted in effect that Germany had established a strong 
army in order that Hitler's three principles of honor, 
equality, and freedom would have the support of real power
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Page and by it Germany had often achieved bloodless victories. He 
was referring to such events as the Nazi Putsch in Vienna in 
July 19 3 4 when Dolfuss was assassinated, the occupation of the 
Rhineland in March 1936, the Austrian Anschluss in March 193^» 
and the incorporation of Austria into the Reich in March 193$, 
and the occuoation of the Sudeten area of Czechoslovakia in 
October 1938.

Asked if he considered these incidents and, as he had 
stated in his article, the annihilation of Poland on the pre
text of the Dansig problem were the better parts of Germany 
he wanted to recommend to the Japanese people, he replied that 
in his thinking such matters as the significance of an inci
dent of this kind should await the comments of future his
torians. Reminded that he himself was not awaiting on future

3 4 1 6 5 history to comment and was imparting his conception * of G e r 
many to both his government and people through this article, 
he explained that he wasn't urging it on the Japanese people 
nor was he helping history along by encouraging it and nre- 
senting it to them.

What he had written in the article was the actual 
state of affairs. It was not true that he was trying to warm 
up relations between Germany and Japan, which had cooled off 
because of the Nonaggression Pact. He wrote it because there 
were many Japanese who desired to know about German conditions. 
He did not write it on his own volition, but the magazine

34166 company asked him to. He was never asked by * the General 
Staff or anyone connected with it.

Reference was made to the article where it described 
that Germany as a nation was prepared for war and was deter
mined to resort to arms to carry out her positive policies.
Asked if the same thing was not true in Japan after the Man
churian Incident, he replied that he thought any country was 
armed for any eventuality. Asked if in the article when he 
added "There is nothing more necessary at present than such 
close connection of diplomacy and military force" if he was 
advocating a military partnership between Japan and Germany 
in order that both might better carry out their Dositive 
policies, he replied that this was not a diplomatic document but 
article written at the behest of the magazine and had no 
deep significance. It was not written to influence Japanese 
policy.

3 4 1 6 7 * It was not written with the purpose of advocating
a military partnership to enable the two nations to carry out 
their positive oolicies.
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Page Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated
that his constant idea was that a military alliance between 
Japan and Germany was meant to be used as a means in diDlomatic 
negotiations, and he was asked if he did not actually mean, in 
keeping with the sense of this article, he would not hesitate 
to hold a loaded pistol to the head of his neighbor determined 
to pull the trigger if he refused to obey directions, he stated 
there was no connection between what he wrote in the magazine 
article and what he wrote in his affidavit with regard to this 
as a means in diplomatic negotiations.

Asked if his statement in the article that Japan at 
this juncture must establish national policies and excert h e r 
self to carry them out was intended as a criticism and attack 
on those in the government who were opposed to.the Tripartite 
alliance, he replied that because he was unfamiliar with con-

34168 ditions in Japan * he was not offering any concrete plans.
He merely wrote in a very abstract manner that the Japanese 
should not be disturbed or remain confused. He was not advocat
ing any alliance.

Asked if this public demand made by him that the 
government establish national policies reached fruition in the 
replacement of the YONAI Cabinet by the Second KONOYE Cabinet 
in July, 1 9 4 0 , and the conclusion by it of the tripartite pact 
on September 27, 1940, he replied that these incidents occurred 
one after another but he had no connection with them. Asked 
if after he returned to Japan from Germany he had conversations 
with SHIRATORI in which he discussed various aspects of the 
tripartite pact, he replied that being acquaintances they of 
course met but at no time did they combine together to promote 
a tripartite alliance.

3 4 16 9 * Asked again if they talked on occasions about v a r 
ious aspects of the tripartite alliance, he replied that he 
thought there might have been such occasions but they never 
discussed any concrete measures for it. SHIRATORI at that 
time was still ambassador v;ithout assignment. SHIRATORI did 
not discuss with him from time to time about what was going 
on about the pact. The accused was asked if he h a d n ’t stated 
shortly before that they had talked on the matter on occasions, 
and he replied that that wasn't so, that because they were 
acquaintances they had met socially and the subject might
have come up, but they never discussed the subject of the tri-

34170 partite pact in * particular.

Asked if Stahmer, special envoy of Ribbentrop, c o n 
ferred v/ith him in Japan the summer of 1940, he replied that 
he met Stahmer in early September shortly after he a r r i v e d , 
but had no occasion to discuss with him. There were no



Page negotiations for the pact begun at that time and Stahmer did 
not talk to him about it. OSHIMA said he had told Stahmer to 
go and discuss the matter with MATSUOKA. Stahmer said he had 
come with preparation to talk on the matter, to which OSHIMA 
replied he was in no position to be concerned with it so he had 
better see MATSUOKA. He thought Stahmer then went to see

3 4 1 71 MATSUOKA. * Shortly after that OSHIMA was invited to dinner 
at the German embassy and Stahraer told him at that time that
he was negotiating with MATSUOKA about the pact. He said that 
negotiations were under way and MATSUOKA wanted to issue a 
statement to which he, Stahmer, said that that would be 
troublesome or objectionable.

OSHIMA did not hear the contents of the matter broached 
by Stahmer, and they did not go further into the question. 
OSHIMA merely told him that he had better see MATSUOKA for he 
himself was not in a position to give assistance In th© matt#?.

3 4 17 2  * Stahmer was not asking for his advice regarding the step in 
the negotiations, and he did not advise Stahmer to express his 
views clearly to MATSUOKA. If he were to give him advice he 
would first have to»know the contents of the German proposal 
and what MATSUOKA said in regard thereto. When he told Stahmer 
to express his views to MATSUOKA clearly to matters it was not 
advice, it was merely only a reply in the course of the con
versation.

Asked if he was drawing a distinction between advising 
him and telling him to do it, he replied he was only saying 
that he did not feel that he gave any views. Asked if MATSUOKA 
or either of the diplomatic councilors of the Foreign Office, 
SHIRATORI and SAITO, were present at the conference at the

3 4 17 3 German * Embassy, he replied that no one was there. Only he 
himself was invited to the dinner. However, Ott was present.

3 4 17 4 * He did not know if the signing of the tripartite pact 
and the formation of the IRAA was jointly celebrated by Japan
ese and Germans throughout Japan on Sunday morning, 13 October
1940. He was not present at any such occasion. Asked if he 
was in favor of the tripartite pact, he replied that he sup
ported it because it had been decided on national policy and 
supported by the Japanese at large. At the time of its con
clusion he expressed favor of it.

Asked if there were substantial elements in Japan which 
did not approve of the pact he replied that since this question

3 4 1 7 5  was important, he knew there were some who opposed it, he * 
thought there would be some opposition to it, but he didn't 
realize there were as many opponents as he learned about before 
this Tribunal. Asked what means were used by government lead
ers to silence this opposition, he replied that being out of 
office he knew nothing.
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Page Asked If he did not know that an Imperial edict was
secured which had the effect of compelling the Japanese nation 
to follow the provisions of the alliance, and if he didn't 
so inform Hitler or Ribbentrop, he replied that he made no 
such report, but the Imperial Rescript was used to unify the 
people and of this he had informed the leaders of Germany upon 
his return to that country.

Asked if he advised the Emperor be used in this man
ner, he replied that being out of office he had no connection 
with such matters. To the accused was quoted a oart of ex
hibit 562, a telegram from Ott of 31 January 1939» which 

)34176 stated that "Unity of government and nation* behind the Tri- 
oartite Pact has been unmistakably nroved in the Diet nego
tiations." Asked what he did to secure the unity of the G o v 
ernment and nation behind the pact, he renlied he did no
thing.

3 4 1 7 7  * When handed a document, the witness conceded that 
it v/as a copy of the November, 1940, issue of the magazine

3 4 17 8 Dai-Asia Shugi, * which included an article entitled, "Tri
partite Alliance and the United States" written by him. He 
had no recollection as to ever having given such a talk to
a representative of the magazine. It anpeared that the art
icle was based on something he said somewhere else. Asked if 
he had not said in his article that he had published an art
icle in the fall of 194C in this magazine, he replied that 
his recollection was that he spoke of two other magazin® and 
not the "Dai-Asia Shugi Magazine."

His name was printed here, but he had no recollec
tion of the article. Probably it was the society in which

34179 the accused MATSUI was associated, but * he had no connec
tion with this society at all. After looking at the contents 
of the article, however, the accused stated it appeared to be 
something written by him and it appeared that the magazine 
was published by the Greater Asia Association. It was true 
that it stated the^e that the following accused were officials 
of this association: IÄA73UI, Iwane, HIROTA, Koki, S H IRATORI,
Toshio, and MATSUCKA, Yokusuke, and SUZUKI, Teiichi.

3 4 18 0 Exhibit 3 5 1 7 -A, the document so identified stated 
that the fact that the tripartite alliance was concluded re-

34181 cently and the Imperial Rescript graciously * promulgated, 
truly fills one with gratitude. As was made clear in the 
rescript, the object of the recent alliance treaty differed 
greatly in spirit from that of ot^er alliance treaties.
In Japan they had always striven for the manifestation of 
Hakko Ichiu. The Sino-Japanese War, the Russo-Japanese War,
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Page and the Manchurian Incident were carried out with this spirit. 
Needless to say the present China Incident was too being car
ried out with the idea of improving China and trying to estab-

3 4 18 2 lish a new order in East Asia, *In Eurooe too the object of
• Germany and Italy in starting the recent war was quite dif

ferent from those of previous ones. Hitler had said God did 
not create the world for one or two races and those that
were born into the world had the right to live at the same
time. The world's resources existed to realize the right of 
mankind to live. The term "right" was an incorrect expression, 
but his idea was to enable all people to obtain their place

I in the world. After the commencement of the European War,
" Hitler said that its aim lay in' the establishing of a new

order in Europe which excluded the restrictive interference 
of England,

In this way, the war aims of Germany and Italy lie in 
correcting the illogicality of the old system. It was similar 
to the Japanese object in dealing with the China Incident and 
this is why the alliance was concluded. In other words, G e r 
many and Italy also comprehended the manifestation of Hakko 
Ichiu, which is the great spirit of the Japanese national 
foundation. Consequently the alliance differed from the ore-

34183 vious ones. ^Looking at history they could see that, up until 
now, there had been many treaties with various nations, but 
they were all concluded to fulfill personal desires and 
Britain was a good example of this.

&4184 * The fact that the recent alliance was concluded with
the grand object of establishing a new world order was a great 
feature of the treaty. They rust fully realize this and 
OSHIMA believed that the entire nation rust unitedly support 
the government to make the treaty effective.and aDDrooriate. 
Concerning its contents, in it Germany and Italy recognized 
and respected Japan's leadership in Greater East Asia. Since 
the Meiji Era, Japan, as the stabilizing force, had contribu
ted to the happines of the peoples of East Asia, and was striv
ing further for this.

If Japan did not exist, what would have been the con
dition of East Asia. There were countries in the world where 
culture developed early. These countries had advanced to 
Africa, America, and finally to Asia, and many Asiatics had

3 4 1 8 5  been conquered by * the leading European and American nations. 
Conditions of semi-colony or of slavery have come about, and 
natural resources had been monopolized. The fruits of the 
natives had been taken away by the American and European 
nations. Their force knew no limit, and at one time the parti
tioning of China was even advocated. However, Japan by herself 
had been stopping and preventing the greed and ambition of them.
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Page Recent changes in the world situation had intermingled
the interests of the various nations* Since the establishment 
of the new order in East Asia was influenced by situations in 
Eurooe and America, he believed that ttye conclusion of the al
liance was extremely advantageous for accomplishing their Plans. 
The alliance was advantageous to Japan* But they must give 
cooperation to the establishment of the new order of Germany 
and Italy and responsibilities had become greater.

3 4 18 6 How to realize Japan's leading position * or what sort 
of a new order should be established in leading East Asia?
This was a grave mission. The conditions in NEI and FEI and 
perhaps India and the South Sea Islands must be Improved.
It was essential that they immediately plan with Germany and 

^  Italy an established concrete policy. The question of the
W  understanding in the treaty concerning attacks made by third
~  Powers not connected with the present conflict was in line with 

frequent government statements that the treaty would not have 
war as its object. Anyone could see this by reading the text. 
But according to the newspapers and c a b l e s , it seemed that 
the people of the U.S. claimed the treaty was a challenge.

This was puzzling since it was common knowledge that 
Japan had never thought of laying a hand on any U.S. terri-

3 4 18 7 tory or made any preparations for it. * For three years 
JaDan had devoted herself to settling the China Incident and 
so what need had she of making an enemy of the U.S. The U.S. 
herself should fully understand this. They could not helo 
but conclude that to regard this treaty as a challenge to the 
U.S. meant either that she was unhappy about the establishment 
of a new order in East Asia or that she harbored an ambition

k towards East Asia.

The U.S. was by no means the judge of the world. If 
she, rich in resources and productive power, crossed the Pacific 
and thought of advancing into East Asia, it would vi-late the 
law of nature and would be fully punished by Heaven. The pre
amble of the treaty mentioned that there should be no hesitancy 
to cooperate with any country wishing to establish a -new order. 
If the U.S. truly desired peace, she would cooperate in a new 
order in East Asia. If the U.S. thought she could make Janan 

34188 * yield by threats, it was a great mistake. The U.S. attitude 
was practically unbearable ever since the outbreak of the China 
Incident, but Japan had been devoting itself to settlement 
and had been awaiting tolerantly the U.S. to reconsider. The 
U.S. must consider the tripartite alliance an opportunity for 
her reconsiderations. The Japanese were a patient peoole, but 
there was a limit. If the U.S. with her rich resources would
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Page endeavor to establish a new order on the American continent and 
would carry out a fair policy of exchanging resources with other 
continents, then not only she would contribute to world peace, 
but also much happiness would be brought to the American people,

Jaoan had made a start towards new diplomacy with the 
alliance. Success or failure would not only decide the destiny 
of Japan and the welfare of the peoples in East Asia, but also 
would have much effect unon the establishment of world justice. 
All the Jaoanese people should make combined efforts for the 

34 18 9 * great Imperial ideal of the establishment of a new order in 
Greater East Asia in accordance with the Imoerial wishes which 
had been recently promulgated.

Asked if in the previous article (exhibit 3516-A) the 
great weight of his influence was aga^n used in another critical 
period in an effort by this article to unify both the Govern
ment and the Nation behind the Tripartite Pact, he replied he 
did not think those two articles could have such an influence 
on society. The latter article was written on the basis of the 
Imoerial rescript and the statement Issued by the Jaoanese 
Government generally,

34-190 * Reference was made to the article where it was stated
that the alliance was concluded with the object of establishing 
a new order constituting the great feature of the treaty, and 
he was asked what provisions of the treaty orovlded for t M s ,
He answered that not being a drafter of the treaty, all that he 
knew was what he learned later, and from his own studies of 
this alliance pact. In the article there is a phrase, MTo 
enable each and eve r y  people to have their proper place in the 
world," and the ideal of the new order was exoressed therein. 
That was what he was referring to in his article.

To the accused was read the exact language of the oro- 
vision of the preamble relating to the new order which stated 
that the three governments had made it a fundamental orinciDle 
to establish a new order for coprosperity of its own race in 
Great Asia and Europe, and to maintain the same end had reached 
the decision to cooperate and coassist each oftier in carrying 
out this basic fundamental in each respective field. Asked 
if this v;as the provision which constituted the great feature 
of the treaty, he renlied that since several years had elapsed 
since the conclusion of the pact, he could not recall with 

34-191 exactitude * the [language in the preamble. However, the ex
pression the "new order" was the new feature of the treaty.
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Page To the accused was quoted another part of the treaty
which stated that Japan, Germany and Italy would agree to c o 
operate with one another in carrying out the aforementioned 
policy* Asked if this new feature he spoke of was the new 
order provided for in the preamble and which was implemented 
by the provision just read, he replied that the three Powers 
should cooperate for the new order was not all. Its estab
lishment was the ideal and for this purpose various steps 
were to be taken.

3 4 19 2 * He had been asked in what sense does this pact con
tain new features, and so he spoke of the conception of 
the new order as mentioned in the preamble, but he had not

3 4 19 3 spoken as to what the new order meant. * The new order e x 
pressed the desire to create a new and unoppressed society. 
Asked what Hitler and Mussolini did to carry out this funda
mental principle of a new order, he replied he thought that 
v/hat they were doing accorded with the principle.

Asked if, in other words, Hitler and Mussolini con
tinued to wage the war of aggression in Europe at the time

3 4 19 4 of the conclusion of the pact, * he replied that depended on 
different individuals in the way they look at it. He himself 
did not necessarily consider this action aggressive. As to 
the matter whether this was an aggressive war, he replied 
that it had no direct connection with Japan so he had made
no detailed investigation.

34195 * There were efforts made at Geneva to define the 
word aggression and a treaty was created but not one country 
ratified it. Asked if with all his experience and knowledge 
of German affairs if there was any doubt in his mind that 
the annihilation of Poland on the pretext of the Danzig

34196 affair was aggressive or defensive, * he replied that even 
Geneva was unable to decide the meaning of the word so it 
was unreasonable to ask him to define the term. However, 
it was undeniable that it was Germany that opened the 
attack on Poland.

The accused was reminded that Hitler's General 
Order No. 24 (exhibit 573, T. 6470) provided that the aim 
of the cooperation based on the Three-Power Pact must be 
to bring Japan as soon as possible to active operations in

3 4 1 9 7 the Far East. Asked if in his interrogation he had not 
stated that by the issuance of this order, Hitler may have 
intended to invoke the statement in the preamble about the 
building of a new order in East Asia. He replied that he 
did not answer in that sense. He did not know how the other 
party replied and did not even -'now of such an order.
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Page When the question was repeated, he replied that he never
.thought of it in that way and did not know how Hitler thought«
He had no recollection of making such a reply in his interroga
tion« To the accused was read a part of his interrogation why 
Hitler did issue such an order and base collaboration upon the 

34198 Pact unless there was something in it or an understanding *
between Japan and Germany, he replied that he did not know why 
Hitler said so« Maybe he intended to invoke the statement in 
the preamble about the building of a new order in ,East Asia but 
he did not know«

Asked if he made that answer to the question that had 
been read to him, he replied there must be some mistake. He had 
no recollection of having made such a reply. It was true that 
he showed Hitler a military map of Singapore containing the lo
cation of field fortifications and gun emplacements, but he 
never discussed with him the method of attack. Hitler asked 
how long it would take to reduce Singapore but there was no 
discussion of the difficulties of an attack,I

The accused was asked if in his interrogation he did 
not justify the delivery of the map by stating that it was in 

.34199 accord with the agreement * at the time of the conclusion of 
the tripartite pact. Even if he did say so, however, he 
thought that what he did was justifiable for there should no- 

* thing wrong in showing them a map in answer, to their wish.
Asked if that was what he considered to be in conform

ity with the fundamental principle of the pact relating to 
the establishment of a new order, he replied there was no 
connection whatsoever.
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* Asked what Japan did to carry out the fundamental 
principle of the pact relating to the establishment of the 
new order, he stated that although the idea of the principle 
was one of the pact's purposes, work did not proceed to the 
point where it was concretely materialized. Asked if this 
was because they lost the war, le replied it was his inter
pretation that Japan engaged in a war of self-defense and 
not for the purpose of creating a new order.

Asked if Japan did not continue the war with 
China which had been in progress for many years prior to 
the conclusion of the pact, he stated that Japan referred 
to these hostilities as the China Affair, but it was true 
that they continued. Asked if Japan continued its efforts 
to establish the new order in East Asia under the pact's 
provisions by military occupation of FIC, where naval and 
air bases were secured, he replied that because he was 
then in Germany he could not testiCy with regard to the 
details of what Janan was doing or for what purpose she 
did certain things, because he was not informed.

Reminded that in his article in the November 
1940 issue of Dai-Asia Shugi (exhibit 3517), he informed 
the Japanese nation it was necessary that they cooperate 
* in the establishment of the New Orders of Germany and 
Italy, he was asked if this was not based on these provisions 
f the Pact. He answered that tie pact had been concluded 

and a Rescript and government statement Issued, and his 
statement in the article was a mere repetition of what had 
already been announced. He had not referred to what must 
be done concretely to carry out the pact, but was mentioning 
these matters more as an idea.

The accused was asked if Article 3 of the pact, 
regarding aid in the event of an attack by a power not 
presently engaged in war was, in fact, designed as a cloak 
and shield to protect the participating powers in the 
course of conduct in which they were then engaged in 
Eurone and China, and he stated that not having participated 
in the drafting of the pact he did not know what the actual 
intentions were, but his understanding was that there was 
no intention of concealing anything.

♦ The accused was reminded that exhibit 559 was 
a memorandum between Japan, Germany, and Italy dated 20 
December. 1940, providing for the establishment of a 
military commission and an economic commission. Asked if 
he was head of the General Commission embracing these two, 
he stated, yes, but just as a member as there was no 
chairman.
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Page His commission was not charged with the respons
ibility of determining in the event of war whether a party 
to the pact had been attacked within the meaning of Article 
3. Its work was to assemble all possible data, report it 
to the home government, and the decision was to be made by 
the latter.

3420? * To the accused was quoted a part of his
interrogation. In it he had been asked if it was not a 
mutual aid pact providing in effect that if one of the 
three was attacked then the other two would help the one 
attacked. He had replied that in substance he knew that 
was what it meant. The right to decide whether one of the 
signatories was attacked and whether the others would furnish 
aid was left to the commission. If the U. S. and Germany 
had gone to war, for instance, Japan was not obligated to 
^urnish aid unconditionally. The commission was to decide 
whether the attack had occurred or not.

Asked if the above question and answer had not 
been given, he stated that such a question and answer took 
place, but there must have been some misinterpretation. The 
memorandum clearly stipulated that the decision was to be

34206 made by the contracting powers. * It would be quite possible 
for the question as to who attacked would come up for 
discussion at the general commission conference, but the 
procedure was that reports of the data be sent to the
home governments to make the decision. The general 
commission was never called into session to determine who 
was the aggressor between a party to the pact and a third 
power.

He was asked if he received a joint order from the 
War, Navy, and Foreign Tinisters when the commission was 
established under the pact which changed the existing rule 
relating to ambassador's duties by providing that in the 
case of the ambassador to Germany permission was given to 
discuss matters of a military nature with German officials 
if the military and naval attaches and members of the 
military commission accompanied the ambassador to such 
conferences. The accused explained that the duties were 
not changed, and there was no change in the principle that 
the ambassador, being a civil official, was not to participate

34207 * in military matters; because, however, high command 
matters were not handled in Germany and Italy as they were
in Japan, if such matters were ever to come up for discussion 
at the meeting of the general commission it was unavoidable 
that the ambassador must take up the matter and restriction 
was placed so that the ambassador on such occasion must be 
accompanied by the attaches.
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Told that the question was not confined to the 
meetings of the commission but referred to discussions 
generally with German officers, the accused stated that 
this was the power given to the ambassador in discussing 
at the general commission, and he was not given power to 
discuss military matters with German officials generally.

Asked if he did not frequently discuss military 
matters with Hitler, Ribbentrop, and other high ranking 
Germans without having present at such, conferences any of 
the officials required under the joint order, he replied
* that at times the Germans brought up matters of general 
nature, but they were never discussed when they came up 
as they did not require negotiations with the Japanese 
government, he transmitted them to the military and naval 
attaches, who in turn communicated with their Tokyo 
headquarters.

* Asked if, in other words regarding military 
matters he was a mere embassy messenger, he replied that 
military matters were spoken of, but the scope was very 
wide. There were some such matters in the competence of a 
civil official, but there were also military matters of a 
very special nature requiring handling by military men.
'Vith respect to the latter, he did act as a sort of mess
enger boy. As far as most matters were concerned, they 
were discussed and disposed of between the attaches and the 
competent military and naval officials of the German side.

Asked if on 2 January 1942, he informed Ribbentrop 
that he had received instructions permitting him to 
concentrate in his hands all questions regarding the 
general line of cooperation in a common war, and that only
* nuestions of details in military and economic fields 
would be dealt with Jpy the military and economic member 
of the snecial commission under the Tripartite Pact, he 
stated he received no such instructions. The Germans did 
desire that he lave such instructions, but the Japanese 
system, did not permit them. The general commission, the 
economic commission, and the military commission were 
independent. The general commission could seek the 
cooperation of the others, but had no power to command.

Asked again if he didn't recall that at this 
conference Ribbentrop said he welcomed the concentration 
of authority in his hands because it switched the center, 
of gravity of the Tripartite Commission to Berlin, he 
replied he didn't recall exactly, but did know that
* Ribbrntrop had such ideas.34211
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Page He didn't recall that at a conference with Hitler
on the next day, 3 January, Hitler said he would discuss 
military affairs only with OSHIRA personally. He didn't say 
to Hjtler at that occasion that he was empowered by his 
government to discuss the prosecution of the war with 
Ribbentrop. He was only empowered with handling political 
aspects, and he thought he naturally told Hitler this.

34912 * Asled if he didn't further state to Hitler
that while individual questions might be discussed between 
the army, air force, and navy, it was of prime importance 
that the principal policy be laid down exclusively by 
himself and the Foreign Minister, he replied that he didn't 
know the expression used, but he thought he himself said 
that policy matters were under his charge. Asked if this 
was not in fact actually done and often matters of prime 
importance and principal policies were settled by him and 
Ribbentrop, he replied that they talked, but there was no 
case of deciding new policy.

He didn't recall stating to Hitler that this 
same method should be applied to economic and political 
questions, but it was within his authority to handle them. 
Prior to Pearl Harbor, Japan and Germany, on a small scale, 
exchanged raw materials for use in the wars then being

34213 waged by those two countries. * So far as his own partic- 
ination was concerned, they did not exchange military and 
technical knowledge Drior to Pearl Harbor. If this took 
place, it probably was between the respective armies and 
navies.

34214 * He had stated in his affidavit that he approved 
the exchange of culture between Japan and Germany, but this 
did not include scientific knowledge and inventions useful 
in the waging of war. Asked if many German agents migrated 
to Japan between 1938 and 1942 in the guise of business men, 
technicians, teachers, etc., for the purpose of instructing 
the Japanese in the Nazi way, he replied that so far as he 
knew there was no case in which Germans were employed as 
teachers in Nazi methods. He knew that some technicians 
were employed to study technical matters. The period 
referred to included the period in which he was a military 
attache in Germany. At least during his tenure, not one 
German officer came to Japan as an instructor.

Asked if there were not many officers in the 
army and navy sent to Germany for study, he replied that

34215 * they sent young officers not only to Germany, but to 
France, Italy, U. S., Rritain, and other countries. So 
far as he knew, there was no Japanese army officer who 
studied at a German university.
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Civilians studied at various universities, and 
there may have been some at Munich University. Asked if 
Karl Haushofer was known as the leading German authority 
on Japan and if his works were read and studied by Japanese 
both in Germany and Japan, he replied that in Germany he 
was one of those who knew Japan, but could not say whether 
his works were read widely in Japan. Asked if he had not 
stated in his interrogation that his works were read 
widely by Japanese students in Japan and Germany, he
* renlied that his works were read by Germans in Germany 
and to some extent by Japanese in Germany, but they had 
no influence whatsoever in Japan.

The accused, was told that in his news article 
of January 1940, ('exhibit 3516-A), he had referred to the 
possibility that the Soviet desired to reach a rapprochement 
with Japan in the Far East after the conclusion of the 
German-Russian Non-Aggression Pact. Asked if it was to
* be understood by this that in January 1940,' he favored 
a rapprochement -with Japan an^ the US3R, he stated he had 
no recollection, but did desire it.

Arked if shortly after his return to Germany in 
February 1941, on his second mission as ambassador, if he 
learned of the probability of a German attack on Russia, 
he stated he did not imagine such a thing at that time.
He had no conference with Hitler in February or March 
1941, in w’ ich Hitler advised him that Germany probably 
would attack Russia. However, when MATSUOKA came to 
Berlin, * either Hitler or Ribbentrop said something to 
that effect, although very vaguely, at a meeting which he 
attended.

* Asked ’f he'recalled telling his naval attache, 
YOKOI, in March 1941, of a conference with Hitler in which 
Hitler told 03HIMA of the probability of a German attack 
on Russia, he replied that he probably told YOKOI of a 
conversation between MAT3U0KA and the German leaders, but 
the meaning ’.vas different. The question suggested tt at 
the German attack on Russia was already decided, but the 
expression used by Hitler or Ribbentrop was not that 
certain, but. very vague. Aside from any direct statement 
to him by German leaders on this matter, OSHIMn did have 
reason to believe from the concentration of large bodies 
of troops on the Russian border and extensive military 
nreparotions that Germany would probably attack Russia.
The reason he considered this probability was on the basis 
of the great, increase in forces, but could not arrive at 
the conclusion that such movements would inevitably lead 
to war.
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* It was his impression the latter part of March 
and early April that the relations between Germany and 
Russia were undergoing a change. Asked if he did not 
conclude that in the light of that situation it would be 
better to think things over carefully before Japan and 
Russia should enter into a non-aggression pact, he replied 
they must not be too hasty.

* When he accompanied KATSUOKA to the border when 
he left Germany for Moscow, he advised MATSUOKA accordingly.
* After MATSUOKA arrived in Moscow, he recalled receiving 
two telegrams regarding the progress of the negotiations 
with Russia for the non-aggression pact. MATSUOKA did not 
always advise him regarding the progress of his negotiations 
with other countries.0

Reminded that he had testified, (T. 34147), that 
economic matters were entirely in the hands of economic 
experts and that (T. 34148) he had almost no knowledge of 
economics, he was asked if it was not true that he was 
very active in economic cooperation in the joint pursuit 
of war. He replied that with the war traffic between 
Germany and Japan completely suspended, there was no economic 
cooperation. Regarding his activities and negotiations 
relating to economic matters, he handled these when 
instructions came from the government, but because of the
* suspension of traffic he had no recollection with regard 
to his activities in this, as there was nothing to negotiate 
about.

He didn't recall, but might have presented a 
memorandum suggesting certain concrete negotiations 
regarding the mutual use of German and Japanese economic 
power, at a conference with Ribbentrop on 2 January 1942. 
Asked if he recalled presenting a plan providing for a 
German credit to Japan of one billion yen and a provisional 
credit of fifty miliion yen to enable Japan to obtain 
machines and factory equipment, he replied'he didn't 
recall, but there may have been such. Plans on matters of 
this kind were prepared and drawn up by the economic 
section of the embassy, and he merely took the document 
when he approached German officials. *

* Asked if he acted purely on his own initiative 
in presenting the plan and without government authority, he 
replied he- had no correct recollection, but that was not 
quite possible. He did not recall if Ambassador Ott and 
7/ohltat, on 23 January 1942, questioned his authority to 
initiate the plan. He had never seen the telegram from 
Ribbentrop to Ott questioning the authority, nor heard of 
it through German sources.
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Asked if KATSUSHIKA, head of the Economic Division, 
informed ’Viehl on 24 January 1942 that OSHIKA had presented 
a draft of the economic treaty of assistance without his 
* government's aoproval, because OSHIKA believed it would 
unduly delay the credit arrangement if the Japanese 
government's consent would have to be obtained first, he 
renlied it was true that KATSUSHIKA was in charge of 
Embassy economic questions and was drawing up various plans, 
but he didn't recall their contents. However, assuming 
this was so, it was quite possible for such matters to be 
brought up in bargaining with the Germans, but he could not 
give anv definite views.

Asl ed if he didn't present that plan of economic 
assistance without first obtaining authority from his 
government, he replied he didn't recall, and there would 
be no possibility of an occasion for it. » He didn't 
recall himself and Ribbentrop discussing future economic 
cooperation between the European-African sphere under 
Germany and Italy's leadership and the East Asia sphere 
under Japan's leadership, at a conference on 23 March 1942.
He didn't recall their contemplating the establishment of 
an economic agreement between the three aimed at establishing 
advantages and nrivileges to the exclusion of the U. 3. as 
much as possible.

Asked if he recalled at a conference between 
himself nn^ Ribbentrop on 9 May 1942, that Ribbentrop's 
position was that the Tripartite Pact was the starting 
point for all economic and political discussions and plans 
for international relations, even after the period of the 
war, he replied Ribbentrop might have, but he didn't recall, 
nor did he recall enthusiastically concurring in Ribbentrop's 
statement.

* He didn't recall that he envisaged war with 
the U. 3. in the field of economy by a Japanese-German 
pact, to be enforced after the shooting war ended. He 
didn't recall in this conference of 9 May 1942, discussing 
the facilitation of economic cooperation between the two 
great economic areas defined in the Tripartite Pact by 
establishing strict control of the economy of those nations. 
Asked if the discussion did not even extend to the question 
of how they would control the economy of independent states 
located within .the spheres defined under the pact, he 
replied there would be no occasion for discussing such a 
thing, nor.did he recall discussing it.

He didn't recall a discussion going to the extent, 
that it involved a plan on the part of the Axis to exert 
influence on independent states so as to compel regulation 
of their individual economies.
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» He didn't recall himself arrl Ribbentrop at 
this conference agreeing that so far as the U. 3. and 
Central and South American countries were concerned, a 
bindirr* arrangement should be made that after the war 
the resumption and continuation of economic relations 
should only take place after mutual agreement between 
Japan, Germany, and Italy.

".'hen handed exhibit 50, an announcement by the 
Board of Information of the agreement between Japan and 
Germany concerning economic cooperation, he recalled that 
* there was an economic agreement similar to that mentioned 
in the document, and it was also true that all economic 
agreements signed in Germany were signed on his own 
responsibility. He thought he signed this exhibit. He 
did not handle economic negotiations, but had the 
responsibility for them. He thought probably that this was 
the same economic agreement of assistance to which he had 
referred in his affidavit as being concluded in January 
1943, but didn't recall the contents.

* Asked whether there was a secret protocol, he 
replie 1 he didn't think there was any secret agreement 
attached to an economic agreement, and didn't recall there 
being a secret protocol. After MTSUOKA's return to Japan 
in Aoril 1941, he received notification for the first time 
in the latter part of Play, that talks were being conducted 
between Japan and the U. S., nor was he aware before this 
that talks were being conducted.

* He didn't oppose the diplomatic policy of 
HATSUOKA with regard to the U. 3. Asked if he didn't 
inform ''ATSUOKA that in his opinion Japan would lose the 
chance of establishing her leadership in East Asia if 
Japan concluded the anticipated agreement with the U. 3., 
he replied he didn't state anything to him in that manner, 
nor his opinions on it. * He did submit to KAT3U0KA two 
plans he prepared from the German viewpoint, one contem
plating the refusal of the U. S. proposal and the other 
binding the U. 3. to abandon the convoy patrol plan. He 
also reminded FATSUOKA that the European war was developing 
favorably for Germany, and in a few months very important 
developments were expected.

He said something to MATSUOKA that if Japan should 
lose the confidence and trust of Germany and Italy it would 
be very unfortunate for Japan.
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Page Asked if he didn't also suggest to MATSUQKA that
his policy was two-faced diplomacy which would lead Japan 
to international isolation during the critical period which 
might arise after the war, he replied he didn't think that 
MATSUOKA's policy was two-faced, but did say that this 

34234 * would result if he did undertake a two-faced diplomacy.
It was not true that he was doing all he could in presenting 
his views to MATSUOKA to discourage and defeat a rapprochement 
between Japan and the U. S.

Asked if he did not explain to MATSUOKA his 
apprehension that should Japan lose this opportunity to 
expand southward and the possibility of attacking Singapore 
she would invite the contempt of England and America and 
also Germany and Italy and if he did not urge this explana
tion to discourage negotiations between Japan and the 
IT. S., he replied he made no efforts to discourage anything.
He informed MATSUOKA of these matters, but there were 
important preliminary remarks.

Asked if he did not charge that if MATSUOKA 
persisted in this policy it would mean Japan had abandoned 
her mission to establish a new order in East Asia, he replied 
he didn't say the mission would be abandoned if MATSUOKA's 
diplomacy were continued. The opinion which he sent to 
MATSUOKA was to secure neutrality of the U. S. and seek a 
rapprochement with her. Asked if he didn't then call upon 
MATSUOKA to establish the idea of the Tripartite Pact by 
upholding the principle that Japan was to facilitate the 
battle of Germany and Italy against Britain, he replied 
that this was Japan's natural obligation under the Tri
partite Pact, and for this purpose it was necessary to have 
the U. 3. remain neutral. As Ambassador in Germany, he 
was instructed to act with the Pact as the standard, and 
it was therefore his obligation to see to it that Japan 
did not violate this, but.he did not undertake to control 
the diplomacy of the government by his communications to 
MATSUOKA.

NARRATIVE S U ™ -ARY OF THE RECORD
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34236 * Asked if he did not state to MATSUOKA that he
begged him to take these circumstances under consideration, 
he replied he sent a wire to MATSUOKA with the intention 
that he would give it his consideration. (Attention of 
the Tribunal was called to exhibit 1075)*

He didn't know if early in May 1941, MATSUOKA 
contemplated a trip to the U. S. regarding these matters, 
’’/hen handed a document purporting to be a telegram of 4 
May 1941, from OSHIMA to MATSUOKA marked ''secret", he 
stated the message was sent from the Embassy in Berlin 
and naturally would come under his direction, but it was 

------- -------------------
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Page
34238 * Exhibit 3518, the document so .identified, stated 

that a rumor that MATSUOKA was planning to go to the U. S. 
was lately in circulation, and on 30 April the Domei newspaper 
carried the soeech of ISHII fo the effect that Germany and 
Italy would be asked if they objected to MATSUOKA's trip to 
the IJ. S. and that the U. S. was a neutral nation. This
gave the people an impression that the rumor was well 
grounded. It was now common sense that the U. 3. had 
completely become a hostile country against Germany and 
Italy by aiding Britain. At this time when German papers 
were severely attacking Britain and the U. S. the German 
Government had made no expression of her will outwardly on 
this rumor and the papers are keeping silence. It could be 
judged that they had great concern inwardly. OSHIMA asked 
MATSUOKA therefore to inform him of the truth by return 
cable.

34239 * He thought his military attache in May 1941 
was Lt.Gen. BANZAI. Asked if he discussed with BANZAI his 
objection to MATSUOKA's proposed visit to the U. S., he 
replied he had not objected to it. He didn't recall 
discussing the question with BANZAI, nor did he convey any 
information to BANZAI to lead him to the conclusion that 
there was a possibility of his resigning as ambassador.

V/hen handed a document, he stated it was a 
telegram sent by the attache to the General Staff. He had 
no knowledge of it whatsoever. The military attache,
BANZAI, on his own, entertained a feeling whether MATSUOKA's 
proposed trip would come to pass. It was written by 
BANZAI, but he did not know with what meaning he wrote it.

34240 * It appeared to be a document from the Army t? the Foreign 
Office for reference, but was not in the normal Foreign 
Office form. There was a Foreign Office seal on the 
document, but it was an army telegram, and he thought it 
v/as referred to the Foreign Office for reference.

It said "Vice-Minister" on it, and it might be
that OHASHI saw it, but he could not say.

»

(The document was rejected in evidence.)
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* The accused identified a document handed him as a 
telegram dated 5 May 1941 from Foreign Minister MATSUOKA to 
OSHIMA. *Exhibit 3519, the document so identified being a reDly 
to exhibit 3518, CSHIMA's telegram, stated that concerning this 
matter, MATSUOKA had received several inquiries from the Ger
man and Italian Ambassadors in Japan. Though the U.S. may ore- 
sumably want him to visit America, he had no such intention.
He replied to both ambassadors to this effect and had them 
cable this to their governments.

When he was asked questions by Japanese pressmen he 
answered that since he was very well acquainted with matters 
concerning the U.S., there was no necessity to visit there but 
would rather have Roosevelt and Hull visit Japan to rectify 
their cognizance of Japan. * OSHIMA was to let both attaches 
know about this.

The accused stated that he did not recall but naturally 
thought he informed Attache BANZAI about MATSUOKA’s message. 
When he informed BANZAI he did not discuss with him the reason 
for the message from MAT3U0KA to him and he did not learn then 
that BANZAI had sent through a message to Jaoan regarding the 
matter. The reply from the foreign office was to his own tele
gram and he presumed he showed it to the two attaches. He did 
not talk with BANZAI about It.

'When handed a document * the accused recognized it as 
a copy of the secret protocol in connection with the eeonofl.lv. 
agreement for assistance between Jaoan and Germany and it was 
received in evidence as exhibit 3520. (Read in evidence later, 
T. 34267.) * The accused stated that he conferred with Ribben-
trop on 23 February 1941 but did not know whether he discussed 
with him plans for close cooperation In all spheres of activity 
in carrying on the war. There were clans discussed, oarticu- 
larly with regard to new service and newspapers.

He did not recall Ribbeptrop's suggestion that coopera
tion should be In the same manner as was already being done in 
Italy, Rumania, Hungary, Slovakia, and Bulgaria, although that 
matter was discussed. He did not recall himself stating that 
he intended to create a plan for more intensive Japanese pro
paganda. His reason for so stating was that such matters were 
brought up for discussion but because they were not carried out 
they did not remain in his memory.

Asked if he recalled setting up a newspaper division 
within the embassy and Minister SAKUMA was brought ov^r from
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34249 Japan to take * charge, he replied it was true that SAKUMA 

came to the Japanese Embassy as chief of the press division, 
but he did not come for that purpose. He did this as a part
of his work. The results of the propaganda work in the embassy 
in Berlin were not sent to Japan. Asked what the source of 
the information used in the propaganda was, he replied that 
publicity activities were actually not carried out but they 
gave information coming from Japan to the news agencies in 
Germany.

He did not recall discussing a general Plan of exten- 
sion In Japan of the propaganda idea with Ott in Germany in

34250 March, 1941. The question * might have been broached but he 
had no recollection. (Reference was made to exhibit 571.)
He did not recall in his dicussion with Ott approving a plan 
drafted by the German Foreign Ministry which provided in part 
for the building of a demonstration hall in Tokyo, however he 
wanted to state that because there was a project under discus
sion with reference to the erection of a Japan-German Asso
ciation building in Japan, the subject might have been brought 
up.

The purpose of intensification of propaganda was to 
foster good will between Germany and Japan. Asked if he had 
a conversation with Ribbentrop shortly prior to 4 January 
I942 regarding cooperation between the Axis and Japan in the 
field of propaganda directed especially toward India and the

34251 Arabian countries, * he replied that he recalled discussion 
in connection with India and other countries, but none of the 
things discussed were ever carried out.

Asked if a joint military commission was set up in 
December 1941 to decide matters of tactics and operations, he 
replied he did not participate in the establishment of it, 
and as far as he knew he had not heard that it was held. He 
had never heard of the military commission of which NOMURA 
and YCKOI and BANZAI were the Japanese members, and Keitel 
and Doenitz the German representatives. This was not a 
military commission because the Italian representatives were 
not mentioned in connection with it.

34252 * Such persons often met, but this was entirely out
side the scope of his duties and they had no responsibility 
to report to him. The group should not be called a military 
commission for they merely undertook the discussion of routine 
matters between the military and naval attaches and the 
military and naval authorities on the German side.
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The agreement between Japan, Germany, and Italy of l8 
January 1942, dividing the world Into two zones for military 
and naval operations, was not merely a military agreement. 
OSHIMA, as a civil official, had nothing to do witn it. Asked 
if it was not true that a common code was arranged for the use 
of the Japanese and German navies, he reolied that after the 
agreement was concluded, he heard informally that methods of 
communications had been decided upon.

*• Asked if he was informed in a conference between 
himself and Hitler of 3 January 1942 of the German invention 
of a new armor-piercing hollow grenade, and if it was not of
fered by Hitler to Japan, he replied there was some talk of a 
matter of a similar nature. This talk was that a new shell 
that was capable of piercing a tank had been created and was 
to be presented to Japan. He talked of the matter to the 
military attache and all negotiations thereafter with the 
German army were conducted by the attache. He did hear that 
this shell was given to Japan.

He had no recollection but thought Hitler entertained 
such an idea as stressing the importance of the exchange of 
military activities. Asked if he did not enthusiastically 
agree with this idea and if he did not state that the Japan
ese army was skilled in landing operations, having carried 
them out for 50 years, and offered to the German army 
Japanese officers who were experts in army operations, he 
reolied he had no recollection, but * since the carrying out 
of operations had been decided, he presumed he mentioned 
something to that effect.

He did not recall that the Japanese army did seek to 
occupy Burma, and he considered it important that Germany and 
Janan make a joint declaration against India. He did not re
call saying that once English bases in India were eliminated 
Japan could easily send convoys to the Persian Gulf. Jhat he 
meant was that whenever he ret Hitler, he was asked by the 
army to say certain things to him and was requested by the 
two attaches to bring up certain matters. Therefore, he might 
have said such a thing to Hitler but had no exact recollection.

* He did not recall but probably did, at the conclusion 
of the conference, express the hone that Germany and Japan 
'would enter into close cooperation after the war. Asked if 
he recalled Hitler stating t.o him -hat 1 his was probably the 
first time in history that two such powerful military powers 
were situated far apart and were engaged in joint battle, he 
replied that Hitler might have said so, but. he did not recall.
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Page Asked If on 6 March 1943 at a conference with Ribben
trop he stated that Japan Intended to increase submarine at
tacks and would set about immediately making the necessary 
preparations, he replied if he did so he was conveying the 
intentions of the Japanese navy. Asked if he did not mention 
the Japanese submarines were not suited for shipping attacks 
and the navy had to revamp its construction program, he re
plied that he may have and if he did he was conveying the 
message of the navy authorities. Being an ambassador abroad he

34263 kivwnothing about submarine construction and * if he did say 
anything of the kind, he was conveying the message of the 
naval authorities.

34264 *Asked if he stated that the Japanese navy would be 
grateful if it could obtain two submarines from the German 
navy, he replied the navy desired the transfer of them.
Asked if Ribbentrop agreed with him and stated that he would 
speak to Admiral Doenitz about it, he replied he did not 
know what Ribbentrop actually said —  told Doenitz, because 
after that the matter was transferred to the naval attache 
and he conducted negotiations. He presumed Ribbentrop may

34265 have * said that, but he didn't know.
Asked if he recalled that Ribbentrop again summoned 

him explaining that the government, after a consultation with 
the navy, was prepared to place one or two U-boats at the 
disposal of the Japanese navy, he replied that Ribbentrop, 
quite a while before,had said that Germany was prepared to 
give one or two submarines, but he had no recollection whether 
he repeated that again.

Asked if at this time Ribbentrop further stated to 
him that the German government further offered these submar
ines on condition that the Japanese navy tackle immediately 
submarine construction on a large scale and carry mass produc
tion into effect, he replied he did not know what Ribbentrop 
later said, but in connection with the transfer, no conditions 
were attached. Ribbentrop expressed the desire that Japan

34266 utilize submarines for the purpose of * destroying lines of 
communications and also the hope that Japan would expand the 
construction of submarines, but he did not attach any condi
tions with the presentation of the U-boats.

Asked if about that time there was a distinct change 
in policy in Japanese naval warfare which 1 laced emphasis upon 
the destruction of tonnage warfare, he replied that was some
thing with which the ambassador had no connection whatsoever 
and was never informed.

NARR ÏIVÊ SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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Page * Exhibit 3520, the secret protocol In connection with
34267 the economic agreement for assistance between JaDan and Germany 

(in evidence, T. 34246) stated that in carrying through art
icle 2 of the agreement, Germany and Japan did guarantee mut
ually for three years the payment of 58è million Reichsmarks 
and of a thousand million yen. Each would respect the guid
ance of the other in economic activities and their economic 
spheres. In building up their interior economic sphere for 
economic exchange, each would respect the needs of the other
in preference to lands outside the spheres.

The parties would treat goods from the other party’s
34268 * sphere as far as possible more favorably compared with goods 

outside the two spheres. In territories occupied by them, 
they would grant the orotection to each other's nationals and 
firms in the spirit of the tripartite pact and would accord 
preferential orotection over nationals and firms outside the 
international spheres. With regard to detailed agreements 
after the war, they were to consult each other. At the end
of the war, they would resume economic relations with those 
states which were at war with them or with whom they had 
broken off diplomatic relations, only after mutual consulta
tions.

NARRA’ IVE SUMMARY CF THE RECORD
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The parties will take these principles into considera
tion in their treaty agreements with each other as well as with 

34269 the remaining independent states of the economic spheres * and 
work toward having these principles respected by the other 
independent 3tates. If one of the parties reached treaty ac
cords with independent states of the other economic spheres, 
it should consult with the other party in advance.

This protocol had a force of the inseparable consti
tuent part of the treaty between Germany and Jaoan on economic 
cooperation, but it should be kept a secret. The accused stated 
that this was the secret protocol to the agreement but had no 
sure recollection. Reference was made to the affidavit where 
it stated that Germany first officially requested Japanese 
narticipation in the war against Russia in the summer of 1943, 
and he was asked if this v/as not in the summer of 1942. He 
stated that the last official reoresentation from Germany on 
the matter and the last time that Japan officially denied the 
request was in the summer of 1943.

34271 * Only one official request was made for Jananese oarti-
cipation and the request was made in the name of the government. 
He still thought that the official request was made in the sum
mer of 1943. Even after a statement in his interrogation in 
which he said that in the summer of 1942 Germany officially
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Page requested Japan to enter into the Soviet war was read to him,
34272 he still thought 1943 was correct.* He had never expressed an 

opinion in favor of a Japanese attack on Russia nrior to the 
summer of 1942. Several times he had conveyed German desires 
in this regard. Asked if, prior to the summer of 1942, he

34273 had numerous conferences with various German ** officials re
garding the progress of the war against Russia, he replied 
that regarding its progress, he gained information from the 
army who got it from the German army and from talks with 
Ribbentrop.

At the end of July or the beginning of August 1942, 
when he asked Ribbentrop concerning the progress of the war, 
he called Marshal Keitel in and had him explain the war situa
tion. Asked if he spoke to the German civilian officials 
about the progress of the war in Russia other than Ribbentrop 
and Keitel, he replied that he did hear secondhand from the 
military attache but he himself had never heard anything from 
the German Army except from Keitel,

34274 * He would ask from time to time about the progress 
of the war. but had no recollection of ever conducting dis
cussions with persons other than Ribbentrop on that point. 
Asked if shortly prior to 17 November 1941 he had a conference 
with Erdsmandorf of the Japanese section of the foreign office 
relating to the war against Russian, he replied that there 
was never any occasion on which an ambassador would talk with 
a section chief and he had never asked Erdsmandorf anything

34275 in regard to this. He might have had informal conversations 
with him but had never discussed that matter with him.

. , He determined that Erdsmandorf obtained such infor-
p4276 mation from conversations held at social gatherings. *He did

not recall telling Erdsmandorf that he had no information con
cerning the intention and deliberations of the Japanese Gov
ernment, but according to OSHIMA's personal opinion, Japanese 
military operations against the Soviet could take place only 
on a limited scale. Asked if in a conference with Ribbentrop 
on 23 March 1942 the latter mentioned to him that an advance 
of Japanese armies against Vladivostok towards the Baikal 
Sea would be advisable if Japan felt that she was strong 
enough, he replied that may be so, but he did not remember it.

Asked if he did not fully agree with Ribbentrop's 
suggestion and state that although he had received no official 
communique, he favored an advance against Vladivostok within34277 East * Siberia within the year as he was of the opinion a
more opportune time might never arrive again, he replied he 
had no recollection of saying this and had never had such

NARR, TIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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Page thoughts. He did not recall any conversation with Weiszaecker 
on 21 April 194-2 stating that it seemed then that Japan should 
attack the Russians in East Asia. Asked if in this conference 
he assured Weiszaecker that he was working hard to nut an end 
to a unnatural situation in which Japen was still living in 
peace and neighborliness with the Russian Army so furiously en
gaged by Germany, he replied he never had such a conference.
He knew more than anyone else that it was impossible for Japan 
to fight a war on two fronts. He did not make such remarks.

34278 * According to his recollections, the official request 
for Japanese entry into the Russian War was made in 194-3. If a 
request was made on 9 July 1942 he believed it was denied and 
not official. He did not recall at this conference stating
he was well pleased with developments in Russia and North 
Africa and that he was convinced of the imperativeness of a 
Japanese attack on Russia. Asked if he did not indicate to 
Ribbentrop that he was very enthusiastic over the idea and

34279 would immediately report the request to Tokyo, *he replied 
that if on that date there was a request from the German side 
he must have transmitted it to the Japanese government.

Asked if he also indicated he was enthusiatic over 
the idea of Japan participating in the Russo-German War, he 
replied he didn't convey anything except expressions of 
diplomatic courtesy. He did not mean to say that his appro
val of Japan's entry was anything more than a diplomatic 
gesture. The duty of an ambassador was to faithfully convey 
whatever one government wanted to convey to another. What 
he said was that even though he knew in his own heart that 
Japan was unable to carry on war on two fronts, it was his 
duty to convey any German request in this regard, and to 
preserve the formal diplomatic procedure.

34280 * But he did not advise Ribbentrop that he was en-
34-281 thusiastic of the prospect of Japan entering the war. * Ask

ed if on 30 July 194-2 he conveyed to Ribbentrop the Japanese 
reply to the official request for participation in the Russo- 
Japane-se War, he replied that if on 9 July Germany actually 
made that request, naturally at some later date the Japanese 
government would have sent refusal. He thought he must have 
conveyed this refusal saying it was impossible. At the time 
he conveyed the reoly to Ribbentrop, he did not recall ad
vising Ribbentrop he had cabled Tokyo details of the last 
talk with him and he had his ov/n point of view that an early 
intervention against Russia and intensive action to paralyze 
English shipping in the Indian Ocean was proper.

NARR/riVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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34282 * He did not recall on this occasion stating to Ribben- 

trap that he had personally shared Germany's understanding that 
a uniquely favorable opportunity presented itself to Japan to 
deal a blow to the Russians and moreover that the Japanese Army 
had always advocated the opinion that such afction against Russia 
was necessary* He did not recall telling Ribbentrop that un
doubtedly there were various opinions in Japan on this matter 
and that he did not consider the answer that had been given
to be final. He did not also state that he had proposed again 
and again to utilize the opportune moment and this would be 
borne 1.n mind in Japan.

He did not remember stating that in suite of the large 
operations in the south he favored conducting a thrust against

34283 Russia too. He had no recollection of closing his remarks
at this conference with the assurance that in his oninion the 
advance to the north was Japan's fateful question which OSHIMA 

* had always reiterated to his government* He did not recall 
at a conference with Ribbentrop on 6 March 1943 he advised 
Ribbentrop that although OSHIMA did not know the intentions 
of the military leaders in Japan, he knew for a long time 
Jaoan had the intention of turning against Russia.

He did not recall at a conference between he and 
Ribbentrop at Fusel on l8 April 1943 he stated that he knew 
the Japanese Embassy at Sofia had reported to Tokyo rumours 
about a separate peace between Germany and Russia in conse
quence of which OSHIMA had arranged for all such telegrams 
from Sofia to be given to OSHIMA and that he had taken mea
sures against its repetition*

34284 * He did receive in September 1944 an instruction from 
his government suggesting conclusion of a separate peace be
tween Germany and Russia. Asked if in his conversation with 
Ribbentrop regarding this matter, if he stated that Japan 
would fight on Germany's side until the final victory, he re
plied he didn't recall making this statement but since Japan 
was Germany's ally, it was but natural that he should have*
Asked if he approved Japanese exploitation of FIC in Septem
ber 1941, he stated that he never heard of that. He received 
home instructions that the government desired the German 
government through its ambassadors In France to support 
Japanese representations vis-a-vis French Indo China* He 
conveyed these instructions and that is as far as he knew of 
the matter.
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34288 * The accused stated he did not recall saying to Weiszaecker
atout 12 July 1941 that he had recently advised MATSUOKA again to break
off negotiations with Washington. He was convinced he did not say such

34289 a thing. * Asked whether he received a wire from MATStlOKA on 17 F et.
1941 requesting him to take appropriate measures to bring about German
pressure on France to accept Japanese mediation in the FIC-Thailand 
dispute, he replied that at that time he was not yet in Germany. When 
shown a document purporting to be a copy of this telegram, he stated 
it arrived in Berlin before he arrived there and believed the Charge
d1Affaires took care of it. He thought he must have seen it after 
assuming his post but had no clear recollection. Since the telegram 
bore neither the Beal of the Foreign Office nor of the recipient, he 
could not verify it was from the Foreign Office. At the time the 
telegram was received in Berlin, he was enroute to there from Japan.

34293 * His recollection was that he assumed his post on 19 Feb. 1941.
Exhibit 3521, the telegram from MATSUI to OSHIMA in Berlin,

34295 dated 17 Feb. 1941, stated • that concerning the current mediation
in the Thailand-FIC border dispute, OSHIMA was to propose to Germany 
to use its good offices to have Vichy accept the mediation plan after 
explaining that the success or failure of Japanese mediation would not 
only gravely affect the political situation in East Asia but the posi
tions of all Axis powers. This was not merely a local problem, for 
in case of rupture of the mediation, fighting between Thailand and 
FIC would inevitably start again and might lead to Japanese armed 

. intervention. In such case it would be impossible to obtain the
products of that area necessaiy to both Japan and Germany. This not 
only would be a great obstacle to the national policies of both nations 
but would enable England and America to take advantage of this oppor
tunity to throw the South Seas into confusion through intensification 
of their activities toward NEI and FIC and through carrying out their 
favorite propaganda. This would upset Japanese southern policy and 
cause a serious setback in the operations of Germany and Italy. In 
this instance, the situation would be such that it would be difficult 
to guarantee England would not steal a march on them and take action 
to occupy strategic Thailand points. If the mediation vas a success, 
they would be able to peacefully establish their influence in Thailand 
and FIC and establish the grounds upon which to request various con
veniences besides leaving no room for the activities of England and 
America. The question as to whether Japan's position in East Asia 
would be strengthened depended directly on the success of this media
tion and also affected the question of the extension of Axis influ
ence against England and America.
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The question as to whether Japan's position in East Avjia 
would be strengthened depended directly on the success of this medi
ation and also affected the question of the extension of Axis influ
ence against England and America.

* There was too great a gap in French and Thailand asser
tions and there appeared no sign of their compromise. Further delay 
in settlement was not permissible and after taking the assertions of 
both Into consideration, they decided on this mediation plan. Its 
gist was to return to Thailand the greater part of the territory lost 
in 1904 and 1907. The former was taken by France as compensation for 
the abolition of extraterritoriality. It was illogical to make Thai
land cede this territory and it should be corrected. The latter was 
taken from Thailand as an exchange for several small areas but there 
was no basis for it. It was merely a case where France stole it.

In the Japanese mediation plan, they had decided to return 
only a small portion of the latter to Thailand in the form of a sale 
and reserve for FIC the historic sites of Cambodia and • recognition 
of FIC s cultural achievements. Reasons for deciding on a mediation 
plan were that for France the question of restoration of lost terri
tory having no natural connection when considered from all aspects, 
but for Thailand it was a problem of her domain and racial alienation

Although France pointed out that Thailand had suddenly 
enlarged upon her demand made prior to acceptance of Japanese media 
tion and asserted it was unreasonable, that there might be such a 
change with the development of military action was inevitable. Hence, 
the question lay in whether the present Thailand— FIC border was 
correct.

Although Thailand was defeated in sea battles, she had been 
victorious on laud * and if the Japanese had not proposed to mediate, 
the Thailand Army would have over-run all Cambodia. Japanese soldier«. 
Inspecting the locality unanimously stated that the morale of the 
Thailand Army was high, while the FIC Army had no fighting spirit 
and the same opinion existed among the French officials. In view of 
this and from the fact that the FIC Anqy was unable to oppose the 
Thailand Army while the Japanese Army was stationed north of Hanoi 
as at present the defeat of the French was nearly certain. Conse
quently, it would be wise for France to forget sentimental arguments 
and seek a rapid solution with the magnanimity worthy of a great nation, 
rather than discuss peace after being defeated. In regard to the 
territory lost by Thailand in 1904, although it seemed France had a 
true Intention toward restitution on the whole, she showed considerable 
disapprobation in regard to the’territory lost in 1907. * As for
Thailand, there was a view that the former could have been acquired 
without depending on Japanese mediation and if Japan had not intervened.
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they would have been able to take back more territory in the Cambodia 
area. The British were supporting this view to dampen Japan's media
tion, and since this would lead to the alienation of Japanese-Thailand 
collaboration, the possibility of Thailand regarding mediation as 
troublesome and resorting to arms again was great if restoration of 
lost territories was restricted to that lost in 1904. Hence, they 
were confronted with the necessity of making the French make some 
concession in regard to that lost in 1907 and preventing Thailand 
from ceding their camp and Joining the Anglo-American camp. Accord
ing to Thailand's explanation, when she sought Carman help in regard 
to the question of restoring the lost territories, Rlbbentrop had 
replied that since problems of FIC had all been left in Japan's 
hands, Japan should be consulted and Thailand was thinking of acting 
according to Japan's views. However, there had been manifested 
no such intention from Germany. Also, France had hinted that as a 
result of the German French armistice, they had no right to dispose 
of such problems until the peace conference.

It was deemed then that the difficulty for the completion 
of the mediation lay with France. Because the success of mediation 
would greatly affect the execution of the Axis national powers, it 
was necessary to bring this immediately to success and establish 
influence and stamp out American and English activities. If tbsy 
did not satisfy Thailand to a certain extent, there was a danger 
of her swinging away from Japan. For this, it was necessary to apply 
pressure on France and make her accept the plan, and it was deemed * 
there was no alternative but to rely upon the speedy and effective 
good offices of Germany toward the Vichy Government. Hence, appro
priate measures were desired to be devised immediately.

The Chief of the Bureau of South Seas Affairs had shown 
the mediation plan to the German councillor in Tokyo on the 17th 
and had requested Germany's good offices.

* Asked if he assumed his duties in Berlin on 19 February, 
the accused replied his duties could not commence • until after 
he presented his credentials and he did not begin hiB duties until 
the 28th of February, having actually arrived in Berlin on the 19th.

Asked if he held conferences with Ribbentrop as early as 
23 February, before presenting his credentials, he stated this was 
in a different capacity. He could not meet Ribbentrop in an official 
capacity until after presenting his credentials, but since they were 
old friends, he asked 0SHIMA to come to see him and this visit was 
entirely contrary to diplomatic usage although it did occur.

He did not recall that the German representatives in accord
ance with this telegram brought pressure to bear on Vichy. France,
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Asked if he approved Japanese establishment of naval and air bases 
in South PIC in 1941, he replied that his opinion was never asked

34305 in this matter and since he had no knowledge of * oriental affairs 
at the time, he never thought of that. Asked if he did not as early 
as 12 July 1941, advise Weiszaecker that the occupation of certain 
positions in South 7IC as bases for aircraft and warships was an 
urgent Japanese need, he stated he must have conveyed to him in
structions arriving from Japan. He did not learn as early as July 
12, 1941 that Japan contemplated the establishment of air bases and 
naval bases in South FIC. He knew of such thoughts in Japan for

34306 the first * time through instructions he received. If it was true 
that he saw Weiszaecker on 12 July 1941 and talked to him on this 
matter, it must have been based on instructions. If he had received 
no instructions by that date the report of that conversation must 
have been false.

He didn't recall the exact date he first received instruc-
34307 tions but it must have been some time in July. This matter * was 

not handled by the Embassy for an extended period and only once 
did they receive instructions from the government on this matter.
He did not recall ever being informed of the penetration of Japanese 
troops into FIC and asked if he approved that action he stated he 
was not consulted on that matter and didn't think he ever in fact 
approved it.

When handed a document, the accused acknowledged that it 
was an issue of the Tokyo Hichi Bichl of 27 Sept. 1941 in which was 
a newspaper article, datelined Berlin, 25 Sept. 1941, quoting a 
speech OSH1MA made in commemorating the first anniversary of the

34308 conclusion of the Tripartite Pact * and included a picture of him.
In regard to this, the accused stated that he did not make a opeech 
but thought he talked to a newspaper reporter and couldn't take any 
responsibility for the contents of the article. (The document 
was rejected in evidence.)

34311 * The accused stated that he was not of the opinion that the
Japanese Government, in establishing the new order in East Asia under 
the Tripartite Pact, planned to use armed force for its accomplishment. 
He did not recall stating in a conference with Zrdsmandorf around 18 
Oct. 1941 that in his opinion the government in concluding the pact 
must have been certain that the Great East Asiatic area could be 
achieved only by advance with the sword to the south. He did not 
recall stating at that conference that action had been prepared and 
the question was only one of time. He did not recall further stat
ing that the attack might possibly be simultaneous with German oper
ations against Britain.
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* He did not recall also stating that it would be advantageous 
to establish a land connection between Germany and Japan by Japanese 
advance into Fast Siberia and that he had proposed this repeatedly
to his government. He had no official conferences with Erdsmandorf 
at all. His belief was that Erdsmandorf merely pieced together what 
he told him at social functions with other information. He did not 
recall stating to Erdsmandorf around 17 Nov. 1941, his personal view 
that an advance by Japan toward the south was unavoidable, especially 
because of the pressing need for petroleum.

* Asked if in this conference with Erdsmandorf he also 
explained that by advance to the south he meant the seizure of Borneo, 
above all, was necessary. He replied he never made such an explana- 
tion. Zt was not true that he and Erdsmandorf examined the map to 
determine how far it was from Borneo to the nearest Japanese troops
in South FIC and that they determined the distance was 1000 kilometers.

• He did not recall discussing the nature of Singapore forti
fications nor suggesting that an attack on it would be most effective. 
He did not recall telling Erdsmandorf that the three Japanese infantry 
divisions on Hainan Island he assumed were being trained for landing 
operations and combat in tropical regions.

* Asked if he had a conference with Gaus about 11 Oct. 1941, 
with regard to the prolongation of the Anti-Comintern Pact, he stated 
he didn't recall whether his conversation was with Kibbentrop or Gaus 
but knew he did have such a conversation. He did not recall advising 
the person with whom he conferred that he had wired Tokyo repeatedly 
about the matter. Nor did he recall discussing the advisability of 
playing up the * occasion of prolonging the pact in a big manner.
In accordance with instructions from his government, he signed the 
agreement prolonging the pact on Nov. 25, 1941. In commemoration of 
its signing, he believed a reception was held at Hitler's but he did 
not speak: on that occasion nor have any public word to state at the 
reception or the time of the signing. The form adopted when the 
prolongation was decided on was that each participating country was 
to make a declaration of its intent. When Japan's t u m  came, he 
made this declaration. The signing of the pact by writing was not 
done for a declaration of Japan's position was equivalent to a * 
written signing. No other Japanese spoke on that occasion in addi
tion to himself, and he spoke in German. When handed a document, he 
stated it did not represent the speech he made for his statement was 
very simple and he did not recall making the statement handed him.

* He made no speech at the commemoration reception but merely 
a declaration at the ceremony taking place after the signing. He had 
no recollection of making such a speech at a meeting in commemoration
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Page of the signing, although the document shoved on its face that it
34822 was a speech or an article made or written * on some occasion com

memorating the signing of the Prolongation Agreement. The speech 
was not a diplomatic pronouncement but a speech made on a social 
occasion. Asked if the speech was made by him or by someone else

34323 with his approval,on any occasion, * he replied he had no recol
lection of the speech at all nor any knowledge of the document.

34324 * When he arrived in Berlin on 19 Feb. 1941, there was no reception
at the train, but State Secretary for Foreign Affairs Weiszaecker 
met him. When shown a letter prepared by Weiszaecker, bearing date 
of 17 Feb. 1941, he stated it refreshed his recollection and that
he arrived on 17 Feb. instead of the 19th. A sked if the telegram
he had previously stated arrived before he got in Berlin did not 
actually arrive after he got there, he replied he did not know 
because he wouldn't look at a telegram immediately upon arriving.

34325 • EXAMINATION EY THE TRIBUNAL

The accused stated that the non-aggression pact between 
Germany and the USSR was not aimed at Japan nor were any Japanese 
interests prejudiced by this. Asked for what reasons he was dis
satisfied with this pact, he replied that first, it was against the
Anti-Comintern Pact. Also it was concluded in the midst of negotia
tions for the strengthening of the Anti-Comintern Pact and without 
previous notice to Japan. At no time did he advocate a declaration 
for war against the USSR by Japan and Germany.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. CUNNINGHAM

Reference was made to the affidavit where it referred 
to the instruction given by OSHIMA at the end of March 1939 that 
Japan accepted in principle the duty of military assistance if 
Germany was attacked by countries other than the Soviet and the 
witness was reminded of his interrogation ( Exhibit 497, P. 6065) 
where it appeared he stated that according to this instruction, 
aid would be confined to military advice such as trading of intelli
gence, etc. Asked to explain the discrepancy, he replied he thought 
there was a misinterpretation and that "military assistance" was 
translated "military advice." The instructions he received were that 
Japan would accept the duty of giving military assistance. In his 
interrogation, the contents of his statements were abridged. In
structions regarding details of military assistance or entering the 
war came later. In this part of the interrogatories there were 
points which were confused and on which there were mistakes, and 
so he decided to make a general correction in his affidavit Instead 
of trying to correct all those errors.
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• FURTHER EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL

Asked, if he conducted negotiations in Berlin with the aim 
of obtaining land and a house for the Embassy where he could carry 
out intelligence and subversive activities against the USSR, he replied 
that when he was military attache, one of his subordinates did buy a 
house and he thought this real estate was bought in the name of an 
officer in the Ministry of National Defense and paid for by the Japanese 
Army. Asked if he confirmed that this estate was then the headquarters 
of the White Russian spies where anti-Soviet pamphlets were printed to 
convey to the Soviet and where the different subversive measures were 
worked out against the USSR,* he stated he did hear that a small number 
of people were carrying on printing work there but did not know what 
they achieved nor did he think the house was ever made headquarters 
for any subversive activities.

* Asked if he was aware that in 1938 and 1939 the Embassy
in Berlin sent saboteurs and terrorists into USSR by way of Turkey 
to kill Stalin, he replied there were no such facts. Asked if ho 
had a talk with Himmler on 31 Jan. 1939 to the effect that together 
with German spies and with the assistance of White * Russians, he 
was undertaking a large-scale sabotage and terroristic work and thAt 
he sent ten of his agents with bombs across the Caucasus in order to 
assassinate Stalin, he replied he never had any such conversation with 
Himmlei.

* OSHIMA’s counsel referred to certain exhibits and testimony 
in connection with certain parts of his affidavit, as fellows:

Exhibits 484. 486-À, 506, 582, 2487, 2488, 2497, 2619, 2735-A, 2744, 
2762, 2763, 3000.

Test.: 26,119; 26,579; 26,599; 26,678; 26,919.
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343'il • FURTHER EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL

Asked. If he conducted, negotiations in Berlin with the aim 
of obtaining land and a house for the Embassy where he could carry 
out intelligence and subversive activities against the USSR, he replied 
that when he was military attache, one of hie subordinates did buy a 
house and he thought this real estate was bought in the name of an 
officer in the Ministry of National Defense and paid for by the Japar-ti.» 
Army. Asked if he confirmed that this estate was then the headquarters 
of the White Russian spies where anti-Soviet pamphlets were printed to 
convey to the Soviet and where, the different subversive measures were

34332 worked out against the USSR,* he stated he did hear that a small number 
of people were carrying on printing work there but did not know what 
they achieved nor did he think the house was ever made headquarters 
for any subversive activities.

Asked if he was aware that in 1938 and 1939 the Embassy 
in Berlin sent saboteurs and terrorists into USSR by way of Turkey 
to kill Stalin, he replied there were no such facts. Asked if he 
had a talk with Him®!«:on 31 Jam. 1939 to the effect that together

34333 with German spies and with the assistance of White * Russians, he 
was undertaking a large- scale sabotage amd terroristic work and that 
he sent ten of his events with bombs across the Caucasus in order to 
assassinate Stalin, he replied he never had any such conversation with 
Hinnies,

34337- * OSHIMA's counsel referred to certain exhibits and testimony
339 in connection with certain parts of his affidavit, as ft Howes

Exhibits 484, 486-A, 506 , 582 , 2487 , 2488 , 2497 , 2619 , 2735-A, 2744, 
2762, 2763, 3000.

Test.* 26,119; 26,579; 26,599; 26,678; 26,919
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all
•Exhibit 3623/dated 16 September 1938 from Foreign Minister UGAKZ 

to Premier KONQYE re the Emperor* s appointment of OSUIMA as ambassador 
to Germany stated that with reference to appointing military attache 
OSHIMA as ambassador as already arranged with KONOYE • Informally 
UGAK1 relied upon KONOYE to obtain the Emperor's approval at his 
earliest convenience so he would be able to proceed with this matter»

♦Exhibit Ö623A. all from KONOYE'to U0AK1 dated 22 September 1938 
re Imperial approval re the appointment of OSHIMA as ambassador to 
Germany acknowledged .V5AKI* s request and informed him that Imperial 
approval had been informally obtained on the 22nd. Exhibit 3523B, 
all from KONOYE to War Minister ITAGAKI dated 6 October 1938 
concerning the appointment of OSHIMA as ambassador to Germany 
♦asked whether it was objectionable on the part of the War Ministry. 
Exhibit 2523C, all from ITAGAKI to tONOYX dated 7 October 1938 
regarding the appointment of OSHIMA as ambassador replied to the 
above letter and stated there was no objection on the part of the 
War Ministry.

♦In Exhibit 3524A, excerpt from the official transcript of 
the Nürnberg trial, being the direct examination of Ribbentrop 
was asked. "Did Japan before her attack on Pearl Harbor * notify 
Germany of her Intentions?" He stated that this was not the case.
At that time Ribbentrop tried to move Japan to attack Singapore.
A peace with England did not seem possible and he knew it would be 
militarily possible to do this. Hitler instructed him to do everything 
to weaken England's position so that peace might bp brought about.
He believed this could be done best through a Japanese attack on 
England's possessions in East Asia and therefore Ribbentrop tried to 
Influence Japan to attack Singapore.

♦After the outbreak of the German-Russian war he also tried to 
have Japan attack Russia for a quick ending of the war. Japan however 
did not do that. She did neither of the two things Germany wanted 
her to do but did a third - attacked the United States at Pearl Harbor. 
The attack was for the Germans a complete surprise. They had con- 
sidered the possibility that Japan might attack Singapore. Hongkong or 
England but never that she would attack the United States. They knew 
that in an attack on England the United States would intervene and 
they hoped that would not happen. He received news of the attack 
on Pearl Harbor through the press and then received a Reuter's dispatch 
from OSHIMA. All other reports were completely untrue. Even this 
attack vao a surprise to OSHIMA as OSHIMA said it was a * complete 
surprise to him also.
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«Exhibit 3503B, the redirect interrogatory for Ott ( the direct and cross interrogatory introduced at T 33925 as Exh. 3503 by the Defense) stated that in Ott'e telegram dated 31 December 1939 he had declared that according to opinions of Ambassadors OSHIMA and SHXBATOBI who were strongly working for the collapse of the present cabinet etc., Ott was asked to state what actions OSHIMA took in this respect. * And he answered it was a general situation report reflecting the political pressure in Japan. The cabinet was inefficient and being attacked from various sides. The opposition of OSHIMA and SHXRATOBI was not a determining factor and he did not remember the details of his actions on the basis of his knowledge. Asked on what occasion OSHIMA made his statement in the telegram that still 2 or 3 more transition cabinets wsuld be necessary he replied that it was generally accepted that the Japanese cabinet should follow a more conciliatory courso. It was mentioned by OSHXMA ill ah Unofficial discus*!## With kéipeet to to the telegram from Ott dated 23 January 1940. He was reminded that he had stated in this telegram regarding the settlement of the question of Germans taken away from the Asama-Maru by the * British and that step by step tactics were the only ones with prospect of success and this was in accordance with the strong advice of OSHIMA and SHIRASOBI.Asked on what occasion this advioe of OSHIMA was given he replied that OSHIMA's personal advice on this complicated matter was expected to be helpful. With regard to Ott's telegram dated 26 January 1940 be was reminded that in it he had stated OSHIMA's opinion on the relations between the visit of the Duke of Coburb to Japan and anti-British movements there. Asked on what occasion this opinion was expressed by OSHIMA he replied he visited OSHIMA te get his advice and find a way out of the resistance of the Japanese Government to the Duke's mission. He expected a more favorable reaction by Bibbentrep by expressing also * OSHIMA*s opinion but did not suggest to OSHIMA that he might quote him on the matter.
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•The attentlen of the court wae called to Exhibits 841, 3034, 34361; 2238 , 3439 , 3447 and * 3469.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION*OF YOSHIE, Seiichi by MR. FREEMAN
34382 •The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3525 aa his affidavit. The affidavit stated that the witness fram 1 Octeber 194034383;r- *ir- te 30 April 1943 was mainly in charge af personnel affairs * of staff officers in General Headquarters and engaged in personnel and protocol business of War Ministry officers as a member of the Appeintments Section of the Personnel Affairs Bureau. From 1 May 1944 until the surrender appointments of staff officers, director of the Military Affairs Bureau and Section Chiefs in that bureau were to be deliberated over by the Director of the Personnel Affairs Bureau op consultation with General Headquarters.

34384

After the February 26 Incident the army was particularly careful of personnel administration and paid much attention to appeintments so as not to be influenced by the consideration of personal intimacy. All war ministers assuming that office after the Incident strictly maintained this policy. Consequently the autonomous power of making appointments by the Persennal Affairs Bureau was strengthened so as not to be affected by coercion etc. by outsiders. TOJO when he became War Minister also observed this pflicy and when appointment was to be made instructed those concerned to inquire closely into the candidate's personal history, particularly after the war broke out to nake aure he had a thorough knowledge of the circumstances to carry out his new duty. Those concerned then submitted the matter to the War Minister for approval.
In 1941 the accused SATO succeeded KAWAMURA as Chief of the Military Affairs Section. The appointment was first deliberated by the Director of the Personnel Affairs Bureau NODA and then approved by the War Minister.

34385 Because of his knowledge of the Military Affairs Bureau and Military Affairs Section * through his service as Chief of the Press Section and as a front lino staff officer and his experience in the United States SATO was recognized as one possessed of the deepest knowledge of not only the army situation but also of affaire at heme and abroad. All in charge considered the appointment an appropriate one.

34386

In 1942 when Director of the Military Affairs Bureau MSKTO was transferred MSO was appointed hi« successor. Ho was first selected by tho Director of the Personnel Affairs Buroau TOMINAGA and after deliberations and the approval%as given by the thro« army chiefs ho
appropriate appointment for SATO was familiar with the business of the buroau * sine« prior to the war. Furtharmer« he was qualiflod to bo a War Ministry Director as ho had boon promoted to Major General.
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On further eral examinâtlen the witness stated that he was familiar with the eccaeien ef SATO's appeintment and it came threugh regular channels. As far as he knew there was netÿtassure breught upen the General Staff er any ether appeinting autherity te get the appeintment threugh.
34367 *The witness knew TANAKA, Ryuklchi when he was head ef theMilitary Service Bureau and he left this pest in the summer er fall34388 ef 1942, * resigning because ef illness. The witness was familiarwith the circumstances under which an effleer might resign frem the regular amy and except en acceunt ef illness preventing him frem centinuing his werk ne ether reasen was recegnised. Ha knew TANAKA34389 frem the summer ef 1941 until the time * he left his pesitien as Chief ef the Military Service Bureau. He was net in a pesitien te knew ef TANAKA'a werk er ef him in detail but as these ef the War Ministry and General Staff were lecated in the same building there were frequent eppertunities te meet TANAKA and he was able te hear ef him quite eften.

Page
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Page CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COLONEL KORNANE.
34393 * Asked what he meant when he said that appoint

ments of various officers were to be deliberated over by 
the Director of the Personnel Affairs Bureau, he stated 
that he meant consideration for selection of a suitable 
person, not only from the standpoint of his competence, 
but also from the standpoint of possible effects of 
appointments on other quarters.

34394 * Asked if this consideration before selection 
was provided for in regulations or was a matter of the 
War Minister's policy, he replied that generally, while 
there was a War Minister policy, the fundamentals were 
already stipulated in 'the regulations of the War Minister. 
Asked to refer the Tribunal to the particular regulation 
providing for the Director making the selection of various 
officers, he replied he didn't remember, but thought the 
matter was stipulated in regulations governing the organ
ization and functions of the War Ministry. However, he 
didn't recall the exact language of the provisions.

34395 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
stated that all War Ministers, after the February 26 
incident, strictly maintained this policy. Asked why he 
referred to it as a matter of policy if it was a matter 
laid down by regulation which could not be avoided, he 
renlied that without regard to time, the regulations 
stipulate the basis on which such actions were to be 
taken, but according to the circumstances the War Minister 
sets down certain detailed policy.

34396 * In regard to the autonomous power of making 
appointments by the Personnel Affairs Bureau mentioned in 
the affidavit, the witness was asked if that meant that the 
Bureau actually made the appointment or if it was the War 
Minister who actually made it. He stated that by that he 
meant that the Bureau merely carried out the routine of 
appointments, and the actual decision was made by the Y/ar 
Minister.

34404 Exhibit 3426, * the affidavit of ABE, Nobuyuki,
stated that he was a full general at the time of his 
retirement from active duty in 1936, when the February 26 
incident occurred. He became Vice-Minister of Y/ar in 1928, 
and was appointed a State Minister without portfolio from 
June to December 1930. He was Premier from august 1939 
to January 1940.
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* On the day the third KONOYE Cabinet fell, the 
accused SATO visited his home to tell him about the 
situation in army circles. He was well acquainted with the 
accused SATO, having known him thirty years. Ajked if SATO 
discussed or made any recommendation as to who should 
succeed KONOYE, he replied that SATO conveyed a message 
from the army, and by army he meant TOJO and not the 
General Staff, for it had nothing to do with politics.
* Therefore, he believed it could be assumed that the 
message was from War Minister TOJO. At that time SATO 
was a colonel.

The message was that since the KONOYE Cabinet 
fell, the army deemed it desirable to recommend that an 
Imperial prince become premier. The name mentioned was 
Prince HIGASHIKUNI. At no time during this visit did 
SATO mention TOJO's name for premier.

The affiant stated he attended a conference 
about October 17 to recommend a successor to KONOYE, at 
which he believed were WAKATSUKI, OKADA, HIROTA, HAYASHI,
+ HIRANUMA, YONAI, HARA, KI YOUR A, and the Lord Keeper,
KIDO, who presided as chairman. The affiant recalled that 
KIYOURA mentioned HIGASHIK1 NI's name, and the affiant did 
not express his opinion relative to HIGASHIKUNI's becoming 
premier to SATO, nor to anyone else.

* Asked if he paid absolutely no attention to 
the message SATO brought, he replied he just listened to 
his story, and nothing he said affected his opinion. At 
the conference on October 17 they finally recommended 
TOJO as premier. Never once during this visit did SATO 
mention T0J0*s name as one who should be premier. The 
affiant believed it was KIDO who recommended TOJO, but
* there was no one present absolutely against having him 
as premier.

The affiant stated he was familiar enough with 
the V/ar Ministry to state whether the bureaus within it 
were on an equal level as to exercising authority. He 
knew TANAKA, Ryukichi, and knew that he had been used by 
the prosecution as a witness in the trial.
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To the affiant was quoted a question in TANAKA's 
direct examination, in which TANAKA was asked if he 
remembered SATO telling him anything about the matter in 

34410 which TOJO became premier. * To this question TANAKA
had answered that after TOJO became premier, he came to 
the affiant's office and told him about the matter.

It was always the stand of the Military Service 
Bureau that the army, outside the War Minister himself, 
should not interfere in politics, and he thought SATO's 
visit was in connection with this matter to explain his 
position.

SATO told TANAKA he had seen the two generals, 
ABE and HAYASHI, to whom he had said that unless TOJO was 
made premier it would be difficult to control the army. 
After this was quoted, the affiant was asked if SATO made 
any statement about TOJO becoming premier and if he were 
not it would be difficult to control the army, and the 
affiant replied he had never heard it. There never was 
any indication that there would be trouble with the army 
unless TOJO was appointed Prime Minister.
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by Mr. Freeman.
04411 The witness identified and verified exhibit
14412 3527 as his affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the
3 witness was in the Military Affairs Bureau of the War
14413 Minister as a staff member, * becoming Chief of the
* Military Affairs Section December 1942, remaining there

until July 1944. While he was Chief of the Section, the 
accused SATO was his immediate superior.

The chief functions of the witness' section was 
to handle matters dealing with other ministries and those 
relating to international agreements. Told that TANAKA, 
Ryukichi, had testified, (T. 14287), of protests relative 
to the treatment of POWs being sent*from the Foreign Office 
to the War Ministry and then to the Military Affairs 
Section of the MAB, the witness stated that he himself 
didn't recall receiving such protests.

Asked if it was true, as TANAKA had testified, 
that replies to be made to authorities outside the war 
office were prepared in the Military Affairs Section, the 
witness stated that was not so, but all replies relating

^4414 to * POV/s were made by the POW Information Bureau, which 
had already been established when he became head of the 
Military Affairs Section. The Chief of the POW Information 
pureau at that time was Lt. Gen. UYEMURA. The function of 
UYEMURA's bureau was to handle matters relating to POWs.
The protests from Allied powers received by the Foreign 
Office relative to treatment of POV/s would be forwarded to 
the POW Information Bureau.

^44l5

Asked if t\ese protests relative to the treatment 
of POWs had passed through his section, as TANAKA testified, 
if he would have known it, he replied, yes, but he didn't 
* recall ever receiving these protests.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY COL. MORNANE.
-4416 * The witness stated that he thought TANAKA left
* the War Ministry about July or August, 1942. Asked if he

would disagree with TANAKA's evidence, he stated no, as 
he had no exact recollection. The witness stated he was 
actually in the War Ministry when TANAKA left. Between 
April and December 1942, the witness was private secretary 
tô TOJO as War Minister, but not as Prime Minister. As 
private secretary to TOJO, he was not in the Military 
Affairs Section or the Military Affairs Bureau.
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344HT 4 He had no recollection of seeing any protests

in his capacity as private secretary. At that time he would 
not s^e the Military Affairs Bureau or Military Affairs 
Section files. He could not say as between April 1942 and 
the time TANAKA left the War Ministry whether any protests 
went to the Military Affairs Section.

Ashed if the Military Affairs Bureau dealt with 
lots of matters concerning POWs. he replied that matters 
relating to POWs were handled by the PÖW Information 
Bureau. Ashed if it was not the practice to send copies 
if not originals to the MAB, he stated he didn't think it 
was customary. When something was being sent out it was 
the usual procedure to send either the original for 
notation or copies.

34418 * Ashed if all replies to protests when they 
went out would be signed by the MAS, he replied it would 
not mean that it wouid see all of them. Asked if he didn't, 
in his capacity in the î'ilitary Affairs Section before 
becoming private secretary to TOJO, actually handle certain 
matters regarding POWs, he replied there was no case of 
handling such matters in that capacity, and he had no 
exact recollection of seeing any in that section.

When shown exhibit 3367, the witness acknowledged
34419 4' that his name appeared there, as did Chief of the MAB 

SATO, but in those cases the seal by proxy appeared. It 
appeared that a staff member of the Bureau impressed both 
his own and SATO's seal by proxy. The witness did recog
nize it as an official document of the War Ministry.

34422 * Exhibit-. 3528, an item of exhibit 3367 for 
identification only, being a draft of an answer to the 
War Ministry dated 25 March 1942, and being the document

34423 identified by the witness, stated 4 that the Vice Minister 
informed the Foreign Ministry, that in their opinion 
Article 86 of the Geneva Treaty on POWs could not be 
accepted and applied completely or exactly as it was.

34420 4 In view, however, of the fact that Japan was on her own 
part providing facilities and treating properly her POWs, 
in case the IJ. S. expressed her intention to give proper 
treatment t.o Japanese not only in the U. 3. but in American 
countries which had declared war on Japan, Article 36 would 
be applied mutatis mutandis as the occasion demanded, and 
Swiss representatives would be permitted to pay visits. As 
to enforcement details, their intention was to investigate 
each case and give permission.
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34535 * Exhibit 3552, the affidavit of H. A. Gynne, stated
34536 that the affiant was * editor of the Morning Post from 1911

to 1937 and his relations with the Japanese Ambassador had al
ways been cordial. The incidents at Tientsin and the invasion 
of China were subjects of conversation with both Ambassador 
YOSHIDA and SHIGEMITSU, who succeeded him. Both these gentle
men expressed strong opposition to the China invasion, clearly 
expressed disapproval of it, and strong opposition to the war 
party in Japan, SHIGEMITSU suggested that the affiant pub- 
lish occasional articles pointing out that the war oartywas 
losing friendly feeling for Japan and said from his experiences 
in Moscow and his contacts with Japanese diplomats in Europe, 
he was convinced that Hitler, at the first serious set back 
sustained by the German army, would be swept away by the 
general staff.

34537 He expressed fears lest the war party lose * their 
heads and allow themselves to be infected with the germ of 
world domination which had already contaminated Germany. He 
was strongly opposed to widening the area of hositllities and 
indicated he was doing all he could to prevent the war party 
from further aggression. These conversations covered a two- 
year period and SHIGEMITSU gave the affiant his full confi
dence as far as was consistent with his official duties. He 
indicated he attached more weight to the articles the affiant 
published then the affiant himself did and said he believed 
they would appeal to the moderate men in Tokyo and enable 
them to fight against the war mongers.

Extracts from the articles appeared in the Japanese 
press but the affiant saw little sign of a favorable reaction, 
SHIGEMITSU's conversations indicated he was well informed 
about Germany's attempts to induce Janan to ,1oin the war on

34538 her side. * SHIGEMITSU expressed consistent opposition to 
this and to every suggestion of extending the war. The af
fiant never once found him wavering from this opinion nor re
called any statements which would cause him to doubt SHIGE
MITSU's good faith.

34541 * Exhibit 3554, the affidavit of TOYODA, Teijiro,
stated that the affiant was foreign minister in the Third 
KONOYE Cabinet from IP July 1941 to l8 October 1^41 and soon 
after his appointment SHIGEMITSU arrived in Japan having 
been recalled from London where he had been ambassador. In 
SHIGEMITSU's oral report he emphasized that Britain would 
never be defeated and expressed his opinion that Japan should
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Page In no case be Involved in any war and that the negotiations
then under way with the U.S. should by all means be brought to 
a successful end.

3454V * Exhibit 3555, the interrogation of Sir Robert
Craigie, stated that Craigie was British ambassador to Japan 
from 3 September 1937 until the outbreak of the war. From 
information received in his official capacity, he had oooor- 
tunity to know the activities and policies of ambassador 
SHIGEMITSU from October 193^ until his return to Tokyo on

34546 leave * about 20 July 1941. After SHIGEMITSU's return to 
Tokyo, he met him six or seven times on both official and 
social occasions.

SHIGEMITSU told Craigie he had returned on leave be
cause he believed he could do more in Tokyo than in London 
to arrest the deteriorating relations with the Western Powers. 
He discussed with SHIGEMITSU the improvement of Anglo- 
Japanese relations, the peaceful settlement of differences

34547 between the two countries, and the avoidance of war. * At 
SHIGEMITSU's suggestion, a meeting took olace at the foreign 
ministry between foreign minister TOYODA, SHIGEMITSU, and 
Craigie to which the critical stage of the Washington nego
tiations was explained to Craigie and he was asked to urge 
Britain to attempt to avert a breakdown.

At SHIGEMITSU's request, Mr. Yoshida SHIGERU came 
to Hayama about October 1941 to enquire whether Craigie 
could make any personal suggestions for ending the deadlock 
in regard to FIC, however. Craigie was precluded by instruc
tions from taking any official part in discussing matters 
under negotiation in Washington.

34550 * Exhibit 3556, a dispatch dated 2 September 1944
from Minister to Sweden, 0KAMÖT0, to Foreign Minister 
SHIGEMITSU, stated that the Paris radio had announced on 
the 29th the names of the French Provisional Government, all 
of whom were members of the Algiers Government. The Provi
sional Government announced by radio that France had been in 
a state of war with Japan from 8 December 1941 and in collab
oration with the Allies, would keep fighting with all her 
might until not only French territories were liberated, but 
also the enemies of France in Asia and in Europe were re
pulsed. ,

34551 »Exhibit 3557, minutes of the proceedings of the Sup
reme War directing Conference of 15 September 1944, it was 
stated that after making his report on the Soviet-German
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Page peace problem, Foreign Minister SHIGEMITSU distributed a tenta
tive draft prepared by officials in charge and opened a free 
discussion on the subject. As the question was of a very ser
ious nature, the necessity of Keeping it secret was emphasized.

34552 * In particular questions to be taken up for the sake of ad
justment of Soviet-Japanese relations, such as the cession of 
rights and interests in Manchuria, and the cession of Southern 
Saghalien, etc., were so complicated and grave that the con
ference arrived at no conclusion. However, it was unanim
ously agreed that any treatment of such questions as routine 
should be avoided.

It was agreed that SHIGEMITSU be requested to make a 
basic draft as the policy should be decided upon in accordance 
with the progress of Soviet-Japanese negotiations, hoped 
shortly to be commenced in Moscow.

Annex B, the tentative draft of diplomatic measure» 
to be taken vis-a-vis the Soviet Union dated 12 September 19*44* 
stated that Japan would immediately initiate an active diplo
matic demarche towards the Soviet Union to secure the main
tenance of neutrality and improvment of diplomatic relations; 
the realization of peace between Germany and the Soviet: and

34553 the improvement of Japan's situation through * Soviet assist
ance, if Germany fell out of the present war. For this pur
pose, a special envoy shall be dispatched to the Soviet to 
conduct negotiations.

34554 * The object of the negotiations would be to sound 
out the Soviet as to her intention vis-a-vis Japan, inform 
her of Japan's desire to cooperate, endeavor to improve rela
tions, and to achieve the continuance or implementation of 
the neutrality pact. For this purpose the following agree
ment shall be concluded in lieu of the neutrality pact: 
confirmation of the obligations imposed by the neutrality 
pact, or an agreement on a prolongation of same; a nonag
ression pact; a treaty of good neighborliness and friend
ship; an agreement for a peaceful solution of conflicts,
and an agreement for economic cooperation.

They were to try to secure the use of good offices 
for peace between Germany and the Soviet; mediation for 
peace between Japan and the Chiang regime; and to sound out

34555 the Soviet * as to her attitude in case of Germany's col
lapse or her conclusion of a separate peace, and to try to 
secure and enhance her favorable attitude toward Japan. 
Simultaneously negotiations should be conducted between 
Japan and the Soviet on the following matters: Demarcation
of the borders between Japan, Manchukuo, and Inner Mongolia
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Page on the one side, and the Soviet and Outer Mongolia on the
other; establishment of demilitarized zones along such bor
ders; means of solution of conflicts along such borders; ex
change of commodities between Japan-Manchukuo, and the Soviet.

34556 Measures to be taken against Soviet demands * which were 
anticipated to be admission of passage across the Tsugaru 
Strait; abrogation or revision of the Soviet-Japanese Basic 
Treaty; surrendering of fishery rights; cession of the North 
Manchurian Railway; acquiescence in the peaceful activities 
of the Soviet in Manchuria, Inner Mongolia, China, and other 
narts of Greater East Asia; recognition of a sphere of in
terests for the Soviet in Manchuria; recognition of a sphere 
of interest for the Soviet in Inner Mongolia; abrogation 
of the Anti-Comintern Pact, and the Tripartite Pact and 
Agreement; and cessions of Southern Saghalien and the 
Northern Kuriles.

In this connection, in view of the development of the 
world situation and the necessity of dealing diplomatically

34557 with the Soviet, the envoy shall in * advance be accorded 
wide discretionary authority so he might quickly accede to 
or refuse Soviet demands. If Soviet demands went beyond 
the scope mentioned in the plan, the envoy should use his 
discretion. To endeavor to bring Germany to understand Japan* 
policy toward the Soviet was another duty of the envoy.

The annexed tentative plan on the limits of Japan's 
Concession to the Soviet Union in Connection with the Demarche 
to be Made to the Soviet Union stated that in case some sort 
of understanding was reached through which the Soviet Union 
maintained her attitude of neutrality, and further contributed 
to the amelioration of Soviet-Japanese relations, JaDan had 
no objection to acceding to all Soviet demands, except to

34558 the cession of the North * Manchurian Railway, recognition 
of the Soviet sphere of interest in Manchuria and Mongolia, 
abrogation of the Tripartite Pact and Agreement, as well as 
the cession of Southern Saghalien and the Northern Kuriles,

If Soviet-German peace was realized, Japan had no 
objection to acceding to all Soviet demands, except the 
cession of Southern Saghalien and the Northern Kuriles.

If peace between Japan and the Chi&ng regime was 
realized through mediation by the Soviet Union, Japan had no 
objection to acceding to all Soviet demands, except the 
cession of the Northern Kuriles,
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34559

34560

34561

If Germany should collapse or conclude a separate peace, and general peace should be realized through the good offices of the Soviet, Japan had no objection to acceding to all demands of the Soviet. The same was true in case the Soviet attitude toward Japan deteriorated and Japan desired to guard against Soviet attack.
* Exhibit 3558, the affidavit of Widar Bagge, stated that the affiant was Swedish minister in Japan in January 1937 to September 1945 and as such had conversation with Japanese regarding peace treaties. The affiant had a friend named, SUZUKI, Bunshiro, who was not a politican, but had excellent political connections and was very well informed.* They sometimes discussed the political situation and in mid September 1944 SUZUKI outlined a plan to obtain peace and mentioned the concessions that Japan would be prepared to make. He told the affiant that K0N0YE was behind this feeler and that he was acting as a go between. He then completed the peace plan and mentioned the concessions that Japanwould be prepared to make. The main feature was that all territories conquered during the war would be returned and even the possibility of giving up Manchukuo might be considered.
SUZUKI said that KONOYE and the groun around him were responsible for this plan which they wished the affiant to forward to the Swedish Government with a request that a feeler should be put out to London. It was considered that it might be easier to find understanding for such a plan in Britain than in the U.S. The affiant reported all this to Stockholm.
In the following months the affiant often met SUZUKI and discussed with him the political situation and heard from him and from other sources that the allied request for unconditional surrender was one of the greatest obstacles * to peace. Even those inclined to surrender could not think of such decision as long as they did not know what the nation would be exposed to. If the Emperor was to be insulted or Japanese national pride humiliated, everyone thought it preferable to continue the war until the bitter end.
The affiant had conversations with SHIGEMITSU shortly before he resigned as Foreign Minister of the KOISO Cabinet on 7 April 1945. It was known that the affiant was returning to Europe, and It was this fact that decided the Foreign Minister to take up the peace question with him. SUZUKI sent an old friend, SAKAYA, Tadashl, former Japanese minister to Helsingfors, and the affiant gathered from conversing with
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Page him that the purpose of his being sent was to get a prelimin
ary impression on the peace problem and to Drobe the affiant's 
sincerity, A few days later the affiant was asked to see 
SHIGEMITSU, who did not conceal his opinion about the bad 
war situation. He blamed the military clique and said now 
it was for the Japanese diplomats to try to get the country

34562 out of the war. He spoke at * length about the Emperor as
a peace-loving man who had always been against war. He said 
he himself, as well as most Japanese diplomats, had been 
against the war from the beginning and requested the affiant 
to do what he could to find out about the possibilities of a 
negotiated peace.

He asked the affiant to collaborate with the minis
ter to Stockholm, OKAMOTO, who was then to report to Tokyo. 
From the conversation the affiant retained a vivid memory of 
SHIGEMITSU's earnest desire to end the war as soon as possible 
even at great sacrifice to Japan. SAKAYA again called on the 
affiant a few days later and told him the peace question was 
very urgent. SHIGEMITSU hoped he would leave as soon as pos
sible and go straight to Stockholm to take the matter uo.

The resignation of the KOISO Cabinet of which SHIGE
MITSU was Foreign Minister, came unexpectedly a few days 
later. TOGO became the new foreign minister and the next day 
the same emissary called to say that TOGO had been informed

34563 of the conversations between * the affiant and SHIGEMITSU and 
that he took the same attitude to the peace question. After 
the affiant arrived in Sweden in May, 1945, while still min
ister to Japan, he asked OKAMOTO whether he had received any 
confidential telegrams about peace efforts, and told him that 
he had had several talks with SHIGEMITSU, who had been very 
frank and asked him to make a peace feeler.

OKAMATO replied that he had not heard about it and 
that he would make inquiries as to whether the affiant should 
continue his work in this effort. Two weeks later OKAMOTO 
said he had received a telegram from TOGO that since this 

* had been handled by the former cabinet, it would require
some investigation which would take some time before OKAMOTO 
could be informed definitely. The affiant remembered, how

's. ever, that at the time when TOGO became foreign minister, it 
3^564 was mentioned in Tokyo as an important point * to his credit 

that he had a strong position in Moscow since he was ambas
sador there and preferred to put his past efforts toward 
Moscow.

* Exhibit 3558-A (introduced T. 34.559) certified to 
the nonavilability of telegrams between OKAMOTO and TOGO con
cerning peace feelers with the Allied Powers.
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34569 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF OIKAWA, KoshiroBy Mr. Brannon

The witness identified and verified exhibit 3559 as 
his affidavit,

3 4 5 7 0 * The affidavit stated that the witness was navy minister from 5 September 1940 until 18 October 1941. When the Third Konoye Cabinetffill.lt became the witness' duty to recommend a successor as navy minister. He decided not to succeed himself before he ever heard that TOJO was to become the new Premier, but had made up his mind that a new man might be better. At that time he heard from KONOYE that there was a strong possibility of Prince HIGASHIKUNI being named premier. Therefore it was not because TOJO became the new premier that the witness decided not to succeed
3 4 5 7 1 himself, for he simply thought * it was time for a new man to take over.

Up to that time no navy minister in Japanese history had ever been appointed except from the ranks of senior active officers, and consequently potential candidates were limited. The witness noted that in order of seniority the accused SHIMADA was 10th, the 9 senior to him were ineligible for various reasons which the witness set down in his affidavit.
I

3 4 5 7 2 * From the evening of l6 October 194-1, until the following morning, the witness carefully deliberated as to whom to recommend. About 11 a.m. he saw Prince FUSHIMI, who was the ranking navy officer, and told him he considered SHIMADA as the logical successor and he agreed. OIKAWA's opinion was formulated in the morning of 17 October 1941 before he knew TOJO was to assume the premiership. Therewas no truth to the alüegation that SHIMADA was appointed because TOJO wanted him to be. To his knowledge, SHIMADA and TOJO were not even acquainted then.
JOn the evening of 17 October, the witness conveyed to SHIMADA his desire that he accept the recommendations, but he refused stating he had been out of touch with current affairs and felt there were others better qualified. The

34573 witness asked him to consider the matter over night * and 
the next morning SHIMADA was summoned and both Chief of Staff NAGANO and the witness discussed the question of his appoint
ment with him. The cabinet formation headquarters called
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Page and urgently requested that the new navy minister be recommended since all other government business had been decided. After renewed insistence by both NAGANO and the witness, SHIMADA agreed to accept.

The witness and SHIMADA continued their conversations relative to the navy's views on the negotiations with America and the need for arriving at a peaceful solution, SHIMADA fully agreed to the witness' position and they discussed the procedure to be followed in carrying out the navy viewpoint, SHIMADA then went to see Premier TOJO to give him a prerequisite to his acceptance of the post. This was to continue negotiations sincerely and earnestly, and approach them from a completely new slant,
SHIMADA was selected simply because he was a high 34574 ranking admiral whom the witness thought possessed * excellent qualifications. The procedure followed in recommending him was no different than that pursued in the past. Both shared the same views and the navy decision to fight was entirely dependent upon the then existing situation which then took a violent turn for the worse.
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34575 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. KEENAN

The witness stated that he thought the choice of Navy 
Minister made in Mid-October 1941 was of vital importance to 

Japan. Asked if there had not been a failure during the Third 
Konoye Cabinet to obtain Army-Navy harmony as to Japanese policy, 
he replied that to most national policies he did not believe that 
the Army and Navy disagreed but as to whether to discontinue the 
Japanese-Amerlean negotiations, here were several points on which 
the two were not in accord. As ',o the question of Initiating war 
against the U.S. had not yet received much consideration at the 
time, the important problem was solution of the China Incident and 
on this question there was not too much discrepancy between the

34576 Army and Navy views. • He did not know whether the Army had by 
that time reached the stage where they desired immediate commence
ment of hostilities but the Navy was firmly convinced that all 
efforts should be made to continue the negotiations and peacefully 
solve pending problems. The witness was a member of the 3rd KONOYE 
Cabinet from 5 Sept. 1940 until 18 Oct. 1941 and, as Navy Minister, 
attended Cabinet meetings.

He did not recall TOJO, as War Minister, conveying the general
34577 view to the Army * of the subject of immediate war with the western 

powers before Sept. 1941 and didn't think he did. At first the wit
ness believed TOJO showed an earnest desire to have the negotiations 
continued but later felt he entertained doubts as to whether it was 
possible to continue them. He didn't have an exact recollection as 
to the date TOJO expressed such doubts. The witness remembered an

34578 Imperial Conference about 5 or 6 Sept. 1941 * where a decision, was 
reached as to Japan's policy.

34582 * The Navy took the interpretation that the Imperial Con
ference of 6 Sept, did not make war as its principal subject but if 
the negotiations were not satisfactorily concluded, things might 
develop to such a state. The decision was that if by Mid-October 
there was no prospect of the negotiations being concluded satis
factorily, the situation might be that they might have to decide to 
go to war. A decision for war was a grave matter and should not be 
taken until many conferences had been held. At the time of the 6 
Sept, conference, the situation was such that no one thought of im
mediate war but were concerned with the prospects the situation might 
develop into where war might be unavoidable. They did go so far as 
to use the statement "a decision for War" but actually they didn't 
go that far.
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34583

34584

* Preparation for war and not the opening of hostilities nor 
the commencement of war was the first point on the agenda for the 
Sept. 6 conference. The witness recalled Chief of the Naval General 
Staff NAGANO commented at the conference that the/ should take up 
the subject of peace first and war later and said if there were any 
doubts on that point he was quite willing to have the order of the 
agenda changed. * Thinking back over the matter the witness then 
said he thought it was the Emperor who made the remark about the 
order of the agenda being changed.

34585

34586

* Asked if there developed much dissention and bitterness 
between TOJO and KONOYE early Oct. 1941, he replied that as far as 
he knew TOJO himself was careful not to give in to such emotions.
He did not know that the feeling of bitterness was so intense that 
TOJO refused to speak to the Premier. In view of the critical si frac
tion, it appeared to the witness that TOJO was careful to prevent 
emotional splits within the Cabinet. At that time he met with TOJO 
* continuously and they felt there should not only be no differences 
between TOJO and KONOYE but that they should be careful to avoid 
such splits between the Army and Navy itself. The witness did neither 
deny nor confirm that there was strong dissention between TOJO and 
KONOYE in early October. There were of course differences of views. 
Asked if that difference in view was that TOJO favored going to war 
in early October or by mid-October unless Japan's terms were accepted, 
by the U.S., Britain and the Netherlands, he replied that at that 
time the view was that if the negotiations were not successfully con
cluded by mid-October, it would be unavoidable for Japan to start war 
preparations.

34587 • At that time the problem of initiating war immediately was
not even discussed. The witness did not know about the Fleet under 
YAMAMOTO already preparing by way of practice for the Pearl Harbor 
attack. The Navy position was that its appropriations were limited 
solely to expenses needed for settling the Sino-Japanese conflict and 
the Navy was given no other appropriations. There were no items 
in the budget for preparing for war with the U.S. and no steps were 
taken for such a war. He did not know about preparations for Pearl 
Harbor attack made by YAMAMOTO. After the war he learned about the 
preparations. As other nations did, their naval college too conducted 
studies but the witness did not learn of the actual plan until after 
the war had begun.

34589 * Regarding the fall of the KONOYE Cabinet, at that time he
heard from KONOYE his intention to resign two or three days before 
the Cabinet actually resigned. KONOYE stated that the situation had 
become so complicated he felt he was unable to solve the crisis and
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Page the only method was to have the Imperial House take direct steps. 
KONOYE stated that he felt it would be better for mich a person as 
Prince HIGASHIKUNI to assume direct control and that KONOYE could 
assist through his political experience and by this way accomplish 
a peaceful settlement. KONOYE said he wished to resign after recom
mending Prince HIGASHIKUNI.

34590 0 Asked if he was not surprised that a harmonious Cabinet 
like KOKOYE's would fall by the Premier'6 resignation, he replied that 
he did not believe there were emotional differences in the Cabinet but 
as regarded political questions there were differences.

34591

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated that 
as a matter of political morality it was best that OIKAWA not succeed 
himself. Asked what was meant by "political morality" he explained 
that the problem was how to settle the complicated situation and it 
was felt that the * next Cabinet should wipe the slate clean and start 
afresh. If it became the new Cabinet's duty to do this, the witness 
felt that if the old Cabinet members *emalned in the new one, it would 
be proper. He believed it would be going contrary to this policy for 
the old members to stay on and that as a minister of state, such a view 
should be his morals. Asked if he was not informed that they didn't 
intend to leave the slate clean very long and that the question of 
peace or war would be decided in a very few weeks, he replied that the 
egression "wiping the slate clean" did not mean that an early decision 
for war would be made but meant that the decisions of the 6 Sept, con

34592
ference would set a time limit of mid-October for taking 6teps if no 
prospects of settlement were reached, that such matters * would be 
scrapped and that a new approach would be made. No one had any idea 
of waging war within a few weeks. The witness did not necessarily 
think that if Japan would not obtain its minimum demands it would 
have to decide upon war within a brief time because of matters of 
supply and the like.

34593 * KONOYE never told him in substance, just previous to his 
resignation, that the Navy should be ashamed for not taking a positiv«, 
position in stating it would not support a war with the western powers. 
The witness stated that he knew SHIMADA well at the time he recommended

34594

him as a Navy Minister. At this time SHIMADA had just returned from 
China on 15 Sept, where he had been C-in-C of the China area ïleet.
* The witness and C/S NAGANO met him when he returned and he was re
ceived that morning by the Emperor with the witness present. Asked 
if he recalled that SHIMADA made a detailed report to the Emperor 
about war conditions in the l£ years of his service, such as the 
Chinese coastal brigade, operations of the Navy Eagles, he replied 
that as a rule reports to the throne were not given in such detail.
He didn't recall accurately the nature of SHIMADA's report but judging 
from precedent the conduct of operations are reported but not in detail.
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34595 * He was unable to recall If SHIMADA specifically referred to the 

work of the Navy Eagles' bombing Chungking and the China hinterlands«

When shown a document, “whe witness recognized it as the 
photostat of the Aeahi Shimbun of 8 Sept. 1941, containing an Item 
reporting a meeting of SHIMADA and the witnoss and NAGANO with the 
Emperor on the morning of 15 Sept. 1941.

34596 * Exhibit 3560, the document so identified, wae rec£lv*d in 
evidence. Asked if Exhibit 3560 did not show that a roport was made 
on the bombing of Chungking while SHIMADA was in charge of the China 
Area Fleet, he replied that it was true that the bombing took place

34597 while SHIMADA was C~in~C • of that fleet. • Asked if as such SHIMADA
34598 would receive reports of the bombing of Chinese cities, he replied 

that in the Japanese Navy, problems relating to operations were the 
Chief of Staff's responsibility and such testimony should be given 
by someone connected with it.

34600 *  GROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN
Oounoll fo r  XXDO

To the wltneee was quoted an extract from the KXDO Diary 
of 6 Sept. 1941 (Exhibit 1135) reporting a convert: i<dt Ion wl*h the 
Emperor prior to the Imperial Conference wherein KIDO said to the

34601 Emperor that he advlBsd that slnoe • Président of the Privy Council 
KARA would ask important question« on the Emperor's behalf, the 
Emperor should only give a warning that the 9upreme War Command 
should exert every effort to bring about a diplomatic suocees as 
the present decision was so Important it might lead to a war. Asked 
If this refreshed his recollection that HARA did ask questions, the 
witness replied that at that time the question of whether continued 
negotiations was mentioned by HARA. Asked if he wae 3ot the only 
one that ansve.ved HARA'» questions, he replied that he attended the 
meeting representing NAGANO and the Navy and expressed his views in 
that capacity. It was said afterward that NAQANO was silent, because

34602 he had different views * but that was not the case for the witness 
spoke up for NAGANO. It was true that the Anperor took the High 
Oommand to task for not anuwering HARA's questions.
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34605 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SAWAMOTO, Yorio
BY MR. TAKAHASHI

The witness Identified and verified Exhibit 3561 as his
affidavit.

34607 * The affidavit stated that the witness was Navy Vice Minister 
from Apr. 1941 until July 1944, serving under Navy Minister OIKAHA 
and SHIMADA. While the witness was C-in-C of the Second Expedltlonary 
Fleet under the China Seas Fleet, SHIMADA was C-in-C of the latter 
fleet. Around 20 Dec. 1940 SHIMADA called a meeting of his various 
subordinate commanders, expressing vital interest in the relations
of Japan and U.S. He was very discouraged about the increasing tense
ness of the situation and said there must not be war with the western 
powers. He told them he was opposed to the further sending of Japanese

34608 forces • to FIC. He said he had been corresponding with C-in-C of the 
combined fleet YAMAMOTO, who was worried over the international situa
tion and stressed there should never be war with the U.S. and Britain.

The witness became Navy Vice Minister on 22 Apr. 1941 when 
OIKAWA was the Minister. When the Third KONOYE Cabinet failed and 
TOJO was designated to form a new cabinet, he was at his post only 

■ six months. He continued as Vice Minister at the direction of OIKAWA 
and the wishes of SHIMADA.

The international situation had deteriorated and the possi
bility of war was alarming. The atmosphere was tense and all were

34609 working under strain. * SHIMADA was a full Admiral and high on the
• seniority list. While he had served in the Naval General Staff, most

of his duties had been at sea and his experience in administration in 
the Ministry was not great. Moreover, he had just returned from China 
and was not well informed on the home situation. The first few days 
the witness explained to him the situation and suggested he promote 
the naval policy of continuing negotiations to reach a peaceful settle
ment. The witness knew that SHIMADA 's avowed intentions when he 
assumed the post were no different than his predecessor OIKAWA.

Very shortly after becoming Minister, SHIMADA called a meet
ing of high ranking officers of the Navy Ministry and Navy General 
Staff and told them of his determination to push the peace talks to 
the limit to achieve success and outlined the naval policy exactly 
in keeping with the naval views of the old cabinet. The witness

34610 recalled SHIhADA once said * he would resign if elements opposed to 
exhausting every effort toward peace through diplomacy became too 
strong.
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Paae The witness personally k-:aw that on the morning of Oct. 18,
after agreeing to become Minister, SHIMADA went to 6ee the new Premier 
TOJO to set forth a prerequisite for his entering the cabinet to which 
TOJO must agree. This condition was that diplomatic negotiations with 
the U.S. must be continued with the avowed purpose of reaching a peace
ful settlement. SHIMADA told the witness and others at the Navy Minis
try that TOJO had completely agreed and that they were going to adopt 
the policy of making utmost concessions to the U.S. to avert war. The 
witness recalled a conversation with SHIMADA on 23 Oct. 1941 at which 
SHIMADA said that TOJO said he was calling his first conference that

34611 day with the firm resolution to reconsider problems with the U.S.,* 
disregarding all past decisions. SHIMADA then said that the Navy's 
object would continue to be to achieve peace through negotiations if 
possible. Those in the Navy Ministry were viewing this movement with 
hope because the new government was approaching the negotiations from 
a new angle. However, upon receipt of the Hull note on Nov. 26, 
protagonists of concessions being made to the U.S. received a jarring 
blow. The U.S. reply was interpreted in naval circles as a virtual 
ultimatum, revealing an unbending and noncompromising attitude that 
promised no hope of the negotiations succeeding. The witness believed 
the note destroyed all but a faint hope for peace in the minds of 
naval men who had previously held out against war.

While Vice Minister, the witness had no recollection of re 
ceiving protests relative to the treatment of POWs. He would not say 
they were not sent to the Ministry because he did not know, but would 
say that it was understandable that if such protests were received 
they would have been handled by lesser officials because such matters 
primarily concerned the Army and Foreign Office. Certainly, if the 
witness did not receive such protests, it would be unlikely that 
SHIMADA as Minister did.

The Ministry never issued orders concerning operational 
movements of the Fleet but these came from the combined Fleet and 
C/S. Even so, he had never heard of any orders commanding the com
mission of atrocities or violating recognized rules of warfare.
Before and during the war, the Navy Ministry issued Interpretations 
relative to rules of warfare and he thought it unthinkable that this 
same Ministry would issue orders commanding the commission of atroci
ties or violation of the rules of warfare.

34613 • CROSS-EXAMINATION BY CAPT. ROBINSON

The witness stated that he served under SHIMADA in the 
China Area Fleet from 15 Oct. 1940 to 4 Apr. 1941 and as Vice Minis
ter served under him from 18 Oct. 1941 to 17 July 1944, a total of 
about 3 years. He wouldn't say that all SHIMADA'a views and policies 
were likewise his own views but since the Vice Minister functioned
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Page ln accordance with the Ministers orders, he could say that generally 
SHIMADA*b policy was carried out hy the Navy through the Vice Minister.

34614 • The witness left the post of Vice Minister on 17 July 1944 
and at that time had no idea of the TOJO Cabinet' s resignation. Asked 
if in general his service and SHIMADA'e were cooperative, he replied 
that when SHIMADA became Minister, the witness requested transfer.
Of course the witness expressed his own views and heard SHIMADA's 
views, but ultimately carried out the latter instructions.

34615 * In the affidavit the witness had said that he and SHIMADA 
were simply carrying out naval assignments, assignments at sea,and 
were disconnected from politics. Asked if by the words "naval assign
ments at sea" he meant that SHIMADA and himself were engaged in block
ading Chinese ports and bombing Chinese cities, he replied that at 
that time he was C-in-C of the Second Expeditionary Fleet in China 
waters and the principal assignment was naval blockade. Bombing the 
cities was not his principal assignment but they did at times conduct 
such bombing. The witness had said in his affidavit that SHIMADA 
called a meeting of high ranking officers and outlined the naval 
policy exactly in keeping with the naval views of the old cabinet

34616 and he was asked what those views were. * He replied that they were 
to facilitate diplomatic negotiations and bring about peaceful

34617 settlement of Japan-U.S. relations. * Asked the distinction between 
the views under the old cabinet and the naval views, he answered 
that the Navy's fundamental views at all times were to bring about
a peaceful settlement of the issues with the U.8. The cabinet's 
views were generally the same but it would not have the die-hard 
attitude which the navy had.

The navy consistently advocated that in spite of the 
various difficulties as to how to bring about a settlement, j, 
peaceful settlement must be effected at any price. Asked the names 
of the individuals in the cabinet opposing this view in opposition 
to war, he replied he had never attended a cabinet meeting and did 
not know the details of those discussions. He had heard about the 
situation within the cabinet from SHIMADA but had no recollection 
as to the details of the discussions.

34618 * Asked what were the principal parts of. the discussion 
SHIMADA brought back from meetings of the TOJO Cabinet and discussed 
with the witness, he replied that this question did not arise to any 
extent at the time of the TOJO Cabinet. After this cabinet's formation, 
reconsideration of the situation was held beginning 23 Oct. about 7
or 8 times. He thought the matter last discussed by the KONOYI 
Cabinet was that it was difficult for it to see any prospects in

34619 regard to the diplomatic negotiations * and even at the time of the
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Page TOJO Cabinet it was difficult for it to see any prospects in regard
34619 to the diplomatic negotiations * and even at the time of the TOJO 

Cabinet it was difficult to see its way clear as to the prospects 
of them.

The situation being so complicated, no one could say any
thing definite about it and in that sense there was no opposition 
with regard to this matter either in the KONOYE or TOJO Cabinets.
Asked what position TOJO took in the KONOYE Cabinet with regard to 
this matter in which he diff*^ed ..ith the Navy, he replied that the 
Navy's position was that it favored relaxation of the terms in order

34620 * to attain success in the negotiations.

The Army's position was that if there were prospects for 
success, it was willing to take any means to bring the negotiations 
to fruition. In his affidavit he had suggested that SHIMADA told 
himself and others that TOJO and he agreed to adopt a policy to 
make utmost concessions to the U.S. to avert war. Asked what these 
concessions were, he replied that at that time the reference was to 
general concessions and nothing concrete was mentioned. The point 
was that maximum possible concessions would be made.

34621 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. TAKAHASHI

The witness was asked if the bombings on Chinese cities 
were carried out upon instructions of the Naval General Staff, and

34622 he replied that the objective was principally to bomb a steel bridge • 
and this was done on orders of the China Area Fleet under the direc
tion of the General Staff.

EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL

In hi s affidavit he had stated that before and during the 
war, the Navy Ministry Issued interpretations relative to rules of 
warfare. The witness was asked to give some examples and he said 
that this was prior to the war, but a voluminous document pertaining 
to the rules of naval warfare was prepared and distributed to all the 
fleets and various navy branches and units. The expert who drew this 
up, EN0M0T0, visited various navy units to give necessary explanations, 
and after the beginning of hostilities, the document was more intense
ly and widely circulated. There were instances in the Navy where

34623 articles relating to POtfs in the * Geneva Convention were printed 
and circulated. No particular interpretations of the articles were 
made but the rules were presented in an understandable form and dis
tributed with the instructions that they were to be observed. The 
witness saw no complaints about the killing of survivors of torpedoed 
ships, nor the order; of March 1943 to kill them. He had heard that 
such a matter became a question after the end of the war, but he
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Page did not know the particulars. Asked if such an order was issued 
if it would not be usual that the Navy Minister be informed of it, 
he replied that this order was a Fleet order and he did not think 
any notification to that effect came to the Navy Minister.

3 4 6 2 4  * FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY CAPT. ROBINSON

The witness said that when he referred to the fact that 
the pamphlets were distributed prior to the commencement of the war, 
he meant the war of Greater East Asia commencing 8 Dec. 1941. A 
fleet order related to the fleet's own operations and there was no 
occasion of a Navy Minister sending any directions to the fleet.
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34626 DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SADATOSHI TOMIOKA BY MB. BBANNON

34626 «Witness identified and verified Exhibit 3562 as his affidavit.
* Affidavit »ta&vd that the witness was formerly rear admiral in the
Japanese Navy and occupied the position of Chief of Section One of 
Division One, the Operational Section of the Naval General Staff and 
as auch took part in the planning of operations.

34627 *His immediate superior was Chief of the First Division, Bear 
Admiral BUKUTOME. After SHIKADA was appointed Navy Minister and in 
the latter part of October 1941 Admiral ÏTJKUTOME, by order of Chief
of the Naval General Staff NAGANO and in company of Vice-Chief of 
Staff ITO revealed to SHIMADA the drafts of the General Staff's 
general operational plans. Since SHIMADA was Navy Minister he had 
nothing to do with the drafting of operational plans either for the 
Pearl Harbor attack or other naval operations. The Navy Minister's 
function was entirely separate from the General Staff and did not 
have the ability to interfere with operational planning. SHIMADA was 
not consulted on operational movements and in such engagements as the 
battle of Midway was not given notice of the plans until after they 
were drafted.

While the Navy Minister was technically a member of the 
so-called Imperial General Headquarters there appears to be some

34628 misconception * surrounding this term. Headquarters was actually 
composed of the Army and Navy General Staffs. Each made decisions 
separately or often without consulting the other. The witness did 
not know of any actual meeting of this body since business was 
carried on informally. There was no central office or particular 
building housing Imperial General Headquarters and the navy had its 
own building and the army operated from its quarters. SHIMADA did 
not attend any operational discussions held by the Naval General 
Staff and certainly could not have attended those held by the Army.

THEBE WAS NO CROSS EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS

SAH& IIV E  SUMMARY OP THE RECORD

S a »  ibe r 5 , 194?
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Page * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NOBUO NXXJIMA BY MR. TAKAHASHI3462934680 *The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3563 as his
affidavit. The affidavit stated that at the time of the conclusion 
of the anti-Comintern Pact the witness was in charge of decorations of 
naval personnel as a member of the Second Section of the Personnel

34631 Bureau of the Navy Ministry. Regarding the procedure * for 
decorations, the Cabinet Decorations Bureau composed of civilians 
through the Foreign Office received the names of potential award 
candidates. The navy named its candidates which were submitted 
to the Foreign Office and by it to the Decorations Bureau for 
approval.

. Regarding awards for the conclusion of the anti-Comintern 
Pact the navy submitted seventeen names which in the above manner were 
relayed to the Decorations Bureau which however did not accept all 
seventeen but rejected eleven including the name of SHIMADA. There 
was considerable controversy because the army was to be given ten 
awards and the navy only six and the navy sought to have the army's 
number reduced or their ov:n increased so they would have parity. 
Besides the navy awards were of a lower order than the army.
The navy was then allowed to submit a supplemental list of four

34632 persons who held ranks according to nominees of the army. * Because 
> SHIMADA was Chief of the Naval General Staff his was one of the four
additional names submitted.

SHXMADA had not been included in the original list and the 
navy had no intention of having an award given to him as Vice-Chief 
if the army had agreed to a reduction in the number of its awards.
The award was really a matter of his position with the navy and not 
dependent upon merit. He ultimately only received a Class B award 
with many others receiving much higher decorations.

THERE WAS NO CROSS EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS
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34636 DIRECT EXAMINATION OP HISASHI MITO BY MB. BRANNON

•Witness identified and verified Exhibit 3564 as his affidavit.
34636 *The affidavit stated that on 20 March 1943 the witness was assigned 

Commander of the First Submarine Squadron under the Sixth Fleet.
He had been interrogated relative to Exhibit 2105. a submarine order.
In his interrogation he said that while the order appeared to be in 
the same form as others issued. 1st did not recall this particular one. 
After the interrogation he called one of his staff officers who also 
had no recollection of this order.

Words appearing on p 4 of Exhibit 2105 stating that they 
were not to stop with the sinking of enemy ships and cargoes but carry 
out the complete destruction of the crews and if possible seize 
part of the crew and endeavor to secure information were entirely 
foreign to the witness. It was not navy policy to conduct submarine

34637 warfare in that manner * nor to his knowledge was such procedure 
ever followed. With the qdvent of modern warfare it would be sheer 
folly for a submarine, after attacking an enemy ship to remain above 
water to carry out such a purpose. Therefore he could not concede 
that such an order would even have been issued. He denied knowledge 
of the execution order and that there was any collaboration with 
German submarines or that they employed tactics based upon German 
origin. The parent or basic order would have come from the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Combined Fleet and would probably have 
been received from the Chief of Naval General Staff.

He had been tbld that the Prosecution had submitted 
that the Navy Minister must be held responsible for the top Becret

34638 naval order * but thiB was absolutely oontraty to fact. The Navy 
Ministry could not issue such an order since it was a matter 
entirely within the High Command's prerogative.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY CAPTAIN ROBINSON

Witness stated that on 20 March 1943 he was at Truk as 
Commander of the First Submarine Squadron and his flagship was 
the Heian Maru. The world "Gunki" in Exhibit 2105 meant a secret 
document of the armed forces. A document so classified would be 
distributed to subordinates connected with the operations and 
there were such cases when such documents were sent to places or 
to units having some relationship with that particular operation.

34639 •Distribution was restricted to commanding officers 
and other higher officers. The document so marked would be 
preserved by the commanding officer or someone at his command 
and it was customary then after the matter had been completed 
to destroy the document. Asked if it should not have been 
destroyed before it was captured he replied that if such a

NAH1-.. i’IVE SUMMARY CF THE RECORD
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Page document existed he thought it should have been. He was not acquainted
34640 with the German practice announced -j Hitler In 1942, * and he 

learned of It for the first time on the basis of Inquiries made after 
the end of the war. He did not know that under the German practice 
they seized part of the crew and endeavored to secure information 
from them after the sinking of a ship. He did not know that the 
practice as outlined in this order was followed by Japanese submarines 
in the Indian Ocean in 1944 in the case of the ship Jean Nicolet, the 
Tjisalak and other vessels. He wan never on duty with the navy in 
the Indian Ocean and he did not know units of the Sixth Fleet on duty

34641 there. * There was an Eighth Submarine Squadron under the Sixth Fleet. 
Asked if channels for orders to the Eighth Submarine Squadron were 
from the General Staff to the Sixth Fleet Headquarters at Truk he 
replied , with respect to the chain of command he remembered that 
there were times when the Eighth Submarine Squadron was under the 
command of the Southwest Area Fleet and in that case orders
for that squadron would ceae.;:£rom the Commander of the Southwest 
Area Fleet and whenever the Eighth Submarine Squadron was under

34642 * the direct command of the Sixth Fleet Commander the orders came 
from him. For that reason the chain of command would change in 
accordance with revisions made in the organization but he did not 
recall at what time any reorganization took place. Asked if an 
order issued at Truk to the First Submarine Force might also be 
accompanied by a corresponding order to other Sixth Fleet units in 
the Indian Ocean or elsewhere, he replied it would depend on the 
organization of the operational units at that time. If a particular 
squadron was placed under the command of the Southwest Area Fleet 
orders would come from that fleet commander. Asked if on 27 March 
and on 2 July 1944 he knew whether there was operating in the
Indian Ocean a submarine known as the 1-8, part of the Eighth Submarine 
Squadron, he replied he did not know at the time but learned of it later.

34643 *He did not know the commander of the submarine but knew that ARI1ZUMI 
was at one time staff officer in the General Staff and later came to 
the submarine units although he did not know whether he was at that 
time commander of the 1-8. During a part of 1944 he knew that 
ARIIZUM1 was commander of the 1-8 and that he was one of Japan's most

34644 able submarine captains. • After serving as commander of a. submarine 
he commanded a submarine squadron. He had not heard that ARIIZUMI 
commanded the 1-8 in the sinking of the Tjisalak on 26 March 1944 and 
of the Nicollet on 2 July 1944. He did not hear that the procedure 
followed by ARIIZUMI in the destruction of the survivors of those 
ships was exactly the procedure described in Exhibit 2105. In his 
affidavit he had stated that modern radar and airplanes made it sheer 
folly for a submarine to remain above water to commit atrocities.
When asked if it was not true that modern radio-sending sets in lifeboats 
were one of the factors that caused Japanese to machinegun lifeboats

34645 full of survivors, *he replied they never thought of that. He was not 
acquainted with orders of the Southwest Area Fleet in which secrecy was 
enjoined and instructions given for the destruction of lifeboats and 
survivors.
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34646 "The accused identified and verified Exhibit 3565 ae hie
34647 affidavit. "Affidavit stated that the accused was born in 1883,

, was graduated from the Naval Academy and commissioned an ensign 
in 1905. In 1915 he was graduated from the Naval War College 
and went to Italy as Assistant Naval Attaché, becoming Attache 
in 1917. In 1919 he was a staff officer of a training squadron 
touring Europe and returned to Japan in 1920 and becsune a staff 
officer in the General Staff. Between 1920 and 1928 he held Various

34648 positions at sea and ashore * and was promoted to Rear Admiral in 
1929, and became in December 1930 Chief of Staff of the Combined 
Fleet and Firet Fleet and in December 1931 Chief of the,Submarine 
School at Kure. In February 1932 he was Chief of Staff of the 
Third Fleet under NOMURA. In June 1932 Chief of the Naval In
formation Bureau of the General Staff and later the same year 
Chief of the Operations Bureau. December 1934 he became Vice- 
Admiral. He was with the Naval General Staff as an attached officer 
in February 1935 end became Vice-Chief in December of the same year.
In December 1937 he became C-in-C of the Second Fleet and December 
1938 became C-in-C of Kure Naval Station. May 1940 he became C-in-C 
of the China Fleet, succeeding OIKAWA whom he later succeeded as 
Navy Minister. November 1940 he became a full admiral and returned to 
Japan from his position as Commander of the China Fldet in September 1941.
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34649 * From l8 September 1946 to 27th he toured naval hosDi 
tals then became C-in-C of the Yokosuka Naval Station on
1 October. On l8 October 1941 he was appointed Navy Minister 
to succeed OIKAWA. In February 1944 he assumed the post of 
Chief of Naval General Staff in connection with the minister- 
ship. On July 17, 1944, he resigned as navy minister, and on
2 August resigned as Chief of Staff. He was made a naval coun 
cillor and on 20 January 1945, on his own request, was relegat 
ed to the retired list.

When he became C-in-C of the Yokosuka Naval Base he 
had not the slightest thought of being considered as the next 
navy minister or even know that the KÔN0YE Cabinet was in dan
ger of falling nor of the dispute between TOJO and KONOYE.
His knowledge of the political situation was denendent unon 
newspaper information. On 17 October, less than three weeks 
after assuming the command of the Yokosuka Naval Base, he was

34650 ordered to reoort to Navy Minister OIKAWA * and that evening 
OIKAWA met him telling him that he would like to recommend 
SHIMADA to succeed him in the new cabinet which was being 
formed. He said he had carefully considered all the avail
able high-ranking officers and had concluded that SHIMADA 
was best qualified.

SHIMADA's immediate reply was refusal and told OIKAWA 
that since December 1937 he had been away from Tokyo and did 
not feel his knowledge of the political situation at home nor 
of international complications could qualify him. He also 
told him that his past career had been at sea or connected 
with the General Staff and that he had never served in the 
ministry and stressed his distaste for politics, suggesting 
that 0IKA//A continue in the post. The next morning SHIMADÂ

34651 wâ s again summoned * and was met by both OIKAWA and NAGANO. 
NAGANO urged him to reconsider the refusal telling him it was 
his duty to accept. SHIMADA repeated what he had told 
OIKAWA but NAGANO did not change his opinion. They both 
told him that Prince FUSHIMI had surveyed the field of candi
dates and suggested that SHIMADA was logical.

During the conversation several telephone calls came 
from cabinet formation headquarters urging that a navy minis
ter be recommended as soon as al] the other ministers had been 
determined. SHIMADA hesitated as to what to do realizing he 
was one of the few senior officers available, and because of 
the ooinions FUSHIMI, OIKAWA, and NAGANO he reasoned that 
his personal dislike for the assignment must not overlie his
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Page duties to serve and he reserved his earlier decision and agreed
34652 to accept * tentatively. He then visisted FUSHIMI to discuss 

the matter and the Prince urged SHIMADA to accept. It was thus 
unon these recommendations that he accepted and it was never 
solicited, was initially refused, and was an unwanted and un
welcome assignment.

34653 * The prosecution's contention that SHIMADA joined
the TOJO cabinet because he was, and was known "to be, an active 
supporter of the TOJO policy, and that his participation in 
the conspiracy prior to October 1941 must be Inferred from 
his joining the cabinet was entirely unwarranted. He did not 
know TOJO,had met him only once in 1940. It would have been 
imDossible for TOJO, an army man, to even suggest a naval 
man for the post since it would have met with violent opposi
tion, not only because it was contrary to custom and to navy 
nrestige but because of the rivalry and opposing view points 
of the two branches. He did not know what the TOJO Dolicy was. 
OIKAWA had briefly discussed the situation at the time of 
SHIMADA's acceptance but did not know the problems Involved.

Immediately after telling OIKAWA on the morning of
34654 18 October that he would * accept the recommendation, he 

visited TOJO to lay down a prerequisite before he would of
ficially accept. He spoke to TOJO about 11 a.m. telling 
him that he would insist that negotiations with the U.S. be 
pursued to the utmost to seek a peaceful solution of existing 
dangers before accepting the ministership. TOJO emphatically 
agreed it would be the Government's policy to start from 
scran in attempting to sincerely reach a diplomatic understand
ing to prevent war, in accordance with the Emperor's wish.

SHIMADA was quite impressed and relieved by TOJO's 
attitude and felt that with the army and navy In complete 
agreement the essential disagreement leading to the KONOYE 
cabinet would have disappeared and chances of success were 
excellent. It was then and now his honest conviction that

34655 TOJO accepted the * ministership realizing the responsibility 
of his new assignment and resolving to do his utmost towards 
settling matters through diplomacy rather than by the sword, 
regardless of what previous stand he might have taken.

On October 23 TOJO told SHIMADA he was planning to 
cal] the first liaison conference and repeat his firm resolve 
to commence the discussions of negotiations from a clean 
slate and explore the maximum concessions that Japan could 
afford to make. Thus SHIMADA did not have the impression 
that he was joining a war cabinet but rather believed it was
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Page an appointment in a government which, by its military strength 
control and attitude would seek to exhaust all nossibilities to 

34-656 settle the dispute peacefully. * The liaison conferences began 
on October 23 with all present exhibiting confidence that mat
ters could be settled by negotiations. Everyone was whole
heartedly in favor of peace, but the question was how to secure 
it. Long and continuous meetings were held* The vital issues 
were not of SHIMADA's creation nor had he any part in their for
mation.

Since the problems had already cry sta lliz e d , h is only function was to adopt a solution  in  h is new capacity. Between the lia iso n  conferences and the Imperial conference of 5 November 1941. h is thoughts were focused on how best to ease the most d if f ic u lt  conditions of withdrawal of troops from abroad and reconcile th is  with the views of the army section  of Imperial headquarters. He asked him self what were the greatest possib le concessions that Japan could afford to make. The 
34657 greatest d if f ic u lty  concerned the withdrawal of * troops from China and FIC. He ascertained the sentiment In naval c ir c le s ,  other government members, and the trend of public opinion.

Since the navy had opposed and never attached a strong Interpretation to the tr ip a r tite  pact, he did not fe e l th is  was a problem Incapable of solution  ir  they could agree on other Issu es, regardless of the preplexlng situ ation  Japan found I t s e l f  in . He considered the questions from the standpoint of the present. The best solution  was a compromise with the U.S. and B ritain  and he directed e ffo r ts  along th is  l in e .  There was a strong opinion that matters had developed 
•0  far as to make It physloally impossible to withdraw a l l  the forces from China and i t  would be a psychological blow to the Japanese.

It was argued that it would have amounted to a victory for China and would raise the prestige of the U.S. and 3465A Britain in the Far East * relegating Japan to dependency on these Powers. He thought it advisable to effect a compromise by a strategic withdrawal from China proper and an Immediate one from FIC, if this could be correlated with the opposition. There was no doubt that Japan would then be making concessions not possible at the time of the Third XONOYE Cabinet.
On November 5« at an Imperial conference, a decision was made to put into effect preparations for war while at the same time maintaining efforts towards peace through diplomacy. This was not inconsistent considering Japan's plight. The Allies had effected an economic encirclement and they viewed with alarm the increasing armaments of the U.S, and could not
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Page reason that such military steps were taken in contemolation 
of war with Germany alone* The U.S. Pacific Fleet had long 
before moved from its west coast base to Hawaii. The U.S.

34659 policy toward Japan had been strict * and unsympathetic, re
vealing a determination to enforce their plans without com
promise. U.S. military aid to China had aroused bitter feel
ing. The Allied Powers had carried on military conferences 
pointed at Japan. Considering these facts there were two 
solutions open, one to relieve the overall situation through 
diplomacy, the other to overcome by their own power the ac
tual difficulties caused by Allied encirclement.

They always considered this last measure purely de
fensive and to be adopted only as a last resort. He never 
entertained doubt that Japan nor any nation had the sovereign 
right to act in self-preservation and to determine for her
self what events would entitle her to exercise that right.
The government, with the high command studied the situation 
and not a single member of either group wanted war with

34660 the U.S. and Britain. * The military knew that Japan had 
on its hands the China Affair, which promised no hope of 
being successfully terminated. To reason that we would volun
tarily incur additional hostilities with the U.S. and Britain 
would be to attribute to them juvenile military reasoning.

34661 * The government had carefully considered the maximum 
concessions that could be made, exerting every effort to 
reach an agreement. The High Command was faced with the pro
blem of being called upon to carry out its function if nego
tiations failed. The High Command argued that the navy had 
about two years' supply of oil and there was no more coming. 
The civilian oil could not last more than six months. With 
the advent of December, monsoons would blow in the Formosan

34662 Straits,4the Philippines and Malaya areas rendering military 
operations difficult.

The High Command charged that if forced to wait until 
the next spring, they would be unable to risk a naval fight 
because of the steadily decreasing oil supply. In this set
ting the High Command revealed its position at the conference 
of November 5, arguing that if diplomatic negotiations failed 
and they were called upon to go into action it would have to 
be a step undertaken bv early winter or not at all. It was 
thus in an atmosphere of growing desperation that the govern
ment took detailed steps for war, even though hoping for peace 
through negotiations.

NARR; n VE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
*> Det ember 194?
DEFE'JSE - SHIMADA - Direct .
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Papt The prosecution had contended that SHIMADA admitted he
knew that YAMAMOTO had prepared his plan for attacking Pearl 
Harbor early in 1941 and that the plan was adooted in May or 
June, and that SHIMADA admitted that he knew early in 1941 that 
the navy commenced the development of a shallow water torpedo 

34663 for use at Pearl Harbor * and that the fleet practiced the
use of it during the summer of 1941. This statement was mis
leading for it inferred that SHIMADA knew about the Pearl Har
bor nlans before becoming navy minister, but this was not the 
case.

NARh iTIVF. SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
5 Df member 1947
DEFTNSE - SHIMADA - Direct

Only after he became minister did he learn of the 
Pearl Harbor attack nlan and of the practice and research that 
had gone on in the cast from First Division Chief FUKUTOME 
of the Naval General Staff. Since the accused was serving 
with the fleet in China, it would have been quite improbable 
and impossible for him to have been informed of this vital 
information. Being primarily engaged with administrative 
duties in his carnet, he did not direct attention to opera
tional procedures over which he had no jurisdiction, espec
ially since they would be worked out previously and were 
entirely within the hands of the Naval General Staff.

While he had within his power the ability to know 
exactlywhen the fleet headed for Pearl Harbor, he actually 
did not know the exact date. Operational and strategical 
problems were left entirely to the General Staff and Combined 

34664 Fleet, * and since all operational movements of the navy 
could have been called off in a matter of minutes, he did 
not concern himself with the location of the fleet units.
The overall question was whether peace through negotiations 
could be reached before hostilities commenced and they were 
all working against the early winter deadline.

The government's determination to conclude matters 
peacefully was further expressed with the dispatch of Am
bassador KURUSU to the U.S. and there was no subterfuge or 
deceit attached to his going to the U.S. It was a fight 
against time and a redoubling of their efforts to succeed 
in diplomacy before being forced into hostilities. On the 
following day, SHIMADA was still very hopeful 'that peace 
would come through diplomacy, but began to fully appreciate 

3460p the gravity of affairs. * He was not a statesman or diplo
mat, but still summoned all his skill to seek a solution.
It was in this mixed atmosphere of doubt, hone, fear, and 
speculation that the Hull note of November 26 was received. 
This was a jarring blow. It was his prayer that the U.S. 
would have viewed whatever concessions as a sincere effort 
to avoid war and would attempt to go half way, but here was
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Page, a harsh reply containing no recognition of Japanese endeavors 
toward concessions. There were no cabinet members or respon
sible officials of the General Staff advocating acceptance of 
the Hull note. The view taken was that it was impossible to 
do so and that this communication was an ultimatum threaten
ing the Navy's existence. The general opinion was that ac
ceptance of the conditions of the note would be tantamount 
to defeat.

No nation willingly relegates itself to a secondary
34666 nosition if it can help it, * but constantly seeks to pre

serve its rights, nrestige, and dignity. As a patriotic Jap
anese, he was confronted with the question of whether Japan 
could bow to U.S. demands and yet preserve its standing in 
the world. It would have been treasonable to advocate a step 
contrary to the country's best interests. It was the Hull 
note that caused him to step over the boundary line of peace 
when the final decision was made at the Imperial Conference 
of 1 December 1941. Even at this time, however, there would 
have still been time to prevent hostilities had the U.S. 
recognized they were sincerely trying to reach a compromise. 
In later November the government had all but lost hone of 
peace and felt war inevitable.

' The contingency upon which the war or peace hinged 
was the attitude of the U.S.. Using the Hull note as a cri
terion, SHIMADA did not personally feel it was possible to 
exnect any improvement. The navy was never confident of vic
tory over the U.S. but they were confident they were better

34667 prepared at that * time to fight than they would be later. 
Chief of Staff NAGANO had expressed this opinion several 
times previously, therefore NAGANO and SHIMADA, on 30 Novem
ber, told the Emneror that the navy had made adequate pre
paration. The question of confidence of the ultimate out
come of war was not the theme of the conversation but only
if they were confident of the preparation the navy had made.

The prosecution's contention that fortification of 
the Mandated Islands was carried out secretly for years prior 
to 1941 was completely unfounded. While he knew nothing of 
the blue-print map introduced into evidence, he could say 
that it was natural that desk plans be kept in reserve to 
meet eventualities. The U.S. must have recognized, after oc
cupying the South Sea Islands, that there was little resem
bling fortifications. Defense of these islands was hur
riedly carried out from immediately prior to the war with 
only necessary equipment installed and the converting of 
airfields the main objective in mind for defensive position.
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34668 * Never did he favor a change in the government in the 
midst of war because it would betray to the world Japan's dis
unity and encourage the enemy. Regarding the evidence concern 
ing his talk with Foreign Minister TOGO concerning his resig
nation, his action was basée upon what he felt to be the Emcer 
or's feeling at the time. This did not mean that he aia not 
personally feel the necessity of preserving unity.

Exhibit 1273 showed that KIDO advised the Emneror to 
seek SHIMADA's assistance to solve the dispute between TOGO 
and TOJO. The orosecution had said that SHIMADA was a member 
of the IRAPS and that when in July, 1944, reorganization was 
being considered, including a change of navy minister, TOJO 
suggested the advisability of SHIMADA being appointed welfare

34669 minister * In order to have a member of the society of IRAPS 
in the cabinet. This statement was misleading for the Derson 
referred to was SHIMADA Toshio and not the accused. This was 
an unfair attempt to cast SHIMADA in the role of a politician. 
The navy opposed involvement in politics and even when an of
ficer served as navy minister he guarded this principle.

As minister, part of his duties entailed the issuance 
of regulations providing for the handling of POWs taken by 
the navy. In pursuance of this responsibility, the ministry 
would issue regulations such as exhibit 3055. After their 
reception it became the duties of the commanders of the var
ious areas where prisoners might be located to follow and 
enforce such directives. They could issue necessary orders 
to fit the circumstances so long as these did not violate 
the ministry regulations.

34670 * Regulations issued by himself or the ministry did 
not contravene accepted standards of international thought 
pertaining to that subject. However, evidence had revealed 
that on some occasions naval personnel were guilty of repre
hensible conduct. He heard for the first time In the court 
room of instances where naval personnel mistreated POWs and 
he was shocked and ashamed. Under no conceivable interpre
tation of regulations and by teachings could such conduct 
have been tolerated. Although he was in the navy ministry, 
he heard nothing of these matters and lacked the command 
ability to control the conduct of men on the scene. But be
cause of his supervisory position, he must assume responsi
bility. While it was not a chain of command responsibility, 
it was more a moral responsibility. He did not receive

34671 Allied protests concerning POWs, although conies * might
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Page have reached the ministry but were not routed to his personal 
” desk. Exhibit 2105 purported to be a secret order concerning 

submarine warfare but. not even by stretching his imagination 
could he believe such an order was issued. If it was, it did 
not come from the ministry which did not issue orders of this 
kind. It was a matter entirely within the jurisdiction of the 
general staff. As to cooperation with Germany regarding sub
marine warfare, there was little. Two submarines were sent 
to Japan but only one arrived.

The object was to assist Japan in building better sub
marines but nothing resulted from this. As to following the 
German oolicy of submarine warfare, to his knowledge nothing 
of this kind ever took place for it was an onerational matter 
solely within the knowledge of the general staff. He felt

34672 that Admiral Wenneker * in his testimony might havehad ade
quate grounds to complain concerning the lack of cooperation 
with Germany, for the Navy never viewed with favor German 
relations. With modern methods of warfare on the seas, it 
was reasonable to assume that many of the old rules regarding 
submarine warfare became antiquated, but this was not saying 
any orders were issued by the ministry contrary to inter
national law regarding submarine warfare.

The nrosecution had introduced a so-called speech 
made by him at a Diet committee on 10 February 1942. But 
this was not a speech but a discussion. At no time did he 
ever advocate cruelty to the enemy or the nationals of any 
countries. This was more or less an informal gathering of 
a minor committee whose function was to check on expendi
tures of Japanese budgets. The comments considered in their 
entirety lent a different light to the few reported words

34673 appearing in evidence. *The committee was asking questions 
and he was answering them and he did not believe any state
ment could be called a sneech.

He was explaining that the meager economy of Jaoan 
necessitated suonort of the war effort from occupied count
ries. He did not speak in terms of eliminating or exterm
inating individuals, but in the abstract of achieving a 
supnly of necessary materials and the elimination of econ
omic opposition. Regarding the question as to whether the 
navy favored an attack on the U.3. without a declaration 
of war or giving notice, it was his firm belief that in such 
matters he could rely uoon the knowledge and skill of the 
foreign minister and his experts. He never felt any con
cern about the procedure adopted until the question was 
raised after the war, and never at any liaison conference 
or other meeting he attended was there a discussion in



Page which the navy advocated an attack without notice. He did not 
recall notification being discussed at a lia-ison meeting, or 
the question whether notice should be given at all. He b e 
lieved that as a result of consultations between the foreign

34674 office and army and naval general staffs * that it had been 
decided to deliver the notification at least one hour before 
commencing hostilities.

Testimony of YAMAMOTO Kumaichi of the foreign office 
that the vice chief of staff ITO insisted on an attack w i t h 
out notice, and did so at a liaison conference on 2 December 
1941, was in error. The accused did not recall a liaison 
conference on that date. Not long before his death, NAGANO 
and the accused were told of this contention and they vo l 
untarily questioned all the accused who attended the liaison 
conference, including TOJO, SUZUKI, KAYA, HOSHINO, OKA, and 
MUTO. None except TOGO remembered such a thing.

The prosecution had stated that SHIMADA received 
awards in 1934 for services in connection with the 1931-34 
China War, and in 193^ for services in connection with the 
Anti-Comintern Pact, and in 1940 ^or services in the China 
War, and that the award for services in connection with the 
Anti-Comintern Pact had special significance. However, he 
received this minor decoration simply because at the con
clusion of the nact he was vice chief of staff.

34675 * It was not known for high ranking officers to r e 
ceive decorations on such occasions, even though they did 
nothing in regard to the event, as was true in his case.
As to the other decorations, they depended simply unon his 
service and the rank he held during those times. Many other 
officers received similar decorations and no significance 
had been attached to it. As to his membership on the China 
Affairs Board, it was a post he took bv virtue of becoming 
navy minister and had been a routine procedure for certain 
ministers to assume a vice-presidency on the board. He 
had no specific duties and exercised no specific function.

The issuance of military currency and its connec
tion with the navy ministry must, have been inherited by him 
when he assumed the post for he had no recollection of ap
proving or requesting this. It was quite possible that the

34676 matter was taken care of by subordinates. * Significance 
appeared to have been attached to the fact his name appeared 
as a member of the Imperial General Headquarters, which was 
composed of the army section and navy section. The former
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Pat e section was controlled by the chief of the army general staff 
and the navy section by the liaison chief. He never attended 
these meetings and had no right to do so. Purely operational 
and strategic matters were discussed and since he had no voice 
in such matters, it would have been inappropriate for him to 
attend.

He came to know HOSHINO, KAYA, KIDO, KIMURA, MUTO, 
SATO, SUZUKI, and TOGO after becoming navy minister in Octo
ber, 1941, and if he met them before he could not remember it. 
He met TOJO for the first time very briefly in December, 1940, 
and next saw him in October, 1941 when the cabinet was formed. 
He met SHIGEMITSU for the first time in Shanghai in 1932 and 
they met again in April, 1943, when he became foreign minister 

34677 in the TOJO Cabinet, He met UMEZU * in 1932 and HATA and 
ITAGAKI in 1940, His acquaintance with KOISO was in July, 
1944, and it was only after he became navy minister that he 
talked with him at length. The following he met after being 
confined in Sugamo Prison: ARAKI, DOHIHARA, HASHIMOTO, HIR-
ANUMA, MATSUI, MINAMI, OSHIMA, and SHIRATORI.

I
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Pa^e
W 7 S  * On further oral examination, the accused was

shown two documents and asked to identify them. He stated 
that he was familiar with them and that they were left 
among various reference data in the office of his predecessor 
OIKA’VA, and that he had read them and made studies on the 
subject. Originally the documents were prepared by Foreign 

34679 * Office exoerts and were sent to the Navy Ministry from
there, and were helpful in getting background knowledge 
of the international situation.

*  34 6 8 2 *• Exhibits 3566 and 3567, the former being the
document on the formation of the anti-Japanese joint 
encirclement by Britain, U. S., and the Netherlands dated 
16 April 1 9 4 1 , and the latter being the document on the 
Anglo-American policy of encirclement against Japan in the 
South Pacific and Anglo-American activities against Japan 
as viewed from the economic standpoint, were received in 
evidence.

34683 * CROSS-EXAMINATION BY I®. BLAKENEY,
Counsel for TOGO.

34684

Concerning the testimony in his affidavit on the 
U. S. note of 26 November 1941, he stated he was familiar 
with the answer to the note prepared and delivered to the 
U. S. on 8 December as Japan's final note in the negotia
tions. He didn't recall whether he saw the draft of the 
note in the Li'.ison Conference, nor was he positive that 
he had seen the document at all, but because people said 
YAFAFOTO read the document before the conference, he was 
* inclined to agree. He didn't believe the testimony of 
his co-defendants, that copies of the document were 
distributed in the Liaison Conference.

Asked if he hadn't been asked whether he had 
seen that draft in his interrogations, in which he*had 
renlied that he had, he answered that he somewhat recalled 
that, but his recollections were vague. 7/hen he was 
interrogated he had not thoroughly studied the situation 
on which he was being asked questions. Later, after recalling 

34685 his memory, he had come to the present conclusion. * Asked 
if his present recollection was that he was familiar with 
the note but didn't remember whether he ever saw the 
original or a copy, he replied that he had actually read 
the document for the first time after being confined in 
prison. He tried to trace back his memory, and concluded 
that he had never read the document before, but because 
other people said YAMAMOTO had read the document at the 
Liaison Conference it must be that he heard it read there.
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He was not interrogated by IPS at Omori Prison,
* but at Sugamo later.

s '
CROSS-EXAMINATION BY 1®. LOGAN,

Counsel for KIDO.

Reference was made to the affidavit which stated 
that SHIMADA came to know KIDO after assuming the post of 
Navy Minister in October 1941. In connection with this, 
SHIFADA stated that he might have met KIDO before this, 
but he didn't recall it. It was absolutely untrue that 
KIDO at any time prior to his accepting the Minister-ship 
ever spoke to him asking him to accept. If a message had 
ever come from KIDO asking him on K I D O 's behalf to accept 
the position, * he would kick the messenger out.

’•/hile SHIMADA was Navy Minister, KIDO never 
interfered or dictated as to what should be done in his 
office, and this would be totally impossible. KIDO 
absolutely did not try or achieve any interference or 
dictation over SHIFADA's office in any indirect method.

SHIFADA recalled the all-day meeting of 29 
November 1941, held between members of the cabinet and 
senior statesmen in the morning, and between some of the 
cabinet and elder statesmen and the Emperor for about an 
hour at 2 o'clock, and that later in the afternoon the 
morning session was resumed with the Emperor not present.
* SIT IFADA was present all day, and KIDO was not present 
at the morning session, but was present at the hour 
session in mid-day when the Emperor was also there. KIDO 
was in attendance on the Emperor only, and said nothing 
in the one hour session. KIDO was not present at the 
afternoon session, at which the Emperor was not present. 
SHIFADA did not know about the meeting between the Elder 
Statesmen and the Emperor being suggested by KIDO to the 
Emperor as early as Ï9 November 1941 so the Emperor could 
get everyone's views.

* The accused was quoted a part of Admiral 
O K A D A 's testimony wherein OKADA stated that after the 
morning session they were given a luncheon, and after it 
each submitted their dissuading opinion to the Throne. 
Asked if he agreed with this statement, he replied that 
the Senior Statesmen present expressed the opinion as to 
whether there could be found any means to avert war. 
♦OKADA's statement was correct when he said that none of 
the Elder Statesmen supported or encouraged war at the 
meeting, especially WAKÂTSÜKI, KONOYE, HIRANUMA, and 
OKADA.
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PajL'i ln his affidavit SHIFADA had stated that he
believed his appointment in the TOJO Cabinet was 
anpointment in a government which by its very nature 
in military strength, control and attitude would seek 
to exhaust the last possibilities in a peaceful effort to 
settle the grave international dispute. Asked what was 
meant by the term "by its very military strength", he 
reolied that the most difficult question was that of 
withdrawal of troops. The General Staff of the Army had 
a very large voice in this matter, and it was one in 
which negotiations were required between the General Staff 
and the government.

3 4 6 9 1 * The purpose of his meaning in the affidavit was
that in order to bring about a settlement it would be 
necessary first to effect a powerful control over the 
Army General Staff, for unless that were done it would be 
difficult. Asled if he meant that when TOJO took office 
as Premier his position became entirely different from his 
previous one when he was merely War Minister, he replied 
that TOJO as War Tinister in the KONOYE Cabinet was 
entirely on a different position when he became TOJO, the 
Premier. As Premier, he must listen to and coordinate the 
opinions of the Cabinet Ministers, and would have more 
frequent opportunity for audiences with the Emperor, and 
the Emperor's repeated wishes for peace would impress 
itself upon the Premier's mind.

34693 Exhibit 3560, * which had been introduced curing 
the cross-examination of the witness 0IKA7/A, (T. 34595)» 
being an article from the Asahi Shimbun dated 9 September 
1941, in which SHIFADA reported on war conditions to the 
Throne, was read by the prosecution before proceeding with 
SHIFADA's cross-examination.

34694 » The exhibit stated that 3HIKADA, former C-in-C 
of the Chinese Area Fleet, triumphantly returned to Tokyo 
station, where he was received by the Aide-de-camp to the 
Emperor, Navy Minister OIKAW a , Chief of the Navy General 
Staff NAGANO, Vice-Chief ITO, etc. He then proceeded to

34695 the palace under military escort. * An Imperial audience 
was granted 3HIFADA, OIKAY/A, and NAGANO. 3HIMADA, after 
expressing his greetings, made a detailed report to the 
Emperor about war conditions during his one and a half 
yrar's service in Chinese coastal blockade operations, 
the Navy eagles (T.N. pilots) bombing of Chungking and
the hinterlands of China, the occupation of FIC, the morale 
of officers and men in the front, etc., after which the 
Emperor rewarded SHIFADA for his meritorious service.
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Pare CROSS-EXAMINATION BY CAPTAIN ROBINSON.

34696

34697

34698

* Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
stated that at the Imperial Conference of December 1,
SHIFADA stepped over the boundary line of peace and 
joined in the final decision for war. The accused stated 
that at that time he was Navy Minister, and as such wis 
also a state minister, holding that position on the 
^receding day, November 30, 1941. As Navy Minister and 
State Minister, it was his function to advise the Emperor 
so far as matters relating to the Navy were concerned.

There was no occasion in which he and Chief of 
Staff NAGANO were summoned to an Imperial audience on 
Novem' er 30, 1941, to advise the Empercr . * Reminded that
in his affidavit he had stated that on that occasion he, 
with NAGANO, advised the Emperor that the Navy had made 
preparations, he was asked if there was not such a conference. 
* After exolaining that it had been suggested in the first 
question that they went to the palace to advise the 
Emperor, ^ut this was not so and they went'in response to 
a summons, he changed his answer and said that he was 
summoned in audience before the Emperor on November 30.
At that time they did not advise him.

Reminded that in his own words that he and NAGANO 
told the Emperor the Navy had made adequate preparations, 
he explained that because the inquiry from the Emperor was 
to that effect, they replied to it.

34699 * The accused was told that in EIDO's testimony,
Exhibit. 3340, (T. 31046). FIDO stated that he requested 
that the Navy Minister and Chief of the Naval General 
Staff be called at once, and the true intention of the 
Navy be ascertained to the Emperor. KIDO had also stated 
that at 6.35 he was summoned and told that the Navy 
Minister and C> ief of Staff had answered the question, and 
so he instructed the Emperor to proceed as planned. Asked 
to what subject KIDO referred in his testimony, SHIMADA 
replied that his understanding was that he was summoned to 
the palace, and responded to inquiries from the Throne.
The instructions were to inform the Premier that the 
Emperor had approved convening an Imperial Conference the 
next day, 1 December.

34700 * This was the same occasion as the one referred 
to in his affidavit, where he told the Emperor that the 
Navy had made adequate preparations. In his affidavit, 
SHIFADA had said that the question of confidence in the 
ultimate outcome was not the theme of their conversation, 
but only whether they were confident in the preparations
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Asked if he meant that he was advising the 
Emperor that the Navy was prepared for an Imperial Confer
ence, he replied that the inquiry from the Throne to NAGANO 
was, what were the state f the operations plans for 
preparations. To SHIMADA, the inquiry was what were the 
state of preparations so far as the Navy was concerned.
To these questions both NAGANO and SHIIiADA replied that 
the preparations * were completed. After hearing the 
answers, the Emperor instructed KIDO to convey the 
Emperor's words to the Premier, TOJO, that the meeting 
might be convened as scheduled, because the Emperor had 
previously told TOJO to postpone the meeting for the 
time being. At that time they didn't tell the Emperor 
that the Navy was never confident of achieving victory 
over the U. 3.

The inquiry from the Emperor was, are your 
oreparations as Navy Minister complete, and to that he 
had responded that every possible effort was being made in 

34702 connection with personnel and materials. * Asked prepara
tions for what, he replied war preparations.

Asked if ?/hen hè told the Emperor that he was 
confident of the Navy preparations if he made it clear to 
him that he was advising him that the Navy was prepared 
to start a war but was not confident it could not be 
brought to victory, he replied that such points were 
considered and studied by the Liaison Conference, and were 
supposed to have been reported to the Throne by TGJO.
They did not investigate whether or not the Throne was 
advised to this effect.

'.Vhen he had stated in his affidavit that prepara
tions v/ere adequate, he meant they were adequate for war

34704 * with the U. S. and Britain. At that time the Emperor 
did not say to him and NAGANO that it was his understanding 
that in executing the Pearl Harbor operations the U. 3. 
would be duly notified prior to the commencement of armed 
action.

The accused v/as asked if he was aware that 
Premier HIGA3HIKUNI, on 3 October 1945» forwarded to 
Headquarters of the U. S. Armed Forces in the Pacific,

34 70 5 * an official reply to questions asked him at a press 
conference on September l8, and that HIGA3HIKUNI had 
stated then that regarding the question of whether the 
Emoeror knew of the plan to attack Pear] Harbor before 
1t was made, although the Emperor had'heard from NAGANO 
of the general outline of the operations, he had not been 
told of the details of execution. It was the Emperor's 
understanding that in executing operations, the U. 3.

________ would be duly notified prior to armed action.______________.

Paj^e

347OI
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3HIUADA was asked if this was an accurate state
ment of the Emperor's understanding with the Navy as 
obtained in this conference with himself and NAGANO. He 
replied that all that he had previously said took place
* at the audience of 30 November, when inquiries were 
addressed by the Throne. Other than this, there was 
nothing else.

Asked if he knew that the Emperor did have that 
understanding with the Navy, he replied that such matters 
were operational and if mentioned to the Throne it would 
have been by the Chief of Staff NAGANO, but he didn't 
know to what extent such a matter was brought up.

*Vhen shown a document, the accused was told it 
was a copy of a press release from U. S. General Head
quarters. releasing the letter received from Premier 
HIGASHIKUNI. * He was asked if it was not an authentic 
statement of the situation, being the words which had been 
quoted to him. The accused repeated that not being in a 
position to speak about operational matters, he didn't 
know anything about it.

* Asked if he was suggesting that the Emperor 
understood the U. S. would not be notified prior to the 
armed action, he replied that the question had two parts, 
apparently. The first was to what extent did the Emperor 
know about the operational plans for an attack on Pearl 
Harbor, and he had replied as he did because it was in 
this connection. The second point of the question was 
in connection with notifying the U. 3., and with regard 
to this, not being his responsibility but that of the 
Foreign Office he did not know.

The accused was asked if, as Navy Minister and 
Minister of State, it was not his duty as State Minister 
to advise the Emperor in regard to the Navy. He stated 
that * even in matters relating to the Navy, if it was a 
question of operations it was the responsibility of the 
Naval High Command and not his own, as was shown in 
Article 11 of tie Constitution. Asked if as Navy Minister 
it was not his responsibility to see tiat the attack did 
not take place before the Emperor's command was complied 
with, or if he was contending that all this responsibility 
could be placed on the Chief of Staff, who was not a State 
k'inister, * he replied that the Navy did everything that 
could be done. The operations v/ere to be commenced accord 
ing to a fixed schedule, and before that sufficient 
notification was to be sent to the U. 3., and in that
* manner the necessary arrangements were made.
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Page Asked if as Navy Minister it was not his respons
ibility to see that the attack did not take place before 
the Emperor's command was complied with, he answered that 
this thing could not be disposed of by the Navy Minister

34712 alone, so he could not say yes or no. * In so far as 
Navy operations were concerned, they were to be handled 
by the Navy. So far as notifying the U. S., it would be 
in the hands of the Foreign Office.

He did not deny that it was the Emperor's under
standing that in executing operations at Pearl Harbor,

34713 * the U. S. would be duly notified. This was not only the 
Emperor's policy, but that of the government. The matter 
of notification was under the jurisdiction of the Foreign 
Office.

34716
December 1947

After being handed the document containing 
Premier HIGASHIKUNI's statement to U. 3. General Head
quarters after the war's end, the accused was shown a part 
of it which stated that the Emperor affixed his signature 
to the Rescript at 11.30 a. m. 8 December 1941. 3HIMADA

34717 stated that this was correct. * The Rescript was issued 
to the Japanese people to express the Imperial will. The 
Rescript read to the effect that "7/e hereby declare war 
on the U. 3. and Britain".

Asked if this was not the declaration of war 
delivered to the U. S. on December 8, he replied he knew 
nothing about such diplomatic procedure. The attack on 
Pearl Harbor had commenced about seven or eight hours 
previously. The delivery of the Japanese notification

34718 * was arranged so it would take place at 1 p. m. Washington 
time 7 December.

Asked what word he had received from Pearl Harbor, 
' he replied that he heard of the first report only by 
telephone and didn't have exact recollection, but recalled 
the renort was to the effect that the attack was carried 
out well. He received this from his private secretary 
about 5 a. m. The secretary reported to him in accordance 
witj the telegram, probably addressed to the C-in-C of the 
Combined Fleet, YA?rAMOTO, which he thought was intercepted.

34719 * It was supposed to have been sent by the commander of 
the task force, Admiral NAGUMO. At that time he did not 
know that the notification had not been delivered to the
TT. 3. before the attack, but heard of this after Ambassador 
NOMURA returned to Japan in 1942.
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Ashed if he reported the attack to the Emperor, 
he replied that this was the duty of the Chief of Staff.
* He did not know when the Emperor learned that his command 
that notification be delivered before the attack had not 
been complied with.

* Asked if he had not previously stated that he 
knew this had been the Emperor's understanding and policy 
and if he was not interested in finding out whether the 
Emperor's wishes had been complied with and if it was a 
matter f no concern to him, he replied it was not a matter 
of no concern, but was of the utmost importance not only 
to him but to the government.

Asked why he didn't check up on it to find out 
whether the Emperor's wishes had been complied with, he 
reolied that this was t\ e important task of the Foreign 
Finistrv, in which they had utmost confidence.

Asked if he was placing the responsibility then 
entirely upon TOGO with regard to performing this wish of 
the Emoeror, he replied that in deciding it the Foreign
* Office and others concerned participated in the decision. 
After the time had been fixed there was nothing others
not directly concerned could do or help in the matter of 
its delivery.

Asked if he meant that he was not directly 
concerned as a State Finister to cooperate with TOGO and 
see that the matter was carried out, he replied that 
although it was a matter of the utmost concern, there was 
nothing he could do about it because the task of having 
the note delivered from the Foreign Office to the Ambassador 
on the spot was entirely a Foreign Office matter, and others 
outside could do nothing about it.

Asked if he therefore did nothing in advance or 
after the attack in regard to the delivery of the notice, 
he replied he was only anxious, but had no desire to 
interfere in a task belonging to the Foreign Office.



Page
Told that in his affidavit he had stated that 

Foreign Minister TOGO said he remembered that Vice-Chief 
of Staff ITO had tried to prevent the Foreign Office from 

34724 * sending any notice, he was asked if that was his view
also. He replied that this was not the case. It was the 
Emperor's desire that notification be given in advance.
This was also the government policy in strict observance 
of international law.

It had been the navy tradition to adhere strictly 
to international law, and those in the navy never held such 
petty views or ideas as to take advantage of the opposite 
party by violating international law, not to mention 
Admirals NAGANO and ITO, the accused had never heard that 
there was anyone in the navy who dared entertain such 
ideas.
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Asked if he had not heard Admiral Richardson's 
testimony that NAGANO and YAMAMOTO insisted that the 
utmost secrecy be observed in the attack on Pearl Harbor, 
he replied that he didn't know from whom Richardson heard 
of such a thing, but there could be no possibility of his 
knowing this.
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34725 * Asked if he denied, there was any member of the Navy who did 

not think that the notification procedure should he avoided to prevent 
the failure of the Pearl Harbor plan, he replied that at no time had 
he heard such information. YAMAMOTO, one of those most concerned about 
strict adherence to international law before the attack took place, was 
very much concerned about giving advance warning arid repeatedly insisted 
on making that matter certain. Members of the Pearl Harbor attack units 
who testified said that when they approached the Hawaiian Islands for 
the attack, they went resolved to meet a most bitter situation because 
the enemy would be there waiting. ThiB was the impression of the Navy 
as a whole.

34726 * The accused stated that he knew about the attack on Kota 
Bahru, Hong Kong and Shanghai on 7 Dec. 1941 and knew that no notifi
cation was given Eritain before these attacks. Sometime in November 
the combined Fleet called together staff officers for consultations at 
Iwakuni. Due to some accident pertaining to a unit in the south, no 
staff officer from that unit which later carried on the attack on 
Kota Bahru, attended the conference. For this reason, the unit under
taking the Singapore operations attacked shortly before the time of

34727 the delivery of the note to the U.S. at 1:00 pm and this • was a matter 
concerning which SHIMADA felt only the profoundest regret. He believed 
that the attack on Shanghai began with arple time provided for, and the 
same was true with Hongkong. He knew that in fact there was no note 
delivered in Washington at 1:00 pm. Asked if he knew that the note 
delivered later that day was merely a statement that there was no use 
to carry on negotiations further, he replied that with regard to the 
notification delivered to the U.S., it was his understanding that the 
Japanese intentions were fully expressed therein. Asked if that might 
be true and still the note might not have complied with the Hague Con
vention, he replied that he could not say as to this but at the time
it was his understanding that Japan* s intent was fully expressed in the

34728 notification. He * had read the Hague Convention III requiring notifi
cation before the commencement of hostilities.

34729 • Asked if he knew that this convention required that before 
one government shall commence hostilities, it shall give a previous 
explicit warning in the form of either a declaration of war or an 
ultimatum, stating conditions and reasons. He answered that since he 
was a layman, he had no ability to argue the matter. He would say that 
already before that date they had received from the U.S. the Hull Note 
of 26 Nov. which was taken in Japan as being in effect an ultimatum.
By this note, Japan, against her wish, was driven into war for self- 
defense.
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34731 * Asked If he was In the Navy in 1914 at the attack of Teingtao,
34732 * he replied that at that time he was in Tokyo as a student in the staff 

college. Asked if a Tokyo newspaper was incorrect in stating he was
in Tsingtao, he replied he had never seen such a report.

34733 * At about 7830 a.m. on Dec. 8, 1941, he mijdit have been in the 
Imperial Palace but had no exact recollection and he might have been 
attending a meeting of the Inquiry Committee of the Privy Council then. 
He had forgotten the exact words he used in the meeting but reported on 
the operational situation in the Hawaiian area, and then he attended a 
meeting of the Privy Council immediately after the approval of the 
Rescript declaring war.

(Reference was made to Exhibit 1241.)

34734 * In his affidavit he had stated that the vital issues were 
not of his creation and he then added that the greatest difficulty 
concerned the negotiations preceding Pearl Harbor attack had to do with 
withdrawal of troops in China and FIC. Asked if it was in pursuance of 
this troops and military installations were selected as targets but he 
did not remember where, he recalled that the point of attack was the 
Shanghai and Nanking areas. Asked if the Asahi Shimbun account was 
correct, that this was the first time in history that a trans-oceanic

34737 battle had been carried out, * he replied that he did not recall.
•

Asked if while Vice Chief of Staff in July 1937, he trans
mitted to Admiral HASEGAWA orders to carry out the bombing of Nanking 
by Naval planes, he replied that directions were supposed to have been 
given in regard to bombing military targets and the air force in and 
around Nanking. Asked why he said "supposed to have been given" and 
if he did not brief HASEGAWA in Tokyo, he replied he used the words 
because his recollection was very vague. It might be that this bomb 
lng was the first time in history that the capital of any country had 
been subjected to air bombs, but he did not know.

34738 * He did not recall exactly if it was the HASEGAWA Unit which 
on 17 Dec. 1937 bombed and sank the U.S. Ship Panay because at that 
time he was no longer Vice C/S. He did not know if HASEGAWA was still 
carrying out his instructions.

34739 * The accused was appointed Commander of the China Area Fleet 
on 1 May 1940. He didn't remember exactly when he proclaimed the block
ade of the China coast, but the previous proclamation continued in 
effect and when he considered it necessary he repeated it about May 7,
1940. In Aug. 1940 he strengthened the blockade by adding other places.
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Page The primary purpose‘was to prevent military supplies from
going to Chungking, but the blockade covered all shipping. He noti
fied the diplomatic and other organs of the Third Powers of the 
blockade but it never entered his mind that the purpose was to 
starve the Chinese people into submission. It was only natural 
that the blockade did cut off not only imports of scrap iron, steel 
and oil, but also food supplies because troops eat food. Asked if 
this were not an actual case of economi • -"angulation, he replied 
that the circumstances were such that it could not be done to that 
extent.

»

While he was Commander of the China Area Fleet, he did not 
order the bombing of cities but the bombing of military Installations 
and armed forces.

Asxed if on Oct. 10, 1940, a naval air unit made the forty-
34741 second bombing attack * on Chungking, he said it wasn't the city itself 

but important military activities there.

Asked if on the Double Ten Festival of Oct. 10, 1940, he 
visited a naval air base and encouraged the fliers who had been bomb
ing Chungking, he replied that was a natural duty as a commander of 
a fleet, and that he did so.

Asked if Japan had declared war on China prior to this time, 
he replied it was the China Incident so there could not have been a 
declaration of war.

After completing his term as Chief of the China Fleet, he 
returned to Tokyo on 15 Sept. 1941. Subsequent to the interview with 
the Emperor and on the same day, he did not recall issuing a statement 
that as Chief of the China Fleet, he had intensified the blockade and

34743 air operations against the Chungking regime. He did not remember at 
that time stating that although the China Incident had been making 
steady progress, the confrontation between Chlang and Japan had 
assumed serious proportions suggestive of an aggravated tension in 
the international situation.

When shown an excerpt from the Osaka Mainichl for 16 Sept. 
1941, he stated he did not recall making the statement set forth there 
after his name.

34744 * He never recalled using the term "Chiang supporting powers'1 
in suggesting an aggravated tension if they did not quit assisting 
China, nor did he recall ever using that term* nor recall an interview 
using the term "Holy War."
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Page About 16 Nov. 1941, as Navy Minister, he reported on the
34745 war situation at the beginning of the Deit Session. * Asked if in 

the speech he stated that the Navy was blockading 28 miles of China 
coast, he replied he didn't recall the contents of the report.

When shown an excerpt from the Asahi Shimbun of 17 Nov.
1941, he was asked if the facts in the document were substantially

. true as a report of the speech he made on that occasion, he replied
34746 that being a press report he could not say that it was true. * He 

did not recall stating on that occasion that the situation in the 
Chungking area in particular had included some 40 attacks day and 
night and there would be no occasion for him to use the expression 
"day and night." He did not remember telling the Diet that early
in March, surprise attacks upon several strategic points on the coast 
of the Kwantung Province had been made in cooperation with the army.

34747 Asked if those events had. not actually occurred, he replied • he
had a faint recollection that a sudden foray was carried out to seize 
weapons .being brought in on the coast of Kwantung Province. He did 
not remember telling the Diet that surprise landing operations were 
made at no less than 26 places to complete the coast blockade or 
remember saying then that Japanese Naval Units had advanced into 

» South FIC in the latter part of July.

Asked how many aircraft carriers were used in these surprise 
landings, he replied he did not recall there being any carriers.

34749 • In his affidavit in connection with his activity in China, 
he had spoken of the essential disagreement leading to the fall of the 
KCNGYE Cabinet. Asked if this essential disagreement was between 
those who wished to continue negotiations while preparing for war 
with the U.S. and those who wished to drop negotiations and proceed
to war immediately, he replied he did not know the matter in detail 
but thought that Admiral OIKAWA's testimony sufficiently explained 
that matter.

34750 * He did not recall a talk made by himself as Navy Minister 
published in the Tokyo Mainichi on 7 July 1942, in which he said sub
stantially that the Great East Asia War arose as a natural consequence 
to round off the China Incident. He did not recall, nor would there 
have been any occasion for him asking in that talk "What makes us 
feel more reassured than ever is ffhe way our friends, the Germans and 
Italians, are enlarging their wonderful war results in Europe."

When shown an extract from the Tokyo Mainichi for 7 July 
1942 and asked if that article did not quote a speech made by him, 
he stated that in the headline it stated a "gist" of an interview 
by himself. It was doubtful whether such a news item had accurately

34751 * reported what he said and he had no recollection of it.
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34762 * He could not tell whether it was accurate or not., He did
not recall saying that war to annihilate the U.S. and Britain by 
closely united Japan, Germany and Italy was progressing strongly 
toward victory. Asked if he could not find in the article a state
ment of the Three Demands which he favored and which made impossible 
the success of diplomatic negotiations with the U,S,, namely, the 
conquest of China, domination of Greater Fast Asia, and the Axis 
alliance, he replied there could not have been any occasion for him 
to say any such thing because such an idea never entered his mind,

34753 * In his affidavit he mentioned a Navy shortage of»oil as 
one reason which the Higi Command charged would prevent concessions 
to the U,S, He had no positive recollection as to how many tons of 
oil the Navy had on hand. It was his business as Navy Minister to

34754 deal with materiel and personnel • for operations. It was not true 
that one reason urged for making war on U.S. was economic strangula
tion with regard to oil. They obtained most of the 2-year supply 
of oil they had stored up from the U.S. and Netherlands but he did 
not remember in what proportions. Asked if, when he voted for war, 
he did it on the ground of economic strangulation by the U.S, and 
Britain as a matter of self-defense, he replied that in making a 
decision for war, an opponent was required and only upon the conduct

34755 and attitude of the opponent could a decision for war be made. * Nc 
decision for war could be made on the basis of economic strangulation. 
However, economic strangulation was one of the causes which led to the 
war. The decision was based upon the ffnal attitude which the U..S. 
took at a critical moment as result of the economic blockade but 
economic strangulation was not the sole reason. Part of this economic 
strangulation was the U.S. refusal to provide millions of tons of oil 
to the Navy.

Asked if, when he voted for war, he considered it in part
34756 just grounds for an attack on the U.S. * as self-defense, and that the 

U.S. failed to supply Japan with enough oil to feed the planes and 
ships which would be used and were used later to destroy American 
lives at Pearl Harbor, he replied that the question of oil mentioned 
was not a deciding factor but was an indirect cause.

34758 * The question of oil was very vital and of great importance
to the armed forces for if•there was no oil, warships, tanks, and 
airplanes, etc. would be useless. Heavy industry also depended to 
a very great degree on oil and if the supplies were stopped they 
would not be able to function as desired. From the standpoint of 
national defense alone, it would not be an exaggeration to say it 
was based upon adequate oil. Asked again whether the oil embargo
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34759 that it was one of the factors hut not the fundamental one.

«Generally, he was familiar with the Japanese proposal of 
Nov. 20, handed by NOMURA to Hull (Exhibit 1245-H). He remembered that 
in the proposal, 15 read that the U.S. shall supply Japan a required 
quantity of oil. Asked who made vhe decision to include this require
ment, he stated that the Navy had a big voice in the matter and he 
himself emphasized the necessity. Actually the various arrangements 
were made by the officials in charge and he expressed his views to them.

34760 * At the time he did not consider the question of the quantity 
of oil profoundly. He was most concerned with whether the U.S. while 
understanding the purport of the demand would approach Japan in bringing 
about a settlement. He was not concerned whether U.S. offered to supply 
one million tons or 500,000 in response to Japan'a demands for two 
million.

34761 * Asked if two million tons was the amrunt he mentioned in 
requesting this sentence be included m  the proposal of Nov. 20, ho 
replied that he had a vague recollection that the quantity was four

34762 million tons per annum. • Asked if by this statement he meant + hat the 
Navy having two years' supply had 3 million tons in storage at the time, 
he replied that was nol his meaning. The quantity demanded was not for 
the Navy alone but included civilian : c Army needs. Although the Navy 
had a 2 years' supply of oil, he did run •’ecali the exact figure of the

34763 quantity in storage, but it may have been 4 to 6 million tons. * Asked 
if the requirement with regard to * il was one which the U.S. had to meet 
if Japan was not going to attack, he replied it was not a question of 
oil alone. He didn't believe he could state it so flatly. Asked if 
NOMI'BA and KURU3U had come back without tnat provision being met, if 
the decision would have been acceptable to njr,, he replied that the 
matter of oil might be regarded as a basic condition forcing them to 
decide on war, but it was not a deciding factor.

Asked if the words the U.S. ’ jh-ill" supply Japan with oil
34764 were not the language of a demand, he replied that • this proposal of 

the 20th of November was not a basic cause of war although the prose 
cutor seemed to be suggesting it was. In his affidavit, he had stated 
that he was confronted with the question of whether Japan could bow to 
U.S. demands. Asked where the U.S. made any demands upon Japan, he 
replied that the demands were In the Hull note of 26 Nov. 1941, one of

34765 which was that Japan • should withdraw entirely from the continent.
Also, the Hull note had a lot of statements on the premise that everything
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ae presented, she was obliged to cancel everything she had been doing 
up to that date.

34766 * Asked if it was not true that Hull accompanied the note by 
oral proposals for financial cooperation between Japan and U.S., he

34767 replied * that he did not recall what Hull said.
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34769 * Asked If he claimed himself as a state minister, and 
that Japan, through such representatives, had the right to 
make decisions without responsibility to any other authority, 
he replied that his position did not run contrary to any

34770 * international interpretation or practice* Reference was 
made to the affidavit where he spoke of the German policy of 
submarine warfare and he was asked when he first heard of the 
German policy to destroy survivors. He replied he did not 
remember the exact words but heard for the first time this 
was talked about when he was placèd in Sugamo.

34772 * Reference was made to the affidavit where it was
stated that operational plans would be within the sole know
ledge of the naval general staff* Asked if "within the sole

W 7 3  knowledge" * meant that the navy minister could not interfere 
even if he knew about operational plans that violated inter
national law, he replied that that was not his meaning. Strict 
adherence to international law was stressed in the navy and 
he never believed that the general staff would violate it.
If there was any case in which international law was violated, 
the navy minister would issue the necessary'warning* He had • 
never thought about the chief of staff*s refusing to follow 
this warning and believed it could not happen* If there was 
no other choice he would see if there would be a transfer of 
the chief.

34774 * The accused was chief of the general staff -in addi
tion to being navy minister from February to July 1944, as
suming this post the same month in which TOJO became army 
chief of staff* Asked if in the period when he was both 
chief of staff and navy minister he learned of the wide-spread 
atrocities committed by Japanese submarine personnel .in the 
Indian Ocean and elsewhere, he replied he knew nothing*
Asked if he could explain why immediately after he took that 
double command Japanese submarines launched their campaign
to cut allied supply lines in the Indian Ocean and massacre 
of ship survivors, he replied he never knew of such occur-

34775 rences, nor believe that they could have occurred.
He became chief of staff from the necessity created 

by the war situation* It was essential that during a war * 
there be closest cooperation between the general staff and 
the ministry* As the military situation became worse, gaps 
between the two occurred, and the accused undertook to pre
side over both posts to avoid any controversy within the 
navy. He could not recall exactly whether at that time the

34776 army was conducting a campaign in India* * It was quite 
important to cut the Indian Ocean supply lines but he did 
not think it was especially important on that occasion. He 
did not reoall if the Germans were likewise u & n g  greater 
submarine activity in the Indian Ocean early in 1944.
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* He did not recall if a« chief of the general sta<f 
and navy minister he nave orders In February 1944 to inten
sify the submarine campaign there. He had heard the evidence 
showing that submarine atrocities had centered about the 
dates between February 1944 and July or August 1944. Refer
ence was made to the affidavit where he stated that on some 
occasions naval personnel had been guilty of reprehensible 
conduct. Regarding them he said there was no means by 
which he could check the prosecution evidence on these tut, 
believing there was some ground for the evidence, he had 
merely expressed his feelings about them. * If there were 
instances of machine gunning survivors he could not believe 
it but was expressing regret if such an event had occurred.

* He did not recall as chief of staff preparing gen
eral staff directives bearing on Japanese-German cooperation 
regarding submarine warfare. * When shown a document he 
acknowledged that it bore his name and was a general staff 
directive to TOYODA, C-in-C of the combined fleet. The 
directive ordered cooperation with German submarines in their 
communication destruction war in the Indian Ocean. He b e 
lieved the document was authentic but *' could eot. believe 
that the document shown him was the best duplicate in the 
navy ministry and since this document was not in his recol
lection he could not identify it.

* The accused stated that he was acquainted with 
rear admiral ICHICKA, but did not recall what his command 
was during the first half of 1944. He had no recollection 
receiving from ICHIOKA, as comrander of the 8th submarine 
squadron, a top secret communication outlining submarine 
records in the Indian Ocean between December 1943 and May 
1944.

* .<hen shown a document he stated that it appeared 
that it was addressed to the navy minister and received on 
14 August at which time the accused had already left his 
post. Such a document was sent to the personnel bureau 
recording nersonnel merits.to be used for decorations.
His memory was not refreshed by the document.

EXAMINATION BY THE TRIBUNAL

* The accused stated that he did not recall discus
sions about the means to prevent the destruction of oil 
fields in the NEI and had never heard any proposal to 
threaten the white population with death if the oil 
fields should be destroyed. Reminded that TOJO, in his
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interrogation (Exhibit 1979-A),said that imperial head
quarters drew its membership from army and navy staff and 
the ministries, the accused was told that he had testified 
that he had no right to attend. The accused stated that 
he firmly believed that his own statement was correct.

♦CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. 3LAKENEY 
Counsel for TOGO

The accused was remind that during cross examina
tion he was asked if he knew no notification of the commence
ment of hostilities was served on Britain and was asked if 
he knew the reasons therefor. He was now asked whether 
either through discussions in the liaison conference or 
through seeing copies of diplomatic telegrams routed to 
the navy ministry he was aware that Hull had often told 
the Japanese ambassadors in Washington that Britain, the 
Netherlands, and China were being consulted on the progress 
of the negotiations. He replied that he knew that very 
well and also knew that foreign minister TOGO had dis
cussed with Craigie the question of securing a British 
participation in the negotiations.

* Contemporaneously he knew of Churchill’s speech 
of 10 November 1941 stating that hostilities between Japan 
and America would be followed within an hour by the British 
declaration of war on Japan.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN 
Counsel for KIDO

The accused stated that with reference to the meet
ing had with the Emperor on 30 November KIDO had never re
quested him to appear there, nor had KIDO any talk with the 
accused before he appeared before the Emperor. Reference 
was made to the KIDO affidavit (p. 31046) in which it was 
stated that at * 6:35 KIDO was summoned in audience and 
told that the navy minister and chief of naval general 
staff had answered the question about the previous matter 
with considerable confidence so KIDO was to instruct TOJO 
to proceed as planned. SHIMADA stated af er this was read 
to him that this procedure was exactly as stated in the 
KIDO affidavit.

* Regarding the meeting of November 29 when the 
Senior Statesmen and the members of the cabinet met, the 
accused recalled there were very long explanations given 
to the Senior Statesmen by government representatives.
None of them refused to answer any questions of the states
men upon matters other than purely military operations.
♦ No further military operations were discussed and the 
ooeration for Pearl Harbor was top secret anr* only a few
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Page high ranking officers knew of It, There would be no chance 
for KIDO knowing about it and KIDO would not be included 
among those officials you might know,

34797 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. BRANNON *
The accused stated that when an admiral of the fleet 

returns from overseas to Japan he was ordinarily received 
by the Emperor and this was the case when he returned from 
his China Seas assignment. Asked while C-in-C of the China

34798 fleet he had formulated operational * policies against China, 
the accused replied that this was conducted in accordance 
with the directions of the chief of the naval general staff. 
The orders were then forwarded to SHIMADA as C-in-C who 
acted in pursuance to them. As C-in-C of the China fleet
he never at any time issued an order for attacking a non- 
military objective.

The blockade of the China coast was carried out 
primarily for preventing the inflow of any raw materials.

34799 * In so far as food was concerned, such supplies going 
to the armed forces were prevented from reaching them 
but all materials were not kept out but only those con
sidered to be a military necessity. While the accused 
was navy minister, no oil supplies were received from the 
U.S, Asked if when he had been asked by the prosecution 
if he received more oil from the U,S. than from FIC he 
had answered on what went on before he became navy min
ister or during the time he was navy minister, he re
plied that the prosecutor's question had been directed 
toward the proportion of oil in storage in Japan between

34POO the U.S. and NEI. But while he was navy minister not 
one drop of oil came through Japan,

9 December 1947

34803 * Asked to explain hie statement that it was not true that one 
reason urged for making war on the U.S. wae eeonomio strangulation

34804 with respect to oil,*the accused stated that the situation in latter 
November was that oil had decreased to the point where it wae weak
ening national defense. U. S. pressure was being dally intensified. 
Telegraphic Information was being received from NOMURA on U.S. public 
opinion, from which it was understood that war against Japan wae much

34805 more popular in the U.S. than war against Germany. * The factor 
which lead to war was not oil, but the Hull note. The heart of the 
matter wae the U. S. attitude, and if the latter did not favor war,
it was no concern of the Japanese, even if the oil supply fell to zero.
In a situation in which the Hull note wae unacceptable, if the U. S. 
attitude was that she did not desire war, there would have been no 
fear in Japan. But then came the Hull note, intensification of U.S. 
pressure and U. S. public opinion in favor of war. This situation
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Page lead them to believe that if the U. S. should attack Japan» they would
34806 not know when the attack would take place» posing a very serious threat*

which could not be ignored, and they were forced to make a decision for 
war.

34808 * The policy of blockading the China coast was conducted by the 
predecessors of the accused who took on the same policy and carried it 
out.

Asked if the orders he issued as Vice Chief of the Oeneral Staff
34809 were of his own creation, * he replied that they were not, for the 

Vice Chief had no authority to issue such orders but they came from 
the Chief. The orders were transmitted by telegram and transmission 
was in charge of others. The accused stated he did not know that the 
attack on Kota Bahru, Hong Kong and Shanghai were to take place without 
previous notice being given. He believed all arrangements were made
so that war would begin after lawful procedure had been taken. *

34810 He had no control over operations in those attacks.

Reminded that he had previously testified that he would have 
seen to it that the Chief of Staff was transferred if he disobeyed 
warnings concerning illegal submarine warfare, the accused stated that

34811 the Emperor appointed the Chief of Staff. * Asked how he would, then, 
affect a change in the Chief, he replied that he would present his views 
to the Throne for permission. Such an act of the Chief as was mention
ed would be a violation of Imperial wishes and the accused would be 
confident that the Emperor would grant permission to make a change.

34812 * The accused knew of no case in Japanese history where the Navy Min
ister discharged the Chief of Staff by going to the Emperor. It was 
customary and also his duty to report regularly to the Diet.

34813 * SHIMADA had heard the accused KAYA testify that NAQANO at a 
liaison conference 1 November 1941 said the Navy was not confident 
of over a two year war. The accused heard this frequently from 
NAOANO and the accused shared these views. When a Minister of State 
was summoned by the Emperor, be merely replied to the Inquiries and 
did not volunteer information

Asked if he had set forth in his affidavit his complete
34814 views on hie responsibility for naval atrocities * he replied that 

it was the task of the Navy Minister in connection with POW to issue 
regulations for their handling in accordance with international law.
It was cuetomary to hold POW for only a short period and, therefore, 
regulations were few. Commanders on the spot were responsible for

34615 handling POW in accordance with the Minister's regulations. * Nec
essary regulations may have been issued by Commanders on the spot on

34816 the basis of the Minister's regulations, * and the former also was 
responsible for supervising those who actually handled POW. The Navy 
Minister cannot bear the responsibility so far as chain of command is 
concerned.

Asked i ^ T ^ M i n i s t r y  had anytfcdng to do with the transportation 
of POW from the war theatres to Japan and Manchuria, he replied that



Page with regard to this the Minister had consultations with the Army and
34817 further gave direction« to the Commander on the «pot. * Transportation 

would he the Joh of the unit commander handling traneportation and it 
would he the same when they were transported to Japan. He received no 
reports about numerous deaths during these voyages. He never heard of 
U.S. submarines destroying ship's survivors. He never heard of anyone 
in the Japanese Government or General Staff or any other responsible 
official in the days preceding the Pacific Var state his opinion that 
Japan was not justified in going to war*

34818 * Asked if there were any civilian members of the Government who 
knew of the Pearl Harbor operational plans prior to 7 December 1941, he 
replied that the Pearl Harbor attack was highly secret and there wae 
not supposed to be a single civilian who should have known about it 
beforehand*

34820 * Exhibit 3573, an excerpt from the interrogation of SHIMADA was 
received in evidence but not read.

34821 * Exhibit 3574, regulations concerning POV rations, was received 
in evidence to show that POtf received rations on the same scale as the 
Japanese Navy, but the document was not read.
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ZàîSe
34823- * Opening Statement by Mr. Caudle
34829

34830 m Exhibit 3575, the Curriculum Vitae of the accused SHIRATORI
was received in evidence but not read.

34831 * From Exhibit 3576, organization of the Foreign Affaire
Ministry, an Ordinance of 22 October 1898, an article stated that in 
order to conduct information affairs, there would be an Information 
Board in the Ministry with a chief in chbrge who should manage affairs 
in compliance with the orders of the Foreign Minister.
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Page DIHECT EXAMINATION OF YATSUOl, Kasuo
by Mr. Caudle

34632 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3577 a t his affi-
34834 davit. * The affidavit stated that the witness held the position of 

Secretary General of the Society for the Study of National Policy. The 
Society was purely private and was neither an organisation of the Govern
ment nor part of it. The accused SHIBATQRI was not a member of the Society 
nor had any relation with it. In order to write a history of the world 
war, the witness borrowed various materials. Among those borrowed from 
ABITA were copies of private letters written by SH1BATQBX, the then

34835 Minister to Sweden In November 1935, * and sent to ABITA, the then Am
bassador to Belgium. From the copies of two letters of SHXBAÏORI dated 
November 4 and 12, the witness made other copies for his own use and 
returned the borrowed copies, and has never seen the originals. The 
copies taken by the witness were confiscated by the IPS, and Exhibit 
774-A contains these copies of the copies of the private letters of 
SHZBATOBI. When shown Exhibit 774-A, the witness identified It as the 
document referred to in his affidavit.

34837 * The witness stated he had never been a Government official.

THERE WAS NO CROSS EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.

34838 * From Exhibit 774-A, a letter dated November 4 from SHXBATOBI to
ABXTA, it was stated that what was written there was a eonclusion from

34839 SHIBATQRI's long-cherished and later revised views, * but as it was 
dashed off in a sitting, there might be inconsistent points In his aim.
From a letter dated November 12, 1985, from SHXBATOBI to ABXTA, It was

34840 stated * that SHIBATOBX's last letter had been written only for ABXTA 
without copies and had not been prepared to be shown to others.

The Foreign Office should be aware that the situation prior to 
the Manchurian Incident more than proved that mere formality of good 
will had no value. The militarists appeared to be focusing their eyes 
on North China, building up a somewhat modified Manchukuo. Foreign 
views aside, from the standpoint of the Empire's Interest, the propriety 
of ouch policy was at least very problematic. Future China policy 
should be aimed solely at excluding outside Influences and immediately

34841 disregarding small profits. * By excluding foreign Influences, they 
did not mean exclusion of all foreign activities to acquire monopolistic 
positions, due respect should be given legitimate foreign establishments 
in China and they should be prepared to give them cooperation. They 
only meant the expulsion of all Influences harmful to China, and con
sequently Itself.

Although they might say this shall be applicable to all they 
found that foreign activities in China retalnsd no vestige of the days 
when each country had its sphere of influence. If Japan took the In
itiative in discarding extraterritoriality and other special rights,

34842 would not the rest be satisfactory! • Among the foreign influences
that should above all be expelled was that of Bed Bussla, and the



Empire's diplomacy must concentrate on this question, and for Its solu
tion, Sino-Japane8e cooperation with Anglo-Americans Is necessary. Thus 
taking a far-sighted view, SHIRATORI believed that adoption of a policy 
of Instantaneous removal of future calamity at this stage when they are 
comparatively Impotent should not be neglected. He was not saying they 
should unreasonably force war against Soviet Russia, but only that they 
should start negotiations with her with determination, not even refusing 
war if it was inevitable, to shut her out completely from advancing into 
East Asia.

Diplomatic measures should be taken as early as possible, since
34843 the relationship of Germany and Poland with Russia * was the same as 

Japans. There was no need for any specific understanding with them, for 
if war broke out, they would surely rise. The only problem was England. 
How to reach an understanding with England was the most urgent question. 
The first step was to Open a way for understanding of China problems, but 
for this they must slacken the pace of the China policy, but should not 
have to make many concessions. He believed the problem was soluble as 
far as it concerned China. The nucleus of the China policy was a Sino- 
Japanese alliance against the Soviet. Japan and China should cooperate 
in having the sovereignty of Hslnchlang and Outer Mongolia restored, 
subjugating Communist rebels, reorganizing and strengthening the Chinese 
armed forces.

34844 * Japan-Britaln cooperation should be within these bounds, and 
other problems were minor. Since this policy did not infringe on exist
ing treaties, it would be free from criticism, and an anti-Communlst 
alliance would draw sympathy from the world, and even the U.S. would 
understand Japan's real intentions. Success would depend on the 
method of execution and preparation. Reference was made to Exhibit 
3575 to show that SHIRATORI was Minister to Sweden in November, 1935
at the time the above letter was written.

34845 * Exhibit 3578, a certificate of authenticity regarding ARITA's 
appointment as Ambassador to Belgium and transfer from there to China, 
was received in evidence to show ARITA's position and transfer.

34850 Exhibit 3579, interrogation of Eugen Ott, stated that Ott was * 
a German national, former Ambassador to Japan, and was an official 
attached to the Reichswehr Ministry as Chief of th* Political Depart
ment prior to his first visit to Japan. He arrived in Japan in June, 
1933 as an Army observer, remained until December and next went to

34851 Japan in March 1934 as Military Attache,* remaining as Attache 
until March, 1938 when he was appointed Ambassador. He served in this 
position until January, 1943. He did not return to Germany then, al
though he had requested permission to do so.

34852 * Ott met SHIRATORI for the first time about October or November, 
1938, prior to SHIRATORI's departure for Rome as Ambassador to Italy. 
Prior to his departure, Ott never discussed with him any alliance 
between Japan, Germany and Italy. Ott first learned 'f such negotia
tions in April, 1939. He was first officially notlfi.eu by Rlbbentrop
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Page the'latter part of April, 1939 about this subject. Ribbentrop instructed
34853 * him to keep the information secret, but requested Ott to observe and re

port developments. Ott first took active part in these negotiations with 
Japan in May, 1939, when the Japanese Foreign Minister handed to him a 
letter from Prime Minister HIRANUMA to Hitler, to be conveyed through 
Ribbentrop. Ott did not hear from SHIRATORI at any time during his stay 
in Europe.

34854 * The second time Ott met SHIBATORI was after his return to Tokyo
in the fall of 1939, but met him rarely in the months after that. The 
meetings were social and the Tri-Partite Alliance was not discussed dur
ing that time. At that time SHIRATORI was still nominally Ambassador to 
Italy, but in fact had been relieved of his functions. SHIRATORI took
no part in the negotiations from his return to Tokyo until he was official 
ly relieved as Ambassador in early 1941. All negotiations had been 
stopped after the German-Russian Non-Aggression Pact.

34855 * The Non-Aggression Pact struck Japan a surprising blow, causing
the resignation of the HIRANUMA Cabinet. All negotiations with Germany 
about the alliance were stopped and German-Japaneie relations cooled
to a low degree. This situation existed until late spring of 1940, when 
the war in Europe reflected a change in the Japanese minds. Also strong 
U. S. economic measures contributed to this change.

Ott learned that SHIRATORI was placed on the waiting list of 
Ambassadors about three months after he returned to Tokyo, keeping this 
status until late August, 1940, when he was appointed adviser to the 
Foreign Minister. It was normal procedure to retain Chiefs of Mission

34856 for three months * after recall. Ott had no official relations with 
SHIRATORI during this time, but saw him occasionally in a private capa
city.

34857 * The principal aim of the Alliance at that time was a defensive
pact against Russia, but such an alliance was never concluded. * In-

34860 asmuch as SHIRATORI became an adviser to the Foreign Office in late 
August, 1940, and the Three-Power Alliance was concluded in late 
September, 1940, SHIRATORI occupied his new position for only one month 
prior to the conclusion of the treaty.

34861 * When handed Exhibit 502, a communication to Ott from Ribbentrop
dated 26 April 1939, Ott stated this document informed him for the first 
time about the negotiations for a defensive alliance .{tween Germany,
Italy and Japan. It was evident the negotiations had been started in the 
summer of 1938 without Ott's knowledge. Ott took no action upon receipt

34862 *of this communication - he had been instructed only to observe and report.
He did not remember hearing SHIRATORI mentioned by the Japanese side from 
his observations.

When shown Exhibit 503, dated 4 May 1939, a communication from 
Ott to the German Foreign Office, Ott stated it was a message of 
HIRANUMA referred to before, sent to break the deadlock ir. negotiations 
at the request of the Japanese Foreign Minister.
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34863 * From Exhibit 504, a communication dated 5 May 1939, was quoted

an extract which stated that from the Foreign Ministry a senior officer 
who stood d o s e  to SHIRATORI it ««as learned that in the Government a 
deep cleft between friends and enemies of the Alliance had formed.
When handed this document Ott stated that he thought this was one of the 
causes of the deadlock referred to. The person who obtained this in
formation was either MATSUSHIMA or KURIHARA, and Ott presumed the 
information came from the discussions in the Foreign Ministry. At that 
time SHIBATORI was in Europe, and Ott mentioned the name of SHIBATORX 
in the communication so that it might add weight to the report.

34864 * Ott was handed Exhibit 2198, dated 11 August 1939, from Ott to 
the German Foreign Office relating to information given Ott by 
HACHIJIRI pertaining to German-Japanese-Italian relations. The docu
ment stated that the War Minister should risk his resignation in the 
furtherance of better relations, which would also certainly entail the 
resignation of Ambassadors OSHIMA and SHIRATORI. In it there was also 
stated that it was imperative that a decision ii reply to the concee- • 
sions demanded be made by August 15, 1939, and that the War Minister 
would communicate the measures he had token direct to OSHIMA and 
SHIRATORI»by-passing the Foreign Minister.

34865 * In regard to this, Ott stated that this was the only case he
was informed of when the War Minister by-passed the Foreign Minister 
in communicating with SHIRATORI about these negotiations. This 
unusual procedure was followed because it was a matter of extreme 
urgency, otherwise there was a possibility of delay. Ott had no 
knowledge of what happened immediately after that, but on August 29 
the Japanese Cabinet resigned following the non-aggression pact between 
Germany and Russia, and all negotiations between the Three Powers 
ceased.

Ott was handed Exhibit 498 dated 8 September 1939, a communi
cation from Ott to Germany wherein it was stated that the Ambassador 

34866 *in Rome — SHIRATORI—  would return from Rome since at that time he
had taken up the poet of Ambassador purely in the expectation that he 
would succeed in concluding a Japan-German-Italian Military Allianoe.
In regard to this Ott stated that he did not know of his own knowledge, 
nor had he ever officially or seml-officially, been advised that 
SHIRATORI was appointed for this specific purpose, or that he took 
this post with any expectation of concluding this Alliance. He 
thought the information in the document must have been based on 
hereeay.
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* Ctt was handed exhibit 513 dated 23 February 1940, a com
munication to the Gorman Foreipn Office sipned * "Stahmer-Ctt" wherein 
it was stated tKat after Stahmer's arrivai ho found Japanese already 
known to him, such ns OSFIMA and SHIRaTCRI in an unchanpod, friendly 
attitude, and ready for every support. ( tt was asked in the interro- 
pation why the mcpsape wave sipned "Stahmer-Ctt", and he stated the 
messape was sent by Stahmer, but due to ciphor ropulntions the Chief of 
Mission had to sipn, and he was Chief of Mission at the time.

Stahmer privntoly visited 5HIRATCRI with Ctt on Ribbontrop's 
instructions. * Asked what the occasion of Stahmer's visit was, Ctt 
replied that Stahmer was attached as a representative of Ribbentrop to 
the mission o^ the Duke of Saxe-Coburpe Gotha, which was sent to present 
Hitler's conpratulations on the anniversary of the foundinp of the 
Japanese Empire.

* SFTRATCRI took no further active part in furtherinp Japanese-
German relations until the late sprinp of 1940. * Ctt was handed
exhibit 5l£, dated 12 June 1940, from himself to the German Government, 
wherein he spoke of Japanese-American relations. Ctt explained the 
backpround of the report, sayinp that the collapse of France was 
obviously imminent, and the only effective relief which mipht keep up 
Enpland's resistinp power could come from the U. S, Therefore Germany 
endoavoured to 'amper this, and considered continued tension in the 
Pacific a useful way to prevent the U. S. from removinp their attention 
from the 1 acific to the Atlantic. * Jt was difficult to advance such 
policy upon Japan because her attitude was divided. Ctt was instructed 
to back an Italian protest apainst a Japanese measure in favor of the
U. S. When Ctt presented his objections to the German Government's 
intentions he had to avoid Ribbontrop's distrust. Therefore he stressed 
in parapraphs 3 and 4 of this report that he was workinp in his own way 
and pointed to the cooperation of SFIRiiTCRI and other Japanese to impress 
Pibbentrop.

Fe did not moan in parapraph 4 that CSHI’'A and SFIRaTCRI worked 
torether in a common propram, because there was no ouch apreement. As 
far as Ctt know, SFIRA7CRI warned * apainst courtinp the U. S. after Ihey 
had enforced economic measures upon Japan. This was net a common plan, 
and Ctt had only private talks with both separately, and CSHIMA kept 
himself much apart from political activities durinp his stay in Japan.
Ctt was never in the company of SHIRaTORI and CSFIMA at the same time for 
carryinp out this cooperation. He had stated there was close cooperation 
in the messape to pive weipht to it, and ho used the names of KCNOYE and 
SUETSUGU for the same reason.
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Ott was handed exhibit 523, dated 24 June 1940, a communication 
from Ctt to the Oerman Foreipn Office, r/herein he stated that SHIIÎATCRI
* advocated a non-appression pact with Russia in an interview with 
Yomuiri (nev/spaper). At that time SHIRATORI was on the waitinr list of 
ambassadors.

Ctt was handed a copy of exhibit 538, dated 2 Aupust 1940, a 
communication to his povernment, wherein he stated that SHIRATCRI con
fidentially told him that he had declined the post of vice-foreipn 
minister. It was considered that he would be appointed permanent adviser 
to the foreipn minister, and he believes he can exercise a far-reachinp 
influence in this capacity. Ott stated that SHIRATCRI did pet such 
appointment, but to his knowledpe did not have far-reachinp influence, 
as later developments proved.

* Throuph his official relations, Ctt realized that a vice- 
foreipn minister was the permanent representative of the minister, and 
responsible for administration and personne] matters. The adviser had 
none of these functions, his effectiveness dependinp on his influence 
with the minister.

* Ctt did not observe personal influence of SI’IRATC'RI with 
MATSUCKA, even durinp the Tripartite Tact nepotiations. He occasionally 
pot the impression of mistrust between MATSUCKA and SHIRATCRI, and they 
were critical of each other durinp private conversations.

When handed exhibit 548, another of his cables to the Foreipn 
Office, his attention was called to a passape which stated that withihe 
aim of further preparation of action to adjust state affairs on an 
authoritarian model, the povernment had formed a commission of 24.
SHIRATCRI was appointed the representative for foreipn political matters
* in the Commission, which consisted mostly of reformists and followers 
of cooperation with the Axis policy. In ropard to this, Ctt stated that 
by that time there were various rumors about interior measures taken by 
the new Cabinet, and the formation of this commission was one of these 
rumors. He was never informed of anyone else comprisinp the commission, 
and he now considered this information erroneous.

Ctt was handed exhibit 5^2, dated 31 January 1941, to Ribben- 
trop from Ctt, wherein the latter stated that activist!c circles demanded 
preventive attack on Sinpapore, and expected to deprive America by surprise 
action * of the possibility of military warfare in the Tacific. This 
minority proup was under the leadership of SUETSUCU and SFIRATCRI, and 
had the support of leaders of the army and navy. In repard to this, Ctt 
stated that he had been informed that by a preventive attack on Sinpapore 
it was the idea that this would preclude America from enterinp the 
Pacific V/ar, or make it more difficult.
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Pare He pot this information durinp January 1941 from the f'orman Embassy
members and from Japanese. At this time of heiphtnned tension there was

34880 mach political discussion. These talks were private. * Ctt had never 
been offered any proof of SHIRATCRJ beinp a loader of such a proup.

34883 * Ctt was handed exhibit 1113» dated 7 July 1941, another 
communication from him to Ribbontrop, and was asked to read it. "hen 
asked where SHIRATORI was residinp at the time of the visit mentioned 
in it, he stated at Hayama, two hours from Tokyo. This visit was not

34884 a special one, for Ctt went there many times, * as he had a villa there. 
On one of these occasions he visited SHIRATORI. Ho had been directed 
by Ribbentrop to convey to SHIRATCRI his best wishes for his recovery, 
but did not make a special trip for this purpose.

34885 * vh.en asked if he knew at the time of this visit that 
SHIRATCRI's illness was of a mental nature, ho replied that he found 
this out later, but reported then that it was kidney trouble. Asked 
if the wronp information as to the nature of SHIRnTCRJ's illness was 
an offort to cover up its real nature, both by SHIRATCRI and his 
friends, ho replied he thoupht it was mainly due to Japanese shyness.

34886 * At that time SHIRATCRI pave the impression of boinr mentally tired.

Ott was handed exhibit 800, dated 1 Aupust 1941, and in 
repard to it stated that he held the conversation reported in it with 
YaMAMCTC. SHIRATORI was not present at the time. In the report he 
pointed out that he had visited SHIRATORI. This visit also was not 
special. So far as Ott knew, none of the ideas advanced by YAMAMOTO 
was realized.

34887 * Ctt was handed exhibit 608, dated 5 December 1941, a cable 
tc his Foreipn Office, in which it was stated that SHIRA7CRI explained 
to Ctt t^at leadinp circles had concluded that Roosevelt wanted to enter 
the war by a conflict in the Far East. Tho opinion advocated that the 
U. 3. was sure of the coalition of the ABCD States and Russia, and 
Roosevelt believed that the moment for settlement had come. In repard 
to this, Ctt stated that only the first sentence above related to 
SHIRATORI. He didn't recall where he saw SHIRATCRI at this time, but

34888 * possibly at his seaside villa.

^4889 * SHIRATCRI still appeared to he in a stat« of convalescence,
and he didn't think he reported his recovery to his <■ vernment.

34890 * Ott was handed exhibit 576, dated 25 March 1941, his "Note on 
situation in Japan" to Eibbentrop. In it ho stated that SHIRATCRI 
stressed the necessity to tie up the British fleet. This note was sent 
v.hile Ctt was in Germany, where he had been called to be present durinp

34891 MATSUCKA's visit. SHIRATORI was then in Japan. * He met SHIRATCRI 
probably in February 1941, before he left for Germany. This meetinp 
was purely personal.
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Fare It was correct to say that SFIRATORI was a career diplomat and
was at no time in either the army or navy. SHIRATORI's opinion was only 
that of a layman.

Ott was handed exhibit 3 272, dated 17 May 194-2, a communication 
to fermany recommending German decorations. Asked to explain the German 
protocol in awarding decorations to foreign nationals, he stated that

34892 * recommendations for these had to be made to Hitler, from proposals
from various ministries. Ribbentrop was anxious to pet foreipn decorations 
and became anpry when he thoupht Japan had not bestowed a sufficient 
number upon Germans, and succeeded in blockinp decorations for Japanese 
for a time. Ccnseeuently the Japanese became insistent, and to break this 
deadlock Ott presented to Ribbentrop a list of recommendations to be 
bestowed on the second anniversary of the Tripartite Tact in September

34893 I9 4 2 . * There was somewhat of a contest as to who would pet the most
decorations. The German Protocol provided that the Great Cross was the 
only decoration for which one of ambassador’s rank was elipible. As this 
was known to the Japanese Poard of Decorations, a lesser decoration would 
have been considered unfavorable by them. Ott recommended SHIRnTCRI on 
the decorations list because he was personally known to Ribbentrop and 
had been adviser to the foreipn minister at the time of the pact's con
clusion. Ctt did not think from later developments that the efforts of 
SFIRATCRI deserved the award piven him.

34894 * MATSUCKA had been decorated previously, and Sa ITC, an adviser 
to UATSUOKA, was decorated at the same time as SHIRATORI with the Great 
Cross. In discussions with the Japanese before the recommendations, they 
usually suppested distributinp decorations in order not to create dis-

34895 satisfaction. * The recommendation of SAITO and others to receive the 
Distinpuished Service Cross was made by the German military attache upon 
the insistence of the Japanese Army, which was anpry because no Gorman 
award lv'd been piven for a considerable time. Ctt backed SAITO's reccom- 
mendation due to his position as chief of the section, where liaisen with 
the German Embassy was centered.

34898 * Ctt mentioned SHIRATCRI's name in some of his teleprams to
Porlin, where the name of some other person would have answered the 
purpose. SFIRATCRI never furnished any news or information concerninp 
an important policy or decision of his government, or ; ’,y state secret 
in peneral to the German Embassy. SHIRATCRI had no important position 
durinp Ctt's stay in Tokyo, except as adviser to the foreipn minister, 
and bn did not appear to have any influence in important affairs or 
carry any weipht with MAT5U0KA. Ctt had heard him criticize measures 
announced by the povernment, and he was forward in nxprossinp his

34900 personal views. * SFIRATCRI never durinp Ctt's acquaintance with him 
carried any weipht with his povernmert or influenced its policies.
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Fare Relations between Germany and Japan fluctuated durinp 1934-1943.
34901 * Ehen the povornment, in the face of dramatic chanpes in German policy, 

acted as they did, Ribbentrop acted often with marked distrust and over
looked the facts upon which Japan used to base their decisions. When 
Ctt tried to moderate Ribbentrop's views, he awakened mountinp distrust.
To avoid such development, Ctt carried on personal relations with those 
Japanese personally known to Ribbentrop, and he had mentioned these 
people, amonp them SHIRATDRI, and stressed their cooperation to pive 
weipht to his opinions.

34902 * There was no real cooperation between Germany and Japan in 
the conduct of the war as to military and economic operations, compared 
with that of the Allied nations. The Tripartite Fact provided for a 
commission, which did not set to work until Japan entered the war. In 
January 1942, an apreement was concluded In Berlin fixinp the separate 
spheres of military operations. In the military field, there was only 
an occasional exchange of blueprints or samples of weapons. In 
economics, there was the transport of raw materials to Germany via the 
Siberian Railway, and later by blockade running. This transport col-

34903 * lapsed about the end of 1943.

Ott stated he had no relations with KIDC in his official 
capacity, but met him occasionally on ceremonial or social functions.
The German government distrusted KIDC, and considered that he bolonped to 
a group which did not favor improving of Japanese-German relations.
Under the leadership of Imperial Household Minister MATSUDAIRA, Ott 
considered KIDC in line with MATSUDAIRA's views.

34906 * Reference was made to exhibit 3575, curriculum vitae of
SHIRATCRI, to show that he arrived in Tokyo from Stockholm on 23 
December 1936; that he was relieved from the ministership in Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark and Finland, and was placed on the waitinp list April 
28, 1937; that he was appointed Ambassador Extraordinary and Fleni- 
potentiary to Italy 22 September 1938; and that he left- Tokyo November 
22, 1938, and arrived in Rome December 29, 1938.
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♦
lare DIRECT EXAMINATION CF UGAKI, Issei,

by Mr. Caudle.
34907

* The witness identified and verified exhibit 3580 as his
34908 affidavit. * The affidavit stated t^at the witness was Foreign 

Minister in the first KCNCYE Cabinet, from May 26 to September 29, 1938.
At the end of Aupust KCNCYE suppested the appointment of SHIRATORI as 
vice-minister , a s SHIRATCRI was then on the waitinp list as a minister. 
The witness thoupht it bad to leave him without any assipnment, and 
therefore reouested SHIRATCRI to accept the post of Ambassador to Italy.
He first showed reluctance and later consented, and was installed on 
September 22.

34909 * In decidinp on this appointment, there was no consideration
to specifically make SHIRATORI conduct a nopotiation towards strenptheninp 
the anti-Comintern Pact, or have him put forth special efforts to induce 
Italy to participate in such an apreement, and no mention was made of this 
matter. The question of strenpth.eninp the pact vad been broupht to the 
notice of Japan in the form of information from German cuarters, and was 
not a formal overture, beinp conveyed by the Japanese Military Attache in 
Perlin as a piece of information. The povernment decided to launch into 
a tentative ropotiation, but no mature study had been made. The witness

34910 believed that the ouestion of strenptheninp the pact * centered upon 
preventinp the communistic revolution, and believed that whether the 
strenptheninp the pact should stop at mutual political assistance or should 
embrace military assistance as well should be studied on that premise and 
determined throuph nepotiation.

The witness had accepted the post of Foreipn Minister to tackle 
the all-important problem of the China Affair, and the cuestion of 
strenptheninp the anti-Comintern Fact was a minor consideration with him, 
and that was why he had not specifically discussed it with SHIRhTCRI. 
SHIRüTORI left Tokyo for Rome some time after the witness resipned as 
Foreipn Minister.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. B1AKENEY,
Counsel for TOGO.

34912 * The witness stated that at the time he was Foreipn Minister 
in 1938, the accused TCGC was Ambassador to Germany. He remembered 
receivinp cableprams from TCGC statinp his views on the Three Tower 
Alliance, and the witness recalled that TOGO opposed its beinp directed 
apainst any countries whatsoever.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. 10GAN,
Counsel for KIDO.

34913 * The Y/itness was told of the prosecution contention that he 
was suppested by V.’aKATSUKI as the only man who mipht have averted war 
at the meetinp of the Senior Statesmen, on 17 October 1941. Asked if
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•Tape he agreed with the prosecution's contention, he stated that he must 
leave that up to the counsel's judgment.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SANDUSKY.

34914 *  The witness was asked if it was not true that Germany, by
reptember 1938, had already at least boon informally advised that Japan 
could not après to a pact callinp for immediate participation in war, 
cr one havinp no limitations as to its scope or the opposing parties.
He replied that ho had no knowledge as to whether Germany was informed 
informally of such views. Durinp his tenure, all he learned was throuph 
the military that Germany desired a peneral military alliance. The 
matter had not advanced to such a stape where they could carry on 

I official nepotiatdons.

34-915 * He did hear rumors of pressure from other quarters to
appoint SHIRATCRI as vice-foreipn minister, but no one approached him 
directly on this other than KCNOYE. He didn't recall a petition presented 
by CKAV'A and sipned by younger officials of the Foreipn Office urging 

34-916 SHIRATCRI's appointaient. He didn't recall that around June 1938 he com
plained to KCNCYE that V’ar Minister ITAGAKI was most persistent in 
pressinp for SHIRATCRI's appointment. Ho didn't even hear rumors to tho 
effect that after his resignation as foroipn minister, fifty younp 
foreipn office officials apain presented a petition, this time to KCNCYE, 
urpinp SHIRATCRI's appointment as foreipn minister.

It was true that seven days after SHIRATCRI was appointed 
ambassador to Italy the witness was succeeded as Foreipn Minister by 
KCNOYE.

* In response to a question by the Tribunal, the witness stated 
that when he said he had no recollection of CKAWA's demands, he meant 
that no such demands were made.

In response to cuestions by Mr. Caudle, the witness stated that 
it might be true that three days after arrival in Rome, the KCNOYE 
Cabinet fell; he did know that the Cabinet fell in early January 1939.

34918 * Exhibit 3581, a telepram from .SHIRATCRI at ^ome to Foreipn
Minister ARITA, dated 10 January, 1939, concerning the presentation of

34920 credentials, reported that * S^IRATCRI arrived at his pest on 29 December, 
1938, and on the 31st handed Foreipn Minister Ciano his credentials.
On 9 January SHIRaTCRI was informed that the ceremony or the presentation 
would bo held on the 10th, and on that day the ceremony was held.

34921 * Exhibit 3583, excerpts from the Ciano Diary, were received
34922 in evidence. An excerpt dated 1 January, 1939, stated * that Mussolini 

had returned to Rome the eveninp of the day before, and Ciano had a long
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Pape conversation with him. Mussolini informed Ciano about his decision to 
accept Ribbentrop's proposai to transform the anti-Comintern Fact into 
an alliance, and wished it to be sirned the last part of January.
Ciano wrote to Ribbentrop t>e outlined acceptance.

In an excerpt dated 2 January, 1939, it was stated t^at the 
letter for Ribbentrop had been approved. The next day Ciano would trans
mit to Attolice, with instructions as to what he was to say to the 
Germans in connection with the Alto Adipe and commercial relations con- 
cerninp the Alto Adipe, which would fall in with Hitler's plans to permit 
the departure of those Germans who want to leave. Ribbentrop was tele
phoned by Ciano and informed of this decision. Ribbentrop was satisifed, 

34923 and confirmed * that by the end of the month evorythinp would be ready,
I even on the Japanese side.

34924 * An excerpt dated 3 January, 1939, stated that Ciano pave
Attolico instructions on his mission to Ribbentrop, and in the afternoon 
Ciano also informed von Mackensen. In an exeorpt dated 5 January, 1939, 
it was stated that after a first conversation with Ribbontrop, Attolico 
reported that Ribbentrop proposed 28 January as the day for concludinp 
the alliance. Mussolini had told Ciano that he had informed the Kinp of 
the alliance, and he showed himself satisfied.

34926 * Exhibit 3584, a memorandum of Mackensen, German Ambassador at 
Rome, 3 January, 1939, stated that Ciano informed him that Mussolini had 
decided that the sipninp of the Tripartite Tact could take place immed
iately. Ciano had written Ribbentrop a letter, which Attolico, was to

34927 + take to him. A day at the end of January was under consideration, and 
Ribbentrop considered this practical. CSHIMa would sipn for Japan.

I Ciano apreed with Ribbentrop on the choice of Berlin as the place for
* sipninp, and tho 28th or 3Ctb would be suitable days.

34928 ’• Exhibit 3585, excerpts from the Ciano Diary, were received
in evidence. An excerpt dated 3 February, 1939, stated that Mussolino was 
discontented with the Japanese dolays in concludinp the Tripartite 
Alliance, and reprotted the way in which Ribbentrop liphtly assumed that 
the Tokyo rovernment apree to conclude the pact, thinkinp it mipht be a 
rood idea to conclude a double alliance without Japan and leave Japan to 
face Anplo-French force alone. In this way the pact would have no anti- 
Pritish or anti-American flavor.

_ In an excerpt dated 3 March 1939, it was stated that Mussolini
J4929 and Ciano discussed the Tripartite Alliance. * New delays were caused by 

Japanese red tape, and Mussolini was mere in favor of a bi-lateral 
alliance, loavinp Japan out. Alliance with Japan would push the U. S. 
into the arms of the western democracies.
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Ar excerpt dated 25 April, 3939, stated that news came from 
Porlin that the Japanese persist in reservations v:ith respect to the 
triple alliance, and the sipninp was postponed sine die. f*usso3ini was 
plad of this, for he had considered Japan's adherence more harmful than 
useful. F.ibbentrop would bo met on the 6th to define the common policy.

I

- In an excerpt dated May 6 and 7, 3939, it was stated that
j4930 Ciano took notes of the discussions with Ribbentrop. * The immediate 

announcement of the alliance was decided Saturday evaninp, following a 
telephone call from Mussolini. Ciano reported to Mussolini the results, 
but Mussolini demanded more and asked Ciano to have the Bilateral Tact 
announced. Ribbentrop, who at heart always aimed at the inclusion of 
Japan in the Pact, at first demurred, but then said he must obtain 
Fit!er's approval. Hitler was then called and pave his immediate 
approval.

* Exhibit 3586 certifiod to the authenticity of copies of 
teleprams exchanped between the Japanese Foroipn Office and SFIRATCRI, 
the Ambassador to Italy, re nepotiaticns concerninp the Tripartite 
Tact, were destroyed by fire.
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34935 * From exhibit 2234 a lecture giv^n by SHIRATORI et 

the Imperial University Alumni Association in February 
1940, a previously unread’ portion stated that there were 
some who said that if the Tripartite Alliance had been 
formed, would not Jaoan have been involved in the war in 
Europe* It was lucky the alliance had not been formed, 
for the bare thought made them shutter. However,
SHIRATORI said he thought this was fundamentally a mis
conception. If the alliance had taken shane the war 
might not have broken out. Britain and France would have

34936 made a diplomatic retreat and enabled Japan in * China 
and Germany and Italy in Europe Ao solve their questions 
peacefully.

From the beginning Germany and Italy had said that 
the real aim of the treaty was for peace and that, since 
the three powers were destined to share the same fate 
they would be beaten if divided. They further said that 
since the alliance was spiritual, it was necessary to 
display to the public its real effect and so they would 
begin by assisting Japan to bring the China incident to 
a conclusion speedily. SHIRATORI believed that had the 
alliance been realized by April of the current year, re
sults would have been favorable. The Nomonhan Incident 
would not have taken place nor could Britain have assumed 
a bold front concerning Danzig.

Even if Germany should attempt a soeedy solution
34937 of her problems * and go to war against Britain and 

France, it would have been possible for Japan to obtain 
Germany's consent to her neutrality in case immediate 
entry into war was inconvenient. It had been arranged 
that if the alliance was formed, the three foreign min
isters would simultaneously meet to discuss politics.
In such discussion Janan could have had a great voice
in connection with German and Italian diplomacy. Should 
they undertake war against Britain and France, Japan 
could have declared she could not offer sufficient sup
port and that they could go ahead with it If they were 
confident.

He believed that it could not always be said that 
if the alliance had been formed Japan must enter into war.

34938 It is probable that if the alliance * had been formed, 
war between Germany and Britain and France would not have 
broken out at that time. Germany and Italy still had 
much to prepare for. Since it was necessary for Japan
to have rest after settling the China incident, the war
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would have been postponed. The powers would have decided 
on war after complete military armaments had been provided 
and better diplomatic relations had been made. It was an 
unfounded opinion to say that if the alliance had been 
formed Japan would have, been compelled to fight Britain 
and France,
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34939 * DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NAGAI, Mikizo, by

Mr, Caudle
The witness identified and verified exhibit 35^7 as

34940 his affidavit, * The affidavit stated that the witness 
had served in the embassy in Italy as a junior secretary 
from October, 1937, to July, 1939« When Ambassador 
SHIRATORI arrived at his post in Rome at the end of 193^, 
the witness was put in charge of etiquette and archives 
matters and became SHIRATORI's private secretary. Until 
then the embassy had received no official communication 
concerning the Tripartite treaty, although the then 
charge d'affaires SAKAMOTO was said to have privately 
acquired some knowledge from the military and naval 
attaches,

34941 * The witness was told that SHIRATORI had brought 
no written instructions from Tokyo, He remembered 
SHIRATORI saying that the affair had become clear to 
him because of the detailed account given by SHIRATORI 
and the attaches. While serving with SHIRATORI it was 
his nractice to dictate to the witness cables to Tokyo 
on the subject of the Trioartite treaty, SAKAMOTO and 
secretaries MIHARA and KABAYAMA were generally oresent 
and occasionally also the attaches. About 6 January 
1939 SHIRATORI had a conversation with Mussolini and 
afterward told the embassy he was surprised to know that 
Mussolini was all for the proposed treaty, SHJRATORI 
said that Inasmuch as a final decision had to be made 
first by the Japanese government, he tried to damnen 
Mussolini's zeal.

34942 * The gist of this interview was sent to the for
eign minister. When the ITO mission arrived their in
structions were not shown or discussed as it was under
stood a full explanation would be given for then, 
SHIRATORI, SAKAMOTO and the witness accompanied the ITO 
mission to Berlin, It was said there was nothing to
be called in question concerning the draft text and 
protocols of the treaty as contained in the Tokyo in
structions, but that it was proposed to attach two 
reservations placing limitations on the treaty, SHIRATORI 
exoressed that not only was there no prospect for such 
reservations being entertained by Germany and Italy, 
but it would be a disgrace to Japanese diplomacy to 
leave on record a proposal amounting to taking back 
with the left hand what was offered with the right.
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Page The w itn e s s  r e c o l l e c t e d  a te le g ra m  to  t h i s  e f f e c t  was
34943 se n t  t o  Tokyo. * A f t e r  h i s  a r r i v a l  in  Rome, SHIRATORI 

seemed to  nay s e r io u s  a t t e n t i o n  p a r t i c u l a r l y  t o  German- 
S o v i e t  and I t a l i a n - S o v i e t  r e l a t i o n s  and f r e q u e n t l y  e x p re ss e d  
i t  was a m ista k e  t o  presume t h a t  Germany and I t a l y  and th e  
S o v i e t  were i r r e c o n c i l a b l e .  He s a id  I t a l ia n - R u s s ia n  r e l a 
t io n s  were not a t  a l l  bad and i t  was n ot im p o s s ib le  t h a t  
some s o r t  o f  u n d e rstan d in g  between th e  USSR and th e  A x is  
cou ld  be re a c h e d .  Japan should be on guard a g a in s t  th e  
c o n t in g e n c y  o f  Germany a d o p tin g  a p o l i c y  o f  pushing R u ss ia  
on t o  th e  Far E a s t  by g u a r a n te e in g  h e r  w e ste rn  b o r d e r s .
The w itn e s s  r e c o l l e c t e d  t h a t  SHIRATORI c a b le d  such o p in io n  
to  Tokyo.

In re g a rd  t o  th e  proposed t r e a t v .  SHIRATORI used t.o
34944 say  t h a t  i t  should  be c o n s id e r e d  as a rean s in  * d ip lo m a tic  

m anoeuvres, and should  be view ed as  t o  th e  e f f e c t  t h a t  a 
rapprochem ent betw een Japan and th e  A x is  would have on
th e  U .S . and B r i t a i n .  He th ou gh t t h a t  w h ile  th e  China 
problem was d i f f i c u l t  to  s o lv e  w ith  th e  good o f f i c e s  o f  the 
U .S . and B r i t a i n ,  i t  was n e c e s s a r y  t o  show a g e s t u r e  o f  
f r ie n d s h ip  w ith  th e  A xis  to  make them s la c k e n  t h e i r  p r e s 
s u r e .  So f a r  as th e  w itn e s s  p e r c e i v e d ,  t h e r e  was no 
c l o s e  c o n t r a c t  between SHIRATORI and th e  I t a l i a n  a u th 
o r i t i e s .  I t a l y  p r a c t i c a l l y  l e f t  to  B e r l i n  th e  m atter  o f  
th e  T r i p a r t i t e  T r e a ty  and t h e r e  wais l i t t l e  exchange o f  
v iew s betw een SHIRATORI and M u ss o lin i  or C ia n o .

SHIRATORI s a id  once t h a t  Ciano had c y n i c a l l y  t o ld  
him +h a t th e  whole q u e s t io n  was in  th e  " a b l e ” hands o f  
R ib b e n tro o . The n e g o t i a t i o n s  were c a r r i e d  on alm ost e x 
c l u s i v e l y  in  B e r l i n  and SIIIRATORI's p a r t  was m ainly  mak-

34945 ing s u g g e s t io n s  to  th e  f o r e i g n  m in is t r y  in  Tokyo. * The 
w itn e s s  was r e l i e v e d  o f  h is  d u t ie s  l a t e  in  June 1939, 
and u n t i l  t h a t  tim e th e  T r i p a r t i t e  n e g o t i a t i o n  was con
f in e d  t o  exch an gin g arguments c o n ce rn in g  Japanese r e s e r 
v a t i o n s .  He knew t h a t  SHIRATORI had l i t t l e  c o n t a c t  w ith  
th e  I t a l i a n  s id e  in  o th e r  r e s p e c t s ,  t h a t  he made few 
p o l i t i c a l  and s o c i a l  a c q u a in ta n c e s  in  Rome, and had no 
in t e r c o u r s e  w ith  F a s c i s t  l e a d e r s  o r  th e  I t a l i a n  army and 
n avy .

SHIRATORI was on in t im a te  terms w ith  f o r e i g n  min
i s t e r  ARITA and e x p re sse d  h is  v ie w s b o l d l y .  W hile s tro n g  
e x p r e s s io n s  were used in  some o f  h i s  t e le g r a m s ,  t o  th e  
knowledge o f  th e  w itn e s s  he n ever th r e a te n e d  ARITA w ith  
r e s i g n a t i o n .

There was no c r o s s  exm a in a tio n  o f  th e  w i t n e s s .
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34947 * From exhibit 35^3, an excerpt from the Ciano diary 

dated 2 April 1939, it was stated that Ciano received 
SHIRATORI who brought the Japanese answer on the Tri
car tit.e alliance which, while on the whole was favorable, 
had two reservations. (1) That London, Paris, and Wash
ington be informed that in Japan's view the alliance was 
directed against Moscow, (2) That a declaration be had that 
in case of war in Europe Japanese aid would be limited. 
Ciano had nothing against (2) but with respect to (1) it 
seemed to him necessary to make clear what actual meaning 
the reservation was intended to have.

34948 * From exhibit 1113, a telegram from Ott to Rib- 
bentrop dated 7 July 1941, a previously unread portion 
stated that Ott talked to SHIRATORI who said that since the 
end of April he had been suffering from kidney trouble and 
was in danger of his life. He had had to abstain from all

34949 Political work * and gave the impression of needing rest 
and being mentally tired. Reference was made to exhibit 
3575, the curriculum of SHIRATORI would show that he was 
ordered to return home 2 September 1939; arrived in Tokyo 
13 October 1939; was placed on the waiting list 9 January 
1940; appointed adviser to the foreign ministry 28 August 
1940; was released from advisership to the foreign min
istry 22 July 1941; elected to Diet 30 April 1942; was 
appointed to the Board of Directors of IRAPS 20 May 1942; 
and seceded from it 28 June 1943? and resigned from the 
Diet 5 December 1945»

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
10 December 1947
DEFENSE - SHIRATORI
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349^1 ♦ DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SAITO, Yoshie

by Mr. Caudle

The witness identified and verified exhibits 3 9*8 and
34956 3589 as his affidavits. * Exhibit 35*8, the first affidavit
34957 of the witness, stated that * both he and SHIRATORI were ad

visers to the foreign office from ?B August 1940 to ??. July 
1941 under foreign minister MATSUOKA. The duties of— the 
advisor were not clearly defined by act or ordinance, and
he had no access as of right to any document or Information 
of the foreign office. His influence and activities de
fended largely upon the characteristics of the foreign 
minister. The ..iîn* r s k acquaintance with MATSl’OKA began 
in 19 0 9 and the intimacy lasted unbroken.

Vfnen MATSUOKA became vAce ores ident of the South 
Manchurian Railway Comnany, the witness was appointed 
director -nr! also an advisor and conducted research unon 
China affairs, oecause of this close relationship, he

34958 believed * MATSUOKA chose him as advisor to the foi - i n  
office Y/hen he became minister. As far as the witness 
knew, SHIRATORI had -little to do with MATSUOKA person
ally or officially and the witness understood that his 
appointment was due mainly te KGNOYE * s recommendation, 
MATSUOKA had groat self confidence and would rarely ask 
others' advice and rarely even consulted the witness.

SHIRATORI's advisorshio under MATSUOKA was more or 
less nominal and he was not asked to advice on any Im
portant diplomatic questions. The wholesale disposal 
of Japanese diplomats by MATSUOKA and CHASHI (exhibit 
548) took place before the appointment of advisors and

34959 * SHIRATORI had nothing to do with it. Regarding the
J decision adopted at the Four Ministers' Conference of4 September 1940, and the decision of the liaison con

ference 19 September 194-0, concerning strengthening 
the Tripartite alliance, in these decision- the basic 
government Policy for concluding the Tripartite pact 
was adopted.

The witness knew that these top secrecy documents 
were not shown to SHIRATORI. The visit of Rlbbentroo's 
special envoy Stahmer was keot secret to the advisors 
until a few days before his arrival on 7 September 1940.
The negotiation of the Tripartite Pact was conducted

34960 exclusively between MATSUOKA,* Stahmer, and Ott.
J SHIRATORI's opinion vas not asked at any stage nor had

he anything to do witn drafting the original teyt.
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Page SHIRATCRI had nothing to do with MATSUOKA's negotiations 

concerning FIC and Thailand. Regarding recognition by 
Japan of the 7/ang Ching Wei Regime on 30 November 1940 
and the joint declaration (exhibit 464), negotiations with 
the '»Vang Ching Wei regime were started at Nanking by the 

34961 * YONAI-ARITA Cabinet through special ambassador ABE.
Agreement was finally arrived at under the second KONOYE 
Cabinet in which MATSUOKA was foreign minister. But 
SHIRATORI was not concerned in this whatsoever. Nothing 
was made known to SHIRATORI about KATSUOKA's trio to 
Eurooe in the soring of 1941 until a few days before his 
deoarture. The object and purpose of the trio were keot 
entirely from SHIRATORI, and during MATSUOKA's absence 
the advisors had practically nothing to do. SHIRATORI 
became seriously ill the beginning of Aoril 1941 and 
remained convalescent in almost comolete retirement for 
about a year.

Although he was normally an advisor until his resig
nation in late July 1941, during this period he had not 
but in any appearance at the foreign office nor had any
thing to do with its affairs. SHIRATORCdid not see 
MATSUOKA after the latter's departure for Europe until 

a4963 his resignation as * foreign minister. Nor did he con- 
J cern himself in the diplomatic negotiations with the Ü.S.

conducted by MATSUOKA. SHIRATORI could not have refused the 
nost of vice minister (exhibit 53$) for the witness knew 
that MATSUOKA had 0HA3HI in mind from the beginning and 
never offered the position to SHIRATORI, In Ott's tele
gram he had stated that SHIRATORI informed confidentially 
he had declined the post of vice minister and it was to 
be considered he would be appointed permanent advisor, 
in which post he believed he could exercise far-reaching 
influence. However, Ott's statement ran counter to the 
facts.

The position of vice minister was clearly defined 
14963 by law and a vice minister * could largely influence the 

conduct of the nation's foreign affairs. V'nile it was 
true that during the advisorship SHIRATORI and the wit
ness often met Ott socially, there was nothing to indi
cate that SHIRATORI was on soecial intimate terms with 
Ott nor any other member of the Germany embassy. The 
witness did not believe SHIRATORI was a Germanonhile for 
he remembered SHIRATORI remark that It was no less objec
tionable to be oro-Axis than to be nro-Anglo-Saxon.

• In mid October 1940, SHIRATORI was aoDointed a mem
ber of the directorate of the IRAA, which did not con
cern itself directly with politics, much less liDlomatic
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played any important part as a member of the directorate, 
and SHIRATORI once told the witness ht; expected nothing 

34964 of real value * from the organization. He generally
stayed away from its meetings. The witness knew nothing 
about SHIRATORI's acting as a leader of activlstic circles 
demanding preventive attack on Singapore (exhibit 562). 
What the witness knew about SHIRATORI's views was not an 
advocate of a southward advance.

SHIRATORI and the witness received on the same 
date the same German decoration ostensibly in recognition 
of their service relative to concluding the Tripartite 
pact (exhibit 1272). The witness knew that the exchange 
of decorations between governments was largly formality 
having more to do with officials' positions held by indiv
iduals than with their real merit. It seemed that Ott 
attached undue importance to the position of supervisor.

34966 * Exhibit 35^9* the second affidavit of the witness, 
stated that he assisted MATSUOKA in technical matters 
concerning the drafting and negotiation of the TriDartite 
pact concluded on 27 Sentember 194-0. OHASHI was appointed 
vice minister on 19 August 194-0 and MATSUOKA was made 
chief of the treaty bureau on 5 September 194-0 and then 
began assisting the foreign minister in technical matters 
concerning the oact. MATSUOKA stated in exhibit 314-5-A

34967 * that on 5 September 194-0 a Plan, Annex No. 1, was 
drafted by OHASHI, the advisors SHIRATORI and SAITO, and 
presented by MATSUOKA to the Four-Minister Conference for 
consideration (T. 27,986). This statement was erroneous 
for OHASHI, SHIRATORI and the witness never made that 
plan on any date.

The witness had no knowledge as to who drafted An
nex 1. He was shown this document by MATSUOKA after it 
had passed the Four-Minister Conference. Neither the wit
ness nor SHIRATORI had any connection with the revision 
of it on 4 September. About 5 September Mi'TSUOKA invited 
OHASHI, SHTRATORI and the witness to a luncneon and told

34968 them that since Stahmer was shortly expected to arrive
in Tokyo he intended to broach the question of the three- 
power axis. Neither then nor any other time was there 
any discussion among them on Annex 1 nor any other plan.

When shown exhibit 3145-A the witness identified it 
as the draft of the three power alliance pact and an 
annexed document, being an outline prepared by MATSUMOTO.
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Page
34970 * In the exhibit he noticed a statement that on the 

same day Stahmer had told SHIRATORI THAT the German side 
wished to sign the pact in Berlin. Regarding this, the 
witness stated that the matter was broached to SHIRATORI 
informally by Ott and it was not an official communica
tion.

34971 * The witness stated that diplomats on the waiting 
list had no functions, nor resoonsibilities and just held 
the status of the rank they held at the time. No diplomat 
on the waiting list played any part whatsoever in the 
formulation of national Dolicy nor permitted to see secret 
documents. They did not even show up at the office.

34972 * Asked what steDs were taken with regard to a diplomat's 
status if he had not received an assignment before a cer
tain time, he replied that after three years he was auto-

34974 matically retired. * Actually a diplomat on the waiting 
list did not work, but when first placed on it was gen
erally given an order to engage in a temporary assignment. 
The terminology "taimei" was given Just for the nurpose
of giving the salary in full for the first six months.

34975 * After six months, his salary would be gradually re
duced and he would be automatically retired.

Asked if an ambassador or advisor had anything to do 
with the formulation of foreign policy, he replied that 
an ambassador in active service when he is tentatively 
returned home presents his views and opinions with regard 
to the country to which he was assigned, but an ambassador

34976 on the waiting list * ordinarily does not express his 
opinions, but may be asked them by the foreign minister. 
The ambassador does not decide foreign policy. An ad
visor has no fixed functions but there are times when 
he expresses his opinions to the ministry for foreign 
affairs. The determination of foreign ooli<yls done by 
the government.
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la re CROSS-EXa MINATIOH by Mr. Sandusky.

34977 * Asked i f  SHIRATORJ did not have stronp views on certain 
diplomatic ruestions and expressed them as adviser to the foreipn ministry 
regardless of whether his advice was formally recuesteri, the witness 
replied that durinp MATSUOKA's time as minister, SHTRATORI never voluntarily 
expressed views on important foreign policy, nor was ever asked his views#

34978 * The relationship between 5HIRAT0RI and the witness was mainly private, 
and there was hardly any occasion for them to exchanpe views on Italian- 
German cuestions.

Asked i f  ho didn't know that SFIRATORI was widely known as one 
of the staunchest advocates of an alliance with Germany and Ita ly , the 
witness replied he had no prounds upon which to state with certainty 
that he was a stronp advocate of i t .  Asked i f  SHIRATCRI, on his return 
from Rome in December 1939 conducted speakinp tours and praised collabor
ation with Germany and Italy, the witness stated that he was not in Japan 
then and didr't know of his a ctiv itie s. After he became adviser, also he

34979 had never heard of such a c tiv itie s. * The witness had read the newspapers, 
but had never seen any news item in connection with an address by 
SHIRATCRI. The witness knew nothinp about SHIRATCRI advisinp MATSUOKa
in January 1941, that i t  would be inopportune then to ask for Germany's 
recopnition of the ’Vang Chinp-wei repime. The witness thoupht there was

34980 no such occasion, because of the relationship * between MATSUOKA and 
SFIRATORI.

In repard to the statement in his affidavit that the witness 
acted as a lepal expert on technical aspects of the Tripartite Fact, he 
explained that MATSUMOTO also was a lepal adviser, whose connection bepan

34981 after the nepotiations had been completed. * The fact that MATSUIXTO was 
a director of the treaty bureau made i t  natural for him to do the work of 
a lepal expert, althouph KATSUMCTO did have other than lepal duties to

3498? perform. * These included liaison work with the German Embassy,
specifically with such persons as Embassy Coxmcilor Boltze. He conducted 
liaison whenever there were instructions from the foreipn minister.
MATSUMCTC actually bepan to participate in the pact nepotiations the 
latter part of September.

34983 * The witness was statinp with confidence and accuracy his own 
part in the nepotiations for the pact, as to the part played by others, 
he could not say whether he remembered everything. He did believe his 
memory was correct when he said SHIRATORI translated the I reamble to the

34984 lact * from Japanese into English. It  was true that the witness had 
previously testified  before the Tribunal that the English text was written

34985 and proposed personally by MATSUOKA. * In explanation, the witness 
stated that the proposal presented at the conference among Stahmer, Ctt, 
and MATSUOKA, was written by MATSUOKA. This was the fir s t proposal.
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Fare later, the treaty began to take form and the f ir s t  proposal was trans
lated into Japanese by the witness, who showed the translation to 
Sl’IRtiTORl, who translated i t  back again into English.

An adviser of the foreipn o ffice was given Shin-nin rank,
3A9S6 which was the highest rank in the o ffic ia l hierarchy. * The foreign

minister is of Shin-nin rank as a minister of state, whereas the adviser 
was given the treatment of Shin-nin rank, and therefore the adviser was 
subordinate to the minister.
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Pare , DIRECT EXAMINATION OF UNC, Masuko,
by Mr. Caudle.

34988 * Tbo witness identified and verified exhibit 3590 as her
34990 affidavit. * When shovm a document, she identified i t  as a Contribution
34991 * Accounts nook of the Japan Foreipn Affairs Association. V.hen show 

another document, she identified i t  as a certain pape of the Accounts 
Pook.

34996 * Exhibit 3590, the affidavit of the witness, stated that 
after graduation from collepe, she became a non-repular o ffic ia l of the 
Foreipn Ministry, and later became repularly employed as secretary of the 
Japan Foroipn Affairs Association, a private orpanization with no povern- 
ment connection which published an Enplish mapazine, "Contemporary Japan",

34997 later bocominp editor-in-chief in 1946. * The monthly circulation of the
mapazine between 1940 and 1942 varied between 1500 and 2,000, and was 
never published in Japanese.

CROSS-EXAMINATION by Mr. Saudusky.

34998 * The witness stated that the mapazino was not published for 
domestic distribution, hut i t  was directed toward the U. S. There were 
few people in Japan who read the mapazine, because ^iiplish was not 
thorouphly disseminated throuphout the country.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION CF MISHIMA, Yasuo,
Pare by Mr. Caudle.

35000 * The witness identified and verified exhibit 3592 as his
35001 affid avit. * The affid avit stated that the witness had handled various 

positions as a newspaperman, beinp employed by the J i j i  Shimpo until 
October, 1942, when ho entered the Manchukuo News Apency. At the end 
of 1 9 4 0  he established a special news feature apency on his own account.
He bncamo acquainted with SHIRATORI in 1930, when he was chief of the

35002 information bureau * of the foreipn o ffice, and the witness was a sta ff  
rnmber of the J i j i  Shimpo. From then on they had remained closest friends.

3 5 0 0 3  * Early in 1941, SFIPATCRI borrowed many works of Japanese 
national policy and Shinto mytholopy, and became deeply absorbed in their 
study. He became afflicted  with an obstinate insomnia, hut in spite of 
i t  continued his study with unabated zeal until about 20 March, when he 
was seized with an acute case of nerVous debility accompanied with mental 
indications of abnormality. He was put under the care of a physician,
Er. MURAMATSU, vice-president of a psychiatric hospital, and his condition

3 5 0 04  steadily worsened. MURAMATSU had him enter the hospital * in mid-April 
I 9 4 I .  The witness later learned from SFIRATCRI that he had completely 
lost consciousness between 9 April and 28 April. He le ft  the hospital in 
mid-May 1941, and removed in June to a seaside cottape at Hayama, where 
he remained convalescinp until April 1942. Durinp most of this time he 
was s tr ic tly  prohibited from receivinp visito rs, or readinp periodicals 
or newspapers. To the best of the witness' knowledpe, SHIRATORI faith 
fu lly  observed this injunction. Pecause of th is, i t  was unthinkable that 
as early as July 1941 SHIRATORI should have had interviews with a foreipn 
ambassador and enpaped in serious conversation on the international 
situation. (Exhibits 800 and 11.13).

About the time of the panerai election of April 1942, SHIRATORI
3 5 005 was not yet completely recovered, * and had l i t t l e  intercourse with the 

outside world. However, one day a number of younp men came to his house 
and asked his permission to use his name as a candidate in the cominp 
election. Althouph SHIRATCP.I f ir s t  f la t ly  told them he had no interest 
in p o litics, they fin ally  prevailed upon him to accept on condition that 
he would make no speech or public appearance. I t  was only when rivals 
contended SFIRATCRI was too i l l  that friends recuested him to make a
sieech or two to counter th is, and he consented with much reluctance.

35006 * He did address several patherinps, at which he mainly talked about 
Shintoism and national p olity, dwelling only in passinp on current 
questions of diplomacy and war.

SHIRATORI was one of the so-called recommended candidates, 
but i t  was a matter arranped between his supporters and the prefectural 
branch of the recommendinp body, and SHIRATORI was not concerned in i t .
When elected, SHIRAT0R3, as a recommended member, almost automatically 
became a member of the IRAFS and nominated to the hoard of directors.
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EâfJ? because of health, he didn't enpape in political a c tiv itie s,
either as a director or an FHT. In the early summer of 194-3 he was 
relieved of his 3eat in the Society, and completely withdrew.

35C07 * The serious illnoss v?ith which ho was seized in the sprirr* of
I 9 4I- markedly chanped SI’IRaTCRI's character and outlook, and drew him 
more deeply into spiritu ality  and relipion. He pradually ceased to have 
anything to do with povernmont and general p o litica l circles.

The witness was wel1-accuainted with the circumstances under 
which SHIRATCRI wrote or made speeches. He contributed articles or 
delivered lectures only after beinp urpently requested, and tho witness 
recalled no instance of his doinp these thinps of his own accord. He

35008 made tho speeches without manuscript, * and as for his articles he seldom 
wrote them himself. He would penerally dictate or talk freely to mapazino 
or newspaper representatives who called on him with stenographers, the 
records beinp presented to him for correction before publication. 
SHIRATCRI's writinps and lectures had a certain popularity and were 
sourht after because he was considered one of the most outspoken and 
indiscroot of Japanese bureaucrats and diplomats. After returning from 
Sweden in 1936, be held no responsible position in tho Tokyo rovomment, 
havinp been placed on the waitinr l i s t .  Ho used to say then that ho 
could five  utterance to his own thouphts more freely.

In reply to criticism in some quarters about SHIRATCRI's 
utterances beinp too outspoken, SHIRATCRI told the witness that in these 
days of dictators, the axiom "stronrly in deed, pently in mannor" would 
perhaps have to be reversed. Since Japan did not want war with any 
country, i t  mipht he permissible or even advisable to indulpe in out
spoken ianpuape.

35010 * Cn further oral examination, the witness stated he did net
35011 know of a newspaper named "Ars", * but did know of the Ars leblishinp  

Company. Asked i f  he knew tho circulation o  ̂ the mapazino "Diamond" 
in the middle of 1940, he said the panerai estimate was ten thousand.
Tho circulation of tho mapazine "Kokumin-T'ycren" (rational Review) in 
I 9 4 O wt.s a'-out 1000 to 1500 monthly; that of the mapnzino "Dni-Aoia- 
SViupi" (Creator Asia Hapazine) in 1940 was about 2,0fT The latter was 
published about ten years before, and after 1940 cominp out monthly.

35012 * Tho "fondai" had a circulation in mid-1942 between 2C.0CC and 30,00C 
monthly.

Tho audi. on cos tc which SFIEaTCRI spoke ranpnd from ten ox1 
persons to seven or eipht hundred.

THERE %iS K0 CROSS-EXAMINATION CF TH •"TTNrSr
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350]? * Exhibit 3593. the affidavit of MÜRAMATSU, Tsuneo, stated that
the affiant was vice-director of a psychiatric hospital, and’a lecturer at 
Tokyo Imperial. Along with Dr. MIYAKE, the affiant was fir s t  asked to

3 5 0 3 4  examine * SHIRATCRI on 12 April 1941. Entries in his pocket diary showed 
that according to Mrs. SHIRATCRI and close friends, SHIRATCRI had for a 
mont*1 or two previous to the examination been suffering from sleeplessness 
and excitability  as a result of being too deeply absorbed in religious 
reading. After April 8 there were indications of mental derangement, and 
about April 10 he took no food and could not sleep. He later apparently

3 5 015  had hallucinations, and was riven medical injections. * The affiant and 
Dr. MIYAKE visited him on April 12, found him montally in an acute state  
of manic excitement and in a state of delirium. The diagnosis was manic- 
depressive psychosis. Arrangements were made for him to go to a psychiatric 
hospital, where he went on I f  April 1941.

Cn 25 April the affiant was informed that 3PIRAT0RI had recovered
35016 consciousness * and he was allowed to leave the hospital on May 10. When 

the affiant saw him the next day he was s t i l l  in a state of excitement, 
and was moreover suffering from beri-beri, and his mental condition was

35017 such that he had to take drugs daily. * Judging from the prescriptions 
which were recorded in the a ffia n t’ s diary, i t  was clear that as late  as 
mid-June SHIRATORI’ s condition necessitated a considerable amount of 
sedative, and the affiant s tr ic tly  cautioned against his receiving v is its  
and taxing his mind with international ruestions, and he was advised to 
remove to a seaside cottage at Hayama. When the affiant visited him on 
1 3  August, SHIRATCRI could hardly be regarded as completely cured, but 
further v is its  were thought no longer necessary, the affiant again advising 
him and family on recuperation for at least six months to a year, refraining

35018 from a ll o ffic ia l work or p o litical a ctiv itie s, * having as l i t t l e  as 
possible to do with the outside world. Ho learned from his family that 
the counsel was faithfully acted upon by SHIRATORI.

The affiant learned that about 23 December, 1941, SHIRAT0RI 
vad a slight relapse.

NARRATIVE 3TOÄRY OF THE RECORD
Docember 10, 1947
DEFENSE -  SriRATCRI
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Pago

35019
35020

DIRECT I?X/tf.,IKnTICî! (F aRIKA, Yoriyasu, 
by Mr. Caudle.

Cabinet
» The witness identified and verified exhibit 3594 as his ^

affidavit. * The affidavit stated that at the time of the second KCNOYE / 
on 22 August 1940, the witness was nominated a member of the arranpinp 
committee for the Now National Structure. Cn the basis of a committee 
report the IRaA was organized, and on its inaupuration, 12 October, 1940, 
he was nominated a manapinp director and concurrently secretary-general 
and chief of the central section of the central vureau. The witness 
resipned on 28 March 1941» when the association vas reorganized.

35021 * The arranpinp committee was composed mainly of representatives
of non-official circles, hut the actual work was done by a manapinp 
secretariat. It was disbanded on 17 September 1940. SHIRATCRI was one 
who was originally invited by KONOYE to form the arranpinp committee, 
but did not take part in the discussions, and was generally absent from 
its meetings.

At the inaugural ceremony on 12 October 1940, KCNCYE, the 
president of the IRhA, said its purpose was simply in fulfilling in a 
practical way the duties of Imperial subjects, and he had no propram to 

35022 offer the Association. * It was conceived as a public association, as 
distinguished from a political party, and aimed to organize the entire 
notion to discharge their duties as subjects. KCNCYE on several 
occasions stated that the IRa A was to be distinguished from the one-party 
system of totalitarian European countries.

In practice, the business of the IRAA was undertaken by the 
manapinp directors, the secretary-general, and the principal members of 
the central bureau staff. There v/as a central cooperation conference, 
consisting of 106 representatives of local branches in prefectures and 
cities, as well as fifty from press, finance, science, etc., v/hich was 
called in session now and then.

35023 * SHIRaTCRI was nominated an ordinary (non-managing) director.
The witness didn't recall his ever attending any meetings of the 
directorate, or otherwise playing an active part in connection with the 
IRAA's activities. Fis activities were so inconsequential, it was only 
when the witness was asked to make a deposition that he remembered that 
SFIRATCRI was at one time a member of the arranging committee and a 
director.

Vihen the witness resigned in the spring of 1941, SHIRaTCRI was 
among those who resipned at that time, and since he was seriously ill 
after that ho never retracted his resignation, remaining completely out 
of the organization.
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CP.CSS-EXAMINATION Py Mr. Sandusky.

35024. * The witness stated that he had said in his affidavit that
the arranpinp committee was composed of various officials of non-official 
circles, and representatives came from various walks of life. Asked if 
SHIRATORI v:as the only committee member representlnp the foreipn office, 
he replied that SHIRATCRI was not selected as a member of the committee 
because he was a member of the foreipn office.
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P.agg

35027

35028

35029

35030

35031

35032

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SHIRATORI, Toshio 
by Mr. Caudle

* The accused Identified and verified Exhibit 3595 as hie affidavit

* The affidavit stated that the accused was born 1887, entered the 
diplomatic service upon graduation from the Tolcyo Imperial University in 
July, 1914, remaining in that service for twenty-seven years until he 
resigned as Foreign Office adviser in July, 1941. Except for periods of 
service attached to Embassies abroad, he was stationed at the Foreign 
Office in Tokyo as Secretary, Chief of Sections, Director of the Infor
mation Bureau * and finally as adviser. None of hie positions 
carried any policy-making authority. All his activities were bound to 
be along the line of policies adopted by the Government.

The period between World War 1 and the Manchurian Affair of 
1931 was characterized by a policy of cooperation with foreign nations, 
commonly called the SH1DEHARA Diplomacy of Conciliation, of which the 
accused was a faithful votary. He was present at the Washington and 
Geneva Naval Conferences, as well as being in the inner circles of the 
Foreign Office at the London Conferences and '/as considered a disarma
ment expert.

The Manchurian Incident of 18 September 1931 was a shock to 
Foreign Office officials. The Government adopted a policy of non
aggravation and * speedy local settlement. At the instruction of 
the Foreign Minister, the Information Bureau, of which the accused was 
Chief, did all it could to attempt to mobilize public opinion in favor 
of a peaceful settlement, but the press did not respond to the Foreign 
Office appeal. With the press and public opinion ranged on the side of 
strong policy, the Foreign Minister and his subordinates had a difficult 
time.

Added to the difficulty was the fact that the Manchurian Affair 
soon ceased to be a mere question of diplomacy, but became an Important 
domestic political issue, and the so-called "weak kneed" policy of 
SHIDEHARA was utilized by reformist elements. * There was very 
little the Foreign Office could do to influence the course of events.

The accused was only a Bureau Chief and although foreign 
correspondents chose to refer to him as Foreign Office spokesman, his 
main business was nothing more than handing out news items. Statements 
and declarations of policy concerning foreign affairs were published 
through the accused's Bureau merely as part of the routine.

After three years as Minister to the four Scandonavian coun
tries, he was recalled and placed on th* waiting list in 1936. He 
neither sought nor was offered any new assignment for more than two 
years. He seldom visited the Foreign Office and had no access to 
official documents. * He knew only as much as ordinary newspaper 
readers about the China war.

In August, 1938, Foreign Minister UGAKI asked him to go to 
Rome as Ambassador. This did not appeal to SHIRATORI The China
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Affair had become on oil-absorbing question. The idea of again serving 
in Europe was repugnant to the accused, however, UGAKI insisted and 
SHIRATORI said he would think it over. Relieving that it was KONOYE 
who had recommended him to UGAKI, the accused consulted KONOYE, who ad
vised him to accept, if only to qualify himself for the portfolio of 
Foreign Affairs in the future. KONOYE also told him that unlike Stock
holm, he would find something to do in Home. SHIDEHARA learned from 
him for the first time that there was talk of a rapprochement between

35033 * Japan and the Axis. He said he was not much enamored of the idea, but
that since direct negotiations with Chieng Kai-shek had thus far proved 
almost useless, some other diplomatic means had to be sought to dispose 
of the China mess.

It was KONQYE's opinion that a friendly intervention by England 
and America was desired, but nothing short of a possible alignment of 
Japan with the Axis would cause them to modify their anti-Japanese 
attitude. SHIRATORI concluded that it was not so much the rapproche
ment with Germany and Italy that KONOYE really desired, as the effect 
this gestue would have on England and America in regard to their Far 
Eastern nolicy. The accused felt he could agree in principle to 
KONOYE's foreign policy, and finally decided to accept.

Neither UGAKI nor his successor ARITA mentioned the proposed 
Axis treaty or gave instructions concerning this matter before 
SHIDEHARA left Tokyo. The question seemed still nebulous with no

35034 definite decision. * There was little documentary Information in 
the Foreign Office, and high officials were entirely in the dark about 
it.

Besides this talk with KONOYE, the accused did not discuss it 
with anyone in responsible position. It was not correct to say, as the 
Prosecution contended (Exhibit 498) that the accused was appointed to 
Rome for the specific purpose of negotiating an alliance. Installed as 
Ambassador in September, 1938, he did not leave for his post until late 
November, and arrived in Rome on 39 December 1936, still without special 
instructions about the proposed treaty. Soon after this, he learned 
of KONOYE's resignation. As to his successor HIRANUMA, the accused did 
not remember ever meeting him, and had no knowledge about his diplomatic 
views.

35035 * The Ciano diary entry (Exhibit 499-A) to the effect that 
SHIRATORI told the Italian Government that the new Premier was openly

35036 in favor of the alliance was not true. * SHIRATORI first called on 
Ciano on 31 December 1938 to arrange for presentation of his letters of 
credit and requested that he be permitted to pay his respects to 
Mussolini. No political questions were discussed. He next saw Ciano
on 6 January when he presented SHIRATORI to Mussolini. As the accused 
had no instructions and was not yet qualified to act as Ambassador as 
his credentials had not been presented, he was embarrassed at the un
expectedly early meeting with Mussolini, and decided that the safest 
thing to do was listen and let Mussolini do the talkii /* which he did.
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Page The Ciano diary entry for 7 January 1939 seemed to attribute to the 
accused some of the things said by Mussolini. Nothing warranted the

85037 statement * in Exhibit 499-A that SHIRATORI was greatly in favor of 
the alliance which he regarded as a weapon to force Britain to con
cede "the many things she owed to us all." This phrase reminded 
him of Mussolini's attitude toward Britain.

Mussolini seemed to be laboring under the mistaken idea that 
as far as Germany and Japan were concerned, there was complete agree
ment and that it was only Italy's indecision that had been retarding 
the Tri-Partite arrangement. He said Italy now wanted a speedy con
clusion of the proposed treaty and saw no reason why it should not 
be done within a few weeks.

Knowing there was no definite decision reached in Tokyo, the 
accused did his best to discourage Mussolini from taking too much for 
granted concerning Japan. That being the case, he could not possibly 
have assumed the forward attitude ascribed to him by Ciano.

35038 * In a later diary entry (Exhibit 501) Ciano stated that 
SHIRATORI advised him not to accept the Japanese counter-proposal* 
That was an unkind interpretation, for his words were merely to the 
effect that he was afraid the counter proposal would be unacceptable 
but he did not have to take it as the final word. As to Ciano's 
statement that SHIRATORI told him of his Intention to resign in 
order to force the Cabinet to retire (Exhibit 501), the accused had 
no recollection of this but it was ridiculous on its face, for the 
resignation of an ambassador after so short a time in office, and
of one who had no political backing, could hardly have affected 
the life of a cabinet, or altered the foreign policy. Apparently 
Ciano received some such report from Tokyo where there were baseless 
rumors about the Tri-partite negotiations.

The basic idea that influenced SHIRATORI during the course 
of negotiations was that which was impressed on him, as mentioned,

35039 by KONOYE. * Regardless of whether the negotiations were to succeed, 
the accused considered it of first importance that the fact that 
such conferences were going on should become known to the world, 
especially America and England. He was, therefore, on occasion, 
intentionally outspoken or Indiscreet in his press interviews,
even assuming an optoralstic air when the successful conclusion 
of the negotiations seemed more than doubtful. This accounted in 
part for his reputation as a staunch advocate of the Axle Pact out 
of all proportion to his actual role.

He also felt that although HIRANUMA had replaced KONOYE, it 
was not impossible that the Government was actlug on a similar 
principle. Ostensibly the discussions were to be conducted in the 
strictest secrecy, but press reports from Tokyo show that free 
publicity was being given the matter and in fact, they learned much 
more from unofficial sources concerning what was going on in Tokyo.
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* The Prosecution contended that the accused, contrary to in
structions, advocated an all-out military alliance without reservations 
(Exhibit 501), but this was not true. The text of the drafted treaty 
accepted by all three nations at an early stage was a weak and harmless 
document, more like a treaty of mutual consultation and assistance.
The accused never imagined such a pact would drag Japan against her 
will into a war of Germany's or Italy's making; nor did he think it 
would stand in the way of Japan concluding separate arrangements with 
England and America concerning China and the Far East. The existence 
of such a pact was, in his opinion, calculated to serve as a lever in 
moving Anglo-Saxon countries to reconsider their Far Eastern policy, 
thereby making it possible for Japan to wind up the China Incident 
speedily.

As to the charge that he acted contrary to instructions, there 
was no such instance. It was true he disagreed with his country * 
in regard to the secondary matter of reservations to be attached to 
the text, but this belonged to the proper func'ions of an Ambassador.

That the proposed treaty was to be primarily directed to the 
Soviet was settled policy, and there was no opposition to it. This 
point seemed to be sufficiently clear to Germany and Italy, and the 
draft preamble (Exhibit 2619) left no room for doubt as to this.
Not only did the test of the draft explicitly limit the obligation 
of military assistance to cases in which wanton attacks were made on 
the contracting parties, but the Japanese reservations in regard to 
England and Franco were largely accepted by Germany, the only point 
of difference was whether they were to be written or oral. This 
appeared such a trivial matter that SHIRATORI could not understand 
why the point was contested so stubbornly.

* As far as Germany was concerned, her Non-Aggression Pact 
with Soviet Russia seemed a sufficient explanation of this. No doubt 
Germany made full use of the proposed alliance in their diplomatic 
maneuvers in Moscow where they scored a temporary success by winning 
the Soviets to their side. The statesmen in Tokyo, however, apparent
ly took the matter too seriously to think of a similar use being made 
of Axis negotiations in their approach to the United States and 
Britain.

About February or March, the accused wired his Government 
that a rapprochement between the Soviets and Germany was quite 
possible, but this was entirely disregarded. In April, 1939 von 
Ribbentrop intimated that if Japan hesitated too long Germany might 
be driven to approach Russia, but Japan took it for sheer bluff. 
SHIRATORI, however, thought this possibility was always there and 
urged his • Government not to attach too much importance to their 
formula of reservations, as the stipulations in the text gave ample 
guaranty against involvement in an aggressive war in Europe, which 
was extremely unlikely to be started by England or France.
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He considered it of the utmost importance for Japan to avoid 

complete diplomatic isolation which would render all the more pre~ 
carioue the chances for early settlement by diplomacy of the China 
Affair. Unless there was a fair prospect of a satisfactory agreement 
with the Anglo-Saxon countries in the meantime, conclusion of the 
Axis Pact seemed almost the only way of preventing such an eventuality.

35044 * When the worst came and the Non-Aggression Pact between 
Germany and Russia was concluded, he saw no sense in staying in Europe 
and his request for recall was granted.

Prosecution cited a telegram between the German Ambassador in 
Rome (Exhibit 2232) in which SHIRATORI was represented ae assuring 
him of his continued efforts for the sake of German-Japanese friend
ship. but could SHIRATORI have answered otherwise to a diplomatic 
colleague who had expressed his concern about his sudden recall? 
According to this exhibit, the accused was reported as stating he 
would particularly welcome an opportunity to have a detailed talk 
with Ribbentrop on his homeward trip. He could not understand how 
this could have been said, because it was Mr. Mackensen who told 
SHIRATORI he had been instructed by Ribbentrop to ask if the accused 
would return by way of Berlin. If SHIRATORI had really wanted to

35045 see Ribbentrop, * he could have easily done so without consulting 
Mackensen.

The statement in the same exhibit that SHIRATORI advised 
OSHIMA not to execute the Tokyo Instructions to lodge a protest 
over the Non-Aggression Pact required explanation. SH1RATQR1 had 
suggested to ARITA that the protest should be presented by AR1TA 
to Ott for transmission to Berlin, for SHIRATORI thought it would be 
cruel to make OSHIMA "drink boiling water" in addition to his chagrin 
at the rapprochement. Therefore, SKIRAT0R1 telephoned OSHIMA to 
suggest that he wait until Tokyo was further heard from. Besides 
this talk, there was no communication between the Embassy at Berlin 
and SHIRATORI concerning this situation.

SHIRATORI's name was mentioned in Exhibit 507, but he promised 
no one that he would cooperate with the German Embassy in Tokyo along 
the line indicated there. Whatever his activities after returning from

35046 Europe, they were entirely of his own accord * -rmd had no connection 
with the German or Italian Embassies in Tokyo.

In some lectures and Interviews he tried to show that despite 
the Non-Aggression Pact, there was a possibility for Japan to enter 
into agreement with Germany and Italy together with the Soviet. Being 
relieved of his assignment and placed on the waiting list, he was at 
liberty to say things which would not necessarily please the Government 
He had to vindicate himself against the criticisms poured on him for 
what he failed to do in Rome, but his main motive was to contribute 
toward the speedy termination of the China war. To have the Democra
cies alter their attitude toward Japan,he thought it would be more 
effective to remind them that Japan's isolation was not nearly so com
plete as appeared on the surface. The advocacy of such views could
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not have hampered, the efforts of the Government, but ought * to have 
helped them.

The sudden flaring up of public opinion in favor of the Axis 
in the summer of 1940 was solely due to the success of the German 
army on the Western Front and not to the activities of any individual 
or group.

The Y0NA1 Cabinet was succeeded by the second KONOYE Cabinet 
in July, 1940. AB an Ambassador on the waiting list without political 
connections, the accused had no knowledge about the circumstances 
attending this Cabinet change. It was believed there would be a 
reorientation of diplomatic policy during the new ministry. Having 
seen very little of KONOYE, he had no idea as to what he was contem
plating.

When MATSUOKA became Foreign Minister, he told SHIRATORI 
that he intended to effect a wholesale dismissal of senior diplomats

35048 * and suggested that SHIRATORI show the way by resigning the position
of Ambassador, offering in compensation the advisorship in the Foreign 
Office. He told the accused it was KONOYE's desire that his services 
be retained for the Foreign Office as Vice Minister, but that he had 
another man in mind. Not desiring to lend color to the gossip that 
SHIRATORI had been piqued at KONOYE’s choice of members of his official 
family, the accused accepted MATSUOKA's offer without hesitation. By 
common, though tacit, consent, his position was to be a sinecure, and 
he was never consulted on policy. Moreover, important documents and 
information were kept from him, including Exhibit 541, which contained 
the basic policy regarding the Tri-Partite Pact.

35049 * It might have been supposed that his appointment was part of a 
program for the forthcoming rapprochement with the Axis Powers, but 
MATSUOKA seemed determined that no one should share with him either 
the blame or the credit for the new diplomatic venture. In the 
negotiations with Stahmer and Ott for the Tri-Partite Pact he was 
particularly secretive. He made a point of distinguishing this pact 
from the abortive attempt of 1938-39 and refused to consult anyone 
who had anything to do with the previous negotiations, and SHIRATORI 
refrained from butting in at any stage of the affair. He had been 
adviser for one month prior to the conclusion of the pact, and when
he was first allowed to see the draft text of the treaty, it was in 
finished form in the English language. He was never told by 
MATSUOKA as to the real meaning of several articles of the pact, nor 
did he learn if there was «my secret understanding. Until they were 
read in evidence before the Tribunal, he was entirely ignorant of

35050 the * existence of many annexes and exchanged notes concerning the 
Pact.
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It was true that after the treaty was concluded SHIRATORI 
was interviewed by the Asahi Shimbun (Exhibit 2234) and thet he wrote 
a few articles on the subject (Exhibit 557-A), but these were only 
his personal interpretation and not based on official information.
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Page He wan nol conscious of putting forth any special efforts to unite the 
nation behind the pact. So unanimous was the acclamation accorded the 
pact that such efforts would have been superfluous. In MATSUOKA'* 
other diplomatic moves, the accused was even less concerned.

Toward the end of March, 1931, soon after MATSUOKA left for 
Europe, the accused became seriously ill and was unfit for any activi-

35051 ties for almost twelve months during the most critical period. * 
Since then he did not put in an appearance in the foreign Office, 
not had he seen MATSUOKA again until they were imprisoned together.
The Prosecution's charge that he with MATSUOKA advocated in July, 1941 
Japan's participation in the German-Soviet war, is entirely without 
foundation. After he returned home from the hospital in May, 1941, 
he lived a secluded life and never received visitors except a few 
personal friends.

It was true that Ott called on him in July, 1941. The visit 
was a surprise and quite informal. The accused was in a weakened 
condition and does not have a clear recollection of the interview, 
but it could not have been such as Ott's cable to Berlin suggested.
As to the other interview with Ott (Exhibit 608), he could not recall

35052 it at all. * Furthermore, the accused had a slight relapse in 
December, 1941 and was out of touch with the outside world.

These exhibits show the general character of Ott's reports, 
and the testimony, moreover, of Ott himself in the affidavit sub
mitted in the accused's defense, make unnecessary his efforts to 
refute these telegrams. SHIRATORI never occupied positions of 
responsibility in the Government during Ott's sojourn in Japan,nor 
could there have been any question of official contact between them. 
Even privately there were not on especially friendly terms, and they 
only saw each other on social occasions.

The accused denies emphatically that he furnished Ott with 
important secrets. Much of Ott's information, the accused has been 
informed, came from KONOYE's confidential secretary, OZAKI, who was

35053 * an associate of Serge, who was a Russian spy who had worked himself
into the confidence of Ott. It seemed that SHIHATORl's name was
used merely to give credit to this sort of information.

In April, 1942, the accused was elected to the Diet. As a 
recommended member, he almost automatically became a member of the 
I.R.A.P.S. and was nominated an ordinary director of that society. 
Since his health was not normal and internal politics were new to 
him, he played no role in Parliament. He was soon relieved of his
seat on the X.R.A.P.S. and resigned from the Society in 1943. He
seldom attended the Diet sessions and did not serve on any of the 
Parliamentary Committees.

SHIHATORl's connections with the Government ended when he 
resigned as Foreign Office Advisor in July, 1941 and he never held 
another official position until the end of the war. He had scarce-

35054 ly any friends * in the Government or in the Army or Navy, nor any 
source of information. He was perfectly free and Independent, with 
no brief for any group or organization.
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The accused stated ou further oral examination that he never 
received any direct communications from the then War Minister 
ITAGAKI during his tenure of office as Japanese Ambassador to Italy.
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CRCSS-EXAMINATICN by Mr. Sandusky.

* The accused stated .his prosent state of health permitted
him to understand the prosecutor's cuestions. He was stationed at Y/ashing- 
ton about four and one-half years, * spoke and read Fhpllsh. He took 
the examination for the diplomatic service one year prior to praduation 
from Tokyo Imperial, and successfully passed it.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was stated that 
between World War I and the Manchurian Affair, Japan pursued a policy of 
peace and cooperation with foreign nations, * and afterwards there was a 
departure from such policy. Regarding this, the accused explained that 
there was no desire by Japan to depart from this policy, but Japan's 
reputation in the world became unfavorable and cooperation did not progress 
The accused loyally and faithfully observed Foreign Minister SFIDEFARA's 
policy, and since SHIDEHARA neither considered the Manchurian Incident an 
act of appression nor opposed it, the accused could not say that he 
himself opposed it.

The WAKATSUKI Cabinet resigned for internal reasons, and 
SHIDEFARA also resigned. Before doinp so, * SHIRAT0RI heard from 
SHIDEFARA that so far as diplomacy was concerned, there was no need to 
quit. SHIDEHARA did not consider that diplomatic relations as they 
pertained to the Incident had become difficult. Asked if he therefore 
felt free to continue on in the Foreign Office, he replied that he was 
then nothing more than a bureau director, and there was no relation 
between the minister's resignation and the position of a bureau chief.

Where he said in his affidavit that he was admitted into the 
"inner council" of the foreign office in 1929, he was referring to a 
conference attended by the minister, vice-minister and the director 
concerned. He meant to say he was permitted to attend the meeting as 
information bureau director.

* Asked if it was true that as bureau chief he was the one who 
explained to the press and through them to the world Japan's foreign 
policy, he replied that he undertook to amplify and explain the policy 
already decided on, and within the scope of that policy, policies newly 
announced were released by his department.
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350(2 * The accused stated t^at ju3t prior to and following the
Manchurian Incident, the foreipn office received reports from its consuls 
in Manchuria and China. Asked if such information was transmitted to 
other arencies, such as the war ministry or general staff, he replied 
that this was not the work of the information bureau, but it had been the 
lonr established custom in the foreipn office that the telegraphic section 
should send teleprams concerning other ministries to them.

35O63 * Asked if there were any occasions when the foreign minister
himself directly transmitted such telegrams to the war minister or handed 
it to him, he replied it was possible that the foreipn minister should 
rive information to another in cabinet meetings, but the minister did not 
send out reports. Asked if it was the custom to transmit all reports 
received from abroad to the war ministry, he replied it depended. He 
believed that the number of documents communicatee» to other ministries was 
about half the total received.

Asked if information which would bo critical of the Kwantung 
Army would be transmitted to the War Ministry, he replied it was difficult 
to say as a matter of principle, as it all depended on the vice-minister's

35O64. discretion. * The minister did not directly concern himself in such
matters. He thought that messages transmitted to the war ministry were 
addressed to the vice-minister.

CROSS-EXAMINATION by Mr. Sandusky (continued)

Asked if he himself wrote or finally approved all foreipn office 
statements given to the press, he replied that the information board 
handled the actual business of releasing the communiques, but as to tho

35065 oontents, they were prepared by other bureaus. * From various related 
documents and telegrams from abroad, the accused had information, and by 
pivinr explanations to the press based on it was able to interpret and 
explain policy. To that extent he was in a position to interpret the 
announced policy. Asked if that put him in position to twist facts if
he desired to achieve a particular effect, he replied he supposed he could 
have if he had wanted to, but as a civil servant he had a consoience

35066 regarding this, and had no recollection of twisting matters. * He recalled 
no occasions in which he was obliged to make his conscience subserve his 
duties as a civil servant.

To the accused were read certain questions and answers from 
his interrogation. In his interrogation he had been asked if from 1931 
on he was considered a friend of the military clioue that was aggressive 
in Manchuria and China, and he had answered that he was not a friend, but 
being Japanese had to try to cast as plausible and bright a surface as 
possible on the things they had done.



35067 * ’.Then he had been asked if what he had done was to try to 
cover up and pacify the public and make them pleased with what the 
military clique had done, he replied not so much the inside public but 
the outside world. In regard to the above questions and answers, the 
accused stated that he recalled they were along that line.

35068 * All official statements of the foreign office were not alone 
made with the approval of the minister, but were made on his instructions. 
Asked if his position required him to be extremely well informed on policy 
matters, he replied that on individual problems the bureau director 
concerned would know more than the information bureau, but since the 
latter bureau read all communiques the range of their information was
far wider than of a bureau director. This position required practically

35069 daily contact with the foreign minister. * Asked if by reason of this 
position he also maintained close contact with KONOYE, KIDO, and others, 
who shaped government policy during this period, ho replied that at the 
time of the outbreak of the Manchurian Incident he met KONOYE and KIDC 
two or three times, but then they were not deciding policy. He had not 
maintained freouent contact with the men mentioned. At the time he had 
no interest regarding domestic politics, and their conversation hardly 
ever touched that topic.

35070 * Ho had no recollection about U April 1932, being invited to 
dine and discuss with HARADA and KCNCYE as to whether HIRANUMA or SAITC 
should be the next premier. Reference was made to the affidavit where it 
was stated that although foreign correspondents referred to him as the 
spokesman of the foreign office, his main business was only handing out 
news items. Asked if he meant that he was no more than a press copy boy 
for the minister, he replied he did not intend to represent himself in 
such an inferior light. In foreign nations the president or secretary of 
state is often referred to as a spokesman. In Japan it was the chief of 
the information board. He was never so referred to in Japan. Asked if 
he was suggesting that the press grossly exaggerated his importance, he 
replied It may be that since foreign correspondents had few opportunities 
to see any official other than the chief of the information board the

35070 position might have seemed * rather important to them. However, the 
position was not as important as they supposed.

Asked if at that time it was necessary for him to keep in close 
contact with the military, he replied that they possessed ouite a con
siderable amount of information regarding army activities, and there was 
no especial necessity to associate with army officers. Liaison with the 
army was carried on during the Manchurian Incident by the chief of the 
Asiatic Affairs Bureau. The accused received information from the competent 
bureau chief, and when he thought it necessary gave it to the press.
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Pare The accused was read certain ouestious and answers from his
35072 * interropaticn. V/hen he had been asked if ripht after the Manchurian 

Incident ho believed that he had rained favor with the army by his 
speakinp and writinp, he replied that ho was in favor of the army. His 
connection with the army bepan when YC3HlZ.iV/A said he could not do anythin,-" 
with the army head and wanted younper men to po to the army'3 younper men 
and find their real intentions. Foreipn Minister YC5FIZ.i7«'A saw it v/as 
cuite impossible to insist upon his own policy, apart from the army, and 
knew he had to compromise. SHIRaTCRI was made to po with other younp 
officers in the foreipn office to become a liaison instrument. This

35073 hepar his connection with the military. Ever since * SHIRATCRI's name 
became known to the people penerally as pro-military the younp officers 
in the war ministry came to the foreipn office at the bepinninp of the 
Manchurian Affair almost every other day. The;/1 came to Director of 
Asiatic Affairs TANI's office, and the accused as head of the information 
bureau attended those conferences often.

ïïhen he had been asked if it was discussed what the army 
intended to do about the expansion in Manchuria and later in China, he 
had replied that the army did not lot them know very well what they 
intended, but they wanted to know how to fipht the Geneva matter and 
answer America and those thinps especially concerned with diplomacy.

35074- Asked if those questions and answers were as read to him, * he had
replied that it seemed involved because the Enplish he used at the timo 
was not pood enouph. The passape rolatinp to YCSHIZAY.'A seemed quite 
incorrect. He did not know now what he had exactly said, but he had the

35076 impression that the contents were vapue and incoherent. * He did 
recollect that the prosecutor asked him at the timo about people sayinp 
he was pro-military, and ha did make an explanation in repl„.

In his affidavit he had referred to the birth of Manchukuo 
with its "Utopian" propram. Asked if he considered at that time it to 
be utopian, he replied it was in the early stapes and the various views

35077 repardinp Manchukuo were idealistic. * The accused apreed with the 
propram in Manchukuo in part, and approved of it in part. He had stated 
that the press did not respond to the appeal of the information bureau 
for mobilization of opinion for peaceful adjustment. This appeal was to 
cooperate with the foreipn office policy. Asked if he instituted a policy 
to keep statements to the press free from inflammatory tone, he replied 
that Japanese newspapers were not as obedient as is penorally thoupht and 
disliked outside interference. Therefore he made no such request.

Asked if he issued any releases critical of the Manchurian 
Incident, he replied that some téleprams were received which it would not

35078 be to Japan’s advantape to publish abroad. * It was his policy to pive 
both pood and bad news to both the domestic and foreipn press, and there 
were times when he did so to the extent that he was reprimanded.
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lfi£S He didn't recall Ambassador Grew protesting his distortion of
news which led to inflammatory press articles, but did remember that any 
time an article unfavorable to the U. S. appeared in the Japanese press 
the U. S. Embassy thought they were inspired by the information bureau.
This was because their realisation of the actual position of the Japanese 
press was insufficient. Asked if the press added anything to the information 
he pave then, he replied that oven if no new facts were added, an entirely 
different construction could be riven on the same press release.

35079 * Asked if it was not true that SHIRATORI wanted to remove him 
from his post because he took action independently of his superiors, he 
admitted that as an official he mipht have been rather indiscreet and 
SHIRATORI mipht have thought so too, but he never thought SHIRATORI was so

35080 dissatisfied that he wanted to remove him. * The accused had no remember- 
ance of opposing the policy of SHIRATORI's successor, YCSHIZAVA.

Asked if he did not, about 21 February, 1932, ask KCNCYE to 
influence the premier to dismiss YOSHIZAY/A, ho replied that the premier 
then was IHUKAI and YDSHIZAWA was his son-in-law, and it was hardly 
possible that INUKAI would be urged to do this. KONCYE at that time was

35081 not in a position to exert such influence. * The accused never felt 
dissatisfaction toward YCSHIZAV/A, and didn't think he did what had been 
suggested.

It was not true that by May of 1932 he was widely known as an 
advocate of Japan's withdrawal from the League of Nations. The accused 
was asked if in May 1932, he told HARADA that Japan was unable to stay 
in the league after the Manchurian Incident, and Japan wanted the under
standing of the big powers, but it was not necessary to remain in the

35082 league. * It was unreasonable for small] European nations to try to 
restrain Japan, which could take an independent stand if she negotiated 
directly with England, France, and the tl. 53. Concerning those purported 
statements to HARADA, the accused stated he had never said them.

Asked if in October 1932 he was appointed a member of a committee 
entitled "Committee for Drafting the Protest to the Iytton Report", he 
replied that no such committee was ever created for this, but he did take 
part in draftinp the reply to the lytton report. Vice-Minister ARITA,
Chief of the Asiatic Pureau TANI, Chief of the First Section of that 
bureau MCRISHIMA, and the accused did take part in drafting the reply,

35083 but there was no special committee. * The protest to the iytton 
Committee was a detailed justification of Japan's action in Manchuria.

Asked if in September 1932, ho considered Y/ar Minister ARAKI a 
fellow faithfu] votary of SHIDEHARA's conciliation diplomacy, he replied 
that when he referred to himself as a votary of this policy he was speaking 
of himself as a foreign office official, and did not inten:! to include 
high government officials. He believed ARAKI did agree with that policy, 
but could hardly say he agreed with it entirely.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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fare In September, 193?» be did not suppest to HARaDA that ARAKI be
made premier. He did not arpue for ARAKI's appointment on the prounds

3508A that the Japanese excbanpe rate was droppinp because she did not have a
stronp povernment; end the best policy would be to have ARAKI representinp 
the militarists become premier and proceed on an unwaverinp propram for 
five or six years. The accused never harbored such thouphts.

He considered his release from the post as chief of the information 
bureau a routine promotion, and was never told it was changed at the 
request of various ministers and ambassadors. He did not attempt to bargain 
with Foreipn Minister UCHIDA conceminp the transfer. Asked if he said he 
would accept a post as minister abroad if Vice-Minister ARITA were sent out 
of the foreipn office, he replied that there may have been rumors then that

35085 he and ARITA had quarreled, but this was not true. * Asked if when ARITA 
refused to po to England and resigned instead if the accused did not 
consent to po abroad as minister if the foreign office policy is not 
changed, he replied it was out of the question for bureau chiefs or 
ministers to make such demands, and he had never done it.

Asked if he became minister to Scandinavia within a month or two 
of Hitler's domination of Germany, he replied he did not know when Hitler 
seised power, but he became minister to Scandinavia in June 1933. During 
his three years in Scandinavia he went to Perlin four or five times, but 
didn't recall whether it was during this time that the anti-Comintern Fact 
was beinr negotiated. The only time ha met OSKIMA was at banquets, and

35086 * he didn't recall discussing the anti-Comintern Fact with him. He never 
met Hitler or Ribbentrop durinp these visits.

Asked if he was widely accredited in Japan as one of the framers 
of the anti-Comintern Fact, he replied he didn't think it was reported 
that he was connected with the conclusion of the Fact. An American 
journalist named Wilfrid Finisher was one of the correspondents he knew 
best while in the information bureau. Asked if he recalled discussing 
the anti-Comintern Fact with Fleisher after returning from Sweden, he 
replied he had forgotten whether Fleisher was in Tokyo when he had returned 
and had forgotten whether he had discussed such matters with him. Asked

35087 * if when Fleisher asked him what part he had played in the negotiations 
he had replied that he was a "second-line soldier", the accused replied 
he had never said such a thing.

When he said in his affidavit that he knew no more about the 
China War than an ordinary newspaper reader, he meant by that that he had 
nothinp to do with the China Incident. He had received on 29 April 19A0, 
the decoration of the Double Rays of the Rising Sun for his services in 
the China Affair. All in povernment service then received such decorations,

35088 and since he had been an ambassador * and adviser he thought that was 
what he received it for.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY CF THE RECORD Rare 5711
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Pare Asked if he was in favor or apninst fho China Affair, he replied
he wanted it settled as quickly as possible, but as to whether he was for 
or apainst it, sineo it had already berun he didn't think he could use 
either expression appropriately. Arked if he ever did anythinp in a 
positive way to object to continued military action in China, he replied 
that actually the Incident v/as a war, and since Japanese could not openly 
oppose it they could at least hope for its quick settlement and work for 
that end, and that vas what he hoped.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it * as stated that
35089 SHIRATCRI was reluctant to po to Italy as ambassador, and * at first 

declined. Asked if in view of the increased relations between Japan and 
Italy this was a definite promotion, he replied it was a natural promotion. 
The reason he had declined was t^at he wanted to remain in Japan and work 
for the settlement of the China Incident. Asked if the connections 
between Italy and Japan had not become quite close, he replied that Italy 
had joined the anti-Comintern Fact, but the Japanese considered Italy 
quite remote and unrelated to them. re did not believe that it would 
necessarily follow that the withdrawal of Germany and Italy from the 
leapue of Nations cemented the bond a little more closely.

35090 * He thoupht that in March, 1938, Italy sent a poodwill mission 
tc Japan, and three months later an Italian Economic Mission arrived in 
Tokyo. Asked if in spite of the attractiveness of the Ambassadorship to 
Italy he continued to refuse it until he was told of a possibility of
a treaty strorpthoninp the three power alliance, he renlied that he 
accepted because he could see that even from Italy he would be ahlo to

35091 contribute to solvinp the China Affair. * He did po to Italy because he 
learned of the possibility of nepotiatinp an alliance with Italy and
Cermany.

35092 * It was true that when the possibility of concludinp such a 
treaty v/as defeated for the time beinp by the Russo-German pact, he 
immediately reruested his recall to Tokyo. Asked if immediately on his 
return to Tokyo in October 1939, ho issued a statement in favor of the 
old alliance policy even thouph nepotiations had fallen throuph, he 
replied he didn't take any formal, action such as issuinp a statement, but 
did talk to newspaper reporters to that effect. He didn't recall apolo- 
pizinp to the press for the German action in concludinp the pact with

35093 Russia. * At that time there may have been considerable enmity toward 
Germany for concludinp the pact.

Reference v/as made to the affidavit where it was stated that 
he didn't discuss the alliance v/ith Foreipn Minister UGa KI or his 
successor ARITa . Asked if it v/as not true that KCNCY5 was foreipn 
minister for about one month before ARITA took office, he replied that 
that was so in form, but actually it amounted to there beinp no foreipn 
minister for about one month after UGAKI's resipnation.
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I are When the accused asked Iff NC YE* s advice on assuming the ambassador
ship, he did discuss the alliance, but cn no other occasion. Asked if his 
reason for discussing the alliance with UGAKI or ARITA was that he knew 
their views on the alliance did not coincide with his own, he replied that 
ho did not consider them to be different.

35C9A * Reference was made tc the affidavit where he stated that high
officials in the foreipn ministry were loft entirely in the dark about 
nerotiations. Regarding this, the problem was not still officially taken 
up by the povernment, and the foreipn minister did not tell the vice- 
minister and subordinates about it. He believed the related documents 
were in the hands of KCNOYE, who had copies of reports submitted to the

35095 army by Military Attache CSHIMA. * The oripinal proposal repardinp the 
alliance cams from military channels.

He first became accuainted with Ctt at an Italian Embassy 
luncheon prior to departinp for Rome, and he didn't recall havinp any

35096 special conversations with him. * It was not true that Ctt used SHIRATCRI's 
pood offices to influence KCNCYE to come out with a more open expression
of solidarity with Germany in the European crisis over the Czechoslovakian

35097 situation. * He did not hear that, KCNCYE, on 1 Cctober 1938, sent a 
telepram to Hitler on the success of his dismembering Czechoslovakia.

The accused didn't think that he himself had been advocating for 
some time previous to Aupust, 1938, a closer alignment with the Axis.
He didn't recall sayinp to HARADA about A January, 1937, that he wanted 
an alliance with Germany to check Russia. In his letter to ARITA he had 
stated that there was no special necessity of reachinp any understandinp 
because Japan and Germany were in the same position.

Asked if the stern attitude of Enpland and the U. S. toward 
the Japanese advance in China led him later in 1937 to conclude that the 
democracies were the main obstacle to tne realization of Japan's contin-

35098 entai policy, he replied * that the contrary was true. It was his con
tention that if Japan's continental policy was to be pressed through to 
success and understood, the cooperation of the U. S. and Britain was 
essential.

He didn't recall writing an article in "Contemporary Japan" In 
March 1938, that Germany, Italy, and Japan would onlarpe the scope of the 
Pact so it would bo directed also against the democracies if they 
continued to obstruct the "have-not" nations. Vben shown a document, he 
identified it as a collection of speeches and articles by himself

- entitled "The Ape of ïïar". This collection was handled by MISHIMA, the
5^99 witness who had appeared for him, * and he pave it to MISHIMA at his 

reouost.
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He thoupht the book actually was published in the sprinp of 
I94I. On one pape there was an article entitled "Fascism vs Popular 
Fronts", and in it was an article which was reprinted from the March 
1938 issue of "Contemporary Japan".

35100 * Exhibit 3596-A, an excerpt from the book "The Ape of War", 
was received in evidence.

35101 * Asked if before he went to Rome he wrote in October, 1937, an 
article in which he heralded totalitarianism as tbe future dominant 
political philosophy, he replied he didn't recall, but may have. When

^ handed a document, he conceded that in it was an article entitled
P "The Fundamental Sipnificance of our Continental Policy", and that it

was a reprint from the October 1937 issue of the mapazine "Kaizo".

35103 * In Exhibit 3596-B, a further excerpt fron, the book, "The Age 
of War," SHIRATOHI stated that with the outbreak of the Manchurian In
cident there arose a new spiritual movement in Japan, agitating national 
thought and leading to untoward incidents. This movement was closely 
bound up with Japan's military campaign in Asia. The followers of the 
movement were regarded as being inclined to fascism. Whether they were 
or not, their ideas had something in common with the new political 
philosophy of Germany in that they believed in totalitarianism and de-

36103 nounced Communism, democracy and other materialistic idealogies. *
The difference was that the movement in Japan emphasized the unique 
national character and refused to follow European and American ways.
In political theory and practice, liberalism and democracy based on 
individualism were becoming outworn and the new trend of nationalism 
and racialism seemed to be destined to continue developing, and

" tomorrow's political philosophy would probably be exclusively totali
tarian. The new age was dawning and SHIRATORI saw no reason why 
Japanese thinkers should cling to outworn thought. It was not a 
creditable matter that there was no marked progress in the people's 
thought to keep pace with their continental policy.

35104 * Criticism of democratic countries against totalitarian 
states originated not so much in political philosophy »« in the fact 
that the latter were "have-nots" and were compelled tc adopt ex
pansionist policies. Therefore, general condemnation of totalitarian 
states was not just. Future peace did not depend, as Roosevelt said, 
on the growth and diffusion of democracy, but rather on how well 
democracies understood fascism and totalitarianism. Japan, Germany and 
Italy had concluded an Anti-Comintern Pact with the sole aim of common 
defense against the Comintern. It was only by chance that the three

35106 powere * without natural resources were obliged to seize every 
opportunity to expand. It was understandable that this should cause 
apprehension on the part of the "have" nations, but it was difficult 
to understand that democracies, despite the absence of any threat of 
attack, should place a false construction on the intent’oi.*> of the 
"have-note" and attempt to check their activities.
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35106 * The accused was asked if within six months he did not go 
further in another article and argue that totalitarianism was identi
cal with Japan's national policy, and he stated that the two essays 
referred to refreshed his memory. In those days his interpretation 
of totalitarianism was different from that ordinarily given in the 
West and he regarded it as being close to Japanese fundamental 
character. He did not recall writing another article identifying 
totalitarianism with Japan's national policy*

An excerpt was read from Exhibit 359C-A, in which he stated 
that in Japan the tide had turned against liberalism and democracy.

35107 * Those who saw in Parliament the real center of power had been re
jected and the country was becoming totalitarian, and this had been 
the fundamental policy of Japan's national life for thirty centuries. 
Government was a necessary evil and its ideal should be anarchy. Ac
cording to totalitarianism philosophy, a nation was a tree with 
branches carrying out their own functions, unable to live apart from 
the whole. Japan has had no other principle since the beginning of

35108 her history, * and this principle was to the Japanese eternal and 
immutable.

The accused stated that he had no recollection of going to 
Rome prepared and determined to promote a treaty to serve as a 
basis for joint alms. Reference was made to his affidavit where he 
stated that he was not appointed to Rome to negotiate an alliance, 
and he was asked if he meant to deny that his personal reason for 
going there was to work for it. In reply he stated that this was 
the intention of KONOYE and himself at the time.

35109 Aside from the question of whether * such a pact could 
be concluded, the fact of Japan on one hand and Germany and Italy 
on the other being brought into close relationship, might cause the 
U.S. and Britain to reconsider their position and force them to 
take a more favorable attitude, and perhaps act as mediator in the 
China affair. He did not go to Rome to get a military alliance.

In his affidavit he stated that the text of the treaty at
35110 an early stage was weak and harmless, * and he was asked if he

meant that this was the type of agreement he personally wanted.
35111 * He replied he did not go to Italy to bring about a specific form

of treaty. The draft agreed on was the type which he himself de
sired, but he did not Intend to advocate a specific form. His 

' desire was that it would be satisfactory if a treaty could be con
cluded along the lines already proposed by Japan, stating on one 
hand the desire to conclude a treaty, but on the other to advance

35112 * reservations. A treaty was, in his estimate, a disgrace on Japan's
part.

The accused stated that he knew that Japan was going to 
make terms with Britain on the basis of concessions offered in the 
Tientsin affair. He thought the matter was brought up in 1939
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35113 after negotiations were underway * between Japan, Germany and Italy.

Asked if he meant that he opposed or encouraged AR1TA to 
pursue the possibility for peaceful negotiations, he replied that it 
was ARlTA's duty to bring about a rapprochement between Japan, the 
U. S. and Great Britain, and it was SHIRATORI's task to facilitate 
an alliance between Japan, Germany and Italy. Although it appeared 
that these were two opoosite movements, he believed the work he was 
doing facilitated ARITA'n work, and he prayed for ARlTA's success.

35114 * He did not recall sending two cables in early 1939 in con
nection with this matter. When it was suggested to him that they 
were sent to the Foreign Minister when word came to the accused of 
anti-British feeling after the Tientsin Incident, he replied that 
he was quite sure such information had been received, but did not 
recall sending telegrams about it.

35115 From Exhibit 2234, one of the telegrams referred to, it was 
stated that in order to establish a new order in China, they must 
first drive out the old order represented by Britain, therefore, he 
believed Japan should conclude a treaty with Germany and Italy in 
opposition to Britain and France. After being read this telegram,

35116 the accused stated he did not recall having se.nl it. * He had 
never thought that the main purpose of the alliance was to intimi
date the U.S. from making any movement in Europo or the Far East, 
nor did he recall anyone saying such a thing.

Asked what the reservations and disagreements were between 
himself and his Government in regard to the treaty, he replied he 
thought they were, first, that in case an attack wart made by Britain 
and France, Japan would not be able to give substantial aid; and 
second, that in concluding the treaty, Japan would like to explain 
to Britain and France that the pact aimed only at the U.S.S.R,, The 
point of disagreement was that Japan to the last insisted that the 
reservations be written, whereas, Germany and Italy insisted on an

35117 oral understanding. • The accused favored the German \riew that 
an oral understanding was sufficient.

According to his affidavit, he felt there was no da.uger in 
a pact with Germany because it could be invoked by her alone in case 
of an attack, and he felt it was extremely unlikely that an aggression

35118 would be started by England or France. * He held this belief to the 
end of the negotiations.

Asked if at that time the Danzig issue had taken shape, he 
replied that the negotiations ended the latter part of May or the 
first of June, and he did not recall when the Danzig issue came 
to the fore. Asked if the negotiations did not continue until the 
conclusion of the Non-Aggression Pact in August, he replied he 
thought not. He read of the Danzig affair in the newspapers and 
did not think that Germany was necessarily an aggressor nation.
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35119 *Rather than advocate an alliance with Germany following the outbreak 
of war in Europe, the accused pointed out that ae a result of the 
Non-Aggression Fact, the possibility presented Itself to extend any 
pact to Include the Soviet also*

35121 * In hie affidavit he had referred to Exhibit 2232, a telegram 
by the German Ambassador in Rome dated 2 September 1939. Asked if
he was not Informed by Ambassador Mackenson on 4 September in response 
to SHIRATORl'8 request to see Rlbbentrop that he had been willing to 
see him in Berlin, and he replied that his recollection was that the 
facts were to the contrary, for he did not inform Mackenson about 
9 September that he had discarded the idea of returning via Siberia 
and that he would convey through OSHXMA the matters which he had 
planned to present to Rlbbentrop himself* Xt was not true that he 
wanted to submit to Ribbentrop that he should make some statement 
that he would be willing to influence Russia to disassociate herself 
from China.

35122 * He did not ask Ott to obtain that sort of declaration from 
Ribbentrop in his first conference with Ott after returning to Japan. 
After his recovery he did not contact Ott to advise him of Japan's 
trends. About 18 August 1941 he did not have a conference with Ott 
advising him on the good and bad points of the newly appointed 
Vice-Foreign Minister AMAU.

He, together with OSHIMA, at the end of January, 1941, did 
not tell Ott that they thought Japan should ask for Germany's 
recognition of the Wang Ghing-wel Regime, nor had they so advised 
MATSUOKA.

When he stated in his affidavit that the fall of the YONAI
35123 Cabinet * was considered Inevitable in view of the changed 

situation, he meant that the situation had changed because of 
Hitler's military successes. After returning from Italy, he did not 
oppose the policy of the YONAI-ARITA Cabinet, but might have ex
pressed opinions contrary to it. He did not recall expressing an 
opinion calling for a Cabinet change about 18 June 1940, at a 
meeting of the League for the Sacred War. He did not recall stat
ing there that he entertained no hope for reorienting Japan's foreign 
policy as long as the Cabinet was composed of men who opposed the 
military alliance of Japan, Germany and Italy.

35124 * He did not recall Ott telling him then that Rlbbentrop had 
cabled him to investigate and report on SHIRATORZ's state of health.

35125 * He did not recall in March, 1941 publicly stating that Japan, on the
basis of the Trl-Partite Pact, would inevitably become involved in 
a European war if it continued for some period. He recalled an 
occasion in which he stated that such Inevitability was nothing to 
be upset about as the country was well prepared. Asked if on 
another occasion he stated similar views on Asia Renovation Day in
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March, 1941, he replied that the magazine "Contemporary Japan" printed 
the English translation of the address and he learned about it for

35126 the first time 41 at Sugamo.

35127 * Exhibit 3597-A, an excerpt from a book entitled "Radio Lec
tures and Speeches," quoting a speech of SHIRATORI in which he stated 
that the European war had every prospect of developing into a pro
tracted world war lasting ten or twenty years, and Japan would in
evitably become involved. This was clear enough from the letter of the 
Tripartite Pact. Such eventuality may be considered an expansion of 
the China Affair. This prospect would be a source of intense appre
hension to many people and efforts would come to curb the progress of 
events, but this would prove fruitless. All great changes in human
thought had resulted from long periods of struggle. When this long-

35128 * term world war does come, Japan should not be uselessly upset but she
should put right her internal conditions to cope with the Impending 
world cataclysm.

When shown another article in the book, he conceded there 
was an article in it entitled, "World War and the New World."

35130 Exhibit 3598, the above article identified by the accused, 
stated that if America poured her immense manpower and resources 
into the war, it would cover a long period of time, but if one took 
this to mean the collapse of the culture of mankind, he did not 
understand the real significance of the war. Liberalism was the 
cause of the current turmoil. The destruction of human lives and 
materials was unavoidable, and this was neither the destruction of 
civilization nor the collapse of culture. It was nothing but a 
sacrifice for the sake of the brilliant birth of a new culture.
Mankind in effecting any great change had always to undergo long 
periods of such destructions. It was natural that America would 
eventually become involved in the war, but this might be necessary

35131 for the ihterest of the world and of America herself, *because this 
was the only way that a change in history and a regeneration of the 
world could become possible.

When shown his book, "The Age of War," he identified the 
article entitled, "Japan’s Position as Regards a Southward Advance," 
dated 3 February 1941.

35132 * Exhibit 3599, the article so identified, stated that Japan 
was confronted with a crisis, which was said to be the greatest 
since the founding of the Empire. He could not agree that it was 
a time of national crisis and a dangerous time. He believes Japan 
was facing the most favorable time to make a great leap. The people 
most feared that national power had weakened as a result of the 
China Incident, added to which relations with the foreign powers 
were extremely delicate, and they might next have to wage war against

50133 Britain and the U.S.,and also Russia * could not be relied on.
Such people thought that the shortage of commodities and the weaken-
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ing of the national power, plue delicate foreign relations caused 
Japan to be confronted with a greet crisis, though SHIRATORl thought 
they ought not to be too optimistic, but also not necessarily appre
hensive if the conditions of other countries were studied and com
pared with Japan.

Asked if in his speeches and writings he did not minimize 
the Importance of treaties that stood In the way of realization of 
the program, he replied that he did not recall anything which indi
cated disregard of the value of treaties.

35134 * To the accused was quoted an excerpt from Exhibit 3596-A 
in which he had stated that a treaty once signed by a "have-not" 
nation through temporary weakness was considered sacred and its 
observance was insisted upon with the inexorableness of a Shylock 
demanding his pound of flesh. The accused stated that he recalled 
stating something to that effect. He did not recall even before
this deciding that the New Order In East Asia could not be accomplish
ed within the framework of international standards of conduct.

To the accused was quoted from Exhibit 3596-B an excerpt in 
which it was stated that they had noticed how unprepared they were 
spiritually at the time of the Manchurian Affair. The six elapsed 
years had largely been wasted and when hostilities arose in North 
China, the Japanese nation had nothing to offer but such old jargon 
as the right of self defense or vested interests, or punisnmenL of

35135 outrageous China. In the face of wonted * criticism in the Western 
press, the Government Bent special missions abroad to express Japan's 
case. It was fundamentally mistaken to explain Japan's action in 
the light of Western views or within the scope of law and treaties 
only. If they followed Western ways of thinking, they had to obey 
Western rules of conduct and plead guilty where Western public opin
ion blamed them. The accused stated that he had a recollection
of writing the above.

35136 * REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. CAUDLE

35137 * To the accused was quoted a part of an answer in his inter-
35138 rogation in which he stated that*there began his connection with the 

Army people, and the papers said that they acquiesced in the Foreign 
Office policy but that wus not the case. Asked if he meant by that 
if the press were insinuating that the Foreign Office acquiesced in 
the policy of the Army, he replied, yes,he thought so.

35139 None of his articles or speeches were ever sponsored by the 
Government, or sanctioned by it.

35140 By his meaning of the word totalitarianism he meant a 
philosophy which could be regarded as opposed to Individualism.
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* Asked to explain his part in the drafting of the reply to 
the Iytton Report, he stated his work ras to put into Japanese the draft 
reply prepared in English by Dr. Raty, an ^glish adviser to the foreign 
office. The accused had no part in the actual formulation of the 
document.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION by Mr. Brooks,
Counsel for MINAMI.

Reference was made to his examination (transcript 35082) in 
v:hich when asked if it was not true that in October 1932 ho was appointed 
to a committee entitled "Committee for Drafting the Tretest to the 
lytton Report" to which he had replied that no such committee was ever 
created, but he did take part in drafting the Japanese reply. From his 
last answer it could be inferred that the original draft was not prepared 
by him, and was prepared in English by other personnel.

* Exhibit 3427-A, he thought, was a pamphlet published by the 
foreign office based on the original of the Japanese reply. He identified 
a document handed him as an official document of the League of Nations.
In the lower corner was an official stamp. * From a perusal of it, he 
didn't think there was any mistake about its being official, and the 
subject matter in it covered the reply verbatim that he took part in 
drafting from English to Japanese.

At the time of the WAKATSUKI Cabinet, the accused was in the 
foreign office. SPIDEHARA was foreign minister and KINAMI was war minister. 
Asked if in preparing this reply he ran on to any comments as to instruc
tions by Japanese officials forbidding the participation * by Japanese 
any attempts to establish a new political authority in Manchuria, he replied 
he believed such instructions wore incorporated in the reply. He didn't 
recall the dates of such instructions. He thought that about 26 September 
they were issued.
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35155- * OPENING STATEMENT RY Dr. TAKAYANAGI.
35158
35159 Exhibit 3601, the affidavit of INCUE, Saburo, stated * that 

since childhood he had had close association with KIDO and KCNCYS, as 
well as Raron UARADA, and durinp his army service he contracted close 
friendship with the accused SUZUKI, often inviting the above persons to 
his home.

The affiant was informed about a projected coup d'etat of the 
March Incident some time after its disclosure, and he believed that 
SUZUKI's admonitions to the insurgents had been a patent factor in 
checking the incident, and he once told HARADA this. Around August and 
September 1933, rumors of the March Incident began to spread, and there 
was an increased tendency among young officers to discuss not only 
politics but also openly advocate national renovation by force.

35161 * From what he was told by KIEC, HARADA, the lord Keeper 
MAKING and SAICNJI, the Elder Statesmen were most worried about these 
unlawful movements. To smooth the way for sound parliamentary government, 
they ordered KIDO and HARADA to discuss with moderate officers to study 
methods of maintaining army discipline. It was probably for this reason 
that when KIDO, PARADA, and SUZUKI met at the affiant's home, KIDC and 
HARADA put questions to SUZUKI and the affiant about army affairs. These 
meetings were not for any political purpose, but were social gatherings
in which politics were incidentally discussed.

I
35162 * Exhibit 3602, the affidavit of KAMEYAMA, Koichi, stated that 

the affiant was director of the third division of the planning board from 
Ncvomber 1941 to July 1943. The board had no authority in the management 
of POïïs, and did not formulate any principles for their transfer and 
employment.

He had been shown exhibit 1971-A, an abstract from the Foreign
35163 Affairs Monthly Report for September 1942. * The first paragraph of it

deviated from actual facts, and he had no knowledge of the facts in the 
second paragraph. The actual situation in relation to the conference
of 15 August 1942 was that early that month, one of the affiant's subord
inates in the planning board got a request by the FOW Information ^ureau 
herein it was stated that the War Ministry had decided that some PCïïs 
detained in the southern region be transferred to Japan for employment 
in industries. The Information Rureau wanted to give an explanation on 
this to other ministries, and reouested the Hoard convene a meeting of 
ministry representatives so that a war ministry officer could explain 
the matter.
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35165-
3516P

35169

35170

35171

7/hen ministry officials met, the planninr board freo.uently 
lent its conference rooms for this purpose and offered its services.
* A subordinate therefore consented to this reouost. The five prin
ciples in paragraph 1 of exhibit 1971-A were presumably read by the 
war ministry officials. The moetinp was decidedly not under planninp 
board auspices. The affiant pave his approval to the loan of the 
conference room, but did not notify the president or vice-president of 
such routine matters. The Foreign Affairs Monthly Report was not 
distributed to the planninr board.

* Exhibits 3603, 3 6O3 -A, and 3603-B, tho names of control 
associations and their competent authorities regulated by the Act of 
Crpanizations, were received in evidence to show that the planninp 
board had no jurisdiction over these ministries.

* Exhibit 3604, the affidavit of Prince HIGASHIKUNI, Naruhiko, 
stated that on the eveninp of 15 October 1941 > Tremier KDNCYE called on 
the affiant, askinp him to head the next cabinet; and early the next 
morninp SUZUKI, the planninp board president, told him that he had been 
directed by KCNOYE to explain to the affiant the condition of national 
strength so it might be taken into account by him in case he formed tho 
next cabinet. * Recently, elements clamorinp for the discontinuance of 
U. S.-Japanese nepotiations and the commencing of war against them were 
in the ascendant, but it was incumbent upon them to do their utmost to 
avoid the war in view of national strength. Considering the navy's 
negative attitude, it must be declared highly dangerous that army people 
should be urpinp war, for the navy had to bear the brunt. Since KCNOYE 
was a mere subject, it was beyond his power to evade war, and there was 
no alternative but to rely on the Prince's prestige and influence.
SUZUKI bepped permission to explain the state of national strenpth to 
the affiant.

He then explained the matter on the basis of rolevant figures, 
and added $hat both he and KCNOYE solicited the affiant to form a 
cabinet. * However, on the evening of that same day, KCNOYE wrote him 
that tho ouestion of the cabinet resignation and the consequent cabinet 
formation by the affiant had been shelved. The affiant had urged 
KCNCYE on 3 August and 5 September, and also TOJO on 7 September, that 
they do their best to bring the negotiations to a successful conclusion. 
He presumed therefore that both had a full understanding of his attitude 
toward the problem.
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Dare DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SUZUKI, Teiichi,
by Mr. Levin.

35172 * The accused identified and verified exhibit 3605 as his
35173 affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the accused was born 1888, and
35174 was rrnduated from the Military Academy, * and held various military 

posts from that time in China, and had studied Chinese affairs in 
Shgnahai. On.10 December 1929, he was for the second time appointed 
Assistant Military Attache to the Deration in Peking. In January,
1931, he was attached to the Military Affairs Bureau; in August, 1933» 
he became chief of the intelligence corps of the war ministry; 15 March, 
1934, chief secretaiy of the research section of the army staff college 
and an instructor in military science; in May 1935, an investigator
to cabinet bureau investigation; Aupust, 1936, repional commander of 
the 14th infantry repiment stationed in Manchuri^; November, 1937, was 
attached to the léth home division in Kyoto; in April, 1938, chief of

35175 staff of the 3rd army stationed * in Manchuria; 16 December, 1938, 
chief of the political section of the China Affairs Board. On 4 April 
I9 4I, he retired from military service and became minister without 
portfolio and concurrently president of the planninp board in the 
second and third KCNOYE Cabinet, until he resigned on 8 October 1943.

Certain things had influenced his career and political ideas.
1, his professional military traininr had made him mainly interested in 
problems of national defense. It caused him to have high regard for 
the traditions of army discipline, and it instilled in him a spirit of 
self-sacrifice. 2, his studies in financial and economic affairs in

35176 the finance ministry in 1919 * aroused a lively interest in national 
economy, and this interest was intensified when he war. a cabinet 
investigator. These experiences enlarged his vision, and taught him to 
look at problems of national defense not in themselves alone, but in 
the texture of the entire national life. 3, his sojourn In England in 
1929 taught him to look at his country objectively and made him realize

35177 his people’s shortcomings. 4, his frecuont * contact with China afforded 
him ample opportunity to become acquainted with the Chinese and cultivate 
their friendship. In January 1927, ho was sent as a liaison officer by 
V/ar Minister UCAKI to meet Chianp Kai-shek. SUZUKI learned from him
his ideas and aspirations, and his sympathy for the nationalist movement '

35178 was intensified. * He was later assigned the task r.' assisting the 
supervision and guidance of Chinese military students. All these 
experiences deepened his understanding and friendly attitude toward the 
Chinese. Ue was convinced that their aspirations for recovery of 
China's national rights would bo realized in due course and that Japan 
should cooperate and assist the new China represented by the nationalist 
party.
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The course of events in Sino-Japanose relations ran contrary 
to what he had hoped, but his views on China's destiny did not suffer 
a change. He had read an affidavit of Mr. Hu Lin (Ex. 3606) in his 
behalf, and he was glad to know that one of his Chinese ^rionds under
stood him thoroughly even now.
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35122 * Exhibit 3 6O6 , the affidavit of Hu Tin, stated that he was
presently a Chinese publisher and had been a deaerate to the U. N.

3518.? Conference in San Francisco. * He had been personally acquainted with 
SUZUKI for almost 25 years, and as a publisher had been familiar with 
Sino-Japanese relations. Ho met SUZUKI in 19^7, and discovered him to 
be a scholar, thouph soldier by profession. He sympathized with the 
Kuomintanp, and advocated that Japan should help brinr cooperation 
between Chianp Kai-shek and Chanr Hsueh-lianp.

He met SUZUKI arain in 1935, when Sino-Jayanese relations 
were pettinp worse, but SUZUKI still advocated cooperation. After the 
outbreak of the China War in 1937, his relations with Japanese friends 

3 5 I8 4. were cut off. * The affiant knew that SUZUKI durinp the war had been 
president of the planninp board and a member of tho cabinet without 
portfolio.

3 5 I8 5 x The affidavit continued, and the accused SUZUKI stated
that lastly, not only was his view of politics deeply influenced bxvt 
the last phase of his career as a civilian administrator and statesman 
was determined by frequent contacts with KCNCYI. KIDC, and HARADA.
Amonp his seniors in the army were INCUR, SaHirc, and their relationship 

3 5 1 had bepun as early as 1919. INCUR was of moderate views, * and on 
intimate terms with KC'NCYR, KIDC, and HARiiDA. Thus, when SUZUKI was 
invited by INOUE he had an opportunity to meet those three, with whom 
he also became intimate. KIIX and HARa DA often asked him about 
internal army conditions, and after July 1Q3I seemed especially inter
ested to obtain such information. There »-ad b«en various rumors 
concerning the Parch affair, and SaTCFJI and lord Keeper MAKINC, to 
whom HARaDa and KIDC were secretaries, were seriously concerned over 
the rumored subversive activities of army officers, and directed the 
secretaries to obtain information. SUZUKI therefore used to tell 
HrtRADA and KIDC frankly v.hat he knew.

35127 * KCnC YE, HARADA, and KIDC were ardent admirers of S.iIC'NJI’s
liberalism, and their political views exerted influence on SUZUKI.
Durinp J 9 3 ( to 1932, while in I'anchuria and at Kyoto, their contact 
was suspended for a time, but in September, 1938, when the accused was 
removed to Tokyo to assume work in the China Affairs Poxrd, the contacts 
were resumed. It was chiefly his friendship with KONCYE that made him 
five up his military career in April 1941. E-rordinr his views on 
international political affairs, he felt much sympathy for the Chinese 
Nationalist f.’ovoraont, and his observation of Chinese affairs convinced 
him that the pradual awakoninp of the Chinese would caus<-> the recovery 

35188 * of her national riphts. It was his basic conception that Japan
should brinp order to vast Asia by assisting and cooperatirp with the 
Few China represented by the Nationalist Party on equal terms.
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Regarding the Soviet Union, he thought the Russian people 
v/ere perfectly free to live under any government they chose, although 
a dictatorial and totalitarian government was not palatable to him. 
However, he felt no small disquietude over those activities which aided 
and abetted sTibversive and revolutionary movements in East Asia, 
especially Japan. Those aspects of the Japanese communist movement 
v/hich advocated the abolition of the T}nperor system by revolutionary 
methods and which discouraged all religion v/ere especially abhorrent.

Cn the other hand, for preventing the communistic revolution 
in Japan, he considered it essential that Japanese statesmen adopt 
measures so that the people's livelihood should be more adeouately 
guaranteed.
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35189 • He was aware from history that war between major powere would 

bring national disaster and believed that war between Japan and the Soviet, 
should be avoided. For peace between the two he believed it indispensable 
that the Soviet cease to support the Third International in the Far East 
and that the arms competition be terminated. It wnB his theory that to 
stop mutual distrust, non-aggression treaties were not enough, but it was 
necessary for both to express sincerity by such measures as withdrawal by 
Japan of troops in Manchuria and by the Soviet of troops east of Baikal. 
However, he had to recognize that hie ideas could not readily be"'re'f?l:i'zed 
and that so long as the Soviet increased her armament in the Far East,
Japan must also.

35190 * Although Japan must make preparation for any eventuality al
though trying to avoid conflict, he was convinced Japan should keep on 
friendly terms with Britain and the United States unless attackedtv<J’rw*L'in- 
mediately menaced. He thought this could be looked 8t solely from a 
national defense standpoint, in view of the fact rhat a serious potential 
danger lay in the north. Nazi totalitarian government was not in harmony 
with his views. He strongly opposed the Triple Alliance especially'* 
since Germany was at war with Britain. He was only a Section Chief in 
the China Affairs Board and in no position officially to express such

35191 views. * However, he told his opinion about August 1940 to KONOYE’when 
he formed the Second KONOYE Cabinet, but by then the rough outli'nes^of 
policy had been almost determined and he could not move him. After be-

"coming Minister without Portfolio in the KONOYE Cabinet he founä*,!̂ ï̂a?,0 
the Triple Alliance was a serious obstacle to concluding JâjptâTë&^lCmiFrl- 
can negotiations.

After the outbreak of the German-Soviet war, he told KONOYE'" 
it would be better to terminate the Triple Alliance because of German 
perfidy toward Japan. KONOYE said he would consult the Foreign, Army, 
r.d Navy Minister, but because of MATSUOKA's opposition the suggestion 
*• e not realized.

In the period covered by the Indictment, the accused's status 
was that of a military officer until he became a civilian by beînf’apD* 
pointed Planning Board President. However, the offices of the Cabinet 
Investigator and Chief of the China Affairs Section were civilian"ïnwtv

35192 character. * During 1931 and later when he was in the Bureau of Mili
tary Affaire he was much concerned over the subversive movements of 
young officers and directed his efforts toward the maintenance of dis
cipline. He explained the condition in the Army to KIBO and HARADA**** 
so the situation could be wisely dealt with under the guidance of 
KAKINO and SAIONJI. While in Manchuria between 1936 and 1938 as R ê ^  
gional Commander at Tongning and Chief of Staff of the Third Army, ” '*" 
incidents on the Manchurian-Siberian border were frequent and he feared 
they might develop into a major conflict. During his service at Tong
ning he devised a plan to obviate them and fix an operational boundary

35193 line, * inside the treaty boundary and ordered his men never to resort 
to force unless the operational boundary was invaded. T ere was no
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35193 instance of conflict on the boundary with the defense of which he was charged 

and in view of his success he persuaded the Third Army Commander to adopt 
this plan. Again, the Third Army boundary area had no case of a border in
cident. The China Incident commenced during his etay in Tongning but as a 
Regional Commander in remote Eastern Manchuria, he could do nothing but 
anxiously watch the situation. When called back to Tokyo in 1938 as Chief 
of the Political Section of the Chine Affairs Board, China policy had al
ready been decided upon by the High Command and government. Many views of

35194 it were diametrically opposed to his own ideas* but as a- Section Chief he
had to execute the duties assigned to him. However, he did his best to 
deal with matters in a way most consonant with his convictions and was 
guided by these principles: (l) Cooperation with China on terms of
equality, (2) the security of China in war-stricken areas, (3) respect 
for the rights and interests of Third Powers.

turned to its respective owners, Japanese interference in Chinese poli
tical affairs minimised and freedom of navigation in the Yangtee restored.

35195 However, these policies were not speedily realized because of local con
ditions, especially operational requirements, the establishment of new 
regimes in China was incompatible with his basic ideas, but he had no 
control over it. He worked however on the hypotheses that this was but 
a temporary phenomenon which would end with the cessation of hostilities 
and that the end of hostilities was needed to restore Chinese politics to

35196 their natural course. * In April 1941 KONOYE asked him to become Presi
dent of the Planning Board— he was reluctant to leave his military career 
but since KONOYE told him that he would be in an awkward predicament if 
he declined, the accused finally consented. On April 4, 1941 he was ap
pointed Minister without Portfolio and concurrently President of the Plan
ning Board. The precedent for conferring on the Planning Board President 
the status of Minister had already been set, he was privileged to attend 
Cabinet meetings, but understood his primary function lay in execution of 
the business of the Planning Board under the Prime Minister's control.

35197 tion plan*, • for allocation of vital materials for the fiscal year 1941. 
The plan had already been initiated and was to have been put in operation 
April 1st, but because of a divergence of views no decision had been 
reached when he was appointed to the Board. When he was appointed, 
KONOYE told him that it might be natural that the dement'a of the armed 
forces should become more insistent, but since national economic life 
was strained, he wished SUZUKI to perform his work with that in mind.
The accused had been chosen not to comply with exhorbitant demands of 
the military but to see that the allocation of vital commodities be
made so as not to exhaust economic power. Accordingly, he established 
an organ in the Board concerned exclusively with living necessities and

35198 initiating a plan for mobilising such commodities. * He tried to adjust 
the demands of the ministries from this broader viewpoint. After the 
end of June he was confronted withthe German-Soviet war which made it im
possible to obtain steel and other items they had planned to import from 
Germany; and the sending of Japanese troops to southern French Indo-China

His efforts were directed so that Chinese property could be re-

His first task as President was to draw up a commodity mobilize-
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35198 which brought about the economic blockade by America, Britain and others.

After this he had to feel special concern over the United-States-Japanese 
negotiations.

35199

He did not recall attending the Conference in the Imperial Pres
ence on July 2, 1941 but remembered hearing from KONOYE about June 30th 
that troops might be sent to southern French Indo-China. Lest this ag
gravate relations with the United States and add another obstacle to his 
commodity mobilization plan, he voiced the view that it would be serious 
if they should ever be subject to an economic embargo. The Prime Min
ister said the step was imperative to ward off imminent danger of war 
with the Soviet and since the step was not directed against America cr 
Britain they would understand if the purpose was explained. However, as 
he feared, Japan found herself economically isolated and they were 
obliged to redraft the Commodity Mobilization Plan. The plan sanctioned 
by the government on August 22, 1941 was to ensure self-sufficiency in 
vital commodities to guarantee national livelihood and preserve the 
people's sense of security.

While he had tried to effect a compromise and to draw up a mobili
zation plan, he realized that Japanese economy would be ruined if kept 
isolated for an extended period so he asked the Prime Minister to readjust

35200 United States-Japanese relations * and recommended steps toward lifting 
the embargo. KONOYE stated his mind was made up to confer with Boosevelt 
personally to arrive at a speedy settlement and SUZUKI hoped KONOYE's plan 
would bear fruit. However, KONOYE's views proved unacceptable to America 
and in Japan the opinion came to the fore that so long as the United States 
refused to sell needed commodities they had to use force to take areas con
taining such resources. In August 1941 KONOYE ordered him to study three

^  problems: 1 - Can Japan provide herself with needed materials without re-
W  lying upon America and Britain, to which he answered "No". 2 - If the

severance of economic relations continues, would Japan be able to stand 
it for its duration? He reported that the severence of economic rela
tions would put Japanese economy in a difficult position but as long as

35201 no further special • development occurred in relations, they could rely on 
stockpiles except for petroleum and a few other items and might escape 
collapse for possibly two years. In petroleum, they might obtain self- 
sufficiency after some years if capital and materials were thrown into 
those channels as the manufacture of substitutes was possible. 3 - If 
war broke out and they succeeded in taking Netherlands East Indies would 
they then be able to obtain the needed petroleum? He reported that the 
immediate acquisition of petroleum would be impossible as military occu
pation would be attended with serious destruction.• At the end of August 
1941 when the effects of economic severence became patent, KONOYX ordered 
him to attend a liaison Conference to acquaint himself with its atmosphere, 
he thought the extent of his statements allowable at the Conference de-

35202 pended on his* status'ahd.asked KONOYE * what his Status was. In'accord
ance1 with an agreement between General Headquarters and the government 
(Exh 1103) KÖNOYE told him (a) 'Persons who attend the Liaison Conference 
are the Premier, the Foreign, War and Navy Ministers and the two Chiefs of 
Staff. Other Ministers would be asked when It was deemed necessary.
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35202 When SUZUKI'a presence was required, he would receive orders from the Premier 
and was to attend as President of the Planning Board, The accused inter
preted this to mean that he was to attend es the Premier's Technical Assist
ant and muet refrain from speaking except by his order or command, (b) Even 
if an understanding had been reached between General Headquarters and the 
Government, its execution must be postponed until after Cabinet approval, 

35,203 but,*if it was within the sole purview of the Ministers present at the Con
ference, it could be executed on his responsibility; he could carry it out 
without referring the matter to the Cabinet. SUZUKI interpreted these 
words to mean that the liaison Conference was not a policy-deciding body 
over and above the Cabinet, but a meeting convened to reach understanding 
through an exchange of views between the government and General Headquarters.

The Liaison Conference sometimes convened in the Imperial Presence, 
but he understood that the Imperial Presence Conference was a kind of Liaison 
Conference except that weighty matters alone were brought before it and ex
plained that his status there was exactly a? at the Liaison Conference. On 
the Premier's orders he attended the Liaison Conference of 6 September 1941 
but he presumed it was KONOYE's intention to have him speak in case there 
was any occasion requiring elucidation on economic matters. At the Con
ference he was not called on to speak and was relieved to know that the

35,204 topic of discussion centered on* the continuation of the negotiation with
America, war preparations having been considered only a safeguard against 
really remote danger. After the 6 September Conference, the Navy Vice- 
Minister requested him directly for an additional allocation of 300,000,000 
tonB of steel, about the same time the Director of the Equipment Bureau 
for the War Ministry asked for more steel. He refused these requests al
though both, especially the Navy repeated their demands. The question 
was left pending until the war was actually decided upon.
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+ Early in October, XONOYE told the accused ho would 
like to withdraw from politics but the accused told him 
this notion was irresponsible and advised him to have a 
talk with the War, Navy and Foreign Ministers, and he did 
sc on October 12 at Ogikubo with the accused in attendance«

* On the question of withdrawing the forces from China, 
there arose a sharp difference between KONOYE and TOJO and 
the meeting adjourned without any conclusion reached* It 
became clear where the thorny question lay« The Navy thought 
war with America impossible but did not, want to say so 
openly« The Army did rot necessarily want war but vigorously 
objected to withdrawing troops from China* The Foreign 
Minister believed that negotiations could not come to success 
without withdrawing troops. The only way for the Premier 
to avoid war was either to make the Navy declare its real 
intentions or make the Army understand these intentions and 
agree to v/ithdraw the armed forces. The accused saw that 
KONOYE was in a predicament, * and this was due to the de
cision of September 6,< After the conference, he asked 
KONOYE if it was not advisable to request the Throne to wipe 
the September 6 decision off the slate and continue negotia
tions«, He replied that this proposition would be advisable 
and ordered SUZUKI to talk it over with TOJO, SUZUKI did 
so on October 13 and TOJO said that to cancel the decision 
within one month was a grave matter and he could not agree 
to the proposition which could be carried out only if and 
when the Government and High Command leaders have been re
placed.

When SUZUKI conveyed TOJO's view to KONOYE, he said 
he would discuss the matter again with TOJO the next day0 
The same day SUZUKI visited KIDO stressing the necessity 
* of requesting the Emperor to nullify the September 6th 
decision.

At the cabinet meeting of October 14. TOJO declared 
he opposed the withdrawal of troops from China and that 

the negotiations with America would be broker eff. This 
declaration so surprised KONOYE and the members of the 
cabinet that the meeting was adjourned without anyone utter
ing a word.

That afternoon, SUZUKI was told by KONOYE that from 
TOJO's attitude, the negotiation was impossible. There was 
nothing to do except for the cabinet to resign en bloc.
Since the resignation was due to TOJO's attitude, he wanted 
SUZUKI to sound TOJO on his views, SUZUKI called on TOJO
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35209 who told him * that he believed that there was no one 
except Prince HIGASHIKUNI who could save the situation 
and that he had spoken about this to KIDO, TOJO's reply 
was unexpected for SUZUKI had often heard that 
HIGASHIKUNI had an ardent desire for the success of the 
negotiations. When SUZUKI conveyed TOJO*s words to KONOYE, 
he said it was splendid for HIGASHIKUNI was definitely 
opposed to war and wanted the negotiations to succeed. He 
asked SUZUKI to communicate his and TOJO's views to KIDO, 
SUZUKI did so on the morning of October 15»

* KIDO, however, said it was not customary to install 
a member of the Imperial family as the head of a cabinet. 
Also there seemed to be a group of men in the Army who would 
make their way into war under HIGASHIKUNI*s premiership so 
he would think it over, SUZUKI reported this to KONOYE,

Later, KIDO called SUZUKI and told him to go to TOJO 
and ask him if he could hold down the Army's war faction 
if HIGASHIKUNI headed the government and decided against 
war, SUZUKI visited TOJO in regard to KIDO's opinion and 
said that if HIGASHIKUNI headed the government and decided 
on a no-war policy, and if it could not check the Army, 
under whose premiership could it be checked? TOJO 
couldn't say whether it could be checked, SUZUKI trans
mitted these words to KIDO.

On the l6thÿ KONOYE told SUZUKI that he had an

«11 audience with HIGASHIKUNI * and pleaded with him to accept 
the command to form a cabinet if it came to him,
HIGASHIKUNI said he wanted to consult with TOJO and OIKAWA 
and would like to think it over, KONOYE asked SUZUKI to 
question HIGASHIKUNI of the nation's strength, SUZUKI did 
so and also on the need of a satisfactory settlement with 
the negotiations, HIGASHIKUNI agreed and said war must be 
avoided, SUZUKI called on KIDO and made a detailed report,

35212 * KIDO expressed fears that HIGASHIKUNI*s premiership
might cause undesirable impressions but did rot positively 

• say he was opnosed to a cabinet formed by an Imperial 
Prince. That afternoon KONOYE told SUZUKI that KIDO had 
told him it had been decided not to request HIGASHIKUNI 
to head the government. He supposed KIDO had some idea 
that the cabinet would resign en bloc at once, SUZUKI 
accordingly tendered his letter of resignation.
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On the 17th, KONOYE told him that KIDO had telephoned' 
him that TOJO was to form a cabineto At the same time,

35213 the Emperor was to give him word * to carry on the U.S. 
negotiations wiping the September 6 decision off the 
slate. KONOYE believed TOJO would check the war faction 
and proceed with the negotiations0 SUZUKI was to remain 
in office and help him if he asked him to do so. If the 
new cabinet comprised many members of the KONOYE cabinet, 
it would show that it desired to carry on negotiations<> 
When TOJO asked SUZUKI to continue in office, he consented 
in conformity with KONOYE's advice.

His status in the TOJO cabinet was the same, Minister 
Without Portfolio and concurrently, President of the 

k Planning Board but there was a considerable difference in
* practise. Since KONOYE was a close friend, SUZUKI gave

him his opinion on political matters and sometimes SUZUKI
35214 was employed to conduct * political negotiations. TOJO, 

however, warned him that he desired SUZUKI to concentrate 
his energy on economic mobilization and not meddle in 
political affairs. The Planning Board President was to 
function under the Premier's control, therefore, SUZUKI 
tried to comply with his wishes and devoted himself to 
the work of the Planning Board.
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35215 * TOJO's attitude after becoming Premier differed 

from that assumed by him before. In order to continue 
negotiations by wiping the September 6th decision off 
the slate, he decided to investigate various questions 
and SUZUKI was assigned the following two questions on 
which he reported to TOJO the Planning Board's conclu
sions after consulting certain other ministries»

Question A: If the negotiations were broken off
and no prospect existed for ending economic severance, 
how far could Japan maintain her commodity supply?

The Planning Board reported that the answer de
pended on the descriptions of commodities. Those avail
able in Japan, Manchuria and China could be Increased

35216 some * but as to commodities to be imported from FIC and 
Thailand, a decrease due to U.S.-British interference 
must be expected. Regarding imports from America, Britain 
and the Netherlands, especially petroleum, the prospect 
was not bright. The annual domestic production of petro
leum did not exceed 400,000 tons while civilian consump
tion was about 1,800.000. That stored by the Army and 
Navy did not exceed 8,400,000 and civilian stores had 
been nearly exhausted and if military petroleum was to
be employed for civilian purposes, it would be exhausted

35217 within three years. * The prospect for artificial 
petroleum production was not bright and the construction 
of factories for this could not speedily be realized nor 
meet the urgent needs.

Question B: If Japan, in the event of war, succeeded
in occupying natural resources zones in the south without 
serious damage, how far could self-supply be expected?

Again, the Planning Board's answer depended upon the 
kinds of commodities, if war broke out, there would have 
to be an enormous amount of shipping available and certain 
ship losses must be taken into account. According to 
War and Navy Ministries' estimates, continuous employment 
of 3,000,000 tons of ocean going vessels was feasible, but 
if they were to be not only for transport to and from

35218 Manchuria and China but also between Japan and * NEI, 
it would necessitate strict economy resulting in some 
diminution in production. As to steel, it might diminish 
to 4,300,000 tons. Imports from FIC and Thailand would 
be reduced considerably because of military operations

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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and the rice shortage thus created would have to he 
made good by substitutes, T\rjth regard to Imports from 
the southern areas, especially petroleum, the estimate 
could not be made by the Planning Board, Since petro
leum was a strategic commodity, petroleum questions 
were studied by the War and Navy Ministries not allow
ing Planning Board part.'clpation. The question of the 
destruction and repair of oil fields was closely re
lated to the condition of military operations of which 
the; Planning Board had nc knowledge now was it aware 
* of the condition of tankers, etc. As to petroleum, 
the Board had to rely on the Army and Navy studies in 
its report. According to these studies, the petroleum 
obtainable in the first year would be about 300,000 
tons and in the second, about 2,000,000 ton3 provided 
the southern areas could be occupied after the outbreak 
of. war.

The Planning Board's report suggested that if the 
negotiation failed, war or no war, Japan's economy 
would be overwhelmed with difficulties. It suggested 
that Japan's economic life would be so impoverished 
that the minimum living standard might seriously be 
jeopardized,

TOJO, after ascertaining the views of tne Minis
ters responsible for the report, persuaded the High 
Command and decided to try to bring about the success- 

220 ful conclusion of the negotiations. * This policy was 
manifested in the Imperial Conference decision of 
November 5 which decided to withdraw the armed forces 
from China to make the negotiations successful. On the 
other hand, TOJO and TOGO seemed unable to totally dis
regard the High Command's demands.

The High Command's opinion was that the demands 
upon Japan by the United States seemed to increase in 
proportion to Japan's concessions and there was no 
prospect for a successful conclusion of the negotia
tion, This indicated that what the U.S. really had in 
view was not the amicable settlement of the China 
Affair but the destruction of Japan as a leading power. 
If Japan should recognize in principle the withdrawal 
of troops and evince her readiness to enter into nego
tiations concerning the details of the withdrawal and 
America should assume an attitude evading settlement, 
it might be concluded that the U.S.'s intention was to 
gain time and under guise of continuing the negotiations
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35221 * intended to strengthen her Far Eastern forces and

when fully armed, drop negotiations and turn to an 
offensive against Japan. If Japan were destined not 
to be able to avoid war, the earlier it came, the 
better. Therefore, diplomatic negotiations should 
be concluded by the end of November and if there was 
no prospect of success at the beginning of December, 
the decision for war should then be made*

As one reason for this, the High Command pointed 
to the concentration of air forces in Malaya and the 
Philippines, and the growing divergence in fighting 
power and that after several months, the High Command 
coi’ld not be responsible for national defense.

35222

The Government, especially TOGO, put up a stiff 
fight against these contentions. The Liaison Confer
ence of November 1 continued its deliberations until 
2 aem, November 2, The High Command did not relinquish 
its contentions until the very end and as a result, the 
Imperial Conference of November 5 decided on the one 
hand that negotiations should be carried on * without 
delay, and at the beginning of December, they could 
further continue them if the U„So's attitude allowed 
it. The conditions for conducting negotiations were 
now more favorable for settlement than at the time of 
the KONOYE Cabinet because of the recognition of troop 

withdrawal which had been opnosed by the Army. Moreover, 
troops which advanced into Southern FIC were to be 
withdrawn.

Further, a preliminary agreement to decide on war 
might, in view of the precedent of the 6 September 
decision, be rescinded. When SUZUKI saw this agreement 
of November 5» he felt that a new prospect of peace 

35223 had arisen, * However, this determination to continue 
negotiations was nullified by the UoS0*s reply of Novem
ber 26,

He was given the purport of the note at the 
Liaison Conference of November 27 or 28 and also heard 
TOGO explain that the note was tantamount to an ultima
tum. In the previous Liaison Conferences he had fre
quently heard General Headquarters representatives re
porting upon the strengthening of U.S,-British military 
preparations in the Pacific and he auld not but sense
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novf that war with America might be unavoidable.
SUZUKI decided to abide by the final decision to 
be arrived at by consultation between TOJO, SHIMADA, 
TOGO and the Chiefs of the Army and Navy General 
Staffs »

On November 29, nn informal conference between 
the Cfovernment and Senior Statesmen was neld at tbe 
Palace« He was directed by TOJO together with SHIMADA, 
TOGO and Finance Minister KISH! to attend the Confer- 

35224 ence and answer * questions regarding national economic 
strength. He did not volunteer any explanation but 

É  one of the Elder Statesmen asked 3 question concerning
w  shin building capacity and airplane production capacity

.in the event of war«
To the first question he answered that the annual 

output would be between 700,000 and 800,000 tons and to 
the second, he replied that materials were not avail
able at the Planning Board as the matter was solely 
within military purview. He also replied to another 
question regarding the sunply of steel. The main theme 
of the conference was the circumstances in which the 
negotiation came to a deadlock. Therefore, there was 
little time left for SUZUKI to enlarge on economic 
problems„

35225

TOJO then seemed finally determined to enter into 
war. At the December 1 Cabinet meeting and before the 
Imperial Conference the same day attended bv all Cabinet 
members, his conclusion was anrounced * that war with 
America, Britain and the Netherlands was unavoidable.
The Army and Navy will turn to war operations but when 
they saw a definite chance for success in negotiations, 
these operations would be immediately suspended and they 
would turn to negotiation. SUZUKI agreed to the decision 
believing it unavoidable as long as they had an U.S. 
ultimatum.

Following this decision, he engaged himself busily 
with the revision of the Commodity Mobilisation Plan. 
Although the preservation of a sense of security was an 
objective of the 1941 plan, it did not cover such a 
vast armament expansion as would be required for a war 
with America and Britain. Economically, Japan had not
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been prepared for any war with America and Britain 
prior to December 194-1 and quick readjustment had to 

35226 be made* * Thereafter, he concentrated all energy 
in performing his duties. Prior to December 1, he 
earnestly wished for and contributed to the avoidance 
of war but once the decision was made, he considered 
it hi« moral duty as a Japanese to do his bit in the 
prosecution of the war.

Towards the evening of December 7, he was notified 
there would be a cabinet meeting the next day at 7 a„m. 
Abolit 6:^0 a.m. December 8, when he went to the Premier's 
official residence to attend the meeting, Chief Cabinet 
Secretary HOSHINO informed him of the Pearl Harbor at
tack and he knew for the first time that war had begun.

At the cabinet meeting, SHIMADA briefly explained 
that operation after which the cabinet decided on the 
text of the Imperial Rescript declaring war.

35227
After the war broke out, just as before, his main 

duties as Planning Board President consisted in the pre
paration of an effective plan * for commodity mobiliza
tion with the concurrence of the ministries concerned 
without authority to compel them or power of the execu
tion thereof. After the war began, the necessity for 
unified administration of national economic power in
creased and various ministries came to accede more easily 
to the Planning Board's opinion. Especially after the 
end of 194-3, the War and Navy Ministries became less 
insistent in their demands. Thus the Board which was a 
sort of conciliation Board in the pre-war days gradually 
commanded prestige. It did not cease to be a concilia
tion Board although the conciliators came to command 
more influence. At TOJO's request, SUZUKI left the 
Cabinet and Planning Board on October 8, 194-3«

The Prosecution had referred to certain evidence 
allegedly proving he had participated in a *vJ. minai 
conspiracy. * As to Exhibits 179-F and l?v-0? extracts 
from the KIDO Diary —  upon hearing about a plot later 
called the March Incident, he reported it to his Superior, 
Colonel NAGATA with whom he collaborated to check it.
The March Affair did not come to pass but later caused 
agitation among young officers, some going so far as to 
advocate national renovation by military force.
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35229

SUZUKI admonished, them against this reckless behavior 
and presented his views to his superiors to keep 
vigilant watch that junior officers might not be swayed 
to ruin their careers and cast reflection on the honor 
of the Army, * He did not think this recklessness was 
net v/ihout its causes, one of which was an apparent 
deterioration in politicians’ morals. Another cause 
was economic depression and soldiers had been conscripted 
from families in great financial distress» It seemed to 
him natural that Section or Company Commanders should 
have sympathy for their subordinates’ families and want 
a Government capable of saving the nation from economic 
distress» He thought their advocacy of national renova
tion was due to these causes and concluded that the 
military were duty-bound to exercise the strictest con
trol over these young officers to maintain discipline 
but this might have a bad effect in Intensifying their 
resentment unless the statesmen were above corruption, 
and unless more effective measures were adonted to deal 
with agrarian problems and unemployment»

35230 *From the standpoint of maintaining Army discipline,
he was much concerned over domestic politics and 
remembered telling KIDO and HARADA that a young and 
able statesmen, such as KONOYE, should become Premier 
and form a coalition cabinet of men of known moral 
rectitude» What he had primarily in mind, was ways 
and means by which deterioration of discipline might be 

I prevented»
Regarding Exhibit 2252 which concerned the suc

ceeding cabinet and was KIDO Diary entry of May 17, 1932, 
he presented his views to his superiors that they might 
keep watch on young officers.

However, on May 15» 1932 a deplorable incident 
occurred, in which the naval officers and military stu- 

35231 dents * in collaboration with civilian extremists
assassinated Premier INUKAI» War Ministry circles re
ceived a serious shock by the news and among his 
colleagues, there was a sentiment of self-reproach.
The desire was expressed that the succeeding Cabinet 
not be organized by the SEIYtyKAI Party which was gener
ally condemned for lack of moral integrity but instead, 
that there be a coalition cabinet of upright men.
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When he met KIDO, he gave him the information 
available at the War Ministry and the views of his 
colleagues and he supposed the passage in the Diary 
was a summary statement regarding the conversations at 
that time»
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35232
As to KIDO Diary entry of April 13, 1933» Exhibit 

2253 describing Russia an absolute enemy, etc», he was 
reported * to have said that Russia was an absolute 
enemy and he was opposed to a non-aggression treaty 
with her« He did not remember the occasion well but 
possibly may have stated something to the effect that 
so long as the Soviet aided and abetted the activities 
of ihe Third International, the (J.S.S.R, was their 
absolute enemy and that the conclusion of a non-aggression 
pact would be illusory.

Exhibit 347I and Exhibit 670 concerning his alleged 
speech at Toyama School in 1933 - he recalled that in 
I933, War Minister ARAKI invited governors to the school 
to express thanks for their services to the Soldiers 
Assistance Society, a charitable organization. He 
thought ARAKI made a brief speech of thanks b^t did not 
recall making a speech himself. He remembered there 

35233 were several maps of Manchuria * in the ante chamber 
indicating the state of bandit soldiers in Manchuria 
and remembered explaining the maps to the society presi
dent, He denied any speech there or elsewhere on the 

^  necessity of military occupation of Siberia for such
P  idea was contrary to his ideas of national defense.

Regarding Exhibit 2266, an extract from KIDO Diary 
of 29 December 1938 regarding the KONOYE Cabinet*s di'ty 
to carry on, etc,, - from August 1936 to December 1938, 
his official assignments were in Manchuria and Kyoto,
He was appointed Chief of the Political Affairs Section 
of the China Affairs Board at the end of 1938 when 
KONOYE was Premier and SUZUKI was to serve as a subor
dinate, Before ten days had elapsed after his arrival 
in Tokyo, he was‘disappointed to learn that the KONOYE 
Cabinet was to resign en masse. He thought that since 
the China Incident took place during KONOYE*s premier
ship, it was irresponsible for him to leave his post 
with no prospect of its solution. He therefore went to 
KIDO and told him the KONOYE Cabinet should carry on.
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35234 * Regarding his talks with Ooette, he remembered
that about September 1939» two United States newspaper 
correspondents cane to hin at his office in the Chine 
Affairs Board and asked his opinion about Wang Chlng-wei. 
SUZUKI did not favor the government policy towards the 
China Incident and he told hin frankly that the policy 
to deal with Wang was illusory for Chlang Kai-shek was 
the only re?3 ruler in China. He said huct.illtlos 
must be" .<rmlnated early by dealing with CMang. SUZUKI 
did not remember whether this newspaper man ’«vas named 
Ocette.
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35235

Regarding Exhibit 1094, ar extract from KlDO‘s 
Diary of 23 June 1941 regarding unification arid rein
forcement of General Headquarters, the Accused stated 
that he was appointed Planning Board President in April 
1941 and charged with the preparation of a Commodity 
Mobilization Plan. * The worst trouble was that the 
Army arid Wavy, without consulting each other, demanded 
allotments of commodities and that antagonism between 
them made preparation of the plan Impossible. Both 
kept their secrets from the other. The manufacture of 
war munitions, etc. had been carried on without any 
connection with each other involving a waste of materials 
and labor. SUZUKI thought that to obviate this, it was 
imperative uhat General Headquarters, which had been 
divided into compartments in the shape of Army and Navy 
divisions, be unified and a system of collaboration be 
worked out. He told this to KIDO who probably recorded 
the conversation.

35236 »Regarding Exhibit 1107 and 1152 regarding attendance
at Liaison Conferences, the Prosecution alleged he at
tended the Imperial Conferences of July 2, September 6, 
November 5 and December 1, 1941, He attended the last 
three but does not remember attending the July 2 con
ference. He also attended many liaison conferences but 
there were some at which he did not assist,

Concerning Exhibits 649, 650, 1241 and J.267 regard
ing attendance at Privy Council meetings, hj attended 
them as an explainer but had no right to vote (Exh, 83)« 
An explainer’s functions were to make such explanations 
as might be ordered by the Minister in charte. The 
Premier directed him to attend probably expecting that 

35237 explanations * might b^ necessary on Planning Poard 
matters.
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35239

35240

Regarding Exhibits 840* 1132, 1133 arid 1140 
regarding functions of the President of the Planning 
Board, his functions were provided for in the organ
ization of the Planning Board (Exh. 71)« When he 
assumed office, there was little to do in the way of 
drafting the outlines of laws and ordinances and 
M s  time was mostly devoted to adjustment of con
flicting claims in the Ministry, The 1941 Commodity 
Mobilization Plan and the ancillary Plans relative 
to transport and labor were prepared under exacting 
circumstances such as the outbreak of the Russo- 
German War * which involved a stoppage of imports 
from Germany and the economic severance of the TT,S,, 
Britain and the Netherlands. Japan was confronted 
with brain racking problems concerning the readjust
ment of her domestic economy. Through stoppage of 
petroleum imports, civilian petroleum we.s exhausted. 
Certain means of transport could not be used and had 
to be replaced by railways and sailing boats. An 
embargo on scrap iron resulted in the necessity to 
manufacture steel by the use of iron ores requiring 
a large amount of coal. Those in export industries 
lost their jobs and there were other numerous problems. 
If the plain fact of the situation had bluntly been 
made public, * it would have inflamed an anti-American 
sentiment so as to seriously impede the negotiations. 
Therefore they used such phrases as "strengthening 
of national defense power." "war time structure," 
etc. to direct the nation's efforts towards increased 
production and make the people be resigned to a 
strained national economy.

It was true that the Commodity Mobilization Plan 
of 1941 increased munitions allotments in view of the 
international tension and the China Incident but they 
were by no means such as would make war with America 
and Britain feasible. Although various economic plans 
were styled "Mobilization Plans", in fact, plans for 
the allocation of commodities, labor and transport 
were made with an eye to readjustments in domestic 
economy, out of supplies allocated to civilian use 
after deducting what had been assigned the military.
The making of plans regarding supplies allocated to 
Army and Navy was outside + the Planning Board's pur
view. Economic mobilization plans were not prepared 
by the Board autonomously but various ministries

Page 5741
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presented their demands to the Board and if their 
total exceeded the amount of supply, the Board nego
tiated with the Ministries so that the total amount 
demanded could be curtailed to the amount capable of 
supplye The Board functioned thus as a conciliation 
Board and had ‘no power to make an order binding on the 
Ministries so long as no compromise was arrived at 
between the Ministries. No economic plans could come 
into being nor was the Board invested with the 
authority to execute the plans.

It was untrue to allege that as President of the 
Board, he had an all important authority and influence 
on Japanese economy nor was the allegation that the 
key Industrial bodies Ordinance was prepared during 
his tenure true. This Ordinance was deliberated upon 

35241 and its outlines * formulated before he assumed office, 
(Exh. 2225)* When he assumed office, the Board had 
nothing to do with its preparations, the Ordinance 
outlines having already been in the Legislative Bureau1 
hands„

Liebert's testimony that the Planning Board 
President controlled Japanese economy together with the 
control association presidents was in error for the 
Board had no connection with the associations, their 
operations being in charge of the ministries concerned.

It was wrong to imply that he was responsible for 
organizing the Imperial Petroleum Company for not only 
were matters relating to it outside the Board's pur
view, but the law regarding its formation was promul
gated before he assumed office.

Exhibit 1142 from the KIDO Diary entry of 29 
September 1941 regarding his explanations made in the 
Imperial Presence concerning rubber and tin resources 
in the United States was based on the fact that on that 
day he received word that KIDO requested him to go to 
the Palace and explain to the Emperor regarding U.S. 
rubber and tin resources. He explained that even if, 
as a result of war, the U.S. was prevented from import
ing these items from the southern areas, it would not 
be a vital blow to her for they could be replaced by
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imports from South America and he also said that 
large scale production of artificial rubber would 
be feasible for the United States»

Regarding Exhibit 2280 from the KIDO Diary 
extract of 1 October 1941 re: Informal talks con
cerning the policy towards the United States, by 
October 1941 the effects of economic severance were 
becoming manifest.» Army circles which had minimized 

35243 them * became conscious of the grave situation. The 
opinion Came to the fore that to wait for successful 
negotiation with America would be to wait for the 
day of economic starvation and they should find a 
way out by taking an offensive prior to the consump
tion of U.S. war preparations. However, KONOYE 
seemed to have felt himself qvite helpless and 
SUZUKI talked to KIDO on encouraging KONOYE to re
double his efforts to bring the negotiation to 
success.

Regarding Exhibits 1147, 1148 and 2250 con
cerning the circumstances in the closing days of the 
KONOYE Cabinet, the Accused stated that at the time 
of the KONOYE Cabinet's dissolution, he played the 
part of a messenger between KONOYE and TOJO and KIDO, 
and KIDO and T0JÖ, and therefore, Prosecution evidence 
conflicting with what he had stated earlier in his 
affidavit did not conform to the facts »

Eâ£S r Page 5743
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35244 • Concerning the Exhibits 1331 and 1332, on the Sixth Committee

and Outline of Economic Counter-dans for the Southern Areas in late 
November 1941, the Government was inclined to the opinion that opening 
hostilities might be unavoidable and they made studies to provide for 
this. To supplement materials necessary for carrying on the war, the 
November 28 cabinet meeting decided to organize a committee of the 
officials of the Planning Board and Foreign, Finance, War, and Navy 
Ministries to work out plans for the development, acquisition, and 
control of the resources in the Southern areas which mi^it be occupied.

On December 2 when hostilities had been decided uoon, TOJOt ordered him to be chairman of the committee and execute its functions
,245 in collaboration with the members representing these Ministries,

35246 *T0J0's instructions were'that the thing to be most feared after the
outbreak of war was that irresponsible enterprisers would proceed to 
the southern areas, taking advantage of the military expedition and 
liable to come in conflict with the local population and disturb local 
economy, wasting funds and materials. Adequate measures should be 
devised so that these evils might not occur. The outline of policy 
prepared by the Sixth Committee was in the nature of wartime measures 
to realize TOJO's instructions.

Regarding Exhibit 1240, concerning the Imperial Rescript 
declaring war, SUZUKI signed it although war was not what he desired, 
but he thought hostilities unavoidable for defense so long as an 
ultimatum had been received and they were in a situation where they 
were liable to be attacked any moment.

Concerning Exhibit 1271,regarding explanations at a Budget 
35247 Committee of the House of Representatives,* in reply to an inter

pellation, he made the explanations mentioned.

Regarding Exhibit 1971À, concerning treatment of POWs, the 
Prosecution seemed to accuse him of collaborating with the employment 
of prisoners of war for military purposes, in reliance on a document 
called the Foreign Affairs Monthly Report which was prepared and cir
culated without the Planning Board's knowledge. This would be a 
false accusation for the Board had no authority concerning POW treat
ment and it was unimaginable that the Board should, without his 
knowledge, have held a conference under its auspices or participated 
in the formulation of such policies.

Concerning Exhibit 687, regarding Deliberations of the 
Establishment of the Greater East Asia Ministry, Prosecution alleged 
he had an impartant role at the Privy Council on the organization of 
that Ministry. However, he attended as an explainer.
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Concerning Exhibit 1272 (Ott*a telegram concerning German decor
ation.) At the end of September 1942, the German Embassy invited him 
to attend a ceremony conferring decorations. 3e had no interest in such 
decorations for he had an antipathy to Nasi Ideology. He notified the 
Embassy declining to accept. After the outbreak of the Busso-Gemnn war, 
he adrlsed Î0J0 that since Germany attacked without giving notice to 
Japan immediately after Japan’s conclusion of a non-aggression pact 
with the 8ovlet Union, she should recede from the Triple Alliance.
SUZUKI did not know If Ott beard of thle from toaoone and concluded that 
his attitude toward Germany vrs axblguoue. Ottfe report in Exhibit 1272 
contained inaccuracies. Re never knew he was called Vice Premier of 
the TOJO Cabinet * for the order cf Cabinet rank at official events was 
a sheer matter of court precedence nod indicated no political signifi
cance. There was no special Intimacy between TOJC and himself.

The aforesaid decoration was later sent to hie residence and 
as it would be awkward to return it.he kept it.

Regarding Exhibit 3372 r* thr Total War Institute, he under
stood at the time that the Institute was a place where academic 
studies were made and persons vho vmulo be needed in time of war would 
be educated. He was appointed a consoler but it war. a nominal post 
accorded him as Chief of the Politic»; Section of the China Affairs 
Board. While a counselor, he never vielten the institute nor did he 
see any documents resulting from the studies. He remembered attending 
some ceremonies at the Institute with other Ministers.

•In December 1S43, he ceased to be a minister having resigned 
from the TOJO Cabinet in October 1943. The statement by the witness 
MUBAKAMI that he was present at a ceremony in December must be in error.

Concerning Exhibit 136, re decorations, he was conferred 
certain decorations for his services in the Manchurian and China 
Incidents. However, the decorations were as to the former was conferred 
on all colonels in active service and the latter was conferred to all 
majors in active service without any special merit. At the time of 
the conferment of these decorations, he had already received other 

85251 decorations. *The accused stated that nc nrotest* from foreign govern
ments as to treatment of POW's «as ever presented at cabinet meetings*

DIRECT KAMI RATIO» BY MR. LOQAE

KIDO, the accused stated he recalled the Ogikubo Conference 
held at KOHOYB's home October 12, 1941, and that in his affidavit he 
had made a report of what had transuired there. He took the minutes 

36252 of the meeting down in a small notebook • and then handed them to 
KOROn, but he did not know what KOROYE did with then. Cabinet 
Seoretaiy TOMITA was not there at the conference but he did not know 
whether he was KOROYS's hone in another roon.
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Page He remembered hearing the KIDO diary entry for October 12,
1941, rend in which KIDO recorded that TOMITA visited him and reported 
what had transpired at that meeting. The diary entry for that date 

35253 was correct ns it concerned the Ogikubo Conference but the notes which* 
SUZUKI took there did not cover any decisions reached between War,
Navy, Foreign, and Prime Ministers. The Ministers talked on various 
problems but there was no decision reached at the meeting and, therefore, 
there is no memo concerning any decisions. He did not know what TOMITA 
may have told KIDO but his own notes did not Indicate that they had 

35254 reached any final decision. * It was true that matters discussed at 
the conference were left to the Foreign Minister for further study.

ft CROSS-EXAMINATION BY BRIGADIER NOLAN

Reference was made to the affidavit vrtiere it was stated that 
by reason of his long residence in China and his interview with Chiang 
Kai-shek in 1927 he was sympathetic vAth the Chinese nationalist move- 

35255 ment and it was hie* conviction tin t Japan should assist and cooperate 
with the new China. Asked if he would say that the Army, War Ministry, 
and the General Staff were sympathetic to the nationalist movement, he 
answered that could not say positively that all were so disposed for 
some were not.

35256

35267

While in the Bureau of Military Affairs in 1932 and 1933 his 
duties were liaison matters regarding military matters concerning 
China, matters relating to Japanese advisers and instructors sent to 
China, and matters relating to Chinese military students sent to study 
in the Japanese Army.

His duties brought him to study the Manchurian problem and 
the China Incident,* and he went to Shanghai in 1932. Asked why he 
went, he replied that the Manchurian Incident had Just broken out 
and the anti-Japanese movement in China had been intensified. He was 
sent to Shanghai to investigate conditions and went to North China 
in May 1933 after the Tang-Ku Truce was signed and met Hwang Fu m d  
other Chinese leaders. After his return, he reported to the War 
Ministry. He did not recall if, at that time, the Army was considering 
the revision of policies toward China as a result of the Tang-Ku 
Truce. He did not remember taking part in discussions concerning a 
revision of China policy. • Asked why he was not considered in view 
of his knowledge of the China Affairs, he replied that he may have 
been considered but did not recall. He did not recall a question of 
China policy arising in July 1943 after returning from North China.
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As a result of the Manchurian Incident, Central Army
authorities v/erc apprehensive lest the military movement should

stated that he did not recall peeing it before. He read in it 
that it said it was received from Lt. Colonel. SUZUKI on 12 July 1933, 
with the note that as the War Ministry and General Staffs had un
animously agreed on the following gist of policy, it was decided the

The accused stated that h» did not remember handing the document to 
MÔRISHIMA and could not remember anything about it. MORISHIMA was a 
Section Chief in the Asiatic Rureatu of the Foreign Office. He did 
not recall on 12 July 1933 to whom he delivered or caused to be 
delivered the document to M0RI3HIMA. At the time documents were 
exchanged frequently between his office and the Foreign Office m d  
this one may have been on of them, but he could not recall.

being an excerpt from a pamphlet entitled "China Policy Reference 
Material11 compiled September 1933 seated that it was received from 
SU3UKÏ on 12 July 1933 with a note tnat the Government would decide 
its policies along the lines of the document since the War Ministry 
end General Staffs unanimously agreed on it. It was signed by 
MÖRJSETMA.

North China regime suppress the Notional Party's anti-Japanese 
activities in North China and make the Party reduce itself until

powers, especially the United States and the U.S.S.R. in expanding 
influence over China and giving support to the government officials.

permanently and fundamentally contradictory to the Empire's 
policies. They should proclaim to the world that the Imperial 
Government and its people shall be hostile to the Nanking Govern
ment as long as it did not alter its attitude toward Japan, but 
they were willing te shake hands with China under fair conditions 
at the earliest possible date.

not exoress his views toward China and the Nationalist Government. 
35265 *The opinion he gave to Hu Lin (Exhibit 3603) Was his private opinion.

Asked why he didn't tell Hu Lin what the policy of the War Ministry 
and General Staff really was, he replied that the Army policy, both 
before and after the Manchurian Incident, was desire for the 
establishment of satisfactory relations.

35259 extend into North China. When shown the document *, the accused

35259 Government would decide Its policies along the lines of the document"

35260 •He could not testify with assurance that he did send the 
document although he may have sent it.

35262 •Exhibit 3607A. The document so identified by the accused

Concerning the gist of the measures they must make the

35263 dissolution. • They should, make every effort to prevent foreign

Polici es taken by the Nanking Government previously were

35264 •In regard to this document the accused stated that he did
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35266

35269

Asked if they would do this hy mnking the Nationalist Party 
reduce itself to final dissolution, he replied he never thought along 
those lines. When it was suggested that he misled Hu Lin, he 
replied that he did not say anything wrong nor did he neglect to tell 
him what was ri^it. Reference was made to the affidavit where 
SUZUKI stated he deeply deplored the China Incident and in September 
1938 accepted the post of the Chief * of the Political Section of 
the China Affairs Board. The Board was established in December 1938 
and he was the first head of the Political Section. He was not one 
of the chief persons responsible for establishing the Board but he was 
one of its organizers. The Premier was President and the Vice 
Presidents were Cabinet Ministers. The principal officers in China 
were at Peiping and Shanghai and there were other officers at Kalgan 
and Amoy. * It was suggested to the accused that the Board dealt 
virtually with all matters relative to China except those related 
to the Army and Navy, and he stated it handled matters on China *4 th 
the exception of Foreign relations. It handled business affairs 
related to industries, transportation, and economic problems and its 
control was effected through the North China and Central China 
Development Companies. Matters relating to economy in the field of 
operations of the tvo companies were handled.

The China Affairs Board did not give guidance to the 
Provincial Government in China • but he believed that they did give 
advise at times. He did not remember what they did about Chinese 
school textbooks since cultural matters were handled by the 
Cultural Section,* He did not know whether the Board actually 
revised Chinese textbooks. He recalled nothing about the control 
of opium and narcotics. He thought opuim matters were handled by 
the Economic Section rather than the Political Section.

„ When asked who handled the profits from the opium trade,
he replied that hetaew nothing about them. None of them passed 
through his hands nor were placed by him In secret funds. He did 

35270 not know vho was head of the hong at Shanghai.* His Board had 
nothing to dowith Japan's relation with third nations in China.
He learned later that there was opposition from the Foreign 
Ministry to the organization of the (}hine Affairs Board but since 
he was in Manchukuo up to the time of the Board's founding, he did 
not know anything about the circumstances.

He remembered the resignation of Foreign Minister UOAKI. 
Asked if a reason for UQAKI's resignation was the creation of the 
China Affairs Board and relation to the diplomatic relations with 
China, he replied as far as he knew UGAKI's reason was incomprehen
sible. He had never heard that the China Affairs Board was 
established because the military did not want the Foreign Office 
interfering in China affairs.
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Page In his affidavit, he stated that features of the policy
35271 relative to the China * Incident and decided by the High Command 

end Government were diametrically opposed to his fundamental 
ideas on China. Asked what was the policy decided upon by the 
High Command and Government, he replied that they were the decisions 
standing atthe time he returned to Japan of January and October 
1938. These decisions were thatJaoan hoped for the establishment 
of a new China East Government and then cooperation vi th it would 
work for the stability of East Asia and Slno-Japanese cooperation. 
This was diametrically opposed to SUZUKI's idea for he felt that 
though the Army talked of establishing a new regime in China, it 
would naturally be established under the authority and Influencet of the Army and it would be difficult to hope for a spontaneous 
Î72 expression of will by the Chinese people * to establish their own 
government. Also he felt It wrong for Japan to possess an 
economic system in China based on Japanese laws.
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35275 * In his affidavit he had stated that the establishment of
new rerimes in China was incompatible with his ideas and that he directed 
efforts so that this interference could be minimized. He was asked what 
he did to minimize it, and he replied that when the establishment of a 
new government had been decided upon it was their desire that under

35276 * those circumstances nothing be done to force Japan's intentions. He 
was making every effort to advance along lines that would make Japan's 
interference as small as possible.

35277

In December 1938, he became chief of the political section 
of the China Affairs Hoard, and in March 1939 liaison offices were set 
up in China. This was while he was chief of the political section. 
Regarding the liaison offices, until their establishment the army had 
had special service agencies throughout China, and the opinion was 
advanced that it was not rood that the army solve all China problems, 
but the viewpoint of all government officers should be taken into 
consideration also. Liaison offices were established in accordance 
with this idea. It was not true that their real purpose was the guidance 
of the new central government.

IVhen shown a document, the accused wa3 referred to a decision 
in it at the meeting of the China Affairs Board on 7 April 1939. He 
could not recall exactly whether the conference was held on that day 

35278 or not, but had no reason for suggesting this. * If such a conference 
was held, certain instructions by the premier and chief of the general 
affairs section of the board were probably issued. The accused thought 
he was present. Although he did not remember now, he could not identify 
with certainty that the instructions written in the document were• actually given on that date at that conference. He had never seenlhe 
document before. If instructions had been issued, he would have seen 
35279 them. He believed instructions were issued, * but had no recollection 
as tc whether they were the same as those in the document.

He didn't recall large sums of money being appropriated in 
June 1939 for the Wu project, for at that time the China Affairs Board 

N did not concern itself with such matters. Asked if the monies were to 
be paid rut of the surplus of maritime customs revenue, he replied he 
knew nothing of this, nor did he know anything about the funds being 
drawn in the name of a Japanese to maintain secrecy.

35280 * When shown a document, he replied he was not sure about it,
but did know that the army was engaged in such proj'octs. The first 
document was issued in SUZUKI's name. According to the document, 
communications were sent from the war ministry to the China Affairs 
Foard, and from it passed on to the foreign ministry. He thought he 
had seen these documents before.
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35281 , * Exhibit 3^08, the document identified by the accused, beinp
"Foreign f.'inistry File of Wane Chinp-wai" stated that it was from SUZUKI, 
Chief of the Administrative Affairs Foard of the CMna Affairs Foard to 
the Chief of the bureau of East Asiatic Affairs, KURIFARA.

35282 * Regarding a spot Japanese nominal person responsible for 
movements, SUZUKI informed KURIFARA that he had submitted a notification 
to the vice-chief of the liaison office of north and central China, as 
per separate sheet. The separate sheet stated that with regard to the 
spot Japanese nominal person responsible for expenses needed for the 
National Salvation Anti-Comintern League in accordance with the China

^  Affairs noard of April 1, and for movements of Vilu fei-fu in accordance 
with the Poard's decision of June 23, the chief of the KAB had notified 
them, as per separate sheet. This separate sheet from the chief of the

35283 FAB, MACPIJIRI to SUZUKI, informed SUZUKI * that he had notified the 
finance ministry regarding the spot nominal person mentioned before.
The person named was Artillery Colonel KACESA, Sadaaki, but the name 
"KAGESA, Sadaaki" should be used in case of receiving money. (The 
next, sheet was the same, except that the expenses were for the 
movements of Wu, and the name was CSEKC, Michisada. )

The accused thought there had been expenses provided for this 
VTu project in accordance with the China Affairs Board decision. Asked 
if ho passed on the names of those Japanese who were to draw the money 
secretly, he replied he did not know what the purpose of the funds was 
to be, or whether they were to be drawn out secretly. Be merely conveyed 
to the foreign office and branch offices the communication sent him from 

b284 the war ministry. * Be was not present at the meeting of the China 
Affairs Board when this cuestion of expenses and secrecy was decided. 
Asked why the names were sent through him, he replied that it was the 
custom that they be sent in the name of the general director or in his 
name.

35285 * He knew about such communications beinp sent, but didn't 
recall clearly that this money was to he derived from maritime customs 
revenue. All that he remembered was that various branch army agencies 
in China were carrying on the Wu Project then, and may have utilized 
customs revenue for their expenditures. This maritime customs revenue 
wa3 a duty levied on imports into China, but he didn't think it was 
collected by Japanese authorities and used for their own purposes.

35286 * In September, 1939, there may have been a decision to 
appropriate further sums of money for establishing the new Central 
Government, but he presently had no recollection of it. However, the 
question of how to finance the new government came up when the question 
of establishing it was raised. The Republic of China depended basically 
on customs revenues, and therefore a new government would have to rely 
on this also.
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asked if it was not allowed to collect them, he replied he 

35287 didn't recall such minor details. * The problem of creating either 
one or more now rovernments in China was the most important matter 
which came tc the board's attention, and he remembered when KAGESA went 
to see Wang Ching-wei and that he carried a letter of introduction from 
SUZUKI. Asked if this was indicative of his reluctance to interfere 
with the establishment or the new regimes in China, ho replied that at 
the time the establishment of a new government had not become a cuestion. 
This was not, however, because they were still trying to persuade Vfang 
Chinp-wei to accept. The reason he wrote the letter was that the question 
of immediate peace with China was all important. Wang Ching-wei had 

^  come in answer to the KCNOYS declaration to make every effort for peace.

35288 * KAGESA was to meet Wang and was given letters from the
premier, war, navy, and foreign ministor. The China Affairs Heard was 
also asked to send a letter to shew it was not opposed to Wang's peace 
moves, but the Board Director YANAGhWA did not know Wang personally. 
SUZUKI, however, did, and was therefore requested to write a letter 
exhorting W ng to make every effort for peace.

He did not remember what happened to the money allocated for 
Wu Pei-fu's expenses when he died. He didn't recall a document which 
referred to a decision of the China Affairs Board of 28 December, in 

35289 which it was decided by the Board as to the disposition * to be made of 
the expenses for the Wu Project after Wu died.

When shown another document which referred to a decision in 
November 1^39, he remembered that such matters were discussed, but did 
* not know whether he had seen the document before. Asked if it was 
not reasonable tc suppose that he had seen it if it was a decision 
arrived at at a Board conference, he replied he coxild recall matters 
actua1ly discussed there, but did not remember whether this document 
embodied what was discussed and decided on. All documents which 
embodied decisions of the board received the signatures of the 
president and vice-president, and the accused took them to the office 
of the general director. He didn't recall taking this particular 
document.

35293 * He didn't knew whether the accused DCIPARA played a
prominent part when the army was working on the Wu Troject, but knew 
that DCIHARa was connected with it. He remembered that in February 
1940 the China Affairs Hoard recommended advisers to the new Central 
Government, and he thought that in that month forty million yuan were 
authorized to be loaned to that government. On 4 April 1941, ho became 

35292 president of the Planning Hoard and Minister without Portfolio. * He
had stated in his affidavit that he was reluctant to accept appointment, 
but did so because it would have placed his friend KCNCY1 in an awkward 
predicament.
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In those days there were movements agitating for establishing 

a now structure, and they were being advanced in a manner which over
stepped the bounds than what KCHOYE expected. KONOYE wished to curb 
this tendency and decided to reorganize the cabinet. CGUfeA was taken 
in as the principal leader of economic affairs, and a condition which 
OGURA laid for his acceptance was nomination of a new planning beard 
president.

In his affidavit when he said that he understood his primary 
function lay in executing the Planning Poard1s business, he was not 
suggesting there that he could escape responsibility attaching to a 

^293 minister of state. * In connection with his duties, he took over
P  and revised the five year plan of his predecessor, HOSHINC.

The Emperor named the president of the board on recommendation 
of the premier. The president had the power to advise the cabinet on 
national policy other than those concerning military or foreign affairs. 
In other words, those which would affect trade and national resources.

35294 * In his affidavit, he had referred to the impossibility of
obtaining special steel, machine tools and scrap iron because of the 
German-Soviet war and the dispatch of troops to FIG. In the light cf 
the situation, these items were to be used on the whole for the manu
facture of war munitions. When he stated in his affidavit that he told 
KCNOYE that the dispatch of troops to south FIC would be a serious 
matter if they were subjected to an economic embargo, this meant that 
he objected to the move. He believed that military power should be 
contracted so they would be able to concentrate it at one point, and 

k 295 * he felt that in view of the domestic situation the deployment of their
W  forces over a widé area was unwise. Although he opposed this move, he 

did nothing to relinouish the office which he held.

VJhen he stated in his affidavit that the premier told him 
that the move into south FIC was imperative to ward off danger of war 
with the Soviet, this was not a question of agreement or disagreement, 
but SUZUKI merely listened to what KCNOYE said. The accused was one of 
the cabinet ministers who decided on the dispatch of those troops. He 
didn’t think himself that a move into south FIC would ward off immediate 
danger of a war with the Soviet.

;529(‘ * Reference was made to the affidavit where it mentioned the
commodity mobilization plan sanctioned by the cabinet on 22 August 1941, 
and there was mentioned self-supply and self-sufficiency and the 
guaranteeing of national security. Asked if this was not merely a war 
plan, he replied that one could not say so. The key point was not 
necessarily prompt expansion of armament. They laid great stress on it 
but that was not all.
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To the accused was read a part of exhibit 1132, which purported 
tc bo a statement of SUZUKI in v/hich he said that the government previously 
set the scheme for enforcing the commodity mobilization plan for the 
first cuarter of the 1941 and 194? fiscal year. The government had 
examined various measures necessary for the completion of the-wartime 
system in response to the changed international situation. * Asked if 
he said it, he replied he didn't recall it, but was bending all efforts 
to strengthen national economy. Fa may have said that the enforcement 
of the mobilization scheme depended on a strong war sense and the 
cooperation of officials and people, as the exhibit stated.

To the accused was read a part of exhibit 1133, a newspaper 
excerpt of September 7, 1941, which stated that the government, at the 
cabinet meeting on September 5, decided on the traffic mobilization plan 
tc place transportation on a wartime basis to meet the requirements of 
the times. The accused stated that this was not a olan made in prepara
tion for war.

3 5298 * The accused was read from exhibit 1140, a newspaper extract
of September 13, 1941, which referred to the workers mobilization plan 
and said that the scheme jointly formulated by the planning board and 
welfare office, was based on the emergency labor policy decided in a 
recent cabinet session, and was aimed at insurinp the supply of labor 
for increased munitions production. The accused stated that this was 
not a war plan.

35299 * The accused was read from exhibit 1192, another newspaper
excerpt, which in describing the new newspaper plan, stated that the 
new system was aimed at placing newspapers on a wartime basis for 
fulfilling their mission as an organ of the state and the people in 
the present strained situation. Asked if this plan was in preparation 
for war, he replied that the planning board had nothing to do with 
newspapers, and had nothing to do with formulating that plan. It did 
have to do with the other plans mentioned.

Reference was made to the affidavit where it vas stated that 
the opinion was brought to the fore, that as long as the U. 8. refused 

>300 to * sell needed commodities, they were compelled to take by force of 
arms the areas containing them. Asked if he considered that America's 
refusal to trade with Japan constituted a justification for aggressive 
war, he replied that he believed that aggressive warfaro under any 
circumstances was wrong.

Reference was made to the affidavit where he referred to the 
stockpile supply and pointed out that the petroleum supply was inadequate. 
Asked when the oil well ecuipment in Japan was dismantled by the army and 
navy to be taken south, he replied his understanding was that the navy 
began it and the army fol3cwed later, and he first heard of it in mid- 
August, 1941.
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^301 * Asked if this was oil drilling machinery or refininp plants,
*'e replied that the planning board heard that orders had been given that 
eouipment in the oil fields in Akita would be dismantled with the thoupht 
that there might be a possibility of war, and that it might be useful 
to exploit the oil fields of the areas to be occupied. He understood 
that in July 1941, a plan was made for FIC and the exploitation of its 
natural resources; and he understood also that there was a stationary 
economic organ to be established in the Japanese Consulate General at 
Hanoi and Saigon.

KCNOYE, in which he interpreted KCNOYE’s remark to mean that when SUZUKI 
attended imperial conferences, it was as the premier's technical assistant. 

35302 By this, the accused stated he meant to say * he replied to questions 
on economic problems.

KCNCYE said to him that the liaison conference was not a policy-making 
body over and above the cabinet, but its so-called decisions would not 
be binding on the cabinet. It was suggested to the accused that when a 
decision had been made at a liaison conference there was little or no 
change in it when it went back to the cabinet, and he replied that this 

35303 was so, but explained * that of the matters discussed at the liaison
conference, most concerned foreign relations and a great number matters 
of commodities relative to military affairs. As the premier was also 
in attendance, generally what was discussed at the liaison conference was 
approved by the cabinet.

conference, considerable study and investigation on them had been given 
by the officials of the fcreipn, war, and navy ministry, and it was not 
usual for people not connected with those ministries to make remarks.
He did not attend liaison conferences regularly just prior to the war, 
but only began to attend them after August 1941, and even then attended 
only those to which he was ordered by the premier.

In his affidavit he described the conversation with Fromier

In his affidavit he had stated that he understood from what

Pefore subjects for discussion were submitted to the liaison
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35304 *After the establishment of the TOJO Cabinet, 
Liaison Conferences were held continuously until the 
end of November and he attended all of them. In his 
affidavit he had stated that he was invited by KONGYE 
to Ogikubo on 12 October 1941 having been directed to 
record the proceedings. He was not suggesting he was 
a mere secretary. The conference was held informally 
merely to enable KONOYE, TOJO, OIKA’VA and Foreign 
Minister TOYODA to discuss matters on intimate terms.

The main topic was whether to continue negotia
tions with America and in this connection, the question

35305 of withdrawing troops from China also arose. * Since 
SUZUKI v/as not asked to do anything by KONOYE, he made 
no remark there being busy taking notes of what the 
others were saying. In his affidavit he had referred 
to certain conversations with KONOYE and KIDO. He did 
not recall telling KIDO after the fall of the third 
KONOYE Cabinet that the Army wanted war but did remember 
telling KIDO that the only way to suppress the Army's 
attitude was to have the Emperor state he did not want 
war and he remembered that KIDO did not agree with his 
views. *

35306 * He told KIDO TOJO's ideas as to whether TOJO 
could control the Army if HIGASHIKUNI became Premier 
and established a policy against war. He had done 
this in response to KIDO's request. V/hen he informed 
'’IGA^IilKUNI on the nation's strength, he told him of 
the material mobilization plan for 1941 with 4,700,000 
tons of steel as its base. * He told HIGASHIKTJNI 
that Japan was not strong enoi-gh to go to war about
16 October 19 4 1.

Asked if he had known TOJO for a long time and 
intimately, he replied the only times when he worked 
together with TOJO were when he was third Army Chief 
of Staff, when he was Chief of the Political Deoartment 
of the China Affairs Board and TOJO was i'.s Vice- 
President, and when he was President of the Planning 
Board and a cabinet colleague of TOJO's. He did not 
think this was a very long period when compared to the 
total length of his military service.

NARRATIVE GUIDRY OF THE RECORD
December 15, 1947
DEFENCE - SUZUKI - Cross
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35308 *He thought at the time that TOJO would be able 

to check the war faction and so did KONOYE because 
up to a certain time, TOJO had been an ardent sup
porter of the negotiations and even when MATSUOKA 
had been replaced. TOJO agreed wholeheartedly to the 
change. At the time the Army was urging war and 
therefore when SUZUKI talked with KONOYE, he took 
into consideration that TOJO did not necessarily seem 
to advocate war on his own but it. was some hidden 
power pushing war agitation.

35309 *in his affidavit he had stated that TOJO asked 
him certain questions and he had answered v/ith the 
prospect of imports of petroleum from America were 
not bright and that synthetic petroleum could not 
meet urgent needs.

Asked what these urgent needs were, he replied 
that he meant they had already looked upon the 
severance of diplomatic relations with America as 
a possibility for the situation was tense and under 
those circumstances, by the manufacture of synthetic 
oil alone, they could not establish a feeling of real 
safety as to national defense. His statement that if 
they were able to seize the southern areas they could 
increase the oil supply from 300,000 tons the first

35310 year tc 2,000,000 the second year * was not the result 
of an investigation carried out by the Planning Board 
itself. He was merely stating the result cf a joint 
Army-Navy investigation on the matter at the liaison 
Conference.

IVh.en he was ordered to make this study, he 
gathered together various ministry officials connected 
with the mobilization of materials and ordered them to 

. conduct studies. The Planning Board, however, and the 
other government offices could not touch upon the oil 
problem except domestic production and consumption and 
civilian supplies.

Reference was made to the affidavit where he 
mentioned the Imperial Conference of November 5 which 
decided to withdraw the armed forces from Ch.tna to 
make the negotiations successful and he war aeked if 
there were not certain qualifications to that withdrawal.

NARRATIVE EUE?*ARY OF THE RECORD
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He replied It was also decided that those conditions • 
could be changed depending upon the progress of the 

35311 negotiations. *His recollection was that since Japan 
was offering to withdraw troops, she also desired 
America to accept some of her requests.

35312 ♦Asked when Japan was willing to withdraw the 
troops according to this decision, he replied that 
the greatest stumbling block in the negotiations was 
the question of withdrawal of troops from southern 
FIC and from China, Once that basic principle had 
been decided on then the other details were to be de
cided in the course of the negotiations. When it was 
suggested to the Accused that the decision reached at 
the conference was that there would be no troop with
drawing until peace between China and Japan had been 
come to, he replied that he thought that peace and the 
withdrawing of troops were the same thing.

35313

In his affidavit he had stated that he was told 
about an ultimatum or what virtually constituted an 
ultimatum, and that he could not but sense that war 
might be unavoidable and he had stated that they were 
placed in a situation liable to be militarily ♦ 
aattacked at any moment. He was not sure when hostilities 
were to be opened against the United States nor did he 
know the place or day they would commence, nor that the 
time for opening them was fixed for 8 December, He 
did not suggest that no notification be sent to the U.S. 
of this attack.

Asked when the task force sailed for Pearl Harbor, 
35314 he replied he knew nothing about it. ♦ He first learned 

of it after the conclusion of the war. He thought this 
was at some prison when he met SHIMADA who said some
thing to the effect that the fleet had sailed one or 
two weeks before the beginning of hostilities but he was 
not sure as to what SHIMADA actually said. The first 
time he heard of the Pearl Harbor attack wes on the morn
ing of December 8 when he went to the cabinet to attend 
a cabinet meeting and was told by the Chief Secretary.

Asked if the final note sent to the U.S. was signed 
by all ministers of State including himself, h<? replied 
that most of the cabinet members had nothing to do with 
it, including himself. The matter was not discussed at
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any Liaison Conference * or Cabinet meeting he attended. 
He never knew about any note being «ent such as he 
heard of later. He neither signed it, discussed it at • 
a Liaison or Cabinet conference, or knew its contents 
until after it was delivered.

Asked what took place with respect to the note 
to Eritain, he replied that once the decision that war 
was unavoidable had been reached, technical matters 
were left up to Foreign Minister TOGO so that all pro
ceedings would be in accordance with international law 
and therefore he had little interest in the matters.
He felt that even to Eritain a note would be sent and 
if there were not, there would be ample reason why it 
was not so he did not concern himself with it. * He 
did not know why no note was sent.

He recalled faintly that after the outbreak of the 
war, the whole matter came up for discussion and TOGO 
explained that since Britain was one with the United 

„..States, there was no necessity to send such, a note..be
cause it would automatically be made known to Britain.
He knew that Britain was a sovereign state, had an 
ambassador in Tokyo and that Japan had an ambassador in 
London. Asked if he knew that ambassadors were the 
usual channels for communication between nations and if 
he knew nothing was done to warn Britain of an impending 
attack, he replied that he had no interest in such mat
ters but * after hearing all the evidence he felt that 
from his own point of view, he would certainly have 
sent such a note.

*Ir. his affidavit he had said that economically 
Japan had not been prepared for war with America and 
Britain prior to the first of December 1941« He was 
not suggesting by that that Japan’s prepararation for 
war took place in the succeeding seven days. It was 
suggested to the Accused that the idea of the Greater 
East Asia Ministry was to apply the same rethods to 
the areas comprising * Greater East Asia as had been 
applied to China by the China Affairs Board.

He stated he did not think it was necessarily so. 
After the establishment of the Nanking Government, the 
China Affairs Board was abandonëd and the plan under
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study was to conduct affairs vis-a-vis China through 
the Ambassador, It was his understanding that the 
Greater East Asia Ministry was established after the 
outbreak of war to handle economic and other matters 
in the occupied areas.

Asked jf it was being used to exploit, the natural 
resources of those areas he replied "Yes, that was one 
of the main tasks."

35320

The Planning Board had no authority concerning the 
employment of POVVs but did h've authority and was con
cerned with the supply and demand of labor in Japan,
♦In part this labor power was supplemented by POWs but 
in connection with the business of supplementation or 
detention, the Board had no power whatsoever with that. 
The Planning Board never did issue any directive where
by this supplementary POW labor woula be utilized.

Asked if the Board said they required POWs for 
stevedoring purposes, he replied that the Board not 
once requested such laborers. The demands carue from 
the various ministries which had something to do with 
such matters and they consulted the War Department,

35321 ♦The Board made no request for such labor by reason 
of the ministry requirements. Such matters as labor 
required for stevedoring purposes were never brought 
to the Board’s attention. The ministry concerned noti
fied the Welfare Ministry and the Planning Board uf the 
number of laborers available from the genera- supDly 
after POWs had been deducted.

Asked if it was not true that POWs were used for 
stevedoring to speed up the transportation of war 
materials, he replied he thought they were utilized 
for the general purpose of facilitating transportation 
but did not know in detail whether POW lnl-r was in- 

35322 eluded in the transportation of material m  wej, *He 
never saw POWs working as stevedores but saw them 
working once at a coal mine.
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Leaving the presidency of the Planning Board on 

8 October 1943, he was appointed administrative in
spector in April 1943» His duties were to see to 3t 
that production Increases were made by inspecting the 
various factories to takes steps to im lease production.

35323 * One or two months after lie left the cabinet, he was 
appointed Economic Adviser to the» Cabinet a m  in Sep
tember 19 4 4, he was appointed Chief of the Great Nip
pon Industry Patriotic Association.

In his affidavit he stated he had deplored the 
China Incident, that many features of the government 
and High Command carried out by the China Affairs Board 
were opposed to his ideas, that the move j.nto southern 
FIC would be a serious matter, he opposed the Tripartite 
Pact and was convinced Japan should keep on friendly 
terms with Britain and the US. Ask if there was a 
single Incident because of his opposing views where 
he voluntarily resigned from office and refused to carry

35324 out the program and policy * of his particular depart
ment, he replied that at that time he did express his 
own views to his superiors but it had always been his 
way to entrust matter of decision to his svperiors and 
not to press his own views upon them.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN,
COUNSEL FOR KiDO

35325 *The Accused were reading questions and cO:»*vt'T S 
during his cross examination in which he hau testified 
that while he did not recall telling KIDO Army wanted 
WP" about the time of the fall of the thira a.'NVYE Cabin
et, he remembered telling KIDO that the only vay to sun- 
pre$© the Army attitude was to have the Empero* state
he did not want war and that K.TDO did not agrr... with his 
views. SUZUKI stated that he thought this conversation 
took place on th* night of October 13 at KTDO’s home.

35326 *He told KIDO about the matters discus» • 1 «v,
Ogikubo on the 12th and that since matters nao come to 
this state, it seemed advisable to request Lmperor
to use his influence to prevent war. To h.i~ 1 < collection, 
KIDO replied that perhaps in the final analysis, it 
might be necessary to petition the Emperor for m s  in
fluence but it was not yet the proper time, i ! :’A-ul did 
not suggest to KIDO that he petition the Emperor.
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In his affidavit he had stated that he was mes
senger between KONOYE and KIDO, KONOYE and TOJO and 
TOJO and KIDO, Asked where he got the suggestion to

35327 petition the Emperor * he replied he sooke of this 
idea to KONOYE after the Ogikubo taik suggesting to 
KONDYE that the Emperor be consulted and state he did 
not want war. He did not know if KONOYE ever told the 
Emperor of this. KONOYE said that before bringing this 
message to KIDO, it would be necessary to obtain the 
agreement of the War, Navy and Foreign Ministers and
if agreement was obtained, it world be no matter at all 
$o petition the Emperor, He therefore asked TOJO's 
opinion first.

Asked if the idea to request the Emperor to sup
press the Army attitude by stating that he did not want 
war came originally from him, he replied he did not know

35328 but * his idea at first was to have the Emperor scrap 
the September 6 decision and he proposed that idea.
After the talk with KONOYE took place and after meeting 
TOJO, it was found that the matter was difficult and 
thereafter he spoke to KIDO about it. He did not see 
the Navy Minister pursuant to KONOYE’s suggestion.

35329 * He did not hear KONOYE tell him to take the matter 
up with KIDO. KIDO did not explain why the time was 
not opportune but KIDO always thought that since the 
Emperor did not desire to voice his opinions on poli
tical affairs and relied on the Premier, that course

35330 should be taken. * Asked if he himself thought that 
this was a matter for the Premier to take op with the 
Emperor, or that of KIDO, he replied that it had always 
been his belief that while asking the Premier on one 
hand, at the same time it was necessary that one who 
was a close advisor to the Emperor should also be in
formed .

Asked whether it was KIDO's or the Premier's duty 
to take the matter up with the Emperor, h thought it 
was the Premier's duty and in case tue Errt.ror was to 
make any such expression, he thought it was also the 
responsibility of the Lord Keeper, Insofar as t.he 
Premier was concerned, he meant it was the Premier's 
duty to take it up with the Emperor and also part of 
the Lord Keeper's duties to keep himself informed in 
case the Emperor asked him about it, and iu was his
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idea that whenever such important" question was brought

35331 up * it was the Lord Keeper’s responsibility to have 
with him such advise as would be decisive in case an 
inquiry was put to him by the Emperor, Asked what the 
Army attitude was on October 13» 194-1, he replied that 
from general information as well as what he learned from 
KONOYE, it was that the atmosphere around General Staff 
Headquarters strongly favored dropping negotiations and 
declaring war against the U,S. Asked if on October 13 
the situation was so critical that the Emperor was even 
thinking ahead about an Imperial Rescript in case war 
should be declared any day, he replied he knew absolutely 
nothing about that. His feeling at the time was that the 
time had not come for any final decision as to whether

35332 war should * be declared or not.
Asked if there was anything to prevent a Minister 

of State approaching the Emperor and suggesting to him 
that the Armjr cor Id be surmressed if the Emperor stated 
he did not want war, he replied he could not believe 
that any Minister except the Premier, or War or Navy 
Minister could do this. As far as channels are concerned, 
it would be more properly their function rather than that 
of the Lord Keeper because he would be interfering in 
political affairs,

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. BLAKENEY,
COUNSEL FOR TOGO

The Accused stated he did not recall whether he 
attended all of the Liaison Conferences between the first

35333 of December and the outbreak of the Pacific War * and
35336 there may have been some from which he was absent,*

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. LEVIN

Reference was made to the affidavit where it was 
stated that in 1933 he met Hwang Fu in Peking, Hwang Fu 
was senior of Chiang Kai-shek with whom he was on very 
intimate terms. The main subject of discussion between 
Hwang Fu and the Accused was around the question of how 
to restore relations between Japan and China. Hwang Fu 
indicated there were three points around which the two 
countries should make efforts for restoring relations 
emphasizing that if the three were carried out, it would 
be possible.
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The first was not to take up the Manchurian prob
lem until the feelings in both countries had cooled 
off. Second was that Japan should not seek a special 
* economic status in China proper but should engage In 
economic activities on equal terms with the Powers» 
Third, he proposed that the common aim of their rela
tions should be placed in anti-communism and SUZUKI 
expressed wholehearted approval of his suggestion. He 
report Hwang Fu's opinion to his superior upon return
ing to Tokyo.

Hwang Fu understood Japan very well. Not only*was 
he on intimate terms with Chiang Kai-shek but was also 
chairman of the Political Council ” , n addition, 
General Ho Ying-ching was Chairman of the branch in 
Peking of the Military Council. In the lipht of this, 
SUZUKÎ expressed his opinions to his sun.-.riors that 
they should undertake to settle local issues in North 
China by trusting these various North China organs of 
the Chinese in cooperation with them.

*At that time not all his opinions were accepted 
because as a result of the Manchurian Incident, there 
was a feeling of contempt in the Army for the 
Kuomintang and furthermore, because of the fact that 
he was only a lieutenant-colonel perhaps, his views did 
not carry weight.

There was a lieutenant-colonel SUZUKI other than 
tho Ac^ised In the War Ministry about 1933 and there 
was a ' *vtenant-colonel SUZUKI in the Geiu. al Staff 
Office abort that year. As regards the relation of the 
1941 mobilization plan not being directed against war 
with the United States, he stated that in comparison 
with the amount of materials allocated to the Army, the 
allocation of materials allocated to the Navy was very 
small, especially of steel which was hardly different 
from peacetime allocation. It was only af*?»r the de
cision for war that special allocation of teel w?.s made 
to the shipping building industry.
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353-46
353-49 * Exhibit 3609, the affid avit of aRlTA, Hachiro, certified that

the affiant was vice-minister of foreign affairs from 10 May 1932 to 16 
May 1933, and as such examined and read in 1933 a report by TOGO, thon 
director of the European-American Pureau entitled "Cn the Foreign Folicy  
of Japan vis-a-vis Europe and America Following Withdrawal from the 
League of Nations” , which was prepared for submission to Foreign Minister

35350 UCHIDA. He had seen a * document which he identified as the original 
report he read at the time.

December 16 j  194?

35363 * Exhibit 3609-A, the document identified by the above affiant,
stated that toward the Manchurian Incident the Soviet Union maintained 
an attitude of neutrality and non-interference. In view of Japan's 
neutral attitude at the time of the Soviet-Chinese conflict over the 
Chinese Eastern Railway issue in 1929, this attitude was understandable.

35364. Moreover, the Incident was at f ir s t  * restricted to southern Manchuria, 
which was outside the Soviet sphere of influence. Even when operations 
extended to northern Manchuria, involving Soviet interests, Russia 
continued her neutral attitude. Her consent to Japan's sending troops 
by the CER, her refusal of the League request for cooperation of Soviet 
consular o fficia ls  in Manchuria with the Lytton Commission, her offer 
of good offices in evacuating Japanese at the time of the Su Ping-won 
Incident: her expression of consent to the sale of the CER to Japan, and 
her rejection of the league request to join its  advisory council, were 
among the facts worthy of note. This attitude of the Soviet Union 
should properly be interpreted in the ligh t of its  understanding of 
Japan's power being much greater than other countries and of the fact 
that since incidents with foreign countries could not be permitted to 
occur while Russia was busily occupied with internal a ctiv itie s, she was 
avoiding any provocative actions.

35365 The desire of the Soviet * for a non-aggression pact with 
Japan was motivated by its  desire to secure the safety of its  far 
Eastern territory from the increasing threat i t  feels since the 
Japanese Manchurian advance. To the extent that the S.-rie t was striving  
toward world revolution, a clash with Japan might be una/oidabie, and 
the five  year plan should be watched. The course which Japan should 
follow was to pursue their Manchurian and Mongolian policy, but avoid 
friction and promote friendly relations with other powers. As to Soviet 
relations, there were various issues hard to solve, but they should make

35366 every effort in accordance with the * policy to promote friendly 
relations with her, and they might be able to solve these issues. I t  
might even be possible to get the Soviet to recognize Manchukuo.
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A review of Soviet-Japanese relations would show that the Soviet felt a sense of insecurity over its far Eastern territory since the Manchurian Incident, and especially after Japan, in replying to the Soviet proposal of a non-aggression pact in Decombor, 1932, stated such a pact was premature. This apprehension was to be noted in the statements of influential Soviet leaders. There were difficult issues between the two countries, but if things were left as th9y were, mutual distrust could not be removed and relations * might come to be dominated by the domestic ccmmunism problem or the development of Soviet-Manchukuo problems.
Japan should try mainly to develop Manchukuo and should watch the progress of the five year plan, and the Soviet attitude toward other countries, endeavoring to avoid friction with Russia and establish friendly relations with her. As to the possible influence of the improvement of these relations on third powers, there was no reason that it should disturb U. S.-Japanese relations, as America did not want Japan to dominate Siberia and was not pleased to see Soviet communism firmly established. The fact that some Americans suspected Japan of appressive intentions because of her refusal of the Soviet * offer of a non-aggression pact showed that improvement of Soviet relations was desirable for betterment of TJ. S. relations.
With regard to Fritain, some feared that friendly relations with the Soviet might cause trouble in relations with Fritain, but it was clear that Soviet-Japanese accord would not extend to such a point that the two in combination would oppose Fritain. It was not reasonable for Pritain to have any apprehensions over this.
Improvement of Soviet-Japanese relations would have a pood influence on third powers by proving Japan's peaceful intentions and contribute to the improvement of better relations with other nations.* It was by all means advisable that they make efforts to improve relations with the Soviet, and of all the measures for accomplishing this, that most desired by the Soviet was a non-aggression pact; but there were pros and cons on the ruestion in Japan.
* There were no reasons why such a pact shc”Td not be concluded. This pact was recommended, and thereafter th .* should proceed with, negotiations on the ruestions of recognizing Man chukuo, purchase of the CER, and issues relative to concessions in northern Saphalien.If the domestic situation did not permit concluding such a pact, they should first endeavor to tranqualize relations between the two countries, keeping in close touch with Manchukuo with, respect to her policy toward the Soviet.
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To realize these aims, it was recommended that in the economic sphere they conclude a commercial treaty, thus promotinp economic relations with the Soviet. In the political sphere, it was recommended that measures be found to prevent border cJashes, and in * this connection the problem of demarcation of the Soviet-Manchukuo border should be solved ; a system be established peacefully for Soviet- Manchukuo management of the CE*V on an equal basis; and steps taken to purchase Soviet rights in that railway.
The problem of demarcating the boundary was pending even before the establishment of Manchukuo. Left unsettled, it was a source of trouble. Although there might be difficulties, it should be solved quickly. Also, the CER was built by Czarist Russia as an instrument for Far East exploitation. Since they could not justifiably obtain Russian 35372 * interests in the railway forcibly, they should purchase their share in it.
Since the Manchurian Incident, various nations had charged Japan with practically ignoring her treaty obligations and embarking on aggressive actions. They were apprehensive lest Japan engage in such actions whenever opportunity was offered. As a result, Japan had lost as much international confidence as she had gained military prestige.In modern international society resort to armed force was a matter of the utmost seriousness, and every effort should be made to avoid it. Although there were instances in history of unjustified use of armed force, Japan should not repeat this. Respect for truthfulness should 35373 * be the same among nations as among individuals, for when a nation forfeits international confidence it was ultimately the loser.
The Soviet was not only making efforts to avoid conflict with Japan, but was not in a position to apply either military or economic pressure in the near future, and Japan should give attention to this point. In case armed conflict with the Soviet became inevitable, it was most desirable to make a common front with Britain and America, but since it' was clear the Soviet was trying to avoid this eventuality, other powers would not support Japan but would condemn her as an aggressor, and Japan should by all means avoid clash with the Soviet.
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Ï M È DIRECT EXAMINATION OF NOGUCHI, Yoshio, by Mr. Plakeney.
35375 * The witness identified and verified exhibit 3611 as his35377 affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the witness was a member of the staff of the first section of the European-American Pureau from July 1925 to March 1926, and TOGO was section chief from July 1925 to the end of the year. When the witness was in the first section from January 1930 to October 1933, TCGO was bureau director throughout.Nhen the witness was a secretary-interpreter of the embassy in Moscow from October 1939 to November 1940, TOGO was ambassador, and the witness returned home about a month after TOGO was recalled by MATSUOKA.

While in Moscow, the witness vas interpreter at all conversations between TOGO and Molotov, following the settlement of the Nomonhan Incident in September. Thereafter he was in the same capacity in the European-Asiatic Pureau from December 1940 to February 1943, and TOGO was foreign minister from October 1941 to September 1942. It was immediately after TOGO became foreipn minister for the second time that 35378 * the witness was ordered to serve in the Political Affairs Pureau,TCGC remaining minister until August 1945. During the two tenures of TCGC's ambassadorship the witness was interpreter at all conversations with the Soviet ambassador, and he was therefore familiar with the negotiations and with TCGO's opinion in connection therewith.
Vihile TCGC was ambassador to the Soviet, he took the opportunity immediately after the Nomonhan Incident, when relations showed a favorable turn, to further improve relations, and succeeded in solving various problems which were described by the witness. As to the negotiations for the epoch-making neutrality treaty between Japan and the 35379 USSR, TOCO carried the negotiations all but to consummation. * In this, 

TOGO did not insist on the exclusive interests of Japan, but maintained that the interests of both should bo mutually respected. Whenever he found the Tokyo instructions excessive or improper he did not hesitate to ask reconsideration of Tokyo, and always undertook negotiations after fully understanding the facts. This attitude caused him to win Molotov’s confidence, and the conversations were carried on in a most friendly atmosphere.
Molotov then was concurrently chairman of the council of commissars and Commissar for Foreign Affairs. It was unusual in Soviet practice that Molotov accepted with hardly exception TCGC's request for interviews. In the all-night negotiations over the modus vivendi of the fisheries problem on the night of 31 December 1939, Molotov insisted 35380 when the * ouostion of the gold clause concerning the last payment for the CER that the opinion of exports be obtained, as the question was economic »
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TOGO, however, pointed out there was not enough time, and requested Molotov to accept his word that the proposal was not disadvantageous for the USSR. Molotov replied he would rely on TOGO'S word and would sign the document. Upon the conclusion of the fisheries agreement on 1 January, Molotov expressed his respect for TOGO'S efforts and that Russian-Japanese relations would become more friendly, thanks to TOGO.
35381 * It was TOGO'S intention to establish peaceful relations withthe USSR, and he recommended the conclusion of a non-aggression pact, finally obtaining government instructions to open negotiations. He made the following oral proposal to Molotov in early July 1940: 1, the twoparties should confirm that the basic treaty shall be the basis of relations and declare they will maintain peaceful and friendly relations, respecting each's territorial integrity; 2, if one of the two was attacked by a third power the other shall maintain neutrality; 3, the agreement shall be effective for five years.

Some days later Molotov agreed in principle to the proposal, saying it was in substance a non-aggression pact, and communicated to TCC.0 in raid-Aupu8t that the USSR would accept the proposal on condition that the paragraph referring to the fact that the basic treaty shall be35382 the basis of relations * be deleted, and proposed that the concessions in northern Saghalien be terminated. TOGO recommended to Tokyo that the Russian proposal should be accepted, and the proposed pact be concluded. However, MATSUGKA, who became foreign minister in July 1940, when the pact was all but concluded, ordered TOGO home and to suspend negotiations. Molotov repeatedly asked TOGO before his departure as to Tokyo's intentions concerning the pact, as to sudden change of ambassadors being incomprehensible, and that the new ambassador TATEKAWA had made a statement that Japanese-Russian relations should be restored to a clean slate.
TCGO tried to dispel Russian concern by explaining that the negotiations had been conducted with full contact with the government35383 and the cabinet change could not change the policy, and that he, * on returning home, would do all he could to improve Russian-Japanese relations. The witness recalled TOGO'S telling him that the motive for his proposing a neutrality pactwas to take the opportunity for settling the Nomonhan Incident. The witness was then half TOGO'S interpreter and half his secretary, and he recalled TOGO telling him that Japan should not seek in the south anything beyond the promotion of economic interests, for this would cause a clash with the U. S. and Britain. TCGC went to Berlin for a few days in May 1940 for a medical examination,and not for official business, and this was his only trip there that year.
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When TOGO became foreign minister in October 1941» Ambassador 
Smetanin often communicated Soviet reauests concerning the maintenance 
of neutrality between the two on these occasions. TOGO suggested his 
desire to render pood offices for peace between Germany and the USSR.

35384 * When Smetanin was leaving for home in January 1942, TOGO entrusted 
with him a message to Molotov that if the Soviet should come to enter
tain a desire for peace with Germany, he was ready to render his good 
offices. TOGO remarked that when the whole world had become involved 
in war, Japanese-Soviet relations were like a shaft of sunlight, and he 
desired to extend this light to the whole sorld. The witness recalled 
that in the summer of 1942, TOGO complained that the activities of the 
Japanese authorities abroad were too passive when it was deemed urgent 
to bring about a general peace through Russo-German peace. When he 
called on TOGO in early 1943» he urged him to act for Russo-German 
peace, and TOGO said he deemed this the most proper way to bring about 
general peace, and was willing to work toward thax end if the government 
would give him powers for action.

The witness returned from Bulgaria in April 1945, and TOCO
35385 summoned him in May and told him of his intention * for negotiations 

with the Soviet to terminate the war. This intention materialized in 
June with conversations between HIROTA and Ambassador Malik, and the 
witness served as Interpreter and liaison between TOGO and HIRCTA. 
Although the negotiations failed, it was because the war situation had 
too far deteriorated.

THERE WAS NC CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE WITNESS.

35386 Exhibit 3162, a supplementary personnel record of TOGO, was 
received in evidence but not read, to show that the accused was ordered 
home on 29 August, and left Moscow on 29 October 1940.

Exhibit 3613, a certlfidate of the foreign ministry, showing 
the appointment of TOGO'S successor, General TATEKAWA in September, was 
received in evidence but not read.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION CF NARITA, Kat.-.ushiro, 
by Mr. plakeney.

35387 * The witness identified and verified exhibit 36-14 as his
35388 affidavit. * The affidavit stated that the vdtness served in the first 

section of the Buropean-Asiatic Pureau from June 1934 to January 1938; 
in the Embassy in Rerlin from March tc October 3938; in the embassy in 
Hsinpkinp from December 1938 to August 1940; as senior secretary and 
later chief of the first section of the European-Asiatic Pureau from 
Aupust 3940 to November 1942; and as chief of the personne3 section 
from November 1942 to Aupust 1945.

For over three years of his first service in the First Section
35389 * The Pureau Director was TOGO. In this period there wore numerous 

Japanese-Soviet problems. TCGO's practice as bureau director in charge 
of Soviet affairs was to protest stiffly apainst any Soviet delicts, but 
to be equally stern in reprimandinp those on the Japanese side puilty of 
improper practices. They pot many reouests from the war ministry or 
the ambassador in Hsinpkinp, who was concurrently C-in-C of the Kwantung 
Army, to make protests to the USSR concerning border incidents. These 
reauests were routed throuph the first section, were quite numerous, 
and many were seen and manaped by the witness, and many were not.
Requests were sometimes made orally by the war ministry to his section. 
TCGC frequently said that beforo makinp the protest further investipation

35390 would * have to be made to pive assurance that the fault was not on the 
Japanese side, and in such cases had such instructions for further 
investipation sent to the Hsinpkinp embassy or war ministry. He often 
suggested to the war ministry and Kwantunp Army that they mend their 
ways and refrain from committing wrongs themselves if they wished the 
Japanese position to be strong when there were cases of Soviet faults. 
TCGC also admonished military authorities concerning other cases of 
Soviet-Japanese or foviet-Manchukuoan disputes.

Business men operating concessions in Sakho33n and Japanese 
fishermen operating in Soviet waters under fisheries agreements, fre
quently complained to the foreign ministry, throuph the first section, 
of Soviet oppression. TOGO often told them in the witness' presence 
that there was fault on their side too, and that they were exaggerating 
or concealing facts, and were ponerally not devoting ,.eir sincere 
efforts to compliance with their concession contracts or fishery rights.

35391 * Cn these occasions when they asked the mir istry to take a strong 
stand apainst the USSR, TOGO would tell them that th y wore attempting 
unduly to depend on government protection, and that cnly when the USSR 
had acted in a clearly illegal manner could they expect government 
help.

During this period the conclusion of the anti-Comintern Fact 
had a cooling effect on Soviet-Japunese re3ations. „i'.nough 'it was the 
European-Asiatic Bureau under TOGO which had to manage the foreign 
ministry's work in connection with its conclusion, ho h . .. then that
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TOGO's opinion was that the conclusion of a political apreement for 
coping with an ideology was meaningless. TCCC strongly opposed streng
thening the anti-Comintern Fact, or anything in the nature of a German- 
Japanese-Italian alliance, and immediately on learning of the negotiations 
he presented his views to the foreign minister to that effect. The 
witness learned that his opinion was that Nazi foreign policy * would 
eventually bring Germany into conflict with the Soviet, Pritain, and 
other countries, and that such an alliance not only would not contribute 
to solving the China Affair, but would involve Japan in Europe and 
eventually world turmoil. TOGO'S attitude toward the alliance, and his 
unresponsiveness to German suggestions of closer cooperation in economic 
matters relating to China, led to deterioration of his relations with 
Ribbentrop and intensified opposition from military and naval circles 
to whom his presence in Berlin appeared an obstacle to realizing their 
desire for closer Gerraan-Japanese collaboration.

It was this attitude and opposition from military circles 
which the witness learned brought about his removal from Berlin and 
Moscow. What the witness learned then and reported to TOGO in a letter 
of 6 December 1938, he identified as exhibit 3fl£-A. * Exhibit 3614-A
stated that the witness was supposed to have been informed that TCGC 
was actively working in Moscow, while in Tokyo he was informed that the 
choice of ambassadors to Pritain was difficult, and Foreign Minister 
UGAKI said it would be good if TOGO went to london, but if he did so the 
problem would arise of promoting OSHIMA to the ambassadorship. When the 
army started to work for transferring the ambassador-to Berlin, UGAKI 
* was said to have seen no necessity for the transfer, for the ambassador 
at that time had not failed. However, malicious telegrams were sent from 
Major-General KASaFARA and Naval Attache KCJIMA, stating that TOGO was 
extremely unpopular with German authorities and higher officials such 
as Ribbentrop paid no attention to him, and at the time of the Czecho
slovakian problem all the ambassadors of friendly nations went to 
Munich except TOGO.

Moreover, i t  began to be urged that CSHIMA should be used for 
the negotiations. The pressure of the military had thus prevailed. It  
seemed therefore that the telegrams from Berlin pointinr out CSHIMA's 
disqualification had hardly been utilized by foreign o ffice authorities.

The affidavit continued, and the witness added that this 
information came from the director of the European-Asiatic Bureau, who 
was familiar with the matter.
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35395 *As Chief of the First Section of the European- 

Bureau during TOGO'S first term as Foreign Minister, the 
witness was familiar with the attitude toward the Ü.S.3.R. 
TOGO worked hard for the strict observance by both parties 
of the neutrality then prevailing.

On 22 November 1941, he called on Ambassador 
Smetanin and reminded him that on 5 and 13 August, Sretanin 
had talked with the then Foreign Minister TOYODA, at which 
time he had assured that the U.S.S.R. would remain faithful 
to the neutrality pact and grant no military bases on Soviet 
soil to foreign powers, TOGO asked Smetanin to confirm 
this policy and that the neutrality pact would continue to 
be the basis of relations between the two. On 1 December, 
Smetanin gave this assurance and again on 6 December.

35396 * From the outbreak of the Pacific war to the begin
ning of September 1942, there were several questions in 
connection with the navigation of Soviet vessels, etc. The 
Japanese navy had established sea defense zones and decided 
to restrict navigation in those areas. On such questions, 
the Foreign Ministry would notify the Soviet Embassy before
hand of the navy measures and when questions arose, such as 
detention of a Soviet vessel, it made efforts for a sneedy 
settlement.

Some Soviet vessels were damaged and sunk in areas 
where there were hostilities. On these occasions, the 
Ministry did its utmost to accord all facilities for the 
protection or repatriation of crews, etc.

35397 *Throughout TOGO'S second term as Foreign Minister, 
the witness was Ghief of the Personnel Section. At this 
time military circles intimated the desirability of removing 
the Ambassador to the U.S.S.R.SATO, who was alleged to be 
"insufficiently positive" in his attitude toward the Soviet. 
The witness brought up the question with TOGO, who told him 
that if SATO were removed, it would be to a European post 
where he could get in touch with the U.S. and Britain with
a view to ending the war. Ho told the witness to study the 
question of appointing as minister one who was then an - 
ambassador’, having in mind that the post to which SATO would 
have had to be sent would have been Sweden, Switzerland, or 
the Vatican. The witness thereafter reported to him. These 
discussions were held in April-1945, but nothing came of the 
idea because soon thereafter projects for ending the war 
through Soviet intermediation were s|èt. in motion.
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35398 * While Chief of the Personnel Section, the witness

was in charge of the examination of ministry officials' 
services for the grant of awards in connection with the 
China Affair and conducted negotiations with the Board of 
Decorations. The Ministry had two fixed standards. One 
was a list of important matters taking place during the 
China Affair in which the Ministry was concerned and exami
nation was made of services relating to enumerated matters 
not limited to those having direct connection with the 
China Affair. Careers were considered in the light of the 
table and long service in an important position.

^  35399 *In TOGO'S case, the Board of Decorations agreed
according to the first standard that his services in 
negotiating the Truce of Nomonhan deserved an award. TOGO 
was already in the category of those deserving a decoration 
according to the second standard. The Grand Cordon of the 
Rising Sun was not the highest decoration and was not 
bestowed upon TOGO for any special reason, but only because 
he had been already decorated with the next lower decoration 
in grade in May 1941.

35400 »CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SUTTON
It was some time in March, after the witness' 

arrival in Berlin, that he learned that the military attache 
OSHIMA was working for the strengthening of the Anti-

35401 Comintern Pacf$ and was directly negotiating with Ribbentrop 
without informing Ambassador TOGO. The witness was reminded 
that he wrote TOGO on 6 December 1938 (Exhibit 3&14A) concern
ing telegrams from General KASAHARA and attache KOJIMA.
Asked if these telegrams contained the statement that OSHIMA 
was so popular that he went to Munich in Ribbentrop's private

35402 plane,* the witness replied he did not read the telegram 
himself but only heard there was a telegram to that effect.

C ROS S-EXAMINATIC N BY Mr. SHIMANOUCHJ,
Counsel for OSHIMA

The witness stated that he knew that KASAHARA 
returned from Berlin to Tokyo in connection with strengthening 

35403 the Anti-Comintern Pact* and thought KASAHARA left Berlin in 
July 1938.
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35404 *The witness did not remember the Foreign Office 

sending inquiries to TOGO regarding his opinion on the 
proposed treaty. He had stated in his affidavit that he 
learned in March 193^ that OSHIMA was working for 
strengthening the Anti-Comintern Pact and he heard it from 
his colleagues in the Embassy at Berlin. He never himself 
made sure of this. Asked if. after hearing this report, 
he talked with TOGO or OSHIMA on the matter, he replied 
that he had never talked directly with either.

35405 *Reminded that OSHIMA had stated that it was from 
about July that he began talks with Ribbentrop, the 
witness stated that OSHIMA did talk on this matter in July. 
The witness did not know what kind of conversations were 
actually being held between OSHIMA and Ribbentrop.

Redirect Examination by Mr. Blakeney
35406 *The witness stated that the part of his affidavit 

in which he had made statements concerning TOGO'S opposition 
to strengthening the Anti-Comintern Pact concerned ratters 
during his service in the Embassy after March 193^*

Direct of Examination of YAMAJI, Akira, 
by Mr. Blakeney.

35407 *The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3615
35408 as his affidavit. *The affidavit stated that in Anril 1934 

the witness was assigned to the Second Section of the 
Bureau cf European-American Affairs, being appointed Chief 
in September 1936, remaining so until April 193$* From 
April 1934 to October 1937» the Bureau Director was TOGO.

At the beginning of February 1936, the Foreign 
Ministry received a semi-official report addressed to the 
Vice Minister from the Charge d'Affaires at Berlin, INOUE, 
that the military attache OSHIMA often informally carried 
on political negotiations with the Germans.

35409 *In April 1936 ARITA became Foreign Minister and 
shortly after told Ambassador MUSHAKOJI that it was 
considered proper to conclude some agreement with Germany 
and MUSHAKOJI should make necessary investigations in 
Berlin. In May ARITA cabled instructions requesting the 
Ambassador to sound out German intentions. In July 
MUSHAKOJI reported that a plan of agreement had been sub
mitted by Ribbentrop containing stipulations for an Anti- 
Comintern Pact and cooperative measures against the Soviet.
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35410 *At that time TOGO told the witness he was against 

any international agreement based on ideologies and was 
against a Japanese-German Anti-Comintern Pact* The cabinet 
members concerned, however, supported the Pact and TOGO

. could do nothing but carry out their policies. However,
TOGO paid attention so that damage to relations with the 
Soviet and Britain might be avoided and that cooperation 
with Germany might not exceed the limit of true necessity.

At the joint conference between the Foreign and 
War Ministries, TOGO maintained with ARITA that it was 
absolutely necessary for entering into the Pact to conclude

35411 also a political agreement with Britain* and succeeded in 
overriding military objections and persuading them to accept 
this condition. In negotiating with the Germans, TOGO had 
MUSHAKOJI request certain amendments which resulted in 
propagandists words being toned down, the scone of cooper
ation in exchange of information concerning destructive 
activities of the Comintern was limited and the term of 
validity was reduced from ten to five years.

TOGO also succeeded in amending the draft of the
35412 Annexed Agreement in that*the too-comprehensive condition 

of the first article to the effect that it was to become 
operative in case either became an object of attack or 
threat of attack was amended to apply only in the event 
either became "the object of an unprovoked attack or threat 
of attack".

Also many exceptions were made in the second 
article which provided that if either wanted to conclude 
with the Soviet an agreement inconsistent with the spirit 
of the Pact, it must obtain the other's approval before
hand. The majority of the agreements between Japan and the 
Soviet were made exceptions, as it was decided such approval 
was unnecessary. The article was almost mutiliated so far 
as it concerned limitations on Japanese action.

35413 *As to Japanese relations with Britain, TOGO often 
told the witness that he cherished the same belief that 
relations should be smoothed by an agreement with Britain 
thus improving also relations with the United States and 
maintaining world peace. He said the conclusion of such
an agreement should be a condition for execution of the 
Anti-Comintern Pact. Conditions at the time of signing 
the pact were unfavorable to obtaining British agreement 
and negotiations were not begun, although TOGO did not give 
up hope. He determined to resume negotiations with Britain 
in the spring of 1937 and persuaded Ministry a ’thorities 
and induced the military into agreement.
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Page The plan of Anglo-Japanese Pact, with resDect to
British concessions in China, was completed and instructions 
given to Ambassador YOSHIDA in London to open negotiations 
but various requests by YOSHIDA consumed time and the

35414 negotiations had hardly * opened when the China Affair broke 
out and TOGO'S efforts came to nothing.

On further oral examination, the witness was asked 
how the Anti-Comintern Pact of 6 November 1937 came to be 
concluded and he replied that toward the end of October 1937 
Ribbentrop came to Rome and after conferring with Mussolini 
and Clano, the Pact was signed. Japan's attitude toward the 
Pact was negative.

Asked if TOGO partclpated in the conclusion of 
this negotiation, he replied that the Government had 
established a policy which sought a political agreement with 
Britain at the same time as the conclusion of the Anti- 
Comintern Pact. He corrected his previous answer and stated 
that it was around October and November that the conclusion

35415 of the Anti-Comintern Pact became* a pressing matter.
TOGO'S promotion to Ambassador in Germany was decided in 
September and in October TOGO was on a tour in Manchukuo 
and during this two weeks INOUE was Director ex-officio. 
After TOGO'S return, he was formally appointed Ambassador 
and. therefore, TOGO had no connection with the negotiation 
of the Pact. There was no cross-examination of the witness.

35416 *Exhibit 3 6 16, a certificate concerning TOGO'S 
absence from Tokyo and from his office at the time of 
Italy's entrance into the Anti-Comintern Pact,was received 
in evidence, but not read, to show he was ordered to 
Manchukuo on 7 October ana actually left on the 10th.
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Direct Examination of KAMEYAMA, Kazuji 
by Mr. Blakeney.

♦The witness identified and verified Exhibit 2753 
as his affidavit. *The affidavit stated that from February 
1922 to March 1927 and from November 1930 to May 1935» "the 
witness was in charge, while holding a nosition in the 
Bureau of EuroDean-American Affairs —  later the Bureau of 
European Asiatic Affairs —  of questions regarding the con
clusion of the Soviet-Japanese Peking Convention of 1925» 
the discussion of a Soviet-Japanese non-aggression Pact and 
the mirchase of the Chinese Eastern Railway.

TOGO was chief of the First Section of the Bureau 
from January 1922 to March 1927 and director of the Bureau 
from February i933 to October 1937 and the witness served 
under him until he left the Bureau in May 1935* The Soviet 
Jaoanese treaty was signed at Peking in January 1925 
restoring diDlomatic relations. TOGO hs*d been dealing with

35419 Soviet-Jananese affairs since 1923 * and it was his efforts 
that brought about the treaty. As Bureau Director, TOGO 
had to deal with difficult questions with the Soviet assert 
ing himself to bring them to amicable settlement and 
succeeded. In bringing to successful conclusion the 
negotiations for the Durchase of the CER» he worded hard, 
nersuading military leaders and negotiating with the Soviet 
Union and Manchukuo, and achieved success in concluding the 
agreement for the purchase of the railway on 23 March 1935*

35420 ♦When the selling of the railway was nrooosed by 
Soviet in 1933» there was an opinion supported by the 
military and other circles that it was useless to nay a 
high price for a railway which was sure to fall into the 
hands of Manchukuo for nothing. It was feared that this 
might orove an obstacle. TOGO, however, reasoned the 
Director of the Military Affairs Bureau and the Chief of 
the Second Department of the General Staff into agreement 
as to his own opinion, resulting in the Cabinet decision 
of 23 May that the Soviet proposal should be accepted that 
Manchukuo should be advised to be the ourc^aser and that 
JaDan should use its good offices in the negotiations.
The orogress of these negotiations was set out in Exhibit

35421 3234. They made little orogress* and often came to a 
standstill. TOGO had frequent interviews with the Soviet 
delegates concentrating his energies on removing misunder
standings and finally the negotiations were concluded.

While Bureau Director TOGO, to nrevent compli
cations arising in connection with Soviet-Manchukuo 
boundaries, set himself to form a committee for their 
demarcation and committee for settling boundary disputes 
and orooosed it to the Soviet side.
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In July 193?, after the conclusion of the CER 

negotiations, the Soviet notified Japan it had no objection 
to negotiations for establishing the committee for settling 

354-22 boundary disputes and in August *submitted a draft agree
ment.

Manchukuo and the Kwantung Army, however, 
insisted that boundary demarcation be submitted prior to 
the committee's formation and this hampered the negotiations. 
In March 1936, the Soviet notified Japan of its intention 
to accept on terms the proposal for border demarcation in 
the negotiations from April until November 1936. Both 
governments proceeded with a view to forming this committee 
for settling boundary disputes, but the negotiations failed 
to materialize.

From the day of his appointement as Director of 
the Bureau. TOGO was an eager advocate of the conclusion 

35423 of a Soviet-Japanese non-aggression pact but *as Director 
was too busily engaged in many problems arising from the 
Soviet to realize his intention. No proposal was made by 
Soviet on this problem while he was Bureau Director. There 
was no cross-examination of the witness.
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35423 *From Exhibit 3609-A a document on foreign policy 
following Japan’s withdrawal from the League of Nations, 
it was stated that in connection with Japanese-German 
relations, Germany was presently too involved in European 
problems to give much attention to those in the Far East«

35424 Her attitude towards the Far East problems * had never 
been positively anti-Japanese but had been rather neu
tral. Germany had always followed the svit of the other 
Big Powers. Recently some Germans had advocated re
covery of her former Pacific Mandates but it might be 
presumed she would not insist upon regaining them in the 
face of Japanese objection. It appeared that Germany in
tended to make use of this question as an excuse to re
gain her former colonies in Africa. It was now advisable 
for Japan to make efforts to have Germany understand 
Japan's international position in the Far East and promote

35428 closer scientific and cultural contacts. *
Exhibit 36I8, the Affidavit of KASAHARA, Yukio

35429 stated * that in January 1938 he, as Major General, was 
sent as a General Staff Officer to Europe and was in 
Berlin until November 1938. He had no particular mission 
there but was informally told he was to be appointed 
Military Attache. During this time he met TOGO but had 
no official connection with him.

In July Ribbertrop proposed to Military Attache 
OSHIMA concerning a German-Japanese-Italian Alliance Pact 
which had been discussed sometime previously between 
them. The Affiant then remarked to OSHIMA that it was 
strange the proposal was not shown Ambassador TOGO but 
OSHIMA replied that Ribbentrop asked him not to mention

35430 it to TOGO * because he first wanted to sound out the 
intention of the Japanese military and also he was afraid 
TOGO would opnose it if he were approached first.

At OSHIMA's request, the Affiant left Berlin 
arriving in Tokyo the beginning of August. He delivered 
the German proposal to the military authorities and also 
informed the Foreign Minister and it was brought before 
a Five Ministers' Conference were a decision was made.
The Affiant returned to Berlin the end of September and 
reported to OSHIMA. The Affiant called upon TOGO to 
explain why he had gone to Tokyo with Ribbentrop's 
proposal without letting him know about the question.
TOGO said that although he had been told there had been 
a Five Ministers' decision on the question * he was 
opposed to an Alliance with Germany and had submitted 
these views to the Foreign Minister.
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While in Tokyo the Affiant met Foreign Minister 
UGAKI and told him TOGO was not on good terms with 
the German authorities who considered him not coopera
tive with Nazi policies and that was why they had not 
wanted Ribbentrop's proposal shown him. There was a 
prevalent opinion among the military then that OSHIMA 
should be made Ambassador. The Affiant remembered that 
at the time of the Munich meeting in September 1938, 
OSHIMA was taken to Munich in Ribbentrop's private 
plane while TOGO did not go at all.
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CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. SHIMANOUCHI,
COUNSEL FOR OSHIMA

35432 *The Witness stated that OSHIMA asked for a 
direction from the General Staff in regard to the

35433 Witness's return to Tokyo. * This was to the effect 
that the Witness might return temporarily to Japan 
for submitting a report.

35434 *Asked if there had been continuous discussion
between Ribbentrop and OSHIMA before July 1938 con
cerning the Alliance Pact, the Witness stated he 
heard from OSHIMA that the matter had been taken up 
a long time before but the talk had been discontinued 
and it just had been brought up again suddenly by 
Ribbentrop. The proposal Ribbentrop made in July was 
a request to sound out the Army's ideas.

35435
A few days before Witness' departure, he met. 

Ribbentrop together with OSHIMA and Ribbentrop and 
Ribbentrop told him that this * proposal was not in
tended for war but would enable them to avoid it to 
which OSHIMA agreed wholeheartedly. OSHIMA said that 
since he had hoped to obtain the views of the military 
he would send KASAHARA to Japan but thereafter would 
like to have the negotiations carried out through a 
diplomatic channel.

Asked what attitude OSHIMA took towards the 
opinion in military circles that he be made Ambassador, 
the Wit ness replied that OSHIMA told him he had heard 
that there were rumors he would be appointed Ambassador 
but his real intention was to remain as an Army officer 
and he was reluctant to be appointed. The Witness was 

35436 to tell people in Japan * that OSHIMA would not like
the appointment. The Witness knew that OSHIMA stubbornly 
refused to accept the appointment when the telegram 
came that he would receive the post.
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35437 »Witness identified and verified Exhibit 3619
35439 as his Affidavit. * The Affidavit stated that from 

February 1937 to December 1938» the Witness was 
Commercial Attache in the Embassy in Germany and from 
December 1937 to October 1938» he served under Ambas
sador TOGO and in this time there were two important 
problems of Japanese-German collaboration on which he 
was officially informed of TOGO'S views.

On the question of strengthening a Japanese- 
German-Italian Alliance, TOGO was consistently opposed 
to them by Military Attache OSHIMA. OSIIIMA was work
ing for them ignoring the Ambassador and the Embassy 
was well aware that OSHIMA was negotiating directly 
with Ribbentrop. TOGO'S opinions were often expressed 
to the Witness and the Witness expressed his opinion 
to TOGO that Germany had become economically strong and

35440 was * closely connected by trade relations with Eastern 
Europe and the Balkans and these relations were becoming 
more important and if they developed, would collide 
with Britain. Japan if bound to Germany by a Military 
Alliance would be drawn into war with England as well
as the United States which was not to Japan's interest. 
TOGO agreed and said that Germany would eventually 
clash with Britain, Russia and other Powers and he de
preciated Japan's aligning with Germany,

In March or April 1938 the Naval Attache cabled 
the Navy Ministry strongly urging TOGO'S removal as he 
was on bad terms with Ribbentrop. The cable stated 
that the matter had been talked over with OSHIMA.

35441 *This became known when the contents of the cable were 
transmitted to TOGO. The Embassy Staff were indignant 
but cpuld do nothing and in the end, TOGO was transferred 
to Moscow,

When he received this order he told the Witness 
he was being expelled from Berlin because of his oppo
sition in the Alliance matter. When the Witness left 
Berlin on 8 December 1938, enroute to Tokyo, he stopped 
in Moscow and talked with TOGO who asked him about the 
subsequent development of the Alliance problem.
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The witness replied progress was being made and 
TOGO requested him that when he reported to the Premier 
and other ministers, he should say that TOCO was ab
solutely opposed to the Tripartite Alliance.

35442 *When the Witness arrived in Tokyo he repeated 
TOGO'S opinion to ARITA, SAWADA, KIDO, KONOYF. and 
YUAFA.

The other problem during the Witness' service 
under TOGO in Berlin was that of economic cooperation 
in China between Japan and Germany. In February 1933 
the Government's Economic Mission which had no power 
to enter into agreements or negotiation directly, 
visited Germany to assist the Embassy. The Germans first 
understanding that it was to conduct negotiations con
cerning commercial agreement but the truth was that the 
Embassy was to negotiate.

Meanwhile the China situation had so developed 
that Japanese influence became dominant in North China 
whereupon OSHIMA after consulting the Navel Attache 
and the Economic Mission, but not the Embassy, made 
to Ribbentrop the proposal for settling the conditions

35443 of German trade * in China. His proposal was that since 
Japan had caused much difficulty to Germany in her 
China trade since the start of the China Affair, she 
would now give to Germans equal treatment with Japanese 
in the occupied area. Ribbentrop was much pleased with 
this proposal thinking it necessary to put it into a 
formal agreement, he presented TOGO with his memorandum 
around May, but TOGO replied that any proposal made by 
unauthorized persons could not be the basis of formal 
negotiations, that he had received no instructions on 
the matter and could not enter into the negotiations.
TOGO told the Witness about this conversation and the

35444 Witness understood later * from TOGO that Ribbentrop 
was much dissatisfied with TOGO'S attitude but after 
further conversations with the Attache and the Economic 
Mission, Ribbentrop presented TOGO another memorandum 
with the word "preferential" substituted for "equal."
TOGO told the Witness about it and since it was the 
second request, he could rot refuse to transmit it but 
TOGO and the Witness agreed that it was not practically 
possible to give preferential treatment and Janan could 
not make such an agreement and this opinion was trans
mitted to the Ministry.
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Because the Witness was completely occupied for some
time thereafter with negotiations for a commercial 
treaty, he had little acquaintance with subsequent 
developments on economic interests in China and knew 
only in a general way that instructions were sent 
and negotiations continued in the matter but it was

35445 his understanding * they showed little progress and
he knew no agreement had been reached regarding German 
trade in China when TOGO was transferred from Berlin.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN,
COUNSEL FOR KIDO

35446 ^Reference was made to the Affidavit where it 
was stated that the Witness told KIDO that TOGO was 
opposed to the Alliance and the Witness was asked 
what Welfare Minister KIDO said at the time.

The Witness replied that KIDO said that although 
he was not a member of the Five Ministers' Conference, 
the matter being of importance he had heard about it and 
added that he himself felt that the proposal should not 
be carried through.
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CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR, SHIMANOUCHI,
COUNSEL FOR OSHIMA

35447 »Witness stated that the Naval Attache in Berlin 
in March or April 1938 was KOJIMA but he did not know 
If TOGO and KÖJlMA were on intimate terms then. The 
Witness had never heard that telegrams were shown to 
03T‘ir A but not to KOJIMA.

35448 The Head of the Economic Mission * from Japan 
was GODO and among the members were NAGAI and IINO.
He did not know GODO's rank at the time but thought he 
was a former Minister of Commerce and Industry. He 
recalled that GODO received specific instructions for 
coming to Germany. He believed that the Mission came 
with the idea of conducting negotiations for a com
mercial agreement but this was found to be a mistake 
and Instructions came that the Ambassador was to con
duct the negotiations and the Economic Mission was to

35449 assist. * There was no occasion in which disputes 
arose concerning this matter of the power of the 
economic delegate. The Witness did not know of any 
specific matters on which KIDO was negotiating.

The Witness was reminded that in his Affidavit 
he said that OSHIMA, after consulting with the Naval 
Attache and the Mission, but not with the Embassy, 
made to Ribbentrop a proposal for settling conditions 
of German trade in China and he was asked how he knew 
this. He replied he knew it because TOGO told him that 
Ribbentrop had told him of this. In this way also he 
found out that OSHIMA made proposals to Rifcbentrop 
concerning the terms of this agreement.

35450 *Asked how he found out that OSHIMA consulted 
Ribbentrop a second time after which Ribbentrop handed 
TOGO another memorandum, the Witness replied that it 
was in the same way. TOGO told him that Ribbentrop 
had informed him about this.
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354-52 ^Exhibit 3620, the Affidavit of SAKAYA, Tadashi
354-53 stated * that the Affiant from December 1937 to

October 193® was First Secretary to the Ambassador 
in Berlin under TOGO and was in charge of the 
Ambassador's telegraphic code and came to be directly 
acquainted with such questions as the strengthening 
of the Anti-Comintern Pact, the German-Japanese 
Alliance and the change of the Ambassadors to Germany*

In July 1938 he had an inkling that OSHIMA had 
been negotiating with Ribbertrop for strengthening the 
Anti-Comintern Pact and that KASAHARA had returned to 
Japan with a German proposal. The Affiant reported 
on this to TOGO who cabled the Foreign Minister in 

35454- middle August * that a German-Japanese-Italian Alliance 
would not contribute to solving the China Affair and 
that it would be foolhardy for Japan to cooperate with 
Hitler, He urged that a Tripartite Pact contained the 
possibility of being abused to bring about a European 
war in which Japan right become involved and the pend
ing negotiation should be abandoned as the establishment 
of closer relations or an alliance with Germany and 
Italy would threaten great danger to Japan, However, 
the Foreign Minister replied at the end of August that 
the Cabinet Ministers concerned had decided to have 
OSHIMA keep in touch with Ribbentrop on the question 
of strengthening the Anti-Comintern Pact.

TOGO strongly urged Foreign Minister UGAKIs 
35455 reconsideration * and that it was not proper for a

Military Attache to be charged with matters other than 
military affairs.

Within a few days after sending this message,
TOGO received a cable from UGAKI requesting his agree
ment to transfer to Moscow. TOGO refused to assent 
and answered that he would rather remain in Berlin,
The response was another telegram from UGAKT urging 
his assent which TOGO then gave and left Beilin in 
October for Moscow.

On 9 April 1945 TOGO was appointed Foreign Minister 
in the SUZUKI Cabinet. The previous March the Affiant 
talked with the Swedish Minister Bagge who was leaving
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for Sweden shortly and Bagge told him that he wanted 
to be of some service to Japan. He set forth his 

354-56 views that the Allies * would not necessarily adhere 
to unconditional surrender if Japan proposed to con
clude peace and at the question of the Imperial House
hold would not come into question. He suggested that 
Sweden could sound the intention of the United States 
and asked if the then Foreign Minister SHIGEMITSU would 
agree to it. The Affiant conveyed his views to 
SHIGEMITSU, Later when Bagge called on the Foreign 
Minister, the matter was brought up and SHIGEMITSU 
stated tnat it would greatly oblige him If Sweden would 
take the trouble of sounding out American intentions 
in connection with peace terms.

After TOGO was appointed Foreign Minister, the 
Affiant called upon him and reported these details 
and asked his intention. TOGO referred to his eager de
sire for prompt restoration of peace and requested the 

354-57 Affiant to ask the Swedish Minister * to bring his sug
gestion to realization.

On 12 April the Affiant called on Bagge and t.old 
him TOGO was of the same oninion as SHIGEMiTSU. Bagge 
promised to set about bringing the project to realiza
tion but was compelled to leave Tokyo without seeing 
TOGO.

Exhibit 3621, the affidavit of ITO, Nobufumi 
354-58 stated * that in 1939 he had the rank or Minister in 

the Foreign Ministry and in January left Tokyo under 
instructions to convey to the Ambassadors in Germany 
and Italy the Government’s intentions on the question 
of a Tripartite Alliance. He arrived in Berlin in 
February and while exchanging views with OSHIMA was con
fined to bed because of illness. During this time TOGO 
the then Ambassador to the Ü.S.S.R.- called on him.. He 
explained to TOGO that although there were "’■arious views 
in Tokyo concerning a Tripartite Alliance, the Govern- 

354-59 ment could conclude it * if it were'understood that the 
measures to be taken in certain eventualities would be 
decided independently by each party with possible agree
ment for an exception in the case of the U.S.S.R.
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TOGO said Japan should not adopt such a policy even 
against the Soviet and expressed himself as opposed 
to an alliance because it would not contribute to the 
solving of the China Affair and increase the danger 
of European war and of Japan's being entangled in it.

TOGO desired that the Affiant should promptly 
return to Tokyo and try to prevent such an Alliance.

9
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354^0 * Exhibit 3622, the affidavit of Kurt Meissner, stated that

the affiant was president until 194-6 of the German Society for East 
Asiatic Natural History and Ethnography, a society for studying oriental 
culture. He had never held political office, nor was he in the Nazi 
party. He had known TOGO since 1921, and it was not TOGO'S habit to

35461 mix with German residents in Tokyo except in o ffic ia l * relations with 
embassy personnel.

During the years of his acquaintance with TOGO he had talked 
witK him frequently, and he had occasion to hear TOGO'S views on inter
national cuestions. TCGC had mentioned his dislike of the German-Japanese

35462 rapprochement before he became ambassador to Germany. When the anti- * 
Comintern Fact was concluded while TOGO was director of the European and 
American Bureau, he commented at the making of alliances on ideological 
rrounds as undesirable, that Japan should not adopt a policy which would 
alienate Britain and America or the USSR, and that the effect on Japan's 
international position from entering into this arrangement would be bad.

35463 * As the power of the Nazi regime grew, TOGO became increasingly 
cold toward Germany and determined that Japan should avoid entanglement 
with her. His opinions were always anti-Nazi, and when the affiant 
visited Berlin while TOGO was ambassador he learned he was on bad terms 
with Ribbentrop.

When TOGO became Foreign Minister, he told the affiant that 
averting war was his task, and he would fight to the end for a peaceful 
solution of Japan's problems. TOGO's acquaintance with TOGO, he said, 
was alight, but he had come into the government on the assurance that 
his efforts for peace would be fully supported by 70JC and the cabinet.

35464 * Exhibit 3623, the affidavit of MATSUMOTO, Shunichi, stated 
that while TOCO was foreign minister for the first time, the affiant was 
director of the Treaty Bureau, and when he was foreign minister the 
second time the affiant was vice-minister from 13 May 1945 to 17 August.
As chief of the personnel section from April 1939 to March 1940, the 
affiant participated in the examination of the services of those concerned 
in the anti-Comintern Fact. In conferring rewards for services, con
sideration must be given, to the influences it may exert upon both 
internal and international relations, and it would not be easy to 
consider such circumstances as that the success of negotiations should

35465 be largely attributed to certain person's efforts , * or that a certain 
one who was originally against the conclusion of the treaty took charge 
of the business reluctantly. Therefore, on such occasions the ministry 
would recommend first the chief officials in charge of the matter.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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In the case of the anti-Comintern Fact, those in the foreign 
ministry receiving rewards were the minister and vice minister, and 
bureau directors in charge of the matter and lesser officials. TOGC was 
awarded his decoration as director of the European-Asiatic Affairs 
Bureau.

Y/hen the agreement was concluded on 25 November * to. extend 
the pact five years, the secret agreement between Japan and Germany 
annexed to the pact was abrogated. TOGO intended, in view of Soviet 
dissatisfaction, to seize the opportunity to abrogate it so it might not 
hinder friendly relations with the Soviet, and at his own initiative 
instructed the ambassador in Berlin, CSHIMA, to propose its abrogation. 
After obtaining German consent, he referred the matter to the cabinet.

The foreign ministry had nothing to do with the tripartite 
military agreement on 18 January 1942. No treaty to such an effect was 
concluded among the three, and the Privy Council's opinion was never 
reouested. If such a military agreement was really concluded, it was 
no more than an arrangement among military authorities regarding 
operations. It was not possible under Japan's constitution to commit 
herself to a plan to divide the world among the * three countries through 
an arrangement among the military authorities. Moreover, the affiant 
never heard that an arrangement was made at the time among the military 
authorities regarding the division of the world.

* At 7 a. m. on 10 August 1945, Japan's notification to the 
U. S., Britain, the Soviet and China concerning the acceptance of the 
Potsdam declaration was sent. It stated that it was understood that 
the conditions included in the Potsdam declaration did not include any 
request prejudicial to the Emperor's prerogative to rule the country.
At 1 a, m. 12 August, the affiant was telephoned by TCGC, who told him 
that the ministry had heard a radio report of the Allied reply, and he 
asked the affiant to report on this. At about 5.30 a. m. he called at 
the minister's residence with bureau directors ANDO and SEIBUSAWA, and 
reported that their study concluded that the Allied reply accepted in 
general the Japanese proposal. The reply issued by Hull through the 
Swiss government was received by the ministry in the early morning of 
the 13th.

* From exhibit 3609-A, "1933 Suggested Policy", it was stated 
that as a result of the conflict of views between Japan and the league 
of Nations concerning fundamentals for establishing peace in the orient, 
rendering it no longer possible to cooperate with the league, Japan had 
recently notified of its withdrawal. Now that Japan was outside the 
league, it was incumbent to give most careful consideration to foreign 
policy so they could meet the nation's critical situation.
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Although the U. S. was not a member of the League, its enormous 
national power pave it a leadinp position, and its * influence could not 
be ipnored. Although some elements in the country seemed to expect that 
the Japan policy of the new American political administration which 
brought Roosevelt into power would develor favorably to Japan, a change 
in basic policy could not be expected since U. S. policy had consistently 
been in accordance with the Open Door principle, the principle of 
territorial integrity of China, and the principle of international 
pacifism, condemning the use of armed force.

* At no time had Japanese-U. S. relations been so tense. The 
entire U. ?. fleet was concentrated in the Facific, and it was not 
lively any part of it would be returned to the At1antic. Since many 
in the U. S. opposed an economic embarpo since it would inevitably lead 
to war, the adoption of such a measure was unlikely. However, a resolution 
had been presented to Congress proposing to grant the president authority 
to place an embargo on the export of arms and munitions. It was generally 
observed this would ultimately pass. If things were left as they were, 
any development might arise, and there was even a danger of war.

With regard to the prospects of war, there was a faction in 
Japan urging that if war * were fought with the U. S,, the present would 
offer the best chance, as by the London Naval Treaty the ratio of naval 
strength between the two countries would become unfavorable to Japan 
after 1936. If, however, such a war broke out and Japan succeeded in 
her operations, captured the Philippines and destroyed the U. S. fleet, 
this alone would not mean that a fatal blow had been dealt to the U. S. 
as to force its surrender. Japan might win local battles, but little 
could be expected in the way of victory outside the Far East. The 
possibility was great that as an inevitable consequence they would be 
involved in a protracted war unfavorable to Japan. It was difficult to 
expect that the U. S. would be the only antagonist, for Britain and 
France might act torether against Japan. * Therefore, such a war should 
be avoided.

From the U. S. viewpoint, she would not gain much either in 
the event of such a war. Any idea of trying to monopolize the Facific 
was unrealistic as to either the U. S. or Japan. It was to be expected 
that the U. S. would not countenance the establishment of a Japanese 
hegemony over all the Far East. Since the actual interests of the U. S. 
in the Far East essentially consisted of commercial investments, there 
was conceivably room to moderate * the U. S. idea of moral guardianship 
over China, and it was therefore essential to persuade the U. S. to 
consider its Far Eastern policy.
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The basis of policy should be to avoid war and to have the U.S. 
reconsider its policy. Relations should be studied from all angles, and 
any measures which would contribute to this basic policy should be carried 
out, and thus restore stability in the Pacific area. As to concrete 
steps, it was necessary first to have the U. ?. reconsider her China 
policy. For this, it was essential that the foundations of a really 
independent Manchukuo be established and that she be allowed to observe 
as much as possible the Open Door principle and equal opportunity, and 
it be made clear that Japan entertains no territorial or political 
ambitions in any area except Manchukuo.

35477 * Steps should be taken to urge the U. S. to remove the
discriminatory anti-Japanese clause in its immigration law and to adopt 
an equitable quota for Japan. In view of U. S. suspicions of Japanese 
ambitions toward the Philippines, an agreement should be concluded 
guaranteeing Philippine neutrality if the U. S. would not use the 
islands as a naval base. Since these measures were not possible of 
immediate realization, it was proposed first that a treaty of arbitration 
and one of mediation be concluded to make relations normal.

It would be extremely difficult to come to an agreement on 
a treaty of arbitration, since the U. S. would insist on excluding 
domestic matters and the Monroe Doctrine, whereas a treaty of mediation 
would have a better chance and should be first concluded. It was also 
desirable to have silk and cotton placed ön the free list and to conclude 
an agreement for reciprocal tariff rates on certain items.
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Britain const;luted one of th most Important 
international relations* The Rrit.';>ii Empire possessed 
strategic points and had establish .1 a strong economic 
ground work in China* In the past, relations with her 
seemed to have a close connection with Japan's national 
fortune and would continue so* The problem no»7 facing 
Japan was to pursue her Vane bur lari policy and adjust 
relations with China* This would take considerable time 
to solve and in the meantime, they had to keen <*ood 
relations with other Powers* Britain not. only had the

35479 greatest * interests in China but played a leading role 
in international affairs* She was the first country 
with whom cooperation was to be expected* Although 
some in Japan talk about reviving the Anglo-Japanese 
Alliance, a study of the situation sh wed this could not 
be hoped for nor was restoring coopératjor with her 
with respect to the China problem' an easy matter but
in view of their common interests, room should be found 
for cooperation. To realize this it would be proper to 
try to make Britain thoroughly understand Japan's Man
churian policy, respect Britain's interest in China, 
cultivate a good atmosphere and urge her help in im
proving U.S. relations,

France was not responsive to Japan's friendly
35480 * attitude towards her because she first had to con

sider her relations with Britain and America with whom 
Japan was not quite in harmony. In order to promote 
friendly relations with France, Japan must first improve 
her relations with Britain and America.

The Netherlands had vast colonial possessions in 
the East and was greatly interested in Far East pro
blems. At the time of the Four Power Pact, Japan in 
compliance with a Netherlands request pledged on 
February 1922 to guarantee its rights over Dutch pos
sessions in the Pacific but in spite of this pledge, 
the Dutch were under the impression Japan might enter
tain ambitions towards their possessions. I n  connection 
with this matter, KONOYE had recently submitted a 

* recommendation to the Foreign Minister in view of the 
possible feeling of uneasiness over future relations

35481 between Japan and NEI, * KONOYE suggested certain dip
lomatic steps such as the conclusion of a treaty of
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arbitration  and mediation» I t  was advisable that Japan promote amity with the Dutch and declare to  the world her sincere desire to maintain peace in  the P a c if ic . Relations with NEI and Dutch Borneo had always been important. Economic rela tion s with.NEI were becoming c loser  and Investments there promise to  grow. I t  was proper they should by th eir  action s, eradicate Dutch misgivings and promote economic rela t io n s . Japan was now negotiating with the Netherlands at the la tter* s  I n it ia t iv e , * the conclusion of trea ties  of arb itration  and mediation and Japan Should str iv e  for th eir  su ccess. I f  the Netherlands proposed a treaty  sim ilar to the Four Power Pact Japan should respond.
♦ The basic policy towards the US should seek American reconsideration of her Far Eastern p o licy .As the U.S. did not want Japan to exercise absolute superiority  over the entire Far E ast, Japan should not make th is  her actual p olicy  in  the forseeable future. Japan's concern was the development Of Manchuria and Mongolia and the US desire was to promote markets and enterprises in  the Far East. Thus the in terests  of both could be adjusted i f  the princip le of the Open Door and equal opportunity were rea lized . As US's opinion was generally ready to accept Japan's occupying a superior p osition  in  the Far East, they should try to  have America understand the present Manchurian and Mongolian s itu a tion  and in  China, they should cooperate to develop her with others Powers, e sp ec ia lly  the U.S. and B rita in .
To s ta b iliz e  rela tions with the U.S. * i t  was necessary to push e ffo rts towards tr ea tie s  o f arbitration  and mediation proposed by the U.S. From former tim es. B ritain  had not only enormous stakes in  China but since India was her l i f e l in e ,  i t  was e ssen tia l for her to give consideration to maintain frien dly  relation s  with Japan. However, B rita in 's p osition  in  the Far East was second to that of the U.S. as she had many in terests  in  China common to  Japan's and rooih'for collaboration  was great as compared with other countries.
♦ Exhibit 3624, the A ffidavit Of MORISHIMA, Morito stated that the Affiant in  mid-October 1936 served in  the Bureau of East A siatic A ffairs and in  December, became Bureau D irector. His duties required him to  keep in  touch with TOGO. When Chang Hsueh-liang tr ied
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to forcibly recover the CER, the Affiant was Consul 
at Mukden and was sent together with TOGO to Harbin 
for a month or so; also they worked in close connection 
in the negotiation for the purchase of the CER, TOGO 
as Director of the Bureau of European-Asiatic Affairs 
was in charge of the Tokyo negotiations while the

35486 Affiant * dealt with the Soviet Consul-General0 The 
Affiant accordingly was in a position to get a cor
rect knowledge of TOGO'S thoughts and actions,

When the Affiant became Acting Director of the 
Bureau, negotiations with China had come to a standstill 
because of the Suiyuan Incident, The Anti-Comintern Pact 
had provoked the Soviet to refuse the execution of the 
Fisheries Treaty, The TJ.5, and Britain also were un
favorably disposed to the Pact, Japan's international 
position was indeed difficult and TOGO told the Affiant 
that as to the Anti-Comintern Pact, he did not think 
it proper to set a political agreement against an

35487 ideology * and he could not agree to such measures though 
it seemed unavoidable,

TOGO said the Anti-Comintern Pact would not streng
then Japan's position but might weaken it and because 
of this, it was necessary to negotiate and adjust rela
tions with Japan prior to or simultaneously with those 
of Germany, He considered it necessary also that a 
Japanese-Soviet non-aggression pact and a Japanese- 
American Arbitration Treaty be sought.

To secure understanding with Britain he maintained 
that China problems must be settled. These opinions of 
TOGO gradually saturated various Government's departments. 
Meanwhile an understanding was reached with Britain and 
consideration was also given to one with the U,S.

By the spring of 1937 the policy was established 
that negotiations with China and Britain be carried on

35488 simultaneously * in consideration of thei1 inseparable 
relation. It was because of TOGO'S stron0 feeling that 
there was this inseparable relation that despite the 
fact that the Government confided China affairs to the 
Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs and that the Bureau 
Director of the European-Asiatic Bureau participated
in them only indirectly. He earnestly advocated the
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policy which was eventually adopted of concurrent 
settlements. The chief subjects of the negotiation 
with Britain were to be the problem of China, adjust
ment of commercial interests and the question of the 
international money market. Britain would not easily 
be convinced of Japan's true intentions by mere pro
mises and it was necessary to show concrete actions 
and a radical alteration of policy towards China was 
necessary. It was decided that certain matters should 
be first taken up for discussion with China and then 
when the atmosphere with Britain should have improved.'

35489 adjustment of foreign relations should be * worked for.
When the subjects for negotiation with China were 

under discussion, TOGO made great efforts to persuade 
the Army and Navy to agreement. It was impossible to 
expect smooth progress of the negotiations unless per
fect military understanding was obtained and for this 
purpose, the Foreign, War and Navy Ministries disnatched 
representatives to China to explain Government policy 
to military authorities. The Affiant was sent by the 
Foreign Ministry and accompanied by the War Ministry 
representative, visited various cities in China and 
succeeded in Hsingking in obtaining the consent of the 
Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army TOJO, The policy 
thus established, instructions were sent to Ambassador 
YOSHIDA in London and consultations were carried on 
between the Foreign Ministry and YOSHIDA, when the

35490 Marco Polo Incident'occurred * frustrating all hopes 
in the negotiations.

On the occasion of the Soviet-Chinese complica
tions of 1929» TOGO who had been sent to North China 
and had got full knowledge of the importance of the 
question through his experiènces there considered it neces
sary to settle Manchurian problems through negotia
tions with Chang Hsueh-liang and he recommended this 
to the then Foreign Minister Count MAKINO and others.

As to the purchase of the CER, there was very 
strong opposition from the Army ana the SMR Company 
and various things hindered the progress of the nego
tiations but in spite of this, TOGO'S zeal was unchanged.
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He beat down opposition and the success of the nego
tiations was largely dt>e to TOGO«

♦Another excerpt from Exhibit No« 3609-A stated 
that in the light of present developments a divergence 
of opinion was likely to occur between Japan and the 
ÏÏ.S. at the Naval Disarmament Conference to be held in 
19 3 5. If matters stood as at present, agreement on 
disarmament would naturally fail and the agreement for 
the maintenance of the status quo with respect to Pacif
ic fortifications would be abrogated« The consequent 
armaments race leading to a Japanese-U.S« war would 
ultimately bring a world war unfavorable to Japan« They 
should make every effort to have the U«S« reconsider 
her Far East policy and at the same time, Japan should 
reconsider her own disarmament policy»

♦Exhibit 3625, the Affidavit of INOUE, Takajiro 
stàted that the Affiant was a Secretary in the Bureau 
of European-American Affairs (later European-Asiatic 
Affairs) from 1931 to 1938 and was in charge of business 
concerning naval disarmament under the Director TOGO 
from 1934 to 1937 ancl attended the London Naval Confer
ence of 1935-30« The Foreign Ministry attached * impor
tance to the Conference and therefore assigned the Fifth 
Section of the Investigation Bureau exclusively to the 
transaction of disarmament problems and ordered the mem
bers of that Section to serve concurrently in the Bureau 
of European-Asiatic Affairs under TOGO.

The Affiant was then a member of the Fifth Section.
It was common knowledge in the Ministry that TOGO was 
well versed in disarmament problems and had enthusiasm 
for the success of the conference. The Affiant was in 
charge of the business concerning disarmament under the 
two Section Chiefs and was often called before TOGO to 
receive orders and TOGO revealed his opinions to him* 
♦Based on this the Affiant could state that in connection 
with Japan's attitude towards the Preliminary Conference 
of 1934 the two outstanding points were the common upper 
limit system of disarmament and the abrogation of the 
Washington Naval Treaty, both of which the Navy advocated.
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As to the common upper limit Japan had accepted 

the ratio system in the Washington and London Treaties 
and moreover, had even advanced ôt the Geneva Confer
ence in 1932 a proposal accepting the ratio system» 
Considering these facts, it was too sudden a leap to 
advocate establishing a common upper limit and the 
plan was apparently advantageous exclusively to Japan* 
There was little hope that the agreement of the other 
Powers could be obtained and TOGO foresaw that it 
might cause doubt by Britain and the U.S» as to Japan's

354-96 intentions» It tfculd be useless to make * a proposal 
that they could not accept» TOGO took a firm stand 
against the common upper limit plan and tried to 
find a meeting point between the Navy and the Foreign 
Ministry in some other plan but the Navy did not yield. 
TOGO adhered to his conviction and opposed the Navy 
to the last but the negotiation failed*

In the meantime, the opening of the Preliminary 
Conference was drawing near and the government heads 
decided to adopt the Navy plan. TOGO considered the 
abrogation of the Washington Treaty a serious question 
and feared it might stimulate the national sentiments 
of other Powers. It would be different if that treaty 
were replaced by a new treaty but otherwise, chaotic 
conditions and naval competition would result which 
would lead to war. His opinion was not adopted, how
ever, owing to naval objections.

35497 *In considering the instructions to be given the 
Japanese delegates discussion was had chiefly on the 
question whether Japan should accept qualitative dis
armament or the obligation to notify the naval con
struction program if Japanese points were not approved. 
The Navy opposed acceptance because it would be nonsense 
unless quantitative limitation was established. TOGO 
however, insisted upon accepting at least these as they 
would make a contribution towards ideal disarmament 
and help remove the uneasiness among the participant 
Powers but his o d Inions were not realized*

As to q ualita tive disarmament, TOGO thought that the lim itation  of ships' s izes and gun ca lib ers alone would be su ff ic ie n t .
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As to notification of naval construction he tried
35498 to persuade the Navy into agreement * but the Navy in

sisted upon rejecting it insisting that the maintenance 
of secrecy was.not impossible in Japan, TOGO took a 
serious view of the influence which the termination of 
the treaty would exert upon world ueace although he 
hoped for the substantial solution of the disarmament 
question partly because hé wished to lighten the vari
ous nations' burdens. Especially it was his desire to 
restore Japan's international credit by bringing the 
Conference to à successful conclusion. He adhered most 
persistently to his stand and often had heated discus
sions with YOSHIDA, of the Bureau of Naval Affairs,

As to the reply of the Government in February 
1938 in connection with notification of naval con
struction, TOGO had nothing to do with jt as he had 
already been transferred as Ambassador to Germany.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. BRANNON,
COUNSEL FOR SHIMADA.

35503 ^Witness stated that he was presently Chief of 
the Economic Section of the Central Liaison Office

35504 which is an outer bureau of the Foreign Office.* TOGO 
had been his superior officer for some time. So long 
as he could say something in TOGO'S behalf which was 
in accordance with the facts, he was glad to do so.

In his affidavit he had stated that there had been 
advanced at the Geneva Conference in 1932 a proposal 
accepting the ratio system and' that considering certain 
facts, it was too sudden a leap to advocate establishing 
of a common upper limit.

Asked if he considered himself an expert on dis
armament he replied that as a Foreign Office Secretary

35505 most concerned with the * problem of naval disarmament, 
he considered himself one of the most well versed members 
in the Foreign Office in such affairs. Asked if he then 
should not know what actually took place at the Geneva 
Conference, he replied that at the time he had not been 
charged with the problem of naval disarmament and was 
not thoroughly vested in those details. The statement
in his affidavit was the opinion of both himself and 
TOGO.
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Asked if he did rot know that Japan proposed a 
common upper limit at that time and confined it to 
B class cruisers, destroyers and submarines, he 
replied he believed that Japan made a proposal for 
establishing a ratio in regard to battleships and 
A class cruisers and warships of the B class cruiser 

35506 type * and lower» He believed a common upper limit 
was proposed. This was not a new idea.

December 17. 1947 
^ 5 0 8 *If the idea of a comron upper limit alone was 

considered, it could be said that France had once be
fore proposed it.

35509 *The Foreign Minister at that time was HIROTA and 
his views were the same as the views he had set forth
in his affidavit. HIROTA gave instructions to the 
plenipotentiary that the basic policy was to establish 
a common maximum limitation (Reference was made to 
Exhibit 3001). The Witness, however, believed that 
instructions were given jointly with the Navy Minister,

The Premier at the time was OKADAbut he did not
35510 know what his views were. * The draft of the in

structions was broi-ght up before the Cabinet meeting 
and decided upon. Following an agreement among the

É  Premier and other ministers at the time, the draft was
w finally approved» The Witness believed that if a

single cabînét member disagreed with the proposal, it 
could not have passed.

Asked if he believed TOGO was better able to ad
vise on these matters of naval security than the For
eign Minister, Premier or naval experts, he replied 
that at that time TOGO was not only Director of the 
European-Asiatic Bureau but also Bureau Director in 
charge of naval questions and was one of the officials 
most vested on naval disarmament. In 1932 TOGO was

35511 Secretary-General * of the Geneva Conference Delega
tion and the Witness believed that TOGO was, from the 
standpoint of the Foreign Office*s viewpoint, the most 
suitable person to handle these matters.
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Asked if TOGO'S experience was not confined to 
the years 1932-34 regarding such naval matters, he 
replied that at the time the disarmament question was 
brought up at the Washington Conference in 1933, TOGO 
was the Section Chief of the European-American Bureau 
which was in charge of all naval questions.

At the time of the London Conference in 1930,
TOGO was counselor of the Embassy in Germany and he 
believed TOGO was well informed of the situation at

35512 the London Conference * and as a staff member of the 
Embassy continued his studies of naval questions at

35513 the time. * Of course TOGO did not handle naval 
questions exclusively but was the Bureau Director in 
charge of naval questions and although there was no 
specific section to handle such questions up to that 
time, such a section was established under TOGO'S super-

. vision in connection with the London Conference in 
1935 and 19 36. He did not think it would be an over
exaggeration to say that from 1934, TOGO as Bureau 
Director handled the naval question exclusively.

Asked if he did not know that if the Japanese 
naval proposal had been accepted there would have been 
a drastic reduction in all types of naval craft, he 
replied that the Foreign Office consistently advocated 

3^514 the reduction of naval strength * to lessen the people's 
burdens and frequently asked the Navy as to what 
strength it would be satisfied with if the Japanese 
plan was accepted but the Navy replied that the question 
of naval strength belonged exclusively to the High 
Command, and was not a matter in which the Foreign 
Office should interfere and therefore, they were unable 
to learn the substance of navy intentions.

The previous question was repeated to the Witness 
and he stated that reductions might have been effected 
but the reason he had given the foregoing explanation 
was that they were unable to know just what extent 
such reductions would take place.
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3 5 5 1 5  * In response to a question by the Tribunal as toOKA'S position  at th is  time the Witness stated  that OKA was one of the few able disarmament experts In the Navy and at th is time a sp ecia l naval disarmament section  was established which the Witness thought was called  the Investigation  Section with OKA in  charge.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION CF SUEMITSU, Kadowaki.

35517 Exhibit 3^26, the affidavit of the witness, stated that he was 
chief of the personnel section, Foreign Ministry, from March 1940 to

35518 October 1942. * At the end of the spring of 1941 he called at TOGO's
private residence at the order of his superiors, and in accordance with 
instructions asked TOGO to resign as ambassador. TOGO then held the 
nominal post of ambassador, but since his return from Moscow in October 
1940 he had no assignment and had been reouested by MATSUOKA and the 
vice-minister to resign. TOGO told the witness that he was not only opposed 
to MATSUOKA's foreign policy, but was entirely dissatisfied with the way 
the latter conducted personnel affairs, and that ho would not resign 
because the resignation might be construed as a concurrence with the 
policies. MATSUOKA should take steps to remove him if he desired. TOGO 
stated in detail his criticisms of MATSUCKA's policies.

35519 * The witness reported TOGO'S refusal to his superiors. Shortly 
after TOGO became foreign minister in October 1941, the witness learned 
from vice-minister NISHI that TOGO was considering approaching the 
radical elements in the ministry in order to execute his policies.
Thereafter NISHI, at TOGO'S order, requested one of the ambassadors who 
was closely identified with the Southern policy, to resign, and the 
resignation was given effective October 25. Thereafter, NISHI informed 
two section chiefs and a secretary who were radical and violated proper 
discipline that they were to be ordered into temporary retirement. They 
offered to resign rather than to take temporary retirement. NISPI 
instructed the witness to accept the resignations, and they were accepted 
on October 29.

35520 * Certain officials in the foreign ministry were dissatisfied 
with the moderate foreign policy and urged a strong policy, especially 
toward Britain and the U. S. They not only criticized TOGO'S policy 
openly, but went so far as to violate official discipline by reouesting 
cooperation of radical elements of the army and navy. TOGO'S purge was 
the first in the true sense of the word ever conducted in the foreign 
ministry, with the design to put an end to these conditions. Only a few 
were purged, but the effect was remarkable.
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T_-.re DI RFC'" EXAMINATION CF TCKIYCSHI, Fiji.

35523. * The witness identified exhibit 3627 as his affidavit and verified
35522 it. * He stated he was a member of the Dint, belonging to the Japan 

Socialist Party, and had often talked with TOCO. In the middle of 
December, 1940, after TOGO returned from the Soviet Union, the witness 
and FUMIG, a newspaperman, called on him and talked on various matters.
The witness, who was opposed to the tripartite A31iance, asked for 
TOGO'S opinion. TOGO hinted his opposition, saying it was not desirable

35523 to conclude an alliance in accord with * preferences of an individual 
without considering the true interests of the nation. The witness did 
not pursue the point further because of TOGO'S opposition, but stated 
that he was opposed to MATSUCKA's mothods.

35524 * TOGO told him that Molotov and other high Soviet officials 
regretted his transfer and were wondering as to MATSUOKA's real 
intentions. There was a grand farewell party for TOGO, and Molotov 
toasted him twice.

At the end of October 1941, soon after TOGO became foreign 
minister, the witness called on him and asked him how he could realize 
his diplomatic policy by entering the TOJO Cabinet of the military 
clique. TOCO replied that he had entered the cabinet since TCJG had 
undertaken that he would try to solve the situation through negotiations. 
TCGC would do all he could to avert war. In the middle of November 1941» 
the witness again called on TCGC and asked him whether the sending of 
KURUSU was not a trick. TOGO replied sharply that it was not, and that 
KURUSU had been sent solely to solve the situation throurh negotiations 
and j.t was wrong to say it was a trick.

35525 * In October 1942, after TCGC resigned, the witness asked him 
the reason for his resignation. TCGG replied that the reason he was 
opposed to establishing the Oroater Fast Asia Ministry was not that the 
scope of the power of the foreign ministry was diminished, but that it was 
contradictory to the idea of treating Fast Asiatic countries as independent 
states. Ho resigned because the military interfered with diplomacy on 
every matter concerning it, forcing their way through.

CROSS-EXAMINATION by Mr. Keenan.

The witness stated that he used the term "military clique" because 
the TCJC Cabinet was constituted largely of military men and that it was 
organized for some military action. He had no profound meaning when he

35526 vised the term. * At the time he was a member of the Diet. The witness 
stated it was not his meaning that it was the common understanding of the 
TO JO Cabinet that it was committed to military action. It was thatflio 
cabinet was largely constituted of military men. It did not necessarily 
mean that it was devoted or organized for military action, because such

35527 * action takes place in accordance with or dependent or the course of 
diplomacy and international conditions.
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Fe could not recall, but he was quite certain that there were a few other 
military men in the cabinet other than 5FIMADA and SUZUKI. They believed 
at the time that the minister of welfare was a military man. He believed 
it was General KOIZUMI.

35528 * The view to which he had reference was based entirely on what he 
might call the view of common sense, and it was because he always believed 
that TOGO was consistently an advocate of peace that he had posed the 
cuestion to him. He didn't recall that TOGO denied that the TOJC Cabinet 
was one of a military clique, but stated that TOGO told him he decided to

35529 * enter the cabinet because TOGO had given his assurance to uso every 
effort to bring about a successful end to the negotiations. He didn't 
recall whether TOGO affirmed or denied the fact that the TOJC Cabinet was 
a military clique.

When asked what he meant by his question to TOGo whether the 
sendinp of KURUSU was not a trick, he stated that he meant that Japan, 
while not desiring peace, she was feigning peace. V-hen asked why he

35530 * asked that question, he stated that while he had personally always had 
misgivings as to the character of tvo TCJC Cabinet and was apprehensive 
of U. 3. relations, it had always been his hope that the deadlock in the 
negotiations would be broken and that a successful consummation be realized. 
Hecause of these feelings he asked TCGC whether there would be anything 
subversive behind the dispatch of tho ambassador. He stated that he 
trusted TOGC and KURUSU, but tho political situation was very unclear and 
diplomacy was not necessarily progressing in the way the people desired

35531 and expected. He asked the question because of this doubt. * The people
of Japan really wanted peace with the western powers. When again questioned, 
what occurred to his mind was whether or not hostilities were going to be 
commenced while placing the other party off guard.

CROSS-EXAMINATION by Mr. Iogan.

35533 * The witness stated that it was not his opinion that the TCJC
35534- Cabinet was organized for military action. * This was an old opinion of 

his. He had always disliked the idea of an active army officer becoming 
prime minister. He had held, the idea from the time of the triple alliance. 
Of course, the tripartite alliance was concluded before the TOJC Cabinet 
was organized. He had formed his opinion in 1941 as to the TOJC Cabinet,

35535 * at the time it was formed. He did not know at the time of the message 
given by the Emperor to TCJC and CIKAÎ7A on October 17, 194-1. He did not

35536 know that the army and navy had been told to cooperate. * He did not 
know that KIE0 had delivered the message to disregard the resolution of 
the September 6 conference, and he did not know about the conference. He 
had formed his opinion without f ’ese facts. He did know that after 
October 17, efforts were made to bring about diplomatic settlement, and he 
had been much encouraged and relieved when he heard from TCGO that such 
efforts were to be made.
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35537 * He did not trust the TCJC Cabinet completely, but was somewhat 

relieved. He did trust TOJO, but did not necessarily believe that 
everything would progress as TOJC desired. He did believe that they were 
making efforts to settle matters diplomatically. The witness had never 
been purged.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION by Mr. Rlakeney.

35538 * The witness did not remember how long prior to the TOJC Cabinet 
it had been since an active army officer was premier, but he recalled 
that in the Taisho Era General TERAUCHI formed a cabinet. He did not 
recall the exact dates of the Taisho Era. There had been no active army 
officer as premier since TERAUCHI.

He knew that in the TOJO Cabinet, Admiral TERAJIMA was minister of 
communications. Also, there was General ANDO as minister without port-

35539 foiio and later home minister. * When the TOJC Cabinet was formed, the 
witness held no position in the government, and held no position up t) 
the present, when he had taken a position after the formation of the 
present cabinet. As a member of the Diet, he had no information as to 
the progress of the negotiations with the U. S., except what could be 
gathered in the newspapers. Until the present cabinet, his party had 
always been in opposition.
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T a r e TANAKA, Pyukichi, DIRECT EXAMINATION

35540 * Exhibit 3628, the witness' affidavit, stated that the witness 
came to know TOGO in February 1936, and he had freouent opportunities to 
talk with him. In July 1935» when the witness was staff officer with the 
Kwantunp Army, the Soviet informed Japan that it did not object to 
openinp nepotiations to establish a commission to settle the boundary 
disputes, but later the nepotiations met difficulties because of the 
attitude of the Kwantunp Army which insisted that the boundary demarcation

35541 should be accomplished * before the establishment of the commission, since 
otherwise the commission would be unable to carry out its tasks smoothly. 
TOGO, then diroctor of the European-Asiatic Pureau, sent NISHI to Psinpkinp 
in September 1935 to persuade the army, hut this failed. When the witness 
spoke to TCGC in February 1936, TOGO referred to this ouestion, and stated 
while the army was not unreasonable, it was too much to say that the 
commission could not function without border demarcation, and he requested 
army cooperation and stressed that the establishment of the commission 
would accelerate border demarcation. The witness then suppested that they 
simultaneously establish a commission for settlinp border disputes and a 
commission for border demarcation, to work in parallel, to which TOGO 
apreed. Vice-minister SHIGEMITSU also consented to this.

The witness reported the matter to General ITAGAKI, vice-chief of 
sta^f, and General MINAMI, Commander of the Kwantunp Army, who both

35542 approved the plan. As a result, * Japan bepan to negotiate with the 
Soviet on this principle. TOGO became foreign minister in October 1941, 
when the witness was with the War Ministry. In the latter part of October 
he told the witness he had apreed to enter the cabinet on condition that 
TCJC would do his best to bring the U. S. nepotiations to a successful 
conclusion.

35543 * When the TOJC Cabinet was formed, i t  was fe lt  in the army that 
a ll civilian members of the cabinet were under the control of the 
military. TOGO'S opinion provoked great dissatisfaction within military 
circles when i t  was learned that he had stated at the liaison conference 
in November that failure of nepotiations would not necessarily mean war 
and that t>e proper way for Japan was to persevere under a ll  d ifficu ltie s  
and wait for the opportune moment to mature. I t  was not rare for a state  
secret to be divulged through the general s ta ff  to younger officers. A 
party of radicals in the army maintained that i t  was an encroachment on 
the prerogative of the high command for a foreign minister to utter such 
an opinion, and declared that he should be disposed of. The witness 
asked the gendarmerie to protect TCGC.

35544- At the end of October 1941, the witness spoke to TCGC , * and the
latter intimated his intention to resipn on the ground that he was 
strongly against war with the U. S. The witness asked him to remain in 
office, pointing out the impossibility of finding another person who 
would do his best to check the outbreak of war in opposition to the armyj
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if a person like MATSUOKÀ were recalled to replace him, it would he more 
difficult to prevent war; and if war did break out, TOGO'S remaining in 
office would be all the more necessary in consideration of Japan’s 
national strength, so that he could seize the easiest opportunity to 
conclude peace.

At the end of August 1942, TCGC sent his private secretary to tell 
the witness that the further existence of the TCJC Cabinet was apainst 
the interests of Japan, since it had begun to make mistakes in directinp 
the war. There was also the ouestion of establishing the Greater vast 

35c45 Asia Ministry, to which he was opposed, * because it would violate 
Japan's fundamental principles of diplomacy. TCGC revealed that his 
resolution was not only to resign, but to make persistent efforts to have 
the cabinet resign generally. The witness expressed his consent, encouraged 
him to stand out for the sake of the country, and promised to resign in 
case his efforts should end in failure. TCGC was already then under the 
surveillance of t' e Mikuni Organ, the secret police of the army.

TCGC resigned alone. He told tbo witness that although he did 
all that ho could, ho had been compelled to resign alone on learning 
from SHIHADA that the overthrow of the cabinet was practically impossible 
owing to dissention in court circles. In July, he called on TOGO as 
foreign minister in the SUZUKI Cabinet, and asked him if peace could be 
restored. He stated that he was making efforts in that direction, though 

35546 the time * was very late. The witness saw him again in November 1945,
when TCGC explained the circumstances about the end of the war, and stated 
that it was to his satisfaction that battles in Japan proper had been 
avoided.

In the July interview, TCGC declared that he had no way of knowing 
the exact time and place of the commencement of hostilities ahead of time, 
the matter being an operational secret, though he had often heard the 
Naval High Command before the outbreak mention "surprise attack". He 
also referred to the fact which he had previously told the witness in 
December 1941» that despite the Naval Staff having committed itself to 
open hostilities a considerable space of time after the Japanese note 
wa3 sorved at 1 p. m. 7 December 1941» the attack attack was commenced 
shortly after 1 p. m. and that Admiral ITO, vice-chief of Naval Staff, 
had expressed his regret a few days after the outbreak, when TOGO had 
reproached him.
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35547 * ’"'xhiMt 3629, the affidavit of the witness, stated that in 
1931, while Ambassador to Polpium, he was desipnated as one of the 
delepates tr the Geneva Disarmament Conference, and served until the 
sprinp of 1933. Ho had held various positions in the foreipn ministry 
until 1945, and was presently a membor of the House of Councillors of

35548 the Diet. * TOGO, then Councillor of the Japanese Embassy in Berlin, 
was the Secretary General of the delepation to the conference at Geneva.
At that time the session of the Assembly of the Ieapue to consider the 
Manchurian question was held in Geneva, and many Japanese were in Geneva 
for both conferences. TCGO proposed that the business of the Disarmament 
Eelepation should be kept separate and not mixed with that of the Delepa
tion to the Assembly, and that the two delepations should be composed 
independently of each other. MATSUDAIRA, the chief delepate, consented, 
and TCGO worked exclusively on the business of the Disarmament Conference 
without becominp involved in the Manchurian ouestion, althouph some of 
the personnel were connected with both.

35549 * Durinp the recess of the Disarmament Conference in 1932, TCGC 
was ordered to Japan to make report and receive instructions on dis
armament questions. Cn his return in November he came to Geneva and 
reported to the dolepates, but havinp been recalled, he stayed in Geneva 
only a short time.

The chief delepate to the I.eapue was MATSUOKA. The session con
vened in October 1932, and MATSUCKA arrived some time afterwards. TCGC 
and he were in Geneva for only a week after TOGO returned, and they were 
enpaped in entirely different business. MATSUOKA had nothinp to do with 
the Disarmament Conference, and TOGO had nothinp to do with the Ieapue.
At the time, rumors were current of Japan’s withdrawal, and althouph the 
cuestion had no connection with the Disarmament Conference, it was

35550 discussed * as one of the buminp issues of the hour. The witness recalled 
that TC JC said Japan should remain in the I eapue and try to maintain 
friendly relations with other nations. He had known TCGC was one opposed 
to extreme measures and an advocate of peace with foreipn countries.

Toward the end of October 1941, TOGO invited a number of those 
in the diplomatic service to dinner at his official residence after he 
had become foreipn minister. Relations with the U. 3. and Britain had 
already deteriorated, and the witness asked TCGC to continue with the 
utmost perseverance for the success of nepotiations. The witness pointed 
out the danper that the situation mipht develop into a war, and told him 
that at that critical etape the people would never understand the 
situation df hostilities had been opened as in the China case, without 
adequate diplomatic efforts, and should drap on for years. He emphasized

35551 * that should war break out with the U. S. it would be a matter of life 
and death for Japan, and demanded the best efforts be made to maintain 
peace.
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He told TfGC that the people would never bo persuaded to rise 

in arms, since they were convinced that the war was really inevitable in 
spite of Japan's efforts, and reouested that he leave nothinp undone to 
brinp the nepotiations to an amicable conclusion, despite all unfavorable 
criticism, and never pive up hope to the last. TCCC stated he was of the 
same opinion, and was doinp his utmost to carry out his task on that 
principle.

3555? * The followinp morning the vitness was reouested to call on TCGC
and ask him to become a diplomatic adviser to the foreign ministry. TCGO 
stated he was too busy with important conferences and interviews to think 
things over himself. The witness accepted the offer and v;as appointed 
adviser on November 11.

At the end of November, after the receipt of the Hull note when 
TCGC conveyed to the witness that Japan had been compelled to put an end 
to the nepotiations, the witness urged him to try further. TCGC stated 
he had already done all he could, and he could do nothinp further except 
try to obtain U. S. reconsideration. He stated he was willing to resign 

( and bo replaced if a way could be found to brinp matters to a conclusion, 
because it was his greatest desire that Japan should not enter upon a war. 

35553 The witness told him that the senior diplomats had full confidence in 
him and that he should not resign, since no one could do any better.

As diplomatic adviser, the witness was not in charge of any routine 
business, but from time to time pave advice to TOGO upon his reouest.
In January, 1942, nCGG requested that the witness, in view of the 
importance of the problem of treatment of PCWs, should assist with that 
bureau by making contact with the diplomatic corps, especially those 
representing enemy interests. The witness talked about the matter from 
time to time with the representatives concerned in order to contribute 
to the satisfactory handling of the matter. At the end of February he 
was appointed Ambassador to the Soviet, before he had a chance to do much 
in that direction.

In July, 1942, while Ambassador to the Soviet, he received instruc- 
3555/i tions from TOGO to pay as freouent visits as possible +o Moscow * and to

pave the way for Japan using pood offices to restore p,-ace between Germany 
and the Soviet. Japan intended to spare no effort toward ending the Russo 
German ïïar in order to bring about general peace. The witness considered 
that since battles were being bitterly fought there was no prospect of 
peace, and so reported to TOGO. In the middle of August, TCGC again 
instructed the witness to visit Moscow as frequently as possible, and 
sent the draft of the new fisheries convention and suggested that he 
call on Poviot authorities in connection with this matter, as it would 
give opportunity to bring up the subject of peace. While he was prevented 
from visiting Moscow, TCGC resigned from the Foreign Ministry, and com
munications ceased.
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35555 Exhibit 3612 stated * that on December 9, 1931» TOGO was appointed
to the suite of the delegate to the General Conference on Disarmament in 
Geneva. On August 13, 1932, he was ordered home temporarily, leaving 
Porlin on August 22 and arriving in Tokyo on October 22, and returning to 
Berlin on November 19.

Exhibit 3630 stated MAT5U0KA left Tokyo for Geneva on October 21,
1932
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j>556 Exhibit 687-B, an excerpt from the proceedings of the Privy
Council Investigation Committee on the establishment of the Greater

35557 *East nsia Co-Prosperity Sphere, stated that ISHII inquired into the 
constitutional doubt that despite diplomacy being the prerogative of the 
Emperor with the Eoreign Minister having responsibility for assisting, 
the plan seemed to assign to the new ministery the responsibility for 
aiding the Throne in connection with diplomacy but the organ to execute 
policies was decided by the government organization. He made it clear 
that it was the designation of the minister who should have charge of 
the administrative execution and did not mean limiting the scope of the

ft responsibility to the Throne, that the pure diplomacy was assigned to the 
Koreign Minister and all other matters to the Greater East Asia Ministry.

35558 ^Member MINaMI asked for the reasons for TOflO's resignation and TOJO re
plied that it was for personal reasons and that he did not believe it

proper to give a detailed explanation.

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF SHIl^ZU. Hlsanaga.
Exhibit 3631» the affidavit of the witness stated that he was 

35559 ^private secretary to TOGO from October 1941 to September 1942. His duties 
were not to participate in transacting diplomatic affairs but to arrange 
documents for TOGO's inspection, to arrange interviews with the staff and 
with visitors and to accompany TOGO when he attended various meetings. 
Diplomatic corps interviews were dealt with mostly by another secretary.

About December 6, 1941» TOGO was requested to attend the Central 
Cooperation Conference of the IRAA to be held December 8th and to make a 
speech there. TOGO ordered two different drafts of his address, one to be 
used in case war should be opened and the other in case it had not 
begun. * The address was abandoned.

after midnight on December 8th Grew called on TOGO and delivered 
a copy of Roosevelt's message. TOGO ordered KASE to prepare a translation, 
when this was done, TOGO went to TOJO's residence with the witness, arriving 
there about 2 a .M. The withess waited for TOGO and they then returned to 
TOGO's residence and left for the Imperial Kalace about 2.30 A.M,

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF YAMAMOTO.Kumalchl (bv Mr.Blakeney)

35561 *The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3632 as his affidavit.
He stated that he was director of the East Asiatic Bureau of the Foreign 
Ministry from September 1940 to November 1942 during which time he was con
currently director of the American bureau from October 1941 to November 1942. 
OKA's affidavit Ex.3473 had stated that the final reply to the United States
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33562 was drafted by the foreign Office and delivered to him by YaLaMOTO, OKAhad ordered his subordinates to study the draft and as a result felt that it was inadequate and that it would be appropriate to insert the wording 35563 that they had reserved the right to freedom of action. * This was inserted in the draft and sent to YaIIaMOTO, ./hen the draft was distributed at the liaison conference the suggested revision was not made. YAMaMOTO assured OKa that the note could be regarded as a final note.
The witness stated that the draft of the final memorandum which he sent OKa was as he had previously testified prepared in accordance with the liaison conference discussion but he did not thereafter receive from 

OKa any draft suggesting that freedom of action be reserved and did not discuss the question with him. He distributed the draft of the memorandum at the Liaison Conference "ecember 4th but could not recall that at the adjournment he had been asked by OKA whether the memorandum was an ultimatum nor having replied to him.
CROSS EXAMINATION BY KR. BRANK CM (Counsellor OKA)

3556 U 

35565

35565

*The witness stated that director OKA never made such a recommen- datlor to him. "he witness had discussed various matters at many tim*s with OKA, including several talks on the wording of the note. The witness could not recall everything that OKA had said. * The witness recalled being interviewed by ̂ r.Brannon inarch 11 1947 and he recalled that Brannon had stated that he had an interpreter present and a reporter taking down what he said. He admitted that when Brannon had asked him about the matter he had stated that the officials of the army and navy ministries ccme to his office and discussed the wording and many other matters and he did not recollect clearly whether OKa came to discuss the particular wording or not. But OKa did come to his office many times to discuss the draft and he did not know whether in those discussions this particular incident had actually happened or not. when asked how he remembered at this time that OKa absolutely * had not come on that matter, he stated that in March when he talked with Brannon it was an informal talk based on his recollection and he had told Brannon that he would tell what he recalled definitely and would also state what he did not recall well. Later he had given concrete consideration to the various questions brought up. dith respect to OKA making a recommendation of this particular phrase, he wished to say that the draft was drawn up in accordance with the decision of the liaison conference and there could have been no case • for private conversation as suggested and he had therefore come to the conclusion that no such recommendation was ever made to him.
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^Exhibit 3b33» the affidavit of the witness stated '•‘that he was
appointed vice chief of the Deneral Staff on November 6 1941 and attended 
the Liaison Conferences held in the latter part of the month. He and the 
Vice-Chief of the haval Staff ITO once called on TOGO and consulted about 
the time of the delivery to the United States. As he recalled on or about 
Decemoer 3rd the Liaison Conference decided that notice of the ending of the 
negotiations was to be delivered to the United States at 12.30 PM on 7 
December at Washington.However the navy found it necessary to postpone the 
time until 1 P.M. and the army agreed.

570 his agreement. * TOGO asked whether that time left some length of time
prior to opening of hostilities and on receiving an affirmative reply from 
ITO he accepted, tyi the evening of the 7th the witness learned that the 
result of the consultation was reported to the liaison conference of the 6th 
and was approved. ITO did not inform TOGO when the hostilities would commence.

35571 Law related to the Greater East Asia * and stated that the International Law 
Society had set up a Special Committee to study important problems of inter
national law arising since the outbreak of the war, the direction which inter
national law will take and the Treaty Bureau of the foreign Ministry had been 
cooperating with it. In the meantime members of the committee have been pre
senting valuable reports which were of some use to the Foreign Ministry. They 
were being printed to prevent them from being dispersed and lost and to keep 
them available for reference and study.

ments and conclusions have not always matured sufficiently to represent their 
final views because of lack of time.

be very careful until they prove substantial achievement in developing 
Manchuria and Mongolia. It is inappropriate to launch on a reckless adventure, 
reckless in all respects. Hot ontil February 1940 did forty odd nations 
oppose Japan in Ceneva. If there were further disturbances these nations would 
likely deal in concert with Japan. Jhile they were therefore for many years 
to be striving for the successful development of Manchukuo they should avoid 
troubles with these nations unless troubles were forced upon them. With 
respect to China where they were now confronted with armed resistance they 
might be obliged to cope with it but if there is any opportunity they should 

35573 immediately lay down * their policy for speedily restoring good will and 
strictly abide by it and prove their good faith.

The witness and ITO called on TOGO December 5th and asked for

Exhibit 3634 - Collection of Essays on Problems of International

The reports are the personal opinions of the member? and their argu-

Exhibit 3609 " * stated circumstances being as they are they had to
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Exhibit 3635. The witness' affidavit stated *that the witness 

was appointed Vice Minister of Home /»ffaljfr* in the TOJO cabinet in Feb
ruary 1742, resigning in *ipril 1943» ^  ^uly 1942 the witness was informed 
that a pian was being prepared by the four Cabinet Directors for organiz- 
i::̂  t!i. G r a n t ^ a s t  «*3ia Ministry. In «ugust he received a report of the 
plan tc tiis effect that the business concerning the East. Asiatic countries 
iriCiUdii.g ail political, economic and cultural relations were to be trans
ferred to the new ministry leaving for the Foreign Office only formal 
matters called pure diplomacy. The -witness thought TOGO had good reason 
to object and felt this might compel him to resign his office.

35575 **This was undesirable and a3 a career official the witness was 
sympathetic with TOGO - to have to see the foreign minj.stery deprived of 
its function. The witness decided to see T W O  and he did ail he could 
to prevent any incident which would cause his resignation. He called on 
TOGO and realised he was dead 3et against the plan. He could see he was 
resolved to stick to his position on that issue though he did not express 
it openly. The witness told him that he was sympathetic and stated that 
in case an agreement was not reached the ministers who were neutral might 
be obliged t.o take the part of TOJO since they did not wish to have the 
Cabinet collapse. On the other hand, hoping to find a neutral person who

35576 could undertake mediation * the witness sounded the opinion of the Navy 
but after becoming convinced that the latter was supporting the new 
organisation he gave up his idea.

The following day the witness saw TOJO and informed him of 
'iOGO'3 resolution and inquired whether it wa3 proper to adhere to the 
new ministry plan and tried to persuade him to reconsider it. However,
TOJO was firm. He would not recede, emphasizing the necessity of the 
new organization under the circumstances. He declared that he wanted 
the new ministry established at the following Cabinet meeting. The wit- 
i.cse told him tnat since both men were firmly resolved, the next cabinet 
meeting would probably be the last conference TOGO would attend and ex
pressed tne desire they would have the moral courage to state their 
o f fairly without being carried away by feelings and discuss the
matfor from ail aspects.

35577 4fThe matter came up for discussion September J. TOJO personally 
explained the plan and emphasized its necessity. His point was that owing 
to circumstances in ^ s t  Asia occurring during the way in which the East 
asia countries had a common object, the countries v/ere in close kinship 
and in order to meet this new situation a special organization had to be 
set up which was to deal exclusively with international affairs of Greater 
East asia separated from diplomacy in general. TOGO opposed this. He
stated that as a result of the new ministry Japan's diplomacy would be divided 
in two and would be dealt with by a different ministry from that charged 
with relations with other countries. Consistent diplomatic activities would
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be impossible»

35578 *The countries of ^ast Asia which would be subjected to differ
ent treatment would entertain doubt as to Japan's true motive. It would 
hurt their national pride and would infringe on the principle of respect 
for their independence, He feared that the new ministry would turn out 
an enlarged Kouin extending the latter's way of handling ''hinese affairs 
to all of -̂>ast «sia which would be undesirable. The discussion lasted 
for three hours at which time all were silent except SUZUKI and one or 
two others. Neither TOGO nor TOJO left anything undone for carrying out 
their points. The meeting was closed with an understanding that it would 
be later resumed. But TOGO resigned that afternoon with TOJO taking over

35579 the foreign ministry. * The meeting was resumed and the plan passed 
unanimously. The witness called the next day on TOGO and told him he should 
have no regrets since he had done all he could on such an occasion. TOGO 
stated that he had made up his mind to resign because he realized he could 
not agree with TOJO even on the fundamental question of the guidance of
the war not to speak of the matter in question.

35580 Exhibit 3^36, Joint Statement of the Greater Ambassadors' 
Conference, dated April 23, 1945, stated that the foreign and Bast Asia 
Ministers and the Ambassadors of llanchukuo, Ghina, Burma, Thailand and 
the Philippines had adopted a joint statement unanimously with respect 
to the method of carrying through the Greater Bast Asia «fer and the idea 
of establishment of world order through the Joint war. The declaration 
stated that the fundamental basis of the international order to be 
established should be sought in the idea of co-existence and co-prosper
ity which aims at the removal of all discrimination based on racial 
prejudice and the like and to secure mutual friendship and cooperation.

35581 * Political equality will be guaranteed to all regardless of 
national power, and equal opportunities will be allowed for elevation 
and expansion. Kach nation will decide the form of its own government 
and will not be subjected to any interference by others. Peoples with 
colonial status shall be released and established in their rightful 
place to pave the way for developing human civilization..

Exclusive control of resources, trade and international 
communications*is to be done away with to secure mutual cooperation 
of nations and rectify the economic disproportion and to urge the 
diffusion of economic prosperity. There was to be reciprocal respect 
between nations and cultural intercourse and friendship advanced.

Armaments which may be a menace to other nations will be prohib- , 
ited in conformity with the principles of non-menace and non-aggression
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355® *and obstacles to international trade shall be removed to prevent
oppression by economic means and of course of force. With respect 
to organizing for guaranty of security, arbitrary decisions of larger 
powers and a uniform design for the whole world will be avoided. An 
order should be established having as its prime work a structure for 
local, security suitable to actual state of affairs, taking in the 
necessary world-wide system. In the meantime a way will be sought to 
convert the international order in peace in accordance with the 
development of the changing situation of the world.

for promulgation of official documents, Wan 31,1937, stated that 
Imperial Ordinances shall be promulgated together with the Imperial 
Edict attached thereto. The Edict shall have affixed the Imperial 
Seal after the Imperial Signature and the Premier shall countersign 
it along or together with each other state minister in charge.

organization ol' the POW Information bureau, countersigned by Premier 
and -far Minister only.

Exhibit 92-a, Ordinance establishing the POW Information 
35585 bureau bee 29 1941, likewise countersigned * by Premier and Ministers 

of «ar and the Navy.

was chief ...v, -®vtion, Bureau of European-Asiatic Affairs
November 1940 to October 1942 and was charged chiefly with business 

35586 concerning relations with the British. * Shortly after the Pacific War 
broke out the United States and Britain proposed to Japan the mutual 
exchange of diplomatic and consular officials as well as many resident 
enemy nationals as possible. TOGO assigned the witness to manage the 
business relating to negotiations with the United States, Britain and

the shortage of boats those persons to be repatriated should be limited 
except for the diplomatic officials to temporary residents and that Japan 
should send back not only residents of enemy nountries in Japan proper 
but also those in “anchukuo, China, French Indo-China and Thailand

35583 ^Exhibit 3̂637, excerpt from ordinance governing formalities

^Exhibit 3638, Imperial Ordinance 192 of 1914 governing

DIRECT EXAMINATION OTa. Saburo

>39. the witness' affidavit stated that the witness

other Allied Powers and also the preliminary consultation in the 
competent Japanese offices.

as a result of the negotiations it was decided that due to
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including the nationals of all allied European and «merican countries.

35587 ^Despite the difficulties TOGO exerted himself from the first 
to bring the negotiations to a successful conclusion and to carry out 
the agreement. •Lt was necessary to secure vessels and there was 
difficulty among the army, navy and other circles concerned with the 
developing of operations imposing large demands upon shipping. The 
High Command attached various conditions to setting a date for the 
voyages through southern waters to the place of exchange on the ground 
that safety could not be guaranteed under the operations in progress. 
TOGO frequently conferred with the Naval l‘igh Command and other auth
orities and persuaded them to follow the program.

Jaj>an thereupon chartered two vessels and later two more
35588 *811 first-class liners which sailed from the place of exchange between 

June 25 and august 10 1942. The nationals sent home amounted to 3500 
the majority of whom were temporary residents. About 2000 were taken on 
at various places beyond Japanese waters. The largest part of those 
resident in Japan who were repatriated included many persons interned
by Japan. Some of them had been charged under the criminal law and 
were on trial. There was great difficulty in releasing them but TOGO 
in person demanded their release successfully. One or two representa
tives of the ^oreign Ministry were on board each of the ships to see 
that the people were treated well and special attention was paid to 
facilities afforded them.

35589 *After TOGO's resignation the Teia Maru made a voyage in 
September 1943•

Exhibit 3640-4, affidavit of SUZUKI, Kantaro stated that
35590 *in april 1945 he received the command to form a cabinet. Since he 

was a novice in politics he requested advice of the Elder Statesman 
on selecting cabinet ministers. He made his own choice of foreign 
minister and chose TOGO because he felt he had opposed the war from 
the beginning and had resigned from the TOJO cabinet in opposition 
to TOJO's policies.

35591 *He felt from the beginning they could not succeed and when 
chosen as premier he felt it his duty to bring the war to an end.
He had selected as foreign minister a man known to have opposed the 
war. »/hen the cabinet was formed TOGO was in Karuiz&wa and the wit
ness requested him to accept by telephone. TOGO stated he would 
have to discuss the matter.before accepting. He therefore came to 
Tokyo to discuss the matter. The affiant could not speak openly on 
the question of ending the war but he felt from the conversation that 
TOGO's views were the same as his own. Jhile the witness did not
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remember TOGO might have stated that his acceptance was conditional 
upon the cabinet working to bring about the end( of the war. TOGO said 
he wxild have to consult his superiors in the foreign Ministry, 
specifically HIROTa before deciding. The next day he accepted. TOGO

35592 thereafter conferred with the witness and brought up the question 
of ending the war as soon as possible. They agreed.

nbout the middle of May six-man conferences of Frentier, 
foreign, ^rmy, and ^avy Ministers, and Army and kavy Chiefs began to 
be held to discuss the question, by the end of “ay TOGO had per
suaded the services to agree to approach Russia although there was 
still some idea of securing not merely mediation but assistance from 
Russia,

35593 *Until June 22 there were further discussions regarding 
the method of procedure. TOGO took the lead in insisting that the 
war must end and Russian mediation sought. On June 22nd the Emperor 
told the six members that the war must be brought to a speedy 
conclusion. There was no further disagreement and arrangements 
were made to send a special envoy to Moscow. Due to various delays 
this was not accomplished before the i'otsdam Declaration of
July 26th,

On August 9th at the Six Man Cabinet meeting TOGO pre
sented a plan to accept the lotsdam Declaration with the sole condi
tion attached of maintaining the national policy. There was some 
disagreement - some members wanting to addcertain conditions 
concerning disarmament, occupation and other points. The matter 
was presented to the Emperor for decision and the Emperor accepted

3559A K TCGO's proposal and ordered it carried out.

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MATSUDi.IRA, Yasuma sa

3559A Exhibit 36A1. The witness' affidavit state' that he had
known TOGO for many years and his acquaintance with TOGO had become 

35595 more intimate * after he assumed the Foreign Ministership in the T0J0 
Cabinet. On April 6 19A5 SUZUKI received an Imperial order to form 
a cabinet, as soon as the witness learned that SUZUKI had asked TOGO 
to accept the foreign office and TO GO was hesitating, he called on 
TOGO April 9th and asked him to assume *he post. TOGO told him that 
SUZUKI desired to end the war and that he agreed with him in principle 
but that he believed it was extremely difficult to continue the war 
and that it must be terminated as soon as possible, SUZUKI thought 
it could be continued for two or three more years. So long as he and
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SUaUKl differed on this point they could not agree on the high policy 
and he could not accept the portfolio. The witness told TOGO that 
SUZUKI'g point of view was not fixed and it was desired that ŒOGO 
enter the new cabinet and enlighten SUZUKI. It was known that the 
Emperor was considering ending the war and he need not worry about the 

35597 point too much, * and it was earnestly desired that he contribute
his strength to the Emperor. The witness desired TOGO to assume the 
job because he felt the war could not end in the domestic circumstances 
without a foreign minister who would dare to risk his life, as well 
as possess superior brilliance and he knew of no other candidate than 
TQgo. KIDO also desired that TOGO accept the portfolio and the witness 
again called TOGO and requested him to accept the ministership.

NaRRaïIVS SUMMARY uF THE RECORD

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF MATSUDAIRA BY MR.LOGAN 
COUNSEL FOR KIDO

35598 *He recalled that he spoke to KIDO on the morning of December
35599 8, 1941 with regard to Roosevelt’s telegram. This conversation was*
35600 held some time in the morning, rather closer to noon. KIDO said he was 

not familiar with the details. Hi asked what the telegram was about
\ from KIDO. He did not recall that he heard anything of the contents from

KIDO because the latter said he was unfamiliar with the details.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR.FURNESS 
COUNSEL FOR SHIGEMITSU

35601 The witness stated that SHIGEMITSU was the foreign minister 
in the cabinet preceding the SUZUKI Cabinet and his conversation with

35602 TOGO took place at the time of that Cabinet's resignation. * The 
witness stated that he though t SHIGEMITSU had made efforts along 
the lines which he though necessary they take and SHIGEMITSU had 
worked personally with the witness. In his estimation SHIGEMITSU 
would not have been able to do that in the new cabinet and it was 
for this reason he felt that no other candidate but TOGO would do.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION CF SAKGMIZU, Fisatsune, 
by Mr. Blakeney.

35(03 Exhibit 3642, the witness’ affidavit, stated that when
SUZUKI received the mandate to form a new cabinet on 5 April 1945, • 
the witness participated in selecting the ministers. The witness 
was Chief Secretary of the Cabinet during its entire existence and 
attended all the Imperial Conferences, Cabinet meetings and Supreme 

35604 V.’ar Direction Councils. * The information which he testified about 
he learned directly through his own experiences and from what he was 
told by SUZUKI and TOGO.

When the Cabinet was formed, it was decided to recommend 
7CGC as Foreign Minister, and an urpent message was promptly wired 
to Karuizawa to have him come to Tokyo. He arrived on the evening 
of 7 April and met SUZUKI. He stated that since he had been against 
the Tacific war, he wanted to try to terminate it as quickly as 
possible. Although the time must be chosen carefully in light of 
the war situation, he wanted to know whether SUZUKI was determined to 
make his Cabinet one to end the war, and he asked SUZUKI1s opinion on 
Japan's war potential. After an exchange of opinions, TCGC declined 

3 5 6 0 5  the offer on * the ground that SUZUKI's reply was not clear, and promised 
to reconsider. The witness called on TOGO on 8 April and explained 
how it vas impossible for SUZUKI to declare how he intended to bring 
the war to a close promptly because of the extremely important effect 
and reaction it mipht have. The witness pressed the request that, 
since SUZUKI*s intention was not clear, TOGO should accept on that 
tacit understanding, and asked TOGO to meet SUZUKI on the 9th.

TOGO agreed to meet SUZUKI and did meet him, and after a 
long talk, accepted the offer to become Foreign Minister. SUZUKI 
told the witness that it was because an agreement had been reached 
on the question.

TOGO was the most earnest advocate of peace throughout the 
35600 Cabinet. Fis opinions delivered in the meetings of the Big Six held * 

irequently from the middle of May onward, were always for prompt 
ending of the war. TOGO did not necessarily rest his hopes upon the 
possibility of peace through the foviet good offices, but intended 
as far as possible direct negotiation with tbe United States. His 
efforts for peace were constant.

There was an opinion supported by some military circles 
that Japan should get from the Soviet petroleum and equipment to 
continue the war. TOGO, however, insisted on prompt conclusion of 
peace.
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35607 Since the Emperor's wishes were revealed, on 22 June that 
concrete measures he taken to end the war, TOGO personally directed 
the necessary preparation and proceeded with the negotiations with 
the Soviet. When the Potsdam Declaration war. issued the trend of 
opinion was that since negotiations were being conducted with the 
Soviet, Japan should decide the measures after receiving the Soviet 
reply. Japan should, for the time being, maintain silence as to 
acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration. The military, however, 
stated that Government silence would have a demoralizing effect on 
the troops, and a strong statement should be issued against it.

TOGO was firmly against the military opinion and pointed 
out that such a step would prove e fatal obstacle to the conclusion 
of peace. Later this problem was discussed among the War and Navy

35608 Ministers * and the Chiefs of the two staffs. The military opinion 
prevailed, and it was decided that SUZUKI would state to the press 
that Japan would not take seriously the Potsdam Declaration which was 
in substance similar to the Cairo Declaration. The press reported 
that Japan ignored the Declaration. TOGO regretted this and did 
not give his consent. When the Soviet declared war on Japan on the 
pretext of this statement, TOGO said that was what he expected.

«
When on 6 August TOGO heard of the bombing of Hiroshima 

he told SUZUKI that the war must be terminated promptly and preeeed 
his opinion upon the military leaders. When the radio reported 
the Soviet Union's participation in the Pacific war on 9 August,

35609 TOGO called on SUZUKI and advised him * to end the war promptly 
and strongly insisted on the acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration 
insofar as the Allies would respect the safety of the Imperial House
hold, but the Council adjourned without a decleion. The Cabinet met 
at 1 p.m., and TOGO repeated his argument and succeeded in con
vincing the majority of the Cabinet members.

At the Imperial Conference that night, TOGO stated his 
belief frankly and the Emperor expressed his approval. At the 
Cabinet meeting on the 13th immediately after the Allies' reply wae 
received, TOGO insisted on accepting the Declaration promptly on the 
basis of this reply. Some members wanted a more positive reply, but

35610 TOGO refuted them with convincing reasoning.* Further discussion was 
held at the Imperial Conference on 14 August, and the Emperor gave the 
final decision to accept the Allies' reply ae it stood. TOGO concen
trated all his energy on restoring peace.
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Exhibit 3643, an excerpt from the Aeahi Shimbun of 
21 February 1933, states that in accordance with the conference 
of the 20th, Foreign Minister UCHIDA that day sent instructions 
to MATSUOKA in Geneva: That Japan absolutely rejected the Lytton
Report nnd proposed recommendations of the League since they are 
entirely in conflict with the belief of the Japanese Government 
concerning the establishment of peace in East Asia} it had been 
decided that If the General Assembly adopted the report, Japan 
would withdraw from the League of Nations and would no longer main
tain cooperation with it. In withdrawing from the League, con
stitutional steps will have to be taken and the representatives 
should return home without taking any steps at the Assembly for 
withdrawal. When the report and recommendations are submitted, 
the representative should seize the opportunity to express his 
opinion and vote against it. He should simultaneously report to

35612 the Secretary-General the non-acceptance of the * report and 
should take steps to publish the statement. On completion of all 
steps, he should promptly leave Geneva with his staff. UCHIDA 
would instruct MATSUOKA on the steps to be taken and the form of the 
statement cf opposition.

35613 * Exhibit 3644, the affidavit of OKURA, Kimmochl, stated 
that since 1937 he had been managing director of the Kokusaku 
Kenkyukai (Society for Study of the National Policy), which was a 
purely private organization, maintained by membership fees and also

35614 by private contributions. * Membership was open to all, and 
withdrawal free and voluntary. There used to be a continual change 
in membership, and those who did not belong to some committee were 
little connected with the activities of the Society, and the only 
benefit they derived was that they were sometimes invited to the 
lectures which the Society held, and received the periodicals pub
lished by the Society. Many members failed to pay their fees, but 
so long as they did not express the desire to withdraw, they were 
treated as members and received the publications. In no circumstances 
were the major, special publications ever distributed to ordinary 
member«.

TOGO Joined after he had resigned hie post of Foreign
35615 Minister. He was only an ordinary member * with no connection 

with any of the committees and did not participate as an officer
or director. At one time it was suggested that TOGO become a member 
of the Executive Committee, but this was rejected. As OKURA remember
ed, TOGO did not attend any of the meetings, and he does not remember 
whether or not he paid membership fees. He was a half-hearted and un
cooperative member.

About December, 1941 the witness called on NISHI, Vice 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and asked for a contribution of 
¥20,000 and explained that the Society sought contributions
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for the purpose of studying various wartime problems. Two or three 
months later the money was received. At the time the request was 
made the program of study of the Society had not yet been decided 
and his explanation was sketchy and rather vague as to particulars.

35616 He never saw TOGO on any business concerning this or any other 
contribution to the Society.

Exhibit 3645, ordinance establishing the Supreme War Council, 
Imperial Ordinance No. 294 of December 1903, stated that Supreme War 
Councillors shall be Marshals and Admirals of the Fleet, War and 
Navy Ministers, Chiefs of both Staffs and General officers of both 
Staffs, specially appointed.
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DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TOOO SHIGENORI 
by Mr. Blakeney

35617 * The witness identified and verified Exhibit 3646, his affidavit«
35018 * The affidavit stated that the witness entered the Japanese Foreign

Ministry in November, 1912 and remained with it until his retirement 
on August 17, 1.945, except for a period from September 1 1942 to 
April 9, 194b. He occupied successively the usual positions at home 
and abroad and received promotions, and decorations in the usual 
course of his career. He had never held any military office nor had 
any connection with any military group or clique. He had never been 
a member of any political party or society nor ever held political

35619 office,except that on 1 September 1942 * he became a member of the 
House of Feere, a retirement honor.

At one time he was a member of the Imperial. Rule Assistance 
Political Society, which might be considered a political party, but 
he was never active in it and he was not even sure when he received 
M b membership and whether it continued until the Society's dissolu
tion. His profession had been diplomacy and his aim had been the 
advancement of his country's interests, but he had always been 
governed by the conviction that Japan would be best served by under
standing other's viewpoint«; by promoting international friendship,
and by striving for amicable settlemente and peace.%

His career was substantially as set forth in the Cabinet 
Record, Exhibit 127, subject to the amplifications which he ehall

35620 mention later« His diplomatic career * was related almost wholly 
to European and American affairs, and primarily European. He had 
served lees than three years in the Consulate-General at Mukden, but 
never served thereafter in any country in Asia. During World War I 
he was appointed to a post in Switzerland, and after the armistice, 
served at the peace conference. He was sent to Germany and remained 
there until the peace treaty. He then served in Tokyo as Chief of the 
First Section of the European-American Bureau, which was concerned with 
Russia and neighboring affairs.

t

In December, 1925 he went to Washington as senior secretary, 
and stayed there until the end of 1932. He war Councillor of the 
Embassy in Germany. He was twice ordered to Geneva, once in September, 
1930 as a member of the suite of the Japanese delegation to the 11th 
Assembly of the League of Nations where he remained for only ten days;

35621 * and again in December, 1931, as Secretary-General of the Japanese
delegation to the Disarmament Conference, and served from February to 
August, 1932 and in November, 1932.

The Prosecution have argued that since he vaa in Geneva at the 
same time as MATSUOKA,he was with MATSUOKA on the League of Nations 
delegation to defend the aggression and to give the assurances which 
were so often broken. He stated that in 1931 he . in Berlin snd
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the Prosecution statement probably referred to 1932, At that time he 
was In Geneva as Chief Secretary of the Japanese delegation to the 
Disarmament Conference. There wae no connection between the business

35622 of the two delegations. Although some evidence has * been given on 
this point, he wanted to emphasize that he originated the proposal 
tha* the business of the two delegations should not be intermingled 
nor should the personnel of the two be common, and this proposal was 
adopted by MATSUDAIRA. Although there was some overlapping, TOGO had 
nothing to do with the business of the delegation to the Assembly con
cerned with the Manchurian question. MATL'LTOx.f- did not lepve Tokyo 
until October at which time the Disarmament Conference was in summer 
recess, and TOGO had returned to Japan to report end confer. Upon 
his arrival in Berlin on 19 November, he found an order directing him 
to return to Tokyo and a new assignment as Director of the European- 
American Bureau. He went to Geneva and reported on his visit to 
Japan, remained there for ten days and left on 22 December for Japan.

35623 He had no official connection with MATSUOKA and no occasion * to 
'defend1 the Manchurian Incident. When MATSUOKA withdrew Japan from 
the League of Nations, TOGO was no longer in Geneva, but was in Japan.

35624 * The Prosecution have stated that in 1941 TOGO was a member of 
the Supreme War Council. This Council was composed only of military 
men and was restricted to general officers, and this has been so stated 
by the Prosecution. Allegation for his membership seems to be founded 
on Exhibit 102, the original Japanese of which refers to the Supreme 
Council for Direction of the War. This organ was established under 
the K0IS0 Cabinet in 1944, and TOGO wae, therefore, not a member in 
1941.

It is known that TOGO received various awards and decorations.
35625 * It is averred that the award bestowed on him 'for services during

1931-41 was related to the Manchuria Incident. It is obvious from his 
career that he had no connection with the Manchurian Incident, nor is 
there any evidence to connect him therewith. He was in Berlin when 
the incident occurred, and during the period of the award he wae in 
Eerlin or Tokyo as Director of the European-American Bureau, which had 
no direct connection with the Manchurian affair. As awards for services 
in connection with any contemporaneous affair couldl have been given in 
the guise of awards for service in the Incident, the award for his 
services could have been in connection with other matters; but if he 
had been decorated for such services, he would have been one of 
452,826 recipients of such awards. The award granted him for 
services in connection with the conclusion of the Anti-Comintern Pact 
came to him as Director of the Bureau in charge of the negotiations.
It is customary under the Japanese system to bestow awards upon the

35626 officials concerned * without regard to their personal views or the 
actual roles played in the matter. That he wae given an award upon 
the conclusion of the Anti-Comintern Pact despite a lack of sympathy 
is sufficient commentary on the significance of the a*. rds.
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With reepect to the China War, theee awards covered all services in the 
period under consideration, and there were 3,319,547 received on this 
same basis.

35627 The witness stated * that he never paid membership fees or 
dues, never attended meetings, never served as an officer although 
requested to take office,and never had the slightest knowledge of what 
the Kokusaku Kenkyukai was doing or proposed. He was solicited by a 
personal friend to become a member, and did. As to the donation made by 
the Foreign Ministry, he had nothing to do with it. If it occurred, it 
was a matter carried out by the Vice-Minister and he was not consulted.

Throughout his diplomatic career, Russo-Japanese relations 
was the most important problem, after that of China, and a great deal of 
his career was devoted to it. As the European*American Bureau Section 
Chief he was concerned directly with Russian affairs, and while he was

35628 * Director of the European-Amerlcan Bureau, Russian affaire were of para
mount importance. While he was Chief of the First Section of the 
Bureau, he was the official directly concerned with solving Russian 
problems, and during this time they reached a settlement of many points 
of contention arising from the Soviet Revolution and the Siberian 
Expedition carried out jointly with the United States, Britain and 
France, and which had been since pending between Japan and the USSR. 
TOGO'S efforts were devoted to settling Soviet ratification of the 
Czarist debts and of prohibition of Communist propaganda in Japan. The 
settlement was embodied in the Soviet-Japanese Basic Convention,in which 
Japan recognized Soviet reestablishing relatione signed at Peking in 
January, 1925.

Although he was designated as chief of the European-American
35629 Bureau 1 February 1933, he took over the office in early March. *

He was charged with assisting in engineering the withdrawal of Japan 
from the League of Nations; actually he had no connection with this 
high-level policy decision, the general trend of which had been decided 
before he entered his new office in March, his Bureau not being the 
one in charge of the matter. He had expressed his opinion that such 
withdrawal would be unfortunate for Japan. Although the formal notifi
cation was given on 27 March 1933, the policy had been determined when 
MATSUOKA led the delegation from the Assembly in late February.

After the withdrawal, TOGO submitted to UCHIDA a written 
opinion entitled *0n the Foreign Policy of Japan vis-a-vis Europe an* 
America Following Withdrawal from the League of Nations.' It should 
be noted that although this report treats of Japanese relations with

35630 the U.S. * and all the chief European countries, over a third of it 
is devoted to the Soviet question. So far as it was within his com
petence and his abilities, he worked throughout his career for the ful
fillment of the diplomatic policy set out in 1933.
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With other Important branchée orf Japanese diplomacy such as 
affairs of China and the U«S and Britain, he had in later years almost 
no connection, until they had so deteriorated as to bring us to the 
verge of the Pacific War, and was not in a position to work to any good 
effect in carrying out his proposed policies. So far as Soviet affairs 
were concerned, he had the opportunity to deal with them for a con
siderable period, and the main points of his program were brought to 
fruition. There were three of these points: conclusion of a non-
aggression pact; settlement of the Chinese Eastern Railway question 
by purchase of the Soviet interest; demarkation of the Soviet-Manchukuo 
boundaries.

His first work as Director of the Bureau was the negotiation«
35631 proposed by the Soviet which led to the purchase * of the Soviet 

interest in the Chinese Railway and the removal of that source of 
friction. The negotiations were taxing and complex, and took most of 
his time for almost two tsars. At first th>t parties were extremely 
far apart in their ideas of the monetary value of the Soviet interest; 
negotiations were repeatedly interfered with by occurrence of conflicts 
in Manchukuo» and the military authorities had to be persuaded that 
amicable settlement was to Japan's interest.

35632 The result was that his bureau and he were fully occupied
in persuading the parties to compromise their original claims. The 
Prosecution have referred to the sale as being intended to strengthen 
Japan's position in Manchukuo and to eliminate the rights of foreign 
countries, except Japan. This overlooks the fact that the sals was 
first proposed by the Soviet and the three types of governments con
cerned were as one that the transaction would promote psars. It was 
by the Soviet request that Japan guarantee the purchase price, the 
Soviet Government lacking confidence in the solvency of Manchukuo.
This transaction was ona of TOGO's long standing ambitions and was 
proposed ia his report to UCHIDA.

Durlag the asgotlatioaa tha Foreign Ministry vas reorganlzed- 
3567? * the European-American Bureau beiag divided into two and its functions 

transferred partly to the new American Bureau and partly to the new 
European-Asiatic Bureau. The latter was also chrrged with responsi
bility for matters affecting European countries and continental Asia 
except China, Thailand, etc., TOGO'S chief interest and specialty 
being in the Russian field, as he was appointed to the European- 
Asiatic Bureau.

Immediately after the sale of the Chinese Eastern Railway, he 
had turned his entire attention to the Soviet-Mauc.huVrucan border 
question. Before becoming Director of the Kuropeen-American Bureau 
agreement had been reached to study the question proposed by Japan 
of establishing a mixed commission to prevent border disputes. It was 
not until May, 1935 that negotiations on this question were entered 
into. After Manchukuo was founded, border incidet i al been numerous,
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35634 * but during the railway sale question the number of Incidents had de
creased. Thin seemed an opportune time to end the expenditure of 
effort which was required to settle the incidents, by entrusting the 
task of prevention and settlement to such a commission. He, therefore, 
tried to begin negotiations in the summer of 1935. The Government of 
Manchukuo and the Kvantung Army insisted that a border demarkation 
commission be agreed before the establishment of a commission to 
settle disputes, to which the Soviet Government agreed, however, due 
to differences of opinion, negotiations were finally dropped. Even in 
1938 when TOGO arrived in Moscow he found neither commissions yet es
tablished, and the only result was that he succeeded in bringing 
about a demarkation of the Mongolian-Manchukuoan border in the 
Nomonhan District.

35635 * In the summer of 1937 relations were again troubled by the 
occupation by Soviet troops of the Kwan-tsa-tse Island iu the Amur 
Kiver. The Kwantung Army wanted to dispatch troops to settle the 
incident by defense of what it considered the frontiers of Manchukuo, 
but TOGO insisted on negotiation first, and in the end the incident 
was settled without developing into a serious clash.

In March, 1936, HIROTA had intimated his Intention of ap
pointing TOGO Ambassador to the Soviet, however, after ARITA was 
appointed Foreign Minister the post went to another, and he was 
appointed Ambassador to Germany in October, 1937. HIROTA stated 
later that although he considered it appropriate to send TOGO to 
the Soviet, personnel problems had compelled him to make a different 
appointment.

35636 * On 15 October 1938, TOGO was appointed Ambassador to the 
Soviet, and arrived in Moscow on 29 October. He found awaiting his 
attention a serious problem in the form of the perennial fisheries 
question. Since 1936 it had been necessary to conclude an annual 
arrangement, and trouble and difficulties arose annually. In 
October, 1938 the state of affairs were especially serious, because 
a large number of the Japanese leasee for fisheries lots were about 
to expire, and the Soviet evidenced no intention to conclude the 
annual agreement. It required much patience And long-drawn-out 
negotiations to settle the matter, and for the first time in the 
course of the fisheries question, the new year commenced without an 
agreement. The matter became so serious that it threatened to bring 
about a rupture of relations between the two countries.

35637 Finally the matter was settled in April, 1939, and as a 
result of those negotiations, the annual agreements were made 
easier. In 1940 they began negotiations in the middle of November, 
and were able to reach an agreement by New Tear's morning.
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The Nomonhan Incident la charged against TOGO as a crime against the 
Soviet. He was In Moscow when the Incident occurred and he first knew 
about It only by the Soviet protests and by cablegrams from the 
foreign Ministry. He had never discussed it or any other conspiracy 
against the Soviet with any person whatsoever. When the settlement

35636 was arrived at between Foreign Commissar Molotov and TOGO, * there 
was no one wno suggested that he had conspired to wage a war of ag
gression, or that his position was other than that of a diplomat 
negotiating to settle a problem. In fact, Molotov said that the 
settlement was an augury of better relations between our countries.
As a result of the Nomonhan settlement, tne demax’Kation of Sovlet- 
Mongoliau boundaries with Manchukuo came about.

At this stage of relatione, he felt It opportune to under
take the negotiation of the non-aggression pact. He only wanted to 
secure for both countries the obvious benefit in the way of improved 
relations to be derived from the conclusion of such a pact. He 
certainly had no idea of encouraging Japan's southward expansion - a 
policy whicn he had always opposed as leading to conflict with Britain

35639 and the Netherlands and probably with the IJ.S. as well. * He,therefore, 
had no intention of making a friend of the enemy in the north in order
to facilitate n southward advance. His motives for concluding a non- 
aggression pact were just as he had expressed them in his written 
opinion in 1933. He had nothing to do with the Soviet proposal for 
a non aggression pact made in December, 1931 and declined ae premature 
in 1933. The commencement of such negotiations, however, even in 
1939 was not easy, and required repeated telegrams and the dispatch
ing of a member of his staff to Tokyo. After obtaining authority, he 
began negotiations and reached a general agreement with Molotov for 
conclusion of a neutrality pact, which was put into draft form. It 
was only the Russian desire to liquidate the North Sakhalin concessions 
which prevented conclusion of the agreement.

3564C * Although he received instructions to return t-c Japan, ha also
received specific directions to cease negotiations. In April, 1941,
when the neutrality pact was concluded, he was able to see the reali
sation of the three basic points on Soviet-Japanese relations, which 
were almost identical with the preliminary agreement, reached between 
Commissar Molotov and himself.

The prosecution point that when MATSUOKA carried out his 
purge of the diplomatic service, dismissing those considered insuf
ficiently ardent toward his Axis-alignment policy, TOGO was allowed 
to remain, seems to arise from an incomplete personnel record. In

35640 * fact, he was recalled on 29 August 1940 and actual 1 y arrived in Tokyo
on 5 November. Upon his return, MATSUOKA intimated that his resigna
tion would be accepted, and sent the Vice Minister and the Chief of 
the Personnel Section with the same suggestion. TOGO obstinately re
fused and told the Foreign Minister that hie demand that diplomate 
resign simply because they were opposed to his pol : was entirely
unjustified, and warned him of tbe consequences of dismissal of
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experienced diplomate. He told MATSUOXA he would not tender hie 
resignation voluntarily as that would mean his approval of MATSUOKA's 
policy. No further steps were taken by MATSUOKA, and TOGO held the 
nominal position of Ambassador, although he actually had nothing to 
do with the activities of the Foreign Ministry for the year following 
hio ’•nt.'jrn to Japan.
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356-12 »Although TOGO had served in Germany three times,

he had never been a specialist in German affairs. His 
first impressions of Germany when sent there in Aoril 1919 
impressed uoon him the horros and miseries of war. His 
basic Policy for Germany as set forth in his report to 
UCHIDA was not one of Positive cooperation. He was not 
only antipathetic but was skeptical of the widespread 
admiration of the strength of Nazi Germany from his know
ledge of things there.

His first connection with German affairs was 
35643 when the Anti-Comintern Pact was negotiated. *He had close 

connection with it, as director of the bureau in charge 
from the time it came to the Foreign Ministry. However, 
the nature and extent of his connection requires some 
explanation.

The Anti-Comintern Pact history in the Foreign 
Ministry began about the beginning of February 1936, with 
a report from the Charge d'Affaires that conversations 
had been in progress between Germany and the military 
attache for a defensive alliance. TOGO requested the Y/ar 
Ministry and the General Staff for information and there
after Colonel WAKAMATSU informed them of his general 
impressions of German conditions, but not about the details 
of the conversations.

35644

35645

*ARITA at that time became Foreign Minister. 
T.IUSHAKOJI, Ambassador to Germany, was in Tokyo and ARITA 
had a conversation with him and give him oral instructions 
that since it seemed necessary to make a political agree
ment with Germany, he should study the matter upon his 
return to Berlin. Formal instructions were also sent. 
MUSHAKOJI reported the German proposal which was basically 
the Anti-Comintern Pact but it had many objectionable 
features. TOGO had opposed a Pact based on Nazi ideo
logical grounds an so told ARITA. He, however, had no 
voice in the decision of the policy. Although a bureau- 
director could submit his opinion, he only carried into 
effect the policies decided and dictated by the government. 
TOGO did try to persuade his superiors and the military 
authorities to make the agreement *as weak as possible, 
arguing that it be limited strictly to the bare minimum 
of what had been determined as the national policy of 
Japan's needs and that the matter should be so managed 
that it should not affect relations with Britain, United 
States, and the Soviet. He was successful in several 
points.
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One of his chief.reasons for insisting on 
revising the draft Dact was the propagandists tone of 
the draft. The preamble which read like a Nazi manifesto 
was changed greatly and these changes were agreed to 
between Japanese military and Germany so it resulted in 
the form it finally took. The text was rewritten to limit

35646 cooperation to the exchange of information *on the des
tructive activities of the Comintern and the counter 
measures to be taken against them. The term was reduced 
to five years and TOGO removed orovisions calling for 
meetings of the Foreign Ministers and other high officials. 
He made the oact more businesslike.

He strongly asserted that the secret agreement 
should be strictly defensive and he insisted on changes.
The first article had orovided that it would become 
effective if one of the States became the object of 
attack or threat of attack by the Soviet. This at TOGO'S 
insistence was limited to the case of unjustified attack.
In connection with Article 2, he succeeded 1n securing 
German agreement to a list of exceptions from the require
ment of mutual approval of political agreements with the 
Soviet so as to have Jaoan freer of German meddling in her 
relations with the Soviet.

35647 * He felt that it was essential to keep Japan's 
foreign oolicy on a rational and balanced basis and that 
efforts be made to maintain a close relationship with the 
democratic oowers. This can be seen from my 1933 report —  
esDecially since that report put emnhasis on the British 
oolicy. In July 1936. he presented to a conference held 
between the Foreign Ministry and army officials a policy 
for managing the matter. The revisions were agreed to by 
the army officials. He also presented his views of under
taking negotiations for an entente cordiale with Britain. 
The War Minister became angry and only after great efforts

35648 did he obtain his agreement *to negotiate with England.
What he had in mind was modelled on the familiar 

treaties of consultation. While time was consumed in 
working on Gh*na affairs related to these negotiations 
with Britain, the HIROTA Cabinet fell, but TOGO continued 
his efforts to obtain the agreement of the Foreign # 
Ministry and to persuade the military to start the nego
tiations. After the KONOYE Cabinet was formed, he 
requested HIHOTA to oostnone his appointment as ambassador 
to allow him to work on the nroblem. An agreement was
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Page eventually reached and Instructions sent to London to 
comrence negotiations. Just at this point, the China 
Affair broke ana indefinitely postponed the Anglo- 
Japanese pact question. His apnolntment in October as 
Ambassador to Germany forced TOGO to give up his Dlan 
for improved Anglo-Japanese relations*

35649 *Wlth regard to his attendance at meetings of 
the Privy Council on the Anti-Comintern Pact, the 
responsibility for managing this matter in the Privy 
Council was shared by his Bureau and the Treaty Bureau,
The director of the Treaty Bureau made the explanations 
and TOGO made none, A Bureau chief in attendance had no 
part in the debates nor in the voting. The records show 
that at this meeting the explanation of the Anti-Comintern 
Pact to this Privy Council Committee was made by the 
Premier and the Foreign Minister and TOGO said nothing 
and spoke at no meeting of the Privy Council,

The Anti-Comintern Pact was signed in November
1936, Italy was not an original signatory and was not a 
party to the secret protocol. The negotiations which 
brought Italy into the Pact were carried on entirely in 
Eurooe and TOGO took no Part in their conduct,

35650 *He was no longer handling the Euronean-Asiatic 
Bureau when Italy adhered to the Pact, In September
1937, his appointment to Germany as ambassador had already 
been informally decided upon, and the business of the 
bureau was being handled by his successor. On October 10, 
he went to Manchukuo and, therefore, he had nothing to do 
with Italy's adhering to the Pact,

His appointment as ambassador to Germany was 
dated 27 October. He left Tokyo on 24 November and arrived 
in Berlin on Christmas Eve of 1937« Japan was then 
trying to solve the China Affair through the good offices 
of Germany, but Germany's position was extremely equivocal. 
Y/hile professing to strengthen friendly relations, she 
for many years had military advisers in China and had 
sold arms and ammunition to China, and it w?s said that 
many Germans were training the Chinese Army and directing 
the construction of military works,

35651 *Jaoan, therefore, regarded the stoppage of 
German aid to China as most important and TüGO's instruc
tions were to try to have the military recalled and the 
shipment of arms stopped. He made is approach to the 
German officials as ambassador and merely carried out a 
policy in accordance with his instructions.
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With regard to the conversations with von 

Neurath of January 10, 1938, the witness stated that he 
had called on von Neurath merely to thank him for 
Germany's efforts in the mediation. He had nothing to 
do with the mediation plan, von Neurath brought up the 
matter of the China Incident. At that time the policy 

3^652 of not dealing with China *and of fighting the Incident 
to an end was being considered by the cabinet and had 
been decided upon. This policy, with which TOGO had no 
connection was published on 16 January, a few days after 
the conversations with von Neurath. TOGO had advance 
information of the decision and took it into account in 
telling von Neurath of Japan's policy.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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35654 *The chief problem of his stay in Germany was
35655 German-Jaoanese economic cooperation in Germany,*which he 

need not amplify to much since these facts have been trO 5 
to the Tribunal, In early 1938, he was instructed to 
begin negotiations to conclude a trade agreement to try 
to rectify the unfavorable balance of Japan's trade. 
Negotiations started were undertaken by the Commercial 
Attache. In May 1938, Ribbentrop stated his desire to 
make an agreement that Germans trading in North China 
should be given substantially equal treatment with 
Japanese traders, TOGO flatly declined to enter into 
any negotiations because of lack of authority. He had 
told Ribbentrop in February that all important ooliticaj.

35656 and economic matters *should be transacted exclusively 
between the Foreign Minister and the Japanese Ambassador 
or with their approval, Ribbentrop had agreed, TOGO 
found that despite this Ribbentrop was discussing 
economic problems with others than the Embassy personnel 
directly concerned, TOGO made no effort to conceal his 
dissatisfaction and the discord between him and Ribber.- 
trop became impossible to conceal,

Ribbentrop, after some delay, tried to reooen 
negotiations. He handed TOGO a similar memorandum and 
substituted "preferential" for "equal' treatment. This 
time TOGO transmitted it to the Foreign Minister but 
sent his opinion that it would result in violation of 
existing treaty obligations to grant to Germany anything 
more than most-favored-nation treatment in China, and he 
onposed it,

35657 In response to his *report, he was instructed 
to offer to Germany "the best possible preference" in 
economic matters in North China, and to promise that 
Germany's interests would be given preference ever others. 
TOGO tentatively narrowed down the proposal still further 
before presenting it in the form of the Pro Memoria, He 
limited it to German "foreign trade" and offered 'bene
volent" treatment, which was altogether different from 
the preference which Ribbentrop had in mind and which was 
substantially equivalent to most-favored-nation treatment, 
Ribbentrop considered the formula unsatisfactory and th^ 
negotiations continued without progress. The negotiations 
were cut short when TOGO was ordered on 15 October to 
leave for Moscow as ambassador.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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TOGO had become unpopular with Ribbentrop and
35658 other Germans *because of his dislike of Naziism which 

came to their knowledge, as well as his lack of sympathy 
for the Anti-Comintern Pact* TOGO'S greatest efforts 
had been toward improving relations with the United 
States, Britain, and the Soviet and objected to rapproche 
ment with Germany at the expense of those other interests 
He did not believe that Japan's future lay in alliance 
with Naziism and Fascism,

Since his early tenure in Berlin, OSHIMA had 
been negotiating with Ribbentrop for the strengthening 
of the Anti-Comintern Pact* This was done without TOGO'a 
approval or participation. The negotiations were in 
violation of Ribbentroo's assurance that he would deal 
only with TOGO on important and Political matters* The

35659 reason for TOGO being ignored *was because of his strong 
opposition to any project of the sort.

Europe was increasingly tense and it was 
apparent that if Japan was tied by an alliance, she 
would be Involved in an imminent urar. TOGO emphasized 
the langer to which such an alliance would expose Japan. 
Reinforcement of the Pact meant a three-power alliance. 
Ribbentrop presented to OSHIMA a draft agreement which 
was sent to TOGO and thus came under the Foreign Minis'.::./ 
Learning this, TOGO registered his oonosition to be 
forestalled promptly since it could not contribute to tn: 
solution of the China Affair, but would involve Japan in 
an imminent European war. The Foreign Minister notified 
TOGO that the Five Ministers' Conference had made the 
decision to have the Military Attache ask German 
authorities to make a formal proposal. TOGO again

35660 repeated his objections. *As a result TOGO hereafter 
received a request for an assent to his transfer as 
Ambassador to the Soviet.

TOGO'had long desired the Moscc» post and he 
was not a success in Berlin. However, hi.» removal from 
Berlin did facilitate a course of action which he had 
feared and fought and he felt that by remaining there 
he would be able to exercise some restraint uoon the 
militarists and might sabotage the scheme. Ho requested 
the Foreign Minister to leave him in Berlin. On the 
following day a second request for his assert came and 
he had to submit. He was appointed to Moscow on October 
15 and left Berlin on the twenty-seventh.
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His transfer to Moscow ended his negotiations 
with German affairs and the conclusion of the Tripartite 
Alliance was outside his sphere.

3^661 *He had only once semi-official connection with
these questions. In February 1939, he met in Berlin with 
OSHIMA, SH1RAT0RI, and ITO, the latter having been sent 
to convey TOKYO*s oninion. He had received a telegram 
from OSHIMA saying he was asking permission to call a 
meeting in Berlin of all Ambassadors stationed in Europe. 
TOGO could not wait for advice from Tokyo and left for 
Berlin after advising the Foreign Ministry. Upon his 

l arrival, he found that the Ministry had disapproved the
f conference and he merely had dinner with OSHIMA and

SHIRATORI. He repeated to OSHIMA and SHIRATORI his views 
in opposition to the alliance and urged ITO to go home 
promptly to prevent the conclusion of the Pact as it 
would bring disaster to Jaoan.

35662 With respect to the Knoll memorandum*of his
conversation with KURUSU in June 194-0 that he did see 
KURUSU in May 1940 but that they did not discuss this 
matter and he could not express such an opinion as Knoll 
records, for he did not hold it. A perusal of the 
original record shows that KURUSU did not state to Knoll 
the conclusion the prosecution have drawn.

The Tripartite Alliance was signed while TOGO 
t was in Moscow so he had nothing to do with it. It was
" signed in such secrecy that a very few even in the

Government knew of it beforehand. The Anti-Comintern 
Pact was renewed for a further term of five years on 
25 November 1941, when TOGO was Foreign Minister. This 
was a continuance of the policy in effect since 1936, 

35663 *and the Government had already been committed to it 
by MATSUOKA in the spring of 1941. However, TOGO 
succeeded in obtaining the abrogation of the.secret 
protocol, the part of the Pact most distasteful to the 
Soviet.

In 1945, there was opinion in some quarters 
that the Anit-Comintern Pact should not be terminated. 
TOGO insisted that all Political agreements with 
Germany be abrogated, including the Anti-Comintern 
Pact, in view of the need of not giving offense to the 
Soviet, as well as the desirability of disassociating 
Janan from Nazi ideology. This was done on May 15, 
1945.
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The no-separate-peace treaty with Germany and 
Italy was concluded when TOGO was Foreign Minister but 
negotiations for it had begun before the outbreak of the 
Pacific war, but negotiations were untertaken only when 
it appeared that the United States' negotiations were 
hopeless and they were the« undertaken only as a pre
cautionary measure.

The Tripartite Jaoanese-German-Italian military 
agreement of lP January 1942 was planned and concluded 
among the military authorities. TOGO had no knowledge of 
its conclusion or contents beforehand but was notified 
of it later by the High Command and then only as to the 
fact that operational zones were established. Such 
plans were not confided to civilians regardless of rank.

The Tripartite Pact *nrovided tnat the Foreign 
Minister should be ex officio members and it was as 
Foreign Minister of Japan and not as an individual of 
any particular ideology or views that TOGO became a 
member. The committee in Japan had only a nominal 
existence and never met. Until he became Foreign 
Minister TOGO had little direct contact with American- 
British affairs. His former bureau had to do with 
British affairs and his predecessor dealt with American. 
The American-British relations of those days were 
related mostly to problems of China and Manchuria and 
were really the concern of the East Asiatic Bureau.
Most Japanese foreign Policy could be conceived to 
ignore relations with these two cowers and having served 
and traveled in those countries and knowing their 
conditions, he had long-considered ideas concerning 
^Japanese relations with Britain and the United States.

The specific Policy which he had recommended 
in 1933 was obsolete, but he still had confidence in 
the plans, TOGO did not enter the TOJO Cabinet to 
strive for domination of the world, nor for the anni
hilation of American and Britain, nor their expulsion 
from East Asia. In accepting the portfolio, his 
intentions were to work for Improved relations which 
would lead to an enduring Peace and to settle somehow 
the China Affair. The obvious immediate policy could 
only be one to avert war.
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Before accenting the post, he had no correct 
knowledge of the United gtates negotiations because he 
had held no oosltion since 1940 and was actually in 
retirement. He knew that negotiations designed to effect 
an improvement in relations with the United States and 
Great Britain had been in nrogress since Ambassador 
NOMURA*s arrival in America, and he occasionally heard

35667 *the outlines of the subject matter. The whole subject 
was highly secret and he could know nothing concrete con
cerning it, exceot that relations were gradually deteri
orating and if unchecked might lead to disastrous war.

He did know, however, when he assumed the post 
of the tmDofence of the Foreign Minister even within the 
field of foreign relations. In the Japanese system this 
position differed so radically from that of the equivalent 
officials in other nations that he wished to emDhasize 
certain facts so his oosition could be understood.

The Foreign Minister is not solely charged, 
even within the cabinet, with responsibility of foreign 
affairs. This is apoarent from the Constitution which

35668 make ministers collectively*responsible. With the 
collective resnonsibility, there is the corollary, 
collective management of affairs. Also there was another 
tendency of recent years that the Premier was to assume 
more and more nower over all affairs, including foreign.
In Jaoan, the government in the Dast fifteen years had 
undergone a nrogressive weakening of its nower as against 
the High Command. There was a gradual, but unceasing 
encroachment by the High Command on the government’s 
sohero of action. By asserting that such matters bore 
directly on national defense, the High Command had the 
nower, even in times of Deace, to force the accentance
of its nronosals in matters of budgets, national finance, 
industry, education, and other fields, as well as 
foreign affairs.

35669 The Foreign Minister *had no way of knowing 
the military strength of the country and even in foreign 
affairs was powerless to block any measures insisted
u.non by the military.

In the ten-year war neriod, the military had 
gotten strong influence over foreign affairs, and the 
area of influence over foreign matters wqs cir
cumscribed. The testimony of SHIDEHARA has shown how 
nowerless he was to influence the decision of the nolicy 
where war questions were involved.

NAH« ATI VF. S i r ^  CF THE RECORD PapA <<>4.1December* IR, 1.947
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After the beginning of the China Incident, 
there was strong ooinion in the military that the 
Foreign Ministry be restricted, as far as possible, 
and they established the China Affairs Board in order to 
deprive the Foreign Ministry of more and more of its 
responsIMiit.v. This is the main reason why UGAKI

35670 resigned his cT^ice. *The Foreign Minister was ignored 
in the taking of the most serions decisions affecting 
the national nolicy in the neriod leading up to the 
Pacific War.

In the soring of 194-3, military currency had 
already been nrinted without consulting the Foreign 
Ministry, notwithstanding that it was to he used in 
foreign countries and such a consultation might have 
been ey.nect.ea* When in the third KO NOYE Cabinet, KIDO 
called in the Y.'ar and Navy Ministers, but not the 
Foreign Minister, and urged them to review the Imperial 
Conference decision of 6 September and to come to a 
common agreement.

Under these conditions, TOGO was asked by 
TOJO to become Foreign Minister. Knowing these things 
and knowing that it was the strong stand of the army 
which had brought about the downfall the KONOYE

35671 Cabinet. TOGO went to some nains to be *assured that 
as Foreign Minister he would have scone for action.
He told TOJO on 17 October he must first be informed 
of the situation which had brought about the fall of 
the KONOYE Cabinet. TOGO said that even if the army’s 
stand was uncompromising, even on the stationing of 
trooos in China, the negotiations would end in a break
down. Since the continuation of negotiations would then 
be meaningless he would have to reject the proffered 
oortfolio. He would enter only if the army consented
to make allowances in reviewing the question of troop 
stationing and to re-examine the other questions —  
that is if the army genuinely intended to facilitate 
negotiations on a rational basis. TOJO assumed him 
that reconsideration of negotiations, including that

35672 of stationing trooos in China, might *be undertaken.
TOGO agreed to accept and joined the next 

day. TOGO did not know whether there was a clique 
centering around TOJO. However, he had only met TOJO 
twice before, once in 1935 and once in 1937 —  the 
latter time it was in Hsingking where they met among 
a group. They never had more than a bowing acquain
tance. TOGO knew nothing of TOJO's personality or
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outlook and he believed that the same was true of 
TOJO’s knowledge about him. He was not selected 
because of his personal relations with TOJO but because 
he assumed he was a senior in the Foreign Ministry

35673 eligible to the place. »He met DOHIHARA, HASHIMOTO, 
and HATA for the first time in Sugamo Prison, and 
KIMURA, MUTO, and SATO when he became Foreign Minister. 
The rest he had known for varying Deriods, but the 
only two who could be said to be more than official 
acquaintances were HIROTA and SHIGEMITSU. He met 
OSHIMA first in Berlin when he found him there as 
Military Attache.

35674 »TOGO also took over the Overseas Affairs 
Ministry and was minister there only until December
1941. He did not conduct any business of that Ministry 
and only went there three times, including the time he 
quit. The Ministry was operated by the Vice-Minister 
and TOGO was too busy with the Japanese-American nego
tiations to devote any attention to its affairs.

He did not know prior to becoming Foreign 
Minister of the details of the American negotiations.
He did not know of the Imperial Conference decision35675 of 2 July,»which d ec is iv e ly  changed the course of Japan's policy,and he had only vague knowledge of the 
6 September decision  and was not fam iliar with the
14 October cabinet meeting, which had made the fall 
of the KONOYE Cabinet inescapable. He, therefore, 
needed at the very outset to acquaint himself in 
detail with the negotiations, and he did so immedi
ately upon assuming office. His chief reference 
data were the cables from Ambassador NOMURA and the 
conies of cables to NOMURA and the opinion of the 
Foreign Minister TOYODA.

His first impression uoon examining this 
material was that while Japan basically had been 
trying to secure the stability of the Far East,taking 
into consideration actual conditions resulting from

35676 events, the United States had not been paying regard 
to these conditions and had brought negotiations to a 
stalemate. Also Japan had made considerable conces
sion in order to settle the China Incident but the 
two nations could be said to be further apart by 
October than in April* This was due to the United 
States having taken progressively stronger stand from 
about June. It was generally understood in Tokyo

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD Page 5843
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that an agreement had been reached with the United States on two of the three basic questions. TOJO had told TOGO th is  and i t ,  therefore, appeared that there remained only one large noint of contention — the station ing of troops in  China.
♦ Since the second KONOYE Cabinet, the negotia tio n s  had been managed in the Liaison Conference. This Conference, which had no standing as a co n stitutional organization, dated from the f ir s t  KONOYE Cabinet, when i t  was necessary to estab lish  lia iso n  between the High Command and the Cabinet. Its  decisions had in  a formal sense no weight. Since the decisions were treated as binding on those oresent, in nractice they had great weight. The Vice-Chiefs of S ta ff were always in attendance *and since two of the three secretaries were m ilitary men, the m ilitary  influence was strong.
The establishment of the conference is  nroof that the m ilitary were not only interfering in p o lit ic s  but exercising such influence as to control and d irect national n o licy , and coordination was needed. V/hile the m ilitary exercised great influence on a ffa ir s  of s ta te , the c iv ilia n s  exercised very l i t t l e  or none on m ilitary maters and had no knowledge of m ilitary operations. Decisions of the conference had to be nresented to the Cabinet and in some cases to an Imperial Conference and in almost no instance did the decision  f a i l  to  pass.
Drafts were always prepared beforehand and examined by the s ta ffs  of the m inistries concerned and coordinated by the three secretaries before ♦ submission. The matters were thus known in advance and th is  fa c il ita te d  anproval by the Cabinet. In accordance with custom at Imnerial Conferences, the decisions were made by the Premier, with the Foreign M inister reporting only on the diplom at!: negotia tion s.
Immediately a fter  the new Cabinet was formed, the Liaison Conference was held almost continuously reconsidering Japanese n olicy  and i t s  adjustment to Jananese-Amerlean negotia tion s.
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One must bear in mind the state of opinion in Japan.
The United States. Great Britain, and the Netherlands 
had severed economic relations with Japan in July and 
were known to be strengthening their measures cooperation 
directed against Japan, making it 'appear that those 

35680 nations *regarded war as highly orobable.
Janan was then fighting with China and it was 

unthinkable for any cabinet to ignore all of the 
changing conditions which had resulted from the years 
of warfare in China as the United States was demanding.
No Japanese, including those most strongly opposed, 
felt they should do so. The strong policy advocates 
were already declaring with finality that there was no 
prospect of settlement with the {Inlted States and that 
measures of self-defense be taken without further loss 
of time.
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35680 * TOGO stated that it was his desire to bring the negotiations to
a successful consummation not only for Japan, but for the world. From the

35681 outset it was clear * that the military had strong views, but TOGO 
believed there was a prospect of saving the situation and insuring peace 
and a settlement of benefit to both countries. Since all matters were 
handled in the liaison conference, the foreipn ministry was restricted in 
foreign arrairs to that which was approved by the high command in the 
liaison conference. One of the first steps that TOGO took to further
U. S. negotiations was to remove from his ministry a number of officials 
who urged a strong policy toward Britain and the U. S. and tried to guide 
foreign policy in an unsound direction, going to the extent of conspiring 
with the radical elements of the armed services to achieve this. This had 
gone so far that many moderates, who were in the majority, shrank from 
expressing their views and their influence was declining, which disturbed

35682 * the sound foreign policy and would have a bad effect on the negotiations. 
TOGO determined to eliminate the radicals, and instructed NISHI to carry 
out the purge. As a result foreipn ministry discipline was restored to 
where they could exert all efforts for success of negotiations without» 
internal dissention.

At the first meeting of the liaison conference on October 23,
Chief of Staff SUGIYAMA emphasized the need of hastening a decision. He 
stated that the September 6 decision was that during the month of September 
diplomacy should have primary emphasis and military preparations be 
subordinated, but from the beginning of October military operations were

35683 to b9 primary and diplomacy secondary. * TOGO soon found that despite the 
understanding that the September 6 decision would be reexamined, the high 
command acceleration of military preparations and its strong stand on 
conditions for negotiations were an obstacle to the negotiations. The 
only change in membership of the liaison conference besides TCGC was the 
addition of KAYA and SHIMADA. There is a momentum that must be reckoned 
with in such a case. Those that had been members of the conference longer 
had greater influence than the newcomers, and they were unable to free 
themselves from past history. In reexamining the September 6 decision, 
they took the decision as a basis and studied possible revisions, and 
they had a strong feeling that it should not be easily Ranged. At the 
very first meeting, vice-chief of staff General TSIJKADA p? even more 
pessimistic and intransigent. He saw no possible prospect of a successful

3568A outcome, * and since Pritain and U. S. had ruptured economic relations 
and strengthened encirclement of Japan, relations should be broken off 
at once and action taken in self-defense. TOGO opposed this vigorously, 
insisting that if there was a way of breaking the deadlock it must be 
tried, and he declared that since there is room to try them it would be 
an error to be over-hasty in taking military action now. In order to 
reconcile these conflicting viewpoints, the studies went on daily, 
sometimes throughout the night into the next morning. Debate often 
developed into heated argument, and no effort was spared for minute and 
careful discussion.
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35685 * There were three major points of difference between the two 

governments— the Tripartite Pact, the non-discriminatory access to trade 
in China, and stationing of troops in China. It appeared from NOMURA’s 
report that the first two had reached a point of tinderstanding where 
agreement could be readily reached. TOGO concentrated his efforts to 
persuade the liaison conference to agree to further concessions on the 
stationing cf troops in Chine, that agreement could be reached with 
the U. S. His study convinced him that they would have to make further 
advance toward the U. S. position, and the best method of approach was to 
adopt as a basis the conditions which TCYCDA had regarded as offering the 
possibility of agreement, then try to get agreement on new proposals. He 
therefore worked to get agreement by the conference upon a program 
developing those points. There was then a wide gulf between the two

35686 parties, * and it was agreed by all that it would require a radical, even 
revolutionary change in the U. 8. attitude in order to settle on the 
basis of the minimum demands in the September 6 decision.

From the beginning, a majority in the conference opposed adoption 
of the principle of withdrawal of troops from specified areas of China, 
and TOGO had to fight unceasingly for it. The army insisted on the need 
of indefinite stationing in specified area3, as a result of TOGO'S strong 
contention that it was improper and disadvantageous to station troops 
indefinitely, the others relaxed to the extent of agreeing to put e time 
limit on the stationing, hut strong opinions were still presented. He 
first proposed the TCYCDA time limit of five years, hut could obtain no 
support, and then suggested eight and ten years, without success. Some 
in the conference suggested 99 years or 50 years. Finally 25 years was 
agreed upon as an approximate limit.

35^87 * Proposal A did net mention the 25 year period, hut limited the
time to a necessary period. It was felt that the whole negotiations 
would he upset if debate over details were injected. The approximate 
goal was riven to NOMURA, to he used in case of inquiry by the U. S., 
but TOGO had a private talk with TOJO and reached an understanding that 
if the U. S. was receptive still further moderation might be considered.
TOGO succeeded in getting agreement to limit the stationing of troops 
in the geographical sense by having excluded from the areas where troops 
would ho stationed the Shanghai triangular zone, Amoy and others. This 
was achieved only after a struggle, because some of th» military and naval 
authorities believed that they should retain the right to station troops 
in all peints specified in the 1940 treaty between Japan and Wang Chinp-wei.

35688 A related problem was French Indo-China. * TCYCDa ’s proposal was
that there should he no further increase of troops, in view of apprehension 
of the U. S. over the threat of Japan's military advance to the south with 
Indo-China as a springboard. TOGO succeeded in prevailing upon the army 
to agree, that upon reaching an agreement with the U. S., all troops would 
he immediately withdrawn from Southern FIC, a concession greater than 
that proposed by TOYCDA. Fere, too, the opposition was strong, and TOGO 
won his point only by threats to resign if he was not ( IV n this much 
scope for diplomacy.

NARRATIVE SUI-MARY OF THE RECORD
December 18, 1947
TOGO - Direct
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Pape This raouired a cy dnal of arduous work, because despite the
fact that they had wiped the slate clean, it wns impossible to ignore 
the past course of affairs, and the limitation imposed by the September 
6 decision on diplomatic action still subsisted, at least the part which 
was a fait accompli, xhat the period up to the middle of October had

35689 passed, * and increased military preparations had riven rise to a foelinp 
that Japan vouJd not bo defeated in. war. This was a preat obstacle to 
reexamining the decis ion and do ’̂..mining the conditions of negotiations. 
>7hile he had expected the army’s position to be strong. he was astonished 
in view of the ’istory of the matter to find from discussions toward the 
end of October that the navy was scarcely less strong. Cn October 30,
in view of this, bo sent u representative to Admiral OKADA, whom he 
thoupht had much influence in naval circles, to tell him of the situation 
and to have him use his influence to moderate the navy stand.

With these efforts TOGO succeeded in rbtaininp consent to proposals 
A and B, which were approved by the Imperial Conference of the 5th. The 
plan of the two proposals was his own idea, subject to modifications 
mentioned In the form adopted they represented the utmost concessions

35690 which could he wrunp from the military. * Another ouestion which was 
never absent was the one of what Japan's policy should he if the negotia- 
tions failed in the end. This ouestion first became explicit at the all- 
nipht session of November 1-2, where TCGC insisted on avoidinp war. It 
seemed of paramount importance to avoid war at almost any cost. He l new 
what modern warfare meant to the people of the country, and he felt that 
by only sound, steady, development, avoidinp sudden expansion or war, could 
a nation propress. He therefore insisted if nepotiations failed, war need 
not follow, hut they should exercise patience and forbearance and await a 
chanpe.

The military insisted that Japan must fight sooner or later, for
35691 * the reason that Japan's dependence on imports of supplies, especially 

petroleum, was so preat that with economic blockade gradual exhaustion 
of resources was apparent, and if after the stockpiles had fallen to a 
minimum additional pressure was applied by the II. S. and Britain 
relative to China or other problems, Japan would have no alternative but 
complote submission without beinp able to fipht. A suppestion had been 
made that they should continue with economic relations ruptured, relyinp 
on production of synthetic oil. TOGC concurred in thi°, but the planning 
board's opinion was that there could be no reliance on ’:his, since the 
production of iron and coal was insufficient., and their use to manufacture 
petroleum weuld be at the sacrifice of other vital industries. The board 
also felt that it would bo four or five years before anuna! production of 
four million tons could be attained.

35692 While the overwhelminp opinion of the conference * was that there 
might be a possibility of the situation turninp in Japan's favor if it 
exercised patience and watched the development of affairs until the 
sprinp of 1942, in view of the pradual exhaustion of stockpiles and the 
operational disadvantages with delay, the prospect of nerotiations must 
be definitely ascertained while the situation was still 'n arable to 
Japan, and if they failed they mu3t go to war without leas of time.
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It was felt that the U.S. was conducting negotiations only to 
gain time and it was disadvantageous to Japan. The *»rn\y High Command 
expressed confidence in victory. The Navy High Command felt confident 
of initial success, but felt that the situation after a year and a half 
would depend on the general strength of the country and the irtternat- 
ional situation and *they could establish an impregnable position if 
they occupied strategic points in the south; and that they would lose 
the opportunity of success unless they went to war immediately if ne
gotiations failed. They therefore determined the steps to be taken in 
case of failure of negotiations. Since TOGO knew that it would be a 
Ion." war, he thought it shortsighted to depend on good prospects at 
the outset. Ho told that ho knew of the determination and indomitable 
spirit cf the ‘•merleau and British people, and by going to war with they 
they would be inviting disaster to their country. He specifically 
asked the -<ar arid Navy Ministers for their views on the overall pros
pect of a war.

TOJO replied that the prospects were certain that there would 
be victory in the war as a whole. SHLuDA said there was no need for 
pessimism; and NaGaNO stated* that the navy had every confidence in 
being able to carry out interceptive operations, and that if the U.S. 
fleet should go north frem the Central lacific the Japanese Navy could 
and would destroy It around the Mandated Islands. * as a result, the 
majority agreed that if the negotiations failed Japan would decide on 
war, but TOGO was not satisfied, and was not willing te concur in the 
proposal. Therefore, following that, the conference of November 1-2, 
despite the pressure for immediate decision, KaYA and TOGO requested 
that they be given the night te think over the matter before giving 
their votes.

TOGO deliberated that night, and while he felt less than full 
^  credit should be given to the assurances of the military, he could not

refute their arguments, having no accurate data with which to judge the 
armed forcev of Japan or Japan's national strength In other fields.
All of his arguments from the international point of view had been fully 
considered. He had pointed out the vast material and spiritual strength 
of the Allies, and told them that no great expectation could be expected 

35696 from Germany. * He concluded that he was in no position to refute them
or disprove their factual basis, but had to take them on trust. The 
only question was whether he could bring about a change in the situation by 
hia resignation. As a result, on the morning of November 2 he called on 
HIROTA for advice, explained the general situation and told him how 
serious the question of U.S. relations were and that there was a great 
danger of war despite the resolution to succeed by diplomacy. He asked 
HIROTA whether he could bring about a change by his resignation. HIROTA 
was opposed. H9 pointed out that if a supporter of war were immediately 
appointed foreign minister, TOGO should remain in office to do all he 
could to maintain peace. In the meantime NISHI reported that KAYA had 
concurred in the decision of the majority.
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35697 * It seemed to TOGO that there was nothing to do but agree, and he 
called on TOJO and so told him. He took the occasion to obtain TOJO's 
agreement to several suggestions. One was that if the U. ?. was receptive 
to either proposal, TCJO would support TOGO in obtaining reconsideration 
of the maximum concessions for the sake of success. TO JO also confirmed 
the agreement which TOGO had from the High Command, that if negotiations 
were successfully concluded, military operations would be suspended and 
the original status would be restored. TOGO told TOJC that he would 
continue the negotiations on the basis of the two proposals, resolving 
that if they did end in failure he might resign. The proposals were 
reported to the cabinet, TOGO explaining how they had been decided at the 
liaison conference. They were approved by the cabinet and the Imperial 
Conference on November 5.

35698 * TOGO felt that if the U. S. was willing to understand Japan's 
position and show a spirit of reciprocity, the deadlock might be broken 
by agreement on the general lines of Froposal A. However, the matter had 
reached such a stage that the settlement of all problems at once was 
likely to be difficult and sure to be impossible if America continued its 
insistence. To avert a crisis by agreeing on most urgent matters needing 
immediate solution, he had prepared Proposal B. The intention of this was 
by restoring conditions to somewhat normal relations to create a calm 
atmosphere they could remove the imminent threat of war.

The negotiations based on the new proposal began on November 7.
The liaison conference continued its‘deliberations. It would be a happy 
solution if the impasse could be broken by the new proposals, but in the 
light of the U. S.' past attitude there was not sufficient expectation

35É99 * to justify abandoning further study of what should be done in the
event of failure. The liaison conference therefore treated not only the 

/ conduct of the negotiations, but measures to be taken in case of failure.

Just a little before this, TOGO discovered that the conditions of 
the negotiations were not quite what they had all thought. The longer he 
studied the files the less evidence he could find of anything tangible 
to support the bélief that the Tripartite Fact and China trade questions 
had been all but settled, and he finally inquired directly of NOMURA. 
NOMURA answered t^.the^effect that reports had not been quite correct.
This made the prospect of settlement even more remote, though TOGO felt 
that his proposals were fair and reasonable and hoped the U. S. could 
recognize this. It was at this time that he sent KURUSU to assist NOMURA, 
with the motive of having in Washington an experienced career diplomat.

35700 Since NOMURA * had specifically requested KURUSU be sent, and since KURUSU 
and TOGO believed in the importance of maintaining good relations with the 
U. S., KURUSU was a natural choice. On November 3, TOGO reouested him to 
accept and he did.
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TCGO outlined the situation to him for early settlement with war 

beinp unavoidable if they failed, and requested him to convey this to 
NCMURa  and to cooperate that they do their best to succeed, which KURUSU 
promised. There was the ouestion of the time limit. From the beginning 
of November the High Command had urged in the conference the need from 
operational consideration that it should be ascertained promptly whether 
the negotiations would succeed, and they stated strongly that it must be 
made clear during that month. They needed to make operational preparations 
on the assumption that military action would begin from the beginning of 
December should war become unavoidable.

35701 TOGO argued against a time limit, * stating that it would hinder 
diplomacy and would prevent successful conclusion of the negotiations, but 
he was overruled. This time limit imported additional difficulty, and it 
was because of this that the so-called deadline was set in instructions to 
the embassy.

35702 * Military preparations had been made continuously since September 
6, but as they were operational secrets no information was given to the 
liaison conference. Civilian cabinet members were never informed of 
preparations, and never know that the fleet had assembled and sailed from 
Hitokappu Ray, or that the Southern Army Headquarters had been formed 
and TERAUCHI named as commander. TCCC first knew of the sailing of tie 
fleet after the end of the war, from newspapers. He never knew that the 
first target of military operations was Pearl Harbor, from any source.
He personally assumed the Philippines and Malaya would be the first targets, 
since there had been some mention in early November by the High Command 
of the time reouired to occupy these places and a remark by the Navy High 
Command that they were confident of victory in battle with the American

35703 fleet when it came near Japan. * He never dreamed the navy would attack 
Pearl Harbor. The navy always spoke of luring out the American fleet 
and destroying it near the Mandated Islands.

Froposal A did not gain American acceptance or arouse any interest. 
After obtaining consent of the liaison conference, Froposal B was presented 
on November 20. Conditions at first appeared promising, and when American 
newspapers reported on the probability of a modus vivendi being concluded 
they assumed it was on the basis of Proposal B. On this assumption TCGO 
sent to the Embassy the instructions for the amount of oil which would be 
requested when agreement was reached. The figure adopted was much less 
than originally suggested by the Army General Staff, and owing to TOGO'S 
insistence was nearly equivalent to the average of imports over several 
years.
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35704. On November 26, Hull * handed his ten-point proposal. The cable
summarizing this was received on the 27th. Almost simultaneously TCGO 
received another cable from the ambassador recommending a procedure for 
settling, by having Roosevelt send a personal message to the Emperor and 
await reply, after which Japan would propose the neutralization of FIC, 
Thailand, and NEI. They requested that KID0 be consulted on this.
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These suggestions raised many difficult and complicated questions. 
Only after many heated discussions and threat of resignation had TCGC been 
able to obtain the military consent to the withdrawal ef troops from 
Southern FTC. Under the circumstances it was impossible to secure a 
decision for withdrawal from all Indo-China without an assurance of 
solution of questions of the Chinese peace, freezing of assets, and 
others. * The recommendation made no mention of the possibility of the 
rescission of freezing of assets, which was deemed absolutely necessary 
by Japan, nor of the U. S. readiness to mediate for peace with China, 
which had been a fundamental reason for stationing troops in FIC. It 
was clear that the ambassadors had no confidence in the success of this 
procedure after receiving Hull's note, for in the telegram after receiving 
the note they reported that there was no prospect of reaching an agreement 
and advised measures to be taken in case freedom of action was resorted 
to.

* Cn the 27th there was a liaison conference regarding Hull's note. 
The reaction of all was the same. The U. S. had served what was viewed as 
an ultimatum containing demands far in excess of her former strongest 
positions. They felt that the IT. 8. had no hope or intention of agreeing 
to a successful settlement, for it was plain and it must have been plain 
to them that the document demanded as the price of peace total surrender 
by Japan to the U. S. position. Japan wan not only to abandon all the 
gains of her sacrifices, but to surrender her position as a power in the 
Far Fast, which would have been national suicide. The only other way to 
face the challenge and defend Japan was war.

Cn the 28th TCGC called on TCJC before the cabinet meeting * 
and talked over with him and SHIMADA the ambassador's recommendations 
and the Hull note. • Though both of them should have been familiar with 
the ambassador's report, since copies of all important cables were auto
matically routed by the foreign to the war and navy ministries and the 
general staff, TOGO explained the contents to them. Roth TOJO and 
SHIMADA felt that there was no hope of a solution by the means proposed. 
TOGO left before the end of the cabinet meeting, to be received in 
audience. Upon being received, he explained to KIDO about the Hull 
note, and talked with him on the recommendation.

KIDO was discouraged by the note, and felt that the recommendation 
was insufficient to save the situation. He stated that even if its 
* conditions were adopted as a basis for settlement, the result might be 
civil war. TCGO promised to convey his opinion to NOMURA. The plan was 
not reported to the Emperor because there was no one to take responsibility 
for it, since the government and his chief adviser were against it. NOMURA 
was instructed accordingly that the recommendation was not regarded as 
appropriate for adoption at the time.
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TCJC, having received a report from NCMUHA that the State Department 

had made public the development of negotiations, and that the II. S. press 
was saying that the decision for peace or war was in Japan's hands, they 
felt that America was expecting war. TCGO now considered resigning again.
Fe had always intended to resign if ho could further a settlement.
Conditions were basically different from the time he had first considered

35709 resigning, and there * was little likelihood that a change of foreign 
ministers could affect the situation. Fe asked advice of former foreign 
minister SATC, who was much interested in success of negotiations, whether 
he could change the policy by forcing a change of cabinet and avoid war.
SATC advised against resignation, saying there was no possibility, as did 
others. TCGG felt that hi3 resignation would be useless, because prior to 
this tv>e ouostio^ had been one of wringing from the military authorities 
agreement which would lead to a compromise of the positions of the two 
sections, and by resignation he might have been able to force a change
of government in favor of one able to take a stronger stand against the 
military.

It now appeared that no concession would avail to reach an agreement 
with the n. S. The II. S. was no longer, if ever, interested in a compromise. 
It wa3 now patent to everyone a cuestien of the self-defense of Japan.

35710 There was only the * faintest hope of a diplomatic settlement, and this 
was based on the no fusibility of II. S. reconsideration. His resignation 
would not have assist.-■' but would have only been an escape from respons
ibility. TCCC decided to stay and work on for every last chance to avoid 
war, and if war broke out to bring it to its earliest possible termination.

Earlier, TCGC had felt that war need not be the consequence of 
failure cf negotiations, but he had been overruled, and submitted. Now 
there was a far broader ruestion. Japan's existence was at stake, and 
he was compelled to agree that they must wage war unless the U. S. 
reconsidered, at the conference of November 27 everyone had agreed, 
and there was no dissenting voice against war. The meeting adjourned 
with the decision to present the recommendation to an imperial conference.

35711 * This decision, after cabinet consent, was presented to the imperial 
conference or December 1 and approved, with the general feeling that 
Japan had no alternative.

On the 29th there was an Elder Statesmen's meeting. There was a 
morning meeting and an afternoon audience with the Emperor. At the 
morning meeting, explanations were made by TCJC and other cabinet ministers. 
TCJC spoke of the reasons compelling Japan to resort to war, and TOGO 
confined his talk to the negotiations. WAKATSUKI and HIRCTA alone made 
inquiries, which TCJC answered fully. No one expressed the view that the 
American proposal should be accepted. At the afternoon meeting, in tae 
presence of the Emperor, KCNCYE stated that he was fully informed of 
negotiations and approved the government's efforts. He agreed there was

35712 no hope 1. view of the latest II. S. proposal, * but wondered if there 
was no way to avert war.
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TCJC stated that the matter bad been considered again and again, 

and the conclusion was that there was no other course than war. Cn 
December 1, the actual decision to begin was made by the Imperial Con
ference. All members of the cabinet, chiefs and vice-chiefs of the 
armed forces, chief cabinet secretary, directors of military and naval 
affairs bureau, and the president of the Frivy Council were present.
TCJC again made his explanations, as did TCGC. Cther explanations were 
given by other cabinet ministers and the high command. The agreement was 
unanimous on the need of going to war.

Even with the forma] decision taken to go to war there remained 
some faint hope of reachinp a solution through diplomacy. Japan had 

35713 nothing new to offer, * but there was the possibility that if they took 
a strong stand and showed no intention to yield, the U. S. would repent 
and be willing to make a peace with honor for both sides and reconsider. 
TCJC urged the ambassadors to do what they could to get American recon
sideration, and report to the conference. Prior to the decision he had 
instructed the ambassadors not to let negotiations lapse, which would 
have insured war. Pecause of this he is now charged with deceit and 
perfidy and keeping a pretence to gain time to cloak the military 
preparations. On Japan's side it was never a question of paininp time, 
but he had the constant struggle to prevent precipitate action by the 
military high commands. This struggle had existed all through the 

3571a negotiations. liven when war had beer, actually decided * he wowld have 
been a traitor to his profession had he not tried to take advantage of 
the last hope for a peaceful settlement. He had already obtained a com
mitment of the High Command that if an agreement cowld be reached, all 
military plans would be cancelled.

There remained an important amestion of procedure of how and when 
to notify the II. S. of the beginning of hostilities. This question came 
up at the first liaison conference following the Imperial Conference.
TOGO asked when operations wculd commence, and SUC-IYAMA stated "about 
next Sunday". TOC( said it would be appropriate to follow the usual 
procedure in notification, which he assumed would be done as a matter 
of course. He was met by the statement of NAGANO, that the Navy wanted 
a surprise attack, and the demand by ITC that the negotiations be left 

35715 unterminated so that war could be started with the maximum possible * 
effectiveness. TCJC rejected this, stating it was contrary to usual 
practice and improper, and would be disadvantageous because when war 
came to an end Japan must think of its national honor and repute against 
the day of peace. He had received a telegram from ïïashinpton actually 
discussinr this point and asking that notification be made in V'ashinpton. 
He quoted this to the meeting to show the suggestion was the natural and 
norma1 one and that notification was absolutely necessary. However, 
NaCiiKC continued to contend that if they were to go to war they must 
win. No one supported TCGO. This is probably why no one now remembers 
this altercation.



Page
TOGO was dispusted with the navy, and took the initiative to 

adjourn the conference without decision. ITO immediately pleaded with
35716 * him to understand the navy's difficult position, and suppested that 

if a notice must be given it be given to the U. 8. ambassador in Tokyo.
TCGC refused, and there was no agreement. TOGO felt that the navy would 
have to aproo to pivinp somewhere a notification of termination.

At the noon conference ITC announced that the Navy had no objection 
to delivering a notice, and reouested that it be delivered at 12.30 p. m. 
December 7, "ashington time, and no one opposed. TCGC asked whether this 
would leave sufficient time before the attack, and ITO said it would, and 
it was so agreed. TCGC felt that he had succeeded in stopping the navy's 
demand, but only at the ultimate limit of international law. Since the 
trial, the Navy has taken the line that nothing was ever further from 
their intention than to mount a surprise attack against the U. S. It is

35717 * clear that TCGC's testimony is in conflict with that of other defendants. 
TCGC had fought throughout his life for what he thought was right, and he 
determined to the best of his ability and recollection to tell the truth, 
neither evading responsibility which is his nor accepting that which others 
would transfer to him.

3571P * TCGC stated that he was no scholar of international law, but he
had made some study, and in December 1941 he saw the matter as follows.
He felt that the matter was one of self-defense— clearly so under the 
broad interpretation of the scope of the ripht of self-defense laid down 
by the U. S. in the negotiations— and he was aware that there was opinion 
that a war of self-defense reouired no declaration. He knew that when 
Hague III was considered, the American delegate specifically stated that 
the II. 5. policy invested the president with the power to exercise self- 
dofense at any time and place, and the U. S. did not apparently regard the 
convention as applicable in such case, as could be seen from the punitive 
expedition sent to Mexico in 3916. He also knew that Kellogg, in his

35719 * note to nations participant in the Kellopp-Priand Pact, had said that 
the right of self-defense was above treaty provisions; but since inter
national agreements did provide for the giving of notice normally, TCGC 
thought it better that that course be followed even where it may be 
superfluous rather than that there should be any question of Japan's 
good faith.

The notice which they did serve was not in terms a declaration of 
war. He considered it a notice of termination of negotiations, to be 
sufficient and in compliance with international law. They regarded the 
Fu31 note as an ultimatum, since it offered to Japan the alternatives of 
abject surrender or war. Japan's answer rejecting it, they felt, was 
sufficient, and in effect a declaration of war.
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In any view, it appeared to him to be tantamount to a declaration

35720 of rar. The expression * that the earnest hope of Japan to preserve and 
promote the peace of the Pacific had finally been lost, clearly indicated 
that peace was ended. He did not feel that the document would have been 
made any more a declaration of war by including in it stock phrases such 
as "a state of war exists between our countries” or the reservation of 
"freedom of action” which OKA states he proposed and TOGO never saw or 
heard of. This would have only emphasized the obvious.

The note was more plainly a declaration of war than the ultimatum 
contemplated by Hague III. So far as he remembered, there is a universal 
opinion among scholars that no special form of words is necessary, but any 
language which uneouivocally expressed the intention was sufficient.

Over and above all difficult questions, it had been unmistakably 
clear in Japan that rupture of the negotiations would lead to war, and

35721 * he had no doubt that it was so understood in the U. S. They thus drew 
the notice- in the form of a breaking off of negotiations, which the 
liaison conference had authorized, and which was drawn in the full 
confidence that it would be understood as a full declaration of war.
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15721 ^Except for the final part the draft of the final
note was drawn In the days after the United States' note 
26th, It was written by the American Bvreau and Its 
contents were dictated by the Liaison Conference. After 
drafting the note was revised on the basis of opinions 
of Army and Navy officials. The draft note as eventu
ally agreed on was given to the members of the confer
ence on December 4 and approved and it was approved by 
the Cabinet on the 5th„

On the afternoon of December 5> General TANABE and
15722 Admiral ITO called on TOGO * and ITO stated that the 

High Command wanted to postpone delivery until 1 o'clock. 
TOGO feared that the time between notice and attack might 
be made too short and asked the reason for the change.
ITO said it was due to his own miscalculation. TANABE 
said the Army would commence operation after the Navy. 
When TOGO asked how much time was needed he was told the 
plan was secret,and could not be disclosed. He then 
wanted to know if there was adequate time before the at
tack and upon receiving ITO's assurance, he agreed. ITO, 
on leaving, stated that the note should not be sent too 
early but TOGO said the note had to be sent to insure 
delivery to its destination at the time fixed. The 
agreement to change the time was reported to the confer
ence by ITO on the 6th. It was approved. At the same 
meeting NAGANO said that this was a very important note

15723 and should be delivered to * Hull personally. TOGO pro
mised to do this if at all possible,

TOGO states that he knew that the Hague Conference 
had fully debated and rejected a proposal to fix a 
definite time for advance rotice. Since many scholars 
had stated that one minute's notice was sufficient, he 
was assured that if a period of one hour were allowed, 
it would comply with requirements. He sought out legal 
opinions of others. He requested the opinion of Dr. 
TACHI, Japan's most learned law scholar a**d he discussed 
the matter with Dr. NAGAOKA who is a member of the 
Secretariat of the Hague Peace Conference and a Judge 
of the Permanent Court. He done this when he was

35724 Councillor in Berlin. * Both were of the opinion
that he was correct in his beliefs that a war of self 
defense required no notice and that a notice, not 
matter how short was necessary.
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'.Vith respect to the Kellogg Pact, TOGO had worked 

on it'and was familiar with its history and meaning.
He assumed that Kellogg's explanations and the various 
reservations made before ratification on self-defense 
clearly meant that the Pact was ^ot applicable in the 
case of the war against the United States and Britain.

35725 * After the note had been approved, TOGO instructed
that it be cabled to Washington in good time together 
with instructions to make all preparations for its de
livery at the time agreed. Everything possible was done 
in Tokyo to insure proper delivery and delay was not 
caused deliberately or negligently by anyone in Tokyo. 
TOGO learned from American radio broadcasts that there 
had been mismanagement in Washington, that the attack 
on Pearl Harbor took place about twenty minutes after 
the time that the note should have been delivered. A 
few days after the war, ITO explained and TOGO protested 
and stated that he saw no reason for the 4 Navy t.o have 
objected in the first place. ITO's reply was evasive 
and to the effect that he was sorry for"TOGO that they 
had cut it too fine. Shortly after the war had begun, 
in a conversation with TOJO,.-this matter came up. Both 
TOGO and TOJO were dismayed and displeased with the re
port because of-its propaganda value. TOJO queried how 
such a delay could have taken place and wondered if the 
United States was responsible. TOGO replied that he 
did not believe that and that they would have to wait 
for NOMURA-’'s return to make inquiry, TOGO gave in
structions to the Chief of the Cable Section to make 
investigation when the Embassy Staff returned. When the 
Staff returned on August 20, 1942, he again ordered an 
investigation without delay. A few days later he became 
busy with the Great East Asia Ministry and resigned on 
1 September without receiving a report that the investi
gation was made.

The pamphlet, Exhibit 1270 introduced by the Pro
secution was prepared without TOGO'S direction or 
knowledge. He did not see it while Foreign Minister 
and it was unnecessary for him to seek Justification for 
an incident in violation of his orders. The preface of 
the pamphlet shows that it was wholly unofficial and 
reports the individual opinions of those who prepared it.



TOGO first learned the contents of the Roosevelt 
message of December 7 to the Emperor about 12:30 
when Grew called. They had heard that the message 
was on the way but TOGO had made inquiry and learned 
nothing. Grew stated he had an important message 

35728 being decoded * and would call as soon as it was
finished. He called after midnight and told of the 
President's message and asked that an audience be 
arranged. Since it was after midnight, it could not 
be said when it could be granted and Grew left a copy 
of the message with TOGO. TOGO wanted a translation 
and since it was important, he called the Imperial 
Household Minister, Mr. MATSUDAIRA and told him that 
a message had come through Grew, that Grew wanted an 
audience with the Emperor and asked him how he should 
proceed, MATSUDAIRA told TOGO that he should talk to 
KIDO as the matter was political.

TOGO called KIDO who suggested that he consult 
TOGO and stated that the Emperor would receive TOGO 
even at such a time. At 1:50 TOGO called on TOJO and 
TOJO said the message world do no good. TOGO started 
for the palace at 2:30 arriving there at 2:40* He met 
KIDO for a few minutes telling the contents of the 
telegram and was received in audience at 3*15 where he 
reported the matter and received the Emperor's answer 
and returned home.

The next morning Grew called around 7*30. TOGO 
had made arrangement to see him at 6 but they were re
ported delayed by difficulty in telephonic connections. 
TOGO gave Grew the Emperor's answer and a copy of Japan's 
final note. Since the war had already started, Grew 
never formally delivered the President's message to the 
Emperor. Before the interview, TOGO had heard the radio 
broadcasts on the beginning of the war and that the at
tack on Pearl Harbor had been made on the 6th and as
suming that Grew had the information, he did not mention 
the state of war but only expressed appreciation for 

35730 Grew's efforts and TOGO'S regrets of the events. * TOGO 
stated he had no motive for deceiving Grew since com
mencement of hostilities had been published to the world.

Craigie visited TOGO at 8 at TOGO'S request, the 
visit being later than planned. TOGO gave him a copy 
of the final note and informed him of the end of nego
tiations. He thanked him for his services. He thought 
that both interviews were understood to be final 
greetings.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OP THE RECORD- TOJO Direct Page 58$9
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With respect to the delay of the President's telegram,
TOGO had no knowledge at the time. The testimony shows 
that they were delayed by the Minister of Communications 
at the request of the Army, but neither TOGO nor the 
Foreign Minister were consulted and he had no knowledge

35731 that the delay was being carried on. * He heard from 
NOMURA that the message had been sent and had Inquired 
from NOMURA about it and had his subordinates inquire 
at the Imperial Household lest it be directed to the 
Emperor personally but had no message until Grew reported.

With respect to the non-service on Britain, TOGO 
stated that the decision to deliver notification in 
Washington precluded the delivery of a declaration of 
war in London. There was reason to expect that the 
course chosen would be equally effective. In the latter 
negotiations, r-elations with Britain were naturally con
sidered. The assumption ran that any agreement concluded 
with the United States would be joined in by the British, 
Dutch and Chinese or that there would be simultaneous

35732 settlements made. TOGO * from time to time inquired on 
this point in the U.S. and British Embassies and invari
ably received the answer that all such matters would be 
managed by the United States which would inform the other 
governments. He also knew of Churchill's speech of No
vember 10 in which he promised that war between Japan and 
U.S. would be followed automatically with war with Britain. 
It was evident that any notice which might properly be 
given to the United States alone relying upon it to inform 
its associates with whom it acted as representative.

With respect to the charge that he was taking part 
in the making of plans for war he described accurately 
his thoughts and intentions of the six or seven weeks of 
his foreign ministership.

35733 * With respect to the consular reports of shipping 
from the United States, Indies and elsewhere addressed 
to TOGO in answer to matters which had gone out over his 
name, these were routine matters managed by subordinates. 
TOGO himself never had any knowledge of the subject ex
cept the routine was followed. None of the messages ever 
came to his attention.

With respect to the charge that the negotiations were 
continued as a sham inasmuch as Exhibit 2975 is one of 
the same type of a large number of the same type produced 
by the Prosecution in which it states that it was customary



for low racking officials to prepare without instructions 
35734 various studies or drafts relating to current * questions, 

these do not represent the policy of the ministry. On 
a proper occasion, they would be presented to responsible 
officials who may adopt them, use them or reject them. It 
would be impossible for the Foreign. Minister to know all 
these papers. He denied that he had ever seen or known 
Exhibit 2975. It was a fallacy to presume that a state 
minister should know of such documents simply because 
they were found in the files of his ministry.
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The no-separate peace agreement of December 11, 1941 
was the most natural thing for a nation which expects or 
fears to find itself at war to take such measures as are 
•prudent including the acquiring of as many allies as 
possible. There was nothing wrong about concluding an 
agreement during the last week before the outbreak of 
war. The probability of war * was very great and the 
agreement was a result of the desire to get assistance 
from nations who would be co-belligerents. TOGO’S own 
view was that the actual assistance would be little. In 
his opinion the'main effect would be the encouragement 
it gave the people by warding off the feeling of isola
tion. Until the receipt of the U.S. note, TOGO had re
fused OTT’s repeated'requests to give Germany any infor
mation on the development of the negotiations since it 
would be inconsistent with his desire to succeed. After 
war became unavoidable on November 30th, TOGO Instructed 
the Ambassadors in Berlin and Rome to inform the ac
credited nations the outlines of the negotiation and to 
began negotiation for a no-separate peace agreement. He 
wished to point out the absurdity of Ott’s report * of 
December 5 that a leading official of the Foreign Minis
try gave him such misinformation as he recites concern
ing Japan’s intentions in connection with hostilities.
No such official would have discussed the matter with 
Ott or anyone. Whoever told him as late as December 4 
that the procedure for opening hostilities was under de
liberation could not have been one of the few who knew 
the matter had been settled by the Liaison Conference.
Ott was apparently taken in by gossip of some director 
who wished to appear to have important information on 
a matter in which he was misinformed or perhaps, Ott 
was indulging in his imagination.

35737 * TOGO stated that he had some connection with the
Naval Disarmament Conference in 1932, He worked for the 
success of the General Conference on Disarmament, Later 
in 1935 and 1936 Japan's abrogation of the treaties and 
withdrawal from the London Conference took place while
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he was director of the European-Asiatic Bureau and he 
worked with the Navy officials concerned* The Navy 
submitted to him its draft instructions based on the 
upper common limit* Japan agreed to the ratio princi
ple and made a proposal approving it at the General Con
ference in Geneva* TOGO opposed the common upper limit 
not only because it would make the agreement difficult 
but would give rise to suspicion in Japan*s Intentions 
and probably block a new treaty and enhance the danger 
of an armament race in war* There were heated discus
sions for two or three months and TOGO never agreed to

35738 the Navy proposal* * Since agreement covld not be 
reached on the bureau-directors’ level, the matter went 
to higher authorities* HIROTA adopted TOGO'S view but 
was overruled and the Navy proposal became policy.
Since his efforts had failed for quantitative disarma
ment, he continued to work for qualitative limitation 
and the exchange of information but Navy opposition pre
vailed. The Navy's stand was extremely strong and 
assertion was freely made that the question of naval 
strength was solely in the prerogative of the High Com
mand and allowed for no outside intervention.

It is self-evident’ that the fortification of the 
Mandated Islands was carried on and the Foreign Minister 
had no part. The matter of the correspondence of this 
matter was the responsibility of the Treaty Bureau in

35739 which he never served. * and had no connection with it 
or knowledge of it. He was assured by the Treaty Bureau 
that the military authorities had assured them that they 
had no intention of violating the mandate and that there 
was no reason to'disbelieve it. The Foreign Ministry, as 
the only branch of the government which dealt with other 
governments, was a mere channel pf communication to which 
the League inquiries and the answers of the military and 
Navy ai’thorities passed*

Diplomacy in war time was much restricted* There 
were no diplomatic relations with the Ü.S., Britain and 
Netherlands. Questions of war were uppermost with Ger
many and Italy and there remained only questions of re
lations with the Soviet, countries of East Asia and 
South America and the question of diplomatic preparation 
for the eventual restoration of peace.
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War Intensified the condition not to pay regard
35740 to the diplomatic function« It seemed * that diplo

macy was to be wholly neglected« At the time of the
question of Japan's participation in the war against
Russia came up when TOGO reported to the Emperor on
the refusal of Germany's request for Japan to go to
war against the Soviet and discussed with the Emperor 
the steps to be taken to Insure that this was to be 
correctly conveyed to the German Government without 
military Interference, the Emperor mentioned his desire 
for an early restoration of peace» TOGO then learned 
that the Emperor had expressed this desire to TOJO but 
neither TOJO nor KIDO had mentioned this to TOGO» Mili
tary operations were still kept secret Including those 
which had any connection with foreign affairs« The 
Navy kept the defeat of Midway secret»

Partly over this question and partly over the 
policy of directing the war, there was a disagreement 
of views early after the war began between TOGO and TOJO

35741 and some of the others» * The general atmosphere was 
one of over-optimism due to initial victories» TOJO 
believed it was going to be a long war of 10 to 20 years 
and it would take a long time for the United States to 
build Its fighting power so she could undertake her 
counter-offensive before 1944» Instead of establishing
an Impregnable position they concentrated on strengthening 
the political situation of the government by securing 
election of government sponsored candidates for the Diet 
by spring of 1942 and by creating a Greater East Asia 
Establishment Council and tried to consolidate government 
authority by putting into effect measures such as those 
for reorganization of enterprise and reforming education» 
TOGO opposed these measures on the ground of prematurity 
and that long range plans should not be made in an emer
gency. As to the war, he felt that a large scale war of 
attrition could not last longer than five or six years 
and he insisted upon preparation for Increase of produc
tion and stabilization of living* He collided with TOJO 
on the China question for which he frequently urged a 
fundamental policy» These differences developed Into a 
head on clash and TOGO'S resignation over the Greater 
East Asia Ministry question In September 1942»
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Vhile in office TOGO attempted to maintain the best 
relations possible with the Soviet. Maintenance of 
rentpolity was the fundamental policy, Beyond that, 
however, from the beginning of the war he planned for 
its end and considered the most promising method was to 
try to bring about a Russo-German peace as a preliminary 
step. He did in 1942 bring such a plan in motion.

During his tenure the Manchukuo border was maintained
35743 in peace. * In January 1942 Manchukuo and the Mongolian 

People's Republic anproved the work of the border-demarca
tion commission which had marked the Nomonhan area. Con
sidering that this border was quite secure, TOGO often 
suggested to the Army that they could rely on his assur
ance that the Red Army could not invade Manchukuo even if 
the Japanese forces on the border should be decreased.
He tried to avoid irritating the Soviet by persuading the 
military not to reinforce the Kwantung Army. He never 
knew the Kantokuen.

There were some disputes at the beginning of the war 
with the Soviet growing out of restrictions upon Soviet 
vessels. The Foreign Minister paid careful attention to 
these forwarding to the Soviet all Naval replies on 
measures taken in answer to them. The Foreign Ministry

35744 took the initiative * in offering conveniences for res
cuing and repatriating Soviet sailors and vessels and 
recompensating the Soviet for sunk vessels by transferring 
replacement vessels. No steps were taken towards dis
turbing transportation at Vladivostok with munitions from 
America despite German complaints.

35745 * Wartime relations with Germany and Italy were re
stricted so far as the Foreign Ministry was concerned.
Events bore out his prophecy on the cooperation to be ex
pected from their allies and it was never more than nominal. 
The war with Russia had cut rail communications with Germany 
and sea transportation became increasingly d5.fficult until 
it was practically restricted to token exchanges of small 
supplies by submarine. TOGO at the time had no information 
about the extent of cooperation it being a military * mat-

35746 ter. The German-Japanese attitude towards the Soviet
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illustrates the relations between the two countries# 
Germany express desire was that Japan Join in the 
war and this request, was renewed In July 1942# It 
was decided that Japan should refuse ft r the reason 
that she could not undertake a two-front war# This 
was communicated through Ott and OSHIMA# He never 
dreamed or participated in any plan for Japan for 
domination of the world together with Germany and 
Italy#

In October 194-2 for the first time, he managed as 
his own responsibility affairs relating to China and 
Manchukuo# In 1929 he had visited Manchuria and had 
reported to the then Lord Keeper that they must coop
erate with China and achieve truly cordial relations#
In the intervening years the Manchuria and China in
cidents had occurred# He had nothing to do with it# 

3574-7 * He had never done anything to secure the fruits of
aggression committed there. He was never sympathetic 
to those incidents and he did what he could to prevent 
their occurrence and spread#

It was extmreiy clear in 1941 that the China in
cident must be settled and he hoped he could achieve 
it# At the time the China Affairs Board had been in 
charge of all political, economic, cultural and other 
business of China and had its agencies throughout China# 
Negotiation with regional regimes in China were its 
affairs# The Affairs Board had opened a new and major 
phase of China relations# Its purpose was to remove 
from the Foreign Ministry the control and normal 
functions of a foreign office# The Foreign Ministry's 
liberal attitude was heresy to the militarists and 

35748 they had the China Affairs * confided to a new organ 
under their control# The Foreign Ministry had Juris
diction only to diplomatic negotiations in the narrow
est sense and matters pertaining to consulates# Rela
tions of the Foreign Ministry were all bu; severed and 
the Ministry had lost its power to deal with affairs in 
China# It was true that TOGO was an ex officio vice- 
president but since the purpose of the creation of the 
body had been to destroy his authority, the influence 
of his vice-presidency was nothing# The business was
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conducted almost, exclusively by the Director-General«

Manchurian affairs were confided to the Manchurian 
Affairs Board and TOGO had nothing to do with this 
body and had little to do with Manchurian affairs«

35749 His only connection was they maintained * embassies 
and consulates but the functions discharged through 
them were only negotiations with the Soviet on Man- 
chukuo matters« The Ambassador was held ex officio 
by the Commander of the Kwantung Army and the Foreign 
Ministry did not control him«

The governments of Manchukuo and Nanking cooperated 
with Japan in the war without entering It« Exhibits 
1214 and 1219 are intercepts and are not the text 
originally sent« TOGO did not remember sending mes
sages of such content, and the language does not sound 
like Foreign Offire« Even if they were sent there is 
nothing inherently sinister as it is customary for 
diplomatic language and diplomatic instructions to use 
such terms as "to have the foreign government do so-and-

35750 so" etc« * Similar expression may be found in tele
grams sent to '.Vashington, London and Moscow«

At the ulme of the outbreak of the China Incident, 
TOGO was opposed« He was not then in charge of the 
China Affairs but he believed it was an urgent neces
sity to arrest the expansion of the incident« With 
HORINOrCHI and ISHII he advised HIROTA that he should 
object to sending troops to China and the latter 
agreed but their efforts failed« Later he worked on 
the TT0S 0 negotiations to arrive at an early settlement 
of the China Affair« During war he insisted upon this« 
In March 1942 the question of the war policy was dis
cussed in the Liaison Conference and TOGO pointed out

35751 that in the domestic field * the increase of production 
and the securing of food and internationally* the 
preservation of Soviet peace and prompt ooluxion of 
the China Affair were primarily and imn.iiately impor
tant« He obtained agreement of the conference that 
the basic policy towards China be examined from all 
points of views but it was later reported by the High 
Command that there were many difficulties and no con
clusion had been arrived at« The matter failed though
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he tried to press It again in the middle *of July when 
Ambassador OTA returned from China and reported that 
Wang Ching-wei had suggested a general! peace between 
Japan and China» TOGO had reported this to TOJO with 
a request for prompt examination of China policy»

As to the Philippines in January 1942 Japan declared 
35742 her intention to grant them independence., * TOGO'S 

motives in supporting this policy were to demonstrate 
that they had no territorial ambitions in the.south and 
to remove an obstacle to peace with the United States 
by manifesting the same intention towards those islands 
as did the United St a t e s 0

As to Indo-ChJna, the only new thing -was the mill- 
tary agreement of December 9* 1941 by the military 
authorities on fho spot with which the Foreign Minis
try had nothing to Jo»

Despite the Imperial Conference it wa3 Japan's in
tention to avoid, if possible, war with NEI„ Holland 
declared war agilnst Japan because of close relations 
with the U o S 0 oi Britain and the Dutch Navy was re
ported as carrying attacks against Japan's shipping«, 
Japan was compelled to take hostile measures0

The relations of Japan with Greater East Asia 
brought about TOGO'S final break with TOJO and his 

35753 resignationo * There was a fundamental difference 
in outlookc Japan was long recognized as having the 
position of a stabilizing force0 Recently they had 
begun to expound the idea of a new order which origin
ated in the concepts of bloc economy and Lebensraum» 
TOGO'S policy was quite different0 His policy was 
in establishing good and amicable relations based on 
mutual respect for sovereignty and economic relations0 
His principle was that Japan should assist. the progress 
of East Asia realizing their prosperity ^nd Japan's 
peacefully» His idea of mutual assistance excluded 
any policy of exerting control by force»
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35754 * His speech of January 22, 1042 expressed these 
principles0 This speech does not express any intention 
that Japan should annex or exploit any part of East 
Asia» It does state that such areas as are absolutely 
necessary for their defense of East Asia were to be 
grasped by Japan, This was a war time speech, Ott's 
distorted account has nothing to do with TOGO, In his 
speech he clearly said that the Co-prosperity Sphere . 
should not be conceived as an exclusive thing and mea
sures to exclude non-Asiatic states should not be taken.

With respect to Exhibit 1333-A, if this document
35755 were actually drafted in the Foreign Ministry * it could 

only be drafted by some low official and TOGO never ap
proved it or saw it, or heard of It, It is impossible 
that it should be adopted or proposed since it is incon
sistent with TOGO'S policy which was finally adopted by 
the Liaison Conference, After Japan occupied the Southern 
areas, the High Command proposed that for military admin
istration the disposition of these territories should be 
determined, TOGO insisted that such matters be decided
at that time but nothing was finally settled, TGJO 
agreed and it was finally decided by the Liaison Confer
ence,

The confirmation of his true attitude of that matter 
could be found in the matter of the Great East Asia Min
istry, This matter first came up in May or June 1942, 
There were then only rumors that the Ministry was con
templated but gradually the scheme began to emerge. It

35756 attpeared * that all outpost agencies in Greater East 
Asia would come under the control and supervision of the 
new Ministry excepting all matters of pure diplomacy, 
all political, economic and cultural affairs concerning 
foreign countries in the Greater East Asia areas would 
cone under the new Ministry, The Manchurian Board, the 
China Affairs Board and the Ministry of Overseas Affairs 
were to be abolished. The avowed purpose t the plan was 
to place the countries under special treatment and to con
tribute to the war's objectives by carrying out a general 
mobilization of material power.
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The Ministry had been planned by the four Cabinet 
board presidents, principally by the Planning Board, 
and by the summer of 1942 there was considerable prospect 
of its realization» TOGO then talked about it with TOJO and told him there was no time to change administrative 
structure, the ureont necessity being to establish an

35757 undefeatible position» He opposed the plan * because it 
would, in practise, remove from the Foreign Ministry the 
essential part of Japan's diplomacy thus impairing its 
unity and would injure the pride of independent nations 
and make friendly cooperation impossible» TOJO promised 
to give it careful consideration»

On August 29 HOSHINO called at TOJO's direction and 
handed TOGO a copy of the draft proposed for the new 
ministry to be submitted to the Cabinet: on September 1» 
TOGO asked HOSHINO as to the meaning of "pure diplomacy" 
and HOSHINO explained that this meant protocol and for
malities relating to treaties» The Foreign Minister

35758 would conduct all negotiations» * TOGO pointed out the 
impropriety and requested that the matter be postponed 
until the meeting of September 5 so That he could study 
it« HOSHINO returned stating that TOJO wanted the plan 
decided on September 1» On August 31 TOGO repeated his 
opposition and asked that it be postponed» TOJO re
fused» At the meeting of September 1 TOGO explained 
his opposition basing it on four grounds»
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35758 * The first reason lor TOGO's position was that Japan's foreign

policy would be under two different ministries which would make j.t im
possible to a unified r-.ud consistent diplomacy and neither ministry 
would be able to function properly. The second was that countries of

35759 East Asia * by being treated iifferently from other countries would be 
suspicious of Japan and their pride would be hurt. 3uch treatment
is contrary to the spirit of respecting independence of others. Third, 
the plan meant the extension of the jurisdiction of the China affairs 
Board which had caused ill feeling among the Chinese and would be a 
failure. Fourth, it was necessary to concentrate their efforts for 
emergency measures and it was no time to change the administrative 
structre. against these assertions TOGO argued that East asia count
ries had to be treated differently since their relations with Japan 
were like those of kin, SUZUKI contended that the China affairs 
Board had not been a failure. TOGO disputed this. Other cabinet 
ministers expressed themselves but none supported TOGO. The meeting 
then recessed and during the recess TOJO asked for TOGO's resignation.

35760 TOGO refused * saying the rest of the cabinet should reconsider.
TOGO considered it necessary from the view of general war guidance 
to persist in his stand.

Shortly thereafter KAY* called on TOGO to have him reconsid
er a3 did S*TO and OKA, the latter stating that the plan was being 
supported by the army and navy and asked him to agree. TOGO again 
refused. SHIMaD* came and stated that a change of cabinet was not 
desired by the Court and that he would work for a compromise if 
possible. TOGO presented his final plan of compromise. SHIMaDA 
left but returned stating that TOJO would not accept. TOGO had 
never said he would resign but had been doing everything to attain 
his purpose. In view of the talk with SHIMa Da he decided to and 
did tender his resignation, so as not to cause annoyance to the 
Emperor by complicating the matter.

35761 **s a result TOJO became Foreign Minister and the plan
for the Greater East ;*sia Ministry was decided at the cabinet meeting 
of September 1 st. It was intended that the new Ministry would begin 
as of Gctober 1 st but public opinion was aroused and the i'rivy 
Council did not begin examination of the plan until Gctober 9th.

There was sharp argument between the Frivy Council and the 
Government over the plan and the i rivy Council suggested that the 
Government withdraw the proposal. But TOJO and hi's supporters re
fused. On October 2 4 th the Examination Committee adopted the plan 
by a majority. An the full *>ivy Council there was much contro
versy but it was passed with two councillors dissenting. The 
Ministry was inaugurated November 1 st.



££££.
Later TOGO learned that with respect to the scope of pure diplomacy

3 5 7 6 2  * the Government had decided to define it in the cabinet, leaving 
the regulations without any provision on this point and this had 
been explained to the i rivy Council, lure Diplomacy as defined 
by the cabinet was somewhat wider than tne plan shown to TOGO 
when in the cabinet. This was due to opposition of the Foreign 
Ministry and the criticism of the Privy Council.

35763 * «t tiie cabinet meeting of September 1st .the civilian 
members had supported the ministry. TOGO learned that they were 
not necessarily opposed to him but were of the opinion that a cab
inet change was to be avoided, TOGO had by that, time come to the 
conclusion that the TOJO government intoxicated by victory was not 
paying serious consideration to the preparations for war. Some with
in the cabinet felt there was no need for diplomacy. In general the 
Government policies were being executed very superficially,

TOGO considered the Ministry proposal an expression of such 
tendencies and it was his conviction that the cabinet should be re
placed. However he could not change the current singlehanded but 
events were justifying his views and the road to defeat was already

35764 plainly marked. * TOGO remained in retirement until *pril 9, 1945 
notwithstanding the fact that in his second term he was also minister 
for Greater East «Sic, his connections with that ministry were very 
slight, partly because he was chiefly occupied with the problem of 
ending the war and because all authority over East Asiatic countries 
had by then been transferred to the military ministries. TOGO took 
the ministry because he wanted it abolished and he felt by holding 
the two portfolios concurrently he could let it die of inanition and 
did. He did nothing as Minister for Greater ûast «sia «ffairs.

The continuity of his attitude can be seen in the decisions 
of the Greater ftast «sia «mbassadors’ Conference held in Tokyo on 23

3 5 7 6 5  «pril 1945,* decisions were in accord with his proposals and repre
sented the guiding principle for establishment of the world order.
These principles were political equality, avoidance of racial dis
crimination; respect for national independence and non-interference 
in domestic affiars; freedom for colonials; economi reciprocity and 
equality; exchange of cultures; prevention of aggression; establish
ment of international order by means of both regional and universal 
security systems. This does not differ essentially from the United 
Nationals plan.

Dy the time he becamse Foreign Minister again in «pril 1945 
there was almost nothing for the new ministry to do although its 
jurisdiction included matters about occupied areas, they were not matters
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of administration but only of aiding the army and navy which did admin- 
ister, by training officials tc be sent to the area,,

35766 *ln Burma and the Philippines the military was in control
both of military affairs and internal politics because they were deemed 
Inseparably related to the war. While ambassadors managed diplomatic 
affairs they were interfered with by the military commanders. The same 
was true in ^ndo China where despite the difference in status the am
bassador could not act against the military commander. The whole situ
ation had so deterioriated that in most countries there were no longer 
functioning ambassadors. Burma had been partially reoccupied and the 
ambassador had escaped from Rangoon and they could not even learn 
about conditions. The Philippines had been lost. The various plans 
for the disposal of British Malay were never approved or known by TOGO 
during either of his terms. He had nothing to do with the changed 
conditions in FIC in March 1945. As a result of the change FIC came 
under the military authorities and the Embassy was closed and the 
ambassador returned to Japan in *pril.

From that time the new ministry had nothing to do with FIC. 
i»t the *mbassadors( Conference the Thai ^mbassadorls resolution was 
adopted giving full support to the movement for independence in *nnam, 
Cambodia and Huang ihrabang. It was the unanimous desire that all 
peoples have their independence and this was in conformity with the 
policy of Japan. The same may be said as to the resolution relative 
to the status of the NB1. TOGO emphasized in July at the Supreme

35768 ‘-'ouncil for Guidance of the <<ar the need * for assisting, the Indones
ians to independence to show Japan had no territorial aspirations in 
that area.

with to BOW the The Foreign Ministry's connection
began in January 1 9 4 2  when notes from the United States and Britain 
v/ere received through the ^wis3 Government asking whether Japan 
would agree to reciprocal application of the Ceneva Convention.
Japan was not a signatory but TOGO felt that out of humanitarian 
consideration she should agree to apply it so far as reasonably 
possible. The decision was not his to make. The *"im of respon
sibility for managing matters for PCWS rested in t ne POW Manage
ment Bureau and POrt Information Bureau. The former was a iar Min
istry Bureau there was no responsibility for its connection on the 
Foreign Ministry. The Information Bureau was one especially created 
by Imperial Ordinance in wartime.

Rhen such rpecitl ordinance is made it is countersigned 
by the ministers who have responsibility in the matter. Ordinances 
establishing this bureau v/ere countersigned by ministers of war and
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navy and not by the foreign mi*iistcr. The war minister wa3 the res- 
ponsible authority» The inquiries were the allies were referred in 
the normal course by the Foreign Ministry Treaty Bureau to the Jar 
Ministry with the ministry empowered to decide. The answer was that 
Japan should undertake to apply the terms of the convention "mutatis 
mutandis" and it was therefore so applied. Jhile the prosecution 
seems to think that by this answer Japan became bound by the conven
tion * as though she had ratified it, TOGO assumed that Japan was 
binding itself to apply it so far as circumstances permitted.

"Mutatis mutandis" implied that in the absence of serious 
hindrances the convention would be applied. He also assumed that 
where the requirements of the Convention conflicted with domestic 
law the convention would prevail, if this was a misconstruction 
neither ><ar nor Navy Ministry ever suggested any other interpreta
tion nor did the »ar Ministry's reply suggest it.

TOGO took it for granted on the basis of past history 
those precedents would be followed. This also accounted for the 
fact that when allied protests were received he accorded less credit 
to them. He felt that the <*ar Ministry would take all steps to 
correct all abuses if any existed.

*He desired to emphasize that the Foreign Ministry received 
and answered the protests and inquiries regarding P0//S only as a 
channel of communication and not as the responsible agency, The 
answers were not prepared in the Ministry but were given by the 
Information Bureau. However the ”inistry was the only place to which 
correspondence from other governments could come and from which 
answers could go. There was little question about P0»/S during TOGO's 
first term. Ke did recall the case of Hong Kong when early in 1942 
J2D2N made a speech charging atrocities after the capture of the 
city. TOGO then told TOJO that special attention should be paid 
to treating POJS kindly in order to preserve the name of the Japanese 
army. TOJO sympathized with this and stated he would give due 
attention. Soon after TOGO was pleased to hear that BDfcK had made 
a broadcast to the effect that the situation had improved.

more active question in the first term w-s that of ex
change of enemy nationals. It was T0G0fs idea that not only dip
lomatic personnel but civilian internees should be liberated. This 
was difficult because it involved allocation of shipping bottoms 
and facilities and the high command was reluctant to agree, but 
only after considerable insistence by TOGO were the exchanges brought 
about. They succeeded in returning some thousands of enemy natioida 
from Japan, China, Manchukuo, FIG and Thailand.



ijgflg Durir.g hi •; secc i the Japanese <*rmy'o situation in the
Ihilippines, Burma and other Southern districts deteriorated extremely. 
There was a large accumulation of i OW matters on hand when he took 
office. As the allies advanced in the South protests began to be 
lodged regarding the treatment of Î 0«v5 and internees* In those

3 5 7 7 3  * days due to the severe air raids the neutral protecting powers’
ministers had removed to laruizawa and communication was very diffi
cult. Despite these difficulties under TGGO's instructions the 
foreign ministry transmitted the protests to competent authorities 
and conveyed all replies received. They often sent and received 
personal letters or sent offxcials to Earuizawa. exerting all efforts 
to meet the situation. There was never any negligence by the Foreign 
Ministry of its duty. The foreign Ministry despite tnat it had no 
power over POW3 repeatedly requested authorities to accord fair and 
generous treatment to FO.VS.

3577A **»hen on June 3 1915 the Swiss Minister handed the protests
regarding atrocities at Palawan Island, TOGO personally called the 
matter to aNaMI's attention and urged him to grant fair and generous 
treatment in general to PCW to which he consented. Despite this, 
conditions were such that providing satisfactory information was 
impossible. The military explained that as a result of Japan's 
defeat telegraphic communication was very difficult and often im
possible an.d even wher. possible confusion on the front rendered 
investigation almost impossible. The foreign ministry having neither 
jurisidction nor means of investigation could do nothing but convey 
communications. The foreign ministry received no information of the 
trial of allied fliers.

35775 *The foreign ministry under TOGO's direction constantly 
tried to ameliorate conditions and in some ways succeeded, par
ticularly in ^apan proper. It could not meddle with matters under 
the military and could only urge the military to be humane which
it did. If only in self-interest this would have to be the position 
of the foreign ministry because it was responsible for its own 
nationals in enemy countries. The foreign ministry had nothing to 
do with the truth or falsity of the replies furnished by the Army or 
in a few cases by the navy to inquiries from enemy countries. TOGO 
had no personal contact with inquiries and answers, It being purely 
routine liaison work. No one in the foreign m i n i s t could do more

3 5 7 7 6  than forward the answers received. ^It had no right to inspect camps 
and they could have done nothing had they reason to doubt the truth
of the answers, which in absence of opportunity to inspect, conditions, 
they did not have. TOGO'S entry into the SUZUKI Cabinet had only one 
purpose - to end the war. His various efforts to bring th e war to 
an earliest possible end were an extension into wartime of his oppo
sition to the war in the first place.
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They began at orce after December 8 19Al» He did not share the opti
mism or the illusions of most Japanese and believed it would be diffi
cult to overcome the fighting spirit and the industrial productivity 
of the allies. * From the Japanese point of view the war had to
be ended quickly if it was not to end in complet* disaster. He still 
believed that if it became a lonp drawn out war there would be no real 
victor but mutual exhaustion «nd world impoverishment.

January 1 19A2 TOGO addressed an instruction to his staff 
to suggest this idea. He elucidated the inter-relationship between 
war and diplomacy. He stated that though the prevailing tendency was 
to neglect diplomacy, diplomacy would gain in importance as the war 
progressed. They should make preparations to end the war lest they 
failed to seize the chance when it did come. TOGO thought there was 
some chance to end the war by a Russo-German peace which might begin 
the movement toward general peace.

lihen he conversed with the Soviet ambassador is in February, he 
told him TThat the relations between Japan and the Soviets were like 
a bright spot in a troubled stormy sky and he desired to enlarge and 
extend it in order to restore world peace. He directed the Japanese 
Ambassador in Russia to prepare the ground so as not to miss the 
chance when the opportunity came about which he would be instructed 
later. TOGO'S re sip-: at ion prevented any development of this plan.

tfhile out of office TOGO expressed his opinion to various 
persons that the ward had to end promptly. In November 1 9 A4  he told 
Chief of Staff IMEZU that the war should be ended perhaps by first 
arranging to end the S0 viet-German war. UMEZU agreed and said he 
would continue to work for this idea.

*April 8 19A5» TOGOreceived a request from Admiral SUZUKI 
to come to see him. He called on SUZUKI who asked him to become 
Foreign Minister. TOGO suggested that it was necessary that for 
this purpose the Premier share not only a desire for prompt peace 
but also TOGO's estimate of the war situation. He asked SUZUKI for 
his views on the war before giving his answer. Although he found 
SUZUKI sincere and earnest for peace, having heard estimate and 
it being different from TOGO's, TOGO felt he could i ;>t accept the 
responsibility unless they had identical opinions and told IJjn so.
He soon received serious persuasions from many quarters to enter 
SUZUKI's cabinet from people like OKADA, MaTSUDAIRA, HlitOTA,
MaTSUDAIRA, private secretary to the Lord Keeper, SAKOMIZU, Chief 
Secretary of the Cabinet.
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*after another talk with SUZUKI in which the latter agreed to TOGO‘s 
views, TOGOaccepted. Shortly after taking office, TOGO met with the 
Japanese Minister to Finland who told him of an arrangement between 
SHIGEMITSU and the Swedish minister in which the Swedish government 
would on its own initiative sound out the U.S«, for peace terms. The 
ambassador asked for TOGO'a opinion. TOGO stated that this was the 
first time he had heard of this but would appreciate such services, 
and instructed the ambassador to so tell the Swedish minister, 
Nothing came of this and an attempt was made through another di
rection to secure Soviet mediation.

* “pril 5 , 1 9 4 5  the Soviet had given notice of abrogation 
of the Neutrality Fact which had more than a year to run. Immedate- 
ly upon TOGO'S assumption of office TOGOreceived requests from mil
itary and others to make efforts to cooperate with the Soviet but 
it seemed to him that it was too late and he warned that there was 
a possibility of the Soviet having concluded an agreement with the 
allies to divide the spoils. Ue carefully watched the world situa
tion to seize a good opportunity to restore peace.

At the end of *»pril Germany's defeat came and in the 
beginning of May the ooenitz regime surrendered. TOGO considered 
this an opportunity to end the war and early in May when he re
ported to the Smperor on the causes of '-»ermany's defeat, including 
air raids he took the opportunity to add * that air raids on Japan 
were severe and that they should immediately bring the war to an 
end. He advised the iremier to that effect and urged him to convene 
a meeting of the principal members of the Supreme Council for the 
Direction of the war. The reason for this was that the meetings had 
a tendency to be formal and adopt a strong stand and there was a 
danger of leakage of secrets to lower military echelons. TtGO's 
advice was adopted and the principal members only, met three times 
in the middle of May. UMEZU can also claim credit for this.

May 14th it was agreed that Japan should realize a speedy 
termination of the war. It was further agreed that although an 
approach through CHUNGKING or negotiations with neutrals could be 
be considered, such would only end in an American demand for un
conditional surrencer and the only way was to request Soviet media
tion although this might be too late.

*' >dth this policy decided TOGO requested HIROTA to speak 
to the Soviet ambassador to feel out the Soviet reaction. They met 
several times in June and produced a friendly atmosphere. June 6  

a meeting of the Supreme Council was suddenly called and on June 8th
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an Imperial Conference was held. TOGO then told them that the inter
national situation was so unfavorable and the war time diplomacy was 
so under the influence of the war situation that they were likely 
to find themselves in great difficulty. The war situation continued 
to deteriorate.

Since april TOGO had explained hi3 views on the need of 
ending the war on several occasions to KIUO who informed him on 
June 1 6 th that it was the emperor's desire to see an early end and 
TOGO told KIDO that it was necessary to request Soviet mediation 
to gain an honorable peace even if the price was high. CVi June 18 
a meeting of the principal members of the Supreme Council was held 
and an agreement was reached * to the effect that proper measures 
to end the war should be expedited. TOGO reported the developments 
to HIROta and urged him to speed up his conversations with Russian 
Ambassador. The next day TOGO reported t.o the Emperor about HIRCTA's 
mission and the emperor expressed his desire for an early ending of 
the war and TOGO promised to exert himself to the utmost. It was 
this time that TOGO learned that the allies were soon to meet at 
Potsdam in a conference in which the Soviet chief would also take 
part and he wanted the Soviet Govt to be informed of the Emperor's 
wish before such a conference took place. he sent instructions to 
tho Japanese ambassador to convey that wish to the Soviet. The 
intention to dispatch a special mission was also communicated to 
Moscow. Soviet reaction was not favorable.

* July 26 the Potsdam declaration was issued by President 
Truman, Churchill and Chiang. *t a meeting of the **apreme Council 
on the 27th, TüGO pointed out that the declaration offered a peace 
on terms and that serious consequences would follow if they re
jected. They therefore agreed to wait for the Soviet reaction to 
the proposal for mediation. The same explanation was given te 
the cabinet that day and it was agreed the Declaration should be 
passed without comment in order to guard against unfavorable public 
reaction. The press unfortunately reported SUZUKI's statement 
that the government had decided to ignore the declaration which was 
interpreted as a rejection and used by Truman- as a *<:ctification for 
the use of the atomic bomb and by the Soviet a,s a r*< son for enter
ing the war. «ugust 6th HIRuSHIMa was destroyed and warning was 
served that bombs would be dropped until Japan was annihilated if 
she rejected the Potsdam Declaration.

*TOGO instructed SaTC to press for an interview with Molotov
to clarify the situation. The request was not granted and although 
Molotov returned to Moscow on *ug 5th it was not untiJ the 8th that 
SaTO was notified that Molotov would receive him on 1 hat. day. after
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that no communication was received from SaT0o But on the norning of the 
9th TOGO received an urgent report that Molotov had handed S*TO a 
declaration of war. Hostilities were reported from- Manchukuo to have 
commenced at midnight, *bout 11.15 a.m. of the 10th TOGO received 
the G0 vi«t ambassador and received the’first forman communication 
notifying the declaration of war. Having mentioned the Soviet 
commencement of war while the Neutrality Pact was in force and when 
the Joviet Government had not replied to Japan's request for mediation, 
TOGO asked him to transmit to Moscow Japan's reply to the Potsdam 
Declaration. (

3 5 7 8 7 * H meeting of the Supreme Council was held at 1 1  o'clock 
that morning, all members recognized the diffiqwlty of continuing 
the war and no one expressed objection to acceptance in principle 
of the declaration. Various opinions were expressed regarding 
conditions under which it was to be accepted. * 1 1  agreed that the 
fundamental structure of the state should be preserved. Hut the
High Momniands and the «ar Minister wanted to add three more conditions 
that the allied forces would refrain as far as possible from occupy
ing the mainland and if occupation was inevitable, it would be on a 
small scale and exclude T©kye; that the disarming of the Japanese 
forces should be done by the Japanese themselves; that the punish
ment of war criminel' should be entrusted to the Japanese. Ho 
agreement was reaened and the meeting adjourned. The Cabinet 
could not agree although most of them agreed with TOGO that the 
conditions should be limited to the absolutely necessary one of pre
serving the structure.

3 5 7 8 8  * The matter was discussed with the Supreme Council whm the 
President of the Privy Council met with the Emperor. TOGO repeated 
his previous statement and urged acceptance on the one condition ment
ioned by him. But there were various opinions demanding other condi
tions. Finally the Emperor agreed with TOGO. * Cabinet meeting was held 
at 3 a.m. and the answer was unanimously approved by the Cabinet. TOGO 
ordered the Ministered in Switzerland to transmit it to the United 
States and China through the Swiss uovernment and the Minister in Sweden 
to transmit it to the US.S.R. and Great Britain thî v:gh the Swedish 
Government.

35789 * Trouble arose when the contents of the reply from the four 
governments to the Japanese government became known. TOGO learned of 
it and found the phraseology somewhat unclear and instructed the 
officials of the Ministry to study the text. They reached the conclu
sion that it could be interpreted as geing generally in conformity 
with Japan's understanding that the Potsdam Declaration did not imply 
a requirement of a change in the fundamental structure f the state
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and that they should accept the Potsdam Declaration without proposing 
further conditions unless they were prepared to face and resolved to 
accept a breakdown of peace efforts. Meetings of the Cabinet and 
Supreme Council were held and TOGO strongly advised acceptance of the 
Declaration with no further representations. Dut there was strong 
opposition from the Minister of -ter group who insisted that the reply 
was unsatisfactory and further negotiations snould be attempted.

A conference was again called in the presence of the Emperor
35790 for the morning of the 14th. It could net reach a decision. * At last 

the Emperor stated that they must accept the Declaration in order that 
the polity and existence of the Japanese nation could be preserved and the 
sufferings of mankind alleviated. <*t 1 P M a cabinet meeting was held 
and subsequently the Imperial Rescript was promulgated. The acceptance 
was sent through the ^ nL s s Government on the morning of the 1 5th.

The decision to end the war having been made, 3UZUKI called a 
meeting at which he proposed resignation en bloc ond all agreed and the 
resignations were submitted the following day. Prince HIGASHIKUNI re
quested* TOGO to remain as foreign minister but TOGO refrained from 
accepting it because the reason for SUZUKI's resignation applied 
equally to him. TOGO had striven throughout his career to see Japan 

. maintain friendly and peaceful relations with the world and had ex
erted every possible effort to improve relations with the allies

35791 * and to avert the Pacific war. He was driven into a position where 
conditions no longer permitted him to oppose war and he failed, but 
from the day of the outbreak of war he devoted himself with special 
care to bring an end to the war speedily and after becoming foreign 
minister in 1945 he worked toward that end at the risk of his own 
life, resisting all opposition until the decision was reached to end 
the war on "ugust 14 1945. It is his great sorrow that he was not 
successful in preventing war in 1941 but some consolation that he
was able to contribute to lessening the suffering of mankire by ending 
it in 1945.

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGaN 
Counsel for KIDO.

35792 The witness stated he knew nothing about the report that 
there was a small gathering at the palace on the morning of December 
8th concerning the attack on Pearl Harbor. He went to the Palace 
because of the message which had come from * res.Roosevelt to the

35793 emperor. He stated he went to the palace to meet KIDO the Grand 
Chamberlain and members of the Chamberlain's office. H« met them 
in the waiting room but this was not a gathering. *»e did not go to 
find out about the attack on *earl Harbor and as he understood it 
KIDU was not there for that purpose. *<hen TOGO was received in 
audience by the emperor he was received alone. KIDD, i,he Grand

35794 * Chamberlain and TOGO did not gather together. They we . n-jt at the
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same place at the same time and Pearl harbor was not even mentioned« 
There was not a single military man at the palace. *<hen he received 
the message from Grew he first called on the Imperial Household 
Minister by telephone« "hen he called him he said that Grew had just 
*called on him and brought a message from the president to the emper
or« Grew desires to present this message personally to the emperor 
but since it is in the middle of the night TOGO would like to ask 
how this matter should be disposed of. Bince this constituted the 
whole of his conversation with MATSUDAIRA they could place any in
terpretation they pleased on it. Since his call concerned the stps 
to be taken regarding Grew's proposed audience one might say that 
it was a call regarding procedure«

*He did not tell the ̂ household minister the contents of the 
telegram and the latter did not ask him any questions. He then called 
KIDO because MATSUDAIRA had told him that the matter being political 
he should talk to KIDO about it.

*When he called KIDO he told him that Grew had brought a 
message concerning the problem that had been under discussion since 
the morning. Since he had explained the nature of the telegram to 
KIDO the latter did not ask him any questions over the phone regard
ing the contents of the telegram and KIDO did not tell him of the con
tents over the telephone. KIDO made the suggestion that the Emperor 
would receive TOGO aL. any time, TOGO did not recall that KIDO had 
done anything to obstruct an interview with the emperor« TOGO then 
went to the palace to speek to KIDO and then with the emperor. He 
left the palace about 3.15 am but did not see KIDO after he left 
the Emperor« KIDO had the duty of advising the emperor at all times.
By this TOGO understood it to mean that if the emperor should address 
any questions to KIDO naturally he would answer them and v.'henever 
KIDO felt it necessary * he would give the emperor advice. If the 
emperor asked a question KIDO would answer it. But even if any questions 
were asked whenever KIDO felt it necessary and if he felt it fit to do 
so he would offer advice to the emperor. In a broad sense he would 
suppose this was for the purpose of assisting the virtues of the emper
or. The emperor was a man of peace, ^hen asked whether KIDO's views 
conflicted with the emperor the emperor would have discharged him,
TOGO stated since that was a matter that concerned i .’e emperor and 
the Lord Keeper alone he did not think it fitting or proper that he 
should give an answer nor did he feel qualified to do so.

*He believed that he himself was a man of peace. He had not 
eliminated all the pro-army elements from the foreign office. He did 
not feel it was necessary. There were many of them 3tilx left. He 
only felt in carrying out this purge that he was to restore the feel
ing within the foreign ministry to the state where they could follow
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out their policies in a moderate atmosphere and eliminate the pro- 
Axis and anti-Hritish atmosphere. He had no doubt however that if 
the Lord Keeper were a war monger the emperor would have gotten 
rid of him» * »ith respect to the meeting of the senior statesmen 
November 29,1941 there was an additional meeting between two and 
three o'clock of senior statesmen and members of the cabinet, At 
all meetings attended by the emperor KIDO was also present and some 
of the cabinet members and all the senior statesmen,

* Neither the emperor nor KIDD attended the meeting in the 
morning and they did not attend the meeting after three o'clock,
*t the meeting between two and three o'clock KIDO said nothing. 
During the morning session T000 made a detailed explanation, but 
in the afternoon session which the emperor attended TOGO neither 
explained nor made any remark.

* He explained in detail regarding the Hull note. He 
did not mention tc the senior statesmen .NOMURA and KURUSU's tele
gram with resjiect to the recommendation of I res.Roosevelt cabling 
the emperor. The telegram from NoLURa and hURSU was that the 
president and the emperor should exchange telegrams and that Japan 
should guarantee the neutrality of the NEI, Thailand and FIC. It 
was hoped by these means the situation would be saved.

This telegram reached Japan on the 27th. It had been sent 
before the Hull note had been delivered to the ambassador, * Imme
diately after receiving the note the two ambassadors sent another 
telegram stating the success of the negotiations was now impossible 
and that the next thing to be considered tas the procedure to carry 
out free action on Japan's part. The second telegram proved that 
the two ambassadors felt also that their first advice was useless.

Furthermore, Roosevelt himself told the two ambassadors 
if there were not any agreement in fundamentals, no provisional 
agreement could be executed. Furthermore, on the morning of the 
28th, TOGO met with TOUO and GHIMxDA and had discussed the matter 
with them and they concluded that the situation could not be 
saved by such means, also, since the telegram requited that 
KIDO be consulted, TOGO * met with KIDO and told h m  about the 
telegram and the Hull note, ««hen he talked to KIIX> on this natter 
he said the solution proposed by the ambassadors was impossible 
and if insisted in, civil war would result.

Thereafter KIDO told him he should reply to the ambassadors 
that their proposal was unadoptable. He stressed that point and on 
the afternoon of the 28th TOGO sent a telegram stating ma t  ne had
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talked with KIDO and that he felt that the proposal was improper,,

35806 *3uch being the circumstances the question of the telegram was 
already a closed question. This was why on the 27th he did not mention 
that matter.

35807 "he did not tell the Elder Statesmen what he had just told 
the Tribunal. When asked whether he knew KIDO on Feb. 5 1942 had 
suggested to the ambassadors a desire for the early restoration of 
peace, TOGO stated that as to the details of the matter he heard 
about it for the first time during this trial but with respect to 
the fact that the Emperor had told TOJO of his desire for peace, 
the emperor himself told TOGO of this in July.

35808 "In ordinary circumstances when the matter concerns fun
damental foreign policy, he thought it appropriate that the 
imperial will should be conveyed to the Foreign Minister by the 
Lord Keeper - also when the Foreign Minister goes to the palace
to report to the throne. He was complaining because KIDO did not tell 
him about it at that time. He felt whatever the general feeling or 
atmosphere might be if the imperial will was for peace, he thought it 
only natural that such desire should be conveyed to the Foreign 
Minister. If the Premier had heard of the imperial will in this matter 
he should convey it to the Foreign Minister, as a matter of courtesy

35809 * it was only natural that the Lord Keeper should tell the foreign
Minister of a matter that so vitally concerned their fundamental foreign 
policy, when asked if TOGO were a militarist and KIDO had told him that 
he would not have been around very long, TOGO stated he did not believe 
there was anybody who believed he wa3 more of a militarist than KIDO.
He did not dislike KIDO. He was a friend of his.

35810 *KID0 was not a cabinet adviser but he did have relations 
with the cabinet. In most cases when a cabinet minister wanted to 
convey anything to the throne he told it to the Lord Keeper. He did this 
because It was the Lord Keeper's duty to advise the emperor at all times 
and to enable him to fulfill that purpose. '

«
another reason for so doing was that it was the desire that 

what a minister reported should not be taken in a different meaning 
and to make sure of this he would tell the Lord Keeper what he had 
already told the emperor. This was the Japanese custom. Them were many 
occasions when the L*rd Keeper would convey to the cabinet ministers 
formally and informally the imperial will. The Lord Keeper stood between

35811 the cabinet ministers and the Mnperor, acting as a go-between<,'*This 
was one of his duties. He was not however adviser to the cabinet.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY
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navy and not by the foreign minister« The war minister wao the res
ponsible authority» The inquiries were the allies were referred in 
the normal course by the Foreign Ministry Treaty Bureau to the war 
Ministry with the ministry empowered to decide. The answer was that 
Japan should undertake to apply the terms of the convention "mutatis 
mutandis" and it was therefore so applied« while the prosecution 
seems to think that by this answer Japan became bound by the conven
tion * as though she had ratified it, TOGO assumed that Japan was 
binding itself to apply it so far as circumstances permitted.

"Mutatis mutandis" implied that in the absence of serious 
hindrances the convention would be applied. He also assumed t-jat 
where the requirements of the Convention conflicted with domestic 
law the convention would prevail, if this was a misconstruction 
neither war nor Navy Ministry ever suggested any other interpreta
tion nor did the "ar Ministry's reply suggest it.

TOGO took it for granted on the basis of past history 
those precedents would be followed. This also accounted for the 
fact that when allied protests were received he accorded less credit 
to them. He felt that the war Ministry would take all steps to 
correct all abuses if any existed.

*He desire:! to emphasize that the foreign Ministry received 
and answered the protests and inquiries regarding 1’0/VS only as a 
channel of communication and not as the responsible agency, The 
answers were not prepared in the Ministry but were given by the 
Information Bureau. However the Ministry was the only place to which 
correspondence from other governments could come and from which 
answers could go. There was little question about POVVS during TOGO's 
first term. He did recall the case of Hong Kong when early in 19A2 
EDEN made a speech charging atrocities after the capture of the 
city. TOGO then told TOJO that special attention should be paid 
to treating POi/S kindly in order to preserve the name of the Japanese 
itrmy. TOJO sympathized with this and stated he would give due 
attention. Soon after TOGO was pleased to hear tha* EDIK had made 
a broadcast to the effect that the situation had improved.

more active question in the first term ..’s that of ex
change of enemy nationals. It was TOGO's idea that not only dip
lomatic personnel but civilian internees should be liberated. This 
was difficult because it involved allocation of shipping bottoms 
and facilities and the high command was reluctant to agree, but 
only after considerable insistence by TOGO were the exchanges brought 
about. They succeeded in returning some thousands of enemy nation&s 
from Japan, China, Manchukuo, FIC and Thailand.
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During hin set;r j 4,e’'T: the Japanes*4 «riny'o situation in the 
ihilippinas, Burma and other --'out hern districts deteriorated extremely. 
There was a large accumulation of BOW matters on hand when he took 
office. As the /»Hies advanced in the South protests began to be 
lodged regarding the treatment of P0<»3 and internees. In those 
* days due to the severe air i’aids the neutral protecting powers’ 
ministers had removed to Aaruizawa and communication was very diffi
cult, Despite these difficulties under TOGO's instructions the 
foreign ministry transmitted the protests to competent authorities 
and conveyed all replies received. They often sent and received 
personal letters or sent officials to Earuizawa, exerting all efforts 
to meet the situation. There was never any negligence by the Foreign 
Ministry of its duty. The foreign Ministry despite tnat it had no 
power over P0W3 repeatedly requested authorities to accord fair and 
generouh treatment to FOAS.

*>»hen on June 3 1945 the Swiss Minister handed the protests 
regarding atrocities at Palawan Island* TOGO personally called the 
matter to aNAMI's attention and urged him to grant fair and generous 
treatment in general to POW to which he consented. Despite this, 
conditions were such that providing satisfactory information was 
impossible, The military explained that as a result of Japan’s 
defeat telegraphic commun’.cation was very difficult and often im
possible and even wher possible confusion on the front rendered 
investigation almost Impossible. The foreign ministry having neither 
jurisidction nor means of investigation could do nothing but convey 
communications. The foreign ministry received no information of the 
trial of allied fliers.

*The foreign ministry under TOGO's direction constantly 
tried to ameliorate conditions and in some ways succeeded, par
ticularly in Japan proper, it could not meddle with matters under 
the military and could only urge the military to be humane which 
it did. If only in self-interest this would have to be the position 
of the foreign ministry because it was responsible for its own 
nationals in enemy countries. The foreign ministry had nothing to 
do with the truth or falsity of the replies furnished by the <>rmy or 
in a few cases by the navy to inquiries from enemy countries TOGO 
had no personal contact with inquiries and answers, V. being purely 
routine liaison work. No one in the foreign minist:., could do more 
than forward the answers received, *It had no right to inspect camps 
and they could have done nothing had they reason to doubt the truth 
of the answers, which in absence of opportunity to inape :t conditions, 
they did not have. TOGO's entry into the SUZUKI Cabinet had only one 
purpose - to end the war. His various efforts to bring th e war to 
an earliest possible end were an extension into wartime of his oppo
sition to the war in the first place.
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They began at once after December 8 1941. Ne did not share the opti
mism or the illusions of most Japanese and believed it would be diffi
cult to overcome the fighting spirit and the industrial productivity

35777 of the allies, * from the Japanese point of view the war had to
be ended quickly if it was not to end in complete disaster. He still 
believed that if it became a long drawn out war there would be no real 
victor but mutual exhaustion and world impoverishment,

January 1 1942 TOGO addressed an instruction to his staff 
to suggest this idea. He elucidated the inter-relationship between 
war and diplomacy. He stated that though the prevailing tendency was 
to neglect diplomacy, diplomacy would gain in importance as the war 
progressed. They should make preparations to end the war lest they 
failed to seize the chance when it did come. TOGO thought there was 
some chance to end the war by a Russo-German peace which might begin 
the movement toward general peace.

35778 ft’hen he conversed with the Soviet ambassador *  in February, he 
told him Tfhat the relations between Japan and the Soviets were like
a bright spot in a troubled stormy sky and he desired to enlarge and 
extend it in order to restore world peace. He directed the Japanese 
ambassador in Russia to prepare the ground so as not to miss the 
chance when the opportunity came about which he would be instructed 
later. TOGO's resignation prevented any development of this plan.

tfhile out of office TOGO expressed his opinion to various 
persons that the ward had to end promptly. In November 1944 he told 
Chief of Staff UM&ZU that the war should be ended perhaps by first 
arranging to end the Soviet-German war. UMEZU agreed end said he 
would continue to work for this idea.

35779 **pril 8 1945» TOGOreceived a request from admiral SUZUKI 
to come to see him. He called on SUZUKI who asked him to become 
Foreign Minister. TOGO suggested that it was necessary that for 
this purpose the Premier share not only a desire for prompt peace 
but also TOGO's estimate of the war situation. He asked SUZUKI for 
his views on the war before giving his answer, although he found 
SUZUKI sincere and earnest for peace, having heard estimate and 
it being different from TOGO's, TOGO felt he could ot accept the 
responsibility unless they had identical opinions and told iim so.
He soon received serious persuasions from many quarters to enter 
SUZUKI's cabinet from people like OKADA, MaTSUDAIRA, HIROTA, 
lihTSUDAIRA, private secretary to the Lord Keeper, SAKlftüZU, Chief 
•secretary of the Cabinet.
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35780 *üfter another talk with SUZUKI in v/hich the latter agreed to TOGO's 
views, TOGOaccepted. Shortly after taking office, TOOK) met with the 
Japanese Minister to Finland who told him of an arrangement between 
SH1GEUITSU and the Swedish minister in which the Swedish government 
would on its own initiative sound out the U.S„ for peace terms« The 
ambassador asked for TOGO’s opinion« TOGO stated that this was the 
first time he had heard of this but would appreciate such services, 
and instructed the ambassador to so tell the Swedish minister. 
Nothing came of this and an attempt was made through another di
rection to secure Soviet mediation,

3 5 7 8 1 * «pril 5 , 1945 the Soviet had given notice of abrogation 
of the Neutrality Pact which had more than a year to run. Immedate- 
ly upon TOGO's assumption of office TOGOreceived requests from mil
itary and others to make efforts to cooperate with the Soviet but
it seemed to him that it was too late and he warned that there was 
a possibility of the Soviet having concluded an agreement with the 
allies to divide the spoils. He carefully watched the world situa
tion to seize a good opportunity to restore peace.

At the end of *pril Germany's defeat came and in the 
beginning of May the Doenitz regime surrendered. TOGO considered 
this an opportunity to end the war and early in May when he re
ported to the "mperor on the causes of Germany's defeat, including

3 5 7 8 2 air raids he took the opportunity to add * that air raids on Japan 
were severe and that they should immediately bring the war to an 
end. He advised the iremier to that effect and urged him to convene 
a meeting of the principal members of the Supreme Council for the 
Direction of the war, 'file reason for this was that the meetings had 
a tendency to be formal and adopt a strong stand and ttere was a 
danger of leakage of secrets to lower military echelons, TtGO's 
advice was adopted and the principal members only, met three times 
in the middle of May. UMEZU can also claim credit for this.

May 1 4 th it was agreed that Japan should realize a speedy 
termination of the war. It was further agreed that although an 
approach through CHUNGKING or negotiations with neu. rals could be 
be considered, such would only end in an American demand for un
conditional surrencer and the only way was to request Soviet media
tion although this might be too late.

35783 * with this policy decided TOGO requested HIHOTA to speak 
to the Soviet ambassador to feel out the Soviet reaction. They met 
several times in June and produced a friendly atmosphere. June 6

a meeting of the Supreme Council was suddenly called and on June 8th

NARRATIVE SUMMARY Page 5876
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an -Impérial Conference was held. TOGO then told them that the inter
national situation was so unfavorable and the war time diplomacy was 
so under the influence of the war situation that they were likely 
to find themselves in great difficulty# The war situation continued 
to deteriorate#

Since April TOGO had explained hi3 views en the need of 
ending the war on several occasions to KIDO who informed him on 
June 16th that it was the emperor's desire to see an early end and 
TOGO told KIDO that it was necessary to request Soviet mediation 
to gain an honorable peace even if the price was high# On June 18 
a meeting of the principal members of the Supreme Council was held

3 5 7 8 4 and an agreement was reached * to the effect that proper measures 
to end the war should be expedited. TOGO reported the developments 
to HIKOta and urged him to speed up his conversations with Russian 
Ambassador. The next day TOGO reported to the Emperor about HIRQTa's 
mission and the emperor expressed his desire for an early ending of 
the war arid TOGO promised to exert himself to the utmost. It was 
this time that TOGO learned that the allies were soon to meet at 
Potsdam in a conference in which the Soviet chief would also take 
part and he wanted the Soviet Govt to be informed of the Emperor's 
wish before such a conference took place. he sent instructions to 
tho Japanese ambassador to convey that wish to the Soviet. The 
intention to dispatch a special mission was also communicated to 
Moscow. Soviet reaction was not favorable.

35785 *  July 26 the Potsdam Declaration was issued by President 
Truman, Churchill and Chiang. at a meeting of the Sapreme Council 
on the 27th, TOGO pointed out that the declaration offered a peace 
on terms and that serious consequences would follow if they re
jected. They therefore agreed to wait for the Soviet reaction to 
the proposal for mediation. The same explanation was given te 
the cabinet that day and it was agreed the Declaration should be 
passed without comment in order to guard against unfavorable public 
reaction. The press unfortunately reported SUilUKl's statement 
that the government had decided to ignore the declaration which was 
interpreted as a rejection and used by Truman as a Justification for 
the use of the atomic bomb and by the 6 0viet a.s a reason for enter
ing the war. «ugust 6th HIROSHIMA was destroyed and warning was 
served that bombs would be dropped until Japan was annihilated if 
she rejected the Potsdam Declaration#

35786 *TOGO instructed SaTC to press for an interview with Molotov 
to clarify the situation. The request was not granted and although 
Molotov returned to Moscow on *»ug 5 th it was not until the 8th that 
Sa TO v/as notified that Molotov would receive him on that, day# after
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that no communication was received from S*T0o But on the morning of the 
9th TOGO received an urgent report that Molotov had handed SATO a 
declaration of war. Hostilities were reported from Manchukuo te have 
commenced at midnight, about 11.15 a.m. of the 10th TOGO received 
the i>0viet ambassador and received the’first forman communication 
notifying the declaration of war. Having mentioned the Soviet 
commencement of war while the Neutrality Fact was in force and when 
the Soviet Government had not replied to Japan's request for mediation, 
TOGO asked him to transmit to Moscow Japan's reply to the Potsdam 
Declaration. I

35787 * * meeting of the Supreme Council was held at 11 o’clock 
that morning, all members recognized the difficulty of continuing 
the war and ne one expressed objection to acceptance in principle 
of the Declaration. Various opinions were expressed regarding 
conditions under which it was to be accepted, all agreed that the 
fundamental structure of the state should be preserved. But the
High Demmands and the war Minister wanted to add three more conditions 
that the allied forces would refrain as far as possible from occupy
ing the mainland and if occupation was inevitable, it would be on a 
small scale and exclude Tekyo; that the disarming of the Japanese 
forces should be done by the Japanese themselves; that the punish
ment of war criminejr should be entrusted to the Japanese. No 
agreement was reached and the meeting adjourned. The Cabinet 
could not agree although most of them agreed with TOGO that the 
conditions should be limited to the absolutely necessary one of pre
serving the structure.

35788 * The matter was discussed with the Supreme Council '» tm  the 
President of the Privy Council met with the Emperor. TOGO repeated 
his previous statement and urged acceptance on the one condition ment
ioned by him. But there were various opinions demanding other condi
tions. Finally the Emperor agreed with TOGO, n Cabinet meeting was held 
at 3 a.m. and the answer was unanimously approved by the Cabinet. TOGO 
ordered the Ministered in «Switzerland to transmit it to the United 
States and China through the Swiss Government and the Minister in Sweden 
to transmit it to the US.S.R. and Great Britain thr -ugh the Swedish 
Government.

35789 * Trouble arose when the contents of the reply from the four 
governments to the Japanese government became known, TOGO learned of 
it and found the phraseology somewhat unclear and instructed the 
officials of the Ministry to study the text. They reached the conclu
sion that it could be interpreted as geing generally in conformity 
with Japan’s understanding that the Potsdam Declaration did not imply 
a requirement of a change in the fundamental structure of the state
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and that they should accept the Potsdam Declaration without proposing 
further conditions unless they were prepared to face and resolved to 
accept a breakdown of peace'efforts. Meetings of the Cabinet and 
Supreme Council were held and TOGO strongly advised acceptance of the 
Declaration with no further representations. Dut there was strong 
opposition from the Minister of Jar group who insisted that the reply 
was unsatisfactory and further negotiations snould be attempted.

A conference was again called in the presence of the Emperor
35790 for the morning of the 14th. It could net reach a decision. * At last 

the Emperor stated that they must accept the Declaration in order that 
the polity and existence of the Japanese nation could be preserved and the 
sufferings of mankind alleviated, *»t 1 P M a cabinet meeting was held 
and subsequently the Imperial Rescript was promulgated. The acceptance 
was sent through the ^iss Government on the morning of the 15th.

The decision to end the war having been made, 3UZUKI called a 
meeting at which he proposed resignation en bloc and all agreed and the 
resignations were submitted the following day. Prince HIGASHIKUNI re
quested* TOGO to remain as foreign minister but TOGO refrained from 
accepting it because the reason for SUZUKI1s resignation applied 
equally to him. TOGO had striven throughout his career to see Japan 
maintain friendly and peaceful relations with the world and had ex
erted every possible effort to improve relations with the allies

35791 * and to avert the Pacific war. He was driven into a position where 
conditions no longer permitted him to oppose war and he failed. But 
from the day of the outbreak of war he devoted himself with special 
care to bring an end to the war speedily and after becoming foreign 
minister in 1945 he worked toward that end at the risk of his own 
life, resisting all opposition until the decision was reached to end 
the war on August IA 1945» It is his great sorrow that he was not 
successful in preventing war in 1941 but some consolation that he
was able to contribute to lessening the suffering of mankind by ending 
it in 1945«

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGaN 
Counsel for KIDO.

35792 The witness stated he knew nothing about >.he report that 
there was a small gathering at the palace on the morning of December 
8th concerning the attack on Pearl Harbor. He went to the Palace 
because of the message which had come from Pres.Roosevelt to the

35793 emperor. He stated he went to the palace to meet KIDO the Grand 
Chamberlain and members of the Chamberlain's office. He met them 
in the waiting room but this was not a gathering, “e did not go to 
find out about the attack on *earl Harbor and as he understood it 
K1D0 was not there for that purpose. *<hen TOGO was received in 
audience by the emperor he was received alone. KIDO, ohe Grand

35794 * Chamberlain and TOGO did not gather together. They ,? not at the
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same place at the same Lime and Pearl liarbor was not even mentioned« 
There was not a single military man at the palace, when he received 
the message from Grew he first called on the imperial Household 
Minister by telephone«, *'hen he called him he said that Grew had just 
*called on him and brought a message from the president to the emper
or. Grew desires to present this message personally to the emperor 
but since it is in the middle of the night TOGO would like to ask 
how this matter should be disposed of. Since this constituted the 
whole of his conversation with MATSUDAIRA they could place any in
terpretation they pleased on it. Since his call concerned the stps 
to be taken regarding Grew's proposed audience one might say that 
it was a call regarding procedure.

‘‘‘He did not tell the household minister the contents of the 
telegram and the latter did not ask him any questions. He then called 
KIDO because MATSUDAIRA had told him that the matter being political 
he should talk to KIDO about it.

*When he called KIDO he told him that Grew had brought a 
message concerning the problem that had been under discussion since 
the morning. Since he had explained the nature of the telegram to 
KIDO the latter did not ask him any questions over the phone regard
ing the contents of the telegram and KIDO did not tell him of the con
tents over the telephone. KIDO made the suggestion that the Emperor 
would receive TOGO at any time, TOGO did not recall that KIDO had 
done anything to obstruct an interview with the emperor. TOGO then 
went to the palace to speek to KIDO and then with the emperor. He 
left the palace about 3»15 am but did not see KIDO after he left 
the Emperor. KIDO had the duty of advising the emperor at all times.
By this TOGO understood it to mean that if the emperor should address 
any questions to KIDO naturally he would answer them and whenever 
KIDO felt it necessary * he would give the emperor advice. If the 
emperor asked a question KIDO would answer it. But even if any questions 
were asked whenever KIDO felt it necessary and if he felt it fit to do 
so he would offer advice to the emperor, in a broad sense he would 
suppose this was for the purpose of assisting the virtues of the emper
or. The emperor was a man of peace. When asked whether KIDO's views 
conflicted with the emperor the emperor would have discharged him,
TOGO stated since that was a matter that concerned t e emperor and 
the Lord Keeper alone he did not think it fitting or proper that he 
should give an answer nor did he feel qualified to do so.

*He believed that he himself was a man of peace. He had not 
eliminated all the pro-army elements from the foreign office. He did 
not feel it was necessary. There were many of them 3tili left. He 
only felt in carrying out this purge that he was to restore the feel
ing within the foreign ministry to the state where they could follow
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out their policies in a moderate atmosphere and eliminate the. pro- 
Axis and anti-Dritish atmosphere. He had no doubt however that if 
the Lord Reeper were a war monger the emperor would have gotten

35801 rid of him. * "ith respect to the meeting of the senior statesmen 
November 29,1941 there was an additional meeting between two and 
three o'clock of senior statesmen and members of the cabinet. At 
all meetings attended by the emperor KIDO was also present and some 
of the cabinet members and all the senior statesmen.

35802 * Neither the emperor nor KliX) attended the meeting in the 
morning and they did not attend the meeting after three o'clock.
«t the meeting between two and three o'clock KIDO said nothing. 
During the morning session TOGO made a detailed explanation, but 
in the afternoon session which the emf>eror attended TOGO neither 
explained nor made any remark.

35803 * Ne explained in detail regarding the Hull note. Ho 
did not mention to the senior statesmen .NOMURA and KURUSU's tele
gram with res;*»ct. to the recommendation of ires.Roosevelt cabling 
the emperor. The telegram from NOkUUa and KURSU was that the 
president and the emperor should exchange telegrams and that Japan 
should guarantee the neutrality of the NEI, Thailand and FIC„ It 
was hoped by these means the situation would be saved.

This telegram reached Japan on the 27th. It had been sent
35804 before the Hull note had been delivered to the ambassador, * Imme

diately after receiving the note the two ambassadors sent another 
telegram stating the success of the negotiations was now impossible 
and that the next thing to be considered t'as the procedure to carry 
out free action on Japan's part. The second telegram proved that 
the two ambassadors felt also that their first advice was useless.

Furthermore, Roosevelt himself told the two ambassadors 
if there were not any agreement in fundamentals, no provisional 
agreement could be executed. Furthermore, on the morning of the 
28th, TOGO met with TOJO and SHIMADA and had discussed the matter 
with them and they concluded that the situation could not be 
saved by such means. Also, since the telegram requited that

35805 KIDO be consulted, TOGO * met with KIDO and told about the 
telegram and the Hull note, "hen he talked to KlfJO on this natter 
he said the solution proposed by the ambassadors was impossible 
and if insisted in, civil war would result.

Thereafter KIDO told him he should reply to the ambassadors 
that their proposal was unadoptable. lie stressed that point and on 
the afternoon of the 28th TOGO sent a telegram stating tnat ne had
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talkcd with KIDO and that he felt that the proposal was improper»
35806 *£>uch being the circumstances the question of the telegram was 

already a closed question. This was why on the 27th he did not mention 
that matter.

35807 "He did not tell the alder Statesmen what he had just told 
the Tribunal, when asked whether he knew KIDO on Feb. 5 1942 had 
suggested to the ambassadors a desire for the early restoration of 
peace, TOGO stated that as to the details of the matter he heard
a bout it for the first time during this trial but with respect to 
the fact that the Emperor had told TOJO of his desire for peace, 
the emperor himself told TOGO of this in July»

35808 "In ordinary circumstances when the matter concerns fun-
' damental foreign policy, he thought it appropriate that the

imperial will should be conveyed to the Foreign Minister by the 
Lord Keeper - also when the Foreign Minister goes to the palace 
to report to the throne. He was complaining because KIDO did not tell 
him about it at that time. He felt whatever the general feeling or 
atmosphere might be if the imperial will was for peace, he thought it 
only natural that such desire should be conveyed to the Foreign 
Minister. If the Premier had heard of the imperial will in this matter 
he should convey it to the Foreign Minister, as a matter of courtesy

35809 * it was only natural *. nat the Lord Keeper should tell the Foreign
Minister of a matter that so vitally concerned their fundamental foreign 
policy, when asked if TOGO were a militarist and KIDO had told him that 
he would not have been around very long, TOGO stated he did not believe 
there was anybody who believed he was more of a militarist than KIDO.
He did not dislike KIDO» He was a friend of his.

35810 *KIDO was not a cabinet adviser but he did have relations 
with the cabinet« In most cases when a cabinet minister wanted to 
convey anything to the throne he told it to the Lord Keeper. He did this 
because it was the Lord Keeper's duty to advise the emperor at all times 
and to enable him to fulfill that purpose.

another reason for so doing was that it was the desire that 
, what a minister reported should not be taken in a different meaning

and to make sure of this he would tell the Lord Keep-" what he had 
already told the emperor. This was the Japanese custom. Ther^ were many 
occasions when the Lord Keeper would convey to the cabinet ministers 
formally and informally the imperial will. The Lord Keeper stood between

35811 the cabinet ministers and the Mnperor, acting as a go-between<.'*This 
was one of his duties. He was not however adviser to the cabinet.
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35815 *With respect to the question of the day before 

where counsel asked him to assume that he was a militarist, 
TOGO stated that he had received the impression from the 
question that by using the conditional term some doubt was 
being created as to whether he was actually a militarist.

35816 In February 1942, of course, KIDO had to exercise 
♦great caution in telling anyone that the Emoeror war 
urging neace, but if he were to talk about that matter to 
TOJO, TOGO could not see why he wouldn't tell him about it. 
It is true that the evidence shows that KIDO sooke to the 
Emperor and the Emoeror spoke to TOJO. There is no evi
dence that KIDO sDoke to TOJO about it.

35pl8 *T0G0 stated that he had no desire to comment or
criticize on the wishes of the Enroeror in giving instruc
tions to the War and Navy Ministers to review the decision 
of September 6. TOGO and everyone else in the government 
considered Hull's note the more important of the documents 
received on the morning of the 27th. He spoke to both 
TOJO and SHIMADA about these matters before the Cabinet 
and there was discussion about the Hull note in the Cabinet

35-83 9 meeting.♦When he stated that the government had no
confidence in realization, he was sneaking of both the 
Hull, note and the telegram from Ambassadors NOMURA and 
KliRUSU. The agreement was reached before he sooke to KIDO.

Although KIDO claims that he did not remember 
the conversation, TOGO remembered it very well and he 
snoke to KIDO of both the Hull note and the telegram from 
the Ambassadors. The conversation was not principally

35820 about the Hull note. *He started the conversation with 
KIDO by stating that the telegram from the Ambassadors 
must have reached KIDO, KIDO stated that he had not seen 
it and TOGO exolained the contents. TOGO did not bring
a cooy of that telegram to him because it was suDoosed

35821 to have been routed to KIDO and *TOGO did not know that 
it had not reached him. He did not show him a cony.
At first a short telegram preceded the full text of the 
Hull note and KIDO stated that' he had not seen that 
telegram.

35822 *With respect to the telegram, both TOJO and 
SHIMADA, whose resnonsibility it was to advise the 
throne, thought the contents of the Droposal could not 
be adoDted and TOGO did not sneak of the matter to the 
Emneror. He did speak to the Emperor about the Hull 
note. The NOMURA-KURUSU telegram was in the nature 
of a diplomatic negotiation and it was TOGO'S duty and 
resnonsibility to carry out the duties of h s office.
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■5823 The telegram was a submission of opinion *to the govern' 

ment and it was up to the government to decide whether 
the proposal should be adopted. Since the government 

, and the Lord Keeper agreed that the telegram was 'such 
that it could not be adopted, it was unsuitable and 
improper to present before the throne. He repeated 
that before the NOMURA-KURUSU telegram was submitted to 
the Cabinet meeting, he had only spoken to SHIMADA and 
TOJO. All matters need not be decided by the full 
cabinet and it was ud to the Prime Minister and other 
ministers concerned to decide what should be presented. 
In connection with the telegram, since the matter was 
agreed upon by the Prime Minister, the Navy Minister, 
and the Foreign Minister, the matter need not be 

35^24 presented to the *cabinet and it would be all right to 
say that this represented the views of the government. 
If KIDO had gone to the Emperor and told him what to 
do about it, it would have amounted to interfering in 
governmental matters. If KIDO believed that steps 
should be taken in opposition, it was within his right 
to advise on such matters as he thought fitting and 
proper and direct the handling of the matter in the way 
he thought fitting and proper.

It is true that the Foreign Minister 
reDorted only on the diplomatic negotiations them
selves, and the telegram of NOMURA-KURUSU was a 

35825 diplomatic negotiation. *He had no desire to shove any 
responsibility on to KIDO.

On the morning of December 8 , after talking 
to KIDO, TOGO went to see TOJO and discussed the

35827 contents of President Roosevelt's telegram. *He spoke 
to TOJO between fifteen and twenty minutes. In going

35828 to see KIDO, ♦KIDO gave his own opinion *and asked 
3rp29 what TOJO's opinion was, to which TOGO replied that

TOJO agreed with KIDO. During the conversation, TOGO 
had in hand a translation of the message a"d he sooke 
to KIDO about the contents. He did not show it to 
him and it was not necessary to do so. The conver
sation was concluded when he received word that the 
Emoeror was waiting. KIDO did nothing to prevent 
TOGO from seeing the Emperor, nor was he in a position 
to do so.
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Page Cross Examination by Mr, Brannon
3583O *T0G0 and the members of the cabinet and the

leading members of the High Command were all in agreement 
that after the Hull note was received, it would have been 
national suicide for Japan to accept, TOGO had no 
criticism of the actions of the accused in voting for war. 
If the Hull note had come on October l8 , the conclusion 
would have been the same as that contained in the note of 
November 26.

35833 *The heart of the problem was how to lead the 
negotiations to a successful outcome. The Japanese 
problem was how to relax the conditions to bring about 
that outcome. No one including the members of the Liaison 
Conference favored going to war without fully negotiating 
the question, SHIMADA did not once Dropose going to war 
without negotiating first,

35834 *When the natter of giving notice came up, it 
was TOGO'S recollection that SHIMADA sat in silence and 
did not utter a single word. It was his recollection 
that it was ITO, who was Vice-Chief of the Naval General 
Staff, requested that the negotiations be left un
terminated, This took Place at a Liaison Conference.

35835 *When asked how he reconciled these statements 
with the testimony of other witnesses who stated that 
they had never heard these words, TOGO stated he did not 
have much confidence in the memories of the other 
defendants. He entered SUGAMO in May 1946, later than 
others because of illness. V.hen he entered, the names 
of the men he had just mentioned had forgotten the fact 
that an Imoerial Conference had been held on November 5, 
1941. It was only after TOGO told them of this that 
these men recalled it. Since they forgot such a highly 
important conference, it is only natural that they would 
forget some things that were unfavorable to them.

35836 *He did not hesitate to talk about what took 
olace in Sugamo and since the question had been asked 
it would be advisable for him to make certain explan
ations so that there would be nothing left unclear.

35838 *Sometime in the middle of May 1946, SHIMADA
nroposed a talk between himself and NAGANO and TOGO. 
SHIMADA exDressed the desire that TOGO say nothing 
about the fact that the Navy desired to carry out a 
surorise attack. He also said something in the nature 
of a threat that if TOGO did say so, it would not be 
worth while. NAGANO said that even if he said so,
TOGO would have to adoot the proposition subni'1 *:ed.
To that statement TOGO reolied that the situation at 
that time was noc so.
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35839 * About ten days before NAGANO's death, NAGANO said that he 
was going to bear the full responsibility for the attack on Pearl Harbor. 
"000 asked NAGANO if he was going to take the responsibility for the sur
prise attack also, and the latter said he would. There were other 
conversations where the Navy asked TCGC not to speak of the Navy's desire 
for conducting a surprise attack. The conversations took place among 
STINADA, NAG ANC, and TCGO. NAGANO is dead. TOGO did not know that 
NAGANO took responsibility for the Fearl Harbor attack.

With respect to the attack on Pearl Harbor, there were
35840 various aspects, * such as the general operations and the fact of an 

attack without warning, and TOGO asked NAOANC if he was assuming entire 
responsibility. TCGO said he was not worried about himself. He spoke
to NAGANO in order to bring the facts out fully. The conversations which, 
took place did not put any restrictions as to the place where they desired 
TCGC would not speak about the matter. He thought the Tribunal was 
among them. It is proper to say that SHIMADA and NAGANC confessed that 
they wanted to attack Pearl Harbor without notice being given but they 
lid not want TCGC to talk about it any place.

35?41 * 'Then arsk̂ d whether in view of the testimony given whether
it would have made any difference to the Navy whether a half hour or an 
hour's notice was given, TCGO said he had no knowledge on which he could 
comment from the naval expert's point of view. As an amateur, he 
figured that the attack couldn't be carried out without a surprise 
element and this fact occurred to him after the war broke out. The 
papers at the time widely publicized the fact that the surprise attack 
mot with great success and he thought the phrase "surprise attack" was 
u3od elsewhere.

* V.hen asked whether he ever advised members of the Liaison 
Conference that hostilities commenced by Japan one hour after giving 
notice would he in compliance with international law, TCGC stated that 
he had advised the members to take the customary procedure, but there

35847 was no opportunity to discuss * such a question. His advice was premised 
on the fact that all present were generally familiar with the provisions 
of international law and he had no intention of conducting a lecture.
Re did not consider it his duty to give them special explanations 
because of the knowledge of the other members. Since all the members 
were familiar with international law, TCGO did not regard it his duty 
to give explanations over what they already knew. As to his idea of 

35848 suggesting notice * this would require some explanation of Hague Con
vention III. When this was concluded, there was considerable discussion
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as to the time of advance notice» The Russian and Netherlands delegates 
desired to stipulate advance notice of 24 hours. There was no occasion 
in which he said anything about prior notice of one hour. With respect 
to the answer he gave in a prosecution interrogation February 22, 1946, 
TOGO stated the ouestion, when asked him, * was based upon whether there 
was going to be sufficient time given by the notification prior to the 
attack. It was brought up at the Conference and later when ITO called 
TOGO asked ITO whether there was going to be sufficient time given by 
the notification prior to the attack, and ITO replied that there was.

* He had told the prosecution that it was his understanding 
that it would be * at least one hour. The ouestion of one hour did not 
include the element of surprise and he, therefore, could not reply to 
any question with regard to the hour or with regard to thirty minutes 
in regard to the question of surprise. TCGG thought there would be at 
least an hour between notice and the attack. Vihen asked if there was 
an hour notice, there*could have been no surprise attack, TCGC stated 
that * even one minute notice would have been sufficient time. However, 
from the point of view of good faith and from the spirit of treaties, he 
thought it proper to avoid a surprise attack. In the light of the then 
prevailing conditions, he thought one hour allowance would make it 
possible for Washington to inform its outposts and other ouarters in 
sufficient time.

* When asked whether in fact, his affidavit did not show 
a difference between his opinion and that of ITC and NAGANC over the 
delivery of the note, he said if the affidavit was read carefully such a 
misunderstanding would not arise. ITO asked that the notice be delivered 
in Tokyo ana TCGC wanted it delivered to Hull. ITC then told him it was 
the Navy's desire to have the notification delivered in Washington. In 
other words, the Navy also agreed with TOGC and agreed to have the note 
delivered in Washington before the attack.

When the question of delivery and to whom notice should 
be delivered,* NAGANC suggested it would be well to hnvs it delivered 
to Hull. * At first NAGANC entertained a different opinion, but later 
he agreed to sending notice prior to opening of hostilities. TCGO’s 
impression was NAGANC stated that with a straightforward spirit. His 
impression was that NAGANC was familiar with diplomatic procedure when 
he said to have the note delivered to the Secretary of State, and that 
NAGANC had been a delegate to international conferences and gave his full 
attention to such matters of procedure.
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35855 *He did not think that there was any inconsistency 

in his testimony. The question of delivery of the note to 
Mr, Hull is not a question of international law. It is 
only a matter of taking careful steps. The fact that NAGANO 
advocated surprise attack was out of operational need to 
obtain maximum success. When asked how it was oossible for 
him to overrule the Chief of Naval General Staff on giving 
notice, TOGO stated that the oower of the Foreign Minister 
was weakened but it was not comDletely absent and by apply
ing whatever cower there was, he was able to bring the High 
Command around to agreeing,

35856 *The fact is they agreed to his views and if it 
seems he had more Dower on the ooint, they could interpret 
it that way if they wished. There was an agreement of 
views on giving notice before any attack was carried out. 
When asked if he could also notify Grew, he replied that it 
was considered official to deliver certain documents to a 
certain destination, and certain documents were considered 
Sent only for reference if sent to certain other quarters,

35857 *It would be contrary to diplomatic usage to have notified 
both. He had no opportunity to cooperate with the Navy in 
regard to Pearl Harbor,

35858 With respect to Exhibit 1258, *the witness stated 
that the official concerned in the Foreign Office sent the 
telegram in response to a request from the Navy and there 
was no occasion on which the telegram was shown to TOGO,
When asked whether he was willing to accept responsibility 
for the acts of his subordinates, TOGO stated that from 
what he learned after the end of the war with regard to

35859 telegrams pertaining to*shiD movements, the request came 
from the Foreign Office, and the Foreign Office sent the 
telegrams pursuant to that request. He did not think that 
SHIM DA knew of the telegrams.

Cross Examination by Mr. Roberts
35861 TOGO stated that the Chief Cabinet Secretary and 

the Directors of the Military and Naval Affairs Bureaus 
attended the Liaison Conferences and Imperial Conferences 
as secretaries. He stated that he knew nothing of the con-

35862 versât ions between YAMAMOTO and OKA *and he had no date 
upon which to base any denial, but he did know that 
YAMAMOTO had testified that there was no such meeting. At 
the time he knew nothing about it, but he could not ignore 
YAMAMOTO'S testimony. It was considered that the notifi
cation was tantamount to a declaration of war even if the 
the words "reservation of freedom of action" were not 
mentioned. An addition of such words would ^ unnecessary 
or superfluous.
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35863 *TOGO stated tint he had once read KONOYE's 

Memoirs but did not remember the details. In later years
35864 he had onnortunities to meet*with him and understood his 

feelings well. When asked whether he recalled the state
ment in the Memoirs that the Navy was in comolete accord 
with his efforts to bring about a successful conclusion
to the Jaoanese-Amerlean negotiations, he said he remembered 
it slightly different. He had not read them recently.

35865 *V/hen a nortion of the memoirs were read to him, 
he said one cannot Dass judgment only on the basis of the 
oroDosed K0N0YE-R00SEVELT interview.

35866 *He generali recalled the circumstances of the
35867 fall of the third KONOYE Cabinet. *K0N0YE stressed to 

him emphatically the noint that the question was to what 
extent it was nossible to bring about a success of the 
negotiation on the basis of the decision of Seotember 6, 
and on what terms, and whether the terms should be 
released. The Navy said nothing about relaxing the 
terms. KONOYE said if war should break out, It would
be the Navy's war rather than the Army's war. And yet 
the Navy said that it would entrust the decision to the 
Prime Minister. The Navy knew its naval strength and 
KONOYE was in no oosition to decide because he did not 
know the actual strength of the armed forces, and the 
attitude of the Navy was cowardly.

35868 *0f course the Navy had an interest in the 
successful conclusion of the negotiations, but the 
success of them depended uoon the terms and the extent 
to which they were to be relaxed. It'was, therefore, 
an entirely seoarate matter.

35869 *He had not heard that the Navy was willing 
to leave to the Premier the question of relaxation of 
the terms. The Navy said it would entrust the decision 
to the Prime Minister with regard to whettim* the nego
tiations should be continued or not, but nothing was 
said about entrusting to the Premier with any decision 
with regard to the terms as based those of the 6th of 
September, and TOGO had never heard from anyone that 
the Navy had entrusted that decision on the terms to 
the Premier.
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35870 * rtith respect to the telegram from President Roosevelt,
TOGO stated that he only spoke to KIDC of the general purport of the 
telegram. On the 7th of December there was no occasion in which he 
communicated with KIDO. He did not converse with him on the telephone 
during the 7th.

35872 * About ten minutes before three o'clock on the morning of 
the 8th, TOGO was awaiting audience in the anteroom of the Palace.
About four minutes before three, KIDC entered. Since he had spoke to 
him earlier that morning about Grew having brought a message addressed

35873 by the President of the United States, * he immediately entered into a 
conversation about it. KIDO knew that a message had come from Roosevelt 
because TOGO had told him. In the telephone conversation fOGO stated 
that he supposed KIDC knew that a message was coming from the President 
to the Emperor as reported by NCMURA. Grew had just brought the message.

He told KIDO the message had just come and he had inquired 
from the Imperial Household ;vith regard to an audience with the Emperor 
and he had been told that he should communicate with KIDO. He asked

35874 KIDO what they should do about it. * 7/hen he spoke on the telephone 
it did not seem that he knew anything about the message. The telegram 
from NOMURA merely announced that the President's message was being sent 
to the ftnperor and he did not remember the exact words used. In accord
ance with precedent the message could be sent direct to the Imperial 
Household without being routed through diplomatic organs.

TCGf fifst knew of this around 11.40 or 11.50 a. m. on the
35875 7th. * He had received official notice from the Ambassador that the
35876 message was en route. * He knew that it was on its way. In so far as 

he knew, the only exchange of telegrams between the Emperor and the 
President of the United States was in connection with the Seal Treaty and 
the one that was supposed to have been sent in connection with the KONOYE 
incident on the Yangtze River. He knew of the tense conditions at the 
time and that is why when the message had been received from NCMURA he 
had inquired from the Imperial Household Ministry whether such a telegram

35877 had reached them. * He made the inquiry a number of times. If the 
telegram reached Japan, it would arrive at either the Imperial Household 
or thd Foreign Office, and nowhere else. And if it did not come to the 
Foreign Office, the only way to ascertain whether the telegram had arrived 
or not was to ask. He made an inquiry and got a negative answer. One 
inquiry was made before noon and the other between five and six in tie 
afternoon . TCGO did not make the telephone call.
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35878 *He did not even dream that there would be any 

difficulty in locating it at the Imnerial Palace to 
deliver ^he telegram. TOGO transmitted to the Emoeror 
the message he received from Grew. The Emperor did not 
receive the telegram.He learned during the trial that 
the delivery had been held u p . It was only last year 
that he first heard that the telegram to Grew had been 
delayed in its delivery. Re talked to the Foreign 
Office officials about this matter and advised that some 
investigation be made.

35879 *Grew brought a decoded telegram which TOGO had 
translated into Japanese and it was this translation 
which he showed to the Emperor about 3 A.M. December 8* 
TOGO snoke of the entife message on 1tie basis of this 
translation and he heard what was to be the Emperor's 
reply. He later communicated this to Grew. After the

35880 Emneror heard of the contents of the *message, he asked 
what renly might be made. In response to this, he told 
him of the consultation which he had had with TOJO and 
which KIDO had agreed with. The Emperor stated that the 
love of peace was his hope. Part of the contents that
I just related was what I told the Emperor. This was 
a suggestion for a reply to President Roosevelt.

35881 *In response to the Emoeror's question, TOGO 
stated that it would be well if the Emoeror replied in 
the language which was contained later in the reply 
handed to Grew. I told him that TOJO already knew 
this. The Emneror agreed and TOGO left.

35882 *He did not mean by the reply handed to Grew 
a cony of the communication theretofore sent to 
Washington. The confusion arose due to some misunder
standing on the oart of Grew. The reoly was that the 
message had been received and its contents represented 
only a Part of the issues which had long been discussed. 
Japan’s wishes and opinions had been fully explained

35883 and the President should be well aware of *It con
cluded with the Emoeror's statement that he desired 
peace as ever but with regard to the proposal, he

35884 requested understanding of the points. This message 
was sent through Grew about 7*30 A.M. on the 8th.
They did not discuss any question about the fact that 
it was too late because hostilities were being opened.

35885 TOGO did not know that hostilities were to*ooen arcund 
3 A.M. The telegram addressed to the Emperor concerned 
possible exercise of political power by the Emneror.
The witness had not heard any orders given by the 
Emperor telling KIDO to come to the conféré’ * , When .
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35886

holding an Imperial audience, it was customary to go 
alone. If the Emneror desired to ask anything of KIDO, 
he would do that on a separate occasion* It would have 
been inconceivable for; TOGO to ask the Emperor to call 
KIDO.

♦KIDO had told TOGO that the Emperor would give 
him an audience at any hour and stated that he would 
also go to the oalace. Shortly after KIDO came into 
the waiting room where TOGO was.
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35889 * TOGO stated that he did uoi read and speak English freely« On
the morning of 8 December 1941 he called on TOJO and explained the 
contents of the message on the basis of the translation. The

35690 message was as fallows!* "President Roosevelt had proposed before with
drawal of troops from PIC, and Roosevelt stated that he had heard that 
troops were being concentrated in that area and the powers were uneasy 
and the US was groatly concerned. It was Roosevelt's desire that the 
troops be withdrawn from PIC, and the US had no Intention of invading 
that territory, and was prepared to see that the Netherlands, Siam 
and China also did not invade that territory." (Exhibit 1245).

Afterward TOJO asked TOGO whether the US was not conceding 
more than that, and TOGO replied that nothing mere was being conceded. 
Thereupon TOJO replied that there was nothing that could be done«

35891 * With respect to withdrawing Jn paacee troops fpom PIC, TOGO re
minded TOJO that this had been brought up in a personal talk between 
Roosevelt and NOMURA during the Third KONOYE Cabinet, and further, 
that at that time the Japanese Government hed rejected the proposal« 
TOJO said he remembered the situation very well and that at present
it was impossible to save the situation on the basis of such a pro
posal« Thereafter, TOGO end TOJO consulted on a proposed draft of 
a reply to be sent by the Emperor to Roosevelt«

The message of President Roosevelt is recorded in Ex. 1245, 
and TOGO stated that he understood the message generally in English,

35892 * but in order to explain the details he used the Japanese translation
when speaking to TOJO.

35893 * TOGO s’&tud. that ha realized that this was a very important 
message between two very important figures in the world at the time.
He stated that he read almost the eatire text of the message to TOJO.
At that time the basic question wqs to report the matter to the 
Emperor as soon as possible. There was & considerable amount of 
historical background, including relations between the two countries; 
and T000 did not consider it necessary to relate the entire contents, 
in crdti Ic enable TOJO to make a proper judgment, so he eklpped a

35894 few passages«* He stated that he read the entire message to the 
Emperor.

TOGO recalled reading two paragraphs of Exhibit 1245-J, as 
follows! "The people of the United States, believing in peace and 
in the right of nations to live and let live, have eagerly watched 
the conversations between our two Governments during these past 
months. We have hoped for a termination of the present conflict 
between Japan and China. We have hoped that a peace of the Pacific 
could be consummated ln euch a way that nationalities of many diverse

35895 peoples could exist side * by side without fear of invasion; that 
unbearable burdens of armaments could be lifted for them all; and 
that all peoples would resume commerce without dlft'Timinatlon against 
or in favor of any nation.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THIS RECORD Tap© 5893
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"I am certain that it will "be clear to Your Majesty, as it is 
to me, that in seeking these great objectives both Japan and the United 
States should agree to eliminate any form of military threat. This 
seemed essential to the attainment of the high objectives.” TOGO 
stated that he regarded that ae an important passage, and on the basis 

35896 of the Japanese translation, he read it to TOJO.* He also had a very
definite recollection that he read the message word for word to the 
Emperor,

met KIDO four or five minutes before 3 o'clock on the morning of 
8 December 194b. He stated that this correction did not mean that he 
had a somewhat longer conversation with KIDO than his testimony would

35899 indicate.* He stated that he saw the Emperor at 3 o'clock.

After KIDO gave TOGO his opinion, he asked what TOJO's opinion 
was, and TOGO replied that TOJO's opinion was the same as KIDO's.

35900 Then KIDO replied, "I see that it won't do." * It was after TOGO had
told KIDO the contents of the message that KIDO expressed hie views 
that it was not worthwhile, and, of course, his reply relates to the 
fact that by the contents of the message alone the situation could not 
be saved, TOGO told KIDO the results of his talk with TOJO and told 
him that TOJO's opinion was the same as KIDO's. „

35901 * TOGO stated that he did not tell KIDO that the text of a reply
had been decided on, There had been an agreement of views between 
TOGO and TOJO, TOGO stated that it was only natural that the Lord 
Keeper of the Privy Seal would be concerned with the Emperor's reply - 
to the Roosevelt message.

standing that the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal would reply to any 
inquiries addressed to him by the Throne, and he would also advise the 
Throne on any matters which he deemed proper. He also stated it was 
true that there were many duties of the Lord Keeper in advising the 
Emperor when it was proper for him to take political action and when 
it was not proper.

he was in no position to speak to the Emperor abou. KIDO'6 views. It 
was true that he suggested the draft of the reply the Emperor and 
obtained his consent at that meeting. This consent refers to the 
consent of the Emperor of Japan and not to the consent of KTDO. TOGO 
did not know whether there was talk between the Emperor and KIDO and 
whether there was any opportunity for a conversation between the two.

35905 * During TOGO'S audience with the Emperor there was no mention of KIDO.

waiting room, but there was no one there. When he asked the Chamber- 
lain wke~e KIDO was, he replied that KIDO did not appear to be in his 
room, so TOGO left the premises. Since TOGO had air*?/** talked to 
KIDO before his audience with the Emperor, KIDO was .. * position 
to advise the Tbr-ce if he deemed It to be proper, and TOGO stated

35898 TOGO wished to make a correction in the record to show that he

35903 * TOGO stated that as he testified previously, it was his under-

35904 TOGO stated that KIDO was not a member of the Cabinet and that

35906 * After TOGO left the Emperor's presence he returned to the
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35907 that KIDO could have had an audience with the Emperor independent of 
TOGO.

TOGO stated that after he left the presence of the Emperor 
he had no opportunity to see KIDO, so he did not talk with him. Since 
he had seen him before the audience and since KIDO understood the gen
eral circumstances of the matter, TOGO did not think it necessary to

35909 give him any further explanation. *T0G0 stated that he thought the 
time he left the Emperor was about fifteen minutes past 3 o'clock, or 
the audience may have been a little longer.

35911 * As the question of the message from Roosevelt related to
political affairs and the matter concerned the conveying of the

wtahA- to the «overplfrn of another nartv. the matter, of
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35918 * Ae there are three or four passages in which there are errors, 
TOGO could not say that this document was prepared by one who was

35919 fully informed of the facts. * He could not say that the document
35920 was substantially correct. * The witness was asked to refer to the 

paragraphs which were wrong and then give his reasons why the para-
35921 graph was wrong. "The witness stated that the first error was in 

paragraph 111 at the passage, "...since it was midnight...arrange
ment for an audience" could not be made "until the following morning." 
This was not a fact. TOGO stated that it being midnight, he could not 
reply as to when an audience could be arranged without first consulting 
the Imperial Household Department. He asked that the above passage be 
corrected as he had juet explained it.

The next correction was in paragraph IV where it states ".... 
with the Premier and others." At that time TOGO only met TOJO, and 
at the official residence he met no one other than him. TOGO desired 
this correction to be made also.

35922 * TOGO stated that in order to make the document complete and 
accurate, the fact that he met KIDO should be mentioned.

The next passage is on page 2, ordinal 3 of the English text, 
in which it is stated under "Note", "at the time of the conversation 
on the morning of the 8t.ii." The one who wrote this document assumed 
that the Ambassadors did not know? but as far as TOGO was concerned, 
he had no informa w o n  which would permit him to assume that they did 

or did not knew.

35923 * The next passage is the third from the last on page 3, begin
ning, "if you have something to add besides the personal message,
I will naturally give considerations." With regard to this point,
TOGO recalls that he asked Ambassador Grew whether there was something 
that he wanted to add in addition to what had already been presented 
in writing, to which he replied that he had nothing to add. TOGO 
recalled that ae far as this point was concerned, their conversation 
was concluded. Subject to those corrections, TOGO could confirm the 
contents of the document ae fact.

Exhibit 3647 stated that the UP wire received the morning of 
7 December reported that Hull officially announce' that Roosevelt's 
message had been sent to the Emperor. The author!iies in the Foreign 
Ministry, therefore, were awaiting the arrival of the message. The 
arrival of the message was delayed considerably, and it wee after 
10 o'clock that evening when Grew finally sent word to TOGO that he 
wanted to see him as he had just received instructions on an urgent 
and vital matter and they were deciphering the telegram. At midnight 
of the same day, Grew called on TOGO in order th&v TOGO might use his 
good offices as Foreign Minister to secure an audience with the 
Emperor for Grew as he had been Instructed tg present Rooeevent's

35925 personal message to the Emperor personally. TOGO resiled to the
effect that since it was midnight he could not mak - "-»*a gements for 
an audience with the Emperor un.il the following m but whether
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the Ambassador would be received in audience as he wished would depend 
on the contents of the message» Grew thereupon handed a prepared copy 
to TOGO, saying that, he was again requesting special consideration 
for an audience with the Emperor which was most necessary in view of 
the exceedingly grave situation. Grew left, promising to see TOGO again

35926 * TOGO went to TOJO's official residence with the translation of 
the personal message, and as the result of a hasty conference with 
TOJO and others, TOGO decided generally as to the method of handling 
the matter. At 2:30 a.m., the same night, he gave a detailed report 
to the Throne.( The Emperor appeared in full naval uniform.)

After TOGO returned to his residence after 3:30 a.m., he made 
arrangements to notify the British and American Ambassadors in Tokyo 
of the close of Japanese-American negotiation« and made arrangements 
to notify Grew at 6 a.m, on the same day of the opinion of the 
Emperor regarding Roosevelt's message. The Emperor's reply was that 
the Emperor had had the Japanese Government reply to Roosevelt's 
inquiry concerning the circumstances surrounding the concentration 
of Japanese troops in FIC. The withdrawal of troops from FIC con
stitutes an item in the Japanese American negotiation, and since he

35927 * had had the Japanese Government express its intentions, he hoped that 
Roosevelt would understand. It was the Emperor's desire to bring 
about peace and quiet to the Pacific and the whole world, and he was 
sure that Roosevel. would truly acknowledge the fact that he had been 
having his Government make efforts for that purpose.

Soon after 4 o'clock, OKA, Director of the Naval Affairs 
Bureau reported to the Minister over the telephone of the success 
of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. On the morning of the 8th 
TOGO received the British and American Ambassadors, and a conversation 
took place between Grew and TOGO. Secretary KAZE was present as in
terpreter. The personal message was never presented to the Emperor 
at all. Both the British and American Ambassadors did not know of 
the outbreak of the state of war prior to the conversation on the * 
morning of the 8th.35928
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35929 * Exhibit 3647 continues the conversation between 'TCO and Grew, 
December 8, 1941. TOGO told Grew that he had had the opportunity, after 
talkinp with Grew, to obtain the Emperor's opinion regarding Roosevelt's 
messape. The Emperor ordered TOGO to reply to Roosevelt's message to the 
effect that the Japanese rovernment would reply conceminp the concentration 
of Japanese troops in FIC and the withdrawal of troops from FIC, and he

35930 hoped that Hull would understand the reply. * The Emperor stated that it 
was his cherished desire to bring about peace in the Pacific and the whole 
world. TCGC stated that Grew listened to this in awe and replied that he 
would deliver the Emperor's opinion to Roosevelt, He also requested an 
audience with the Emperor, since relations between the two nations at that 
time were at a great crisis. TOGO replied that he felt the audience 
unnecessary rr.los.s Grew had somethinp to add besides the personal messape.

35931
*TCGC asked to have two further corrections made as to Exhibit 3647. 

The first correction was in Paragraph V. The text reads, "He made arrange- 
ments to notify the British and American Ambassadors in Tokyo of the close 
of the Japanese-American negotiations." The notification was actually 
piven to Secretary of State Pull in Washington by NOMURA. This was the 
formal notification. The notification piven to the British and American

35932 ambassadors in Tokyo * was a copy of that handed to Hull. Note number 2
35933 * stated that the personal messape was never presented to the Throne at 

all. TCGC explained that althouph the personal telegram itself was never 
presented to the Emperor, the contents were presented to the Emperor 
through tho document which was piven him by Grew. He was to have that 
point clarified.

He stated that the statement was correct that OKA reported to 
TC00 over the telephone the success of the surprise attack on Pearl 

, Harbor. He stated it was true that OKA used the words "surprise attack"
35934 on Hawaii. It was TOGO'S first notification of an attack on Hawaii. As * 

to the meaning of the words "full naval uniform" with reference to the 
statement that the Emperor met TCGC in full uniform, TCGC explained that

. this was not full dress, but that the Emperor was simply wearing full 
uniform. He explained the Emperor always wore a uniform; sometimes he 
appeared in military uniform and sometimes in naval uniform. TOGO didn't 
think there was any significance in the Emperor receiving him in the 
formal dress attire of a naval officer at the time hostilities were 
opened against the U. S. at Pearl Harbor.

•
TOGO stated he never saw the teleprams or communications that were 

sent from the Foreipn Ministry with TOGO's name attached to Honolulu with 
the name RYCJ1 conceminp military installations, ship movements, etc. at 
Pearl Harbor from November 15 to December 6, 1941« He know nothing about 
them.
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35936 * As to whether the Navy Minister had responsibility on the question 

of the movement of shipping, TOGO replied that the Foreign Ministry had 
received a reauest from the chief of the 3rd Department of the Naval 
General Staff to find out information regarding the movement of ships. 
Therefore he believed that SHIMADA didn't >now anything about the matter 
and had no responsibility. It was only after the war had ended that he 
learned that the Naval*General Staff had made such a request to the Foreign 
Office regarding ship movements.

35937 * TOGO further explained that if younger officials or members of a 
ministry do something criminal the minister in charge of the ministry would 
have no responsibility unless he knew of the action and did nothing to stop 
it, or unless there was pross neglipence on his part in not learning of

3593f such criminal actions. * As to the request of the*Fcreipn Office for
information from Japanese spies in Hawaii as tc whether or not there were 
balloon barrages for protection against air attack or nets protecting 
battleships from torpedoes, TOGO stated that if a superior officer did 
not know that such telegrams were being sent or such reports were being 
received, it is impossible for him to take any responsibility,

TOGO stated he was not told anything about the attack until it had
35940 happened. * He didn't believe that his subordinates were given any hints 

that an attack on Fearl Harbor was being contemplated. After the conclusion 
of the war, he learned that similar telegrams recuesting this information 
were sent to other parts of the world at the same time. After the war it 
became clear that this kind of information was requested by the navy 
several months previous to the openinp of hostilities and was handled as 
ordinary routine matter. These telegrams were never seen by the minister

35941 cr the vice minister. * He explained that a section chief is not a high 
official of the Foreign Ministry. The higher authorities of the Foreign 
Ministry are the Foreign and vice-minister.

35942 * As to Crew's visit to TOGO on December 6, 1941, TOGO stated that 
Grew was very serious, and before Grew called on TOGO he had learned that 
there was to be an announcement from Imperial Headqua. oers that Japan had

35943 * opened hostilities, and he assumed that Grew also knew about this. TOGO 
had already been permitted to deliver the Emperor's reply, and it had been

35944 telepraphed by Grew to Washington. * Grew expressed his desiie to obtain 
an audience with the Emperor, but he told him that if he had nothing 
further to add the situation had developed so far that there was no use 
in having such an audience. TOGO stated that Grew made this request in 
the same spirit that he had made it the night before when he called on 
TOGO to request an audience with the Emperor. TOGO explained that since 
he didn't know anything about the attack on Tearl Harbor v«e had no 
information to furnish Grew on the attack. At that time TCGC explained 
the two countries were not yet in a state of war.
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35947 * Grew’s request, for an audience with the Emperor came at 0015 on 

the morninp of December 8, and at that time hostilities bad not h»»pun,
TOGO stated he did not know the Emperor was poinp to sipn a rescript for

35948 war within a matter of two or three hours. * In the first place, he stated
he didn't know that an attack on Pearl Harbor was beinp contemplated. He
did have mispivinps that America mipht provoke Japan into takinp the first

35949 overt step. * TOGC stated that he did not entertain such feelinps as
shame-faced conduct, and that he wouldr't have preferred to hove T̂•ev., 
learn it for the first time from the cold steel bluets of the perdorm- 
erie that would confine Grew for a considerable period of time.

35956 * As to the nerotiations with the USSR as to the Manchukcc purchase 
of the half interest in the Chinese Eastern Railway, TOGO stated that he 
had forpotten many of the details, but that he was penerally aware of the

35957 situation. * He recalled that declarations were made by the Soviet to 
the effect that the functioninp of the CER was disrupted by actions of 
the Japanese Manchurian authorities. He also recalled that the Soviet 
Commissar for Fbreipn Affairs made a statement to the Japanese ambassador 
that there was considerable friction between the Soviet and Japan with 
respect to the Railway, and to eliminate such friction and to smooth cut 
relations between th* ;wo countries the Soviet decided to sell her interest 
in the railway.

35960 * The witness was handed exhibit 3648, a statement of the Deputy
People's Commissar to Ambassador OTA of April 16, 1933- The witness 
examined it and stated that he did recall statements made by Nr. Karahkhan 
to the Japanese ambassador, and supposed this document to be those 
statements. However, he could not confirm the contents of the document

35962 R3 beinp the statements. * When asked if he recalled that on Way 2,
1933, Litvinov of the Soviet made a statement to the Japanese Ambassador 
that Japanese officials instipated the Manchurian authorities to commit 
acts of violence apainst the Soviet, he stated that he recalled that 
some statements of that nature were made,

35963 * Exhibit 3649, a statement of the People's Commissar to Ambassador 
CTA of May 2, 1933, was handed to the witness, who s+'ted that this 
exhibit in substance correctly stated the representations made by Litvinov 
to the Japanese ambassador.

35964 * The witness was handed exhibit 3650 from the Soviet Ambassador
to HIRCTA of Aurust 22, 1934* for examination, and he had no recollection 
as to whether or not it was a note of the Soviet Ambassador to HIR0TA.
He did recall that many incidents were occurrinp in connection with the

35965 * employees of the CER. There were also protests from the Soviets that 
the Manchurian authorities had confined some employees of the CER, and 
there were protests as to their treatment.
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He recalled that the Manchurian authorities protested to the 
Soviet because Soviet employees of the railway were using the railway to 
conduct communist propaganda. He stated there may have been protests 
in regard to the incidents in exhibit 3650, but he didn't recall the 
document itself.

* The witness was handed document 3651, a memorandum on the basic 
principles of the CEft, July 3, 1933, of which he had no recollection.
He recalled that there may have been representations made by the Soviet 
government that it was forced to dispose of the railway because of 
unlawful pressure exerted on the Soviet. * He recalled that the 
fundamental motive of the sale was that their receipts were not sufficient 
to cover the railroad's losses, and by the sale of the railway they hoped 
to create better relations with Japan.

In any case, he explained that a seller always wants to sell his 
goods for as high a price as he can get, and the price set by the Soviet 
of 450,000,000 gold rubles was questionable. As to the reduction in 
price, TOGO stated that the Soviet had given such reasons as they were 
forced to dispose of the railway because of unlawful pressure. However, 
the Manchurian side ha.i a different story to tell.
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35970 *TOGO did not know a German military attache named von 

Petersborf who was in Tokyofrom 1940 to 1942. He had never heard the 
name I'etersborf. He may have met him at functions sponsored by the 
German »^bassy but he had no recollection of having done so and knew 
nothing of his espionage activities.

35971 *ISX. 3652, Map of border between USSR and outer Mongolia, 
including certificate of *ug 15 1947 of Major Bazenko,Chief of 
documents of Soviet Division IPS. TOGO had talks in 1940 with foreign 
Commisar Molotov regarding the delimitation of their border line and 
reached an agreement with Molotov. He did recall that a map was drawn 
and a border line established, and that the map was initialed by Mol
otov and himself.

35972 *Ahen asked if he recognized the map that was initialed by 
Molotov and himself TOGO stated that his initials were not in the 
place where he initialed them in the original but he did find the 
seal of the Japanese Embassy on the map. He did not think there was 
any mistake that this was a copy of the map initialed by himself 
and Molotov, TOGO did find the initials of Molotov on the map., 
also his own.

35973 *T0G0 stated that exhibit 3652 was attached to the agree
ment of June 9 1940 regarding the rectification of the Mongolian
People's Republic and Manchoukuo border line in the area of Take 
Buir-hur and the Mumurgin-Gol River.

TOGO stated he was then chief of the Bureau of Europe- 
asietic affairs in the foreign Ministry and had direct charge of 
the matter then under discussion concerning the Chinese Eastern 
Railway. He was the official in Japan directly concerned with 
that negotiation.

3597.i *TOGO stated in July 1933 the Japanese Government was
merely acting as a go-between. The actual negotiations were being 
carried on in Tokyo between the Soviet and the Manchukuoan repre
sentatives. The situation had not yet developed as far as to en
able TOGO to speak directly with the B0viet representatives con
cerning negotiations for the sale of the Chinese Extern Railway.
The negotiations were commenced in Aokyo and concluded in Tokyo.
He said the newness of the state had nothing to do with it. The 
Manchukuoan and the Soviet representatives wished to conduct 
negotiations for the sale and purchase of the Chinese Eastern 
Railway. The Soviet asked the negotiations be held in Tokyo 
as that was most convenient for them and that is why they were 
held there.
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*TOGO stated that sometimes he did consult with counsel 
in the interim between sessions while on the witness stand and 
sometimes did not. He never talked with counsel with a view to 
changing any testimony he may have given but sometimes his attention 
was drawn to mistakes he may have made. The correction made with 
reference to the time TOGO met KIDO was the only instance TOGO talked 
with his counsel during the interims between sessions under cross- 
examination » He stated it was true that one or more of the accused 
had threatened him if he gave certain testimony but he did not consider 
it a threat to do him bodily harm. He was not able to understand 
specifically what the person who threatened him intended to do. All 
he heard was if he gave certain testimony it would not be for his good.

*TOGO stated it was difficult for him to try to interpret 
what the accused meant by what he said. It was SHIMAD« who said it 
would not be for TOGO's good to testify as to certain things. TOGO re
called he had said SHIMADA had used words which sounded like a threat. 
He had never heard such words from the Japanese counsel. He had never 
heard anything of that nature from any counsel.

*Until TOGO assumed his post in the TOJO cabinet his knowledge 
of the Japanese-American negotiations was restricted to that gained 
from newspapers and journalists. He also heard from friends in the 
Foreign Office broad outlines of those negotiations but heard nothing 
regarding specific details. Before accepting TOJO's request he did hear 
TOJO's explanation of the situation. That was all he knew of the nego
tiations when he assumed his post. At that time the Japanese-American 
negotiations were "State Secret" and discussing these matters was 
forbidden by law. TOGO had no chance to learn specific details of these 
negotiations. Therefore he had no opportunity to see his predecessor, 
TOYODA's written views.

35980 *Any person not connected with the liaison conferences or 
cabinet matters had no means of accurately sizing up the state of the 
Japanese-american negotiations regardless what his position might be. 
TOGO's whole knowledge regarding these negotiations was gleaned exclusive
ly from newspapers, journalists and friends in the Foreign Office until
he met TOJO.

35981 *After meeting TOJO and after being appointed Foreign Minister 
TOGO studied all the details. Before becoming Foreign Minister he had 
no time or opportunity to hear from cabinet members concerned with the 
negotiations. The greater part of his information was gathered from 
publications and conferences with TOJO. Only officials of the Foreign 
Office directly concerned with the negotiations would ha ye the opportunity 
to know the details of the negotiations.
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35983 ■‘•'TOGO knew nothing of the details of the Imperial Conference 

of Sept 6 1941. He did not know an Imperial Conference had been held 
on that day nor did he know the actual contents of that conference.
All he heard from Foreign Office acquaintances was that the success or 
failure of the negotiations had to be settled by the middle of October. 
Since the negotiations were a State secret he was not in a position to 
ask for such information. This was also true of the Liaison Confer
ences as well as the Imperial Conferences.

35984 *He did of course know of the existence of Imperial Confer
ences before he became foreign Minister. He did not have the right to 
learn what was decided at Imperial Conferences or Liaison Conferences 
regarding relations with Hestern Powers before assuming the important 
duty of Foreign Minister because he was not then in a position to be 
directly concerned with the negotiations and therefore had no right to 
ask for any explanations regarding them. He had been able to get a 
general idea of the situation regarding the negotiations from TOJO who 
was not yet Premier but who had nevertheless received the Imperial

35985 Command. If TOJO were to be punished for revealing State secrets to *
TOGO, TOJO must have told him of them with full knowledge of possible 
consequences.

Since Japanese-American negotiations were a 3tate secret, 
no one not connected directly with those negotiations would know any 
more than himself regarding the details. His sole sources of information 
before meeting TOJO were the newspapers, talks by journalists and informa
tion regarding the general outline of the negotiations from friends in 
the Foreign Office. TOGO told TOJO he would not enter his cabinet unless 
TOJO really intended to carry the negotiations through. TOGO'S reason 
for making this statement was that he had heard the reason for the 
collapse of the third KONOYE Cabinet was that the army took a very

35986 obstreperous stand.* This was general knowledge and would not come under 
the category of state secrets. H» had learned from Journalists and from 
newspaper writers that the reason for the'fall of the KCNOYK Cabinet was 
the stern military position taken by TOJO.

35987 **toen asked if he drew a distinction between what the newspapers 
writers knew and what they printed in their papers TOGO replied that no 
newspaper is able to print all its reporters know, «‘hat they could print 
would depend on the policy of the censor and the Information Hureau 
which was responsible for controlling newspapers at the time. TOGO 
didn't know what that policy was.
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55908 TOGO did not intend to intimate or contend that the news

papers of Dapan at or about the time of the formation of the TOJO 
Cabinet in 194-1 had about the same freedom and liberty of expression 
as existed in the U.S, in the years TOGO served there. Dut he did 
know that even American newspapers of 1940 as compared to those of 1929 
did reflect the feeling of the government to a greater degree. Re
ports from NOHURa indicated this same thing.

35989 *T0G0 was opposed to the Tripartite alliance. In human affairs 
trends are found and in foreign affairs there is also a certain con
tinuity. It is difficult to try to change that established fact. After 
TOGO became Foreign Minister the situation was such that it was im
possible for him to call for the immediate abrogation of the Tripartite 
Fact. i*e felt that the Tripartite Fact made Japan’s international 
position very difficult.

35990 *If the effect of the Tripartite Fact was for peace,if it did 
have some force for peace, one couldn’t say it was evil. If the Tri
partite Fact were for peace one couldn’t call it evil. Dut TOGO didn’t 
say that the essence of the Tripartite Fact was either good or bad.

35991 *T0G0 personally did not approve of HITLER*s methods, nor 
did he approve of Hitxer’s results that he got temporarily.

35992 -"TOGO knew at the time -Oct.1941, that Hitler had established 
a totalitarian state in Germany. De knew it was a dictatorial total
itarian state. He had not heard about the concentration camps for those

35993 who did not adhere to Hitler’s views when he was in Germany. * He never 
had the opportunity to see the concentration camps and his knowledge

,, concerning them was inadequate. He knew it was becoming very difficult 
for Jews to live in Germany and that many had been forced to emigrate.
He didn’t know too much about the concentration camps they had been 
put in. He didnt 3peak German very well. His wife was a German by birth.

35994 TOGO stated his knowledge concerning Germany was limited and 
his knowledge concerning contentration camps inadequate. He arrived in 
Germany in Dec. 1937 as ambassador and stayled less „han one year. Pre
viously he was in Germany as counsellor of the Embassy but the Hitler 
regime had not yet come i nto power. The Hitler regime was established

35995 after his departure from Germany. * In October 1941 TOGO was not well 
acquainted with the Nazi regime in Germany.

35996 *Hitler’s regime was a dictatorial rule so he considered there 
was oppression. **e knew such organizations as the Drown Gnirts and the 
black ohirts or Gestapo existed in Germany. The phrase "new order"
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35996 The phrase "new order" is in the Tripartite Pact text but 
TOGO did not think the meaning of the phrase was defined between the 
countries at the time« The best interpretation of the phrase was that 
it was a kind of slogan« As to what Hitler’s New Order actually sig
nified TOGO could not say« The main purpose to establish this new

35997 * order throughout Europe and *sia is written in the text of the pact
but there is no document showing what is actually meant by the phrase.

TOGO stated it was conceivable that Hitler's and Mussolini's 
practices for many years amply demonstrated what they meant by the new 
order. TOGO's concept of the treaty was that three great nations, 
Germany, Italy and Japan joined together in a solemn pact for a new 
order without having any common understanding as to what the new order

35998 *should be. Jhen asked if it were not important for the contracting
nations to have some common agreement as to what that new order should 
be TOGO stated that treaties carry slogans and are often concluded 
with the meaning left quite vague. His own opinion regarding this 
pact was although the object of the treat was said to be the estab
lishment of the new order, this phrase was not qualified. Therefore, 
the purpose of the treaty as a whole was not made clear. The actual 
situation was not such.

His opinion regarding the vagueness of the Triparte Pact 
relates to the vagueness of the ideology underlying the Tripartite 
Pact. Regarding the Nine Power Pact regulating certain specific de
tails one cannot say the same thing. He thought the Nine iower Pact 
was quite explicit. He knew the general outline of that pact«

35999 ^TOGO's feeling in joining the TOJO cabinet was that he 
was joining a war prevention cabinet. Regarding TOJO's statement 
that all members of hi3 cabinet worked and acted in accordance with 
the principles of the TRIPARTITE Pa CT, TOGO stated he did not know 
what may have been in TOJO's mind. He may have carried on his policies 
that that in mind. Hut with respect to objective facts his statement 
was wrong.

TOGO stated in regard to the Manchurian Incident, in a 
statement to UCH1DA, TOGO stated it was important that steps be

35600 *taken to insure peace with China as quickly as possible. Furthermore 
he was opposed to sending troops to China when the China Incident 
broke out. He had so testified in his affidavit and other evidence 
presented before the Tribunal made that fact clear0 Regarding these 
incidents he tod the same feeling even after accepting the foreign 
portfolio. He said it was correct to state when he took the portfolio 
of foreign minister he was opposed to Japanese troops remaining in 
China an i he held that belief after he became foreign minister.
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«hen TOJO asked TOGO to enter the cabinet he told TOGO he would be 
willing to consider that matter on a rational basis« Therefore TOGO

36001 *did not consider TOJO was adamant in calling for the maintenance of
troops in China.

*TOGO did not consider TOJO a pacifist. *<hen TOGO entered the 
cabinet he made some studies to acquaint himself with the facts in 
order to perform his duties. He saw for the first time the decisions 
of the Imperial Conferences of the preceding eight to ten months and 
studied them. He saw the decision of July 2pd but didnt see the records 
in regard to the conference but did see the document embodying the 
decision.

36002 *'ûxhibit 588 in English and Japanese was handed to TOGO.
He stated he knew after he became foreign Minister of the resolution 
adopted by the Imperial Conference contained in the summary of the

361.03 Empire's policy. * He recalled the first statement as to principle - 
paragraph a which read "Regardless of any change in the international 
situation, Japan will adhere to the principle of establishing a 'Great
er ^ast ^sia °o-prosperity Sphere ', and accordingly contribute to the 
establishment of world peace".

He recalled "b Japan will continue the disposition of the 
Chinese incident and will step up the Southward advance in order to 
establish for herself a basis for self-existence and self-defense. The 
Herthern problems will be dealt with according to the changes in the 
situations."

He learned of this in the course of his investigation. He 
also recalled "s. Japan will remove all obstacles for the achievement 
of the foregoing purpose".

36OO5 *The decision was made to reconsider the decision of Sept.
6, but TOGO could not recall that the decision of July 2nd ever came 
up for discussion at all. He recalled the statement in Exhibit 588, 
the record of the Conference in the Imperial Iresence of July 2, 1941 
and the summary that in order to hasten the surrend~r of Chiang's 
Regime, further pressure through the Southern region.; will be strength
ened to the changes in the situations, they shall execute their rights 
of war against the Chunking hegime at the proper time, and shall confis
cate the enemy concessions in China.

He also recalled for the sake of her self-existence and self- 
defense, Japan would continue necessary diplomatic negotiations with 
relevant nations in the Southern regions and would also promote other 
necessary measures. 1er this purpose they would make preparations for 
a war tir.h Hritain and the U.S. First they would accomplish the execution
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•f their schemes against French Ind»-China and Thailand f»liewing the 
Principle Policy t»ward French Inde-Ghina and Thailand, and Matters 

36006 * concerning the promotion of their Southern Policy, thereby stabilizing
their structure for the Southern advances. In order to achieve this 
purpose, Japan will not hesitate to have a war with Britain and the 
United States,

36008

He also recalled the provision, though the spirit of the 
tripartite axis will form the keynote of their attitude toward the 
German Soviet "ar, they shall not intervene for a while, but take 
voluntary measures by secretly preparing arras against the Soviet 
Union. Meanwhile, diplomatic negotiations will be continued with de
tailed precautions; and should the conditions of the German Soviet 
war progress favorably to °apan they shall execute arms to solve the 
northern problems, thereby securing stability in the Northern Regions,

In the accomplishment of the above, all measures, especially 
in the case of execution of arms, must be decided so that there will 
be no great difficulty in maintaining their basic posture for a war 
with Britain and the U.S. They shall do their utmost to prevent the 
U.S. participating in the war through diplomatic * measures in the 
pre-arranged programs, and every other possible way, but in case she 
should participate, ^apan will act adcording to the Tripartite Pact, 
however, the tim- and method of military action will be decided in
dependently,

He read the above provisions at the time, TOGO as foreign 
minister executed policies with the purpose of removing friction be
tween Japan and U.S. through the Japanese-american negotiations and 
to maintain peace between the two nations rather than with any idea 
of consummating the purpose mentioned in the document. Referring 
to note "c" of the summary which states "Though the spirit of the tri
partite axis will form the keynote of our attitude toward the German 
Soviet <<ar" and then goes on to state * that should the conditions 
of the German Soviet war progress favorable to Japan they shall execute 
arms to solve the northern problems, thereby securing stability in the 
Northern regions, TOGO said as Foreign Minister he .rîver once executed 
policies in accordance with such principles.

Furthermore in note "b" was stated that Japan must stabilize 
her "structure for the Southern advance", and in order to do this Japan 
will not hesitate to have a war with Britain and the U.S. During his 
period in office as foreign minister, TOGO said his policy was rather 
one of withdrawing their troops from southern FIC and avoid a clash 
with *mericansand Britains.
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Paragraph "e" states that in case U.3. should participate in 

the European war Japan will act according to the Tripartite Pact» 
according to the text of this note it would mean that under such cir
cumstances Japan would shoulder the obligation of assistance in line

3ÉG09 with article 3 of the Tripartite Pact. However, a“ter he became
foreign minister, TOGO adopted the policy that in regard to this obli
gation of assistance the Japanese Government would arrive at an 
independent decision and in their exchanges with the United States, 
they said they would try to keep out of war even if the United 
States should participatec

3ÉCQ0 * Yihen asked as to rage 3 of exhibit 5£8, under Section I,
.360]! which reads that * Japan’s minimum demand in her negotiations with the 

U. S. was that U. S. and Pritain will not meddle in the disposition of 
the Chinese Incident, TOGO did remember that, but he thought this was 
one of the points of the decision of September 6. The witness was 
asked to review exhibit 588 and see if the decision contained the 
resolutions of Sept. 6, 1941, and TCGC replied that this document did 
contain the decisions reached at the Imperial Conference of September 6. 
He stated the provision with reference to the U. ?. and Britain not 
interrupting the disposition of the Chinese Incident was adopted at 
the September 6 Impcn....i Conference, and the policy adopted during the 
period TCGC was Foreign Minister was considerably softened by this 
decision.

.3601? * TCGC did think that the real hope of peace of the world
consisted in arriving at a clear understanding between nations as to 
their mutual problems. He also stated that good faith in international 
affairs is as important as good faith among individuals. TOGO stressed 
this in the statement to Count UCPIDA in 1933. These sentiments are 
no different today than when he was foreign minister. TCGC said it was 
true that when he spoke of good faith between nations he included 
living up to treaties which had been entered into with other nations0

3 6 013 * TCGC said it is true that good faith is not observed by 
keeping a treaty when it is advantageous to do so ano creaking it when 
it seems to be somewhat burdensome. He remembered the Kine-Iower Treaty 
referred to in his affidavit in connection with a request made on behalf 
of Germany, by Ribbentrop. TOGO said it was true that he felt then that 
giving special privileges to Germany in China was clearly violation of

36014 the Nine-Power Fact. * This was about May 1938. He answered that he 
thought he recognized the existence and the applicability of the terms 
of the 9-Iower "’reaty as late as May of 1938. He stated that his 
position was that the terms of that Treaty applied equally to each and 
every signa+ory nation, including Japan.
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36017

36018

36019

36020

TOGO said that it was true that the Treaty clearly provided 
for the territorial integrity of China and respect for its sovereignty 
as a separate termc He stated it was true that each of the other 
nations apreod that they would all have the same rights and privileges 
in China, * It was also true that the Treaty provided that the others 
agreed to respect the independence of China,

Pe recalled there was a provision that the powers other than 
China agreed to provide the fullest opportunity to China to develop 
and maintain an effective and stable government. He stated it was 
true that the treaty included a provision that the powers would use 
influence to establish and maintain the principle of equal opportunity 
for the commerce and industry of all nations throughout the territory 
of China.

The witness agreed the Treaty provided that to effectuate the 
Open Door, the powers other than China agreed that they would not 
seek any arrangements which would establish in their favor superiority 
of rights with respect to commercial or economic development in any 
designated region of China.

* TCGO agreed that one of the principal matters pending in 
conversations with U. S. was equal rights and opportunity of the U.S. 
and other nations signatory to this pact in China. * TOGC recalled 
that U. S„ protests regarding the infringement of rights in China were 
received repeatedly since the Manchurian Incident, and he said it was 
true that iie refused to advocate any such proposition or plan. * He 
said he would not deny the soundness of the claims of the U. S. in 
this regard, but at the same time he did not possess the data to claim 
that Japan’s claims in this regard were mistaken. He stated that as 
Foreign Minister he had no intention to deny the justice of U. S. 
claims under the Nine-Tower Treaty*

In the negotiations toward peace, he stated the U. 3. did not 
ask for any concession other than the right of equal opportunity 
possessed under the Nine-Tower Treaty. * TOGO stated that the demanda 
made by S. in regard to China were embodied in the Hull note of 
November 26--equal opportunity; fair treatment in egard to trade and 
commerce; withdrawal of all Japanese troops from ù.ina; that Japan 
should recognize no government other than the Chungking Government*
TOGO stated that in regard to the first point, Japan's position on 
fair treatment concerning commerce and trade required a brief explanation. 
* TOGO stated that as far as China was concerned, equal opportunity in 
trade and commerce had been agreed to by Japan and that other nations 
should enjoy in China under the Nine-Fower Tact. However, he stated 
the U. was making demands not only in regard tc China, but in regard 
to thr> entire Pacific area* Japan wanted the principles applied not 
only to China or the Facific area, but to the whole world.
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homeland, by restrictions en materials to bo consumed in 
the China operations, any oy curtailment ol military 
educational materials that Japan was able to meet the 
situation in the early part of the Pacific War. Due to 
economic pressure by U.3. and Britain and especially the 
economic blockade of July 1941, it was impossible for 
Japan to obtain raw materials and ether g<,ods. Japan 
could not expand production sufficiently ,u wage a war 
against U.S. and Britain. Difficulties were encountered 
in production of air arms and oil fuel. Wholesale war 
preparations against U.S. and Britain were nonexistent 
so far as the Japanese Army was concerned, TOJO said.

36289 *TOJO stated Japan had ample resources but 
because of demands from industry Japan could never 
attain its full expansion. The Government reluctantly 
permitted youthful scholars to continue their studies.
With the advance of the Pacific War, the insufficiency 
of manpower became evident. A call to the colors was 
made for the greater part of these students. Japan was 
unable to make effective war preparations simply by 
using her ample manpower.

TOJO said that after the Imperial Conference
36290 decision 6 September, *U.S.-Japanese negotiations were 

corducted through TOYODA. Negotiations were conducted 
through two channels, one through NOMURA and the other 
through TOYODA and Grew. Japan's hones were pinned on 
these negotiations and on a personal meeting between 
Roosevelt and KONOYE. According to Hull, the U.S. 
believed a personal meeting between the chiefs of two 
countries was dangerous unless an understanding was 
first reached on matters to be discussed at that meet
ing. In order to maintain peace in the Pacific the U.S. 
felt a "patched-up" talk would not answer the ouroose.
The U.S. insisted on a "clear-cut" agreement. U.S.

36291 *demanded recognition of four principles:
Respect for the sovereignty of all .muions, 

support of the principle of non-interference in ,he 
internal affairs of other countries, support of the
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principle of equality of commercial opportunity, and non- 
disturbancc of the status-quo in the Pacific. The U.S. 
insisted on. >a clear-cut erpress ion of Japan's intentions 
in regard to the Tripartite Alliance, the stationing of 
troops in China and elsewhere, and non-discrimination in 
international commerce. The hopelessness of the personal 
meeting was made clear by these developments. TOJO said 
Janan had made concessions to the U.S. so that the nego
tiations might be successfully concluded, and yet the U.S.

36292 made nc response and did not move an inch from *its 
proposal dated 21 June 1941.

The U.S. Policy at that time was disclosed by 
NOMURA in his October 3 dispatch. He stated that the U.S. 
was involved more in the Atlantic war, thus creating a 
lull in its move toward Japan but still continuing the 
economic pressure against Japan. NOMURA suggested this 
warranted urgent attention. NOMURA observed that the 
U.S, bvwaging an economic war while keeping out of war, 
could reap the fruiis of victory over Japan without 
resorting to an act of war,

TOJO said there was a telegram from the
36293 British Ambassador in Tokyo addressed to *British 

Foreign Minister Eden. The British Ambassador said 
that c’.'re prospect of a moderate policy on the part of 
Janan was improved after the resignation of MATSUOKA, 
and that the U.S. was dilatory in its dealings and was 
employing varied tactics to adjust relations between 
the two Powers. He observed that the United States 
might miss this fine chance by needless precautions 
caused by inability to comprehend Japan's real feelings 
and Japan's internal situation.

TOJO said they looked upon this as a typical 
observation by a third Party. The situation was not 
remedied, and the U.S.Japanese negotiations met with 
another obstacle. The Third KOWOYE Cabinet collated 
in the middle of October.
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2^?9a *TOOO stated that prior to the downfall of tbp

Third IONOYE Government there was a consultation of five 
ministers of state on October 1? which was followed by 
the regular Cabinet Council on the 14th. At this 
Cabinet Council TOYODA and TOJO disagreed as to the ways 
and means of conducting future state nci cy. The 
controversy culminated in the resignation en masse of 
the KONOYE Ministry. TOJO said the details are 
described in the "Circumstances Relative to the Resig
nation of the Third KONOYE Cabinet", Ex. 1148, as well 
as in the entry cf Marquis KIDO's diary of 15 October,
Ex. II50, but due to some discrepancies TOJO did review 
the events.

36295 *It was for determining the fundament principles 
for an interview with Roosevelt that the Imnerial Council 
of September 6 was convoked. The determination was the 
reason for the convocation of the said conference, but 
TOJO said 1t, would be misleading to say that that was the 
only reason. The- said conference was called in order to

36296 determine the ’'means of executing the southern policy 
with our diploma tic outlook, and that face was revealed
by the agenda of the Conference. The Imperial High Command 
requested conference to start emergency operational clans.

Both the government and High Command, in 
conformity with the decision were proceeding with 
diplomacy and operational preparations. Operational 
preparations were going on as scheduled, while diplomatic 
negotiations with U.S. were far from smooth. As late as 
the last of September the conversations were deadlocked.
The High Commands of both Army and Navy in the September 
25 Liaison Conference demanded a prediction of the success 
or failure of the pending negotiations. and a decision 
as to peace versus war not later than the 1 ~th of 
October.

TOJO said as he hau already stated, the U.S.
36297 did not accent Jaoan’s Droposal based *on one September 

6 decision nor KONOYE's proposal concerning v.ne personal 
meeting. Hull gave the oral reply of October 2, ‘in
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which a spirit cf mutual coneesSjLUu was cijcernible. 
Immediately the government convened the liaison Confer
ence and investigated the document. Another Liaison 
Conference was called on October Qth, but it was 
difficult to arrive at any conclusion. The attitude 
of the Army General Staff was that no hc”e could be 
entertained about the U.S „■* Japanese negc la tiens in 
view of the U.3. attitude.

The Army General Staff* disagreed with the 
unconditional recognition of the four cardinal 
principles enunciated by U.3., as well as to conditions 
on stationing of troops. The Army General Staff did 
not intend to revise the 6 September decision.

3 6 2 9P »TOJO was informed by the Chief of the Army
General Staff that the Navy General Staff had h  similar 
concept. Imperial Headquarters apprehended America's 
policy of orocrastir^„ion which might be imposed uoon 
Japan. TOJO was r'i the same opinion. Cn the 10th of 
October he saw th« Prime Minister and expressed the 
gist of the concents entertained by Imperial Head
quarters .

The 12 October meeting was attended by 
KCT'.’ - , Navy Ministe. OIKAWA, Foreign Minister T0Y0DA, 
rfrtSKjent of the Planning Board SUZUKI and Minister 
of ViarTDJO. No person was present other than the five 
Ministers. TOJO said he did not counsel with the 
Chief of the General Staff or with any other staff 
officers before participating in the meeting as he 
was well acquainted with the views of the Imperial 
High Command.

36299 As to the paragraph found on page 2 of the
Japanese text of ’’The Circumstances Relative to Third 
K0N0YS Cabinet's resignation” that on the day before 
the conference, OKA of the N val Affairs Bn; ,aa stated 
that with the exception of the Naval General S„.ff the 
brains of the Navy didn't want a Jananese-U.C, war, but 
since the Navy approved the decision of the I »no«rial 
Headquarters, the Navy Minister proposed ta - ,‘i/e it in 
the hands of the Prime Minister at the conference, but 
the No«~ -culd like to cont iuo the diplomat.’e negoti
ation*. ft JO sta*'
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These things never came to T O J O ’s knowledge 
or the knowledge of his subordinates at that time*
That meeting was concerned with orosnects of the current 
U.S,-Japanese oarley as well as the decision on the 
issue of peace versus m r .  The argument lasted many 
hour? and the ma.lor points in the conte ition held by 
several participants are recapitulated .>y TOJO though 
the details have gone from his memory.

♦KOYOYE and Navy Minister TOYODA felt if Japan 
held fast to her policies there could not be any con
clusion. A specific concession on withdrawal of troops 
from China might be accompanied by some success. They 
suggested that Jaoan agree at first to withdraw troops 
in conformity with the U.S. requests, and, subsequently 
retain forces in China under an agreement made with 
China on an entirely new basis. This was tantamount 
to a revision of the September 6 decision.

TOJO's Position was that from the U.S. reply 
of October 2d, and U.S. refusal to a personal meeting 
of the chiefs of the two countries *no one could 
entertain hone that the Parley would ever successfully 
be concluded. To continue the conversations longer 
J?ivan '*ould suffer by U.S. dilatory policy. In case 
■Taa-p «as forced co m p  with the U.S., she would be in 
a precarious nositionfcy allowing herself to drift along 
with procrastination. TOJO felt this was the time to 
make a decision anticipated in the resolution of 
September 6th. It. was clear that U.S. demanded Jaoan's 
unconditional withdrawal of troops. U.S. demanded an 
instantaneous and entire evacuation. TOJO felt any 
compromise with the U.S. was inconceivable along the 
line suggested by the two Ministers.

♦TOJO felt if Japan swallowed U.S. demands, 
giving -u p  the stationing of troops in China, not only 
would Japan gain nothing by these sacrifices in the 
course of the China Incident of more than fcor years 
standing, but also the Chinese contemot for Jaoan would 
increase if Japan withdraw trooos from China uncondi
tionally. Relations between Japan and China would grow
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worse coupled with cue thorough resistance maintained 
by the Communists in China, Certainly China Incident II 
and China Incident III would result,and Japan's loss of 
prestige would be felt in Manchuria and Korea. Due to 
U.S. demand for J a nan's recognition of four fundamental 
principles, a compromise with U.3. was impossible,
TOJO would reconsider his position if tha Foreign

36303 Minister believes there Is any hone of success*in this 
connection. The issue of peace versus war could not 
be entrusted to the Prime Minister alone.

According to TOJO, the Minister of the Navy 
OIKA'.YA suggested the Premier be entrusted to say 
whether there is any hope in the Parley. However, he 
said if Japan was to fight now was the opportunity.
If we are to go to war, OIKAWA honed the decision would 
he now. If they waited two or three months and then go 
to war, the Navy ’would be annoyed indeed. If they were 
to doit diplomatically, OIKAWA urged them to do it 
diplomatically, right or wrong. As to a compromisegnd 
methods to achieve it, OIKAV/A wanted to entrust this 
to the Premier.

There was no agreement so b y  mutual consent 
they considered TOJO's Proposition. This was that no 
alterations were ue be made about the policy concerning

36304 the stationing of troops. *There was to be no impair
ment to the fruits of the China Incident.

As long as diplomatic proceedings were 
followed preparations for military operations were to 
be suspended. The Foreign Minister will investigate 
whether the above proposition is possible. This agree
ment was not reduced to writing, but this is corroborated 
by entry in KIDO's Diary of 12 October 1941 vExhibit 
1147).

Next morning TOJO jiet the Chief oi the 
General Staff and gave him a resume of the Five Ministers' 
meeting, and briefly related the items in tne mutual 
consent, indicating that he should suspend operational 
preparations while diplomatic negotiations were going on. 
The High Command was perplexed, buthis assent was given.
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The 14th of October fell on the day on which

3 6 3 0 5 a regular Cabinet council was to be held, +Prior to tne 
Cabinet meeting TOJC saw KONOYE at his official residence. 
At the Cabinet council YOYODA exoressed an oDinion 
similar to that which he had disclosed during the talk
at "Tekigalso", TOJO also explained as he had done at 
that meeting. In this council KONOYE, oIKAWA, and 
other colleagues, except the Foreign Minister, did not 
make any remarks at all, A collision ensued between 
the Foreign Minister and TCJO, and that was all,

36306 ^Details after that event are set forth in 
exhibit No. 1148, "The Circumstances Relative to the 
Third K0N0ÏE Cabinet Resignation''. On Dage 7 of the 
English text there is a statement that MUTO of the 
Military iffairs Bureau called on Chief Secretary 
TOMITA and reoortedly requested that the Navy be asked 
to make a definite statement. When TOMITA relayed this 
to OKA of the Naval iffairs Bureau, OKA reoortedly stated 
that the Navy cot. id not say any more than that she would 
conolywlth the decision of the Premier, etc. About this 
matter, TOJO said he had a reoort from MUTO, Again on 
nage p of the English text of the said exhibit, there
is a statement that TOJC sent SUZUKI, President of the 
Planning Board, as his nroxy to KONOYE to reoort that 
It w-s better that the decision of Sentember 6th be 
tentatively reduced to a blank paper state and that 
Prince HIGASHIKUNI be requested to take the situation 
into his hand. TOJO said this doubtlessly is a fact.
He met SUZUKI on the 14th of October in the official 
residence of the War Minister, and requested the Director

3630 7 to comoly with his*wishes.

TOJO stated the causes for the resignation of 
the Cabinet en bloc were that the steps in the U.S.- 
JaDanese negotiations had not nrogressed to determine 
whether or not there was a hone of settling the matters 
diplomatically. Another Cause waa that fcne Navy was 
uncertain as to war.
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TOJO said then it was obvious that the 
September 6 decision was not proper. If that decision 
was impossible to carry rut. which T O J O ’s own opinion, 
the Government that formulated the nolicy should assume 
resoonsibillty and resign en bloc to enable the Incoming 
Cabinet to revise the decision and conduct the U.S.- 
Jananese negotiations with renewed courage.

On October 17th, TOJO was in his official 
residence preparing to move as his resignation had been 
tendered the day before. About half oast three, h e m s  
informed by the Grand Chamberlain that he should proceed 
♦to the Imperial Palace Immediately as His Majesty so 
wished. This Imperial call was unexpected, and feeling 
that His Majesty wanted TOJO's views concerning the 
Cabinet resignation en masse, TOJO carried with him 
naners in preparation for replies to be offered to the 
Emoeror.

It was t. »st four o.m. when TOJO reached the 
Palace, and he was at once given audience of His 
Majest who *ave him the Imperial mandate to form the 
Cabinet. The Imperial utterances are given in the 
entrv of t/ne KIDO Diary of 17 October 1941. TOJO 
stated he asked His Majest for time to consider, and 
wi'hci ew. While he was sitting in the waiting room, 
Minister of the Navy OIKA'.VA, came to the Palace and 
was given audience by the Emoeror and was given an 
Imperial message "to ooooerate with the Army" Soon KIDO 
came into the same room and told OIKAWA and TOJO of 
the Imperial message. KIDO, in his Diary entry of 
17 October 1941, stated that he imagined we had the 
Imperial Message of cooperation between the Army and 
the Navy.

♦The Emoeror had said that in determ.Ing the 
policier of the state His Ma.esty desired that careful 
considerations should be made "ithoit adher ».n*; to the 
decision of September 6th. KIDO said ne offerect this 
statement to them by order of His Majesty. This was 
subsequently known as the "back to Blank Paper or clean 
slate."
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TOJO dia not dream the imperial Mandate 
would, fall UDon his shoulders. TOJO felt no one but 
Prince RIGA3IIIKUNI could control the army with success 
following the resignation of the KONOYE Cabinet. This 
opinion he expressed to KONOYE and also to KIDO,*and 
as he felt it was orooer to bring his opinion to the 
knowledge of the Senior Statesmen, he reiuested SATO, 
Chief of the Military Affairs Section, to transmit 
this opinion to ABE and HAYASHI, and he did so. TOJO 
was advised that SATO transmitted to these men only the 
message that he had entrusted to SATO and nothing more, 
and that the two senior statesmen listend to him report 
this message with no comment. TOJO said that the 
testimony of TANAKA had no factual foundation whatso
ever.

TOJO's reason for advocating a member of the 
Royal blood to head the Cabinet was that the new 
Cabinet would be m  aoed in a Position to revise the 
decision of 6 Seolember. Any decision bv the outgoing 
Cabinet might be reversed by the incoming Cabinet. A 
decision ci the Imperial Conference is of a different 
nature, it Is a decision arrived at by the highest 
formality Involving the participation of the Govern
ment i". well as the High Command. A most perplexing 
siovi'tlon might arise if the High Command refused to 
consent the revision of 6 September decision. In such 
eventuality a Cabinet headed by one of the Royal blood 

363II *could surmount that difficulty. TOJO thought it
improper that he should be entrusted with the Premier
ship to succeed KONOYE, or even ordered to remain as 
War Minister, and he never dreamed such an event would 
occur. He felt this strongly since he had been the 
one to advocate the resignation of the Third KONOYE 
Cabinet, and also because he was one of the Ministers 
who formulated the decision of 6 September. If it had 
not been for the "clean slat*" message from the 
Emperor, TOJO might have defined to acoect the 
Imperial Mandate to form the new Cabinet.
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As for the "clean slate" message, he was 

firmly resolved that it must be accomplished without 
fail. Another thing was to set un a system of 
internal Polities that would resnond both to peace or

36312 to war, +T0J0 concluded that the post of War Minister 
as well as Home Minister had to be assumed by himself, 
and requested KIDO to address the Throne in that 
respect, TOJO felt there would be internal confusion 
if peace were decided upon instead of war. To meet 
such a state of affairs he felt he should make himself 
responsible as Home Minister, To assume the cost of 
War Minister, one had to be on the active list of the 
Army, so, on the confidential representation to the 
Throne by His Highness Prince KANIN, TOJO was olaced 
once again on the active list and appointed a full 
General.

The formation of a new ministry was hard so 
TOJO sought the Divine Will at Meiji Shrine and the 
TOGO Shrine, While so engaged, an idea for forming 
the ministry came to him. To comolete the formation

36313 of a cabinet he must go to the last extremity, *No 
delay was permissible. As to the selection of personnel, 
he determined that it should be made on merits of each 
man. Those well trained in several administrative 
capacities should be assigned suitable costs. Persons
of sound administrative experience with force of 
character would be selected so that they might execute 
the decisions of Cabinet fearlessly. No attention 
would be paid to political and Zaibatsu although they 
should not be shunned by reason of what they stood for,

36314 *In the evening of October 17 TOJO set to work 
on the formation of the ministry. In choosing the 
personnel, no consultation was made with anybody else, 
and he made the selections single handed. Because he 
needed an assistant, it was necessary for him first to 
choose the Chief Secretary of the Cabinet, He rang up 
HOSHINO at half-past eight that evening and asked him 
to comply with my wishes, HOSHINO having been one of 
hjs colleagues in the Second KONOYE Cabinet, TOJO con
sidered him the ideal man for the post both in point of
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previous career and Personal aolij.«y. HuSiilNO came to 
see him, accenting the offer at once. The following 
persons agreed to act over the telephone: HASHIDA
(candidate for Education Minister), IWAMURA (candidate 
for Justice Minister), INO (candidate for Agricultural 
Minister), KOIZUMI (candidate for Public Welfare Minister), 
SUZUKI (candidate for Director of the Planning Board), 
and KISHI (candidate for Minister of Commerce and Industry).

36 3 15 KAYA, TOGO, TERAJIMA, and *YUZAWA consented after consult
ing with TOJO, TOGO and KAYA wanted to know if foreign 
policy was to be conducted strenuously along diplomatic 
lines. TOJO made olain the policy of a "CLEAN SLATE"
and answered that Japan would do its utmost to nul 
through U.S.-Japanese negotiations. Although YUZAWA was 
to be Vice-Minister, TOJO needed a person of ministerial 
calibre as he was going to assume the post cf Home 
Minister.

Next morning (October lPth) TOJO received an 
exact report from OIXAWA, the Navy Minister, that SHIMADA 
inquired 'whether problems regarding U.S. were to be 
solved by diplomacy or not, and expressed a desire that 
a drastic change in the affairs at home oe avoided.
TOJO replied by enlarging uoon "back to blank paper" 
policy, and TO JO assured him that, drastic changes at 
ho ne would of course rot be resorted to. After hearing 
TOJO1swords, SHIMADA consented to assume the nost of 
Navy Minister.

36316 On October l^th *T0J0 and His Majesty paid 
personal homage to the YASUKUNI Shrine. At one o.m, 
he tendered to His Majesty a list of Personnel for the 
succeeding ministry, and the Investiture of the new 
ministers took Place before the Throne at four o.m.

After the formation of the Cabinet, the Govern
ment and the Supreme Command immediately deiibereated 
high state Policy on the basts of ool Ley 01 clean slate. 
From 23 October to 2 November Liaison Conferences were 
held frequently, and foreign affairs, national strength, 
and military matters excepting Purely strategic problems 
were studied from all angles. As the resuxL 01 U.S.
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demands of 2 October 194-1, a proposed outline of nego- 
36317 tiations *with U.S. was decided upon. This was the

decision of the Imperial Conference of 5 November, and 
the contents, to the best of TOJO's recollection, are 
almost identical with the latter part of Exhibit No.
779.

Following this, three plans were finally drawn 
up. The first plan was to continue Jaoan-U.S. negoti
ations on the basis of the outline newly adopted for 
negotiations with America. Even if the negotiations 
ended, the Government was to continue its policy of 
patience and caution. The second Plan called for the 
termination of negotiations and an immediate decision 
on war.

The third plan was to continue negotiations 
with U.S. on the outline but a determination to go to 
war would be made in the event of the failure of nego
tiations, and operational preparations would be 
commenced accordingly. Diplomatic solution was to be 
had by the early Part of December. If the negotiations 

36 31° ^succeeded, all operation preparations were to be
rescinded. In case the negotiations ended in failure, 
a decision to go to war was to be made forthwith. This 
decision on war was to be taken up at that time as an 
independent issue.

7/ith regard to the first Plan, it was impossible 
to accept in toto the U.S. proposal of 2 October. TOJO 
said it was probable that there would be no solution 
through diplomatic negotiations unless there was a change 
in U.S. attitude. There was no assurance that there 
would not be a ruoture in the negotiations. If there 
were a rupture, the question of entering a war with U.S., 
Britain, and the NEI was one for reflection.

TOJO said one reason was Japan had been engaged 
in the China Incident for over four years*and there yet 
no settlement. From the standpoint of Japan’s national 

36319 strength and the sacrifices of her people *Japan 
must avoid war with United States and Britain on
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too of the China Incident, The fullest efforts of the 
nation must be exerted to solve the China Incident,
TOJO stated that another reason Jaoan should not imme
diately go to war was the maintenance of military 
production in view of the continuance of the China 
Incident. The most important problem of all was the 
procurement of liquid fuel. For this reason, the 
problem of synthetic gasoline was undertaken with the 
object of producing the absolute minimum requirements.

36320 TOJO said that of all the vital materials the 
one most affected as the result of the embargo by U.S., 
Britain, and the Netherlands was liquid fuel, and should 
matters nrogress as at present the Navy and the Air 
Force would come to a standstill within two years. A 
most serious study was being made on synthetic netro- 
leum and comoleting installations. The annual minimum 
requirements was set at four million kilotons. It 
would require from fcur to seven years of the concen
trated productive capacity of the synthetic industry 
alone, even by halting the military production for the 
Army and Navy. During this period it would be necessary 
to draw on the reserve stock even though it was 
impractical to operate on a reserve over so long a 
period. National defense would then face a serious 
danger.

36321 *To halt the major Dart of military produc
tion was something that the Army and the Navy would 
not.countenance, TOJO stated. TOJO said that to adopt 
a policy of patience under such impediments would mean 
the self-annihilation of the nation. It were better
to face death by breaking through the encirculing ring. 
To burden the people with war against U.S. and Britain 
over and above the China Incident was something the 
Government could not easily urge, but it was thought 
that in the interests of Japan and her national honor 
the people would be willing to undergo further hard
ships.
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TOJO said the second plan, to go to war imme

diately was reasoned upon the basis that it was obviously 
Ironossible to accept the U.S, proposal of 2 October, and 
that there was no hone of s u r m o u n t i n g  the crisis and 
normalizing the relations between the two countries.
To continue the negotiations would olay into the hands

36322 of the U.S. nolicy ofrrocrastination, and *in time the 
dlsoarity of armaments between U.S. and Jaoan would 
further increase, and the reserve stock of oil would be 
lessened with no hone of reolenishment• If there was 
no hone through diplomatic means then emnhasis must be 
olaced strategic measures. From a strategic viewpoint, 
November was the most suitable period from a meteoro
logical aspect as well as for operations. In December, 
landing difficulties would increase but it was still 
possible to carry out operations. After that it would 
be necessary to wait a year. There was the danger of 
an exhaustion of liquid fuel and, during the following 
year, the strength of the U.S, Navy would be vastly 
augmented. This was the view of the Sunreme Command.

TOJO said the ooposition contended it was 
not proper to admit that there was no possibility of 
finding a solution through diplomatic means. It was

36323 felt that so long as there was a slight hope *of 
diplomatic solution those measures should be resorted 
to u p  to the very limit. It was recognized that there 
would be strategic handicaps but preparations for 
strategic needs could be advanced while continuing 
diplomatic negotiations. In fact, by so doing there 
might be reconsideration by U.S.

TOJO said the reasons for the third plan to 
fight and to continue with operational preparations 
in anticipation of the failure of negotiations while 
continuing negotiations were the same reasons given 
in opposition to the adoption of the above first and 
second Plans,
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♦TOJO stated the Liaison Conference adopted
the third plan. TOGO and KAYA reserved their approval 
of the third plan until the next morning, when they 
communicated their consent.

outline for a futurenolicy formulated at the Liaison 
Conference which approved by Imperial Conference on 
5 November 1041. TOJO participated as Prime Minister 
as well as War Minister. This policy was called 
"Essentials for Executing our National Policies of the 

36325 Empire'' *decided on 5 November. According to TOJO,
the text was lost but he recalled the policy was that 

* Janan with determination to resort to arms against the

The affiant said the third Plan was the
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The above decision was submitted by TCJO 
and G/S oT Army and Navy General. Staffs to the Throne 
Informally on November 2nd 1°41. TOJO could see that 
His Majesty was suffering from a oainful sense of 
distress arising; from his n®ace-loving faith, '/hen 
His Majesty had listened to the renort he was thought
ful and then with an air of concern ask*->d if there

36328 were no way left but to determine*!© wag® war against. 
U.S. and Britain in case U.S.-.Taoan talks failed. The 
Emneror said if the state of affairs were as stated, 
there was no alternative but to nroceed in nreoaratlon 
for oneratiens, but he honed that. Janan would adont. 
every nossible means to negotiate.

TCJO remembers that they were awe-stricken 
by his words. In comnliance with the wish of His 
Majesty, they continued further discussion of the 
matter* on November 5th at. the Imperial Conference.
TCJO decided to hold a joint conference of the Army 
and Navy Councillors ortor to the Imperial Conference 
of November 5th *•*•■> that further deliberations on the 
problem might be modeln addition to the discussions 
at the I.in iron Conference, Cabinet Meeting and the

36329 Imnerlal Conference. He hastened to obtain *His 
Majesty’s approval and arranged to have conference 
on November 4th. The conference of the Military 
Councillors was held for the first time since the 
establishment of the Military Councillor system in 
1 9 0 3 . November 4, 1941, this meeting was held.
His Majesty asked whether it was advisable for the 
Navy and Army High Command to draw un an operational 
nlan in case negotiations failed nursuant to the 
agenda of the Imnerial Conference to be held on
5 November. TOJC attended the Conference as one of 
the Councillors in his caoacity as War Minister. 
Although the details are beyond his memory, he was 
able to give a summary.

TOJC related that NAGANO first of all
36330 exnlained *naval onerations. NAGANO pointed out that 

if matters continued the resiliency of national 
strength would be lost. The Navy concurred in bending 
all efforts toward diplomacy. Since Japan might be 
olaced in a position where there was no alternative
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but to commence hostilities, the High Command desired to 
make operational Plans to meet such a contingency on the 
theory that by so doing they could expedite diplomatic 
negotiations.

As to the nrosnect. of war wi th the U.S.,
Britain and Holland, NAGANO stated that t.nere was a good 
chance in the initial oneration and if the commencement 

6331 of war be In *early December, on the basis of respective 
actual fighting strength in the Factfic. If the initial 
operation was oronerly carried out, NAGANO said Japan 
would Possess the strategic counts in the Southwestern 
Pacific and would be in a position to fight a prolonged 
war. The war with the U.S. and Britain is destined to 
become a nrotract.ed one requiring firm resolution and 
thorough nrenaredness. As to the forecast in case the 
war was a protracted one, NAGANO said it. was difficult 
to predict, because mueh depended upon the total Poten
tials of respective nations and how the world situation 
developed, TOJO «‘id in NAGANO*s explanation, no mention 
was made of the Pearl Harbor attack.

36332

According to affiant, SUGIYAMA, Chief of the 
Army General Staff, discussed matters relating to the 
army command. He stated armaments in the Southern region 
were strengthened day by day. Army forces were increased 
three to eight times over the *+number prior t,o the 
corning of the War in Europe, aggregating more than two 
hundred thousand men and six hundred Planes, It could 
progressively increase with added speed. In case of war 
between Japan and U.S. and Britain, reinforcements would 
be dispatched to thebattle zone by the allies from India, 
Australia and New Zealand at a strength estimated at
900,000 men and 600 planes.

TOJO said SUGIYAMA stated t.h* basic strength 
of the Japanese Army to be 51 divisions. In addition to 
the China affair Janan had to allot a substantial 
strength for precaution against; the Soviet Union, which 
could be estimated at not more than 11 divisions. In 
opening hostilities no delay could be permitted consider
ing the ranld increase of the U.S. and British military 
strength and also meteorlogical conditions* The date 
desir«-- *as early December. The success of army oper-
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at Ions depended on tv>v?*i operation?. . The Arrrv High 
Cororand +bo'l loves lr the sueeons <;f operations if 'only 
th•* eavn1 m  anr of tho oawrv» • gr nn<.<\’*eflp tn du? order.

TO-IC s 4-p t >.» ‘h r i.yAf.'.A exnJa 1ncd th a t they nust  
nrenare fo r  a p ro tracted  war and use every s tr a te g y  and 
t a c t i c  to  (tenoral4 ?.* the enemy af t e v  rlU *«• t«»pt s ta g e  t r  
the sou th e n ,  region:: has boon concluded He said they  
con "hi f r u s t r a t e  the enemies ola.  by h olding m i l i t a r y  and 
a i r  bases t r  the ünst  In conjunction w ith the maintenance 
o f the sen transoo'r ' a t l o r  ro u te. De.fensl^e Treasures 
aga Inst the TJ.r.d.p,  and s t r a t e g y  in the China \ f  “a ir  
should continue

36334 ’‘TO h continued SUC iYM/l * r explanation that the 0 0s ilMlity of the Soviet talrlne an offensive 
attitude m .~ stin evien' for util l.alnv oroo.agundistlc activities of the communists ir. Manchuria and China.
He sale the H.'. mlgh- eventually force the U.ft.C.R. to grant certain tar * I, icy as al" or submarine bases in an offensive ;; trat eg. *.g 1 1. apt d apan. They should , therefore,concent'a attention on. the .Co-'lot., When t!v*
ho.stl.Lltle I I -h-' South become protracted or in case the ini?'Mi' situ it Ion of the Soviets linn roves there wa' .5.5 lb 11 1 by of tno Far Eastern Red \rmy turningto tha offensive. J.iean should out an end to the Southern host! LI tier is oirlv as cos stale and should 
oreaa <?e for any eventuality in the North.

TOJO said â ter this examination some 
questions tore propounded by the Councillors} U. which the Chiefs of both staffs and TOJO gave answers. These que itions concerned ope rations, although TOJO did not 
recollect them in detail. He recalled tho answers were bised on tho results of the Liaison Con ^’-'nees from 2 3 October to 2 November.

3 6 3 3 5 *TOJO related that at the Con'.*«?re;;0* a renortto the effect that thf .Supreme V/ar CouncLl deemed ii proper that the Army and Navy HLgh Command expedite 
operational preparations to meet the worst possible contingencies was unanimously adopted, TOJO winted Exhibit corrected where it conflicted with his
affidn”lf -n the November 5th Conference.
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*T0J0 slal->d ihr» aune arogram was discussed -it 
N..: \ •jp.ih'"  ̂ Imp»rial ;Vrf»t «n•;» , ”, ■> stat,»d Eh*? object of
holding Jn'r*®rlol Conf^r^nce wa« to «nsure co-ordination 
between *be Gov-' mm*»' fc and the High Comtnind. Under the 
Jananos» system, the Government and the High Command were 
two separat* entltlm. The Prime Mfni«t'- usual! presided 
by Imperial norm! m  1on. Decisions made 5 *■ tr>e Conference, 
on adm1n!str3f[on, were further submitted to the Cabinet 
meeting for final decision, while those pertaining to the 
■Supreme C^mmond w m e  referred to the tilg'- Command Head- 
ana rt̂ '̂ * »

Tb« Government and the High Command requested 
the Fmoeror's sanction separately for their several 
proceedings, Constitutionally, the resnonsib1lit y rested 
separately with the Party concerned, the Cabinet was 
resncns.1h.le for decisions in matters of administration*
The High Command «as ;SoorslMe for matters relating 
to S n »rome Com^an**

+n’V-. f'i.r *c tore of the Military and Naval Affairs 
Bureaus v C  • Chief Cabinet Secretary were present at 
the o '■=■ '> ice, but they were not. responsible members.
Th . -iron Co>'f-,rence and the Imperial Conference were 
a nr,* »^sary adjunct, for the Government and the High 
Command but. were not conferences to further the purposes 
rf a, conspiracy, as the prosecution contended.

At the Imperial Conference of 5 November, T0J0, 
with the Emneror’s permission, presided at 'he meeting 
and explained the circumstances which necessitated the 
convening of that Conference, The Foreign Minister 
explained problems centering around the Japanese’•American 
negotiations, the Finance Minister gave ar -ccnunt of 
the financial situation attendant uoon the »ar, while 
the President of the Cabinet Planning Board discussed 
national resources in relation to war, and +he Chiefs 
of the Army Genera] Staff and t.h- Navy General Staff 
snolçe on their respective rims. President HAP.A of the
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Privy Connell's questions were answered "“by those 
members of the Government or the High Command directly 
concerned. TOJO had no recollection of those questions 
and answers. The third olan formulated at the orevious 
Liaison Conference, and the foreign oolicy cited therein 
to be followed in the American negotiations were aonroved.

From renorts from abroad t h e  military and 
economic pressure by the United States, Britain, the 
Netherlands and China was intensified, and those cowers 
were strengthening their cooperative relations. Mr. 
Grady, special Fast Asia economic envoy of President 
Roosevelt, in late 1°4! flew to Bat-avia in early

to have a talk with Van Mook, the Minister 
East Indies, and then on to Calcutta via

ofSeptember 
the Dutch
Singapore 1n mid-September. Early the next month he 

3 6 V .0 ♦flew to Rangoon, then to Chungking, Hongkong, and back 
to Manila. In m:î 1 October he returned to the United 
States.

Mr. Duff-Cooper, of England, in September 
proceeded via Batavia to Singapore where he met 
British Ambassudor Carr on Sentember 21st. On September 
29 when the British Far East Conference was held in 
Singapore, Mr. Duff-Cooper met Brook-Ponhan, Layton, 
Crosby, Carr, Pave, and Thomas, the Governor-General of 
Malaya, Early October he flew from Singapore to India, 
stopping at Bangkok, "'here he had an interview with 
i’ibul, and thence on to Rangoon and Calcutta. About 
the end of August 19-M , Roosevelt announced the intended 
dispatch to Chungking of a military mission headed by 
Brigadier-General Magruder. The party went to Hongkong 
fora conference there, and then proceeded to Chungking. 
They were reported to have made the statement that the 
object of their visit to China was to help the Chungking 
regime to carry on the hostilities against Tsoan. They 
Intended to make a round of visits in China with head
quarters in Chungking so they could speedily fulfil 

3 ^ 3 4 0  the 1r mission. *At Rangoon they would improve the
transport efficiency of arms and other war supplies by 
the Burma Road.
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TOJO stated that in October 1941, the 

American and British military heads met at Manila. 
According to reports, technical views were exchanged at 
the meeting regarding various Pacific nroblems, 
followed by a series of discussions on the necessary 
strategical policies to be adopted in that connection. 
The conferees were General Ponhan, the Commander of the 
British East Asia Army, Brigadier-General Magruder, the 
Representative of the U.S. Chiang Aid Military Mission, 
General McArthur, the Commander-In-Chief of the U.S.
East Asia Army, and others. The issues discussed were 
the Britlsh-U.S. joint aid to Chiang Kai-shek via the 
Burma Road, the Dlan for joint operations of the Chung- 
King's Southwest China Army and the British reinforce
ments in Burma, and a consolidation of U.S.-British 
joint onerations in the Pacific, esnecially in Air 
Force onerations.

At the end of Seotember Jaoan was informed 
that British East Asia Fleet Commander Layton said the 
Singanore Naval base would be offered to the U.S. Navy, 

i6.}41 *In October, Niemeyer arrived in Manila from Singanore, 
while the Commander of the British Far Eastern Forces, 
Sir Brocks-Ponhan, left Singapore for Australia. Around 
the end of October, Australian Premier Curtin announced 
the successful completion of negotiations between the 
United States, Britain, the NEI, New Zealand and 
Australia with regard to a joint Pacific front. From 
all these renorts, TOJO said it was natent that the 
military and economic links connecting the United States 
Britain, the Netherlands and China against Jaoan were 
growing closer and only a tiny soark was needed to set 
off a giant conflagration.

*T0J0 said news continued to reach Jaoan that 
the United States, Britain and Australia we? s steadily 
enlarging their land, sea and air forces. The U.S.
Navy Department announced that since January 1040 it 
had drawn contracts to build 2,831 shins at a total 
sum of $7,234,000,000, and that 9 6 8  of them were already 
under actual construction. Late in October 1 ° 4 1 , Knox 
reported that 346 fighting shins were ih commission,
3 4 5  fighting shins were under construction or under 
contract for construction, 323 auxiliary shins were in

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
December 2Q, 1947TOJO - Direct
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commission, 209 auxiliary shies were under construction 
or under contract for construction. 4,535 navy planes 
were on hand and 5,535 olanes were under construction.
Early in November Roosevelt requested an appropriation 
of $449, 7 2 0 , 0 0 0  for the building of new olanes. Late 
in October the Secretary of War, Stimson, announced an 
increase in the number of Air Academy cadets and con
scripts to 4n0 ,000, which was about three times present 
sise.

The Australian Prime Minister Curtin announced 
,? 0 4 3  that *450,000 men had been enlisted since the beginning 

' of the European 'Var. In the Philippines, the Chief of 
the General Staff of the Philippine Army announced the 
discharge of active service men had been suspended. It 
was reported also in October that Major General Brian, 
new commander of the Philippine Air Force, had left 
Washington for Manila. In the middle of September 1941, 
Roosevelt requested a supplementary budget of $5,9^5,900,^00 
in accordance with the National Defense Promotion Law.
He presented a supplementary budget bill requiring 
il^0,1 op 000 for national defense purposes. From all 
this, ‘?0JC ‘ J.P was ipuarent the' TJ„F. was Planning an
enormous > nat.ent program for her Army, Navy and Air 
Forces.

Prior to ihove Liaison Conferences and 
Councia? and the Imperial Conferences, the sneeches and 
actions of U.S, loaders had become more provoking.
Toward the °nd of September 1041 it was reported that 
Hull had said that the Government was thinking of 
revising the Neutrality Act, and that Secretary of the 
Navy Knox on launching the battleship Massachusetts,

/\a referred to the Neutrality *Law as "out of date." It 
was also reported that Knox stated in late October that 
a clash with Janan was unavoidable so long at Japan 
held to her present Policy.

TOJO said stens were taken against Japan: First,
the Indian Government repealed the right to import 
cotton and rayon textiles that were to be shipped from 
Janan after September 12th. Second, on 20 October 1941 
the Indian Government prohibited ail imports from Janan 
and Manchuria. He said the pressure of the Allied
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Powers economically and militarily against Japan became 
more flagrant* Because of this, he contended the Liaison 
Conferences and the Imperial Conference were constrained 
to make the decisions referred to.

According to the decision of the Imperial Conference 
of November 5th, the Liaison Conference of 12 November 

<6145 decided on its foreign policy (Ex. 1169)« *The Supreme 
Army Command appointed TERAUCH1 on 6 November as Supreme 
Commander of the Southern Army, and decided the organi
zation in the southern area, orders to prepare for the 
attack on the key points in the same area were Issued and 
on the 15th of the same month the general strategic out
line against, the U.S, and Britain was decided. This was 
only a preparatory action. As War Minister, TOJO knew 
of this procedure, but the other members of the Cabinet 
were entirely ignorant of this action by the Supreme 
Army Command. TOJO did not know what the Supreme Navy 
Command did during this period. Ex. 3662 was received 
1n evidence,

3(>34Y> ♦Ex. 3662 stated the plans for peacetime oper
ations for 1040 and 1941, plans of operations by the 
Imperial Headquarters about t<*e middle of November 1941, 
and operations orders given to the Commander-general of 
the Southern Army on November 6, 1941.

TOJO said in his Cabinet, the Foreign Ministry 
handled negotiations with the U.S. so his personal know
ledge Is confined to the general outlines. As soon as 

16 M7 his Cabinet, was formed NOMURA was advised that the
negotiations should be started afresh. The gist of the 
telegram was conveyed to Welles by Minister WAKASUOI on 
the 24th of the same month.

The Japanese Government had prepared the plans, 
A and R, for negotiations with the U.S. under the direc
tion of the Foreign Ministry and according to the general 
outline decided in the Imperial Conference of 5 November
1°41.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
December 20, 194 V
TOJO - D irect
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TOJO stated that due to increasing difficulties 

and to gain a prompt solution, Ambassador KURUSU was sent 
to assist NOMURA in the negotiations, which NOMURA had 
requested. KURUSU arrived at Washington o n  the 15th of 
November. In this procedure, TOJO said there was no 
design to camouflage Japan's intention to start war.
There was merely a Plan to bring the negotiations to a 
successful conclusion, as was testified by witness 

36348 ♦YAMAMOTO. TOJO gold TOJO before KURUSU left for the U.S. 
he had exnlained to KURUSU the contents of the definite 
olan which the Liaison Conference had oreoared and 
intended to present for discussion at the coming Imperial 
Conference. TOJO advised NOMURA that the situation 
required a rapid solution and the Japanese wanted this 
same effect conveyed to the American Government. TOJO 
said this is supported by the documents produced during 
the testimony of the witness YAMAMOTO. (Ex. 2928, 2957).

TOJO stated negotiations with the U.S. were 
commenced with the A Plan, but the B plan was simul
taneously sent to NOMURA. The points at issue were 
still questions of the Tripartite Alliance, indis
criminate international trade, and the stationing of 
troops in China. The Japanese Government presented the 
B Plan to expedite the negotiations within the limits 

363^9 of the most urgent and *immediate terms. TOGO said 
this >*as also shown In YAMAMOTO’s testimony.

On 17 November 1941, as Premier, TOJO 
explained to the 77th Diet the administrative policies 
of the Government. Ex. 3663, TOJC's speech to Diet was 
received in evidence. TOJO continued, stating that 
after six months of negotiations the sole remaining 
question was whether any effort should be rade to main
tain peace in the Pacific by means of reciprocal 
concessions. Jaoan realized the necessity of explain
ing to the world the limit of the terms that could be 

36350 borne by *her. The Japanese Government expected that
third powers would not disturb Japan in her disposition 
of the China Incident, that military and economic inter
ference with Japan by foreign Powers would be eliminated, 
that the European ’Var would not spread to East Asia.

Narrative SUMMARY OF THE RECORD Page 6OO6
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TOJO's speech was followed by that of TOGO, 
who elucidated two points in the negotiations. The 
first Doint was that there should be no prolongation of 
time in negotiating with the U.S. The second points 
was that they should reject any matter injurious to 
Japan as a major power. The speeches made by TOJO and 
TOGO were broadcast. TOJO was advised that the full 
text of these two speeches appeared in the U.S. press. 
It was assumed that the U.S. authorities were well 
acquainted with them.

♦Both Houses passed unanimously on November 
18th resolutions for assisting and encouraging the 
Government. In the House of Representatives, SHIMADA, 
a Diet member made a speech explaining the resolution, 
which was considered to be a reflection of public 
opinion at that time.

Defense Exhibit No. 3664, SHIMADA’s speech, 
was received in evidence. Defense Exhibit No. 3665-A, 
excernt from proceedings of House of Peers, was also 
admitted in evidence.

♦In negotiations on Plan B, the U.S. continued 
its nolicy of negation, and desnite all efforts of 
NOMURA and KURUSU, the U.S. adamantly adhered to its 
plan of June 21st. Report came to TOJO that the U.S. 
had communicated with England, Holland and China to 
establish a closer contact with those Governments,
’which did not afford TOJO much optimism for the future.

TOJO said nrior to this, in America, England, 
Australia and Holland, the political situation had 
become more tense, armaments had been expanded, and 
their leaders had been markedly provocative in their 
attitude towards Janan. These facts were calculated 
to excite the Japanese. TOJO said, and they effected 
the aforement resolutions in both Houses. Premier 
Churchill of England declared on 10 November 1941 that 
should the U.S. fight with Japan the British will 
follow within the hour. (Exhibit 2956, exhibit 1173)« 
Two days later, King George proclaimed at the opening 
of Parliament that the British Government was concerned 
with the situation in East Asia.
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Roosevelt stated on Armistice Day that the 
U.S. would fight to preserve liberty throughout the 
world. Secretary of Navy Knox said on the same day 
that the time had come to become resolute against Japan. 
TOJO pointed out that these leaders of America and 
England had taken an extremely offensive and provocative

36354 trftnd prior to the *77th Session of the Diet. Roosevelt
declared on November 14th that the withdrawal of marines 
from China had been decided upon. Iraq severed her 
diplomatic relations with Japan on November l6. About 
the middle of November, TOJO said it was reported the 
Canadian Army for the defense of Hong Kong had arrived 
Hong Kong. The U.S. announced on November 24, its 
decision to dispatch army forces to Netherlands Guinea. 
This dispatch of U.S. forces to Holland territory 
disturbed Japan. On November 21st, reinforcements to 
the British Far Eastern Army was announced by the Navy 
Minister. *

Early in November, the U.S. Navy announced 
that naval construction for the two ocean fleets 
carried out between January and October of that year 
was: Capital ships, 2 commissioned, 2 launched;
Destroyers, 13 commissioned, 15 launched. On 25 
November U.S. Army authorities in the Philippines 
announced that by the end of December mines would be

36355 laid *at, the entrance of Manila. The British 
authorities at the Straits Settlements declared that 
mines would be laid at the eastern entrance of Singa
pore Harbor. Toward the end of November, Knox 
proclaimed that the naval recruiting was at the rate 
of 11,000 a month. One hundred U.S. residents in 
Tientsin were evacuated about the end of November.
These joint undertakings by U.S. and Britain impressed 
Japan with the close imminence of a war.

TOJO said on November 26, 1941 , t.ne U.S. 
replied to NOMURA and KURUSU that after carefully 
studying Japan's proposal of November 20th, the U.S. 
dissented from the proposal and submitted a note as a 
bast3 for further negotiations. This the "Hull Note" 
of November 26. Its contents were as set forth In 
Exhibit 1245-1.
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The eaid "Note" adhered to the former asser

tions on the nart of U.S. and TO.TO paid made unreasonable 
riô^nis, which were unacceptable to Japan that Japan make 
unconditional withdrawal of the Japanese army and navy 

36356 from French Indo-China *as well as from China, that Janan 
deny the Manchukuo Government and the Nationalist Govern- 
ment at Nanking, and that they make the Tripartite Alliance 
a dea^ letter.

36357

Pr*or to the receipt of "Note*', a Liaison Con" 
ference was held on 22 November 1041 for a discussion of 
U.S.-Japanese negotiations. Viewed from existing 
conditions, the members of the Conference were discouraged 
but the Government did not abandon hone, but made an 
exploratory study as to Japan’s attitude in case U.S. 
should reject Japan’s proposals; and as to what the next 
step should be when the U.S. made some concession to the 
request for oil.
* In the first event there would be no alter

native but to act In accordance with the decision of the 
Imperial Conference on 5 November. In the second 
eventuality Janan should propose some concrete demands. 
TOJO remembered it was decided to request a total amount 
of +six million tons of oil from the U.S. and the Nether
lands. Defense Ex. 3666 to the effect that the nlan-B, 
concerning the amount of gasoline decided necessary to be 
Imported from U.S.A. and the Dutch Indies formulated at 
th° Liaison Conference of November 22, 1941, was destroyed 
by fire at. th^ time of the termination of the war,was then 
admitted in evidence.

TOJO stated that on 27 November the Govern- 
ment and the Suoreme Command held a Liaison Conference 
at the Imperial Palace. The Hull note had i. yet 
arrived. *TOGO explained the difficulties cf tim U.S.- 
Jananese negotiations. The gist of the U.S. proposition 
was reported by Military Attache in Washingt.oh. This 
consisted of the harsh demands heretofore outlined. A 
similar message was sent by the Naval Attache. Ou the 
same day, 27 November, a Liaison Conference was again
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held to discuss the items in the information received. 
They were all dumfounded at the severity of the U.S. 
proposition.

TOJO remembered they concluded the U.S. note 
of 26 November was an ultimatum to Japan, and that 
Jaoan could not accent the conditions TOJO said the U.S. 
knew full well that they were unacceptable to Jaoan.
The memorandum was made with the joint understanding of 
other countries concerned.

Taking notice of the measures taken by the 
U.S. towards Jaoan and U.S. attitude, the U.S. seemed 

}6359 to have ^already decided upon war against Jaoan. They 
felt Jaoan might be attacked by the U.S. at, any moment, 
and she should guard fully against it.

The Liaison Conference decided that since 
there was no hope in negotiating,Jaoan should act in 
accordance with the decisions made at the Imperial 
Conference on 5 November. But the final decision 
was to be made at^he Imperial Conference, and the 
next Imperial Conference was scheduled to be held on 
1 December with all members of the cabinet. TOJO 
stated they allowed substantial time between the 
Liaison Conference and Imperial Conference because 
they knew His Majesty wanted to hear the senior states
men’s opinions on this matter. That was why they did 
not oonvene an Imperial Conference Immediately.

A cabinet meeting was held on 28 November 
at 10 o ’clock in the morning. TOJO recalled that 
TOGO made a detailed report concerning the negotiations. 
They discussed the decision of preceding Liaison Con
ference, to which all the cabinet members agreed.

3636O However, they did not decide on ♦war. This .vas deferred 
until the Imperial Conference to be held on December 1st.

Just prior to the Cabinet meeting TOGO 
reported to TOJO the telegram of 26 November from 
NOMURA and KURUSU concerning their suggestions on 
the Imperial message (exhibit 2249) and TOGO also told 
him that he had already communicated this to SHIMADA.
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They concluded that the measure suggested would not 
solve the current impasse, and since the Hull note had 
already been handed to them the method set forth In 
telegram was out of the question* TOJO said-the NOMURA 
telegram must have been dispatched before they had 
received Hull's note* In accordance with decision 
Instructions were forwarded to NOMURA in Washington*

TOJO stated that therevere some fact which 
came to his knowledge after the war's termination.
For instance, that the U.S. authorities had deciphered 
Japan's secrêt code and knew our decision before It had 
been presented to them; that the U.S. State Department 
had knowledge that Japan’s proposition of 20 November 

36361 would *be the final one.
That prior to the Hull note the U.S, had 

formulated a draft of a modus vivendi based on 
Roosevelt's idea,vhich left room for negotiations and 
would gain time for the U.S, Navy's replenishment of 
armaments, but which was abandoned owing to opposition 
from British and Chinese, and consequently the Hull 
note was adopted and the U.S, knew that this note would 
never be acceptedty Japan; that the U.S. knew that 
Japan was regarding Hull's note of 26 November as an 
ultimatum; that by the end of November 194-1, the U.S. 
and Britain, had decided to enter war with Jaoan and 
that the U.S. was determined Japan should commit the 
first overt act.
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36364 * On 29 November 1941 the Senior Statesmen convened at the
Imperial Palace to hear the Government's intention relative to ouening 
hostilities against the U.S., Britein and the Netherlands, and to report

36365 their opinion« in that regard.* Hi» Majesty yearned to assume a discreet 
attltuae toward a decision for war. Those who attended were ex-Premiers 
KONOYE, H1HANUMA, HAYASHI, HI ROTA, ABE, YONAI, WAKATSUKI, OKADA and KARA, 
the President of the Privy Council. This type of meeting was no more 
than a confabulation of the above named senior statesmen. No one pre
sided at the meeting, and they did not pass any decision.

Even though these men were called "senior statesmen," TOJO 
said they substantially differed from those eider statesmen or "Genro" 
at the period of the Russo-Japanese War. Elder statesmen, or "Genron," 
were named as veteran statesmen of the nation by Imperial rescript and 
they shouldered*responsibilities in the gravest national problems. These 
senior statesmen were not those officially nominated as such. They had 
occupied the post of premiership in the past.

3G366 * At that discussion between the Government and the Senior
Statesmen, the Government was represented by TOJO as Premier and War 
Minister, Navy Minister SH1MADA, Foreign Minister TOGO, Finance Minister 
KAYA, and the President of the Planning Board„SU3UK1. No one attended 
from the Supreme Command. TOJO explained why Japan was placed in a 
position where resort to arms against the U.S. and Great Britain could 
not be avoided. TOGO expounded on the situation of the U.S.-Japanese 
negotiations. Some questions were asked concerning U.S.-Japanese 
negotiations and Japan’s war potentials, etc., which the Government 
answered and explained, the details of which TOJO did not recall.
OKADA's statement that TOJO refused to explain on the grounds of a 
"State Secret" is not founded on faci., TOJO asserted. The only matters 
not exposed concerned pure strategy.

After luncheon the Emperor asked the Senior Statesmen their
363G? opinions concerning a possible war against.the U.S. * and Great

Britain. In addition to the Senior Statesmen, the Ministers of the 
Cabinet who had been present in the morning and KILO attended. The 
opinions of the attendants are recorded in KIDO's diary. The opinions 
consist of the following four points} first, if the negotiations were 
broken off, Japan should refrain from war and m.-Uce plane for the future; 
second, that there was no alternative but to rely on the Government's 
decision to resort to war after deliberate investigations; third, if 
the war were protracted there would be much anxiety as to Japan's supply 
of materials and the trend of public opinion as well. TOJO said no one 
gave his definite opinion as to the measures Japan should take on this 
point; fourth, if this war were for self-existence, they must wage war 
even in the fact of eventual defeat. However, if they resorted to war 
for East Asiatic policy, this was considered highly dangerous.

TOJO explained the Government’s intentions on each point.
36366 As to tue first, he stated that the * Government had concluded that 

if they adopted . . course notwithstanding the failure of the nego
tiations, J. h national defence would be jeopar id. and her ex-
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istence aß a nation would be threatened« TOJO explained why ehe 
Government had not adopted the first plan; and he said there v/as no 
need for an explanation on the second point. With regard to the 
third, he explained that Japan desired an early decisive battle, but 
in warfare the war will not develop as expected, so they must be pre
pared for a prolonged war« They had made inquiries about a prolonged 
war in the Liaison Conferences, and the two problems were whether 
Japan's supply would hold out in a protracted war, and whether there 
would be any rupture in the fighting morale of the Japanese peoole, 
and how the war could be terminated.

3636S
With regard to Japan's supply, this, TOJO said, denended 

* upon the initial stage of the fighting. The High Command seemed
confident of success at the outset of the hostilities. TOJO said they 
did not mention matters of pure strategy including the projected 
attack on Hawaii. If they could attain the success of which the High 
Command was so confident, they could handle the problem of supply by 
securing the strategic points and thus acquiring important war materi
als, especially oil. Fo'r this purpose both the Army and the Government 
would exert their utmost efforts. The question of sustaining trans
portation would be chiefly the Navy's problem. The Government would 
take every possible precaution as to the people's morale in view of 
four years of war against China and the increasing propaganda and 
strategy of the enemies, They felt they could depend on the loyalty 
of the people who had never yet failed their country.

36370

As to how the war could be terminated, they had investigated 
a plan to negotiate peace at a proper time through the mediation of 
the Soviet or Vatican. They were * not confident they had a definite 
plan, so members were asked to suggest a plan, if there was one. To 
succeed in the initial engagement they should secure the strategic 
points as rapidly as possible so they could establish a plan for a 
prolonged war. They would execute an active operation and at the same 
time develop every national potential. Secondly, they would politically 
and strategically compel Chungking and Britain to fall out and thus re
duce the U.S. will to fight. TOJO explained that they would proceed on 
the basis of this policy, adding there were no means at present to bring 
the war to an end? that it must be decided later according to the cir
cumstances.

After the above meeting, a Liaisoh Conference was held in the 
Palace, where the subject of opening hostilities against the U.S.,
Britain and the Netherlands was discussed and adopted.

On 30 November, TOJO was summoned by the Emperor. He immediale- 
36371 *ly proceeded to the Palace and was granted an audience accordingly. The 

Emperor told TOJO that Prince TAKAMATSU, the Imperial brother, told His 
Majesty that the Navy's hands were full and it desired to avoid war.
TOJO answered that it was the desire of the Government and the High Com
mand to avoid war. '"xoce the Liaison Conference, after deliberation, 
decideu the cou: vo take, as reported to the Throne TOJO said there
was no alternatx e but reBort to war of self-defene „ The High Command
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wan fully convinced of victory. TOJO said that if His Majesty should 
entertain any doubt he should summon the Chief of the Navy General 
Staff and the Navy Minister, and let them explain. K1D0 notified 
TOJO by telephone later that the Emperor allowed the Imoerial Con
ference to be held on 1 December as slated.

56572 * TOJO stated the deadlock in the negotiations compelled
them to resort to war. The Imperial Conference on 1 December was 
convoked for that purpose. This Conference was attended by the ones 
who attended the Liaison Conference and all Cabinet Ministers. TOJO 
presided over the proceedings, and that day*s agenda stated that since 
the negotiations with the U.S. ended in failure, Japan would open war 
against the J.S., Britain and the Netherlands. At the outset TOJO said 
he made the statements as shown in Exhibit 2954 and then discussion en
sued.

Naval General Staff, representing the Chiefs of both Staffs of imperial 
Headquarters, explained the situation from the military point of view,As 
TOJO recalled» NAGANO's main points wereS first, the U.S., Britain and 
Holland were increasing their armed strength. The Chungking forces 
were redoubling their fighting power with the aid of U.S. and Britain. 
Japan could see that the U.S. and Britain had already decided to fight; 
second, the Japanese Army and Navy had been preparing for and were 
ready to go into operations as soon as the Imperial command was issued; 
third, through diplomacy they hoped to avoid trouble with Soviet; and 
fourth, the Army and Navy were in high spirits, burning with the desire 
to serve the nation and the Emperor, and willing to give their lives if 
necessary.

the supervision of interior affairs, the protective means adopted for 
tne protection of aliens and diplomatic officials. KAYA spoke on econ
omic and financial strength, and the Minister of Agriculture and 
Forestry on the question of food supplies in case of prolonged warfare. 
In answer to inquiries from HABA, the President of the Privy Council,

56375 the Government and the High Command made these main points; * As to
the prospect of a naval victory in the face of a progressive increase 
in U.S. armament, the Chief of the Naval General Staff answered that it 
was true that the U.S. had a big armament plan, however, he pointed out 
that 40}jo of its naval strength lay in the Atlantic, which would not 
speedily be transferred to Pacific waters. An increase in the British 
fleet in the Far East was to be expected and was already actually taking 
place. Judging from the European war situation, the British could not 
move any major fleet to the Far East. The U.S. ami Britain power had the 
defect of being an allied and combined force. If they challenged Jaoan, 
they were ready to meet them with a hopeful prospect of success. As to 
how Japan would manage if the war became protracted, his answer was that 
it was impossible to calculate on the outcome of the war if protracted, 
as mucr depended on '■ he total potentials of the belligerents, and the 
fluctuating world equation. TOJO said even then NAGANO did not betray 
a word on the operational plan Including an attack on Hawaii.

36373 TOGO reported on * negotiations. NAGANO, Chief of the

36374 » As Home Minister, TOJO explained the current public sentiment,
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Ç6376 * As to the second question regarding the move of Slam and

Japan's attitude toward her, TOJO answered that Slam was moving in a 
very delicate manner strategically as well as diplomatically as the 
British Government had a latent influence upon her. Therefore* the 
Government and the High Command should adopt proper measures toward 
Siam in pursuit of strategic operations against the U.S. and Britain. 
In view of the recently increased intimate relations between that 
country and Japan, they were confident they could pass through its 
territories in the event of action against the U.S. and Britain.

As to the third question regarding air attacks on the 
Homeland of Japan, the Chief of the Army General Staff answered 
that the initial success would decide the issue not only at the be- 
ginning of war but also in its later course. If Japan won the in
itial battles there was little possibility of the homeland being 
mass-raided. They could not say there would be none at all. The 
U.S. might request the U.S.S.R. for the use of bases, so they had 

36377 *to be very cautious. In such a case the homeland would require
better protection. The military authorities were already prepared 
to take emergency measures for air defense. They would not have 
adequate defense power for the homeland because the fighting forces 
at the front would require increased anti-air raid equipment. This 
would be improved in the course of the war.

HARA pplned that war was unavoidable, that there was no 
doubt about initial success. If there were protracted warfare, the 
government should conquer the restlessness of the people as early 
as possible, HARA. stated there might be a danger of collapse if 

3637b the v/a, were draw»» out. * TOJO answered they should be very care
ful regarding whut HaRA said as to general war measuresc They would 
also try to bring the war to the earliest conclusion. The government 
and the high command were proceeding with war plans under a mutual 
understanding that they would relinquish war plans provided the U.S. 
acceded to Japan's representations before the blow was struck.

lu  prolonged warfare they would guard the people against 
restlessness and maintain law and order by preventing disquieting 
influences within and disturbing artifices without. TOJO said they 
realized their responsibility was great at that critical moment. In 
other words, TOJO said they were prepared. If His Majesty decided on 
war they would strengthen the resolution to serve His Majesty's cause 
and cement the cooperation between the government and the high command 
in carrying out the plans and measures, thus maintaining a national 
unity towards ultimate victory to accomplish the purposes of war.

36379 The proposal was adopted. * TOJO said the Emperor uttered not a 
word during this conference.

TOJO said the cabinet, prior to the conference, on the same 
day decided that the government had no objection to the proposal.
All the cabinet ministers attended this Imperial Conference, and they 
regarded the decision of the conference to be take::*«- the decision of 
the Cabinet. The high command took the necessary course of action 
under its responsibility.
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TOJO said the entire responsibility rests upon the responsible 

persons in the cabinet and in the supreme command, and not with the 
Emperor.

In issuing a mandate for the formation of a new cabinet the
36380 Emperor acted * upon the recommendation of the Elder Statesmen and 

upon the advice of KIDO who was responsible for constant advice to 
the Throne. There was no precedent where an Emperor issued a mandate 
according to his own opinions to any person to formulate a new cabinet. 
As for the appointment of the Chiefs of Staff of the Army, the three 
chiefs (War Minister, Chief of the General Staff and Inspector General 
of Military Education) would have a joint consultation, and their 
nominee is sucnritted for Imperial sanction by the War Minister, who 
assists the Emperor in that respect. This same procedure was followed 
by the Navy. TOJO could not recall any instance where the Emperor made

36381 an appointment at variance with the recommendations. •This long estab
lished procedure was used during the Meiji, Taisho and Showa eras.

TOJO explained all affairs of state were conducted on the 
advice of cabinet and the supreme command, anti the Emperor never 
took personal action on administration or high command without ad
vice. This system was provided by the former Constitution of Japan, 
and the Emperor refrained from placing a vote upon any final decision 
made by the cablnr* end the supreme command.

The Emperor’s suggest ions were issued on the recommendation 
of KIDO who assumed the responsibility for advice to His Majesty.
Even as to these suggestions of the Emperor, the political counsellors 
of the cabinet or the military advisors of the supreme command advised 
the Emperor after a careful study on their own responsibility,

36382 * All their conclusive recommendations and suggestions were
sanctioned without fail by His Majesty. TOJO recalled no instance 
whefce the Emperor refused to accept the persuasion ofpolitical 
counsellors and military advisors.
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3636? . * TUJc, in aumminp up, said the '*îmj *ror had no choie, lv*. could
not reject the recommendations and advice of the Cabinet and Hiph 
Command. His wishes were scrutinized by the Cabinet or the .'Supreme 
Command, and suggestions after this examination had to he approved by 
the Emperor and never rejected. TOJC said therefore the responsibility 
was solely that of the Cabinet and Supreme Command as to political, 
diplomatic and military affairs of the nation, Accordingly, the 
December 1 decision for war is the responsibility of the Cabinet Ministers 
and members of the Hiph Command, and not that of the Emperor.

K 3 & A  '* Np to the actual outbreak of war, two items were studied; the
preparations for carryinp out the commencement of hostilities and the 
execution of state affairs connected with these preparations. The staff 
officers of both the army and the navy were responsible for preparations 
for hostilities, as the povernment did not have any responsibility in 
such matters. There were some matters within the field of military 
administration that TOJC assumed the responsibility for as War Minister. 
as for matters concerninp naval administration, TCJG did not participate 
as War Minister or as Premier. TOJO called attention to Regulations of 
the Army General Staff (Exhibit 78) and Repulations of the Naval General 
Staff ('Exhibit 79) which clearly indicate that loth the General Staffs 
are responsible for matters concerninp tbe Supreme Command of the Army 
and Navy.

3C385 * The doctrine of the independence of the Supreme Command is
peculiar in the Japanese system. No administrative office can interfere 
in the execution of operations and tactics, or, administrative officers 
have no voice in matters eonceminp Supreme Command, Acoordinply, an 
administrative department of the povermnent cannot assume responsibility 
for policies of that nature. Of all. the Cabinet Ministers, only fr.e 7/ar 
and the Navy Minister are different from those of other Ministers in 
that these two ministers were participants in the council of war. Moth 
the Wur and Navy Ministers participated in administrative matters which 
»’elated to operations includinp personnel affairs. However, the War and 
Navy Ministers cxd not participate in the operational plans, nor in the 
implementation of such plans. Doth War and Navy Ministers were informed 
of operational plans only after they had been reported and assented to 
by the Emperor. The testimony of the witness ISHIHARA as to this is 
correct.

36386 * TOJG wished to clarify exhibit 1979-A, wir- reference to
answers attributed to him in answer to the prosecution's interrogation 
of 1/. March 19/.6, as these answers did rot convey his meaninp exactly.
The Imperial Headouarters consists of members of the Army and Navy 
General Staffs, and partly by members of the Army and Navy Ministries 
concurrently (other than the Ministers cf War and Navy). They are 
divided into Army and Navy Departments of Imperial headquarters and are 
under the control of the respective chiefs of the Army and Navy General 
Staffs. The Ministers of V-nr and Navy are not included in Imperial
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Ï M S Poadcuartors as ropular members, as s ta te d  Exhibit 197*«-». However, 
V/ar and Kavy M inisters can attend the Im perial Headou.-.rtera Conference

3t-3£7

as p a r t ic ip a n ts , so th a t m ilita r y  and naval m atters connectée': with Piph 
Command may bo handled with d isp atch . Durin f h is  tenure o f  o f f i c e  as 
War M in ister, * TGJC sa id  there was r o t  a s in f l e  occasion when ho hod 
to attend such c conference., A War M in ister cannot p a r t ic ip a te  in the 
d ecision  o f  a f fa i r s  p u rely  in the nature o f  Piph Command. Such matters 
are communicated to  the War M inistry a f t e r  a f in a l  d ecision  in  Im perial 
Poadouarters,

303C?

Defense e x h ib it 366? sta ted  th a t the two documents e n tit le d  
e C rpanization  o f  the Im perial Ko" and "The Im perial Ho S e rv ice  

Populations" were burned a t  term ination o f  war. * TCJC continued, 
s ta tin p  th a t an Imperial Headquarters Conference bad not been held 
durinp the e n tire  period th a t be vas War M in ister. The moetir.ps 
which é’OJC mentioned in  the above e x h ib it were not Im perial Head
q uarters Conferences in the proper sen se.

3*389

From December 1 ,  194 1, to  the outbreak o f  the war, l ia is o n  
conferences were held to  decide m atters o u tsid e  the sphere o f  pure 
Sxirremo Command, but connected with both th e Hlph Command and m ilita r y  
ad m in istration , as, f i r s t ,  the note to  th e  U, S . and the time o f  i t s  
delivery,; second, the d ec isio n  on the puidinp p r in c ip le s  fo r  the 
conduct o f tho war; th ir d , th e  d ecisio n  on ad m in istrât ion o f occupied 
areas; * fo u rth , the measures in r e la t io n  to fo re ip n  cou n tries fcllow in p  
the outbreak o f  war; f i f t h ,  th e d r a ft  inf' o f  the Im perial R escrip t fo r  
the d eclaratio n  c f  war.

30390

The a f f ia n t  sta te d  th a t on 8 December 1941 NCMIJÜA hander] the 
TU 3, n o tice  o f  Japan's determ ination to  sever dip lom atic r e la t io n s  
with the U. S . and i t s  in te n tio n  to  open h o s t i l i t i e s .  TC JC sa id  the 
Foreipn M inistry was resp o n sib le  fo r  a l l  the dip lom atic step s concern- 
inp th is  n o t i f ic a t io n , ^ccordinp to T tJC 's r e c o lle c t io n , TCGC presented 
th e dra-‘‘t  o f  tho n o tice  a t  the December 4 J ia iso n  Conference. This 
proposal was approved unanimously. TCJC remembered th at i t  was apreed 
* f i r s t ,  th a t diplom atic stops cor. corn in  p the l a s t  note were to bo l e f t  
to  TCGC; second, th at n o tic e  was to  be in  form a n o t if ic a t io n  o f  v/ar 
based or in te rn a tio n a l lav/, and Japan was to  re se rv e  freedom o f  action  
a f t e r  n o tice  to  U. S , T h ird , the n o tic e  roust be d e liv ered  to  th e U. S. 
b efo re  the a tta c k , The n o tic e  was to be handed by I. "MUR* to  the 
resp on sib le  U, S . o f f i c i a l  . The n o tic e  to the American Ambassador in 
Japan was to be d e liv ered  a f t e r  the a t ta c k , TOJC sta te d  the Emperor 
had freouent l y  in stru cte d  him and th e two c h ie fs  o f  the peneral s t a f f s  
to  d e liv e r  the n o tice  b e fo re  a tta ck in p , and a l l  members o f  the M aison

30391
Conference were av/are o f  h is  vdshes. Fourth, tho time o f  d e liv e r y  o f  
the n o tice  was decided a f t e r  con su ltation  between TOGO * and the two 
c h ie fs  o f  the General S t a f f .
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The strategic plan for attacking Pearl Harbor and other places, and 
troop movements, especially the time of launching attacks, was made 
top secret by Imperial Headquarters. All Cabinet members except Y;ar 
and Navy Ministers knew nothing of Pearl Harbor plans. As War Minister, 
T0J0 was informed^ secretly by the Chief of the Army Oeneral Staff, but 
the other Cabinet members didn't know of it. In his interrogations in 
evidence, TCJC stated that TCGO and SUZUKI had knowledge concerning the 
time of attacking Pearl Harbor, but TOJC says this was a misrecollection 
on his part, and he asked to correct his testimony.

TOJO remembered that at the Cabinet meeting of 5 December 1941» 
TOGO explained the gist of the Japanese final note to the U. 5. and

36392 all the Cabinet mombers apreed, Cn 6 December the Japanese Government * 
wired instructions to NOMURA that a note was to he sent to U. S. that 
further instructions as to the time of delivering this note to the U. S. 
would bo sent, and NOMURA was instructed to make all preparations to 
present the note to the U. S. on its receipt. Thereupon the text of 
the note was wired to NCMURA.

TCJC recounted that on 7 December the instructions to NCMURA were 
to hand the note in person to the U. S., preferably to the Secretary of 
State, at 1.00 p. m. Washington time 7 December. The Japanese Govern
ment had every intention that it should be delivered before the attack 
on Pearl Harbor, and acted in accordance with this intention. TCJC 
believed that delivery was made in confcrmanco with T C X  's instructions. 
TCJC said it was natural to place full faith in diplomatic officials,

36393 and the Japanese Government regretted learning subsequently that the 
actual delivery of the note was delayed. As to the contents and the 
delivery of the final note, the Cabinet and the Liaison Conference 
relied upon the Foreign Ministry to act in the light of international 
Jaw.

TCJO said the actual date escaped his memory, but an agreement 
was reached in the liaison Conference pertaining to the principles irv 
conducting coming war. It was agreed that after outbreak of war 
apainst the U. S., Pritain and the Netherlands, efforts will be made to 
bring about the fall of Britain and the Chungking regime. It was

3 6 3 9 4  planned that key points * in the Philippines, Pritish Malaya, WEI and 
Southern Purma would be occupied. A foundation for self-sufficiency 
would be established by occupation of those regio''«-. Preparations were 
to he perfected to meet the situation to the North The Supreme 
Command estimated five months as the time for these preparations.
The military operations were to he conducted in conformity with 
conditions, particularly with the results of naval warfare.
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3 6 ^ 9 5 * TCJO said it, was apreed that the declaration would he limited 
to D. S. and Pritair .at first. No declaration of wai’ was to bo made 
against the Netherlands. V.’ith the outbreak of the war, the Netherlands 
will be regarded as quasi-hootlle, and appropriate meastires will be 
taken towards her on this status.

It. was apreed to continue the policies pursued to d«te in 
settlement of the China Incident. Hong Kong would be attacked at the 
outbreak of the war. The Prit.isb concession at Tientsin, the Inter* 
national Settlement at Shanghai, and other riphts of hostile countries 
in China would be dealt with. The neutrality pact with the Soviet 
would bo respected and the policy of maintaining tranquility in the 
North would be adhered to. Sovlet-Arrerican cooperation would he 
carefully watched.

3639 6

It was apreed to request passape for Japanese troops throuph 
Thai territory prior to the advent of Japanese troops on Thai borders. 

.* TCJC .••aid it was also apreed that Japan would not reouest Nnnchukuo 
and the Nnnkinp Government to participate in the war. It was apreod 
to conclude a treaty of a no-separate pence with Germany and Italy. 
Fach an offer was made to Germany and Italy on 29 November 19/.1, at 
the tim« the negotiations with the U. F. ended. No notice was made to 
them as to the date for cpeninp hostilities, After the outbreak of 
the war on 13 December 1941, this treaty was concluded. TO JO said 
this shows that there was r.o close cooperation between Japan and 
Germany nnd Italy prior to the outbreak of war, and Japan's decision 
to po to war was made without- regard., to the attitude of Germany and 
Italy. It was apreed to keep secret the timê"for opening, hostilities.

- /' 'JO7

Trepanations for hostilities along the decision of 1 December 
would terminate if N. 3.-Japanese repotiat.ions result in an under
standing prior to ? December, TCJC explained that since the ! earl 
Harbor attack * was solely in charpo of the Navy Division of the 
Imperial Goner«] Nf*adnuartors, he had no connection with it. Cr> 1 
December the Army Division of Imperial General Headouarters issued 
orders for preparations for opening hostilities to thn C-in-C of the 
Goiithern Area Army, the C-in-C of the Exp edit ionary Forces in China 
end the Commander of Forces in the Southern Sees. It was directed 
that if U. S.-Japanese negotiations reached an unde standing, these 
preparations would he called off. Since those matters concerned the 
Supremo Command and were outside TOJC's jurisdiction he could testify 
as to them.

°'-3 0g
Defense exhibit 3668, stntinp the written orders regardinp 

Treparations for war, issued by the Army Department of Imperial Nq. 
on December 1, 1941 to the commanders of the Southern Area Army, of 
the Expeditionary Forces in China, and of the South 3«os Detachment, 
cou"!d 1-0 * be found, was admitted in evidence and rend.
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far a
They decided on the administration of future occupiori areas ir 

the South at the Liaison Conference on 20 November 1941 . These principles 
were communicated to the respective commanders simultaneously with the 
order for commencement of preparations for hostilities. TCJC said the 
plan for administration of occupied regions followed certain basic

36399 * policies in accordance with military operations. Occupied territories 
were to be placed under military administration and supervised by 
operational forces. Such military administration would be abolished
as soon as possible and self-government was to be pranted promptly in so 
far as local political conditions warrant. These self-governing repions 
have to cooperate in the establishment of the Greater Bast Asia Co- 
prosperity rphore and, depending on local conditions, will assist in 
prosecutinp the war.

mCJC stated the outline of administration in occupied regions 
was_as shown in exhibit 877, which provided for peace and order within 
the occupied areas, the speedy acouisition of critical natural resources 
needed for national defense, and local self-sufficiency of forces onpaped

36400 in military operations.* In the execution of the above principles, they 
were reouired to use existing governmental agencies, respect existing 
organizations and racial traits, customs and habits, and to recognize 
freedom of religion. They were also recuired to pet local foreigners 
to cooperate with military administration;•an4 those, who refused t.o 
cooperate would be reouested to withdraw. They were to bring about a 
severance of relations of local Chinese with Chungking. Japanese 
nationals advancing to the south were to he carefully selected.

TCJC said he would next discuss measures taken against foreign 
countries. 'rho Netherlands declared war against Japan on 10 December 
1941. On 12 January 194?> Japan proclaimed a 3tate of war between Japan

3 6 401 and the Netherlands. * The Imperial Conference of 5 November 1941 
decided in case of war against the U. S., Britain and the Netherlands, 
close military relations should be established betr/pon Japan and Thailand. 
TCJC said the I iaison Conference of 23 November 1943- decided that Japan 
should request Thailand to permit her to 3end troops over Thai territory. 
Measures we re to he taken to avoid any conflict between Japan and Thai 
forces. In case British forces invaded Thailand before the Japanese,
Japan would inferm the Ambassador in Thailand of that fact, and would 
cross into Thai territory after an understanding was reached. The 
measures decided on 1 December 1941 were dispatched ' ̂  the forces at
the spot to enable them to carry them out prior to crossing the troops.

3 6 4 0 2 * The Japanese Government relied heavily on Thailand and was confident 
that passage of troops would be permitted, Japan refrained from 
presenting the request prematurely because it might be disclosed to
the Pritisho The Japanese Ambassador to Thailand commenced negotiations 
with the Thai Government for passape just prior tc the advent of Japanese 
forces. It was not until around noon of 8 December t/'at the agreement 
was signed. The Japanese army forces had already received intelligence 
to the ofCent that the British forces had entered the part of
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3640/.

Thai territory. A skirmish between Japanese and Thailand forces was 
taken care of on 8 December by the Thai Government. The crossing of 
the Thai border by British forces was confirmed by Col. Wild and TOJO 
* said he received intelligence on that matter at the time. TCJC 
remembered that KIMJRA stated in TCJCs name at the 78th Diet session 
on 15 December that the British Empire had long been pressuring Thailand 
to participate in the Anti-Japanese front. Britain under cover of 
darkness at midnight of 7 December had broken through the Malaya border 
and invaded the southern part of Thailand. Japanese army forces with 
the support of the Navy completed landing operations at strategic points 
of the Malaya Peninsula at dawn of the 8th.

* Defense exhibit 3669-A, KIMURA’s speech to the Diet, an 
excerpt from proceedings of tha-House of Representatives, was received 
in evidence.

TOJl continued, stating Japan promulgated the Imrerial Rescript 
on the declaration of war on 8 December 1941. The Rescript was addressed 

36405 to the people of Japan, and TOJC said it was not * a communication of
commencement of hostilities as contemplated under international law. It 
was decided at the liaison Conference of 29 November, if he remembered 
correctly, to start drafting the Imperial Rescript on a declaration of 
war. The final draft was decided at the Cabinet Council on 5 December 
and at the liaison Conference on 6 December, and submitted to the Throne 
on 7 Decomber 1941. TOJC made two or three interim reports to the Throne 
prior to its final form. They amended the two points in the Imperial 
Rescript in obedience to Bis Majesty's wishes as to the responsibility 
of the Cabinet.

The reading "It has been truly unavoidable and far from our 
wishes that cur Empire has now been brought to cross swords with America 
and Britain" was amended and added in accordance with the Emperor's 

tQC wishes, "he second amendment was * also made by the Emperor's efforts, 
which changed a phrase in the concluding paragraph which read, "raising 
and enhancing thereby the glory of the Imperial Way" to read "preserving 
thereby the glory of our Empire".

The promulgation of the Imperial Rescript on the declaration of 
war was submitted to the Irivy Councillors for discussion. TCJC remembered 
it was past 11 a. m. on 8 December 194-1 that the Rescript was announced, 
after Privy Council and Imperial sanction. TCJC as..à that as stated in 
exhibit 1241 be explained before the Investigation Committee of the Privy 
Ccuncil that after war was decided upon 1 December the negotiations with 
U. S. were continued only for strategic consideration», and that Japan 
would not declare war against Holland in view of strategic convenience.
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//■? •> TCJC gaid his statements before the I rivy Council r’id not 

correctly convey what ho actuary said on that occasion, '»‘.’hot >,rt 
actually said was that the decision to po to var war ma-’o or 
After that date althouph preparations for h ostilities were foremost, 
they continued to hope for a diplomatic settlement throuph H.

■ ’ they contemplated susy eru- ion of

î Pocrinborc

f recon-

sidération. I f  this hope materialize^ __ _t_......  ,
all mil itary operations. They did pet anticipate attacking the I etaer- 
lands at the outset so i t  was deemed unnecessary to declare war apao-na- 
her, nod Poulard vas not included in the Imperial Rescript.

Japan, followinp the 3tratepic plans of the Imperial f,oad- 
- .'.Of f’uarters, undertook * to break throuph enemy encirclement at four

points, |Tnv/n1i, the Ihllippinos, Konpkonp and Malaya on Jocumber <-,
Ô̂ l. "*bn operations were pointed at military tarrets, "Trig operation 
was arranred in the strictest secrecy by the Supremo Command as 
Minister of Far, TOJC had been notified of its peneral outline throuph 
the CMef of the Army General Staff, No cabinet col 1 oaf ne other than 
TtJO and the Minister of Navy were acquainted with the operaf--on, Tt'JC 

, believed that if the Japanese-American repotintions succeeded he could 
immediately notify tho Suprême Command, and the Supreme Command would 
immediately susperd action. TO JO felt confident that th-~ Nuprome Command 
would call off operations desrite its thorouph-roinp plans and its con- 
fidr.rce as to the outcome. TOJC was anxious for fear that the plan 
mipM. collapse because of an enemy attach. Mis apprehension v-us based 
upon the Vno’dedpe that America and ’rifcnin had already determined to 
v.apo war apainst Japan. The order of the Supreme Command dut<*d 1 Fee, 

fz/f 19A1, * provided tt>at in case of enemy attack hostilities should be 
enter«’ P't.o, It rus probable the enemy mipht open the attack. TCJC 
said they did rot know that the U. S. was attemptinp t.o fore« Japan to 
make th« first overt act,

it, A./0 a.m, ? December 19A1 , TCJC received ne”::; from the Navy 
of thn suocessfY1 attack on Fcarl Harbor. He was enthusiastic and prate 
ful for thin miraculous success. Imperial Headounrters announced at 6 
a. nu that they hail entered into a state of war with U» S. and t!ritain. 
On th" sane day the Cabinet had an extraordinary session, and complete 
plana for military operations were explained by tho Army and the Navy 
Ministers. Tn the meantime they had received reports on the successful 
operations in the Malay area.

u 10 * TCJC said tho time of tho delivery of tho note was decided
by the For«im Ministry and Supreme Command. TCJC said the wilful delay 
of the note to secure the success of the attack was inconceivable. Ho 
said that since the H. S. had fu ll  knowledpe of the attack prior to its  
launchinp and had completed the necessary measures to cope with the 
situation, any delay in delivery of the note would not nuve had any 
particular effect.
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About, 3 a.m. on P December 1941» T(G0 colled on TCJO at the 
I rime Minister's residence and told him Grew informed him that Roosevelt 
had sent n personal messape to the ^mperor and handed him a copy of the 
document. TOGO also informed TC'JC that he would deliver the messnpe to 
the Emperor. Re asked * TOGO if the messape contained any concessions 
by the U. S. and the reply was there were none. TOJl stated that although 
he had no objection to reportinp the matter to the Emperor, he was afraid 
that the plants of their task force would he takinp off from the carriers. 
TOGO left, and T0J0 believed he immediately reported to the Throne.

Thi3 was the first time TCJC knew of Roosevelt's messape. Fe 
said it was absolutely untrue, as all aped hy the prosecution, that he had 
rrêvions know]edpe that the President's messape would be forthcominp. It 
was not true that the Government contrived to delay the delivery of such 
messape. In Japan, TOJC said no one would commit lese-majesta and 
wilfully d»lay a messape from the head of a nation addressed to the 
’’mi-eror.

* TOJO explained that the responsibility for controllinp and 
directinp subordinates in the military was divided into two catepories. 
The first cat.ppory covers matters within the chain of command of the 
Supreme Command, stratepy, security, transport, and treatment of POWs 
durinp the period of transportation to FCW camps established by the 
Minister of War. All these matters fall within the jurisdictional 
responsibility of the Supreme Command, and final responsibility rests 
with the General Staff chief. The occurrences which tock place on the 
Malay and Patnan leninsulas, and the affairs which occurred on transport 
verse!s took place prior to * the internment of IOWs in the camp)» 
established by the War Minister, and therefore the responsibility is 
with the Supreme Command,

Tbe second cateporv covers matters which occur within the 
authority of the War Minister. The treatment of rCV's after internment 
at detention camps established hy the War Minister, or treatment of 
civilian internees interned in the war zones, except for China, are in 
this classification. The treatment of prisoners employed in the con
struction of the I’urma-Siamese Railway fell within t » jurisdiction of 
the War Minister. TCJC said he assumed administrative responsibility as 
War Minister for the period bepinninp with the lacifie. War up to 22 July 
1°4A. Repardinp affairs in the first catepory, TCJO said he took admin
istrative responsibility as the Chief cf the Coneral Staff from February 
to July 1944. Fe also assumed responsibility for any rnat+ers concerning 
foroipn affairs such as protests from enemy countries, or throuph the 
International Red Cross, durinp the period of * September 1942, when he 
was also the Minister of Foreipn Affairs. Fe also oscimed administrative 
reaper t yiity in his e—parity as Minister of Fone affairs for any treat
ment, cf civilian neos in Japan from December c , to February
17. 1°4 2.
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As Trim" M inister end V'ar M iniator, TC JC said  he was p o l i t i c a l ly  

respon sib le  fe r  th« ï'OïV punishment law . He had riothinp whatever to 3ay 
as to h is  1 oral or crim inal r e s p o n s ib il ity ,  other than to s ta te  fra n k ly  
that a t no time during h is  e n tire  career did he ever contemplate the 
commission o f  a crim inal a c t ,  Ho pave orders in accordance with the 
TTT Treatment Populations and PC W S erv ice  Populations p ro h ib itin g  mal
treatm ent and im position o f  forced la b o r, and ho ordered th at they 
v should he treated  with humanity according to the p r in c ip le s  o f  in t e r 
national law and the repudiations. In January 1941 he issued the p'ield 
S e rv icn In stru ctio n s , in which d ire ctio n s  were piven to a ll  army o f f ic e r s ,  
soldie»>p and c iv i l ia n  employees o f  the army as to th e ir  behavior a t  the 
fron t ,

TGJp said the Genova Protocol was not ratified by Japon. He 
said the Japanese conception repardinp TTAYs differs from that of Europeans 
and Americans; the differences in livinp conditions, customs and manners 
between Japanese and other nationals, topether with the enormous number 
of prisoners and the acute ahortape of materials and .supplies, made it 
imnosr-,hle for Japan to apply the Geneva F rc to col verbatim. * He 
explained that the statement that the Japanese conception repardinp 
PPVis differs from that of Europeans and Americans meant that th« Japanese 
have «loomed it most degrading to he taken prisoner, and all combatants 
had V-’en instructed to choose death rather than he capture«!. Ratification 
of the Genova Protocol would load public opinion to believe that the 
authorities encouraped them to be captured as prisoners, und there was 
fear that such ratification would conflict with the tradition coreorninp 
TTWs. ”h'’r the Foreign Office Inquired regarding the Geneva Protocol,
the Wav Ministry replied that it had no objection to the application of 
the î retoool with necessary reservations concerning PCV/s, In January 
l°4f, "' GO announced throuph the Ministries of Switzerland and Arpentina 
that Japan would applv the Frotoco! with modification. The Japanese 
Gox’ernment meant that it would apply the Geneva Protocol with chan« os 
to conform to the domestic law and copulations and existinp conditions, 

xb- * "his was stated clearly in th«' Japanese note of April ? 2 , 1944, in 
replv to the protest of the V . S.

Rofense exhibit 3^70, the Japanese reply to the M, S . protest, 
was a«dir.i tted in evidence.

TO JO said the disciplinary law for PCV’s wa« amended in March 
'f-ilf 1°43 because the Law fof PCWs was first enacted * a* ihe time of the

Eusso-Japanese ’hr, and conditions prevailinp then were different from 
those in the present; for instance, there was the differences in race and 
nationality and number of POWs involved, un«3 the entire situation was 
more complicated. TOJC said the new law adjusted articles relating tc 
the crime of violence or insubordination apair.st rCT supervisors, the 
crime of escape in mass conspiracy, and the breach of parole. The new 
law adopted row penalties for misconduct, such as prisoners' mass 
meetings. assault and intimidation, and the formation of hands for tie 
piruvr .'f Villinp, w»"r,dinp, ir.tlmidat.inp, insulting or insubordination
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against I'Off supervisors. TOJC 3aid these reforms wore drafted with the 
conviction that they were not in conflict with the Geneva Protocol.

* Penalties for violations of wartime laws and repentions 
durinp an air raid were provided for in the Vice-War Minister’s commun
ication issued by order of the War Minister. TO JO sold when the Doolittle 
fliers invaded the Tokyo area, atrocities were committed by these fliers 
in violation of international law and regulations. TGJC said these same 
atrocities instipnted apairst a civilian population constituted war 
crimen accord.inp to established International law. There was a demand 
for action to prevent such atrocities in the future. TOJC said, however, 
it was considered important to prevent riporous treatment of plane crews 
by troops on the spot, TOJC said the conclusion was that all these 
cases po to trial and ho disposed of after due deliberation as to whether 
there wore violations of international law and rspulations, This com
munication of the Vice-Minister was issued in July 1942c Rased upon
this and similar * communications, "Military Repuiations for the Punish
ment of Rnomy Flyers" was enacted in Aupust. 1.94?» in the name of the 
Commander of the Japanese Forces in China. This law was a compilation 
of the principles of the law and rcpilntlons then existinp in inter
national practice.

TCJC said a trial was held pursuant to the aforesaid court- 
martial law at a court established in Shanghai, and all eipht Doolittle 
flyers were sentenced to death. The court reported its findinps to 
Imperial Headquarters, and the Chief or the Army Staff recommended to 
TOJO that the sentences should be carried out as pronounced. Knowing 
the TiJmreror1 a concern, TC.TC, after an informal report to the Throne, took 
measures to have the death penalty of five of the prisoners commuted.

* TCJC said the object for the construction of the Thailand- 
Purma Railway was to expedite supplies to the Japanese forces in Purina 
and facilitate commerce and communications between the two countries.
Cn account of enemy submarines, it was important to open a land route 
to that area, and this railway was surveyed apd constructed by order of 
the General Staff. T( JC arreed to the proposed tinde^+nkinp. With 
respect to labor on the railway, he aprecd tc the cm, ...oymant of PCWs, 
which were placed under his jurisdiction. TCJC said t,iore were no 
military operations in that area so the construction work on the railway 
could not be construed as military operations prohibited t.o PCWs by the 
Hapue and Geneva treaties, He also stated the district was not an 
uncommonly unhealthy one. Japanese soldiers were treated equally with
* men of other nationalities, and TOJC said they never thought that this 
tyre of employment would ever ho ohaHenpod as prohibitive under inter
national standards.
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36/,22 * The Army Starf Chief directed the construction work of the

ra ilw a y , but TCJC held the ad m in istrative  r e s p o n s ib ility  as supervisinp 
a u th o rity  over the ICbs. In May 1943, on report o f  d e fic ie n c ie s  in 
sa n ita ry  conditions and treatm ent o f PGWs, TCJC dispatched HAKADA,
Chief of the TOW Section and a number of expert surpeons. A company 
commander who dealt unfairly with the prisoners was tried by Court 
Partial• TCJC also relieved from duty the commanding peneral, railway 
construction, as testified to by YJAKAMATSU, Tadichi.

TCJC stated that TANAKA’s statement that the "Summary of the 
3^423 Disposal of the FCWs" * had the effect of compelling compulsory labor 

by the prisoners was prossly erroneous. TCJO said the Summary did not 
order nor suppest compulsory labor. The statement of the witness is his 
owr. interpretation. TO JO pointed out that accordinp to "The Repul ations 
on the Yvork of the FCWs", officer PCWs may voluntarily choose tc labor. 
This Summary was not decided upon in the Pureau Directors* Council,
TOJC said. It was drafted by Chief of the Prisoners Control Section 
and adopted hy T0J0. This Summary, as well as the instructions T0J0 
pave commanders of camps, did not order compulsory or severe labor.

TCJO said the prosecution had the wronp interpretation ofthe 
364?/* word "punji" as used in I.aws. * In pape 31 of the Fnrlish text is the 

followirp: "Prisoners of "ar who are white persons shall be imprisoned
in Chosen, Taiwan, Manchuria and China successively to be employed in 
the expansion of our production and on work connected with military 
affairs", TOJC said the word "punji" means "military affairs", or 
anythirp connected with war effort. The industry makinp clothinp for 
soldiers and civilians was considered "punji". So was the coal 
industry, the cement industry and the rice»polishinp industry. Any 
industry that was necessary for the war effort was "military affairs".

TCJC stated several of his replies to the prosecution interroga
tions concerninp TCWs were presented in evidence. TCJC wished to correct 
the record wherein ho made erroneous statements due to tho Inaccuracy of 
memory. There is a parapraph in exhibit 1983-A to the effect that the 
rules concerninp PCY/s were the result of conferences between the Chief 
of the WAR and the General Staff. The rules were drafted by various 

3É/.25 * bureaus and departments accordinp to the subject matter, so TCJO
said they were not drafted exclusively by the Chief of the MAP, as he 
stated before.

In exhibit 198/+-B in answer to a cuostlon as to whether heads 
cf various prison camps made a monthly report tc the MAR with respect to 
the prisoners under their care in connection with food, health, labor, 
etc,, TCJC replied in the affirmative. As repards the death of* prisoners 
due to malnutrition and other causes, TCJC replied that the Commanders in 
the field were responsible. In case they could not fulfill their
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responsibilities they were to request the War Ministry. TOJO had answered 
that these requests came to the Chief of the MAE and that after consulta
tion between the latter and the commanders in the field, the War Ministry 
would send food or take other action. 7CJG said the rations of prisoners 
were in charge of the Accountant's Bureau, and he was wrongs to say they 
were x in charge of the MAP. The monthly report on ROW» was presented 
to the V.'ar Minister and the Chief of the ROW’ Information Bureau and not 
to the MAP.

TO JO said the Greater East Asia Policy was expressed in different 
terms according to the particular period in history referred to, "The New 
Order in East Asia", "The New Order in Greater East Asia", etc., v/ere 
used. The ultimate object of the policy was to establish the stability 
of the Far East. * TO JO actually participated in formulating and 
promoting t* is policy, 30 he was well cualified to explain, their true 
intentions, since all ministries were concerned subsequent to the 2nd 
KONOYE Cabinet of J u l y  1940,

Japan's Greater East Asia policy was formed to effect economic 
cooperation among neighboring countries, which was one of the major 
results of the First World War, when the entire world was organized into 
economic zones or blocs, TOJO said the China Incident broke out because 
of the spread of Communism in Asia and the anti-Japanese policy of China, 
Japan's Basic policy was the establishment of peace and stability in 
East Asia through friendly relations with China by anti-communistic and 
economic cooperation. One fundamental of her East Asia policy was the 
settlement, of the China Incident. However, TCJC* said despite Japan's 
valiant efforts, the relationship between Japan and China deteriorated 
because of IT. S., British and Soviet assistance to the Chianp regime,
Japan * did her best, but U. and Britain adopted a policy of strang
ulation against Japan, forcinp her to strive for economic cooperation 
with FIC, Thailand and NEI, and she had to work alone to reestablish 
stability in East Asia,

TCJC said Japan appealed to the powers for assistance, U. S„, 
Britain and the Netherlands increased their pressure directed against 
Japan to such an extent that it became impossible to *cöve the problems 
through diplomatic nepotintions. Japan was forced to exercise its sov
ereign right of self-preservation, and resort, to arm3 in order to break 
through the barrier encircling her. The decision to resort to arms was 
necessary for self-defense, Japan's war aims included the materialization 
of its East Asia policy and steps were taken to establish a sphere of 

36A29 common prosperity in East Asia. * The means for realizing the policy 
were the emancipation of the Asiatic peoples in bondage and the estab
lishment of a family of independent nations in East Asia..
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36430 * TOJO said  th e G reat East Asia P o lic y  aimed a t  the l ib e r a t io n  
o f  East Asia from the s ta tu s  o f  co lon ies under the con tro l o f  western 
powers, so th a t they might enjoy freedom with o th er r a c ia l  sta tes«  He 
sa id  the movement was s im ila r  to th at in I.atin  America a century ago when 
they fourht to  fre e  them selves from European domination. East Asia 
groaned under the oppression o f  western powers. TOJO re fe rre d  to the 
statem ent o f  Wan Waitayaken, T h ailan d 's d elegate  to the G reater East 
Asia Conference a t Tokyo on 6 November 1943, th at over a hundred years 
arc P ritn in  and the U. S . extended th e ir  power to G reater East Asia by 
takin g t e r r i t o r ie s  as co lo n ies and as f ie ld s  o f  e x p lo ita tio n  fo r  raw

36431 materials for manufactured * poods, and for markets for their manufac
tured prods. Nations in Greater East Asia lost sovereipnty, or were 
subject to extra-territoriality and unequal treaties, havinp no recip
rocity in accordance with international law. Asia had become a mere 
peopraphical name. At the conference, Wanp Chinp-wei quoted an address 
made by Sun Yat Sen, father of the Chinese revolution, that Japan and 
China were brothers, that Japan pot rid of restraints of treaties and 
eventually became an advanced state in the East as well as one of the 
world's powers. China is poing to abrogate the discriminatory treaties 
concluded by her. Sun Yat Sen wished he could pet every assistance from 
Japan, for China's emancipation is the emancipation of Asia.

36432 * Defense exhibit 3671-A, an excerpt from pamphlet entitled 
"Address delivered before t^e Assembly of Greater East Asiatic Nations," 
was received in evidence.

TOJC next explained why his Cabinet made the Greater East Asia
36433 p-olicy an objective of the war. * Successive Japanese Governments felt 

this discontent in the Crient would constitute an eternal root of unrest 
in that part of the world unless there was a peaceful understanding among 
the nations concerned. Japan had proposed racial equality to the Covenant 
of the League at the Peace Conference in January 1917.

Defense exhibit 3672, Proposal to League to Abolish Racial 
Discrimination, was received in evidence. TOJO said the proposal was 
shelved by the Powers. The Washington Conference in .1922 strengthened

36434 * the colonial or semi-colonial status of East Asia by the Nine-Power 
Treaty, and this ran counter to the Asiatics' desire for the emancipation 
of East Asia. In 1924 a U. S. law with an anti-Japanese immigration 
clause became effective. As early as 1901, the Australian Government 
prohibited the immigration of colored people. Thus, the aspirations of 
the Asiatics were denied. The Asiatics were irritated over these 
developments, and the Japanese Government noticed this trend of affairs. 
Cut of anxiety the successive Japanese cabinets advocated the Greater 
East A.-ila policy, and TO JO ' s Cabinet made it one of the aims of the
war.
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^6435 * TOJO said Japan believed that «ach and every nation in the

world should be placed in its proper place, and that it would enjoy 
happiness and prosperity by cooperating with every other nation. The 
countries closely related in the East Asia repion should form a co
existence and a co-prosperity sphere amonp themselves by consolidating 
their national foundations and at the same time have pleasant relation
ships with countries in other areas,

TOJO stated the aims of the Greater East Asia policy at the 
Greater East Asia Conference on November 5» 1942. They set the five 
goals In the establishment of Greater East Asia. First, the countries 

^>4?6 comprising Greater East Asia should * set up co-existence and co- 
prosperity based upon justice. The order of co-existence and co
prosperity of Greater East Asia was to be based on a moral and spiritual 
foundation of Eastern tradition and therefore different from the old 
order, which sacrificed other races and other countries; second, TOJC 
said they thought that the countries in Greater East Asia should 
establish respeet for the other’s sovereignty and independence, for 
there exists no friendly relation where there is exploitation of others. 
'T10J0 believed that friendly relations cculd only exist where the sover- 

16437 eignty * of others was respected, and where all people were able to 
prosper and to let others prosper in return. TOJC said the third 
characteristic was that the countries of Greater East Asia should 
respect another's national traditions and develop creative faculties of 
each race, and enhance the culture of Greater East Asia. TOJC said that 
there had been a superior culture in Greater East Asia marked by sublimity 
and profoundness. They thoupht if they spread this culture all over the 
world it would contribute to the welfare of mankind. They believed that 
the nations in Greater East Asia would respect one another's glorious 
traditions, promote the creative powers of their own races and thereby 
elevate the culture of Greater East Asia.

TCJC said the fourth characteristic was that the nations in 
Greater East Asia were to accelerate economic development through close 

36436 cooperation * and promote prosperity of their own region, TOJO said it 
was their belief that though Asia had been exploited by the Powers,
Greater East Asia would in future be autonomous and independent economic
ally and build up its own prosperity by mutual reliance and assistance. 
TCJC said the final characteristic was the countries of Greater East Asia 
would cultivate friendships with the w>rld powers and work to aholish 
discrimination, the promotion of cultural intercourse and the opening 
of resources throughout the world, and thereby contribute to the propress 
of mankind. The new order in Creator East Asia was not to be exclusive, 
but cooperative in that it would contribute towards world progress. TOJC 
said they were convinced that suppression and discrimination of other 

16439 pooplre * the exclusive possession of lands and resources as a threat 
to others wh.il n adv.- -.. ..mg freedom and justice was :tion to world
development.
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TCJI Rai'? they never imupined tint, the Greeter East /isia policy 
rouJrî K«. construed as planninp for con meat, th« domination of the world, 
or of arrr»sr-1ont Mp «aid the establishment of *> had always been
tin cherished dream of Japan, Tn conoludinr the Sinn-J.npareHa Panic 
Treaty, in the announcement of the Jm>aU"Man churl a-China Joint Declaration, 
!n roncip’nr a solution of thn China Incident and settllnp amicable 
relations vHtn FTC and 'Hm-n.And, Japan triad to achieve the above roal 

W )  by pear,-.fui means, This was made lcnown t,o the world in ¥ The Creator 
”ast. Ai a  Joint Declaration of f November 1°/i3, v'hich »vas approved hv 
t»i-> respective nations nttendlnp the Cranter Ran*- vein Conference.

'•4! * TOJO made every effort !o realise t>e r-r*atnr Bast Asia
loliry wV,ii0 proseentinp tho war: consequently, various nr*ap»n'es wore 
miderta»'nn. There was established the Greet,ot* Cast As in tic Deliberative 
Council in March !°/i? as an advisory orran to the Prime Minister in 
matters conoern.irr Greater Cast tria Folicy, Defense exhibit no. 3673, 
Imperial ( rdinance e s t a h lishinr Greater Cast Asia Construction Commission, 

'('ith? was receive'-» in evidence, * ’"tm Ministry of Greater Fast Asiatic
Affairs was established in November to supervise »>usiness with
Creator Fast Asia loiicy,

in accordance v-ith tho new policy, Japan intended to replace 
tho un«nun! treaty whi»h formerly existed between Japan and China with 
a new treaty based op rnality, TCJC sair1 Japan intended »0 effect 
concrete measurer in resjors« to the desire of tho people of tho Asiatic 
countries, Japan won!d follow the proposal of the Greater Bast Asiatic 
Conference »0 pnomnte understondiup amonr the respective peoples and to 
pair mut*»»*i cooperation by mutual apt-sement.

"TUI said the Greater East .-voia Deliberative Council was 
estn»)linhod in February lG/,2 as an advisory orran to the ! rime Minister.

>. ■' : 1 TUo Council was established to reflect the ideas of well-informed 
circles in Japan uron the concrete measures to be adopted in the 
establishment of Greater ':nst Asia. A similar proposition bad heen 
proposed in the Diet for the establishment nf' an investipatinp orran.

Defense exhibit No. 367/+, proceedinrs at. the Diet Session, was 
received in evidence. Tf’JC said this proposal pave . . , *.h t,o an Advisory 
Committee. The members of this orran were exports in toil tics, diplomacy, 

7 f * finance, economy, industry and culture. In response to puvernmental
demands the committee made studies, proposed views, presented plans, and 
discussed ways and means of contributing to the construction of Greater 
Fast Asia,

TO.K snid the only errandzation to implement u «- y0„t Asiatic 
Policy was the Great East Asia Deliberative Council; t,bn r >vornment was 
not in tb" 1 «ast concerned with p^H-ntn research or « in'eatipatinp 
orran v.j . repard t.o *•’ construction of a Greater ■ »** iX JC said
the I cveminent '•nii»p to do •«' ».*■> th e  Nnti'-v>a\ T 1 aa~oh
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Institut.«, as suggested by the* prosecution, ^he Total Y.'ar Research 
Institute haii the traininp of students and investigating total warfare 
as its * aims, and had nothing to do with governmental policy.

The* Ministry for Greater Fast Asiatic Affairs was established 
November 2, 1942. External affairs with regard to the Greater East Asia 
Policy were placed under this ministry while the Foreipn Ministry handled 
purely diplomatic affairs as the concilia ion of treaties. The Foreipn 
Ministry could devote itself to prossinp foreipn policies toward allied 
countries, neutrals as well as belliperent powers, outside the Greater 
T’ast Asiatic area, and could contribute more toward the prosecution of 
war and also hrinpinp the war to an end. TOJC said they formed this 
policy helievinp relations between independent states within Greater 
East. Asia were like a preat family necessitatinp harmonious relations, 
a mutual understanding and sincere cooperation.

* TCJ( said there was a difference from other nations which 
based their diplomatic activity on self-interest. The Greater Hast 
Asiatic Affairs Ministry had jurisdiction as to negotiations concerning 
economy, culture and commerce, the administration of the Kwantunp Pureau 
and the South Sea Pureau, and business to assist military administration 
in occupied areas, rroceedinps in the Privy Council at the time when 
the ordinance establishing said Ministry was submitted are set forth in 
exhibit No. 687, TOJC said.

* The new China Policy was formulated on 21 December 1941 in 
line with the Greater East Asia Policy. The Cabinet adopted measures to 
repeal the unequal treaty between China and Japan. The execution was 
completed on 30 October 1943. TOJC stated the Sino-Japanese Apreement 
redeeminp every concession in Chinese territory and abolishinp extra
territoriality was concluded and became effective January 9, 1943. On
8 February 1943, Japan transferred control of enemy property held in 
China to the Nanking Government. On 30 October 1943, Japan and China 
concluded the Sino-Japanese Alliance, whereby Japan renounced riphts of 
occupation in the Fasic Agreement concluded on 30 November 19/,0, and 
promised complete evacuation of the Japanese troops The last of the 
* discriminating treaty between China and Japan was removed.

In the new alliance the two nations promised to respect the 
territorial integrity of the other, and to effect mutual aid and economic 
coalition for the establishment of Greater East Asia, Cn 6 November 1943, 
Wanp Chinp-wei stated that Japan had piven back her settlements to China 
and abolished extra-territorial jurisdiction and had concluded a Sino- 
Japanese Alliance treaty, abrogating the former Sino-Japanese Fundamental 
tree+y «*vi accessory documents. V.'anp Ching-wei stated the Principle of 
Greater ’ast Asia, rh Pun Yat Sen advocated has commenced to dawn. 
Japan’s aid t.cwa- hina and the abolishment of the • ‘ inating treaty 
■* have been n't'.li ed.
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Japan recognized the independence of Burma as a nation on 1 

Aupust 1943; Exhibit 3675, the Japan-Burma Alliance, was received in 
evidence. TCJO said in the first article of the treaty Japan agreed to 
respect the independence of Burma. TCJC said on 25 September 1943» 
Japan concluded a Burma-Japanese Pact.

36450 * Defense exhibit 3676, the Burmese-Japanese Treaty, was
received in evidence. TOJO said in treaty Japan promised to assign to 
Burma part of the Japanese occupied territory with which Purma had a 
close racial association, and this promise was fulfilled. He stated 
Japan had no territorial ambitions in Burma.

TCJO said soon after the outbreak of the Pacific War, he 
revealed in a speech on administrative policy to the Diet on 22 January 
1942 the plan to acknowledge Burma as an independent state.

36453 * Defense exhibit Ho. 3677-A, excerpt from proceedings‘of Diet, 
was admitted in evidence. TOJO said when Dr. Maw came to Japan, TOJG 
informed him of the government’s intention. Preparations for the estab
lishment of a state were made and on 1 Aupust 1943 independence was 
accomplished. Dr. Maw, who represented Burma at the Greater East Asia 
Conference held on 6 November 1943, stated the Burmese had for generations 
fought the British, but because they never realized that what sixteen 
million Burmese could not do a thousand million Asiatics could do. Every

36454 * revolt was crushed. Burmese villapes went up in flames, Burmese women 
were massacred, Burmese patriots were imprisoned, hanged, exiled. But 
the Asiatic flame kept burning in every Burmese heart. Dr. Maw said at 
last their strenpth was not only the strength of sixteen million Burmese 
but of a thousand million East Asiatics, that so long as East Asia was 
strong, Burma was strong.

TOJO said on 14 October 1943* Japan recopnized the independence
36455 of the Philippines and the enactment of its constitution. * Defense 

exhibit 3679, an alliance between Japan and the Philippines, was received 
in evidence. TOJO explained the II. S. had announced her intention to 
recognize independence of the Philippines as of July 1946. Japan

36456 announced her intention * to recognize the independence of the Philippines 
at the Diet on 22 January 1942. TOJO in 1942 went to the Philippines
and assisted the people in establishing an independent nation. In June 
the drafting of a constitution and the arrangements for independence 
were progressing. On 14 October 1943» the Republic of the Philippines 
was an independent nation. A constitution based on the consent of the 
people was enacted, and Mr. laurel was elected President of the Republic. 
The Japanese Government agreed with Mr. laurel's proposal that the 
Philippine Republic should not participate in war nor organize military 
forces. TCJC said this shows Japan never had territorial ambitions in 
the Philippines.
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* On 12 June 1940 the Japan-Thailand treaty was concluded.
On 9 May 1941 a protocol of guarantee and political understanding was 
signed by Japan and Thailand. These understandings were entered into 
prior to war. On 21 December 1941, the two nations signed the treaty 
of alliance, furthering the establishment of East Asia order, respecting 
each other's independence and sovereignty, and promising political and 
military assistance.

Defense exhibit 3680, Japanese-Thailand Treaty of Alliance, 
was received in evidence. Defense exhibit 3681, the Japan-Thailand
* Cultural Agreement of 28 October 3942, was received in evidence.

Defense exhibit 3682, the treaty which provided that Japan 
should return to Thailand the four Malayan provinces of Ferulis, Kedah, 
Kerantan and Trengganu out of the former Siamese territory in Malay and 
the two Shan provinces of Kentung and Monpang, was received in evidence.
* TGJC said he proposed the return of the territory in accordance with 
the decision of the Imperial Conference of 31 May 1943 entitled "Outline 
in Directing Creator East Asia Policy", which defense exhibit 3683 shows 
was lost at the end of war.

* TCJC said he visited the capital of Siam on his tour of 
inspection through South Asia after an interview with Prime Minister 
Pibul. The reason they transferred these areas to Thailand was that 
these were more recently plundered by Britain, and they would consider 
other areas later. The High Command was inclined to oppose this trans
fer, but T0JC insisted on the basis of the Great East Asiatic policy 
and finally obtained their assent.

At the Great East Asia Conference on 6 November 1943, the 
Siamese delegate stated the Japanese Government is large-hearted in 
assisting Thai to recover lost territories and to unite the people of 
Thai race. He stated the Japanese Government has concluded a treaty
* recognizing the incorporation into Thailand of the four states in 
Malaya and the two states in the Shan region. He said this showed that 
Japan respects the sovereignty of Thailand, but promoted the increased 
power of Thailand. The Thai Government and people are grateful tothe 
Japanese Government. TOJO stated this speech implied that Japan had no 
territorial ambitions in the occupied areas and showed the support of 
the Siamese for the measure.

At the investigating committee meeting of the Privy Council on 
18 August 1943 the questions as to whether respecting treaty the occupying 
power had territorial rights to the occupied area were discussed.
MCRIYAMA expressed the legal views concerning the above ouestion. The 
treaty was drafted in accordance with this view, TOJO's explanations 
at the meeting were given from the military and political points of 
view. T0J0 said the statement that * Articles 1 and 2 of the treaty 
were drafted to avoid unnecessary friction meant that they did not adopt
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art exclusively military and political viewpoint but adopted the lepnï 
concoction. He did not think the treaty was in violation of inter
national law. They did not include thn occupied area into the occupying 
powern territory. They permitted Thailand to recover her old territory 
plundered by En p.land.

TCJC said ho knew that en npreemenb providing cession of tho 
lolish territory nnd settlement of the border war. made between Germany and 
the H.GFR in December 1940 and tho annexation of a part or Roumanian 
territory to tho USER in June 1940, He understood this parcelinp out 
of territory was made acrordinp to international law, TCJO pointed out 
tv>at the treaty between Japan and Thailand was concluded * when war was 
pcirp on. As the object of the war was the emancipation of East Asia,
TOJC said they carried tho liberation of East Asia in rapid succession, 
'nicy extended independence to the country worthy of independence, 
autonomy also to those worthy of autonomy, and recover^ of their lost 
territories when expedient *o do so, They thoupht it unnecessary to 
wait for the termination of the war to carry out measures,

(■K(h * TCJC said the information received after the war convinced
him these demarcations were not opposed to international law. At the 
Cairo Conference the n, S,, Flnpland and Chunpkinr Government promised 
to cede Formosa and the lescadores Islands to the Chunpkinp Government. 
TOJC said this was territory of Japan not yet occupied by the Allied 
Towers. Tn the Yalta Apreemert in February 3945, the Soviet was promised 
the Kurile Islands, also Japanese territory, not yet occupied. TCJC said 
♦Vis war. one of the conditions to induce the Uof.P t.c join in the Iacific 
Wer. Glich actions accordinp to the bip powers were in accordance with 
international lav/. TOJC believed then that the Japanese methods were not 
contrary to the law.

T0J0 said local conditions in the NET prevented immediate 
independence. Pased on the Outline in Mrectinp Greater East Asia 

r> loi icy, 31 May 1943, TOJC * told the Diet on 36 June 19/4.3 that it was 
the povernment’s policy to allow the Indonesians political participation. 
Defense exhibit. 36PA-A, an excerpt from Proceedinp3 c the Met, was 
received in evidence. On the strenpth of this the Indonesians were 
allowed active participation in povernmental affairs. TCJC understood 
that suhsecurnt to the fall of his Cabinet the Japanese Government 
recopnixed the independence of NEI.

’6/V66 TCJC referred to prosecution exhibit 1344, Course of F.vents
I.eadinp up to Decisions on Tolitical Contre! and Reversion of the East 
Indies in the Second World "’or, and prosecution statement tv,at the 
Imperial Conference of 31 May 1943 decided to make the East Indies a part 
of the ,.ar ,nese Empire
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to incorporate tho NEI tinker Japanese jurisdiction. The Japanese 
Government dosired to recognise its  independence as promptly as possible« 
The high command and the army and navy staffs opposed an early acknowl
edgment of independence on the grounds of strategy. The conference 
reached an impasse. They expedited the independence of Purma and the 
Philippines, and also the cession of lo st territories to the possession 
of Thailand, so i t  was necessary to retain tho NFI temporarily under 

M-iftJ ' military administration for consideration, Tho decision was secret, 
and the fact that they could participate in administrative affairs was 
withheld from commanders on the spot. TOJO said at tho time of decision 
i t  was not their plan to hold this territory to the end. Pefore altering 
that decision, TOJO’s cabinet resigned en masse. During the KOISO 
administration the Indonesians declared their independence, which TOJC 
favored.

?3 October 19A3. ThiH Provisional Government resulted from movement to 
secure independence under the leadership of Chandra Pose and Indians 

"UV,CP living In East Asia. * Japan pave full support t.o this government in
the cause of Croat. Fast Asia. Japan announced she was prepared to place 
both Andaman and Nicobar Islands, the only Indian dominions under 
Japanese occupation, under the rule of the Provisional Government of 
Free India. Defense exhibit 3^ß5, TOJO's statement on Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands, was received in evidence,

on *> and C November 19A3 under tho sponsorship of tho Japanese Govern- 
ment, Those present, wore Viang Ghing-wei, China, the President of Yuan;
T aureJ of the Philippines; V'aithayakon, of Thailand; Chang Chinp-hui of 
Manobukuo; * Mr, Pa Maw of Purma, and TCJO himself for Japan, Mr. Pose 
of Free Indin attended. The object of the conference was to set up a 
now order in Greater East Asia, and ways and means to achieve success 
in the Greater East Asia War, This conference, said TGJO, was convened 
with full agreement on principles. At the recommendation of the countries 
TO.IO presided. On tho fir s t  day each representative expressed his 
opinions and the second day, Joint Declaration of O' n>,or East Asia, was 
unanimously adopted.

and t.o establish Greater Fngt Asia, Chang Ching-hui proposed that they 
hold meetings again. Maw proponed support to the Provisional Government 
of Free India. Mr, Pose discussed tho independence movement in India. 
TY’JO said t.he Japanese Government would return Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands and the conference closed,

Japan recognized the Provisional Government of Free India on

TOJC said the Greater East Aria Conference was hold in Tokyo

lf/,70 Tho countries were agreed to win * The Greater East Asia War
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* TCJO said the conference was not compulsory. 1 aural stated 
his pratitudo to Japan for sponsorinp this Greater East Asia Co-I rosperity 
Sphere, so they could discuss the common problems affectinr their safety 
and welfare. Rose pointed out the conference was not to divide war 
booties, and i t  was not a conference to plot the sacrifice of the smaller 
and weaker nations. He stated the conference was one of liberated nations 
with the purpose of forminp * a new order based on justice, sovoreipnty, 
reciprocity and mutual help.

Defense exhibit 3£P'6, address of Pose, was received in evidence. 
Maw of T,urma said he had dreamed Asiatic dreams. His Asiatic blood was 
aJways called to other Asiatics. He had always heard the voice of Asia 
callinp to her children. For the fir s t  time he could hear Asia's voice 
c a llinp, hut not in a dream

* Tf'JO said the Indictment chnrped that the Japanese policies 
wem dominated by a critical m ilitaristic clique, hut TCJC said there 
never existed a so-called m ilitaristic clique, much less a criminal 
m ilitaristic clirrue. In the early part of tho Meiji Era, there mipht 
he a m ilitaristic clinue. Upon the establishment of the Japanese Army 
and Havy as systematized national institutions, and the emerpence of a 
liberal p o litical consciousness, the above-mentioned factions could not 
exist, later tho military influence apain replaced tho p olitical 
parties. * hut TCJC said this was not by the old military clique. The 
factor of influence at a later stape was the o ffic ia l military in s ti
tution. This was in character and in historical emerpence entirely 
different from Nazism and Fascism, both philosophically and p o litic a lly .1

T0JC said the military was involved in p olitics because the 
Army and Havy supported the reformation movement apainst the inroads 
of communism, The military became p o litic a lly  involved also because 
national activity  was 3wept into peneral mobilization because of 
prolonpation of the China Incident and shiftinp to a wartime structure 
'f after the outbreak of the Pacific War, TOJC said independence of the 
ourremo Command, as provided by the Japanese constitution, made the 
military a powerful force within the p o litical spher %

TOJO had no concern with tho state of affairs at the time of 
the Manchurian Incident, hut he was interested in the fate of his 
country, He said free trade was broken down after ïïorld ’Var I by over
production and selfishness of the hip powers. Japan had the decay of 
capitalism and liberalism, Tho national econony suffered and the people 
were impoverished. The world-wide unrest overflowed into Japan, and she 
was impelled into an evolutionary period. * He said there was a radical 
and a moderate movement to improve capitalism. Tho radical revolutionists 
used c  ': ;ers and irvc1'" vJ younp officers, such as the May Incident and
the ?.( February T>.- • :nt. These incidents spranp fro;.......  o fficer's
sympathy for t.-o -■ »rmurs, vi] 1 apere and fishermen.
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However, the 2( February Incident wa3 considered a deterioration 
of military discipline and defiance to the constitution, so a military 
purpe was performed and the offenders were punished. Individual inter
ference in politics by military men was forbidden. The War Minister 
demanded that the povornmonl implement policies to eliminate social 

3f/t77 uncasinosn. The x ordinance requirinp Army and Navy Ministers to bo 
officers on the active list was revived for this as well as for the 
militury purpo, so the military authorities were piven a voice in 
politics. General mobilization was prompted by the prolonpation of the 
China Incident and demand of the military authorities, alonp with the 
outbreak of the Tacific War.

^ A78 The manapemont of the war, state affairs and * administration
moved toward success. This revolved around the Army and Navy, Since 
the formation of Imperial Hq. in 1937 the military pained preat power 
in politics. TOJC explained they had to concentrate national strenpth 
toward victory. He said there was no criminal element in the partic
ipation, and he knows that no criminal military clique dominated the 
politics of Japan.

Aocordinp t,o the old constitution, military operations and 
stratery were placed independently outside the scope of state affairs# 

3/470 * TCJC explained that the povernmont had no authority to restrict or
direct the Supreme Command, but could coordinate the civil administration 
and the Hiph Command hy means of I.iaison Conferences or Imperial Con
ferences. Discussions could not include operations and tactics. Once 
hostilities started, they were carried on by unilateral decisions of 
the Fuvremo Command; the Civil Government supplied whet the Hiph Command 
demanded, thus always yieldinp to the Hiph Command. TOJC pointed out 
modern war was prosecuted on a plobal scale, reouirinp total mobilization. 
The situation was different when the system of the independence of the 
Hirb Command was instituted. Japan had no orpan to restrain the Hiph 
Command from plunpinp into hostilities, and no authority to employ Hiph 

( /.?() Command * at its will. TOJC said this is why ovary cabinet worried
aboiit adjustinr civil affairs and the Hiph Command, anxious to pet rid 
of the above inconsistency, TOJC accepted the pos.lt -.on of Chief of the 
Conor*1 Staff in February 1944 in addition to the Premiership. He said 
it was too late to accomplish much; but even then he could not affect 
matters of the Naval Hiph Command

TCJO said the effect of the system was an increased influence 
of the military and the Imperial Headquarters on manapement of ordinary 
state affairs and administration. He said it was not true that a 
criminalistic military clieue than dominated and ditodfd the policies 
of
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364.3! * Aa the 15 May and 26 February incidents suppested military
interference in politics, the Army authorities were forced to discipline 
these cases. A? the 26 February Incident broke out TOJC was commander of 
military police of the Kwantunp 'rmy. He ordered a thorouph investiration 
of all military and civilian personnel suspected of havinp any connection, 
and he endeavored to maintain the hiphest military discipline. V'ar 
Minister TER/iUCHI prohibited any military participation in politics, and 
prevented factional relationships in military circles. Successive War 
Ministers adhered to the same policy. TCJC also supported this policy.
Jr order to check the rrowth of factional relationships, TOJO endeavored 
to put the ripht man in the ripht post, considerinp ability and experience,.

36/tP2 TCJO * respected everyone's responsibilities in his position,
and enforced correct sequence of command in each office. Ho also 
prohibited military men from meddlinp in political affairs. After 
beoominr Premier he prevented any confusion between tho War Ministry and 
tho Cabinet, Ho said it was true that the political orpanizati,on ras in 
a state of total war during* his tentire as War Minister and Prime 
Minister, but there never was political control or domination by a 
military clione.

TCJC said Japan never intended to invade USSR, which the 
prosecution has asserted. She was bent on defense apainst Russian 
arpression in East Asia. After the establishment of Manchukuo Japan 
devoted herself to the defense of Manchuria apainst USSR.

* The Japanese army aimed military preparations mainly at the 
Russian army in the East. The nature of the operational plan towards 
Ur‘SR was essentially defensive. TOJC said it was true the plan contained 
offensive measures, but they were preparations in case Japan was forced 
to open war and it was never intended she would open the war. Japan has 
never considered Siberia as a part of the Créât East Asia Co-I roepority 
Sphere. The so-called plan of "Kan Toku En" presented by prosecution is 
a plan for rerlenishinp materials and personnel. TCJO said Japan’s 
policy towards Soviet Russia always was to keep tranc'ility in her relation 
with ;,u?sia. After the outbreak of the China Incident and the I ac.if.ic 
War, Japan tried not to create any trouble in the north, and expectally

3<-A8/f after the Russo-Japanese * Neutrality Treaty in April 194.0, Japan intended 
to keep the treaty firmly. TCJC said it was not Japan who broke the treaty 
and committed appression in Aupust 194-5, when its terms were still valid. 
Japan also was concerned in that the Third International bepan to pervade 
throuph Vast Asia.
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36484 Japan had been anxious for lonp that 

istic policy into East Asia wmld destroy her 
stabilization in East Asia. The Public Peace 
was revised in 1941 to puard apainst plots to 
constitution by communism.

infiltration of commun- 
public peace and upset the 
Maintenance law in 1925 
revolutionize the national

TOJO said Japan felt the activities of the Chinese Communist 
Party was preventing the establishment of peace between Japan and China. 
She made the prevention of communism a condition for settling the China 

36485 incident. * This was done to save East Asia from Polshevization.



TOJO stated the present condition of the world two years 
after World War II explains how Important these harriers were for the 
peace of the world. TOJO said he had described Japan's position and 
the honest policy of its officials to activate some program to safe
guard the national honor of the Empire. He stated that from a thor
ough knowledge of the facts that the devastating war beginning

36486 8 December 1941 was*provoked by the allies to force U.8. into the 
European conflict, and that it was a war of self-defense so far as 
Japan was concerned« TOJO said there was no doubt in his mind that 
Japan's decision to make war was a last resort.

TOJO said he had pointed out the absurdity of a consistent 
plan of aggression on the part of Japan throughout the Manchurian 
China Incidents and the Pacific War. Such a conspiracy formed by a 
few officials and continued over a long period of years through numer
ous Cabinet changes is unthinkable. TOJO averred.

36487 * TOJO said in concludion he wanted to restate that Japan's
36488 policy Involved neither aggression nor exploitation. Japan * 

came to the realization that a war of self-existence was her only 
alternative. They staked the fate of Japan on that decision and lost.

TOJO said the question whether the war was a Just one con
sidered from international law and responsibility for defeat are two 
different matters. The former is a legal problem between foreign 
countries, but TOJO said he believed and would contend to the last 
that it was a war of self-defense and not a violation of international 
law. They never conceived that the waging of war would be challenged 
by the victors as an international crime or that public officials of 
a vanquished nation would be charged as criminals.

As for the responsibility for defeat. TOJO said it fell on 
him as Premier. The responsibility he desired to accept fully.

36490 «DIRECT EXAMINATION OF TOJO BY COUNSEL FOR TOJO. MR. BLEW1TT

TOJO said there had been a conference between the Army 
Ministry and the Army General Staff concerning the treatment of 
Doolittle fliers. He recalled that the conference was held after 
the air raid of April 18th. He said no one ever insisted on punish
ment without trial, and that he never knew a report to His Majesty on 
the matter had been made by SUOIYAMA. He only heard of it before the 
Tribunal. He said such allegations are false.

36491 * TOJO said when HASUNUMA visited him at the trial, TOJO 
questioned him as this concerned his responsibility. HASUNUMA re
plied that no such thing ever occurred. HASUNUMA also told defense 
counsel KIYOSB the same thing. TOJO said he could definitely deny 
this fact. General HA8UNUMA was Chief Aide-de-damp to the Emperor 
during TOJO's term office.
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36493 «DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS» HOWARD, COUNSEL FOR KlMURA

TOJO said KlMURA when Vice-Minleter of War did not attend
36494 Imperial and Liaison Conferences» * TOJO said he may have made 

the statement that KlMURA assisted him on technical business matters 
only, but the statement needed amplification. TOJO said he assisted 
him in the disposition of business with all his heart. TOJO said 
KlMURA was removed from the position of Vice War Minister so TOJO 
could appoint him Chief of the Ordinance Administration Headquarters. 
TOJO felt he was qualified for the post.

According to regulations, it was customary for various
36495 «orders to be Issued by the Vice-Minister by order of the War Minister.

The responsibility for orders Issued by order of the War Minister 
fell on the War Minister. TOJO said he made the Important decisions 
within the War Ministry.

Decisions as to how prisoners of war were treated were made 
by the Minister of War and subordinates who made such decisions with
in limits of delegated authority.

36497 « TOJO said after be become Prime Minister there was no change
of status in the War Ministry.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. SOMIYA, COUNSEL FOR OKA.

TOJO said the secretaries did not participate in decisions 
of the Liaison Conference. They did not participate in discussions.

36498 «TOJO told he did not allow secretaries to express their opinions at
Liaison Conferences. This was true of OKA, H0SH1N0, MUTO, SATO, and 
others.

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. FUJII, COUNSEL FOR HOSHINO

36499 « With reference to his statement that he needed an assistant,
and therefore he first chose the chief secretary of the cabinet, TOJO

36500 said by "assistant" he meant somebody to make « telephone calls and 
take down notes. He did all the important things himself, but he 
needed someone to help him. Between the middle ofOctober and the 8th 
of December 1941, TOJO said hs did direct KOSHINO to attend the 
Liaison Conferences and the Imperial Conferences »n order to fulfill 
duties as secretary. TOJO said the secretaries attending the Liaison 
and Imperial Conferences performed clerical duties, and they were not 
regularly constituted members of the Liaison and Imperial Conferences.

When asked if at the Liaison or Imperial Conferences HOSHINO 
ever expressed a strong stand against making concessions to the U.S.,

36501 «TOJO replied that hs did not allow secretaries to voice their opinions.
TOJO said he never heard HOSHINO express an opinion that Japan should 
show <\ strong opposition toward the U.S. and should not withdraw troops 
from Cnlna, and ,»ad proof to the contrary.
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TOJO said at the end of October when plans A and B were 

adopted by the Liaison Conference, HOSHXNO stated that with plans A 
and B, the Japanese-Amerlcan negotiations would probably go very 
smoothly.

About the 24th or 25th of November, when Japan received in
formation that the U.S., Britain and the Chungking Regime had been

36502 having * a conference, HOSHIMO told TOJO that "the Powers are con
ferring at Waehlngton. Of course, they are conferring about the 
Japanese proposals. Maybe the negotiations will go well.M TOJO 
stated that what he had said regarding H0SH1N0 applied to all Japanese 
leaders at the time,

36503 »• When asked if KOSHINO ever advised him with regard to mili
tary or diplomatic matters, TOJO eald in foreign affairs he ooneulted 
TOGO and in military affairs, he did not allow HOSHINO to Interfere.

TOJO was asked if any studies made by students of the Total 
War Research Institute ever were incorporated In governmental policy,

36504 and he * stated no results of studies were ever adopted by the 
government•

CROSS EXAMINATION OF TOJO BY MR. LOGAN, COUNSEL FOR KIDO

TOJO said it was true that in conversation with OIKAWA,
OXKAWA stated he had received an Imperial message that the cooperation

36505 between the army and navy should be closer. * When asked if he 
interpreted the Emperor's word» to mean that the army should blindly 
fellow the navy or that the navy should blindly follow the army, TOJO 
said such a preposition was inconceivable, and equally inconceivable 
that the Emperor should think of such a stupid thing.

36506 TOJO explained the words he received from the Emperor * 
were to the effect that he should form a cabinet and obey the pro
visions of the constitution. He was told the army and navy should 
cooperate closely and the Emperor eald he would call the Navy Minister 
later and give him the earns message. TOJO eald 01KAWA received a 
separate message, and therefore he didn't know what the Emperor,said 
to OXKAWA. TOJO said he was convinced that OIKAWA did not lie before 
the Tribunal.

36507 * When asked if after he received this message from the Emperor,
end KIDO'e message that the Imperial Decision of September 6 bo re-ex
amined, he told his secretary, Colonel AKAMAT8U, that he was not the 
old TOJO but since he was appointed Premier he would try to realise the

36508 Emperor's vlehes, TOJO supposed he said something to that effect. * When 
asked if he requested the ïïavy to recommend a Minister for hie Cabinet 
who would blindly follow him, TOJO said he never heard of such an absurd 
pmt'«i»:.tion.
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TOJO said it was a fact that neither the Emperor nor KIDO 
Attended the morning session or the session after 3 o'clock in the 
afternoon of 29 November» TOJO stated at the session between 
E o'clock and 3 o'clock, the Emperor and KIDO were there»* He said 
it was a fact that KIDO was there merely to wait on the Emperor and 
that he said absolutely nothing» TOJO said this was not a conference 
to make any decisions, and no decisions were made»

As to * matters falling within the sphere of the High 
Command, those matters arising out of Article 11 of the Constitution, 
KIDO had no authority to interfere« TOJO did not think he listened 
to the Emperor's desires in this respect nor gave advice» Article 11 
provides that the Emperor shall command the Army and the Navy«

* TOJO explained Cabinet decisions were made on the res- 
ponsibility of the Cabinet and the decisions of the Supreme Command 
were made on the responsibility of the Supreme Command; and no other 
person could interfere, and other people Included KIDO»

* TOJO said it was true that at the Imperial Conference of 
6 September, President HARA of the Privy Council asked questions,
TOJO said he recalled one of the questions asked by HARA as to the 
main object of the Imperial decision of 6 September, and whether it 
was preparation for war or for the establishment of peace, TOJO said 
the Navy Minister replied that the main object was the solution of the 
situation through peaceful negotiations»

At the conclusion of the conference * TCJO said it was 
true the Emperor repeated Emperor MEIJI's poem, "Yomono-tfmi."

* TOJO was asked if prior to 8 December 1941 he found out 
KIDO's state of mind with respect to war and peace through con» 
vernations with him.
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Page
36518 *TOJO answered his memory was not clear but he 

felt KIDO followed the desire of the Emperor for peace.
36519 *At the time they decided on nronositions A and B and 

the time they made decision with regard to the question
36570 of withdrawal of troops, TOJO talked with KIDO ♦and

KIDO was elated on learning that the High Cornand had 
submitted to the idea, and TOJC recalled that KIDO said 
that things would nrobably go well. TOJO said they 
were referring to Jaeanese-American negotiations.

TOJO said he could only cite this instance, 
although he felt there were other instances indicating 
KIDO's state of mind.

TOJO said KIDO had nothing to do with the 
appointment of SHIMADA as Navy Minister. He would not

36521 have permitted it. *As to whether KIDO acted contrary 
to Emperor's wishes, TOJO stated no Japanese would go 
against the will of His Majesty.

Cross-Examination by Mr. Brannon,
Counsel for SHIMADA.
TOJO stated he decided upon all state ministers 

in his cabinet with the exception of SHIMADA and himself
36522 as War Minister. *TCJ0 said it was true that the Navy 

Minister was appointed last.
36523 TOJO said it was correct that before SHIMADA 

accepted the Navy Ministership, he insisted that 
negotiations with the United States would be carried 
on. TOJO was asked if he felt if he failed to agree to 
continue negotiations the Navy might refuse to appoint 
a minister, and he answered that the question never 
occurred to him because it had always been his desire

36524 to settle through negotiations. *It was only natural 
for SHIMADA to ask this question.

TOJO was asked if he knew OIKAWA had 
insisted on the negotiations in the third KONOYE 
Cabinet. TOJO replied he did but his impression was 
that it was evasion of responsibility.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THEPECORD
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TOJO was asked whether there was a sharp 

Issue between him and OIKA’.VA regarding negotiations, 
and he said not with OIKAWA, but there was a split in 
viev/s between him and the Foreign Minister and Prime 
Minister then# That led to the downfall of the third 
KONOYE Cabinet.

36525 *TOJO was asked if the statement were true 
that SHIMADA joined the TOJO Cabinet because he was 
an active supporter of TOJO policy. TOJO could not 
accent that statement*

He explained SHIKADA was not a person who 
would tolerate anything against the interests of his 
country# The Navy Minister is selected by the 
approval of the Chief of the Naval General Staff and 
the Vice-Chief of the Naval General Staff, as well as 
the former Navy Minister.

36526 TOJO said it was not a fact that SHIMADA 
was a member of the Imperial Rule Association 
Political because he was an active naval officer and 
could not enter any Political organization. TOJO was 
asked if the statement were true that in June 1944 
reorganization of the Cabinet TOJO suggested SHIMADA 
besopointed Welfare Minister in order to have a member 
of IRAA in the Cabinet. TOJO said it was not a fact. 
The SHIMADA spoken of was the late SHIMADA, Toshio, 
and not the accused.

36527 *The court asked TOJO whether the fact that 
he was not acting against the interests of the country 
was the reason SHIMADA suoported him. TOJO explained 
that if anything were against the country's interests, 
SHIMADA would have argued against TOJO if TOJO happened

36528 tobe taking *such a policy. If the stand taken was 
right, SHIMADA would give his all to see it carried 
out. TOJO was asked if at any time the Navy ever 
advocated an attack on the U.S. or Britain without 
giving a notice. He said there was no instant.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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He was asked if he recalled that while at 
Sugamo NAGANO or SHIMADA or both asked him whether he 
recalled this. TOJO said there was such an occasion, 
but he answered there was no case he could remember.
He stated he was oositive.

TOJO was asked if he remembered TOGO’S 
statement that TOJO’s memory, as that of other accused 
who attended the liaison conference, was not denendable 
and *whether the Navy at a liaison conference advocated 
an attack without notice. TOJO replied that he had 
already answered the question.

+T0J0 was asked whether the words "notifi
cation of war" meant a declaration of and he stated 
that in accordance with international law, the correct 
procedure was taken. He said he did depend upon the 
advice of the Foreign Minister as to last notification. 
He said the notice was written outside the Liaison 
Conference and then brought into the Conference for 
discussion*

♦He said the notification was drafted by the 
secretaries and the completed draft was nroposed and 
discussed at the 4th December Liaison Conference.
TOGO presented the notification tottie Liaison Confer
ence.

Cross-examination by Mr. Keenan,
Chief Counsel for Prosecution.

♦TOJO said the fact that U.S. Dowers were 
interfering with clans for Greater East Asia Co- 
Prosnerity was nota direct reason for attacking U.S, 
♦TOJO said it was one of the remote causes. TOJO 
said it. was true they intended to establish the New 
Order throughout Greater East Asia prior to Pearl 
Harbor attack, but at the same time they desired to 
bring It about by Deaceful means. He said chat a 
Dolicy was made clear at the time of the Second KO NOYE 
Cabinet.
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36538 *TOJO said he did believe that every people 
had the right to determine its own government and its 
own way of life so long as such did not menace any 
other country, and he believed so today, TOJO said
he got no rights to determine the way of life for people 
of Greater East Asia,

When asked if he advocated peace terms 
between China and Japan in 1941 while there was a 
huge army occupying a large part of China, he replied

36539 there was no inconsistency in *situation. He
36540 continued such efforts for peace.*When asked if he 

advocated the Japanese Army remain in China until the 
terms of peace were agreed upon, he said they could 
not withdraw troops from China until the neace terms 
were agreed upon,

TCJO said it was not true that he refused 
to enter into an agreement with the U.S, in 1941 
unless they agreed Japanese troons would remain in 
China until two years after the peace terms had been 
agreed upon, TOJO said Japan proposed that if SINO- 
Japanese peace were realized Japan would withdraw her 
troons generally from China leaving only a Part behind,

36541 The only question was the stationing of small *force 
in China,

TOJO said by the term "after peace." he 
meant after the agreement had been reached, 'TOJO 
said the terms of the treaty would determine whether 
any self-respecting nation would discuss peace terms 
with a huge enemy army occupying its main cities.
TOJO said if it would contribute to stability of East 
Asia he would consent to the conditions of determining 
a Peace while the oiemy army was occupying Japan.

-'6542 *TOJO said there was no secret about the fact
that the Tripartite Agreement was entered ^nto between 
Germany, Italy and Japan. He stated at that time he

36543 was the War Minister. *He stated he did not deny that 
the Minister of War was a very Powerful man in the 
Japanese Cabinet.
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36544 *He said he knew a part of the negotiations

with the German envoys before the Tripartite was adopted. 
He did have a general idea of it. Under the situation 
prevailing he was in favor of it. He knew very well it 
provided for the establishment of a new order. As to the 
meaning of the term "new order", TOJO thought the*inter
pretation of the term was made in accordance with the 
situation In respective countries. He did not make any 
study of Hitler’s new order.

*As War Minister he knew the general outline 
of the Hitlerian new order: but he did not make any deep 
study as to what Hitler himself thought it meant. There 
was no need to find out the real intentions of the 
German new order. It was only necessary for Japan to 
know her own conception of her own new order. When asked 
if he denied that.it was the pact’s ouroose to help Hitler 
maintain his new order in Europe. He said that is not 
what he meant. Mutual assistance is clearly stated in 
the treaty.

36546

%  3 6 54 7

♦When asked if he didn't know what the new order 
as put into practice by Hitler in September of 1940 was, 
he said that he*knew of the historical processes and in 
general the outline. TOJO was asked if he approved the 
action of Hitler in renouncing his promises to the 
Netherlands and Belgium to respect their independence 
and, without warning marching into their territories 
with huge armies. ’’He answered he bad no knowledge whether 
Germany renounced its promise vis-a-vis Holland and 
Belgium, or whether they were justified or not. He 
thought history would judge that. TOJO did not recall 
Hitler’s assurance that he would not Invade the Nether
lands.

■■'̂ 548 ♦TOJO said he knew very well prior to the Tri
partite in September 1940 that Holland was invaded by 
Hitler. He did recall when Hitler marched into Austria. 
He was asked if he considered Hitler was aciLng in self- 
defense, and he replied he did not know the particulars, 
nor had he studied such particulars.
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♦He heard of the Munich Agreement but did not 
know the contents. He remembered that Hitler marched into 
Czechoslovakia and took over the entire country. As to 
whether that was self-defense, TOJO said history would 
judge that.

He did recall that Hitler invaded Norway, He 
said he never stated that was in self-defense. He stated 
he could not judge tfiether or notit was an act of self- 
defense.

*He was asked if he knewvery much about Hitler, 
German history, modern history at the time he approved 
of the Tripartite Pact, and he replied that as an ordinary 
person and as a matter of common 'sense, he knew prior to 
the Tripartite Pact about the persecution of the Jews,
He knew nothing about the blood purge and concentration 
camn.

He was asked if the U.S. had anything to do 
with Jaoan embarking upon Manchuria in 1931» and he 
answered that he was not qualified to speak on that 
matter because hewas not holding any Position of respon
sibility then, *From a layman's point of view, he replied 
that the U.S. had nothing to do with it. He was asked 
whether the invasion of Manchuria by Japan caused anti- 
Jaoanese feeling. He stated Japan never invaded Manchuria.

♦TOJO thought some Chinese had antipathy toward 
Japanese because of Japanese troon movements in Manchuria. 
♦TOJO said it was probable that such feelings were found 
among a part of the Chinese people after the clash at 
Marco Polo Bridge, but as to the causes or cause of the 
Marco Polo Bridge Incident that is another natter.
Leaving out the reasons which accompanied the movement 
of Japanese armies in China, TOJO said there was among 
the Chinese people such feelings of antipathy. TOJO 
stated that by 1941 *somewhere between six hundred and 
seven hundred thousand troops were dispatched to China% 
but this figure was not accurate.
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36557 *T0J0 asked the prosecution to tell him the number
36558 of Chinese casualties caused by Japanese Army** TOJO said 

the communique of Imperial Headquarters reported in Japan
ese Year Book was reliable0 The prosecution then read Im
perial Headquarters statement which estimated the number 
of Chinese killed during July 1937 to June of 194-1 as 
2,015,000* TOJO was asked if the Japanese Army had services 
in China to obtain information as to the number of Chinese 
killed, and TOJO said he was not sure but he thought the 
figures were compiled by estimating at the front,,

36559 +T0J0 said it was important but there was no organiza
tion for the purpose of investigating such casualties* Or
ders were sent to the various armies to report casualties 
incurred in fighting, both Chinese and Japanese* TOJO as
sumed that Imperial Headquarters announced the total of 
those reports* TOJO said he believed the report of the 
loss of Chinese forces of 3*800,000 must have included the 
former report of 2,015,000*

36560 *T0J0 said he sent regular reports during the period 
in which he was connected with Kwantung Army of the number 
of Chinese killed* TOJO's attention was called to the next 
entry, '‘Booty”, which included "Arms, 482,257c"

36562 *T0J0 explained that commanders at the front were fond
of reporting their own exploits, and they were apt to re
port the number of casualties In exaggerated figures* TOJO 
said he would not consider tank figures of 1475 as accurate*

'6563 * Since it is easy to count locomotives and carriages, TOJO
supposed those figures, 2449 were correct*

36564 *T0J0 was asked if he thought the figures 109,250 were 
accurate for losses to Imperial Army including "the Nomonhan 
Incident*" TOJO thought there was a mistake in the digits* 
He thought Japanese forces lost 1,200,000 or something like 
that* He would not'consider 109,250 accurate* He didn't 
think the figure could be so small for Japanese casualties*

36565 *T0J0 said he oould not recollect the exact figures but dur
ing the period'in which the Chinese forces lost something 
over 2,000,000, the Japanese forces lost something around
1,200,000 and that included Japanese residents in China*
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,^h6 *As to China Incident» TOJO explained the hostilities
were called an incident in Japan« Actually, he said, it 
was a war, and on the 8th of December 1941 the Chungking 
Regime declared war on Japan«

*.(y/ *T0J0 said he then was not 3n a position of responsi
bility and could not explain why the war was called an 
incident« TOJO said he could tmderstand how the Chinese 
developed anti-Japanese feelings but he felt their leaders 
would hold a different view« TOJO said he folt the whole 

168 war was unfortunate * for both countries« He felt sorry 
for the Chinese and that is the reason the early solution 
of the China Incident was the established policy« TOJO 
stated that as for the people of both countries, they 
were innocent people and had nothing to do with the war«

TOJO said, however, their statesmen were different«
The anti-Japanese movement, the contempt-for-Japanese move
ment, and the boycott of Japanese goods, and the massacre 

“'69 of innocent residents * were their acts and they constituted 
one of the great causes of the war«

TOJO did not agree that war was a crime, but he would 
agree that wars h«ve an unfortunate effect upon the victor 
and the vanquished«

-̂’2 ’♦TOJO said he joined the KONOYE Cabinet in July 194-0
•j?l as War Minister« * He was named for the War Ministership by 

the three army chiefs« But when asked if it were a surprise 
to him he sold he was s\irprised in one sense and not in 
another« As he was recommended by the three army chiefs it 
was up to him to do hl3 best, and therefore, he was not sur
prised« It is the custom of a military man to obey orders«

'74. +T0J0 was asked if he had heard any rumors that; he was
to be so chosen beforehand« He had never heard such rumors« 
He had just come back from Manchukuo and had heard the gen
eral details of the fall of the YONAX Cabin- i; from the Vice 
Minister« He had been Vice Minister of War j.u the earlier 
KONOYE Cabinet for four months« TOJO became Vice Minister 
before ITAGAKI became Minister of War« TOJO said it is true 
that they both served in the Kwantung Army«
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★The first time he knew MATSTTOKA was when he was 
Chief of Staff of the Kwantung Army and MATSÜ0KA was 
president of the South Manchuria Railway,, He remembered 
the expression "Niki Sansuke," but he didn't know the 
reason for it« *TOJO was asked if the expression were not 
made up of the last letters in the first naire of the five 
men who were the important Japanese figures in Manchuria, 
he replied that it could be taken that way* TOJO said it 
was true that he and MATSTTOKA were two of the five figures 
referred to, TOJO said he thought HOSHINO was included 
among the five«

♦TOJO said he got the impression that the YONAI Cabin
et fell because it no longer led Japan in the international 
situation and the domestic situation» * TOJO said he meant 
the YONAI cabinet did not have the ability to dispose of mat
ters relating to the international situation and the domestic 
situation» Bv Internationa situations, TOJO referred to the 
whole effect which the war situation in Europe had on the 
Far East»

♦At. that time It appeared that U.S» was abort to enter 
the war, whereas in East Asia no prospects of settlement 
were seen; in the domestic situation political parties were 
dissolved and public opinion estranged from the government,

★KONOYE and KIDO met during some time in May and con
cluded that the situation couldn't be handled under the pre
sent cabinet« It was the feeling that the cabinet lacked 
political power« And, this called for the appearance of the 
second KONOYE Cabinet«

0581

TOJO said KIDO did not have considerable influence in 
terminating the YONAI Cabinet on the basis of his knowledge 
- he was speaking on the basis of evidence introduced«

♦ TOJO said he did 
the German Alliance and

not know if YONAI disapproved of 
he knew nothing of YONAI's state of 

mind« * Outwardly the fact that the Big Three refused to 
give YONAI a »Var Minister may be regarded as the cause of 
the fall of the cabinet, but TOJO believed the real cause 
could be found elsewhere« TOJO said it was not a fact that 
YONAI cabinet did not seize the opportunity for expansion 
and did not take advantage of events in Europe and so this 
caused its fall«
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,6584 *TOJO was in Manehukuo and did not know that the

Foreign Office Instructed Ambassadör HATA in July 1940 
to confer with German authorities upon strengthening the 
coalition between the two countries« TOJO heard of this 
as War Minister at the time policy was being decided but 
he was not in a position of responsibility«

"6585 *Exhiblt 541 was handed to the witness« He identified
it as the copv of the cabinet decision on the outline of 
Japan’s basic national policy including a decision to 
strengthen the relationship among Japan, Germany and Italy« 
However, he explained the strengthening of the Janan- 
German-Italian relations and others were not cabinet deci
sions«

?6586 *T0J0 stated he helped make that cabinet decision
about nine days after he became '"ar Minister. TOJO explained

36587 that one second of idleness was permitted« * TOJO recalled 
the outline started off with the observation that the world 
was row on the threshold of a stupendous historic change«

;^588 * TOJO said by "stupendous historic change "they meant the
16589 world convulsion that began with the European ’War« *As he 

explained before. 1 here was apprehension that the U«S« 
might participate’In that war and her entry would spread to 
the Pacific area.

<6592 *TOJO was asked what effect earlv victory for Hitler
had upon Japan« He stated that in view of the fact that 
Japan was a party to the Anti-Comintern Fact with Germany 
and Italy, Japan took a friendly attitude toward Germany.
TOJO said no profound consideration was given to Germany, 
for the Japanese followed the Anti-Comintern Pact In the 
sentimental sense« TOJO recalled that the same exhibit 
contained a statement that Japan was faced by a great or
deal unparalleled in history«

>6594 +TOJO said they were speaking of the critical situation
in Japan because of the international and Internal situations, 
and that the Japanese people were fated to rrrmount the dif-

* 595 fieultieSo * He said it was true that the basic policy was
decided within a few days after TOJO joined the KONOYE Cabin
et as 7ar Minister« TOJO said he agreed with the statement 
in the basic policy that it was directed toward a new order 
of Greater East Asia built upon a solidarity of Japan, Man
chukuo and China with Japan as the center«
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16^98 *0n July 26, 1940 TOJO sali he and menders of the
cabinet had no indention of forming an alliance with 
Germany. TOJO had known MTTTO before he became War Min
ister in the KONOYE Cabinet but did not know at the time 
what views MTTTO held with regard to the Tripartite Pact. 
TOJO did not believe the reason for the fall of the YONAI 
Cabinet was that MUTO and his group had not persuaded 
YONAI to enter into alliance with Germany.

36509 »before the Tribunal TOJO first learned the Big Three
in t he Army refused to name a War Minister for YONAT and 
thereby caused the fall of that cabinet. TOJO did not know 
that FATA asked the Emperor to appoint TOJO 'War Minister.

366O3 *TOJO said HATA could not have visited the Emperor after he 
left the post because a man who is no longer War Minister 
cannot rake any report to the Throne. •

As to FIDO's Diary of l8 July 1940, which said KATA 
saw the Emperor and- later, that the Emneror stated to KIDO 
that the War Minister had secretly recommended TOJO for 
War Minister and Tomoyuki YAMASHITA for Inspector-General 
of the Air Force but the Emneror thought procedure was 
wrong for KONOYE was still forming a cabinet and had not 
yet accepted TOJO.

i

36605 *T0.T0 said he could not have known, that he arrived
at 10:40 p.m. on the iRth from China.

*:
36607 ♦With reference to the possibility that HATA secretly

suggested to the Emperor TOJO for War Minister, TOJO replied 
that this was the case. Before any appointment; of General 
Officers is made, an informal recommendation Is made to the 
Throne, and therefore TOJO presumed that informal recornrenda

••16608 tlon was made. * The proper procedure is after the Premier 
designate has determined upon the Navy Minister and the War 
Minister of his cabinet, then the preceding Navy Minister 
and the 'rar Minister should make their informal recommenda
tion.

36609 *T0J0 was asked if KIDO were mistaken when he said
that the 7ar Minister had just secretly recommended TOJO for

,6610 War Minister. TOJO said the translation was mistaken *
with regard to the word "naiso" —  informal recommendation 
There is nothing secret about »naiso. 11 The Language

NARRATIVE STWARY OF THE RECORD
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Arbitrator agreed the word "raise11 meant "inforiral 
recommendation."

J,66'12 *1 f recommendation was made between 225 'n
afternoon and 250 on 1° July 1940, TOJO said he believed 
as K1D0 states that, the informal, recommendation vas made

X66J.4 a little prematurely. * TOJD insisted there was nothing 
unusual or strange about the outgoing War Minister infor
mally recommending to the Throne the succeeding War Minis
ter. TOJO said the situation then required a very de- 

M *? tailed explanation. * TOJO suggested that this was very 
difficult to understand. TOJO said he understood the 
"ituation very well. He understood what KIDO stated and he 
understood what the Emperor felt.

4fl6 *TOJO agai" explained there was nothing strange with
"egard to the procedure of "naiso11 or informal recommenda
tion. When an outgoing War Minister makes an informal 
recomrendation to the Throne before the Premier Designate 
had determined on the mar Minister or the Navy Minister of 
uir. cabinet, the procedure would te out of the ordinary,
In this case the doubt arises whether the recommendation 
was made at the proper time and in a proper manner. The 
War Minister and the Navy Minister of a cabinet are for
mally recommended to the Throne by the cabinet Itself, but 
there is the necessity for the army and navy respectively 
to make an Informal recommendation to the Throne in addi
tion .

'ôfiv *TOJO knew nothing about a recommendation being made
to the Emperor for APE Cabinet for TADA for War Minister 
that was not accepted, TOJO never heard that in the APE 
Cabinot the Emneror wanted to have either TIMEZU or HATA 
appointed War Minister.

' “20 »TOJO was asked if the Big Three of the Army received
a message from the Emperor as to whom he wanted for War 
Minister would they make their own select!o.. "ogardless of 
the choice of the Emneror. TOJO explained oae Pig Three 
select the person after viewing the general over-all situ
ation and they petition for the approval of the Throne.
Even where a specific candidate is favored bv His Majesty, 
the Pig Three consult and study the candidate and, after 
unanimity of views present his name to the Throne and re
ceive the Imperial sanction.

NARRATIVE STWARY OF THE RECORD
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TOJO was asked if the Emperor automatically agreed 

I662I to the 'Jar Minister thus chosen» * TOJO said the se
lection of the War Minister cannot he decided only by the 
Rig Three Chiefs* The Premier designate must make recom
mendation to the Throne and receives its approval* The 
Rig Three recommend the succeeding War Minister to the 
Premier designate* That is the formal recommendation.
It is necessary to have an informal recommendation from 
Army because of the shift that would naturally arise be
cause of the change in Jar Minister*

26622 * TOJO said he had no knowledge in connection with 
the selection of the War Minister in the ABE Cabinet* He 
would think that the candidate for the War Minister was 
unanimously agreed upon by the Pig Three of the Army, con
sidering the desire of His Majesty.

26623 * Exhibit 2199-A was handed to the witness* TOJO 
2662e) hs not * read this article or seen the article before.

TOJO said the cabinet decision of 26 July 19^0 was made 
about two months before ’he Tripartite Agreement, was 
entered into* In that decision there was +he statement 

2662 3 that the urgent * task was to renovate ail branches of the
government in accordance with the fundamental principle of 
the national polity*

TOJO said he was not a statesman but he explained "to 
renovate all branches" meant to renew* TOJO said he was 
fundamentally a military man* TOJO was asked wha* wrongs 
had to be righted in the branches of the government *

26627 »TOJO explained Japan was infernally and externally
faced with a critical situation* The biggest cancer was 
the question of the settlement of the China Incident, and 
It was necessary to complete the structure of rational de
fense*

TOJC was asked what was wrong with the branches of the 
'662P government* * He said it was recognized that an overall 

renovation of the administration was needed*
TOJO did not know what was meant h’r "totalitarian 

form of governmento" TOJO said to say Japan planned the 
form of government, in Nazi Oovmar.y was wide off the mark*

NARRATIVE SW A R Y  OF THE RECORD
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36629 *The necessity to change their government arose from 

the situation v/ithin Japan itself®
TOJO was asked in what manner they intended to 

renovate the educational system® TOJO said he could 
give a general explanation First, there was stress on 
materialism; there was to "be emphasis on spiritual values®

36630 Second, in the academic world thought was * beclouded
by unhealthy thought® Japanese thought was tarnished bjr 
communistic views®

36631 +TOJO said it was true that the educational program 
was to sunnress communism coming upon Japan at that time® 
They wanted to save their students from such thoughts®
TOJO said that Japan never considered one nation, one 
party or one-party rule®

36632 +T0J0 was asked what was meant by setting up a new 
national political structure® The outline's aims were 
set forth in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c), TOJO pointed 
out,

TOJO was asked what was meant by reform of the Diet 
system® At that time the desire was to have a national 
Diet which represented the will of the eighty million 
people of Japan® TOJO said when he became War Minister 
the Diet in form represented the people® TOJO said the 
Intention was to see that the Diet functioned effectively®

36634 TOJO said + he was then Prime Minister and he could not
explain political issues but he did not say this to evade 
any responsibility®

TOJO was asked what was meant by the establishment 
of the foundation for a national defense economy on the 
basis of autonomous construction of the economies of 
Japan, Manchukuo, and China with Japan as the center®
Japan at that time laid the basis of its economy on Bri
tain and U®S®, TOJO believed® Raw materials were derived 
from British and U®S® spheres of influenc.® With the

3663? ^abrogation of the treaty of commerce and navigation be
tween Japan and the IT0S® by the U»S® in July, 1939, Japan 
received economic pressure from the outside® She had her 
hands full with the China Incident® It was necessary to 
establish an autonomous economy involving1 the three 
countries which was planned®

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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36636 *TOJO was asked what was meant by making Japan, 

Manchukuo and China a single unity,, TOJO said it 
meant the promotion of close economic collaboration 
among Japan, Manchukuo and China against the economic 
bloc.

TOJO was asked what was meant by "the whole of 
Greater East Asia." He replied that with Japan-China“ 
Manchukuo economy as a nucleus, closer relationship 
economically should be established with other parts of 
East Asia. He was then asked what countries were in
cluded in the whole of Greater East Asia.

36637 *T0J0 said the state and the people of Japan, Man- 
chukuo and China, and in addition, FIC, Thailand and the 
NEI. The idea was to promote active trade among these 
nations and establish stable economies.

3663P *TOJO was asked if the whole of Greater East Asia in
cluded the Philippine Islands. At that time the Philippine 

36639 Islands were not clearly within their consciousness.* At 
that time the Philippines were not definitely within the 
Idea of Greater East Asia. TOJO said the Malays should 
have been included. At that time, TOJO said India was 
not considered. TOJO said then the idea of Greater East 

16640 Asia did not include Burma.* It was only after the out
break of the Greater East Asia War that Burma and the 
Philippines were considered. Ke said Australia was not 
included.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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36642 ♦TOJO said that Navy Minister YOSHIDA resigned 

for the surface reason of illness, but TOJO nresumed
36643 ♦he disaDuroved of bringing relations among Jaoan, Germany, 

and Italy to the noint of an alliance. Preceding the 
decision of July 26, 1940, YOSHIDA agreed at discussions 
to the nolitical strengthening of the relationship among 
Jaoan, Germany, and Italy, However, in September 1940, 
the question as to whether the relationship should be 
advanced to an alliance was asked as to why YOSHIDA refused 
to become a member of the KO NOYE Cabinet,

36644 ♦TOJO said he believed YOSHIDA opposed placing of 
the three-power relationships on an alliance basis. TOJO

36645
said this was merely a presumption because the reason 
YOSHIDA gave for resigning was illness. *T0J0 said 
YOSHIDA did not say directly he was opposed to a military 
alliance. TOJO said it was true that very well informed 
men in Japan felt the signing of the Tripartite would cause 
a war between Japan and the Western Powers.

36646

TOJO said he recalled that the investigating 
committee talked at length with the members of the Privy 
Council the day before the Tripartite was executed.
♦TOJO said a discussion as to how much petroleum was 
available to fill the warships and the airplanes to go to 
war with the Western Powers might have been discussed, 
but it was brought up as a matter of course. He didn't 
recall that in any detail.

^ ^ 6647

3664ft
♦TOJO said the character of the Tripartite 

Alliance was of a self“defensive nature under the prevail
ing si tuation. *T0J0 said the economic pressure on Japan 
by U.S, had something to do with signing the Pact.
TOJO said there was no direct and active military action 
onihe part of U.S.but there were Plans. See exhibit 
3567 and 3660. After U.S. abrogated the United States- 
Jaoan treaty of commerce and navigation, Japan's 
economic life was under strong pressure.

36649 ♦TOJO was reminded to discuss military situ
ation and he stated that in May 1940 a large U.Se fleet 
was concentrated in Hawaii, its personnel active and on 
thealert.
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TOJO was asked if he claimed that, because the 

U.S. vessels concentrated at Pearl Harbor, this was 
evidence that Janan was in danger of attack by U.S. TOJO 
said he was asked what kind of military threat against

36650 Jaoan existed at *that time, and he gave this exDlanation.
36651 *T0J0 was asked if the only way the U.S. could 

avoid that tyne of threat would be to take all warshios 
out of the Pacific. TOJO said that may well be so. The 
threat was felt by Japan and TOJO felt it. TOJO was 
asked what other kind of military threat was made by

36652 the U.S. nrior to the TriDartite Pact. *He said the 
increase in armed forces in the areas of the PhlliDnine 
Islands, Malaya, Burma and the Netherlands East Indies 
as well as strengthening the contact among the Dowers; 
the imnlementation of air bases and their facilities in 
the same area; and the U.S. had intentions to create and 
strengthen its air bases in Alaska.

In the war between Janan and China, the U.S., 
Britain and other rowers were assisting China by 
strengthening Chinese resistance to bring about the

36653 attrition of Japanese national oower. *Janan considered 
the building of airfields and strengthening of armaments 
in insular nossesslons of +he United States were threats 
against Janan.

TOJO was asked if it were true that U.S. action 
in strengthening naval forces and armaments in Hawaii

36654 and other Pacific islands was grounds for Japan *to 
anticinate attack,but the action of the Jananese in 
sending several hundred thousand troons into the heart
of China was a defensive measure. TOJO recited that U.S. 
reinforcing its troons, constructing or strengthening 
its airfields and concentrating its fleets in its own 
territory, were felt to be threats against Janan. The 
hostilities going on in China were entirely different. 
There was the necessity for the nrotection of Jananese

6655 residents and the Duroose was self-defense. *IPS Doc.
6656 315O-373A handed to witness *nnd he was asked if this

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE FECORD . Page 606?.
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cxcerot from SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs contain the result of 
the Four Ministers’ Conference held before TOJO became 
War Minister in the second KCNOYE Cabinet. TOJO said he 
had no confidence in this document. TOJO said he did not 
place much trust in the person HARADA. TOJO said he 
considered HARADA a sort of high class information broker.

3669V *If he were alive or dead, TOJO said he would say the 
same thing. TOJO said he never met HARADA, but his 
impression was that he was a oeddler of information.

3669Ö *TCJ0 said he would not say that Prince SAIONJI
had oassed judgment on any Issue on the information 
brought to him by HARADA. TOJO said he did not deny that

36699 all premiers were chosen by SAIONJI, *T0J0 was asked if 
he agreed that in appointing the Prime Minister of Janan 
SAIONJI exercised the most important, governmental function 
TOJO agreed if the quest!on means that it was performing a 
function of the highest political responsibility and

36660 *playing one of the most important roles in the appoint
ment of the Prime Minister. If Prince SAIONJI himself

36661 wrote the diary, TOJO would Place reliance on it. *T0J0 
said it depended on the way SAIONJI edited it to deter
mine whether he would have more respect for it.

36662 ♦TOJO did not know SAIONJI. He had never met 
him. TOJO, MATSUOKA, YOSHIDA and KONOYE ret for the 
first time on the 19th of July 1940 at what is known as 
Oglkubo Conference. The purpose was to provide for

36663 political leadership and guidance. *T0J0 said no 
secretary was there. No one was there but the Prime

36664 Minister, MATSUOKA, YOSHIDA, and TOJO. *T0J0 said they 
were only concerned with a high degree national defense 
state. TOJO said YOSHIDA did not manifest any opposi
tion to Plan at that conference.

36669 ♦Exhibit 36R7A was handed to TOJO for examination
He was asked if this did not relate to what took Place 
at the Four-Ministers' Conference on the l°th of August,

36666 and also the Liaison Conference. *TCJ0 said he did not 
remember the Four-Ministers' Conference of August 19,
I94O. TOJO said also the document did not contain facts. 
"The Outline of the Solution of the Situation," presented 
in evidence, was decided at the Liaison Conference and 
the exhibit is accurate, but the summary which TOJO was
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36667

36663
36669

36670

3 6671

36672

examining has Dortions which were not consistent with 
the original document and show what a high-class infor
mation broker can do. *T0J0 said he Inferred that this 
was written by HARADA on the basis of what HARADA heard 
indifferent Places. *A portion of Exhibit was read but 
TOJO said he did not change his opinion about it. *In 
order to ooint out inconcistencies in Ex. 36^7, TOJO 
asked to compare it with the “Outline of the Solution of 
the Situation.“ *TOJO said Ex. 1310, “Main Points in 
Regard to Dealing"4th the Situation," was different from 
the HARADA document both in form and in content. The 
HARADA document states, “The Essential Points," and then 
gives articles I, H, which is not the form which was 
taken at the Liaison Conference. The HARADA diary 
describes the Plan for the prompt submission of the 
Chungking Regime. Fx. 1310 olans the settlement of the 
China Incident by prevent ing Third Powers from assisting 
the Chiang regime. TOJO said at the Liaison Conference 
nocne had yet thought of ulanning the prompt submission 
of the Chungking regime.

♦TOJO said the HARADA diary states as to the 
South Seas Islands rolicy, they will seize an opportunity 
and utilize any changes in the situation. The actual 
exhibit states that to settle the Southern Problems they 
will at within the limits so as not to cause a war 
against a Third Power. TOJO stated the HARADA diary was 
wrong in regard to many points and he believed HARADA 
must have written down what he heard from miscellaneous 
sources.

TOJO was asked if the entry in HARADA Diary 
which stated theyvould plan the oromot submission of the 
Chungking Regime was in error. He replied that he could 
not say but TOJO said at the time this decision was 
adopted no one had yet decided on that matter. *T0J0 said 
that decision was embodied in the Imperial Conference 
decision of 13 November 1940, when the policy towards 
China was decided upon, and in that decision the 
national will toward China was clearly established.
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36674 *TOJO uointed what HARADA calls "Article II" 
and said the original document didn't have any Article 
II. HARADA’s diary states that emohasis is to be Placed 
on Policies towards Germany, Italy, and Russia, but 
TOJO said the nhrase, "emohasis is to be olaced on 
Dolicies towards Germany, Italy, and Russia" cannot be 
found in the original decision of the Liaison Conference.

36675 *HARADA wrote that although they would not refrain from 
boldly carrying out the policy deemed necessary by the 
Empire in suite of the inevitable Tid natural! aggravation 
which will accompany it. TOJO oointed out that uortion 
is something that was added by HARADA. He said it was 
not in the Liaison Conference decision*

HARADA stated that regarding French Indo-China
36676 (Kwangchow Bay*included) and TOJO uointed out the uhrase 

"Regarding French Indo-China (Kwangchow Bay included)" was 
not included as Kwangchow Bay, was not even considered* 
TOJO said that uart of HARADA Diary that FIC must suuuly 
trooos, oermit the use of airfields and the nassage of 
troops, and that they would also strive for the acqui
sition of raw materials necessary to the Empire, was not

36677 included when*the national nolicy was decided on at the 
Liaison Conference. That way of thinking did not apuear 
until September 1°40.

36678 *TGJ0 said the statement that with resuect to 
withdrawal of troous of belligerent countries, they would 
induce China to take these back, was going too far, that 
Japan didn’t think of such a thing at the time and it is 
difficult to understand what is meant.

HARADA stated in regard to the Dutch East
36679 Indies, they would endeavor to ♦secure vital resources 

through diplomatic measures. TOJO said this was off the 
track, for the Liaison Conference decided to strengthen 
the diplomatic policy towards the Dutch East Indies in 
order to obtain important materials. TOJO said the Liaison 
Conference decision did not include statement they would 
take measures to secure the return of the former German 
and French territorial islands in the South Pacific 
through diplomatic negotiations.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE RECORD
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»TOJO staled it seemed to him that HAHADA con
fused the outline of the fundamental national noiicy decided uoon on the 26th of July 1940, and the Liaison 
Conference decision regarding the outline for the solution of the situation, which ms arrived at on the following day. And HARADA aunarê tly wrote this oortion of his diary as Articles T, II, so forth, just as if he had written down,verbatim, the actual decisions of the Liaison Conference, and that is why TOJO called him a 
high-class information broker.

»TOJO said Ex. 541 stated correctly the Cabinet decision of 2 6 July 1°40 and exhibit 541 correctly stated the »decision of the Liaison Conference of 27 July 1940. He assumed resnonstMlity for these decisions as War 
Minis ter.

»T0JC was asked what was meant by maintaining a firm attitude towards America. »TOJO said this meant toadvocate righteousness and not take a servile oosition in diplomatic negotiations. »TOJO said he never dreamed of attacking the U.S. in war unless the IT.3. would desist from sending any sunn] les or aid to Chiang Kai-shek.TOJO said he never even thought of making war unless 
assistance to Chi>.ng Kai-shek ceased.

»TOJO was asked if he recalled the '«tb item that 
the U.S. would obstruct Japan's effort to a neace with China. Whether it was item four or one, TOJO did not recall, but such an item was there. TOJO exolained that 
if Pronosition A failed Jaoan intended to improve the situation by means of Pro0 0sal B. »It was their intention to imorove the situation and then to enter into more negotiations on broader issues.

»TCJ0 said if Plan B had been accented by the U.5., the Pearl Harbor attack would not have occurred. Even if half of Plan B were accented by U.S., TOJO did not believe war would have occurred, if the U.S. truly desired neace in the Pacific.
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36698 ’♦TOJO was asked what Part of Plan B would have
been sufficient for the U.S. to accept to prevent the 
Pearl Harbor attack. TOJO said any item would have done 
if U.S, had approached Japan with an attitude to make 
concessions on her own cart. TOJO believed that the 
terms could have been relaxed if the U.S. approached Jaoan 
in a spirit of reciprocity. TOJO said he approved of 
both nlans. He was the one holding the highest respon
sibility on the matter.

36690 *T0J0 was asked if he remembered that about
October lp , 1941, TOGO told Grew, IOJRUSU and NOMURA that 
Plans A and B carried the last concession that Possibly

36700 could be *made by Jaoan. TOJO couldn't remember exactly 
how it was worded, but he believed it was only natural 
TOGO must have said something to that effect as Foreign 
Minister.

TOJO took such steps on the basis of decisions 
made by the Liaison Conference, and he was doing his 
duty as Foreign Minister. TOJO was asked If TOGO wasn't 
acting in TOJC's responsibility as Prime Minister, and 
he said in some sense he was but TOJO's Position was 
different from that, of the Foreign Minister.

TOJO said he did not deny that at Liaison 
Conference, November 5» 1941, plans A and B ’-ere drawn 
up with the last concessions from Japan, and they were

36701 sent to the United States through »diplomatic channels 
with instructions thaï they constituted the farthest

36702 extent In concessions. +T0J0 said this was not the 
last word. The last word was contained in the note 
delivered to U.S.cn the 7th of December. In the mean
time, TOJO said the Hull Note was thrown into their

36703 faces. »TOJO said the language was used that they 
were to»-" final concessions that -would be made.

36704 *70 JO said that accurate Information was trans
mitted to Ambassadors at .Vashington, As f< r TOGO, he 
took various measures in regard to this very vital

36705 question, whereas TOJC was occupied with*the question 
of the rise or fall of Tanan.

NARRATIVE SUKVARY OF THE RECORD
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36706 *TOJC said the Premier could not say that once 

a elan had been decided ueon he wanted the whole plan 
carried through in toto» TCJC said TOGO did not act 
against TOJO's intentions or desires Then TOGO told the 
Jananese Ambassadors at ’»ashington that Plans A and B 
contained the raximum concessions that Janan was willing

36707 to agree to. *TOJO said he took the resDonsibility 
therefor.

TOJO was asked when they decided that the U.S. 
was not acting in rood faith. TOJO said they never made 
up their minds on such a thing. TOJO said he did not 
know of naval preparations for the deoarture of the 
JaDanese fleet for Pearl Harbor. They were handled by 
the Naval High Command. 1 TOJC said he was not trying 
to evade responsibility.

3670P *T0J0 said plans \ and B were also discussed
at the liaison Conferences and the discussions 
considered whether or not they would constitute the 
final concessions of Janan.

36709 ^Exhibit 36^  was handed to the witness.
TOJO identified the document definitely as the record 
embodying the cabinet decision 3 September 1940.

36710 *TCJ0 was asked what was meant by "snecial 
facilities for the establishment and operation of 
Jananese enterprises as contained in Exhibit 3^88.

36711 *T0J0 said he thought this was a demand that every 
nossible convenience should be afforded Jananese 
enterprises in their establishment and operation.
This had no relation to why an army was dispatched to 
Indo-China. TCJC said this was a cabinet decision so 
hev«s sure that these were demands on FIC. TOJO said 
this was the basis for diplomatic negotiations with 
French Indo-China, and Janan hoped to solve the matter 
through peaceful negotiations. TOJO said Japan didn't 
have any rights to make demands.

NARRATIVE SUMMARY CF THE RECORD
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36712 *T0J0 said it was true that they Planned to 

advance troops into Northern FIC at the time. But the 
purpose was not to enforce demands, TOJO was asked if 
it were merely a coincidence that the army was disnatched 
to Indo-China at the same time they made the demands.
TOJO said rather than say that the troops advanced into 
FIÇ Japan's advance into FIC was based on negotiations 
conducted with the Vichy Government. Roosevelt had 
discussed in detail the FIC Problem -nith the Emperor.
TOJO believed he employed the words, "with the permission 
of the Vichy Government."

36713 *TOJC said troons first advanced into FIC. TOJO 
was then War Minister. TOJC,as War minister, was 
responsible for initiating that nlan of dispatching the 
Jaoanese troops into Indo-China at that time* TOJO said 
the troops were sent to Indo-China after agreement with

36714 the Vichy Government. *T0J0 could not say for sure, but 
according to his recollection, probably a Portion of 
forces stationed in South China were sent to FIC besides 
those from Japan. TOJC recalled it was the Fifth Divi
sion that was sent.

TOJO was asked if he recalled the entry in 
KIDO’s diary where KIDC quoted the Emoeror as stating, 
with reference to transactions in Indo-China, that he

36 71? did not *like the application of the principle of thief 
at a fire, TOJO said he recalled that entry, and he 
thought KIDO used very strange language. TOJO said he 
had no recollection of ever taking notion similar to 
that of a thief at a fire. TOJO said he could not imagine 
the Emperor using such a nhrase as "a thief at a fire".
He thought KIDO must have imagined that and written it 
down. In Janan that is the lowest form of expression,

TCJC’s attention was called to decision of
36716 September 3, 1940,and he was asked *what the phrase

"existing interests" referred to. TOJO replied that as 
tcvhat is meant by existing interests, he dlÎ not have 
sufficient knowledge to renly fully. He felt that 
inferentially interests already existing were meant.
TOJO said he did not have enough knowledge to renly.
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36717 *TOJO was asked what was meant by "driving out," 

and he said this had no reference to military force.
They intended to use diplomatic negotiations, ßince the 
words "drive out" were written,TOJO supposed drive out 
was meant. They intended by diplomatic negotiations to 
drive them out.

36718 , *TGJO then read the nhrase "a Committee for
Economic Construction and other suitable organs which 
include Japanese." He thought this meant an intention 
to see the establishment of a committee which would 
include. TOJO's attention was called to the language 
that the banks of FIC would offer Japanese all Possible 
financial facilities, but even realize the exchange

36719 control guided by the Empire. *He believed the words 
honestly conveyed the Cabinet decision of that date.
As Minister of War and also as a Minister of State,
TOJO had responsibility for this decision. In order to 
effectuate the stabilization of the Far East, troops 
were sent to FIC to shut off supplies to Chiang Kai-shek 
TOJO said.

36720 *T0J0 said they took the act ion referred to 
because they thought the immediate solution of the China 
Incident was an important factor in stabilizing the Far 
East. TOJO said it was a fact they requested the German 
Government for assistance, which was refused. He didn't 
recall the date. This request was made by TOJO so TOJO 
did not remember the date. TOJO could not recall whether 
the matter was discussed at a Liaison Conference, or 
whether TOJO did it on his own responsibility.

36721 *TOJO stated the Netherlands declared war on 
Janan on the 8th of December 194-1, and that is how the

36722 state of war arose between the twocountries. *TOJO said 
thewording of the Imperial Conference decision of 
December 1 states Janan intended to war against Nether
lands, but the declaration of war made no mention of 
this. The declaration of war was against U.3. and 
Britain. It was the Netherlands that declared war on 
Japan.
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TOJO said they made up their minds on the 1st 
of December that war with Brtiain,U.S. and Netherlands was 
unavoidable. This arose from the necessity of self-

36723 defense. *T0J0 was asked in what way the Netherlands
36724 menaced Japan* TOJO said the threat *was military, 

economic and political. In close military coooeration 
with Britain and U.S. the Netherlands participated in 
the military encirclement of Japan. Japan saw the Nether 
lands Navy allied with the British and American Navies.

Airfields in NEI were available to the British 
and American air forces. Submarine bases were offered 
toB'itain and U.S. The armed forces of NEI and those of 
Britain and U.S. were increasing. Together with Britain 
and U.S. the Netherlands was a threat to Japan.

36725 *TCJ0 said exhibits 3660 and 3567 state the 
details of this threat. TOJO was asked if any repre
sentative of the Netherlands ever uttered a threat to 
usenilitary force against Japan. TOJO said in May of 
1941 the Foreign Minister of the Netherlands stated they 
were ready to meet the Japanese challenge at any time, 
together with Britain and the U.S.

36726 *T0J0 said it was true that every country has 
the privilege of defending itself, but as to whether the 
language used by the Netherlands representative had to do 
with the challenge from Japan, TOJO said the words were 
the customary diplomatic language and the interpretation 
of what those words meant was up to Japan. 7/hat Japan 
wanted to know was not the words themselves but the real 
significance behind them. TOJO said Jaoan Interpreted 
those words as a threat. TOJC said they felt they had • 
received a political challenge.
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37219 Êxhibit No.3735. "Plan for Disposing of Incident, dated August 7» 1936 stated that the main object was to settle the Incident quickly by effective military operations and diplomatic measures so that China would lose her pretext for anti-Japanisra and there be created between Japan and China a fair and permanent diplomatic relation with cooperation and co-prosperity between Japan, Manchukou and China.
The aim of the military action is to make China give up her will to fight in the shortest possible time. For prompt settlement measures such as the use of military force, occupation of strategic points and accompanying necessary operations, etc. shall be taken.
The aim of diplomatic measures is to urge China's reconsideration as soon as possible so she may be led.to the position desired.37220 *Timely negotiations and actions will be carried out. The way of settlingthe Incident and its remedial measures is to make China lose her pretext for anti-Japanism and to negotiate with her under conditions unbiased by past circumstances, all measures and accompanying operations shall be carefully taken within the bounds of international law.

37221 "Princij>al areas for using military force on the land shall be Hopeh-Chahar and Shanghai and against areas where it is needed, military operations shall be carried out from the sea and air. To carry out military operation smoothly the various organs of the nation will be brought to wartime status by executing general mobilization and establishing emergency laws.
The settlement of the NORTH CHINA problem aims at realizing co-existence and co-prosperity of Japan, Manchukuo and China, bringing about a really bright North China under the control of China's Central Government. They expect to see the creation of such condition in Central China and South China as to be suitable for continuous promotion and development of trade between Japan and China.

37222 M̂easures to be taken behind the operation field of North China should avoid for the most part any idea of enemy territory occupation. There shall be no administration by the Ocopation Army but maintenance of peace and order shall be ensured under Army guidance. Political organs shall be left to the local inhabitants but they will give necessary guidance to make them carry out a fair administration. Transportation facilities and exploitation of materials necessary for military purpose shall be under necessary control.
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Trade, economic and financial relations between Japan, China 
r̂.d third countries a ball be ruled in line with «Japan's /pain ohject of 
havjx; China lose her hostile spirit.

' * Military and diplomatic measures and accompanying actions* 
cha Li bo e. ref ni Lg to For least they cause entanglements with third 
countries or induce intervention, depending upon the situation, all 
Japanese residents shall be evacuated and their relief will be considered, 
although it is the nain purpose to bring the Incident to an immediate 
settlament, they should be determined to exercise military power on a 
large scale for a long period of time. They should make quick prepara
tions to be able to meet arty development in the situation.

This wao decided and signed on august 7 by Foreign, army and 
i»avy Ministers. The Foreign Office will try secretly and quickly to have 
the Chinese make proposals for peace.

?M The first plan entrusted to the Foreign Ministry for the
creation of a disarmed /.one provided that the eastern and northern areas 
of the line connecting Faochsng-Changpei,—  Lungmen-ïenking-üentoukou- 
Chow-Chow- kuau-- Yungtsin-^ingan-'fuliuchen- Hsingnunchen-Faoshaling (in
cluding crons on the line; shall be a disarmed zone shutting out Chinese 
troops. Ieace and order shall be in charge of the "Peace Preservation 
Corps" whose strength and equipment shall be stipulated hereafter.

The second plan, taken as the final one provided that Paochang- 
Changpei-Cungmen-Tenkirig-^entoukou line and the adjoining area3 in the 
nopei ‘rovir.ee, left of the Yungtung and Hai rivers shall be disarmed zone 
■ilth maintenance of peace and order by the "Peace Preservation Corps".

In case ahir.a lays emphasis on a time limit for the disarmed
w*..-.*-, ■ x. r ■ u s no « .bt ; ce L i or *.

The first p.ir provide/; that if a time limit is attached, they 
will take into consideration what is to be done on its expiration. The 
second plan adopted provided that in case a time limit was attached, an 
ur, de retarding cha*l be had that on expiration another disarmed zone shall 
be r-ewly-estadished along the blno-tlanchurian border, drawn by a fixed 
line, '-ccording to reed, Japan fill express willingness to voluntarily 
.’educe hiu. strength o; occupatior. troops within the limits of the strength 
at the time of the outhr'ak. The TüüCrKU Truce shall ' abolished and 
various agreements base on it will be adjusted, if necessary. Various 

. arruri;"nents based u|. an the Jeipirig arrangement, such as Confiscation
of the wjviat >*all'.. ratesj through railway traffic, customs, through mail 
-ervicc, aviation, shall r.ot be abolished. The DOIHAR*»-CHIN TiS-CHIN and 
UMiiaU-110 YiMG-CHIK agreements shall be abolished but the Central «rmy will
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37226 *have to be evacuated from Hopei Province. Japan will make China 

promise to strengthen her control of anti-Japanese movement as well 
as preventing Bolshevization in the disarmed zone.

37227 *Japan agrees to dissolving of the Hopei-Chahar and 
EASTERN HOPEI Governments, the administration there to be left to 
the discretion of Nanking. They hoped that the Chief Administrators 
would be influential persons suitable for Sino-Japanese harmony. An 
agreement shall be reached on economic collaboration in North China.
It should be collaboration under joint management based upon Sino- 
Japanese equality, although there is no objection to dissolving
the Eastern Hopei Government, they must consider making the most of bar
gaining in the negotiations.

Negotiations for adjusting Sino-Japanese relations, unbiased by 
past circumstances, shall be made concurrently with or following the

37228 peace negotiations stipulated herein. *If the peace agreement be reached 
between Japan and Chino, and the evacuation of Chinese troops from the 
disarmed zones and the Central *rmy from the HOPEI Province is effected, 
then the evacuation of troops shall commence. Announcement of Japan's 
intentions of evacuation shall be timed with the reaching of the agree
ment .

A mutual announcement shall be made that the two countries 
will henceforth enter into a "New Deal" for realization of true friend
ship." And then, "TOP SECRET (STAMP) "Outline of the Proposal for the 
General Adjustment of Sino-Japanese Relations decided Evening 6 august 
1937, stated that politically CHINa shall give a tacit promise to leave 
kaNCHUURUO alone. There shall be concluded an anti-communistic agree
ment between Japan and China and anti-communism in the disarmed zone 
will naturally be practiced, and strictly controlled; that besides dis
solving EASTERN HOPEI and HOPEI CHnHAR Governments, Japan will negotiate

37229 * with NaNKING #n Inner Mongolia and Suiyuan districts to have it accept
Japan's rightful requests, Japan having no intention of excluding 
Nanking's influence from those districts, and that- China shall strictly 
control anti-Japanesj movements and emphasize its 'good neighbor 
Ordinance' throughout the country and any anti-Japanese movement in the 
disarmed zone must be especially controlled.

Militarily, if China strongly demands the abolition of the 
Shanghai Peace Agreement Japan will agree after making the most of the 
transaction and free aviation will be abolished.

Economically, customs tariff on specific articles will be lower
ed, EaSTERN HOPEI special trade will be lowered. EASTERN HOPEI special 
trade will be abolished and free hand control in China's smuggling on the 
sea bordering the disarmed 2one will be restored.
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37237 "^Exhibit 326B previously i’or identification (29886; (HIROTa)

to rebut 29786 et seq. Views concerning the attitude of the Empire to
ward Arbitration or Intervention by America, ^ropean Rowers or the 
league of Nations in the Sino-Japanese Incident, decided by the War 
Department Oct 1 1 1937 stated that Japan would forcibly refuse and ex
clude intervention or pressure by U.S#> European Rowers, or the League 
in connection with the Incident but will accept peace-recommending 
arbitration after it has achieved the object of its military movements 
against China. This principle upon confirmation by Navy, *rn\y and 
Foreign affairs, shall he sent to envoys in foreign countries with orders 
to act in accordance.

Germany and Italy will be informed of this decision at an 
appropriate time and required to support Japan's assertion. The reasons 
for this are that the cooperation of England and U.S. and the meeting of

-*•238 the Nine Rower Treaty Rowers * show that the powers and the League 
may interfere or arbitrate.

Buch interference and arbitration before accomplishment of the 
purpose of the military movement will never make China feel contrite. Japan 
will forcibly prevent anti reject them if they are not impartial peace- 
recommending arbitration proposals even after the purpose of the military 
movement is accomplished because this would be throwing away the results 
of all previous efforts. There is no reason to reject just, peace-recommend
ing arbitration as it may facilitate negotiations with China. If such 
countries as Germany and rtaly, though they are not so powerful, should 
come forward as arbitrators at China's request it would be the better because 
of their special relations with Japan.

Though this principle is generally accepted it is not yet decided 
as the national attitude. It should be negotiated among War, Navy and 
Foreign affairs and become t*e foundation of diplomatic measures. They 
should be careful not to publish it too hastily, nor to speak of it to the 
Rowers since it might leave the impression that Japan is anxious to bring 
the incident to a close.

In the matter of the course decided upon to be taken by the 
Japanese Government on Mediation or Intervention by Third Rowers in 
Connection with the oino-«;aj>anese Incident, decided by Navy and Foreign 
affairs on October 22, 1937» stated that with the progress of the Incident 
England, Soviet Russia and the United States showed indications of interven
ing. They are either intervention or arbitration founded on placing Japan 
in the position of a defendant. It was natural that Japan should reject 
them from the first, »ith the advance of militâry movement, when its pur
pose shall be practicalJ.v attained, the Nanking Government, under the pressu
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of Japan's force, will want to sue for peace although obliged to
37240 ‘"assume outwardly a strong attitude. The good will offices of England,

United States and others in such a case will be advantageous to draw 
China to negotiations. If Germany and Italy should act as arbitrators 
at the request of China, it would be excellent.

Such being the case, the following principles are adopted.
They will positively refuse and exclude hasty intervention or arbitra
tion by third parties but may accept impartial peace-recommending ser
vices from them at a time when they have nearly achieved the purpose of 
military movements toward China. This shall be sent to appropriate en
voys with instructions to take measures accordingly. They should avoid 
publishing it too hastily or making it krown to foreign governments 
because it is not an advisable measure since it may give an impression 
that Japan is in a hurry to conclude the Incident because of some weak
ness.

37241 ‘"They should tell beforehand only Germany and Italy on some 
proper occasion and take such measures as might induce them to act 
according to Japan's wishes. When they recognize that the purpose of 
military movements toward China has nearly been accomplished or that 
they should notify Germany and Italy, this will be decided by consulta
tion among Aar, Navy and Foreign Affairs.

37245 (HIROTA) For Ident. 29866 to rebut 29858.

Exhibit No.3269 - The Course Towards the Opening of the Imperial 
Conference January 14, 1938, East Asia Bureau, stated that Wang Ko-Min 
recently put before TKKaUCHI three questions - whether Japan will give 
full-scale support to the new North China ^gime; whether Japan intends to 
regard CHIaNG Kai-shek as a party to deal with, and whether Japan intends

37246 H e  make North China similar to Manchukue.

Commander TERAUCHI conveyed these to the Central Army authorities, 
who were unable to reach a decision. TEHaUCHI urged the A'ar Minister or 
Vice Minister to come to Tientsin. Almost simultaneously MaTSUI urged the 
central authorities to establish a policy, stating that it was inadvisable 
to save the situation by dealing with CHIaNG Kai-shek. Central Army author
ities decided to hold the Liaison and Imperial Conferences.

MhTSUDaIRA understood that the outline decided by the Imperial 
Conference was carried by UMEZU to China, but was doubtful as to the re
liability of the story.

37249 ""Exhibit N0.327O-A, Communication from Prime Minister KONOYE
to HIROTa January 21, 1938 stated that the general principles of National 
Policy had been decided. They would, he stated, make it the basic principles
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of the administration to strive for strengthening national power in
ternally and to plan for the development of the Empire externally. With 
a period of emergency extending over several years as the objective, they 
would carry out the following governmental policies. Foreign policy will 
be based on realization of close cooperation between Japan, Manchukuo and 
China, establishment of an eternal peace in the Orient and contribution

3725O to the peace of the world. *They will firmly maintain inseparable rela
tions between Japan and Manchukuo, and establish an important policy 
toward Manchukuo. Positive efforts will be made to carry out the policy 
towards China, and efforts shall be made for the economic development in 
the Southern ^reas.

37250 ^Military aims in the China Incident shall be perfectly attain
ed, and the status of general mobilization completed according to the 
needs of national defense and plans to strengthen military preparedness will 
be made, -all measures shall be taken against prolonged resistance of 
China.

hithin the next four years the development of important industries 
shall be planned, the over-all expansion of productive capacity achieved, 
and supplies of materials necessary for national defense secured under a 
comprehensive plan, including North China, international balance of trade 
improve by promoting export trade. The establishment of a national de
fense economy and strengthening of the economic power of the Empire can be 
expected.

37251 *The home front shall be managed, aid given to the war dead, 
wounded and diseased and their families; proper measures taken for demob
ilization and for the recovery of Japanese residents in China. The future 
development of the Empire is expected to be secured.

The guidance of national thought shall be strengthened and made 
complete, science and culture shall be promoted and education will be re
formed to cultivate the character of the people of a great nation.

The determination of the nation towards the emergency shall be 
increasingly emphasized and every effort shall be made to enforce various 
policies for stabilizing national livelihood, especially in promoting the 
development of agricultural and fishing villages. The welfare of medium 
and minor merchants manufacturers and laborers and the physical strength 
of the people shall be emphasized.

Together with imposing necessary state controls over prices, finane 
industry, foreign trade, transportation and communication, power, labor, etc.
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37252 ""for national preparedness, the promotion of industry and the stabil

ization of the national livelihood, an emergency financial plan shall 
be established. Efforts shall be made to eradicate and overcome 
Communism and other thoughts or actions inconsistent with the national 
structure. T# assure rapid and precise execution of the policies, the 
political administration shall be reformed and the various organs of the 
state shall be made to conform to it.

The reasons for this are that although the Chiang Kai-Shek 
Regime has lost its capital and other important districts, they have not 
awakened from anti-Japanese delusions but are still expecting foreign 
aid and anticipating the economic collapse of Japan and are devoting 
themselves to prolonged resistance. This will tend to prolong obsti
nate resistance.

Meanwhile both England and Russia are skillfully agitating
37253 *Jhina and the general trend is far from reassuring. From the long point

of view, it is necessary to achieve the military objectives and plan 
for undermining long term resistance and for a rapid overseas expansion. 
In order to meet any changes in the international situation with unity, 
it is necessary to attain complete military preparedness. With the next 
few years as the objective, it is an urgent necessity that the nation's 
course be clarified, and that all elements in the state devote themselves 
to the attainment of this objective.

37256 ""Exhibit 327I. Instructions of February 8, 1938, to Consul
Generals in Shanghai and in Hongkong from HIROTA on matters pertaining 
to propaganda work for the destruction of the Nationalist Government, 
stated that to aid the self-dissolution of the Nationalist Government, 
stated that to aid in the self-dissolution of the Nationalist Government, 
the Foreign Ministry has been making various propaganda leaflets and 
pamphlets which aims at disintegration within the enemy's army and the 
alienation of the people's minds. These have been scattered in various 
important areas by navy aircraft. In view of the frequent outbursts of 

t internal dissensions in the Ganton, Szechwan areas for the past few days 
it is thought that this might be the appropriate time to hasten disin
tegration and destruction by aggravating domestic discord through the 
reinforcement of this type of project. Since this work necessitates 
timeliness in the future on matters which require immediate planning, it 
is requested that the recipient also make appropriate leaflets and pam
phlets, or give consideration to completion of the work through radio 
and newspapers.

In Szechwan there is an idea that Szechwan should be ruled by
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it a people, i'hey must emphasize this idea strongly and help the 
Szechuan *>rmy unite against Chiang Kai-shek.

37258 ^In the Canton area, we mist observe the relationship between
certain Chinese and Nanking and the internal disintegration.

In Hsu-Chaw they must plan estrangement of the local 
Central «rmies. They must plan to cause and promote anti-communistic 
movements in all areas.

37261 ^Exhibit 3272. Matters Regarding the Imperial Ceneral Head
quarters Council Eebruary 18, 1938, stated that the Council was opened 
on the 16th. The Navy stated that it was necessary to obtain air 
bases in inking in the Yangtze-Kiang area and near Hongkong in Gouth 
China to facilitate future air raids.

The >»rmy stated it planned to advance its military activities 
up to the Lunghaj. Railway Area, but it could not consider the capture of 
Anking at present. The army never thought af sending troops to the 
Hongkong and Kuangtung area. It -was necessary to leave a margin of power 
behind in view of the situation of the Boviet Union.

37262 *The Navy insisted on the need of expanding naval power to prepare against
Great Britain and America. The Emperor asked the War Minister whether the 
Army could, at one and the same time, carry out preparations against the 
Soviet and Great Britain and America and the latter replied that he would 
answer after consulting other members of the cabinet.

'37264 *(R.297C3-4; 29861-2)
Exhibit No.3736 Telegram from Trautmann to Ribbentrop, 15 January 

1938 stated that the ^resident of the Executive Yuan expressed thanks for 
everything that Germany had done to bring about peace, and for the words of 

37265 the Fuehrer. *The Chinese Government did not by any means want to adopt an 
evasive attitude arid many discussions were held because the decision in
volved difficult national and international complications. China who has 
suffered so much, was willing to come to a real understanding with Japan 
which would guarantee lasting peace and she wanted to make all earnest 
endeavors to seek every possibilityof peace.

Rung requested that an oral report be conveyed to HIROTA stating 
that it was most unfortunate that China and Japan should be engaged in armed 
conflict. China still entertained the desire to reach a real understanding 
with Japan so that durable peace might be maintained in East >»sia. China 
had expressed the earnest wish to be informed of the nature and content of 
the "basic conditions" proposed by Japan because they wanted to use every 
effort to restore peace.
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37266 *Trautman felt that China might tone dawn the defect of her

answer by this statement.

37285 "Exhibit No.3737 A. Proceedings af Budget Committee Meeting
af February 16, 1938, Bause af Peers stated Baren ÛKURa asked KIDO 
in view af the fact that foreign newspapers write distasteful things 
about the actions af the «Japanese farces in Nanking and Shanghai areas

37288 *what was being done in the field ta education ta correct such conduct.
KIDO stated that he heard about the reports of actions of Japanese troops 
in Shanghai and he did not think that they -were all absolutely true.
It was a fact that there were quite a number of such reports from other 
sources. He had often heard about the wrongful actions of Japanese abroad 
caused by extreme senses of superiority in and around China and Manchuria.
He believed this was caused by some shortcomings in education. Japan 
which will expand to the continent in the future must be concerned with 
this point and make reflections.

It is necessary to give a more grand and virile education from 
elementary school on, in order to maintain the broadmindedness of a great

nation. Up to this date they had paid some attention and started working in that 
direction in the summarized programme of instruction revised last year.
In the future, they want to make full studies and carry our remedial 
measures.

37293 *V»hen asked by OKURA why Japan had tried to deal with Chiarng 
Kai Shek, KIROT* stated that since the beginning they had adopted the 
policy of local settlement and non-aggravation. In those days they had 
negotiated constantly with the Chinese in compliance i-.ith this policy.
It became impossible for Japan t© continue that policy because of the 
subsequent Chinese attitude. Japan decided on a policy to necessarily 
chastise them. Parallel with chastisement by force of arms, Japan 
constantly continued negotiations with the hope af making them reflect 
and to make them correct the extremely wrong ideas of Chiang Kai-Shek 
and others in the National Government, if passible. These negotiations 
were carried out by contacting various nations.

37294 * In those days, when the resolution of aiding China was passed 
in the meeting of the league of Nations and when conference of the Nine 
Bower Treaty was to be held, there was a tendency of the Powers to 
jointly settle this incident with sympathy directed toward China. It was 
impossible for Japan to accept the mediatory acts of the Powers, although 
°apan notified those Powers, especially Germany and Italy respectively, of Jap

preparedness for negotiating if China made reflections and requested a 
direct negotiation. China’s attitude was as strong as ever. She strongly 
stated that she would never independently negotiate with Japan to settle.
She stated this in the Nine Ppower Conference.



3729A *Later the Germans made a proposal that the Chinese intention
of entering into direct negotiations with Japan seemed fairly intense, 
and that the Chinese had heard that Japan would accept but wished to 
obtain Japan's view as to the attitude which the Chinese must have.
Japan decided upon the four basic conditions. In addition to these 

37295 *Chiang Kai-shek would have to put an actual end to the situation of
cooperating with the Communist party. Japan might agree to open nego
tiations on the basis of these four conditions, provided Chiang showed 
evidence of complying with the spirit of the so-calle'd anti-cemintern 
by severing relations with the Communists or ousting those in intimate 
relations with it.

It is absolutely not true that Japan tride to compromise.
It took the attitude that it would accept direct negotiation if Chiang- 
Kai*-shek would accept the terms demanded and ask for peace. China gave 
various noncommittal answers to the terms presented and no sincerity 
was perceived. *s the result of reaching the d’ecision that they could 
no longer try to settle by dealing with Chiang ^ai-shek, they issued the 
declaration.
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37315

37316

37322

37323

37324 

37326

^Exhibit Noo3739 - Telegram from SHIDEHARA to Consul General 
HAYASHI at Mukden, 5 September 1931, re Control of the Activities of 
adventurers in connection with the NAKAMURA Incident, stated that they 
had heard that JTAGAKI and others of the Kwantung Army were exerting 
themselves in various activities with ample funds and were manipulating 
Japanese adventurers in China and members of the KOKUSUI-KAI. In view 
of the tardy progress of the negotiations on the NAKAMURA Incident 
especially, they had decided on some concrete move around the middle 
of the month. He hoped it was merely a rumour.

* In view of the appearance of excitement on the part of 
military authorities, it would be regrettable if they ruined Japan's 
position by behaving rashly; he was to take further deliberate steps to 
control the activities of the RCNIN«,

^Exhibit No.2406, telegram from Consul General HAYASHI,
Mukden, to Foreign Minister SHIDEHARA, October 13,1933-, stated that 
according to the Chief of the Manchurian Railway's local office, Japan's 
army supplied Chang tfaiperig with 5000 rifles to give him independence. 
Chang asked for * further assistance of 200,000 yen as a war fund. It 
was rumored that the Railway, in connection with the recent incident, 
would advance about three million yen of secret military fund, and that 
when this is realized, the army would probably lay out its plan with the 
above fund.

* (MANCHURIAN GEN) id 19381 - R. 19384o

Exhibit 2407 telegram from Consul General HAYASHI Mukden to 
Foreign Minister SHIDEHARA, 17 Oct 1931, stated that according to Hsieh 
Chieh-Shik, Chang Hai-peng telephoned his family in Taonan on the morning 
of the 15th that his entry into Tsitsihar would be a little delayed 
because a bridge was destroyed on the way, Hisieh stated that there was 
a condition that Ghang Hai-peng be supplied with 10,000 rifles, 200,000 
yuan, field guns and planes by a certain quarter for entering Heilungkiang 
and that he declare the independence, and then proceed with the restora
tion of the Monarch. He received only 3000 rifles and 200,000 yuan. His 
troop strength is some 3000,although he is planning to increase it to more 
than 5OOO, training is insufficient.

*Even if he succeeds in occupying Tsitsihar peacefully, it is 
doubtful that he could maintain his position since there are quite a few 
soldiers in various parts in the province who possess troop strength. It 
would be still more difficult to support Pu-Yi for the throne. Chiang's 
success or failure depends wholly upon the amount of support given by a 
certain quarter.



Page
//340 *tt:xhibit 3740, telegram from Consul General HAÏA3HI, Mukden

to SHIDEHARA, 13 October 1931» stated that according to reliable sources 
the Municipal administrative Office has planned the monopolization of 
opium and issue of lottery tickets to raise their funds, and has asked 
Army Headquarters for approval. He learned that though the Army had no 
objections, they instructed the office to 3tate the stipulations clearly 
and get the approval of Headquarters before the plans are put, in opera - 
tion, and also to report to the consulate and the police. These are not 
only unfavbrable from the viewpoint of international relations, but they 
are the materialization of a part of the plans of the Army of October 2nd.
He asked SHIDEHARA to call upon the top army to immediately check the

37341 movement, * and take special care to preserve absolute secrecy from the 
army as to this telegram and official letter.

37350 ^Exhibit 3457, decision of the Five Ministers Conference. The 
Measures to be taken in the case of Surrender of thç Pressnt Central Gov-

37351 ernment of China, decided 8 July 1938, stated that * in case of surrender 
of China, Japan will regard the Central Government as one of the regimes 
and treat it accordingly to the "Must be made to Join the newly established 
Central Government of China" policy. Japan will adhere to the decided 
policy and shall not try to adjust the general relations between Japan and 
China in negotiation with the present Government.

In case the present Government surrenders and accepts the third 
condition, stated later, it shall either be considered a friendly regime and 
be permitted to join the newly established Central Government, or be made 
to establish another new central government in cooperation with various 
existing pro-Japanese regimes.

The merger with or establishment of a new central government shall 
be undertaken chiefly by the Chinese, with internal assistance by Japan. The 
merger with or taking part in the establishment of the new Central Govern
ment of China; the change of title and reorganization of the former National 
Government; the abolition of anti-Japanese, pro-Communistic policy and the 
adoption of pro-Japanese-Manchukuo and anti-Communistic policy, and the re
tirement of Chiang Kai-shek are conditions for recognizing the surrender.

The suspension of hostilities shall not be taken up unless Japan 
is satisfied with the facts of surrender. In the case of negotiation the 
cessation of hostilities, the conditions shall be considered separately.
The Masures to be taken in the case where the Present Central Government of 
China does not Surrender,(decided 8 July 1938) stated that:

"The Policy" Japan shall control her national power more rigidly 
and her whole strength in administration, foreign relations, financial 
tactics and propaganda shall be concentrated upon bringing about the
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37353 destruction or surrender of the present Government of China. The various 
measures necessary for long term warfare shall be intensified to actually 
realize wartime conditions spiritually and materially.

Before occupying strategic points, Japan must direct positive 
war operations without break to occupy strategic points to control the 
general situation of China so as to cause the self-destruction of the 
present government and the abandonment of fighting spirit, through re
peated defeats and especially the loss of their midland.

In accord with the development of war operations, the pro-Japanese and 
anti-Comintern influences should be fostered through strengthening tac
tics of administration, finance, foreign relations and thought. The aim 
is to break up anti-Japanese influence and to bring about an atmosphere 
for peace as well as the ruin of it3 financial and economic basis, so 
that the present Government might collapse, or be reduced to a mere 
local regime at the earliest possible time.

3735^ *These policies shall be carried out not only by Japan but also
thru guidance of the various pro-Japanese regimes of China and others.
The various pro-Japanese regimes shall be enlarged and strengthened and 
be incorporated into one regime as early as possible. It should be made 
really worthy of the name of a Central Chinese Government so that it may 

be inevitably recognized at home and abroad as the government replacing the present 
government.

Recognition of the new central Government of China by Japan 
depends solely upon the situation but it must be done as soon as possible. 
While Japan will respect the rights and interests of third powers, and 
avoid trouble with them, it should adopt powerful and straightforward 
measures to settle the Incident so that the policies toward China be 
understood.

37355 *The others will be compelled to support Japan’s attitude in
order to protect and increase their vested rights and interests. As a 
result the present Government will be isolated. After occupying the 
strategic points, in case the present government ehould not surrender, 
Japan should not be impatient eo ae to resort to force to settle the 
Incident, but should make efforts to enlarge and strengthen the new 
Government, and at the same time attempt the downfall of the present Gov
ernment chiefly by increasing pressure upon it by political, economic and 
ideological measures.

STRATEGY TOWARD CHINA IN CONFORMITY WITH THE CURRENT SITUATION 
decided 8 July 1938, stated that in order to break down the present 
Chinese Government and bring about Chiang Kai-shek's fall simultaneously 
with the destruction of fighting power, the plans shall be strengthened.
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37356 *By engaging persons of the first rank in China they will 
pave the way for a new strong administrative power concurrently with the 
weakening of the people's fighting spirit« %  conciliation and submission 
of irregular forces they plan to disrupt and weaken the fighting power«
By utilizing and controlling the authoritative anti-Chiang Kai-shek 
elements, they will establidh in the enemy's midst an anti-Chiang Kai- 
shek, anti-Comintern and anti-war government.

By promoting the Mohammedan movement they will create an anti- 
Comintern zone operated by Mohammedans in the northwestern region.

By confiscating Chinese funds abroad, they will cause financial 
destruction. They will spread necessary undercover propaganda to make 
easier the execution of all the measures.

37357 *THE GUIDING POLICY FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THB NEW CENTRAL 
GOVERNMENT OF CHINA, decided 15 July 1938, stated that the new Central 
Government, shall not be confined to the mere party concerned in settling 
the Incident, but shall be made the government of China, so that Japan
and China will sweep away all frictions in past relationships and establish 
a friendly relationship from a broadminded viewpoint.

Though the establishment will be undertaken mainly by Chinese, 
it will be internally assisted by Japan. The principle of the collabora
tion of individual local governments shall be adopted. A Joint Commission 
shall be established by cooperation between the Provisional and Restoration 
Governments to be joined later by the Mongolian and Hgjang-Kiang Joint 
Commission. Japan should guide this reb.lme to make it grow into a real 
central government.

37358 *The new Government shall not be established until after the 
fall of Hankow with the Chiang Kai-shek regime reduced to a local govern
ment or until the reformation of the present government is brought about

• by Chiang retirement.

In case the split or reformation does not take place after the 
fall of Hankow they should establish a new central government from existing 
governments. In case the Chiang Kai«shek regime is broken up or reformed, 
and should a pro-Japanese government turn up, they would make it a factor 
of the central government system and proceed to set up a central government.

The date for recognition of the new Government would be when 
the reformed government could take charge of suspension of hostilities, or 
wher the United Government has grown to be a efficient central government.

Adjustment of the relations between Japan and China in connection
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37359 ŵit.h control of the new Government shall be done on the 
following basis - that the basic matters to be agreed upon for setting 
up new relations with China shall be the utilization and development 
of natural resources in Worth China, the recognition of the highly 
cooperative zones by Japan and China in Worth China and the lower 
Yangtze, the establishment of a special position against the Soviet 
Union in Mongolia, the establishment of a special position on the 
various islands along the coast of South China, and the establishment 
of a peneral policy for the collaboration among Japan, Manchukuo and 
China based upon neighborly friendship and goodwill, anti-Comintern 
and joint defense and economic cooperation, tor these objectives,
Japan will give internal guidance during a certain period,

37360 ^DIPLOMATIC POLICY TOWARD BRITAIN FOR THE TIME BEING, decided 
July 8, 1938, stated that in order to cause Britain to give up her 
policy of aiding Chiang, it is necessary t,o make her understand Japan's 
just attitude, lending matters will be Investigated concretely and 
settled rapidly according to the above mentioned plan,

ATTITUDE TOWARD PROPOSALS OK THE BRITISH AND THü. GERMAN 
AMBASSADOR FOR PEACE MEDIATION decided July 12, l‘>38, stated that with 
the «ritisn Ambassauor, they would first decline but not sever the

37.361 connection, * while with the German ambassador, they would first hear 
what he says,

PROCEDURE TAKEN IN CONNECTION WITH THE SEULEMENT QK THE 
CHi'NG hU FEND INCIDENT decided July 2? 1938, stated that they have made 
preparations for emergencies and the use of military power is to be 
carried cut by the imperial Order after negotiation among the authorities,

SPECIAL COMMISSION ON CHIN «SB Ai*i* A j.ke decided July 26, 1938, 
stated that The Special Commission for China belonged to the Five 
Ministers* Council and is an executive organ for working out important 
stratepems against China and establishing the new Chinese Central Govern
ment. in accordance with the decision of the council.

Every organ concerned with the above-mentioned business ie 
directed by the Special Commission for China, The Army and Navy Ministers 
will be in charge of the liaison between the Special Commission and 
Imperial Headquarters,

37362 *COMMENTARY ON THE SPECIAL COMMISSION ON CHINESE AFFAIRS
dr *ided July 29, 1938, stated that the Commission is an organ under the 
leadership of Ö01HARA, TSUDA and BANZAI, and that the important strategems 
against China are political and economic strategies not directly connectea 
witn military operations,
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37364
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37373

The Supreme Command is not Included in the local organa. If 
there Is necessity to adjust a certain strategm of the Supreme Command 
organ with that of the Commission, noth will be adjusted through their 
channels of subordination.

«OUTLINE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A JOINT COMMITTEE decided 
September 9, 1938, stated that the policy was to establish a Joint 
Committee in accordance with the Policy to Guide the Establishment of 
the New Central Government of China decided by Five Ministers, 15 July,
1938.

The establishment of the Joint Committee is to be carried out 
mainly by China, but is to be unofficially assisted by Japan.' Assistance 
shall be offered after due approval by the Central Government of a locally 
framed plan for guidance in establishing the Joint Committee.

«When the Japanese plan for guidance of the establishment of 
the Joint Committee is completed, with the aid of the administrative 
guidance organs of North China and of Central China, a Preparatory 
Committee meeting shall be opened in Dairen to make preparations for a 
Federal Committee.

The Joint Committee shall be held in Peiping, based on pre
parations of the Preparatory Committee.

"CONCERNING THE SETTING UP OF A COMMITTEE FOR LIAISON WITH 
THE CONFERENCE ON THE FIVE MINISTERS decided October 7, 193«, stated that 
the liaison committee is established to accelerate matters agreed upon by 
the five Ministers Conference for disposal of the situation in China, and 
t>o study and investigate measures to be discussed by the Conference.

"This committee is a secret committee which will have as 
members the Chief of East Asia Bureau, the Chief of the First East Asia 
Section; Chief of Finance Bureau, Finance Ministry; Chief of Foreign 
Affairs Section; Chief of Military Affairs Bureau, War Ministry; Chief of 
Military Affairs Section; Chief of Naval Affairs Bureau, Navy Ministry;
Chief of First Naval Section and as Secretaries, the Chief of the First 
East Asia Section, Foreign Office; Chi>*f of Foreign Affairs Section, Finance 
Ministry; Chief of Military Affairs Section, War Ministry; the Chief of the 
First Naval Affairs Section, Navy Ministry.

"Exhibit No.3741, The Essential Points of Administration in the 
Hankow District, decided by the War, Navy and Foreign Ministers October 
28, 1938, stated that the administration of political affairs in the 
Hankow District shall be for the time being based on the principle that 
political affairs in the district shall be administered by Japan within the 
sphere of the operations of the Army and of maintenance of peace and order,
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37387 *a special position shall be given to specified islands along the South 

China coasts. The system shall in principle be entursted to China and 
intervention shall be avoided as much as possible. The intentions of statee- 
men shall be respected as to the form of the new central government. At
the same time the matter of Japan's specific relations with existing 
regimes shall be deliberated.

37388 "Wang shall establish a powerful government in cooperation with 
Wu and the existing regimes. Ho shall make necessary preparations and try 
to win eminent persons of the Chunking Government. Preparatory movements 
shall cover items such as the establishment of fundamental sphere of In
fluence the movements toward Chungking, the unification of existing in
fluences, raising of funds, full equipment of armed forces. Japan's outward 
interference in these movements shall be limited as much as possible.

The new central government shall be established in conformity with 
the phases of Japan's independent guidance of war. Japan will require of 
Wang that during the period of preparations, Wang, «u, and the existing 
regimes shall work together, eminent persons of the Chungking government, 
and to establish a powerful government by establishing their sphere of 
influence„

37389 *‘fhe new government shall recognise the principles for adjusting
u - - — .I*»*<«r>o Jannn and China. The time of establishment and
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37.387 *a special position shall be given to specified islands along the South 

China coasts« The system shall in principle be entursted to China and 
intervention shall be avoided as much as possible. The intentions of state«- 
men shall be respected as to the form of the new central government. At 
the same time the matter of Japan's specific relations with existing 
regimes shall be deliberated.

37388 "Wang shall establish a powerful government in cooperation with
Wu and the existing regimes. He shall make necessary preparations and try 
"to win eminent persons of the Chunking Government. Preparatory movements 
shall cover items such as the establishment of fundamental sphere of in
fluence the movements toward Chungking, the unification of existing in
fluences, raising of funds, full equipment of armed forces. Japan's outward 
interference in these movements shall be limited as much as possible.

The new central government shall be established in conformity with 
the phases of Japan's independent guidance of war. Japan will require of 
Wang that during the period of preparations, Wang, Wu, and the existing 
regimes shall work together, eminent persons of the Chungking government, 
and to establish a powerful government by establishing their sphere of 
Influence.

37309 *The new government shall recognize the principles for adjusting
*u. ...... K*tw».r Jflnan and China. The time of establishment and
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37400

«

The money granted will be paid in federal Reserve Bank notes 
in North China and in Chinese currency notes in Central China» The oper
ations of selling Chinese currency and paying yen will be conducted by the 
Yokohama Specie Bank.

*(R. 30r43619 -  ITAQAKI. Exhibit No.3744, decision of China 
affairs Board, stated when utilizing the surplus funds of the Maritime 
Customs revenue, Japanese names would be used to maintain secrecy.

*Exnibit No.374$, OUTLINE TO GUIDE THE CENTRAL POLITICAL 
CONFERENCE, 1 November 1939, of the China Affairs Board stated the policy 
to establish a new Central Government shall have as ite main, aim the 
perfection of the inner basic conditions of China and second, the policies 
toward the Third Powers and Changking.

*Ths main component people 0 f the new Central Goverr nent »hall 
be made to understand the matters desired and demanded by Japan, TSe . 
Conferences shall bo so directed that there shall be no conflict between 
this and what will bo decided by the Chinese.

The Chinese shall complete preparations for the replenishment 
of manpower and the acquirement of basic power, with regard co the es
tablishment of a oaso area, the policy aga inst Chungking, bne organi' at ion 
of armed forces, and the preparation of funds« Particular emphasis shall 
bo on the destruction and underminxng of the various powere of the Chungking* 
aide. WaNG will be tne central figure with the full cooperation of iVu and tit» 
existing regimes.

*The political creed and policies of the new Government shuil tncludie 
tile principles for re-adjustment of the new relationship with Japan, the 
necessary recognition of existing facts, 33 well as the Jesjjrea of Jinan.
It shall include nothing that will contradict this, after hi’« ? irmuhlon of 
tne Central Government and before its establishment, the leading figures 
alia.LI make a firm pledge to Japan.
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37417
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*R.30,505 -  ITaGAKI.
E xhibit No.3746 “S t r i c t l y  se c re t telegram  o f  May 27,1939 

from Ott sta ted  th a t on hearing rumors of new cab in et s tru g g le s  over 
a llia n c e  he asked the Army fo r  inform ation. The Foreign M in ister wired 

*F ive  M in isters d ecisio n  of May 20 to  B erlin  and Borne in  a form which 
Army r e j e c t s ,  cecause i t  does not a u to m a tica lly  f i x  th e entrance into a 
s ta te  o f war a ga in st England and France, but proposed to  make i t  dependent 
on the s itu a tio n  at the tim e. The Japanese Ambassadors had refused tra n s
m itta l. The Premier had ascertain ed  th is  departure from the d ecisio n  
a f t e r  i t  had le f t  and had d e liv ered  a co rre ctio n  to  the ca b in e t. With 
the express approval o f  Supreme ,l(ar Council the War M inister is  again 
stru g g lin g  to g eth er w ith  the Prime M in ister on th is  basic q u estion .

Ott pointed out to  spokesman th at the th e o r e tic a l reservation s 
o f Mavy again st Western Power was in  co n tra d ictio n  of th e ir  procedure 
in Amoy and 'Western Powers were working fo r  a S o viet a l l ia n c e .  Spokesman 
counted on the p o s s ib i l i t y  o f  th e resign atio n  o f Foreign M in ister. The 
p riv a te  se cre ta ry  o f Prime M in ister a lso  expressed a s im ila r  view.

•"Heard from other sources th a t Emperor had made agreement between Army and 
Navy a condition  fo r  h is  assen t in  answer to  P rince KAN-IN, who repre
sented the a ll ia n c e  demands of the Army.

“ E xhibit Nq .3747 , memorandum from MUTO July 1 1 ,  1944 sta te d  th a t 
h is  bureau had no ob jection  to  the d r a ft  o f  te le g ra p h ic  in s tru c tio n  to  
NuM'JPu. on the French Indo-China Problem as submitted by the Navy, as 
re p ly  m aterial fo r  the Northern Problem, t h is  d ra ft  is  o ffered  by th e  
Army. * This d ra ft  i s  to  be subnitted to  the Foreign O ffice  as re p ly  
m aterial when the U.S0 questions NOMURa a f t e r  the strengthening of 
m ilita ry  fo rce s  in  Manchuria becomes known. As the time of d ispatch  i s  
a m ilita r y  top se cre t req u irin g  ample co n sid eratio n , the army and Navy 
are asked to  co n fer. In view of the circum stances when she sent her 
m ilita r y  fo rce s to  S ib e r ia  and to  Ice lan d , th is  d r a ft  has the o b je c t of 
not g iv in g  a p retex t t o ,  as w e ll as preven tin g, th e United S ta te s  from 
making i t s  in flu en ce f e l t  in  Kamchatke or elsewhere under the pretense of 
the s e lf-d e fe n s e  and s e c u r ity ,

*Tha d ra ft  s ta te d  th a t  i t  is  s e lf-e v id e n t  th a t Japan watches 
with the great in te re st the development of the German Bussian war. Japan 
and M&nchukoo d ir e c t ly  border the S o viet and ^apan Is making e f f o r t s  to  
e s ta b lis h  th e C o-P rosperity  Sphere. Hernational defense could be A.>danger- 
ed by the «.iropean c o n f l ic t ,  f e l t  in the Far E ast, or by the th ir d  pow er's 
sphere o f in fluence spreading t o  the Soviet t e r r i t o r ie s  in  th e  Far E ast. 
Japan a b so lu te ly  cannot allow  such e v e n tu a lit ie s  to  happen.

Japan was strengthening her defensive military forces within the 
minimum limit required solely to prepare for such a serious 3tate of affairs.
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*The Navy is sending drafts of instructions to Ambassador 
NOMURA as materials for answering questions on penetration into French Indo-China and instructions to NOMURA as materials for answering questions on the management of Northern problems. It is quite dangerous if matters regarding the North leak through to the U.S, too early. Time, etc. should be discussed at the liaison conference.

Ae to the southern plan, there is generally no objection of the Chief of the Bureau, but about the Northern plan there are further opinions on the part of the Amy.

*(Muto) foundation, 33,206-8). Exhibit N0.37A8,*Report of U.S. Military Mission to China,December 26, 1941, stated that on October 8, 1941, the military attache was invited to call at the General Staff, Tokyo and was presented to MUTO. MUTO stated that he had been informed that the attache had been ordered to leave Japan and inasmuch as the attache had just completed a tour of duty with the Japanese *rmy, he desired to explain the seriousness of the international situation. This explanation repeated the usual statements of Japan’s desire to maintain peace. Following this, MUTO said there was no longer any real hope of settling the problems by diplomatic talks. The matter was one for the armies to settle. It was possible that the armies could do this ♦without fighting and the attache should try to report that Japan has a good army. He did not care how he criticized Japan but he should be careful to tell only the actual facts. If he could not convey the true state of things, Muto feared that he must give a very unpleasant farewell at present which was simply that if an understanding was not reached, they would be fighting Japan in six weeks in Manila. The conversation was reported to the Military Attache and to the ambassador.
He was merely reporting the main features in the event the Attache was unable to forward his report. It has very little value except as an interesting forecase of the opening date of the war.
Êxhibit No,3474, the statement of KAGESA and OKA } Chiefs of military affairs and Naval affairs Sections, August 30, 1938, stated that Conferences on concrete plans for the capture of Canton, between the Army and Navy have been held for two or three days. Army strength is expected to be about three divisions.
In consideration of friction with Britain, land forces will land on the peninsula at the East part of Bias Bay and will carry out the capture. The capture is deeply connected with diplomatic considdrations, and it is thou| by some that the policy should be decided by the Five Ministers’ Conference. This conference has already in accordance with the transition of the war situation, decided the policies of occupying various important places in Chini; and the capture of Canton is only the application of the over-all policy.
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As the Canton operation is purely within the Supreme Command 
sphere, a decision to leave the formal decision to the Conference might 
give rise to the charge that the prerogative of the Supreme Command has 
been violated. No definite view has been decided upon, but it is be
lieved probable that either the army and Navy Ministers will discuss the 
matter privately with the Foreign Minister or that it will be decided by 
the Five Ministers' Conference.

^Direct examination MURAYAMA, Tomiji, by Mr.Comyns Carr.
*The witness identified exhibit 3749 as his affidavit and verified it.

*The affidavit stated that the witness was family physician for 
the late Baron Kumao HARADA from 1922 until his death in 1946. From 
1922 until 1941 he attended HARADA during several illnesses, none of 
which were serious, and at no time was there a loss of memory or any sick
ness which would impair his mentality.

From 1930 to 1941 HARADA was in complete command of all his 
faculties and was alert mentally.

CROSS EXAMINATION

The witness stated that he was HARADA's principal physician until 
the date of his death0 * In 1943, August, Baron HARADA was affected by 
thrombosis of the brain which wae a relatively acute disease. *HARADA was 
affected by this disease for the first time in August 1943® While his 
records were destroyed during the air raids, the witness recalled that 
during 1922 he attended HARADA two or three times for colds or indigestion 
from overeating. He attended HARADA several times from 1922 to 1941 - about 
five or six times. This was for the whole period. H« had no other doctors. 
*H« could not give the exact years of treatment. Throughout that period he 
never contracted any disease important enough to call by name.

He could not recall the exact times of treatment. H« had seen 
HnRaDA on other occasions because he treated ether members ef hie family for 
diseases, but he only treated him five or six times. H* had opportunities 
*te see HARADA twe or three times a month. HARADA was a little too obese 
and his heart was weakened and his thrombasis came from that. H# showed sign 
of a weakened heart from the year previous te the outbreak of this disease.

He never heard ef HARADA having any headaches from 1937 on. He had 
never seen him affected by any disease covering an extensive period ef five 
months. H* did not know that during a period ef time in 1937 he had te get 
KIÜ0 to take over his work as secretary for SAIONJI. H« did not recall 
visiting him during that period ef time, but might have. He first suffered 
with paralysis after he contracted thrombosis ef the brain.
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*He was sur« HA RADA-, contracted thrombosis in 1943« For 
about a month aft«r h« contracted thrombosis of the brain ho was net 
able to use his tongue» and even after that, up to the date of his 
death it was difficult to understand what he was saying.

He thought that HARADA made his heme in Oise after he con
tracted this disease till the date of his death. Chce in a while» when 
his disease was not too heavy, he would go to Hakone. The witness did not 
know how long he lived in Oiso before contracting this disease.
He went to Karuizawa the year he contracted this disease and in fact 
became sick while on the train from Karuizawa to Oise.

*The witness specialized in diseases of the heart, kidneys and 
of the digestive organs, and metabolism. H« did not specialize in 
mental diseases. The witness was 55 years aid.

*The witness made the statement of HARADA'a memoirs of his own 
free will in answer to a question. The prosecution put the question.
In some cases paralysis affects the memory, in other cases it dees not.
He thought a doctor's knowledge would be sufficient te cover the matter 
without examining for memory. In examining brain disease, loss of memory 
and the state of mentality would be taken into account. * In some cases 
tests are required. He made testa an HARADA in 1943 after he became ill.
He had never made any especially before.

*HARADA never contracted any disease requiring a special exam
ination, and throughout the period of his association with him he never 
showed any signs of loss ef memory or of an impaired mentality. Paralysis 
or semi-paralysis is caused by a bleed clot. He never treated HARADA 
in 1937 for a paralytic condition. A blood clot on the brain causes press
ure and is quite probably likely te affect the memory.

*He had no recollection ef HARADA ever telling him about having 
paralysis in 1937. H« thought HARADA would have told him if he had had such a condition. He did not know of HARADA having suffered any mental disease.

He did remember every illness ef every one ef his patients he 
treated from 1922 to 1941 but he was on especially intimate terms with 
HARADA and so he remembered his case better than the others and should. He 
was one ef his patients with whom he was most Intimate. He thought that 
the thrombosis of the brain was first contracted by HARADA in 1943»

* I f  he had i t  before, he should have shown some symptoms, but 
in 1943 the witness found no symptoms of a prior outbreak. The witness 
graduated from the Okayama Medical College and la t e r  continued his studies  
a t the U niversity of Pennsylvania and at Harvard.
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Direct examination of KONOYE, Yasuko. The witness identified 
Exhibit No.3730 as her affidavit and verified them, (Exhibit No„3750-A 
and B).

*The first affidavit stated that the witness from 1930 to 
I94O as stenographer took in shorthand the notes of HARADA. She had 
been shown a photestatic copy of the finished transcription which she 
recognized as the memoirs of HARADA written by her in her own handwriting. 
These notes were transcribed in Japanese by her and given to HARADA for 
approval, HARADA took the trqnscript to SAlONJI for corrections and 
suggestions, SAIONJI's corrections and suggestions were incorporated 
in the completed form which she wrote in her handwriting and which was 
identified above.

*The second affidavit stated that HARADA dictated to the witness 
once or twice a week from notes and from memory. HARADA was a university 
graduate arid was about average in methodical methods of work, being neither 
outstanding nor lax in organizing, 'Kith reference to a statement by KTDO 
that HARADA was sick for three or four months from the time when UGAK1 
failed to form his cabinet, and that KIDO took over his duties, she 
stated that from a study of the records from 1 February 1937-31 ^ay 1937, 
there was only one sickness mentioned, this being on 23 February and 
HaRADA was active on 3 ^rch having gone to Okitau on that date. During 
the whole of the rest of the four months * he was travelling between 
Tokyo, his own and SAIGNJI's country homes, and calling upon people.

During such times as he was sick, either then or any other period, 
he never ceased dictating. She took the dictation in his bedroom or sitting 
room, Uuring such a period he gathered information by telephone and by 
people visiting him. At no time did KIDO or anyone ether than HARADA 
dictate any part of the records. She took the dictation in hie bedroom 
or sitting room. Umring such a period he gathered information by telephone 
and by people visiting him. at no time did KIDO or anyone other than 
H*RaDA dictate any part of the records.

•vith regard to KIDO's statement that HARa DA suffered from 
drowsiness during the latter part of his life, if this refers to the 
five years between the death of SAlONJI and his own she saw him very 
seldom and could not express an opinion. It was not true as to any part 
of the time when he was keeping the records. It is true that all the time 
regardless of health, he occasionally appeared abstracted, as if thinking 
of something else, while someone was speaking, but she noticed that In spite 
of appearance, he always knew quite well what was said. H© was at all times 
fully competent mentally.

With regard to the entry of 19 August 1940, Exhibit 3687, she 
remembered * that when Ha RADA was dictating he was reading from a document.
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CROSS EXAMINATION by Mr.Logan.

* She first started taking dictation af the Memoirs in 1930.
There were occasions when she didn't take this dictation but once every 
two weeks, sometimes once every three weeks, but when there was little 
te write, sometimes in one sitting she would take down what should have 
been put down on two separate dates, and therefore the dates of the Diary 
may not be accurate in all respects. She didnt feel that there were ar.y 
other Jnacurracies besides the date«

*She continued to take dictation from HARADA from 1930 to the date of SAIONJI's death in the winter of 1940« She didnt distinctly remember how many times during those ten years she took dictation once or twice a week. *»<hen there was little to write the number of pages was also naturally small and what would ordinarily take two or three dictations on separate occasions, would be incorporated into only one dictation. The regularity of her visits to HhRADA depended upon the amount of material that he had to dictate and considerations of HARADA's health were also involved. Sometimes he would catch cold or be otherwise indisposed.
On these visits where a space of three weeks or less elapsed, 

HARADA would dictate what happened three weeks previously. He dictated from 
memory and notes. On the whole the notes he ueed were obtained by him 
frem his diaries. She did not know very much abeut the contents of his 
diaries.

The writing in the book shown to her looked like that of 
HARADA, Cfo subjects other than persons' names, HARADA dictated from memory. There were many occasions when HARADA dictated from memory and not from the diary, but even in the diary there will be found many notations of events as distinguished from names of persons.

«There are places here and there where conversations are recorded, but whole conversations were not recorded and it was something like notes to which comments had been added. She couldn’t 8ay that all conversations came from notes. In regard to specific details, he dictated from memory. There were also occasions on which he had papers in his hand other than the notebook frem which he would dictate. She could net remember specific instances, but it was an many occasions,
«They were pieces of paper on which notations were written down, for instance, dates, names of people, and the broad outline of events or matters under discussion. She had never seen those papers. She was able to tell about them by the way in which he read them. He may have read documents to her in which he was quoting conversations that he had with other people, but she didnt recall for euro. She took the dictation home and wrote it out in Japanese script«
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*She did not know how many tim«6 during the ten year period 
she went to see HkRADA and took dictation once or twice a week» ^ne 
might assume ori the basis of elimination she didnt know how many times she 
went once every three weeks or so. She did not remember during those ten 
years she went once every three weeks in succession. She believed there 
were occasions when she didnt go for three weeks when HaRADA was ill or 
indisposed. She felt there were occasions when she didn't go for throe 

*woeks twice or three times in succession one after the other. But on 
the whole she went to see him once or twice a week.

Oh these occasions when three weeks elapsed twice in success
ion, when she brought the document back to HARADA it was six weeks after 
the first dote mentioned in the transcript. She could not say that he 
would keep them for a while and then take them up to Prince SAIONJI later 
on. Her recollection is that he took them with him on the next occasion 
he visited Okitsu.

■̂ She didnt know that the Memoirs were taken after she wrote 
them to SAIQNJ1 to be edited. She could not say whether HARADA brought 
the manuscripts back with him on the same trip to SAIONJI,waited and 
picked them up at a subsequent date.

rthen asked if after HARaDa had gone to see SAIONJI, he 
brought them back and turned them over to her to have them rewritten, 
she stated that she rewrote the whole thing after considerable time had 
elapsed. ‘M She said she didnt remember when she started rewriting 
the Memoirs. sense of time was very hazy and she often confused what 
happened yesterday with what happened the day before. She did not have 
a good memory. Jhen she started rewriting the Memoirs there were some 
insertions in SAIOKJI's handwriting; they wore very few.

*She rewrote a third of the whole series from the beginning to 
the end. There were hardly any deletions. She could recognize SAIONJI's 
handwriting. As SAIONJI looked through them every time HARADA took them 
he must have made corrections on each occasion when he found a mistake, 
rfhen she was rewriting the document, she noticed the correction. She did 
not recall whether SAINJO corrected any conversations that HARADA had with 
other people..'1,Her memory was not so good. »Vhen the documents came 
back from SAIONJI they were put In a vault at the Sumitomo bank. She 
didn't think there were any other persons who made additions to the 
original, but there is one person who wrote a book based on the original 
document. She was sure of that. She worked alongisde a man who made 
corrections on the diary down at the Sumitomo Bank. * He was a novelist 
with a pen name of SATC1ÎI, Ton. She didn't remember how long he worked 
but it was up to the time the book was published.
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*H« worked bofere HARADA became sick« She thought die rewrote 
the manuscript befere SATOMI began researches in cennection with the 
composition af the book« Her recollection was that he rewrote the manu™ 
script on HaRADa 's request« She didn't know whether he was paid for it«
She thought he was employed to make it grammatically correct, to figure 
out whether HaRADA was referring to the present or the past and who was 
speaking in the various conversations«

*There are many portions where it would be difficult for one to 
determine whether HARADA was referring to present or past, to determine 
the predicate and the subject of the sentences, and tell who was saying 
what, VVhen asked whether there wasn't shorthand confusion she stated 
her system of shorthand is written phonetically and each character differed 
from the ether,,

*ni'hen she transcribed the shorthand notes which she had taken 
down she tried to avoid the possibility of mistakes arising and took every 
care that confusion would net occur. When transcribing her notes, she had 
great difficulty in trying to discover just what portion in a given sentence 
was the subject. She did the best she could and wrote it out the way she 
thought it should be, SATOMI asked her to rewrite the diary before he 
started to work to put larger margins so he could make his corrections,

*After he finished making all his corrections, she rewrote it 
again. She did not recall when she finished working on it, The Japanese 
original of the notes which she transcribed from shorthand inte Japanese 
script is what is left today, SATOMI's corrections do not appear on the 
document, which HARADA took to SAIONJI for correction,

*She rewrote the document which HaRADA had taken to SAIONJI 
for correction and SATOMI corrected the rewritten copy of that document.
Then ehe rewrote it agein, * The photostatic copy she saw is a copy 
of the document she just speke about. During the ten years HARADA was 
often eiightly ill or indispoeed but she didn't remember how many timos.
She found in the diary that Ha RADA had been ill on the 23rd of February 
1937 and had gene to Oiso, She was taking dictation from him at thie 
period. She didn’t remember shether the left half ef his bedy was semi- 
paralized. She felt that on February 23rd he had caught a cold but the 
*entry does not eay that in se many wards. She was relying on her memory.

The appearance of abstraction did not occur all the time but once 
in a while she would get such a feeling. She couldn't say if he was a man 
who had a great imagination. He didn't dislike speaking. Once in a while he weul 
appear to be quite abstracted and when reply was made he wouldn't under™ 
stand it. She did not recall that in 1937 he requested KIDO to teke his place 
as secretary to SAIONJI. That, might have happened witheut her knewing it 
or else she might have fergetten it.
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*She could not say that sometimes he would become sleepy while 
he was dictating or while talking to somebody elee0

*In Chapter 262 she'thought the dictation was given on February 
9 and HARADA was dictating as far back as to what occurred on January 21 
on that occasion«

CROSS EXAMINATION by Dr.Kiyese.

*She personally did not see the document mentioned in her 
affidavit from which HARADA dictated. She did not recall that he told her 
anything as to the nature of that document. She merely recalled that he 
read the original document,

"She was in no position to state that both HARADA and SAIOKJI 
intensely disliked HIRANUMA. She didn't know about SATOMI'a final draft.
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* REDIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR.CQMYNS CARR.

The document in court does not contain any corrections or 
alterations made by SATQM10 * The copy of the document referred to in 
her answer was not the copy rewritten after SATOMI had made corrections,
*In the copy here there are only a few corrections and additional nota
tions by SAIONJI. * SATOMI’a corrections were made on another copy 
which she made from the original from which the photostat copies were 
made,* The corrections are in Sa IONJI's handwriting, SATOMI's correc
tions were not made on the copy which was photostated. What she said 
yesterday was that SATOMI made his corrections on a copy which she made 
herself from the original from which the photostat was made,

*After she gave her work to HARADA, she thought generally he 
read it through and where he found mistakes she thought he made correc
tions, At the beginning of the text of Chapter 262, the date was 31 
January,

*Qn Chapter 261 the date is January 28. * When the dictation 
was rather short, dictation for two occasions were combined to constitute 
one. She didnt recall if long chapters were dictated at the same time or at 
more than one time.

* CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. BROOKS
HARADA dictated by chapters. Ths headings placed at the chapters 

were not put on there after this book was edited by SATOMI.

^EXHIBIT 3751 A, excerpt from the SAIONJI Memoirs, October 3910 
stated that HARADA consulted SAIQNJI about requesting TAKAMuTSU to keep 
the transcript until they were delivered to the Emperor. SAIONJI agreed. On 
the 20th * HARADA talked with Ta KAMa TSU. He told TAKAMATSU that this 
record was started in 3929. At the time of the London Treaty only false 
rumors prevailed, and the truth was never known. Especially, the attitude 
taken by.the Emperor had been for the most part, falsely rumored. The counsel 
given to the Throne and actions taken by the Genro, court officials and the 
Cabinet Ministers had been falsely rumored. This created serious perturbations 
in the political circles and was the direct cause of subsequent disturbances 
in the Army and Navy. The virtues and intelligent perspicacity of the Emperor 
were perverted almost beyond imagination by propaganda. He felt thi3 was 
exceedingly regrettable. Since he knew the truth, HaRADA felt * it was nec
essary to record this for posterity. He consulted KONOYE and then decided to 
seek the assistance of Viscountess KONOYE and have her taken it down and pre
serve it for posterity. It was now 10,000 odd pages,

, *Every week he went to see SAIONJI and reported. Ki.s memorandum for 
this report was used as basic material and he had it taken down and kept.
He then took the transcribed manuscript to SAIONJI who read it personally, 
corrected mistakes, and added whatever additional notes he deemed necessary.
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He returned it to HARADA the next time,, A clean copy of this 
was made, edited and filed away„ This fact has occasionally appeared 
in the newspapers. Even the fact that it is deposited for protective 
custody in the Sumitomo Trust Company has become known. He had heard 
there was danger that a rightist faction might destroy it. He had 
consulted with SAIONJI and had decided to request TAKAMATSU to keep it 
in personal custody until completed, «dien completed, the original 
manuscript which has SAIONJI’s corrections and revisions will be pre
sented to the Emperor in its original form. The edited copy will be 
Sprinted and published at a suitable occasion. It won't be possible 
to publish the document until after ten or fifteen years from the 
death of SaIONJI. The future custody is entrusted to MATSUDAIRA,
Chief Secretary to the Lord Privy Seal. He wanted TAKAMATSU to consult 
MATSUDAIRA and make thorough arrangements so that he will be able to 
keep in close touch with TAKAMATSU's steward.

TAKAMATSU consented and said he would give thorough instruc
tion about the matter to his steward, to make suitable arrangements.

♦Exhibit, N0.375A À, an excerpt from the SAICNJI-HARADA 
Memoirs stated that on the night of the 13th a newspaperman told 
HARADA that ARa KI was to be the Chief Aide-de-Camp to the Emperor.
He was very intimate with ARAKI but he was an idolizer of HIRANUMA and 
a prominent figure in the KOKUHONSHA. To have such a person serving the 
Emperor is a serious matter and very dangerous.

♦Exhibit 3754 B, an excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs 
16 July, 1931 stated that HARADA went to the Vfer Ministry and looked at 
the Army list in secret. Even the Army thinks ARAKI is a follower of 
HIRANUMA. The Arn\y so,ys that HAYASHI, Korean Army commander, is the most 
suitable man for the position. If not he, then KAWASHIMA. He called the 
Imperial Household Minister on the phone and told him about this. It was 
clear that the extrerne rightist KOKUHONSHA is maneuvering with the army.

♦■Exhibit No .3755-A, excerpt from the SAICKJI HARADA MEMOIRS, 
August 23, 1931, stated that KONOYE and the Chief of the Asia Bureau said 
the army was attempting to use the killing of NAKAMURA in Mongolia as a 
tool for the solution of the Manchuria-Mongolian matter by enlarging 
the importance of the incident. HaRADA met Railway Minister EGI and 
mentioned this to him. He said he knew nothing about it but MD'AMI. came 
and told him. all about it. EGI asked MINAMI as to what he thought about 
the bomb incident of UGAK1 and stated it was outrageous to speak of 
an expedition to Manchuria-Mongolia because it is unthinkable to move 
troops without an Imperial order. MINIMI only made very obscure re
plies on the matter of UGi>ki.
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■^Exhibit No „3756 excerpt from the SAI0NJ1 HAliADA Memoirs 
September A, 1931 .♦ stated that on Sept A Ha RADA met Finance Minister 
ÏNOUE who said MBiAMl on the whole was in complete accord on the Array 
reorganisation plan, and the matter had been agreed upon» Upon return
ing to the office MINa MI was severely criticized by Military Affairs 
Chief KOISO and another. He returned and said that he had previously 
agreed but found it very difficult to appease the members of his 
staff. For this reason the matter had reverted to its starting point.

"^Exhibit N o o3757-A, excerpt from the SATCtJJI-HARADA MEMOIRS,
14 September 1931, stated that on the 14th the Jar Minister returned and 
immediately had TATEKjukA deliver a confidential letter to the Commander 
of the Kwantung Army. The contents were about the warning to the Jar 
Minister received from the Emperor on the 11th regarding discipline, 
and about the fact that he was told by His Majesty to take extra pre
cautions in regard to the Army actions in Manchuria and Mongolia.
The Jar Minister transmitted the imperial wishes to the Commander of 
the Kwantung Army intending to bring pressure so as to put a stop to 
various Army schemes in Manchuria and Mongolia.

The incident broke out on the night that TATEKAiVA arrived 
at Mukden with the letter. It seemed that it was TATEKaJa 's plan to 
have the scheme carried out before the Commander saw the letter. This 

*may be seen from the fact that although at the beginning of the 
conference of the so called ><ar Councillors, representing the Supreme 
leaders of the Armyf the attitude of the members was very firm. Jhen 
the Jar Minister conveyed the imperial wishes the attitude of the 
members changed completely. They decided that the presentplans of the 
Army should be completely abandoned. This appears to have resulted 
In having the letter sent to the Kwantung army/

*Exhibit No .3757~H excerpt from the ô aIONJI HARADA MEMOIRS,
19 September 1931# stated that on the 19th he went to the Premier. The 
Premier appeared very troubled and 3aid No reports had been delivered by 
the Foreign Ministry nor the Jar Minister. He had told Chief Secretary 
KaWASa KI to caution them. He was trying to prevent this incident from 
spreading, and if possible to settle it. The army authorities desired 
to make a guarantee occupation. This is a matter to be decided by the 
government, and the army authorities have no power to make such decis
ions. Chinese military forces in Manchuria exceed 200,000, the strength 
of the Japanese is a little over 10,000. Jhen asked what they intended 
doing if something should possibly happen, against such a huge opposing 
force, he said they would send out troops from Korea and probably troops 
had already been sent. There was a precedent for this during the 
TANAKA ministry troops were moved without Imperial sanction.
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^Exhibit  ̂c0 3758 A, excerpt from the Sa ION JI HA RADA MEMOIRS,
22-3 September 1931, stated that on the 22nd the Premier reported to 
the Emperor on the progress of the Cabinet. He stated that it was decided 
to cause absolute cessation of establishing military administrations, and 
of seizing customs offices and seizing banks and to forbid all actions 
excepting those to prevent risks, The Jar Minister proposed to send the 
Korea army to M&nchuria. He had been notified by the Chief of Staff that 
the Commander of the Kwantung Army had demanded it of the Chief of Staff 
* because of the shortage of strength in Manchuria. The Cabinet did not 
approve the proposal in its meeting because the matter might be taken 
up by the league and also because upon the withdrawal of the.Manchurian 
Army there would be difficulty. Aie Premier severely rebuked the Aar Ministe] 
for sending troops as far as Kirin and Changchun.

The i»ar Minister again consulted with the Chief of Staff 
about dispatching the Korea Array and decided to bring up the matter in the 
Cabinet on the 22nd. The Aar Minister told the Premier that the commander 
of the Korea «rmy decided that the situation was urgent and already had 
sent one brigade.

*The Aar Minister was anxious to have dispatching of the Korea 
Army approved by the Cabinet. Cn the following morning the Emperor summoned 
the Premier. In the Cabinet it was decided that troops having been dis
patched, the government should defray the expenses, though the Finance 
Minister was not admitting that the dispatch of troops had been carried 
out in accordance with a Cabinet decision. In view of the fact that the 
Chief of Staff had received a report from the Jar Ministry that troops 
had been sent arbitrarily, the government should defray the expenses 
without objection. The Iremier was compelled to report exactly what had 
happened to the Emperor and the Jar Minister and the Chief of Staff pre
sented themselves. The dispatch of troops decided and carried out 
arbitrarily had been submitted for Imperial ex post facto approval.

^During the Cabinet meeting there was given the Emperor’s 
message that the policy of non-expansion of the Incident was very appro
priate and they should endeavor to carry it out completely.

■^Exhibit No.3759 H» excerpt from the SA ION JI HARADA MÜH0IR3, 30 
September 1931, stated that the Premier said that the Cabinet the 
«Var Minister repeatedly stressed he wants to dispatch troops to Chientao. 
The premier refused and said it was better to evacuate the Japanese 
nationals. The Aar Minister retorted that in case lives and properties 
of Japanese are endangered, would the Premier take the responsibility 
and the Premier replied 'That cannot be helped".
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*There were incidents, bombings and assaults in Chientao. A 
^erean who was apprehended and confessed he did it because he was en
gaged to do so by Japanese Military.

^Exhibit 3760 A, excerpt from the SAIONJI HARADA MEMOIRS,
1 Stöber 1931» stated that in the Cabinet Meeting of October 1,
SHIDEHARA stated * he wanted a clarification of attitude before the 
opening of the Council meeting in Geneva on the 14th. If Japan with
drew troops by that time, there would be no problem. The stationing 
of troops for the purpose of self-protection was all right, but the 
maintenance of more than needed troops and the keeping of troops in 
Kirin and Tungkia was far from goed. The Jar Minister said if they 
withdraw troops the situation would be very difficult and they could 
not maintain control in Mukden and Kirin. He believed it better for 
Japan to withdraw from the League.

^Exhibit No.3761 A, excerpt from the SAICNJI HARADA MEMOIRS,
22 October 1931» stated that the Premier complained that in the cab
inet MINAMI said there was no need to pay deference to the League and 
there should be no objection to seceding. If Japan be determined t* 
wage war against the whole word, this can be readily done.

Exhibit No.3762 A„ excerpt from the SAIOHJI HARADA MEMOIRS, 
about 11 March 1932, stated that the decision on the Manchurian- 
Mengolian policy which was the topic of the Inter Ministry Conference 
(Army, Navy, foreign affairs, and finance) was reached and placed 
before the Cabinet meeting on Friday.

*Among the problems was that of the new nation. If this is
regarded as a violation of the Nine Power Pact it would be unsatisfactory.
At least on the surface, its recognition should be postponed for the
time being. If Chang HSueh“Lliang acts as an insurgent and sends
punitive troops, it will not be able to quell the rebellion because
it has no army, 1n order somehow to safeguard it the Japanese Army
must repel the attack, at the time of the Feng-Chili Jar, the Japanese
Army under the guise of a Manchurian peace preservation force, was on
the alert. The problem whether or not they might do the same raised
so much trouble that, the Cabinet meeting was carried over to Saturday.

\

The demands of the army, to a certain extent were repulsed. 
HARADA showed the original and corrected plans to SAIONJI.
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♦Exhibit 3763A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, stated that 
there were many in the Foreign Ministry like SHIRATORI advocating withdrawal 
from the League«, Army circles were enthusiastic about this0 The basis 
of SHIRATORI8s argument is that Japan is unable to remain in the League 
after taking such actions in Manchukuo since September 18«, It is unreason» 
able for the small European nations who lack knowledge to restrain Japan 
in any way. Even if Japan desires to have the understanding of the great 
powers, it is still unnecessary to remain in the League» Japan can do any- 
thing if she*11 negotiate directly with F,ngland, France or the US0 It is 
quite improper to remain in * the League» Chief Cabinet Secretary MORI 
want directly to the Premier and urged withdrawal©

* Exhibit No, 3764A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 12 Sep
tember 1932, stated that HARADA visited SHIRATORI and the latter repeatedly 
asked about appointing ARAM as tha next premier» He stated that up to 
now the exchange rate had dropped considerably because Japan did not pos
ait* a strong government» In foreign affair* it is prodded from behind
by the militarists and changes are made tc the right after proclaiming that 
foreign policy i« to the left* This is very harmful to the country®a repu
tation» It would be a more becoming policy for Japan to hava ARAKI repre- 
sentlng tha powerful militarists, baoeaa tha premier and procead upon an 
unwavering policy for 5 or 6 years« * HARADA stated it was bad to have 
the militarist» restrain the administration aftar it had one# set its pol
icies, The reason Japan had lost confidence of other nations is the ab
sence of diplomacy resulting from militarist direct intervention in inter
national problems* They even interfere in domestic affairs directly. This 
la the reason for the instability of political affairs and the loss of 
trust» It is possible to regain this faith only by placing the militarists 
in the background» Domestically, freedom of action, without restriction 
by militarists in the basis for stabilizing the political situation»

♦Exhibit Noo 376$A, axcerpt from tha SAIONJI-HARADA Memoir«, about 21 
♦August 1932, staked that the Chine«« Ambassador cams to KONOE asking could 
not Japn abandon the idea of the recognition of Manchukuo0 Since the prob
lem waa one between China and Japan, it should ba settled between the two 
without the League* HARADA told KONOE that if the Chines« Ambaaaador fe.lt 
that way, it was better for him to speak directly to a person who was re- 
a]K>nsibl*o If he spoke to the V/ar Minister and the Army took action, the 
way would be made much easier for the Foreign Ministry» KONOE went to see 
ARAKI and discussed the problem in detail but ARAKI was entirely disinter
ested* He said it might be all right if th# matter were handled as a local 
issue but not as a peneral problem* and if settled without taking it to the 
League«, ARAKI®s attitude seemed to favor creating a * situation in which 
Japan as a result of League deliberation« would become isolated and would 
have to wage a war agsinst the world.

♦ Exhibit 3766A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 1 November 
1932, stated that KARADA told TAKAHASHI, Finance Minister, about the nation- 
•1 policy that ARAKI it said to have shown KONOE on October 30, but since
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tha résidant«e Th« soldi era ner« then s«nt and th« matter was settled 
very satisfactorily, better than expected. Everyone vas indifferent to 
the army or to the Shanghai Incident, They seem to have completely for
gotten that they had been very particular about the army, and this was 
exasperatingo Japan would not be spoken well of no matter what sv'« does«, 
*HARADA told hitn it was their fundamental point of view to avoid as much 
as possible what, was harmful and unprofitable. If they actually put some
thing into practice, it must be right in mane and reality. It was disad
vantageous to be deemed to have waged an unjustifiable war0 ARAKI stated 
that if about 3 divisions were first to land at Tsinptao and go thru Tsi
nan, Chang Hsueh-liang would flee before the troops reached Tsinan, He 
would like to carry out thin plan if permitted but it would be rather dif
ficulté He aAîd in général he wanted as much as possible to limit the 
matter to Jehol alone, and that the General St„ff seemed to be delibera
ting on such methods.

* Exhibit 3769A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 13 January 
1933» stated that when he visited TAKAHASHI on the 14-th the problem of 
Jehol was again brought up, TAKAHASHI stated that at the cabinet meeting 
on the 13th, the Foreign Minister had reported that there had * been an 
unofficial negotiation on the Russon Non-Aggression treaty and that the 
Soviet, intending t.o announce the particulars of the failure, had inquired 
whether Japan would agree, TAKAHASHI asked why they did not conclude the 
treaty, 1310 answer was that the army and such circles feared that might 
facilitate communist propopandn, * When TAKAHASHI stated that they could- 
not rightfully complain until there was a treaty, the War Minister said 
something about the public or national opin.ion0 When TAKAHASHI said there 
was no such thing as public opinion but that they were threatened by the 
military whenever they said anything disadvantageous to the army, that pres» 
sure upon freedom of speech had never been so strict, and that the gen
darmes were shadowing statesmen, ARAKI flared up and said that could not 
be and was impossible, * When TAKAHASHI said it was possible and asked 
what he intended to do about it, ARAKI said later on or something like 
that.

Exhibit 377GA, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 1 February 
1933» stated that at the Cabinet meeting of the lost, when criticism was 
made that the army was completely in control of Japan's diplomacy and was 
making announcements on each and every diplomatic affair, * it was ex» 
plained that the nrny did not make propoganda0 The newspaper offices do 
the writing j T»K*K«t*SrI severely reproached ARAKI, asking if the news
papers do the writing, why the army didn't stop them. It would be quite 
easy for the army0 ARAKI Stitaied to be at quite a loss,

* Exhibit 3771A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 13 February 
1933» stated that on tho 13th the premier asked the opinion of the minis
ters about the draft of the reply. The draft of the Foreign Ministry was 
on the whole ajjrroed to and sent off on the night of the 13th a They were 
again reminded that if the League should turn to Article 15, par0 4 and
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ha had already talked it o w r  vary carefully with ARAKI, he seemed very 
well informed on this matter0 The national policy which ARAKI is said 
to have shown KONOE provided for carrying on an emergency policy for 2 
years, studying whether to attack the Soviet within the 2 years, planning 
the perfection of military preparedness and national defense with the 2 
yearso Another item was promotion of friendly relatione with the US and 
the furtherance of international goodwill« ARAKI seems to have discussed 
this matter * with TAKAHASHI« TAKAHASHI said that ARAKI talked about 
carrying on the emergency policy for 2 years but it could not be fully 
executed in that time0 It would take 4 or 5 years0

Exhibit 3767A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 7 November 
1932 stated that that evening he net ARAKI who said that the Finance Min® 
ister had a thorough understanding of the situation« Japan must continue 
emergency provisions for 2 or 3 yeare. It must decide whether to attack 
the Soviet or to convene a peace conference for the Far East, and by in
viting England, US and France having vital interests in the Far East, 
hold a peace conference among Japan, Manchukuo, China and Russia0 It 
would be very well if they could agree to prevent the spread of communis
tic propoganda0 If the security of neighboring nations is disturbed by 
red movements, Japan must attack and destroy them. * Within 2 or 3 years 
it must perfect it* national defense« They must complete preparations and 
assert their intent by displaying power for both peace and war in order 
not to allow other nations to make light of them0 In regard to relations 
with the US, they must keep American goodwill as their keynote and contin
us diplomatic relations with others along the seme lins«

He further stated that TAKAHASHI understood very well, and waa such 
a aplendld person« He said that in view of ths present national situation 
an annual budget of 52,500,000*000 to ? 2,600,000 000 was reasonable« The 
present differed from the past and the present budget was not unreasonable« 
This could be had without overburdening the people« A considerable amount 
of revenue could be obtained from Manchukuo if desired0 The Finance Min
ister wanted to hold the combined A m y  and * Navy budget down to 8 hundred 
million yen, but they wanted an additional increase of 2 hundred million«
No definite outcome could be forseen«

•Exhibit 376SA, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, stated that 
on the 6th, ARAKI stated that the Jehol problem was s local matter be
cause it was a part of Manchukuo. He wanted to settle ths matter by shor- 
tening the time0 He was afraid that if they kept on movinp small troops 
into Jehol, another failure like Nikolayevsk might be had. They should 
send out large troops end decisively settle the matter once and for all 
in a short period0 * He was still very indignant about the Shanghai In
cident« From the first the army did not want to send troops« It was much 
discussed et one time thetthe army should act only within the leased 
territory, and at other bimea thât the army should be prohibited from 
passing through the settlement« He had demanded to know Japan's aim and 
asked them to decide the aim« It waa decided that the aim was to protect
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37635 send an advice» their stand was not to be decided upon carelessly without 

scrutinizing the contents0 It was decided that the Jehol issue should 
continue to be treated as one of bandits0 The attitude that the so-called 
bandits» not the Chinese Amy» were to be attacked should be assumed. It 
was also clearly decided that it should be disposed of within, the bounds® 
ries of Jehol, not going south of the Great Wall*.

37636 * Exhibit 3772 A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 15 February
37637 1933» stated that a cabinet meeting was held on the * 15th for the purpose 

of clarifying opinion on withdrawal from the I.eagme with the intention of 
making doubly sure« UCHIDA and ARAKI pressed for immediate withdrawal but 
the majority of the cabinet did not agree to this.

37640 * Exhibit 3773A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA MEMOIRS, 14 May 1933,
37641 "stated that Vice-Minister ARITA stated that a plan had been made to change 

personnel, sending SHIRATORI abroad and TANI to Manchukuo as a Councillor. 
It was already to be put into effect. UCHIDA told SHIRATORI he wanted
him to go abroad either as minister or councillor. SHIRATCRI stated he

37642 would consider it but asked about sending * ARITA abroad also. Before 
this, when SHIRATORI was approached on the subject, he strongly objected 
stating if he were sent out, there was no telling what might happen.
The Foreign Minister was placed at a complete loss. He told AKITA that 
he wanted him to go as Ambassador to Britain or to any other country he 
preferred because of SHIRATCRI« ARITA felt it was utterly usefless to 
support the Foreign Minister. As matters stood at present it was abso
lutely Impossible to continue assisting him. He thought it would be

37643 best for him to resign before the decision was reached. * When ARITA 
resigned, SHIRATORI seemed to feel that he had to resign. As the re
sult of conferences with SUZUKI of the army, SHIRATORI finally said he 
would accept a foreign post provided there was no change in policy.
He told this the next day to UCHIDA, rvîd was overjoyed.

37647 * Exhibit 3774A, excerpt from the SAICNJI-HARADA Memoirs, 19 October
1933, stated that Vice Minister SHIGEMITSU took a pessimistic view of 
the whole situation. He made various statements re the Russian problem, 
China policy, general disarmament, American problems and the League.
He said the navy demands equality in armaments, and it stresses that 
should this demand be denied, it will abrogate the Naval Disarmament 
Treat. It was demanding equality thru reserving the right to maintain 
a minimum of armaments absolutely necessary for national defense and by 
abrogation of the treaty«

37650 "Exhibit 3775 A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 5 December
1933* stated that the Domestio Policy Conference was held on the 5th, 
but an ordinary cabinet meeting was held in the morning. At the con
clusion of the cabinet, the Fbreign Minister said that since Europe 
and the US had increased tariffs under a unified policy against Japan
ese exports and were striving to place Japan in an isolated position, 
he wanted the ministries concerned to consider counter-measures. TAKA*
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37650 HASHI said that this unity in taking a defensive attitude towards Japan 
did not arise simply from trade relations alone. The anti-Japanese at= 
titude in trade relations was something appearing only on the surface0 
the real fact was that the Japanese militarist were claiming that 1935

37651 or 1936 would be critical * years, and with hints that war with Russia 
and the US would break out, were inciting the rural and urban districtsc 
Such activity had its effect abroad. When European countries and the 
US were trying to conduct matters as peacefully as possible and trying 
to avoid war, Japan's pro-war atmosphere created a bad feèling in dip
lomacy, and this was what appeared in trade relations. The military 
must restrain its speech and actions. There would be no crisis in 1935 
and 1936. The War Minister replied that was not true. The military 
had not intention of waging a war but must be prepared. It could net 
be said that this was not a crisis.

37652 * Exhibit 3775B, excerpt from the SAI0NJI*HARADA Memoirs, 9 December 
1933, stated that since the resentment from various circles reflected
on the military, the army and navy jointly issued something resembling 
a statment on the 19th and 10th stating their views in regard to the

37653 alienation of the public from the military« * They said in connection 
with the budget and other questions, the number of those who act to 
alienate the people from the military was not small. There were those 
who said that the crisis of 1936 was for propopanda, that in yiast wars 
only those from the lower classes were killed in action while among high 
ranking officers none died in action, or that the agrarian problem was 
sacrificed for the military budget« This movement destroyed the harmo« 
nious unity of the public mind which was the most eséntial b»csis of 
national defense, and the military could not tolerate it.

Two important measures used as international schemes to i .r r a ir  
the power for national defense were anti-war movements which ai m at 
the defeat 6f one's country upon insturctions from the Third Inter
nationale, and the movement to alienate the people from the m ilita ry «
The former was well known while the latter was surprisingly unkncv.vn

3765/4 although its evil was preat because its movement was only * moderate 
and disguised« They declared that those who made such statements 
spite the fact that the military had only made demands for minimum 
national defense was extremely insolent«

37662 »Exhibit 3776A, excerpt from the SAIONJI*KARADA Memoirs, 17 April 
1934> state that since AMAU made a informal statement to that effect 
the newspapers printed it crnspicuously as a declaration cf the Foreign

37663 Ministry« * The comments of various countries were very strong and 
the Foreign Ministry was also taken back0 Actually, the Minister and 
Vice-Minister knew nothing of tvis» Since various countries were sel
ling arms and doing other things in China, a strong feeling cf inse
curity arose, so the Foreign Ministry sent instructions to the ministers 
overseas« The Chief of the Information Bureau translated into Eng ish 
the contents of the instructions and he blabbed something to the foreign
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37681 at Tientsin, and declared he definitely would like to have troops sent 

out. KONOE said he did not want to expand the issue. It might be all 
right to send troops according to need. He added that if they opposed 
at this time and did not heed the army wishes, the War Minister would 
be compelled to resign and the cabinet with him. Since there might b* 
no one who could possibly check the army, there was no other way than 
for KONOE to assume responsibility and meet the issue« The IVar Minis
ter finally stated he would definitely not expand the issue* The Em
peror received the C/S twice and the C/NS once. The War Minister said 
he would settle the issue neatly by sadding a large force to smash the 
opposition and withdraw quickly, but when asked if he could do it as

37662 expected he was unable to * give t definite answer.
On the 12th, a report came that the Chinese Army would accept «11 

demands. These demands were the withdrawal of troops, guarantee of the 
future, and the punishment of responsible officers. The Chinese officers 
were justifying themselves by saying that the troops were being in
fluenced by communists. Even the General Staff thought this was probab
ly a Chinese attempt to make Japan stop military preparations. 'I$e 
army, as long as it had decided to send troops, seemed to want mere 
stringent demands.

37687 * Exhibit 378LA, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 13 August 
1937, stated that the Foreign Minister told HARADA there were individu
als in China and Japan who said that the reasons for the assassination 
of OYAMA and the rousing of excitement in Shanghai were the increased 
number of Japanese warships and the increasing of Japanese marines to 
3000. The increase of personnel was only natural and he believed it 
was actually inevitable. Consul-gen'l OKAMOTO sent a message saying 
that if possible he would like to see Shanghai kept free of war. The 
increased warships, while not good, the Foreign Minister felt could not

37688 be helped. If they announced * a mobilization order, then situation 
would become troublesome. At the cabinet it was decided that the mobi.1*- 
lzation order would be issued but not announced.

37689 * Exhibit 3782A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 24 Sep-
37690 *tember 1937, stated that HIROTA said it was decided at the cabinet 

to mobilize 4 divisions and to have another 4 in readiness.

37692 * Exhibit 3783A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, about 26 
September 1937, stated that KONOE said the British Ambassador had come 
three times to HIROTA and said he believed Br&tain would try to persuade 
Chlang Kai-shek and asked what were Japan*s demands. HIROTA replied 
that his personal idea was that the terms were, drawing a line in the 
area slightly south of Tientsin and Peiping and making it a demllitar«- 
ized zone where neither side would station troops, the recognition of 
Manchuria, ceasing of anti-Japanese movements, defense against commu-

37693 nism, equal diplomatic opportunity in * North China. It was slad that 
these five conditions were given to the Ambassador.
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37695 * Exhibit 3784A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 2 Novem-
37696 *ber 1937, stated that HIROTA said that he told the industrialists that 

the anti-British movement was very embarassing especially at present 
when there was no country other than Britain which could act as interme» 
diary between Japan and China, The government would be placed in a very 
awkward position and in the end Japan might have to fight Britain, Jap
an might have to collide with Britain sometime but it was absolutely 
out of the question then. Diplomatically the government would be great
ly inconvenience if such things were carried out at present,

37697 * Exhibit 3785A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 5 Novem
ber 1937, stated that HARADA said that the British Ambassador repeatedly 
asked him which country at this time would be the best mediator, HIROTA 
replied England was still the best. When the Ambassador doubted this,

37698 HIROTA stated * that England was the most suitable and they had been 
holding preliminary conversations with her. It was Britain’s retort 
that it seemed as those near Chiang wished to somehow settle matters 
with Japan, HIROTA told the Ambassador that even if Germany or Italy 
were to act as intermediary, it would not do at all,

37699 »Exhibit 3786A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 7 Decem
ber 1937, stated that KONOE said he was distressed with HIRCTA, On 
November 2, HIROTA met the German ambassador and submitted the plan 
based on the assumption of circumstances when the Supreme Command had

37700 * decided not to advance further th«,n the Paoting line. The German 
ambassador transmitted this to Chiang on November 6, Chiang however 
rejected it. Recently, when Nanking was in imminent danger, the Ger
man ambassador in China reported to Dirksen that Chiang accepted it..
They found out about it because the army stole the telegram. It is 
quite impossible to accept the terms proposed at the time when they 
stopped at the Paoting line, HIROTA, prepared for a càse like that, 
had carefully said that if the war situation changed, the terms would 
also change and to bear that in minde

37702 * Exhibit 3787A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 11 Decem
ber 1937, stated that KONOE said he had had enough and when recognition

37703 was withdrawn from Chiang’s * government after Nanking falls, his 
government would collapse, Japan would issue a statement withdrawing 
recognition from Chiang, That was the time for KONOE to get out,

37710 * Exhibt 3788A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 21 Decem
ber 1937, stated that HIROTA said the General Staff wanted to stop the 
war as soon as possible. They say they would like to have Germany as 
mediator ascertain China’s desires. They wanted to set up their stipu
lations in hope of securing a concrete plan by liaison conferences,
The result was presented at a cabinet meeting and it was said that if 
this plan was submitted and not accepted, Japan would be place in an 
embarrassing position. The plan was to be changed to U abstract tors, 
anti-Comintern, economic collaboration, reparations and recognition of 
a special regional government. The plan was to be reported to the Emperor
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37710 by the premier and the army and navy leaders of the Supreme Commando 

It was decided to close without holding an Imperial conference0 The
37711 President of the US * asked Ambassador S4XT0 whether it was not one 

way to try to have German handle the matter# HIROTA said he had heal'd 
that Italy wanted to enter into the negotiations« He thought that Shan“ 
tung must he included if A Chinese government was to be set up in view 
firing by the Chinese of the Japanese cotton spinning factory at Tsing“ 
tao# One of the problems was what the results would be if, when the 
request was transmitted, Shantung was attacked« The political parties 
were very strong in their demands because of oversea’s atmosphere# The 
Soviets were approaching Yen Hsi=shan and the German militarists seemed 
to be approaching Chian Kai-Shek.

KIDO told HARADA that the whole matter had been disorderly and he 
had said plenty in the cabinet« He wondered if the General Staff had 
not connhitted certain concrete stipulations through the German military 
attache. He felt it very dangerous for the army and navy to be so an«

37712 xious to press for peace. If Japan submitted many concrete * stipula» 
tions and was turned down, it was only letting China in on what it wanted/ 
It would be a loss with no gain« He was worried why they were in a 
hurry. He had said that it was necessary the the terms be more abstract 
and cover everything. There was no need to force themselves into asking 
Germany. It was very strange that the General Staff was so eager. He 
was worried Germany might put one over on Japan,,

January 20, 1948

37720 * Exhibit 3789A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 14“17 
January 1938, stated that HIROTA said that at the Imperial Council 
the Premier expedited the proceedings while HIROTA did the explaining. 
After he first described the progress of foreign policy and the future

37721 peace and war policies, the Chiefs * of Staff gave their approval to 
the government proposals« MRANUMA also approved. AI3 decisions passed 
without objection and were reported to the Emperor.

HARADA met the Lord Keeper and discussed subsequent matter. The 
Lord Keeper also talked about the details of the Council«

On the 5th China was requested to give an answer by the 15th as to 
whether she accepted or disapproved of the terms of peace. ’This being 
the day the answer was to arrive, it was the desire of the General Staff 
to settle the matter on this occasion by waiting five additional days

37722 even if the proposal was rejected. A liaison * conference was convened 
on the 15th, lasting from 9*30 AM to 0*30 PM. According to K0N0E, the 
army staff was out and out in favor of ending hostilities with China 
even if onljr a day sooner and of preparing against the Soviet0 The 
Deputy C^S stated that avan if there had been an Imperial Council, the 
Emperor did not make any comments. Since this was similar to the
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37722 Emperor Organ theory, he wanted to have the matters submitted to the 

Emperor's Judgment before a decision was made« He thus reversed every
thing that had been settled up until then» It seemed it was his desire 
to deal with Chiang in person and come to a peaceful settlement» The 
reply already received from China thru the German ambassador was that

37723 the terms * were too abstract in content and too difficult to compre
hend and requested that a more concrete proposal be presented. HIROTA 
said that the army staff had already informed China thru the German 
military attache and China was well aware of the concrete proposals»
But she feigns ignorance and says that cannot be understood» If this 
was the case, there was no hope» There was no alternative but to pro
ceed with the alternate plan to transfer the hostilities into a long
term war« It was vital that they strengthen their determination to 
oppose China stubbornly» The premier and his cabinet felt it was not 
good to be led on and on» The same arguments were being repeated bjit 
YONAI asked whether the army staff did not have confidence in the gov
ernment which would mean that either the staff or the cabinet must re-

37724 sign. * The array staff retired to consult and returned» The Deputy 
C/S stated it was unwise to have a change in the government» The 
staff had confidence in the government and would concur with its de
cision» The cabinet was arain convened and the premier made a com
plete report to the Emperor.

Both KON0E and KIDO said the army staff was justified in its ar
dent desire to have out and out peace, but after matters had developed 
this far, to stop midway by taking an attitude very similar to that 
of a defeated nation and purposely showing magnanimity was not an at
titude to be taken by a winning country. If such an action were taken,

3772$ it would be said that Japan had weakened considerably, * and was in a 
precarious situation. Her cards would be revealed. Externally, it 
would mean a sudden fall of yen exchange and depreciation of government 
securities and Japan would not be able to carry on commerce. If they 
were going to settle matters, it should be done logically»

According to KIDO, on the 12th, Prince CHICHIBU, as though repre
senting the army staff, questioned KIDO on the grounds on which the 
government refrained from concluding the hostilities. KIDO explained 
the circumstances at lenght» In the course of the conversation, CHI* 
CH1BU remarked that hostilities differed from the Sino-Japanese and

37726 the Russo-Japanese wars In * that they were not waging war against the 
people but against the regime. He wondered if it could not be done by 
eliminating all friction to date and clasping hands from a broad stand
point. KIDO replied that even if the situation differed, after Japanese 
troops had Killed 7-800,000 Chinese soldier, even if they said let us 
shake hands, it could not be clasped sincerely» For a victorious nation 
to say it by all means would like to make peace as soon as possible and 
submit various terms and lay their cards on the table would be used 
as propoganda if China should refuse» If they spread such propopanda



37726 at home and abroad, it would result in Japan being put at a great disad
vantage» This would cause a slump in yen exchange and pov-rnment secu
rities and a loss of confidence in Japan's economy and finance» It would 
also result in the nation not being able to purchase any commodities

37727 and prices * would soar and internal administration would be thrown 
into confusion. Diplomacy is needed to establish peace, but unless the 
settlement is made very firm, and if things are immediately handled as 
the General Staff desire, they would have n r end of worry for the nation» 
CHICHIBU agreed but thought the government was incompetent.

On the 18th HIROTA said as China failed to accept the proposal, the 
Imperial council decided on the alternative plan.

37737 * Exhibit 3790A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 1A Febru
ary 1938, stated that the Vice Foreign Minister stated that at the liai
son conference of February 1A, the army said it was impossible to attack 
Canton and Hankow in the future» They should go as far as southern 
Shansi and up to the Yellow Riber but it was impossible to advance to 
Fuchow« The navy would like to advance its air base to Anking, but
the army felt that it was impossible, because military preparations 
must be made against Russia. As a result the navy said it was not wise 
to contine as they were and extend the incident into long-term hostili
ties. Cessation of war should be attempted through diplomacy and the

37738 folhces must advance without * yielding an inch. The navy reauested the 
Chief of Naval Staff to inquire of the Chief of Army staff whether they 
were not intending to force Russia. The army denied this» The Emperor 
then asked the war minister whether it was possible to put into effect 
a simultaneous plan for lonp term hostilities, military preparations 
against Russia, and the expansion of the navy. The war minister stated 
he would discuss the matter with the government and take proper action0

377A3 * Exhibit 3791A, excerpt from the SAICNJI-HARADA Memoirs, 16 June
1938, stated that KONOE said that Foreign Minister UGAKI, Finance Minis
ter IKEDA and he held a 3 ministers meeting. IfAGAKI Persisted in re
commending SHIRATCRI as Vice Foreign Minister to UGAKI » .'.'hen ITAGAKI
was at the front and SHIRATORI was towing China, they talked and their 
opinions on foreign relations coincided very well» The greatest nui
sance to UGAKI were the army field grade officer. If UGAKI wanted to 
carry out some foreign policy, he would have to hold them down and yèjs 
let it appear that he was cooperating. SHIRATCRI was not considered

377AA highly by his seniors * and his reputation outside was bad. If UDAKI 
were to use him, he would probably handle him appropriately. Usihg 
SKIRATCRI would be very good politically. The navy was wholly opposed. 
YAMAMOTO said that in view of SHIRATORI*a personal conduct, they could ■ 
not keep such a man for disciplinary reasons. KONOE would not assume 
any responsibility in forcibly recommending SHIRATORI. In reality, he 
thought SHIRATCRI would be the best suited person. UGAKI stated that he 
had heard that SHIRATORI was very loose with his finances.
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. ^Exhibit 3792 A, excerpt from tho SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, July 5,
1938, stated that on July 5, 1938, th* Lord Reaper stated that yester
day the Emperor summoned the War Minister and the C/S and stated he 
thought this war should be ended as soon a3 possible« Both repolied 
simply that they would continue until Chiang faiüéd, Th* Emperor was 
quite concerned bocause the Chief and Vic* Chief of staff had previously 
told him that the staff feverishly wanted to stop th* war and make pre
parations against Russia« Since then nothing had happened» The Emperor, 
thinking the C/S had im mind to settle th* incident as soon as possible,

' 4f put the question * to them«

HARADA told thi3 to navy vice-minister YAMAMOTO, who said that 
though the war minister said they would continue until Chiang failed, 
in reality it r?as the army which was most troubled. It desired most 
earnestly to quit0 There was no doubt about this point«

;>5 * Exhibit 3793A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, July
1938, stated that MATSUDAIRA said the C^S and war minister expressed 
their desire to submit some matter to the throne0 The Emperor, think
ing that the rar minister was coming to appeal the question of using 
real force on the Scviet-Manchukuo border and thinking that it would 
cast a reflection upon the C/S and the war minister if the sanction 
was denied had the Chief Aide tell them that if they were coming to 
to get his sanction to use force, he had not the slightest intention of 
approving it0 If they were coming for that, they needn't come, Th*

. i>6 message wa3 conveyed but they said they wanted an audience. * T^ey 
kept the Emperor waiting for more than an hour. As the Emperor had 
thoiight, the war minister submitted the ouest ion of th* us* of force 
and asked sanction« The war minister said that both th* foreign and 
navy ministers had agr-ed« Although both of them had previously *x- 
pressed their opinion in favor of troop dispositions, they were abso
lutely against the use of force, Th* Emperor felt that he was going 
to be deceived again and excitedly admonished them by stating that 
the actions of the army were abominable. There wer* frequent in
stances when a 3neaky method was used. It was r-uite impropef for his 

‘4>7 array * to disoboy orders from the centra] authorities and to decide 
on the jud ment of the authorities on the spot, as in the Manchurian 
Incident and the actions at Marco Tolo Bridp*« Nothing like that must 
happen this tine« He told th* war minister that thereafter he must not 
remove one soldier without th* Emperor's command« The war minister 
said h* should by all means like to-resign«

KIDO wondered why the Lord Keeper did not act in concert with th* 
premier and do something« It was disturbing to have the Emperor take 

. 6 such pointod action « KIDO also said that if the army said that Japan 
lad to fight with Russia, then he would recommend KONOE to resipn«
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Exhibit No„3794 A, excerpt from the Sa ICNJI H^rada MEMOIRS, 2 
July 1938, stated that HARaDA met with the Navy Minister and Vice Minis
ter and had a leisurely conversation. It was brought out that OKAiVA, 
Shumei recently brought a petition from the young officials of the 
Foreign Ministry to UGaKI which asked that he appoint SHIRaTORI Vice 
Minister.

^Exhibit 3795 excorpt from the Sa IONJI Ha RuDa Memoirs stated 
that the Lord Keeper said that the Deputy Chief of Staff said he strictly 
warned OSHIMa that the supreme authority of diplomacy is vested in the 
Emperor, and cautioned him that it was not desirable to forget one's 
position and always do as Germany says by agreeing. Japan has the deciding 
authority. The army has no intention of infringing upon the diplomatic 
prerogative. The *rmy does not pay any attention to the present day 
Rightists because they are most outrageous. The civil police and Kempei 
have been instructed to take action.

Exhibit 3795 8# excerpt from the SaIONJI HaRADa Memoirs stated that the 
army's desire reached the Emperor. The Emperor personally told the Chief 
Aide to go to the General Staff and say that if it was embarrassing if 
KQNOYE resigns, as a condition for keeping KONOYE in office they should 
decide that question of strengthening the Anti-Comintern pact as decided 
at the First Five Ministers' Conference. He asked about the army eliminat
ing those points advocated by it, in discord with the general decisions 
of the Pive Ministers' Conference and to have this anti-Comintern pact 
directed strictly against the Soviet as decided. The army did not show any 
signs of submitting to the Imperial will and said they were not in favor of 
that.

^Exhibit No.3796 A, excerpt from the Sa IONJI HARADA MEMOIRS 
early February 1939 stated that the Foreign Minister said he was 
^reluctantly assuming an extremely strong attitude. This must be done to 
see the situation through. If they fail in this he thought foreign policy 
would be a total failure. The Foreign Ministry knows nothing about the 
telegram between 051IIM« and the General Staff concerning the strengthening 
of the Anti-Comintern pact. No matter how long the Army may study diplomacy, 
what right do they have to do such a thing without consulting the Foreign 
Ministry, ^e asked for reconsideration and the Army said they were sorry.

Exhibit N0,3797 A> excerpt from the Sa IGNJI HARaDA MEMOIRS,
March 1 , 1939» stated that the Foreign Minister said there are no problems 
any more of routine. It is a pending question which has already been 
reported to the Emperor who has sanctioned it. No matter what the ambassadors 
to Rome and Berlin might say,Japan cannot cancel its decision. A H  we have 
to do is to change the Ambassadors if they are going to rush to conclusions 
and say that decisions will not do. The transfer of Ambassadors should be 
carried out after the close of the present session of the Diet. They wired 
back instructions to both ambassadors to do as recommended.
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^Exhibit No„3798 a ,, excerpt from the Sa ICNJI HuRa Da MEMOIRS,
Larch 1939» stated  the fo re ig n  m inister sa id  on the 8th he went to  the 
P alace with the d ecisio n  o f the Five M in isters and made a c o n fid e n tia l 
report -of the d ecision  to  the Emperor» he reported th a t OSKIMa and 
3I1IRAT0RI made a c la r i f ic a t io n  of th e ir  own opinion on ly , to  Germany and 
I t a ly  of Japan’ s in ten tion  to  f ig h t  in the event th a t th ey  should wage 
war w ith  England and France» They should be made to take this back since 
they acted without regard to  the wishes of the c e n tra l a u th o r it ie s  and 
th e ir  words and actio n s overstopped th e ir  a u th o rity .

*Excerpt from SalONJl Ha HaDü Memoirs, AnrVl. 1939» Exhibit 
No„3798 b, stated that * on the 12th HARADa on the 12th asked MATSUDmIRa 
the Lord Keeper’s secretary the reason behind the war minister's visit to 
the Palace on the 1 1th» The reply was that on the 10th, the Emperor nfâde 
an inquiry of the Foreign Ministry about the progress of the Five Ministers 

Prior to this, the Emperor had learned of the opposition to governmental 
instructions of both SHIRATORI and 0SHIMA» He thought that for the 
Ambassadors to have expressed subsequently Japan's intention to participate 
in war although they had no authority was extremely bad. He was also aware 
that the <<ar Minister was covering up such acts committed abroad at the 
Five Ministers' Conference« *He asked the Lord Keeper about rebuking the 
War Minister. The Lord Keeper replied that since the opinions of the war, 
Foreig,n and Navy ministers as well as other cabinet members were in agree
ment and the matter already settled, that for the Emperor to make re
proach on the matter would be rather ill-advised 3ince it would bring about 
an irritation. Furthermore, since present circumstances were entirely 
different from the Changkufeng, it would be better if the Emperor did not 
rebuke the War Minister. The Emperor said that if that wa3the case he 
would do so and the idea of summoning the '<ar Minister was abandoned.

That day the aar M in ister went to  the Palace on some other 
b u sin ess. The Emperor p a t ie n t ly  informed him o f m atters with which he was 
not pleased in  regards to  th is  question but did not rebuke him. His words 
were th a t i t  was an infringem ent upon h ia  supreme a u th o rity  fo r  th e  two 
ambassadors abroad to  express Japan's in ten tio n s o f p a r tic ip a tin g  in war 
and th at he was extrem ely d isp leased  w ith  the Jar M in iste r ’ s supporting 
them under such circum stances and was very d is s a t is f ie d  w ith  the Jar 
M in is te r 's  d eviation  from the s u b je c t . The Jar M in ister was very angry.

^Exhibit No„3799 A, excerpt from the SA ION JI Ha HA Da MEMOIRS, 20 
April 1939, stated KIDO said he had met the Premier HIRANUMA the day before 
and found that since the Premier appeared to be in a dilemma between the 
Army and the Lord Keeper or the Emperor and since he seemed to think that 
the Army's actions were essentially right, he wanted to settle matters 
according to their whim by some means. To achieve this he felt he would 
like to have a little more understanding and cooperation of the Lord Keeper 
and the Emperor’s understanding along this line. His principal object was 
that he wanted KIDO to intercede. Ha RaDA could not understand KIDO's attitud
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«in regards to this«, according to KIDO, the premier and ethers feel that 
although the main text of the «nti Comintern «act had received Imperial 
Sanction, the army wants to omit the secret treaty which says that Japan 
interprets as the principal object of the Pact the activities of the 
Comintern or only Soviet Russia. The Emperor will not give his permission 
and since the army wishes to omit the secret treaty and avoid being in
volved in a war against England, France or others by applying only the text 
of this Pact, and since both the Army and Navy say they wish to avoid Japan's 
being drawn into the war it should be permissible to omit the secret treaty.

*at some time KIDO expressed that he, too was of this opinion.
KIÛ0 said that the Emperor is essentially a scientist, an extreme liberal and 
at the same time a pacifist. Unless he would somehow change his way of 
thinking a serious gap would develop between the Emperor and the army and 
rightists. They cannot tell what will happen; and to the army, they must 
make it appear as though they understood the army a little more. HARaDA 
listened to this from KIDO with an extreme feeling of surprise but remained 
silent because he thought to argue with KIDO would do no good. He thought 
that KIDO's concern should be to lead the Army or the rightists to comply 
as much as possible with the will of the Emperor and it was his original 
mission to fulfill his responsibilities in this sense.

He told KIDO that the two of them were ones who best know the 
^reasons that brought about the present situation. It was the coarse, un
cultured and unpresentable group among the rightists. They broadcast what
ever they please and by creating an atmosphere in which they gave power to 
whomever they pleased, and against which nothing could be done, they brought 
about disunity of the *rmy. Although he believed a man in KIDO's position 
could eliminate this since it no longer could be helped he was thinking of 
beating to death five or six of the group who mra^ght be obstacles in the 
future although this was going to great extremes. KIDO was distressed at 
this.

Just before HARADA left, KIDO spoke vaguely and said since he 
would also think of something HARaDA should not worry.

Exhibit 3799-8, excerpt from the SAIONJI HARADA MEMOIRS, 22 April 
1939, stated on the 22nd KIDO conferred with the Lord Keeper, according to 
KIDO he said that Japan was resolved to push stubbornly ahead under the 
terms as stood; it was still intended to make contact with Hitler through 
OSHIMA instead of having the Premier do it directly. If this method did not 
work, the cabinet would resign and it was desired that consideration be 
given to a change in cabinets. It meant that instead of trying to change 
the Emperor's mind or the attitude of the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal,

«he stated it clearly in definite terms of "4" or "B". But unless to some 
degree the Imperial Sanction is secured through the Lord Keeper, matters 
would be advanced as they stand, but in the event they do not agree the 
government may have to resign.
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Exhibit No.3800 A, excerpt from the S.H. Memeirs, April 1939.
On the 24th KIDO seemed to have greatly changed his attitude and said 
there was no alternative but to recall OSHIMA and SHIRATORI. If this 
influenced the internal peace and order he intended to control matters 
suitably and expected to suppress the Rightists himself.

On the 25th after the five Ministers’ C*nference, ARITA told 
HaRADA that an urgent request had come from SHIRATORI and OSHIMA for 
recall. A discussion was held on counter-measures* It was decided that 
direct communication be made by the Premier with Hitler and Mussolini 
through the ambassadors in Tokyo instead of using the Japanese ambassadors 
abroad.

On the 26th he called Vice Minister YAMAMOTO and said it would 
be better, after doing everything possible, to assume the attitude that they 
were contented with whatever the result might be. 1’he Navy Minister said 
the same thing. ARITA also said that through the Ambassadors in Tokyo, the 
Premier will approach Hitler and Mussolini generally. The Pereign Minister 
will present the particulars to the Pereign Ministers of Germany and Italy. 
They will push this matter until conclusion, but if there should be any 
difference to the demands of Japan, negotiations will be cut off. This is 
the decision of the Pive Ministers’ Conference.

* Exhibit N0.38OIA, excerpt from the S H MEMOIRS, May 9, 1939» 
stated that on the 6th he said that yesterday, after he handed the Premier’s 
message to t*e Ambassadors in Tokyo he received an official wire from USAKI 
in J^erlin which said that USAMI was asked by Gauss, the Deputy Vice Minister 
of the foreign Office * if Japan wouldn’t agree to a proposal such as 
this, and added that it had not been shown to Aibbentrop yet. GAUSS did not 
know what the foreign Minister would say but he was showing it to USAMI 
unofficially as his private plan. Though written indirectly emphasis was put 
on the German demands previously refused by Japan. ARITA said he had in
vestigated the origin of this draft and it seemed it wa3 submitted by the 
Japanese army to the German foreign Office through the attaches. He felt 
this was outrageous and declined to be responsible if this sort of con
spiracy went on. aRITa did not show HaRADA the actual contents.

* Exhibit No.3801 B, Exceprt from the SH MEMOIRS, May 8, 1939 
stated that Overseas affairs Minister KOISO said that the solution of the 
China Problem, namely, the reaching of the conclusion of the war as soon 
as possible would be impossible without a tri-pa Hits alliance. Since the 
men at the front are displeased with British and Prench aid to Chiang Kai- 
shek, an alliance with Germany and Italy would alleviate their feelirtgs. It 
would then be in order to settle the China Frablem through England and Prance. 
Gtherwise, it will be extremely difficult to pacify the army at the front.
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^Exhibit 3801 C, excerpt from the b.H. Memoirs fey 1939 state.’ 
there was a wire from ambassador OSHIMA which said that two or three dava 
ago Ribbentrop on his way to meet ^iano *t ‘•'omo questioned 03HHt that 
when a contracting nation goes to war against a third nation, and ever, if 
there is no military aid fron, *-'apan, would it be permissible to recognise 
Japan as being in a state of warV OSHLfe had replied in the affirmative.

Ah IT A said it, wus inexcusable for those abroad to propose, on 
their own authority participation in war and to make such an arbitrary 
reply, j» five Ministers Conference was scheduled for the next day but 
this matter will be difficult for HIRaNUMA is inclined to assume a 
supporting attitude rather than remain neutral. He believed that such 
matters had already been transmitted abroad by the Army, and he couid not 
assume the responsibility for foreign policy. *‘HARaDA told this to the 
Lord keeper. Gn the ?th, a RITA reported that at the Five Lin^ter.*, Con
ference, the Premier supported the *»ar Minister and upheld OSHIMA*« 
answer to Ribbentrop, that in the event of war between one of the contract
ing parties and a third nation, Japan will be considered to have entered 
a state of war, although it would not give any military support.

Exhibit 3802 « , excerpt from S H MEMOIRS, May, 1939, stated 
that the Navy Vice Minister said the Navy Minister said in the conference 
that the Causs draft did not come through legitimate channels. If they 
were to follow the proper course they had not even received an official reply 
from Germany to the premier's message. * He thought it. odd to attach 
themselves to the Gauss draft without demanding a reply. No one said anything 
about it and they again continued discussing the Gauss draft. The iremier 
gave the impression that, a reply to his message was unnecessary because the 
matter had already been solved when OSHIMA had replied 'yes" to Hiblent-ror '? 
question. In other words, it. was agreeable for Japan to be considered as 
ready to participate m  the event, of war between England-France and G»rmany 
Italy.

* Exhibit No.380>a, excerpt from the 6 11 MEMOIRS, fey 1939.- stated 
that the. war and Navy Ministers each saw the Premier individually and gave 
hl/r. the story, and a Five Ministers' Conference was hurriedly held on the 
20th and the problem was settled in substance roughly as above. <«itb regi.ro 
to a RITA’s proposal to make OSiilfe retract, his affirmative answer to 
Ribbentrop’s question, the fcornier was evasive and woulo not make him retract. 
a RITa cautioned the Premier to report privately to the Throne, because ^though i 
could not be said that a complete agreement in opinion had been reached between, 
the army and Navy the matter had actually been decided and it appearen that 
instructions would scon be issued.
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:,:7 *The deletion of article III of the above-mentioned secret
understanding concerning the participant nations, etc. and the revision 
of the wording of the announcement to be made to the world had finally 
been carried out, but the statement about "entering into a state of "ar", by 
OSHIMA in reply to Ribbentrop was left unrescinded.

E x h ib i t  3803 B, excerpt from S H MEMOIRS, May 1939j stated  th a t 
on the 23rd Vice M in ister YAMAMOTO said  he understood th a t both SHIRATORI 
and 08HBÄA said  nothing could be done about th a t p a r tic u la r  d ra ft and th ey 
kicked i t  back. sa id  th at a t the same time th e army claimed th a t th ere 

■ '■ P9 were some words m issing * and th a t the whole business was scandalous.

Eater a RITA said  th ey had discussed the m atter a t the Foreign 
M inistry and i t  f e l l  back on Germany and I t a ly  demands to  en ter the war.
The army's contention that words were missing meant a clear-cut expression 
of participation in war and he could not agree. The Premier said it should 
be done as the army wants. H  appears as if he too wishes to have it read 
"participation in war".

The kavy Minister said it was outrageous even to mention partic
ipation in war or condition of war. In view of the fact that the Emperor 
often says he shall not permit it to the General Staff «ar Minister and the 
Premier, it is abominable for the Premier to support the *rmy and the 
ambassadors who take action contrary to the Emperor’s will.

7831 Exhibit 3804 A, excerpt from the S.H. MEMOIRS, July 1939, in
regard to the Tientsin problem stated that the Premier agrees with the view 
of tfte Foreign Minister./-lthough they wish to make firm restrictions from 
July the Central Government has no control. The units abroad do as they wish. 
The strong argument by the Consul in Tientsin and the comparatively strong 
attitude taken by Minister KATO is somewhat regrettable. The points in the 
Tientsin problem which Japan is considering are the placing of Japanese in the 
Industrial bureau, the placing of Kempei within the concessions, the demand 
of handing ever of 45,000,000 Yuan to the provisional government as a friendly 
gesture, cooperation to preserve peace and order, and the handing over of the 
criminals. The stupidity of the «ar Minister seems to be the cause of all the 
problems becoming extremely disorderly.

*V«hen the Emperor asked about the Incident, the «ar Minister said 
the reason the «rmy requested the surrender of 45,000,000 Yuan in the British 
Concession was to maintain the currency exchange, «hen the Emperor asked if 
that was sufficient, the «ar Minister «aid, no. The Emperor was shocked and 
said that was very bad thinking on his part and rebuked him. The Lord Keeper 
■: carted to the extent that the *rmy was going to destroy the notion.
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37836 »Exhibit 3Ö04B, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, oarly 
July 1939, stated that the Lord Keeper on the 7th said the War Minis- 
ter Trent to the palace and spoke about TERAUCHI being sent to the Nazi 
Party conference0 Although the navy had planned to send OSUMI, there 
had been no formal notice from Germany, and since it was still confi
dential, it hadn't been reported to the Emperor0 The Emperor already

37837 knen that at the Supreme War » Council the War Minister reported that 
ARITA favored the Military Alliance, and the Emperor thought it very 
distressinge The War Minister stated it was necessary to send TERAUCHI 
to strongly bind the anti-cominitern pact spiritually. The Emperor 
did not think it very good and said the War Minister knew his opinions«
At the Supreme War Council he had reported an actual falsity that ARITA 
favored the military alliance,, That was very insolent.

37839 »Exhibit 3805A, excerpt from the SAICNJI-HARADA MEMOIRS, July 1939,
37840 stated that * ARITA said that when KONOE mot the War Minister the other 

day, the latter asked KONOE if it wasn't possible to change the Emperor's 
mind on the military agreement, and KONOE replied it was very difficult.

378/f2 »Exhibit 38O6A, excerpt from the SAIONJI*HARADA Memoirs, 3 August
1939 stated that Education Minister ARAKI said he was not too worried 
about the rightists« If the government acted resolutely they could be 
swayedo The important question was how the army situation would develop 
and how to gradually take control of it« He said he knew quite a bit 
about Overseas Minister Koiso« He was a man of intrigue and trickery« 
When the problem of legal tender arose fin the Cabinet he boldly sugges- 
ted that counterfeit currency be used. There were instances when he 
cent the Kempei to China and Manchuria dressed in work clothes« When 
Japan was trying to strive for the new order based on virtue, these 
acts were contradictory and extremely harmful. KOISO had power and 
enthusiasm, but he had no set opinione and dealt only in intrigues and 
trickery« He could easily be swayed« He spoke very ill of KOISO« Al» 
though KONOE often proposed to unite ARAKI and KOISO, HARADA felt it 
utterly futile«

37846 »Exhibit 3807A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-KARADA Memoirs, August 
1939, stated that the Foreign Minister talked about the Five Ministers 
conference of the 8th August 1939« He stated that the Premier said 
that yesterday the War Minister explained the army proixjsal« They had 
been making efforts along the pre-arranged plan becauee they recognized 
the necessity of a treaty. He eaid that this proposal would not deviate 
from the plan, but the premier did not think so« He asked for questions.

37847 These introductory remarks * were followed by questions from the cabi
net« The army's contention was that a change in the situation necessi
tated an offensive and defensive alliance« As the first step, the 
pre-arranged plan was to be followed« If this could not be done, the 
second step was the conclusion of an offensive and defensive alliance«
The premier then asked the war minister what he thoughto The war
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3784-7 minister replied that he was both a state minister and war minister«)

As state minister, he had consented to the pre-arranged plan being fol
lowed, but, as a représentaMve of the army, he consented also to the 
second step being talken0 The Foreign Minister thought it appeared 
that either there was still some leeway on the unconditional alliance 
or that ITAGAKI would be ousted«

37862 *Exhibit 3808A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 12 July
I94O, stated that Chief Cabinet Secretary ISHIRATA said ANAMI and MUTO 
said the present cabinet must amicably withdraw« Since diplomatic re
lations are going ahead satisfactorily due to the 4 Ministers conference 
and other connections, they would say nothing mere about foreing policy« 
In order to realize KONOE' s new political order, they would like the 
cabinet to withdraw« When ISKIWATA disapproved, they said there was 
nothing to be done but force the resignation of the War Minister«

3786.5 ^Exhibit .3687, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, 19 August
1940, state that the following was decided at the 4 Ministers conference« 
In order to evolve a policy for settling the China Incident and dealing 
r.ith the new world situation, the establishment and strengthening of 
war-time economy should be made the basis of domestic and foreign pol
icy* Tli* government would assume unitary leadership in all economic 
activities and strive to the utmost in its promotion, except where it 
was absolutely necessary for the existence of the military for them to 
assume leadership

Corresponding to the sudden changes in the world situation and to 
quickly establish a new order, they planned to strengthen the axis«
Th* East Asiatic nations must act in concert and carry out various im- 

786)6 portant policies« They must decide on the most opportune time * for 
strengthening the axi and realizing it. A non-aggression pact would 
be concluded with the Soviet by Japan, Manchukui and Mongolia for 5 to 
10 yearso In addition to the immediate solving of pending questions 
they would realize sufficient military preparedness to safeguard against

37867 defeat by the Soviet during the period of the pact0 * Arrangements 
would be made to include the English, French, Dutch and Portuguese 
colonies and the orient within the new order« They would try to ex
clude themselves from international conferences on this0 Though they 
would avoid unnecessary collisions with the US as long as it concerned 
the establishment of a new order they were firmly determined to elimi
nate any interference by actual force0 These were discussed by KONGE 
MAT3U0KA, YOSHIDA and TOJO, while the cabinet was being organized«
These were the fundamental policies for organizing the new cabineto

At the liaison meeting between Imperial GHQ and the government in
37868 July, the points presented by GHQ for solving the situation were * Japan 

would improve its foreign situation, accelerate settling the China Inci
dent and would seize the most opportune time to solve the southern prob
lem« In case settlement of the China Incident could not be made, the
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378&8 change of attitude by stressing the southern region policy would be de® 

cided upon taking into consideration domestic and foreign situations0 
The preparations needed to cope with these items would be given utmost 
acceleration«

37874 ^Exhibit 3809A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, September 
1940, stated that Capt, TAKAOI told HARADA of the conversation between 
MUTO and TAKAGI at the Preparations Committee meeting. According to 
MUTO, the leading element of the new organization repardless of title 
was actually an association of political parties. It was not therefore

37875 desirable that the army * participate in it. However, the arguments 
had changed and when practica] applications were considered, it was 
necessary to delegate strong political powers to the nucleus of the new 
organization« To do this, it was necessary to appoint party members0 
The opinions of a great number of directors was that this new organiza® 
tion was one in which the military, government and people must imite
in order to construct a country with powerful national defense« It was 
tgilike former times when there were various disagreements on theoretical 
policies and struggles for selfish interests. This included former 
politics, economy, education and all other aspects of national life«
The present movement was not one which arose from the masses« The sit® 
uation wag such the the military and government must do th* leading and 
spread the movement« The nucleus of the now organization was therefore 
appropriate« Tho fact that the army and navy would withdraw did not 
signify that this new movement would succeed« On the contrary, there

37876 was fear that * the movement would be rendered impotent thereby« In 
this manner, the other directors all agreed with his proposal« These 
were all superficial reasons and the inner purpose of the army's con
tention must be clarified« The a m y  had been exerting all its efforts 
to induce dissolution of ®xi3ting political parties« The Promotion As® 
sociation, which had been dissolved, did not have much voice in the 
Preparations committee« They had become v<»ry fidpety and uneasy« Gn 
the other hand, the army planned to unite the political parties into
1 unit and create a so=called pro®aray party, and to lead them accord® 
ing to their own wishes« Their plan received a blow when KONOE's 
proclomation was published, KCNCE got the jump on the army, whereas 
it had planned to use him as a robot,

37880 *Exhibt 3810, excerpt from the SAIONJT“HARADA Memoirs, 20 October 
1940, stated that HARADA explained the circumstances under which the 
Tripartite pact was concluded. He had doubts as to how the Lord Keeper 
and premier explained the matter to the Emperor« SAIONJI was preatly 
doubtful as to how they explained the matter and obtained imperial sane® 
tion for the Emreror had said h* would never give his consent« According 
to KIDO and KONOE, the navy agreed to it and both the foreign minister 
and premier also explained to the "inperor along the line that there was 
no other step to take towards the US and the only measure to keep the

37881 US out of war was the conclu- *sion of Amilitary alliance« When they 
thought of the Emperor's innermost feelings, they wore filled with
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37863 with trepidation© Imperial Household minister MATSUDAIRA said that

overy tin« h« went to th« Emperor, th« latt«r show«d ind«finabl« r«pr«t.

SAIONJI was kept in complet« ignorance and th« pact cam« as a com
plet« surprise© HARADA h«ard from naval sources that there was poing 
to ba A September liaison conference on the day it was held0 Me tele- 
phoned KCNOE and KONOE answered that he had just returned from the con
ference „ The navy had finally consented and the agreement could be 
concluded© The following day KONOE told him the general circumstances, 

37882 but the most important point of how they were able * to obtain Imperial 
sanction was not mentioned0 He asked KIDO why he had not told SAIONJI 
beforehand» There was nothing wrong with the Genro and it was regrettable 
that not a word was siad to him on such an important problem whibh di
rectly concerned the fate of the country© KIDO replied he felt too 
sorry for SAIONJI so he did not tell him© Ï1ARADA told KIDO that however 
opposed SAIONJI might be, or however sorry KIDC might feel, he must 
report all he had© That was KID0*s duty to the Emperor© KIDO promised 
henceforth he would report all he could©

37899 *Exhibt 3811, memorandum of Wiehl, December 21, 1938, stated that
37900 *on orders of Ribbentrop, he informed OSHIMA that the former in the Pro» 

Memoria on German-Japanese economic cooperation was holding out for a 
written statement of preferential status with respect to third yowers, 
and was aking OSMIMA to intercede for a prompt favorable ruling© He 
handed to OSHIMA the last proposal given to TOGO on 6 October© Me
said they had definite news from Tokyo that Japan was ready to prant a 
written statement on preferential treatment© Even TOGO had originally 
held out hopes for this but later said that Japqn could not grant it©
The new ambassador to Rom«, SPIRATORI, on 26 October, also spoke of 
preferential treatment for German technology, industry and trad«0 Wiehl 
emphasized that on the grounds of German support of Japan in China, not 

379511 only for political but for economic and moral * reasons they were en-
entitled to preference particularly as to Americans and British who had 
again demonstrated a reverse attitude by granting credits to China© He 
brought to OSHIMA*e attention the unsatisfactory settlement of protests 
on practical restraints on German economic activity in China by Japan 
and delivered a new memorandum©

OSMIMA was completely sympathetic© He stated he had always worked 
for preference but opinion was divided in Japan© The army and part of 
the foreipn service, like SHIRATORI, were for it© Oposition was to be 
found principally among domestic economic circles© He emphasized that 
often military considerations worked inevitably in favor of practical 
restrictions© The ill-humor of front line troops over the fact that at 
the beginning the Chinese almost always had only German weapons might 

37902 still be in evidence here and there. He had about 9 December * sent 
a telegram that preference should be granted in writing and that prac
tical German difficulties in China should be remorved or German offi
cials be informed in detail by Japan on what grounds this was presently 
not yet possible© He had also sent by a general letters in favor of
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37902 this to leading figuras of tha army« Ha proraisad to raport again both 

by talagram and in writing*

37905 »Exhibit 3812A, talagram from Wiehl January 15, 1942, statad that
37906 *on January 2 in a convarsation with Ribbantrop, Oshima statad ha had 

baan commissionad to concantrata in himaalf tha handling of all quastions 
concarning ganaral principlaa of cooparation in tha whola fiald of tha 
common prosacution of tha war, and to apaak at tha propar t.ima with Rib- 
bantrop, and, inso far as Italy was intarastad, with tha Italian Ambas
sador,, Nothing axcapt puraly military and aconomic questions of datail 
war« to ba handlad by tha military and aconomic mambars of tha Tripartita 
subcommissions« Ha dalivarad a mamo satting forth that parallal with tha 
convarsations on military cooparation, concrata negotiations would soon 
ba begun on raciprocal usa of Carman and Japanasa aconomic power« Phile 
Japan was doing tha utmost to facilitata dalivary of East Asia products 
Germany, Oarmany should do avarything to deliver machinas, munitions

37907 material and plants to Japan« To avoid * paymant difficulties, Garmay 
must grant Japan a total cradit of 51,000,000,000 for 3 yaars. Until 
this was avaiîabla a temporary cradit of 30 million for most urgent 
German deliveries should ba immediately placed at disposal« Japan was 
ready, with tha development and use of the raw materials rich South 
Seas regions, which want with tha progress of military operations to 
look out for Germany's interest in every possible way*

37910 »Exhibit 3813A, memorandum on Hitler's conference with OSHIMA,
37911 January 3, 1942, statad that * Hitler again asked 0SHIMA not to mention 

his statments to Italy« If anything ware let out, all efforts would ba 
in vain« Ha added ha would discuss military affairs only with 0SHIMA« 
Hitler explained to 0SHIMA on tha map tha prospective naval situation in 
tha Atlantic, emphasizing it was his most important task to gat tha sub
marine war going full blast0 After making further explanations ha pointed 
out that no matter how many ships tha US built, one of their chief prob
lems was personnel shortage,. For this reason merchant vessels ware 
being sunk without warning so that as large a part as possible of tha 
criw wouid parish« If word should gat about that most seaman ware löst

37912 in torpedoings, tha * US would have difficulties in’recruiting« Tha 
training of sea personnel took a long time« They ware fighting for 
their existence and could not permit any humanitarian points of view to 
govern« For this reason ha had to order that in case foreign seamen 
could not ba taken prisoner, submarines ware to surface after torped
oing and shoot up tha lifeboatso

OSHI MA sincerely concurred in these statements and said that Japan 
was forced to follow these methods0 0SHIMA was empowered to discuss tha 
prosacution of tha war with Rihbantrop, Evan though individual quas
tions could ba discussed directly between the army, the air force and 
th# navy, it was of tha greatest importance that main policy should ba 
laid down exclusively by Ribbantrop and him« Tha same was true of aco
nomic and political quastions.
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37916 »Exhibit 3814, telegram to th* Vic* Chi*f from th* Military Attach*

to th* G*rman embassy, May 5, 1941, stat*d that a* reported MATSUOKA's 
vièit to th* US would produc* a bad *ff*ct upon th* Tripartit* Alliance® 
Th* statement by ISHII, Chi*f of th* Publicity Bur*au, and th* r*port 
in th* Japan Tim*a implicitly confirmed th* visit which would greatly 
shock not only Germany, but also th* axis countries creating a v*ry un
fa vorabl* situation that would nullify th* results of MATSUOKA’s having 
visit«d G«rmany and Italy® ISHII could not b* *xcus*d wh*n h* boldly 
stated that Germany and Italy should be ask*d about th* visit to th* US® 
If the situation b* l*ft alon* th* problem regarding th* r*sipnation of 
OSHIMA might aris* causing a fiasco in th* basic problems of foreipn 
diplomacy«)

37919 »Exhibit 3815, memorandum by Wi*szack*r, July 12, 1941» stated that
37920 OSHIMA * mentioned h* had had an exchange of telegrams with his foreign 

minister® H* had tried to indue* him to d*t*rnrain* th* c*nt*r of grav
ity of further Japan*s* policy and to d*cid* between south and north 
sine* a dispersal of forces wqs impossible* In principle MATSIIOKA had 
apr-**d with OSHIMA without *xpr*ssinr himself concretely®

When asked how things stood with FIC, OSHIMA replied that th* occu
pation of certain positions in Southern FIC, an aircraft and warship has* 
was an urgent Japanese ne*d® Whether they should previously inform 
Franc* or merely sound it out was another question« CSHIMA did not con
sider th* move toward south PIC imminent, and thought that Tokyo would 
probably wait for a good opportunity®

OSHIMA pave a few opinions tn th* further development of American 
relations® He was evidently poorly or not at all informed® He sought 
to gather same news from Wieszacker® Th* latter said that th*r* was

37921 * only a partially decoded report from Ott indicating that Tokyo had 
received news from Washington® H* could not explain further® It had 
struck him with what naivete and impudence, th* US had established it
self in Iceland® He naked OSHIMA if h* thought th* US considered its 
rear in th* Pacific as th* Iceland case would really lead one to be
lieve® OSHIMA answered that his own vi*w on how America was to be han
dled was knowno He had again advised MATSUCKA simply to break off th* 
conversations ®

37924 »Exhibt 3816A, Notes on th* conversation between Ribbsntrop and
OSFIMA, July 9, 1942, stated that Ribbentrop said Vladivostok was the 
bippest threat for Tokyo for th* air, particularly if US bombers should 
be stationed there* Sooner or later this would take place anyway, if 
th* Soviet were not eliminated promptly® With regard to th* 60 or 80 
Russian submarines ther, the Russians little knew how to use them® In 
the Baltic, ther* were on hand a like number, which never had been able 
to do th* sliphtest harm® He though it beat to make th* decision and 
attack the Russians if Japan felt strong enough andwas ready with deploy
ment in Manchuria® Hitler held th* opinion that Japan, after its big
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37924 successes, should first consolidât« its new territories, and that th« 

German offensive in Russia should first be farther advanced0 He had 
thought it best that Japan should not undertake too much, sa as not to 

.37925 endasger its own* situation. After the fax'orable military developments 
in Russia, he was of the opinion that the moment had come for Japan to 
enter the common fight against Russia, providing she felt strong enough« 
Should Japan rapidly occupy Vladivostok and the territory up to lake 
Baikal, the Russians on both sides would be in an extremely difficult 
position. The war would then be practically decided, and the Tripartite 
powers could exert all their power against Britain and the US, who 
would have no hop«0

OS HI I,'A replied that he was overjoyed at the developments in Russia 
and North Africa. He was convince of the imperativeness of a Japanese 
attack on Russia and of the blocking of English suvplies to Egypt and 
would immediately report.

37-''TL *Exhibit 3817, Minutes on the discussion of Ribbentrop with OSH I MA
*Karcb (9 1943, stated that Ribbentrop questioned OSHIMà about the tele- 
gram sent from Tokyo during the last discussions, whether he had new 
reports from Japan concerning the submarine question and what actually 
it intended to do in this direction* OSHIMA replied Japan intended to 
accentuate the submarine warfare and would like to make necessary prep
arations .for this. Present submarines were not suitable for this war- 
fare, whieÿ Doenitz had conflimed after examination. Japan's navy would 
have to arrange its building program and would be thankful if they could 
obtain two U-boats as specimens from Germany.

Ribbentrop later informed OSHIMA that Germany was prepared to put 
1 or 2 U-boats at Japan's disposal. He suggested that Admiral NOMURA 
discuss the details with Admiral Meissel. Germany did this on condition 

37933 that Jfapan * would start as fast as possible the U*boat building program 
ona large scale in mass production. OSH I MA stated that Japan was pre
pared to do this. The training of crewa would not offer any special 
difficulty as the training of a crew for use against merchant shipping 
was easier than for use in large submarine cruisers for naval operations. 
CSHIVA thought the mass production would be eclved as the smaller boats 
could be built faster and did not requife so many complicated installa
tion«. Ribbentrop pointed ou that the U-boat could be built rather 
quickly, the main difficulty lying in machine construction. To assist 
Japan in carrying out the program it would be possible to lend German 
engineers for machine construction and officers who had sufficient ex
perience in the tactical us« of the boats against merchant shipping.
OSHIMA stated Japan would bo very grateful for every assistance and he 

37934. would ask NOMURA to discuss the details with the German navy. *Ribb«n- 
trop stated that Japan within a short time would be able from her far 
advanced bases to make an effective assault at snemy supply lines 0 OSHIJÄA 
for hi* government expressed his thanks for German willingness.
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37937 "Exhibit 3818A, telegram from Wohltat, January 23, 1942, stated 

that OSHIMA's propoaal on granting of 1000 million credit, which was 
on hia own initiative, only enlarge the order of magnitude of the ob
jects under negotiation® The content of the treaty text was not funda
mentally affected, because contrary to OSKIMA's assumption, an agreement 
to tak effect rigfrt now had been negotiated with Japan0 Japan and Ger
many, in advance of CSHIMA's action, had already agreed that the treaty 
being printed should be put into uae as goon as possible® In view of 
the fact that OSHIMA had not been able to put across his personal views 
in the economic-political field, it must be doubted whether Japan would

37938 empower him to commit in the above sense and to the extent * necessary 
to cover German demand for raw materials®

Exhibit 3818B, Memorandum of Wiehl, January 24, 1942, stated that
37939 MATSUSHIMA * stated he had reported to OSHIMA on yesterday's conversa

tion® The latter felt it would delay concluding the credit treaty too 
long if fir the position of Japan regarding the treaty proposal advan
ced by Wiehl were obtained® OSHIMA had ordered him to deliver his pro
posal for an economic alliance treaty with a secret protocol, although 
the assent of Japan already requested some time ago had no^ y«t come 
in0 OSHIMA had on hia own altered the secret protocol to this economic 
alliance so that it corresponded with Item 1 of the German credit pro
posal® He believed he would get approval to the adjustments proposed 
by him just as soon as he could report that Germany was in accord® The 
adjustments could then be signed in Berlin immediately® If the treaty 
were concluded in this way, subsequent negotiations in Tokyo on the 
further details contained in the German proposal would swiftly lead to 
a result®
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37943 "Exhibit 3819, telegram from Ribbentrop to Ott, March 26, 1942, 
stated that in conversations with OSHIMA on March 23, he gave him more 
details on the present situation® He started with the very bad prospect 
facing Russia, the air of deep depression among the leadinp politicians 
in Upland, and the gigantic confusion in the US with its blustering 
armament propaganda. If allied propaganda tried to keep the axia from 
profiting from its victory, it was all the more necessary that they 
counter it with full use of allied weakness and bring to fruition this

37944 year the boldest * conceivable strategic plana® Germany this year 
would naneuver Russia into a position which would eliminate it as a de
cisive factor® They then proposed to push forward into the Near Esst
to shake hands with Japan® Japan was confronted with a situation whére- 
in safeguarding of its concueata could only be assured by the final 
annihilation of the allies® The axis powers should undertake t^is year 
bold military offensive operations and in view of the enemy current 
weakness, they could undertake them to end the war as soon as possible 
with the smallest possible sacrifices® Japan ahoüld obtain security
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for herself, so that Australia could no longer became a bas« for attack 
against Japan» Japan's fleet should advanc« into th* Indian Ccean, oc
cupy Ceylon and «stablish basa» on Madagascar, and Burma should be com
pletely occupieda Japan’s advanc« against Vladivostok in the direction 
of lake Baikal nould Id« of «spacial significance» Germany did not ex- 
pact anything of Japan nhich would overstép ita power for Japan's strength 
w*3 also hers» If Japan should b« strong enough this year to attack 
Russia, this would * materially contribute to Russia's rapid, final elim- 
ination as an opponent«, Even now food and economic situation in Russia 
was dreadful and th* Russians w*ro literally devouring «ach other in 
many districts» Russia had already lost 10 million of its best soldiers 
while Germany's total loss sine* the war had only b««n about 237,000 
dead and 750,000 wounded» Of the latter at least 5=600,000rcould again 
be usedo The German Arnjy was much stronger today than last year and 
ready for the new offensiv« to be directed against th* decirated Russian 
army» Th«r« was no doubt, that Germany would attain her goal in Russia» 
Together with the common push tMs blow would docid« th» war« If things 
went this way, the British Empire would collapse in the foreseeable fu
ture, and the US would then be unable to do anything serious»

03FIVÀ agreed fully and completely» He had received no official 
communications on Japan's intentions, but would do * everything on his 
own to persuade his government to undertake the advance against Vladi
vostok and East Liberia this year0 He felt that such a good opportuni
ty would never return»

RIBP'liTRCP 3poke to CSHTMA about future economic copperation be
tween the Europe-Africa sphere under axis leadership and the Greater 
East Asia Tinder Japan's leadership* We designated as the goal a larpe- 
scale economic agreement with preference for the partner», and third 
parties, the US in particular, excluded as far as possible » A firm 
alliance between the Tripartite powers must form the basis» The main 
outlines for economic cooperation should as soon as possible be laid 
down in a skeleton agreemont» 0SHIMA emphasized the special signifi
cance which such an agreement would have as a substitute for the former 
economic ties between Japan and the US» They would again discuss this 
question in the very near future,,

♦Exhibit 3$20A, Memorandum on the conversation of Ribbentrop with 
0SFIKA, May 9, 194.2, stated that Ribbentrop emphasized that it was ab
solutely necessary while the war was on to lay dovm clearly a definite 
basis for economic relations between Germany and Japan» A starting point 
for ull discussions and plans was the tripartite pact, which would prove 
effective for all international settlements sven after the war and for 
an erormous 1 «right of time to come» The two political major areas 
created by it, ic«», the East Asiatic Aria with China, Siam, Burma, the 
NF.I, and t^e European Area with the Europer countries, North and Cen
tral. Africa, tho Near East etc», * must in advance so fix kh-ir econom- 
ic relations that they would in no way adversely affect political re-
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lations, Government policy was primary and economy need not, as it had 
under the old liberal principal, serve for the enrichment of a faw, who 
did net bothar about political nacassitias, but axistad for tha aconomic 
wall being of tha whola people to raisa through proper organization 
their standard of living0

OSPIMA enthusiastically concurrado Tha conc3usion of an economic 
treaty was particularly important because it would ha vary difficult to 
bring tha US to its knees in tha prasant war unlass thara was an intarn“ 
al outbreak of unrest0 Evan after tha war, a battle would have to ba 
waged with the US in tha field of economy through aconomic boycott by 
Japan and tha Axis»

Ribbentrop proposed to draw up a basic accord to ba published and 
a secret protocol which would include all important details0 * Ha want
over tha points to ba settled by traaty, emphasizing that at tha moment 
they war* only dealing w.it̂  a proposal w^ich h* had not yet examined in 
all detail and wMch for tha time being should only ba an exchange of 
ideas between them«,

Ribbantrop said that aconomic cooperation between tha two areas 
would ba considerably facilitated by strict central control of economy« 
Thara would remain other independent states in both economic areaso 
These would be forced completely to carry out a far reaching control of 
their econcnÿ, and the guiding powers would immediately from their nat*=> 
ural economic predominance be in a position to exert influence on their 
economy,, In time the two areas would more and more grow in the direc= 
tion of 1 unit, which Vrould have effect on etistoms and currency» * The 
two areas would have to piv* mutual preference in all economic fields» 
Preferential tariffs would have to be granted in the exchange of goods» 
Care should be taken that the products of one should not be forced from 
the market thru an outsider offering its goods more cheaply,, The sale 
of important goods to third powers should only occur after the partner 
had been supplied» They should think over whether they shouldn't now 
provide that after the war resumption and later continuation of economic 
relations wit*"» the enemy should only take place after mutual agreement 
between the partners» TMs applied particulary to the US and the Cen
tral and South American countries which had shown themselves under the 
sway of the US» Where economically independent forees remained within 
the two areas opposed to all this regulating and so acting, such as 
MITSUI, measures wou^d have to he taken to eliminate them0* e

*OSHIMA fundamentally agreed with these * statements and empha» 
sized that J,he two areas must determine a uniform economic policy for a 
long time, covering not only their internal policy, and mutual economic 
relations between each other, but also these with outside areas»
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37955 "Ribbentrop mentioned that Japan might conclude a similar traaty

with Italy« Ha considarad this necessary politically, bacausa tha con
clusion of tha traaty would nip in tha bud all rumors and lies which 
would arisa if a traaty wara concluded solely between Germany and Japane 
OSHTMA recognized this as correct and naceaaary« Nevertheless ha pointed 
out a difficulty that Japan so far had had almost no economic relations 
with Italy,, Despite this he also felt that Japan for the reasons given 
by Ribb-ntrop should conclude a treaty with Italy«

37958 *Exhibit 3821, Memorandum of Wieszacker, April 21, 1942, stated 
that he had informed 03HIMA how great Iran estimated Russian fear of 
Japan to be« OSHIMA stated how matter of course it seamed to him that 
Japan should attack Russia in East Asia« A certain dispersal of naval 
forces would of course be involved and for this reason Japan seemed 
still undecided when it should take up the battle against Russia« Wies» 
zacker told OSFIMA how little the Russian submarines at Vladivostok were

37959 to be feared« OSHIMA assured that he was * working hard to end the 
wholly unnatural situation in which Japan was living in peace rdth the 
Russian «nemy0

37960 "Exhibit ?822A, Memorandum of conference between Ribbentrop and
37961 OSH'IMA in field quarters, July 30, 1942 stated that * OSHIMA explained 

that his wish to receive from Japan a positive reply on participating
in war against Russia had not yet been fulfilled« He had cabled details 
of his last talk with Ribbentrop and had added his own view that an early 
intervention against Russia and intensive action to paralyze English 
shipping in the Indian Ocean was proper« He had a telegram on July 27 
which stated that since the boginning of war Japan's operations in the 
Pacific and I”d.lan Oceans exercised an ever increasing pressure on tha US 
and Britain and made a substantial contribution to the conduct of the 
joint war0 Japan would have to occupy herself vigorously vdth the elim- 
ination of Chungking« Despite the success of the armed forces, the 
resistance of the US remained sc obstinate that Japan must more and more 
harness her strength for future operations« Japan's efforts to deny the 
resources of the Fouth Seas to the enemy and to hold th*m for herself 
wore only the beginning« In these circumstances, action by Japan

379^2 "against the Soviet would bring about too great a dispersion of strength. 
An increase in the war strength of the US and Britain in ^irrpe might 
be brought about through lessening Japanese pressure. The US might be 
provided with a favorable base for an attack on Japan, Japan could not 
enter upon such a policy even though she should be ready for all eventu= 
olitiesa For that reason Japan wanted to keep quiet in the North but 
make utmost efforts to intenaify her operations iM the Pacific and Indian 
Oceuns »

0S,TI1/A continued that the problem had been earnestly studied anew 
in Tokyoo Personally he shared the view t^at it was uniquely favorable 
for Japan to deal a blow to the Russians« The army had always advocated 
that such action against Russia was necessary. He could only hazard a



Pare
37962 guess as to the reasons « He assumed that Japan conÄd^£|d the taking 

of Vladivostok a protracted undertaking and feared thatwhlle it was 
going on the US would pet air bases in Eastern Siberia from which they

37963 ccul.d bomb Tokyo«, The Japanese arny certainly would hav* * difficul- 
ties especially with the air force. This could be seen from the reouests 
for supplies from Germany Japan carried out its operations only after 
thorough preparation and the stage did not seem to be set for an action 
against Russia,, Th*re were various opinions in Japan on this matter
and he did net consider the answer the last word«. An action against Rus=> 
nia mip^t be possible before Cctober, or ifJnot, probably not b-for* 
next spring.

CSFIMA stated that he had repeatedly proposed to use the opportune 
moment and this would be borne in mind in Japan. Fe believed that opera
tions in the Southern theater had already been initiated and that these 
cnild net new be -asily broken off in order to go North instead, since 
great results had already been obtained0 To be secure, Japan must b-at 
the US and for this purpose the operations towards Australia and Fidway 
must have first priority« Only in that wry could the establishment of

37964 US bases in Australia be forestalled. * Despite this, he was for con
ducting a thrust against Russia too. Apparently the air force was en
gaged in the south and it lacked experienced officers since about 20 
officers were recently recalled from Germany, a measure which could not 
be understood if operations in the south only w«re considered. GSHIUA 
summed up by saying that Japan first must build up her position in the 
couth -and occupy Midway and other islands«, He did not know w’ at further 
action against India was in vies, but the essential thing was the weak
ening of England and the US which called for all Japan's strength. Ja-

37965 pan could only move towards Russia, when it became practicable. * OSHIKA
assured that the advance to the North was the question Japan's fate 
hxrnp on. ...

Ribbentrop stated he shared OSHIMA's view completely and hoped 
that Japan might soon feel strong enough to risk the advance into the 
Ncrth. The final result of such action must not be in doubt from the 
outseto

3796? ^Exhibit 3823A, telegram from Srdsraannsdorf, October 18, 1941»
stated that he had questioned OS'-'IMa in detail on the cabinet change.
In OSFIFa 's view Japan must have been certain in its mind at the time 
the Tripartite pact was concluded that the Greater East Asia Sphere 
could only be achieved thru a push to the south and by force. The only 
question was when things »hould start perhaps in conjunction with pos=

37968 sible German operations against Britain. * OSHIMA Averred apain that
it would be good if Japan by a push into East Siberia contributed to the 
restoratJ.cn of a land connection between Germany and Japan. Fe had often 
submitted proposals to this effect to his government.
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37971 »Exhibit 3824-, excerpt from the KONOE Memoirs, etated that the 

representations stated that Germany was obliged to express Its desire 
for tetal participation in the American negotiations and for an immedi- 
ate report regarding the US reply<> It was an infringement upon the 
Tripartite pact for Japan to listen to US representations and determine

37972 Japan*s future policy without entering * into a previous understanding 
with Germany regarding all Important problems„ At the same time OSHIMA 
repeatedly sent cables reporting that German leaders were extremely 
antipathetic toward the US proposal0 He declared his own opposition in 
strong languageo

In Tokyo joint conferences were held on May 15th alW 22nd, but 
they did not go beyond an exchange of information andopinion 0 It was 
evident that due to the influence of German representations and the ob
jections of OSHIMA, the originally vague attitude of the Foreign Minister 
had become more and more vague0 It was obvious that he was standing 
alone in his opposition6

37981 »Exhibta 3825A, 3825B, 3825C and 3825D were received in evidence
but not read«

37983 »Exhibit 3826, telegram from Ott, November 1, 1938, stated that 
KONCE at two meetings during the crisis vigorously expressed his high 
esteem for German policy but noticeably avoided going deeper into con“

37984 versations which would fix clearly the Japanese attitude0 * Ott had 
tried thru SHIRATORI who was especially active in favor of the anti“ 
Comintern policy to influence KONOE toward a stronger expression. His 
congratulatory telegram to Hitler might have been based upon such 
influence«,

37986 »Exhibit 3827, telegram from Tleszacker, September 4, 1939, stated 
that they should inform SKIRATORI that Ribbentrop would see him in Ber= 
lln.

Exhibit 3827A, telegram from Mackensen, September 9, 1939, stated
37987 that SHIRATORI had dropped the*idea of returning via Siberia, He re

gretted not being able to eee Ribbentrop again, but planned to ask 
CSHIMA to transmit to Ribbentrop what he wanted to state personally©

37990 »Exhibit 3828, telegram from Ott, January 27, 1941, stated that at
his farewell breakfast for OSHIMA, he and SHIRATORI directed the conver= 
satlon to the recognition of Wang-Ching-welo Both advocated that Japan's 
request to Germany for recognition was not advisable at that time so as 
not to decrease the possibility of a lmter German influence on Chiang 
Kai-sheko Both fourd understanding for this from the foreign minister© 
OSHIMA said he would inquire from Ribbentrop whether a special represen
tative of the German government could be sent to influence Chiango
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37992 »Exhibit 3829, t«l«gran from Ribbentrop to Ott, July 3, 1941,

stated that SKIRATORI was having to leave political discussions be
cause of serious illnesso When Rlbbentrop asked how SHIRATORI was get
ting along, Japan's ambassador to Rome was astonished to hear of it and 
claimed to know that SHIRATORI was as well as ever0 He had only recent
ly had good news from him0 Ribbentrop requested a report on SHIRATORI's 
true stateo

37994 • »Exhibit 3830, Report of the Metropolitan Police Board on the Meet
ing of the Parliamentary Members' League for the Consummation of the

37995 Sacred War, June 18, 1940, stated that the conference was held * under 
the joint sponsorship of the League and the National League for the es
tablishment of the Far Easto SHIRATORI gave a speech in which he stated 
that being a government servant, he had to refrain from language insin
uating the overthrow of the cabinet, but on the reorientation of Japan's 
foreign policy, he would say that it appeared that they had already 
missed the opportunity when they considered the present advance of Ger
many« This did not mean that they could see no prospect at all. It was 
absolutely impossible to entertain any hope as long as the persons who 
opposed a tripartite alliance held the cabinet poets0

38000 »Exhibit 3831A, excerpts from the Interrogation of YCNAI, Mitsumasa, 
May 15, 1°46, stated that YCNAl'a cabinet resigned because of war minis
ter Hats's resignation» Military circles did not put forward a succes
sor for the post, and that forced the cabinet resignation» The reason 
for HATA's resignation was that YONAI's cabinet was deemed a weak one 
and HATA was unable to exercise control over the army0 There were mls-

38001 understandings between HATA and YCNAI and they all boiled » down to the 
point that the cabinet, being weak, could not carry put the active war 
policy on which military clroles insisted» Differences maily concerned 
the alliance between Japan and Germany. Military cirolea demanded the 
alliance, and fCNAI was opposed to it0 HATA thought that a treaty with 
Germany at that time would be advantageous» YCNAI's cabinet waa consid
ered a weak one because at that time the main question of Japan's intern
al policy was the question of creation of the IRAA, and the main ques-

38002 tion of foreign policy was the building * up an alliance with Germany» 
Any cabinet that would not support these two measures would be consider
ed s weak one, just as any cabinet that would bring about their materi
alization would beconsidered a strong one» YONAI was in opposition to 
both measures and this was why his cabinet was considered weak»

Ke opposed the IRAA because it aimed to establish a fascist regime 
on the same lines as in Germany» It meant the establishment of a dic
tatorship in the country where the Parliament instead of being the organ 
of deliberation would become an organ where the members would simply

38003 vote for and * applaud any measure demanded by dictatorship. The navy 
opposed both measures btit the leading military circles insisted on it»
He could not name any of the military leaders who insisted on realizing 
the ideas put forward by middle officers» Among influential persona
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38003 in military circlea at that time were war minister HATa, Chief of Mil® 

itary Affaira Section MU7C and C/S SUGIIAMAo These were the people who 
thought it necessary to create a political organization of the IRAA and

38004. the conclusion of an alliance with Germany® * HATA, being of the opin® 
ion that the cabinet was weak, never disclosed his views on the subject*
MUTO was known to him by sight only and he could not say anythinp about 
his views® At that time YÜNAI was first navy minister and then premier, 
and wan not in direct contact with the army* All he could aay was that 
army leaders were diaatisfied with his cabinet, considerinp itas a weak 
one0 Dissatisfaction with his policy were expressed by HATA, MUT0 and 
SUGIYAMAb

38016 »Exhibit 3832, excerpts from the minutes of the Budpet Committee
38017 of the 75th Diet stated * that HATA said it was a matter of course 

for the army to follow the government policy in dealing with the 9 
Power Treaty, but he would like to give hie personal opinion,, The in-

38018 suiting anti-Japanese » policy of the Chiang regime induced the pre
sent incidente To correct this misguidance and bring about everlasting 
peace in Bast Asia, Japan was then fighting a holy war. Therefore he 
believed the present incident was beyond the acope of the 9 Power Treaty,, 
The treaty still exiated hut he did not think that the carrying out of 
their military operations ought to be reatricted by it. The foreign 
minister knew that the general circumstances of Feat Asia then were 
radically different from when the treaty was concluded,

38021 HATA stated that the object of the incident was to establish a new 
order in East Asia by thoroughly crushing Chiangfls pro-communist and 
anti-Japanese policies. They firmly believed that the establishment
of the Wang Regime was only a «tage in the incident, and when it was 
established, Japan*a army would give every possible assistance, especi
ally military help. The policy would be firm and unchangeable until 
Chiang surrendered. Since the soldiers at the front and at hems under
stood this idea thoroughly he was sure that there was no fear of demori- 
lization even if a change in the war purpoas might arise through its es
tablishment« It was a great mistake to take the establishment of the 
new regime as the accomplishment of the incident« It would be a very 
serious problem if demoralization and change in the resolution of the 
people should be brought about thru establishing the nsw government,

38022 and if that should arise, they would demand * demand the first-line 
troops to raise their morals and do their best in the operations until 
the ultimate aim of the incident was attained. They must unite and co
operate with each other, and it was necessary to impress deeply in the 
mind of the nation that the establishment of the new regime was only a 
stage in the incident, and they must undergo many more difficulties in 
the future to accomplish the object.

He stated that their diplomatic policy was the so-called non-parti
cipation polich which the army understood as an unfettered and independent
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policy» There were various block«* such as Anglo-American bloc or 
German-Italian bloc» In order to settle the incident* there would be 
no change in policy which was to concentrate all * ability to exclude 
any third power which would persistently interfere with the establish
ment of the new order0

♦Fjchibit 3833* Proceedings of Budget Committee* 75th Diet stated 
that HATA said they should follow the government's policy on the Nine 
Power Pacto

♦Exhibit 3834A, Testimony of Lt© Nelson and Captain Barr at the 
SAWADA trial in Shanghai* May 1948* stated that Charles J0 Nielsen 
testified on direct examination that the injuries of Its» Hallmark and 
Meder were so bad that they couldn't walk well0 They were crippled,,

♦Nielsen was captured by the Japs on April 21st» -They were loaded 
in coolie chairs and taken to the Japanese garrison* and were transferred 
from there by boat to Phanghai, On the trip by boat 3 of them were 
kept in one small room» They were handcuffed and tied by the elbows 
tight enough to cut off circulation« They were kept this way while 
being transferred from one place to another but while on the boat their 
arms weren't tied although they were handcuffed« At night the 3 of them 
had their legs cuffed together« ♦ They were about 4 days coming up the 
coast until they came to Shanghai« At Shanghai they were taken to the 
airport«

Ltso Hallmark and Meder's injuries had not been treated up to that 
time» At the airfield* during tffe questioning* when he wouldn't answer 
questions* he was slapped and kicked around0 He was slapped around the 
face and head very severely by four Japanese guards who took him from 
the prison into the bullc'.ingo * He was kicked on the shins by these 
Japanese guards0 He was kicked hard enough that he still had the scars 
to day o

♦ In the questioning they more or less wanted to find out where 
they came from0 They asked where he came from, if he was army personnel 
and what he was doing in China« He was slapped on the head at least 20 
or 30 timeso His hands were behind the chair and his legs were tied to 
the chair legs« He was slapped hard enough to make his head ring severe» 
ly© He was given several different types of torture0 The questioners 
said that the FCWS were captured and no one in US would know where they 
were* and if anything happened to them* they would be listed as missing 
in actlon0 ♦ During thin treatment all he gave them was his name* rank 
and séria] number«

He was given the water cure0 He was jmt on his back on the floor 
with his arms and legs stretched out, one guard holding each limbo A 
towel was wrapped around his face and water poured on0 They poured water 
until he was almost unconscious from strangulation, and they would let 
up until he'd pe his breath* and then start over again« When he re-
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38035 gained consciousness they kept asking questions« This treatment contin

ued about 20 minutes« It felt more or less like he was drowning, just
38036 gasping between life and death« * During the administration of this 

treatment he did not anawer their questions«

The guards then brought in a large bamboo pole about 3 inches in di
ameter which was placed directly behind his knees0 He was made to scuat 
on the floor like a kneele One guard had hold of each arm« Another 
guard then placed his foot on his thigh and would jump up and down , caus
ing severe pains in the knees. It felt like his joints were con'ng apart 
but after about 5 minutes of that his knees were so numb he couldn't 
feel anything else« During that time the Japanese kept on questioning«

38037 * He told them he had given them all the information he0had« This treat
ment lasted about 15 or 20 minutes0

From talking to the others later, he found out they were given simi
lar treatment« Hallmark said they put him on a stretcher and stretched 
him until he felt like his limbs were coming apart0 At that time it was 
almost sundown arid they said if the wouldn't talk, they would take him 
and execute biiDo He was then blindfolded and taken out« He could hard
ly walk so guards took hold of him under each arm and the marched about

38038 3°AC0 feet down a gravel * patho He could hear different groups of Jap 
soldiers marching around in the area« They were drilling« After march
ing about 400 feet, they stopped and as one of 1^e squads marched up, it 
also stopped« He could,hear the rifle butts hit the ground and he thought 
that was the execution« After a short conference between the officers 
the interpreter cam*; back and said they were Knights of the Bushido of 
the Order of the Rising Sun and didn't execute at sundown but at sunrise« 
He was taken back to hie cell and the interpreter said unless he had de
cided to talk by morning he would be executed by sunrise«

38039 *In the cell the blindfold was taken off, but he still kept the 
handcuffs« He was given several vegetable sandwiches and a cup of cof
fee« One of the guards that had been ir. the room administering punish
ment came back0 There was a peg in the wall and the witness was sus
pended by his handcuffs from that peg so his toes would Just barely 
touch the floor0 It was about 7:00 PM when he was suspended« After 
about 3 hours he lost consciousness. The next thing he remembered the 
sun was coming up and the guards were taking him down from the wallo At

38040 that time he was not asked any questions, * % s  legs were still in 
great pain from the treatment the night before and when he let his arms

38041 down he thought they were both going to drop off0 * From hanging up all 
hanging up all night his arms and shoulders were numb » He was numb 
clear to the waist. He was able to stando

In the cell there were 2 old dirty ragged blankets that were infes
ted with v«rmin0 Latrine facilities was an open hole in the comer with
out lid, and the stench that came out of it was enough to put one to sleep.
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He had three open sores from the kneeling« No medical attention 
was given them0 He didn't think the others were molested during the 
night although they did receive about the same punishment in the after® 
noon0 * The stretcher treatment was some sort of a mechanism where 
they put ropes around wrists and ankles <, It was operated with some 
sort of a lever and every time they moved the lever this thing would 
stretch out.

They arrived In Tokyo about 7:00PM April 25» 1942« They had not 
been permitted to shave or change clothing or wash since the time of 
capture« Clothing wasn't in very good condition« Seme was torn in the 
plane wreck. After the swim in the ocean they were all muddy and dirty® 
They had picked up vermin and lice while being held by the Japanese«

38043 *They were blindfolded before they left Shanghai and wore handcuffs and 
were tied and continued to wear the blindfold until inside MP hqs in 
Tokyo o They were there put in solitary, and after 15 minutes were 
taken out and questioned again« Ho was mistreated the first night in 
Tokyo. He w*3 slapped about the head and face and kicked on the legs«
His hands were kept behind the chair and his feet were tied to the 
legs« In his questioning there were 3 guards, 1 interpreter and 2 re=>

38044 porters present« * They slapped him about the face and head and kick
ed him on the shinso They slapped him hard enough to start his head 
aching and th^y kicked hie shins drawing blood and reopening the wounds 
received in Shanghai the day before« They asked him where he had come 
from, if he had bombed Tokyo the previous week, if he had been station
ed in China or the Philippines, and if he was US army personnel« This 
continued until ,4:00 AM« Ke was slapped and kicked aroiwd nearly all

38045 the time« * He found out later te others received the same sort of 
treatmonto

During the 18 days of questioning he was not allowed to take a 
bath cr shave 0 At the conclusion of the 18 days he signed papers wit ich 
were written in Japanese but interpreted to him0 According to the inter® 

* prêter the papers said that about 3 weeks after they had bombed Tokyo 
he had been shown maps and chars that the Japs had picked up from one 
of the abandoned planes« After the Japs picked up those maps and charts, 
the Americans confessed to bombing Tokyo, told them the areas they had 
tombed, and confessed leaving an aircraft carrier« There was a small

38046 sketch of their life's history0 * When these statements were read back,
they did not state they had admitted bombing schools and churches0 The 
way the statement was interpreted he had bombed steel mills in the 
northeast of Tokyo at the edge of a bay0 At first he refused to sign, 
but after being threatened he signed it« From previous treatment they 
knew what would happen if they did not sign0 He was not given a copy 
of the statement« All the men signed after being put under the same 
threat« From what they said later their statements contained almost

38047 the same thing as his, other than * Farrow's crew which had bombed 
Nagoya0 They were kept in solitary until the last 2 weeks, when Farrow 
and he were placed in the same cell and the others were doubled up in 
ceilso They wore in Tofcyo from April 25 t,o Jtine 17, 1942«
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38048 *When ha left Tokyo his wounds wars all infected and he had many 
bitas from lice and bed bugs which were also infected0 He w*s not af= 
forded any medical treatment0 They ware not allowed to bathe or shave 
or clean their clothing during this time0 All the while they were in 
cells they wore leg cuffs and couldn’t get their clothing off« They 
ware not given medical treatment0

After they left Tokyo they went by train to Nagoya and from there
38049 to Shanghai by boat* As soon aa they arrived at Shanghai, they * were 

loaded on a truck and taken to Bridge House0 Eight of them were put in 
a cell with 15 other Chinese, Japanese, Jews, Dutch, French, every na» 
tionality there was in Shanghai» All wera cuite weak0 They had lost 
quite a bit of weight but were able to get around on their own powerQ 
The cell wae approximately 12 by 15 feetc There were already 15, making 
23 in total o latrine facilities were an open box in the comer0 There 
was no furnitureo They were forced to sleep on the wood floor without 
blanketso They were held there for 70 days« During this period they

38050 were not allowed to bathe * or ahave0 They got about a pint of conji, 
watery rice, for breakfast, U ounces of bread each at lunch and at 
night. They were given as much as 2 quarts of water for 8 in an entire 
day0 At the end of their staty, 7 were able to move around and that 
was about all,, Lt0 Hallmark was sick and had to be helped continuous» 
ly and had been that way for 10 days0

I,to Hallmark wae taken before the court on a stretcher0 The rest 
were on their fest but were in a pretty weak condition After they had 
made their atateaents as to education and air corps training, one of the

38C51 court * read a manuscript in Japanese0 He asked the interpreter to
interpreto The latter asked permission from the court but it was denied0 
No other statements were made except as stated. The names of the other 
fliers were I,ta, Farrow, Hite, Barr, Hallmark, Meder and Sgts0 Spat«, 
DeShaaero They were not afforded defense counsel at the hearingo There 
were no witnesses. They were never served any charges nor advised of

38052 the chargeso * At that trial no one was advised0 Nothing was inter» 
preted into Engliaho I,t0 Hallmark was not able to sit up in the court» 
room. He was lying on a stretcher. Witness doubted if Hallmark ever 
knew what was going on, Lt© Barr waa ao weak they finally had to get
a chair for him. He never did see the statements he signed0 They were 
not given an opportunity to plead0 They didn’t even know it was a

38053 court martial. They were not bound but there were about 20 * armed 
guards in the building or ripht outside. At this hearing no one ad» 
mitted he had bombed schools, churches or civilians in the raid on 
Japan, Nothing was said about the bombing of Japan, The hearing last» 
ed from 20 to 30 minutes,

Capt, George Barr deposed that they all went to Nanking on the aame 
plane. He was tortured during questioning. He was brought out for ques» 
ticning about 8:30 PM on April 20, 1942o He was handcuffed and blind«

38054 folded, but they took the blindfolds off for a while, He was mistreated
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downstair« when ha refused to aria «rar questions « Ne «ras assaulted by 
fist« «hi lft handcuffed and blindfolded, later they laid him on the 
floor, and a fell*« came in with water and rags and suffocated him«
He laid him on fcha floor and his mouth was gagged with the rags but his 
nostrils were left open for water to be poured down the«. This contin
ued until he decided he had enough and would answer questions« This 
lasted about 20 minutes# They stopped fro» time to time long enough to 
•ail hi« if he would talk# Then they would continuée The water was go
ing down his lungs# it Just stopped his breathing* * This was adminis
tered by soldi sis and the officer looked on# He could not daaoribe the 
soldi are : tna unaiinshd to administer was given by the officer in charge#
The ftaeanlt: with fiata was fro« enlisted soldlsrs but he couldn't de
scribe any of them# While they did it, the officer hadn't entered the 
m ow yet;, When ha entered, he gave the aignal to stop# 3 or 4 best 
him#, m  the face arid body a The blows did not break the skin or blaok- 
an hi a eyeso after they gave him the water treatment, they wanted to 
know where he came from and after they found that, out, the let him goa 
* H& told they took off from an aircraft carriar0

The other» were questioned and mistreated aa wall0 I.t* Nielsen 
was beaten and hung up by Iris thumbs, hi, Ue.1 er was given the water 
treatment « Ho did net witness this, They were not at the Nanking pri
son at the earns time hut came a few days later# He was gone when they 
arrived, hut received this information from them et Shanghai, when ha 
was in a cell with members of the crew of I to Hallmark# When he was 
brought into a room after the meeting of the board of inquiry, hs pas
sed an open door and fellows were standing around Cpl, DeShager, He 
told him later they were using pencils between hie fingers and squee
zing hie knuckles,

»Exhibit 3334b, testimony of KIYANG at the 3AWAUA trial, stated 
that tufa ordered the 13th army to sat up a military tribunal and that 
the boni it tie filera be tried by it# He old not remember whether Nan
king issed any orders to the 13th army in regard to the treatment of 
the fliers 9 Tie trial was ordered by Ht TA to be tried at Shanghai«
HAT» requested the 13th army prosecutor to ask for the death penalty«
»Hs a&aut that General HATA requested the death sentencea

»Exhibit 3333, talk between TOGO and Ott, Gctobsr 27, 1941, stated 
that Ott »aid he had coma under instructions to ask the view of Japan 
on the prolongation of the antl-comintern pact, which lapsed on Novem
ber 23, » He had told Bureau Chief 3 A KAMI! TO that Germany wanted a Joint
protocol to be signed by the original and later signatory powers# In 
case Japejn agreed with this, Germany wanted a joint proposal from Japan, 
Germany and Italy to be wade to Mauchukuo, Spain and Hungary#

TOGO stated that he had heard of the suggestion, He had been tak
ing part in connection with this pact since its conclusion, and person
ally had a asrüms concern with it. As it was one of the fundamental
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national policies of Japan to prevent propagation of communism, he did 
not wish the pact to terminate but desired to prolong it® He favored 
abolition of the secret agreement« Since a resolution of the cabinet 
was required before they decided Japan's views would be communicated 
after a cabinet decision« It had to be referred to the îrivy Council 
for deliberation, and for this purpose, some document drawn up jointly 
by * Japan, Germany and Italy was needed0 He asked for a draft.

Ott said since there was little time before Nov imber 27, he wanted 
to know Japan's decisions as soon as possible«

TOGO said that he agreed that the ÜS attitude was not only extreme- 
ly questionable legally, but also in fact German-American relations had 
become acute and crises had greatly increased« He thought Germany very 
wise in taking an attitude till the end of September of never being tak
en in by Roosevelt's provocation« He wanted to know if Germany still 
held the same attitude«

Ott said from the fact that Hitler had been so tolerant with US 
actions and in his speech in October he did not refer to the US, he 
judged that Hitler had to do his best to avert actual conflict with the

38068 USo It was hard to say if Hitler could maintain * this patient at
titude when US transports penetrate war areas0 He believed Germany 
thought that whoever came into war areas should take its own responsi
bility for the resulto Whether Germany actually fought with the US or 
not, a Japanese warning to the US might prevent the US from taking more 
hostile action against Germany and might result in prevention of war0 
The US feared operations on 2 fronts and Japan's attitude should influ
ence Roosevelt0

TOGO stated that the fundamental reason, which made a Japanese warn
ing effective to check US actions was the existence of the navy by which 
they were restraining the US and preventing Roosevelt from àchieving his 
big movements on the Atlantic and from participating in the war« He 
could presume that Germany fully underatoSö this point, and appreciated

38069 it. As to relations between Japan, Germany and;the US, * he would con
sider these points« When Ott asked if the mission Of KURUSU was also 
resolute, TOGO replied not only the mission of KURUSU but also the atti
tude of Japan was firs0 There was a limit to the concessions to be made 
and TOCO could not assent to exceeding this limit« He could not tell 
the details,

38070 »Exhibit 3836, telegram from TOGO to the ambassadors at Peiping, 
Nanking, Kanchukuo and Special Envoys at Shanghai, Hongkong, Hanoi, Ba-

38071 tavia, Thailand, San Francisco, November 12, 1941, stated that » they 
had been holding liaison conferences every daÿ and had been discussing 
the principal national policies to meet the grave situation as well as 
the principal policies as to the adjustment of diplomatic relations with 
the US, These were decided at the Imperial council on the 5th0
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38071o It was decided to continue the negotiations and the government had

already opened them. There existed‘a considerable gap, and it was doubt» 
ful whether & conclusion could be reached * Although they were making a 
final effort, the situation did not permit any further concessions * It 
did not allow them to take an optimistic view, and Japan*s situation was

38072 expected to take a sudden turn in the event of maladjustment of * the 
negotiations«

38074 »Exhibit 3837, telegram from TOGO to the Ambassadors in Britain, US, 
Panol, Thailand, Soviet, Germany, Italy, Batavia and Australia, North 
China, Nanking, Shanghai and Hongkong, November 25, 1941, stated that 
NOMURA had made a new proposal to Hull and Roosevelt which was worked 
out after the new cabinet by revising part of the former one* Negotia- 
tiens had been carried on since the beginning of the month between Roos
evelt, Hull and NOMURA, and by KURUSU since the 17th0 TOGO had been 
pressing upon the US and British ambassadors in Tokyo the necessity of 
the earliest solution, but the US was assuming the attitude of insist- 
ing upon requesting Japan to affirm its peaceful intentions and at the 
same time to affirmatively promise in advance concerning other funda®

38075 mental problems, before clarifying her own answer * to the proposal*
It still held fast to theoretical fundamentals and its attitude did 
not conform to the situation which was dally becoming more serious*
On the 20th Japan presented its final proposal to ease the situation in 
the southwest Pacific and avoid an imminent crisis in the Faclfic0 The 
US seems to have consulted with Britain, Australia, Holland, China and 
other interested countries about it, and the answer was expected short
ly* Judging from the US attitude until then, there was little probabil
ity the US would accept the final proposal* It was very difficult to 
save the situation and there existed danger that they would be confront
ed with the worst in the near future*

January 23, 1948*

38086 *Exhibt 3569, newspaper article entitled " Make Manifest the Real
ity of National Total Warfare! Says Admiral SHIMADA upon RetumR, Sep
tember 15, 1941, stated that SHIMADA returned to Tokyo on the 15th, and 
after reporting on the war situation to the Emperor and visiting the 
navy ministry, held a press interview* SHIMADA remarked that he had re
ported on the war situation* 1 year and 4 months had elapsed since he

38087 received * command on May 1, 1940 to serve as Commander of the China 
Area Fleet* During that time he had dealt a serious blow to the Chung
king regime by further intensifying the blockade and air operations 
against it0 All officers and men under his command were doing their ut
most towards the attainment of the object of the holy war* The Chung
king regime was practically on Its last legs as the result of the close 
combined attack of the navy and army, end the steady development and 
strengthening of the Nanking government* The settlement of the Inci
dent had been making steady progress* The confrontation between the
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Chianp «upporting powers and Japan had coma to assume aarious propor
tion* suggestive of an aggravated tension inter- * nationally,, To at
tain the final goal of the holy war, the determination to save this grave 
situation with a united national front and colossal efforts were re
quired,, The morale of the men of the China Area Fleet was very high and 
they were determined to annihilate the remnants of the foe*

♦Exhibits 3838» 3838A and 3838B were received in evidence but not 
read* ♦Exhibit 3838 showed on December 7, 1941» the US had 6 aircraft 
carriers while Japan had 10» Exhibit 3838B showing comparative strength 
in the pacific, showed Japan had 10 carrier, *US, 3* Exhibit 3838 showed 
the US had 15 battleships, 142 destroyers, 176 miscellaneous types,. Ex
hibit 3838B showed the US had under construction 10 aircraft carriers,
18 light cruisers, 88 destroyers, 38 submarines, 349 miscellaneous.

♦Exhibits 3838C, 3838D, and 3838E were received in evidence but not
reado

♦Exhibit 3839 was received to show that all 10 of Japan's aircraft 
carriers were used offensively*

♦Exhibit 3840, affidavit of Captain Edwin T0 Leyton stated that 
witness Y0SHIDÀ distinguished between a "konkyochi" and "kichi" but 
admitted the air bases were there* Almost every Japanese base, except 
the very major ones, were called kichi„ Moreover the Japaneee-Eriglish 
Dictionary of Sea Terms showed that the word "kichi" was defined as 
"base” and gave 10 examples of detsilsd use of the word, ♦ with various 
kinds of bases* TCSH1DA Intimated that the US navy used "available spot" 
to apply in some way to a kind of base* Th* US navy has never used the 
term for "base" whether temporary, advanced or permanent*

Documents 1 and 2 show that Wotje, Roi and Taroa were fortified well 
before Pearl Harbor* No0 3 confirmed that these 3 were well fortified 
with coastal defense guns, anti-aircraft, storage houses end other fa
cilities, which by Japanese definition constituted a naval base0 1 and 
2 show that the first Japansse move to bring large amounts of naval 
personnel, ♦ materiel, engineers and ordnance experts to the Marshalls 
was actually observed in mid December 1940* ÏCSHIDA denied their exis
tence xintil a decision made in November 1941o US intelligence indicated 
the movement in 1940 and was corredt0 Ï05H1DA suffered from a year's 
lapse of memory* From information on hand at the time, he was positive 
that it all took place not on November 5, 1941» but probably November 
5, I94O, as they picked up th# indications of such a movement in Decem
ber 19400

Annex 1 showed that for many years Japan had effectively prevented 
observation of activities in the Mandate* It was known as a result of 
extensive hydrographic and meteorological surveys that considerable ex
pansion and improvements had been completed in harbor development, "com-
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38118 ments in the principal * islands, Sine« lat« 194-0 Orange Naval and 

air op«rationa in th« ar« had incr«aa«d and some 40 to 45 naval auxil- 
iari«s made continuoua ahuttl« tripa to th« Mandates with personnel, 
material, equipment and supplies.

Orange»a decision to speed up militarization was reached concur- 
rently with signing of the tripartite pact, as movement of naval reserve 
auxiliaries to the Mandate became apparent thereafter0 Since late 1940 
this movement had progressively increased until in July 1941, there 
were 40 to 45 constantly engaged in round trips between the mainland

38119 and the Mandates, Analysis showed that * 65/6 of this shipping was 
destined for the Fast Carolines and Marshallse During early 1941 evi° 
dence showed that an administrative organization had been set up for 
control and expansion of the military development, 'This mandate organ 
was taking the line parallel to but separate from the parent organ, 
Yokosuka administration chain, 7.11116 Palao had been always the Mandate 
administrative center, the focus of supply, civil engineering and 
munitions was centered at Truk,

38120 «Annex 2 stated in October 30, 1941, that the principal change con» 
aisted of a further increase in number of fleet commands, arising from 
regrouping of aircraft carriers and plane tenders into separate forces, 
and from the creation of special task forces for the southward advance. 
The regrouping had resulted in notable specialization within the vari
ous commands, Japan»s navy included more vessels in active service than 
ever before0 More merchant ships had been t„ken by the navy, and the 
line between merchant ship and naval auxiliary grew fainter. The base 
forces and guard divisions in the Mandate had greatled increased naval 
strength which was on full wartime footing,

38121 #Until the present the entire Mandate had been lightly garissoned, 
the majority of the units being naval defense forces corresponding to 
US marine corps, but some army troops were believed to be on Saipan, 
Palao, Ponape, Truk and Jaluito The total garrison force was 15000, 
Civil engineering units were engaged- on various islands. Working in 
conjunction with them were naval engineering units, ordaance special“ 
ists, yard units with civilian workers and technicians. The network 
of naval radio stations had been greatly expanded, meteorological sta
tions and high frequency direction finders installed at strategic loc- 
cations, aviation facilities Increased in scope and number, and shore

38122 batteries place on strategic islands of key atolls, * The naval move
ment begain in December 1940 and had Increased in scope and number until 
70 odd vessels were engaged in this traffic. The average present in 
the Mandate at any one time was 40 odd vessels. In addition to the in
stallations listed in Table A there were a number of potential bases, 
principally in the lagoons of the naturally protected atolls, which 
might be used as emergency bases or earmarked for priority 2 devel-

38123 opinento * Combined Fleet Top Secret Operation Order indic§ted there
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38123 were bases on Saipan, Kwajalein, Wotje, Jaluit, Taroa, Truk, lonape 

and Palau*

Annex 3, Admiral Halsey^ report, February 9, 1942, stated that en- 
closures provided details of the action of the Enterprise Air Group and

38124 squadron in the objective areas* * On Wotje the entire installation 
was apparently destroyed, including two hangarf, fuel oil tanks, gaso
line storage, warehouses, shops and barrack* Two AA batteries and all 
coastal defense guns were silenced or abandoned* On Taroa, two hangars 
were destroyed, several buildings fired in industrial area* Poth fuel 
tanks were ablaze0 The radio station on Ollet was destroyed* On Roi 
two hangars were destroyed, the ammunition dump blown up and fuel fire 
left burning, radio building demolished* All store and warehouses were 
demolished by explosion from bombingo Both Roi and Taroa had complete

38125 air bases of recent construction* Wotje had also a new » installation* 
Pilots reported Taroa better equipped than Ford Island» AA batteries 
present on the islands had guns of 3W, o50 and *30 caliber0 Kwajalein 
was apparently used as a submarine base0

38128 »Exhibit 3841, Top Secret Communication No* 18 from 8th Submarine 
Squadron Commander to the navy ministry, July 30, 1944» stated that 
from the last month on, the squadron stayed at Penang base as the south-

38129 west Area Submarine 8quadron0 With the submarines * the squadron pre
vented enemy reinforcement for counter-attack from Indian Ocean and 
crushed its tactical attempt to attack vessdls, cooperated with and 
supported the army in preventing reinforcement towards the India-Burma 
border, cooperated in transporting spies and men on special missions to 
feel out the situation in India, reconnoitered and ravaged transportation 
route from Australia and the east coast of Africa to Aden Bay, Arabian 
coast, India and the Bay of Bengal, greatly contributed to judgment of 
enenyjs conditions in the western area by carrying out reconnaisance
and patrol on all strategic points under joint operations with Ho group*

38130 »Part of the submarines were sent to the Atlantic and European 
waters on special duty to engage in joint operation for a long period 
to keep Maison with Germany* Sub "I" No0 8 having accômplished on 
December 20 the special duty returned from Europe* It was operating in 
his area* The German submarines hastily sent for joint submarine opera
tions in the Indian Ocean gave sufficient cooperation in liaison as well 
as in preparation, such as maintenance and supply0 German submarines 
were able to show efficiency in the joint operation, resulting in the

38131 success of the strategic * plan for the destruction of transportation 
in the Indian 0ceano Material battle results during this period show 
there were sunk, merchant ships 20 of 190,000 tons, and sailing vessels 
8 of 1,200 tons* There was damaged one large merchant ship* 9 eneny 
crew, besides an English Captain, were taken as prisoners*
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Direct Examination of NAKAKARA, Jiro 
by Captain Robinson

38132 *The witness identified Exhibit 3842 as his affidavit and verefied
38136 ito *The affidavit stated that the witness was born in Hawaii and came 

to Japan in 1938* The Naval Staff in November 1942 called him to work
as a civilian radio monitor at the naval foreign broadcast listening post* 
In February 1943 he was ordered to Truk0 He returned to Japan in Octo-

38137 ber 1943» and * worked at the listening post in naval hqs until February 
1944o In February, Cmdr ARIIZUMI of the submrrine 1=8 asked for a civil® 
ian radio monitor and the witness was assigned to that duty on written 
order of the Vice C/S0 They left Japan in February and headed for Pe
nang,, They stayed there for a week and then went to the Indian Ocean
on a patrol south of Ceylon from March to May 1944o

In March» the 1-8 sank the Dutch ship Tjisalak« About a half hour 
after the torpedoes hit, the submarine surfaced«, ARIIZUMI ordered the 
witness to call by megaphone to the lifeboats to come to the submarine«. 
He was told to tell those in lifeboats to board the sub one by one, go 
to the foredeck and sit ther$, and that they would be shot if they look
ed backe As they boarded, they were stripped of life-belts, watches 
and all possessions except clothes«. There were about 100, passengers 
and crewo The captain, radio man, engineer, about 4 other and a woman 

38138 *were taken below0 As they boarded their hands were tied behind their 
backso After most had been seated on the forward deck, 4 of the crew 
brought the Pows back, 1 by 1, and they were killed„ On learning this 
the witness went below to the officer’s mess0 He was told by the Seni
or Officer to tell the POWs that they would be shot if they looked 
backo He did not actually witness the killings, but according to the 
crew, survivors were clubbed, slashed with swords and shot to death,,
This continued for 1 höur6 The Senior officer told him to stay on the 
foredeck and to tell the POWs to face front otherwise they would be 
shote

He had returned to the mess when the sub submerged«, ARIIZUMI 
ordered him to act as interpreter in questioning the POWS below« He 
first questioned the woman who was then taken to the forward crew’s 
quarters« About an hour later he want to that room and asked the woman 

38139 if there was anything she wanted,, * She told him she was in Japan for 
some time before the war, was an American Red Cross worker and was on 
her way to Bombay« While they talked the senior officer and 4 sailors 
came in with 2 rifles. The senior officer said in Japanese she would 
have to be shoto He did not tell her but she knew0 It was night« The 
sailors tooka the POWS up on deck and shot them« Some of the crew after® 
wards told him that they were shoto She told him she knew what was go
ing to happeno The senior officer asked her if she wanted to be blind
folded and her hands tied but she didn’t0 He did not remember whether 
they completed the interrogations of the men PCWS before the woman was
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38139 executedo The master of the ship told ARIIZUMI it was contrary to Inter®
3814.0 national law to have his hands tied0 When the witness * interpreted to

ARIIZUMI, he said this was war. The master asked ARIIZUMI to be kind and 
lenient with the crew, After they finished interrogating him, they took 
him to the forward crew's quarters.

When ARIIZUMI finished interrogating him, the radio officer was in
terrogated by the sub communications officer. Then the engineering of
ficer was interrogated by the 1st officer0 He never saw any of the FOWS 
after he left the forward crew's quarters. He heard ARIIZUMI tell HONDA 
and the medical officer and another on the day after the sinking that 
the navy staff had ordered all survivors of sunken ships killed0 HONDA 
passed this order to the crew0 All obeyed orders from ARIIZUUI because 
they knew he was ruthless0 His nickname among the crew was gyangu, gang® 
ster0 ARIIZUMI had told him during the master's interrogation that

38141 *naval hqs had issued an order that everyone on enery vessels was to be 
slain. He also told them not to tell anybody about the slaying of P0ÏÏS,

38142 *When the first patrol was finished they came back to Penang, The 
witness told ARIIZUMI he couldn't go on another trip because he was 111 
and had to wear a cast0 ARIIZUMI told him if he didn't go, he would be 
courtraartialedo He knew this was false.

They left Penang after 3 weeks making repairs. The second patrol 
continued from early June to early August in the same area as the lst0 
In July the 1-8 sunk the SS Nicolet, It was exactly the same story as 
3 months earlier0 As soon as the sub fired, it surfaced* On orders of 
ARIIZUMI the witness called for the survivors to come aboard. Again 
they were stripped of all belongings except clothes, bound and sent 
forward under guard to ait on the foredeck0 There were about 80 sur
vivors who came aboard. After the master and others had been taken be-

38143 low the rest, according to the crew, were brought * back 1 by 1 and 
shot, bayonetted, clubbed or slashed with swords. The master, radio 
man, engineer, a state department man and maybe others were interroga
ted, The master was questioned by ARIIZUMI, the radio ban by the commu
nication officer and the engineer by the sub engineer. He heard that 
all POWS were executed, except the master and the state department man. 
The only FOW he later saw leaving the sub was the state department man.
He was thin and had a beard0 He asked for a razor but the captain told 
the witness he could not give him one* but a petty officer gave it to 
him. The witness told the state department man lie would get along bet
ter if he would cooperate more with personnel. This was while they were 
anchored at Penang, They brought him back to Japanand the witness later

38144 saw him at Yokosuka, He did not see an?r of the executions but * was told 
by others that some of the POWS were beheaded and that ARIIZUMI did some 
himself. He saw the engine room divisional officer wiping blood off his 
sword after the executions. Since he was a civilian and a nisei, he was 
not trusted by many of the crew and they did not tell him everything.
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38144 He returned to Japan on the 1=8 in September 1944 and resumed hi# 

work at the naval staff, where he worked until August 1945» Soon after 
he reported to the staff he was tcld by the Chief of 3rd section not to 
relate his experience overseas* He later heard that ARIIZUMI killed him® 
self in August 1945« ARIIZUMI was promoted to captain in October 1944*
He had never been questioned at the naval staff, or elsewhere by naval 
or foreign office personnel in hagard to the events described* He never

38145 *heard that any member of the crew was ouestioned by Japanese personnel* 
He was first interrogated by Lt0 W* Salter, Legal Section, GHQ, SCAT on 
June 13, 1947 and at later dates by Thomas C* Fisher of that section*

Cross-examination by Mr* Brannon

He was sure about 200 were killed on both ship* This was not ex-
38146 act but it was a rough estimate* He did not personally see * any of

them killed* He wasn't trusted by the Jap member of the crew because 
he was a nisei* Some of them told him what went on but they didn't 
tell him everything* When asked whether it wasn't possible that these 
people were not all killed, he said he saw only one POW brought back to

38147 Penang* He did not see all officers and crew leave the sub* * He was 
about 24 , Japanese count at the timee He was not trusted with secret 
information or assignments* He was prepared to tell with certainty 
that he knew of a naval order commanding the killing of survivors of 
ships* ARIIZUMI had orders from the navy staff to execute all surviv- 
ors* He had never seen the written order issued by the staff* He was 
.not sure whether ARRIIZUMI would have received his orders from his squad-

38148 ron commander or the navy staff* All hs was testifying to was that he
heard the commander tell some other officers and him that there were such 
orderso When asked why he was told to tell about the killings (not)
if it was in compliance with orders, he said it might have been that 
it might be troublesome* He was a civilian at the time and didn't

38149 know about that because he wasn't an officer* * When he went back to 
Tokyo he did not relate his experience or activities to any of the of
ficers* He did not know whether ARIIZUMI reported the killings* As 
far as he knew, no one reported these acts to anyone in Tokyo* When 
asked why he made point of the fact that he was never questioned by
the navy staff regarding the events, he said they went to Truk once, and 
when he came back, the Chief of the 3rd section told him not to relate 
his experience* He didn't think the instruction was given to prevent 
revealing the commision of atrocities* Some of the people on the

38150 Dutch ship spoke English* * They were the master and the radio man*
He didn't remember how long the submarine stayed surfaced during the 
Dutch ship incident* It may have been 1 or 2 hours but he was not sure*

38153 ^Exhibit 3843, letter from POW Information Bureau to C/S 13th army,
April 10, 1942, stated that although permission had been asked by the 
Swiss Consul-general in Shanghai and the Rad Cross to inspect Shanghai 
PCW camps and report on its condition to the nations concerned after
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38153 personal talks with POWS, in view of the fact that preparation and equip® 

ment of the camp had not been completed then so soon after the fighting, 
they had kept it postponed until then« It was presumed that they had 
completed arrangements in accordance with international provisions in®

38154 tended to permit the tour of * Inspection of the Shanghai camp in the 
near future0

38155 ^Exhibit 3843A, reply to the previous exhibit, April 13, 194-2, 
stated that as to the inspection by the Swiss Consul in Shanghai and the 
RedCross, it should be postponed for a while because the arrangement of 
the camps, such as dispensary, sick room, kitchen, bath were not oom= 
pleted, and also a part of the ROW room was being renovated,, Besides, 
the present mental attitude of the FCIVS was not reasonable«

Exhibit 3843B, reply from Tow Information Bureau to C/S 13th army,
38156 *April 16, 1942, stated that the various installations of the Shanphai 

POïï camp should be improved quickly as possible so that there might be 
no trouble at the inspection by the foreigners« When they considered 
the proper tine for inspection had arrived, they were to let him know 
immediately« The inspection of the Honpkonp POW camp by the Red Cross 
was to be permitted in early May«

38165 ^Exhibit 3844» affidavit of Cecil Raymond Farley, stated that
38167 *another incident happened about November 15 1943 when a Red Cross rep

resentative visited Jinsen Camp« They had some knowledge of the pro» 
posed visit from information gained from various sources and also from 
the hasty effort to make the camp look a little more presentable than 
usual. The representative arrived and was shown around the camp« The

38168 commandant called Major Folohan, Capt« MacGillivray ar.d WC Clapp * to 
interview the representative in the Jap lines0 These officers had a 
long list of complaints which they intended to place before the Red Cross 
if possible but after being taken to the interview they were prevented 
by those in charge from saying anything more than a few words« The in
terview closed very abruptly« While the interview lasted they were able 
to impress upon the representative their poor condition, 2 days later 
the 3 were summoned to appear before commandant OKAZAKI, Ke charged 
them with making untrue statements and then sentenced the major to 
solitary for 10 days and the others ‘for 2«

38174 »Exhibit .'<845, Matter relating, to Establishment of an office for 
eneny nationals residing in Japan, November 14, 1942, stated that the 
foreign nfnistry found it necessary to ensure the protection of Japan
ese interned in enemy countries and to make the world aware of Japan's 
moral principles by treating enemy nationals fair and justly« Pince 
the treatment of Japanese interned in enemy countries and the treatment 
accorded enemy nationals by Japan had an inseparable relationship, it 
was necessary that matters relating to it, be unified and dealt with

38175 in a comprehensive manner0 It was requested t̂ -at * a new office be 
established under the Vice minister compose mainly of repatriated dip-
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38175

38176

38177

38181

3818A

38185

lomats to deal with the matter0 They are to look after matters relat
ing to eneirçy national* who are internees, pows or interned in concentra® 
tion coap* under Japan's jurisdiction# look after business related to the 
treatment and appointmentof ané calls on the nation representing their 
interests and the delegation of the Rad Cross, communications of enemy 
nationals, including replying to proposals from eneny countries and 
other sources« In dealing with this business, they should handle ne® 
gotiations with and guidance * of the protecting power, Red Cross, or 
Vatican, and to givs guidance to relief bodies at home and abroad. The 
foreign ministry had SUZUKI as chief arrange to have several diplomats 
and consulate members who had returned to Japan from enemy countries, 
engage in duties regarding investigations and improvement of the condi® 
tiona of Japanese held as internees, concentration camp internees or 
POWs in enemy countries? business relative to FCV-S, internees or enemy 
nationals now in concentration camps within Japan's influence. Business 
would be handled pertaining to the " treatment of enemy nationals, lihs 
visit by representatives of protecting powers or the Rad Cross, ship® 
ments from enemy countries of relief supplies and remittance of money, 
inquiry and information of status of persons affected. Tfri* business 
included dealing with protests or other representations submitted by 
enemies and others0

"Exhibit 38A6, excerpt from interrogation of KÀSFIMCTO, Kingoro, 
stated that KASHIMOTC believed these orders were issued 2 days before 
the fall of Nanking, about December 10, 1937. They were received about 
0200 when he aw about 5 or 6 kmo from Wuhuc He returned to 7uhu and 
prepared his guns. The next morning the river was heavily fog bound 
and when the fog lifted about 1000 he noticed A ships, 3 of which were 
gray and 1 white. He immediately started shelling and the 3 gray 6hips 
fledo The white whip carae forward and turned out to be the Ladybird.
The other 3 were Chinese ships landing troops on the shore.

"Exhibit 38A7, telegram from Hencko, German Armistice Commissioner, 
Aiigust 8, 19A0, stated that General Funtziger made an oral report to 
General von Stuolpnagel on August 70 He said on August 1 or 2 Ĵ paii 
sent a note to the Governor«general of FIC demanding that France grant 
Japanese in Tongking all requisite facilities for waping war againot 
China0 The Japanese wished to have the F aiphonp®Yunnan Railway placed 
at their disposal for troop transport to southwest China " to be able 
to carry out shutting off of Chungking from the southwest. The demand 
was in ultimative form but without time limit. In case of rejection 
Japan reserved further measures. Vichy on August 3 ordered the govern® 
or to reply that the demand meant a violation of French sovereignty.
Vichy had given no grounds for this, since it had already stopped the 
arms traffic through Tonking tome 8 or 9 months earlier. Vichy could 
in no case meet the demand in this fcrm0 Eventual concessions could 
only be made on the basis of froe agreement. The sovereignty of the 
French colonial empirt must in no manner- be infringed. *
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38185 Huntzinger stated that Vichy had informed the US of these eventso He 

further requested that Germany communicated the French point of view to 
Japanp since neither Vich nor the Japanese embassy had an unobjectionable 
connection to Tokyo« Vichy felt that on the basis of the armistice Ger“

38186 many must have an interest in having * no new wai'like complications 
in the French colonial empire» They would be unavoidable in case of a 
Japanese move by force against Tonkging» Huntziger remarked t^at it must 
surely be in general European interest to prevent a further push-back
of the influence of the white race in East Asia» No position was taken 
by Stuelpnagela He promised to transmit them to Germany»

38188 *Exhibit 3848, telegram from Rintolin, February 23» 1941» stated 
that Ribbentrop requested them to get in touch with de Prinon or Dsrlan

38189 and to transmit that Japan had communicated to Germany * its offer of 
of mediation in the conflict between Thailand and FIC with the request 
to use its influence with Vichy to accept» Germany pointed out the 
dangers threatening France in the event of the non-renewal of the ar~ 
mistice expifing February 25a He considered it as bsing in the French 
interest to accept the offer of mediation»

January 26, 19/18»

38193 ^Exhibit 3849, telegram from Dr» Schwarzmann in Paris, March 1,
1941 stated that de Brinon delivered at 1800 a communication received 
from Darlan concerning the Japanese offer of mediation in the FIC dis-

38194 pute, with a request to appeal * to the Influence Germany had in Tokyo 
so that the slight alleviations which Vichy asked might not be denied0 
The communication stated that Vichy did not find itself in a position to 
accept the offer of mediation delivered on February ?5 by Japan as go- 
between in the conflict with Thailand» MATSUOKA had taken up a new at“ 
titude by appearnlng no longer as go-between but as an arbitrator» He 
had given his claim the character of a formal demand and had added that 
in case of refusal Japan would abandon mediation and dopart from the 
position laid down in the agreement of August 30 to guarantee the set“ 
tling of the affair by other meana» Since France could not withstand 
this threat, nothing remained but to yeild to the peremptory demands 
presentedo Appropriate instructions were transmitted to the ambassador

38195 in Tokyo» * Japan*s offer had accordingly been accepted as a iriiole0

Exhibit 3850, teletype from Rintelen to the Minister Rureau, Be^in,
38196 March 2, 1941» * stated that Ribbentrop had directed that the French 

request contained in the telegram not be acceded to» In view of the 
new state of affairs 0SFIMA should be informed by Stahmer that Ribben
trop did not intend to support the French request, but intended to 
leave the position to be taken entirely with Japan»
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38228 *Exhibit 3851A, The Assizes of the Military Collegium of the Sup** 

reme Court of the USSR stated that in 1935 the white guards Kobylkin and 
Pereladov, secretly penetrated into the Foviet thru Manchuria to carry 
out espionage, sabotage and terrorist acts0 They were apprehended in 
East Siberia, hawing arms, incendiary cartridges and counter-revolution- 
ary literature. At the end of May 1935, Oleinikov was apprehended in 
the Zabailkalye while crossing the frontier« He had secretly penetrated

38229 into Soviet with two others, M» Oleinikov and Kustov who * were shot 
when attacking a border post« Revolvers, poisons, and counter-revolu
tionary littler were found on them and on Oleinikov0

It was established by documents and confessions that Kobylkin and 
Pereladov who were a white guard colonel and sub-lieutenant, living in 
North Manchuria since 1922, and being members of various whiteguard 
counter-revolutionary organizations took an active part In preparing an 
armed attack on the Soviet to overthrow soviet power , and restore capi
talism with foreign help0 Kobylkin also received and obeyed instructions 
of the secret service of a certain foreign powerr0 He helped and person
ally organized the smuggling of anned bands, weapons and individual a-

38230 gents from * Manchuria to the Soviet to carry out espionage, sabotage 
etc. While he was a police supervisor at DJalainor, 5 armed bands were 
smuggled from Manchuria to the Sovieto In January 1935, Kobylkin, fol
lowing instructions of a certain military mission in Kharbin, with the 
knowledge of that power, smuggled to the Soviet Pereladov to carry out 
espionage etc0 Following his instructions, he with the help of the 
head of the military mission crossed the frontier with weapons in March 
1935, but was held up0 There were on him 3 pistols, a large quantity 
of literature and incendiary cartridges.

38231 In organizing the transfer of * secret agents of a certain power 
and of representatives of counter-revolution, and in transporting wea
pons and receiving information, Kobylkin was assisted by V« Oleinikov, 
who since 1933 maintained thru General Shilnikov close contact with the 
military mission« When Shilnikov died in 1934 the direction of white- 
guard activities of the Russian General Military Union passed to Kobyl
kin and Oleinikov received his instructions from Kobylkin and from the 
secretary of the military mission in Kharbin and from the heads of the 
missions in Manchuria and Hailar« With the help of Oleinikov, who had 
smuggled in Pereladov, Kustov, M« Oleinikov and Kobylkin, the latter 
transferred to Soviet 12 pistols with a large supply of rounds for

38232 terrorism, 10 incendiary carjrridges * for sabotage, a camera with film 
for espionage and strychnine and atropine for terrorism« Kobylkin got 
all these things from official representative of the military mission of 
a certain power in Kharbin and Manchuria directly or thru the head of 
the editorial office of a certain raper« The aarae persons gave him 
money for carrying on sabotage work,

38233 *The record shows that Japan was the certain power mentioned«
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Direct Examination of KANDA, Masatane 

by General Vasiliev

38233 *The witness identified Exhibit 3852 as hia affidavit and verefied
38238 it® * The affidavit stated that from April 1924. to April 1925, the wit

ness served in the 4-th division, 2nd eection, General staff® In April 
1925 he was transferred to the Kvrantung Army on the recommendation of

38239 his chief to aid in * collecting material at the Harbin Intelligence 
office on the military topography of North Manchuria and the Soviet®
At the same time he was to investigate drawing up an anti-Scviet sub
versive plan® He was in the Harbin Intelligence from April 1925 to 
December 1927 and studied the problems of strategic activity against 
the Soviet® He wrote a report on the study of methods of strategy 
against Russia at eh end of 1927® He sent the report to Col® KAWAMOTO, 
incharge of intelligence, Kwantunp Army® The full text of the same doc
ument was sent direct to KASAHARA, Chief Russian Department, 2nd section« 
General staff, who handled Russian problems® He wished to inform the 
Kwantung army and the staff of all the problems stated in it® He here
by affirmed that the document entitled Research Materials for a Strategic

3824.O *Plan Toward Russia presented to him was a photographic copy of the whole 
text of the secret document drawn up in 1927 and sent to KAWAMOTO and 
to KASAHARA.

The document presented the outline of a strategic plan towards Rus
sia, summary of an espionage plan to be carried out in Siberia and points 
east, agencies to be established tc carry out the plan, that part of the 
plan relating to means of communications in North China, that part of 
the plan on the collection of resources in North China, a collection of 
reference materials, and an appendix on peace-time establishments neces-

382A1 sary in the Far East for the plan covering Russia® * He identified 
Exhibit 698 as his report®

38250 ^Exhibit 3651» Memorandum on the basic principles of the purchase
38251 of the Chinese Eastern Railway by Manchoukuo * submitted by the Soviet 

delegation July 3» 1933, stated that in defining the purchase price of 
the railway, they should adhere to the Mukden Agreement that the con
tracting parties would define the real value and thate that the rail
way should be purchased at a fair price. In conformity with this, tak
ing into consideration the basic articles of the balance precisely estab* 
lishing the real expenditures, the Soviet being guided by the principle 
of justice carefully considered all circumstances enabling it to consid
erably cut down the price0 The sum for the construction and for the 
completion of work undone, for acquisition of roiling stock, losses in

38252 course of use of capital for construction and for payment of * interest 
as well as improvement amounted to 411, 691,976 roubles® This did not 
include 178,579,610 roubles lent by the Tsar to the railway to make up 
deficits and to maintain it during its first, years® The preat indebted- 
nesa of the railway to the soviet due to interest on capital invested had
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38252 likewise not been taken into consideration « Taking into consideration 
the wear of technical equipment and changes in economic importance of 
the railway from new railways, and trying to cut down the price, the 
Soviet agreed to reduce the purchase price to 210 million roubles« This

38253 sum did not include the coat of various properties of great * economic 
importance and the original cost of which had considerably increased8

It was common knowledge that the railway owned much land0 In con<=- 
formity with the Peiping and Mukden agreements the Soviet agreed to trans
fer the land not needed by the railway to China,, In 1925, the joint 
Soviet-Chineae commission for the delimitation of land was established«
The Mukden authorities evaded convoking the commission, preferring to 
unlawfully seize the land piecemeal« The 8oviet agreed to estimate all 
this property as amounting only to 40 million roubles0 The total pur
chase price of the railways and all its property was fixed at 250 million

38254- *roubles0

38272 Exhibit 3853» excerpts from the Great Manchurian Empire stated 
that in connection with events of July 7, 4th year, central hqs of the 
Concordia Society sent to all provincial and district hqs instructions 
as to rousing national spirit in masses of the people, propagation of 
economy, unselfish service, renovation of life« These were strictly 
carried out in conformity with local conditions and contributed to quiet- 
ing the people and to conducting general mobilization of spirlto Cne
of the measures was having on the 1st of each month a day of service 
devoted to Greater Asia for which purpose all members of Concordia as
sembled in shrines« All provincial and district hqs conducted organi-

38273 zational meetings * at which were explained the reasons for the China 
Incident«

In 1938 the Society heade the movement for collecting donations for 
building aircraft for military purposes« Manchukuo, on the initiative 
of the Society, sent to friendly countries official missions for streng« 
thening friendship and economic relations and to establish a common pow
erful anti-communist bloc« At the end of August the society had 123 
districts, 3000 branches and 1,000,000 active members«

38274 Japan and Manchukuo joined forces and came * forward to protect 
the frontiers of the state at Nomonhan0 The society from the beginning 
took an active part and established close relations with the government 
and its local organs0 The society took measures to maintain peace in 
the country, to fight and prevent provocation and sabotage, and was es
pecially active in the field of mobilization of the spirit, mainly in 
Plailar close to the scene. A special coramitte was formed by Hallar 
authorities« The society undertook propaganda and information activity« 
Volunteer detachments were organized by the society, which were of great 
help in defense, In consolidating t^e rear and in assisting the armyo
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38274 The enlatfM# aociety conaiated of 3,56.9 branches with 2,050,000 

members« On December 8, 1941» the Holy War for East Asia broke out,
38275 Following the rescript * of Japan, the Emperor promulgated a rescript

in support of Japan's righteous cauee« Director TAKFBE issued a declar® 
ation that the people must render every possible spiritual and physical 
held to Japan which consisted of strengthening spirit, inseparable ties 
with Japan, strengthening joint defense, helping with resources, person® 
nel, manpower, materials and products, a unified effort of sacrificial 
work of all, keeping secrecy, suppressing rumors and provocations, econ- 
omizing staple products and control of supply0 The statement supporting

38276 the government was issued by the society * the same day0

In 1942 the carrying out of defensive maneuvers and strengthening 
of defense were the principal items of the society activities0 To 
strengthen the ties with the administration, the governors were appointed 
chiefs of provincial hqs of the society0 The vice-governors were appoint® 
ed deputy chiefs* Similar measures were had in districts and towns« The 
part played bY chiefs of administrative bodies became more important«
It increased their responsibility for the work of the society. It was 
necessary for them to do their work actively and be guided by the spirit

38277 of the society« * The chief of the society and UEDA of the Kwantung 
army repeatedly instructed new governors« It was pointed out in UEDA's 
directive that the society set itself the task of being a leading organ 
in carrying out state pôlicy« Besides, the society considered it its 
duty to maintain order in the country while it carried out state policy*

38278 On July 25, 1936 in Hsinking a review and ceremony were held * for 
the creation of central hqs of the society0 Members of all branches, 
representatives of the army, and government, more than 30,000 people

participated« UEDA and ITÀGAKI, Adtoiral HANADÀ, the premier, Marshal 
Chang, HATSU0KA took the review«

At present youth along with adults must overcome all obstacles
38279 confronting the nation and other East Asia nations0 * Bringing the

war with the Anglo-Saxons to a victorious end and the creation of mutu
al co-prosperity require all strength be concentrated in the cause0 
fhe government conducted a policy to solve these vital problems« It
was trying to Increase agriculture and the extraction of natural resourc
es by developing local industry and to strengthen the northern defense« 
They decided to introduce general labor conscription throughout the 
emergency« TANABE in his report at the Congress of the society pointed 

* out that in the government's opinion the successful solution of the 3 
tasks must be based on sacrificial work for the state of all young re
quired to work under labor conscription«

38280 *Aconference of military, government and the society was held on 
April 23, 1938 to establish mobilization organizations which were to in
clude youths and adults« A plan was fully worked out for the creation 
of Public Volunteer Detachments« Cn July 14, 1938, the state issued an
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order on the formation of detachments under which they were connected 
with the youth movement of the society and included in the peneral plan 
of education of the people« At a conference of the government and soci
ety December 26, 194-0, it was decided that the preparatory period was 
over and the Volunteer Detachments coxild become a basic defense organic 
zation» The best age for rank and file * was 20 to 40» This completed 
the plan for general mobilization«)

Since 1932 numbers of Russian emigrant organizations cropped up 
everywhere there were Russians, especially in Kharbin» Manchukuo is® 
sued a decree December 28, 1935, creating a special organ for these, 
called the Russian Emigrant Bureau in the Manchurian Empire. It had the 
task of contributing to strengthening of the materia] and legal status 
of Russian emigrants, relations with the authorities of the Empire 
with regard to emigrants, rendering assistance to competent authorities 
* on emigrants» The Chief Russian Emigrant Bureau contributed to the 
cause of building the empire and realized the idea of cooperation of all 
nations inhabiting the country» The outward expression of the aims of 
the emigrants was in close connection with the society» The Chief of 
the special department of the society was concurrently advisor of the 
chief bureau«. The president of the bureau was a direction of the soci
ety» The bureau worked in close contact with the society« Hie attitude 
of IAMAGITA, Chief of the Japanese Military Mission in Kharbin, * was 
especially valuable for the bureau and for the emigrants since he had 
shown himself a real friend and patron of the emigrants»

Direct Examination of Kuzma 7» Grebennik 
by General Vasillev»

38285 *The witness identified exhibit 3854- as his affidavit and verefied
38290 it» * The affidavit stated that from 1937 to 1942 the witness was at the 

Maritime border of the Far Eastern Region as commander of the 59th Khas- 
san border guard detachment, which guarded 236 km of land border facing 
west and 400 km of sea boarder facing east0 The land border started in 
the north from border mark P 2 kms southwest of point Shufang and ran 
south to the Sea of Japan, ending at Chikashlmi» The sea sector started 
north at Peschanaya Bay and ran south to Chikashlmi0 The 59th detachment 
comprised outposts Podgornaya and Pakshikori which had direct responsible 
ity to guard the sector west of Lake Khassan» Lt0 Col» Tereshkin and 
Majors Patarshin and Chernopyatko were his subordinates when the events 
in the are occurred»

38291 The eastern slopes of Zaozernaya * and Bszymyannaya hills had al
ways been guarded by soviet border guards0 Before July 1938, there were 
no Japanese border guards on the western slopes of Z^ozernaya» He knew 
this sector, going there often and attaching great importance to it 
since there the 3 borders of the Soviet, Manchuria and Korea met»
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38291 Early in July 1938, Japan atarted massing infantry and artillery 
in the Zaozemaya area«. The troops kept arriving at Khamoku and Digash- 
elio Prior to July 29 there were no armed clash«* in the hill area0 
There was no clash on July 11, 1938. On July 15, Japanese gendarmes 
violated the border and MATSUSHIMA was killed. That day, commander of

38292 outpost Podgornaya Tereshkin reported * by phone that Japanese soldiers 
had crossed the border on Zaozemaya0 The patrol there spotted the 
trespassers, who, on challenge, started to run back to their territory® 
One of the men was shot and killed® A pistol with 8 cartridges, a cam
era, anotebook with results of the observation and a visiting card of 
MATSUSHIMA were taken from the body® The witness conducted a detailed 
investigation® An examination of footprints of Japanese soldiers at 
the spot of tresspass was made® The film was developed® The examina» 
tion of the footprints showed 5 persons had come into Soviet territory 
and only U went back® The film showed 6 pictures, part of which were 
pictures of Soviet territory, particularly Zaozernaya0

38293 Soon after the Japanese sent 2 Chinese disguised as * truce bear* 
ers to outpost sector Krainov® They held poles with white flags, and 
had an envelope addressed to the commander of the detachment. They 
were detained® The envelope contained a Japanese letter and was a 
demand to withdraw Russian guards from the sector west of lake Khassan®
It was address to the commander at Kraskino from the commander of the 
Japanese Hanchun detachment® 5 days later a white flag and letter in 
Korean were found on the ground near No voya=Deremya, about 100=150 m 
from the border® Its text correspondended to the text of Exhibit 753»
It was anonymous, undated and bore no signature. The Soviet then be= 
gan to prepare against an attack in the area,

On July 26, the witness with a group of officers went to Zoazema-
38294 ya to * to observe. From the 26 or 27th he personally saw Japanese 

troops crossing on boats to the east hank of the Turnen-IT.a River and 
massing töst of Zaozemaya0 It was estimated from observation that 
more than 3800 had crossed in 3 days during daylight® They were unable 
to see what the Japanese were doing, as they hid behind natural rises®
The Soviets tried tc avoid giving even the smallest cause for dispute.
No fortifications were erected by the Soviets on the west slopes of 
Zaozernaya® On the hill, there was only an observation post and there 
was no red flag* They secretly watched the Japanese®

On July 29 at 1600 from Zaozemaya he hoard machine gun, rifle and 
mortar fire and grenade explosions near Bezymyanaya® It was reported 
that a Japanese unit, company size, had deployed in 2 groups and launch» 
ed an attack on Bezymyanaya, where there was a patrol of 11 under Makha-

38295 lin. At first, the witness could not personally observe * because al
though the distance was not more than l=l£ km, a fog considerably reduced 
visibility® After the fog had partly lifted, he saw a platoon of Jap 
infantry which had crossed to soviet territory between the 2 hills® He
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38295 He ordered Ratnikov with a group of guards, including Batarshin, to sup» 

pert Makhalin from the south. At the same time he ordered Bykhortsev, 
commander of the Pakshikori outpost to alert his outposts and use his en» 
tire personnel in support from the north« He then sent a message to the 
regular army since he felt, knowing the Japanese strength, his own for» 
ces would not be able to hold out. As a result, 5 guards including Mak-

38296 halin were killed and 6 wounded« * Due to the support given the Japs 
were repulsed and the Soviet unit consolidated«

Crossing and condensation of Jap troops on the east bank of the 
Tunen went on on July 30o On the night of July 30-31, the Japs launched 
a vigorous attack on the hills with artillery support, bringing into ac» 
tion the whole 19th Infantry Division« By that time field troop reinfor» 
cement was only reaching the field and the hills were defended only by 
guard outfits which had been somewhat reinforced by reserves« There 
were 92 on the 2 hills including 60 on Zaozernaya«

On July 31 at 0625 the Japs occupied the hills0 Almost the whole 
guard garrison fell on the battlefield« Tereshkin was wounded« I.ater 
Soviet troops arrived and subsequent operations were conducted by the

38297 regular army. * In 10 days fighting the regulars wiped cut the 19th 
Infantry and repelled the Japs from Soviet territory« The remnants of 
the Jap troops withdrew to the far bank of the Turnen« While on Zaozer» 
naya, the witness commanded his unit from the outbreak« None of his 
guards ever crossed the border0 The |aps were the first to start the 
attack with the slightest provocation« After the defeat of the 19th 
Infantry, the Japs made no claims as to Soviet withdrawal from Zaozer» 
naya«

January 27, 1948

38299 *The border was restored and was now being guarded as it was prior 
to hostilities« It ran as provided by the Hunchun Protocol of 1886 
along the watershed, along the hill tops which form a mountain range

38300 on the west bank of Lake Khassan«, The east slope of *  Zoazernaya be» 
longed to the Soviet while the west was Manchurian. To determine the 
border on the terrain was no problem and the Soviet guards knew precise» 
ly where it ran. Both before and after fighting the border was in full 
conformity with the data on the map attached to the Hunchun Protocol«

38302 *0n being shown Exhibit 2642B, he stated that this sketch map was 
drawn up in a very premature way and didn't crrespond to elementary rules 
of topography. It didn't correspond to the actual state of affairs be»

38303 cause prior to July 28 there were no clashes, and prior to * the morning 
of July 31 there were no clashes on Zaozernaya. The clash shown on the 
map for July 11 didn't correspond to actual occurences*
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38303 No fortifications were erected on Zaozernaya because it was categor- 

ically forbidden by the Chief of the Border Guard Corps and would hare 
shown contempt to the neighboring state« The trenches shown west of the 
border didn't correspond to the actual state of affairs because the Sot- 
iet guards newer crossed the border« Such action would hare violated 
the sovereignty of the neighboring state, which they always respected«
The tank shown east of the hill was a pure invention because before July 
31 there were no tanks within 60-70 km« Any nan with elementary know-

38304 ledge of military questions, who could read a map, would * conclude that 
a tank couldn't approach the place because the east slope of Zaozemaya 
was wery steep, more that 45 degrees and was not accessible to tanks«

38305 * The border guard post was established on Zaozemaya from the time 
the Border Guard Corps was established« According to the Instruction of 
the Chief of the Corps the border was guarded by border guard troops 
constantly, day and night, the whole length of the border« Each meter 
was constantly guarded0 In 1937 when he took over the sector guarded
hy the 59th detachment, he was on Zaozemaya and personally saw the guard 
posts and Inspected how well they knew their task«

Cross-examination by Mr« Furness

38307 *The witness stated that during the battle of July 31, 92 guards,
1 infantry company and 1 tank platoon of the Soviet armed forces were 
under his command« BetweOn July 1 to 31 the number of guards increased« 
The increase was considerable« Usually, the patrols consisted of 3, 5, 
or 10 men0 The increase took place from July 29, from the beginning of

38308 hostilities on Bezynyanaya * They increased gradually in accord with 
the situation« At first they had only OP '3 3 men on Zaozemaya, and

38311 then gradually the number was increased« * As to the strength of the 
border guards on the entire sector, he was unable to testify because it 
was a matter of state security« Prior to July 1 this section was guard
ed in a normal way by the visual posts consisting of 3e>5 men« From July 
1, when the Japs began to cross the Turnen, the garrison was increased

38312 gradually depending on circumstances« *  He could not state the details 
but on July 30 there were 92 guards« On July 30 to 31, 92 border guards 
1 infantry company and 1 tank platoon participated in battle« Guards 
increased from 3 to 92 from July 1 to 31«

When he referred to Zaozernaya, he included the entire sector start
ing from Bezymyannaya, Zaozemaya and then further to the south where 
fighting broke out on the morning of July 3 1 « The rifle company arrived

38313 on the night of July 30-31p*at 2400 or 0030 from the field troops from 
the direction of Zarechie about 10 or 12 km away« They might have come 
from Novo-Klev8koye but he didn't know« The actual point at which they 
came under his command was Zareohie, which was 10 or 12 km from the

38314 hostilities« * They hadn't been stationed there before0 When he called
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3831-4 for them they were stationed at Zarechie, The tank platoon came under 
his command at the same time, Ibere was 3 tanks. There was only the

38315 tank platoon on July 310 Tank forces * appeared later on August 6«
They took up their initial position near Hill 68,8 northeast of Bezywya« 
naya0 They went into action at dawn that morning, but only 1 tank partie« 
ipated because 2 couldn’t cross the bog0 They did not cross the border. 
The tank was not in the area of Zaozernaya but northeast of Bezymyannaya?

38316 * at all times. There was no steep slope there0 It was quite accessible 
for tanks.

The Podgornaya outpost was under his command. The distance between 
there and Bezymyannaya was A to 5 km. This outpost was stationed at its

38317 billet at the uninhabited point called Podgornaya, *This outpost was a 
regular military unit billeted near Podgornaya» There was a guard patrol

38318 on Zaozemaya but these were 2 different territories, *There were no 
hqs on Zaozemaya and no shelter, Podgomaya was regular military unit 
billeted 150 m from Podgomaya 4i km from Zaozemaya, which sent out a 
patrolo The border patrol was not a guard outpost. It was just a border

38319 guard patrolo *Bezymyanaya was somewhat to the east of the border. The 
western slopes did not go down into Manchukuo, The entire hill was on 
the Soviet side,

38320 *0n the killed Jap gendarme they found a notebook, a camera, a pis
tol and 8 cartridges. His notebook contained the results of his observa« 
tionso The witness was unable to outline it accurately in detail then, 
but the observations set down referred to a sector of the area. From the 
developed film pictures of Zaozernaya east slopes, Bezymyannaya, Lake

38321 Khassan and other parts of the terrain showed up, * MATSUSHIMA was not 
killed because he took pictures of the area. He was killed for violat
ing the border south of Zaozemaya near Dygasheli and didn’t obey the 
demand of the guard,

The witness had received 2 letters. The first was delivered by 2 
trespassers. He didn’t remember the exact date of delivery but it was 
after July 15o The second was left by an armed Jap detachment which had 
violated the border, fired the patrol, felled a telephone line, severed

38322 the line 150 m deep in * Soviet territory, set up a pole and fixed the 
letter to it. The contents of both letters were approximately the same,

38323 *Novokievsk was about 30 to 35 km from Zaozernaya and there were units 
of the regularRed army there at that time. He did not personally call 
on the commander of those units for help but called thru his hqs. Those

38324 who brought the 1st letter were detained, * The armed detachment which 
brought the 2nd letter was not detained. Neither the 1st nor 2nd letter 
was returned. The bearers of the 1st letter were turned over by the wit® 
nes3 on July 24 to the Japs near Border Monument 8, which was not near

30325 Zaozemaya but about 50-60 km away0 * He didn't remember exactly the 
Jap nam89, but a special reciprocal protocol was signed by both parties 
in Russian and Japanese, They belonged to the Jap army and held the
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2â£S38325 rank of major® The Jap consul in Hanchun was present® The two persons 
detained were either Chinese or Koreanso The witness did not reply to

38326 either of the letters» * That was beyond the scope of his functions and 
duties® The reply had been already given by the Soviet government®
Natters of such kind in his country were not decided by a single man and 
he was net authorized to answer the letters® They were answered by the 
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, Litvinov® The witness knew about that 
from the papers®

38327 *As soon as ha received the letters, after the trespassers had been 
turned over, ha with a group of officers went to Zaazemaya® He sent as 
many guards as he could there« There were 29 there. He also observed

38328 the conduct of Jap troops and instructed his officers to do so0 * Subse- 
quant to July 16, no special measures were taken® Observation of Man- 
chukuo was intensified® He was awaiting instructions from higher hqs® 
They constructed no trenches and no forts because previous instructions 
of the Chief of the Corps categorically forebade that0 Prior to July 31, 
prior to arrival of field troops, no trench works 7/era carried out® 
Subsequently, when the field troops arrive, they undertook some trench 
works, but they were no more than lying in or sitting in trenches® They

38329 were dug to reduce the number of casualties * from bullets and fragments, 
and served as resistance centers to repel the Jap attack and to 1at inch 
counter attacks when the Japs broke into Soviet territory® It wag impon= 
cible to undertake trench work on Zaozemaya which was a stone cliff with 
an earth crust of only 12 to 20 cm0 The western slopes of Zaozernaya 
were even steeper and somewhat reminded one of ravines® This car. be 
seen on the map® The water-shed ridge of Zaozemaya along the border 
amounted to about 200 meters® The breadth was from 2 to no more than 15

38330 ms® The ridge was very distinctly shown, and * passes from north to 
southo The state border was in accord with the Runchun Protocol and map 
and passos along that ridge®

July 26 was the first time he went to the outpost® Jap troops had 
been observed there in the early part of July® He was at Zaozernaya

38331 several times * , and during his 5 years of service there he frequently 
went there because of the junction of the 3 borders® He had seen tho 
Jap troops at the very beginning of July when he saw about, a platoon of 
Infantry establishing wire communication from Rumenula toward Zaozemaya« 
The beginning of the wire was very hard to see because it was hidden be
hind natural rises® Beginning on the 26th he saw the Japs crossing the

38332 Turnen from the west bank and they didn't return® *  The number of Jap 
troops were about 38rO« Infantry and small calibre artillery crossed to 
the cast bank of the river, to Manchurian territory® The guns wore 
about 37 or 40 mm®

38334 ♦Neither Soviet field troops nor border guards ever crossed the fron*
tier during fighting because they were forbidden to do so® Since the 
field troops were not very familiar with the country, special border
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38334 ÖffJ,cers were detailed to assist as guides» Of course, it was ipossi~ 
ble that during the fighting some wounded man trying to get tc the rear 
and unfamiliar with the sector and hiding behind natural rises, could 
have violated the border, but he knew of no such case«, The direction 
for non=violation came from higher hqs, so as not to expand hostilities 
in the Lake area and not to give any pretexts to the Jap aggressors to 
develop or expand hostilities» This order also applied to firing across

38335 the border» ^Neither troops nor guards ever crossed the border, but in 
the course of fighting there might have been cases when shells or bullets 
exploded where the Jap troops were located» Where the Japs were direct» 
ly near the border and in front of the Soviet and firing at the Soviet 
troops, the Soviet opened fire in reply and the bullets and shells ex» 
ploded on territory occupied by Japs» Soviet artillery arrived on August 
1st» On July 31 there was no artillery action by Soviet troops and

38336 guards * because there was no artillery in the area at that time» With
out crossing the border and without intentionally firing across it, the 
Soviet wiped out the part of the Jap division which participated in the 
actioBo The gun positions aiding the attackers were also wiped out» The 
idiole Jap division took part in the fighting0 He was at the scene of 
of fighting from July 26 until August 10« When hostilities ceased he 
was not at the scene because he left on August 10«

38337 ^Fighting „ctually stopped at 1205 August 11 because according to 
agreement the Japs were supposed to stop at 1200 but didn’t» They stopped 
five minutes late» According to agreement the troops of both were to 
continue the line they then held» The Soviet were along the border and 
the Japs were on their territory« Subsequent to August 11, the Japs
were withdrawn completely to the west bank of the Tumeno After the at» 
tack and after Soviet troops had repelled the Japs, the border remained 
as defined by the Hunchun protocol« The line at the end of fighting was

38338 exactly the border claimed by the Soviets« * After hostilities ceased 
the regular field units were withdrawn and only guards remained in the

38340 area« * No mechanized troops participated on the part of the Japs«

383a 5 ^Exhibit 3855, Certificate of the Military Topographic Department
of the USSR General Staff, stated that in 1933 the 7th sheet of the map 
of the Asiatic part of The Soviet was republished0 The border between 
the Monglian Peoples Republic and Manchuria in the lake Buir=Noir area 
was erroneously marked as not to the east of the Khalgin-gol River as it 
should have been done but on the river itself« After the 7th sheet had

38346 been republished *  the error was discovered and measures taken to study
cartographic materials available in archives, geographical atlases of var= 
ious contries and documentary maters of the Mongolian government» These 
materials corroborated that the border between the Mongolian Feoples 
Republic and Manchuria as shown on the 7th sheet was wrong» Afterwards 
when maps of any scale were published, the border was marked to the east 
of the Khalkin°gol River where it actually passed in the area. This wa3 
corroborated from 14 maps of different sources»
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38352 »Exhibit 3856A, The Latest Great Map of China, published in Japan,

1932 was received in evidence.

Direct Examination of Ao E« Bykov 
by General Vasiliev

38359 »The witness identified Exhibit 3857 as his affidavit and verefied
38361 ito »The witness stated that in 1939 he served in the territory of the 

Mongolian Peoples Republic (MPR) as a senior lieutenant in command of a 
mechanized rifle battlion of the 11th tank brigade stationed in Under-han0 
On March 1, 1939, G en er ail Yakovlev, brigade commander, put him in command 
of a mixed detachment and ordered him to march to the are of Tamtsak- 
Bulak, 12© to 130 km west of the Halhin-gol, As Yakovlev explained, the 
purpose of sending the detachment was that in the river area, on the see» 
tor guarded by the 7th Mongolian fronteir guards there were increased 
cases of the boundary being crossed by Jap troops, and there ware cases 
when the Japs kidnapped Mongolian soldiers and took them to Manchuria,
The detachment was to rprevent the Japs from similar unlawful actions

38362 against the Mongolian border guards,* His mechanized rifle battalion re
inforced with an armoured-car company, with .a battery of 4 76 mm se]f- 
propelled guns and a battery of 4 122mm, howitzers was part of the mixed 
detachmento

On May 28 this detachment was the first unit of Soviet regulars 
which engaged with the Jap Manchurian troops which crossed the border 
of MPR east of the Halhin-gol and seized part of fhe Mongolian territory 
on the east bank of the rivero On Hardi 5 the detachment arrived in 
Tamtsak-Bulak, where there was also stationed the 6th Mongolian cavalry 
division. East of the town were neither Mongolian nor Sovier regulars, 
but only Mongolian border guards. He went to the 7th Mongolian border 
outpost in March 1939 to Investigate the situation. This outpost guard-

38363 ed the * sector of the border east of the river beginning from Eris-Ulin- 
Obo and to the north in a straight line to Hulat-Ulin=0bo and from there 
in a straight line to Nomonhan-Burd-Obo, The territory gviarded was on 
the east bank of the river 20-22 km in depth toward Nomonhnn east of
the river. The sector guarded by his outpost ended a few k.ma north of 
Nomonhan, The bulk of the outpost was on the west bank of the river 
in the Sumburin-Tsagan-Nur Lake area. The outpost daily sent patrols to 
the east bank of the river. This bank was very carefully guarded by Mon
golian guards especially in connection with systematic violations of the 
border by the Jap Manchurian troops from January 1939,

38364 * On the night of May 14=15, hqs of the 6th Mongolian cavalry re
ceived a report from the 7th outpost that on May 11 a Jap Manchurian 
cavalry unit of more than 200 crossed the border at Nomonhan and advanced 
15-18 km, into Mongolia, In the clash several Mongolian guards wnre 
killed. On May 12 the guard reserves drove the violations into Manchuria, 
On May 14, up to 2 squadrons of Japs and Manchurians again crossed the
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border and advanced into Mongolia on the east bank of the river driving 
back the guards«. The commander of the 6th Mongolian and the witness d*- 
elded to go to the * site to investigate« About 35“AO km from the 7th 
outpost they came across 2 mounted soldiers riding at top speed to the 
westo They stopped them0 The soldiers carried a message from the chief 
of the outpost that 5 Jap single-engined dive-bombers raided the outpost 
and made A bombing runs« During the 1st 2 runs the outpost was bombed 
and during the last 2 it mas machine-gunned« They went to the outpost 
and saw the damage« Three soldiers were killed, 25 injured« Re saw 
the traces of machine gunning0 The same day they returned to Tamtsak 
and he reported to corps hqs in Ulan Bator«

On May 18 the Mongolian division went to the Ramardaba mountain area 
on the west bank of the river« By order of corps his reconnaissance pla
toon went with the Mongolian cavalry« The first minor clash with Jap 
Manchurian troops took place on * May 22 or 23 when in accord with in
structions he ordered his platoon to cross the river to its east bank and 
conduct reconnaissance in force on Mongolian territory seized by the Japs« 
Re gave strict 'orders to the platoon commander under no circumstances 
to cross the border« The platoon went 7-8 km to the east without hind
rance and then being 12-13 km from Ufe border.was fired on by the enemy 
and surrounded o They broke thru the encircl&iient and withdrew tc the 
west bank of the river« On May 25, the 6th Mongolian crossed the river 
to its east bank and took up a defensive position 8910 km from the bor
der« Ris detachment arrived at the Halhin-gol on May«2A* On the 26 he 
put across the river to its east bank 2 mechanized rifle companies, a 
battery of A5 mm guns and a few armored cars0 On the 27 he transferred 
the command post to the east bank, about 9=10 km from the border« On 
May 26 and 27 the Soviet-Mongolian units had no * battle contact with 
the Japs« They though the incident was closed«

On the night of May 27-28 the Japs took up the offensive about 
3s00 AM« It was conducted by a group, part of the 23rd infantry divi
sion and Bargut cavalry, under the oammand of Col« TAMAGATA, commander 
of the 6Ath infantry regiment of the 23rd division« The group contained 
part of the 6Ath, a reconnaissance detachment of the 23rd under Lt0 Colo 
AZUMA, a motorized company under Capt« KAWANO, the 8th cavalry rgmts and 
units of the 1st and 7th Bargut cavalry0 The Japs tried to outflank the 
Soviet troops from the left to appear in their rear and get to the river 
crossing and cut off the way of retreato Regular fighting took place 
during which his detachment lost 65=70 men« At the end of May 28 a reg
iment of the 36th rifles under Major Remizov arrived at the river0 * it 
T*is thrown into action« That day might be considered as the date of 
opening of large-scale hostilities on the river between the Japs and 
units of the Soviet arny« Prior to May 28 major clashes did not take 
place«
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He participated in further battles and stayed in the area till the 

cessation of hostilities and the conclusion of the trucee In all the 
operations he had strict orders not to cross the border and those orders 
were never broken by him« The commanders of other units had similar 
strict orders« He knew that during hostilities there was not a single 
case of a border violation by Soviet or Mongolian units« After the Japs 
had been defeated, the Soviet did not follow them across the border 
though they had a chance of going up to Hailar without encountering resis» 
tance0 After hostilities ceased they took up the defensive along the 
border which was exactly as it had run prior to May 11# "

38370 *The witness stated that the tota1 Jap losses in the conflict a- 
mounted to 52-55 thousand« This data came from the analysis of fighting 
operations made by Commander Zhukov of the corps in that area after the 
end of hostilities« The analysis was made at a conference of unit com
manders when they were informed of the number of Jap 'osses0 He knew 
Exhibit 766, This was a map captured on May 28 from AZUMA, commanding

38371 * the Jap reconnaissance detachment. The map was captured by Lt, Seminov
of the witness^ outfit. It was found in the car belonging to AZUMA, 
which had been put out of action,, as had been two armored cars which 
guarded AZUMA's hqs. The border shown on that map was in accord with 
the Soviet Mongolian contentions.

Cross-examination by Mr, Blakeney

38372, *The witness stated that Soviet Mongolian losses amounted to 9~9§-
thousand. When he arrived at the river there were no Soviet or Mongolian 
troops in the area. He came there on May 24« When he arrived there 
were only his platoon and the 6th Mongolian cavalry in the area of Harar-

38373 daba, * The 6th Mongolian Cavalry had 250 sabers. His unit consisted of 
3 motorized infantry companies, 1 battery of 45mm guns, 1 battery of
76 ram self-propelled g vins, 1 battery of 120 mm guns, a reconnaissance 
platoon of 5 armored cars and 1 armored company of 16 armored cars,

38374 There were 1200 in his unit. * There were no other units in that area.

He was in the area guarded b y the 7th Mongolian outpost for the 
first time on March 12 or 13, and for the second time on May 15o At 
neither time were there any Mongolian or Soviet troops in that area 

38375 except for the border guards, * which consisted of 150-200 men. This 
outpost like any other outpost had no hqs. It had only its commander, 

38376, who was with the main force of his outpost on the west bank of the river, 
near a small lake not far from Mt, Khamar-Daba, The posts and patrols 
of the 7th outpost were on the west bank of the river in Mongolia, They 

38377 were along the border and were about 20 or 22 km from.the rivero * The 
main force of the outpost was on the west bank and patrols and posts sent 
out by these outposts were on the east bank 20 to 22 km. This was both 
in March and M-iy, The Mongolian border was from 2C to 22 km east of the 
river.
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L«fiS38378 *In March he toghether with the commander of the 7th border guard 
outpost, Lt. Chogdon, was on the east bank of the river and went along 
the border. At that time they went along the border where posts arid 
patrols wore located. He was unable to and not entitled to inspect the

38379 outpost since he was a Soviet officer. * He did not inspect the posts
38380 and was not authorized to do that. *They went along the border and saw 

where the posts and patrols were situated. He was not interested in the 
number of posts and did not know whether he saw all of them or not.

38381 The front was from 55 to 70 km long. * The first night fighting, or 
dawn fighting, occurred on May 28. There was some night fighting after 
May 28 from time to time.

The soviet troops used aircrapt but he could not tell the number 
participating. They were fighters and bombers used only against the Jap

38382 and Manchurian forces# * The aircraft bombed artillery positions and 
divisional dumps. He didn*t know if they bombed Jap airfields. Hailar 
is about 120 to 150 km from Nomonhan, There were neither land nor air 
attacks on Hailar by Soviet and Mongolian troops

38383 *His unit was the first engaged in the fighting and they were in 
the area till the truce was signed, and he and all others had strict

3838A instructions not to trespass or violate the border cf the MTR. * He
and his unit belonged to the north group of troops and they were outflanl- 
ing the Japs on the west. They followed the north border. The south 
group of forces which outflanked the Japs from the south did not violate 
the border either. Neither the north nor the south groups ever tres
passed the border.

January 28, 19A8

38388 *The 7th Mongolian Border outpost was 120-150 strong, What he 
called the border was the territory between the bank of the Falha River 
and 20-22 km east of the river up to the border of the MPR. The terrain 
features of this territory wer very rough. There were hills 50-60 ms. 
high, ravines 35-AO m deep. The territory was covered by small bushes.

38389 *The border did not run along the river, it ran 20-25 km east of it.
There were no mountain ranges on the border east of the river. The 
border was marked by obos approximately from 8 to 12 km apart. Between 
obos the border was marked by border monuments? which were wooden posts 
with plates bearing inscription in Mongolian on the Mongolia side.

38390 *He couldnH either read or speak Mongolian. It was not his duty to get 
informations as to who put the monuments on the border or when. He did

38391 not know * who erected the monuments.

38392 *V/hen he first visited in March the sector, he personally saw those 
border monuments. They were set up the entire length of the border about 
1 to 1^ km apart. Their size was from 2$- to 3 m in height. On the side 
of Mongolia, their Inscriptions were in Mongolian. On the other side he
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38393 he did not know* * From obo to obo the border ran in a straight line0 

Since he couldn’t read or speak Mongolian he had no knowledge of what 
the inscriptions meant# He did not know that during the Nomonhan Inci
dent Russ'an or Mongolian aircraft bombed Tsitsihar in Manchuria# This 
area was uninhabited#

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF FRITZ VON FET'USDORF 
By General Vasiliev

38414. ’’The witness identified Exhibit 3858 as his affidavit and verified
38420 it. *The affidavit stated that the witness' predecessor as German assis

tant military attache was Lt# Col# Schol, and his successor was Colo Nie- 
moler0 His chief was Col# Mazki before December 1940 and General Kret-

38421 chmer after that date# He was personally acquainted with * Prince KANIN 
and SUGIYAMA, chiefs of army staff, General OKAMDTO, chief of a division 
of the staff, Lt# Cols0 SAIGO and IAMAGATA, chiefs of the German divis
ion of the staff, and Major KANDORI and Lt# Col# AKITA of the German 
division# He was personally acquainted with TOJO# He met TOJO in Novem
ber 1938 during an outing for foreign military attaches'and their assis
tants on the celebration of the conclusion of the anti-comintern pact#

38422 He believed that TOJO was then commander of the army air force# * He met 
TOJO several times at official receptions# He last saw him on January
1, 1943, when he paid him a farewell visit#

He had not read any official Jap documents on Japan's military plans 
against the Soviet hut he heard about it during a confidential conversa
tion between Ott and Tojo« In June or July 1942, TOJO asked Ott to re
ceive him for a confidential talk, Ott, Kretchmer and the witness as 
interpreter were present for Germany# TOJO, two generals whom he did not 
remember, and Capt« YAMAZAKI as interpreter were present for Japan# At

38423 that time German troops * were very successful in North Africa and Japan 
supposed Germany would reach Suezo At the same time German troops were 
successfully advancing in the Caucasus# TOJO said Germany should advance 
as far as Aden and Basra and Japan to India and Ceylon via Burman and 
the border of their spheres would lie along 70 degrees east# TOJO said 
the Anglo-Saxons should be driven out of East Asia and that all the 
sources of raw material there would provide Germany with the raw materi
als needed for her industry#

The conversation turned on the Soviet Far East# He did not remember 
whether Ott asked TOJO or TOJO spoke about it himself# TOJO said that 
Japan was a mortal enemy of Russia and that Vladivostok was a permanent 
threat to Japan from the flank, and in the course of that war there was 
an opportunity of removing that danger# He said it was not so difficult 
to do as there was an excellent Kwantung army which included the best 
troops# TOJO made it understood that Japan intended to make a surprise 
attack on Vladivostok by land sea and air, carrying on a diversive opera-

38424 tion against Blagoveshensk# He heard confirmation of that plan of attack
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38424 at different times and under different circumstances from the interpre

ter KOGURE and KANDORI and YAMAGATA. When he visited YAMAGATA, in reply 
to his question how the Japs intended to attack the Soviet, YAMAGATA 
pointed out the Vladivostok and Blagoveshensk directions on the map<>
During the conversation TOJO said it was not sufficient to occupy Vladi
vostok and Blagoveshensk and it was necessary to extend the Jap sphere 
up to Lake Baikal« The conference lasted about 2 hours0 Ott and 
Kretchmer kept silent during the conference« TOJO talked almost exclusiv- 
ly0 He knew from subsequent conversations with Kretchmer that he was

38425 pessimistic« He though the * Japs were dispersing their forces« He 
hoped that a concentrated blow would be strak in the Far East but not at 
India«

He thought TOJO wanted to know from Ctt and Kretschmer whether Ger
many would reach Aden and Basra at that time0 Before launching the offen
sive TOJO wanted to know if Germany was sufficiently sure of her success«

He received information of a military nature pertaining to the Soviet 
from the Jap staff in 1941 and 1942, from Major KANDORI and other officers 
of the German division« He received all military information about the 
Russian Far Eastern army, disposition of troops, strength, military trans-

38426 portation, details about reserves, movements of troops at the * European 
front as well as dat concerning Soviet war industry® Frior to his leav
ing his post, he daily visited the general staff to furnish them with 
information about the Germany position, and if they had information from 
the Russian division it was furnished to him« At first the information 
was not received so often, but later he received it 2 or 3 times a week0 
I M s  information by cipher was transmitted to the attache department of 
the OKW in Berlin« It was transmitted as soon as received, first rarely 
and later oftener0 Especially important pieces of information passed 
through the ciphering bureau of the Embassy« KANDORI told him that the

38427 * grenade presented by Hitler to the general staff was to be mainly used 
on the Manchurian place d ’armes. This was a hollow grenade of great 
piercing capacity to pierce the armor up to 8 cm thiok« In spring of 
I9 4 2  Lto Col« Niemeler and Capt« Merkel brought with them a specimen of 
hollow shell with drawings and designs« The shell was turned over to the 
C/S as Hitler’s present to the Finperor« After that Niemeler and Merkel 
worked in a special bureai with Jap officers from the armament department 
to arrange the serial production of the shell in Japan« He learned about 
that from conversations of the military attache with Niemeler at which
he was present. He personally received for decoding some telegrams ad-

38428 dressed to Niemeler from which his * mission was clear0

He saw TOJO in his office on Invitation to all attaches and their 
assistants to attend the New Years of 1943. TOJO said nothing on that 
visit about Japan's plans to attack the Soviet. He only said that Japan 
would support Germany with different raw materials at her disposal from 
the occupied areas« Germany had to provide the transport for exporting
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38428 those raw materials» Many raw materials were exported on German ships 

breaking the blockade0 He knew about that from Admiral 7/enneker, German 
naval attache and because in January 1943 he went to Germany on one of 
the ships breaking the blockade» It was the Italian ship Pietro Crseolc,

38429 *which carried over 1000 tons of rubber, 1000 tons of tin and 1C0-2C0 
tons of tea all taken on board at Singapore.

38430 * In 1942 they received accurate information as to Russian transport 
movements out of Khabarovsk on the German Russian front. It was aecu-
rate information regarding the Russian air corps and also military strength. 
In June 1942 accurate information was received as to troop movements west 
of the Tambov area in Stalingrad. In October they received information 
of Russian reserve troop movements in the Caucusus. In August informa*» 
tion was received regarding the monthly production of armored equipment 
in Russia.

Cross-Examination by Mr. Cunningham

38444 *The witness stated that while ass't military attache he did not 
have access to all the report made by Ott between 1934 and 1938. He

38445 received only direct orders from the attache in Tokyo* * When he left 
Berlin he was not sent as an ass't to the attache but as a language of
ficer. He received no special instructions.. He became ass't military 
attache in December 1938. His orders were to interpret as a language 
officer and to take care of telecon correspondence with the Japanese 
General staffo He did not collect material on uis own initiative but

38446 carried out the orders of his superior. * He was under the orders of
38447 the attache and carried out his orders. * He made his reports directly 

to the attache. He at no time many and direct reports to the ambassador. 
Usually his reports were worked in together with the attache's. Some
times they were sent separately. The attache determined which were to 
be sent directly and which were not to be so sent. Thom was no special 
regulation.

3 8 4 4 8 *He was at all times in the presence of Jap high officials only with 
the attache as his assistant. He was associated directly with the offi
cers of the staff of the German section. The principal mission of the 
military attache was the normal one of exchange of information between 
two countries. Due to the alliance, they at times received additional

38449 information. * Reports on the movements in Soviet and Mongolia were 
naturally only a part of his reports. They did not as a whole resolve 
around the problem of Mongolia or of the Soviet. Collection of infor
mation about movements agd dispersal of Soviet troops whs not only a 
routine matter, but was a very important part of the cooperation between

3 8 4 5 0  the *  Germans and Japs.

38452 *His investigations and the reports of his chief did net as far as
he knew cover activities other than military operations.
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38A55 *He did not discuss the information ho pothered with others in the

German embassy other than the military attache» Since 1940 there was a 
specific command that no one would discuss hiw work with any other person»

3 8 4 6 O *The withess received his information from the general staff and he did 
not knov/ the source of Ott’s information,

38463 *He admitted stating previously that he was aware of the strength of 
the Kwantung army at different periods and that he knew that partly from 
the Jap staff, Richard Zorge from whom they received exact data as to 
the number of Kwantung army divisions, and some of their numbers, and

3 8 4 6 4  from the German Mission in Manchuria» *Zorge was a correspondent on a
38466 German newspaper and had no special post in the German embassy»* Zorge

was never employed the German embassy»

38471 *The military attache reported directly to Berlin. That was the 
method used in Tokyo. As far as he recalled, he visited with the mili
tary attache only Jap military organizations» He had no access to infor-

38472 mation along political lines0 They never took * Zorge to the general 
staff when they went for information » He knew Crome personally» He was

38473 a German correspondent in Tokyo. * Reports were kept in the safe of the 
military attache0 He didnot recall in detail, hut the attache determined 
which reports would be sent directly thru the cypher system of the 
embassy0

January 29, 1943

38488 *There were no other methods of exchange of commodities between
Japan and Germany after 1941 than the blockade runner0 He had no defi
nite information as to ship sinkings because Admiral Wenneker, the naval 
attache, kept this matter strictly secret® He had no definite informa
tion but he heard on his return to Germany that in the fall of 1942 7 
German blackade runners were sunk by British action.

Cross-Examination by Mr. Blewett

38490 *He did not believe that the outing or celebration on the occasion 
of the conclusion of the anti-Comintern pact in 1938 was very significant. 
The attache’s personnel were simply invited for a recreational excursion

38491 of the Tokyo area» The pact was concluded in 1936.* He believed TO JO 
was then commander of the Jap army air force0 If he were told that TCJO 
was not appointed to the air force until December, that would only be 
proof that over ten years he had committed an error in judgment of about 
6 or 7 weeks» At that time he was the language officer and had not yet 
assumed his duties as ass’t to the attache, but since his arrival in 
Tokyo, he had been working in f.he office of the military attache0

38493 *He knew that TOJG asked Ott to réceive him from Kretschmer» The
meeting took place in the afternoon» As interpreter for TCJO Captain
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38493 YAEAZAKI and 2 other Japanese officers were present* He knew SUGIYAMA 

but didn't know his position at that time* No other accused in the dock 
was present at the conference0 He could not say whether SUGIYAMA was

38494 present* *He believed Tojo was Vsar Minister at the time this conference 
took place» He did not know that after June 1941 Ribbentrop directed 
Ott to urge the Japs to enter the war against Russia» He was not farili- 
ar with the secret cipher report «ent by Ott to Ribbentrop on October
4, 1941? since he had no access to the cipher bureau* This was the 
first time he had heard of this telegram,. During the conference T0J0

38495 spoke * mostly alone and he did not recall that the subject was mentioned 
by Ott» TOJO spoke and Ott listened* He did not recall having heard 
that Ott ever made a request of that 'type* After the conference he only 
talked for a short period with Kretschmer and he told him that he had 
talked to Ott regarding this matter and that the reports had been sent

38496 to Berlin* *He had never heard directly of any Japanese refusal to at=* 
tack Russia but he felt that the Japs would logically not let themselves 
be dictated to by another power* Kretchmer was very pessimistic for the 
reason that he considered an attack upon India as splitting up Japs strik- 
ing forces 0 When asked whether he was pessimistic because of the infor
mation received that Japan might go south, the witness said at that time 
Japan had made quite a progress in a southerly direction and he would
not know just where further south they could have gone*

38497 *It often occurred that invitations were issued to higher officers 
of the Jap staff, and meetings took piace in the embassy» At many of 
these affairs he was personally present but did not recall one for TOJO, 
SUGIYAMA and MUTO* He could not definitely recall what TOJO was at the 
time, but in any case he was one of the highest ranking officèrs of the

38498 Jap army. The fact that in 1942 TOJO was premier and went to an ambas
sador's office for a consultation was exactly what emphasized the mean
ing of this conference* This conference did not take place in September 
1941 because at that time the witness was on vacation in Kawana, He was 
away from Tokyo about 10 or 14 days0 He did not believe that TOJO would 
utter an answer to an important statement of attacking the Soviet in

38499 the presence of servants at a dinner party* * He heard no comments of 
that nature from TOJO* He believed that Kretschmer and Ott were under 
the impression that Japan was capable of making the undertaking* Only 
Kretschmer was still pessimistic despite this0 He knew that Ott inform- 
ed Berlin as to the contents of these conversations, but Kretschmer

38502 never consulted the witness or talked to him about the matter* * It was 
impossible that he made a mistake as to the date of this conference 
since the Jap War Minister as «ell as a Japanese Minister were present 
at this conference* Counsel was talking of another conference which 
took place in 1941o He was referring to a conference of 1942* He had 
forgotten the names of the other two generals» Other officers present

38503 were Capt* YAMAZAKI and no others* *The witness was a German POW in the 
Soviet* He had not been charged with any crime* He spent 8 years at the 
cadet school in Germany and entered the German army in June 1918.
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Papa.. Rediraet Examination by General Vaailiev

38503 Ha was at the Jap general staff more than 300 times, and on the infer-
mation received there he sent information to the German general staff«,

3 8 5 0 4. When he returned in 194-3 Chief of the Attache Section Schuhardt * told
him that the information sent had been of considerable importance to the 
German staff, and that due to this information proper precautions and 
actions could be taken in regard to the Russian army<>

3 8 5 0 5 »Exhibit 3859A, The Report of the Frontier Corps Department Home
Ministry Mongolian Peoples Republic, was received in evidence but not 
read»

3 8 5 1 4  »Exhibit 3860, telegram from Stahmer to Ribbentrop, February 1943, 
stated that from recent conversations with the premier, minister of the 
navy, chief of the navy staff and chief of the army staff and with Minis» 
ters AOKI and SUZUKI he was impressed that all parties stressed their 
firm conviction in victory and expressed the desire for closest possible

3 8 5 1 5  cooperation with Germany, as well as complete * confidence in the accom- 
plishroents of German armed forces and people « The necessity and import» 
ance of direct contact between Japan and Germany in every manner possible 
was stresseso This should be given special prominence in view of the 
propaganda effect«

TCJO stated he was not concerned with the situation in Russia« He 
was convince of Germany’s ultimate victory« He was particularly interes
ted in the sittiation in North Africa, Turkey and Spain« He would be 
grateful for bulletins on all important events and would be prepared to 
give any information freely» The present war was one of weapons and 
nerves, particularly in view of enemy propaganda which sought to use all 
possible means to weaken Jap German friendship« In this connection he 
mentioned nettral diplomats who were spreading false and damaging rumorss«

38516 »TCJ0 who as Minister of war played am important role in concluding 
the tripartite pact, was the strongest personality in Japan's cabinet0 
Despite these characteristics and his popularity he has been attacked sev= 
eral times« Previous centuries of vague representations of the Emperor
as a purly spiritual figue let to tho belief since Meiji in comparatively 
frequent government changes so no outstanding predominating character 
could in any wise assume the aspect of emperor0 It was not inconceivable 
that TOJC even if his policies were approved mipht have to withdraw after 
a given time. Such a withdrawal would be regrettable for the German 
view, since TOJO was a dynamic personality and an outspoken friend of 
Germany« The change in government would not affect the Jap policy under 
the tripartite agreement since it was universally recognized that Japan's 
fate was bound up with the axis«

38519 »Exhibit 3861, telegram from Ribbentrop, September 6, 1940, stated
that OSFIMA declared that Japan would take no steps in this direction
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without German concurrence* On the question whether Germany had changed 
her war aim toward the Soviet, Hitler answered that when a state fell apart 
everything fell apart0 The Soviet Infantry was bad and when once the en= 
tire Soviet structure began to totter, everything would fall apart as 
happened again and again among the Slavs* Stalin did not capitulate 
when they stood at the Don, the same held true for Germany* The Cartha
ginians stood before Rome once but the Romans did not capitulate and fi
nally beat Carthageo When again they went on the offensive against the 
Red army could not be said0 They could not be on the defensive on all 
♦fronts at the same time* OSHIMA declared once more that Japan would 
fight with Germany until final victory and it would use its last troops 
to realize this, as there was only one road for Japan* Hitler closed the 
conversation then with assurance that the same will for fight and victo
ry remained with the Germans and with such detefmination victory must be 
theirs*

DIRECT EXAMINATION CF PUNTSUGIN CHOGDAN 
By General Vasiliev

♦The witness, a major in the Mongolian army, identified Exhibit 
3862 as his affidavit and verified it0 * The affidavit stated that the 
witness served in the frontier guard detachment from October 1938 to 
October 1940 and occupied various positions becoming commander of the 
frontier guard detachment, in 1939© In 1939 he was commander near Lake 
Samburin* The guard outpost of the Khalkin-gol River detachment was 1 
km west of Samburin which was 30 km west of the border* By order his 
outrost was transferred to a point 1 km southwest of Khulat-Ulan-obo*
The border ran from Eris in a straight line to Khulat, and from there 
straight northwest to Nomonhan.

During his sevice the outpos't was subjected to repeated attacks from 
Jap detachments (Bargut) and units of Jap forces* On the night of May 11 
a temporary patrol of 20 men under the command of Tsedjipa was sent to 
the aren 6 km southwest of Nomonhan0 At about 8 AM a Japanese cavalry 
detachment of 3 0 0 armed with machine guns and sub-machine guns, rifles 
and grenades, accompanied by 4 trucks, crossed the frontier at Nomonhan 
and attacke the outpost* During the fighting 2 soldiers were killed, 1 
wounded and 3 horses were killed. Under pressure of superior forces the 
patrol was forced to retreat into Mongolian territory. The Jap unit ad
vance 20 km into Mongolia but was stopped at Nuren-obo, 18 km south of 
Nomonhan by the reserve guards that arrived, and toward the evening of 
May 12 were driven back on their territory*

On May 14 he received a report stating that at 5 AM a Jap cavalry 
unit of 600 armed lilce the previous one and accompanied by 10 trucks, had 
crossed at Nomonhan and was moving into Mongolia along the right bank of 
the river* He with * 40 men went to the Dungu-obo area, 15 km southwest 
of Nomonhan, leaving part of his personnel under Tsedjip*s command* At 
Dungur they were engaged with the Jap vanguard* He succeeded in slowing
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38535 down the enemy advance0 The enemy was stopped by the reserves on the 
border of Dungar-obo-Nuran-obo, and was forced to take to the defensive»
On May 15 at 10 AM there appeared 5 Jap bombers from the east which cros- 
sed the frontier and for .30 km raided the outpost near Lake famburin by 
dropping 65 bombs» After that the planes machined the outpost at a low 
flight» As a result 3 men were killed and 25 wounded»

On May 15 at 1700 the patrols reported that at Khulat 2 cavalry reg
iments and a tank and 7 armored cars crossed the frontier» Following

38536 these * 90 trucks with infantry crossed» The units advanced into Mongo
lia toward Kuren, where they joined the unit which had crossed on May
1 4. and was occupying defensive position at the border of Dungur and Kuren» 
The Mongolian reserves were forced to retreat to the west bank of the riv
er but later units of the Mongolian army came to assist and the Japs cav
alry units were thrown back into adjacent territory«

From May 15 to 28 his outpost was subjected several times a day to 
air raids by Jap aircraft» On May 22 his deputy Tsedjip was killed and

38537 6 guards wounded» After the deputy was killed his post was filled * by 
Nanzat® On June 5 the witness received an order to transfer his post 
to an area 1 km southwest of Khalat» On June 7 he moved»

On June 28 at 8 AM he sent a patrol of 5 under Nanzat to take posi
tions 4 km southwest of Khulat and guard the frontier» About noon the 
man on duty heard firing in the area where the patrol had been sent«
When the witness arrived Nanzat reported that a group of 8 Jap cavalry 
had violated the fronter and made a surprise attack against the patrol« 
During the engagement the patrol killed 6 Jap soldiers, 1 officer was 
taken prisoner and one escaped» The dead were all Japs and were wear-

38538 ing Jap army uniforms» The officer * stated that his detachment had been 
sent out for reconnaissance and that it was part of the Jap troop unit«

38539 *0n June 29 at 10 AM the guard notice a cavalry group of 30 crossing 
w the frontier in the area 2 km south of Mt0 Khylat and moving towards the
outpost« The alarm having been sounded, the outpost personnel took po
sitions of defense« The cavalry group at about 700 m from outpost dis
mounted and attacked0 During the engagement, 1 Jap was killed and 1 
taken prisoner» The others hurriedly retreated0 His personnel pursued 
the retreating Japs to the border and in strict obedience to the order 
of their command that under no circumstance should there be any viola
tion of the border, stopped» Both the dead man and the prisoner were 
Japs and wore the Jap uniform

Together with attacks by land forces, from June 29 air raids by
38540 Jap aircraft*became more frequent* On June 30 at 10 AM there was a re

port from a patrol 3 km northwest of Khulat that a column of troops was 
moving along the road leading from Djindjin towards the fronter» It 
was preceded by 8 tanks and 4 armored cars, which were followed by an
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3854-0 infantry regiment behind which horse-drawn artillery was moving0 He pre- 
pared his outpost for defense« The witness and Nanzat occupied an obser- 
vation point and proceeded to observe the advanceo He noticed that the 
column was moving towards his outpost<» From 1 km he saw the marching 
order of the Jap infantry wearing summer uniforms« At Khulat the tanks 
were the first to cross the fronteir, and at a distance of about 8-900 m 
they opened machine gun fire« The witness decided to retreat south«

38541 Having gone in that direction * he observed the movement of the column« 
The personnel tinder Nanzat retreated and occupied defensive positions
12 km south of Khulat 0 He saw that following the tanks the infantry with 
artillery crossed the frontier, occupied the outpost and continued moving 
into Mongolia to the southwest0 Having gone 15-16 km into Mongolia the 
colum took up a postion on the east bank of the river« That evening he 
received an order from his superior and proceeded to carry out another 
task«

38542 ^Exhibit 3862A was a sketch map which correctly showed the border 
of the MPR« It also correctly showed the places at which clashes occur-

38544 red at the beginning of fighting» *The east bank of the river was 15, 20 
or 22 km in the direction of the border monuments, Ers Ulyn, Huld Ulyn 
and Nomonhan« They had sent out dally more than 10 patrols to guard

38545 the border line« *The distance between the border and the east bank of 
the river was rather long, and Jap trespassers could not penetrate for 
a long distance because the guards would have detained them near the 
border and not on the east bank of the river0 In October 1938 when the 
patrol was 6 km from Talinmanhan, which was 6 km from the border, 30

38546 Japs in cars violated the border and were driven back into their terri
tory« The testimony of MITSUI was not trustworthy« He did not know 
whether this MITSUI was in the group of 30 mentioned, but if he was not, 
the witness did not know of any other case of border violation«

Cross-Examination by Mr« Blakeney

The witness stated he did not know Russian« He served in his sec
tor for a long time and therefore knew the area well« Even without know-

38547 ing Russian, he could read the nap very well« Being an officer * he 
understood maps and could read them« This map was drawn by another per
son under his direct instructions« He didn't know the name of the person 
who made the map0 The map was drawn in Ulan Bator in 1946 and after his 
affidavit was drawn. As he didn't see the man personally he did not

38548 know his nationality, whether he was a Mangel * or not0 After his affi
davit had been administered he was shown this map«
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38550 *The witness could read classical Mongolian and modern Mongolian 

and also write it0 As to Russian, he was not very fluent but could read
38551 a little, especially military terms, but didn't speak it« *He read the 

affidavit himself, and it was also read to him* That is what he said in 
his affidavito

Nomonhan is located on the bank of the Khalkin-gol river0 It is an 
obe, called Nomonhan=Burd obo« There are two ebos and the border line 
runs between them0 The area around Nomonhan was covered with small hills 
called barkhans, and there were also plains in the area« The obo it» 
self was situated on top of a hill near the river0 He couldn't tell the

38552 elevation of the hills from sea level but the height * of the hills was 
4.0“50 m and near Nomonhan the height was 4-5 m« Near the river it was

38553 low country but the Nomonhan area had small swamps and ravines«» * His 
tenure at Samburin began in June 1938 and from that time he became famil» 
iar with that part of the country* He did not know it before* From 
June 1938 to June 30, 1939, he served in units in this area, and after 
that he was transferred to another place and did not participate in the 
last phase of the fighting* At the beginning he was there and participa®

38554 ted* * He still served in that sector but in July=August 1939 he was 
transferred inland and received another mission* After August he return® 
ed to that sector and was still working there* He had last seen that 
area in September 194-7*

Before the fighting this sector was marked by bordermarks— Nomonhan 
Ulyn and Era Hlyn0 In the area of Nomonhan there were two obos between 
which the border ran* These were made of earth and on the top of them

38555 were poles0 *Huld and Era were also made of stones and there were poles 
on top of them* This was prior to hostilities* Between the 3 obos 
there were certain places by the border could be determined* Between 
Eris and Huld there were small hills on top of which the border ran. 
Starting from Huld they were Harulinogo, Nogantolgy, Mahurinmanhan and 
they ran ran Huld to Nomonhan, From Eris to Nomonhan there were Gun aal» 
gan, Oboto, Huruntulge and Otorinmanlan* In addition, in certain places 
where orientation was difficult, there were poles which facilitated orien-

38556 tation« There were no poles the whole length of the border0 There wore 
only separate places whére it was difficult to determine where the bor
der passed, and there were poles on top of obos* Those poles were over 
2 m. He would say they were more than 20 cm thick* The poles between 
obos bore numbers in numerical succession and those on top of obos had

38557 the * inscription The Mongolian Peoples Republic* On markers between 
obos there were no inscriptions except numbers in numerical succession*
The markers were not placed in any strict order, and it would be pretty 
hard to say whether they ran from south to north orotherwise«, They were

38558 placed in some places between the obos0 There were more than 10, * In
June 1938 the markers were all there, but in the course of hostilities 
there were cases when the Japs destroyed them or carried them away0 After 
hostilities stopped, from 1940, in accord with the agreement on redemar= 
cation of the border, special markers were established* As to the markers
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38558 atop oboa, they had been there a very long time, but when they were first 

set up and under what agreement and by whom he had no knowledge0 The 
markers between obos served for orlentation and were set up when necessa-

38559 ry* * The markers were there in March 1939o He had stated previously 
between obos there were markers which were at a distance sometimes of

38560 1cm, and sometimes even more0 *Upon these markers there were numbers 
in succession written in old Mongolian figures* The poles on top of obos 
bore the inscription Mongolian peoples Republic*

38561 »The border between the MPR and Manchuria remained the same as it 
was prior to hostilities in the Nomonhan area* In accordance with the 
agreement fedemarcation of the border took place0 There were no changes 
whatsoever*

38562 The eastern bank of the Halha River was * always guarded by Mongoli
an border guards, and the outpost of the detachment was on the west 
bank and the patrols sent out were on the east bank0 After June 5 , 1939 
when the cases of violations by Japs and Manchurians became more frequent 
in accord with his instructions the outpost was transferred to Huld*

38563 The east bank » of the river was guarded by Mongolian guards from olden 
times* They did not appear on the east bank when the cases of violation 
became frequent0

38565 » In his affidavit there was not a word that on May 11 there were 
regular Mongolian forces on the east bank0 On May 11 there were only 
border guard units and reserves on the east bank to block the Jap ad
vance* The unit sent on May 11 was a border guard patrol and it was

38566 sent to guard the border* »Patrols were sent there not only on May 11 
but before and after that date* That was a usual procedure and they 
were sent to other places as well* The date May 11 was pointed out ih

38567 connection with violation of the border* *A large force, of Japs attacked 
Mongolia specifically on that date* Violations by Japs took place even 
earlier* Since December 1938 small Jap groups frequently violated the 
border, invaded Mongolia, and there were small-scale incidents* But the

38568 first violation by a large force occured on May 110 » The Jap forces
which invaded and were repelled were unable to cross the river* It was 
only on May 14 and 15 when the guards under pressure of overwhelming 
forces were forced to withdraw to the west bank, that the Jap troops 
seized territory up to the east bank0 During the fighting of May I4  and 
15 the otitpost had 200 in the fighting, and also a reserve unit sent out 
by the detachment of 100* That made their strength 300 and this force

38569 blocked the way of the Jap invaders* »They had no reinforcements that 
day from the regular army* They received reinforcements from the regular 
army on May 20* He couldn't tell the exact number of them but it was ap-

38570 proximately 2 squadrons* » He believed a squadron had over 100 men.
The first Soviet units arrived at the scene on May 23~24* He didn't know 
their strenpth. These first units didn't have tanks but had armored cars 
Subsequently there were tanks, artillery and infantry* At the beginning
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38570 there were no soviet aircraft* When large-scale operations began thore 

were Soviet aircraft* The first blow was dealt to the Japs on May 28-29
38571 and finally they wore repulsed * at the end of Jtily and in Aupust* *The 

Soviet air force took part in operations on May 28-29, and were engaged 
in fighting Jap aircraft* They did not bomb the Jap installations*

38572 His rank at the time was Junior Lieutenant* * He had undor his com 
■and at the time about 200 men* The Mongolian military units were in 
their own territory in the course of fighting and he could state that not 
a single time did they cross the border* They were on their own terri- 
tory during the fighting as well as before.

38573 Redirect Examination by General Vasiliev

*He stated that when he testified as to the map attached to his af
fidavit ho was apparently misunderstood* In December 1946 when he gave 
his testimony there was a large map and he marked on the map when, where 
and in what direction the Jap and Manchurian forces violated the border* 
He marked all events on that map and marked the position of the Mongolian 
troops* When giving his testimony he asked to have this map traced in

38574 order to facilitate the use of his affidavit and that the * tracing be 
made as a sketch map* One of the personnel was authorized to make the 
tracing on a separate sketch map* That was done, and the sketch map was 
shown to him so he could see that it fully corresponded to what he 
marked *

38575 »He understood defense counsel's question on post hostility changes 
to refer only the witness's sector, that is the 3 obos and he replied 
that there were no changes. In the neighboring sector to the west, the 
border was changed and it was established closer to the river*

38576 »Exhibit 3863 showed that KUMAGAI, Toshio was a 3rd class secretary 
in the Police Bureau of the Home Ministry when SATO's speeches, Exhibit 
2235 were delivered*

38577 »Exhibit 3864, affidavit of KUMAGAI, Toshio, offered by the defense,
38578 state that » when conferences of Chiefs of Prefectural police were held 

at the Home Office, people from various circles were often requested to 
give lectures on current questions* SATO, then Chief of Fress Section 
War Ministry was invited by the Bureau to give a lecture at the police 
chiefs conference on the actual state of the China affair so that the 
chiefs mipht be able to dispel rumors by use of the information given,

3 8 5 7 9  lectures were given* After the lectures, the witness jotted down 
roughly about 100 papge3 which he arranged in about 50-^0 pages0 SATO 
spoke very fast and he remembered finding it extremely hard to take notes 
of what he said* Exhibit 2235 wa» not reviewed by SATO* The responsi
bility for the wording of the document rested with the witness#
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38583 ^Exhibit 3865» Report of General Martin, September 194-0, gave a de“
to tailed account of the events that transpired in French Indo China from 

38585 September 22, 1940 to September 25, 194-0®

DEFENSE SURREBUTTAI,

38600 ^Exhibit 3866, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, October 24-,
1933 stated that in general outline of the 5 Ministers conference held on 
October 25 was given by the premier for transmittal to SAICNJI» In inter» 
national relations, measures were to be taken for consummating Japan’s 
plans peacefully by diplomacy® They must endeavor as much as possible to 
avoid collisono On national defense expenditures, they must be adjusted 
to national resources so that Japan might not suffer from threats of 
others or be bald in contempt by others® On domestic«problems with each 
ministry devoting its efforts to solving difficult issues, they would 
encourage deliberations among the ministers, plan for national stabili
ty and prepare for adequate national defense.

3 8 616  ^Exhibit 3867, Affidavit of General SHIMOUDRA stated that on October 
8, I9 4 2 , orders were issued for a change in command of the 13th army. 
SAWADA was in Shanghai at the time while SHIMC MURA, commandant of the

38617 army general staff college, was in Saitama engaged in maneuvers® The 
latter was immediately recalled to Tokyo and assigned as army commander®
On October 9, 1942 the affiant made a courtesy call on Imperial hqs® He 
was told by the C/S that the Doolittle affair had been thoroughly inves
tigated and final decision had been made in Tokyo® As a result, there 
was nothing that Shanghai or Nanking couSd do about the decision except 
carry it out® As to the details and procedures of the trial he could 
get a report from the one responsible when he reached Shanghai®

February 2, 1948

3 8 6 21 "Exhibit 3868, excerpt from the SAWADA trial, showed that CKADA, 
Rhuhei, testified he was a member of the 13th army in China, and in Aug=> 
ust I9 4 2 was serving as a member of the staff® He was appdinted in Aug
ust to a military tribunal for the trial of the Doolittle fliers® He 
did not know the exact words Major HATA said but he first mentioned the 
names of the 8 fliers, the named the evidence and questioning of the

38622 fliers® He said it was evident that they were * guilty under military 
law® He requested the death sentence.

38639 Exhibit 3869, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, October 24,
1933 stat that HIR0TA said he desired to conduct matters so as not to 
arouse deiplomatic difficulties® He wondered if the time wasn't coming 
when US would recognise Russia and, with China would subject Japan to an 
ordeal like the Washington Conference® To prevent Japan from being con
fronted with such a situation, they must act now on Japan's relations
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3863*9 with US, China and Russia* To bring the Manchurian problem to a solution 

Russia must be handled harmoniously and existing issues settled* These 
were the Chinese Eastern Railway and armaments* There was no other re" 
course than to settle the Simla conference and improve relations with 
Britain*

38644 ^Exhibit 3870A, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, August 29, 
1934, stated the premier stated that HIRCTA strongly asserted that in 
Anglo relations it would be unreasonable to have Britain posses» only the 
same amount as Japan* Even if there were a difference of 60 or 70,000 
tons, or several more, it would be well if there were no protest0 He 
didn’t want to irritate Britain but desired to be on friendly terms* Ho 
said the first problem was abrogation, Japan was abrogating the hashing« 
ton treaty because she wanted to go her own way* He suggested a mutual 
abrogation instead of having just one country do it* If the other parties 
did not agree, Japan would be forced to do it alone* In Anglo-Japanese 
relations he wanted to handle matters so there was room for compromise »

38645 *He thought the navy minister would agree, HIROTA said he told the pre
mier that he could not accept future responsibilities if he were .told
to carry out strait-laced diplomacy. The sonly solution would be to re
sign* If he were allowed a small leeway he would cooperate as much as 
possible* These were grave times and he favored conferences in the Imper
ial presence* The premier replied that such conferences were very dan
gerous* The cabinet wanted to handle this on its own responsibility*

3 8 6 4 6  ^Exhibit 3871, excerpt from the SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, August 20, 
1934, stated that HIRCTA said the navy minister seemed to have calmed 
down the young officers, saying they might feel assured for the govern
ment was firm in determination* HIROTA’s plan for naval disarmament was 
to realize the demand for parity* Some people claimed of necessity a 
prelonged tern and suggested a 10 or 12 year term to be first proposed 
and then to be cut to 6 years* If they wished to reach an agreement at 
all, HIRCTA hoped they would go about it fully ready to make concessions 
if necessary.

38649 ^Exhibit 3872 A, excerpt from the SAICNJI-HARADA Memoirs, Chapter 155, 
stated that HIRCTA said the railroad negotiations were being carried on 
very slowly* as to the conference in London, the disarmament plan had 
been drafted, bu the US and Britain could not openly oppose Japan's
plan« They were changing their course toward a political standpoint*
Apart from this problem, the ministry was trying to bring about a rap
prochement with Britain* It would not come right out and make an alliance 
but it was going to form something like a 4 Rower pact. At the present 
time MATSUDAIRA was making approaches to Britain« Those invested with 
full powers had been given instructions to suppress gradually the

3 8 6 5 0  question of disarmament, and to take a calm attitude* * They were carry
ing out their instruction* The plans of rapprochement with England were 
of the utmost secrecy and were not even discussed in the cabinet*
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38651 Exhibit 3873A, excerpt from the SAIONJI=HARADA Memoirs, Chapter I6l9 

stated that HIROTA said he was going to give a statement explaining 
Japan’s abrogation of the Y/ashington treaty and her intrinsic desire for 
naval disarmament so the world would understand Japan’s true intentions* 
Around March next year various questions would crop upe They must first 
of all keep a sharp and careful watch on China’s attitudee At the same 
time they must note that the powers were apprehensive lest Japan should

38652 on her abrogation of the Naval Disarmament * treaty, deal with China in 
her own free way0 To dispel their misgivings, he would like to hav e a 
treaty concluded with China directly, thereby evincing forcibly the se= 
curity of China's territorial integrity and clarifying Japan,'s true 
attitude 0

38655 "Exhibit 3874A, excerpt from the SAIONJI*HARADA Memoirs, chapter 2 4 6 , 
stated that HIROTA said for the time being he would like to carry out a 
non~expanding sett]«ment of this incident, but since any direct negotia« 
tions with the army have been unfavorable, he had been negotiating thru 
the navy minister,. He would like to act without taking the army’s feel“ 
ings into too much consideration, but this was a very delicate problem*

38656 The fact that the interior * of the army was unsettled was very disad= 
vantageouso Just after the incident occured WACHI of the staff of the 
Tientsin army gave a report and objected very strongly to goverment 
actions* When the incident first arose, the Tientsin army believe that 
it could settle it by themselves0 The government became greatly alarmed 
and tried to pass a bill to send 3 divisions* The Tientsin army became 
very indignant over it and strongly denounced the fact that the cabinet 
should become alarmed over the situation*

Around the 24th to 26th, another trouble broke out in North China, 
and Japan's army was beaten by the Chinese* Angered by losses, the air 
corps had bombed the military installations around Feiping* This made 
the situation so difficult that greatest anxiety was felt about the 
future *

38658 "Exhibit 3875A, excerpt from Chapter 247 of the 3AI0NJI*Harada 
Memoirs, stated that on August 3, MATSUDAIRA, Chief secretary to the 
I.ord Keeper said that on August 2 the C/S said to the Emperor that the

38659 army would send the troops as far as the Paoting line but would * not 
extend the battlefield further*

38671 "Exhibit 3876. excerpt from Chapter 257 of the SAIONJI-HARADA 
Memoirs, stated that HIROTA said they had an understanding with the 
other side that the terms would vary with the change of the war 3itua*= 
tion, but the junior army officers, ignorant of the circumstances, said 
the fault was with HIROTA, who had too early confided Japan’s intention 
to the other side* He was annoyed to have the members of the staff, in- 
eluding KAGE3A, threatening that HIROTA should be killed or apprehended*

38672 "When KONCE told it to the war minister, the latter said that he would 
tell the chief of the second section beforehand to keep it secret, for
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38677
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38683

it would be troublesome if the middle-class officers should hear about 
it. Already, the Junior officers, includinp KAOESA, were exceedingly 
angry to learn it.

The minister and vice-minister of the navy said the fault was with 
the army. Both the army and navy once wanted to stop war as soon as pos
sible, when the staff was so intent on a peare move thru Ctt that it 
pressed the foreign ministry for nepotiation. Since then negotiations 
had been continued by HIRCTA. The three ministers, army navy and foreipn, 
once a week dined together to talk about diplomacy and had arrived at a 
mutual understandingo Nothinp would happen so long as the army was well 
well controlled. They would argue for * HIROTA that the hitch had taken 
place because the army failed to inform the foreign ministry thru the 
premier of the change of operations plans according to the change of sit
uation. They ought not to reproach HIRCTA only. -HIRCTA had previously 
sought an understanding with the other side that ^fapan might present new 
terms, so there nas no objection to submitting new stronger terms. Those 
who wanted to attack and exclude HIRCTA took the opportunity to cause 
trouble because they had an understanding with the other side that form
er terms corresponded to the then situation and would vary according to 
the change of the latter.

♦Exhibit 3877, excerpt from Chapter 260 of the SAICNJI-HARADA 
Memoirs, stated that HIROTA said as China failed to accept the proposal 
the Imperial Council arrived at a decision to launch into the alternative 
plan0 This warn told to the German Ambassador and he replied that there 
was nothing more to be done under the circumstances.

♦Exhibit 3878, excerpt from Chapter 338, of the SAIONJI-HARADA 
Memoirs, stated that KIDO, KCNCE and the Lord Keeper agreed that HIROTA 
was the number one candidate. KARADA was aisked to sound out HIROTA*s 
personal opinion. * On the 24th, HAEARA visited SAICNJI and gave him a 
complete report that HIRCTA was number 1 candidate and UGAKI was number 
2. HARA.DA met HIROTA and felt that HIROTA was undependable. There was 
an indication that he wanted to receive mere concrete instructions from 
the lord Keeper about forming the cabinet. They knew that HIROTA from 
a character and experience view was a very righteous man but he was a 
diplomat and very ignorant about internal affairs0 He promised Hirota 
he would give the * matter careful consideration. On the 24th HARADA 
learned that feelings of ostracism against HIROTA ware high at the 
staff. The arny was starting an expulsion movement against him. HARADA 
told HIROTA the arny was very clamorous and it would be advantageous 
in every respect if ha would give a definite answer. HIROTA replied he 
was declining definitely and to so inform the Lord Keeper.

Exhibit 3879, excerpt from KIDO' s Diary, February 27, 1937, stated 
that HARADA called and KIDO was greatly surprised to learn that he was 
suffering from nervous prostration and the the left half of his body 
was semi-paralyzed.
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♦Exhibit 3880, the affidavit of Dr, SASSA, Rempei» svi-ad that he 
specialized in internal medicine only and was not a specialist in arteri® 
osclerosis or diseases of the brain« He knew HAEADA as a friend for many 
years but never treated him professionally until March 'ô. 1941« In 
reviewing his records he found that on March 15» 3941? HARADA told him 
that about two or ,3 years before he experienced being suddenly reduced 
to a condition incurring difficulty in speaking« Dr, 3A3AKI came to 
examine him» as a result of which he was forbidden to take meat and to 
smoke. On March 8 ho consulted Dr, KATSUNUMA of Nagoya University, The 
♦diagnosis was cardiac weakness as a result of high bleed pressure with 
fat heart. Prognosis was good chrbinuous attention for 1 or 2 weeks 
necessary.

During 1941 he treated HARADA on‘March .15, 1941? March 27, 1941 »
April 26 and May 31o The next time he sâw ru* professionally was august 
1942, On May 31» 3945, his condition changed .for the worse. He sent 
for Dr, MURA3AMA and loft for Oiso with him. He was seen yawiing in the 
train. Half of his body was in bad condition and his tongue rather 
thick. When he got off at Oiso, he was xinable to speak but could walk 
quite well, ♦Diagnosis was paresis of the right half part of body and 
there was fear of aphasia. Thrombosis of * the brain. From 1942 on 
Dr0 SCHEDA was the doctor in charge of HARADA*s case and MURaTAMA also 
treated him and each knew that the other m s  treating him,

♦Exhibit 3881, excerpt from the SAI0KJI^HARADA Memoirs, December 27, 
1937» stated that on the 23rd HARADA submitted to SAICNJI his reports, 
SAICNJI asked whether this German mediation was tc be carried on by Gar~ 
many or by some individuals. It seemed they should definitely punish 
the responsible« for the bombardment of the Pritish ship aa it would 
likely open up a favorable way for subsequent diplomatic negotiations, 
SAICNJI was also greatly concerned about the reasons for and the manner 
of hurrying through these peace negotiations,

♦IPS document No, 3150-3360, excerpt from the SAICHJI»HARADA Memoirs, 
August 12, 1939« offeree by the prosecution and received in evidence* 
stated that KIDC said that when he met K0N0~ the latter said that although 
he believed that ARA.KI would suffice for the succeeding cabinet, would it 
not be better to have HIR0TA, When KID0 mst H I M 'TA his opinions were 
very similar to those of the army and since HIRGTA was optimistic and 
acted intelligently» he should do. It was beside the point whether HIRCTA 
in the end would accept or not0

♦Exhibit 3882, deposition of ABO, Kiyotane, stated that in 1931 he 
was the navy minister in the 2nd WAKATSUKI cabinet and attended all the 
cabinet meeting until the cabinet resigned on December 10» 1931o Neither 
at the cabinet or elsewhere did he hear MIMAKI say it was better for 
Japan to withdraw from the league, or there was no need of paying defer
ence to the League or that should Japan be determined to wage war against
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38707 the whole world this could be done« If there was any discrepancy between 

the words of SHIDEHARA and the Memoirs of HARADA, he would believe implic-
38708 itly in * SHIDEHARA.

38710 »Exhibit 3883, affidavit of ISHIWATA, Sotaro, stated that he was 
chief secretary of the YCNAI cabinet from January to July 1940. The 
resignations of the cabinet were tendered on July 16« On the 17th war 
vice minister ANAMI conveyed the view of the army as to filling the va
cancies in the House of Feers. The witness refused saying that a decision 
had already been made by the cabinet. This was his first and last inter
view with ANAMI in those days. He was sure that on his visit MUTO was 
alone and was not accompanied by ANAMI» He often did not tell HARADA
all the precise details of matters, as he believed that YONAI was not 
pleased to sae him because of fear of HARADA's thoughtlessness and friv
olity in speaking. MUTO, being a soldier and type of man who was always

38711 very careful about his choice of wirds, never said any- * thing to the 
effect that HA TA would be asked or made to resign» He remembered that 
he said that HATA might be forced >y circumstances to resign0

38714 »Exhibit 3884, affidavit of NAKAMURA, Masao, stated that he was a 
member of the Military Affairs Rurnau from April 1940 to March 1943 and 
was under MTTC. In those days -iis duty was liaison with and reception 
of foreign attaches. With reference to an American officer calling on 
MUTO in early October, he recalled that a certain US officer attached to 
a regiment at Hirosaki, Captain Merrill, called to say farewell to MUTO 
as he was being transferred to Mie Philippines. The witness was present. 
This officer being quite a joyful and merry fellow, they had a very good

38715 impression » of him. MUTO was /ery busy and his interviews usually end
ed in about 5 minutes. T H s  interview lasted an hour or so, and they 
both made straightforward remarks» He talked a good deal about his 
happy experiences in official iind private life in Japan0 His chat with 
MUTO was prolonged, Duri-g the talk, MUTO laid stress on the need of 
good will between Japan a~.d tht US under the prevailing taut circumstances» 
He repeatedly explained how he had been trying his best to bring about
a peaceful conclusion of the negotiations» MUTO then referred to the 
issue of infringement on US rights in China by Japan*s army during the 
hostilities as being one of the important reasons which interfered with

38716 the negotiations. »He mentioned that it was difficult to have the whole 
case understood through the explanations given by diplomats, but that 
such military personne? as Merrill could well understand the whole case*
He asked him to expiai” to his superiors the situation. He said from 
such a mutual understanding of the military circles, the crisis of a 
collision could be averted. He further stated that in case this under
standing could not be reached there were poss ibilit£es that it might ex
pand into war and thrC was worrying him. He added half in Jest that in 
case they arrived at that, sinee Merrill was going to Manila, they might 
meet again there. Daring this interview there was absolutely no state-
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38717 ment by MUTO that they would be fighting Japan in 6 weeks in Manila,, In
38718 those days the whole staff, including MUTO, * had been trying their utmost 

by order of TOJO to bring about a satisfactory conclusion of the negotia
tions. This was still in the period in which no decisions whatsoever
had as yet been made. MUTO was the type of man whose utterances and be
havior were based on common sense. It was impossible he should have 
stated such an unscrupulous matter.

February 3» 1948

38722 »Exhibit 3885, the affidavit of HASHIMOTO, Gun stated that he was
38723 chief of the operational division * of the general staff from January 

1938 to September 1939. He saw all telegrams sent or received by the 
staff, or exchanged between the staff and military attaches or others in 
foreign countries. The Foreign, war, and navy ministries used different 
telegraphic codes0 It was impossible to directly exchange telegrams be
tween the staff and the ambassador in Germany, keeping such exchange 
secret from the foreign office. In January or February 1939 no telegram 
weis sent from the staff to CSHIMA stating that the prerogative of diplo
macy belonged to the Emperor. At that time the staff did not send any 
telegram to OSFIMA concerning the auestion of strengthening the anti- 
Comintern pact, nor was any telegram received by the staff from OSFIMA.

38724 »Military attaches in foreign countries belonged directly to the staff.
In the negotiations for a treaty with Germany and Italy the staff never 
sent in 1939 a draft of such a treaty by telegram to the attache in 
Germany.

38725 »Exhibit 3886, affidavit of KAV/ABE, Torashiro, stated that he was in 
Berlin From December 1, 1938 to February 1940 as military attache. OSHIMS 
was the ambassador from October 1938 until October 1939. In Japan, since 
telegraph codes of the three ministries were completely different, it
was technically impossible for the staff to send directly a telegram to 
ambassadors in foreign countries. If telegrams were exchanged between 
the staff and the ambassador, it must have taken place thru himas mili
tary attache. In January or February 1939 no telegram was sent from the 
Deputy C/S to CSHIMA stating that the supreme authority of diplomacy was

38726 rested in the Emperor...»At that time no telegrams were exchanged between 
OSHIMA and the staff, secretly from the foreign office, concerning the 
question of strengthening the anti-comintern pact. With respect to nego
tiations for a Japan Germany Italy treaty, he as military attache never 
submitted a draft of a treat to the German foreign office0 During his 
stay in Berlin no draft of a treaty was sent to him from the war ministry 
or the staff. He was never ordered to submit such a draft to the German 
foreign office.
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3?728 »Exhibit 3887, affidavit of YAMAMOTO, Kumaichi, stated that ho was

appointed on September 2, 1940 director of the East-Asiatic department of 
the foreign office, and held concurrently as director of the American 
department since October 28, 1941o He was vice foreign minister from 
September 18, 1942 to October 31, 1947o As cne of the highest responsible 

38729 officials of the foreign office * he saw all important telegrams sent 
from 0SHI’*A to the foreign office* After the outbreak of the German- 
Russian war several reports arrived from OSHIMA that Germany desired a 
Jap attack on Soviet* He did not remember that OSHIMA ever advocated 
such an attack positively to Japan0

February 9, 1948

38750 »Exhibit 3888, excerpt from SAIONJI-HARADA Memoirs, April 18, 1939,
stated that ARITA said he could not do 'any more and let it be compromise 
or *anything else* The situation was favorable to sit tight* ARITA told 
this and IWAKURO seemed to be satisfied with the answer* IWAKURC had al
ways supported KOISO but IWAKURO had been pressed by KOISO that since the

38715 situation * would not progress any further, it was absolutely unavoid
able* IWAKURO had also calmed down*

38755 »Exhibit 3889, the affidavit of ISHIWATA, Sotaro, stated that from 
January 1939 to August 1939 he was minister of finance in the HIRANUMA 
cabinet* It was ouite inconceivable that on the falsification of Chinese 
paper money, a member of the cabinet should have made a careless state
ment without any prior arrangement with the finance minister. As such

38756 minister he was never consulted » by KCISO on subjects of this kind* Ha 
did not remember KCISO making such a statement in the cabinet*

38766 »Exhibit 3890, affidavit of IAMAGATA, Arlmltsu, stated that from 
October 1939 to the end of February 1941 he was on the staff of the 2nd 
section, and in March 1941 bocame aide-de-camp to the Emperor0 When on 
the staff of the 2nd section, Fritz von Petersdorf, assistant German 
military attache called several times at the staff for information* He 
wanted Information chiefly on the progress of hostilities in China, and, 
in return, gave information of the development of Germany's operations 
in Europe* He referred to the witness in his affidavit stating that 
YAMAGATA in reply to his question how the Japs intended to attack the 
Soviet showed him in silence the Vladovostock and Blagoveschensk direc-

38767 tions on the map0 »The real facts were entirely different* The witness 
was appointed aide to the Emperor in March 1941 serving until December 
1944c During 1942 he did not serve at the staff. It was impossible for 
Fetersdorf to visit him at the staff during that year* The 2nd section 
handled information* Affairs concerning operations were handled by the 
1st section, and he was in no position to have any connection with the 
plan of anti-Soviet operations* That portion of Petersdorf's affidavit 
was utterly at variance with the facts*
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38768 »Exhibit 3891, certificate of the Demobilization Office, stated 
that YAMAGATA, Arimitsu was appointed aide to the Emperor on March 1, 
1941 and continued to serve until December 21, 1944®

38769 »Exhibit 3892, deposition of AKITA, Hiroshi, stated that he was 
chief of German sectirn, general staff, 2nd section, intelligence from 
April I9 4 I to March 194-3 as successor to YAMAGATA0 KANDCRI was his sub
ordinate » In the deposition of von Petersdorf, his mamo was mentioned 
on matters concerning his h ving obtained information on the Soviet in 
1941-2 from the general staff® If Petersdorf had obtained any informa
tion from the staff from March 1941 till his departure, there would have 
been no other way but to have obtained it thru the witness or his sub
ordinate® As a matter of practice, Kretschmer used to come about twide

38770 a week for this purpose® It was only when * he was unable to come that 
Potersdorf used to come# Such occasions were extremely few0 In such 
cases the witness did not meet him but KÄND0RI did. It was KARDCRI's

practice to report to the witness on the conversation that took place 
So called intelligence was in gaining information from Germany about the 
European war and by Japan reporting on the Pacific war® It was very 
seldom that they furnished Germany information on the disposition of the 
Soviet Far Gestern army, its number, transportation, reserve forces. 
About the only time he rememeb^red was when ho was asked by Kretschmer 
once if there was any news on the tranfer of a unit of the Far East 
Soviet Army to the western front. The witness inquired of the Russian 
section, but as there was no positive proof, he replied that he had no 
definite knowledge. It was true that Japan received from Germany samples

38771 of grenades and their construction * plan0 These were not a present to 
the Emperor but to the soaff. It was not true that the grenades were 
turned over to the staf.* in a solemn ceremony. To say that it was de
cided that these be usfi chiefly on the Manchurian front was absolutely 
unfounded.

38772 »Exhibit 3893, t’e deposition of URESHINO, Michinori, stated that 
from the outbreak of .rar in December 1941 until August 1945 he was with 
the 10th section of he army staff, which was in charge of shipping and 
railway transportation® Transportation from field operations to Japan 
was handled by the rmy staff0 It was controlled by the director of 
transportation and communication, chief of shipping command and chief 
of shipping transportation command under C/S, POWS in P0ÏÏ camps in the

•^8773 field were contro?led by the local commanders * under the supervision
of the war minister. In transporting F0ÏÏS to Japan proper under the con
trol of the war minister, the war ministry made a request for their 
transportation to the staff and such sea-transportation was carried out 
at the responsibility of the staff. While aboard ship, the chief of PW 
camp or acting chief in charge came under the supervision of the war 
minister. Ha/ever, as far as transportation including rations was con
cerned, he cf.me under the staff* Exhibit 1965 was sent from the vice 
war minister and vice C/S in 1942 to the units concerned, because the 
relations between war ministry a-d staff on transportation of PWs from
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38773 the field to Japan recuired cooperation from both« It did not mean that 
the war minister issued an order with regard to staff affairs«

38780

38781

38782

♦Exhibit 3895» affidavit of MATSUMCTO, Shun, stated he was vice for» 
eign minister from November 1942 to October 1944o In the fall of 1942 
the duties of the foreign ministry on managing matters for Japs in enemy 
co’intries became so onerous that the 2nd section of the Treaty Bureau 
was charged with drafting a plan for the establishment of a bureau with 
specific responsibility for these matters« In November 1942 a plan was 
drawn for the bureau and in that month the bureau was established, begin
ning to function on December 1« Its title did not include the words 
♦and enemy nationals residing in Japan* The bureau was a mere intra-min
istry office« It was not a bureau under the government organization law 
but a mere administrative office and was only a semi-official office*
Its name indicated its semi-official status* This bureau was one to which 
was designated matters already within the ministry, but it was not estab
lished by cabinet action which signified the assignment of new or differ
ent duties« It was established with the approval of the minister* No 
other approval was needed or obtained. The word "Kosaian" on Exhibit 
3845 meant a draft subm tted for approval of the higher officials within 
the ministry, which might be given by the minister of vice minister 
♦according to the nature of the matter* The draft was approved by the 

minister« Such action did not, could not, and was not intended to assume 
new or expanded duties»

38783

During his tenure the bureau dealt with matters relating to Japs in 
enemy countries* Matters on treatment of enemy pows and internees, visits 
to camp3, the bureau handled only in liaison with the authorities in charge, 
and as representative of the foreign ministry. The work of the bureau 
was the same as that theretofore conducted by the treaty bureau* He had 
been shown Exhibit 3898, a proposal relating to expansion of the bureau, 
which correctly stated the scope of the duties of that bureau as they 
were discharged during his tenure. Defense Exhibit 3897 was a circular 
sent by Minister SUZUKI, Chief of the bureau, to the directors of bureaus 
and chiefs of section of the ministry informing them of the change in the 
name of the bureau from that proposed in the original draft*

38784 ♦Exhibit 3896, entitled Liaison business relating to enemy nationals
who are pows, internees or residents in camps under Japan's authority, 
stated that liaison business included the handling of outgoing communica
tions to representations from enemy countries and other sources«

38785 »Exhibit 3897 stated that the commencement of the business of the
bureau in charge of war-time internees had been notified* The name of 
the bureau had been changed to the bureau in charge of Japanese nationals 
in enemy countries.
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38787 ^Exhibit 3898, affidavit of SUZUKI, Tadakatsu, stated that the affi- 

ant was until August 1945 chief of the bureau in charge of Jap nationals 
in enemy countries established in December 1942«, He held the post under 
SHIGEMITSU from April 1943 to April 1945, and under TOGO from April 1945 
to August 1945« This bureau was in charge of matters on the protection
of Japs in enemy countries which was under the jurisdiction of the foreign 
minister, and formed part of his duties» Matters pertaining to pows in 
Jap hands belonged to the war minister, while matters concerning civilian 
internees in Japan belonged to the Home minister» In view of the collat
eral relations between the duties of his bureau to protect Japs in enemy

38788 countries * and the treatment of pows and internees in Jap hands, TANI 
who established the bureau as well as SFIGEMITSU and TOGO charged his 
bureau for convenience with the duty of transmitting requests for infor
mation and protests on pows and internees»

SH1GZMITSU showed a special interest in the matter of pows and intern
ees. He often mentioned that war was only temporary but humanity perma
nent. Ho always tried to live up to what SHIGEMITSU meant. A great dif
ficulty was felt in realizing this idea due to complete lack of juris
diction over pows and interneeso When the foreign ministry was request
ed tc supply information or had received protests against alleged ill- 
treatment, the foreign ministry had no means to make direct inspections

38789 or directly to collect information. When it was approached for permis
sion to visit camps or send good to pows, the ministry had no competence 
to permit visits, or means to transport goods. The only thing it could 
do was transmit the requests to the competent authorities and await their 
action. In spit6 of this SHIGEMITSU ordered him to do his best to con
tribute to the amelioration of the treatment of pows, and in compliance 
with this he did his best.

When a communication was made in repard to pows his bureau trans
mitted it to the competent authorities promptly and accurately as soon as 
translation had been made by official note and sometimes orally,. Where 
replies were not received in due course, his bureau tried to press for 
them. To transmit or press orally, he often took advantage of conferences

38790 of officers in charge * regarding the protection of Japs in enomy coun
tries held usually twice a month. They were attended by officials of 
the war, navy, home affairs, transportation, communication, finance and 
other ministries. From the war and navy ministeries, officers of the Pow 
Information Bureau and the 2nd section of Naval affairs bureau joined 
the conferences. They were concerned with the duties of the foreign min
istry to protect Japs In enemy countries, and on these occasions they
were not at liberty to take up the matter of pows as such. He referred 
indirectly to pow matters in connection with the question of protecting 
Japs, or after the conferences, his subordinates or he talked privately 
with the officers in charge of these matters. Whenever the foreign minis
try transmitted requests for information or a protest, it made efforts to

38791 see that * their treatment was improved. Tfhen Exhibit 2024 was received
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38791 in February 1944» SPIG ,MITSU called the attention of the war minister
and ordered the affiant to avail himself of this protest for home consump
tion to assure better treatment of powso He stated that affiant should 
call the attention of the competent authorities to this matter to correct 
the situation if the facts should happen to be in any way true, and to 
expedite the solution of the question of visitis to camps which neutrals 
had frequently requested without result, to press for replies to 
to unanswered inquiries and to facilitate solution of other matters « He 
tried to comply with this order. As a result, relief goods were accepted 
from the allied powers to distribute them among.pows, relief funds were 
delivered to pows and internees, facility was given to send telegrams and 
steps were taken towards solving the question of permission to visit camps 
in occupied territories0

38792 *In calling attention of the authorities on pows, SFIGEMITSU ordered 
his staff to use as materials information from enemy sources even if not 
based on official protests. One instance was the telegram from SFICFIDA 
in Afghanistan, which was sent to the chief of Fow Information Bureau,,

As to pow3, the foreign ministry had no competence ever their treat
ment or tocollect information about them« SHIGEMITSU thought of a plan 
in April or May 1944 to set up in the cabinet something like an internat» 
ional law and customs committee to have it discuss the question of pows<> 
Dr. YAMAHAWA, ex-director of the treaty bureau and an authority on inter
national law and affiant worked on this plan. The plan *as to organize 
a committee under the premier consisting not only of members of the army 
and navy but of foreign ministry officials and authorities on internat-

38793 ional law, and have them study * war time international laws and customs 
and matters on pows. This plan was not successful and since the adminis
tration of pows was under army jurisdiction.

SFIGEMITSU took up pow matters at the Supreme Council for the Direc
tion of the Tar in October 1944o He pointed out that according to recent 
information from enemy sources, it was reported that Jap treatment of 
pows left much to be desired. He stated that the humanitarian treatment 
of pows had been a virtue of Japan and it was an important matter for 
Japan’s international reputation and future relations. As it was a matter 
for regret if by any chance they had committed the slightest fault, he 
desired that direct be issued to the responsibles so matters might be 
fully discussedo The Supreme Council was composed of the premier, army 
and navy ministers, the Chiefs of staff and foreign minister. Soon after

38794 *affiant was told by a liaison officer of the pow Information Bureau that 
it had sent its members to Fow camps and had instructed officers to be 
considerate in treatment.

SFIGEMITSU earnestly worked for the exchange of nationals resident 
abroad, as well as for transportation and distribution of US and British 
relief goods. He was successful in making the 2nd exchange of Us and 
Japanese nationals in October 1943 at Port Marmagao. Then, large quan-
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38794 titles of relief goods were sent by exchange ship and distributed among 

the powse When a request was made in 1943 by the US for the sending of 
relief goods from Vladivostok and for delivery to pows, SHIGEMITSU im
mediately transmitted the request to competent authorities and urged his 
subordinated to reruest the authorities to solve the matter* As a result

38795 *the request was granted and the goods sent first to Kobe, and then to 
China, Hong Kong, FTC, Singapore and elsewhere

As to permission for visits to pow camps in occupied territories, 
SHIGEM7TSU made all possible efforts* Affiant tried under instructions 
from SHIGEMITSU, oral and by note, to obtain permission to visit the camps* 
The military made it a policy not to permit visits in occupied territory 
and did not readily comply* Neutrals several times requested permission 
and the ministry continued unceasingly to make the requests* *As a result, 
in December 1944 the army consented to permit the Red Cross to visit the 
camps in the southern areas0

TOGO, like SHIGEMITSU, had deep concern over the pow problem* He in
structed affiant to transact such affairs with utmost care and to try to

38796 take * advantage of every opportunity to Improve treatment from a humani
tarian view,, He exerted all his efforts in conformity with his instruc
tions* Ever since TOGO became foreign minister the 2nd time, he was 
busily occupied with various important war problems* He did not fail to 
pay due attention to the treatment of pows0 On June 3, 1945, the Swiss 
minister handed to TOGO a US protest on atrocities at Puerto Frincessa
on Palawan* TOGO immediately took steps to have it transmitted to the 
competent authorities andpersonally oalled the attention of ANAMI to the 
subject and urged him to accord fair and generous treatment to pows in 
general tc which he got the latter's consent*

Despite this attitude the war situation vecame very stringent ren-
38797 dering the management of pow questions increasingly difficult* * In the  ̂

spring and summer 1945, the situation in the Thilippines, Burma and other 
southern areas deteriorated* As the allies advance, the Japs retreated* 
and fresh protest began to be lodge on pows and internees* The foreign 
ministry transmitted them to the competent authorities* According to war 
ministry explanantions, as a result of the defeats, telegraphic communi
cation between Tokyo and the front was very difficult and often impossi
ble, and even when possible, the confusion at the front rendered investi
gation almost impossible* Accordingly despite frequent foreign ministry 
requests, the oases increased where they could not get sufficient answer 
satisfactory to the allies* The Awa Maru incident of April 1 occurred, 
exciting the military and adversely affecting the solution of the pew 
question* During SHIGEMITSU's time, affiant often saw the ministers of

38798 neutrals representing * enemy countries for liaison business* Under
TOGG these ministers had evacuated to Karuizawa, and in accord with TOGO's 
instructions affiant often kept speedy contact with them by exchanging 
letters through courier or by poing to Karuizawa, exercising all possible
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38798 efforts to roe*t the situation by using expedient measures in time of emer

gency,,

In the meantime, the foreign ministry received from the military no 
Information whatever on the trials of allied fliers such as took place
in the middle of July 194-5

As to visits to pew camps in occupied areas by the Red Cross, TOGO 
tried to see its realization without delay, and regardless of the fact 
that by June 1945, the acceptance of conditions of reciprecity which had

38799 been imposed * upon permission for such visits had not yet been officially 
notified by all allied countries concerned, permission to visit camps in 
Thailand was notified to the Swiss on June 5® As for visits to camps in 
Singapore, there were some questions on the status of visitors and the 
selection of qualified persons, but affiant was informed by the military 
that the visit was actually made« As far as visits to the camps in Manila, 
the city was recaptured by the spring of 1945 and US nationals there 
liberatedo

Direct Examination of UGAKI, Kazushige 
By Mr* Mattice

38802 *The witness identified Exhibit 3899 as his affidavit and verified
38810 it« *The affidavit stated that the witness was foreign minister in the 

1st Konoe Cabinet from May 1938 til September 1938» ITAGAKI became war 
minister early in June 1938 and remained in office after the witness re- 
signed« He had read court exhibit 3457 at the request of ITAGAKI*S coun®

38811 gel* * At times proposals were submitted te the 5 Minister conference in 
writing« On such occasions, on proposals having some relation to national 
policy he used to sign the documents and hand them to his subordinates«
If any documents ware held in the foreign ministry they were not true 
originals unless they bore his signature«

In the alleged measures to be taken in case of surrender of the pro® 
sent Central government of China, decided July 8, 1938, such a decision 
was highly improbable® The retirement of Chiang Kai-shek from public 
life was mentioned as the fourth condition of surrender in item No0 3®
When UGAKI accepted his pest he a sked KONOE to cancel the KONOE state
ment of January 16, 1938, when the occasion required and made this a 
condition of acceptance® KONOE willingly accepted saying it was all right

38812 to cancel it0 There was no * reason for him to take up the question of 
Chiang“s retirement on July 8 long after he entered the cabinet0 It was 
an improbable thing«

With regard to the alleged strategy toward öhina in conformity with 
the current situation under item 4, he did not remember that he ever made 
such a decision« As for the item where he was to have China ruin itself 
financially by acquiring Chinese funds abroad, he was at a less as te 
what it meanto In view of the attendance of the finance minister he could
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38812 not think that such a decision could have ever been made0

As for the alleged policy to guide the establishment of a new Central 
Government of China under item 5, he believed it was improbable consider
ing his ideas at that time. He never thought of the establisjpnent of a 
new central government at that time, and devoted himself to solving the 
affair by establishing a Hankow government, which was a Chiang regime, 
and negotiating with it« He had no reason to consent to such a decision

38813 and would have strongly opposed such proposal if there were any« * If 
there were any such decision, he would have remembered it, and since he 
didn't he was sure that such question was not taken up at all at that 
time.

With regard to the alleged special commission on Chinese affairs 
under 1 2, neither a committee like that was ever set up nor any decision 
made by the conference« In view of the fact that the conference was not 
a legislative organ or anything else, it was absurd that an executive 
organ would be created under the jurisdiction of the 5 ministers conference«

As to the alleged outline for the establishment of the joint commit® 
tee in item 1 5, since he .had no idea of establishing a central government 
and felt they should carry out their national policy by respecting the 
Chiang government, there was no reason for having discussed such matter«

CréaS“Examination by Judge Kyi

38814 *The witness stated that the 5 ministers conference was first insti® 
tuted probably sometime in June 1938, but he had no exact recollection® 
Before that time there was nonsuch thing as 5 ministers conference. He 
did not think there was anything of the kind in 1936« The situation was

38815 exactly as set forth in his affidavit. *When asked when a proposal came 
from another ministry and was approved by the conference, was it a usual 
practice that the bureaus or sections concerned in his ministry would 
have to read and study it, he replied not to study. Anything decided by 
the conference or cabinet was carried into effect if it related to foreign 
relations« There was no room for study after a decision was once raade0 
The only procedure left was to carry it into effect or to find means of

38816 carrying it out. They no doubt read it« There were no occasions in 
which copies mere made, and if there were it would have been a very rare 
case. There might have been suoh a case, but if so, it was very rare.
He would not be surprised if he were shown a document containing a 5 
minister decision although it didn't bear his signature«

The condition of his joining the K0N0E cabinet was that the KCNOE 
statment was to be retracted or cancelled if necessary, but such a neces
sity did not arise during his tentire» He never reminded K0N0E as to why

38817 he delayed the * promised cancellation« The cancellation was not delayed«
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38817 It was up to the witness to decide when it was to be cancelled0 When 

pe^ce negotiations were formally under way, and depending upon their pro
gress, the situation might have arisen in which the statement need be 
cancelledo At the same time the condition for such cancellation might 
not have arisen» When he became foreign minister, the non-recognition of 
Chian was already just a policy in name only. It merely existed as words0 
Actually, that was not the case because informal or private talks were 
already under way between Japan and the regime at Hankow. The foreign

38818 ministry handled the negotiations with the Hankow government. * There 
was a Jap consulate general in HongKong, and the Hankow government sent 
its emissaries there, anil all telegrams were exchanged from that spot0 
At that stage they were just exohanging view, and he could not say that 
the negotiations were progressing favorably. In his estimation the pros
pects at the time, as he saw them, were favorable. They were not plan
ning the campaign of Hor»kow and Canton, The high command was of course 
moving troops. The fall of Hankow and Canton took place after his resig-

38819 nation. * He did not knew that it took more than 10 months for Japan to 
reach from Nanking to Hankow. By establishing a Hankow government he 
meant to respect the dignity and prestige of the Hankow government.

3882C *He had no connection with any matter within the jurisdiction of the high 
command. Whether the Canton government should be the office of negotia
tions was a question of national, policy. But diplomacy and military 
operations must progress hand in hand. This was the established rule for

38821 the prosecution of any war. * Of course consultation would have been
held on such matters with the high command© He made no mistake when he 
said he had never participated in any decision with regard to the estab-

38823 lishment of a new central government or the joint committee. * He did
38824- not recognize Exhibit 269, * his report to the Emperor in which he said 

the opposite. There was a mistake about its source and authenticity.
This consisted of materials for a private report. It contained raw mater
ials to Supply ^is mind with ideas on the basis of which he was to make 
a report. This ;vas not tho report. This document contained the opinions 
of the 1 st section which drew it up as its opinions and as its desires

38825 as the views it wanted conveyed. The contents * did not represent his
38826 opinions and they were not the opinions he reported„* It represented only 

the views of that section and m s  submitted to him. The minister natu
rally would select appropriate material out of this particular document 
for preparing a report. He did not now remember whether a report of this 
nature was actually made to the throne.

This was a section in tho East Asiatic Affairs Bureau in charge of 
China affairs. Since the talks between the foreign ministry and the Han
kow government were merely preliminary talks, this section was not in-

38827 formed. * In view of the possibility if subordinates were informed such 
information might leak out, it was only after preliminary arrangements 
had been completed and formal steps were to be taken that these subordi
nates were informed. He realized that a report to t)ae Throne was a very
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important thing0 It was not a discussion at random or over teacups#

♦He never talked to ITAGAKI about operations#0 Operations was a mat
ter for the high command« He had to talked to him about the campaign in 
connection with other things which properly belonged to the war ministry 
but had no recollection« Their views were generally agreed but he had no 
recollection in detail# If there was any divergence, he might recall 
something, but since he didn't, he believed their views were generally the 
same,, He did not know that on August 16, 1938, the cabinet adopted some 
of the 5 minister conference decisions# * He had no recollection that 6 
of the decisions were so adopted# He did not recall that in this meeting 
he made a report on the conference# Whatever there might be in KIDC's 
dimry, he could only say that KIDO had nothing to do with, and did not 
attend the 5 Ministers conference# The witness was 81 by Japanese reck
oning 0

DIRECT EXAMINATION CF HOGEN, Shinsaku 
By Mr# Blakeney

♦The witness identified Exhibit 3900 as his affidavit and verefied 
it« * The affidavit stated that in 1941» the witness was assigned to the 
2nd section European-Asiatic bureau, and served as secretary of the for
eign ministry, acting as interpreter of all conversations between TOGO 
and Ott during October and November 19a# Memos of the conversations 
were prepared by him immediately after each conversation, and after be
ing submitted to TOGO for correction, were recopied for filing# He did 
not remember the details of each conversation, but did remember the gen
eral outlines# He had been shown Exhibit 3835# This memo was not in 
his handwriting but the contents of the first 7 Jap pages conformed to 
his memory of the conversation# The last page, however, * dealing with 
the dispatch of KURUSU to Washington, contained matters not discussed 
at the time# The first knawledge which he had of the dispatch of KURUSU 
was after his departure on November 5, having never heard of the matter 
before either at a conversation with Ott or elsewhere# He remembered 
that the matter was discussed between TOGO and Ott on November 6 as was 
shewn by Ott's report, Exhibit 3901, which was incorrect in particulars# 
The last page of Exhibit 3835 was a page of the memo of this conversa
tion# In the conversation purported to be recorded in Exhibit 3835 
there was no suggestion of abrogating the secret clause of the anti-com- 
intern pact#

♦Exhibit 3901, telegram from Ott, November 7, 1 9 a » stat that TOGO 
to whom Ott had spoken about the sudden dispatch of KURUSU to Washington, 
explained that NOMURA had asked for the dispatch of an experienced pro- 
fessional diplomat to support him# The dispatch of KURUSU had been de
cided only recently, as he learned confidentially and as was proved also 
by his overhasty departure#

♦Exhibit 3902A, excerpt from Report of Activities for the Year 19a» 
was received in evidenve0 *
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38849 * ^Exhibit 3903» affidavit of TANAKA, Ryukichi, stated that the affi

ant was at the time of Chankufeng, commanding officer of the 25th Mountain 
Artillery of the 19th division,, The only Jap artillery in the vicinity
at any time consisted of rifles, 75 mm pack horse carried, and 15 cm short 
range mortars, except a battery cf railroad artillery which came on August 
8 to 8 km north of Kogi west of the river* It did not fire until August 
9* All artillery remained west of the river, at no time crossed it, and

38850 no artillery positions were constructed east of the river,, * When he 
returned to hqs at Ranan, Korea, ICO km from Chankgufeng, all men and guns 
under his command returned with him leaving on the 15 cm mortars* When
he returned to the west bank of the Tumen on July 31, at 5 AM, the 15 cm 
mortars were placed under him command as was the railroad artillery when 
it arrived*

Prior to July 26, 193?, the only Japs in the vicinity east of the 
river consisted of 4C border guards, infantry, armed with nothing heavier 
than light machine grans0 Cther infantry crossed the river from the west 
to the east on July 26, but all were withdrawn west on July 27, and did 
not cross again until July 29 after the skirmish began* None of the lat« 
ter took part in any hostilities until the am of July 31 e The infantry

38851 at no time had any heavier armament thafr 37 mm anti-tank guns, * man car
ried and trench mortars, 75 mm, muzzle loading, short range and man car
ried*

When he returned on July 31, he saw two Russian tanks which had been 
disabled by the 15 cm mortars on the north slope well within Mnnchukuo 
even under the Russian claims* 3 more Russian tanks were disabled on the 
northwest slope of Bezyryannaya, also within Manchukuo under Russian 
Claims* All 5 remained on Manchukuc territory throughout the hostilities* 
In all, 10 Russian tanks crossed the border as claimed by the Russians 
into Manchukuo on July 31« When he arrived, Russian artillery was firing 
on objectives west of tie river and several shells socred hits on his men 
and guns* Russian military headquarters was at Novokievsk, 20 kim from 
Chang-ku-feng*

38853 ^Exhibit 3904» affidavit of YANC, Mitsuji, stated that he visited
38854 the * area in October 1538 following the river from near Fandagaya to 

Nomotsohrin without finding Mongolians on the right bank0 From his 2 
inspections he could testify that there were no border markers cf any 
nature between obos, nor were there in either 1936 or 1938 any markers or 
poles on top of obos bearing inscriptions in Mongolian* A feature of 
that country was the extreme scarcity of wood* The countiy was steppe 
and there was nothing to obstruct the view except occasional small hills0 
In his tours he made various side trips and constantly examined the co*,m« 
try with field glasses. He saw neither described markers on Nomonhan,
Huld and Eris, nor poles or border marks of any description betweem

38855 them* *At Nomonhan there was a building of the Nomonhan branch of the Man
chukuo police in which resided 7 or 8 police*
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38855 He had traveled on other bordera of the MPR but never had seen wood- 

en border marks» Cn parte of the border which were marked with stone 
oboe, they were erected in pairs0 Nomonhan obo was a pair, but when they 
were used for marks the pairs were not confined to one pair but toere con
tinuous» During his 1938 trip he met Manchukuan cavalry, border guards 
or police at Fandagaya, Nomotsohrin, Amkoro and Nomonhan0

38856 »Exhibit 3905, affidavit of YOKOI, Tadamichi, stated that from May 
1938 tc July 28, 3939, he was chief of the Hailar Military Special Ser
vice detachment» Immediately after taking office, he made a trip through 
the east bank of the river to inspect condition» The country was a 
steppe area with undulating features , without trees, and a wide tfiew was 
to be had0 He made frequent excursions from some distance toward the

38857 river to * within a few km of it, inspecting th* whole adjacent country« 
At that time he found Manchukuoan or Jap units stationed in Assursum, 
Amkoro, Nomotschrin, Nomonhan, and Handapaya0 He found no outer Mongolian 
guards at all on the east bank of the river» No one molested his party 
or attempted to prevent them from travelling in that area» Pe did not 
see any trace of border markers, either in the form of paired obos, ex
cept one pair at Nomonhan, or as wooden or other border monuments« Such 
markers were non-existent»

February 10, 1948

38861 »Exhibit 3906, affidavit of SFIBAYAMA, Kenshiro, stated that from
March 1937 to July 1938 he was chief of the military affairs section, war 
ministry handling business relating to China affairs such as liaison with 
respect to policies between the ministry and the front» He had been 
show?; Exhibit 3269 from which it appeared that UMEZU was reported to have

38862 gone to cVina, taking the outline of the * Imperial conference decision» 
This was quite incorrect» Other matters referred to such as that TERAUCHI 
requested the visit of the minister or vice-minister at Tientsin are 
untrue» It was true that UMEZU went to China at that time» Japan had 
decided upon a policy of undertaking through Trautmann negotiations with 
Chiang for peace0 ky order of the war minister, the vdtness drew up to
gether with Director Bureau of Eastern Asiatic Affairs, and the chief of 
the 1st Military Affairs section of the navy, a plan for peace negotia
tions» The government meanwhile carried on discussions with Trautmann0 
Since it was feared that some disturbance might occur at the front if
the plan was realized, it was considered it might be better if a prelim
inary understanding could be reached at the front# Tc carry out this in-

38863 tention, it wa3 decided that UMEZU should be * sent to the China front0 
The witness accompanied him« They left on January 9, 1938 and visited 
various places in China, conveying the intention of the army authorities 
to army and division commanders0 There was nothing conveyed to anyone 
in China of any intention of not dealing with Chiang. They had obtained 
agreement of the field commanders to the intent of attempting to make 
peace with Chiang through Trautmann, and were ready to return, convinced 
that no distrjzbar.ee would occur among the field forces when on January 
16 the KCNGE declaration entirely nullified their work#
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38869 *Exhibit 39C7, affidavit of SAITC, Yoshiye, stated that from July 

194-0 to July 1941 he was a foreign office counsellor and assisted MATSU* 
oka on concluding the tripartite pact0 According to the pact, in case 
any part was attacked by another power not involved in the European war 
or China incident at the conclusion of the pact, the remaining contractors 
should aid the party attacked by political, economic and military measures0

38870 *The problem of judging as to whether 1 of the contractors was attacked 
was a matter the various governments had to decide individually, and the 
commission incidental to the pact was not empowered to decide that» Japan 
never did authorize the comm'ssion to decide such matter» As a result
of the pact, 3 commissions, the general, military and economic, were to 
be established in Tokyo, Berlin and Rome, but they were nothing more than 
liaison organs for the 3 governments and they were not authorized to de
cide matters binding their governments»

38872 *Exhibit 3908, affidavit of USAMI, Uzuhiko, stated that from November 
11, 1938 tc May 1940 he was counsellor of the Jap embassy in Germaany#
He helped C5KIMÀ in connections with negotiations for the tripartite pacto 
It was true that in reply to the directive concerning the negotiations, 
brought in February 1939 by ITC, OSFIMA and SHIRATCRI submitted their 
opinions to ARITA in ^arch0 Late in March Arita in turn wired a new di
rective» It was not true that between the beginning and end cf March 
AP.ITA sent a directive urging them tc carry on the negotiations pursuant 
to the original directive»

38873 »Exhibit 3909, affidavit of MAEDA, Minoru, stated that from October 
15, 194-0 to May 15, 1942, as chief of 3rd section naval staff, he was in 
charge of collecting and arranging all information with reference to the 
navy» The navy was never informed by Germany, CSHIMA, the naval attache 
or any other naval personnel in Germany of any intention to use subs to

38874 massacre crews of * merchant vessels or to kill the surviving crew of ves
sels sunk by su'bs0 The navy never received any report from anybody that 
OSHIMA had such talks with Hitler concerning the killing of crew members»
He never ‘heard anything discussed as to the intention of the naval au
thorities to adept such measure or that the navy committed such acts0

38875 »Exhibit 3910, affidavit of MATSUSHIMA, Shikao, stated that he was 
from April 1936 to November 1939 Director of the Trade Department,foreign 
office» Thereafter he was in Sweden as minister until March 1941 « From 
then until May 1945 he was in Berlin as envoy at large for Europe prin
cipally in charge of economic matters» The Jap German Economic agreement 
on the exchange of goods between Japan and Germany, which included the 
matter of a 1 billion yen credit for 3 years, was signed in January 1943 
by Ribbentrop and CSHIMA after negotiations of more than a year» He par
ticipated in the negotiations» CSHIMA talked from time tc time with Rib
bentrop about the matter, but routine negotiations were conducted almost

38876 exclusively between the witness and * Wiehl0 He heard every detail of 
Ribbentrop-CSHIMA talks from OSHlTft and Wiehl» All proposals made by 
Japan were either approved by the foreign office beforehand or were in
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structiong of the government on specific natters to Germany saying that 
th< y w e n  personal proposals of CSKIKA, and that If 0 -many agreed, CSKIMA 
yov.l,-! try to persuade Japan to accept other demands. Tills vas diplomatic 
tactics user1 to secure concessions from Gorman, Tho contents of theso 
talha i w *  previously arreac. between OSHIIIA and the foreign office, *

The question of defining the sphere of application cf the economic 
38877 agreement was raised by Ribbentrop, Cn this * question OSHIISA and the

vitnsss conducted talks rith Germany always after obtaining instructions. 
The signing of the agreement took placo after full approval had been
given by Javan beforehand,

38878 *Tl\'hibit 3911, memo of Doonitz on a conference with Hitler, February
26, 194-3, stated that Drenitz reported that NCMURa had mentioned that 
the J.;p navy was planning tc use it subs against merchant shipping and 

36879 that it had asked CSHTMA and Ribbentrop * to request 2 German subs be put 
at Japan's disposal. Ho explained that nothing would begainec’ militarily 
by turning over the subs, since he did not believe that they could he 
produced in large numbers in Japan for material reason. Hitler favored 
tho idea of re" easing 1 sub to tho Japs because ho had to make return 
shipments for rubber. If he found it difficult to carry out return ship
ments in  high grade steel and finished products, it would be easier to 
deliver a sub. He would not decide until the demand had taken a more 
concrete form.

DIRECT EXAMINATION of SUZUKI, Tudakatsu •
By lir. Furness

3889? *The witness identified exhibit 3898, previously read as his affi
davit and verified it.

Cross-F,xamination by Col. Mornane

36896 *Hs stated he thought it was possible to say that his bureau was es
tablished in connection with the passage in Article 1, Exhibit 76, refer
ring to Jap subjects residing in foreign countries. E:chibit 384.5 was 
prepared in tho foreign office to obtain agreement within the ministry 

38897 before * establishment of tho bureau in charge of Jap nationals in enemy 
countries over which he presided. In the draft was a statement of date 
of explaining at cabinet meeting re internee und pow duties. He could 
not ray whether tho data xma submitted tc the cabinet. He thought probab
ly It v;as net submitted. The establishment of his bureau was not in ac
cord with the regulations governing the organization of the ministry, hut 
was rath or to unify and coordinate in 1 department bxisiness which had 
h-on handled by various bunas and sections. These documents were pre
pared before the bureau was established and they were prepared before
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ESß«38898 hia * time by his colleagues and he had no direct concern with them.Then It was called to his attention that his name was mentioned in it, he said he did not say the document was prepared before his return in August that year. His began his work after arrangements had been completed within the ministry. It was only after that that he was approached to take over the job. When asked whether the statement in the document that on November 19, 1942, the ministry had already arranged'with38899 him was incorrsot, * he said on seeing this draft he saw that it was approved on November 14» and he thought he was approached on the matter after that. He did not know how this document was handled or whether the data prepared for explanation at the cabinet was used or not. He couldn't say anything definite or positive about this.
This document laid down the duties of his office in this bureau.38901 "When asked whether the document didn't show that the duties of his office included looking after business relating to treatment of pows, he said unless he gave some explanations in detail he would not be able to give a definite reply. His bureau was unable to arrange for visits to pow camps, due to the fact that the army would not allow his people to visit those camps. By army he meant the war ministry. Very freouently there were long delays by the war ministry in answering protests transmitted by his bureau.

38902 *With respect to the protest referred to in his affidavit of February 1944 in regard to the Philippines, he was disturbed over the long delay. He thought he mentioned the matter to SHIGEMITSU at the time.38903 *If his recolleotion were correct as to protests to which replies were delayed, provisional replies were made in the interim. When replies were made to long protests, replies were also made to protests as'tb .38904 which replies had been delayed. * When it was suggested that no written communication was maded by the foreign to the war ministry in regard to this protest after March 27, 1943» he said he did not think there was such a case. There were many documents, and unless he was shown them, he could not give a definite reply. All communications were not necessarily referred to.
38905 *When asked about the delays involved in Exhibit 2024, he said he had not read the satire text but there were many questions involved, and the foreign office made contacts with all the various quarters concerned with the matter and did its best to draft a reply. He presumed there were delays. There were many cases where he pressed for replies to pro-38906 tests. "When very serious delays took place he brought the matter to the attention of the foreign minister. As for most of the work, he as the person in charge did his utmost to dear up the matter.

SHIGEMITSU ordered him to use material information from enemy sources with regard to securing better treatment of pows. These sources included broadeasts from enemy countries. It was possible to listen to broadcasts from overseas during the war on foreign office shortwave. The foreign
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38906 offie« vas not monitoring shortwave broadcasts from other countries and
38907 distributing copies of the text to officers in the foreign office» * Not only the foreign office, but also the war and navy offices had such facilities» What the foreign office was able to hear with regard to pows, the
38908 foreign office utilized« *The foreign ministry had facilities in its own premises to listen to broadcasts. The foreign office did in fact circulate transcripts of those broadcasts around the foreign office« They were called to the attention of SHIGEMITSU

SHIGEMITSU had very serious interests in the question of powa0 His plan was prevented because matters relating to pows were under the army» Inasmuch as such matters were primarily and exclusively handled by the
38909 army * departments outside the military could not on their own take up the matter» He did not know whether the war minister himself refused the plan. He did not thinjr SHIGEMITSU discussed the matter in the cabineto As a result of SHIGIMIfSU taking the matter up with the Supreme Council considerable improvements were realized. Pow Information Bureau sent personnel to the various areas and saw to it that improvements were effee- tive. They received protests after October 1944e

t

38910 D̂uring his whole time very fervent desires were expressed to obtain permission for protecting powers to visit pow camps. He well understood the importance cf obtaining permission to visit pow camps and did everything in his power to realize such visits. He knew that under article 86 of the Geneva Convention it was required that protecting powers should be allowed to visit, but at the same time Japan had not ratified the Geneva Convention. When the war began, Japan on its own declared its intention
38911 to apply the various terms of the treaty mutatis mutandis. * He brought to SHIOEMITSU's attention that the protecting powers were clamoring for permission to visit. He did not think SHIGEMITSU himself submitted any-
38912 thing of this kind to the cabinet. *If he had decided to do so, the witness would have had to prepare some statement of facts. He was not re-
38913 quired to prepare such a statement. *That SHIGEMITSU fcpoke to TCJ0 he heard from SHIGEMITSU0 According to Jap practice and custom one cannot conceive of anything relating to pows being taken up by the cabinet unless that matter were submitted by the war minister. The witness never discussed the matter with KIMURA at any of the conferences, nor with SATO. SATC did not attend these conferences.
38914 "Ones or twice the witness pow camps. He was specially permitted by the army on those occasions. He visited the cmap in Nagoya in the summer of 1943. On conditions there there was nothing special to say. He didn't think SHIGEMITSU discussed with KOISC the treatment of pows.

Redirect Examination by Mr. Furness
38915 *He found nothing particular at Nagoya upon which complaints could be basedo
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38925 »Exhibit 3912, the affidavit of OKADA, Keisuka, stated that the wit
ness was a senior statesman in 1944-5« Before the end of the TCJC cabi
net he thought it necessary to have one who would identify himself with 
restoration of peace by terminating hostilities join the cabinet« ^e 
broached his idea to WAKATSUKI, K0N0E, HIRANUMA and KIDO and obtained 
their approval« He tried to have YÜNAI reinstated and appointed navy 
minister to succeed SHIMADA, but this was in vain.

His efforts were successful when the KDISO cabinet was formed» The 
so-called KCISO-YCNAI coalition cabinet oame into existence with YCNAI

38926 appointed navy minister. * When the SUZUKI cabinet was formed on April 
5, 1945, he did his best to have TCNAI and TOGO join to restore peace by 
terminating hostilities, and they assumed those posts.

In April 1944 KIDO and he had a confidential talk about ending the 
war. The very nature of the subject required extreme caution. Their 
ideas coincided that efforts be made to end the hostilities as soon as 
possible, but that they would have to wait for an opportune moment. The 
affiant had previously discussed the matter with MATSUQAIRA and asked him 
to transmit his thoughts to KIDO. He had many talks with KIDC about 
early termination of the war.

38928 »Exhibit 3913, affidavit of HIRCSE, Hisatada, stated that in February 
1945 he was appointed minister without portfolio and chief secretary to 
the KCISO cabinet from which he resigned the same month. In Atigust 1945 
he was appointed Mayor of Tokyo. He had known KIDO intimately since 1938. 
He knew that KIDC had been watching for a long time for a chance tc con
clude the war, as may be seen from circumstances under which he tried to 
appoint YCNAI, a pacifist, as vice premier in the K0IS0 cabinet, from the 
fact that during the term of that cabinet he repeatedly expressed his de
sire for an opportunity to realize peace, that he made efforts to form 
the cabinet of SUZUKI, a pacifist, and that he cooperated with YCNnl,

38929 » in efforts to realize peace0 The witness sometimes helped communicate 
between YCNAI and KIDO. When KIDO had to communicate with YONAI in an 
informal way on the peace problem, the affiant immediately transmitted 
this to YCNAI and obtained his consent. The two men worked for peace 
secretly under the circumstances in those days. After the war, YCNAI said 
that KIDO was more responsible than any other for the conclusion of the 
war0

38930 Exhibit 3914, affidavit of HCSOKAWA, Morisada, stated that the wit
ness married the daughter of K0N0E, and as KCNOE's son-in-law, he had 
many confidential private conversmtions with him. He was secretary to 
the premier in the 2nd and 3rd KÖN0E cabinets. During the war he acted 
as private secretary to KCNOE and assumed the post of secretary to K0N0E 
as minister without portfolio in the HIGASHIKTTNI cabinet. KCNCF told him 
that KIDO*s efforts to terminate the war were magnificent. K0N0E often

38931 paid this compliment to KIDO from the time*K0N0E was chosen special en
voy to the Soviet Union, to which he did not go*
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♦Exhibit 3915, affidavit of ISFIKATA, Sotaro, stated that affiann 
was Imperial Household minister from June 4 1945 to January 16, 1946.
’.Then on Jur. > 3, he was asked to become minister, KIDO spoke to him empha
sizing the pressed war situation and the need of grasping the earliest 
possible cvance for peace«, After his a;pointment, he saw KIDO at, l̂ asr,
2 or 3 times a week» KIDO told him he was firmly determined tc bring the 
war to a close, and bravely, patently and painfully fought opposition 
until the war was finally ended. He was one of the people who contributed 
most to quick realization * of capitulation,. In the desparate situation 
around July 20, KIDO prepared himself for any violence such a3 assassina« 
tion that might be used by the army. He stated he hoped he might be 
spared until the war be successfully brought to a close. Feeling uncer- 
tainty he consulted the affiant 2 or 3 times about his possible succès- 
sor if he should be killed. The person he had in mind was SRIDEHARA.

♦Since August KIDC and affiant had talked about requesting the rSnpnr- 
or to broadcast to keep to the minimum internal confusion that might fol
low capitulation. On August 11, KIDC said he had talked with the Emper
or and the Emperor had told KIDO to consult affiant. He told KIDC he 
had no objection whatsoever to the plan. The affiant made the necessary 
arrangements for the broadcast.

On August 14» a unit of the Imperial Guards besieped the Household 
ministry and scattered some mimeographed bills. One of the items listed 
wa3 to lid the throne of Lord Keeper who was a traitor trying bo end Che 
war, KIDC was on their black list, ♦ The leader of the insurgent arrty 
tracked KIDO and affiant that night. They hid in the vault in the bah«»« 
ment of the Household ministry, KIDO came there about 3sl0 AM0 KIDO 
said he was completely ready to be killed. General TANAKA fo the 
Area army forced the insurgent army to withdraw and KIDC and the affiant 
come out of the vault about 8 AM on the 15th,

♦Exhibit 2765B, the affidavit of General George C0 Marshall, was ad
mitted in evidence, *The affidavit stated that the reason he had said in 
his report to the I resident that there was no close strategic coordination 
between Japan and Germany was that evidence that the Japs gave Germany 
prior notice of Pearl Harbor had not come to his attention. There were 
great distances between the 2 theaters. The logistical factors and long 
period involved in shifting resources made close strategic coordination 
unnecessary to achieve a proportion of the * remuneration possible from 
it. The effect was achieved by dividing the allied attention and resources 
The lack of close coordination was indicated by a question of whether 
Japan told Germany of her intention before December 7, the fact that Ger
many was fighting the Soviet, that Japan preserved strict neutrality to 
a large number of Soviet ships carrying US lend lease, Japan did not rr#ss 
her attack to the west beyond Burma to divert more allied resources, the 
fact there was no evidence of close cooperation on intelligence and opera
tional information, Germany did not make a major Éffort in tne Egyptian- 
Suez area coordinated with Jap pressure on India0


